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Low Tension Arc
1S7
Badt
Low Tension Arc Light System High and, by F. B.
•
Badt
43. 44.
45
•

S.

Report of Committee on New England Electric
in, 112
Exchange, and Discussion.
Disruptive Discharges in Lead Cables, by C. H.
Rudd, and Discussion. Illustrated
112, 113, 114
President Weeks' Address
114
Committee on State and Municipal Legislation.
114
Fuel Oil, by S. S. Leonard
114, 115
Liquid Fuel, by M. J. Francisco
115, 116
Advantages of Oil as Fuel, by C. N. Ransom. ...

.

132
163

Risks, by

Barton, and Discussion
Alternating and Continuous Electric Currents.
.

London,

Ostrandcr

Peckham Motor Wheel and Axle.

2S4. 2S5

Illustrated

Electric.

i

,

217

Julien Storage Battery Cars

trated

163

255.

Illustrated

&

4

264

Moves, by Frank L.

'7 2

......

.

.

347
it

Report of
and Conductors, and Discussion

147

(Naticnal

trated
Paris Electric Light Grams
Paris Exhibition.
The
Paris Exposition Edison Exhibit at

Presentation to President

at

Leonard

n)

Paiste

173

311, 312

at

327
Oil Fuel, by S. S.

249
189
343

.

3 T3

Electric Light Station

117

1

11

7, S, 9,

A

Insulations,

Electric

139
203

Co)

by William

(Hermann Lemp and Merle

trated.

193

Relation between

Average Efficiency of,

.

rial

10,

Motors, C.

Illustrated.

177, 178. 179, 1S0, 1S1, 191,

Oerlikon Works, Power Transmis
by the
Ohm and

Meters, Aron Electric. Illustrated
Meyer Engine. Illustrated
Milan, Central Station at
Milan, Edison Central Station, at
Illustrated. 1S8,
Mining Coal by the Use of Electricity. Illustrated
Mining Machines Operated by Electricity, Coal.
.3,
Minneapolis, Conduits in
.263,
Minneapolis, Underground Wires in
Miscellaneous Notes, 14, 25, 26, 39, 40, 54, 66, 78, 97,
9S, 133, 146, 1S4,

High and Low Tension Arc Lighting, by F B. Badt. 187
High and Low Tension Arc Lighting System?, by F.
43.44, 45
B Badt
171
Hot Wire Voltmeter, Ayrton & Perry. Illustrated.
Artificial,
Methods
of
of
Efficiency
The
Illumination,
by Edward L Nichols, and Discussion (American

York Subway:-,
York
Newspaper Office, Elcclric

,

.

91

291

Illustrated
259
Marquette Proposed Installation at
4
Medical Coil.
Illustrated.
(Electrical Supply Co). 137
Experience
Meter, Six Years' Practical
with the Edison Chemical, by W. J. Jenks, and Discussion.
(American Institute of Electrical Engineers-)
Illusirated

Dynamo

Hall,

New
New

Car-

II.

Illustrated

hart-

Park, Prof. Elisha
2,3,

Illustrated.
Grinding Machine.
Manufacturing Co )

Macraeon Storage Battery. Illustrated.
Magnetism by Electric Discharges, by Prof.

Self-induction, lightning Arresters and the Photographic Study of, by E G. Acheson and Dii
illustrated
(American Institute of Elecsiou.
trical Engineers.). 30. 31, 32, 33, 35, 47. 40. 131.
Self-induction. Lightning Arresters and the Photographic Study of. Notes on E. G. tVcheson's paper,
by Joseph Standford Brown and Charles T.
Illustrated.
(American Institute of Electrical
I

Engineers.)
Series Incandescent

System Bernstein.

131,
Illustrated..

i

*

.

Sewage, Electrolytic Treatment

War

Shell-Hoist, for
trated

Spark

Coil,

Vessels,

of.

Sprague

Flame (Woodhouse

&:

Illustrated

209,
210,

Electric.

Illus-

Rawson.)

Illus-

Sperry Regulator, The.

Illustrated
Sprague Electric Roads, Recent. Illustrated S6, S7,
14S, 149, 160,
Electric Light Plant.
St Joseph,
172,
Illustrated.
St. Joseph, Sp ague Electric Railway, at.
St Louis Electric L-ght Contract
136,
St. Louis Electric Light Contracts Awarded
St. Louis Electric Light Plant
1 59, 297,
IlSt. Louis Telephone Company's New Building.

Mo

.

,

;

259, 260
135, 136

trated

.

M7

Telephone Bill in the Illinois Legislature
Telephone Bill, Eckhardt-Baker
Telephone Bill in the Ohio Legislature, Clark
Telephone Controversy in Chicago.
Telephone, Dr. D'Unger's
Telephone, Ellsworth Acoustic. Illustrated

29S

Illustrated
Staples. Safety Insulating
1S9
Steam Engine, The, Its Principle, Its Development,
Its Present Capacity and Its Future Perfection,
by Edward N. Dickerson. (New York Electric
.4;, 46,

Hopkins University, Tests
of the Detroit, by Dr Louis Duncan and G. A.
Liebig, Jr
92,
93
Storage Battery Car, Edco
Illustrated
237
Storage Battery Cars, Julien
216
Storage Battery, Commercial Value of the, by Foree
Bain
16 1, 162
Storage Batten' Contract
29S
Storage Batteries, Distribution by. Illustrated.
.200,
Storage Batten Schoop's. Illustrated
Storage Batteries for Street Cars
Storage Batteries for Street Car Propulsion
Storage Batteries for Street Car Propulsion, Detroit.
Storage Battery at Johns

.

-

,

Illustrated

Storage Battery for Street Car Purposes, Detroit
Storage Batteries for Train Lighting, Detroit
......
Storage Battery, The Pumpelly, by Foree Bain. Illus
trated. (Pumpelly Storage Battery & Electric

Motor Co.)
Fred H. Whipple. .240,
Railway Purposes, Producing. Transmitting
and Applying Electricity for, by Fred H. Whipple

New

Telephone,

Acoustic.

(Central

Illustrated.

Electric Co.)

234

Telephone Rates, Regulating.
Telephony,

87

...

D. Lockwood (Con-

Practical by Thos.
Illustrated
tinued)

—

Long Distance System
61
Central Station
126,
Multiple Switch-board
Testing Set.
Illustrated.
(Electrical Supply Co.).
Testing Set, New. (Western Electric Co.) Illustrated ......
Theater, Electric Effects in a

Thermo Electric Company.
Thomson Houston Electric Railways

62
127
203
225

.

27

240

S6,

1

Illustrated

.

1

87

.

•42,43.44.45.46
Thomson- Houston
The.

Electric Railway at
Illustrated

Illustrated

300
Chicago.

Illustrated

311

Illustrated
Tunnels, Electric Lights in.
233
Turnquist Door Spring Illustrated. (Electrical Sup-

ply

Co

Illustrated..

235, 236

..-

lustrated
for

Testing Insulation

Il-

297, 29S
....
56
Resistance,
5S

of Lake, Electric Light Bills in the....

Transformer

181

(Sperry
82,

Death of
Switch, Automatic Ground.
Illustrated.
( Electrical
Supply Co. )
Switch, New Electric.
287
Switches, Arc and Incandescent (Electrical Supply Co.)

A

Ten Thousand Volt. Illustrated
Transformer, Kapp Regulating
Illustrated.
Transformer, Novel.
Illustrated
Transfer System of Electric Distribution.

,

.. .234,

235
125

Illustrated.

199

(National
Transpoitation, Report of Committee on.
102
Electric Light Association)
Topeka Rapid Transit Railway. Illustrated. (Thomson-Houston Co)
277, 278
Train House. Electric Lights for
314
Train Lighting, Advance in Electric. Illustrated
313
Electricity
21
Train Lighting by
Train Lighting, Electric. Illustrated
91
Train Lighting on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Railroad, Electric.
Illustrated
139
Train Lighting on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul Railroad. Electric
41
.

.

Train Lighting, Some Results with Secondary Batteries in, by Alexander S. Brown.
Illustrated
(American Institute of Electrical Engineers). 2S7, 2S8
Tramcar, Reckenzaun Storage Battery and Electric.

246

Illustrated
Tramway at Factories, Electric

347

Transmitting Device, Allen.
Illustrated
287
Trouble Board at the Chicago Telephone Exchange.
Illustrated
185, 186

'.

son-Houston Co.)
Telegraph, The (Notes.) 25, 39. 53, 54, 66, 77, 97,

Conductors, Letter from the Brush
Electric Light Company
Underground Conduits and Electrical Conductors, by
251,
John B. Verity
Underground Conduits and Conductors, Report of
Committee on (National Electric Light Association), and Discussion .. 102, 103, 104, 105, 106,
Underground System, Investigating the

Underground Wires
Underground Wires
Underground Wires

142

252

10;
138
248
201
163

137,

in Boston
in Minneapolis
United States Electric Lighting Company and the
Cook County Contracts
United States and Westinghouse Companies, Agree-

ment of the
University of Rochester, Electricity in the, by Otis

Rob nson

S3
56

.

H.
S3

S2,

Illustrated.
(E. S
Victor Insulator and Hanger.
Greeley & Co.)
172, 173
Virginia City, Nev Electrical Power Transmission at
Illustrated.
(Brush Electric Co.). .271, 272, 273, 274
Voltameter, The Sp'ral, by Harris J Ryan. Illus,

trated.

(American Institute of

Electrical

En291, 292

Illustrated.
171
Voltmeter, Ayrton & Perry Hot Wire
Voltmeter, The New Weston. Illustrated. (Weston
Instrument
Electrical
Co.)
5^
55.
.

138

Toll System at the Chicago Telephone Exchange.

Town

137

..

)

Truck, Bentley-Knight Double Motor.

gineers)

Des Moines,

.

79

158, 169, 170. 1-4, 195, 196, 207, 219, 231, 2-14,
2 55, 267, 2Sr, 295, 309. 321, 333,

159
285

,

273,274,

Illustrated

267, 2S1, 309, 321, 333 347
245, 246
204, 209
27
21

.

Street

Illustrated

145, 157, 15S, 169. 184,

19S,

Street Railways, Electric, by

Electric Co.)
Swift, William F.,

Clark.

Tunnel, Electric Light in Cable Cars in a

Underground

25, '53, 65, 66, 77, 97,
195, 219, 231, 243, 255,

13,

.

Illustrated

in the..

(Notes.)

,

Steubenville, Sprague Electric Railway at.
Illus
trated
Batten-,
The
Macneon.
Illustrated
Storage
Storage Batten" and Electric Tramcar, Reckenzaun.

Storage Batten- Suit, Judge Coxe's Decision
Subways, The New York. Illustrated
Sunny, B. E. with portrait
Sperry Arc Light System, The Improved

The

Telephone,

lustrated

'

Tubing Machine, The

.

161

Louis Telephone Company's Victory
257, 258
Standard Electric Company's Electric Light System.
Illustrated
263

.

F. Jarvis Patten
Illustrated.
(American Institute of Electrical Engineers). 143, 144, 154, 155, 156
201
Telegraphy, Harmonic.
Illustrated

199
172
137

St.

Club)

Telegraph, The Babyhood of the Electric, by C. C.
Haskins (Chicago Electric Club)
329, 330, 331
Telegraph Circuits, Certain Phenomena Connected
with Imperfect Earth in, by A. E. Kenelly Illustrated
150, 151,192, 193
Telegraphy, A New System of Multiplex, by Lieut.

5

Illustrated.

(Thom301

Warships, Electricity on
Weeks, Edwin Ruthven, with portrait
Welding by Electricity

224, 225

123
149

Welding of Sections of Pipe, Electric. Illustrated
247
127
Westinghouse Apportionment of Territory
Westinghouse Companies, Agreement of the United
56
States and
Westinghouse-Edison Litigation
130,283, 284
141
Westinghouse Interests, Chicago Agency of the
130
Westinghouse Stockholders, Meeting of
Weston Voltmeter, The New. (Weston Electrical

Instrument Co.)

Wheatstone Bridge
Greeley

& Co

Illustrated
Illustrated.

Set.

)

(The E.

5^

55S.

312
68, 69, 172
249

Illustrated
Wheel Armature Dynamo
Wheel, Teckham Elastic Motor. Illustrated
Wheel and Axle. The Peckham Motor. Illustrated..
White Double Girder Rail. Illustrated
Wilmington, Sprague Electric Road at. IllustratedIllustrated
Wilkesbarre, Sprague Electric Road at.
Wind Power, Electricity Produced by
2S6,
Illustrated
Wings Disk Fan, The
.

299
300
87
160
3*1

287
Wiring Table, Incandescent
3 2& 3-7
Wiring of- Buildings, Electric, by J. D- F. Andrews. 228
Western Electric Incandescent Lighting System. Illus.

22i, 222, 223, 224

trated

Zipernowski-Deri Alternate Current
B. Badt.

Illustrated

System, by F.
29,
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J. J. DICKEY, PreBldent.
H. J. WELLS, Sec'y and Gen'l Man.

h. a.

RAILWAY and MOTOR

)

FLEMON DRAKE,

KINNEY,

Sup't and Electrician.

L. H.

KORTT,

Address

Information,,

CO., 16 and 18 Broad St.,

New

York.

Vice President

Treasurer.

SLECTi

The Empire City Electric Co,

•»

OMAHA, NEBRASKA.
DEALERS IN

ST- 15

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
For

f fie

DEY STREET,

Telegraphy Telephone and Electric Light.

NEW

YORK,

Hotel and House Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Fire Alarms, Electric Gas Lighting, Speaking Tubes,
Elevator Annunciators, Batteries. Push Buttons, Electric PenB, TelegTapli Learnere' Instruments, Medical
Batteries, Linemen's ToolB, Bell Hangers' Supplies, Railway Velocipedes, CarB, Etc.

Wbbtkbn
Alarms

Agents THE OKONTTE CO., and the Return
and Towns. We own the Franchises of

for Cities

•HfljaEfllCTIfl

IMPROVED McCULLOH
+ DISTRICT* TELEGI^IPfl * gYgTEM,**

and are prepared

to give franchlsea

lyEBtlmates furnished and contracts made
West.

Manufacturers and

Call System of Hotel Annunciators. Fire
the Western StateB and Territories for the

Correspondence

solicits d.

Dealers

ALL KINDS OF

IN

and construct plants on reasonable terms.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

for any and all kinds of Electrical Work In any part of thu
Illustrated Catalogue and Price List on Application.

THE LAW BATTERY
A

th orlzedrContractore:

Edipon Electric Light and Gamewell Fire Alarm Telegraph.

FOR ALL CLASSES OF OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.

In the latest form the negative element is a Double Cylinder, one within
the Other, having more surface and quantity than any other negative element in the
market. Its efficiency and durability surpass all its rivals, and it is guaranteed
for ten years. As now made both elements are secured wholly beneath the cover,
The cover is of blue glass and
instead of passing through the cover, as heretofore.
locks tight to the jar, absolutely preventing evaporation of water and creeping of salts.
Both binding posts are permanently attached to cover, and thoroughly protected
against corrosion.

THESE ARE DECIDED IMPROVEMENTS.
Do

not be so foolish as to

buy a Prism, Porous Cup, or other perishable negative element

battery,

when one can be had which is PRACTICALLY EVERLASTING. And do not waste
money by experimenting with any of the numerous new and untried batteries which are constantly
coming and going, but buy the " Law," which has stood the test of eight years,

LAW TELEPHONE
Sole Agent

CO.,

for the Pacific Coast:

II2

NEW

Liberty St.,

GEO.

L.

HENZEL,

YORK.

San Francisco,

Cal.

UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS.
DR. GASSNER'S DRY

BATTERY

Experts acknowledge it to be the best open circuit battery in the market, most durable and conBell
venient.
Telephone, Railroad and Fire and 1?olice Signal Companies use them largely.
Highhangers say it kills their trade, as they cannot charge for renewals. Physicians love them.
est testimonials.

For Sale by THE
l

in

mis

Write

for Circulars.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO-

CHICAGO,

oc.

REanttgev

And CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS,

THE JULIE N ELECTRIC

J-L,Xv.
San Francisco, Cal.

CO.,

111

A. SCHOVERLINC,
Chambers St., - NEW YORK

-"t^g ? %Zt

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION
OFFICES; 120 Broad.^xna,3T,

CO.,

and

^SSSM
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EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine
of

& CO.,

ALUS

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

Rubber
and

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather,
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill

FOR ECONOMY OF FUEL, REGULARITY OF
MOTION, AND DURABILITY IN USE.

IT IS TryT'qTTAT.T.'n

Engine Supplies

WESTERN ACENT:
DUNDERDALE 54 La Salle St. CHICAGO.

of Every Description.

PITTSBURGH. PA.

1

General Machine Job-Work,

Electric Light Repairing,

THE FOREST CITY PACKING COMPANY,
CLEVELAND, OHIO,

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

C, F.

1889

SOLB BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

Is

5,

U. S. A.

HANUFACTUHEIIS OF THE

MADE ESPECIALLY FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT ENGINES.

Pattern Making, Etc., Etc.

IB ATOM ,
-

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, m^nSfacYurer.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICACO.
•'RANKLIN

Patent High Speed Packing?

FOUDSE.

S.

CARTER.

CIIAS. M,

WILKINS.

ESTABLISHED

E.

WARD

V/IXKINS

1S67.

PARTRIGK & CARTER,
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN'EVERY' DESCRIPTION OF

Delivered Free

ou

60

Days'

Trial,

Satisfaction

or no

Guarantee!,

PROVIDENCE,

R.

Pay,

I.,

EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

PAH AH AT CABLE

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF
BELLS, DISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LTGHTING APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF

Telegraph, Telephone and lectric Light.
Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity
of any Cable in the

New York

Market

18 Cortland t Street.
P. C. ACKERMAN, Agent.

Office,

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.
We

publish Catalogues

-of all 'our

Manufactures, and

will,

forward

to

any address upon

implication,
N. B. When applying for Catalog 1.1 es, please state whether "Electric Bell" or "General
upply" Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trade inclose business card for discounts.

—

114 South Second Street.

The Edison

The jrush g lectric (Jompany

System

Direct

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
of Central Station

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.
1,000 Installations. 100,000 Horse Power. 1,000,000 Lamps and $20,000,000 Capital.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
AND

Incandescence

jjdison tyeetric jjight (Jo.
THIS

COMPANY

THE OWNER OF THE INVENTIONS
AND PATENTS OF

IS

THOMAS ALVA

EDISON.

Which Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanently
Established and Commercially Successful

LiH

Electric

APPARATUS.

METHOD OF

GttlEifM,

0ISTRIOOTI0O.

of the growth and present prosperity of the Edison System, attention
called to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now in
operation and under construction.

As evidence

Is

i

NEW YORK

CO.,

Capital. $2,500,000,

CHICACO CO.

BOSTON CO.

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CAEBONS FOR ARC LAMPS,

EEECTH

ETC.

4 Stations: Capacity, 160,000 Lamps.
I Station; Capacity 40,000 Lamps.
Lamps.

Capital, $760,000,

Capital, $660,000, 2 Stations; Capacity. 60,000

PHILADELPHIA CO.

Capital, $1,000,000,

1

Station; Capacity,

60,000 Lamps.

It is significant to note the fact that the Edison Company has during the past year
enlisted an amount ol capital and nut under construction a station capacity fur in excess

Nothing could
of the aggregate Incandescent work of all other companies combined.
more forcibly emphasize and attest the accepted value of the Edison Central Station
Investment.
an
as
Industry

WHITE FOH PAMPHLET ON THE FIVE HEADS

PATENTS,

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,

CHICACO OFFICE,
.W».

ItO

WMhlniion

NVE8TMENTB, FUTILITY OF OUARANTEE8, DANGER AND MORAL.

Wfr**r.

AMCZAIDEH UIII'T

Ho.ZOI

.Ion

mul Hollaing,
%>. «

.

HTKKI.K,
H|.f'lnl A|fint.

For Information

relative to Central Station Unnlncnn, apply to tlio

Edison Electric
16

&

18

Lierrit Co.,

BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.
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THIS
tinghouse Electric Co.,
PITTSBURGH, PA.
[Manufacturers under Patents and Applications for Patents controlling the sale and use of
Alternating Current Electric Lighting Apparatus and Distributing Systems.]

The success of the Alternating Current System of

Electric Lighting

is

demonstrated

beyond question.

Note the sale of 132 Central Station Plants by this Cimpany. aggregating
a total generating capacity of 240,000 16 -candle-power lamps, within the brief

period of twenty -four months, together with the fact that out of these 132 Central Stations, 38 have increased their plant since starting.

IMPROVED LAMPS.
the manufacture of Lamps
which has been secured for the exclusive benefit of the users of apparatus furnished by the Westinghouse Electric Company, this
Company will guarantee from its Apparatus and Lamps 50 percent,
more light from a given expenditure of power (fuel) than can be obtained with any direct current system.

By reason

of

an improvement

in

ALTERNATING CURRENT METERS.
This Company's Meter measures the whole current by a positive
mechanical movement.
It registers directly in lamp-hours, and indicates by dials like a
gas meter. It is not affected by temperature or local conditions.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.
Highly efficient. Have no commutators or brushes, and can be
started, regulated and reversed without breaking a connection.
Small Motors for use on existing Alternating Circuits of this Company.
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BELLS.
Quail
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BATTERIESiPUSHES
New

Carbon Battery.

Style Iron

Box

Bell,

No.

1006,

We. co
1

Prices upon Application.

Prices upon Application.

;;::::

Push No,

1004,

Broise Push, No.

1003,

(Cut Full Size.)

Sample Sent by Mail
on Receipt

of 65c.

Agents for the Gassner Dry Battery.

J
P
".
DRy BATTERT

^J*
"-.

Oval.

Ctn\s.

Cylindric

al.

Medical.

Price.

76 Ccnls.

PRICES UPON APPLICATION.

Western Electric Company,
chicago,

new

york,

london,

antwerp.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO, JANUARY
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Chicago City Electric Light Plant.
The

city of

Chicago received a Christmas

gift

5,

manent conduits, all of them constructed by the
carried up inside the lamp posts, taking

city,

a lasting benefit to its citizens.
For the first time in the history of the city electricity was utilized on an extensive scale for
public lighting.
The new system thus far has
proved successful, and given entire satisfaction.
The people of Chicago had not fully realized
the benefits of electric lighting until the display
Christmas Eve, and since then the demand for
an extension of the system has been so great
that it is quite probable that an additional appropriation will be demanded for this purpose.
It should be borne in mind that Chicago is
the first city in the country to establish an elec-

every precaution to guard against possible future
danger of coming into contact with the wires.
The latter are entirely out of sight and out of
the way of everybody.
They are insulated principally with rubber, but some with paraffine.
The pipes are four inches in diameter, and from

have purchased
old overhead lines, but Chicago has begun the
establishment of a permanent system, and one
that will prove not only comprehensive, but, as

This room contains sixteen Western Electric company's dynamos, each of a capacity of 35 lights.

that will prove

three to four wires are laid in one pipe.
The
conduits have been built large for the accommodation of fire, police, and all municipal purposes,
and are readily accessible by manholes at convenient distances."
The accompanying cut illustrates the dynamo
room in the power house on Jefferson street.

CHICAGO CITY ELECTRIC LIGHT
trie light

system.

Other

cities

Professor Barrett says, also inexpensive, as compared with those of other cities. The system is

now

the most extensive underground plant in the
world employed for city lighting.
In a recent conversation, City-electrician
Barrett said: "Work was begun on the system
in August last.
There were thirty-six miles of
cable in the old, or river, plant, and we have
thirty-six miles in the new street plant.
All the

wires are laid underground

in

substantial, per-

1'LANT.

— DYNAMO

course, at present, all of these dynamos are not
but the present plant is merely a beginning of the work planned by Professor Barrett.
The dynamos are operated by a 400 horse
power automatic cut-off engine of the Wright
pattern.
There are three boilers and furnai es,
and these, too, are of the most approved plan.
in use,

The underground

circuits

run to a large gen-

Western Electric company type. The arrangement is such that any
dynamo can be connected on any circuit in a
few seconds.

In the constr
so laid out that in
over 1,000 volts.

1

.'

none

then

ial of
are not connected in series, but each supplies its own circuit.
This arrangement was made as tlv
safeguard against accidents to persons handling
the lamps, machinery, and other parts of ti.

is

The dynamos

cuit.

The power generated at this station is conducted through underground wires to the sti
illuminated by this system.
These in
Michigan avenue from Rush to Jackson street,
Madison street from Michigan avenue to Ashland avenue, Van Buren street from Fifth avenue to Halsted street, Halsted from Van P.uren

ROOM.

Of

eral switch-board of the

No.

1889.

Madison, Desplaines from Van Buren to RanFifth avenue from Randolph to Van
Buren, Washington from l.a Salle to Desplaines.
These are the substantial trunk lines, into which
a number of spurs run, but no additional lamps
There arc 115
will be placed for the present.
lights on the bridges and viaducts which are
now lit by the four dynamos at the corner of
ft is intended to comClinton and Washington,
bine the river and street plants, gradually transferring the former to the new engine and dynamo plant on Jefferson, near the corner of Van
Buren street.
When the question of the comparative O
to

dolph,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
electricity

At a consultation of Prof. Barrett and the conand chairman of the finance committee of
the city council the question of extending the
The north
electric light plant was discussed.

and gas was broached, Professor Bar-

the following assertion: "The displacement of gas will pay the running expenses,
and leave a handsome surplus for the city. The
great advantage is in the added illumination.
Each of our lamps has a capacity of 2,000 candle power, while a gas lamp has but sixteen at
Each electric lamp displaces three to
the most.
Thus you will perceive that the
four gas lamps.
electric system gives to the streets at least thirty
And then,
times the light supplied by gas.
there is the advantage, no mean one, of instantaneous lighting as well as extinguishing, manrett

made

side will be

that

;

nl

tin-

VVi

objection

-

1

ground system

1-'.

1

can

that

the

is

Bui
OU have

arge.

iderground
r.

1

in

ted.

'

a
I

wiring,

ad

are clamor-

I

terri-

light

ind
Id

'

has,

inde-

Concerning the electric light plant and Professor Barrett the Chicago JVcws editorially says:
"Chicago has a modest man in its employ who
He is Citydeserves a very merry Christmas.
electrician Barrett, and to him this community
owes a great deal. The new system of electric
lights which shone in a number of the streets,
last night for the first time was created by him.
He it was who a year ago strung bouquets of

PROF. ELISHA

CRAY

s

LABRATORY.

— ENGINE

AND DYNAMO

along the river and by the bridges.
11ms put miles of hideous wires underground.
He has perfected the police and fire alarm systems.
In short, he has made himself immensely
electric lights
1

useful to this community.
There is more work
yet for Professor Barrett.
want him to
light the entire city by means of his underground
Then, perhaps,
wires and his tall electric lamps.
he can give us rapid transit by means of electricity, and after that a telephone system, which
After he has accomplished
the city shall own.
these things no doubt something else will turn
up which will give him other opportunities to
hope that Professor Barrett will
live a century at least to harness lightning for
our uses."

We

-

At the capitol building, Washington, \>. C, the senate
-, Wcstinghousc system, resumed
lighting plant
last week.
J. \V. Powell, the treasury department's
superintendent of electric lights, is preparing plans and
tnmittce on

•'

for lighting the entire

;

over

tern."

An

time.

street.

I.

introduce
He expressed his conystem.
ago that the city should
lighting system until
in properly, and his theory was
em was theonly proper
In this connection
ised all efforts to

remembered next

pendent plant for that section will be operated
Rush street, Chicago
from the waterworks.
avenue, Clark, Wells and Division streets will
enjoy the illumination. In the South side the
plant will be extended on State street to Twentysecond, Wabash avenue to Eighteenth street,
west on Twelfth street to Blue Island avenue,
and northeast on that thoroughfare to Harrison

The
at the Jefferson street dynamo plant.
council will "have abundant opportunity to judge
for itself touching the merits of the electrical
light svstem before the completion of the financial budget, which must be made by the last of
March. In the meantime the people should see
for themselves the value, importance and economy of the new system."
The success of the underground system is
doubly gratifying to Prof. Barrett, owing to the

h'-

Prof. Elisha Gray's

$100,000

to

$200,000,

of

3, 000

tin-

public buildings

capitol.

lamps, and

This '-ill
from

cost

5,
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Laboratory at High-

land Park.

troller

aged

fact that

January

Prof. Elisha Gray's laboratory

Highland

Park, twenty-three

is

miles

located at
north of

Chicago. The building which is used as a
laboratory, is a neat little cottage situated on
one of the prettiest streets in the village. The
situation of the laboratory is decidedly picturesque and romantic for so commonplace a structure as an electrical laboratory.
It is built by
the side of a deep ravine, which is covered in
summer with wild flowers in endless variety.
No one would imagine that the structure was
used as a workshop.
Smoke is rarely seen issuing from the chimney, and seldom can steam be
noticed escaping.
The location of Prof. Gray's
laboratory for these reasons is not well known
even in Highland Park, and it is only necessary
to make a trip to the village to learn the truth
of the assertion.
One feature of the cottage
alone excites a suspicion and reveals the fact
that it is not used for resident purposes, and
that is the illumination by electric lights.

R(

For a small laboratory, it is said that Prof
is the most complete in the country.
It
is equipped with apparatus of every kind
that
can be employed in electrical experimenting. All
the rooms are lighted by incandescent lamps of
Gray's

16-candle power.
Switches are so arranged
that a person may illuminate a room on entering it and extinguish the light upon
leaving
it.

The accompanying views

give

an

excellent

the three principal departments.
Fig. 1
is a view
of the engine room.
The engine,
which is of about 10 horse power capacity, is of the
make of the New York Safety Steam company.
ilc -.i

"I

The engine

is used for running a line of shafting
and for riving a 40- light United States company's
shunt-wound dynamo. A part of the current is
employed directly in supplying the incandescent
lamps, and the balance is used in charging the
If in
any way tin- engine
storage batteries.
should become disabled, the dynamo ran be used
as a motor, the accumulators furnishing the curTin- machinery could berun in this way
rent.
for eight hours.
The cottage Moor has been
1 1

January

5,
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f'loroughly braced so that the vibrations from
the engine are hardly perceptible.
The water for the boiler is obtained from the
settling cistern in the ravine, which is just back
Water is pumped to a 150of the laboratory.
Thence
barrel cistern by the side of the house.
holds twenty barit is pumped to a tank which
house.
rels, located in the upper part of the
The tank is connected with hose, which can be
utilized at once if a fire should break out. Lines
of hose are placed in each room, so a stream of
water could be turned' on immediately.

used over and

The water from the cistern is
The condenser is located in the
over again.
From the condenser the water runs
basement.
back into the large cistern. The system is found
The ravine water,
to work to great advantage.
when first used, causes considerable scale in the
boiler, but, by utilizing the
water again and
again, it is possible to eliminate almost entirely
It
is found
necessary
this cause of trouble.

The
room

to

pump water from

once a month.
Only hard coal

the ravine cistern only

—

is used
a fact which explains
the laboratory does not constitute a smoke
nuisance in the pretty village.
The electrical apparatus for manipulating the
current is complete in every detail.
Pig. 1 gives
a view of the switch, the voltmeter, ammeter and
the indicator, which denotes the amount of
water in the tank.
The blacksmith shop is in the rear of the
engine room.
It is supplied with forge, anvil
and other apparatus. It is intended for light
work mainly.
'I'he workshop, Fig. 2, is located in an apart
merit of the house which was originally intended
for the dining room.
Six workmen are employed.
They are now doing experimental
work on the telautograph. The machinery consists of four screw cutting lathes, three for light
work and one for heavy work, a Brown & Sharpe
milling machine, winding lathe, drill press, and
other light machinery.

why

3,

occupies the front

house

is

loi

ated here.

He

is

an

and it is supplied with all
the apparatus which goes to complete a wellequipped experimental room. man experimental

morning by the ringing of a fuur-im
Him is
lei trii al
onnection will,
work room. A thermostat ilr-

The table
galvanometer.
from the ground.
Several of Prof. Gray's telautographs are there
The telautograph
in the experimental state.
will be put into practical use probably
within
three months.
Prof. Gray
has received
thousands of applications for instruments from
all over the world.
Instruments for the first
installations will be made in Prof, dray's labo-

also connei ted to his n
As soon as the experimental

<

table
rests

is

a

upon

ratory in

reflecting

piers built of brick

Highland

Park, and

new

a

factory
is to be built for their manufacture.
It has not
yet been determined where the building will be
erected, but it will be either in Chicago or in
Highland Park. If the demand for the telautograph is as extensive as there is every reason
to think, in all probability the second factory
will be built at some point in the east.

FIG.

now

testing room, Fig.

of the house,

2.
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storage battery

l.AlloKA Tl

room

IR

\

— WORK

is

111

•

telautograph
into

1

work

or

finished, the instruments
commercial use, and Prof. Graj
is

an

assistants can find time to turn their attei
to something else, a new laboratory of more

pretentious proportions will be built.
Tie
will be near the location of the
ture.
The new building will be larger, but
can scarcely be more complete than the pri
laboratory.

it

Coal Mining Machines Operated by Electricity.
in

There has probably been 1.0 greater adv;
the mining field effected during the past de-

cade than the general introduction of

elei

:

SIIOl'.

located in the
basement, as shown in the cut in the Western
Elei trician of last week.
There are thirtyone seventeen-plate cells of Detroit storage battery on the racks, and they do their work excelThey are charged as it happens to be
lently.
The engine completes the chargconvenient.
ing in about two days, doing the ordinary work
As stated last week, a portion of
in addition.
the current is utilized in lighting Prof. Gray's
house, which is near by.
The cells are considered the reserve force of the laboratory, and,
as already stated, can be called upon to furnish
current for power if necessary.
'I'he
Presbyterian church is quite near the laboratory, and
it is proposed to light the
building on Sunday
evenings in the near future with current supplied
by these cells. About thirty lights will illuminate
the auditorium.
'I'he second story of the house is
used for
In the front room are 100 cells of
storing.
Callaud battery, winch arc used for experimen'I'he young man who guards the
tal purposes.
'I'he

li

for power and lighting purposes.
I'he advantage of using electricity, its simplicity, compactness, safety, cleanliness and reliability over the
use of steam for power, were early recognized
by mining engineers, and electricity is n^w generally regarded as the most convenient agent at
the miner's disposal for transmitting power into
the interior of the mine.
hie of the latest applications of electric
power to mining work can be seen daily in operation at T. C. Heimes' Drane colliery, near
Here a most
Osceola, Clearfield county. Pa.
interesting application of motors for mining
work has been devised by P. M. Pcchner for operating a i-oal cutter by electricity.
Mr. l.echner is well known, not only as the inventor of coal-cutting machinery, but also as the
first to operate compressed air in mines lor this
purpose.
His long practice and experience in
the coal-mining field have made him familiar with
the difficulties attending the use of maall
chinery in mining work, and he has made a
study of the problems in adapting electric powe r
(

—

:
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It soon became evident to Mr.
to this work.
Lechner that the best results could only be ob-

tained by operating the motor and cutter apart,
as otherwise the size and weight of the cutter,
with the motor mounted upon it, would prevent
its easy transportation to the mine.
In order to
do this the following arrangement has been
adopted in the mine, and has proved very successful:

The motor, which is a 10 horse power of the
Sprague type, is mounted upon a truck running
upon rails, so that it can be very easily handled
and hauled from one position to another, as ocThe

dynamo.

requires.

Proposed

The motor

is

entire

held

in position

5,
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Guard against Incandescent Lamp
Breakage.
The

following self-explanatory letter has been
received:
Lynn, Mass.. Dec.
Eifitor

We

17. 1888.

Western Electrician:
notice

your issue of Dec. 8, 1888, an article
headed "Guard against Incandescent Lamp Breakage,"
in which the credit is given to Edward H. Johnson, of the
Edison Electric Light company, of being the inventor of
in

Installation at Marquette.

Fred. H. Whipple, who has been preparing
plans for utilizing the water power of the Dead
river for electrical purposes at Marquette, Mich.,
has about completed his labors and announces
that his examination has proved entirely satisfactory.
Of the course of the Dead river and
the available power therefrom, Mr. Whipple
says: "The Dead river is a tortuous stream running westerly of the city, having an elevation
within six miles of 350 feet.
Within this distance there are 14 falls, each from 10 to 50 feet
in the jump.
The Collinsville falls, embraced in
the city's option, and at which the power station
will be located, will give a fall of 54 feet, with
an average horse power capacity the year around
of 1,500.
Should the demands of the city exceed this amount in the future, wheels may be
put in another station 2,800 feet back from the

weight of the
motor is less than 1,000 pounds. The cutter
operated by the motor, which in this case is the
"New Lechner," is set in position in the room
to be cleared, and is connected with the motor
by a f-inch rope belt, running in "V" shaped
grooved sheaves, one being on the motor and
the other on the cutter.
This connection is long
enough to allow the motor to be operated 30
feet from the cutter, and has been set in a
position in this mine 1,600 feet away from the
casion

often as desired without any auxiliary aid.
The
efficiency of both dynamo and motor is over go
per cent., so that, allowing 10 per cent, drop on
the line, nearly 73 per cent, of the power delivered to the dynamo pulley can be depended
upon at the motor for work. It has been estimated that the cost of equipping a mine for the
purposes of operating machinery with electricity
is only about one-half the cost of equipping with
compressed air, and the price of maintenance
shows about the same proportion of saving.

January

by guys

of use.
By means of screw jacks
that can be easily adjusted to any height with
loose sheaves upon them, the cutter can be operat the point

ated from any angle from the motor, and the
connection is made taut by moving the truck
upon which the motor rests, and securing it in

Without desiring to diminish the value
^ aid guard device.
of Mr. Johnson's invention, we feel compelled, in justice to
ourselves, to call your attention to patent No. 386,099,
dated July 10, 188S, of which we inclose a copy.
also
do not wish to " substitute the press for the courts for the
purpose of legal interpretation;" still we venture to say that

We

Mr. Johnson's device, as well as that of Mr. Holtzer
patent No. 356,199, Jan. IS, 1887 are subject to our
" An incanpatent mentioned above, claim 2 of which is:
descent lamp having its entering conductors brought into
proximity electrically, as described, and sufficiently near to
be electrically united by fusion, through the influence of
nn electric arc formed between them on rupture of the

—

incandescent conductor."
This quoted claim was adjudged to us after priority of
invention had been duly established in interference proceeding in the patent office between Mr. Johnson and ourselves
An account of the invention was also given in the November issue of the Electrician and Electrical Engineer {ox
1S86.

Respectfully yours,

Hermann
MERI.E

J.

Semp,

WlGHTMAN.

From the patent specification the following
claims and the accompanying explanatory cuts
are reproduced

GRAY

PROF. ELISHA

the right position by guvs.
All mining engineers are familiar with the difficulty attending
the working of the cutters in the limited space
generally allotted them in mines, and realize
how essential it is to have each machine divested
iound of surplus weight.
They also
know that the utmost care must be exercised in
moving it with great iron crowbars to prevent
injury to tl
ilicate parts of the engines;
and however careful, how frequent it is thai connecting rod- and other parts are so impaired
that the machine has to be sent to the simp.
The
everything
on the machine
firmly they may
ljusted.

is removed by
machine running

All this
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LABORATORY

R<

station, and the power brought to the first
station by any of the various devices for trans-

My

mission.
plans will embrace the thorough
lighting of the streets with 100 arc lamps, and
such private or commercial arc lamps as citizens
contract for; also from one to two thousand in-

candescent lights for house lighting. The city
will control the whole business.
The present
waterworks, which are on the direct pumping
plan, will be run by electric motors, the current
being brought to the city the same as for electric
lighting.
In addition there will be about 1,000
of miscellaneous horse power distributed among
the
manufacturing
establishments in small
motors.
A street railroad is also contemplated,
J
believe, and if private parties secure the franchise the city will furnish the electric current.
In fact, the entire question of electricity is
in Marquette by the city owning and conThe Collinsville falls air .1 little
trolling it.
less than three miles from the center of the city.
I
shall be able to bring the current into town al
a loss of from 2 per ent. to 10 pet
This
ent,
tli<Inst
will
I)':
instance where waterworks
pump; v.iili their varying load will In' run by
shall probably put in three motors,
I
of 12"
each
Marquette
1

1

ten

er as

— TESTING

first

1. An incandescent lamp having conductors within its
globe connected to opposite ends of the lamp and placed in
proper proximity to be fus< d into electric contact with one
ano'her by an electric arc formed across the space between
them on rupture of the incandescent conductor.
2. An incandescent lamp having its entering conductors
brought into proximity electrically, as described, and
sufficiently near to be electrically united by fusion through
the influence of an electric arc forming between them on
rupture of the incandescent conductor.
conductors within the
3. The combination, with the
lamp, of a wrapping of copper or other metal enveloping
both conductors, and an insulating material applied in
proper manner to prevent said wrapping from forming a
circuit while the lamp is operating normally.
entering con4. In an incandescent electric lamp, an
ductor formed at the point of scaling from a thin metal

to

per day."

1

1,100,000 gallons of

water

®

(!)
KM

and having the glas?, euinpicsbed against its flat or
plane surfaces, as and for the purpose described.
5. The hevein- described improvement in methods of constructing incandescing lamps, consisting in forming a sheetmetal blank with two legs or bifurcations separated from
one another, sealing the said bifurcated portion of the
blank, and dividing the blank longitudinally on a line [Kissing between the two legs or bifurcations to make the
separate insulated supports for attachment to the ends ol
the incandescing conductor.
plate

shows the lamp and the conductors
Fig,
within the globe, and Fig. ? shows lamps con
net I'd in series with arc lamps.
1

—
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Reckenzaun Storage Battery and

Electric

Tramcar.'

The design oi storage batteries for the purpose of electric traction lias occupied Mr. Reckenzaun's attention for a very considerable period,
and he has conducted a long series of costly
experiments in order to determine the most
and practical method of construction.
plate in any stage of its formation may be bent to and fro, or doubled upon
itself without any loss, or any trace of loss, of
suitable

A Reckenzaun

Anyone who knows how carefully plates
paste.
of ordinary design have to be handled, and how
fatal is any bending or deformation of the plate,
will appreciate the significance of this feature in
designed not only for
rapid variations of output, but also to withstand
the continual jolting and frequent handling
which is inseparable from tramcar work.
The expansion of the active material has been
the cause of most of the trouble in storage cells,
and this cannot be prevented; it is a necessary
result of the oxidation of metals, and no amount
of mechanical strength in the grids can stop it.
In the early days it was thought that by making
parts of the grids thicker, and by providing
numerous insulating studs or separators between
the plates, this tendency to rapid destruction
could be prevented. But it was found that stout
ribs only aggravate the evil, because when the
stretched
the
active material expanded, it
thinner ribs more than the thick ones, with the
natural result of "buckling " the plate, and the
least movement out of its normal line caused the
M.
paste to crack and tumble out in halves.
connection with a

cell

ing Mr. Reckenzaun of the following facts:
Insi, cylinders ol small diameter and comparatively great length are leasl

to

liable

be ause they expand principally in
of their own axis, which is parallel

distortion,

the

figure.

The porous

cylinders are 3-16 inch in diamand about 1^ inches long.
After being
formed in a mould they are put into cavities in a
cast iron chill {- inch distant from center to center, and the molten lead is poured in, producing
eter,

a substantial looking plate.
The metallic part
of the plate is only one-eighth inch thick, so that
the cylinders protrude on both sides, and thus
offer a large active surface to the electrolyte.
At the works of Messrs. Stephens, Smith and
Co., at Millwall, there is now awaiting shipment
an electric tramcar, fitted with these cells, and
with the worm and wheel gearing with which
Mr. Reckenzaun's name is connected. This car

[ulien and others make use of alloys of lead and
antimony which giv^ a very stiff grid. This answers
very well in cells where comparatively low cur-

rent rates are used, but in thin plates for tramcars it was found that though the grid remained
intact, the paste was bound to split and crack in
the endeavor to find room for its own increasto

cast
[5

16;

RECKENZAUN STORAGE BATTFRY PLATE.
is

intended for the

Tramway,

During the early part of the
the expectations.
year 1S84, Mr. Reckenzaun struck out a- new
line of study with two objects in view, viz.:
Firstly, to ascertain whether it would be possible

Sandhurst and Eaglehawk
of Melbourne.
The car

in the city

the best American two-horse pattern.
so constructed that it can be taken
The machinery consists of
apart for shipment.
two 8 horse-power Reckenzaun motors, each
driving an axle through the medium of worm
gearing.
The motors are collectively capable
of yielding 24 horse power, if required, without
undue heating, and they will have to propel the
car over gradients of r in 20 of considerable
We have seen this car running, and
length.
starting on such a grade with perfect ease. The
field-magnet coils of each motor are divided into
four equal sections, and their ends are joined to
By turning
a commutator at each platform.
itself is of

The body

produce compound plates without providing
perforated supports, grids, corrugations, reticuFor this purpose he tried
lated or other frames.
various methods of casting pieces of oxide of
lead together with lead, and he also tried to cast
Having
metallic lead round pellets of oxides.
satisfied himself that this was possible, the next
series of experiments were directed to discover
whether and to what extent the shape of the
oxide entered into the question of ultimate success, and it was found that not only the shape

to

I

is

axles on

uneven rails, wit
on the bearings of the f:
die oi eai h motor is. moreover, attai hed •
worm by means of a flexible covering, so that
all
the bearings can get
line without in any way interfering with the
friction

driving gear.

The steel worms have a pitch of 45
so that they can be driven backward by the
wheels; the car can therefore run down a slight
grade (of 1 in 100) by gravity alone.
wheels are of phosphor bronze, and run within
a dust-tight east-iron casing, and tins
tains a quantity of oil, which lubricateautomatically without attention, for weeks. The
top of the casing forms two thrust bearings
the worm to revolve in.
We take it fi
I

that if at ordinary speeds this gearing will give
an efficiency as high as 85 per cent., then its
positive action, absolute

compact shape render

it

silence,

strength

is

street car traction.
The usual hand-brakes are
used for stopping and going down grades.

The

storage cells are 72

number, each made
ampere
boards
under the seats. These boards are on rollers,
and can be readily drawn out through doors at
either end of the car.
in

up of

17 plates, giving a capacity of 160
hours.
The cells are placed on long

That manufacturers in Europe are makino- extensive use of electric motors is indicated by a
reference to the accompanying table which contains data of interest concerning electric plants
for the transmission of power, installed by the
Maschinen Fabrik Oerlikon, Zurich. The plants
question were manufactured under the patents
of C. E. L. Brown, electrician of the company,
who sent the data to the Western Electrician.
in

The figures therefore can be relied upon.
The progress which is being made in this department is emphasized when it is borne in mind
showing a total of 1373 horse
power, represents merely the installations of one
company in Switzerland last year. In each of
the installations the motive power for driving
the generator was water.
Switzerland and the
northern part of Italy have, of course, remarkfacilities
able
for applying water power for electhat the table,

Cost

Horse Power Number
Transmitted.

Amperes.

of watches. Soleure
& N. Frei, chocolate manufacturer, Aaran..
Troller & Co., mill, Lucerne
Hay & Co., cloth manufacturers, Steinbach

M. Haibcr, manufacturer

Series
Series
Series
Series
pules,
Series
4
2 poles,
2 poles,
2 pules,
2 poles,

K.

280
250

Loss of

Electrical
Deliv'
ered.

Energy

and Motors

G

Lanee, linen manufacturer, Derendinger
o. Rossi, factory, Provene, Italy
A Wapfer, factory, Pordcnone, Italy
C T. Bally, shoe manufacturer, Schonewerd
G. A N. Lcglcr, factory, Diessbach
Contonilicio dclla Vallo Seriana, Garzaniza, Italy..
'I'. Rausch, mill, [nnisbruck, Austria
Prochoroff, wcavery, Moscow, Russia
F. Papiers, Stevcrmuhl, Austria
Contonificio dclla Vallo Seriana, second order

Generator Type.

of Machines, Generators

and

particularly suitable for

The employment of electrical energy for the
transmission of power is more common on the
other side of the Atlantic than statements frequently made might lead a person to infer.

or roll grids, the holes of which were intended to
offer concave sides for the better retention of
the material, but these processes were attended
with great difficulties and expense, and the results obtained do not seem to have come up to

01
if the motor frame-.
suppoi 'el .,11 a triai
resting on three bearings upon 1;
arrangement allows a I:

the

Power Transmission Plants Installed by
the Oerlikon Works.

ing volume.

Numerous attempts have been made

tin

dm

to the surface
of the plate; secondly, the minute expansion in
the direction of their diameter merely causes
more effective contact with the surrounding
metal; thirdly, the metal which is cast round the
cylinders must be of uniform thickness, and of
soft, that is, pure, lead, so as to oiler little resistance to elongation.
Some plates of this description which are said
to have been in constant use for three years we
have recently examined. We have bent these,
rolled them up into the form of a cylinder, and
unrolled them again without disturbing the
active material, or observing any scaling of the
plates.
The construction is illustrated in the

accompanying

long over
inches hi
lor this machine under the floor of
12

4

poles, si ries

Dynamo.
Dynamo.
Dynamo.
Dynamo.
Dynamo.

300
1,000

400

Dynamo.
Shunt Dynamo.
Series Dynamo.
S. lies Dynamo.

96O

2 poles,
2 poles,
1 poles,
2 poles. Shunt
II
2 pules, Si
2 poles, Series

l,O00
r,ooo
1,100
1,500

I

-,

poles, Series

-

Dynamo
Dynamo.
Dynamo.
Dynamo.

36
80
25

i, 200

percent.,
percent.,

r."
700

3,000

per

400
500
600
900

1,500

Dynamo

Series

2 poles,

9OO

2,400

1

,111111

I.JOO

2;o
30
38
80
67
30
3°
67
67

550
600
700
600
600
500

fin,

percent

,45°

1,300

45"

.mm

.

1

45"
3.500
600

5.5 per cent.
9.6 per cent..
J. 7 per cent..

4_

per cent

percent.

8.5 per cent.,
3. a per cent..

1

tn

em

.

.

5,000

5,000

;

.1

7.4 per < eat,
2,i per cent..
S o per cent
3.4 per cent..
per cent.
3
.

1,300

90O

.-

},ooo

s>->0

1,300
.

s pei cent,

-

.

1

j, 00c

.

per cent.,
per cent.
per cent

800

1

4,.*

1

£

in

percent..

1

n

Francs,

Conductors.

per Cent.
per cent.,
per cent..
pei
pci

.,

.

Energy

in

•

6,00a
1,500
14, 00.' 1 t,ooo

1,100

7,500
7,500

4,500 4,tK»'
10,000 10,000

ojoo

1,500

1,400
l,60O

I,SO0

1,

Nil

'Three wire System.

POWER TRANSMISSION PLANTS INSTALLED BY
of the oxide, but also the

shape of the support-

ing material influenced the final results of secondary battery plates. It is not difficult to understand that these experiments necessarily
extended over a long period, and necessitated
the most careful observations to note the relative
This process
effects of different arrangements.
of evolution, however, had the effect of convinc'Abstract of article in

London Electrician^ December

14, 1888.

this

commutator these

coils can

I1IK

OERLIKON

be automatically

a variety of ways; that is to say. the
resistances of the motor circuit are varied by
coupling the coils all in series, or all in parallel,
or by either of the two other intermediate

COUpled

in

Four different speeds and powarrangements.
ers are thereby obtained, without interfering
with the coupling of the cells.
The motors air
very compact, weighing 600 pounds, and meas-

lighting ami electric transmission of power.
tabulated figures should be iA special interest t«» those interested in the development of
the resources of the West.
There are many
tric

The

which water power could and should
be utilized.
The large size "\ the electric machines is worthy o\ remark.
In one case it will
be noticed that a generator and motor are Utilized for the transmission of 250 horse power.
localities in

.

:
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for both prophecy and fulfilment, we commend
this intelligence as an argument, strong from
their standpoint, not from ours.
need no

We

stronger argument than that which led us in the
first instance.
We need no greater incentive
than the constant words of approval we receive,
to hold us to our belief that the welfare of the
gas companies is best served by the union in
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to electricity, or any of
CORRESPONDENCE relatinginvited,
and the co-opera-

its practical applications, is cordially
tion of all electrical thinkers and workers earnestly desired.
Clear, concise, well written articles are especially welcome; and
ccn.munications, views, news iteni>, local newspaper clippings,
or any information likely to interest, e'ectricians, will be thankfully received and cheerfnlli' ackuowleih/ed.
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illustrated article descriptive of Prof. Eli-

An exhaustive paper by W. J. Jenks, in which
he details his practical experience with the
Edison meter, appears in this issue. He treats
of its development, and lays stress on two
characteristics, which he says belong to the invention
cheapness and accuracy.
The dis-

—

members

of the

tute of Electrical Engineers

Page.

Chicago City Electric L ght p lant. Illustrated
Prof. Elisha Gray's Laboratory at Highland Park, Illustrated.
Coal Cutting Machinery Operated by Electricity
Proposed Installation at Marquette
:

2,

i,

z

3,

4

3,

4
4

Guard against Incandescent Lamp Breakage, Illustrated
Rickertzaun Storage Battery and Electric Tramcar, Illustrated..
Power Plants Installed by the Oerlikon Works

4
5

is

American
full

of interest.

The gas companies owe a debt of gratitude to
seveial gentlemen who participated in that discussion.
They championed the cause of the
much maligned gas meter, and testified to its
general accuracy.
Such testimony, coming from
competitors, must be invaluable to representatives of the gas interests.

"
Institcte of Electrical Engineers:

Sue Years' Experience with the Edison Chemical Meter,

W. J.

Jenks, Illustrated.

7,

S, 9,

10

lo ,
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Discussion

DKPARTHESTI*.

The daily press, as a whole, has taken a decided stand against that clause of the law providing for the substitution of electricity for the
halter in New York state, which forbids the publication of descriptions of executions.

Correspondence

The Electric Light.
The Electric Motor
The Telephone
Electrical Patents

.

this

year.

the past, to watch the steady, forward progress

correct principles.

storm of

last

of

the vicinity

week was particularly severe
Kansas City, Mo., and a

correspondent sends an interesting letter, in
which he describes the damage sustained by the
telephone, telegraph ami electric light companies

'

noticed that the chief of the

fire

department draws the moral from the storm that
the

iried.

v.

I

lertain

have
lo have

City
in

ty,

that

is

it

Kansas
a prt"
the

provision is unconstitutional.
He says:
those whom the sheriff has a right under the law to invite to witness the execution,
there is no reason why newspaper reporters may
not be invited. In fact, they probably will be
present.
If they were not invited what is there
to prevent myself or any one else present to recite the facts in conversation after the execution
is over ?
To forbid that I should recite the
facts would be to forbid free speech.
And furthermore, what does a reporter do but recite the
facts to half a million readers instead of to a
group of friends? Of course, if an indictment
should be found against an editor or reporter
for printing and reporting the execution I should
be compelled to prosecute, but in my opinion
the judge would hold the law to be unconstitutional, or at any rate the trial would not result
in a conviction."

"Among

of a scientific and trade journal conducted upon

The

District

city holds that

the

.

be superfluous. This standing and reputation
will be enhanced during i St 9, however, and it
will be interesting in the future, as it has been

in

New York

Attorney Fellows of
.

number we begin a new volume
The standing and reputation
of the Western Electrician' are now so well
established that promises forthe new year would

With

and a new

in

Insti-

5

Editorial

by

'f

and the reports of

the

not

are

circuits

an

II at

.

abilitj

'if
:

ric

i

uniting
recent
lighting

rendition, thi
ill

Chicago

system illuminated the city for the first time Christmas
The citizens expect that in due time all
eve.
the thoroughfares will be lighted by electricity,

new

and the

electric

light

represents the fust step
plant is by no me. ins a
small one, and in addition it may be said that it
is the largest
city underground system in the
'ity Electrician Barrett, who has labored
world.
early and late upon the undertaking, and to
whom is due in a large measure the success of
the project, anticipates that the taxpayers and
officials will soon realize the superiority of the
new system, and that its successful operation
will insure a rapid extension of the territory
lighted by electricity.
It
is
generally agreed
in Chicago that the introduction of electricity as
a means of public lighting was a wise mc.i lure,
plant

toward that end.

ihc

and that

The

the

lirit-

tie'

sooner

tie'

.system

parts of

is

extended to
Chicago has

the city the better.
the rear ranks in this respect, but now
that the city has made such an admirable begini" antii ipate thai
ning, it is nol ion uiie
long, with its accustomed energy, it will force
all

;n

—

lights.

A

cut

and a

showing a view of the dynamo room

desi ription of

another place

in

the

new system

will

be

in this issue

The

decision

the St. Louis telephone case
disturb the confidence of the
agitators representing the Druggists' association
of Chicago, who are seeking to prevail upon the
city council to pass an ordinance to regulate
telephone rates, in the face of an adverse de-

does not seem

in

to

and an opinion from Corporation Counsel
Green declaring such action invalid. At a recent meeting of the association a report was
presented in which the council was urged to

cision,

pass an ordinance in conformity to the views of
the subscribers, and similar resolutions were subsequently adopted.
At a meeting of the executive committee of
the Telephone subscribers' league the ordinance
now pending before the council was condemned,

and a committee

of five was appointed to draft
for presentation to the legislature regulatthe maximum charges of telephone com-

a

bill

ing
panies within the state.
The meeting stipulated,
however, before appointing the committee, that,
in its opinion, the council already had sufficient
power, but it was desired to fortify the position
at all points in case the council should fail to
exercise its present power.

From time to time reports are made that Mr.
Edison is working on an invention by which he
hopes to convert coal into electrical energy without resorting to any intermediate process.
Mr.
Edison, in several interviews, has expressed his
confidence in his ability ultimately to solve the
problem. The Chicago Tribune, in commenting
on the last report on this subject, says: "If he
is able to convert into electric energy the power
that lies in the carbon and hydrogen of coal he
will have given toman the greatest gift that man
can ask of nature, unless it be the control of
the winds and rains.
He will have multiplied
by ten the present capacity for work of every
ton of coal in the world.
He will have revolutionized the world of machinery.
What the
Corliss engine is to the primitive water wheel of
the Egyptian of the days of Pharaoh that will
Edison's device be to the present steam engine.
Steam engines and gas engines will all go to the
junk-shops, and new plants what we cannot
will take their place.
yet tell
Should Edison
make such a discovery, all we ask of him is that
he will be moderate, and that he will not charge
si
high a royalty as to heap up for hjmself a
fortune of more than a thousand million dollars
during the life of the patent."

—

—

1

With

The new

<

r

system of illumination by gas and oil is much
mure costly, Prof. Barrett says, than that of utilizing electricity for public lighting
in fact he
asserts that the saving to the city will pay the
expenses of replacing the gas lamps with electrii

found

the lighting interests."

sha (Cray's laboratory at Highland Park appears
in another column.
For a small structure it is
said to be the most complete in the United
States.
When the telautograph is fairly put
upon the market, Prof. Gray expects to build a
more pretentious laboratory. The telautograph
is to be put into commercial use
in the spring.
Applications for instruments have been received
from all quarters of the globe, and numberless
inquiries manifesting the liveliest interest in the
invention, have been sent to Prof. Gray.
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lighted by

another important feature
this connection.
The old

the extension of underground systems
the reports of explosions in conduits.
There is a substantial agreement as to
the cause of these accidents.
Gas leaks from
defective mains, and collects in the conduits.
In some mysterious way which no one seems to be
able to explain, a spark causes the confined gases
There appears to be no doubt that
to explode.
leaking mains are all but universal.
A gentleman interested in the construction of the subways in New York said, after the recent explosion in that city, that SUCll occasional explosions
in cities

come

would continue

to happen its long as gas corporations ran leaking pipes below the street. "At
present, gas companies," he said, "think they do
well if they keep their leakage down to 15 per

and this 15 per cent, goes to permeate
earth with the material for such explosions."

cent.,

The Rochester Morning Herald, in commenting on the defective mains, says: "Thai seems
to be the nature of gas mains in all cities.
I'm in Rochester, whenever excavation is made
in a street, the most offensive odor pours out,
tin' result of the soil being saturated with ilium
There oughl to be help lor much
inating gas.
of this in the new method of putting pipe as
large at least as ten inches, together with Si ri «
1

joints."

[anuary
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American

Engi-

of Electrical

Institute

neers.
meeting of the American Institute of Electrical Engieorge M.
was held in X<-'.v Vork Decembei [81
W. J. Jenks, director of the
Phelps was chosen chairman.
•"Sirpaper
on
a
read
Edison standardizing bureau,
Practical Experience with the Edison Chemical Meter."
The paper was as follows:

A

neers

'

know by the ticking of the water meter that it is av
any standard, and last and oftcnest we anathi
meter, and theman that reads it as being alike ui
Now the electric current meter is a baby yet. but it is
very likely to be considered by the great majority of mankind as a direct descendant of che gas meter— "a chip of

e times

the pri

supplier
wit hi r.

Unfortunately we cannot record directly
the old block."
the light or power really delivered from any source, and an
approximation to such a record through the measurement
of the quantity of energy supplied, is our only practical

-mprehensive

The method which we shall examine tonight,
thus far the only commercially successful means of
measuring the energy delivered to electric lamps or motors.
It is doubtless the first-born of a large family which
will share in the stigma which the tribe of meters of ail
To show how far the stigma
kinds have always borne.

alternative.
is

-ml(u

fH

5laito£l^ftVi\«£ii!to
lli'yl,'..'
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OF METERS.

EXPERIENXE WITH THE
CHEMICAL METER.

YEARS' PRACTICAL

EDISON

/

" Measure for measure " has ever been the underlying
The mess of pottage
principle of the trade of the world.
for which Esau bartered his birthright was as truly in his
distinction
and the patrimony
for
the
recompense
eyes a
with which he parted, as the property and the necessaries of
life which we acquire are in our view an equivalent for the
gold and silver which we pass from hand to hand in every-

day exchange.
If

we

start out in life with the

yy^^>^\

!

•/

notion,

so fondly cher-

some time or other by every human heart, of getting
something for nothing, we shall speedily realize the truth
of what somebody has happily expressed in verse:
The motto of the world is "give and take,"
ished

gives you favors, out of sheer good will;
But unless speedy recompense you make,
You'll find yourself presented with its bill.

J

y»
.

.

trollable, that the necessity for

,_-

FIG.

in this case is undeserved,

4.

and how much more accurately

we can measure the mysterious intangible something,
which we only know is a manifestation .of energy, and
which we call electricity, than we can the pa'pable forms
of matter which are apparent to all the senses,
pose of this paper.

is

the pur-

We

In the approximation which we make to the measurelight, heat or power secured from gas, we have
three variables: Quality of gas, rate of Mow, and form of
In electrical work we
burner or method of consumption
eliminate at once the first and one of the most uncertain
of the^e variable factors, for there is no difference, so far
as we can discover, in the quality or commercial value of
electrical energy from different sources, unless we change
the method or the rate of its delivery-, ss for instance, send
it out in intermittent or alternating impulses.

records of the patent offices of almost all the civilized countries of the world bear witness to the fact thi
method of connecting lamps, motors or similar trans]
devices in multiple arc, the only commercial method
taining this individual current control of current actuated
But beby safe potentials, was original with Mr. Edison.
yond this there is no question that we owe to him the first
comprehensive conception of that form of multiple arc distribution which by combining a low resistance armature, a
feeder system of transmission, and a high resistanc-.
and motor, has made it possible for us to secure a

lamps and motors a marvelously close approximation to

ment of the

long contented with any

system of guesswork as to what the amount of

m

The

It

are not in business matters

such a

vital.

this bill

Where values cannot be measured, we deto be.
Where it is
averages based upon long experience.
possible to measure goods delivered, the ingenuity of man
found adapted to the uses
is
is untiring until some means
It is only so far as we can
of all the traders of the world.
draw from nature's limitless supply of necessaries and
blessings "without money and without price," that we fail
to find in these days a meter check upon our consumption.
As long as people live in civilized communities, water and
artificial light will represent somebody's labor, and as they
come to be more and more generally used, they must be
more and more accurately measured.
Perhaps it has never occurred to many of us that about
all the system of measurement that has ever quite satisfied
ought

mand

mankind

is

the method or device by which

we reckon the

fig.

5,

order to arrive at a price at which we may profitably sell light or power, we must know the electrical horse
power demanded by the translating device for a given result, that is the efficiency of the lamp or motor and the energy actually delivered during the time of consumption.
The work done or heat generated, which bears a definite
relation
in a given type of lamp or motor
to the light or
power produced, is expressed in three factors pressure,
current flow, and time, and the product of these joules or
units of work accomplished in a given period, is what we
desire to measure.
In the Edison system the light of the
lamp and the speed of the motor are based upon the supply at their terminals of a constant pressure, and as the
Edison meter is in its relation to the resistance of the cir-

So

in

—

—

uniformity of pressure, and the expenditure of the largest
economical percentage of the initial pressure in overcoming
the resistance of the carbon filament, or the motor armature, and thereby producing the greatest amount of useful
work.
To Mr. Edison's view each detail of such a complete
system appeared full of importance, and so we find him,

—

FIG. 6.
cuit practically at the

We

look
time, which doesn't cost anything.
with suspicion on the scales of the butcher, and we don't
believe the milkman's quart is more than two-thirds as
large as it was years ago, though the price has advanced
several per cent.
When we buy dry goods we speculate
on whether it isn't best to redetermine the length of a pendulum that will beat seconds at the level of the sea, or establish a new yard on the metric basis, after we measure
We
the distance from the equator to the poles again.

passage of

lamp or the motor,

it

may

for all

commercial purposes be regarded as always acted upon by
the constant standard of e. m. f. applied to the device which
transforms the electricity to the useful energy of light or
motion.
Hence we really make this a joule meter, even
while we drop the pressure which is a constant, and make
Its
it a measurer of current and time, or a coulomb meter.
construction is based upon the fact that a given ampere
flow will deposit a given weight of metal per second, and
so knowing the weight of zinc deposited on a plate, it is
In praceasy to calculate the number of ampere-seconds.
tice we take the hourly deposit (1224 milligrammes of zinc
by one ampere), and knowing the fraction of an ampere

almost before he had a commercial lamp, w
meter by which each customer's consumption could
curately determined, and which could be placed on his
premises and inspected at such intervals as experience had
shown was reasonable in the supply of the other measurHe foresaw that it must
able quantities, gas and water.
In his study
not only be accurate, but cheap and durable.
of the subject he applied several principles of motion and
ation, tried agrcat number of experiments with each.
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and secured
lowing

several patents.

Among them

the

are

fol-

-

:

Fundamental

electric

motor meter.

— Patent

242,901.

Fig. 2 shows an old
Application riled March 3d, 1SS1.
example of a large class of meter inventions in which some
kind of an electric motor driven either by part or all of the
current to be measured, is employed to overcome a fluid
friction, but the claims cover broadly the combination of a
circuit, motor, fan, or other definite loading and registering

apparatus.
electric motor meter. No.
The form
Patent applied for April 17th, 1883.
of motor used is a developmeLt of "Sturgeon's wheel,"
cylinder
surrounding
the wheel being transformed into a
one pole of the magnet, itself being surrounded by the
In this meter the indefinite friction is reother pole.
duced to a very small factor, brushes are replaced by mercury contacts and a very compact and simple form is possiProbably if mercury did not have such a chronic disble.
ability to behave itself in practical continuous work, and if
a liquid which it
it really possessed the ideal character of
commonly gets credit for, we would have seen this meter

Fig. 3

;

shows another form of

:;.

put into practical use by some of the many inventors who
This patent covers, among other
it attention.
things, the placing of the inductive portion in the direct

have given

A magnet
and the fields in multiple arc therewith.
main circuit closes the field circuit whenever the first
lamp is attached, thus stopping the motor whenever the
circuit

in the

current flow

is arrested.

—

Galvanometer recorder. Patent 307,030. Application
This covers broadly a multiple arc
hied Oct. 10, 1SS3.
circuit, a galvanometer in the main line, a circuit controlled

by the needle, electrically operated apparatus in this cirPreference is
cuit, and indicating or registering devices.
given to a stylus recorder, the diagram made to be meas
Fig 4.
sured by a planimeter,
Recording electro-mechanical meter. No. 293,435. ApFig 5 shows a pivoted
plied for August 14th, 1SS2.
beam oscillated by electro magnetic coils in the main or a
circuit, the rapidity of motion(regulatedby air dashpots of large surface) being practically proportional to the
strength of the current.
The recording mechanism actuated by a local circuit operated by mercury contacts.
Fundamental electrolytic meter patent —No. 251,545.
Application filed March 20th, 1SS0.
Fig. 6 shows the
electrolytic meter according to the first Edison patent.
An electro-magnetic cut-out is shown and claimed as part
of the meter.
The principal claim covers the use of an
electrolytic cell placed in a shunt circuit, the resistances
g so proportioned that a definite fraction of the current
passes through the cell.

—

January

transfer of copper from plate to plate from going always
in one direction; i is a simple electrolytic cell used as a
check.
This is probably significant of the inventor's lack
of faith in mechanical meters, and is particularly interesting to look back upon, in the light of subsequent progress.
Revolving recording electrolytic meter. —(Still pending
in the patent office )
Fig. S shows an interesting modification of an integrating electrolytic meter, in which between two electrodes immersed in the electrolyte is placed
a wheel or cylinder of the same metal, free to revolve on
its axis.
It is apparent that if the wheel were perfectly
balanced and delicately poised, the passage of a current

1889

5,

an electric lamp placed in proximity to the call."
On the same date of this application Mr. Edison filed Patent No. 281,352, describing one of the most vital features
of the practical apparatus, namely, amalgamated zinc electrodes in a solution of sulphate of zinc.
This overcame
the disadvantages of copper plates, which had formerly
discouraged the inventor.
Compensating coils in electrolytic meters. No. 251,557.
Applied for May 27, 1881.
Fig. 12 illustrates certain mi
nor claims of details, some of which apply to the Edison
meter of to day, and one feature without which piobably
no electrolytic meter would be practical, the "compensating
spool" having a 4- temperature coefficient to balance the
coefficient of the bottle resistance.
This also covers the
use of two cells, depositing with unequal rapidity.
The original plan involves, of course, only a two-wire
meter.
This was first made with separate resistance for
each bottle, one of them being intended to register a
It was
month's consumption, the other three months.
also proposed that the two compartments have separate
bottle
thus
having
keys, the inspector of the three month's
a private check on the three readings taken in the same

circuit to

—

—

would alter the balance, and it would revolve at a speed
depending almost entirely on the friction of its bearings.
But if it were first caused to revolve at a definite rate for
one-half a revolution, the lower limb moving in the same
direction as the current, there would be a deposit and loss
on opposite halves of the disc, causing a variation of position of the center of gravity around the point of support,
causing the revolution to continue at the same rate for the
same current, or at a rate proportional to the current.
The diagram shows a dial scale for reading fractions of
a turn and an electric counter recording complete revolutions.

—

Floating electrolytic cell.
Patent 248,565.
Application
Dec. 15, 1SS0. Fig. 9 shows an endiometer intended
collect
the
mixed
gases
in a bellto decompose water,
glass, and when a definite quantity is evolved by the raising of the glass automatically cause recomposition (and
filed

time from the other side.
It was scon found preferable to
weigh both sets of plates together, particularly as inexperience in the manipulation gave rise to errors against
which the duplicate records formed a check of great use
fulness.
This duplication has been found unnecessary in
the smaller sizes.
The student of the meter question may find interesting
modifications of these general principles in patents 240,-

2SL352 and others.
These sketches and the patents enumerated, convey a
months of patient analysis, the multitude
and the scores of models and drawings
which may be found described in Mr. Edison's notebooks,
many a page written by his own hand, years before the
67S,

faint idea of the
of experiments

electrical fraternity

conceived of the importance of these

devices for which the world

>

now

loudly

calls.

The

elec-
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the Paris
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ted in the

f<

consequent falling of the glass; by closing a circuit through
a platinum coil which becomes heated thereby.
This operation is to be repeated continuously while the current is
passing, a counter giving a record of the number of charges
of gas exploded.
Among the difficulties of using such an apparatus are
the comparatively high e. m. f. required, the energy wasted,
and possibly like the nitro-glycerine engine, "the necessity
of providing a new machine after each explosion." A very
similar apparatus has been recently proposed as a laboratory standard for current measurement
Automatic temperature- regulator.
\o. 251,558. Filed
August 30, 1881.
This patent, illustrated in Fig, to,
important features of the Edison meter of to-day.

—

..

la

beam
iat
f

on

of

one

current

-.'.'ill

throw

.

these are:

(ij

the resistance

E

acting

event freezing of the liquid in the bottles; (2)
the thermostat G completing circuit through E at the propcr
lance pieces for holding
i

Fundamental temperature regulation patent.
774.

Application

filed

Nov. u, 1--1.

Fig.
tion ol

'entcd,

zing

an

— No.
n
a

265,-

illustrates

thermostat

controlling a valve, which
'I his
ipon qui' klime
Lrativc of the broad idea of

electro-magnet
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Another method
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15.

was finally determined upon, the details
perfected, and more than six years ago the first devices
were placed in the offices and stores of the first customers
trolytic principle

of the Pearl street Station in this city, the first station in
the world to distribute current for incandescent lamps by a
comprehensive system of conductors buried underground
pipes.
The experiments thus made were so exhaustive and thorough in their character, that the meter
then designed is substantially the one in use to-day in
numerous stations throughout the United Statesand several
stations in foreign countries.
The Edison company has
1

te ted '-very form of direct current meter thus far found
in any degree practicable without discussing fas vital) the
question of economy cither in first cosl or operation, and
lii, no knowledge of any other form which has been found
to be as accurate under ail working conditions, and as reliable when submitted to that tribunal before which
many carefully constructed electrical devices fail, the
The Edison meter is also cheap, but fhi
test of lime.

—

Load

.

January
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Hence all other forms appear to
of less vital importance.
Some have inherent de
be commercially impracticable.
caused by variations of permanent magnetism.
fects,
Some are too large to be of any value for commercial use,
and they are almost, without exception, too costly and
delicate for practical service, or too wasteful of the energy
have abundant evithey demand for their operation.
dence of the justice of these statements when we remember
that out of the large number thus proposed, there is nol
another which has come into anything like extended use

We

accuracy is manifest not only to the illuminating company.
but must also be suisfactory to the most exacting
er.
One of our most experienced and sun':
^ers testifies that in the us: of about two hum
he found the pooresl record to be very lo
his experience by de< laring that " without the
.

<

would

I"-

swamped."

Such abusi
ontract system as are si
expressions are so manifest to many contract '
which we have asked

for

no

some

letters, that

already changing to
meter basis, and
only a matter of a short thus when others
.1

E

of
is

il

will

them

are

.

evidently
be

pelled to.
2.

At
meeting of the association of Edison Illuminating
companies there has been a full and impartial di
the relative merits of the two methods.
The resu/
be briefly and forcibly summed up in the following, unani
mously passed at the meeting of the Association held at
Chicago, Illinois February gth, 1888:
.1

^Z

1.61
1.5

I

JOOS5

" Resolved, That after a full discussion of the relative
merits of the meter and contract systems in the numerous
meetings of this association, that it is the sense oftheassociation that the Edison meter is accurate, that the system
is not too expensive for stations above 1,000 lights, and that
the best financial results are invariably secured in a station
selling by meter."

Resist nee of Bottle

13 shows the iron case of the form of meter placed
time of starting the first District Station, September
The division in the g. s. shunt resistance for the
4, 1SS2
long and short period bottles has given place to a method
of connecting both to the same terminals.
The flexible
connections have been superseded by the spring clips, and
in the three-wire meters two shunt resistances are placed

Fig

Temp

29.

T

m; 35

mini

at the

.5

.25

as in Fig. 14.

Co jnter-e ectrom otive

fo rce

.0

10B5

Amperes

Stripped of
Full

all

Load

The

record which we can quote is therefore the only one
from which any conclusions can be drawn as to future
practice in this direction

We shall be better prepared to appreciate the re-ults
obtained after glancing at the distinctive features of the
meter as at present constructed.
Each consumer has a meter upon his own premises, and
his bill is made out and payment required upon what the
To measuie the current by means of a
meter shows.
meter, and to do so with sufficient exactness to support a
bill, the payment of which was to be insisted upon, at first
seemed to many of the customers of our various companies
an impossibility, and they accordingly resorted to various
devices for the purpose of themselves testing the accuracy
of the measurements. The most noteworthy of these, for the
reason that it affords a simple and effective check, was to
keep a record of the hours each lamp was in use, and by
multiplying this number by the given rate of a sixteencandle lamp per hour, determine what the amount of the

complications, the connections of these

shown

annexed diagram:
Mr. Jenks said the true criterion by which to judge of
the meter was the success it had met with in practical use.
To ascertain the facts a circular had been addressed to the
managers of twenty six stations now employing the Edison
meter and asking their opinion as to its merits.
They approved of it as an accurate instrument and one which was
almost indispensable.
Mr. Jenks continued as follows:
types are clearly

FIG. 10.
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has been argued that the Edison chemical meter, in
its best estate, is open to several very serious objections:
1.
The necessity of the expense attending the removal
and replacement of the bottles, usually at monthly intervals, and the complete disconnecting and weighing of their
plates.
So far from being a detriment, this is seen to be
in the light of practice a positive advantage.
A gas meter
is adjusted once for all, and once placed is inspected only
at long intervals, or when strongly suspected of inaccuracy,
while the Edison meter receives thorough inspection and
radical readjustment every month.
The sources of error
lie almost entirely within the bottle, and are thus speedily
It

Spoo]_

corrected.
2 The necessity of employing what objectors are pleased
to term a "chemist" as a meter man.
In the early history
of any art, until the conditions of practice become thumb
the
manipulator
rules,
of an important device should be a
man of intelligence and some originality of ideas. After a

4

*

Bottle

1

1

20

i

per

eni

-

I

mum

error which can ever OCCU
a change from freezing
reached in any of the meters at
practice men
I

full

As

load.

a mat'

:

degrees on the average, either from atn.
the heating of the current.
nter-clectromotive force. Fig. 15.
It
the change due to a rise of current in the me:
trated, from o to full load or 20 amperethis counter e. m. f. appears in practice as a
sistance, its effect is shown in the current resistance
It is also clear that the error due to the rise in tem
ture from o degrees to 20 degrees C is .0012 volt
one of the factors in the temperature resistance curve
Bottle resistance and current.
The two err
of counter e. m. f. and consequent drop in volts, l:
crease of absolute resistance and consequent jointly resulting from an increase of amperts, about
each other, forming a beautiful compensation, which
this curve almost a straight line, 'i_
Temperature compensation, Fig. 17. Consider:^
bottle resistance by itself, the fall in counter e. m. f., and
consequent rise in volts, with a rise in temperature, adds
slightly to the rise in volts attending the fall in resistance.
These two factors are together opposed by the influence of
the spool, whose copper wife increases so as to make a perfect compensation at 10 and 30 C, with a slight bend in
ihe curve at intermediate points.
Rate of deposit and current, Fig. iS. This cur.
result of the combination of the sources of error sho
the others'in detail, is so close an approximation to a
solutely straight line that it is difficult to detect an
terial departure excepting the slight bend at the mi:.
load.
Into the depth and sharpness of this bend t
mentof time enters, but after passing this point the
runs almost absolutely straight to a maximum load.
It is especially noticeable that the curve begins at
lute zero, while with Mr. Edison's early meter of the electric motor type, and others that have followed this principle.
the theoretical curve is as shown by the dotted lines.
curves deduced, as are the above, from long practical workhave ever, so far as we can learn, been formulated of the
performance of any other meter.
It is proper to say in this connection that the percentage
of error from these causes is practically constant for all
sizes of the Edison meter.
The meter case is made of well-seasoned hard wood
specially prepared to expel air and prevent warping, and to
maintain high insulation; the door of heavy sheet iron
properly lettered and numbered.
This is held closed
metallic button turning upon a small post, both passing
through a vertical opening. The wire of a lead se
passed through the button.
The conductors enter and leave the meters through holes
in the side or bottom, about two or three inches apart.
The thermostat is required for all meters situated in
location where the solution is likely to freeze
It
is
nished as an extra attachment, and may be inserted in anv
size meter, and to it is attached a small contact poin:
nected with a lamp socket.
Into this socket is scr
lamp, and when the temperature in the meter falls below a
certain point, will cause the thermo strip to curve up,
bringing the two contact points together, closing a
through the lamp and heating the interior space.
As the
temperature returns to normal the strip straightens and the
lamp is cut out. The adjusting s;rew in orw complete
revolution changes the elevation of the contact poin:
of an inch, and being made with a six sided
bered), 1-6 of a turn will change the abs
standard of contact about two degrees V,
Thus the
;

30

Six
months, was made by the engineering department.
Edison meters were connected in series with the meter of
the Edison Electric Illuminating Company from theslation
by which the current is supplied to the offices occupied by
the parent company.
At the close of this test it was found
that all of these meters registered within 1% per cent, of

each other.
An elaborate test was conducted at New Brunswick, N.
J., by W, S. Howell, with seven meters put in series with
ten lamps.
The readings showed a variation of only one
and one half cents in the amount of the bill charged, while
four of them were alike to a cent.
The advantage of such

I

—

I

:

K.

\
Bottle

i'Mt

I

There have been many instances where,
in order to satisfy customers that the meters were reliable,
we have taken their record at the end of a given time, during which the customer has kept an account of his lamp
hours, and have presented bills upon what the meters
showed, that the customer might check the amount of his
bill by this simple rule.
Some months ago a very careful test, covering five
bill

F., this

degrees i! is 0.0249 I"' r cen
having .01 ohm at GodegrccsF.'

I

v olt.

20

10

The Germai

time the work becomes simply a matter of routine, and the
occasional oversight of the manager or other official will
detect any irregularities.
Thus it has been with this
branch of our work.
The most of our meter men are
young, and receive only moderate pay, as the statement of
cost of operation elsewhere given, conclusively shows. Accuracy and carelaking in matters of detail are the prime
requirements
The work has been greatly simplified by
arrangements with Mr. Edison, by which electrolytic zinc
plates, standard zinc sulphate solution in carboys (or salt,
if preferred), distilled mercury and four simple
reagents,
for the testing of water for solution by such companies as
prefer to prepare it themselves, as a matter of convenience
or economy.
These reagents are: (1) Ammonia water,
(2) Ammonia sulphide, (3) Nitrate of silver, and (4) sulph.
cyanide of potash, a few drops or a small crystal of each,
as the case may be, to be added to separate portions of
water.
Any meter man can thus make the four simple
tests, which, by a precipitate or by cloudy coloration, will
show the water to be unfit for use.
Ordinarily, ice water is available, and when this fails, a
simple apparatus for condensing and distilling, costing
$25, is sometimes deshable.
This brings us to the consideration of
Sources of Error.
the real importance of the sources of error.
Nothing that

—

justment may be made sufficiently
The cells are partially filled with a lo per
sulphate solution, no special eftorl
them air-tight, but to prevent eva]
zinc plates are supported by ebonite distance y
and nuts, and connected b)
fixed in the top of the space.

The

resistance in [he main
the quality used by Elliott in his bridge
tioned a;
of the current
the cell ami its compensating
:

The small portion of cum
removes from one plate and deposits
metallic zinc, which, when
mines the current transmitted.
The two-wire meters

authorized to

cent.

German
to

clips
si hi

pa

upon the other

be

used

the

with

three-wire system arc of two sizes only, five and
amperes
espectively.
Anything larger than
amperes may be preferably divided to balance the
sides, and hence they are made of live amperes each
capacity, 20 of the present
[6-candIc power lamps

ten
five
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amperes. 40 lamps; 20 amperes. So lamps; 40 amperes, 160
lamps; So amperes, 520 lamps.
This will be made more clear by the following table of

and capacity of meters:

size

lacity.

i

wire meter for 5 amperes.
•
'•
'
10
"
" 5 amp on each side
"
l

,

;

In selecting the proper size of meters for certain custom.i
is borne in mind that a meter plate has, like a stor-

er?

number

of lamps on contracts, 20 stations
horse power of motors.
number of meters per station
number of lamps per meter
Total cost of operation. 16 systems ...
$16,235.00
Average annual cost of operation per meter
4-°3
Average annual cost of operation per lamp
o. 22

1.(65
3

226
17

.

ampere

-

Meter Xo.

Average
Average
Average
Average

January

It is also of interest to note that of the twenty-three stations equipped with meters for the measurement of 75 per
cent, of their entire lamp capacity, and relying upon these
meters for the amounts of their bills to consumers, four
are earning upward of 15 per cent, on their capital stock;
three others between 10 and 15 per cent.; three others
between 3 and 10 per cent., and eight more between 5
and S per cent, on their capital stock. Others have been
operating for too short a time to yield definite results.

:

age battery, a somewhat definite maximum capacity in
ampere hours per month. The standard found most deampere
is 150 milligrammes deposit per month per
of nominal capacity.
The norma! capability is therefore understood to be
ted to an average work of one or two hours per day
- maximum load,
which corresponds with practical
an average of
work.
If steady work is to be done for
daily,
the load should be about 20 per
three to four hours
per cent,
cent, less; if from five to six hours, about 25
farther reduction should be made to determine the proper
~

limit for a given plate.
The meter is in practice placed in all sorts of positions.
The general instructions simply provide that it should be

ean and dry, inside the service fusible cut-out, and
easy of access.
The initial preparation of plates consists simply in thor...eaning, covering the top and about an inch of the
rod with a coat of asphalt varnish, amalgamating and drying (three coats when new) weighing and tagging of the
positive plate, and placing in the solution.
When removed, the plate is re-weighed, and where two
- are used
their weights are compared by the meter
man and his record sent to the bookkeeper or superintendent.

The
i

:

milligrammes sustained by the positive plates
multiplied by the meter constant, which gives the
The constant is found as foldollars and cents.
loss in

lows:
Let | equal price of one standard lamp per hour.
C equal ampere capacity of standard lamp.

C
Then

current through the bottle equals

975

As 1.224 milligrammes

(of zinc),

^-•^.--e hour, one standard lamp

represented

is

equivalent to

is

by one
^24 C

r

—

'

975

rrammes, at the price*. Hence the price for current
has removed one milligramme of zinc will be:
1.224

C

equals

975

**

X

975
;",

9

equals constant.

—

Recent Improvements. Nearly a year ago a series of exhaustive tests was undertaken at the laboratory of Mr.
to determine whether in the light of years of experience since the initial experiments upon which the first
Is were based, advantageous changes can be made.
the perfeciion of the
i these tests was
The
:re meter, then being offered to the Ed son stations.
The present form of connecting spring clip was at once indiagonal arrangement of terminals, making
ed.
to connect from either side or from below, followed
Then the production of pure chemicals by the Ediafter.
boratory, and the elimination of the error due to oxFerred to by proper treatment of the solu;

A

.

meeting of the Standardizing Bureau, held Decem:is

rgesl
•

the

voted to authorize the discontinuance
of plates (40 and So amperes), and
plate withaproper change
It was found pereach case.
the shunt resistances and weigh
than heretofore, thereby effectare of large plates.
plate only needs to be
ess in units of what
ure the same percent-

aoampere

:ing spool in

'

one bottle in
which as ap•nstitutea large major:

piobably be folnfidence in the
c meters
ivircuses,
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The Chairman:

DISCUSSION.

am

sure the

is

to be con-

We

which have had discredit thrown upon them, and I think,
I have had some experience with the gas
rather unjustly.
meter, and I must say that I have always found it very accurate.
I used to read one in the Western Union Building
True it was not used very much in the summer, but
the bill would come
it ran on for four or five months, and
in for perhaps 25 cents.
Once in a while the bill would be
larger than the average, and upon investigation I would
find that some one had been working at night.
But there
It is going into a
is one important point about this meter.
certain field where there has been nothing of the kind before, and that is in power service.
All power service, as
you know, is furnished under contract, so much a year, or
so much a month per horse power; but there is always a
question whether a man gets 6 horse power or 10 horse
power, whatever the understanding may be; and they
judge by the width of the belt, and the tightness of the
Then again,
belt, as to how much the customer is taking.
a man may pay for six horse power in one day and not use
printing
offices
the
presses
may
be idle all
it at all.
In
day, but they have to pay for their power all the same. In
this field it certainly should prove a very desirable instrument.
Then in domestic service, we can all see the benefit of us ng
a meter. For a residence the contract service will not answer
So far as I know, the contract price at which inat all.
candescent lamps are put out precludes their uss in private
I
could not help
families, where light is most desirable.
thinking, when I saw the pictures thrown upon the screen,
what a long road Mr. Edison had traveled over, and
how much trouble he might have saved if he had only permitted himself to be guided by the experience of John Gilpin who rode through Cheapside " and hung a bottle on
Mr. Edison has
each side, to make his balance true."
;

got his meter down to two bottles, and
to-night that the instrument is true.

we have been shown

Mr Roberts: I would like, if Mr. Pope will allow
me, to take one of his remarks as a text. We had an electric light company in Cheyenne, and I blackguarded the
Then we bought up the gas
gos meter with all my power.
company. I had to send bills to the gas people, and the
customers remembered it, and it was a difficult thing to get
When I went to prove up the meters, while one of
out of.
them registered in favor of the company, nearly every one
was in favor of the consumer about 3 per cent., and some
considerably more than that.
As the tendency is to buy
up the gas companies by the electric light companies, and
not the gas companies to buy up the electric light companies, it is not advisable for any man to get into that fix,
I would like to ask the lecturer
if he can possibly help it.
if there is any basis for the length of time to weigh up and
do all the registration necessary, say, on 100 meters; the
time required to do the manipulation necessary to arrive at
the figures.
think, perhaps, a fair approximation that
be reached by the averages which were given on the
number of meters per station, and the average expense;
the number of meters per station on an average in 18
stations being 225. the average expense being S4 per meter
per year, it would make a 225 meter station cost $900 a year
in the man and chemicals, and everything else required.
In
other words, a station of that kind would represent just
mount of running expense after the plant had
1

may

tc

already
..

.

tailed

There are

several records of
1

1

perience

that

men vary
io in

anything whicl
I

1

«

in

the

1

rid

1

1

one man

think perhaps ex-

f

do that

their ability to

rimming of arc lamps or
al the sametime rapid

-ition.

hat

tion.

work

usually, the book-

con idcrablc extern <">
In a very small station, say a [,0O0
es his

own

There
1

.

little larger a boy is employed to do that merely
mechanical work.
Then the time comes when the meter
man, who should be an intelligent man, does simply the
weighing, and all the other mechanical parts of the business are done by a large number of people.
Then, instead
of making out the bills himself, he simply sends the weights
to the bookkeeper or the superintendent; so it comes that
we have all the way from, we might say, one-half to three
and four or five men employed in the meter business, according to the size of the station.
Dr. Wheeler: Mr. Jenks, in describing the threewire meter, omitted to explain the way in which the two
sets of boxes took care of the three wires.
I would like to
call his attention to that.
The current, in going out on

tion gets a

the positive wire, for instance,

is registered in the positive
It may return through the neutral wire, and it
return through the negative
In that case it is registered in the negative bottles.
After returning on the neutral wire, it
is registered again.
The passage of the
current through this wire causes it to consume another
volts, so that it would be charged up twice.
Mr. Jenks: I neglected to make it plain that the neutral wire acted as a compensation for the meter, as well as
for the line service.

bottle.

institute

gratulated on the lecture this evening; and that we should
be very grateful to Mr. Jenks for the pains he has taken,
and the elaborate preparations he has made, and for having
given us all a great deal of information, which probably
few, if any of us had, as to the practical experience with
these electrolytic meters.
The subject is now open for discussion.
Mr. Bradley: I would like to call Mr. Jenks' attention
to the fact that he did not fully summarize the smaliness of
the error due to the comparative resistance of the bottle
and spool, combined with the shunt. The resistance of the
bottle and copper spool combined being 975, there is a
very small error, which is not fully explained.
R. W. Pope:
have seen from the diagrams which
have been thrown upon the screen, that Mr. Jenks has
utilized the various properties of the electric current in
many different, and I must say, very ingenious ways.
Many of these experimental meters are probably not practical; but I am sure they all tend to show the remarkabie
fertility of Mr. Edison's inventive mind, and it has been
very interesting to me, especially in comparing the experience in electric meters, with those'used for other purposes

Mr. Jenks:

.

I

5, i£

meter work,

two or

are

men

in

lamps installed, take

When

'

fl)

the
in

may

no

Mr. Crocker;
in the popular

The meter

mind.

But

I

is

synonymous with fraud
it is
more a question

think

human nature than anything inherently bad in the
meter.
The gas meter, as Mr. Roberts said, would probaof

New York, be found to be in favor of the
in at least three cases out of four; and in the
case of large errors, they would almost always be in favor
of the customer, for the reason that the gas meter is a gas
engine; it is worked by the gas, and the gas must flow
through in order to work the meter. Now the gas may
flow through and not work the meter, if the meter is stuck,
or the friction is great, or there is any other fact about it
that is antagonistic to the proper working of the meter.
Now, something the same is true of this Edison meter;
the electric current operates the meter, therefore the
current must flow in order that the meter shall record.
On the other hand, the current may flow without fully recording its value,
In fact in any meter it is almost always
the case that the current is much more apt to flow, or a
commodity, whatever it may be, gas, water or electricity is
much more apt to flow and not record than that a record
can be made without any current passing
And I think
that fact is forgotten when people condemn meters, because the very nature of the apparatus necessitates that
whatever is measured shall pass through in order that it
may be recorded. Now, as to whether the company simply
reads one thing and charges for another, of course has
It is entirely ouside of the
nothing to do with the meters.
theory or practice of meters; it is merely a question of pen
and ink. But I think,' the meter is as accurate as any
other practical instrument, and I think that gas is measured
And the fraud, if it does
as accurately as cloth or milk.
occur, and I suppose it does in some cases, is a case of de
liberate fraud where the method and apparatus for making
the measurements may be perfectly correct; and it is after
the meter has done its work that the bookkeeper puts the
increment on to the people, which the meter has to take the
There are so many more people who talk
discredit for.
against meters than are in favor of them, that I think a
word said now and then on the other side is no more than
bly, if tested in

customer

fair.

Lewis F. Lvne: I remember in one place where we
thought the gas bills were too large we used to put a
wooden wedge under the edge of the meter and tip it so
that way we proportionNot many months ago I
was in charge of an electric light station where we had a
Crown water meter. Those of you who know how that
meter is constructed know that inside is agutta percha cog-

as to increase the friction, and
ately reduced our bill right

in

off.

wheel that moves about as the water passes through. We
were bothered about getting water, and we thought that the
pipe was stopped up with something, and we ran that way
for several days; and we took the meter apart, and found
that the meter was stuck: during the time the water had
failed to record any water, but we had been running a 250
horse power engine.

Mr. Howell: There is one point in the criticism
which Mr. Jenks quoted from the past proceedings, which,
The criticism was that
I think, ought to be mentioned.
only a very srr.all proportion of the current which is sold is
part,
and
that an error in the
measured, that is a 975th
measurement was multiplied by 1,000, practically. Well,
Although we measure
that is true; and yet it is not true.
a one-thousanth part of the current, and multiply by 1,000,
If we
any error in the measurement is not multiplied.
measure 1,000 part of the current, and multiply by 1,000,
any error in that measuring bottle in the resistance of the
circuit, in which the measuring bottle is placed, is multiplied by 1. 000; but the percentage of the error is always
the same, and if we have an error of 10 per cent, in
the circuit in which the bottle is, it means an error of 10
per cent, only in the result. No mailer what kind of meter
circuit or in
the
it is, whether that bottle is in the main
shunt circuit, a 2 per cent, error would be a 2 per cent,
error in every cjse, and it would not be multiplied by 2,000
per cent, error in one case, as the criticism would lead you
have watched the introduction of the Edison
to believe.
meter, in one place especially, and I have watched its
When the Edison meter
growth from the very beginning.
was first put into stations, the first thing a man asked was:
" Is the Ellison meter accurate?" And really, there was
the
Edison
for some time a diversity of opinion among
But
people as to whether it was really an accurate meter.
meter
been
so
gratithe
has
the experience of the users of
fying, and it has been so much to the credit of the meter,
that you very rarely hear its accuracy questioned to-daj
is
not
in fact, among the Edison electric light people it
questioned at all.
The station which referred to was at
1

;

I

They
It started without using meters.
a contract with a consumer and give him such
The
they thought he would burn al a fixed rate.
more they used this system, the mote they were convinced

Vcw

Kriinswick.

would make

light as
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that they were only getting about one-third as much for
To overtheir current as they supposed they would gel.
come that they introduced the meter system, and the result
of changing from the contract to the meter system has been
a very much diminished output in the station, and very
much increased revenue. They get twice as much in
return for a given output of electricity as they did before
The accuracy of the meter down there has been checked
several times by the customers counting their lamp hours.
have never heard of a case down there in which the
customer got the best of the meter; I mean in which the
know of cases there
meter was found to be wrong.
where the electric meter has checked the gas meter; mean
the
gas
meter.
The customer
materially
from
differed
has
had his gas light burning, anil, in one case, he was getting
in
the
his electric light very much cheaper than his gas;
other case the customer was paying very much more for it.
In both cases they found, by going back to their gas meter,
that one gas meter was charging loo much, and the other
was charging too little, and the electric meters, in both
cases, were right; and one man threw out his gas because
he had a slow meter.
Mr. Ul'TON: I would only add to what has been said
here about the meter my knowledge of the very long course
of experimenting that -Mr Edison went through to ob'ain
I

I

I

we now

have.
I
know that in the early
the results that
days at Menlo Park these various forms that have been
shown on the screen were made and tried. I realize very
fully the difficulties in making any mechanical meter, orany
I do not think that
meter that will not stick at starting
those who hive given attention to the meter have thought
that any solution can be found, but that this trouble will
come in, except with a chemical meter. In the meters that
use the heating, as we have been shown, the sticking of
the meter is an uncertain quantity, and is invariably against
If the
the company; those meters will never be used
error were in faver of the company, I have no doubt they
would be largely sold and largely used, but they are invari

The Edison meter is formed
ably again.it the company.
with the zinc plates instead of copper plates, which were
That represents a large amount of work
first proposed.
at Menlo Park, and again at the Edison machine works,
in Goerck street; and since then Mr. Jenks has given an
immense amount of time to it, so that it has to-day been
built up into an instrument of most thorough accuracy.
are using about Soo meters, and 1
Mr Edgar:
I have tested a great
have the utmost confidence in them.

We

I
many, and I have had our customers test them for us.
have known of numbers of cases where they have proved
within i per cent.; and I never have known of a case where
we had to reti eat from the position which we had taken,
We have had a great number
that the meter was correct.
of meters, and are able to determine ju-t exactly the horsepower hours per month of each meter; thus being able to
nnke a contract pice in the next case which would be
more satisfactory than if we had not made those tests.
One gentleman asked a question to-night as to the cost
We have, as I say, 800 meters in the
of a meter station.
Boston Edison station. In that department there are live

men; three of them are practically boys, who go around
town collecting bottles. We extend over a territory nearly
Of course, the
three miles from one extreme to the other.
traveling is more than it would be for a different-sized
weighing,
and the fifth
does
the
fourth
man
The
station.
man makes out the bills and sends the bills up to the bookkeeper, ready to be mailed, so that we really do more in
the meter department than is usually done in a department
of that kind; because, usually, the bills are made out by
It costs, perhaps, $2,500 a year to take
the bookkeeper.
care of the Soo meters; but a great many, as I say, are on
me ers where we are experimenting, making changes once
a week, so as to get at a fair average for different classes of

entered one element on which there lias been considerable
discussion during the last year, namely: ( ierman silv«
perhaps, will not l"- out <<i place to inquire whethei
ave any special standard of excellence for let mari
ai the Edison laboratory
Mi;. Jim..;
\s
said in general, in the drs<
the best German silver that can be obtained is used;
an equal quality to that which is employed in making
bridges, is used in the metal shunts.
>t
com
standard, so far as the construction of each individual meter
is concerned, comes in the resistance, and
th
has to be determined 10 within a very minute fraction of an
in
ohm, in the placing of the strip in the box, before it
be standardized.
Mr. Wirt:
happen to know that the German silvei
used in the Edison meter is IS per cent. In man si her, and
il
gives a little better temperature co efficient than that
quoted in books, I believe, as the temperature co-efficient.
<
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Mr. Jenks;

ExtraYes, there are such tests made.
ordinary pains are taken to have a good quality of (Ierman

to be pai

is

signing
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I

others that he

come
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it?
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that

cedrd

out
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police

during th?

The aldermen

pains.

ment toward the consolidation of some of the Edison affiliated companies such as the lamp company and the machine
works.
This appears the more probable, but whatever

Mr. POPE: Most
is

of you are aware, probably, that there
an exhibition at Paris next season; and in connecwith this I would say that various engineering societies

to be

tion

here have received invitations to participate in meetings
held for various engineering societies on the other side, and
one from the Instituthe institute has received two letters
tion of Civil Engineers, and one from the Society of Arts,
I wish to read these and bring to your attenin London.
tion the arrangements which are being made by the Society
of Mechanical Engineers for an excursion to Europe.
The Secretary then read the communications referred to.
Mr. Pope: About a week after the circulars, of which
this is one, were issued by Secretary Hutton, I am informed
that they had already received affirmative responses from
75 members; so it appears that it is probable that this arrangement of a special steamer can be carried out. I am
in negotiation with him now in regard to the preparation of
our own circulars in order to obtain the same facts from
I bring it up
to-night in order to give
our own members.
you this information in advance, to guide you in arranging
The next meeting of the institute for
for your vacation.
the discussion of papers will be held on Tuesday, January
Sth. The subject of the paper will be "Lightning Arresters
and the Photographic Study of Self-induction," with numerous illustrations and experiments, by E. G. Acheson,
electrician of the Standard Underground Cable company.
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— Work has been begun with vigor

The Brooklyn subway commission has filed its report for
ended November 30th, from which it appears that

the year

underground conductors has been

the aggregate length of

increased from 1.433

however, 5,111

miles

to

There

2,0,2s miles.

of aerial

conductors.

still

The

The.S7<7/-of
is

has been booming a report that

city

this

to be an electric light

may be in the reports, they will certainly not be
much credence until they appear in some more sub-

truth ihere

given

stantial

form than has yet been the case.

A nnv

company has been formed in the citv called «he
& Power company, which hasa^ccd
before it if it can make peace with the Hoard of Elec-
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Control.

and

lighting,
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It has a fine field for domestic incandescent
expected to use the alternating svstem.

Freeland Devlin. 17 years of age. an American District
last night with a message from

messenger, was ordered out
Thirty-fourth

the

Bohy.

another boy take
that he should

by the night clerk Wm.
his turn, and asked that
way home.
Goby insisted

street office,
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lie

it

go

was not

it

on his

and an altercation ensued

out,

hospital,

and

his condition

is critical.
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remain,
district

poles

presumed

carrying about 50 miles of wire.

There are

still

wires, but

about half of these

about So miles of overhead
will

elevated railroad structures ai an

change was made without the slightest interruption to business, notwithstanding the fact that the company has seven
quadruples, three duplexes, and eight single wires.
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has proved exceedingly convenient lo the
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this city,
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Ten-

company against the Western Union
Telegraph company. This was an action for daniagi
failure to deliver a telegram sent

by the captain of cne of

plaintiff's

steamboats from Cairo to the

manager

at

St. Louis,

plaintiff's

asking instructions, and

quence of which non-delivery of the telegram

genera]

in

plaintiff's

was detained several days at Cairo. The plaintiff
asked for ^355.7-. n.nd the jury awarded $
In the city council last week Mr. Comfort introduced a
boat
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authorizing the construction
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Beginning at the intersection of Broadway and
Wash, west with single track over the track of the Southern
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Bohy was struck over the head with a botde of milk, the
blow fracturing his skull.
He was taken to the New York

where they have been permitted to remain for the present.
As the commission is quite liberal in its permission for teledistribution wires,
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ti ust, and that the Edison and
Wcstinghouse companies were on the point of consolidating.
This story appears to have originated from a move-
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Cable company has been moved from the
Mitchell building on Third street to 419 Olive street
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Generally speaking this

sometimes there are delays, and the margin

Telegraph

on the Bentley-Knight Electric railway in Fulton street,
and what is better, it starts off in a manner which gives
confidence that it is to be thoroughly done.
The two conduits are being laid down in the space between the double
tracks, and is finished for two blocks east of Broadway.
At the rate the work is being done the line should be completed by February ist, and when it is put in operation it
will
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any time to cause trouble. The trains run on
iL£ minutes headway, which is actually reduce
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that prevailed at the meeting.
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Mr. Howell: I suppose every one here knows that
there has been a great deal of inventive energy wasted on
meters.
The records of the patent office show an enormous number of mechanical meters and I think the Edi-

—

\)

telegi

Mr. WlRT;
want to say that Mr. Jenks has been
extremely conscientious in describing the Edison meter as
it has been, and not as it is about lo be
No changes of a
radical nature have been made in the Edison meter since it
wa> first introduced.
I may say that there has been practically concluded now a series ol experiments on the meter,
and thev are getting ready to offer a new meter, which
will be a great deal better in many respects, that is in the
cost of the meter, in the decreased cost of operating, and
It appears
in the lessened strain on the meter man's back.
to us that, given a spool with a piece of German silver, the
Edison meter depends on the laws of electrolysis and
chemical balance, and the chemical balance is probably the
best and most reliable and most sensitive instrument known.
So it appears to us that we do not need any large quantity
of zinc to weigh or to carry about, and we propose to reduce it one-half, in some instances one-fourth, and in some
instances one-eighth, so that the box wdl be about half the
size it is at present.
The bottle will be half the size it is
now. In place of two bottles there will be one bottle.
We will call on the balance for the accuracy we can get
out of it, and call upon the meter men for a little more

work.

son company have had about as many presented to them as
anybody has and the great point in favor of the Edison
meter, as compared with any other meter, is its cheapness.
If we want to equip a station with Soo meters, as Mr.
Edgar says his station is equipped, it makes a very great
difference if we have to pay for a complicated mechanical
contrivance, which is necessarily expensive, or whether we
have to buy a box with a couple of pieces of German silver
and two bottles in it. The element of first cost is a very
You can
strong element in favor of the Edison meter.
pay for your meters almost as much as you would for the
have
two
qualities;
meter
must
A successful
station itself.
it must be good and it must be cheap, and I think the Edison meter has those two qualities.
Mr. Roberts: I rather question whether we cannot
some day arrive at a mechanical meter which will be satisSo far as cheapness is concerned certainly a
factory.
Waterbury watch is as cheap as those two bottles and two
pieces of < ierman silver, yet there is a great deal of mechanwish to bring up one point showing how the
ism in it.
customer, if he finds any expense kicking up against him,
A station I know of has a 12 by
will want to economize.
The lamp renewals are paid for by the
36 Corliss engine.
company, and the lamps contract price. Everything was
running beautifully, and the engine was supposed to be
developing about 65 horse power (the indicator card showed
about 100 horse power) from 6 o'clock in the evening to
about 10; then it dropped down somewhat. The system
of charging for lamps being about 75 cents for a lamp, the
customer expected it was to burn about 1,000 hours. As
soon as he got a bill the indicator card then showed that
the average number of lamps per horse power was from
Theresix to ten, and that the engine was 75 horse power.
fore, they saved over 25 per cent, of power just as soon as
the customer felt that the lamp breakage alone was being
I do not doubt the gentlemen win.
charged against him.
have had the contracting and the meter system besides can
show even more remarkable figures than these.
Mr. Brown: Into the construction of this meter there

it,

Alderman

getting the pay of the

in

!
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any way.

right

all

I

for vetoing

the Southern
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on

thence

company

street

to

rail

over the

and south on same
with double track to Ninth
track,

thence over the- Union depol railway company track

Twelfth

street,

thence

vvesl

souri, Pacific

\ San

Francisco

Nineteenth,

to

south on Nineteenth street, crossing

t

thence

h c tracks oi the Mis-

railroads, with

an elevated

-
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twenty

least

al

!>l

ts

avenue, thence south on

it

the clear, thence

in

block to

intervening

through

Mississippi avenue, thence
th

high

feet

thence west on to a poinl opposite

reet,

avenue to Park

Mississippi

avenue, thence west on Park avenue to California avenue,
thence south to Rappahannock, thence west with single

main entrance of Tower Grove Park; returning
from the intersection of Grand and Rappahannock streets,
north with single tracks along Grand avenue to S hen in
track to

doah

Shenandoah

on

thence east

street,

California

to

avjnue. thence north and east to the intersection of Seventh
street and Clark avenue, thence east to Broadway, with

Railway company's

single track, thence north over St. Louis

Wash

tracks to

in the

not mentioned

The proposed

street.

but

bill,

is

it

incorporators

are

understood that the

Southwestern Improvement association favors the

bill.

C.

Kansas

—

Every wire

sufferer.

est

which

is

one of the

Grand avenue circuit,
the city, is on the ground,

the

in

largest

in

and every pole on Grand avenue, from Independence avenue
eo Seventeenth street, is down. On Main, Delaware, Ninth,
and

Sixth,

all

and mangled
telephone
poles are
all

is

the
in

streets the wires

broken

are

In the bottoms almost every

every block.

shut

down

down-town

hundred wires and many
All the Wyandotte wires are down, and

off,

and

several

are

out of town connections

cut

Superintendent

off.

Smith of the telephone company said that the loss would
not be less than £5,000 or £6.000, and that it would be two
or three weeks before the service would again be in good
order
The company has a large force of men at work.

The

fact that

some

of the

are

broken

and that

off,

make

very hard to get, will

poles of the size used are

.

poles

the

work of repair slower than it would otherwise be. The
damage was great on Grand avenue. On the west side of
that thoroughfare were 100 wires, most of them belonging
to the telephone company, and these are all down between
and Sixteenth streets. A great many
off below the cross arms, and it will take sevWhen they fell Chief
eral weeks to repair the damage.
Hale of the fire department had them cut where they
of the poles

Sixth

were broken

crossed cable lines.

There are

west side of Walnut

About

street,

sixteen poles were

the crashing noise they

no

wires strung along the

they stood

but

the

strain.

broken on Grand avenue, and

made when

falling could be

heard

company
says that its wires are not badly broken, being damaged
only where the telephone wires fell upon them. The company has a force of twenty men at work assisting the telephone company's linemen. The telegraph wires in the
city, although they did not suffer as much as the telephone
In many places they were
circuits, were in bad shape.
pulled down by the telephone wires, and some telegraph
The Western Union poles at Second
poles went down.
The linestreet and Broadway fell, making a bad tangle.
men of the telegraph companies commenced work as soon

as far east as Harrison street.

as the

It

will

The

electric light

be several days, however, be-

Kansas City seems to
have been the storm center, for the greatest damage to out
Chicago and St.
:ms to be near this city.
:ning, Chicago being
Not much besides market reports
iha.
ort wires throughout Western
re ail down, and
they can finish

their

repairs.

istern,
er before

arc

noon.
in

but a message

be a week

It will

shape, therefore

all

All the private wires

two.

The

train dis-

significant

ihc

railroa
:ing

at least

city that
it

seriously interferes with the

it

impossible

almost

business streets of this

the

all

service,

fire

making

throw streams into

to raise ladders or

and often necessitating the cutting of
the firemen in controlling a

wires, which retards

besides subjecting the

lire,

men, pedestrians, and cable cars and vehicles

fire-

to a great

and danger. At the last session of
the legislature he asked for some action on the part of that
body looking toward relief in the matter, setting forth the
objections to the aerial system of stretching wires, and addeal of inconvenience

The

and

bill

it

conduit system used in Chi-

of the

companies fought the

telegraph and telephone

was pigeon-holed, as was also an ordinance hav-

He

ing the same object in view.

is

of the opinion that

it

would save the companies a great deal of money in the
long run, be safer to the general public, and give more

He

satisfaction to their patrons.

and

went on

storms, and

the annual sleet

damage done

the

cited

to say that at

when the best of service was needed, the local service was practically useless.
Dr. Wellington Adams, the inventor and electrician of
this city, was recently asked if he thought death by electricity is painless.
"No, I do not think it is," he replied.

times,

"If the promoters of the revolution wish to find a painless

means

of death they should ignore electricity, for there are

many more simple and

notably chloroform,

effective agents,

which produces paralysis of the cardiac or heart center. It
never has been, and cannot be, proved that death by elec-

On

tricity is painless.

sons for believing

very painful.

it

many

rea-

Those who have

acci-

the contrary, there are

dentally received shocks sufficient to cause death, and

measures, pronounce

the

substantiate

periments

I

intensity to

many times
knock me down.

experience

practical

the

can
ex-

of a thousand

kicks

implanted in a spot of

said of hanging, but in

Of

own.

its

very sudden, and there

is

I

my

assure you that the sensa-

I

to

time to linger and contemplate the

may be

who

received shocks of sufficient

tion can be truthfully likened

course death by electricity

is little

The same

suffering.

case the shock and

either

With chloroform no such experiences
why not kill by chloroform?"

pain are experienced.

are recorded; therefore,

"Then you do

consider death by electric shock

not

hanging?"
"I certainly do not, providing the hanging
In either case there is a violent and
performed.

less

both

shock, but in

tainly this horrible dread

is

and pain
cer-

and the consequent suffering

arc-

even mitigated by an anticipation of a

or

destroyed

cases the victim's suffering

from the actual experience, and

be inflicted than

not

properly

necessarily

of the probable shock

more from contemplation
to

is

violent electric shock."

"How,
trical

in your opinion, should
execution be performed ?"

"The two
all

the

operation of elec-

probability will, be applied to the head

tion of the

spinal

column.

moistened chamois skin, and

and

effect

as

and

and

in

cervical por-

work by

groom's residence

vii i.k,

in

and mutilation of
circuit as

TuIIis court.

on Kentucky

tion to place in the school

electric heating apparatus, at

W

steamer

G

The

ferry

plying bet veen this city and Jefferson-

lite,

I

Johnson

street the

a cost of $1,400.

be lighted by sixty electric lights

will

ville.

The Gaynor

company

Electric

with

company

for furnishing the

the

running from the city

The amount

and it is the largest
The Chattanooga road is

§30,0

is

the South.

let in

Railway

Street

Lookout mountain.

the base of

to

has closed a

this city

apparatus for six miles of road,

of the contract

of the kind ever

of

Chattanooga Electric

contract

o,

same character as the electric road about to be
started on Green street in this city
It is to be operated
from an overhead wire.
Louisville offers a fine field for the electric light

men, as
modern system of illumination has not been pushed
here
There are two electric light companies in operation,
the United States using the Brush.
A number of business
houses have dynamos,
the

The

Lebanon, Ky., c'aims that

city council of

much

been charged too
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for the street

gas lamps.
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Paducih has returned the ordinance grantto the Paducah Gas Light company for
system.
He added that the company had

way

electric light
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declined to accept the provisions of the act.
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Los Angeles, Cal.
Los -V-'.i
company put

1

1
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— The

Cal., Dec. 22.
bid at the last

Los Angeles

Electrii

meeting of the council to
furnish the lighting for Lhe next two years on the following
For each 150 foot mast, each with three lamps ol
term
3.000 candle power each, "i 9,000 in all, at the rate of !$(,in

.1

;

000 per annum;

(or each 60 fool mast, with one lamp of
candle power, at the rate o( $333.33 per annum; all
Ik; run on
the moonlight Schedule; also to
furnish dec .( charge 42,000 andlc power for the engine
houses and police station; extra lighting on foggy nights at
20 cents per hour for each lamp, payments to be made
t,"'i"

plai

cd

in the

quar-

micIi lights to

1

city
fell

a

and

larger of the two, that of the

1
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last

meeting of the school board, the trustees adopted a resolu-
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also in the last
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All the steamers of the Louisville, Evansville

Cincinnati Inclined
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'.

bor

John Alberger, manager of the Western Union Telegraph office at the Union depot, was united in marriage
Christmas night to Miss Jennie Dale Pierce of New York

capitalists, has just

,;;

putting in the electric lights

on the steamer James Guthrie, lying

from Louisville

All

cveral hot<

will cost

possible."
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planning a new patrol box

is

thought that the plant

is
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These should be covered by

face as possible in order to avoid burning

the skin,

and

council,

mill.

electrodes, or circuit terminals, should,

city.

An ordinance authorizing the construc$45,000
tion of the system will shortly be presented to the city

Fords,

painful than

painful

chief of police

The mayor

have

mules, with each foot

The

system for the

ing a right of

statements, for in the course of

these

purpose of lighting with electricity the

extensive grounds of the institution.

timely exercise of restorative

From

scribably excruciating.

on the four sides of the

Electric wires are being strung
city hospital for the

shock and their sufferings inde-

revived by the

have been

talk of placing the electric light in

to be of the

that have visited the city,

to the wires during the cyclones

1889

5,

homes.

Workmen

second and third story windows of business houses,

the

information, but

when

avenues and Broadway,

a labyrinth of wires along

'

city, at the

trains arrived.

lid

small

their

cago.

Kansas City, Mo.. Dec. 2S. The great snow and
sleet storm of last Wednesday created great havoc with the
The telephone company was the greatwires in this city.

A

travel several hours.

wooden house near Wyoming street was demolished by a
falling pole.
No one was in the house at the time. An
ni<m avelectric wire became grounded at the corner of
enue and Santa Fe street, and set the pole on fire. Chief
George Hale of the Tire department says the telephone,
telegraph and electric light companies have stretched such

vocating the adoption

Mo.

City,

Cable railroad, and delayed

January

[l

rcgi

tcrs

the

alarms, and wakens the mi

in

dc

''H

Third and Fourth

monthly.
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5,
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THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Middleboro. Mass., contemplates establishing a $25,000
electric light plant

New

consume gas."

Orleans has ordered the erection of thirty-four ad-

company has been organized

at Chestertown,
the purpose of introducing an electric light plant

for

Intl.,

at

a

cost of #7,500.

The

company has sold to the JackGas company two 35 arc light machines and

Indianapolis Jenney

son, Miss.,

complete electrical

outfit.

Adams

William C. Stevens' new building, 24 and 26
Chicago, is being wired for 540 incandescent lamps
by the Western Electric company.
The Ashland Electric Light & Motor company of Ashland, Ore., recently organized, has adopted the Waterhouse
system of arc and incandescent lights.

street,

The Tuscumbia

Mills

company

of

Tuscumbia, Ala.,

is

southern agents of the Waterhouse
Electric Light company for an arc plant.

negotiating with the

The city electric light works at Springfield, O., were
The fire
burned recently, and the city left in darkness.
was caused by the bursting of a crude oil feeder to the
boiler

The

At Allegheny, Pa a resolution previously adopti
the common council awarding the contract for an plant lo the Indianapolis Jenney company, for Si 1 r,72?,
has been virtuliy rescinded by that body, and the whole pro
ceedings sent back to the committee with instructions to
advertise for the purchase of a plant, alter having been
successfully operated for one year; also, for a bid on ;i
ninety days' trial and on the rental system. In other words,
the whole subject is to be gone into anew.
,

ditional electric lights.

A

often require some additional gas lamps, and the neighborhood is sure to require many more
In most cases, too
larger burners or jets are demanded, and these thin

electric

1

gluing of Toronto, Ont.,

is

being extended

Another addition of 200 lamps to the city plant
has been recommended by the council committee on public
rapidly.

lighting.

The Philadelphia & Reading Railroad company has
decided to illuminate a mile of its tracks in Reading by
electricity, in order to facilitate the making up of trains and
prevent accidents.
The Westinghouse

Electric Light

company, which

will

Pittsburgh city lighting, has
already begun the manufacture of machinery, and will push
completion.
the work to an early

supply the plant for the

contract for lighting the Midland Hotel, Kansas
been let to the United States Electric Eighth g
company, through C. C Warren, western manager. At
least 1,000 lights and possibly 1,500 will be used.

The

City, has

Fire was discovered in the electric light and power
shortly before noon December 24th.
station at Lima,
Bi Fore the arrival of the department the llamcs had gained
considerable headway, and a total destruction of the works
was feared. This was happily averted, however, and a
large force of men set to work immediately repairing the
damage. At4o'clock the same afternoon the Silvey gent
railway,
rator, which furnishes current for the electrical

The
started and the cars were once more in motion.
lights in the business houses and private residences were in
operation that evening, and within twenty-four hours the
whole system was running as smoothly as though nothing
had occurred.
was

The n£w Edison

Philadelphia
will soon be in operation.
It is six stories high, and was
erected at a cost of $150,000.
On the first floor will be
On the
placed twenty engines of 250 horse power each
second floor there will be forty dynamos, with a total
capacity of 60,000 lights.
The third floor will be used for
the workshop; the fourth floor for ten boilers of 500 horsepower each. The fifth floor will accommodate 1,000 tons
of coal, which will be fed by pipes to the furnace under
each boiler.
The sixth floor will be devoted to the general
offices of the company.
The Edison company's total investment will aggregate %\, 000,000, including eighty-four
miles of underground wire.
electric

light

station

in

The Chico Electric Light works recently destroyed by
were owned by the Electric Light & Motor Manufact
company of Chico, Cal., incorporated last June with
The loss is estimated at $20,capital stock of $100,000.

was insufficient as had been demonstrated by competent
evidence, and that fact broke down the entire case of the
appellants
Sir Horace Davey then made an addessfor
the respondents, in which he claimed that no lamp had
ever been made in accordance with the Edison patent specification.
The court reserved decision.

a

000; insurance, $8,Soo.
of the house of delegates, St. Louis, on
putting telegraph and telephone wires underground, met last
The subject is now being considered in both
week.
A bill applying for a
branches of the municipal assembly.
conduit franchise is pending in the council.

The committee

The "Primer

of Electricity" contains the following defilights: "There are two kinds of elec ric
Our kind and the other fellow's kind
lights, namely:
Our light is much lighter than the other fellow's light. The
other fellow's light is surrounded by a cloud of non lumnition of electric

inous verbosity

The superintendent of the waterworks and electric light
department of Dunkirk, N. Y has made a report to the
effect that the average cost per night for each electric light
These lamps are burning 12
in the city plant is 13 cents.
The city plant was put in by
hours, 46 minutes, nightly
the Western Electric company of Chicago.
,

The

storage batteries for the installation at the residence

Potter Palmer, Chicago, have arrived, and work has
been already commenced under the direction of Messrs

of

Conant and Hood, representing the Electrical Accumulator
company of New York
They anticipate having the plant
in operation before the specified time, February 1st.

The Madras Mail says that Dr. Thurston, the superintendent of the Madras museum, has been requested by the
board of revenue to visit various electrical establishments
in Europe in order to select an electric globe light to shine
in 20 faihoms of water
Such a light is wanted at the
pearl fisheries, for up to the present the work of the fisheries has been confined to comparatively shallow banks.

The

the Metropolitan Electric Light company
station to the Westinghouse company, has caused some dissatisfaction on the part
of English contractors; but this feeling is likely to subside
now that tenders for a second station have been invited, on
the understanding that an English firm will receive the

recent installations of the Thomson Houston
are the following: McMinnville, Tenn., 35 light
arc; Fremont, O., Electric Light & Power company, increase of 35 arc lights; Baxter Springs, Kan
500 light alternating system; J. C. Hubinger, Keokuk, Iowa, 1,000
light alternating system; San Louis Obispo, Cal., 500 alternating light plant; North Chicago Street Railway company,
,

100 incandescent lamps.

The city council of Falls City, Neb., is considering the
matter of electric lights
It was offered ten lights for $100
per month, and the company offered to pay the city $So per
month for the use of steam from the waterworks to run the
light plant, the light company to furnish a boiler for both
concerns, and house its own machinery.
The council rejected the proposition, and now expects, it is said, to sell
the franchise for electric lighting

A

writer in the Chicago

Evening Journal

says:

"This

—

getting light is just like many other tilings
the
more we have the more we want.
gentleman connected
with the gas office, and owning slock, told me that the receipts of the company are as large in the aggregate in the
business part of the city as they were when electric lights
The officers of the company explain it
were the exception.
in this way:
They say that where a big concern puts in its
own plant, and lights the interior and the front by electricity, it demands more gas jets in the allevs and in the
rear to keep the shiner in front from making those places
look dark and dangerous.
Then, too, the places either
way on the street require extra lights or they will take on an
In this way the places with plants
Egyptian darkness.
idea of

A

action of

in giving the order for their central

says Industries of London.
The Metropolitan
company will thus be in a position to test by actual practical
work whether the American or some English system of
lighting is the best, and future orders will be given out
according to the results of this test.
The tenders now invited are for the whole of the generating plant (steam and
electrical) required for the supply of 10,000 lamps, and for
the transformers, but not for the mains.
contract,

An English electrical paper says: At a recent meeting of
the International Society of Electricians, held at Paris, R.
V. Picon, the consulting engineer of the Continental Edison company, read a paper on "The insulation resistance
of electric light installations," in which he recommended
that this resistance should in no case be less than 500 E C
ohms. In this formula, E is the electromotive force of the
dynamo, and C is the maximum current. According to
this rule the insulation resistance of a 1,000 light installa
tion, in which the total maximum current would be about
500 amperes, need not be higher than 100 ohms. This is
an exceedingly low value, and English electricians will certainly prefer a higher standard of insulation than that
which Mi Picon seems to consider as satisfactory.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

Among the

company

.

The Camdi
;-d in getting
I

incil

many

of

town

chambc

whom

hurried out and
There is general r-

;

ji

The

I

ondon

may be rem

"I:

time since we called attentii
lea in this direi tion,

England.

and the

Since then

a

-

made

here, and if the reports which
hand are fulfilled in the letter, next year will
traction fairly started in various directions upon a
practical

The

city council of

Marquette, Mich., having grani

way a company of eastern
ganized, with Timothy Nester as
right of

The

Alliance Electric Street railway of Alliance, O., constructed by the Thomson-Houston company, will be in
operation in a few days.

The Thomson- Houston Electric railway at Des Moines
operating successfully, and giving satisfaction both to
the stockholders and patrons.

is

The prospect for an
The electric company,

road at Pittsburgh is good.
has purchased a majority
of the stock in the Beaver road, upon which it will probably introduce the electric motor.

an

electric railway

An original method of reclaiming land and ex ten
through the agency of an electrical railway has been
conceived by Dr. E. C Kilbourne, who recently purchased
90 acres of land at the head of Elliott bay near Seatile. W.
A project is on foot for the extension of Commercial
T.

city

by piling across the
and then constructing upon

it is

West

it

land just

the

of

the

harb<

an electric road which
purchased and aroun!

will

Seattle six miles.

Electric Railway & Motor company of New
for the electrical equipment of
the Chattanooga Electric Street railway. The Electric Street
Railway company at Chattanooga has been only recently
organized, and the construction of their road will be new
throughout.
The line will extend over Uve miles of track.

The Sprague

York has closed a contract

and there are a number of sha*p grades which must be
surmounted. The system used will be ihe regular Spragne
overhead, with small silicon bronze overhead wire for a
working conductor. AH the latest improvt-ments in use by
the Sprague company and adopted by them on their roads.
will be used here, and the cars will be equipped with the

new Sprague improved truck- The contract awarded to
the Sprague company includes generators and all electrical
apparatus complete

During the last week several experimental trips were run
over the East Cleveland Street Electric railway on Cedar
avenue, and it is now expected that the road will be in
commercial opera ion and ready to carry passengers in
about ten days.
This road extends out Euclid avenue,
from the city of Cleveland to East Cleveland, through ti e
finest

resident

streets.

The power house

is

of

Me

finest

and fully equipped with all the necessary elecIt is undoubtedly one of the finest buildapparatus.
ings of the kind in the country.
The generating apparatus
includes four 500 volt dynamos of 40,000 watts' capaeitv
each, representing 375 horse power.
The bu lding is so
arranged that this can be easily increased, and without
changing the line of machinery 1,500 horse power of dynamos can be placed in position.
character,
trical

The discussion over the Detroit franchises for street
railways continues to occupy the attention of the aldermen,
and at present the Electric Railway company is making the
horse car companies trouble.
The Woodward Electrical
company has made the following proposition to I. B. Corliss, representing the syndicate favorable to electrical railways: "Replying to your inquiry relative to our si
battery as applied to street railway service, would say that
we are now prepared to furnish storage battery capable of
meeting the requirements of any street railway traffic and
guarantee its success." Captain C. H. Thompson of the
Wi "ulward Electrical company makes the following interesting statement in this connection: "With eighty-four cells of
our battery, weighing 5,500 pounds, we can propel a street
car sixty miles without recharging, and without exhausting
our battery.
The cost of equipping a street car with our
battery and the necessary motors, will not exo
and the expense of each day's run of sixty miles will be
less than JJU for the single item of power."

said,

,

Three Julien Electric Traction company's cars have been
operated on Fourth avenue: one seventy days, another
forty-two days, and the last one thirteen days.
On December 20th the three cars had been operated 2= days, and.
in that time had run 3.<)i3\j miles, and carried 35,060
passengers.

—

1

The

pass through

flats

electric

By its recent extension the electrical railway system of
Scranton, Pa becomes one of the largest in the world.
There arc eight street railway lines in the city operated by
electricity, and all are giving complete satisfaction.

introduction of electric street railways has had the
awakening the horse car companies to the
In Detroit where the horse car men
needs of the public.
have a phenomenal " pull " the Sprague electric railway
project has set them all bv the ears.
Both horse companies
have united in their opposition to the Sprague company,
and the Detroit Xe:os says, commenting on their efforts:
" It will be an honest alderman who retires after his
result at least of

capil

president, to build and
between that city and I':
Isle
It is understood that the
railway companies will enter the pool for the purpose of building
th sum
mer hoiel and 100 cottages on
will be about six miles long, and is expected to be in
tion about June 1st.

operate

street,

In the court of appeal in London December 6, the argument on the appeal in the case of Edison & Swan Electric
Light company against Holland and others was continued.
The case of the appellants was concluded, and Mr. Finlay

Among
addressed the court on behalf of the defendants.
other things he said in reference to the process of making
filaments, that the principle was not new, and that the processes were worlhltrss.
He claimed that the specification

lire

11

.

The Perkins Lamp & Electrical Supply company of ChiThe
cago has been incorporated; capital stock, $250,000.
company was organized for manufacturing and dealing in
incandescent electrical lamps, supplies and machinery.

uring

:

1

erhead system

twenty

THE TELEPHONE.
A

dispatch from Kansas City says that the phvsieians
and druggists of that city are endeavoring to secure a reduction of the present rates for telephone service, threatening to remove their instruments immediately unless their
demand is complied with.

Aspen, Col., has had a telephone exchange only a short
time but the system is being rapidly extended, .1; its
venience is realized by business men and mine owners.
Nearly all the mines are now connected, and a fine is be
ing built into Tourtelotle Park on the top of Aspen
The wires also run over Smuggler mountain and
tain.
three miles up Hunter creek to Koch's ranch.
1

Over 500 broken telephone boxes which were turae
Telephone company by the Pan
phone companj after the decision of the United States
to the Missouri Pell

pre me

o

-

into the furnaces at the St. Louis
Chambei o\ Commerce building, lecember 27th. The St.
Louis subscribers of the Pan company and the company
itself delivered (he instruments without contest.
cast

I

,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

u

O

Miscellaneous Notes.
The Westing-house
moving

re-

Pittsburgh works to New York City, where its
be much greater than in its present quarters

its

The Goodrich Hard Rubber company of Akron,
forward upon request a large illustrated catalogue of
the goods they manufacture, with net prices of sheet, rod,
tubing and all staple articles used by electrical companies.
Specialties are not listed, but estimates will be gladly furnished if samples or models are sent

facilities will

The National Automatic Fire Alarm company, of New
Orleans, composed of the leading capitalists of the city,
has just been formed to introduce a thermostat system in

The Pacific Electric Storage company of San Francisco
has secured a location at SaucelitO, and expect to have
completed about April 1st a manufactory for storage batThe building will be 300 feet long fronting on the
teries.
This company has the agency for California, Oregon,
bayNevada. Washington Territory. Idaho and Arizona for the
Accumulator company of

New

York.
Prof. Woilny of Munich, has lately been conducting
experiments to determine the action of an electric current
on vegetation. The soil experimented on was divided into
plats four meters square, plates of zinc thirty centimeters
broad and two meters long being placed at opposite ends
The line was carefully insulated, and live
of each square.
The test was kept up
ceils were inserted in the circuit
from seed time to harvest, but neither corn, potatoes nor
any other vegetable or cereal were affected in the slightest
Secretary- Garratt of the National Electric Light association has issued a circular giving the directions which must
be followed by those who desire to take advantage of reduced railroad rates to the Chicago convention. Tickets
must be purchased not more than three days prior to, nor
three days later ihan, the opening of the convention
First-class single trip tickets at full tariff rate will be pur-

chased, and the agent at the place of purchase will give a
Tickets will be sold in Chicago
certificate to that effect.
at one-third regular rales upon presentation of the certificate countersigned by Secretary Garratt.

Business Mention.
Stanley of
calendar for 1SS9.

Haza.er

some

^V

The Woodward

New

Electrical

York, have issued a hand-

company, owing

ing demands for the Detroit storage
compelled to secure more extensive

to the increas-

batter)-,

have

be n

for

their

quarters

They

will increase their working
force to
125
building, which is to be three stories in
height and to have a frontage of ninety feet, running back
2~< feet to the Michigan Central tracks, will be thoroughly
equipped for the manufacture of cells used in storing elecfactorj-.

hands.

Issued December

The

1

tricity.

Following is a list of central stations using the Heisler
incandescent system November 17th:

Upton H.

phone exchange, and

The

claim

last

is

is

Law

Balsley,

system of

tele-

limited to constructive detai's.

iminating
.

' ista
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as follows:

company,

A Cia.
Electric Light Central

Rufmo, Varela, Hijo
.

company
company.
Lighl a. Power

.ricl.iiihi

ghl
Electrii

M

Electrii

1

A
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I

Lighl
]'.'.-:

& Power

rghl

I

395,Il6.

,

and a switch placed upon the
operated by the said yielding connection to stop
whenever the car is obstructed in its move-

the car with ihe motor,
the motor

cuse,
is

Syra-

N. V.

invention relates to multiplex telegraphy, and
designed to facilitate the transmission of messages.

Telegraphic Printing Cede.

Syracuse, N. V.
The invention

defined

is

as

Mark W. Dewey,
consisting,

in

first,

marks of different lengths; second, in the arrangement in a row at right angles to the line of travel of
the paper of the plurality of marks designating a single
letter or character; third, in making the maris in
each row of corresponding lengths, and. fourth,
distinguishing the different letters or characters from

Electric Switch

Board.

Isaiah

plates enter to close circuit

to

any form

such char-

Core for the Armatures of Dynamos. David J.
394,97s.
llauss, Cincinnati, O.
The last claim is given:
core composed of
alternate iron and paper disks mounted on a mandrel
and coated exteriorly with a sheet of insulating
material, in combination with flexible ends and
corners of insulating material."
,

circuit."

brushes

The

:
.

.

trii

.

impany,

ompany.
-

i

-

L

U'ai

I

1

.'

1

P

gh( Ccn-

"

sixth claim follows:

Apparatus for Exhibiting
Non-Magnetic Watch Movements.

The combination, with

commutator cylinder, of a fixed laminated
commutator brush having sliding contact with the

I

Under, said brush consisting of plates or lamina;
arranged in planes transverse to the surface of the
commutator p'ates and bent sidewise at their contact
ends in a direction transverse to the planes of the
laminations and parallel with the plane of the commutator contact surfaces."

'ynamo-Electric
Akron, O.

395.157-

i.-<

Mai hinery.

trii
I

Fricdrii h

Hoffmann,

arl

Berlin,

.
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as follows:

imposed Ol
meeting sides."
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I

1

1

Rapid

armature
ni

Alberl Rosenberg, Baltimore,

Armature for Dynamo
Warren S. Belding, Chicago, III.

von
Gcr-

1

'

l

395,260.

1

fa si

I

.

Annunciator.

395 251.

Jyna
ela trie marevolving ring
hearings for the
ted thereon im losing the
:i; mature,
Ihi
ring

upon

.

1

I
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1

1
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1
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Toll Apparatus for Producing Electric Light.
'.ivies,
Dixon
eeds, bounty of York, and John
M. Tourtel, Westminster, County of Middlesex, Kng.

1

il

t

1

many,
"In

.comis,

the beveled surfaces of ihe hanger."

1

I

I

harles
Electric Cable Support
Bowen,
Washington, D. C.
The last claim is appended: ". A portable hanger
with slot underneath and a groove or recesses on its
upper interior surface for the simultaneous passage
<if the upper and lower lugs, and ol ihe conical divided
sleeve clear through the conical hanger, whereby said
sleeve may be locked in place by turning the lugs upon

395,2' 7.

The first and last claims are appended: "The
combination, with an electric meter, of a current determining coil connected to the circuits at or near the
poinl of consumption, and carrying electric energy
g in proportion to ihe changes in the number of
translal
in use, and n meter circuit connected
foi
decreasing the proportion of current
to
flowing
the mete
nl
to be mi asured inbeing controlled or adjusted in its
n by ihe first-named coil.
lination,
with an electric meter con'
with Mm- work of a convener, one coil
of whii
Mi the circuil "f tin- meter, while
urrenl variable with the work."

Dynamo

Frank F.

Machine.

Device for Automatically Slopping Trains
Ivan L. Meloon and Phineas S. Whiting, Lima.

Eld trii Miter.
Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.
The meter herein shown is designed especially for

My

I

395. l0 3-

.

Hcfncr-Altci

Alvin Lawrence,

Lowell, Mass.

regisk-ring ihe flow of alternating currents

.

or Demonstrating

395,151.

.1

:

first

thereupon to direct the major part of the battery current over the said direct line for the purpose of operating the central station call annunciatior, and means
for uniting the central station end of the common return wire to anyone of the direct wires for the purpose
of sending outgoing signals, and to establish a talking

Brush for Dynamos. Edwin W. Rice, jr
Eynn, Mass.
By this invention the commutator may be run in
either direction without changing posHion of the

394 999

V. Hayes,

claim leads: "A hotel or factory telephone
system comprising a central station, a series of rooms
or sub-stations, a series of direct lines, each extending
from one of ihe rooms lo the central station, and there
teiminattng in an earth wire after passing through a
spring-jack and annunciator, a common return line extending from the central station and branching into all
of the rooms, ihe said line being normally open or
disconnected at the central station, an earth branch
including a calling batttry connected with said return
line, a switch and connections therefor at each norn
permanently united with said return line, and normally
connecting ihe same with the direct line through a call
receiving instrument and a resistance, but adapted to
transfer the said connection to a second branch of said
direct line, including a telephone, a key or button arranged to unile the direct line with ihe return line,
shunting the several appliances of the former, and

The

mounted with their orifice upward) peculiarly liable to be affected by dust and fibrous accumulations, due to the attrition of flexible cords, clothing,
and other causes, it especially comprises the appli
to switch-boards of

Hammond

Hotel Telephone System.
Cambridge, Mass.

of switch-board of means for causing a continuous or
periodic flow of air outwardly through the several
spring jacks thereof, and since the spring jacks of
horizontal switch-boards are {inasmuch as they are

means

Ma-

"

395. '37-

H. Farnham,

Maiden, Mass
This invention comprises the application

Electric

field and armature circuits by the same movement and
breaking the latter before the former
'"In a circuit controller, the pivoted frame carrying swinging contact plates, in combination with upright terminal plates, between which said swinging

each other, either by the difference in the lengths of
the marks or by the distances of the marks from ihe
longitudinal edges of the paper.
394,964.

York,

Menlo Park. N. J.
invention consists mainly in a circuit-breaker
adapted to b-eak two circuits by the same movement,
and also to break one of such circuits before the other,
such circuit-break, r being also provided with means for
locking it when closed, and for instantaneously releasing it and breaking the circuit when desired.
1 he first and
the last claims are: "The combination, with two or more dynamo electric machines, each
having its held coils and its armature coils in separate
derived circuits from the same main conductors, of a
circuit breaker for each machine, controlling bolh its

The
594,961.

New

The

Simeon Colling,

Mark W. Dewey,

Electric Telegraphy.

394,960.

Dynamo

Circuit Controller for
395, 123.
chines.
Thomas A. Edison,

ment.
Battery Cell for Electric Belts.
Oakland, Cal

Sigmund Bergmann,

regulator is shown by means of which
both multiple arc and series resistances may be thrown
into and out of circuit.
The last claim is: "The
combination, with two electrodes, of two receptacles
for liquid conductors, each comprising a number of
terminals, resistances in circuit with said terminals,
and pistons for varying the height of the liquid conductors in the receptacles, one of said electrodes being
connected to direct current to one of said s ts of terminals only, and the other ekctrode being connected to
receive current from both said sets of terminals."'

Overloading and Slack Cable-stop for Electrical
Hoisting Machines.
William Baxter, jr
Baltimore
County. Md.
is
A yielding connection
prodded between the car
and its suspending rope; an electric circuit connects

394,957.

Rheostat.

A compound

394,952.

is

William A. Barnes, Bridge-

N. V.

c)

*- J

Electrical Alarm.

Conn.

port,

a revolving

:

1

Tohn C. Wilson, Boston,

stat on, an operator's receiver in circuit with the looped
call
circuit, and
connecting circuits between the
speech-transmitting instruments of the two subscribers
independent of the looped call circuit, whereby they
may be coupled for conversation, and the looped call
circuit used for signaling only."

III.

pany.
-

Transmitter.

looped metallic call

"A

impany.

Electric Light

Signal
395.102.
Mass.

395,112

cation of such

Albany Electric Liyhl company,

John C. Wilson, Boston.

two subscribers' speech transmitting instruments connected with the looped call circuit, a central

circuit,

acter.

Albany. Or

Transmitter.

Fire Alarm Annunciator.
William A. Barnes,
395,111.
Bridgeport, Conn.
The invention consists in mechanism for indicating
the location of the point at which the circuit has been
disturbed within the general area or district protected
by the alarm box.

vertically

Operating Company.

Signal

395.101.

iSSS.

25.

Telephone Apparatus.
394,9^1.
Philadelphia, Pa
The invention relates to the

car

degree.

Mark

Patents.

Electrical

Fire Escape company of Chicago
has been incorporated with a capital stock of $130,000,
The incorporators are Charles O. Mover, William S. Bates,
Andrew J. Egbert.
Electric

patents of the Electrical

and inclosed by the said armature.''
Flexible Sealed Cell for Secondary Batteries.
Bailey and John Warner, London, England.
Automatic Fire Alarm. Alexander Watson, San
195,096,
Francisco, Cal.
shaft,

Mass.

that city.

The Phcenix

1889

5,

395,028.

will

ccmpany contemplates

Electric

January

Mir

Motor.

Electric

Md.

Machinery.

A hollow cast iron armaannular parts hollowed al

Daniel

V

.

Sweet,

<

Irand

li,

is to arrange the rotating
conjunction with the Held magnet or mag.
the magnetic forces in the

object of the invention

armatures

in

nets 0.1
Held.

to concentrate

"5 The combination, with
he lasl claim reads;
the held magnets, oi the sleeves consisting of strips
of -.heel iron coated with a non-magnetic covering
I

and having a

erics ol
iivclj e posed polarcdgcs
extending above the coils of the magnets.'
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The

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,
Ammeters and Voltmeters

-M'

kinds.

of all

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRINC.
CAKPEKTIKK. HABTMANX A
Galvanometers, Bridges and Rheostats by

w

CALL

J«,ixl©s

National

Card

Spools to

Classes of

Plants

Complete.

send them to us, and

re- wind,

HOUSE WORK

we

will

do

It f<

a Specialty.

5CRAMME ARMATURE WINDERS.

BADT, $1.00.

ADDRESS

ELEMENTS of ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
ATKINSON, $1.50.

Directory.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG,

will do.
All

one addresp,
order, S3.00.

Books, to

three

Fred H.Whipple,
DETROIT,

Lamp

50 EXPERIENCED MACHINISTS,

Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book

once and be Correctly Reported in Whipple's

Electrical

All

Philadelphia.

BADT, $1.00.

at

A Postal

"If you have any
a reasonable price."

Hangers' Hand-Book,

Bell

AND ADDRESS.
me

St.,

Light

Electric

f

WANTED.
YOUR NAME, BUSINESS
to

CO.,

the Prominent Makers.

CJiaoen cfc Co.

.

y>

Construction Co.
CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF

KXA1IISE.

A>'I>

924 Chestnut

Send

all

Electrical

THE

with

cash

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING. CHICGO

MH'II.

Insulaiion

Eau

CO..

Claire,

WIS.

"CL ARK " WIRE.

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

GARLOCK'S RING PACKINGS
Sectional Rin
AND

Elastic Ring.
In a letter from the Inbpectob of the Boston Fire Underwriters* Union, under date of March
Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable "Wire in Every Respect."
he says
The rubber used in Insulating our wires and cables Is (specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or cracky and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The insulation Is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark'B Patent Compound, which Is water, oil, acid and. to a very great extent. Are proof.
Our insulation will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
gauges and diatnecer of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lignts from siock. Cables made
29, 1S86,

I

The Best PackiD

Made
For High Speed Engines

:

"A

to order.

THE GARLOCK PACKING
Send for Circulars and particulars

to

CO.,

The Garlock Packing

Electric Light,
Manufactnred for

Mill

Sole Manufacturers

MARK.

BRANCHES:

—

61 and G3 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.
HESKY

and Rome, Ga.

Co., Palmyra, N. T.,

A.

CLARK,

HERBERT

General Manager.

H. ECSTIS. Electrician.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

<mmTBADE

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,

Palmyra, N. Y.

Chicap,

42

LaSalle

St,,

ll..

SI

mi A

It

\ K and

Telephone and Telegraph,
CKDEBKBOIIND USE.

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES.

Boston,

PhiMelpnia,

Omaha,

OKOMTK TAPE for making waterproof

THE OKONITE

Minneapolis,

Cincinnati,

CO.,

13

LonisTille,

Park Row,
Kansas

joints.

New

York.

City,

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
INCLUDING

MANUFACTURERS OF

BUILDERS OF

Fleetrie ^cjpplie$

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins
and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Telephone and Electric Light Wire.

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY

fisher's [Jlectric jjjolors,

AND SUBURBAN

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS,

<#=

>

DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

General Offices and Works,

"he

-

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
^MANUFACTURERS OFr

Automatic
IN

E lectric

ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF

H.

P.

Rotors,
UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,

Remarkable

Dynamo

Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Electric H]achines,

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc
C. F.

DUNDERDALE, Agent,
164 LaSALLE STREET, CHICAGO.

The Eddy

Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

WE PATENT AND

I.W.COLBURN&CO,
174

EXPLOIT

In Foreign Countries firet class Electrical Inventions which are new and oDerative, and have been
lllu trsted by mo elB and drawings, bat not published in this country before being patented
abroad. No expense to the inventor; ca" lor write.

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING
1

007 Opera House

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

Main

No.

St.,

SPEAKING TUBES

Fitchburg, Mass.

Oral.

Electric.

5, i{

WHISTLES,

anil

Mechanical

Pneumatic, and

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS
FT71L

CO.,

CHIC A GO,

Block,

January

X.I1TE

JL.TL,-W J^TZ

S X£T STOCK.

W.R.0STRANDER&C0.,

ILL.

Solicitor.

21, 23 and 25
S^~
0. F.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

Send

AN'NBTT,

Ann

New

St.

York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DcKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Catalogue, out August 1st.

New

for

Presr,

b.

F.FEN'TON,

CHAS. SIDNEY SMITH, Seo'y

Vlce-Prest. and Treas.

Hotel nod House Annunciators.
-

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF TJ. S.
ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.
7001-3-5-? Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

Sioux City

Electric Gas Lighting.

Machines for Arc and Incandescent
Electric Lighting, Electro- Plating
and Experimental Use.
Send for large IlinBtrated Catalogue, also Handbook of Heady Reference, vest-pocket edition.

Engine

Corliss

*

SO

to

The United

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies,

Electric Lighting.

Telegraph Instruments.

SALT LAKE

Wire ami Batteries.

500 n.
I».
BUILT BV THE
Sioux City

ENGINE WORKS

Steam Power

Outfits

for Lighting Stations

and Elevators

Write for NEW PRICES Before Buying Elsewhere
Large Stock 0,1 Hand to Fit Different
Systems.

^"j?" State

Wc-it of the Mi-^issippi.

B. F.

GOODRICH

Business.

CO.,

FREK.

AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON,

0.

glectrical purposes.

for

SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS

Soft

Dynamo
Second

'

.

By

machinery.

and. Cylinder Oils.

Free from

to none.

S.

gum or aeids. Especially adapted for nil fast rimnning
can be used continually.
Adopted by the largest
Electric Plants of the West.

refiltering

MADE TO ORDER.

Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.

s c l,v

£i o

ELECTRICAL COODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

CIRCULARS

STJCAM PUMP.

MANTTFACTTTREKS OF

Hard Rubber goods

Southwestern Electrical Supply Co.
;

ERIE ENGINE WORKS.
SHIPMAN Oily KNCINE.

1IILLEH DUPLEX
WESTERN AG'TS.i!

THE

KAN

-Send for Circular F.

LARCEST ENC1NE WORKS

UTAH.

•

INCA NDESCENT SHADES.

A SPECIALTY.

GEN'L

CITY,

ARC LIGHT GLOBES.

Sious City, Iowa.

BOILERS
—AND—

Electric Go.

Electro-Medical Apparatue,

TAUSSIC, Agent,

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

Catalogue and Prices furnished on application.

CHICAGO.

Standard Carbon Co.,
The
Bomlton, Cleveland,
Crystal Carbon Companies.
^^^^

SUCCESSORS TO THE

^^^^

^^^^

and.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
Send for Price-Lli

I

WILLIAM

Agent for the I.AW

SCHENECTADY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

JAMES

Flexible
F.

N.

KELLY. Ceneral Sales Agent,

&

BATTERY.

PHILADELPHIA.

-

Y.,

.

Cords and Cables

Russell

DOTY,

MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
GAS LIGHTING KEYS A SPECIALTY.
727 FILBERT STREET.

8 Cortlandt St., Telephone Building, N. Y.

Insulated Wires,

A.

Telegraph

for Telephone,

19 Dey Street,

New

York.

Co.

MASSILLON, OHIO,
BUILDERS OF

Automatic Engines

ATTENTION

BOILERS, ETC.
The H.M. LOUD & SONS

LUMBER

CO.

Telephone Croit Arms. Cedar Poles.
rga Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept In slock. Orders Filled Promptly.
Mill
.-.r <>< .,<l... lit-ii.
Offlr* ind
Western

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.

Of dealers ami others
cuiir'd u> tiii* bell,

Sknd por Catalogue.

GEO.

H.

BLISS,

Jiishiit'iiirorn'KiiliiLlimtho

spring which supports
ln« a flcrow Ih"

made

Hi»rlrjK In
t» conform to tint

strength or battery current,
will

HIT

I

DEALER
.

las,

IN

Electrical Securities.

will t.wn or

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical

itliroroiit

work

:orth»n
othorn of

III:

Wo can supply Itlnoltlior
bracket or

Inventions.

\»t%

form;

it in

nlcoly nickeled ami put ni>
In tbO bOBt or workmanlike

man nor.

.

PrlCOS fund/died
on application.

BttU p;e§-

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple

CEO. W. LORD,
;

tint

Armature Brslmplyturn-

ELECTRICAL EXPERT

WANTED.

is

the ad-

vantages <if which can
rnutllly ho neon In ll.s ail-

Ms, Pa

225

DEARBORN STREET.

KEATING & ROXBURGH,

Court,

CHICAGO,

rJoundoni, Keys,

ILL.

CM

IK
Kin Electrical

doiiiiTH in at)

1

supj

January

5,
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"C.£

MOTOR

C." ELECTRIC

CO,
YORK.

NEW
Efficient Electric Motors
402-4 Greenwich

St.,

MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
WESTERN

NEW ENGLAND OFFICE: 19 Pearl St„ BOSTON.
OFFICE: 139 and 141 Adams Street, CHICAGO,
PHILADELPHIA. OFFICE: 301 Arch Street.
SOUTHERN OFFICE: 25 Carondelet Street, NEW ORLEANS.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
BARE

MANUFACTURERS OF

JLJSm

INSULATED WIRE.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted
Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.
Cords for Incandescent Lighting,

<s

giii^

Uu u

PATENT "[[|[

—

»»-

LINE WIRE

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AND 'i'ELEPHONE

factories: waterbury, conn.
THOS.

BARCLAY,

J. L.

LINES.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

L.

SCOVILL,
NEW Y
YORK AGENT

ILL.

AGENTS FOR FOREST CITY AND OTHER CARBONS.

WATERHOUSE THIRD BRUSH REGULATION
Varies the E. M. F. from the Armature Directly with
the Resistance on the Lamp Line. The Perfection in
Regulation attained by this method, enables us to furnish

THE BEST ARC LIGHT

IN

THE WORLD.

Send for Gatalogue.

^WATERHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG.

CO.,

c-a.hti'oh.13, c;o3V3xr.
Cold Medal. Boston, 1887.
Gold Medal, Two Silver Medals, Cincinnati,

1

088.

1

54 La

CHICAGO,

Salle Street,

ILL.

T ELEPHONE S
FOIl

PRIVATE MSTES.

The only Mechanical Telephone which has Btocd
the tests and held ont and given satisfactory
service for the past eight years.

Send

for

Illustrated

Catalogue and

Prices.

TRADE

ELECTRICAL GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

GONDA
MARK.

1

Elgin

Telephone and Electrical Supply Cc,

Room

7.

Ilubbard Blk., Elgin,

III..

Tho Standard OPEN-CIRCUIT

U. S. A.

BATTERY

of the

World.

FOR ANYTHING

In the lane of

The great merits of this battery have brought out a
number of infringements and worthless imitations. Beware

Temperature

of them.

Regulation,

Either Furnaces
or

Steam

lit :>l-

The LECLANCHE BATTERY

IK

In Houses,

or for
Special Apparatus.

address
Tho Gniou Automatic Heat Regulating Co.,

ELMIRA, N.Y.

GOKDA CKLL

149 West 18th
COMl'LETH.

Street,

New

York.

CO.
Gokda's Cabbok, Ztso and Jax
COTIE.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
*tf

January

CENTRAL ELECTRIC

5,

CO.,

1889

99

IANUFACTURERS DIRECT OF

Push Buttons,

Bells, Batteries, Switches,

Etc., Etc.,

and

will

make

Annunciators,

Prices to suit our Customers.

Send us a List of what you want, and Prove our Assertion Correct.
Our Goods are BRIGHT, NEW, and LATEST IMPROVED.

SHIPMENTS PHOMPT,

Western Agents, 42

General

La

Salle

CHICAGO.

St.,

GILES ATTTI-MJLGNETIC SHIELD FOR WATCHES.
"
* * * I have no hesitation in saying
that I believe the shield would perfectly
protect the watch against any magnetic
influence to which it is likely to be exposed by being worn in the vicinity of a

Yan Depoele Electric M'f g.

Co.
Chicago, Feb. 16, 1886.
Anti-Magnetic Shield & Watch Case Co.
Your Anti-Magnetic
Gentlemen :
Shield for watches cannot be over-estimated. It is now very near eight months
that I have worn my watch, and to-day
it is (without correcting time) about one
minute slow. Considering the fact that
I am every day near dynamo electric
machines in our regular business, the
I could never
test could not be harder.
have believed it before that protection
was so complete. In this age of electricity, not only electricians, but everyone who needs the correct time, should
have the Anti-Magnetic Shield.
good
deal of practical utility, as well as pleasure, can be derived from a good timekeeper. At present, I look upon a watch
without a shield as a thing incomplete,
Office of

—

^^

dynamo machine.
The plan you have adopted of placing the watch movement inside a closed
box of this magnetic material, is based
on true scientific principles, and is the
only plan

Bfl

^M

J.

that could succeed.

WI.

A.
,

ANTHONY,
Cornell University.

;

their susceptibility to the all-pervading
magnetic influence.

Very Respectfully,

it is.

CHAS.

know

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields to pocket time-pieces promises to
be of very great importance to horologists
and watchmakers it will render operative and fine adjustments and mechanisms which hitherto have been made
almost nil and in operative on account of

A

and so

I

Prof. Phs. Dept.

YAN DEPOELE,

AMERICAN WATCH

Electrician, Y. D. P. E. M. Co.
Bare protection from all Electrical and Magnetic disturbances.
Send for descriptive circular.

CO.,

Waltham, Mass.

GILES BROS. & CO.

103 State

Street,

CHICAGO.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK,
By

BADT.

F. B.

Twenty-Five Hundred copies exhausted. Second Edition of One
Thousand copies now ready, containing additional pases and Moonlight Sched-

First Edition of

ule for

1889.

Designed

Dynamo Tenders and Linemen,

for

Jusl the book for
stallations.

men who wish

to learn

The only book of the kind

Price,

how

in the

Postage Pre-paid to any address

Stationary and

to operate

and care

Marine Engineers.
for electric light in-

English language.

in

United States or Canada,

$ 1 .CO

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO.

January

5,
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A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

THE DETROIT STORAGE BATTERY,
IMPROVEMENTS

After careful

ABLE, and

is,

owing

to its design,

in construction,

has

now been found

PECULIARLY ADAPTED

to

many

to be

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE

and

DUB

uses in which other types of batteries have failed.

SPECIALLY ADAPTED TO
Central Station Lighting,

Steadying Lights,
Street Cars,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,

Isolated Lighting,
Auxiliary Central Station Work,
Propelling Boats,
Medical Purposes,
Running of Small Motors,

Burglar Alarms,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc

™ Detroit
Is positively the only

Storage Battery

Secondary Battery which will not Buckle, or tvhich will with-

stand uninjured the Highest Bates of Discharge.

THE ONLY SUCCESSFUL STORAGE BATTERY
IS

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY

The Woodward
OFFICES:
69 Griswold St., Campau

FACTORY:
Building.

DETROIT, MICH.

TROUT,

F. S.

Ill,

G.
S.

II.

A.

H. H.

GALE, President.

PLUMMER, VICE-PRESIDENT
HUMPHREY, TREASURER.

Electrical Co.

ALGER
G. II. cam:.
IS. A. PLUMMER.
(

I

Gen.

R. a.

Corner 13th and Howard Streets.

General Manager.

A III, OF DHIRITUHn.
E. C.

DROWN.

T.WILLIAMSON.
TROUT.
!'.

II.

WARREN.
THOMPSON.
H.H.HUMPHREY.

C. A.
C. II.

1

I

THOMAS WILLIAMSON. SECRETARY.
FRANK B. TROUT, SUPERINTENDENT.
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CATALOGUE,
NEWSEASON

The Parker-Russell Mininir &

1888-89.

Paper, 30 Cents. Cloth, 35 Cents. Worth Double.

WOODHOUSE
11

RAWSON,

*

CITY OFFICE

Limited.

LONDON, ENG.

Queen Victoria Street

Co.

CARBONS

in tlie \\ oriel.

Electrical

If.

ELECTRIC LIGHT

SUPPLIES.
ELECTRIGAL
CONTRACTORS'
Catalogue
Complete
The
350 "WOOD OTTTS.
260 FAGSS.
Mosl

5, li

711 Pine

St.,

-

St.

Louis, Mo,

BELL

HAMERS' HANDBOOK

108 PAGES, 97

ILLUSTRATIONS, FLEXIBLE CLOTH BINDING, TYPE PAGE 5ix3 INCHES.

PRICE

*

THE BOOK

S5X.OO.

*

for those engaged in Selling, Installing or Handling Electric Batteries,
House or Hotel Annunciators, Burglar or Fire Alarms, Electric
Elevator,
Electric Bells,
Electric
Heat Regulating Apparatus, etc, etc.
Apparatus,
Gas Lighting

JTJST

THE ONLY BOOK OF THE KIND PUBLISHED.

TABLE

IRE^ED TEEXS

Electric Bells.

Voltaic Electricity.
Chapter I. Contact Series.
Chapter II. The Voltaic or Galvanic
Chapter III. Generation of Current.
Chapter IV. Local Action.
Chapter V. Polarization.

Chapter XXXVI. Electric Bells.
Chapter XXXVII. Single Stroke Bells.
Chapter XXXVIII. Long Distance Call Bell System.
Chapter XXXIX. Push Buttons.
Chapter XL. Buzzer.
Chapter XLI. Indicating Box Bell.

Cell.

Description of Batteries.
Chapter VI. The Smee Battery.
Chapter VII. The Grenet Battery.
Chapter VIII. The Daniell Battery.
Chapter IX. The Grove Battery.
Chapter X. The Bunsen Battery.
Chapter XI. The Carbon Battery.
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter

Annunciators.
Chapter XLII.

Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter

Nickel-Plating Battery.
XII.
Fuller's Mercury Bichromate Battery.
XIII.

XIV. The Leclanche Battery.
XV. The Diamond Carbon Battery.
XVI. The Law Battery.

XVII. Gravity Batteries.
XVIII. Dry Batteries.
XIX. Classification of Batteries.

Connecting Batteries.
Chapter XXIV. Connecting

XXV.

Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter

Batteries.

Connected in Series.
Chapter XXVI. Cells Connected in Multiple Arc.
Cells Connected in Multiple Series.
ter XXVII.
Chapter XXVIII. Recapitulation.
Chapter XXIX. Work.
i-jter

XXX.

pter

XXXI.

XLVIII Partrick & Carter System.
XLIX. The Electro-Mercurial Alarm.
The

Metallic Thermostat.
Burglar Alarms.
LII.
Desk and Safe Alarms.

L.
LI.

Chapter LXII. Wiring Fixtures for Gas Lighting.
Chapter LXIII. Wiring Elevator Annunciators.
Chapter LXIV. Best Time for Wiring.
hapter LXV.
Extra Insulation.
Chapter I, XVI. Detective Galvanometer and the Magneto
Chapter I, XVII. Tests for Faults.
Bell Hangers' Tools.
Chapter LXVIII.
Chapter I. XIX. Wire Tables.
Chapter LXX. Specifications for Wiring a Hotel.
<

Electro-Magnets.

Induction Coils.
oils.

First

ORDERS ALREADY

ON

Edition

FILE

Heat Regulators.

Electric Wires.
Chapter LX. Proper Installation.
Chapter LXI. How to Fish Wires.

I

1

Electric

Running

Lata Regarding latteries.
Divided Circuits.

XXXV.

Electric Gas Lighting Apparatus.
LIV. Portable Gas Lighters.
LV. Apparatus for Public Buildings.
LVI. Apparatus for Residences.
LVII. A Novel Automatic Burner.
LVIII. Connections of Gas Lighting Systems.

LIII.

Chapter LIX.

External Resistance.
Rules for Connecting Batteries.

XXXIII.
Electro-Magnets.
.xxiv.
iter

Electric Alarms.

Heat Regulation.

Electric

Cells

Battery Data.
Chapter XXXII.
ter

XLIII.

XLIV. Hotel Fire Alarm and Room Call.
XLV. The Hess System.
XLVI. The Western Electric Company's System.
XLVII. The Double Wire System.

Gas Lighting Apparatus.

Chapter XX. The Electric Current.
Chapter XXI. Ohm's Law.
Chapter XXII. Conductors and Insulators.
Chapter XXIII. Direction of the Current.

apter

Annunciators.

Electric Alarms.

Elementary Data.

1

CONTENTS.

O!

FOR

Twenty- five

MORE

SENT POSTAGE FREE

Hundred

THAN

Copies.

ONE-HALF THE ENTIRE

Order
OJST

Bell.

EDITION.

H>Jcrw.

RECEIPT OF PRICE.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
(;

LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

January

5,
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The Thomson-Houston
Electric Railway System.

Daily Operation, and Eleven Now in Process
of Construction Under the Thomson-Houston Patents.

Twenty-Three Roads
ALL MATERIAL

in

NOW MANUFACTURED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

IS

The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior

to all others

work.
Only one pair of brushes for each motor.
Brushes self-feeding.

for railway

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the
brakes applied from either platform.
Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
above the floor.
Direct gearing is used.
The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the

Bearings self-oiling.
No change of brushes for change of load or change in Thomson-Houston patents.
direction of rotation of the armature.
Contact with overhead conductor is had by means
trolley pressing against the wire from below.
The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

of.

MOTORS a ELECTRICAL E QDIPMEETS PORNISHED FOR MINING a OTHER SPECIAL WORK.
For Full Information and Estimates

-A-ddress the

Thomson -Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.
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WHERE TO BUY!
o

o
<*
o"

6

Z

u

jj
en

Handsome Wood Box.
BLACK WALNUT,
CHERRY,

OK.

"SKELETON."

DU8TPROOF

or

and SUPERIOR

OAK.
Ornamental

IRON FRAME BELL

IRON BOX BELL

as well as useful in

any

To any other Iron Box

Bell

yet seen or heard

residence.

of.

FACTS.
We

Thousands

wish

to

and

That

if

THE BEST BATTERY

is plain,

Such

as

once you try them

You'll
The

su-

remark,

And our language
Sold,

The "popular" bell on account of
perior workmanship and
low price.

we have

buy 'em

again.

Bell

First Case

Ringing,

of

Dissatisfaction

We

claim to manufacture the best
Gas

BELLS,
Not Yet

BATTERIES,
AN NUNCIATORS,
PUSH BUTTONS,
INSULATED WIRES,

Heard From.

and a large variety of other elecand invite comparison
of quality and prices.

Lighting,

etc.,

etc.

trical goods,

NEEDLE ANNUNCIATOR,

Write

The Diamond Carbon Battery.

House Goods Catalogue and prices to the trade.
Our goods are manufactured for YOU.

for our

The ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
Randolph Street,

CHICAGO.
171

factories:

Aiisonia, Conn.

BRANCH OFFICE:

505 Delaware

St.,

KANSAS

CITY, MO.

January

5,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

if

CEO. WESTINCHOUSE,

H. LEWAR8, Secretary and Treasurer.
BARNEY, Auditor.
M. ROBERT8ON, General Superintendent.

CEO.

Jr., President.
H- M. BYLLESBY, Vice-Pres't and Cen'l Manager.
P. H. ALEXANDER, General Agent.

C. H.
J.

U*1***12**K

CO.

\*

&
**

WEST 23*

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

SAWYER-HUN INCANDESCENT

ELECTRIC LAMP.
HIGH EFFICIENCY.

•••

LONG

LIFE.

LAMPS MADE

+

NO SLACKENING.

PRICES GREATLY

SOCKETS

MANUFACTURES

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

January

5,

1888

FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIRHT COMPANY
Port

w ayue, Indiana.

Manufacturers of the

SUTTERY

INDUCTION

The Most Carefully "Workedout and Complete Alternating

SYSTEM

OP

System of Electric Lighting in
Existence.

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING,

AND THB

Armatures

ENNEY SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

OP

Lamps

ARC LIGHTING.

and

Converters

12—16 Candle Power

to the Mechanical

Horse

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

SL1TTERY DYNAMO, LIMP AND CONVERTER.

NEW YORK

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS.

FORT WAYNE,

IND.

CHICACO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.

S\N FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome

St.

OFFICE,

242, 244 EAST I22d STREET.
PHILADELPHIA OFFICE, 26 N. Seventh Street,
G. A.

WILBUR, Manager.
F. Adams,

CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE.

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC MF'G

Successor.

CO.,

ARC AND INCANDESCENT

ELECTRIC LIGHT,
DYNAMOS, LAMPS
ELECTRIC LIGHT SUPPLIES
Estimates Furnished on Incandescent Wiring.

General Offices and Works, 15-21 N. Clinton

St.,

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

CHICAGO, JANUARY

Vol. IV.

O cents per Copy.
No.

32, 1889.

2

DUST PROOF BELLS

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,
Ammeters and Voltmeters

1

of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.
CARPEKTIEB. HARTJ1AW
Galvanometers, Bridges and Rheostats by

James

w

CALL

all

<&

CO.,

Superior to

the Prominent Makers.

.

924 Chestnut

Queen
St.,

cfe;

All Others.

3

ANI> i:\AflIMl.

Co.
HAZAZER & STANLEY,

Philadelphia.

32 Frankfort St., N. Y.
INSULATING and
flAMPSMV
WATERPROOFING VJUlill ill! I,

Standard Underground Cable Company
General Offices, No.

708 PENN.

AVE.,

PITTSBURGH,

PA.

18 Cortland

New

York, Telephone Building, Cortland! Street,
G. L. Wiley, Manager.
Chicago, 139 East Madison Street, F. E. Degen-

Branch Offices:

hardt,

-

NEW YORK,

St.,

Manager.

aLAJTOFACTUREna OF

MANUFACTURERS OF

The Waring Anti-Induction and Bunched Cables
For Telegraph, Telephone,
Light Leaded
and Aerial.
Gables Cor House Use

Electric Lieut

BITITE AND TRINIDAD INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
ELECTRIC LICHT WIRES OF ALL SIZES A SPECIALTY.
68 Commerce Building.
J. R. BURDICK,

and Power; Underground, Submarine

Weather- proof Line Wire,
Underwriters', Annunciator
and Office Wire.
Six years of uniform Success
enable us to guarantee
our Cables.

CHICACO.

General Western Sales Agent,

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledged Standard
Insulation.
Its merits proved
quarter of a century. Adapted to
and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,
Railway and all other

CLARK

B.

of Signaling.

all

electrical purposes.

Aerial Use.

Electric Light

Branches

Ashton Valve Company,

for durable and high
by a record of over

AH Sizes

Subterranean Use,
Submarine Use
„
,_ A „,,
Wiring
Concealed

c„ pasBd Wires.
u/., g .
Lea " tncasea
.

.

HOTCHKISS, Gen'l

16 Dey

Mgr..

St..

271 FRANKLIN ST., BOSTON.
in all Location!-

218 Lake

NEW YORK.

-

-

-

CHICAGO.

-

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,

ELECTRIC PERFORATED BELTING!!!
Prevents Air Cushions.

Street,

Solo Manufacturers of

COWLIS' PATENTED

and Weather - Proof

Fire -Proof

ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE.

GUARANTEED FOR

B

B

C

A

DYNAMOS.
Chas. A, Schieren

&

Co.,

(Mfrs.)

OAK TANNED LEATHER BELTING AND LACE LEATHER.

46

SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO,

trie

ILL.

Chables

Dantel Tv". Marmot, President,
Addison H. Nordykk, Vice-President.

CUT SHOWING STVT.B OF INSULATION.

—

A. Copper Wire.
maturated with a Black,

AND MANTJFACTUBEKS AND TANNEE8 OF

I>.

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters.
Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

wADiTDnnuc
WARtKUUMb.

Jksskt,

B. B.— Two Braids, saturated with
Wrather-Proof Composition.

New

5 19 and 21 Cliff St.,

64 Wa8hinBton

-j

st

Fire-Proof Insulation.

_

C.

—Braided C

Samples furnished upon application.

Brjli.vard Rorison, Secretary.

Electrician.

Amos K. Hollowxll, Treasurw

Jenney Electric Company,
Sole

Owners of

ull

the Patcnis and Inventions of Charles D. Jenney

(known

as the

Purel

FACTORIES:
ANSONIA, CONN.

York.
Chicago, Ills.

Jenney System) and Solo Owners and Manufacturers of bis

Improved Qynamo, [amp

$

Electric (1)otor.
In all deelrable features of Arc nml Incandescent Lighting
Simple, durable, economical,
the Jenney System leads.
In these essentials It chalsteady, brilliant nml penetrating.
lenges comparison

Estimates Promptly Furnished for Erecting Electric Lighting
Plants Tor Cities.

Companies or

Individuals.

Prices Furnished for the Jcnncy Arc or Incan*
oescent Systems, or for both combined.
^.^
Incandescm Dynamos are sclf-regulatlng,
The Jenney
BjgS and permit the turning on and oil of one or all of the Lamps

^fl

•

at will.
Tliti

Company rfcu
f

Shops, Factor***,

.-..

tpictal attention to
'-iift

Individual

fumUAina

Jflits,

P
snui. -*i

j

est

9

omen and works:
Cor. Kentucky Ave. aud lUorrls St,

Scii isb riuriin

imsTinii.

in

ieseiiiiig tie

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

The Thomson-Houston
EASTERN OFFICE:

January

12, 1?

Electric Go.
WESTERN OFFICE:

620 ATLANTIC AVE. .BOSTON.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM
-OF-K¥SF~

Electric Hrc-[ighting
IJST

THE WORLD.

SERIES LAMPS
FOB

flrc-Circuits.
These Lamps have repeatedly

shown

their superiority

under

test.
First Medal

:

First Prize

:

Best Arc-Lfght, Louisville, 1883,
Best System of Arc-Lighting,

Cincinnati Industrial Exposition, 1383.

This

Company was

given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions
at

ALSO MANUFACTURERS O

i

London, August

1

1,

1885,

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
These dynamos are automatic

in their regulation

durable.

and

will

FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

LIGHTING.

No other Incandescent
maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit.
are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

Our Incandescent systems

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
i

Exhibition,

FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

for the transmission of Power. Plans and estimates for
and Incandescent Llwhtlnu and Power Plants-

all

kinds of Aro

Lamp

is

so perfect and

January

12,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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THE MITCHELL VANCE
AX
(»UCC««H*iorn to

niTCIIKM,.

KA

\

4

LAMP.

U. S.

CO.,

O.)

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF
ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS

AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.

Having no Special Agent

Architects' and Decora-

Chicago for our

in

we

Goods,

Designs and

tors'

Solicit Cor-

Grand Opera House
MINNEAPOLIS.

Suggestions Carried Out

respondence from
with Fidelity

Buyers, which
given Motive.

to the

we

Promptly Answer.

610 U.

16 Candle Lamps, 53 Indicated

S.

348 Edison 16

"

H R E
P o°w f R

.

54

"

Insulating Joints,

Combination Fixtures,

CONSEQUENTLY, THE
and All Fittings for

Brackets,

Electroliers,

Incandescent Lighting,

Pendants, Reflectors,

Phut

Edison

Rejected boo Pot Out,

inns

AND UNITED STATES PUT
U. S.

610 Lamps, 53

H. P., equals

Edison 348 Lamps, 54 H.
ABOVE FROM ACCUEATE TESTS.

MANUFACTORY,
2+ and 25th

and

St.

I

THE

SALESROOM,
836-38 Broadway and 13th

Oth Ave.,

NEW YORK

C. C.

CITY.

INSULATED WIRES and CABLES
FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

W,

I

Samples on Application

F.C.S., London,

NEW YORK

CITY.

Chemical Engineer, General Manager,

supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

Telephone Companies, to United States Vessels,
Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other services wherever a First-class Electrical Installment is Required.
Our
Materials and Workmanship are

correspondence

articles.

is

solicited from

Guaranteed

the

chicago.

Speed,
Endurance,

Economy.
The Daft Motors for Power

at

Electric Lijrht, Telegraph and

ar.d

219 LA SALLE ST., CHICAGO.

using Safe
Currents in the operation of Street

Specially

TOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We have

Manager.

The only Company

Ohemioal Works, Eto.

59 FRONT STREET,
HABIHAW,

WARREN,

Railways,

Guaranteed to Give Satisfactory Servioes Underground and Overhead.

1

ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO,

new yo rk and

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

No.

FOE PARTICULARS. APPLY TO

Electric Co.,

INSULATING COMPANY,

Prices and

NO COMMENTS

1

The Daft
I-

for Mines,

l^ftper H. P.
equals 6 TV* Per H. P.

St.,

THE

Adapted

U. S.

P.,

IN.

tribution are unexcelled.
Send for Circular Matter.

New York Office
BOREEL BUILDING,

Very Best,

companies and architects requiring our

Dis-

115

BROADWAY.

Please Mention the Western Electrician.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

ATIONAL.

January

12,
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CARB

MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.

JAMB

ENGINEERING COMPANY,
LIBERTY
OLIVER
81 LAKE ST,,
ST.

61

BOSTON.
H.

1

I

NEW

YORK.

LOUIS,

-

St.,

MO.

St.,

Kansas

City,

Mo.

Stations

engines, boilers, etc., for driving dynamos.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR,
ERECTED READY FOR SERVICE.
8PECI AI.TIES

BRANCH:— 600 Walnut

pouter

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

A.

707 and 709 Market

POND

Electric [ight and

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screenings
NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

ST.

109

CHICAGO.

I

ENGINEERING CO.,
ST.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTINC COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

Rocking and

;

-The Armlngton & Sima Engine, Steel Boilers, Jarvis Furnace, Standard
Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pump, Sorting Injector, etc.
HKVB FOB LATEST CATAI.DI.I KN.

Sheffield Grates,

ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATORS or STORAGE CATTERIES,
Especially Adapted to

CENTRAL STATION

IlSnP

the Advantages of this System are:

Absolute Certainty of Light,
Increased Life of Lamps,
Creat Economy of Running Expenses,
Absolute Steadiness of Current,
Utilization of Surplus Power,

LIGHTING,

Isolated Lighting, Railroad Car

Street Car

Among

Adaptability to Existing Plants,

Long Distance Lighting.

Propulsion,

And Complete Displacement
from Northern Illinois, Eastern Iowa,
Wisconsin and Minnesota should be addressed to the

of Gas.

Inquiries

ex-

Inquiries from other Territory should be sent to

clusive licensees for said territory,

Northwestern Electrical Accumulator

The Electrical Accumulator Company,

223 PHENIX BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL

WHAT

44 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK

BED CORE?

IS

The Crowdus Dry Battery.
~5*^
eepwDtfs
:

x

-

Leads the World

DRY BATTERY'"I'rttCMiTSWUL

any climate, place or

Circuit Work.
It is practi-

position.

ORDER A TRIAL TUB, AND BE CONVINCED.

-for. z.3Vsrf
'"r.H.

Open

for

Guaranteed the neatest, most powerful and economical Open Circuit Cell in the world.
cally indestructible, and takes its full charge as a storage cell. Perfect in

THE

-.

It

ojOHli

E.

ADDRESS

M.

F. 2.3 Volts: Int. R.

0.3 Ohm.

THE ELECTRIC FARE BOX CO., 418 Cedar

St.,

The Knapp e lectrical
TVE A. TNT XT IE* -A.

Magneto

Bells,

Annunciators,

OTTX i*. reus

0!E"

Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells,

UEAI.EIIB

Batteries,

Works
Nashville,

Tenn.
.

Push Buttons, Etc.

I INT

EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL.
AGHNTa
tub
vom.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A Full Line of their Celebrated Wires,

Buy your Goods

Cables and Tapes

of the

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street,

-

-

-

CHICAGO.

January

12,
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SPRAGUE IMPROVED ELECTRIC RAILWAY TRUCK.
Motors Attached to Special Trucks or Standard Cars.
Flexible Suspension. Noiseless Gears. All Bearings Self-Oiling
and Dust-Proof. Gears and Pinions Independently removable Single
Movement Control from either Platform with no Idle resistance.
Brushes on a New Principle, and Perfection as regards Ease of running.

For Circulars and Full Information, Address

SPRAGUE

ELECTA RAILWAY

DICKEY. President.
J. WELLS, Sec'y and Gen'1 Man.

J. J.

H.

H. A.

and

MOTOR

3up*t and Electrician.

£LEC

r/=^UL

CO., 16 and 18 Brnad St.,

New

York.

FLEMON DRAKE. Vice President.
L. H. KORT Y, Treasurer.

KINNEY,

«9

The Empire City Electric Co,

OMAHA, NEBRASKA.
DEALERS IN

15

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
For

tfce

Telephone aad Electric Light.

Telegraph,

DEY STREET,
NEW

YORK,

Hotel and House Annunciators, Burglar Alarms. Fire Alarms. Electric Gas Lighting, Speaking Tubes,
Elevator Annunciators, Batteries. Push Buttons, Electric Pens, Telegraph Learners' Instruments, Medical
Batteries. LInemen'B Tools, Bell Hangers' Supplies, Railway "Velocipedes, CarB, Etc.

Western

Agents THE OKONITE CO., and the Return
We own the Franchises of

Alarms for CItleB and Towns.

Manufacturers and

Call SyBtem of Hotel Annunciators. Fire
the Western States and Territories for the

Dealers

IMPROVED McCULLOH
IN

^JtfEIOTN* DISTRICT* TELEGOTP * g¥g¥EM,#*
and are prepared

to give franchises

ALL KINDS OF

and construct plants on reasonable termB.

for any and all kinds of Electrical Work In any part of thu
Correspondence solicited. Illustrated Catalogue and Price List on Application.
Authorized Contractors: Edison Electric Light and Ganiewell Fire Alarm Telpgraph.

jyEstlmateB f urntBhed and contracts made
West.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
Is Seam. ess.
Is the Best.
Is the Toughest.
Is the Most Flexible.
Is

J.

B.

YOUNG, President and

8. K.

Treas.

SOLAR CARBON

Highest Insolation Ever

the

JAMISON, Vice-President

COMPANY,

* MFC.

I

69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Process Patented.
Well Selected and Good CARBONS made from Natural Gas.
BATTERY CARBONS OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTY.
Office, No.

Western

WM. CARRETT,

Office,

President.

1

75 Randolph

CHAS.

S.

GQr

i F=ao

HAYES, Treasurer.

H. E.

X.

C. L.

RODMAN,

THE GLOBE
CARBON CO., CLEVELAND,
CARBONS FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTS, BATTERIES,
ETC.

Office and. "WTorliS,

>

f

Special Discounts on Large Orders

Street, Chicago.

BRITTON, Vice-Pros

Known

-

O.

cfcs

r\

H.. H.. EJTTCX^T3I>

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA
Manufacturers

Acting Sec'y.

OHIO.

STATION-

CO.,

off

INSULATED WIRES, CABLES AND FLEXIBLE CORDS.

MARKS' COMPOUND
Battery wires insulated with Marks' Compound
give better service than any other wires in the
market.

Rubber covered wires for use overhead and underground, and for indoor wiring. Equal to any
in the world for insulation and durability.

GUTTAPERCHA

We are sole manufacturers

of this celebrated insulation which contains no sulphur or other ingredient that will ever corrode copper. It is
used principally for flexible cords.

Gutta-Percha covered wires and cables for use

under water and in damp

places.

BISHOP CUTTA-PERCHA CO.,

-

420-426 East 25th

St.,

New

York.

—
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SOLE BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improved Corliss Engine
Is

of

RED CORE ?

IS

Regulation.

First and Latest Patents,

For hot air, hot water (boiling prevented), natural gas and steam in all forms.
Automatic Electric Valves for Radiator service and Whistle Blowing.
Devices all simple, practical, powerful, ornameutal, easily applied, automatic direct
acting, inexpensive to maintain, no clockwork or other indirect complications.
These are the onlv regulators that can be applied at a price acceptable to the user

with a

SATISFACTORY PROFIT TO AGENTS.

F.
Shop

M.

SPARROW,

at Mattapoisett,

Mass.

American

Mfr. and Patentee.
Boston Office 14

AGENTS

General Machine Job-Work,

Electric Light Repairing,

Temperature

Ten Tears' Experience.

W ANTED.

f+leefriGai

MILWAUKEE, WIS,

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

FOR ECONOMY OF FUEL, REGULARITY OF
MOTION, AND DURABILITY IN USE.

Electric

& CO.,

ALUS

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

IT IS TJNEQTJALED

WHAT

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

Automatic

12, if

FRANKLIN

S.

CARTER.

T=t

e-Ms; M. WILKINS.

ESTABLISHED

E.

WARD

V/ILKINS

1S67.

PARTRIGK & GARTER,
MANUFACTURERS

AND DEALERS IN-EVERY DESCRIPTION

OF

OF

Milk Street.

1

Worlds,

PROVIDENCE,

Pattern Making, Etc., Etc

AT TVT,
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, ^S^urer.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICACO.

FOCUSES

R.

iHWHWiir

I.,

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

exclusive manufacturers of the

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND, BURGLAR ALARMS,
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF
/
BELLS, DISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LTGHTING APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF
'

.

'

Telegraph, Telephone and lectric Light.
Highest Insulation and Lowes* Inductive Capacity
of

New

any Cable

in

the Market.

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.
We

publish Catalogues

-of all

our Manufactures, and will forward to any address upon

application.

York Office, 18 Cortlandt Street.
P. C. ACKERMAN, Agent.

Thegrush glectricQompany

N.

B.^-When applying

5upply" Catalogue

is

whether "Electric Bell" or "General
the trade inclose business card for discounts.

for Catalogues, please state

wanted, and

if in

114 South Second Street.

The Edison

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

System

Direct

of Central Station

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.
1,000 Installations. 100,000 Horse Power. 1,000,000

Lamps and $20,000,000 Capital

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Qdison Qlectric

MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
-AND-

Incanlescence

THIS COMPANY

THOMAS ALVA

Iilti

Electric

EDISON.

(HETH0Q OF GEIIER! ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION
the growth unci present prosperity of the Edison System, attention
called to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now in
operation and tinder construction.

is evidence of

NEW YORK

CO.,

Capital. $2,500,000, 4 Stations

CHICACO CO.

BOSTON

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS,

ETC.

CO.

Captal, $750,000,

1

:

Capacilv, 150.000 Lamps.

Stalion

;

Capacity 40,000 Lamps.

Capital, $660,000, 2 Stations; Capacity, 50,000

PHILADELPHIA CO.

is

Capital, $1,000,000,

1

Lamps.

Station; Capacity,

50,000 Lamps.

It is significant to note the fact that the Edison Company has during the past year
inlistcd an amount of capital and put under construction a station capacity far in excess
Nothing could
of the aggregate Incandescent work of all other companies combined.
more forcibly emphasize and attest the accepted value of the Edison Central Station
as
an
investment.
Industry

PATENTS,

WHITE FOB PAMPHLET ON THE FIVE IIKAUS
NVE8TNIENT8, FUTILITY OF GUARANTEES, DANGER AND MORAL.

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,

CHICAGO OFFICE,
Wwhlnrion

THE OWNER OF THE INVENTIONS
AND PATENTS OF

IS

Which Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanently
Established and Commercially Successrul

APPARATUS.

Ho. 1*0

flight (Jo.

For Information
s

Mtr*>*t,

AI.KIAUIKK

KBTIJ'T,

"P»«l»l

A|mt.

"

"'"

I

I-.iiii.

1

O.

Ifolltllng

I

«

•

NTKKI.K,

"i"i'i A|rnl.

rolattvo to Central Station Business, apply to tno

Edison Electric
16*18 BROAD

STREET,

Lierrit Co.,
NEW YORK.

;

January
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"M C." ELECTRIC MOTOR

CO.
YORK.

NEW
Efficient Electric Motors
402-4 Greenwich

St.,

MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
WESTEKN

NEW ENGLAND OFFICE: 19 Pearl St., BOSTON,
OFFICE: 139 and 141 Adams Street, CHICAGO,
PHILADELPHIA. OFFICE; 301 Arch Street.
SOUTHERN OFFICE: 25 Carondelet Street. NEW OELEANS,

|jeisler
809-817

Qight (jo.

j-lectric
S. 7th Street, ST.

LOUIS, MO.

MAKTTFACTURERS OF

The

Heisler Patent Incandescent
Electric Light System.

The only and

original Alternating Current Long
Distance Single Wire Incandescent.

We

have built 24 CenStation Incandescent
Plants "within one year,
all of which are on a paying basis.
tral

This System

INDORSED

Any desired distance can
be reached at small cost
No. 8 American Gauge
Copper Wire being used

BY

Thomas

Elihu Thomson,

A. Edison,

H.

S.

Edwin

Possons,

J.

for the outside line. jSo. 11
for indoors, for any number of lights of any size

Houston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

from 20 ^to 200 c. p. located anywhere on the line.

A

perfect automatic regulation adjusts for every
variation of the load from the full capacity to one single light.
do not need
transformers, distributors, safety catches, resistance boxes or any other electrical
contrivance for distribution or safety.

FOE SALE BY ALL JEWELEES.
Send

for

Pamphlet "ARE

YOU POSTED?"

combines

successfully the illumination of the streets "with a
general supply of light for
stores and bouses.

We

to
called to the superior advantage of this system for economical
no mathematical calculation being required for wiring
or alterations of circuits.
To its production of nearly double the caudle power to the
K. P., as compared with any other system.

Special attention

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH

CO.

To

management.

is

its flexibility,

We

177-179 Broadway, H. Y.

all

can furnish substantial proof that our system
present methods of illumination.

is

a successful competitor against

WATERHOUSE THIRD BRUSH REGULATION
Varies the E. M. F. from the Armature Directly with
the Resistance on the Lamp Line. The Perfection in
Regulation attained by this method, enable s us to furnish

THE BEST ARC LIGHT

Smd

IN

THE WORLD.

for Gatalogue.

^WATERHOUSE ELECTRIC k MFG.
^i.a.hti'oh.i^.
Gold Medal, Boston, 1887.
Gold Medal, Two Silver Medals, Cincinnati, 1088.

1

54 La

Salle Street,

-

CO.,

conn.
-

CHICAGO,

ILL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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HARMOUNT, Western Agent

G. A.

NEW HAVEN CLOCK
315 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO,

CO.,

11*1*.,

Manufacturers of District, Telegraph, Telephone, Fire Alarm, Burglar Alarm and Electrical Supplies of every Description.

SOLE WESTERN AGENT

SOLE WESTERN ACENT

Alfred F. Moore's Insulated Electric
Wire, Cordage, Electric Light Wire,
Incandescent Lamp Cord, Silk and
Cotton Magnet Wire, Etc.

I.

W.

-A.IR/C -A/CTTD

AND WEATHER-PROOF LINE WIRE

For Electric Light and other Line Purposes.
is

cold, acids or alkalies.

not affected by moisture, beat,
Costs but little more than Underwriters'.
perfect,

claim for the Colburn Improved

is

Dynamos

that they are the
that they cannot
get out of order, that they require little or no attention, and that any inexperienced man oan run them, and that they give the most light for the
least consumption of power.
We make our Arc Dynamos to operate from
to Fifty
of 2000 candle power each.
make our Incandescent Dynamos to operate from 5 to
1G candle power lamps.

and Best Dynamos in Existence,

One

Lamps
We

SOLE WESTERN AGENT FOR
Tie

IISTO-A-ILTIDIESCEINrT

ELECTRIC LIGHT DYNAMOS
We

The Insulation Resistance

CO.,

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

Simplest

FIRE

COLBURN *

Arc

600

SOLE WESTERN ACENT FOR

Pifflai Patent Lift-Over Pendant Cleverly "Improved" Automatic Burner

BTTraiisrEn.

On the Automatic Burners the

Tha Lift-Over Pendant Burner has a ratchet wheel governing a stop cock so
ananEed with a pawl anil spring that one pull of the chain turns the wheel one
notch forward, bringing one of the gasways of the gas cock In direct line wlih
the burner gas way, thus turning on the gas. and at the same time through the
Electrical connection lighting It, The nest pull of the chain turns the ratchet
wheel another notch, and the gas Is tui ned off.

The Pendant Burner has the Patent Lift-Over Electrode
which ftavfs ha'fth 9 batter?/ pjwer and avoids short -circu itina
Which i8 liable to occur in many others.

THE LIFT-OVER ELECTRODE
Is a very Important feature

and

and

off

on

by means of the push buttons, or

keys.

The Automatic lias heen greatly improved, and is fitted with binding posts
instead of the loose wires as formerly,
and new form of shell.

no other Pendant has.

The Improved Automatic and Pendant Burners are guaranteed
safe

electric-

ity not only lights the gas, but turns it

of first-class

to

Ik-

reliable,

workmanship.

THE IMPROVED AUTOMATIC AND PENDANT
BURNERS ARE GUARANTEED TO BE RELIABLE,
SAFE, AND OF FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP.

SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE AGENT FOR THE

MICROPHONE CARBON BATTERY,
Warranted Stronger and
Si>-

>•/

Ammoniac

Maximum

SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE AGENT FOR

Longer Zdfe than any other
flattery Mad'-,

Electro Motive Force.

5^

y

<g ~n

J.

!

minimum

TOE
CLOSED
ANIJ EFFECTIVE.
3

,

NEAT

OR CREEPING OF SALTS.
TRADE

:.r:c;P.CPHGNE."
MARK.

Send

for Catalogues

CO.

)

Manufacturers an d Exporters of

Internal Resistance

NO EVAPORATION

ELLWOOD LEE

J
r
J
V,

tip

MEDICAL BATTERIES,
ALBION FLEXIBLE GAS TUBING,
SPEAKING TUBING,
DENTAL TUBING,
MECHANICAL TUBING
AND
Special Tubing

and Prices.

for

all

Sorts

of Mechanical

Correspondence

Operations.

Solicited.
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TECE
Westinghouse

Co.,

Electric

PITTSBURGH, PA.
[Manufacturers under Patents and Applications for Patents controlling the sale and use of
Alternating Current Electric Lighting Apparatus and Distributing Systems,]

The success of the Alternating Current System of

Electric Lighting

is

demonstrated

beyond question.

Note the sale of 132 Central Station Plants by this Company, aggregating
a total generating capacity of 240,000 16 -candle-power lamps, within the brief
period of twenty-four months, together with the fact that out of these 132 Central Stations,

38 have increased

their

plant since starting.

IMPROVED LAMPS.
an improvement

the manufacture of Lamps
which has been secured for the exclusive benefit of the users of apparatus furnished by the Westinghouse Electric Company, this
Company will guarantee from its Apparatus and Lamps 50 percent,
more light from a given expenditure of power (fuel) than can be obtained with any direct current system.

By reason

of

in

ALTERNATING CURRENT METERS.
This Company's Meter measures the whole current by a positive
mechanical movement.
It registers directly in lamp-hours, and indicates by dials like a
gas meter. It is not affected by temperature or local conditions.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.
Highly efficient. Have no commutators or brushes, and can be
started, regulated and reversed without breaking a connection.
Small Motors for use on existing Alternating Circuits of this Company,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

January

12,

1889

BELLS. BATTERIESiPUSHES
Quad

New

Carbon Battery.

Style Iron

Box

Bell,

No.

1006.

Disque

Battery,

Prices upon Application.

Prices upon Application.

(Cut Full Size.)

Sample Sent by Mail
on Receipt of 65c.
Agents for the Gassner Dry Battery.

r

ft-

^f^&~'
Price,

r>P

I

I

Oval.

75 Cents.

Cylindrical.

Medical.

PRICES UPON APPLICATION.

Western Electric Company,
chicago,

new

york,

london,

antwerp.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO, JANUARY

Vol. IV.

Louis Telephone

St

Company's

Building.
The Bell Telephone company of

New

Missouri

the erection of a new buildIt was
ing for its headquarters in St. Louis.
decided to build just before the municipal assembly of St. Louis declared war against the

will

commence

soon

Chicago City Electric Lighting.
The success which attended the establishment
of the

city electric

light plant

No.

12, 1889.

in

Chicago was

naturally a source of gratification to Professor
The very fact that
Barrett, the city electrician.
the people realize what a great service he has

When

the Western
Professor Barn

a representative of
visited

trici-vn'

found that official endeavoring
the solution of the problem of doinj
cently, he

work in one season
ing up from his table

the light at once, and of
It will, I
the demand.
think, take about five
six years to extend the
plant so as to light the
entire city.
Of course.

preme court affirmed the
of the city to
schedule
the

right

duce

have already
merely to establish
a foundation, by
putting in the system on
When we
trunk streets.
begin to fill in the cross

of

in

the

with

Pending a settlement of
the controversy, the building project was dropped.
As soon as the Supreme
court sustained the posiof
the company,
and thus enabled it to

business, the

its

determined to
erect a structure which
thoroughly
would
be
equipped for telephone
directors

Tenth
ing

is

high,
(

stone,

be

will

the
intention

suit

if

lights at an expense of
$60 a lamp per year.
That would leave a ba-

lance of $1°,°°° a year
favor of the newin
Then look at
system.
the great advantage we
derive from the superi-

to

ority

of

over

l;.is.

floor

exclusively by

phone

Work

~ invested,
save

by n

The seventh
be

tele-

rooms.
be commenced early

ST.

operating
will

and
though the comin the year,

pushed as rapidly as possible,
pletion of the building will probably require a
year's time.

Mo

lamps

we
§

will

still

,000 a year
jas by

That is over
tricity.
50 per cent, of the cur-

occupied
the

light

>ur arc

but 16. Why. if we add
.$2,040 interest at 4 per
capital
the
on
cent,

on the Tenth

will

electric
1

are 2,000 candle power.
while the gas lamps are

telephone company will
occupy the west half of
the sixth floor, the elevator coming up from
street side.

which

1,000,

and

rear

start-

reduction of
$26,000 in our gas bills.
We can run our electric

half of

the

it

a

the sixth to one
establishment.
The exof
the
ecutive
offices

stories

when we

not.

means

tenant.
The
rent the
is to

five

first

for

Therefore,
necessary.
the number of gas lamps
displaced will be nearly,

rough

made

show

and the official in
charge of that work, the
gas inspector, has found
many more lamps since
whose presence is un-

fireproof
and
dressed
throughout. It will preimposing
very
sent
a
appearance.
solid
and
The cost will be about
The interior
$125,000.
finish

will

to

necessary

109

)

of

ed,

street.
to be seven stories
Kibey
of
and

Mass.

we

benefit

now, are not unimportant.
Out of 290 lamps
which we have erected,
250 are so placed that
they displace the gas
Over 800 gas
lamps.
lamps were rendered un-

feet on
The build-

by

streets

we have

work.
The plan for the
new building was designed by Shepley, Rutan
& Coolidge, architects.
The appearance of the
is
building
proposed
shown in the accompanyThe building is
ing cut.
located on the
to be
of
corner
south - east
Tenth and Olive streets.
The buildings there now
The
will be torn down.
site is 50 feet on Olive
street

is

reap the
the work we
have already accomplished; not before, however, for there is a pile
of money invested there.
It was
a good investment, though. The work
we have already accompresults
lished, and the

tion

continue

we

what
done

re-

accordance
ordinance adopted by the assembly.
rentals

t

course we cannot satisfy

the Su-

if

I

-r.-e,"
he said, look'everybody seems to want

company. The corporation maintained that it
would be unable to continue business

2

Residents of Rich Hill.
are discussing a project
of building an electric road in the village.
.

LOUIS

performed

1

l

LKNI"M- COMPANY'S NEW BUILDING.

will necessitate a still

greater expen-

Residents of
diture of lime and laDor by him.
Chicago are already clamoring for a mon
Petitions for
era! distribution of the luxury.
electric lights are pouring in from .ill parts of
the city, and in each case the petitioners lay
stress upon the necessity of immediate action.

With
rent yearly cost.
lighted by electricity,.--'
000 wouldbe saved yearly by the taxpayers."
Professor Barrett is at present engaged in preparing a report of the actual cost of the ele<
entire

1

in

city

Us

present

condition.

It

might be

well al this lime to rail attention 10 the fact tiiat
the most expensive portion of the work is al-

i
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ready accomplished. The foundation for the
system is laid, and the central Dusiness portion
In speaking of this Proof the city is covered.

Application of Accumulators to Central
Station Lighting
Among the numerous uses of the storage bat-

work, and for those hours during which the
dynamo is not in use. Each series is provided
with means for regulating the terminal e. m. f.,

fessor Barrett said: "Take Madison street for example. There is so much light in that street from
the stores and there are so many illuminated

tery one of the most important is its application
to centra! station lighting.
In the direct lowtension system accumulators are placed
in
multiple arr with the dynamos, and are so connected that surplus current not utilized in the
lamp circuits may be stored for future use, thus
serving to reinforce the dynamos under the
strain of an excessive load, or to supply lamps
during such hours as may present so light a load
that it no longer pays to run the generating

and

we were obliged to put in almost
double the number of lights that we would
We had to put two lamps on
otherwise need.
intersections, when it wouldn't be required 111
anv other pa- 1 of the city. There was another
large item of expense in this district which we
I mean
will not meet elsewhere to any extent.
signs, that

the great cost of excavations, and replacing of
roadways. You see the contractors have to
give bonds for five years when they complete a
Xow, when we
street, and the city accepts it.
go to open that street they have to do the work,
and also do the charging. But we have no rehave the work done for So
I could
dress.
cents a running yard less than we paid them.
But even under these circumstances I am well
satisfied with the work, and the results we have
The river lamps, the first system inattained."
troduced, cost S300 each, the last batch cost
about S280. and the next, it is thought, will onlyThese figures include the cost
cost $250 each.
of the entire outfit, including the power station
With each enlargement there is a
outfit, etc.
corresponding reduction in the expenses.

New

Alternating Transformer Systems

Used

way, accumulators, it is
advantages, which include
reliability, steadying the e. m. f., increasing the
life of the lamps, reducing the running hours of
the dynamos, and diminishing the general wear
plant.

asserted, offer

this

in

many

and tear of the

plant.

The

general method of operating such a plant
for long distance lighting, is as follows:
The
accumulators are located at the centers of supply, and the batteries at a number of these substations are charged in series by a current of
sufficiently high tension to meet the requirements of the case, and with a current strength
of from twenty-five to forty amperes, according
to the type of cell used and the number of lamps
to be supplied.
This moderate current does
not call for heavy conductors, number 4 B. t\: S.

being sufficient

in

many

cases.

for measuring and controlling the rate of
charge and discharge.
An important adjunct
in this field is covered by a patent just assigned
to the Electrical

York, by
It

Accumulator companv

Thomas

was found

P.

of

New

Conant, of Chicago.

in practice that

if

the

dynamo

during the hours of maximum lighting, or
if the time of starting were for any
reason delayed, it was possible for the accumulators in a
half-direct system to be heavily overloaded, an
accident productive of the most injurious refailed

sults.

In order to obviate
this
and effectually
guard the accumulators a number of devices
have been introduced. In Mr. Conant's plan
there is placed in the working circuit an automatic switch, operated by an adjustable electromagnet which is located in circuit between the
dynamo and battery. When the proper current
is flowing from the dynamo the switch is closed
and the section of the working circuit to be fed
by the dynamos, connected; but the moment the
current from the dynamo fails the switch opens
and the dynamo section of the working circuit is

disconnected, thus avoiding injury to the battery.
In this way the operating of the extra circuit
is entirely automatic, and calls for no complications.
Whenever the dynamo starts the extra

from an authoritative source
that the Brush Electric company is aLOUt to put
a new alternating 2,000 volt transformer system
on the market. This system is said to resemble
verv much the alternating system of the AngloAmerican Brush corporation of London, brought
out last summer by its electrician, Mr. Mordey.
T Mr. Mordey is also due the reconstruction
of the Schuckert dynamo, the result being the
improved Victoria, which is used exclusively
for direct incandescent lighting by the AngloAmerican Brush corporation. The Mordey alternating dynamo belongs to the type which has
a stationary armature, with one internal field
coil and large iron keepers revolving.
It is also learned that the Zipernowski-Deri
svstem is soon to be introduced in the United
Ganz & Co. of Budapest, the owners of
States.
the system, several years ago made an agreement with a leading American company, which
is an advocate of the direct current incandescent
svstem. This company, it is said, has never sold,
and in fact never tried to sell, a ZipernowskiDeri outfit, and thus practically shut the system
It

is

learned

out of the country, besides breaking the spirit of
At least Ganz & Co., a firm of
its agreement.
enormous capital, whose electrical department
represents only a fraction of their business, seem
They are now
to have come to this conclusion.
ready, it is asserted, to negotiate or have already reached an agreement with an American
company for the purpose of introducing their
system in the United States. As iron is cheap
and wages are low in Hungary, they can probablv compete successfully with American comAs to
panies in spite of the protective tariff.
the excellence of the Zipernowski-Deri system
there is no doubt, and their patents were sustained in England against Gaulard & Gibbs.

Chicago Electric Club.
club was
meeting of the
held at the club rooms last Monday evening.
F. S. Terry presented his
C. Haskins presided.
rer, showing that the receipts of
lenses were
•ater than this sum, but the deficit is

A

'

1

,'

to

the

'..

The

club.

APPLICATION

The accumulators when charged

•»!

are

ACCUMULATORS TO CENTRAL STATIONS
in

some

cases disconnected from the charging circuit,
in
and all the sub-stations are connected
In
multiple arc to a common lamp circuit.
other cases each sub-station is provided with an
independent lamp circuit, in which all the lamps
are supplied by accumulators, but the most
economical and the favorite method at present
in use is that in which one-half of the lamps are
maintained by the accumulators, while the remainder is supplied dire tly by the dynamos.
As an illustration of this system assume that
each series of ells has a capacity of fifty lamps.
The lamp circuit from each series would be COnThe dynamo must be
:d to too lamps.
started shortly before the evening load comes
At first the dynamo supplies the lamps in
on.
circuit, charging the ai umulators with the surLater,
plus current not utilized by the lamps.
as additional lamps arc turned on, this surplus
diminishes until the accumulators arr no longer
Then, as the load increases
irged.
(

1

I

ention

both
rs

in

this

for club

still

tin- lamp circuit
dynamo, the a<
on
begin t<> discharge, working in
with the dynamo,
As the load begins

further,

and

tin-

demand
of

icrs

of

of

the

1

-in

to dei

thesi

ditions arc revi

In p

prob-

|y

Ik, nrs

of

X

)'

,

11

1

runs for from
harging thi
daily,
10 furnish sui h
upply as
illy

<

will

are thrown on, and when the dynamo
stops they are thrown off.
By a very simple adjustment the automatic switches can be so set
as to close only when a certain strength of cu rent has been attained.
This system, of course, requires that one-half
of the lamps shall be out of use when the dynamo is not running. The objectionable feature
iif this
maybe entirely removed by carrying
both the accumulators and extra circuits side by
side, using a common return, and taking lamps
alternately from each.
The accompanying cut, taken from the patent
specification, illustrates Mr. Conant's invention.
Z represents the charging station in which I) is
the dynamo provided with a rheostat K, ammeter
A, voltmeter V S, and main switch s;
and
\
represent two sub-stations, each provided
with accumulators II, regulating switches
/,
ammeter A, and automatic extra circuit cut-outs
/'. each scries in conjunction
with the dynamo
supplies the lamp circuits I. I.; X and rare
main switches by which either series may be
thrown in or out of the charging circuit;
is
shown with the charging current "on" and the
extra circuil switi h do ed
x is shown with the
charging circuit "oil " and the extra in mi opi
circuits

maximum

The

.1
!

Accumulator company has innumber "I
entral stal ion plants

ICIectrical

large

1

on ihr general system described
which arr- giving exi ellenl results.

above,

all

of

January

The
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Eiffel

Tower.

principal features of the exposition in Paris will be the Eiffel tower, which is

now

of the

fast

pletion.

structure of stone and locate it on the elevation
of the Place du Trocadero, and utilize the
structure for the illumination of the entin

approaching comThe structure was

named

after the constructing engineer, M. G. Eiffel,
who has been assisted by
Messrs. N a u g e r and
Koechlin, engineers, and
architect.
S. Sauvestre,

The accompanying cut
gives a view of the tower
looking from the Place du
Trocadero. The building
which is faintly outlined in
the rear of the tower is the

doubt
whether
000 candle power
s

weather.

New

984 feet
550 feet
..511

feet

450 feet

of

at

the

rests

ments

cut.

of the four pillars,
carry passengers to

will

leaves.

515

feet.

These

will

Two

elec-

double leaded
the
communication and put a
startling head-line over it,
and now the papers unceasingly joke at his mistake.

Chicago North Side
Cable System.

The

It has been clearly demonstrated that the north
side cable system in Chi-

cago cannot be depended
on; that when most needed
it
invariably fails.
This
has caused the residents
of that portion of the city
no end of annoyance, and

to the first floor.

of the tower

will

now

It

fight against

appears an animated
the present
system will be made. Corporation-counsel
Green,
who was consulted by taxpayers, is quoted as say-

be about 7,000 tons.
has been calculated that
the resistance of the structure to the wind will be
300 kilograms per square

The

strain of the

winds in the greatest
storms that have ever visited Paris has not exerted
over half that pressure.
The cost of the wonderful
tower will aggregate about

Of this
4,500,000 francs.
amount 1,500,000 francs
will be paid out of the exposition fund, and the balance will be furnished by
the Messrs. Eiffel, who,
after enjoying the income
derived from the tower for
a period of twenty-five years, will deed

in.

He

motors will furnish the
operating power.
speed of the elevators will
be about a meter per second, and it will require
seven minutes to complete
the journey from the
ground to the third story.
Four spacious stairways
will lead from the ground

meter.

cabbage

writer of the

was completely taken

tro

The weight

from
The

letter employed so much
technical verbiage that the
editor was led astray. He

the
second story; these elevators follow the inclination
of the pillars.
Two elevators will carry sightseers from the second to
the third story, a distance
rise vertically.

electrical

ceived a communication
detailing at considerable
length a process of making
incandescent
lamp fila-

pil-

each

Electrical Hoax.

the editor of a provincial
journal.
The latter re-

one tower between the second and third
stories at a height of 584
in

-

papers are enjoying hugely
a joke at the expense of

are 324

in the

candle P° wer

The English

lars join in

Four elevators, one

(^P

An

measured from

center to center; the

of

i

York. 324 feet

story

shown

foggy

pour

clear.
In foggy
weather the total of candle
power necessary could be
represented by a number
of about 72 figures.
Dr.
Hugo Kruess calculates it

the fourth 971 feet.
The
structure is built entirely
of iron.
The four pillars

feet, as

in

the

were

the

in

tower is if 4 feet from the
ground, the second 377
feet, the third £92 feet, and

it

be

will

light

of 50,000,000 candle
power each, would probably light the whole city of
Paris if the atmosphere

Tower

feet apart,

to

of the enorof the Eiffel

Washington Monument...

on which

ci e in

[9,

towers, suitably located,
with an illuminating power

Cathedral of Cologne
Great Pyramid, Egypt

first

Hi

11

grounds properly

The
when

world, as follows:

The

Some

984

monuments

Statue of Liberty,

furnish current for th<
originally prop*
require 8,000 hoi
It has since been
strated thai
for iliuminal

pressed

tower can be gained by
comparison with the several of the highest towers

Eiffel

To

fit.

feet.

and

reflectors.

of an electric lighting

large machinery hall, which
extends right across the

Some idea
mous height

would give a total of
power
It was proposed to employ

this

would prove a failure. The
tower is now to lig
expi isitioi
and it
remains to
how
much money will be left to
be devoted to the pur

i

Champ de Mars.
height of the tower,
completed, will be

17

it

ing:
" The city has

'-.'.-:

ompel

the

i

power

ompany

to
to

furnish adequate service
under the provisions of its

ordinance. The proper
way to proceed would be
for tin

to or-

ncil

an investigation and
appoint a committee
the purpose."
dei

THE EIFFEL TOWER.
it

to the

city of Paris.

The first form of the tower was designed by
Bourdais and Sibillot, who proposed to build the

was estimated that the lighting apparatus would consist of 100 electric lamps, put
up in a link' of 12 meters diameter; each lamp
to be of 20,000 carcels, or 190,000 candle power:
Of

Paris.

It

"Do you think these everlasting stoppages, breakages and other accidents
could be construed into 'adequate sen
was asked.
"That would be a matter for the coin'
the system
It seems to me thai cither
decide.
;

—
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In either
or the machinery must be defective.
case thev should be compelled to put the matter
right.
There is something radically defective."

Corporation-Counsel Green is right. " There
something radically defective" the cable
The more experience the residents of
system.
North Chicago have with it the more they realize the force of the statement of Judge Green.

—

is

The

Helvetia

Dynamo.

Messrs. Aliot.h & Co., of Basle, are now introducing a new type of dynamo, particulars of
which, bv the courtesy of the firm, we are able
to lav before our readers, says Industries of

January

In the glow lamp machine the connections of
the armature conductors are such that the current divides into four branches, and each conductor has only to carry one-fourth of the total
current, while in the arc lamp machine the conductors are coupled in series, so that the curThis will
rent only divides into two branches.
be more clearly understood from the diagram of
connections, figs ; ami 4, and from the annexed table, which shows the manner in which
the current divides between the various circuits.
The diagrams are constructed for an armature
having only forty conductors on the outer circumference, as it would have confused the

12,

1889

best appointed and most thoroughly equipped
roads in this country.
Power is supplied by two
40-horse power engines.
The plant is an overhead system, and each car is supplied with a
10-horse power motor.
The cars are handsome
coaches, lighted by electricity, and elaborately
furnished.
The people of Des Moines went
wild over the outfit, and the whole town witnessed the trial trip.
The occasion was one
that will long be remembered by residents of

and by the Thomson-Houston
that constructed the plant.

that city

pany

com-

The enthusiasm of the people of Des Moines
may be surmised from the following statement
Iowa

of the

its account of the
While speeding across the bridge
the passengers of the luxurious and sumptuously
furnished electric car caught sight of a horse
car plodding across Walnut street bridge, and
there was an outburst of loud cheers for tri-

umphant

State Register, in

"

trial trip:

electricity."

Consolidation of Edison Companies.
In the Western Electrician of December

KIG.

I.

in

1

in IV 11 [A

London. The dynamo is interesting, as a type
which in England is very little known, viz., that of
a multipolar machine with drum wound armature.
A few machines of this character have been
built by English makers, but the peculiar winding which we find in the Helvetia dynamo is, we
believe, new to this country.
As will be seen
from the sectional views. Figs. 1 and 2, the
frame of the machine consists of a heavy cast
iron yoke ring, the lower half of which forms
one casting with the bed plate and the two
standards which support the shaft. The armature core consists of wrought iron disks, insulated with paper and mounted on a gun metal
frame, which is so arranged as to allow air to

DYNAMO.

FIG.

2.

had a greater number been shown.
The
figures written at the circumference correspond
figure

with the number of separate coils laid on; thus
the first coil is indicated by the numbers i and
(i); the second coil by the numbers 2 and (2);
and so on. The front connections are shown in
full lines, and the back connections in dotted
lines; and the active part of the conductor
viz., that which lies parallel to the axis on the
outer circumference of the drum is shown by
the radial lines joining the inner and outer dotted circles.
The direction of the currents is
indicated by arrows, and the following small
tables will serve to show the way in which the
current flows through the armature when the

—

Ventilation is also propass freely through.
vided by spaces which are left between adjacent
armature conductors, so that air may pass not
only longitudinally through the core, but also
radially outward, so as to cool the core plates
and the winding. The inside of the yoke ring
is turned, and into it are fitted four radial magnet cores of somewhat tapering shape, the inner
section being i(>\i inches long by 7 inches wide.
The armature core is 1 9 s inches long and 14
inches in diameter, and about 2-{- inches deep.
The current is taken off by two sets of brushes
only, which are supported by the ring R.
This
ring is provided with circular slots sliding over
studs, so as to allow a certain angular adjustment, which is effected by a hand wheel and
worm gearing into a worm segment on the ring.
The winding of the armature consists of coils
which embrace about a quarter of the circumference, and are formed separately on a wooden
mould, and afterward laid over the core. The
conductor is attached to the commutator strips

8th was published an item to the effect that an
important move was in progress by the Edison
Electric Light company.
The item stated that
a large amount of new capital had been secured
tor the Edison company, which was to be used
in extending their manufacturing business and
installing new central stations.
This piece of advance news was published
exclusively by the Western Electrician, and
has since been extensively copied by the press.
The project has now materialized, as will be
seen from the following from a New York paper:

One

of the biggest companies

ever organized under the
Jersey was incorporated in the Essex county
on Thursday. It is to be known as the Edison General Electric company.
The capital stock is $'2,ooo.ooo, of which $1,000,000 has been paid in.
The stock
is divided into 120,000 shares at $100 each.
The works
are to be in West Orange, with branch offices in all the

laws of

New

clerk's office

The
Edward

incorporators, who each hold 200.
II. Johnson of Greenwich, Conn.;
Schenectady; Francis R. Upton, Orange;
Charles jiatchelor, New York, and Alfred O. Tate, West
Orange. The advisability of uniting the Edison manufacturing companies has long been considered, and this
seems to be the consummation of the scheme. The ofti-

leading

cities.

shares, are

Samuel

Insull,

S

s

ft,

JS

by means

We

of screws.

give

in

particulars of

THE HELVETIA
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the following

table

leading

the

two machines of the same size, one
- glow lamps
and the other for

brushes are
diagrams.
In the

the

in

indicated

positions
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Des Moines

Electric Railway at

This verifies the statement which we published
weeks ago. The installing of central stations and the handling of the large contracts
which are common in the electric lighting business require an enormous capital, and the Edison
General Electric company is now abundantly
live

To

I'rom
ncga-

of the Edison company of this city have been extremely reticent about the matter.
The several plants can
be operated at less expense under a single management,
and the work nunc aggressively carried forward.
cers

The consolidation of
supplied 111 tins respect.
the different companies will enable the Edison
people to com entrate more advantageously their
efforts, anil an aggressive policy may lie
Hiked
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The Edison

Electric Light company, the
Edison Machine works, the Edison United Manufacturing company and the Edison Lamp comi":
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one of the

panj are the prim ipal companies which, taken
together, make up the consolidation.
As we
understand it, si, 000,000 in cash have been put
into the treasury of the Edison General Electric
company, besides the turning over of all the
business and properties of the different com
panies included in the combination.
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Magnetism by Electric Discharges.

relation of these

usually extended to about one-third the thick
ness of the magnetized shell after ten discharges of the Leyden jar through a circuit,
the self-induction of which was chiefly due to
the magnetizing helix of twenty turns of wire
The inner portion
insulated with gutta percha.

at the late

or core of the

IIS

PROF.

The experiments

H.

CARNAL:

I

.

Prof. Oliver

of

jar discharges,

Leyden

S.

Lodge

and the discussion

on

of the

experiments to lightning rods,
meeting of the British Association,

have drawn attention anew to the lightning rod
The remarkable experiments of Prof.
question.
Lodge are explained by self-induction, arising
largely from the oscillatory character of the disExperiment leaves no doubt that a
charge.
Leyden jar discharge is often and generally
are also
If lightning discharges
oscillatory.
oscillatory, then the conclusions derived from a
study of Leyden jar discharges may fairly be
applied to them.
Objection has been made to the inferences
drawn from laboratory experiments, on the

ground that

it

is

not

known

that

lightning

is

fact, that the magnetization of
needles by lightning goes to show that it is not
swinging back and forth like a mass
oscillatory
of water in a long trough. Precisely such currents
alternating and slowly decreasing in intensity

oscillatory; in

—

—

— have been found

to effect

complete

demag-

netization.

known, however, that magnetic effects
follow from the flow of an oscillatory discharge
round a steel needle. I have examined many
such with respect to the penetration of the magIn many
netism and its lateral distribution.
cases at least, and always under certain circumIt is

magnet was always found
magnetism. Occasionally a slight
reversal was found at the inner boundary of the
magnetized portion of the rod.
In all cases the magnetic moment incn
with successive discharges up to about ten.
free

The ma

led.

too

hi

Thi

tors of the

n

-

h

I

from

be

will

1

be

will

i-

visitors,

and the

to successive discharges through the magnetizThe two figures refer to the same
ing spiral.

nvention and exhibition:
Sunny has addressed a circular letter to
trii
companies throughout the country,
ing them of the arrangements already n
and In- has received many replies, showing

magnet.

greal interest

An oscillatory discharge is then capable ol
magnetizing steel, and lightning may still be
oscillatory, and produce magnetic effects. There
at least two sugare perhaps two explanations
magnetic
gestions
which may explain the
effects produced by electric oscillations.
In the first place the mathematical theory,
based on self-induction, shows that the maxi-

tion.

Beyond that the
Fig. 1 shows the

increase, if any, is very small.
relation of magnetic moment

—

—

mum

values of the intensity of the discharge
decrease in geometrical progression, while the
alternating currents employed to effect demagnetization decrease in something like arithmetinot difficult

It is

while the latter

annul magnetism, the former

may

The

is

that
the approaching conven-

felt in

have

directors of the Exposition

some tune been considering the

fir

of holding a general el<
near future, and have consulted

advisability
in the
the executive

committee of the national asso. iation on the
It is proposed to hold the exhibition
subject.
for a period of six weeks, and make it the
ever held in this
largest electrical display

The matter will undoubtedly be
country.
cussed at the approaching convention.

dis-

Journalistic.

see that

to

cal progression.

1

1.

in New York.
presents a bright and handsome appearance, and as it does not pretend to
cover the earth, but prefers to perform a few
It
things well, it has a good show for success.
Ralph W.
arranged, and ably edited.
is well
Pope, so well known from his connection with

Power has appeared

Electric

The new monthly

not.

Again Kirchhoff has shown that under certain

14

American
head

the

Institute of

Electrical Engineers,

of the new enterprise,
our best wishes for its success.
is

at the

which has

We

congratulate Messrs. Stump and Martin
the New York Electrical World on the
fact that they have become stockholders and
officers of the new company which will hereafter

of

They deserve

conduct that journal.

for the years of faithful

which they have given

and

to"

this

intelligent

reward
sendee

the paper.

Journalistic?

The Standard
Ky., have

Electric

company

of Louisville,

begun the publication of a monthly

catalogue as an aid

to

their

business.

It

is

The Electric Current, and, we are sorry to
masquerades as an electrical newspaper, its

called
say,

ZIZZZZZS
FIG

I.

DISCHARGES.

MAGNETISM BY

FIG.
EI

ECTRIC DISCHARGES.

stances, a thin external shell is magnetized in an
inverse sense to the deeper lying layers of the

conditions the time of one of the electric oscilIt is
lations is much greater than the others.

magnet. This outer portion may have its magnetism reversed without affecting the inner
portions, and the resulting magnetic strength is

not unreasonable to suppose

equal to the difference due to the magnetism of
opposite signs on the same end of the magnet.
This peculiar distribution of magnetism I have
ascertained by removing with acid successive
portions from the outside of small rods magnetized by electric discharges, and determining at
each step the weight and strength of pole or

magnetic

moment

of the magnet.

The process of immersion in acid, cleaning
and drying, weighing and determining magnetic
moment, was continued till scarcely a trace of
magnetism remained. The results can be exhibited most graphically by platting magnetic
moments as ordinates, and decreasing weights as

that

the

electro-

magnetic effect of this oscillation of long period
may be far greater than the others. It is known
that time is required to magnetize iron and
of
steel, and Fig. r shows that the repetition
electro-magnetic impulses

increases

the

total

permanent magnetism.
We conclude then that oscillatory discharges
not
do magnetize steel, generally, though
always, in opposite directions at different depths;
and that the known differences between such
discharges and alternating currents are sufficient to account for the difference in effect.

The

the curve is 50
are quantities
proportional to the deflections of the magnetomagnetic
the
that
meter.
It will be seen
moment at first increases to a maximum as the

external shell is removed, and then decreases
This demonstrates the
nearly with the weight.
reversal of magnetism superficially, while the
deeper lying portions remain untouched; and
this reversal itself is evidence of an oscillation
in the discharge.
The reversed magnetism is

be occupied by electrical companies for displaying their goods; and if more space is needed it
is
It
the committee.
will be furnished by
necessary, however, that manufacturers desiring
space notify B. E. Sunny, chairman of the
executive committee, immediately, in order that

magnet

exhibits the results with a
long, 1.8 millimeters in
weighing 1.21 grams. The unit

Fig.

diameter, and

of weight taken

mgs.

2

6 centimeters
in

platting

The magnetic moments

its

phatic disapproval

There

is

another pamphlet which

has begun

It
is
existence under similar conditions.
called the Electro-Mechanic, and sees the light
Kansas City at irregular intervals. It was
in
started by the Kansas City agent of an eastern
We underelectrical manufacturing concern.
stand that this sheet now claims to have severed
its connection with the manufacturing company.
In that case we wish the undertaking all the
ess to which its merits entitle it!
sui
We have been accused of not " recognizing "
We trust we have now cleared
these sheets.
But we must still deourselves of this charge.
cline to recognize the advertising pamphh

its

i

National Electric Light Convention.
executive committee of the National
Light association has completed arrangements for the convention which will be
The art rooms
held in Chicago next month.
and restaurant of the Exposition building have
been secured for the occasion. One of the art
rooms will be utilized as a convention hall, and
the others will be devoted to an exhibition of
is
It
electrical manufactures and machinery.
thought that 5,000 square feet of flooring will

abscissa?.

But as

company.

DECREASING WEIGHTS.

2.

being the Electric Current
real publishers are anelectrical supply house, it must excuse the electrical
public for having already consigned it to the
catalogue class. This sort of business cannot
be palmed off as journalism upon electrical
Complete independence and freedom
people.
from all entangling alliances are the only conditions on which the electrical fraternity will extend its support to its newspapers. It is too
discriminating and intelligent a constituency to
be deceived by so transparent a ruse, and will
not hesitate to stamp this venture with its em-

ostensible publishers

Electric

1

supply houses as newspapers, or the motions _
through with in getting them out as journalism.

An

agent of the Postal Telegraph X Cable company has

businessmen of Oshkosh, Wis., to subscribi
encourage the company in extending
The company agrees to redeem the
through that city.
scrip in services as soon as the line is extended
meets
the approbation oi the press and
rhe scheme
of that place, as it is looked upon as a good investment,
while the company will reap great advantages
this advancement, which v
g capital, but a guarantee of future business, and the merchants
ol Oshkosh think they will also be benefited by si
reduced rates, which competition will certainly bring.
asked

scrip to

I

1
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Mr. Sunny, president of the Arc Light & Power
company, that the underground system was
working satisfactorily in Chicago, and it is curious that the news has not reached Milwaukee.
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The executive committee of the National
Electric Light association has leased a portion
of the Exposition building in Chicago for the
February convention. The sessions will be held
in one of the halls, and another will be devoted
to an electrical exhibition. There is every reason
to believe that the exhibits will form a most interesting feature of the comention.
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In a recent issue of the Western ElectriIan an illustrated article appeared descriptive of
the electric lights at Suakim and the extension
of the African cables.
Since the publication of
the article the electricians of two of the British
men-of-war have extended considerably the elec1
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Patents

electric

received by Chairman Sunny from all
parts of the country indicate the greatest interest
in this feature of the meeting.
Those who desire to send exhibits should communicate at once
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•

official

to

new

city."

iight

returns

seventy-four

works were established

Tennessee during the

in

last year.

An
plants on Quarantine Island.
of the excellent character of the
African cable service is found in the fact that
the first telegram announcing the recent victory
of the British troops at Suakim was received in
London twenty minutes after the conclusion of
The second dispatch giving details
the battle.
reached its destination thirty minutes after the
operator commenced to send the message.

tric

light

illustration

Is the New York letter this week a synopsis
given of the annual report of the Board of
Although the conduit systrical Control.
nsiderably extended, it appears
tem!,
that there are more miles of overhead circuits
in the metropolis than there were a year ago.

is
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Prof. H. S. Carhart's interesting article
on "Magnetism by electric discharges" appears
in this issue. Ik- lakes as Ins text Prof. Lodge's
ll
I.eyden jar experiments,
has been demonstrated, he says, that discharges from the I.eyden
jar are oscillatory, and if the same statement applies to lightning, the conclusions derived from
the study of tin- former phenomena may fairly
be applied to the latter.
Several interesting exIn concluding the
periments are desi ribed.
article, Prof. Carhart says: "We conclude then
that oscillatory disi harge
'I" magnetize steel
generally, though nut always in opposite directions at different depths, and that the known
diffen ici
uch discharges and alternating currents are sufficient to account for the
'

difference
ll,

failure.

In an interview, whii h appears
barren, city electrician of

I'rof.

:;h

by

phasizi
light plant,

yearly.

The

streets

The telephone controversy which has proved
such a vexatious problem in Chicago has at last
been adjusted by the city council. After months
of discussion the aldermen have adopted an
ordinance which, in the main, is satisfactory to
the telephone company and to a large majority
By the terms of the ordinance
of the council.
the company will pay to the city 3 per cent, of
its gross earnings in addition to furnishing free
or at a nominal price a large number of instruments for the use of the city departments. It
gained the ordinance without making any concessions so far as subscribers' rentals are concerned, and this was the vital question with the
company. In giving the franchise the city gives
up no right which it may acquire for the regula-

The duration of the ordition of the rentals.
nance is twenty years, but if within that time the
and exercises the right to reduce
3 per cent, payment is to
cease.
The adjustment of the controversy seems
to give general satisfaction, even to those who
think the city should make a persistent effort to
obtain from the assembly the requisite authority
Such persons
to enable it to reduce charges.
consider the measure excellent as a temporary
expedient.
The city will receive about $30,000
annually from the 3 per cent. tax. The sum, it
is understood, is to be devoted to the extension
of the electric light system of Chicago, and on
that account the measure will probably meet
with general favor.

The electrical process of refining sugar turns
out to be a swindle of gigantic proportions.
The officers of the company admit that they
were deceived by the alleged inventor and his
accomplices, and that they and their friends
have sunk all the money they put into the
Professor Friend, about four years
scheme.
ago, claimed he had discovered a process of
refining crude sugar by the aid of electricity.
He asserted that his process was simple and exA company was formed to put
tremely cheap.
The professor rethe invention on the market.
fused to disclose the secret, but agreed to write
out the details of the process, and deposit the
description in a vault to be opened in case of
Exhibitions of the process were
his death.
given to demonstrate its efficiency, and the experts who were present publicly declared their
amazement over the results. They were simply
Refined sugar had been brought to
deceived.
the exhibition room and substituted for crude
sugar.
Last winter Professor Friend died, and
the knowledge of the secret remained with his
She kept up the deception until last week,
wife.
asserted, until the officers of the company
About $1,000,000, it is
the fraud.
said, was sunk in (he scheme before the bubble
it

is

discovered

Most of the money came from England,
where there was considerable speculation in the

burst.

stock.
It is said that in 1.H82 Friend turned up in Chi-,
eago and claimed to be the discoverer of a method of crystallizing grape sugar, so that it could
not be detected from thai made from the cane.
Friend was able to find some Chicagoans who
took a little stock in
company he started. But
became suspicious,
it was not long before they
for he promised much and did nothing, and at
last they became convinced that he was a fraud.
not lose
le disappeared, and as his victims did
it

and

'I

•

be almost $9,000

telephone charges the

Electric Discharges, by Prof. H. S. Carhart, Illus-

National Electric Light Convention

New York

will

are lighted, too, as they never have been lighted
before, and the service is far more satisfactory.
It is not surprising that the electrical
department of the city is overwhelmed by petitions for
the extension of the service.
When Chicago is
lighted by electricity in accordance with the
comprehensive plan of the city electrician, the
annual saving will be, he estimates, a quarter of
a million dollars.

city obtains

18

Journalistic

ments of

in

system

17

18

Companies

the action of the New York
granting the franchise for the electric railway in the metropolis, the New York
S11/1 says: "We must first thank the aldermen
They seemed
for giving us the electric motor.
averse to giving it at first, but it came with
Christmas.
We must next thank the motor itself for being the means of introducing a new
and improved rail. That is one of the most
glaring absentees and most imperative require-

Commenting on

aldermen

turc

of

which ought

the
t"

new

in

this

issue,

Chicago, emcity

electric

appeal to every

city

1889

council in the country.
He lays stress on the
economy of the system. The 1,000 gas lamps
which the system has displaced cost the city
$26,000 per annum. To maintain the electric
lights in the district formerly lighted by gas will
not cost over §15,000 annually. On the assumption that the city pays 4 per cent, on the money
invested in the plant, the saving to the municipality by the operation of the electric light

'7

18

17,

Dynamo, Illustrated
Railway at Des Moines

Helvetia

Electric

been indefinitely postponed.

a claim

is

WHICH CAN BE MADE BT NO OTHER ELECTRICAL JOURNAL IN THE
United States. Electrical merchants and manufacturers dtsiring western trade will appreciate the uneo.ualed value of this

St.

A cur of the new building to be erected by
the Bell Telephone company in St. Louis apThe immediate erection of
pears in this issue.
the structure is a consequence of the recent
important decision of the Missouri Supreme
court, which denied the right of the St. Louis
telephone
Municipal Assembly to regulate
Had the decision been adverse to
charges.
the company the building project would have

12,

1

li,

they took

little

pane, to follow him.
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Telephone Controversy

in

Chicago.

The telephone controversy has come

an
end in Chicago, and the subject will not continue
to be a source of bitter dispute in the city counThe Chicago Telephone company has secil.
cured a franchise giving it the right to operate
in the city, without being subject to continual
to

threats of litigation and interference with its
Looking at the matter in this light
business.
the result of the controversy is a substantial

The company pays
victory for the corporation.
as consideration for the franchise a sum greater
than

it

at first proposed.

The matter has been

pending a long time, and

it

know

have been

that the difficulties

is

a satisfaction to
finally ad-

justed.
brief

A

resume of the progress of the controversy during the last few months may not be
In June last the aldermen
without interest.
decided to follow the example of the St. Louis
aldermen if it were found that the right to regulate telephone rates could be exercised by the
The legal department of the city was
council.
In July an
asked to investigate the question.
ordinance was presented, reducing the rentals to
T ne measure was referred, and
$75 P er vear
During the next
died in the committee room.
few weeks the council consumed considerable
time in discussing the question, and the debates
grew at times decidedly acrimonious. On October 8th two ordinances were presented, the
first providing that telephone rates should be so
reduced that $95 should be the rental for the
first year and $85 for each succeeding year, or
$75 on three years' contracts; the second ordinance, which was favored by the company, con-

tained the provision that 2A per cent, of the
gross income of the company should be paid
into the city treasury as consideration for a
These measures were referred to the
franchise.
finance committee, which held meetings to conAbout the time that the
sider them for weeks.
committee had decided to favor the ordinance
which reduced the rates, Corporation-counsel
Green gave it as his opinion that the aldermen
had no right to regulate rates. The committee
then asked the company if it would accept the
ordinance even if the council did not possess
negative answer was
the power to enforce it.
returned, and the company offered as its best
proposition to give 2A per cent, of its gross income as consideration for a franchise. The
druggists' association and the Telephone Subscribers' league protested against the acceptance
Then came the St. Louis
of this proposition.
decision, which deprived those who favored action looking toward the reduction of rates, of

A

their last hope.

When the matter was called up in the council
Tanuary 4th, the friends and opponents were
It was evident that
present in large numbers.
the settlement of 'the controversy was the allimportant topic of the evening. The majority report of the finance committee was presented and
adopted. This report recommended the adoption
It leaves the quesof the company's ordinance.
tion of charges open, except that they shall not
exceed those now maintained. It proposes to give
the city 3 per cent, of its gross receipts, furnish
free the telephones used by the city departments,
and furnish for $5 each the instruments in use
This
by the patrol and fire-alarm systems.
26 aldermen,
report received the support of
The result of the
while 19 opposed its passage.
controversy pleased a vast majority of those
and conservative business men generally
By the terms
favored an immediate settlement.
of the ordinance the company will pay into the
city treasury annually about $30,000, and the
city will have practically a free telephone serpresent,

vice.

This ordinance was not adopted without inciAfter several speeches in favor of the
measure had been made, Alderman Rix characterized the company's offer to pay 3 per cent,
of its gross earnings as a mere bribe to the city.
Alderman Hamlinesaid the telephone monopoly
would have to accept such an ordinance as the
It was a matter
council would consent to give.
The city was in a position to
for compromise.
drive a hard bargain. The telephone company's
offer last year of $5 per telephone was better
than the offer of 2 J4 per cent, made this year.
He thought the city would sell itself cheaply
dent.

The company could stand
for SO small a price.
That
a reduction "I $85 for each telephone.
would give a percentageof gain to themonopoly
In reply to the argument that
of 30 per cent.
ed telephones and could not
500 persons re
Bee
get them, why did they not get them?
to
it was alleged that the company had no right
extend its plant. Then the company could not
have the right to operate the existing plant
without further permission

of

This,

the city.

was the position. The monopoly was ma
and the council proposed to help it out if
the majority report were adopted.

then,
hole,

Alderman Cullerton supported the majonu
The druggists' committee and Telephone Subscribers' league, which had been so
petition.

violent in their demand that the council should
secure a reduction of rates, were humbugs. The
leader of the druggists' association had admitted
that he made a greater amount of money out of
his telephone than the rental cost him.
The more important provisions of the ordi-

nance are as follows:
Where the wires are laid underground the company shall,
for the purpose of reaching and connecting their subscribers and branch offices, have the privilege of bringing
the said wires, conductors, and cables to the surface within
every four blocks and attaching the same to houses and
carrying them over roofs, provided the consent is first obtained from the owner to whose property they propose to
attach said wires, conductors and cables, and said wires
shall be kept at least twelve feet above the surface of the
roofs, except in such buildings *s the wires are to enter,
and said company may in so doing cross streets, alleys, and
city property with wires grouped in cables
It
:'

through its president or secretary, file with the city
day of January and July of each year,
a statement of its gross receipts from the telephone business done within the city of Chicago for the six months
next preceding such statement, and the said company shall
pay into the city treasury 3 per cent, on such gross receipts,
and the company, during the term for which the ordinance
is granted, shall not increase to its present or future subscribers the rates for telephone service now established.
Also, that with the acceptance of the ordinance there shall
be filed by the said company a schedule showing the rates
charged for telephone service at the date of the passage of
this ordinance within the limits of the city of Chicago,
shall,

controller, the first

-x-

-X-

Nothing

*

*

-x-

-x-

ordinance contained shall be construed
or taken as preventing the city of Chicago, whenever it
shall be authorized so to do, from passing an ordinance
regulating the rates to be charged by telephone companies
in this

for the rental of telephones, or

for

the

licensing

of

tele-

phone companies, it being the intention of this ordinance
that the city of Chicago shall in noway surrender any rights
it

may

have, or

may

hereafter acquire, to license

telephone

companies or to regulate the prices to be charged for telephones.
But if the city shall acquire the right to regulate
rates and exercise the same, the payment of the 3 per cent.
shall cease

There are provisions requiring the telephone companies
not to enter into combination with similar corporations
under penalty of forfeiting its charter; also reserving the
right of the city to grant franchises to competing companies
The duration of the ordinance is twenty years.

Train Lighting by Electricity.

The

practicability of train

lighting

by

elec-

has been fully established, and there is
no reason now why enterprising railroad managers should continue the use of oil or gas in
The utility of electricity
this progressive age.
for this purpose has been so clearly demonstrated that it can no longer be classed as an
experiment.
The principal railroad companies
in the country have been testing the numerous
methods, and the several systems have been
developed to a high state of perfection.
Wherever electricity has been given a fair trial it has

tricity

shown

its

superiority in train lighting

as in

all

other kinds of illumination, and those who have
had experience with the old and the new systems
invariably refuse to return to the old method.
Prominent among those interested in the devel-

opment

as a means of lighting
the Pullman Palace Car company. Two
years ago this company became convinced that
train lighting by electricity could be successfully accomplished, and began a series of experiments and trials for the purpose of ascertainIn the course of their experiing the best plan.
ments the electricians employed made numerous
discoveries, which have been applied in their
At present they have a system
present system.
that is so far superior to the old
method of
illumination that persons accustomed to travel
in Pullman cars would revolt should an attempt
be made to return to the old method of oil

trains

of electricity

is

lighting.

In order to ascertain the progress made by
the Pullman company a representative of the

\\

1

i

1

and also took a trip on
road, where Pullman coaches lij
tly,

tin-

operated
system was apparent.
\
turned out bj the Pullman
for electric lighting and everything

tricity are

1

of the

for the illumination.

The

in

-

simple, hut comprehensive.
After many
the Eickemeyer dynamo, of which J. H. Bunnell &
!o
of New York, arc the sellii
was secured and proved especially ad
the work.
It is compact, and
to
I'ith a
three-cylinder brotherhood engi
small spare in a corner of the
The dynamos are all classed as n
I

(

.

and So amperes, and capable of
These figures, it is claimed,

volts

9

lutions.

puss

capacity, however.
The)
wholly inclosed, iron clad, and therefore, there
a- rutting
is little danger of accidents, such
wire by the dropping of a sharp tool on them.
Moreover, it is claimed there is little magnetic
leakage and no danger of affecting the trainmen's watches. Alex. Thompson, electrician of
the Santa Fe, says these dynamos perform their
work admirably. The center of gravity of the
machine being low, there is no danger of its
shifting in its bed by reason of the vibration of
The system of winding in these
the train.
machines prevents internal currents, and thus
their

full

sparking is almost unknown.
But it is in its
capacity that this dynamo, he says, especially

commends

itself to

him.

Storage batteries are used in connection with
these machines.
On the Santa Fe road 32 23-C
cells are placed under each car.
These are
charged from the dynamos during the day. The
greater number of lamps receive their current
from the dynamo directly, and the balance take
their supply from the accumulator.
On a sevencar train on the Santa Fe road 192 cells are
used.
These are supplied by the Electrical
Accumulator company of New York.
The
dynamo and the cells supply current for 126
lights.
These are divided as follows: Chair
car, fifteen; dining car, twenty-four; sleeper,
twenty-six; first-class coach, sixteen; secondclass coach, twelve; and the balance in the baggage car. A special system of wiring is used in
these trains which renders the employment of
numerous switches unnecessary an arrangement, it is said, which saves $100 in fitting up
each car. Mr. Thompson has invented an
arrangement for coupling the wires of theseveral
cars, which is both simple and effective.
The success of the new system of train lighting by electricity is apparent to all who visit the
Dearborn street station, Chicago, when these
trains arrive.
The contrast between the brilliantly lighted palace cars and the dim flickering of oil lamps is indeed striking, and cannot
fail to demonstrate the superiority of the electric
method over all other systems of lighting.

—

Cleveland Electric Road.
Last week the

Kast Cleveland Street railway, installed
by the Sprague Electric Railway & Motor company of NewYork, was put into successful operation.
The road is operated on the overhead system, with number 6 silicon
bronze wire as a working conductor.
The equipment of
this road consists of sixteen cars, equipped with electrical
apparatus of the latest type.
The power station is situated
on Cedar avenue, and is one of the most perfect electric
plants of its kind in the country, and probably ranks next,
if it does not equal, the Sprague electric power station .it
The size of the station is 113 by 125 feet
Boston.
The
generating apparatus at present includes four Edison dynamos wound for 500 volts, and" jo.ihm watts' capacity
The power house is arranged for an easy increase in this
capacity when there is any addition to the number of cars
or extension of line, and the motive power can be increased
1,500 horse power without changing the line of maThe overhead system on this road is particularly
chinery.
light, and is remarkable for its neatness.
At night it is
impossible to see any part of the overhead structure.
It
hardly seems possible that it can be a medium of tr.o
sion of nearly 250 horse power of electric energy*, distributed over so many miles of track, on which at any time the
entire equipment of electric cars can be in operation
Tin's
working conductor is connected at intervals of 51
with the main conductor by short branch wires.
The main
conductor is itself supplied at several wide distributed
points by feeders which come from the main supply at the
central station, and which maintain the potential

is

points of the f, ad.
The return circuit
the fails, and thence by both metallic and
power station,
Each section
electrically connected with the next in- copper plates, and

at

each 500 or Guo feet along the

line
is

constant at

all

made through

ground

circuit to the

line

connecte
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with large earth plates, insuring practically no difference of potential between the rails at any portion of the
The starting of the road December 29 was in every
line.
One of the motor cars, drawing a
respect successful.
second ordinary car, was started from the city terminus of
the line, and ran out Euclid avenue to East Cleveland.

CORRESPONDENCE.

-.vires

car was Dr Everett, president of the road,
accompanied by a large number of the directors of the
company, members of the board of aldermen and other city
W. Foote. the Cleveland agent of the
officials," and C.
The cars
Electric Railway & Motor company.
e
were" operated entirely by the railway company's drivers,
and none of the electrical experts present touched the
No attempt was made on the trip to show speed,
switches.
but the distance was made in less than twelve minutes. On
The
the return trip the run was made in ten minutes.
trial was perfectly satisfactory to the directors, who were
well pleased with the easy motion of the car in starting,
The property owners
rounding curves, and in speeding
and citizens living along the length of the line showed the
greatt st enthusiasm at the successful trip made by the electric cars, and greeted their appearance with cheers all along
On the return trip the car was raced by a number
the line.
of gentlemen in carriages, but succeeded in distancing them

Upon

the

first

Electric
Work on the

Road

at Rochester, N.

Y.

A

We

w-ill

manently

New York
New

Day

of

Moonlight

Schedule.
System.
J

United States
tion against

wires of the latter.

The

junction was

by Judge Lawrence of the Supreme
Affidavits had been presented by both

II.
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„
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8 40
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5.40
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sides to support their

5

4.30
5.40
6 10
6.10

40

5.40
5

40

5.40
5 50

were successfully used

he believed that the

legislature

was wise

am

"I

says:

equity of the plaintiff's case

which

desirable

is

The Board

of Electrical Control has

made

second an-

its

been made by the old Subway commission, which was prac-

The

total

240,155

feet,

same body.

tically the

vated in

the

city

is

length of trench exca-

and the

is

is

given

is

Omaha

son companies, and the city

fire

the

Brush and the Edi

alarm telegraph have

:.

"

'l

there are millions of dollars' worth of

They say

replacing.

in use,

States.

and the only

The Third Avenue company

almost anything, provided permission
the cable instead of horses, but

grooved

rail

his

President

be

will

The

subjected.

says the

present

jolting to

rail

being on
is,

in

Mr.

qualities.

excellent

its

Lyon is not in favor of using electricity.
Simon Sterne, W. D, Stewart, James Talcott. Frank O.
Herring and Jeremiah lit/.patrick, the committee on telephones of the board of trade and transportation, will soon
prepare a

bill

.,

to

the

be

presented

board

of the

fighl

the legislature.

to

of about $8 a

month

maximum

prescribe a

bill will

New York

in

lighthouse board

>f

ih''

in its

Brooklyn bridge

regarding the lighting of

is

a violation of

a

its

regulations

lc

'

equal

and urges

tin:

importance

ally for failure to
.

inimum

I

(c

I:.

'

••!

horse

ho

August

the acl of
felt

into
.

for half 9X\

-

.

.

dug by

omi general

this heating

power

of

from

the

proceeding with connection work

The

was heard

district attorney

proceeding

in

men

has put a force of

intersection

made connection between

The

work

at

Douglas, where

of

The

road,

when

this

The

anxious,

on Douglas, Eleventh, Farman and Ninth
offered to pull

stated that

it

loop with

horses.

motor

the

The motor

the feasibility, and

is

it

loop

its

streets.

It

is

around the

trains

people, however, doubted

the horse

let

used

horse railway com-

company has been

latter

will

Four-

may be

street

Omaha motor and

by both the

jointly

end

work

be finished, will have a double track on Douglas to
teenth street, which up to Eleventh

at

they

the end of that line and the

of the horse railway track.

railway superintendent

attach four horses to one of the trains which stood at Ninth

and Douglas
train,

streets.

The

horses could scarcely

move

the

which was then declared to weigh more than sixteen

tons.

The
last

first

car heater

week.

was put into the bridge motor car

comprises a stove fed with crude

It

from a tank on the

roof,

running under the

seats.

be heated by

The

first

last

petroleum

and heating the car through pipes
All cars on the bridge line will

system.

this

annual

ball of

Omaha

the

division of railway telegraphers

A. D. Thurston

or

was given

Masonic

at

hall

week.

Electric lights are burning brilliantly

ness part of Iloldrege, Neb.

Only

over the busi-

all

arc lights are burning,

but soon over 300 incandescent lights will be started.

G.

Omaha, Jan

5.

— Judge

offii

C

\

1

system

"cm
hi re

Will

Dundey has modified the inThomson-Houston company, regard,
poles
[e says il may proceed with ils

junction against the

works on any
stretch wires

a

I

slrcet not
all

occupied by the motor railway, and

over the town.

speech at the

duced a resolution

to

Councilman

meeting of the

last

the merits of the motor line as a
the

effect

ol

cit)

"l

to

by

Omaha and

do

its

Il

was backed up by a

a vat ion

I

that

all

to

the

railway

be

authorities

the

petition signed by J.

Wcsl and twenty-eight other citizens.
Mr. Uurnhai
oved an amendment that
-

intro-

Motor

things neces-

electricity;

erection of the necessary poles to operate

withdrawn.

all

made

extolling

Omaha

the

that

company be allowed

the

tlascall

council

home company, and

sary to operate the motor railroad

opposition

At the

rarious pipe lines,
ol

the

the disturbance of the

mtil
i

the Eleventh street

sireei Railroad

1882.

pits

tortured by the hoi

that

periphi
;

7th,

one of the

ould be removed.

aid

of su

prescribing a pen-

legislation

comply with the regulations established

ithority

week

1

"I

supply

the motor officers, Dr. Mercer

all

street.

ing the erection of

used.

over navigable streams,

.

present

their

Omaha Motor company

charge

annual report refers to the

\>\\<\y,<-

for

now

Il

without regard to

city,

the part of the city in which the telephone

The

will

Ii

high telephone

against

which has been going on for four years.

appears likely that the

1

Lyon

on account of the

road,

opinion, confirmatory of

carry on

cd.

willing to do

principle as that used by the steam railroads

same

the

is

given them to use

is

to be the general impression that

with the same work referred to by President Smith.

proposed by the mayor will not be satisfactory

to the patrons of the

bold face type;

Dynamos.

plan would be to grad-

fair

been

thought

claimed, to have the bridge motor cars run around

various horse railway companies

do not take kindly to the proposition that they shall do
away with the present T rail, as suggested by Mayor

now

he

say in the afternoon that Mr. Mercer and his colleagues

panies.

it.

Hewitt.

court said

were to be arrested for contempt of court

6. IO

.

otJ

to

was made by a letter from Mayor Hewitt, explaining that he had sig led the bill providing for the use of
the Tulien electric cars on Fourth avenue, under the stipulation that the railroad company would remove the old rails
and put down a pattern which would be less of an obstrucThe letter was criticised by some of
tion in the streets
the aldermen, who said it was written for the purpose of
No action was taken, however,
imposing on the public.
of the

insti-

street station.

on lower Douglas

little stir

The managers

seems

It

in particular, arrested for

summarily removed from the streets.
At a meeting of the old board of aldermen January 2d,

regarding;

had been

President Smith, of the horse car company, on the same

within a reasonable time, their poles and wires should be

a

would be too expen-

it

litigation

The

suit.

day threatened to have

where com-

of the opinion that

present

motor folks have arranged with the Thomson-Houston

Eleventh

themselves of the subways provided

avail

to

fail

is

a

that

could do without the motor railway for a week
and therefore he would continue the injunction for

company

in all

ually substitute a different pattern, as the old ones required

ulatcd atone-half hour
tingui ihmcnl

,

The board

a year ago.

Defendant replied that

thought the

a week longer.

The Metropolitan Telephone

Telegraph, the Western Union, the

He

longer,

776, and 946 miles of

at

said

The city's counsel urged that it was the city's duty
compT these public corporations to adopt underground

roped into the present

The num-

miles of wire, exclusive of the Edison system.

wires.

New

gated by other companies, and that the mayor had

estimated that the conduits have a capacity for nearly 600

ber of poles removed

dis-

He

sive.

It

34,665.

is

might be determined by

appliances other than overhead

appliances.

325,429 feet for distributing service and connecEstimating the duct as having a capacity of eighty

wires, the total mileage of wire provided for

counsel

Counsel

once.

at

be maintained by

to

2,287,SSo

feet, less

tions.

use, therefore

poles.

total length of

and telephone service

single duct for telegraph

pur-

company could

York City was operated successfully
by underground wires at a cost of §1.87 a day per car, and
cited other cases.
He held that the light company was
putting up poles to be used jointly by it and the motor
company. Defendants' counsel said he would not deny
the fact, but would say that the proper course for the city
was to enjoin the electric light company from using the

previous reports having

the governor, the

to

own

with

railway

for

covering whether or not a railway could

street railway in

speedy conclusion of

people,"

nual report

its

for the city said that the case

and convenience of the

safety

the

for

company had
collusion

in

the

wanted the question of collusion heard

met, denied and answered

is

was

it

the order of the court

put up no more poles for

opinion that the whole

of the

Under

poses.

in giving

the board full authority to act in the matter.

The judge

re-

came

Counsel for defend-

the other defendants, and erecting poles

rence held that, in view of the conflicting opinions of experts,

to

purposes,

proofs, and stated that the electric light

been restrained on the theory that

Judge Law-

that city.

in

company,

for railway

for hearing in the District court.

file

Chicago, showing that conduits for arc and incandescent
circuits

Bridge company, and

Light

Electric

company, the

Railway

&

Council Bluffs Railway

proceed-

injunction

city's

ants asked the court for an order directing the plaintiff to
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Number

Extinguish.

M.

II.

denied

ings against

and

to prevent its interference with the poles

it

Omaha, Neb.
Omaha, Neb.,

secure an injunc-

to

pipes are used for

iron

P.

of the attempt of the

result

Illuminating company

i J

conductors remaining per-

good order so long as

Board of Electrical Control

4,453 miles of wire underground, but it is admitted that
there are to-day more miles of wire overhead than existed

VNUARY.
Light.

Month.

— The

wire have been taken down.

be run by electricity."

Lighting

5.

has scored a victory in the

&

Lamp

York, Jan.

in

12,

ducts.

Notes.

progress of a great public work, the

representative of the company said:
eastern systems.
shall use a storage battery if we can find one that will
want something practical, and don't ask
do the work.
Commenting on this the Rochester
for perfection."
Morning Herald says editorially: "In any event the sub
stitution of electric motors for horses on street cars is a
It will not be many years,
question of only a short time.
at the longest, before all the street cars in this and other
cities

prevent underground electrical

by the defendant's papers, and I therefore see no reason
for interposing the strong arm of the court to arrest the

electrical railway between Rochester, N. Y.,
and Ontario beach, the principal summer resort of that
section, has again been dropped, owing to a disagreement
between the company and the trustees of the town of
It is
Greece, through which the proposed line will pass.
At a
hoped, however, to continue woik in a few days.
appointed
was
a
committee
company
recent meeting of the
to visit Boston and New York for the purpose of inspecting
the motive power of electric railways in those cities, and
gaining experience regarding the practical workings of the

"We

January

in

I

>.

placingpolcs

hould be made SO as nol io dcslroy or

injure

January
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12,

This was accepted as part of the
The mayor was seen

curbing or sidewalk.

which was carried.

original motion,

morning and asked what effect the council resolie said that it
lution would have upon the question,
would have no effect whatever, as the matter was in court.
])r. Mercer was seen later and asked the question above
He said that what the company would do
referred to.

wish the govcrnrr.ent

lies of the suit
feel thai

if

pany

a

mond

ont

necessary incandescenl

week the injunction against the
Imaha & Council
Bluffs Bridge company, and the Thomson- Houston Electric
Mr. Webster,
Light company, came up for hearing.
In the District court last

Railway company, the

Street

(

attorney for the city, bled a dozen affidavits procured

ing his

means

by other

be operated

The defendant companies asked

overhead wires.

dur

purpose of showing that

the east, for the

visit to

electric railways could

than

the court

modify the existing order as to allow the motor comto string its wires from Ninth to Thirteenth street and

to so

pany

finally
If the court
its road for that distance.
determine that the defendant should be enjoined they would

operate

down

who

Webster,

up

flourished

stated to

The

their road.

and cease operating

their wires

modification applied for

was strenuously opposed by Mr.
the circuit court that Omaha had
motor

to the present without a

opinion disaster would not

follow

she

if

line,

and

in his

did

not

have

means of transportation for a couple of weeks yet.
After the arguments had closed the judges held a consultation, and the court stated that no injury could be inexempt from its
flicted by so modifying the order as to
force that part of Douglas street between Ninth and

this

Thirteenth streets; and upon that

The

dication of the cause.
plied for permission

to

company

bridge

extend

asserted to be a foreign

be

will

furnished

his

for

originally ap-

wires, but, as

its

was

it

motor,

corporation, Dr. Mercer's

week, where he had been for the piupose of
ascertaining whether street cars cou!d be run successfully

York

last

electrical appliances without the use of poles and over" I was permitted to exhead wires, said to a reporter:
amine the Bentley- Knight conduit system with all its appliances, and the cars and machinery in process of con-

by

They

struct on.
;

demonstrate to any candid

are able to

no

there can exist

difficulty

mitted in

in the city of

Boston

aad overhead wires are only perThe same is true in Allegheny
the suburbs.

is

is

used

suburbs, but

the

in

detached therefrom and connected with the conit reaches the business portion of the city.

system when

upon William Brackin, the managing director of
company, and was permitted to gather
were
valuable information regarding their cars, which
called

the Julien Traction

operated by the

handled with as

storage

much

,

I

an.

under the Union tracks

nel

—a change

— The
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Union railway

system.

battery

ease, system

ordinary horse cars, and can travel

si at

ion

extended so that the tunitreet

at Illinois

now

is

at

The Brush

company has

Electric Light

be ready in a few days to begin lighting

them by the

A

100 lights at the

The

cars

are

and regularity as the
with a great deal more

may

make

a wire

hang

His delusion

man who
and has

electricity,

He

spends his time

in trying to

from Terre Haute, Ind., says that the
for street lighti

company,

the electric light

city

has

three years to

for

g

present furnishing light for

at

$70 per 2,000 candle power lamp per year. This is a saving of $4,000 over the former year's price, and is also $7,000 higher than gas company's bid for lighting the same

possession of the wires
eral attorney of

railway

from taking

Mr. Thurston, gen-

Neither was

Des Moines,
Des Moines, Jan.

— The

5.

on First

electric railway is located

new
between Walnut

street,

of

the

and Locust streets, where the two 40 horse power engines
supply the power to generate the electricity necessary to

The overhead

propel the cars.

of an inch in diameter.

It

wire

copper, three-eighths

is

suspended

is

a height of

at

feet above the rails, all along the line; two poles,
one on each side of the street, hold a cross wire, in the
center of which is a porcelain insulator.
The rails are the
ordinary street car rail, and in order to make the conjunc-

about 16

copper wire connects the

tion absolute a

The motors used

in the cars are of

rails at the

power each,
more work.

10 horse

but they are capable of doing considerably
Either motor

is

alone sufficient

The

joints.

run the car, so that

to

is

lifted

if

from

transit,

ward movements.

Dr. E. T. Likes,

who

has sole charge

saw an opportunity of obtaining more equipment without the delay of placing orders for building same,
and went to Topeka recent y and purchased two noiseless
motors and four cars; they will be shipped here at once.
Dr Likes gave these reasons why the Topeka company
had abandoned the use of steam for electricity: "It is not
of the line,

for the reason that
in

steam motors are a

Topeka, but the company's

motors runs through a great

and has

failure or a nuisance

line

which has operated these

many

of the business streets,

curves to traverse.

sixty- three

come

to

Anderson

into the case.

act, in

Asa

reason they will urge the

which the attorney-general was charged with

the protection of the interests of the

zed

railway lines.

act,

the Western

such of

its

lines

prevent the

being served

Pacific from breaking

in

trip to

Washington

to see

upon

to.

I

if

copy of the
lo

inter-

he question grew out

Mr. Thurston also noti-

Cable company of the same

to intervene

a

attorney-general

behalf of the government, as

was postponed

contract

week was

he had sent

the

of the act of Congress referred

them

its

immediately

last

Garland, to whom,

notice of the suit,

fied the Postal

this

by the Western Union.

with a letter requesting

vene

subsidi-

the enforcement of

Anticipating

Union

Mr. Thurston's

in

Union asked the injunction to protect
as were used by the Union Pacific, and

for the use of its lines

Attorney-General

Government

they desired.

at the instance of

fact,

and asked

The hearing
the Western

await the decision of the attorney-general.

The

full

head of steam

consumed more anthracite

—

other words,

in

With

made

electricity the

easier,

and

fuel

The motors were

able to

is

all

the time, which

than their receipts warranted

the running

road

expenses too heavy.

make

better time, to run

M,

at a less expense."

Kansas

great telegraph suit is to come up at Washington, unless
They will unite in asking the Governplans are changed.

ment

originally

Union

lo

three par-

He

ystem.

Kansas

Cl'l'Y,

5.

progressing more rapidly with

thought possible, and about

repairs than

its

500 of the

circuit is not

night

was

are

now

in order.

it is

expected that

the entire system will be in order by the end of the

company

the large circuits the

at first

1,000 telephones

yet in order, but the poles

and material have been received, and

On

is

is

week

stretching the wires in

-

said

the

that

ui

result of his

work

to

1

He

right.

all

favors placing the wires under the ground, and

be experienced

will

by the companies

this is

if

done.

The meeting
the

Midland hotel

over telephone rate?, was held at the

declared

they believed the rates to be not

that

unequal, and

only excessive, but

they admitted

that the

only remedy was to order out their telephones, but that
even this was impracticable unless all were willing to dis-

A

pense with the instruments.
physicians and

Monday

ceded that

who

this

are telephone

an adjourned meeting to be
meeting it was generally con-

in all probability

be impossible to obtain

physicians and druggists

all

to

in

that would lead to a reduction of
motion to appoint a committee of

for legislation

it

A

telephone rates.

twenty

at

who are subhave their telephones taken out.
Dr. Lewis
favor of preparing a petition to the next legislature,

scribers

asking

At

night.

would

it

the consent of

spoke

present

committee was appointed

druggists

canvass the city for the signatures of physicians

to

and druggists who are telephone patrons to such a petition
was carried. A committee was appointed to confer with

men and

business

ascertain

committee was appointed

their

form of agreement to

be signed by each of those desiring to indorse the petition
to the legislature.
Blanks have been scattered among the
drugstores whose proprietors are interested in the light, to
be signed by professional or business men who mav feel

The

reports, with
iu

league will send in the filled-out blanks or

an accompanying memorial,

order to secure

a

twenty-four of the principal drugstores.

has been appointed

names

to

and

tolls,

These blanks are

possible, reducing the rates.
in

to the legislature.

law regulating telephone

A

committee

obtain information, and secure the

of those claiming to be aggrieved.

H.

Cincinnati, O.
Cincinnati, O.,

Jan

5.

way company has entered
cinnati

&

— The

Cincinnati Street

Rail-

into an

agreement with the CinSuburban Electric Railway company, by the terms

of which there

is

turned over to the

Hamilton pike branch of the

corporation

latter

street railway

system

The Cincinnati & Suburban Electric Railroad
company agrees to keep the road in repair and operate it bv
electricity.
This company proposes to run its cars from
Mt. Pleasant, Mt. Airy and College Hill through to Fountain Square without change of cars
The hump in the College Mill pike, known as Parker's Hill, in Cuniminsville, is
to be graded down, and the ascent from Cuniminsville to
minsville.

1

till

made gradual and
making

the consents for

easy for

all

sorts of vehicles,

improvement having

the

tained from owners of abutting property.

The consents of
owners of abutting property have also been obtained for the
extension of the Hamilton pike branch of the street railroad from Chase street to the north corporation
trip

can be made from cue terminus

an hour.

The

Cincinnati

& Suburban

company contemplates going

into active

The

line.

lo the other

inside

in

about

all

extending their

the territory in

The most

occupied.
the

for

Chicago,

St.

Paul

Telegraph company have

the

lines,

so as to take

United Stales nut already

important feature

& Kansas

City

is

the purchase of

Railway telegraph

of

Railway

Electric

open

of the

Postal

the

Cum-

in

less frequent in the future.

&

if

found

to be

next spring, or as soon thereafter as the projected gra

The Pacific Mutual

A

views in the matter.

draft a

to

cables instead of separate wires, anil this will render breaks

made arrangements

to

business houses to take out

but most of those present discouraged this

their telephones,

All

or two were in

movement and endeavoring

men and

professional

idea.

One

Saturday evening.

last

favor of agitating a popular
all

and druggists, growing out of

of physicians

dissatisfaction

College

— The telephone company

cut off by the storm of Christmas

The Grand avenue

Mo.

City,

Mo., Jan.

this

was that the telegraph wires seem

aggrieved.

company is not only rapid in its
but the management is rapid in executing its for-

Belt Line Railroad

and give

expend upward of $3,00
year.
Mr. Clohesy said that he went
purpose of examining into the working of the

held

la.

power house

The

the company, before Judge Brewer.

principal

th<

subscribers to be

curves had to carry a

Pacific

the

Thi

will

to invite all

M.

territory.

compelled to travel slowly, and yet to get around these

the Union

the Ai

all

service will be extent

get

Mr. Woodworth, solicitor of the Western Union Telegraph company, was not at Leavenworth at the appointed
time last month to ask Judge Brewer to grant the injuncto restrain

in

ern offices to Denver and other

government

that the

is

in the air without supports.

awarded the contract

it.

trouble

start.

be suspended.

special

contract

rapidity.."

tion

In

will

any one devising an arrangement whereby

offered prizes to

A

The

city engineer.

about to light the entire country by

wires

to sup-

streets in the ter-

curious story comes from jeffersonville of a

has become insane.
is

arms

The company

port the lamps at street intersections.

ritory assigned

poles

their

all

and wire strung, and are now putting up

calls for

field,

ing with

pany

that point.

sel

and important

lighted

which constitutes a decided improvement

the rails, the other one alone propels the car.

where the overhead wire

the car

rid.

I

system has been

whatever in the operation of an
I also gathered the

in its business portion,

City,

iNDIANAl'OI.IS,

one of them accidentally gets out of order or

at

electric road by an underground wire.
proofs that the same system is adopted

set

m through
taking

south and southeast.

present perfected

observer that with their system as

bill

City remain, hi

|

Indianapolis, Ind.

adju-

final

which has not yet put up any wires, took the job off its
The cause was set down for hearing January ioth.
hands.
John L. Webster, the city attorney, returned from New

to

Clohesy said that, although the

ns,

along that thorough-

however, to the

fare for that distance, subject,

1

lights

would allow

he

theory

to string its wires

company

the motor

duit

Mr.

tern.

A new dynamo with a capacity of 200
G.
has been ordered, and will be put in at once.

electric lighting

Motor

.

1

kindly evidence of

.1

take

and Minnesota, an

packing house,

erected.

future.

Light com-

Electric

was entered into with George II. Ham200 arc lights and all

r.id

lights

was

time.

all

Co., by which twenty-two

.v

The resolution of the council
sympathy with the company, and
The matter was
expressive of the feelings of the people.
before the courts, and while it was there no poles would be

depended upon the

Omaha

At a meeting of the South

the next

they

interfere, as

to

does, the question will be settled for

ii

Hamilton pike within the city limits are completed.
TheCircuit court has decided the
A Eden Park Railway company against Howard and John F.
Winslow.

The company had sued

them from removing
ises

the

Winslows

a pole erected in front of

bv the company, on which to

place

to enjoin

prem-

their

wires

for

use

in

lines, better

known as the Stick ney system, Hon, T, 1.
Clohesy, manager of the company's business in this city,

Operatingan

had purchased the Stick ney wires, and had already begun operating them.
This purchase gives the

that before such a pole could be ere

nsent of the

abutting property holder must be obtained.

The

said that

it

electric street railway

Maxwell refused

to

make

on Walnut

Judge

Hills.

the injunction perpetual,

hi

t

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

^4
court held to the contrary.

It

decided that a street railroad

can be operated on the streets, when granted the right to do
so by the municipal authorities, without obtaining the con-

some

sent of a particular property holder, unless
particular injury

is

The

thereby done to him.

found that there was no danger

special or

court also

from the

to life or property

use of the wires and the passage of an electric current over

them, that thev will not work any substantial injuries to the
premises, or impair the rights or impede the access to the
property.
The judgment of the lower court was reversed.
Air. Kerper savs that he will now proceed with the construction of the road, and with improvements make it a
success.

The ordinance recommended by
Affairs

Board

the

Public

of

special meeting of

was lecently considered by the

Its object is to allow every electric

the city council.

light

on conditions that poles be confined to
allevs or sites of private property, that wires do not interfere with existing wires, and the company pay the city one-

company

it on
its own
Each company

shall remove all material belonging
and from the route of the other.

forbidden to interfere with

of the

also

is

other, or

their respective lines.

The new

to get its plant

The

early as possible.
ficient

power for the

North Topeka

in

which

few months at

first

the

is

up as

condition to start

in

first boiler,

ably larger than any at present in

on the south

supply suf-

will

consider-

least, is

plant

light

electric

having a capacity of 125 horse power,

side,

son.

F.

pany

to

electric

pav any more, or to alter its status because new
light companies operating under a different system
streets.

An amend-

that the comptroller should inspect the

books of com-

of lighting

ment

com-

now

claim rights

A

panies was adopted.

the

in

make

proposition to

tax 2>£

the

per cent, was not voted on.

Jan.

— Duluth

5.

is

— The

branches in

fast

becoming an

of

the

company

having been granted a franchise for an extension

to its ex-

5.

Chene

isting plant will equip the
tric

motor.

the

demand

This change has been
for

more rapid

route with an elec-

street

about by

brought

transit than at present provided,

meet which electric street railway companies have
been organized, and franchises granted to them only to be
The City Railway company is revetoed by the mayor.

and

to

ported as saying that

if

the

Chene

road proves suc-

street

cessful electricity will be applied to other routes,

and horses

gradually dispensed with.

William E. Forbes, an experienced workman

in the

em-

been

has

the past year

different

The

remarkable.

Duluth Telephone company has now over 300 subscribers,

the

New Haven

the

Warner time system and a

Clock company's system, and

putting in

is

alarm and patrol system

fire

docks and elevators.

for buildings,

by a 200 horse power Hamilton-Corliss engine, and

the

good one.

city fire

alarm

Gamewell system,

the

of

is

fifty stations.

The Duluth

company has

Electric

600 incan-

just started

descent commercial lights of the United States alternating
current system, which are

giving great

600

satisfaction;

more will be connected as rapidly as possible. This company is also putting in 1 50 arc lights of the Fort Wayne
Jenney system for street lighting, and will add 2,000 incandescent lights for residence lighting as soon

work is done, making the
and 3,200 incandescent.
speed engines will

city

arc

Compound condensing

used, with

be

the

as

when complete, 200

plant,

dynamos. O. C. Hartman
general manager

belting

president,

is

direct

high
the

to

and F R. Ar.son
R.

ploy of the Brush company, was instantly killed yesterday

morning while trimming a lamp in Walker's drugstore. It
supposed that he neglected closing the circuit before

is

commencing

his work.

veston, Tex.,

and

will

proceed thither in a short time to
C.

su bmit them.

3
1

Mo.,

Jan.

2.

recently petitions were received from property owners

asking the council to grant the Kansas City Electric Rail-

way company, represented by E.
City, formerly

J.

superintendent of the

Kansas

Lawless of

Metropolitan

I.

an

for

Mr. lawless was present

electric railway in

at the

at once,

miles

franchise
It

is

is

understood that
-ill Ix: let

•-ho

and

for four

is

the contract for the

Thomson-

to the

matter

has the

1

(ouston

hand,

in

is

company's system.
T.

Topeka, Kan.
A war

is

season

is

do

but that he expects to complete

all

work

for

early

There

plans

the

in

any
in

spring.

new machinery

be a reduction in the price charged

will also

for lighting, as well as the introduction of the incandescent

system.

The

deaf and

electric light plant at the

An

has not yet been accepted,

a few days, as soon as another
is

Two

present

a

institute

made in
now on

be

dynamo, which

is

lights in the

when

appearance

brilliant

tower add much to the appear-

lights in the

ance of the structure

dumb

official test will

There are about 375

received.

which

building,
lighted.

for twenty yea s

be

present building will be enlarged and

and also serve

at night

illuminate

to

the grounds

An

ordinance

.

The

mana-

Officer,

the

to

a short time and be ready

meeting, as was

I-

company.

la.

— Thomas

able

street

Everingham of the Kansas City agency of the
Thom-on-IIouston company. They explained the operaMr. Keyser spoke in favor of the
tion of electric railways.
in Detroit.
At a meeting later in the week
the Kansas City Electric Railway

also

work

the road,

railway of that city, a franchise
this city.

5.

la., Jan.

so far advanced that he will not

added.

— At a meeting of the coun-

company

Transit
face

authorizing the
to construct

Sioux City.

an elevated railway and sur-

and operate by steam,

railway,

power on certain

meeting of the council.

or

electricity

other

and public grounds

streets, alleys, bridges

within the corporate limits of

Rapid

la..

the city, passed at

the

last

was planned with the

Tin- read

view of using electricity as the motive power.

The

Burlington,

la..

granted the contract

Eight company

Electric

for

has been

and 20O incan-

city lighting,

tin-

descent electric lights are to he placed on the streets.

progress between

in

Transit

railway over the

the Rapi

!

Transit
Place.

The Brush

night,

on

Part of

light plant.

company, which has petitioned

it

1

runnin;;

ill

I

urrcnt

will

2,000

The

full

three-

build a

m

month

operation
i

ghl

1

.

the

bedroom

al

light

andlc

foi

each

s to

furnish meters.

soon as

.1

he price

be

Thus the parlor and

propo
iui

will

time, those only in

full

charges, and
|.-:

price

lights, full

ion,

would pay

cent

and

of Sandusky,
three 30-light Brush

,

purchased one 65-light and
together with 155 double Brush lamps.

just

has just

dynamos,

The Western

Electric company of Chicago has sold a
incandescent plant to McCoy's hotel, Chicago.

light

Col

has recently sent in an order to

,

\-<>

i<>

<

siblc after

Good
lights

results

used on

Rummelsburg

having been obtained with the electric
locomotives of the Berlin-Stralauerhas been decided to extend their use

the
line,

it

on the railway running round

Berlin.

Not long since two of the officers of the Muskegon Electric Light company of Muskegon, Mich., called upon the
Brush Electric company of Cleveland, O., and placed with
them an order for a 45-light arc dynamo, and current regulator.

The New York police were greatly agitated the other day
over the discovery of what was supposed to be a bomb, and
although it was afterward explained that it was a "connection" for electric light cables, the officers deposited it in
the river.

The St. Louis Electric Light & Power company has been
incorporated, with a capital of $600,000. The shareholders
are G. Pantaleoni of Pittsburgh, Pa.; S. M. Dodd, J. C.
Van Blarcom, J. W. Bell, E. Whitaker, T. H. West and
J. C. Richardson.

Among the recent sales of the Thomson-Houston Electric
are the following; Lime City Gas company, Huntington, Ind., 30 arc lights; LaDgley, Lowe & Alexander,
Chicago, r2 arc lights; Alliance Street Railway company,
company

500 incandescent lamps.

An exchange reports that " an electric light pole at La
Crosse had become so strongly charged with electricity that
a beer sign nailed to it gave one man a heavy shock and
nearly paralyzed a drunken man."
A doubting world will
be inclined to believe that the victims had previously been
toying with fersey lightning
Light. Power & Transit company of Joliet,
has been incorporated, with a capital stock of ^300,The object of the corporation is to build and operate

The Joliet
000.

cable, horse or

dummy

railways in the city of Joliet, and to

manufacture gas and furnish

and power. The
John R. Staley and

electric light

Lewis E.

incorporators are
Jason L. Wilson.

Ingalls,

In the suit for damages, at New Orleans, instituted by
A. Myham and wife against the Louisiana Electric Light
company, a verdict has been rendered in favor of the deThe suit was for $12,500 damages
fendant company.
caused by the death of plaintiff's son, who was killed some
time ago at the works of the Electric Light company,
where he was employed.

Omaha

considering the question of burying

wires,
that the
matter of constructing a subway be placed in the hands of
The people of the
a company organized for that purpose.
city are opposed to giving any electrical company the fran-

and the

is

city

authorities

recently

its

recommended

chise for constructing a subway, but believe
compelled to rent of a common company.

all

should be

There is more than passing significance in the following
statement of a St. Louis paper: "Large cities should move
The
slowly in the matter of illuminating gas contracts.
chances are that no coal or water gas plant in the United
States will be worth 20 per cent, of its actual cost live
This is an age of invention, and the
years from now.
eyes of inventors are turned toward the light."
According to a recent ruling of the Supreme court of
Pennsylvania the act of 1874, under which the electric light
The
companies were organized, dins not extend to them
conn savs ihat if it were intended to embrace a method of
lighting by electricity, it is remarkable that no method of
The thirty-fourth section of
distribution was provided.
the acl confers no powers to enter upon the public streets
for the erection of poles ami placing oi wires, the privilege
of so entering being confined to the laying of pipes only.

The louse-to- louse Electrical Supply company of West
Brompton, England, has about completed its central
and has just issued a circular setting forth the
method of supply and assessing the cost of electric lighting.
The station will lie run on the Lowric-IIall system, and
The quaneach consumer will lie supplied with a meter.
I

1

equal to gs

actually consumed will lie ascertained
quarterly and ihe Charge made on the basis of a sliding
scale, varying with the maximum supply demanded by the
householder, the average tariff being 8d, per Hoard of
tity of electricity

Trade

unit.

,\
Hartford policeman, inspired by commendable though
imprudent curiosit) i" solve a mystery, received a repulse thai

which they propo

about

ituildingu
argc.

Brush Electric

Nitterhouse and Jerome Penn.

al

cffei tually

after the

the

company for one 60 to 65-light arc dynamo, together with
a number of lamps
The Washington, O., Electric Eight, Heat & Power
company has been organized with $ro,ooo capital, by Judge
Daniel McLean, Morris Sharp, Col. IE B. Maynard, F. L.

station,

Regarding resident

by
hall lights

a

in

on every hour of the

be

'inning

im

put

be employed chiefly for store lights and for

,

•

to

be run on the three-wire system

will

and the remainder on the alternating system.

twenty- four,

*

Electric Eight

the city council for a charter, proposes

cr road,
orl:

O

The Sandusky Gas company

111.,

now

The

Springfield, Mo.
ringfield,

Council Bluffs,
Council Bllffs,

ger of the electric light company, says that

Mr. Fred H. Whipple, consulting electrician, is preparing plans and specifications for a city lighting plant at Gal-

an arc

The B. F. Goodrich company of Akron, 0., has
puschased a 225-light Brush incandescent plant.

to the locomotives

The Duluth Electric Eight & Power company is operat
ing 100 Thomson- Houston arc lights, and 650 Westinghouse incandescent lights.
The steam power is furnished

with

City Railway

Detroit, Mich., Jan.

The development

center.

The Duluth

Mich.

Detroit,

to introduce

The company will put in its own incandescent apparatus.
The Roaring Fork Electric Light company of Aspen,

Duluth, Minn.
Duluth, Minn.,

entire plant is a

I

Ky.
light plant.

200

The Duluth
and is constantly putting in new instruments
American District Telegraph company has in 600 boxes of

to require his

LIGHT.

contemplation at Versailles,

The Bourse of Paris will shortly be lighted with 2,500
incandescent lamps.
The motive power for the d\namus,
it is said, will be furnished by compressed air motors.

which has been operating in the city nearly fifteen years,
paving the city one-half of one per cent, of its gross earSuperintendent Clark, of the Brush company,
nings.

would be rather hard

in

The Wichita, Kan., Telephone company is figuring on a
down the Missouri Pacific to Anthony, and will also
make connection with the Kingman, Xewton & Hutchinline

electrical

it

is

Proposals for electric lighting for a term of three to five
years from next May are wanted by the board of public
works, Nashville, Tenn., until January 20th.

one put

last

latter plant

one per cent, of gross earnings and one cent per
The question arose
foot for even- foot of wire u c ed.
whether the ordinance could apply to the Brush company,
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operated by an iron crank, but at the time Officer

is

Heise

made his discovery the crank was making the rounds with
the man who attends the lights.
In its absence the current
that came wandering down the pole from a faulty insulation overhead stopped where the crank belonged, and made
It was this flame that attracted
a pretty little blue flame.

He

and after reasoning from effect to cause,
would be interesting to learn whether the
stray current would light a carbon.
Plenty of bits of carInn lay where the lamp trimmer had dropped them, and
Heise applied one to the spot where the flame appeared,
steadying himself by holding on to an iron lamp post. The
se's attention,

he thought

it

Later he renext instant he fell back, apparently dead.
covered, but he still does not know whether the current
would light a carbon.

A

from the Meisler Electric Light company says:
" The Heisler Electric Light company have been awarded
letter

the contract for the lighting of the American part of the
The whole plant will be completed and
Paris exhibition.
tested before shipping, at the
St.
Louis Illuminating
company's station, when the technical societies of St. Louis
will
The same will
e invited to witness the achievement.
consist of a dynamo of 1,000 incandescent light capacity,
showing the utility of a 2 independent circuit system; each
room wired from both circuits. Lamps will be exhibited
from 10 to 300 candle power; the automatic regulation will
1

be arranged so as to indicate the reduction of power when
lights are turned off; ten miles of circuit wire No. 8 will be
inserted, so as to indicate the practicability of carrying the
current to any desired distance; registering current meter
will be included in the exhibit; twenty-four clusters of incandescent lamps will be suspended from the ceiling of various
candle power, posts being provided with side brackets such
as used for indoor, but in addition fifty street lamp brackets
will be fastened to posts to indicate a system of street
"
lights as used in a great number of our American cities

A

London

Elec-

electric light installation ii

Holy

correspondent writes as follows to the

trician in reference to

an

Trinity Schools, Eastbourne; "Each square room in the
large building is lit by four 16 candle lamps, suspended
from the beams near the corners, and one 32 in the center.
The smaller one has eight lamps of 16 candle power hanging from beams at regular distances, while each class room
has two.
This gives a delicious mellow light; but if this
were the only advantage our management would not have
abolished gas in favor of electric lighting
The great advantage of the latter is, the air does not get vitiated by its
use, vitiated not only by the consumption of oxygen and
formation of earbonic acid, but by the introduction into the
atmosphere of a very considerable variety and amount of
deleterious chemical agents, which do much damage to
health and property.
Take our schools as an example.
We have over 600 children in attendance. At this time of
the year toward 3:30 we must light up for an hour; the air
is already vitiated, and brains begin to be fagged as a consequence,
All at once 70 gas jets at least are alight, and
each at a low computation consumes as much oxygen as
six persons; the equivalent of 4^0 more people is crowded
in, whose breath
well, we will not say what they breathe
With the new light all this
out, chemists will tell us that
is changed, and the last hour goes, not so easily as the first
but I hardly know how fitly to dethat is impossible
scribe it.
I trust to see our church lighted with it ere long
one Eastbourne church is already and I feel sure that
very soon this will become the light, while our old friend
gas. to whom we are grateful for past favors, will more and
more take the place of coal for heating and cooking purposes
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THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
It is

by an

proposed to connect Oil City and Rouseville, Pa.,

electrical railway three

miles in length, at a cost of

cable while signals are being transmitted, it
these signals cause no sound in the telephone, be
though tin.- diaphragm is put in motion by each signa
vibrations an
only recognizes a sound when tin- vibrations
twenty per second,
If. however, the telephone
ed to the cable through a vibrator, the number of vibr;
may be increased to any extent, and the signal through the
line be readily distinguished.
With the dot-an
tem there is no difficulty in reading by the te
differing durations of the sound being easily perceived: but
fni [he rapid working of cables it is found advisable '
with alternating currents, and in this case some met;
distinguishing in the telephone between positive and negative currents must be adopted.
This is done by using two
instruments, one apphed to the left and the other to tinright ear, the natural tones of the two telephones being different.
Both of these instruments are connected to the
vibrator and through it to the cable.
Each separate telephone circuit is, however, traversed by another current from
a local battery, which passes through one circuit in
tive direction and through the other in a negative, the vibration being included in both circuits.
The strength of this
current is adjusted to be equal to that from the cable, and
hence, when the posi ive currents are being sent, the local
current in one telephone is cut off, while in the other it is
increased, and that telephone alone sounds, and when negative currents are sent the reverse takes place, the other telephone sounding, and in this way the signals can be dis
tinguished.
.

A writer in the London Electrician thus describes the
progress of telephony in Germany and Austria: 'The government has now definitely decided on building the trunk
line from Vienna to Prague for te'ephonic purposes
This
line is to be run quite separately from the telegraph lines,
thus insuring an absence of many disturbing influences,
and it is to be built of 3-millimeter bronze wire. The government has been much helped by the Telephone company
of Austria.
In Prague this company is going to very great
expense in refitting their exchange with a new switch-board,
which will be able to serve single and double lines, and
which will enable their subscribers to at once make use of
the new trunk line.
Other trunk lines are to be carried to
Prague, such as a line from Teplitz. another from Richenberg and Brunn, so that soon a large number of trunk lines
will join in Prague and connect most of the Urge manufacturing towns i 1 Bohemia.
The exchange in Prague is
aiso growing at a rapid rate, as all those exchanges are
doing which belong to the Telephone company of Austria.
The sending of telegraphic messages by telephone to the
telegraph office is being made much use of by the company's subscribers.
In Prague alone over 2S,ooo have
been sent and received by them since January 1, SSS
In Trieste the Telephone company of Austria are also fitting up a new board to greatly improve their service.
The
calls in Trieste average per subscriber about nine per day,
a very high percentage.
This new board is being made by
the Consolidated Telephone Construction lV: .Maintenance
company, in London, and is a greatly improved board,
based on the old board known as the 'Consolidated.' It
will take very little room, can be extended to serve 1,200
subscribers, and is a board which comes as near doing the
woik of a multiple board as such a board can possibly be
got to do without being a multiple, and will cost, of course,
much less than a multiple would. It is believed that the
Consolidated company intend adopting this tvpe for iheir
switch-boards.
The Vienna company are also rapidly extending their system, and have fitted up their exchange for
1

2/00, and are extending it to 2 500. They are laying
cables for Soo new subscribers, and have all the lines taken
up already. On November 26th the first government exchange was opened in Warnsdorf, in Bohemia, a considerable manufacturing town
This exchange was opened with
forty subscribers."

$[5,000.

The Denver Electric Motor company has been incorporated.
The capital stock is §15,000, and the incorporator-; are
lohn F. Donnellan, W, W. Anderson, M. B.
Pierce

and Henry C.

Frost.

Sioux City wants electric railways, but is opposed to the
erejtion of poles necessary for an overhead system, as the
telegraph and telephone wires have just been placed underground.
The Street Car company is examining storage
batten' systems, as

it

considers

the

introduction of the

overhead system hopeless.

Euphrat

electrical railway
The recent trial
Dr. Euphrat
cable car at San Francisco was successful
claims for his system that storage batteries, overhead wires,
and consequently, poles, are dispensed with. The Euphrat
patent is described as covering an elastic insulation of the
wires, which is provided with a slit extending longitudinally, and capable of admitting the passage of a brush
An arc light will be used as a headlight. The surface of
It is about
the track on which the test was made is rough.
an eighth of a mile in length, is arranged in the shape of a
Two horse
horseshoe, and contains many sharp curves.
power will operate a car, it is claimed, with a slight adIt is a'so claimed that the
ditional power for sharp curves.
cars can be handled without difficulty on the heaviest
grades.
trip

of the

THE TELEGRAPH.
The Puget Sound Telegraph company has imported
Germany,

cable from
Blakeley.

a

between Seattle and Port

A double line of copper wire for the Bennett- Mackay
Telegraph company is being run from Alameda to Los
Angeles.
The line will run to Mount Eden, and will cross
over to Niles, and will thence be continued over the mountains into the San Joaquin valley to Los Angeles.
According to Superintendent W. B. Somerville of the
Western Union
Telegraph company, the amount of
"special" matter taken over the wire by American newspapers in 1S75 was 30,000 words, and last year S4, 000,000
words of special matter and 337,624,407 words of associated
press matter was handled
J

A special from Montreal says: Action will be taken in
regard to the construction of a cable between Canada and
England within the next two or three weeks. A prospectus
giving alt the necessary information upon the subject, which
was drawn up in 1859, na s been forwarded to an English
company

interested in the project.

A

telegram from Philadelphia announces the commencement of an action institu ed by the a'.torney-general of the
state against the

THE TELEPHONE.

to be laid

Western Union Telegraph company.

It

alleged that the Western Union company, on October 5th,
1SS7. in violation of the constitution of Pennsylvania, purchased the entire stock and thereby a controllin- interest of
the Baltimore & * >hio Telegraph company, and still holds
the same
.-..
shares of the capital stock of the par
value oi $3,875,
—and paid therefor $5,000,000; thai the

progress.

<

Telephone company has introduced its long distance telephone system in Rochester, N. X .. which is connected by a loop with the main line, running west through
The connection
Avon, and now reaches as far as Buffalo
Bell

with other cities farther west will be
work can be resumed in the spring.

effected

as

soon

as

At a recent meeting of the Paris Academie des Sciences
by M. Aden was read concerning the use
the telephone as a receiving instrument for submarine
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In Chicago last week Judge Baker
sion in the suit of C. D. Lathrop

nan

& Cabie company. The plaintiffs sent me
New York agents, and in transi
curred in the reading which made the dispatligible, and as a con=equence the firm lost $6,693.
The
firm secured a judgment for damages against the com
on this statement of fact.
The attorney for the defei
asked for a new trial on the ground that the compan;
not liable for the errors because the printed heading on the
telegraph message c~>ntained an exemption from lia
because Lathrop & Co. did not notify the companv of the
importance of the dispatches, or of the damage lili
lesult from errors; and because the transactions of Lathrop
& Co. were in the nature of gambling transactions.
Baker decided that, notwithstanding the printed exemption
from liability on the dispatch blanks, the telegraph company
was bound to use ordinary care in the transmission of
grams, and the fact of the errors raised a presumption of
negligence.
The messages being commercial messages the
company had sufficient notice of tbeir importance. As to
the transactions being gambling transactions, the court said
they were not necessarily illegal.
Whether the purchases
wee legal depended on whether they were actual purchase-,
and the jury had dee'ded they were. The court overruled
the motion for a new trial, and entered judgment on the
verdict for $6,6gS, tne difference in prices of purchase and
sale, resulting from the telegraph company's error.
The
telegraph company appealed.
Telegraph

to their

The French Submarine Cable company has formally appealed to the New York chamber of commerce for assistance in presenting to the United States government its
charges of conspiracy against the Panama <S: West India
Telegraph company and the International Cable company
About eight months ago the French company opened a
direct line from Laguayra. Venezuela, to Dominican ports,
and to Mole St. Nicholas, Hayti, and from Mole St. Nicholas to Santiago de Cuba.
The companies complained of,
however, have refused to forward the messages of the
French company from Santiago, it is charged. Thev claim
the exclusive right to conduct telegraph and cable sj with Cuba, and look upon the French as an intruder." 1 he
president of the French company says: "The West Ind a
and Panama company has, I am told, the support of the
Cuban companies and of the Western Union Telegraph
company in its action against us
I can hardly believe
this, and am sure if it is true there must have been misrepresentation.
We compete with nobody, but simply con
plete the network of telegraphic communication in the
West Indies
Our lines will come in as feeders for all the
other cable lines. Our traffic will soon exceed that of the
West India company, and to reach the United States *nd
Europe we pass over the Cuba, International, Ocean and
Western Union lines. Already, in spite of impediments
put in our way, we have sent over 15,000 words and paid
these companies over $10,000.
The amount would have
been five times as great had these companies accepted our
traffic in a business like way.
If the opposition continues,
we shall be obliged to lay an independent line, but we
see why the American companies should drive us to that
extremity, as they will lose our traffic and bring about a
war traffic. The West India company, whatever thev may
say, are interested in a new cable to the North,
g
them a duplicate exit for traffic and lower rates on connecting lines.
If tbe Western Union company will consider
the matter carefully I am sure they will be of our way of
thinking, and will see that the interests of the commerce of
the United States will be best served if they announce
opening of our lines, and accept telegrams
The foreign commerce of Venezuela has quadrupled in the
last few years, and the United Su
in having cable communication with that
If
try
g
the Cuban companies continue to humor the West India
company, the cable from Jamaica to Halifax
laid, and then it will be easy for us to pass our traffic."

is

The conduit for underground wires in Buffalo has been
completed, and the work of burying the wires is now in
The

ma

'

placed at the extremity "f such a

Baltimore

& Ohio company was

a competing line in the
Western Union, and that its stock, line, and
franchises were, by reason of the sale, forfeited to the
For the same reason the attorney-general claims a
state.
decree oi forfeiture and escheat of the 'line, property, and
franchises of the Western Union company in the state, and
also a forfeiture of the line, franchises, and property -.1 the
Baltimore a Ohio Telegraph company of Pennsylvania because of such purchase and cons,, dation,
the
state with the

i

Miscellaneous Notes.
The newspi

ston daily call upon tl
follow the example oi the Chicago council, am.
the wires underground.

Hyde Park

District Tele,

triccompany, Hyde

has been incorporated: capita
porators, James Crape, C. II. Caldwell,
M. Winters.
Park,

111.,

A German

$

and V.

;

has been made in India for the prevention of the in:
of snakes into dwellings.
Before ail the doors and a
wires are laid, which are is
Other and connected with an induction apparatus.
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a snake attempt to crawl over the wires he receives a shock
of electricity which either kills or frightens him into a
hasty retreat.

zinc consumption, and adaptability to open or closed circuit
work of any nature." The company also manufactures the
Crowdus dry battery, which possesses many excellent fea-

Alderman Durfee of Fall River, Mass.. was thoroughly
frightened recently on learning of a narrow escape he had.
He happened to be standing on a ledge of rock from which
Everything was quiet,
building stone was being quarried.
but he finally noticed a man crawling toward him cautiously
The alderman naturally inquired
on his hands and knees.
why this was being done, and was informed that for the
past ten minutes he had been standing on top of a dynamite cartridge, and that the crawler had been trying toset it
The alderman's heel was
off by means of an electric wire.
upon the wire and had grounded it, and that was the only
reason why the blast did not go off.

tures.

ordinance granting the National Transit company
the right to pipe oil through the city of Chicago will be
The Hyde
presented to the council at its next meeting.
Park board of trustees by a unanimous vote has passed an
ordinance granting the company the right to pipe oil
through Hvde Park to Sixty th rd street, where it will connect with the pipe line in the Town of Lake, for which an
ordinance has been already granted, and thence to the city
At this poinr
limits, near Ullman and Thirty-ninth streets
through the city
it is proposed to take the oil and pipe it
along the right of way of the Union Stock Yards & Transit

An

company
A new

to the steel mills at Bridgeport.

device for target practice is described by a French
military iournal: At five different points back of the target
are placed small open keys consisting of vibrating springs
in front of a plate of iron covered with bristling points, a
small space separating the contact between the points and
The circuits starting from the keys run to an anthe kev.
nunciator with five drops, at the firing bench, thence to
ground, from the plate behind the target
battery- and
When a ball strikes within the space
direct to ground.
covered bv one of the little vibrating springs it makes contact with the bristling points on the plate back of the target,
closes the circuit, and drops its prjper shutter at the firing
This makes it unnecessary to have a " marker" at
bench.

the target.

A telegram from Harrisburg announces the granting of
the charter of the Marr Construction company of Pittsburg; capital, §150,000. The company was the old Frank S.
Marr, contractors, now merged into a joint stock company
for the purpose of increasiog the stock and also the faciliIt is an electric light conties for spreading the work.
struction company which has been in operation for four
vears, and the increase in business necessitated a further
The chief elecincrease in the working force and capital.
Thomas Spencer

now

London, England,
supervising the construction of a large plant, while in San
New
York, MaryBrazil,
near
Rio
Janeiro,
Diego, Cal.,
land, Illinois and other outside places, the company has
trician,

is

in

large plants in course of construction.

motors of one-fourth horse-power and one-eighth horsepower capacity. The company proposes to put a one-sixteenth horse-power on the market at once.

The Des Moines Electric Railway company has sent the
following letter to the Thomson- Houston Electric company
of Chicago, in reference to the Des Moines electric road:
" We are so well pleased with the operation that I start
more

Louis to-night after two

for St.

number up

to eight;

Personal Paragraphs.

The

railway department of the Thomson-Houston Electric company of Chicago has received a letter
from the
president of the electric road at Scranton, Pa of which
" The motor longest in use
the following is an extract:
,

two weeks

commenced

to run early in
stood the heavy work of
it at first under a large open
car, and frequently carried up the heaviest grades over
seventy-live people, and on one or two occasions over 100
has, since the

first

it

August, and the stiffness worn
our road admirably.
We used

We

off,

one of your heavy Pullman cars in
October, and for about six weeks it cost us nothing for
repairs; all that we spent on it was for oil, waste and cleaning.
These cars weigh as much empty as an ordinary
street car does when loaded.
They were especially built
for strength, the wear and tear on our htavy grades and
numerous curves and switches being very heavy. We have
had running for about ten days one of your trucks under a
long car with a seating capacity of about forty people.
This car is the fastest car on an up grade I ever saw; it is
somewhat lighter than our two Pullman vestibule cars, but
people.

changed

capacity well

its

to

filled

fairly

it

jumps up the

R. F Ross, manager of Modern IJ_c,ht and Heat, was
married last month to Miss Ada M. Henderson, at the residence of the bride's parents, in Moose Brook, X. S.
Prof. Tohn P. Barrett city tlectrician of Chicago, left for
He contemplates visiting
an eastern trip January 4th
New York, Philadelphia and possibly Rochester, to examine

the electric light systems in those

cities.

cision of the Vlissoi
osilion

which sustained his
controversy with the St. Louis
court,

in

its

municipal ass-
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awaiting the cars."

Blake, Weston,

The claim is as follows: "In a telephone employing
a granulated conducting material as the variable re
sistance portion of a circuit
a transmitting diaphragm
carrying said granulated material loosely upon its upper
surface, of a second electrode of large cross-section
buried in said granulated material and mechanically
connected with the center of the diaphragm to vibrate
with it, the said second electrode having free edges.'

—

—

Regulator.

395,492.

Alfred Gartner, Newark, N. J.
Francis J. Patten, New

Multiplex Telegraphy.
York, N. Y.

395,50s.

The

current distributors are maintained in synchro-

nism by

motors having independent

electric

field

mag-

nets and armature circuits.
The last claim reads: "14. A synchronizing system
for multiplex telegraphy, consisting of a line circuit
connecting the different stations, electric motors at the
different stations

armature

having independent field magnet and
of one being constant

circuits, the polarity

and having

its poles ninety degrees apart, a current
in the line circuit for reversing the polarity of
the other independent circuit, and a current distributor
driven by the moving part of the motor."

changer

Multiplex Telegraphy.
Francis J. Patten, New
York, N. Y.
The invention is designed to assure accurate synchronism and the transmission of every signal at the

395.509.

instant when made, while at the same time the capacity
of the system is increased.
The current distributoi
assures the development of an induced impulse for
signal transmission when the line is connected with the
stations holding communication.

Francis J. Patten, New
Y.
invention consists in a distributor of special
construction which assures a return path for the synchronizing current at all times, and which gives the
signaling current controlled by each operator the same
path at the proper time.

Multiplex Telegraphy

395.510.

N

York.

The

Electrical

Patents.

Issued January

1SS9.

I,

Insulating Support for Secondary Battery ElecHenry F. de B. Cameron, Detroit, Mich.
trodes.

395 311.

395 315.

Electric Signaling Apparatus.

John

Cole-

P.

man, Swissvale, Pa.

Edward A. Dubey,

Controlling Device for the Regulating Members
William S. Scales, Somerville, Mass.

of Clocks.

Secondary Battery Charging. Charles F. Brush,
395 ,377,
Cleveland, O.
Filed June 13, 18S2. Patented in several foreign countries.

claim

First

"The combination,

follows:

with an

a main or charging circuit, and
two or more secondary batteries included in the main
or charging circuit in series, and a discharging or
working circuit connected with each battery, of a
switch constructed and arranged to switch all said batteries into the charging ciicuits, and an electro-magnet
included in the charging circuit, and adapted to actuate
the switch and automatically and simultaneously switch
electrical generator,

said batteries into the charging circuit."

,37s.

Secondary Battery Charging. Charles F Brush,
O.
Filed June 13, 1882.
Patented in

Cleveland,

several foreign countries.

appended: "In a multiple arc system
the combination, with an
electric generator, a main or charging circuit, and a
secondary battery included in a multiple arc branch of
the main or charging circuit, of a switch for electrically
connecting and disconnecting the secondary battery
and charging circuit, and an electro-magnet for automatically actuating the switch and switching the multiple arc branch and the secondary battery included
therein inio the charging circuit."
First claim

of

electrical

is

distribution,

Secondary Battery Charging
Charles F. Brush,
395 379
Cleveland, O.
Application filed June 13, 1SS2.
Patented in several foreign countries
The first claim is appended: "The combination,
with anelectrical generator, amain or charging circuit,
and two or more secondary batteries, each included in
an independent multiple arc branch circuit of the main
or charging circuit, each secondary battery having a discharging or working circuit connected therewith, of a
switi li lor electrically connecting am! disconnecting all
of said secondary batteries, and tin- main or charging
circuit, and an electro-magnet constructed and arranged lo actuate the switch and automatically and
simultaneously switch all said batteries into the elurg399.

Automatic Safety Cut-Out for Electric Circuits.
395-533Granville T. Woods, Cincinnati, O.
The last claim is given; "4. In an electric light or
power circuit, the combination of a circuit-breaker in
the outgoing conductor and a fusible cut-out, a variable
resistance device, and a magnet controlling the circuitbreaker in the return conductor, arranged and operating."
Electric Cable.
William A Conner, Pittsburg,
Filed July 30, 1S88.
invention consists in coating the lead pipe of a
telegraph cable with tin or like metal capable of resisting the oxydizing action of acids.

395,546.
Pa.

The

421.

Louis

L. Mast, Wesl Milton,

foi

1

>c

in

Ll<'.

im

<

ircuil

Lug.

(
I

fusible wire or

a knott|27.

Multiplex Telegraphy.

11

11

,

ship having

"16. In a vibratory telegraph system, a tone-receiver comprising a tuned
vibrating fork having an actuating anrular helix fixed
to it. in combination with a tubular field magnet for
polariz'ng the field in which said helix moves.
"22. A receiving instrument for alternating current
impulses, consisting of a vibratory diaphragm and a
pair of coils wound side by side, and controlling said
diaphragm, both coils being at one end connected to
earth and at the other to the terminals of a battery to
which the main line is connected at an intermediate
point, whereby magnetic lag in such instrument is
"
eliminated

Electro-Magnetic Rock Drill
N, Y.

395,575.

A

upon one or more cores, is
provided with a circulai commutator, which is actuated
by the cores. The invention relates more particularly
to the means for rotating the brushes of the commutator, the devices for turning the drill, and
to the
method of controlling the force of the blow or stroke,
and to other minor details set forth in twenty-two
series of coils, acting

claims.

Conduit

395,584.

for Electric

Dclany,

11.

Y
1,
I

Byron

Kail way.

Jcnning!

Switch.

Electrical

Paul

aid iron

having

their outer cdgi

II.

Edward
provided

Prangs, Newark,

Electro
Harmonic
391 ,613.
lewey, Syracuse, \ Y

Telegraphy.

Printing

Mark W.

1

Mark

W.

.

395,614.
cuse.

Telegraph.

I

lewey, Syra-

X V

Dynamo-Electric Machine,
York, \. \

fohn F. Kelly,

New

.

on due tors are wound longitudinally upon the
armature core, and a scries of fan blades, carried by
the armature shaft, arc placed in position to create a
current -.1 air over the exterior of the core and coils.
he

.

Railway Signal.
Daniel G. Smith,
Idaho.
claim reads:
"The combination, with a
main line ircuil extending between two points, a local
circuit connci t<-,| with and of a higher resistance than
the main circuit, an air ompressor mechanism actuated by a passing train, and a circuit breaker operated by
air from the air-comprcssoi
mechanism to break the

The

first

1

ibe or tunnel with a

lop

shell

with a lining of hydraulic cement.
J95,6oq,

1

li--

Wires or Cables.

H. Phipps, New Haven, Conn,
The conduil ..insists of a sheet metal

Electric

ends.

Patrick

Harry N. Mar-

vin, Syracuse,

Po< atcllo,

Automatic Telegraphy.

Stephen D.

Field, Stockbridge, Mass
Two claims are appended:

15,022

Lightning Rod.

Arthm

Vibratory

395,556.

I

-

Francis

Electrically Operated Cutting Device.
Russell
Thayer, Philadelphia, Pa.
The device is a horse clipper driven by an electric
motor.
,

nit."

ipany, the

Speaking Telephone.

Mass.

395,524.

all

Flemon Drake of Omaha, general manager of the Nebraska Telephone company and vice-president of the Midland Electric company of Omaha, was in Chicago last
accompanied by City Attorney Webster of Omaha.
F. Durant of St. Louis. Mo., general manager
-j;e
of the Bell Telephone company of Missouri, was in ChiMr. D
still jubilant over the decago last week.

hills.

have now three of your trucks in business, and expect by
the middle of January to have two more; the trucks are

395 357.

Fred De Land, who has been connected with the ElecSupply company of Chicago, has taken h position with
the Sperry Electric company of Chicago.

our

by horses

five

Sign for Electric Lights.
395 317.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Frank L. Pope was recently in Chicago. He completed
his testimony in the case of George H. Seeley and others
against the Brush Electric company.

bring

cars, to

we

are also making arrangements to
build a new power station of 300-horse power capacity. The
people are enthusiastic over it; hurry up the trucks; the
storm did not bother us as much as I expected.
The receipts from four cars, electrically, are four times more than
"
cars

with

forming the inner rails of two lines of railway, the outer
which are parallel with the slot irons upon opposite sides thereof."

rails of

395,476.

The Rnapp Electrical works, manufacturers of the
Thomas motor, report large orders for the machine. The
company is already behind on its orders, particularly in

12, i3

.

main

line cin uil

January

12,
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WANTED: INCANDESCENT

k

V-?

In 11 thriving town of 6,000 population, to Increase the electric light plant eo as to include incandescent lights. The preeent plant consists of two 45 light arc machines
Present company has contract for city light(Brush), and 1,200 candle power lamps.
ing,

and

who

will sell part interest or entire plant to parties

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Send

to

me

National

To

The
Shaw

at once and be Correctly Reported In Whipple's

All

Close an Estate.

Electrical

Manufacturing Co., of

&

including

Geary,

Tools, Stock, Fixtures

Directory,

Electrical

A Postal

Electric

OFFICE.

WANTED.
FOR SALE
BUSINESS

YOUR NAJIK,
AND ADDRESS.

Construction Co.
Light

"If you have any
a reasonable price."

INCANDESCENT,

Electrical

CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF

will agree to install incan-

Address,

descent system.

The

*V>

LIGHTS.

Lamp

Plants

Classes of

HOUSE WORK

53 & 55

DETROIT. MICH.

N.

Seventh

It

for

a Specialty.

ADDKESS

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG, C0„

Eau

-

do

5CRAMME ARMATURE WINDERS.

Machinery,

Claire,

WIS.

THE "CLARK" ^TRE.

GEARY,

St.,

will

50 EXPERIENCED MACHINISTS,

and Patents, cover-

SHAW &

Fred H. Whipple,

we

?

ing their specialties.

Card will do.

Complete.

Spools to re-wind, send them to us, and

PHILADELPHIA.

Insulation Guaranteed

Wherever Used,

Aerial,

Underground or Submarine.

McGreary's Reflector Shade

A. A.

(PATENTED.)

BEAUTIFUL AND DURABLE.
COMFORTABLE TO THE EYES.
NO DIRECT RAYS.
LAMPS INCREASED MORE THAN DOUBLE
IN ILLUMINATING POWER.

Tn a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, nnder date of March
Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect."
he Bays
Id Insulating our wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, and is guarantied
to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation la protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with CIarfc'8 Patent Compound, which Is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent. Are proof.
Our insulation will prove durable tchen all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
gauges and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocs. Cables made
29, 1886,

S SIZES for 10 to IOO C. P. Lamps.

SUSPENDED BY FLEXIBLE CORD.
NO FIXTURES REQUIRED.
18and20Cortlandt

Street,
Mend lor Circular B.

NEW YORK.

i

Messrs.

AKEARN & SOPER.

"A

to order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,

Agents for tae Canadaa,
-

:

The rubber used

61 and 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

OTTAWA. ONTARIO.

HENRY

A.

CLARK,

HERBERT

General Manager.

H. EUSTIS, Electrician.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

>lON/>

Electric Light,
Manufactured for

AK.KIA I/,

SUBMARINE

and

Telephone and Telegraph,
Vl> f

I

lt<.

KOI M> USE.

OKOXITE TAPE for making waterproof joints.

THE OKONITE CO., 13 Park Row, New York.
CANDEE AERIAL WIRES.
Boston, Philadelphia, Omaha, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Louisville, San Francisco,

Sole Manufacturers

BRANCHES:— Chicago,

42 La Salle

St.;

Kansas

City.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
INCLUDING

Manufacturers of

Fleetrie ^upplie5

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins
and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Telephone and Electric Light Wire.

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY

BUILDERS OP

fisher's [lecfric [flotors,

AND SUBURBAN

LECTRIC RAILWAYS,

«**

General Offices and Works,

DETROIT, MICHIGAN,

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
^MANUFACTURERS OFH

Automatic
IN

E lectric

ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF

H.

P.

Motors,
UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,

Remarkable

Dynamo

Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Electric FTJachines,

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.
C. F.

DUNDERDALE, Agent,
164 LaSALLE STREET, CHICAQO.„

The Eddy

Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

WE PATENT AND

EXPLOIT

In Foreign Countries first class Electrical Inventions which are new and operative, and have been
Uln trated by mo els and drawings, bat not published in this country before being ratented
abroad. No expense to the inventor ca 1 or write.

& CO.

W.174COLBURN

I.

No.

Main

St.,

January

SPEAKING TUBES

Fitchburg, Mass.

Oral, Electric,

CHICAGO,

Block,

FKANCIS W. PARKER.

ILL.

"

0. F.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

Send

New

for

AXNETT,

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Catalogue, out August 1st.

Prest.

S.

F.

KENTON,

1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

Electric Gas Lighting.

Arc and Incandescent
Electric Lighting, Electro- Plating
and Experimental Use.

.Marti lues for

SO

to

The United

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electrical

Electric Lighting.

Engine

SALT LAKE

"Wire and Batteries.

Steam Power

Outfits

for Lighting Stations
.hmI Elei'ators

INCA NDESCENT SHADES.
Write for NEW PRICES Before Buying Elsewhere
Large Stock on Hand to Fit Different
Systems.

A SPECIALTY.
Send for Circular F.

LARGEST ENC1NE WORKS

^^S^" State

TVest of the Mississippi.

Business.

ERTK ENOIXE WORKS.
suri'JIAS OIL. ENGINE.

MAiTTACTTTBEKS OF

SYJSTOTTIiLI-

Dynamo and
Second

machinery.

By

8.

FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

RED CORE?
WILLIAM
MANUFACTURER

OF

A.

DOTY,

ELECTRICAL

MMU0*SS£SSf^SSt

Works,!

SUPPLIES.

Lrv
^
PHILADELPHIA.

727 FILBERT STREET.

Telephone Building, N. Y.

CHICACO.

TAUSSIC, Agent,

and Prices furnished on application.

WHO MAKES

Cylinder Oils.

gum

or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
Adopted by the largest
refiltering can be used continually.
Electric Plants of the West.

Free from

to none.

SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS

CARBON PLATES,

CITY,

MO.

ELECTRICAL COODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Electrical purposes.

MADE TO OEDEK.
Soft Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.

KANSAS

Sonthwestern Electrical SopplyCo.

CIRCULARS

E2US3.
GEN'L WESTERN ACTS. (fflLLEB'DCPtEX STEAM PUMP.
THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON, 0.

St.,

UTAH.

-

ARC LIGHT GLOBES.

Sioux City, Iowa.

BOILERS
— AND—

CatftloCTie

CITY,

I=».

ENGINE WORKS

Hard Rubber Goods

Apparatus and Supplies,

Telegraph Instruments.

SOO H.
BUILT BY THE
Sioux City

for

Electric Go.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Send for large Illustrated Catalogue, also Handbook of Heady Reference, vest-pocket edition.

Corliss

*

8 Corilandt

CHAS. SIDVEY SMITH, 860*7

Vlce-Prest. and Treaa.

Hotel and House AnnuneiatorB.

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF TJ 8.
ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

Send lor Prfce-Llsl

WHISTLES,

and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS,

Solicitor.

Sioux City

1889

FTTH. X.I1TE ALWATTS X27 STOCK.
W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,
21, 23 and 25 Ann St. New York.

;

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING CO.,
1007 Opera House

and

Pneumatic,

12,

-

MACHINE
WORKS,
EDISON
SCHENECTADY,

I

XliE

ST. Y.,

-MAlTUTACTtlKERS OF-

Insulated Wires,
JAMES

Flexible
F.

Cords and Cables

KELLY. Ceneral Sales Agent, 19 Dev

&

Russell

for Telephone,
Street.

New

Telegraph

York.

Co.

MASSILLON, OHIO,
BUILDERS OF

Automatic Engines

||

ATTENTION

BOILERS, ETC.

TheH.M.LOUD&SONSLUMBERCO.
CM op
Telegraph and Telephone Crois Arm*. Cedar Pole*,
Pott* and Tie*. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arm*
Lumber kepr
-'.in Filled Promptly.
OfTlrr nnrl Ml
Ml «-h.
..I <>-< r,.I
(Patera
turn
g
I

.

1

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.

or dealers and others

GEO.

.

I

.

H.

vantages u! which can
roadlly bo Been in u.s adJuBtroentrorroKulailnRthe

BLISS,

HprliiK
inff

ELECTRICAL EXPERT
DEALER

it*

IN

Electrical Securities.

-

it

dure rent make.
Wo can supply Itln either
bracket or hnx form; It in
nicciy olckoiod and put up

Inventions.

In the beat »r workmanlike
mariner. Prices furnimind
on application.

pre*-

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple

CEO. W. LORD,
225

DEARBORN STREET.

mii>|niil.i tint

Ily Hlni|il.v titrri-

eorow the nvr\utf in
t<» conform
to tbo

strength, of battery current,
one iiip i, r battery will work
It louder unil Blronger Hi" ii
will two or three "UiiirH of

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical

which

Armature

mode

WANTED.

is

called i" thin bell, Lho ad-

S«m> von Catalocu*.

Court,

CHICAGO,

KEATINC
& ROXBURCH,
— MANIlKAtrTUHKKH
tlY—
BoUDdoni, Koyt.

ILL.

I'.ell-i.

UtitfcrioH, etc., dOalOTfl

OORRY,
klndiiKlortrica]

hiijij.IIoh.

III

all
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The
ieic \

attention of
1 1

on account

arnl
being

> u

of

its

COMPANIES

ELEl TRIC

CEI^E-

WHEEL
st<*a«lv

\i lie

remarkably

motion, lii^li Speed
diameter,
large Capacity, f

great Efficiency, and
double the Power of most

whe

number
ical

of the leading electric comp.
use of water it is without an an equal, producing the highest

guaranteed.

ful effect

*l:\l>

FOB CATALOGUE AM>

Our Horizontal" Victor"
and

it

can be belted

is

directly to

I*

f

A ItTK II,A Its

recommended, as no

highlv

dynamo.

The accompanying engraving

represents a pair of 12-jnch
Itltl>iKS arranged on a horizontal shaft, with (
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys com;,
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangemen*
strictly first-class in every particular.
are now
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and
admits of their use. wc recommend them.

TI

YI4 I'OJC

We

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

WESTERN AGENT:
DUNDERDALE 154 La Salle St. CHICAGO.

C. F.

CO.,

-

DAYTON, OHIO.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted
Cords for Incandescent Lighting,
Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT

UK

LINE WIRE

FOR ELECTRIC LIGET, TELEGRAPH AND ^"ELEPHONE

BARCLAY,

J. L.

Selling

factories: waterbury, co n n.
Agent,
THOS.

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

If here

LINES.

Can

NEW YORK AGENT

ReF CoreT

Buy

I
ST E Aura

THE CURTIS

SCOVILL,

L.

ILL.

Both Advertiser and Publisher by men-

PRESSURE
REGULATOR

tioning the

when

in general use now about seven years, and has from the
taken the lead of all others, and stands unrivalled to-day for
and durability. It is used wherever the pressure of
steam or any other fluid NEEDS TO BE REDUCED AND CONTROLLED on Steam Heating and Drying, Electric Light Plants,
Marine Engines, Railroad Car Heating Steam, Pumps, Natural Gas,
Air and Water, in the United States, and in the leading countries o*
Europe, and is sold and endorsed by the trade universally.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

writing to advertisers.

Has been

first
its

reliability

The

P. Barton,
OFFICE,
CHICAGO, ILL,

LAW

Beverly Street, Boston, Mass.

Curtis Regulator Co.,

GENERAL AGENCIES.

NEW

George

YORK, 109 Libetty St
PHILADELPHIA. 2035 N. Front st.
MINNEAPOLIS, 210 S. Third St.

CHICAGO. 218 Lake St.
ST. LOUIS 707 Market s"
NEW ORLEANS. 21 Un

225 Dearborn Street
PATENT AND TRADEMARK CASES.

T ELEPHONE S
FOR PRIVATE

I.I

\

DO NOT DE DECEIVED

l:s.

The only Mechanical Telephone which has Btocd
the teats and held out and given satisfactory
service for the past eight years.

Send

Illustrated

lor

Catalogue and

By

imitations marked Leclanchc Disque or Disque Leclanche\
The term " Disque" was formerly used by us to designate

Prices.

ELECTRICAL GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

certain size of cell as distinguished from size No. 1
It

and

size

No.

a

2.

has no reference whatever to the quality of the Battery.

Elgin' Telephone and Electrical Supply Co,,

JKAUE
T

Room

7.

nulilard Blk.. Elgin.

111.. I

.

S.

A.

AGENTS WANTHU

THE CELEBRATED

EVERYWHERE,

FOR ANYTHING

GONDA

is

toe Gennine Battery.

In the Line of.
It is

unlike any other Porous Cell Battery made, or by whatever

leratnre

ellieiencv

JDO XTOT

Regulation,

Steam Heaters
Id Houses, or lor

the (hi

D

\n

mticHeat

BLMIHAJ.Y.

Insist

name

and

is

immeasurably superior

in

XIL^^OSEE) XJI=O^T.

upon being furnished with the Genuine Gonda Porous Cell, and
Do not use any zinc with our cell unless it
direct for prices.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,

1.

and duralnlitv.

if
is

your dealer does not keep it send
stamped with the word Gonda.

149 West 18th

St.,

to us

New York.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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CO.,

*n

MANUFACTURERS DIRECT OF

Push Buttons,

Bells, Batteries, Switches,

Etc., Etc.,

and

will

make

Annunciators,

Prices to suit our Customers.

Send us a List of what you want, and Prove our Assertion Correct.
Our Goods are BRIGHT, NEW, and LATEST IMPROVED.

SSIFM£!NTS PHOMPT,
TRADE MARK.

La

Western Agents, 42

General

CHICAGO.

St,

Salle

GILES ANTI-MAGNETIC SHIELD FOR WATCHES.
Office of

Van Depoele Electric M'fg.
Chicago, Feb.

Anti-Magnetic Shield & Watch Case Co.
Your Anti-Magnetic
Gentlemen :
Shield for watches cannot be over-estimated. It is now very near eight months
that I have worn my watch, and to-day
it is (without correcting time) about one
minute slow. Considering the fact that
I am every day near dynamo electric
machines in our regular business, the
I could never
test could not be harder.

_=

—

have believed

-~"~|

dynamo machine.
The plan you have adopted of placing the watch movement inside a closed

gi^z
%

box of this magnetic material, is based
on true scientific principles, and is the

^=|

only plan

J^ggf

^81

I

know

that could succeed.

WM.

A.

ANTHONY,

Prof. Phs. Dept., Cornell University.

it

~t^

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields to pocket time- pieces promises to
be of very great importance to horologists
and watchmakers it will render opera-

Wfm

A

J.

£j

0^
.

before that protection
was so complete. In this age of electricity, not only electricians, but everyone who needs the correct time, should
have the Anti-Magnetic Shield.
good
deal of practical utility, as well as pleasure, can be derived from a good timekeeper. At present, I look upon a watch
without a shield as a thing incomplete,
and so it is.
Very Respectfully,

CHAS.

"
* * * I have no hesitation in saying
that I believe the shield would perfectly
protect the watch against any magnetic
influence to which it is likely to be exposed by being worn in the vicinity of a

Co.

16, 1886.

1

/

3B
^-§=3

;

and tine adjustments and mechanisms which hitherto have been made
almost nil and in operative on account of
tive

^=|

their susceptibility to the all-pervading
magnetic influence.

VAN DEPOELE,

AMERICAN WATCH

Electrician, V. D. P. E. M. Co.
Bore protection from all Electrical and Magnetic disturbances.
Send for descriptive circular.

CO.,

Waltham, Mass.

GILES BROS. & CO.

103 State

Street,

There

Chica(IO
El6CtriC Clllb
"

will

CHICAGO.

be a meeting of the

Chicago

Bleotrte Club Monday evening, January
"

8 o'clock, at the rooms of the
122-124 Clark street.

14th at

Club,

SEND FOR

NEW PAMPHLET

OF

RECORDINC

B. D.

BRAIDED WIRE.
THE POPULAR WIRE FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

Safe and Reliable.

Pressure Gauges.
J^vis

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE

B. Eosofl,

I

W.
145 Broadway, N. Y.

©
A MOSTfll.Y .JOURNAL,
Devoted to the Interests of
being

enrj/j.

tricity

various ln<!
the Telephone, the
cal

Electiii

record of progress In

Elec-

and In practical applications

to the
ring the Telegraph,

Transmission of Power, Etc,

Th9

L&rgQftt CirTilatlon of
c»l

P.per

any

Electrl-

Jl.

THE ELECTRIC CURRENT CO.

B.

Central

St.,

Boston. Mass.

DOWSE,

452

CO

Broadway, New York.

R. E. GALLAHER,Secy.
J.W.GODFREY, Gen'l Mgr.

Gen'l Supt.

BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK,
HAND-BOOK,
DYNAMO TENDERS'
1
T--t

/\

TI T

J&X.OO.

ELEMENTS OF ELECTRIC LIGHTING,

Pabll.fce'I.

•

I

All

^tiklitxtsozlnt, $1.50.
Three Books to One Address,
Cash with Order, $3.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

CO.,

Q

Lakeside

Building,,

CHICAGO.

January
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A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

THE DETROIT STORAGE BATTERY,
IMPROVEMENTS

After careful

ABLE, and

is,

owing

to its design,

construction, has

in

now been found

PECULIARLY ADAPTED

to

many

to lie

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE

uses in

and

which other types of batteries have

DURfailed.

SPECIALLY ADAPTED TO
Isolated Lighting,
Auxiliary Central Station Work,
Propelling Boats,
Medical Purposes,
Running of Small Motors,

Central Station Lighting,

Steadying Lights,
Street Cars,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,

Burglar Alarms,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc

™ Detroit

Storage Battery

Secondary Battery which will not Buckle, or which will with-

Is positively the only

stand uninjured the Highest Bates of Discharge.

THE ONLI SUCCESSFUL STORAGE BATTER!
MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY

IS

The Woodward
OFFICES:
69 Griswold St., Campau

F.

PACTORT:

DETROIT. MICH

Building.

TROUT,

B.

KOAItlt
G.
S.
II.

II.

GALE, President.

A. PLUMMER, VICE-PRESIDENT
H. HUMPHREY, TREASURER.

Electrical Co.

f

GEN. R. A. ALGER.
G.

I S.

II.

A.

HALE.

PLUMMER.

E. C.

Corner 13th and Howard Streets.

General Manager.
OF I>1IIK<
BROWN.

TOIIS.

T.WILLIAMSON.
P. B. TROUT.

*

WARREN.
C.H.THOMPSON.
H. HUMPHREY.

C. A.
[-1.

)
[
\

THOM

\S

PRANK

WILLI VMSON, SECR1 rARY.
KOI I. Si li KIM

B.

I
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Forest City Electric Works,

A

Manuiacturers

of

CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES.

Quick Make and Break Uncontrolled

by the Handle.

IS

Correspondence
Solicited

Electric

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

with

Light

Companlea.

BALL DYNAMOS ^ LAMPS
FOR ARC

At\D

W.

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

B.

CLEVELAND,

Proprietor,

m

183

SENECA STREET. CLEVELAND,

This system is
echanically and electrically peifect, and producesasfceady,
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required
and thecoat of repairs.
For descriptive circulars or testimonials, address

The Parter-Russell lining

CHARLES W. RAYMOND,

CARBONS

Western

-

-

igt.,

+.

CITY OFFICE

ILL.

-

Co.

ELECTRIC LIGHT

39 Dearborn Street, Tremont House,

CSXCA.G!-©,

& Mft

711 Pine

St.,

-

St.

Louis, Mo.

Standard Carbon Co.,
The
Crystal Carbon Companies.
Boulton, Cleveland,
SUCCESSORS

Ti)

THE

and.

OIjSVSIiAIVD, OHIO.

WHO MAKES

RED CORE?

American Electrical Directory
For 1889.
Price, $9.00.
The best arid mcr-t permanent medium for advertisers in the electrical field. The
work reaches every Electric Light an J Power company in the country, besides Telegraph and Telephone companies.
This year's issue enlarged and improved.
Lists and reporls of Electric Light and Power companies, reports of National
Electric Light association, useful tables, etc., etc.
Send orders for copies of books and for advertising space to

STAB. IRON
Publishers

of

TOWER COMPANY,

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL DIRECTORY,

DYNAMO TENDERS' HANDBOOK. -Bv

Fort

F. B.

Wayne,

Ind.

BADT.

100 pages; TO Ulnfltratlona; flexible cloth bindlDg: size of type page, 6x3 inches.

is

tanned on the surfaces
only; the

Designed for

Dynamo Tenders and Llnern?n, Stationary and Maiine Engineers. JiiBt the book for men who wish
o learn how to operate and c»re f>r electric light installations. The only book of the kind in the
English Ian^Tja^e.

AL4dre*S

Price, postage prepaid to any address in the United Stales or Canada, $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

CO., 6 Laknaidm Itldg., Chicago.

Send for Our Valuable Book for Engineers and Belt Users. Free.^*

Agents

in all Cities.

Send

for Trial Belt.

(

70,

mm*

A

\o\1'i

W7

trflW

1.

&00

SendMmLOGlf

January

T2,
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The Thomson-Houston
Electric Railway System.

Twenty-Three Roads

in

of Construction

ALL MATERIAL

Daily Operation, and Eleven

Now

in

Process

Under the Thomson-Houston Patents.

NOW MANUFACTURED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

18

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the
brakes applied from either platform.
railway work.
Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
Only one pair of brushes for each motor.
above the floor.
Brushes self-feeding.
Direct gearing is used.
Bearings self-oiling.
The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the
No change of brushes for change of load or change in Thomson-Houston patents.
direction of rotation of the armature.
Contact with overhead conductor is had by means of.
trolley pressing against the wire from below.
The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior

to all others

for

MOTORS 1 ELECTRICAL E QOIPMEHTS FDRNI3HED FOR MINING & OTHER SPECIAL WORK.
For Full Information and Estimates

_A.dd.ress

the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
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HGI STUBE-PR OOF

T HOROUGHL Y

W ATERPRO OF.
WEATHER-PROOF.

TESTEDiTRIED-

AND
IF

YOU ARK INTERESTED, READ AND REMEMBER THE

FOLLOWING

A
fifty-

bare Copper wire, covered with a single coat of P. and B. componud, measured

seven million ohms after 24 hours' soaking
P. and B.

is

in water.

the only wire which can be used in sulphur fumes, where hot soot and

cinders are ejected from locomotives.

P. and B.

is

the only wire that has never been displaced in packing houses.

Saltpeter fumes have no effect upon P. and B. insulation,
P. and B.

is

moisture-proof, water-proof, and weather proof.

The penetration of

P. and B.

is

of the fibrous material used for the

The base

of P.

such as to completely satisfy the capillary attraction

body of the

and B. being gutta-percha,

insulation
it

upon

is flexible,

wires.

and

will not crack

on short

urns.

Time has no

side

effect

on P. and B. insulation.

The practice in New York has discovered that P. and B. will stand more heat alongof the Steam Heating Company's hot pipes than any other insulation— and still an

insulator.

A

large quantity of l\ and B. has been used for over a year on

into walls,

220

volts plastered

and measures now over one hundred thousand ohms.

SUPPLY
CO.
The ELECTRICAL
Randolph Street,
171

CHICAGO.

FACTORIE8:

iLnsoiiiA, Coisin.

BRANCH OFFICE:

505 Delaware

St.,

KANSAS

CITY, MO.

January

12,
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CEO. WESTINCHOUSE, Jr., President.
H. M. BYLLESBY, Vice-Pres't and Cen'l Manager.
p. H.

ALEXANDER,

CEO.
C. H.

General Agent.

J.

IW1.

H. LEWAR8, Secretary and Treasurer.
BARNEY, Auditor.
ROBERTSON, General Superintendent.

uwte^t^itV
*0

^^

*

3<

West

CO.

&

2*1?

230 *

MANUFACTURERS OF THE
WD'D'tlWlllil'UVM'll'

S1WVER-M1N INCANDESCENT

ELECTRIC LAMP.
HIGH EFFICIENCY.

+

LONG

LIFE.

LAMPS MADE

•••

NO SLACKENING.

PRICES GREATLY

SOCKETS
ALL

MANUFACTURES.

/
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FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY
Fort

Manufacturers

SLATTERY

W ayne, Indiana.

of the

INDUCTION

SYSTEM

out

The Most Carefully Workedand Complete Alternating

System of Electric Lighting in

OF

Existence.

INCaNDESCENT lighting,

MB

AND THE

JENNEY SYSTEM

Armatures
Guaranteed.

^°,nc!t.*

and

Converters

12—16 Candle Power

qfe* ;=H

Lamps

OF

ARC LIGHTING.

to the Mechanical

Horse

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

JENNEY ARC DYNAMO AND LAMPS.

SLATTERY DYNAMO, LAMP AND CONVERTER.

NEW YORK

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS.

FORT WAYNE,

CHICACO OFFICE,

St., First Floor,

BUCKLEY, Manager.
FRANCISCO OFFICE, 2 7 Sansome St.
W.

SAN

185 Dearborn

IND.

J.

1

OFFICE,

242, 244 EAST I22d STREET.
PHILADELPHIA OFFICE, 26 N. Seventh Street,
G. A.

WILBUR, Manager.

CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE.

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC

F.

Adams, Successor.

MF'fi

CO.,

ARC AND INCANDESCENT

ELECTRIC LIGHT,
DYNAMOS, LAMPS
ELECTRIC LIGHT SUPPLIES
Estimates Furnished on Incandescent Wiring.

i

General Offices and Works, 15-21 N. Clinton

St.,

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

CHICAGO, JANUARY

Vol. IV.

SCHAEFER ELECTRIC MFC.
Incandescent Lamps from 10
'OJI I'l.F.TK

<

P.

0.

INSTALLATION OF

to

PLANTS.

Soperior to

All Others.

FACTORY AT CAMBRIDGEPORT.

HAZAZER & STANLEY,

Standard Underground CableCompany
New

708 PENN.

AVE.,

PITTSBURGH,

32

Frankfort St., N. Y.

TS^o^
NEW

CALLENDER

The

COMPANY,
YORK.

18 Cortland St.,

PA.

York, Telephone Building, Cortlandt Street,

G. L. Wiley, Manner.
Chicago, 139 East Madison Street,
nardt,

3

PROOF BELLS

CO.jDUST

Estimates Furnished on Applicaton.

Branch Offices:

No.

1889.

100 Candle-Power.

l\( ASI>l.sn:\T

BOX 3068, BOSTON, MASS.

General Offices. No-

19,

O cents per Copy.

I

Degen-

F. E.

Manager.

MANUFACTUHER8 OP

MANUFACTURERS OP

The Waring Anti-Induction and Bunched Cables
Tor Telegraph, Telephone, Electric Light and Power; Underground, Submarine
Light Leaded
and Aerial.
Cables for House Use
Weather-proof Line Wire,
Underwriters'. Annunciator
and Office Wire.
Sis years of uniform Success
enable us to guarantee

BITITE AND TRINIDAD INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
ELECTRIC LICHT WIRES OF ALL SIZES A SPECIALTY.
J. R.

BURDICK,

68 Commerce

Building.

CHICACO.

General Western Sales Agent,

our Cables.

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back

Noiselesss
DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Looomotlvo Safety
'X7'a,l-v&,
Tlie Asliton Looli Safety Valve.
The acknowledged Standard for durable and high
Tile Asliton vv ater Relief

Insulation.
Its merits proved
quarter of a century. Adapted to
and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,
Railway and all other

Electric Light

Branches

CLARK

B.

of Signaling.

H0TCHKISS,

by a record

all

of over
electrical purposes.

All

Sizes

"

Submarine Use
concealed Wiring

16 Dey

Gen'l Mgr.,

****** ™»t

perfect of

Glve
^APFTY
>'<*llill VAT
J%.U YF*i whether Steamboat, Locomotive
THEIR WATEB RELIEF VALVES

Subterranean Use,

Wines
wire*.

THE ASHTON YALVES

TTTFTR
iJ-l.-i-iXJ.li

Aerial Use,

,
rf c,/fc(
Encased
UGau
ou

"^7"«.l-*7-©.

*™™**">i>^<>™

St.,

in

all

Location!.

NEW YORK.

T J-ilo

»

L"aS 2J&

Six

now in de market.
Simple in construction. Automatic in action, Perfectly Controlling the Pressure of the hoee at what
ever speed the engine or pump is working.

218 LAKE

ST.,

271 FRANKLIN

CHICAGO.

ST..

BOSTON.

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,

AMERICAN LEATHER. LINE BELT

Sole Manufacturers of

COMPANY,

COWLES' PATENTED

and Weather - Proof

Fire -Proof

MANUFACTUItEHS OF

perfect eecnritv aeainet boiler explosion
or Stationaxv.

SPECIAL

DYNAMO
BELTING.
46 and 48 Ferry

St.

and 72

Cliff St.

NEW YORK.
D ami el

trie

B. B.

— Two Braids, saturated with

Weather-Proof

19 * nd ?'. C,iff
\
i

64 WasHnaton

Fire-Proof Insulation.

C — Braided Cottar

Composition.

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters.
Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

WAREROOMS-

Chaeles D. Jenney,

Marhon, President.
Addison H. Nobdyke, Ylcc-Prcsldent.
TV.

CUT SHOWING STVLH OF INSULATION.

—

A. Copper Wire.
maturated with a Black,

Samples furnished upon application.

?

St..

Chicaao.

Ills.

Owners

of

nil

the Patents and Inventions of Charles

1).

Bn

Brainakd Roriso*. Secretary.
Amos K. Hollowell, Trcuorar.

Electrician.

Jenney Electric Company,
Solo

Pure

FACTORIES:
ANSONIA. CONN.

S-f -' N-ev Yo *.

Jenney (known as the Jenney System) and Sole Owners and Manufacturers of

his

Improved Dynamo, [amp

$

Electric (Ijotor.
In all desirable features of Are ami Incandescent Lighting
Simple, durable, economical,
the Jenney System leads.
In these essentials It chalsteady, brilliant and penetrating.
lenges comparison

Estimates Promptly Furnished tor Erecting Electric Lighting
Plants for Cities. Companies or Individuals.

Prices Furnished for the Jenney Arc or Incandescent Systems, or for both combined.
Incandescent Dynamos
TheJonnoj
Bnd permit the turning on and
win.
Tldai

in

solf-roguUUnSi
of the Lamps

ill

at

Shops, Factories, «(c, wl

or

scrq toR

-mUliing

Millt,

h /htfii

puifmt lUDsmiiNc no mciiiUG

m

srcni.

-*%

OPFIOI and WORKS!

Cor. Kentucky Ave.

and Morris

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

St.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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Electric Go.
WESTERN OFFICE:

EASTERN OFFICE:
620 ATLANTIC AVE., .BOSTON.
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SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

Electric flrc-Hghting
ijst

the

"otort_:d.

SERIES LAMPS
FOE

Arc-Circuits.
These Lamps have repeatedly
their superiority under

shown
test.

Medal

:

First Prize

:

First

Beat Arc-Light, Louisville, 1883,
Beat SyBtem of Arc-Lighting,

Cincinnati Industrial Exposition, 1883.

This

Company was

given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions
at London,

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

August

1

1,

1885,

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
These dynamos are automatic

in their regulation

durable.

and

will

FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

LIGHTING.

No other Incandescent
maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit.
are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

Our Incandescent systems

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all

Exhibition,

FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

sized for the transmission of Power. Plans and estimates for
and Incandescent Lighting and Power Planta.

all

kinds of Arc

Lamp

is

so perfect and

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

19, i?

January

MACRAEON

LAMP.

U. S.

STORAGE

Grand Opera House

BATTERIES

MINNEAPOLIS.

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
610
The

MACRAEON STORAGE BATTERIES

do not " buckle," "

CLOSED METAL

blister " or

"

U.

S.

16 Candle Lamps, 53 Indicated

h r e
p o°w !r

.

sulphate"— are

BOXES-n-quire

leeB attentheeimpleBtinconetrucliOQ -are made with
indeetrnctible and or
tion and will last longer than any other battery in the market, being practically

348 Edison 16

"

54

"

great efficiency.

These Storage Batteries can be Profitably Used

CONSEQUENTLY, THE

tor:

Incandescent Lighting on Arc Circuits everywhere using the same Dynamo and power
while Idle during the day, for charging the BatterieB.
Incandescent Light Plants, whether isolated plants or central stations, can be
2.
doubled in capacity by using the Macraeon Storage Batteries.
3.
Sarplus Power, Steam or Watar, even irregular, wherever It can be had, in Factories,
Breweries or business buildings, cm be utilized to great advantage and profit by storing electricity
diy for lighting the place or neighborhood at night.
the
during
%.
Storage BatterieB can also be used for steadying incandescent or arc lightB when run di1.

rect

from the dynamo.
r

and, like gas, the light is

always on

Flickering:, less
hand day or night.

flfo

U. S.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

ions

Rejected mid Pdt Out,

AND UNITED STATES PUT

is UNIBreakage of Lamps,

Incandescent Mehting from the Macraeon Storage Batteries

ron II, e»TEAI)V aad KKIjUBLK.

Phut

Edisod

610 Lamps, 53

H. P., equals

Edison 348 Lamps, 54 H.
Complete Installations made, including DynatnOB and Motors.
Contractors and Supply Agents.

WM. BALLOU,

GEO.

President,

1

1-ftVper H. P.

equals 6 T4A per H. P.

Special terms to Electric Companies,

Address

LEONARD PAGET,

or

P.,

IN.

Chief Electrician,

Macraeon Storage Battery
7 Wall St., NEW YORK.
TRENTON,

FACTORY, 110-114 Dickinson St,

Co*,
N. J,

ABOVE FROM ACCURATE TESTS.

THE
C. C.

FOR PARTICULARS. APPLY TO

ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO.

U. S.

WARREN,

NO COMMENTS

Manager.

2 9 LA
1

SALLE

ST.,

CHICAGO.

The Daft
hill

I

-II fflli

11

lilTII-PIffl

COMPANY,

DTSTJLATTITG

new yo rk and

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

INSULATED WIRES and CABLES
FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

Prices and

No. 159
W, M,

Samples on Application

F.C.S., London,

CITY,

Chemical Engineer. General Manager,

FOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We

have supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

Electric

using Safe
Currents in the operation of Street

Speed,
Endurance,

Specially

at

FRONT STREET, NEW YORK

HABIRSM,

The only Company

Ohemioal Works, Eto.

for Mines,

Light, Telegraph and Telephone Companies, to United States Vessels,

Economy.
The Daft Motors for Power

wherever a First-class Electrical Installment
Materials and Workmanship

and correspondence
articles,

is

solicited

are

is

Guaranteed

Required.

New York Office
BOREEL BUILDING,

Our

the Very Best,

from companies and architects requiring our

Dis-

tribution are unexcelled.
Send for Circular Matter.

Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other services

chicago.

Railways,

Guaranteed to Give Satisfactory Services Underground and Overhead.

Adapted

Electric Co.,

115

BROADWAY.

Please Mention the Western Electrician,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

January

19,

a

CleTrela-rxcl, OOcixo.

mm

MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
ENGINEERING COMPANY,
LIBERTY
OLIVER
81 LAKE ST,,
ST.

61

1

I

NEW YORK.

CHICAGO.
A.

707 and 709 Market

POND

LOUIS,

BRANCH:— 600 Walnut

Electric [ight and

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR,
ERECTED READY FOR SERVICE.

St.,

3VEO.
Kansas

St.,

City,

power Stations

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screenings
NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

ENGINEERING CO.,

ST.

ST.

109

CONTRACTING ENCINEERS FOR ERECTINC COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

SPECIALTIES ;-The Arralngton & Sims Engine, Steel Boilers, Jarvis Furnace, Standard
Rocking and Sheffield GrateB, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pomp, Sorting Injector, etc.
SENI> F B LATEST CATALOGUR8.

Mo.

THE LAW BATTERY,
re

FOR ALL CLASSES OF OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.

In the latest form the negative element is a Double Cylinder, one within
the Other, having more surface and quantity than any other negative element in the
market. Its efficiency and durability surpass all its rivals, and it is guaranteed
for ten years. As now made both elements are secured wholly beneath the cover,
The cover is of blue glass and
instead of passing through the cover, as heretofore.
locks tight to the jar, absolutely preventing evaporation of water and creeping of salts.
Both binding posts are permanently attached to cover, and thoroughly protected
against corrosion.

THESE

jA.X*.12

Do

TJECITJBJJ IJVEraO-^IEILHETNrTSS.

not be so foolish as to buy a Prism, Porous Cup, or other perishable negative element battery,
And do not waste
when one can be had which is
money by experimenting with any of the numerous new and untried batteries which are constantly
coming and going, but buy the " Law," which lias stood the test of eight years,

PRACTICALLY EVERLASTING.

LAW TELEPHONE

CO.,

Sole Agent for the Pacific Coast:

WHAT
The

GEO.

L.

HENZEL,

NEW

YORK.

San Francisco,

Cal.

BED CORE?

IS

A NEW PRINCIPLE

112 Liberty St.,

IN

PRIMARY BATTERIES.

It is

justWHAT YOU WANT.

CROWDUS UNIVERSAL BATTERY.
Xo

Local Action.

No

Polarization.
Internal K.

Open or Closed Circuit Work.
Cheap Chemicals do the Work.

Perfection for
0.4

ohm.

E. M. F. 3.5 volts.

Small zinc surface, and consumes 75 per cent. leBB zinc per watt than any other element. It will discount any open circuit batteries in power, endurance and life
and do four times the work on closed circuit, at one-fourth the cost, that chromic acid will. The most perfect and durably made cell on the market. Standard
Highest grade carbon; non-corrosive connections. Pure soft rubber Btopper fitting covera.
size, 5 by 8 inches.

ADAPTED TO ANY

$2.25

d sc
ZF^EZES GSSXJJL,.
t h e°¥5IdI?
KIND OF SERVICE ANY OTHER CELL CAN BE USED FOR.

IE=:E3IC:E]

THE ELECTRIC FARE BOX CO.,
4 8 Cedar
1

Street,
\A/ rito for

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE.

-

THE KNAPP M 4.NTJPACTUREHS
E LECTRICAL
<=>!•

Magneto

Bells,

WORKS

our OA.T /\ TiOG-UE on Batteries.

Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries, Push Buttons, Etc.

UEAI-ERS

ITNT

ELECTRICAL.
EVERYTHING
AGENTS FOH
TIIK

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
ft

Full Line of

their Celebrated

Wires, Cables and

Buy your Goods

of the

Tapes

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street,

-

-

-

CHICAGO.

January

19,
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SPRAGDE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND MOTOR
THE NEW SPRAGUE ELECTRIC MOTOR TRUCK.

CO.

DETAILS OF TRUCK:
Noiseless Gearing-, All Bearing's Self Oiling and Dust-Proof. Brushes
Design, and Perfection as regards Base of Running. All Parts completely In-

Flexible Suspension,
of a

New

cased and Protected from Dust. All Bearings Independently Removable. Bach Part
Designed to be Readily Accessible, and to Reduce all Necessary Attendance and Care to a

Minimum.

For Circulars and :f*ti.11 Information,
16 and 18 BROAD STREET,

...

J.

J.

H. J.

DICKEY, President.
WELLS, Sec'y and Gen'l Man.

FLEMON DRAKE,

KINNEY,

H. A.

Sup't and Electrician.

L. H.

KOETT,

-A.cl

dress,

NEW YORK.

Vice President

Treasurer.

MIDLAND ELECTRIC

CO*,

The Empire City Electric Co,

OMAHA, NEBRASKA.
DEALERS IN

ip- 15

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
For the Telegraph, Telephone

and. Electric Light.

DEY STREET,
NEW

YORK,

Hotel and House Annunciators, Burglar AlarmB, Fire Alarms, Electric Gas Lighting, Speaking Tubes,
Elevator Annunciators, Batteries. Push Buttons, Electric Pens, Telegraph Learners* Instruments, Medical
BatterteB, Linemen's Tools, Bell Hangers' Supplies, Railway Velocipedes, Cars, Etc.

Western

Aoents THE OKONITE CO., and the Return
We own the Franchises of

Alarms for Cities and Towns.

Manufacturers and

Call System of Hotel Annunciators. Fire
the Western States and Territories for the

Dealers

IMPROVED McCULLOH

-^JflEIOTN-i-

DIJ5IFR.IC1?* TEIiEGT^IPjl

and are prepared

to give franchises

4>

IN

J5YJSFEJU,**

ALL KINDS OF

and construct plants on reasonable terms.

lyEBtlmates furnished and contracts made

for any and all kinds of Electrical Work In any part of the
West. Correspondence solicited. Illustrated Catalogue and Price List on Application.
Authorized Contractors: Edison Electric Light and Garoewell Fire Alarm Telegraph.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
Is
Is
Is
Is
Is

Seamless.
the Best.
the Toughest.
the Most Flexible.
the Highest Insulation Ever

DYNAMO TENDERS' HANDBOOK. -Bv
100 pages;

Known

BADT.

F. B.

70 illustrations; flexible cloth binding; Blze of type page, Gs3 inches.

Desigoed for

Dynamo Tenders and Linemen, Stationary and Marine Engineers. Juet the book for men who wieh
to learn how to operate and care for electric light installations. The only book of tbe kind in the
English language.

Address

Price, postage prepaid to any address in tbe United States or Canada, $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

CO.. 6

Lakwrt* BMg.. Chicago.

American Electrical Directory
For 1889.
Price, SS.OO.
The best and most permanent medium for advertisers in the electrical field. The
work reaches every Electric Light and Power company in the country, besides Telegraph and Telephone companies.
This year's issue enlarged and improved.
Lists and reports of Electric Light and Power companies, reports of National
Electric Light association, useful tables, etc., etc.
Send orders for copies of books and for adverttsiog space to

STAE. IROXT TOWER. COMPANY,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

BALL DYNAMOS

A

J!£

LAMPS

Publishers of

m&

FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
This system

is

mechanically

white and noiseless light with the
and the cost of repairs.

and electrically perfect, and produces a steady
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The Edison

System

Direct

of Central Station

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.
1,000 Installations. 100,000 Horse Power. 1,000,000 Lamps and $20,000,000 Capital
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MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
-AND-

THIS COMPANY
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THE OWNER OF THE INVENTIONS
AND TATENTS OF

IS

THOMAS ALVA

EDISON.

Which Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanently
Established and Commercially Successful

IrataH Electric Liiltii
APPARATUS.

IflETHOD OF

GEntM EEECTU

of the growth and present prosperity of the Edison System, attention
called to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now in

As evidence

CO.,

Capital. $2,600,000, 4 Stations
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Is

operation and under construction.

NEW YORK
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DISTRIBUTION.
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Capacity, 160.000

PHILADELPHIA CO.

Lamps.

Station: Capacity 40.000 Lamps.

Capital, $660,000, 2 Stations; Capacity. 60,000
Capital, $1,000,000,

t

Lamps.

Station: Capacity.

50.000 Lamp*

It is significant to note the fact that tht: Edison Company has during the past year
enlisted an amount of capital and put under construction a station capacity far in excess

of the aggregate Incandescent

work

more forcibly emphasize and

attest the

of

other companies combined,
Nothing could
accepted value of the Edison Central Station

all

Industry as an Investment.
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THE

Westinghouse

Co.,

Electric

PITTSBURGH, PA.
[Manufacturers under Patents and Applications for Patents controlling the sale and use of
Alternating Current Electric Lighting Apparatus and Distributing Systems,]

The success of the Alternating Current System of

Electric Lighting

is

demonstrated

beyond question.

Note the sale of 132 Central Station Plants by this Company, aggregating
a total generating capacity of 240,000 16 -candle-power lamps, within the brief
period of twenty -four months, together with the fact that out of these 132 Central Stations,

38 have increased

their

plant since starting.

IMPROVED LAMPS.
the manufacture of Lamps
which has been secured for the exclusive benefit of the users of apparatus furnished by the Westinghouse Electric Company, this
Company will guarantee from its Apparatus and Lamps 50 percent,
more light from a given expenditure of power (fuel) than can be obtained with any direct current system.

By reason

of

an improvement

in

ALTERNATING CURRENT METERS.
This Company's Meter measures the whole current by a positive
mechanical movement.
It registers directly in lamp-hours, and indicates by dials like a
gas meter. It is not affected by temperature or local conditions.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.
Highly efficient. Have no commutators or brushes, and can be
started, regulated and reversed without breaking a connection.
Small Motors for use on existing Alternating Circuits of this Company,
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BELLS, BATTERIESiPUSHES
Quad

New

Carbon Battery,

Style Iron

Box

Bell,

No.

1006.

Bisque

Battery,

Prices upon Application.

Prices upon Application.

Bronze Push No,

1004,

Brco

Fusli

No,

DP
(Cut Full Size.)

Sample Sent by Mail
on Receipt of 65c.
Agents for the Gassner Dry Battery.

Nil

Price.

Cylindrical.

75 C«nli.

'AM.

\

Medical.

Price,

75 Cents.

PRICES UPON APPLICATION.

Western Electric Company,
CHICAGO,

NEW

YORK,

LONDON,

ANTWERP.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO, JANUARY

Vol. IV.

New
A new

testing

dynamo

Testing Set.
set,

designed

2J inches.
cell

tenders

Its total

The

ment

.

sent.

Clark Telephone

is

II
ized at §1. 000,000.
lature regulate the charges.
favor of the bill.
spoke

Mr. Raw
claimed that the

m

He

that
lobby had been at work, and
theCincinnati Telephone company had
the penitentiary and graveyards for signers to
the remonstrance. Mr. Gill said they threat
to take the telephones out of Ohio if the bill
I

Bill

in

the

Ohio Leg-

islature.
The Clark bill for the regulation of telephone
charges in the state of Ohio came up for consideration in the house in Columbus January
10th.
The measure was introduced last winter,
and provides that the rental, where one telephone
individual or corporation, shall
is used by one
not exceed $3 per month, and where two or

weight, including

and galvanometer,

fifteen ounces.

rnse telephone companies, the said amendto be presented to the legislature for passThe order was passed by unanimous onage.
Hi

especially for
bell-hangers, is

and
illustrated in the accompanying cut, which shows
a highly-polished wood box containing a small
dry galvanic cell, a detector galvanometer of
200 ohms resistance, a contact key and two
binding posts. The box is so arranged that by
detaching two hooks the connections between
the cell, galvanometer and key can be easily inThere is in the upper part of the box
spected.
space enough to carry wires to be attached to
the binding posts and the object to be tested.
'The external dimensions of the box are 5JX3JX
linemen,

No. 3

19, 1889.

He wanted to try it on and find out.
Leblond thought the legislature had
more right to regulate telephone charges than
passed.

Mr.

Mr. Ri
fees of attorneys.
vocated the bill with an amendment that the
price be $3 uniformly for all. Mr. W'orthington
in opposing the bill quoted from the

the

Cincinnati petition the names of M
Amor Smith, Judge Taft and Judge
Peck, asking that the telephone should
not be interfered with, as the legislation
imposed would impair or destroy the
Mr. Outcalt said the bill
interest.
would ruin the Cincinnati Telephone
company. It was six o'clock when a
vote was finally reached, resulting in the
defeat of the bill by a vote of 54 yeas to
36 nays, not a constitutional majority.
All tlie Cincinnati members voted no.
One more vote would have passed the

one pound

small weight and

the compactness of this complete testing
set make it possible for wiremen and
bell-hangers to carry it in their pocket
As the battery is dry the
or tool-bag.

box may be handled and carried in any
position without the least danger of
damaging it. The testing set was designed by F. B. Badt,and manufactured
by the Western Electric Co., Chicago.

Chicago Telephone Ordinance

>ill.

Signed.

The telephone ordinance has been
At the last
signed by Mayor Roche.
meeting of the council an attempt was

National Electric Light Association.

Sunny, chairman of the executive committee of the National Electric
Light association, is kept busy in replying to inquiries concerning the exhibits
to be made in connection with the FebUnless signs fail
ruary convention.
the exhibition will be by far the largest
and most interesting ever seen at a
convention. Letters have been received
from manufacturers from all parts of the
country, asking that space will be reserved for them. The following letter
has been issued by the committee:
UK CltAIRMAX "I" THE
OFFIl E
rivi CoMMI 11 11
I'm
National Electric Light Association.
B.

made to renew the fight, and a motion
was made to reconsider the ordinance.
When Mayor Roche announced that he
had signed the ordinance, quite a breeze
was raised. Alderman Burke said he
wanted his motion recorded any way.
Alderman Cullerton raised the point of
order that an ordinance once approved
could

not

Roche made

be

reconsidered.

this statement: "

I

Mayor
have

fol-

lowed closely the steps taken to secure
the telephone ordinance, and have satisfied myself that it is in the interests of
Since I signed it the counthe people.
cil has no further jurisdiction, except
There were
to repeal the ordinance.
twenty-nine votes for the ordinance, and
I judge they were cast in good faith.
The matter had my fullest consideration, and I only made up my mind this

1

to fix the rates at present.

1

n the

mean-

roll-call this

1

14S Michigan Ave., Chicago,

111.

1

Sir: Arrangements have been fully concluded for the use of as much of the Exposition
building as may be required for the meet
the National Electric Light association. February
have secured the dinloth, 20th and 21st.
ing hall anil the group of art rooms, having together about 15,000 square feet of floor space.
In addition to this, we have at our disposal the
great main hall, 30OX 1,200 feet for the purpose
of making exhibits that are too large for the
other rooms, such as electric railways, etc., etc.
l'.v this
means we are enabled to concentrate
roof, and at
the work of the meeting
the same time give to exhibitors astmich n
is
available and
they require, every foot of which
desirable for exhibition pui
The plan of the members of the executive

We

1

_

V

from, as the charter took jurisdiction out of the
council's hands as soon as the ordinance was
signed.
The mayor decided to be sustained by

and on

1

Dear

company."
Alderman Burke took an appeal from the
cliair on the ruling that his motion was out of
order.
Aldermen Dixon and Cullerton took
the ground that there was nothing to appeal

vote, however,

'1

1

There
afternoon to sign the ordinance.
that preis nothing in the ordinance
vents the regulation of telephone rates
by the city, when we get power to do so.
I am in favor of telephone rates not exceeding $75 a year, but we have no law
time we can collect 3 per cent, of the
company's gross receipts, and if the
proposed law passes the legislature we
can still collect this revenue from the

E.

was done by

a vote of 29 to 1 1.
Later in the evening Alderman Ernst introduced an order that the law department shall
draft an amendment to the city charter giving
power lo regulate telephone rales, and also to

more arc used the rental is not to exceed $2.50
Where cities and towns are conper month.
nected with telephone exchange the charges
shall be 10 cents for the first live minutes, and
Mr.
live minutes.
5 eenls lor each additional
Clark, author of the bill, opened the argument
when the house convened in the afternoon and
spoke at length in favor of its being enacted into
A number of letters were read from
a law.
prominent people in different parts of the state,
Mr. Clark
urging the passage "I the bill.
harged thai with a capital slock of $75,000 the
Cleveland Telephone company was now capital1

committee having the matter in hand
make the exhibit as large and as
possible, taking in everything in

oomph
man-

I

ufactures connected with arc and incandescent lighting, the
transmission of power, and the allied industri
So fat they have received the mos every
num. ami there is no doubt but that, la
the space will be taken.
It is not the intention to confine the attendance to members ol the association, but to throw open tlv
Fifty
admit all who are interested to examine the exhibits
will be sent out. each
thousand or more tick*
exhibitor being furnished with as many as hi
tught thai by
for his friends and correspondents
to the
this means thousands 01 people
meeting, and that its attendance will not only be fullj
-still
named,
but
be
sull
during
the
three
days
isfactory
days
to warrant Ihe continuance
.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
In addiafter the sessions of the association have closed.
tion to the issuance of the tickets the exhibit will be well
advertised, and every means adopted of bringing together
the kind of people that the manufacturers are glad to

meet.

For the further information of exhibitors the following
may be noted: Goods may be shipped at any time, addressed care of the National Electric Light association,
Ample time can be had,
Exposition building, Chicago.

January

length, ami the average width is 240 feet.
It is
claimed it is the largest roofed area in the world
without interior supports.
Fig. 1 gives a general view of the building.
Fig. 2 is the floor plan.
The exhibits will be
placed in the art rooms, which are partitioned
It will be remembered that Mr. Leonard treated

19,

Automatic Registering Dynamometer.
The accompanying illustrations show an automatic registering dynamometer

in

which some

used for indicating the amount of power
passing through the apparatus, says Industries
fluid

of

is

The dynamometer

London.

consists of two
keyed to a horizontal
shaft, while L runs loose on the same shaft. On
the arms of the fast pulley
are fixed two small
cylinders C C, shown in Figs. 3 and 6.
The
rams of these cylinders are arranged in such a
manner that they come in contact with the arms
pulleys,

F and

L,

F being

F

of the loose pulley Z, Fig. 2.
The loose pulley
is driven by a belt from the
fly wheel or
the pulley of the machine to be tested, while

L

F

round the

fast pulley
a brake strap is arranged, as shown in Fig. 6.
The power from
the machine is therefore transmitted by means
of the arms of the loose pulley to -the water or
other fluid contained in the cylinders C, which
communicate through small pipes If with a passage
in the horizontal shaft, Figs. 2 and 6.
A
is connected by a small pipe / to an
ordinary
pressure gauge G, Fig. 1, which registers the
pressure exerted on the fluid in the cylinders C.
On the end of the horizontal shaft, and forming
part of the coupling for the pipe J, is fixed a
worm A", which gears with a small index wheel
or revolution counter W.
On the boss of this
index wheel is fixed a small cylinder JB, round
which passes an indicating card A". On the
spindle of the pressure gauge G is fixed a small
pinion which gears with the rack if, to the end

A

CHICAGO EXPOSITION BUILDING
with plenty of room, to unpack and repack goods, with
storage facilities for boxes, barrels, etc.
There is a side
track on the east side of the building, which will make the
unloading of bulky exhibits cheap and expeditious.
There is on the premises about 500 horse power boiler
capacity, and plenty of engine capacity.
Power will be
furnished in the spaces occupied by exhibitors by electric
motor entirely. The rates for space are as follows, and
thev are based upon the estimate cost of the enterprise:

For
For
For
For

100 square feet floor space
100 to 200 square feet floor space
200 to 400 square feet floor space
400 feet and overr.
.

.

.

.-

$15.00
25.00
40.00
10 cents per foot

The main

diagram.

off in the

room

hall will

be used

required.
At the left is the
dining hall, in which the sessions of the convention will be held.
Accommodations will be provided for 600 persons.
The rear portion of the
room will be partitioned off, and will be used as
a press room.
A number of small rooms will be
at the disposal of the several committees.
The executive committee is hard at work conducting the correspondence necessary to make
the proceedings of the convention of an interif

additional

T

is

" T~

of which a pencil is attached.
This pencil is in
contact with the indicating card, and as this card
travels at the same rate as the index wheel, a
diagram of the pressures and the traversed distance is obtained.
If
it
be desired to test
machines or shafting, the brake strap is removed,
and the machine or shafting under operation is
driven from the fast pulley F, while the loose

"4"

Mi7

D
-__f

1
CHICAGO EXPOSITION BUILDING

It is

to

very important that

make an

you

will

and

exhibit,

if

we know
so,

once if you desire
the approximate space that
at

want.

any additional information, please address A. V.
East Twenty-third street. New York, or the
undersigned.
Yours truly,
Garratt, 16

li. E. Sunny,
Chairman Executive Committee.

The
of the

inying cuts give an excellent
Exposition building in which the
ention will be held.
The

and

— FLOOR

PLAN.

The committee on insulation
will make its report at one of

esting character.
installation

usually driven.
Fig. 5 shows the arrangement
for using long indicating cards for extended
is attached to the boss of
trials.
The barrel
the index wheel, and the paper, which is coiled
on a drum, is kept in contact with
by a small
The pulley shown dotted in
loose cylinder.
Fig. 2 is sometimes used instead of the pulley
for greater convenience when testing machines
The advantages claimed by the inor shafting.
ventor for this dynamometer are, that in testing

B

be remembered that the
to report caused some
little discussion at the last convention.
Mr. Lynch's committee on underground wires
and the committee on patent legislation will
the

sessions.

have reports
will
S.

will

It

failure of this

committee

to present.

C.

B

F

H. Ruddof Chicago

present a paper on underground cables.
S.
will read a paper on petroleum fuel.

Leonard

n©

1®

F

Fm,
1:1 '.1

e,

the main entrani

ircet.

same

with

this

The

per
cussion.

topii

I'd

at

i"

1111.'.

DY'N

VMOMBTKU.

August convention, and
itremely interesting dis-

An

ic

-v
'.''.

/, is actuated from the engine or counterfrom which the machine or shafting is
.in engine the indications air nol obtained direi
lo, in the brake snap, and also that the
nidi
cations are free from the friction arising from

pulley

shaft

1

onductcd by
I

J

:;.

the
in.

L

'I

light plant

i

lo

'

installed

it

Van

the

moving

parts of the

dynamometer,
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Electric

Road and a

The

Blizzard.

Last week one of the severest tests to which
an electric railroad can be subjected was ex
perienced by the Davenport, la., electric line,
Railway &
installed by the Sprague Electrii
Motor company of New York. The result proves
most conclusively that an electric railway can be
operated even under the most adverse conditions
The blizzard which had been howlof weather.
ing about the Dakota prairies during the first
part of last week, on January 9th struck the

FIG,

of

.-ity

Davenport.

read

with

watts.

the

citizens of Davenport, who
better service since its instalwas
lation than they ever had while the road
The cars move faster, are
operated by horses.

management and
have had a much

under more perfect control, and ate much more
easily managed than the cars drawn by animal

to

1

Electric Light company of Jackson, Midi
a Westinghouse system as soon as the addition
works is completed.

install

its

thi

1

Thi
inated iron drum of cylindrical form,
side of whii
: form,
Fij
shown in the cut. The radial fiel

oil

ALTERNATING CURRENT SYSTEM— SELF-EXCITING COMPOUND DYNAMO
their respective coils constitute the moving partThe commutator has as many segments as there

The alternate dynamos
ration of this article.
for lighting by means of transformers made in
the United States are all representatives of one

segments being

are

magnet poles

shown
commutator so

other, as

in

in

the machine, the alternating

each
At each reversal the

electrical contact with

in Fig.

3.

directs the alternating currents
that the several impulses follow in the same path
in the coils of the magnets, and thus the machine
becomes self exciting. The current necessary
to excite may be taken as a shunt to the terminals of the generator or from a special arma

ture

reserved

coil

for

this

purpose.

The

FOR SELF-EXCITING
TERN mini; DYNAMO,

—

manufactured under the ZipThis system is
ernowski-Deri-Blathy patents.

Hungary, which
in

operation

in

is

a considerable

number

of

central

paying basis. The Zipernowski
alternate dynamo belongs to that type which has

stations on

a

drum armature,

with its
smaller
dynamos are self-exciting, while the lager maThat the e. m.
chines have separate exciters.
may be kept constant in the primary coils of the
transformers which, of course, are connected in
multiple arc, the dynamos are compounded.

a

stationary

radial

magnets revolving

the

inside.

field

The

I".

power.

The Jackson

'

from Europe, where I had an excellent opportunity of thoroughly looking into the merits of
this apparatus, I have undertaken the prepa-

FIG. 4.

wit

ency of

n

1

per

— COMMUTATOR

months, and
to

the

They all have drum armatures revolving
type.
inside of the field, consisting of an iron drum
carrying a number of magnets with their poles
The main type
directed toward the armature.
of European alternate dynamos for transformer
distribution is that of Ganz & Co. of Budapest,

Al

has been in operation about
has been giving very great satisfaction

I

the

1

— DERI

1

IIADT.

B.

interesl

I

the cars on the electric line kept running interruptedly, carrying a large number of passengers and proving conclusively that no amount
of snow could prevent the cars from running on
The president of the road, W.
schedule time.
L. Allen, was greatly pleased by the result, and
This road
is enthusiastic over electric railways.

four

Fig.

1

day, and covered the streets to the depth of
from four or five inches to one foot on a level,
and in several places caused deep drifts over the
In spite of this,
line of the electric railway.

3.

F.

Cur-

statement in the
Western Electrici in ol January 2th that
the Zipernowski-Deri transformer system was to
United
be commercially introduced into the
had
States,
ll struck
me at the time that
never seen a full and complete description ol
this interesting system in any of the American
have lately returned
elei trical journals, and as

fell all

-SUCTION OP ARMATURE.

Zipernowski-Deri Alternate
rent System.
BY

1

I.—ZIPERNOWSKI

Damp, heavy snow

ELECTRICIAN.

,

PI

AN OF COMPOUND ALTERNATING DYNAMO.

may

furnished by a
nnected to
the main line or the terminals of the generator.
In all these eases the exciting current, supp
the dynamo to lie already compounded, would
Hut
lie of nearly constant e. m. f. and strength.
for maintaining a constant e. in. f. at the terminals of the generator it is necessary to increase
the magnetization in proportion to the ini
of the <-Ntern.il current supplied by the generator.

exciting current

transformer called

and as

it

higher

e.

a

also

be

may;

even desirable to have a somewhat
i.
when the generator is running

is
111.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
with full load as when on open circuit, the magnetization will have to be increased very conIn this case the magnetizing current
siderably.
traverses one of the coils of a special transformer, or compensator, while the second coil of
this compensator is introduced in the main circuit of the generator in such a manner, that the
two currents are circulating in opposite direcThe two currents
tions round the iron core.
will mutually act upon each other, and the effect
will be that the exciting current will increase and
decrease, corresponding to the changes in the
main current. If the original exciting current
and the compensator are properly adjusted, it
will be possible to maintain the e. m. f. constant,
not only at the terminals of the dynamo, but at
The
the end of a conductor of given length.
e. m. f. at the terminals of the generator will rise
somewhat with the increasing intensity of the
main current. By such an arrangement the influence of part of the resistance of the high tension main line can be done away with- in cases
where the nearest object to be supplied is
situated at a considerable distance from the
Fig. 4 is a diagram of an eight
central station.
coil compound alternate dynamo.
The inside
coils are those of the field, and the outside coils
those of the stationary armature.
The current
of the armature coil 5 is reserved for the magnetization of the field, and for this purpose is
is the comconnected with the commutator.
pensator.
It is clear that instead of using the
current of coil .V, a transformer might yield the
magnetizing current for the field.
Ganz & Co. build their alternate dynamos in
the following sizes:

T

Type

M

F

6

3

10,000

nets

Per cent,
mercia]

American

En-

potential at secondary terminals
102
Ratio
I S to
I
Strength of primary current
4.28 amperes
" secondary
"
Primary energy consumed [with full 8017 watts
'
Secondary energy supplied
load on
7650

Kngineers was held at the college of the City of New
York, Jan. 8th.
Francis W. Jones presided. E. G. Ache
son read the paper of the evening as follows:

Commercial

Lightning Arresters and the Photograi-hic Study

Difference of
.

Institute

of

Electrical

gineers.

.

The

regular meeting of the American Institute of Elec-

|

trical

[

j

95.4 per cent

efficiency

Reversals of current

100 per second.

On open secondary

current

"i

this transformer

take 17 amperes of primary current, which
is
equal to 210 watts of energy expended,
though the apparent product of volts and amperes will give about 50 per cent. more.
Prof. Galileo Ferraris, who made a series of
experiments_ and measurements at the Italian
Museum of Industry in Turin, concludes his report, in which he compares transformers of the
Gaulard and Gibbs and Zipernowski and Deri
types as follows:
will

The comparisons which we have

made

just

are sufficient

demonstrate that the annular form of transformer is
better than that of the disk secondary generators.
This is easily explained, for we can demonstrate a priwi
that the form of the annular transformer is not merely veryto

much

rational but that it is, perhaps, the best of all that could be
devised for the purpose of obtaining great coefficients of induction with low resistances and small weights of copper.
1
To have a large surface of spirals with the smallest
possible mass of metal, we must remove as much as possible of the metal from the center of the spirals, and consequently we prefer wire to disks.
2. To obtain the largest surface of spirals possible with
the least length of wire, we must have a small number of
spirals with a great diameter.
3. To give the iron core the maximum efficiency it is advantageous to give it a closed form.
Now the layer of iron
which~covers the annular transformer is evidently equivalent to a core closed upon itself.
4- To avoid Foucault cut rents the continuity of the iron
must be interrupted precisely as it is done by employing instead of a' single mass, a varnished iron wire, rolled up in
such a manner as to be everywhere perpendicular to the
currents.
are thus led, quite naturally, to the arrangement
adopted by Zipernowski, Deri and Blathy.
Lastly, it must be noted that the induction produced by
the currents which circulate in the coils of the annular
transformer is sensibly independent of the place which these
coils occupy in the interior of the stratum of iron, where
they are entirely inclosed, and that consequently, both in
the annular transformer and in that with the disks, the
primary and secondary coils are under identical conditions
as regards the iron.

Sel* Induction.

opinion of any an apology is required— and it is
thought that such will be the case— for thus presenting a
subject that is in any of its parts a reproduction of the experimental work of such authorities as Professor Hughes,
Professor Lodge, Dr. Hi rtz and 01 hers, the excuse is
offered that the original motive thought when enteiing into
the series of experiments referred to in this paper was a
legitimate one
the clearing away of a little fog surrounding some annoying phenomena attending the working of
cables of electric conductorsThe investigation became so
interesting, so striking and suggestive, and some of the results appeared to have such a value, that it was believed
th°y would afford sufficient excuse for this presentation.
While the measurements made during these investigations were not as accurate as it would be possible to obtain
with more refined instruments, the probable errors were
not so great as to make them whoiely valueless, care in
the readings and many determinations checking to a great
extent the errors due to the crudeness of the apparatus.
Appreciating the fact that untruthful results are less desirable than none, owing to their misleading effects, it is intended to impress the fact that the determinations contained
in this paper can at best only serve as a possible check
upon future work of a more complete and accurate character.
It is also to be hoped that they may promote the
already lively interest displayed by the scientific world in
discharges, and the sometimes oscillatory character of elecIf in the

—

tric

currents.

The mass

of material and composite character of the
to be presented will necessitate considerable care in
selecting the order of presentation, and it is believed that
the subject can be more easily followed it the thoughts and
experiments succeed each other in the order in which they
occurred to the experimenter, and this plan will be followed even w hen the after thought is of the greater im-

work
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portance.
As previously stated, the primary motive from which
followed this seriesof experiments was the clearing up of
some uncertainty as to the cause of a few annoying troubles
in electric cables.
But, to be mere precise, it was desired
to determine the cause of the occasional " grounding " and
failure of cables used in telegraphic and telephonic service,
when to all outward appearances they were perfect in construction, protected with l'ghtning arresters, and immediately beloie the moment of grounding indicated high insu-

Ganz & Co. manufacture, in connection with
alternate dynamos and transformers and
necessary appliances, also alternate current metheir

and alternate motors, of which a description
be given at some future time. They do not
make incandescent lamps, but use in their stations lamps of various manufacturers, such as
Siemens, Edison-Swan, Cruto and others.
ters
will

Course at Columbia College.

Electrical

The announcement

that a school of electrical
engineering was to be established in New York,
from which students may graduate with a

-

— TRANSFORMER,

thorough training in electricity, similar to that
which is insured in engineering by graduation
from the school of mines, has been received with
favor by electricians and all those interested in
the growth of electrical work.
The develFORM NO.

opment

I.

The Zipernowski

transformers have been de:i. and arc too well known to rescrilji
quire any minute description.
wo forms are
rally used: In the first form. Fig. 5, a ring
or hoop shaped iron core made of thin iron
I

-

in

the

wound with two coils
manner of a Gramme

however, are connected

:ri^s,

:

trent

in

circulates

ind the core,
In the
poles are formed.
the iron and copper parts
of opper wire form-

in all

'

mpletely
;
<

in-

»ons or sheet iron, the sub-

indings arc

of

involving

industries

electricity has

tions that the

want of

of

facilities for instruction in

apparatus employed.

The new
claim to

demands

field

accurate

sufficient to entitle

and
them

class of

a

scientific

men whose
training

is

to report upon electritake sole charge of technical

and
departments.
It may be taken lor granted that the authorities of Columbia, in making this move, have not
Tin- preparation on thetheoretii l!
a< ted hastily.
and that which allies electrical engineering
to the older standard professions, is such as will

cal questions,

naturally fall within the undergraduate course.
At present tin- details of the course have to be
While making liberal approprielaborated.
for apparatus, book
proposed
it
is
et(
:,

il

,

somewhat modest scale
foundations may l>c well laid, paying
n a

1

ili''

attention
rapidly as
to warrant.

all

....

use

the subject has become a matter of serious consequence to those who have the management of
these interests as well as the actual care of the
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-
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reached such enormous propor-

thoroughness, and enlarj
ations for admission seem

to

1

1
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the incumbent for
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case of this kind presented itself for
solution, in which there were some features of peculiar atIt was a cable containing five
traction to an investigator.
wires about one mile in length, and of that design known
as anti-induction, the cross section being star shaped, each
conductor having a surrounding wall of lead. It was used
for telegraph work, and the conductors were connected at
the ends to overhead lines, lightning arresters being provided for i he protection of the cable; the terminals of the
The
cable were on poles some twenty feet in height.
ground pla'es of the arresters were connected to the earth
in the usual manner; that is, by wires running down the
poles to plates in the ground.
This cable was continually getting into trouble, the conductors becoming solidly "grounded." and upon exatninationil was found that the "grounds" were caused by little
Il wasat the first
krenelsor spots of carbonized insulation,
moment thought thai these had been intioduced in the
repeated
formation emmanufacture of the cable, but their
phatically declared against this theory and made it imperaIt was not probable that they
tive to learn the true cause
were produced by the working currents, for they were of
comparatively low electromotive forces, while the presence
of the lightning arresters would, in accordance with the
prescribed rules of their action, render it wholly unlikely
that they could have been produced by lightning.
A close study of the experiments of Professor Hughes
on self-induction, and of Prcfessor Lodge on the "alternative path " had produced an unsettled condition of my
lijdiiniiig arrester.
The
Ideas ai to the true value of
work of these investigators, together with some few experiments of my own, had produced a feeling of interest as to
the efficiency cf even the best arranged arresters as conlation resistances.

:j
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I was prepared to believe
nected in ordinary practice.
this to be a practical live case of a well-mounted and co 1protecting.
It even seemed
arrester
not
lightning
nccled
possible that the cable itself was, in reality, protecting the
protector, when viewed in the light of Professor Lodge's

"alternative path" experiment.
In order to come to some definite and practical conclusions as to the possibility of these troubles having been
producel by lightning, a series of experiments was undertaken on lines somewhat analagous to those of Professor

Lodge.
the general and important conditions of a
In Fig.
cable placed in the earth and provided with lightning arresters as usually connected, are outlined. In the figure
represents the cable, L the line wire, and //' the ground
wire connecting C to the ground plate G.
or an electrical
It is generally supposed that lightning
discharge, as I prefer to call it— produced by thedifference
and the
of potential between the cloud above the wire
earth beneath, would, upon striking the wire, pass to the
separating
the
lightning arrester C, jump across the space
points to the wire IV and thence to the earth, or the reBut while this is probably the
verse, as the case may be.
case in many instances, it has not yet been satisfactorily
t,

K

—

L

W

rapidly vanishes as
is lengthened, and actually produces
an Opposite effect after a certain length of
has been arrived at
Thus, with
20 inches long, C has a valuein
equal 10 59 per cent, of the total circuit; at
appears to have no value, while at 1S0 inches the value oi
the compound circuit is about 7 per cent, less than
alone. These points are. however, of even less importance
than the lesson to be learned from study of the curve of
Here is a case where
the results obtained with
alone
a relatively small amount of energy contained on the surdischarged into the
faces of
the jar / will, when
circuit composed of the air space A an 1 the wires A,
and A', cause the passage of en;rgy in the form of a spark
at the point />' of a length of over one-third of :n inch.
and this when the wire It" is but 20 feet in length, or that
of an ordinary ground wire down a telegraph pole.
This does not look very encouraging for lightning arresters with long ground connections, and rathe puis to
ridicule the fine adjustment of the points of thrse devices.

no

W

W

W

-

The

subject will, however, stand

more

and investigation before forming
the arrester

is all

It seen,

W

W

right after

justment is concerned, even
does have to go.

tl an
a little study
judgment, and perhaps

so far as the close adthe long ground connection

all. in
if

.^-

1

ids

might be

2

need not

1

tion of

tl

.

original currci

from the wire W.
tend to..
short wire

ha'

but the current
1:

H

it

A

resent a point tot.,
distance between the poini
the same as the thickness of the insulation.
insula!:

\\

move-1
the cabli

end from the
C.
With this arrangement

it

wa

.

discharge to pass through the insula!
1

to

me most prjbibly

true, this

change

'--

ing of the length of the path \V, an
of A', A and the lead of the
suiting ii a subsequent lowering of thep
or self induced current.
Hut if the theory of Pro!
Lodge's "alternative path" is correct, then the
would be due to a removal from the path //' of a certain
amount of resistance, which has been termed by Mr. Oliver
Heaviside, impedance.
We here have an apt illustration of inertia under the
Ametican and English definitions, as so forcibly stated by
Professor Ayrton.
As I have presented it the spark B is
the result of inertia, with the American definition— a resistance to stopping.
While Professor Lodge's theory would
account for it by inertia with the English interpretation of
that word
a resistance to motion.
Accepting the belief that the spark B, when adjusted to
the critical point, was caused by the self induction of the
wire IV, a variety of experiments were made with the desire of obtaining experimental proof of the theory.
Repeated opportunities presented themselves for mathematical
work, and if time and attention could have been given in
that direction, the results would unquestionably have been
of interest and value, but the work was perforce restricted
to the more limited confines of experiment and reasoning.
The first experiment of the stries was to replace the wire
in Fig. 4 with one of smaller diameter, and redetermine
the value of
in a manner already done for a copper wire
having a diameter of .052 of an inch, and of which the results have been plotted in Plate A,
Before presenting the experimental results, it is desirable to consider what might be expected from these changed
conditions
There will in all cases be practically the same
amount of energy di c charged into the circuit, for the areas
of the condensing surfaces on the jar /remain constant,
the length of the striking distance
also remains uniform, and 'vhile it is tru<~ that the resistance of IV,
as neasured by a Wheatstone Bridge, would vary inversely
as the square of the diameter, the resistance of the complete circuit of discharge is, owing to the air space A,
practically infinite, and hence the relatively trifling resistance of II', e\en when of the finest wire, may be wholly
neglected.
The theory that the self-induced or extra current in a
wire is a recoil action, is based primarily upon the hypothesis that there exists, before the electrifying current is discharged into the circuit a prior state the electro tonic
This electro-tonic condition consists in
state of Faraday.
the existence of lines of energy— thermal they mav be
with directions coinciding with the radii of the wire; these
lines or axis of energy being surrounded by circular lines
of magnetic force. An electrical current being discharged
through such a wire would cause under the influence of its
well-known magnetic whirls or circles, whose planes aie at
I

1

I

—

demonstrated that there have not also been many cases
where this plan of procedure was materially departed from
the discharge making a path for itself through the cable and
the insulation, or perhaps dividing itself between both routes.
In order to obtain more clearly defined ideas of the action
of a discharge under these conditions, the apparatus shown
in Fig. 2 was used, in which it will be seen that the funda
menial principles and connections of Fig. 1 are reproduced
for experimental work, the cloud being represented by the
inner coating of the Leyden jar f, and the earth by the
outer one, the charge being produced by an Holtz maThe long
chine, of which A/" and A7 are the conductors.
length of the cable in Fig 1 is replaced by a short one K.
case is
line
wire,
and
in
this
represents
the
As before. L
in the cable.
The
connected directly to the conductor
lightning arrester is replaced by an equivalent C composed
appropriate
distance.
The
wire
of two points separated an
ground wire connecting C in the
is, as before, tha
former case to the earth, and in the latter to its equivalent,
is also con
the outside of thejar; the lead covering of
nected by means of a short wire to the same outer surface.
While in Fig. 1 the point on the line /. which is struck by
lightning is subject more or less to accidental conditions, it
is in the case of Fig. 2 selected and adjusted by the ball
as is also the value of the energy of action, by the areas of
the surfaces on the jar /and the length of the striking dis"

W

K

X

tance A.
With the apparatus arranged as just described and illustrated, it was quickly determined that a discharge could
with great ease be caused to pass through the insulation of
the cable, even when the space C was but a fraction of the
distance through the insulation, and the length of I V a few
The current of discharge
inches of stout copper wire.
producing a
seemed to divide itself, a portion passing by
spark at C, and another portion passing through the cable. A
few more experiments also demonstrated that the wire IV
had apparently as much influence on the results as the
space C, and consequently it became necessary to analyze
the combination more completely to determine the relative
With this object in view the cable
values of C and W.
was thrown out of the combination, and the connections
On close examinasimplified to those shown in Fig. 3
tion they will be found to be in every way similar to those
in Fig. 2 with the exception of the replacing of the insulation of the cable A' with a clear air-space B, instead of
connected to a
it is here
connecting L to the conductor
were both adjustable to a
The spaces C and
post P.
being easily readable to thoufairly accurate degree,

Those who

are fami iar with the recent investigations of
Lodge. investigations so exceedingly interesting and
so celebrated that few there are who have not made
themselves familiar with them will at ence have recogProf.

now

nized in Fig. 4 connections very similar to those used in
the experiment of the "alternative path," by Prof. Lodge.
The results obtained by him and in the present experiments
are in the main the same, and those differences that do exist are probably to be attributed to the following facts:
Prof. Lodge's work was done with instruments ot great
precision, the sparks were always produced between balls
or rounded surfaces, and the object was to determine laws
and formulate the mathematics of those laws; while on the
other hand, the experiments now being presented were
made in some cases under the most difficult conditions,
with apparatus limited to a most exceptional degree both
in quality and quantity, a certain ponion of the sparks
were produced between points, and the object in view was
to dissect, analyze and subjugate the phenomena under examination to and fir the benefit of practical work, the
every day affairs of the electrical profession.
After a considerable portion of this work had b:en done
and the conclusions more or less formulated, I was much
pleased and greariv strengthened in the opinions then being formed to learn through a letter from Professor
Hughes to Professor Lodge, published in the London
Elechiciav, usu^ of September 2Sth, iSSS, that Professor
Hughes had, at least formerly held the same vie as of the
"alternative path" that I had formed, and which will now
be presented in connection with what is thought to be experimental demonstration of their truthfulness.

W

B

A

—

W

K

B

B

sandths of an inch.
The system of experimentation was to take a certain
adjust
and C to known values, and
length of wire
so that one spark would occur there for
then adjust
about every ten at A and after having noted the length of
and B,
the spark B a few inches would be cut off from
readjusted and again noted; this being repeated until T^
was wholly consumed. The values of B for these various
and a known length of C having been oblengths of
was substituted for
tained, a wire similar to the original
the former, and C having been removed from the circuit,

B

W

A

W

W

W

as shown in Fig. 4. a similar set of tests were made, and
the differences -between the results with and without C, inin the combination,
dicated the true values of c?and
alone show the value of each adwhile the results with

W

W

ditional inch
In plate
the results of these measurements have been
in inches is plotted
plotted into curves.
The length of
horizontally while B in thousandths of an inch is laid out
f.. and
was .0025
vertically.
Tl e capacity of the jar
./I
was retained uniformly at .2S6 of an inch. The full
line curve is that of
without C in the circuit, while the
The length of C
dotted one is that obtained with it in.

A

W

J

m

W

W

for both tests was composed of a
copper wire having a diameter of .052 of an inch.
is
A brief study of these curves teaches that, when
but a few inches in length, C playsa very important part in
determining the length of B, and also that its influence

was 02

of an inch.

W

"

FIT..

Referring to Fig.

4,

stated, the conditions

FIG

4.

it

will

be seen, as has already been

and arrangements of

and

B

are
such as to produce and actually constitute the "alternative
path," as shown by Professor Lodge. The simple asser
tion that they are alternative paths does not, however,
make them such and, while they may under certain conditions and adjustments become so, it is possible to conceive of their being otherwise. It is not within the bounds
of reason to assume that the energy that has been distraverses the wire II", and in doing so procharged from
duces a condition that may be termed electrification, and
on the disappearance of the controlling influences of this
energy, would not the wire
return with an almost infinite rapidity to its original non electrified condition and,
in doing so, produce as the result of this enormous rapidity of motion, an electromotive force
at its terminals of a
greater value than that of the original energy ?
In other
words, will there not be a restoration of the energy expended
in distorting the lines of energy within the wire, and this
restoration being performed in a shorter interval of time
than that occupied in its production, a higher eleetromo
tive force would be obtained even though the value of the
return would be less than that of the original, to an extent
equal to the losses due to the internal friction of the mass?
This being the case, this current of discharge from the
wire, and which was first discovered by Henry and investigated by Faraday, and called by him the extra current,
would, owing to its greater electromotive force, jump the
space Viand thus close its circuit, even when the distance
was such as to prohibit the passage of the original current
as discharged from the jar /.

J

W

II'

s

FIG. 6.
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right angles to the line of propagation and in this case to
the axis of the wire, a deflection of the planes bounded by
the closed lines of magnetic force surrounding the radial

energy which are within the wire.
The work of
producing this deflection would, I think, constitute what is
known as the variable resistance which meets a sudden discharge, and which was made the subject of that grand paper
on "Self-Induction," by Professor I lughes before the society
of Telegraph Engineers, at their meeting of January 2$th.
1SS6.
This deflecting of the radial lines of energy, while
constituting a resistance to its inducing current, is also the
source of,
or rather,
during
the
act
deflectof
ing, produces, an electromotive -force contrary to that
of the inducing current.
This counter electromotive
force exists only during the interval of deflection, and
quickly vanishes from the path of the inducing current.
lines of

(>n the

moment

of the interruption

the inducing
attending magnetic
whirls or circles, the deflected radial tines
swing
back to their radial positions, producing bvtheir motion an
electromotive force of such a direction as to form a current
rent,

and consequent withdrawal of

1

f

its

in the same direction as that of the indui
This
return swing or recoil, as of a spri
y released, is
of such a velocity, and overlapping, probably, what might
be likened to the tail end of the disappearing inducing
tent, produces a momentary electromotive force of a value
higher than that ofthe original current. These being:
tions of the forces and energies it now v
ssary to
understand what differences, if any. the size of th<
through which the original curren
jed will have
upon the value of the induced, or, as it is mo
.

1
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All of the
termed, the self-induced electromotive force
experiments and considerations will be made under the
for
jar
and
uniform
capacity
the
conditions of a constant
length of A, aod consequently one value for the energy disIn all cases there will, of course,
charged into the circuit.
bz a certain amount of the energy that has been dircharged
This lost eninto the wire lost and converted into heat.
ergy will be greater in value in the smaller wire than in the
This
larger in a proportion inversely as their diameters.
greater loss in the small wire and resulting reduction in the
available inducing energy would, of course, tend to proThis reduce a diminution of the self-induced current.

y
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see the i? spark increase as the energy discharged increased;
but I was wholly unprepared to have it decrease as the result of added energy, after a certain point had been arrived at , and still less prepared to obtain the wavy curves,
as shown,
Time will not permit of entering into any considerations
of the peculiarities of these curves
There is a little experiment, the record of which I wish
to interline at this point; it may answer a question, and
perchance wet the powder of some intending questioner.
Looking ever my sketches and coming to Fig. 3, the
thought struck me that an error might have been intro£00

.11:11
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of cotton-covered copper wire, with a diameter of .033 of
an inch, was used for the wire IV. It was arranged in the
form of a circle. A was, as before, .286 of an inch, and
capacity of
was .0' 25
f.
The critical point of
was
found for these conditions, and
was then formed into a

m

J

B

W

whose two sides were parallel, and B was measured
various distances between the two sides.
These dis-

figure
for

tances were, however, only approximate.
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is, however, exactly offset by the greater concenthe inducing energy, its inducing value having
been increased in a proportion inversely as the diameters of

duction

tration of

the wires.
It is feared this argument has

become tiresome and an
immediate relief will bs found in Plate &, where I have
platted two curves; one, the full line curve, is the same as
mat shown in Plate A, and was produced as formerly stated,
The dotted line curve was made with a wire of copper having a diameter of .032 of an inch.
The two curves are so
nearly alike as to permit of the belief that they are in reality the same, and that the slight differences existing are
Here is experimental proof
due to errors of measurement.
that the electromotive force of the self induced current, as
measured by the spark B, remains constant as long as the
energy discharged into the circuit is of uniform value, and
is wholly indpendent of the diameter of the wire, and this
seems to give countenance to the argument immediately
preceding.
It is more than probable that those who have been folg the subject closely will, before this time, have bad
the question asked, from somewhere within: "How would
have looked had one been made
these curves on Plate
The answer is ready at hand on
with an iron wire?"
It is not exactly an answer to the question as
Plate C.
stated, for there are here shown two curves, one produced
with an iron wire and the other with a copper wire, but
both are of the same diameter, .052 of an inch. The curve
of the copper wire is the one you are already familiar with.
This paper has even now attained to such proportions,
and there are yet so many points to present, that nothing
more than a moment's glance at these curves can be offered.
A study of them teaches that for lengths of 40 inches, copper and iron will, when acted upon inductively by discharges
of erne value, furnish self-induced currents of like clectronches they show slightly
different values, while beyond this length their efficiencies
that
of
the
rapidly diverge;
iron running much lower than
:vnd apparently fast approaching a maximum As a means of amounting for these different efficienUp to 40 inches of
length the time occupied by the passage of the discharged
of any magnetic effects ocicntly the wire was equiva-;
from 40 to IIO inches
-suiting in a lag or
' the ra:,
a lowf ihesclf-induccd current;
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duced into the experiment where the C spark formed apart
of Prof. Lodge's alternative "path," due to there being no
connection having other than an infinite resistatce between
the ball A" and the otter coating of J, while in all of the
It
other experiments theie was the circuit formed by W,
seemed possible that his change might have produced a
1

different value for the e lergy of the discharged current, as
the difference of potent'al between
and
might be al-
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The next experiment, illustrated in Fig. 5, was to take
and coil it upon a paper tube having a
the same wire
diameter of }^ of an inch, the wire forming a spiral of one
This spiral being
layer about two inches in length.
placed in the position
the critical point of
was found
to be .197 of an inch, or over 8 per cent, greater than when
While the spiral was in the last
ihe wire was in a circle.
position an iron wire one-tenth of an inch in diameter was
only
inserted into the paper tube, and nov the spark
measured .170 of an inch, over 13 per ceDt. less than with
out the iron wire, and more than 6 per cent, less than the
p'ain circle.
Another experiment was made like the last,
with the exception that the iron wire was long and bent
around into a closed circuit, but it did not alter the results.
The lowering of the value of the self-induced current upon
the introduction of the iron wire was to me at the time
startling, but a consideration of the case showed that it
should be so, for a portion of the energy of Ihe inducing
current was absorbed in producing work in this mass of
iron, and of a necessity weakened the self-induced current
to an extent measured by the work this extracted energy
could and would have done in the wire
had il not been
I have, however, here a confession to make.
withdrawn.
I was all of
the time considering that this energy was expended in producing magnetic effects in the iron wire until
a friend who had called to see some of the experiments
suggested that I insert a copper wire instend of the iron
The effect was the same as that obtained
I did so.
one.
The explanation was simple: It was
with the iron wire,
that net magnetic effects, but electric currents, closed upon
The rethemselves within the wire had been produced.
now became a simple
duction of the length of the spark
question of causing the inducing current to do more or less
work external to the wire W, and as another means of
causing it to do so, the spiral was surrounded by another
spiral of wire with the tnds so arranged that they could be
connected or opened as wished. With this arrangement,
could be made to come and go, as desirfd; for
the spark
by adjusting it to the critical point with the terminals of
the outer spiral open, it would entirely disappear when
(hey were united, all of which agrees perfectly with the former experiments and conclusions.
Another short scries of experiments was conducted with
The lengths of the
parallel circuits, as shown in Fig. 6.
parallel portions were 35 inches, the distance separating
them being .052 of an inch. Thetotal lengths of /. and IV
A and
were of the same values as
were 130 inches.
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decide the question, the connections as shown
The balls forming the terminals of
were used.
the Holt/ machine were caused to approach each other until the discharges occurred about an equal number of times
between them al /' and at f.
Next the space B was adIf the existence or non exist
justed to the critical length.
H and resulting metallic connection between A* and / influenced the value of the potential of dis. its removal ought to lower the potential difference
between .l/and
and cause all of the discharges to occur
The experim*
did not prove this to be
having no apparent
t of
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The conditions of the tests and the resulting lengths of
Ihi spark .S may be briefly stated thus:
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me right these results are the same,
by Professor Hughes, and
sluggish action of iron, both in
apparent
clearly show the
lis reimparting and receiving magnetic inductive effects
lations to these magnetic effects resemble the actions of a
with
heat
it
associated
radiwhen
polished metal surface
ates and absorbs poorly.
It now becomes my pleasant duty to present the concluding and, at the same time, most interesting and convincing proofs that //'is not an "alternative path," but
that the spark />' is produced by, and consists of, the dishave called this series
charge of self-induced current.
of experiments "The Photographic Study of Self Indue
If

my memory

serves

qualitatively, as those obtained

;

I

tion."

Unfortunately, at a late day, a day so late as to prevent
my repairing the loss, I met with at least two accidents,
and each of them cost me one or more negatives which
I shall,
were a part of the record of these experiments.
however, endeavor to make those remaining demonstrate
the desired point.
In making these experiments the end in view was to ob-

of the spark A,
with and without the spark By with and without the wire
//',
and, if possible,
IV; with various lengths of the wire
A d'sk
to detect a difference of time between A and B.
of tin plate, twenty inches in diameter, was mounted on
an arbor and belted to a system of pulleys of such sizes
that by working the train by hand a velocity of about 75,000 inches per minute could be given to a circle of holes
that had been punched in the disk at a distance of one
These holes were about one-eigbth of
inch from its edge.
an inch in diameter and one inch apart from center to cen
The disk was so placed in relation to the positions
ten
sparks that a line stretched from / to one
of the A and
of the holes in the upper edge of the disk would pass
through B. Immediately back of this same hole a sensitive plate was fixed so that the hole was in front of the
center line, while the plate was removed sufficiently far to
avoid being touched by the disk.
One-half of the sensitive plate projected above the edge
of the disk; this upper portion was covered with a tin plate
in which a hole was punched of a size similar to those in
The lower portion of the sensitive plate that
the disk.
was also covered with a tin
is the part back of the disk
plate in which a window had been cut a little over one inch
square, and in such a position that the holes in the disk
It will be understood from this depassed in front of it.
scription that while the disk revolved there could be two
holes in front of the window, while there could not be less
than one. With these adjustments sparks. / and B, separately
or united, would produce an impression upon the sensitive
plate, through the upper hole, and through one or two
holes, as the case might be, in the revolving disk.
As a result of the accidents above referred to, it will be
necessary to introduce the series of experiments with photograph No. 5, where we have the spot produced through
the hole in the upper stationary screen marked A, and a
spot lower down on the plate marked B, which was pro
duced through one of the holes in the revolving disk. The
was that it might offer a
object in having the spot
means of comparison between impressions made through
tain photographic records of the duration

B

.

—

the absence of any displacement of the distinct '.nil;..
the spot, it cannot be assumed that there was any difference in the time of A and />', or at least, nol "f sufficient
value to permit of measurement with this apparatus.

Photograph No 6.— In producing th's photograph all
same as those used in
tograph No 5 with one exception of the spark /', which
was removed from the circuit by separating the points beyond the striking distance.
Here by chance two holes or
rather one and one-half, were in front of the winthe moment of sparking, and produced the spots one and
two.
These spots exhibit displacements that, r
measured on the negative, arc one-tenth of an in.h in
length, and show a duration of the spark of not less than

'..
If

.

in the
.

of the conditions remained the

.

of a minute.

,,m

:

From

these

two photographs the conclusion

is

drawn

shortens the duration of the spark at ./.
The conditiors of the
2, Photo No. 7.
circuit in this case were:
Wire //' shortened to twenty
inches in length; spark A' still out of circuit.
This photograph shows about the same length, but darker "ghost"

—

Experiment No.

following the spot

B

than did Photo

a corresponding increase in the

No

6,

work done

and indicates

B

B

—

B

X

shown

in

Photograph

-

.

Til'-

now

tl an indicate ihe manner in
add strength to the conclusions '!
experiments.
former
Applying to the pi
experiments the theory alrea
was a discharge from the wire 11
be expected, that when />' is absent the self indue
tent discharges into the jar j, producing in its passage
a spark at A; this spak following imn
heels of the original .' s, ark.
The jar being

is

-suits

photographs Nos. "and 7.
No 10. In this case the wire //'was respark B adjusted to about
of an inch.

—

moved and

the

There seems

to be, possibly, a verv

/"-,

time over that of photograph No. 9

slight

I

.

manner recharged,
tion

at -1.

The conditions are the same as the last, excepting that
the
spark is again introduced.
While there is still a
measurable duration to the spaik, the shortening of the invery
terval due to the spark
is
decided.
Experiment No. 3, Photograph No. 9.
In this experiment the entire apparatus associated with the spark
was
cut out and the outer surface of the jar/ was connected
by a short copper wire to the ball
(refer to Fig. 4).
An
examination of the photograph icdicates that A existed for
an interval of time approximately equal to that of the last
experiment (photograph No. 8) and very much less than
that

1

tie

B

that the spaik

the in

increase in the

—

but, of course, in the opposite direcof a slightly lower potential, will again disinto the circuit
the discharge at a reduced pobeing facilitated by the thermal and, possibly,

and

charge
tential

—

magnetic conditions of the air space -I, and which were
produced by the first spark.
This second discharge will leave the jar J once more
charged, and will be followed by other discharges of a
continually decreasing value, until the energy has been
dissipated as heat or into other forms of energy through
and by the various portions of the circuit. This subject
of the oscillating discharge has lately received, at the
hands of Dr. Hertz, a masterly and most highly interesting treatment

Referring once more to photograph No. 6, which was
produced by an A spark with If, composed of a copper
wire 76 feet in length, the impression produced by the
first
spark, is clearly defined, while in its
is traced the track left by the sparks produced by
the rapidly weakening, oscillating, self-induced currents

original, or

Experiment No. 4, photograph No. 13. To this photograph special attention is invited. The conditions under

wake

which the negative was produced were wholly different
from the foregoing. The tin plate covering the upper half
of the sensitive plate, and which carried the aperture
through which the spots A were made was removed, the
plate was lowered, so that a point represented by the spot
marked 1 came on a line with the aperture in the disk. The
wire //" was composed of fifty inches of cotton-covered
wire like that used in some of the earlier experiments, and
was formed into a circle. The B spark was removed and
was not used during this set of experiments. The A spark
was, as before, r of an inch, and the spot i in the photograph is its impression through an aperture in the disk,
and, as readily seen, shows a very considerable duration

a track fading away
visible end.

—

A

stationary and moving apertures, and also show the effect
of vibrations, if any existed, in the various parts of the apparatus.
The value of the energy discharged through the
circuit from/ was disregarded, care, however, being taken
that there should be no change in it throughout the entire
The velocity of the apertures or
series of experiments.
ho'es in the disk was fairly but not absolutely determined
With this velocity of
to be 75,000 inches per minute.
movement a displacement of the apertures of the onethousandth of an inch would represent an interval of time
equal to ycooVooo P art of a minute.
The series of experiments will be divided into four sets
as follows:

Experiment

1,

photo No.

5.

— The wire

//"was of cop-

per, 76 feet long and .052 of an inch in diameter, the spark
.-/ was /'„ of an inch, and was retained at this for the entire
series.

The

B spark

state, but.

owing

to a point near the critical
r.eossityof its production with
could not be set to the same delicacy

was adjusted
to

the

the first .7 spark, it
of action as heretofore.
The photograph shows a slightly
blurred or indistinct outline on the right-hand side of the
spot B, which is more clearly brought out by comparison
with the spot A.
From this it is concluded that a measurable length of time was occupied by the spark, as the

aperture in the disk through which this B spot was produced must have moved an appreciable distance in order
to have produced this elongation or "ghost," as the photographic profession would term it.
Owing, however, to

',j

,

of time.
The sensitive plate was now elevated a little, the wire //'
was coiled into a spiral, as described in a former experiment, and the spark A was once more caused to pass.
Spots 2 and 2 are the impressions produced by it, and as
will be seen by close inspection exhibit longer "ghosts,"
and consequently a greater interval of time than was shown
in spot i.
Once more the sensitive plate was moved upward, and an iron core having been inserted into (he1

paper tube upon which //'was coiled, the spot 3 was produced by another spark, the "ghost" pioduced being

like the tail of a

comet, to an

in-

The

next step in the inquiry is to determine the effect
of introducing the spark b'. and for this purpose reference will be made to photograph No. 5.
I lere
we rind,
as would be expected, that the comet-like tail has all
disappeared, the natural result cf having offered the selfinduced currents from the wire "', a means of short-cireuitThe slight trace of
ing themselves across the points at A*.
a tail— a blurred outline
is to be attributed to the self-induced currents of the portions of the discharge circuit lying;
between the points of />' and the surfaces of the jar /.
Shortening the wire if, with the spark
should have the effect of increasing the amount of energy
dissipated in the air space A, and further than this
should be little or no alteration. This increased amount of
The
dissipation at ./ may be popularly explained thus:

—

total circuit into

which

the

>

W

charged, and which
-lie space -I, the wire
ts
and the connecting wires, constitute the bodi
therefrom which the energy is rai
1

fore,

;l'.cn>
any contraction due
throw more wotk upon the parts remain-

will, ol necessity,
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ourt in not obe) ing tin: order to exhibit and
explain his motor to experts appointed by the
court.
Upon conclusion of the argument the
matter was held under advisement.
of
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A Pittsburg paper recently published an interview with C. T. Yerkes of Chicago, in which
he is reported as eulogizing the cable system as
compared with electric railroads.
President
Yerkes certainly displayed great wisdom in
leaving Chicago before giving such a statement
to the public.
The best evidence of the failure
of the cable system is the unanimous opposition
to its extension in Chicago.
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The work which the executive committee of
the National Electric Light association is performing in preparation for the February convention is noted elsewhere.
Manufacturers are
preparing to make a noteworthy exhibit of electrical machinery, and this portion of the convention at least will prove interesting to the resiThe Exposition
dents of Chicago generally.
building, of which a view is given elsewhere, is
admirably adapted as a place for holding the
business sessions as well as for the electrical
exhibits.

The

paper of E. G. Acheson, read before the
Institute of Electrical Engineers, is
presented in this issue.
The paper is fully illustrated, and the subject is exhaustively treated.
The memoers of the institute consider the paper
one of the highest significance, as will be noticed in the discussion.
The author made with

American

the greatest care a series of elaborate experiments, the results of which are embodied in the
paper.
He concluded the subject by giving a
number of practical suggestions, which are conclusions based on his experiments.

30

The Chicago

Institute of Electrical Engineers:

The authorities of Columbia college, NewYork, have decided to establish a school of elec-

Electric club is discussing in an
extremely practical way the subject of insulation.
A full report will be found on another
At the first meeting at which this topic
page.
was brought up, a formula proposed by H.
Ward Leonard was discussed. At the meeting of
January 7th, the interest centering in a series of
formula; which F. B. Badt offered for the conHe did not believe
sideration of the members.
in a single equation, but argued that a separate
formula for each system was necessary for the
determination of the requisite insulation. The
subject is one of the highest moment, and the
continuation of the discussion will be read with

trical engineering.

interest.

Electric cars have met a blizzard in the
and have demonstrated that they are able
to cope with it far more successfully than horse

Mayor Roche has signed the Chicago telephone ordinance, and the company now has a
franchise under which it can extend its business
without fearing the threats of litigation from the
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city council.

R. G.

Dux &

trade, say:

Co., in their weekly review of
in Europe that the
trying to cast upon the people

"There are signs

copper trust is
part of its accumulating load through the organization of a copper bank."

It will be noted in the St. I.ouis correspondence that it is proposed to construct an elevated
electric road in that city on an extensive scale.
An elaborate plan of stringing overhead wires is
-scribed in the letter from that city.

There

appears

.

in this issue

an illustrated ar-

a description of a well-known
alternating transformer system, which,
to be introduced in the
This is the first time, we bestates.
that the system has been fully described
ted

to

.try.

The

council, however, has taken the

secure

to

steps

first

from the legislature the authority

which

will enable it to regulate telephone rentFault has already been found with the proposed bill. It has been urged that its provisions
should confer upon the council the right to
regulate not only the telephone company, but
also the gas companies, the electric light companies, and, in fact, all corporations which are
operating under city charters.
There seems to be a very general disposition
It
to secure a reduction of telephone rates.
will be noticed that the residents of Kansas
City are making a determined effort to obtain
for the municipal authorities the right which
will enable them to reduce rentals.
The correspondent in that city, in his letter, gives a
ment which the president of the company
hits laid before the mayor and common council.
The figures which he gives in support of his
position seem to contradict, beyond all question,
lea prevailing in Kansas City that the company is coining money by charging extortionate

als.

have been doing

ount of thinku

Ohio an

effort to pass the ('lark bill,

reduces telephone

way

that the

last

wei

rates

1

1

defrauded.
'lings

ounty

Mayor Grant

of

New

York

city signalized

entrance into the executive office by defining
his position on many questions of public importance, none of which, however, occupies greater
attention than the suojects of rapid transit and
underground wires. He urges the necessity of
affording greater facilities for transportation in
the metropolis, and speaks in no uncertain
terms of the failure of the present methods to
provide adequately for the requirements of the
people.
The recent demonstration of the prachis

ticability of utilizing

electricity on street railundoubtedly be welcomed by his honor
as a solution of the problem of rapid transit.
Mayor Grant announces his determination to
put the wires underground before his term of
office expires.
In his message to the board of
aldermen, he says: "Notwithstanding the general demand for the burial of electric wires, and
for the removal of the poles which disfigure our
streets, the nuisance remains unabated.
Laws
have been enacted which were intended to afford
the city relief from this imposition, but either
on account of imperfections in the law or remissness of the officers charged with its execution, the poles and wires continue to obstruct
our thoroughfares.
All the provisions of the
existing law should b; invoked to remedy this
evil, and if they prove inadequate, we should

ways

will

ask the legislature for additional powers."

The law providing
New York state will

electric executions in
probably be amended by

for

the present legislature.
The act was defective,
in that there was no provision empowering any
official to construct or purchase the apparatus
necessary to execute the death penalty under
the new law.
It has been stated that pressure
will be brought upon the legislature to induce
it
to repeal the measure, for the reason that
there is no substantial agreement as to the best
mode of utilizing the electric current as an
agent of death. There is no probability, it is
said, that the act will be repealed.

Two

electrical engineers in

Chicago have

re-

cently been interviewed on the subject of electric executions.
F. B. Badt criticised the report
of the Medico-Legal society of New York, the
recommendations of which have appeared in
the Western- Electrician.
He agreed with
it so far as it favored electric executions.
Mr.
Badt believed the prejudice which exists against
execution by electricity was the result of superstition
a disinclination to abandon old familiar
methods for new and somewhat mysterious ones.
An old German law demanded that criminals
should not be executed by machinery; if a man's
life was taken it should be taken by a man.
To
this day the executioner and his ax bestow

—

capital

death

punishment in Germany. The idea of
by hanging was abhorrent to German

criminals.
"As to such a use of electricity degrading
that useful agent," the professor concluded,
"the idea seems childish to me."

George Cutter is quoted as saying: "There is
no certainty about electricity when applied to
the human body.
There is a mystery about it
that nobody appears able to solve.
Familiarity
with electricity does not breed contempt for it.
On the contrary, the more you handle it the
more you respect it and fear it. No workman
in it shop like this is safe until he gets a shock;
then he is perfectly safe.
He never forgets it.
They talk about death by electricity being painThere is no agony to be compared to that
less.
of an electric shock.
One of our men was
killed here in the shop awhile ago.
I saw him
struck, and
am confidenl thai he suffered untortures.
Men frequently recover from
told
electric shocks after being pronounced dead.
lue of the best and most robust experts in the
country rei eived a shock some years .ago, whii
half
In a
dozen doctors pronounced fatal.
few hours he regained consciousness, and ill the
end "i six months had fully recovered.
firm
ly believe that if this law goes into effect many
I

In
lie

can believe that such a measure would be looked
upon favorably by the New V'ork legislature. It
would undoubtedly be impossible for corporations to transact business by the reduced schedule which it con.emplates.
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Exan

correct is illustrated by photographs No.
6 and No. 7, where the conditions were the same other than
from 76 inches in No. 6 to 2<> inches in
a shortening of
comparison shows that while the length of the
No. 7.
"ghosts" are practically the same, that of No. 7 is heavier

That

ing.

this

W

A

.

.'

-

Example:

1

B

B

shown

in

photograph No. 8 was due

to the self-

induced currents in the connecting wire, as has been asthe same results should be obtained by cut
ting off the entire portion of the circu t represented by II'
and the apparatus associated with the B points, and shortThat this is the case is
circuiting these connecting wires.

I

h;

II.

1.;

I

{total

ttem

1

j.:.,',.

;..!

photograph No. 9.
Cutting out H" and replacing B did not seem to alter
the results veiy much, if any, from those last mentioned,
and this is just what would be expected.
In photograph No. 13 it is demonstrated that the coiling
of a wire into a spiral tends to cause a retention of the
energy within itself, and is due probably to the gathering
up of a portion of the energy radiated or dissipated by one
convolution by the adjoining convolution, and thereby re
Tnis retarding of the process
storing it to its own mass.

W, as
The
ments

is

illustrated in spot 3
conclu-ions to be

final

in

which E

circuit

Example: io arc

R,-

1.

50 volts each,

"""

500X1,000

Example: 50 arc lights, 50
2,500X1,000
by leakage

Example: 50 arc

is .01

by leakage

loss

hms<

is

i

.

= 2t500]000 ohms

demanding altogether too high

Example:

E X

The

Under conditions

similar to the tests copper or iron
may hi used with equal efficiency when the lengths are
under forty inches, and over this length iron is more efficient than copper.
6:h The resistance of the "ground wire" is of little consequence, but it should have a size sufficient to carry off

the charge without overheating.
7th. The insulation in a cable may be punctured by
lightning either by the direct di charge due to the points
of the arrester being too far apart, or by the current of
self-induction from the "ground wire," when that wire is
of any considerable length
Sth Dissipation of the energy of discharge reduces the

i,

r oo volts,

inch.

2=.<

cxT-

'

mile, 25 amperes, 500 lights.

1

=

1.000x25, 000

Example: 10-mile
Rj

=

circuit,

100,000 ohms.

Ii000 ,oooohms.

1,000 volts, 25 amperes, 500

be

The

by leakage

loss

Example: 2,000

volts,

mile,

1

R,=

2,000X25 000

12^

amperes, about 500

_ 4|0oOiOOO ohms

lights.

= 400,000 ohms. The loss
Secondary — See formula under

by leakage

Rj

I

for direct incandescent

lighting.

Same as mains for alterIV. Multiple series systems.
nating transformer system, including branches.
E X 2 5,000

R

=

1
(

Example: 500

=,00

,

I.

50 amperes, about 500 lights,
x 25,000

volts,

:

= EX 10000

Tt
It

was decided by these gentlemen to turn the question over to
the club for its consideration.
The topic was briefly considered at a meeting in December, and was made a special
order for the meeting of January 7th.
The Chairman: Mr. Badt, have you some remarks to
make on this insulation problem?
F. B. Badt: I have thought this matter of insulation
over very carefully.
In fact, I have spent quite a little
time on it.
I may state that I do not think that the different cases are fairly covered by one formula of Mr. Leonard.
I think we ought to have one formula for electric incandescent lighting, say up to 250 volts, one for arc lighting, one
for alternating transformer lighting, one for the mixtures of
arc and incandescent, and series multiple, and so on.
I
have studied over this formula of Mr. Leonard's, and I have
found that the insulation is a trifle too low in comparison
for arc lighting.

on the blackboard the following formula?

INSULATION OF WIRES FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING OR ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION OF POWER TO PREVENT EIRE
RISKS AND ACCIDENTS TO PERSONS.
Direct Incandescent

Systems
;,

at least

n

no! over

250

volts,

—

inch.

;,

= — ~-~

'

amperes,

^

'

s tne

and

electromotive force,

C

is

the

Rj the insulation in ohms.
(Measurement is to be made by attaching wire to brushes
of dynamo.
Brushes must rest on commutator, and all circuits closed and connected to dynamo.)
in

1

mile,

The whole

cir-

circuit.

I

tion resistances.

Mr. Cutter:

I

hoped

something before the
evening, but have been disappointed.
to bring

meeting myself this
I wished 10 bring the results of

tests upon the various extra
insulated wires now upon the market, as that subject, I
think, is of considerable interest to us at present.
should see how well adapted they are for installations, acI do not think
cording to any rules which we may adopt.
a formula or formula? of that sort would answer the conditions in a general way, and that they introduce considerable difficulty, not only to the inspector, but to the contractors.
The tendency would probably be that a wire
would be secured which would show that insulation test the

We

first

time

it

was measured, but

less

-

arc

»m

or
the

and

circuit,

insulation.

It

is

sufficient importance, considering the character of

n

expense

incurred, to comply with any such conditions.
Therefore,
more especially for a current of high potential, we should
look to the point of danger to life and property, and they
are covered by the manner in which the circuit is put up;
and the various points already mentioned relating to this
construction are something that we should outline.
I am not in favor of adopting a standard
for in*ulation
tests which would be so high as to block the work,
but at the same time I will hail any movement which tends
toward a better insulated wire than that which is so widely
used in this country.
By examinations of wires, by suggestions to manufacturers of those wires, hints to the contractors that handle them, instructions to linemen that put
them up, things of this sort emanating from this club,
possibly first started by a committee and carefully worked
out, then considered by the club, the work would not only
be in the right direction, but it would also reflect credit on
With this idea in view, I have thought it would
the club.
be a good plan to have a technical committee of the club

appointed, and refer questions to this committee from time
to time, which we expect them to answer.
I have thought
of this question a great deal, and it has bothered me considerably, because we are all busy; and, although we stand
ready to propose a committee, we do not stand ready to act
upon it. But it is a question that concerns us all, especially those interested in a wholesale distribution of electric
energy; and the committee thus appointed could well afford
to devote some of the time during business hours to the
problems put to it.
I think that the company which I work
for would be perfectly willing for me to spend part of that
time in I he consideration of problems which concern their
business; I also think that would be the condition with
several of the technical men of this club.
With this idea in view and I wish to call attention to
the facr that it bears upon a question now before the club;
namely, that of an exchange I would like to say here that
until a few days ago I believed an exchange to be the right
thing.
I have changed my opinion, and I do not think the
exchange, which really means the consideration of the New
England Exchange, is at ail adapted to this city or to this
section of the country
Our condition is different entirely
from that in New England. Their cities are near together,
their engineers and experts center in Boston frequently, and
therefore the exchange which they have developed is getting to be quite a success.
wish to "adopt a policy
which is not only influential in the city of Chicago, but
which will be a guiding star to the people scattered throughout this western country, many of whom will be glad to
receive suggestions that would be sent forth, with the consideration which a technxal committee of this society would
probably give it.
If we could eliminate the danger of commercial consideration of scientific questions I think such a
committee would become valuable to the community and a
credit to the clubWith this idea in view, I move the appointment of a technical committee to consider the various
technical questions which may be put to it by the club, it
being understood that they are expected to report upon
those questions at early dales.
Prof. Badt: Mr. Chairman. I do not believe in such a
committee at all. We have a rule in Chicago that the insulation resistance for incandescent circuits shall be lOO.OOO
ohms, and for arc light circuits 1,000,000 ohms. The
question was first put to a committee and then turned over
to the club to decide whether these rules were lust or not.
Everybody was of the opinion that they were unjust,
Mr.
Cutter furthermore said that the equations could not Ik applied to a central station plant of 20,000 lamps or 30,000
lamps.
I fail to see why not.
I have never seen
a plant
yet consisting of 20,000 or 30.000 lamps connected in
multiple arc on one set of feeders.
I
do nol believe
there is such a plant in existence
lo not believe there
ever will be such a plant in existence, for the simple
that it is economy and policy to divide the network o\ wires
1 H
in as many circuits as possib'e.
the question of referring the whole matter to a committee, I will suggest this:
had
a
committee,
the
We
and
committee turned it over to
the club.
We cannot give it to a committee of ii\c.

—

250,000 ohms.

Now that is, in a few words, the outline of
think would be pretty fair as a standard for insulaall the English and
I have gone through
American standards which have been determined so far,
as
just
that.
But I will adas
and I do not find anything
mit now that a good many changes may be made and get
the formulas even more just than the present proposition.
what

'

Thickness of dielectric

.04 per

Mr. Badt:

Chicago Electric Club.
regular meeting of the Chicago Electric club was
In the absence of the
held at the club rooms January 7th.
president and the vice-president, C. C. Haskins was called
The subject for discussion was "Insulation."
to the chair.
The topic was brought before the club by a number of gentlemen interested in electric lighting, who had been called
together to discuss it by C. C. Haskins, city inspector of
electric lights.
At a meeting of these gentlemen, 11. Ward
Leonard proposed the following formula for the determina-

demanded

is

cent.

50X1

The

is

.

Xi

by leakage is .004 per cent.
Example: 2,000 volts, 10 miles, 12^ amperes, about 500

V. Incandescent lamps on arc circuits.
be tested as under II, with lamps in

Prof. Badt put
^ind examples:

per

loss

cuit to

1

.04

lights,

continued)
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nt.
T
1
tion of the necessary insulation: Insulation

is

cent.

T

{To

Rj

—

25 Xi
loss by leakage is .004 per cent.

induced current.

current

K

twice the distance.

=

The

arrester.

I.

not over

Transformers

in

light

trouble, if any exists, is in a few spots, the
he insulation being very high,
ft is ge
isy
to
secure high insulation in a bran new arc light circuit; that
in a very short time would be a
-rate.
The p.rcentage of loss indicated by the pi
s us
that, as far as loss of energy is concerned, the formula is

=

Mains ami Primary Coils

is

the

1

Alternating transformer system, e. m. I
Thickness of dielectric at least
2,500 volts.

L

to the p

tb.

it occurred to mc
that the
never uniform throug
ire

.

III.

which

more

I

circuits

volts each, i-mile circuit,

per cent.

_
-

upon the market

While the professor was ;

50 volts each. 10-mile circuit,
1,000
25 o |000 ohms.

'

the wires
devices in
insulation.

per cent.

is .1

lights.

twisted into a cable.
4th. Any method by which a portion of the discharged
curient which passes over the "ground wire" may be
.withdrawn, will tend to increase the efficiency of the

with what

cans in the club of determining

per cent.

:ii

the

-

solution of the

lights,

^jCQX

k

pi

•

.01 per cent.

is

the

.

then, to
the form

mile circuit,

500,000 ohms.

,

R[=

The

<-f

.-

=

10
In this case the loss by leakage

loss

1

length

>me mile.

to arc lights, 50 volts, 10-mile circuit.

Example

The

:

—

of circuit, and L
a mile considered .1-

In this case the loss by leakage

in

3d When a short "ground wire" cannot be used, one
formed of a number of strands may be used, preferably not

self

f.

lights,

:

,

in length.

5th.

m.

total c.

-

miles, fraction ol

11:

r
K

is;. The "ground plate" of a lightning-arrester should
be connected to earth by as short a connection as may
be possib'e.
2d. When an air line connects to a cable a lightningarrester should b; provided and attached to the armor
of a cable by a connection not more than a few inches

inch.

L.

drawn from these experi

are:

on

;//

1

E x

in

of dissipation will result in a prolongation of the time of A
and consequent action on the sensitive plate, as is shown
by the increased length of the "ghost,' following spots 2
and 2 1 over that following the spot 1. As would be expected, the length of the "ghost" is immediately contracted
upon increasing the rate of dissipation of the energy as results from the introduction of a metallic core in the coil of

'" /.

e.

'

css

l;

sumed, then

shown

In this case the

.004 per cent.

is

.

"ghost"'

ohms

20,000
rent

current

pi

1

— more material.

In the same manner in which the work
was increased in the space ./. so will it be increased in the
points at
to the surface of the jar /,
the
connecting
wire
and for this reason the introduction of the spark B should
not be expected to cut off the tail Irom the spot /•' to the
This is the
same value obtained with a long wire at II'
case, as is shown in photograph No. S, where II is 20
If the
has been returned to the circuit.
inches, and

case the loss ol

In this

5.O00.
is

lamps (multiple

roo-volt

1

is

regard would be paid to

Durabilthe durability of the insulation than it deserved.
ity of wire insulation, under the circumstances under which
things to be taken into
it is used, is one of the principal
consideration, and it is one of the points that an insulation
I look upon the measurement of insutest does not cover.
lation as simply one of the many checks that we have upon
our work, showing that we have done the work properly

But the thing for us to decide is, what is proper work.
Now the formula itself is very difficult of application, if I
understand it right, especially as applied to central station
work; and I do not quite understand how the professor
intends to apply this to such work; because, as I stated at
the last meeting, if we apply it to the various localities of a
central station plant, and then apply it to the installation as
a whole, the network must have an infinite resistance in
order to comply with the requirements of the formula.
We
will suppose an installation of 20,000 lamps. 100 volts each,
200
localities,
loo
lights
consist
of
average.
hunto
One
dred lights require, according to the formula, 22,000 ohms.
Dividing this by 200 gives no ohms as the resistance of
those various localities in multiple.
Then insulation resis
tance for 20.000 lamps, roo volts, is 1 10 ohms; leaving us no
chance whatever but infinity in the network.
And we
must cover this condition somehow or other, but of course

—

We

1

We

all

know what

city

electric light

one day and

men

They may be in the
six weeks; we have
the men :v

are.

a fair illustration to-night. Two of
in this question are out of town.
always can have a
fair number oi club members together at a meeting, but I

We
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doubt whether we ever could get that committee of

five

Now, if
together to dispose of that question of insulation.
we want to do anything at all, as I said last time, I am
willing to accept. anything; but let us accept something, let
us determine something, and not dilly-dally our time with
If this policy of trilling should be pursued
talk, talk, talk.
I do not want 10 have anything to do with this matter whatI do not want to waste my time
ever, and nobody else will.
Let us get down to the
simplv talking about this thing.
I am willing to dispoint "and say exactly what we mean.
cuss matters^ but I do not want to discuss any more on this
question in a general way and in this kind of manner.
Mr. Cctter: I wish the professor would show us an
application of his formula to an installation of 20,000
lamps, so that he can put in the net work required.
Prof. Badt; As 1 stated before, each circuit can be
Whenever the city inspector
measured independently.
goes into a large building wired for incandescent lights,
connected with the dynamo.
plant
whole
rarely tests the

He

tests

each circuit by

itself,

and

if

each circuit comes up

Why I can't do
as well, I do not
Suppose we have 20,000 lamps; I do not mean to say
we have 20,000 lamps on one set of feeders, but you have
Simply
probablv twenty, thirty or forty sets of feeders.
test each svstem. and that will fall under that formula just
If each set of feeders, with all the lamps and
as well.
branches connected with it, comes up to the regulation,
It has nothing to do with
that set of feeders is all right.
the other set of feeders and the other lamps.
Mr. Schillinglaw: While I admit that Prof. Badt's
to the specifications,

why

it is all

right.

that with 20,000 or 100,000 lights just
see.

idea in establishing some standard formula is proper, I, at the
same time, agree with Mr. Cutter on the question of insuI have probablv tried every known insulation in the
lation.

Where you will find one insulation that
packing houses.
find a
is adapted to city use you will often be unable to
single insulation out of the entire lot of wires now on the
You
night.
house
one
market that will stand in a packing
may take the best workmanship, the best circuits, and put
them up; your circuits to-day will measure a megohm, and
a week from now they are down. There is no insulation
that will stand in a packing house, and I think the club and
that committee should try to establish some standard insuI have yet to
lation, something that we can depend upon.
The formula
find it, and I do not think it can be found.
are all good, but still when you bring them down to practiI have never seen any wire that
cal use they will not hold.
stand.
is adapted to the New England trade that would
Packing house work is the most important work we have.
There is more money in it, but I do not think you are going
to get the money out of it so long as this low standard of
I, for one, would strongly urge what
insulation is used.
Mr. Cutter has demanded, to have some committee that
this question can be referred to, and also devote our time to
interesting manufacturers in producing better wires.
Prof. Badt: Although Chicago is the city of packing
houses. I think the number of incandescent lights in packing houses is very small, compared with the number of inSo far as insulacandescent lights in use in other places.
tion formula? are concerned, we have one now, and the
we
whether
shall
abide
by the devil we
question simply is
have, or whether we shall have some other devil to abide
Now, this question
certainly must have a rule.
bv.
I
of deterioration of wires does not cut any figure at all.
admit the insulation may measure to-day one megohm, and
in a month from to-day may measure rather below that.
may test a boiler for a certain pressure, and maybe four
weeks from now the boiler will burst with the pressure it
was tested by. Still we have got to test things in order to
Suppose
get an approximate idea of what they will stand.
we fail to test wire say that we will use the best wire we
can buy and see that we get better wire all the time, and,
after being furnished with the best wire we can get, say
that is all we can do and that it will serve every purpose
that may be all very well, but fire underwriters will not be

We

We

—

We want to have something tangible.
with that.
There is nothing tangible in such a proposition at all. We
must have a certain rule, whether that rule is good or bad.
It may be bad,"but for all that it is certainly better than
nothing, because it will compel the people who put up
installations to do a little more than they would do otherwise under a very keen competition. We all know what
They all want to put up plants as cheaply
the tendency is.
as possible, which is all right, for we all want to make
money. Yet we ought to be compelled by somebody to do
work up to a certain standard. Now, the companies in
ad, in France, and in the United States, have deterrd of insulalion in putting up plants
These men establish something that two gentlemen who got
up here to-night say is all wrong. If it is all wrong all the
rate under those rules are wrong, because
insulation for
rrtain standard of
one
is
it
I think it is most necessary, and
do, to put up a good
thing that we can compel
satisfied

Mr.
tremcly unju

Mr.

-

I

believe with Prof. Badt that we ought
Vow, the old rule
The rule propounded by

my mind, and,
one step in .idlOn

the

lighting,
ill

n

iuary

could get together to pass upon these things, and, although
perfection, we
can
help
perhaps we cannot attain
on in the good cause, we cm select something that is good
In so far work will be
something that is the best always.
done that is of value. Now, I wish to be understood .ls
favoring this formula by all means, because I think it is a
step in advance, one step nearer something which we all
need; and it is something that will be more just to each one
of us, but especially to the arc lighting system
MR CUTTER: The reason I thought of the technical
committee was because of my disappointment in being unable to furnish the data I wished to bring before the club,
that we might avoid the very thing that the professor is
complaining of— too much time consumed in general considerWe cannot drive
ations and failure to drive the nail home.
I claim that
the nail home unless we know how to do it.
I fail to unthe formula is worse than that we now have.
derstand, if the requirements of the insulation of an arc light
circuit of one megohm for all arc light circuits is unjust to
any party, why a formula which increases that insulation to
2% megohms, is any more just. And it is all to be determined by what ? Data given by the company and assumed
It will be astonishing how
to be correct by the inspector.
If I put in a circuit of a mile,
long circuits we will put in.
and my conscience is elastic enough, I will call it five miles
certificate.
The applicaif necessary in order to secure a
tion of the formula is something that renders it absolutely
useless, and you would not have it in operation a week, or
you would not try to work it a week, before you would want
Now, what is the
to call a meeting to know what to do.
use of jumping from the frying pan into the fire because we
I
thought of the committee
do not want to lose time?
because that I felt if I were on the committee I could
drop Prof. Badt a note as a member of the committee,
What do
possibly, and say. " I think of doing so and so.
vou think of such a suggestion?" He would answer it, and
the interests of the company that he is with, or if he is in
business for himself, his own interests would not only warrant his taking the time to communicate with me, but also
his coming to the club to meet members of that committee.

would

I

like to

change the number of that committee

to

seven or even nine, so that we may always get some of them
here; enough of us to consider the questions which may be
brought up.
It is not necessary that that committee should
come here and talk in a general way upon the technical
The chairman of that committee
questions put to them.
could communicate with the various members, and learn
from them which one or ones could handle any particular
question.
It may be, for instance, the insulation tests of
the circuits, one of the most difficult questions of the whole
It is far-reaching in its benefits, and we don't want to
lot.
change it all of a sudden and be worse off than we are
to day.
That question can be handled bv one, two or
three members of the committee; answered by catching a
moment when you can to measure this wire, to test that, or
try this experiment or that; and in that way they could
enlarge their ideas, meet unce in a while at lunch, or something of that sort, and discuss the questions, and the result
I
would be that the)' could furnish information of value
might pronounce my opinion upon some particular insulated
I
wire.
I experiment with it to see the effects of heating.
put it into water and get it as cold as possible, bend it back
and forth several times, and then measure the insulation.
That is the kind of data that we want, and that is the kind
of data that the manufacturers of those wires want. Manufacturers make a first class insulation, and it goes to the
storehouses of the different companies, and where do you
find it ?
coiled up in a haphazard sort of manner by a man
that knows nothing about insulation; coiled up and hung
over a pin, and if he wants a little of it he will pull on that
He sells it to
pin, wearing into the insulation all the time.
the different people that are handling these wires, and they
have lots cf trouble. They take that wire, supposing that
the manufacturer, and they
it
is good as it comes from
stick it into the wall; and they have got to do more work to
remedy the difficulty than to put in the work originally.
This is work that can be brought before the club for conThe
sideration, and suggestions can be made by the club.

—

testing of our installations in Chicago has done good work
for the last five years, and it is doing good work to day.
Some people may feel that it is an injustice; I do not. I
feel that it is handled in pretty good shape, and will take
care of us until we are ready to go before the city with a
recommendation that is backed up by the proper kind of

and the proper kind of data. Not by considerations
of a formula that one technical man says covers the conditions and the other technical man says is of no value;
tests,

when the technical men disagree, who is going to decide
It is because we do not have the right kind
the question ?
of data that I advocate the committee, and I want that committee to come before us to advance something that will
be of value.
MR. Schh.linglaw; I will say Mr. Badt is correct in
regard to electric lights in packing houses, and that matter
is easily explained.
The simple fact is that simply they
"pting a standard rule laid down by the electric light
companies some time ago as to what was good insulalion
and what was highly proper to use in wet places, for all
In using these differkinds of use, which has been done.
ent wires we have instead of increasing the plants, decreased
for

them. Some houses threw them out entirely, and where
we only have probably 5,000 now, jou might have two or
three hundred thousand liglns, for the simple reason that
Now, it
the insurance people have objected to the wires.
veil enough to have a standard
by, it is well to take into consideration where you are
We Inn) .ohm- wire that is good,
01 our uork.
am highly in favor
I

.

19,

i8c8

not the amount of insulation that you have got, but it is the
quality of the insulation, which will stand sawdust and
steam, and so on.
want to have that committee, and
at the same time adopt the suggestion of the professor, and
if we can make practical suggestions
to the manufacturers
we can increase our business and act intelligently. I doubt
whether there is any insulation now in use in the packing
houses that would carry out the measurements beyond
thirty days, and I think the professor will carry me out in

We

that.

Prof. Badt: No, I will not. The insulation resistance
a plant when measured does not represent, by anv
means, the good or bad quality of the insulation of the
wire.
We ail know that we can put up bare copper wire
with glass insu'ators, and if we have a few good insulating
supports, our installation has a higher insulation than that
assumed in any of these formula;. If we put up a wire in*
the packing house, I do not believe there is any insulation
which will withstand the action of all these influences mentioned.
The only way to do in such places, is to use good
insulating supports
in fact, I have seen the so-called underwriters' wire put up on glass insulators (not insulators put
up upside down, but in the proper way) give the insulation
resistance required.
I grant that under certain circumstances even insulation of that kind will not stand the
effect of steam condensing on the insulators and so on, but
still no trouble will arise from such a plant.
I put up the
other day a plant in a very bad place, in a foundry, and
the wires were the wonderful underwriters'; it was a hightension arc light plant; glass insulators, and everything was
covered in a few hours with dust and diit and smoke and
steam, and the insulation on that plant measured way over
a megohm
That shows, of course, that good judgment
must be used. We all know that the test of a plant does
not depend for its insulation resistance as much on the insulation of the wire itself, as on the insulation of its supports.
If those supports are good, we will get a high insulation, while the best insulated wire if put up on poor
supports, will show little insulation resistance in places of
that kind.
The point I want to make is simply this: The
formula refer to the insulation resistance of the plant and
of

—

not to the insulation resistance of the wire only.
You must
not tlVink it is the same thing by any means.
The insulation resistance of the plant depends a great deal, I admit,
upon he insulation of the wire in the first place, but in the
second place, upon the way the wire is fastened, and there
is where judgment comes in to a very great extent.
cannot fasten a wire in a dry place in the same manner as
required for a damp place, and so on.
In the third place,
I will mention that the most critical point is when we make
joints; we have to be here more particular than in the two
other points.
So the idea in measuring the insulation resistance of the whole plant is not to measure only the insulation resistance of the wire, but to get a very fair idea
of the character of workmanship and other things besides.
What we want to test by these formula:- is the insulation resistance of the whole plant, and we want to get an idea of
how the plant is erected. The inspector cannot crawl into
each hole; all he can do is to measure the insulation resistance and inspect the plant generally, and so approximately
get at the kind of wire that is used, workmanship, etc.
Mr. Thompson; As most of the members probably
know, the first man of-war that was ever wired was the
United States steamer "Trenton." At that time I had a
little something to do with the settlement of the specifications for that ship.
The contract was awarded to the
Edison company, and a certain set of specifications were
drawn.
We passed the specifications for the wire and for
the insulation resistance, but there were certain requirements made for the lighting of ships, and there was a most
tremendous opposition. The contractors said, "Wr e cannot bind ourselves to any rule."
Well, the result was that
there had not been enough experience in ship wiring for the
naval authorities to take any decided stand, and they let
1

We

company do it their own way. The result was
although they did a very good piece of work, still the
the wire would not stand, and the wire was
all taken out when the ship came back from her first cruise,
and was replaced
The result was that when the next contract was let for electric lighting on the "Chic-' go," the
"Atlantic" and the "Boston,', the government presented an
elat orate set of ruleswhich called fora high insulation resisthe Edison
that,

insulation of

They called for a large area of copper, and a large
carrying capacity of wire. They specified the dielectric, they
specified every single feature.
The companies found the
greatest fault with those specifications.
"Oh, we could not
come up to that; we could not do this, and we could not do
"Very well, then, you need not make bids." But
that."
they all put in their bids, I noticed, just the same.
The
Edison company got 01. e ship, the Brush got another, and
the United States got a third.
They put the plants in according to the United Stales rule, and to-day there are
three systems of electric lighting on ships that are giving
perfect satisfaction.
Now, we have heard something about
packing house work. Of course, on board ship you can
find every sort of difficulties to overcome.
You will fmd
salt water, you will find steam, you will find gases arising
from the bilge, eating into the insulation and destroying it.
We have got to have the best available experience to decide
upon the thickness of the dielectric, the insulation resistance
for the plant, because if you put in a plant for the government you have to come up to its Standard, The result is,
it has good work.
[ want somebody
to show me the injustice of this new rule that Prof.
Badt has suggested.
have just been working out a few little problems myself.
Why is it that an arc light circuit, say ten miles in length,
should have the same insulation resistance as one a half a
mile, or why is that i.ooo light incandescenl plant should
bi
pected io show the same insulation resistance thai one
It seems to me that this is
ol roo light! docsi
matter "I
u gn al deal of importani c to each member here who is
onnccted with contracting companies.
think Prof. Badt's
rule has
d deal in it.
Mow, so far as to what conc
by him, that is a question thai con
up
I. et some ag eemenl
from this.
upon what
he
van t these constants to be, and
insulation n isl
tance.
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They may make what they please
ance may vary for them.
They may make what they please
for incandescent work.
for arc light work, and they may make what they please
There is one thing very cerfor alternating current work.
tain, that on short line work, the current will always have a
much higher resistance than on a longer one. There would
be about as much sense in saying that no rule should be
adopted, as to say to these cable street car companies, that
because it is hard work for them to keep their insulation in
their cables that they should be allowed to follow out their
own best judgment. In every other kind of electric work,
in cable work and everything else, you will find that certain
standards are fixed, and those standards have been arrived
So far as this Chiat by a long number of experiments.
cago rule is concerned, I can't exactly say what effect it has.
Take an Edison central station plant and place it in a
building, and we make a rule for that, and they apply the same
It would be preposterous
rule lo a small plant of 100 lights.
While the wire of the small
to expect the same results.
plant would show an enormous insulation of resistance, take
one of the feeders, perhaps it may have a bug in it, and it
Rut yet both would work
would not show near as high.
perfectly satisfactorily.
I
think the same rule should be
adopted, and if it were worth while for the government to

ahead of the rule that we have now, as the science of
tricity is ahead of what it was six years ago.
If the conslant should be determined higher or lower, let us
mine it; let us change the formula in any way you wan
bin let us get something tangible, and let us discuss that
here before the whole club.
The motion to appoint the technical commits
The club adjourned to January 14 for the further consid-

New York
New York,
electrical

circles

Me

is interested in the fire department, and they use
and they use it to fight fire with. He knows that
burn and water will put it out, and that is about
the extent of the knowledge he has.
We subsequently
adopted the underwriters' wire which we have been trying
so hard to get rid of.
These rules with regard to insulation came from the same general want of knowledge of what
we now consider the laws of electric lighting.
Mr, Cutter: Suppose two business blocks have 1,000
lights each, on the supposition that 500 amperes at 100
volts will supply them.
Each installation would require
according to the formula 5,000 ohms.
These, I believe,
are the professor's figures.
Now, I start with a scheme to
supply those lights from a central station two or three
blocks away, and I run my wires to the two business blocks.
You require an infinite resistance in the connection wires in
order to maintain the conditions of the formula.
The two
blocks in multiple would give an insulation of 2,500 ohms.
Two thousand lamps according to the formula require 2,500
ohms, leaving nothirg but infinity, as I said before, for the
lire.

The formula

network.

is

utterly

useless

business

man knows how

done.
No, he won't do that.

Professor Badt:
pay for

that

soon be here

He

has got to

As

Yes, sir.
I think it
and not the formula
The
tabooed underwriters' wire.

Mr. THOMPSON:

is

work of the inspector,
good stroke was when we

the

first

would like to ask Mr. Cutter to explain, whether it would not be a little bit easier to get
5,000 ohms insulation in the first two feeders, the first 1 ,000
light?, than it would be to get 100,000 according to the
professor's rule.
It seems to me between 100,000 ohms
and 5,000 we gain almost 95,000, or in that neighborhood.
I want to find out what is the matter with that.
Mr. Cutter: Then why do you put forth a formula in
which you have got to adopt some other standard for that
I

installation?

St Louis, Mo.
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after Jan.

the lamentable finale of a story of extraordinary credulity.

sis commission was appointed, and

It is satisfactory

to note

save

that,

name,

in

The ordinance was

electricity

I

This question is so very important that I
think it should be discussed before the whole club until we
get through with it.
There are quite a number of gentlemen absent who have not been heard from on tins subject,
and I am afraid the chairman will make a mistake and not
appoint those gentlemen upon the committee. They might
say something on this question yet, and I think it would be
the best thing to have such an important question discussed
here in the club to elicit more information and belter ideas.
As Mr. Thompson said, I do not mean to say that my
I

think

I

said that

before,

when

showing these equations on the blackboard, that they are
very far from being perfect.
But I think they are as much
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PROF, BADT:

perfect.

go

ing telephone communication in cities

Prof. Badt:

I'.

preparing a state-

and

At the session of

our wires?

1

company

refining
is

says thai President Cotterill will

a matter of fact,

t<

view

in

in

and Mrs Friend, the wife of the quasi-inventor of the new
process, is "over the border," and we have probably reached

it.

Mr. Cutter: Of course he has got to pay for it. That
one check
There is another feature of the problem;
We have had a limit in incandescent work of 100,000 ohms,
and in arc work one megohm. Has that standard had anything whatever to do with the quality of insulation used on

formulas are

He also

an ingenious inventor

for

now

just

company, and

answer every charge

to

against him.

is

Mr. Cutter:

sugar

electric

to the investors here he will

it

same purpose.

the

this

is

the

turned out

for installations

the Chicago

Edison company. It does not answer the
question of what we will do with the street work.
We
simply go from house to house and measure the insulation
in the honse, according to data given by the contractor as
already mentioned, which is a point of considerable force,
because the inspector is dependent upon that data.
Of
course they are going to make it out in many cases that
they have a very large installation. They put in the wire
works, perhaps, for a good many thousand lamps, but they
only put up 1,000 lamps to-day. and will operate them for a
long while; they put them in with the same resistance as
though it was for 5,000, and they will say that is what the
installation was made for unless the inspector bothers himself to find the contract and look into the matter.
Every
like

the

is

oi the financial affairs of the

mitting

water,

fire will

aminati

Notes.

— The prevailing topic

Treasurer Robertson says he

swindle.

ment

fan. 12.

matters.

produce

I

and

cipal buildings,

will

of

CORRESPONDENCE

You cannot make him understand

that water

member

eration of the subject of insulation.

strict rules, why wont it work for the electric light
people here, when they have a chance to mak^ rules that are
reasonable, and still rules that will insure good work, and
help fj give suggestions, both to the contractor and to the
party that is having the plant put in?
THE CHAIRMAN: I would like to make a remark in explanation of the subject.
All this electric light business is
like a horse that has got away without a saddle; it has
started to run away
Everything in the shape of laws,
rules and regulations that were made in the early davs, were
made by persons who had the crudest knowledge of electric
lighting, or what it was to be.
No man six years ago had
any idea of a circuit that would ever be more than a mile
long.
During the eatly days electric light men who could
run a circuit for a mile and put lights on it, did remarkably
well.
A megohm to the mile was perhaps the original idea
with those rules which were originated by the underwriters.
Erom that same source of ignorance we get this abominable
wire which we now have.
An underwriter does not know
anything but fire, and he does not care for anything else.
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At short distances apart, above every twenty five feet,
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nopoly has been used to the damage of any

have paid our debts, but not grown

meantime worn

the

We

out.

we can only

know

of

most service ever given, per subscriber,

We

1%

paid for 1888 three dividends of

have earned and

per cent., making a

demand
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an army of

100

Louis, business

St.

New
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men and women
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will

your

in

we are
who

Orleans, business
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built

So

rupted, the question to capital

is,
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business interest that has

come

to

for conversations

toll

Kansas City
•

advance

in price

increase

the

at

$6

rate of

has ever been thought

for

each

office.

we

but

of,

city.

live

are

all

there were three in said

You cannot

This greatly increased

has been

facility

an

at

in-

your business men.

want

investigation

which must be paid or we must quit the use o( othei
people's property, yet we in our poverty have tried to serve
ties,

all

applictnts, the far

"The

rapid growth

away

city

made our work ex

has

pensive, and we have had to pay our part of the high rents
and high wages, and stand the constant removal of lines,

caused by the

\our streets.

1

.

the

city

hours from
ber,

who

<)

v.

M

to 5

I*.

M.

use the telephone?
his
for

telephone

is

into the small

more

the fullest

appoint a

to

that purpose our

are attached to

Kansas City Telephone league drew up

last

week.

now

praying the Missouri legislature

The

regulating telephone rales.

nol increased proportionately?

cities in

Missouri having

in-

1

and

o,

pass a

bill

use

he

bill

lo

in

Midland
this city

at this session

has been prepared by

Following

Louis.
1

at the

circulat'on

in

lo

memorial

the

telephone rales, which

the

for

and

the

do without an

invite

Fcr

facts.

the legislature for the regulation of

"The annual charge

use

service

well

We

service.

men

business affairs and books are at your service."

St.

ased

the

cannot

city

committee to investigate the

Senator Casileman of

its

of

the least, but that

in

and ask your honorable body

25,000 ton great a ninn
Can any sane man say that
Is

repairing with

is

an extract:

of the telephone in

all

100,000 inhabitants or more shall

towns and

cities,

all

in

villages in

We

Missouri having less than 100,000 inhabitants, the annual

Cny

that answer by an automatic

per

day

charge for the use of a telephone shall not exceed $36, Any
corporation, president, agent or ofHcer thereof, and any

rating, follows

have telephones in Kansas

that

fact

not believe your business

the better

And your

Twenty-five petitions are

'h.n

<

must be proportionately greater from
b
life and
rowds its activities

cities

do

Twelve hundred names

ones, on long lines at a loss.

the

of

We

prompt telephone

efficient,

and are burdened with royal-

are poor,

example

fatal

telephone in use where

and the service an excuse.

city,

busy business man

useful to him.

We

company

other

lavishly poured her

the

their telephone service lessened

to the

bank-

What

afford to wipe out or cripple this efficient aid to

creased cost of plant, and an increased cost of maintenance.
as a

has so

Indianapolis before you, not one

now

ruined and
next?

your city with the hope

You have

wealth into Kansas City.

Your

capital has

done better? Our stockholders

over the country that

in

scribers.

If

of future harvest that has not

7-

we

'This charge

city,

and invested

policy has been to invite capital,

Denver, Col., business

San Francisco,

have kept

good wages.
and we are in
at

only even-handed justice.

ask

up your immense

before another

We

employment

in

been invested

capital has

Uii

your hands.

we

That storm h»s developed

72

125

fourth

a disastrous loss, that will cost us

winter perhaps $50,0:0 more expenditure.

72

Our

4H' for the three quarters of 1SS8.

$18, ceo to $20,0 o to repair.

100

We

pride ourselves with the satis-

120

business

mo-

Our plant is in
none who have done

96

,

that our
citizen.

rich.

cheapest rate per subscriber.

at the

profits are

dividends does not indicate

this rate of

to

December 25th and
and Kansas stock is

Boston, business

Ky

cent, quar-

"per

Three-quarters have been paid, making the rate 4 24
per cent.
The dividend for the fourth quarter of 1S8S will
terly.

weaknesses in our plant that

Chicago, business

(not

in 1SS7,

100

._

2%

dividends

all

was

highest dividend paid

and was at
six (6) per cent.
The lowest dividend paid was for the
years 18S4 and 1S85, and one-half of 1SS6, when no dividend was declared. The rate we hope to pay is 6 percent.

quite).

S4

.

The

cash earnings used to pay debts.

of

at par, in lieu

120

11

'

Net

Boston, bank and express

Louisville,

.$1,250,000

.

,

Pittsburg, business

of

er for street

Reorganized company's sto:k

total of

only 500 subscribers, while to-day we serve 2,500 sub-

be pro-

is to

$1,700,000

got Christmas night in

Cincinnati, business

250,000
1,450,000

Total

100

pre-

tires, to

truck of this kind

&

.

120

off the

and have

of the trucks are broad

The wheels

truck runs.

.

Philadelphia, residence

hope of the expiration of the patents, when the royalties
paid will be off, and give relief to both the telephone
company and our patrons. Our rates are the same on all
business telephones that they were when the exchange had

two upper horizontal suspenrails on which the

Joint capital stock

Philadelphia, business

No

latter are to act as

of $250,000,

stock issued in reorganization at par

faction of giving the

150

to use trucks with four wheels, supporting a light platform.

and the

New

so poorly, and

quarter of a mile additional distance from the central

are to be placed on the

an

this is at

all

company

increased cost of operating expense to the

enable the linemen to place and repair the wires and
cables and to make connections with houses, it is intended

They

the

lowest prices of any equally sized city in the United States.

To

sion cables,

rates

interest

there

which the third suspension cable

is fixed, in

mayor and

"You

says:

city.

rates charged in

cross-beam to the lowest point of the

of the

quickest telephone service in the United States at

cross-bars iron frames are
struts used

statement of the

the telephone company, has

the

to

mean bankruptcy and

activity

the ends

brief

that our telephone rates are exorbitant,

to the

and instead of the short

fixed,

lines

To

reducing telephone

indorsement

e

t^

president of

course

that

amount

to the

average per cent, of cash dividends

communication

In addition thereto,

cross-bar to a house,

bill

telephone committee.

sent a

Kansas

of

ed at a nominal rental, and for the payment of debts

was adopted
draw up a petition

Nothing was done regarding this, but the committee of
physicians will make a more elaborate statement before the

short strut iron tension rods pass to the ends of the cross-

the cross-bars,

have

to

a

$1,450,000

reduce prices, and said that they

efforts of the physicians to

attached to the

lower side of the cross-bar, and from the lower end of this
bar, or tube.

made

Dr. E. B. Lewis

rates.

two companies

the

resolution

Counselor Quarles to

*

memorializing the legislature to pass a

consisting of but

lines

all

vertical

instructing City

the electric ca-

carried

tubes, are

on proper supports.

wires, resting

it,

produce oscillation of the cables.

to

present
not uni-

ca-

whole length of the span. The horizontal distance
between the two cabl> s is generally from eight to ten feet.

when

251 >,ooo

The Missouri & Kansas Telephone company

r.,tes.

municipal legislation

that

The committee thought the
many instances the charges

would be unavailing.

and

lower telephone

to

the

distance apart

treasury unissued

Total capital stock paid for and issued by

Mo., fan. 12.— The council held its lust
last week, and spent much time in

v,

the discussion of the

prices unjust,

The two

Telephone company held

I'nited

Mo.

City,

meeting of the new year

between the

supported

be

to

is

four

towers, are never less than two in number.
bles are parallel,

[21

The

which the weight of the

cables, by

suspension

electric wires

to

city.

$1,700,000

the

>

such distances apart as will be most

at

economical, either one, two, three, or
steel

suburbs

feet in the

business part of the

the

in

towers are placed
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Total

B.

in the

Kansas

70"

give

will

Of which

be placed.

to

[883, with a capital of

in April.

Telephone company
on January 17.

liell

19, 181 9

The United Telephone company was organized

of the houses already built, or probably will be built,

or even

On

will be

above the uppermost win-

still

along the street on which the towers are

bles

power

electric

reduced nearly one-half.

determined by the condition that

is

the suspension cables stretched between the towers should,
at their

running time on the road with the

January

rich off
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for
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.
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ever*)
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law shall be
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;uch case shall constitute a separate offence.
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1
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19, 18S9.

The storm disconnected

operation again.

The Kansas

rangements with the

>\\<r-

Exposition building can be used

at the

namos and plant

reinforcing the plant of the

former company.

the Kansas City company have
accommodate lie East side, and

ties of

fully

1,500 teleph*

.

company has made arExposition company whereby the d)-

City Electric Light

t

position building

is

nol

been

The

facili-

sufficienl to

expected to supply the deficiency.

Al-

the exposition

M.

Wealherford. Tex., are raising the money
arc lights over the court house tower.

citizens of

to place six

in ular slate

.1

mutator of the dynamo

at

street,

.

la

I

1

1

THE TELEGRAPH.

insulatoi

Wilde's clothing ho
injured

ek

ti

1

been running about eighteen m
given satisfaction.
A new shte had
d, and the engine started when the
a<
The makers of the dynamo say tin- engii
the dynamo and that there was no flaw

dynamo has
heretofore

lias

been attai In
happened.

away wi

li

1

VI01

slate.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
The

The following dispatch was vent from New Birmingham,
Tex.: M. S, Mather, president of the Austin Water. Light
in
N'cw Birmingham to-day,
completed the purchase of property for the erection of a
>-..
Westinghouse incandescent electric light plant.
Mr. Mather states that the engine, dynamos and win
the plant have been purchased, and will be on the ground
in a short time.
He says that by the ist of April he will
be ready to light the new city.

The American Heat, Power & Light company of Chicago
has been incorporated; capital stock. £ioo,coo; incorporators. Jesse Cox, William M. Stanley and Adolph Pike.
Elec:ric

nnks.'.M: plant

in

The dimmi)

th.2

is

of

The Woodward

conpany

will

install a

50 light

in-

David Oliver's mill, at Joliet, 111.
Western Electric company's make.

Electrical

of Detroit have inbrewery, Detroit, fifty-seven

company

in the E. W. Voight
which furnish current for 100 16-candle power lamps
brewery and Mr. Voight's residence.

stalled
cells,

A

" The lighthouse board
says:
has recommended to congress that $50,000 be appropriated
to establish a lighthouse and steam fog signal on the easterly
end of the outer breakwater at the harbor of Chicago; pro-

Washington telegram

vided that the light may be established at any time without
regard to the completion of the breakwater.
It is proposed
by ili'' lighthouse board to have the waterworks crib in
Chicago harbor lighted by electric lights situated on high
poles on the shore of the lake nearest the crib."

for lighting the

the recent sales of the Thomson-Houston comNelsonville, O., 50 arc and 500 incandescent alternating, new installation; Trinidad, Colo.,
35 arc and 1,200 incandescent alternating, increase on

Among

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

pany are the following:

original plant

Santa Cruz recently installed an electric light plant of
The cost of operation is $450 per month, and
Si lights.
as the city receives $330 from subscribers, it costs but if 120
per .r.onih, or less thin $3 each, for the 42 lamps used for
public PghtiDg.

The Rogers Park Water company of Chicago has been
incorporated.
The capital stock is $50,000. The company
will furnish water for Rogers Park, and electricity for light
The incorporators are H. E. Keeler, F. D.
and power
Keeler and N. A. Partridge.

A London

correspondent writes that the

Metropolitan

Supply company of London is putting up a 3,000Hght incandescent plant of Westinghouse company's apparatus.
The central station will be on Oxford street in the
Electrical

northwestern part of the

city.

The Keystone Construction company

of Pittsburg, represented by E. E. Keller, at 156 and 15S Lake street, Chicago, has just finished a 650 light installation at Joliet,
and is now engaged in installing a plant of 750 lights for

the

Fremont Gas company.

Seventy-eight Brush storage cells have been installed in
the dynamo room at Cornell university, Ithaca, N. Y., to
light the offices of the professors in Sibley hall, to furnish
light for evening work in a portion of the carpenter shop,
and to light the wheel and gorge.

communication to a daily
paper, says he has invented a new form of dynamo which
S.

will

J.

M. Bear of Chicago,

in a

possess twice the capacity of the ordinary generator.

Here is one claim which he makes of his machine: "As
more glow lamps are paralleled in circuit the applied power
is lessened, resulting in more light from less coal."

A

party of capitalists will, at Sherman Tex., make the
purchase the electric light plant at the
The representative of a
next meeting of the city council.
Philadelphia manufactory is trying to organize a local incandescent electric light company in the same place
city a proposition to

Light company of North Topeka, Kan.,
expects to have its building completed in a short time. The

The

Electric

walls of the addition are now up, and the large boiler in
place.
The masonry to support the dynamo engine in the
main building is now being built, and as soon as finished,
the machinery will be put in place.

The newspapers of Rochester are advocating an underground conduit for all electrical wires. The wires of the
Edison company are buried in the center of the city, but
A few days ago a
the arc lamp wires are still overhead.
wire stretched across a business street so sagged under the
weight of sleet upon it that it caught a street car going
north under full Headway, under the forward projection of
its roof, and brought it up standing.

A new

miner's lamp has just been brought out in Engsecondary battery with Hthanode cell is employed.
It is said the weight is much less than that of previous
cells used for the purpose.
The battery consiss of. two
cells giving 4 volts, and it weighs complete with the lam]),
The charge is said to be sufficient to maintain
5 pounds
a light of one candle for twelve hours, the charging time
b*ing fwc hours.
The lamp itself is protected by a c »ver
made of toughened glass, and so shaped as to hold up a
switch lever, by which the circuit from the cells through the
lamp is maintained. Should, however, the glass cover be
broken, it will immediately fly to pieces and allow the lever
to fall, thus extinguishing the lamp before the lamp itself
is
This provision has been adopted to guard
broken.
against ignition of lire damp from the red hot filament of
'he lamp.
The cover is locked with a lead pluj, and ordinarily cannot be switched out by the miner, but is taken
down and brought back alight. Should, however, through
some accident, a miner be detained in the working, he can
pick the lead plug with his pocket knife, take off the cover
and switch the lamp off, so that he may by this means
economize the light. The lamp will not go out if turned
land.

A

nl
i

& Power company, was
1

The Western Electric company's 200 light addition to
the p'ant at Toled_>. 0., was successfully started last
week.

The Western

...

..

factory n

in

the plant at the Ex-

ready 250 lights have been switched on to
circuit and 3,000 can be supplied.

upside down.
During the last nine monthhave been tried in about half a dozen collieries

The

presses of the Iowa State Register of
That paper says
are operated by electricity.
safe and cheap power.

Des

Moines

is

a good,

it

The tone of the Beoria newspapers indicates that the people of that place are dissatisfied with slow-going horse cars,
of an electric street
railway.

and would welcome the introduction

The proposed
York

third track

New

on the elevated roads of

upon which to run express trains from the battery to Harlem, would give a magnificent opportunity to
show what can be done with electric motors operating large
trains of cars for trips of several miles, says an exchange.
city,

The

company, anticipating the action of the

Julien

New

York aldermen in granting the franchise for the Fourth avenue electric road, have a number of cars already completed,
and in a few days they will have twelve cars operating on
S. M. Young, when questioned about
this road, it is said.
the statement that the batteries magnetize watches of passengers, said "No; it is absurd.
They do not in the least
See this watch.
affect timepieces.
I
have carried it on
the electric cars repeatedly, and it is all right.
It is true
that the watches are magnetized when brought in proximity to large dynamos, but I never heard of their being
affected at all by cell batteries."
:

A

" The much talked of
Nashville fTenn.) paper says:
operation of street cars by means of electricity is now a
certainty for Nashville.
The McGavock & Mt. Vernon
Horse Car company is to be the first to undertake this new
enterprise in this city.
For some days past II N. Curtis,
the New York representative of the Thomson- Houston
company, has been in the city conferring with the street
car company officials, and yesterday afternoon a contract
was made and signed with him for the operation of the
company's cars by his system. The contract calls for the
completion of the work on the Yanderbilt line by April
15th.
Cars operated by electricity will make the run from
the stables to the end of the line in twenty minutes.
The
company has ordered six sixteen foot cars to be used on the
Yanderbilt line."
.

The Woodward Electrical company is completing a
storage battery outfit for a street car to be operated in
A representative of the company says: "We
Detroit.
have just received an order from the Coney Island Street
Car company, ordering a large number of our batteries
are going to show the Western Union Telegraph company, the telephone companies and others, how much
cheaper our storage system is than the system they use
are using it on railroad trains for signals connow.
nected with the Parrish bell cord, electric lights on steam
boats, motors, etc.
Besides that, I am going to build an
electric locomotive this winter
full sized one, large enough
I have my
to haul a train of cars.
papers made out, application in for a patent, and will have the working drawings out next week.
I have engaged
an electrician from
Chicago to supervise the work. Of course, our batlerv is
going to be used, and the engine be run cheaper than with

We

We

—

-..'
lelied

suflcre'i

tive

ward

Electrical

company

says:

"In the

first

Detroit

Wood-

place

Mr.

avenue line in New York city, anil also on the Atlantic avenue line in Brooklyn.
The board of aldermen of New
York have voted to grant the prh ilege ol using the storage
battery motor on the Fourth avenue line, which has been in
Successful operation for the past si\ months by that device.
wo ears have been successfully propelled by
In Brooklyn
the storage system for the past three months on Atlantic
1

teries

are

In regard to the statement
so heavy that they need

that the storage batspecial new tracks, 1

would simply say that it is not correct.
track and the same cars as those now
car lines.

A

serits of cells

dispatch from Milwau-

Milwai

the
of the old

Bowen
a 35 per cent, assessment
made by ordei

on the par value
.

They use the same
in use on the horse
necessary to propel a car sixty

of

a

scribed for [,o
the par value of $25
: of
each, upon which he has paid, it
The 35 per cent, assessment order*
the indebtedness of the defunct compan;.
per share The complaint avers that thei
holding stock in the company, a number of whom reside in
this city.
The old company was indebted to the amount of
$400,000, to pay which it had no resources other than the
unpaid amounts on the capital stock."

Telegraph companies in
where the overhead system

New York

City and other
employ a corps of men

prevails,

;

who make regular inspections of the lines and test the
One of these " gimlet men." while boring a hoie

in a
"stick" in New York the other day, was accosted by a
" I am going to find out how
reporter for an explanation.
long this stick will stand up," he said, twisting the handle
" I am employed by the company that owns the
rapidly.
pole and it is my business to go about the s:reets making
Every pole is numbered, and when I
inspections like this.
make my report the company takes action according to the
This is the only way we can tell
condition of the wood.
how strong a pole is, for decay begins beneath the surface
and works toward the center. It shows on the outside
last.
So you can't tell by the looks whether a pole may not
come down in the first high wind, or light one, either, for
This one," and he withdrew his gimlet and
that matter.
looked at the fine shavings clinging to it, "will last at least
There is one on the Bowery, near
a year without danger
Fourth street, that looks perfectly sound, much better than
this one in fact, and yet it is decayed almost from surface
to surface, and is liable to tumble any day."

Concerning the new telegraph line which the Chicago
Telegraph company is building north from Milwaukee, I. McMiehael, the Western Union superintendent
who has charge of the district, including Northern Wis
consin and Michigan, has issued a circular from his office
at Minneapolis informing agents of the Western Union that
Postal

representatives of the Postal company are soliciting subscriptions for their scrip, to be paid for in telegraph service
at lower rates than those charged by the Western Union.
To offset these inducements Mr. McMiehael instructs his
subordinates to make known the fact that there is an agreement between the Postal and Western Union companies to
maintain equal rates between ad points where both have
This circular has caused considerable mystificaoffices.
tion.
The Postal Telegraph company's representatives
original Postal Telegraph company has an
"The
say:
agreement with the Western Union not to maintain equal
rates, but a'lowing the Postal company to charge a 5 cents'
lower rate, computing on the basis of a ten-word mess
The Western Ubion gets even, however, by meeting our
The
rate with its side-show, the Mutual Union.
Postal Telegraph company, which is building this new line,
connects with our lines in Milwaukee, and is a separate
concern.
I
don't know whether their agents are making
any such offers as McMiehael claims, or not." Vicedent Payne of the new company denies that any arrangements have been made with the Western Union company.
..

1.

Miscellaneous Notes.
Murdereis sentenced to death in New York
will go ohm to dynamo.
Pittsburgh Cht

after

I

The Rhodes & Keese
Cat., has

Electric company of Los A/.
been incorporated, with a capital stock of $

000.

The Hyde Park Standard Time
of Hyde Park, 111., has been

pany
1

Currie says that the storage battery system is a failure, in
that the weight of the battery would necessitate new tracks;
that the battery has to be renewed ever) two years or less,
and thai
ts $2,500 to equip a car.
In the first place
the storage battery system is a proved success on the Fourth

avenue.

ii'

A

coal."

In reply to statements of Manager Currie of (he
Street Car company, General Manager Trout of the

up

District

11.

stock, $25,000,
K. L. Terry are the :.

G. Smiley and

Telegraph com-

incorporated for general

electrical business; capital

Lewis

1

.

Another original inventor" of the telephone has apM.
peared.
Pease ol Des Moines claims that in 1S55
he began experimenting with the trans:-.
:ul by
S 57
he savs. his efforts were CIO
electricity, and in
with success.
That year he filed a caveat in the latent
ifficc at Washington giving a description ol
his machine
under the name of the electrical musical ittSin
Later he perfected a telephone, he says, and now
decided to have his claims passed upon at Washing t<
1

I

.

I

'::

During

a recent

:

\

.sit

to

Akron.

<

>..

delighted a number of friends by a
which consisted of an exhibition of
mental phonograph.
One of the little
he used was put in motion, and gave
in distinctly audible tones, one of

Thomas V

I

novel entertainment,
his

original

.

s!..

through the funnel,

John McCuIlough's

speeches in Bloomingdale asylum, in which lie was confined
By turns the poor man was
up to the time of his death.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

4o
ely tragic lines from "Virgoing' through the mi
ginius," at times protesting that lie was not mad, and then
breaking out into a spasmodic maniacal laugh that sent a
shiver through the listeners.

A number of experiments have recently been made on
eastern railroads with an electrical and automatic car brake.
The invention is occupying the serious attention of railroad
managers, and as the lests have thus far proved satisfactory
be given the init is quite probable an extended trial will
vention.
The patent is owned by Widdifield &: Button.

A general wind storm prevailed throughout the country
Reports from storm centers indicate great
January 10th.
damage to telegraph, telephone and
In many places the wires were down

wires.
time, but

light

electric

short

for a

the excellent organization of the telegraph companies

pre-

vented any serious or protracted delay in the transmission of
messages, and thus business was affected only for a comparatively short time.

''The blizzards of the west are electrical storms," says

an exchange. "The conditions as regards electricity of
the atmosphere change the character and shape of snow

Patents.

Electrical

Issued January

Electric Train Brake Apparatus.
Ambler. Washington, D. C.

Trolley for Electric
305.703.
Jenkins, Richmond, Va.
Voltaic

1 >ry

Augustin

I.

Wilton

F,

Railways.

Battery.

Isidor

Cincin-

Kitsee,

of chloride
glycerine.

consists

bisulphate of mercury and

Arc Lamps.

Holder for Electric
lowski, Cincinnati, O.

395)755-

ammonia,

of

Jacob Paw-

Conduit for Electric Railways, Samuel Trott.
395,761.
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada.
The third claim is: " A metallic conduit for electric railways, upright pins screwed into the base thereof., jam nuts for securing the pins, and
bell-insulators
screwed to the outer end of the pins."

Theophilus Coad, Forest Gate,

Voltaic Battery.

395.769.

almost impenetrable drifts.
People used to suppose that
the varying velocity of the wind made snow banks solid in
some cases and porous in others. The truth seems to be
that these results depend rather upon elec:rical conditions
of the atmosphere
It is only lately that scientists have
seriously studied this subject.
Less strange things have
happened than that men should try to change the electrical
conditions that produce storms."
It might be asked paren-

Cathode for an Electro-Depositing Apparatus.
395.773Elisha Emerson, Providence, R. I.

thetically

if

the

blizzards

of the

not

are

east

electrical

storms.

Personal Paragraphs.
C. D. Shain of the United States Electric Lighting
pany, Chicago, is east on a business trip.

com-

County of Essex, England.

Art of Compiling Statistics. Herman Hollerith,
New York, N. Y.
Claim 1 reads: " The improvement in the art of
compiling statistics, which consists in first preparing a
series of separate record cards, each card representing
an individual or subject; second, applying to each card
at predetermined intervals circuit-controlling indexpoints arranged, according to a fixed plan of distribution, to represent each item or characteristic of the
individual or subject, and third, applying said sepa-

395.781.

rate record cards successively to circuit-controlling devices acted upon by the iodex points to designate each
statistical

C. E. Stump, treasurer and business manager of the
Electrical World, New York, was in Chicago last week.
C. B. Fitch of the Fort Wayne Jenney Electric Light
of Fort Wayne, Ind., was in Chicago last week.

company

5. A, Barton, general manager of the Thomson-Houston
Electric company. Chicago, has returned from his eastern

trip.

Anthony Reckenzaun, the well-known Lo. don

electri

Chicago

electric

cian, expects to be in
light convention.

at the

time

the

oi

Charles Carr of

New

York

was

city

in

Chicago

last

week

be connected

with the Pacific Storage
company of San Francisco, the coast representatives of the
Electrical Accumulator company of New York, with which
he was formerly connected.
will hereafter

Business Mention.
James & Rogers, consulting engineers and designers, 5
West Fourth street, Cincinnati, Ohio, are making a specialty of preparing

prims

designs, working

for the general

machine

drawings and blue

trade.

The Clark

Electric company of 159 Chambers street,
York, bas just published a tasty pamphlet which
contains a full description of the Clark system of arc lighting.
The system has proved highly efficient.

New

The Pond Engineering company,

St
Louis and Kansas
makes this announcement: " We are prepared to
furnish any style of pump valve adapted to the standard
makes of pumps, and to withstand the action of any liquid.

The Bentley-Knight
an

Electric Railway company has opened
office at 603 Pullman building, Chicago. This company

represented by Jabez Gorham
An apparatus illustrating the workings of the Bentley-Knight system will be exis

hibited.

The New Haven Clock company

of 315

Wabash avenue,

Chicago, have just added two important branches to their
business.
They have secured the western agency for the
I. W. Colburn & Co. dynamo machines for arc and incant lights, electro plating and experimental purposes.
They:
Tactcd for the entire output of the St.
battery Manufacturing company, manufacturers of
This, of course,
the well-known microphone battery.
the New Haven Clock company the sole selling
for the

New

Herman

Art of Compiling Statistics.
York, N. Y.

39^-7^3.

Apparatus

New

Hollerith,

Compiling
York, N. Y.
for

Hollerith,

Herman

Statistics.

" The combinathird claim reads as follows:
tion, with a series of electro-magnets and the series of

The

mechanical counters actuated thereby, said electromagnets being arranged in circuits controlled by relays
sheet of electrically non-conducting

perforations representing
statistical
items controlling the circuit through the electro-magnets of the relays."
395, S14.

Henry

Support for Aerial Electric Conductors.
Newton, Mass.

II. Cutler,

Mode

of Preparing Solution Compounds for
tlaivanic Batteries.
William P. Kookogey, Brooklyn,

395,835.

N. Y.

395*637.

Method

of Preparing

Compounds

Solution

William

Galvanic Batteries.
N. Y.

P.

for

Kookogey, Brooklyn,

The invention in general consists in dissolving the
bichromate of soda in a small quantity of boiling water
before mixing it with the other ingredients of the compound.
Stop-Motion for Warping Machines.
r.
A. Schwartz, Philadelphia, Pa,

395, 85

Lewis H.

The apparatus comprises a transmitter that is operated by changes in the water level; this transmitter
thereby producing changes in an electric circuit which
cause an electric current to operate a receiving instrument at the place where the changes are to be indicated

Process of r^lectric Welding.
Charles L. Coffin.
Mich.
The process consists in subjecting the articles to
the action of a voltaic arc of which one pole is metal
the
conductor, fusing said
conductor,
depositing
molten metal on the joint of the two articles, and reinforcing said joint by such molten metal.

395,878.

>etroit,

Medical Battery.

Henry

E. Waite,

New

York,

X. Y.

new Trinidad wire made by thi
ing company of New York.
1

lender people are
excellent product.
I

:

this

Their

and they are shipping large
:.pany has really outgrown its

lar,

.

a)

the factory.
in

Regulator for Incandescent Electric Lighting
395.936,
Merle J, Wjghtman, Hartford, Conn
The invention consists in a regulator which automatically puts in circuit compensating resistances or
safety lamps whenever one or more "I the lamps in the
external circuit is in any way removed therefrom.
It
further in providing said regulator with a cutout for the external lamps and for the safely devices,
1

,

of the

'.I [eating

i

[ohn

V.

1

api

k,

Brooklyn,

N. Y.
.

npany

of

If all
r

room were covered with a thick
'connected at terminer!
carbon would
ani •.
This, ii is stated, would

the walls of a

of carbon,

I

e

and

•

ini

iplc of

the invention.

pparatus.

edutc
.

Marl:

W.

I

>cwcy,

to the jobbing

will find thevj

new

particulars.

The

Apparatus.

Store-Service

Richard

J.

object of the invention

is

to

produce a simple

efficient apparatus for carrying cash or parcels
in
stores, the traveling carriers of which will be operated
by electrical energy, and which will have outgoing and

returning ways.
The fourth and ninth claims are given: "In electrical
store service
apparatus, the
combination,
with carriers having depending bails, of outgoing
and returning ways, each of which is broken and
deflected laterally at stations, and bridging switching
plates at such breaks for lifting carriers to or from
succeeding stations over such breaks."
In electrical store-service apparatus, the combination, with outgoing and returning ways, having
each
two tracks connected with the source of electrical
energy, of a section of track disconnected from the circuit and joining the ways together at the cashier's end.

Method

395.962.

Thomas A.

Manufacturing

of

Edison, Menlo Park, N.

Electric
J.

Lamps.

Filed

Sept.

22, 1S82.

The

invention relates to exhausting the globes and
consists of placing within the globe a compound of
chlorine or equivalent thereof, and then withdrawing
the air from the globe and heating the filament
of
the lamp to incandescence by an electric current during
a portion of the time that the air is being exhausted.

Incandescent

395.963.

Lamp

Filament.

Menlo Park, N. L
The invention consists

Thomas A. Ed-

ison,

volatilizing a substance

in

having a high electrical resistance by electrically heating such substance in a vacuum, and causing such
substance to be deposited in the form of filaments, or
as a sheet from which filaments are formed.
Electrical Measuring Apparatus.
Hammond
395,974,
V. Hayes, Cambridge, and Anthony C. White, Boston,

Mass.

Claim 2 is as follows: "In an electrical measurement
apparatus, the combination of the testing circuit, the
galvanometer in a bridge dividing said circuit into two
parts, a standard battery and fixed resistance on one
side of said bridge, an adjustable resistance and terminals for introducing a generator to be tested on the
other side of said bridge, so that the current of said
generator will oppose that of the standard battery in
the galvanometer, and a compound circuit controlling
key normally maintaining both divisions of the circuit
as well as the bridge open, but adapted when depressed to close both divisions, and also said bridge."
Forming, Brazing and Welding of Metals by
Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.
Claims 2 and 6 read: "In an electric metal-working
apparatus, die or forming surfaces faced with a nonconductor of heat of a refractory nature. The combination, with suitable holders for rotating a metal piece,
and suitable connections for passing a heavy electric
current through the same, of one or more lateral die-

396.009.

':tric

tern.'.

Syracuse,

N

Signaling Apparatus,

rolls."

Mark W. Dewey,

Method

396.010.

of Electric Forging.

Elihu Thomson,

Lynn, Mass.

The first claim reads as LIlows: "The herein described art of upsetting metals into any desired shape,
which consists in subjecting the blank to be worked to
the heating action of a heavy electric current sufficient
in volume to soften the same, and then subjecting the
blank to an endwise pressure."
396.011.

Apparatus
for
Indicating
and
Recording
Changes at a Distant Point. George E. Winslow,
Waltham, Mass.

395, S62.

I

Electrical

Electricity.

Apparatus for
Charging and
Discharging
Secondary Batteries. William P. Kookogey, Brooklyn,
N. Y.
The storage battery is alternately connected in parallel in the charging circuit and in
tension series with
the working circuit, by a commutating mechanism
operating a series of circuit closers and breakers.

395. S36.

{95,932.

ttery.

The demand

index

of a perforated
material, said

E. M. Barton, president of the Western Electric company, Chicago, and Charles E. Scribner of the same company, sailed from Havre for New York January 5th.
During their short stay abroad they passed most of their
time in Berlin.
They reached New York last Monday

He

item represented by one or more said

points."

395.782.

395j96i.

and

The compound

In a true blizzard the flakes of snow are sharpcornered, like particles of ice, and the wind packs them in
crystals.

1889

an auxiliary circuit and an electromotor in said circuit,
and connected with the transmitting instrument to operate the same, and a stop to limit the movement of
said motor."

N. Dyer, East Orange, N.

O.

nati,

ig,

The first claim reads: "In an electric alarm system,
the combination, with the transmitting instrument, of

r88g,

S,

395,682.

395,706,

January

Method of

Electric Welding.

Elihu Thomson,

Lynn, Mass.

The

claim is given: "The herein described
an electrically welded joint, consimultaneously applying a heating electric
current, and a force tending to separate the joint
while subjecting the joint to the hammering or other
operation."
third

method

of finishing

sisting

in

Apparatus for Electric Welding and Working396.012.
Metals.
Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.
396.013.

Electric

ripe-Joining

and Pipe- Work.

Elihu

Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

The

follows: "The herein-described
welding lead, tin or other
tubular pieces, consisting in forming the abutting end of the tube with a narrowed edge
preliminarily to the welding operation."

fourth claim

improvement

in electrically

soft pipes, tubes or

396.014. Electric Metal Working. Elihu Thomson, Lynn,
Mass.
The lirsl claim is appended: "The hereinbefore described method of reducing or separating metal rods,
bars or pieces, consisting in heating the same by an
electric current of large volume, and then applying a
suitable force lo separate the metal, or to extend ihe
same at the heated section."
396.015.

Method

of Electric

Riveting.

Elihu

Thomson,

Lynn, Mass

and last claims read: "1. The herein-described improved method of riveting, consisting iii

The

first

heating the rivet or rivet-blank electrically while in
place, and then heading either or both ends of the
same.
"7. The herein-described method of electric riveting,
consisting in pressing the plates together, heating the
rivet insciie.l through the plates by a heavy electric
current flowing through the same, and applying end
pressure to the rivet to head or set the same."

Coupling for ^e, and Electric Light
Rcinhold Herman, Croft on, Pa.

396,039.

1

Fixtures.

January

19,
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WANTED: INCANDESCENT
In a thriving

town of G.000 population,

clude incandescent lights.
(Brush), and 1,200 candle
ing,

and will

sell

to increa8e the electric light plant eo

The present plant consists of two 45 light
power lamps. Present company has contract

who

part Interest or entire plant to parties

The

LIGHTS,
as to in-

CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF

for city light-

will agree to install incan-

Electric

Light

"If you have any
a reasonable price."

INCANDESCENT,
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

OFFICE.

All

Lamp

to

me

National

Electrical

A Postal

Card

HOUSE WORK

Directory,

The

Galvanometers,

Shaw &

Geary,

including

Tools, Stock, Fixtures

Machinery,

SHAW &

Fred H.Whipple,
METROIT, MICH.

53 & 55

N.

Seventh

Brite

for

of all kinds.

HARTMAXX

and Rheostats by

all

the

<£

CO.,

rnminrDt Makers.

w Queen Co.
THE "CLARK" WIRE.
.
JTctxxxes
924 Chestnut

GEARY,

St.,

it

CALL A>» EXA3HJTK.

and Patents, cover-

ing their specialties.

will do.

do

a Specialty.

Ammeters and Voltmeters

Manufacturing Co., of

Electrical

will

AYRTON & PERRY NEW 8PRINC.

Close an Estate.

4'AKPEKTIKR.

at once and be Correctly Reported in Whipple's

we

send them to us, and

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,

AND ADDKKSS.
Send

Complete.

Plants

Spools to re-wind,

Classes of

WANTED. FOR SALE
VOIR NAME, BUSINESS
To

Electrical

Construction Co.

arc machines

Address,

descent system.

tffi

PHILADELPHIA

Insulation

cfc

St.,

Philadelphia.

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

GARLOCK'S RING PACKINGS
Sectional Ring
AND

Elastic Ring.
In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters* Union, nnder date of
Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable TVlre in Every Respect."
he sajB

29, 1886,

The Best Packing

Made

Send for Circnlare and particulars to

In Insulating

our wires and cables

Marcb

Is

We

CO.,

The Garlock Packing

"A

specially chemically prepared, atid is guaranteed
to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation Is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which Is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent, tire proof.
Our Insulation will prove durable when all others fail.
are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
gauges and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric LigOts from stocK. Cables made
to order.

For High Speed Engines

THE GARLOCK PACKING

:

The rubber used

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,

Palmyra, N. Y.

Co., Palmyra, N. Y.,

61 and 63 Hampshire
HENRY

and Rome, Ga.

A.

CLARK,

General Manager.

Street, Boston, Mass.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS.

Electrician.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

ifi®

Electric Light,
Manufactured for

AERIAL, M

I

It

1IA

IS I

NE

and

Telephone and Telegraph,
UNDERGROUND

USE.

OKONITE TAPE

for

making waterproof

joints.

THE OKONITE CO,, 13 Park Row, New York.
CANDEE AERIAL WIRES.
Boston, Philadelphia, Omaha, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Louisville, San Franc i'eco

Sole Manufacturers

BRANCHES: — Chicago,

42 La Salle

St.;

Kansas

City.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
INCLUDING

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fleetrie Supplie5

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins
and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet.Telephone and Electric Light Wire.

BUILDERS OP

fisher's [ lectric jfjotors,

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY AND SUBURBAN

CTRIC RAILWAYS,

«§*

General Offices and Works,

"he

DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
^MANUFACTURERS OFH

Automatic Electric Motors,
IN

ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF

H.

P.

UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,

Remarkable

Dynamo

Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Electric ITJachines,

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.
c
-

'-ffSSBS-JB.

chh^o.

The Eddy

Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.

WESTERN

WE PATENT AND

EXPLOIT

In Foreign Countries first-class Electrical Inventions which are new and ouerative, and have been
Illustrated by mo' ele and drawings, but not published in this country before being tatented
abroad. !No expense to the inventor ca lor write.

Main

No.

January

& CO,

W.174COLBURN

I.

ELECTRICIAN.

SPEAKING TUBES

Fitchburg, Mass.

St.,

Oral, Electric.

;

IE"-C3-LTj

CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL

Block,

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

WHISTLES,

ani

Pneumatic, and

Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS,

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING
1007 Opera House

19, iS

LI1TE

W.

Solicitor.

R.

j&.I.T*7".S.-ZS

:£T

OSTRANDER &

0. F.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

Send

New Catalogue,

for

ANNETT,

Frest.

S. F.

out August

FEN'TON,

New

Ann St.
DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

21, 23 and 25
Factory, 1461 and 1463
"

STOC2.

CO.,
York.

1st.

Ylce-Presl. and Treaa.

CIIAS.

SIDNEY SMITH,

Seo'y

Hotel and House Annunciators.

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF TJ. S.
ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.
1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

Sioux City

Electric Gas Lighting.

Machines

Arc and Incandescent
Electric Lighting, Electro- Plating
and Experimental Use.
for

Send for large Illustrated Catalogue, also Handbook of Ready Reference, veBt-pocket edition.

Corliss

*

SO

tO

Engine

300

The United

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electric Go.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electrical

Electric Lighting.

Apparatus and Supplies,

Telegraph Instruments.

SALT LAKE

Wire and Batteries.

CITY,

UTAH.

-

IS.

I».
BUILT BY THE

Sioux City

ARC LIGHT GLOBES.
INCANDESCENT SHADES.
BOILERS
ENGINE

WORKS

Sioux City, Iowa.

.

—AND—

Steam Power

Outfits

for Lighting Stations

Elevators

nii<l

Write for NEW PRICES Before Buying Elsewhere
Large Stock on Hand to Fit Different
Systems.

A SPECIALTY.
Send for Circula
~£^° State Business,

LARCEST ENCINE WORKS
West of the

Mississippi.

AG7S.&SI1S

GEN'LWESTERN
THE

B. F.

GOODRICH

CO.,

ELECTRICAL COODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

CIRCULARS
FRED.

AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON,

O.

0.

M. STONE,

Chicago Electric Club.

JIA-NTTACTTEEBS OF

and

Electrician

Hard Rubber Goods

for

Electrical purposes.

MADE TO ORDER.
Soft Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.

8 Pacific Ave.,

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
price-List.

|

8 Cortlandt

St.,

112.

Electric Club Monday evening, January
8

o'clock,

at

rooms of the

the

"

Club,

122-124 Clark

street.

RED CORE?
WILLIAM

A.

DOTY,

MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
GAS LIGHTING KEYS A SPECIALTY.
Agent for the I.AW

727 FILBERT STREET,

Telephone Building, N. Y.

Chicago

There will be a meeting of the
21st at

Arc and Incandescent light a specialty. Existing
plants extended or thoroughly overhauled.

WHO MAKES
Bend for

Contractor.

CHICAGO, ILL.

ROOM

SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS

Catalogue and Prices furnished on application.

ANSAS CITY

Southwestern Electrical SupplyCo.

SCHENECTADY,

N.

BATTERY.

PHILADELPHIA.

-

Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Insulated Wires,
JAMES

Flexible
F.

Cords and Cables

KELLY. Ceneral Sales Agent,

&

Russell

Co.

MASSILLON, OHIO.
BUILDERS OF

19

Dey Street,

New

W

f£?»~---

-$|k«

i3BKSfc2iv

ATTENTION

BOILERS, ETC.
The H.M. LOUD & SONS

LUMBER

CO.

rACTUKZBJ OP
Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poiet,
Posit and Ties. Large Supply o! Dry Cross Arms

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.

.

Lroenot

'

I

-

Asj'-ntii

BLISS,

IN

Electrical Securities.

In

Ihi! nil-

which

neon lu 1W

can
nil-

Tor rcKiihi thin the
MprliiK which supports the
Arrniitiiro liyHlmply turn.
IliK a Hcrcw thi> upline In
made to conform to tim
Htrongtb of battery current,

onocupotbatterywtll work
ii louder and stronger tinui
win two or tbrco <itiuirn of
different mako.
Wocan supply Itlnolthor
brackot or hex form; it. in
nicely nlckelod and put up

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical

of

lio

JiiHtint'tit

ELECTRICAL EXPERT
DEALER

Inventions.

In

».rid m*ro on^r
with mciDi. butt pre*-

Mm

lii-itl.

iiuLtiiiiii.

t»r wuiktniLuHkit
PrlCOB fiiiiilMhnd

on application.

Irets,

Booms 70, 71 and 72 Temple

CEO. W. LORD,
V- Union

H.

'

..li-a^o.

WANTED.
A6EH1
AJm IocaI

vantouea

GEO.

HARM
"' H

Called tO thin holt,
ritiuilly

in slock.
Orders Filled Promptly.
Offlc« "»'' Mill ft OncodH, Mlcb.

31$ Wat

Of doalora and others

S«HD FOR Cataloguh.

Lumber kepi

Q. A.

York.

I

E ngines H J^^^L,

Automatic

Telegraph

for Telephone,

KEATINC
& ROXBURGH,
—
OF—

Court,

MAMJI'iMITIIKKIIH

htree -.. I'hlJati'lpftU.Pa

225

DEARBORN STREET

CHICAGO,

Bounders, Koyn,

ILL

Batteries, etc., dealers in alt
Electrical Supplies.

jtniiii.

OORRY,
i

in.i

I»-A_.
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WHEEL

VICTOR TURBINE WATER
The

RKATEI) U
on account

of

its

uml ercat

double

being

numbei
ic;il

< i:i,i:-

Villi: \) Ili:i:i.

remarkably Ktcady motion, ! i^li Speed
I:ir»v

Efficiency,
the

Power

<

;i|»:i« ii 3

diameter,

.

ol

use of water
" u:ir;iii(<-<-fl.

ful effect

M-:\l> FOlt (ATAMM.IK AM> IMItTK I I.AKS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gea.: are re

and

'i.ur.o.

it

accompanying
presents a pair of [2-inch
'I'l IS ICI
i:s arranged 01
ubes, End Bearings foi Shaft, and Driving Pulleys compl
a substantial cast-iron
le entire arrar::
are now prepared to
strictly first-class in every particular.
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and wher
admits of their use. we recommend them.

\

VICTOR

I

1

I

We

^*x

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

C. F.

WESTERN ACENT:
DUNDERDALE 154 La Salle St. CHICACO.

CO.,

-

DAYTON, OHIO.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
BARE

MANUFACTURERS OF

JLJSm

INSULATED WIRE.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted
Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.
Cords for Incandescent Lighting.

PATENT "|[|[

LINE WIRE

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AND ri*ELEPHONE

BARCLAY,

J. L.

Selling

LINES.

factories: waterbury, co n n.
THOS.
Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

L.

SCOVILL,
NEW YORK AGENT

ILL.

Where Can

Red

Core?

UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS.
DR. GASSNER'S DRY BATTERY
Experts acknowledge it to be the best open circuit battery in the market, most durable and conBell
Telephone, Railroad and Fire and Police Signal Companies use them largely.
hangers say it kills their trade, as they cannot charge for renewals. Physicians love them. High-

venient.

est testimonials.

For Sale by THE
3

VIT\I,IS IIIMMKH,

IKaiiagcr.

Write

for Circulars.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO-

CHICAGO,

And CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS, San

IL.I,.

Francisco, Cal.

111

A. SCHOVERLINC,
Chambers St., - NEW YORK.

T ELEPHONE S
FOll I'ltlVATK WIVES.
The only Mechanical Telephone which baa etocd
the teBta and held out and plven satisfactory
service for the past eight years.

Send

lor

Illustrated

Catalogue

and

Prices.

ELECTRICAL GOODS OF EVEliY DESCRIPTION.
1

Elg^n

Telephone and Electrical Supply

Room

7.

Hubbard

Co.,

Blk., Elgin, III. U. S. A.

AGENTS WANTLU
EVEKYWHfcKE.
FOR ANYTHING

In the

I,

hie of

The great merits of this batter? have brought out a
uumber of infringements and worthless imitations. Beware

Temperature

h

of them.

Regulation,
Cltlier Finn. i.

<

-

or

M ten. in Heaters
In Houses, or lor

The LECLANCHE BATTERY
149 West

18tli Street,

New

York.

CO.
Uonda's Carbon, Zinc and Jit
COT«R.

Tho GuioQ Automatic Hoat Regulating Co.,

ELH1EA,

N.Y.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

n

January

19,

1

ANNUNCIATORS
OUT,

»

ZT-iIIKlIE

6 and 8 Numbers,

4,

AT

PER NUMBER.

95c.

SEND POST OFFICE ORDER FOR SAMPLE.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC

CO.,

42 LA SALLE STREET.

GILES JLITTI-MiLGreEXIC SHIELD FOR WATCHES.
*'* * * I have no hesitation in saying
that I believe the shield would perfectly
protect the watch against any magnetic
influence to which it is likely to be exposed by being worn in the vicinity of a

Van Depoele Electric M'fg.

Co.
Chicago, Feb. 16, 1886.
Watch Case Co.
Anti-Magnetic Shield
Your Anti-Magnetic
Gentlemen :
Shield for watches cannot be over-estimated. It is now very near eight months
that I have worn my watch, and to-day
it is (without correcting time) about one
minute slow. Considering the fact that
I am every day near dynamo electric
machines in our regular business, the
I could never*
test could not be harder.
have believed it before that protection
was so complete. In this age of electricity, not only electricians, but everyone who needs the correct time, should
have the Anti-Magnetic Shield.
good
deal of practical utility, as well as pleasure, can be derived from a good timedeeper. At present, I look upon a watch
without a shield as a thing incomplete,
and so it is.
Very Respectfully,
Office of

—

&

A

CHAS.

J.

_-;
r:~

_',_^'"~

^^i
~r
S^^_
—

dynamo machine.
The plan you have adopted of placing the watch movement inside a closed
box of
on true

i|
=

."''.-

JBsl
l^pll

fyjyL

V_ "

"-_'_\

^

to none.

machinery.

103 State

•25

for Fiee

to

Sample

AND THE

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,
NEW YORK.

-

-

43 River

St.,

A

CHICAGO.

year's subscription to both .ToumalH
for #5 00. Send your orders to the

« KSTIlt> KLKCTKICIAN,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

ELEMENTS

OF ELECTRIC LIGHTING
BY PHILIP ATKINSON, Ph. D.

260 Pages, Cloth Binding,
'.'.

<
(

$100 per mouth

CHICAGO,

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

i

jyS'rnd

By

CHICAGO.

Street,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

gum

Electri-

peiUge prepaid one rear, $1.

CO.,

RED GORE?

or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
Adopted by the largest
refiltering can be used continually.
Electric Plants of the West.

Free from

TAUSSIG, Agent,

iii

iirrcnt

Illustrated,

,

Hangers' Hand-Book,

Bell

BADT, $1.00.

Dynamo Tenders' Hani-Book

Price Sl.fO.

BADT, $I.OO.

an elaboration and revision of the popular series ot articles which ran through the
ntlCIAN under the same title. It treats of Principles of the I)ynamo; Alternate
Dynamos; Direcl Currcnl Dynamos; Electric Terms and Units; Electric Measurements

This book
pric*.

ANTHONY,

Waltham, Mass.

GILES BROS. & CO.

Second

Sibifriptiti

A.

AMERICAN WATCH

'

SYNOVIAL
OynsLino and Cylinder Oils.

of any
Paper Published.

WM.

their susceptibility to the all-pervading
magnetic influence.

|

,

WHO MAKES

cal

based

;

~

Electrician, V. D. P. E. M. Co.
Sure protection from all Electrical and Magnetic disturbances.
Send for descriptive circular.

The Largest Circulation

is

and is the
that could succeed.

and watchmakers it will render operative and line adjustments and mechanisms which hitherto have been made
almost nil and in operative on account of

^i!f^ :
=rB.

^C

Devoted to the interests of Electrical Science, being a record of progress in Electricity and its practical applications to the
various Industries covering the TeleeTaph,
the Telephone, the Electric Light, Electrical Transmission of Power, Etc.

I

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields to pocket time- pieces promises to
be of very great importance to horologists

lrir_

JI=^

8.

magnetic material,

know

scientific principles,

Prof. Phs. Dept., Cornell University.

^^--^==F~'^r
I3S;

VAN DEPOELE,

A MONTHLY JOURNAL,

this

only plan

is

l.ii<

:

The Arc Lamp; The Incandescent Lamp: The

Storage Battery; Electric

Distribution,

ELEMENTS Of ELECTRIC LIGHTING,
ATKINSON, $1.50.

to Accents.

THE ELECTRIC CURRENT CO.

Sent postage prepaid on receipt "f price.

All

LCV.'SVILLE, KY.

akcHldc

THE JULIE N ELECTRIC

CO.,

itn

iiiinu,

1

20

llooke,

tn

one mklroBP,

order,

ZQroa,d.-wa,3r.,

Chicago,

CO.,

XTerw

cueh

with

$:).00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO

^"fcfcSff ftwff

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION
OFFICES:

three

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Ho. 7 Mozart Building',

B

1

ancl

SS^SSA

"2"or3r.

January

iy,
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Gen.

GALE, President.
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E.
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I

PLUMMER, VICE-PRESIDENT
HUMPHREY, UEASUKER.

G. II.
(s. A.

i

I

GALE.

PLUMMER.
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<

TOll*.

WARREN.

BROWN.

1
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v,
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THE WOODWARD ELECTRICAL CO
A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

THE DETROIT STORAGE BATTERY
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

in construction,

has

now been found to be THOROUGHLY RELIABLE and DURABLE, and
to many uses in which other types of batteries have failed.

is,

owing

to its design,

PECULIARLY

ADAPTED

SPECIiiLLT ADAPTE]D TO
Steadying Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,
Propelling Boats,
Burglar Alarms,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station .Lighting,
Street Cars,

Isolated Lighting,

Auxiliary Central Station Work,
Medical Purposes,
Running of Small Motors.

10

™ Detroit

#"#

"0DlriDKK.

BATTERY.

Is positively the

THE ONLY

Storage

only Secondary Battel y which will not Buckle, or which will
stand uninjured the Highest Rates of Discharge.

STJCCESSPUIj
IS

STOEAGE BATTEET

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY

The Woodward

Electrical Co.
FACTORY

OFFICES:
69 Griswold

St.,

Campau

Building.

F. B.

icilh-

DETROIT, MICH.

TROUT,

1

Corner 13th and Howard Streets.

General Manager.
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MOTOR

C." ELECTRIC

GO.
YORK.

NEW
Efficient Electric Motors
402-4 Greenwich

St.,

MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
WESTERN

NEW ENGLAND OFFICE: 19 Pearl St., BOSTON.
OFFICE: 139 and 141 Adams Street, CHICAGO.
PHILADELPHIA. OFFICE: 301 Arch Street.
SOUTHEEN OFFICE: 25 Carondelet Street. NEW ORLEANS

ELECTRIC GA?LIGHTING CO,
35 Arch

Boston, Mass.

St.,

Manufacturers

of

and Wholesale Dealers

in

Electric Gas-Lighting Apparatus,

Electric Bells and Annunciators,

Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Supplies,
Burglar Alarm Material,

And

Electrical

Goods

in

General.

N0T6 OUR SPECIALTIES.
THE "SINGLE

HATCHET AUTOMATIC BUEHER, popular all
along the line. THE "TRIUMPH" AUTOMATIC NO. 12, a single wire
burner a practical advance in gas-lighting appliances. THE TUBULAR
VIBRATOS, the best vibrating burner made. An extensive line
of
LIGHTING or " PENDANT " GAS BURNERS, standard goods
among first-class dealers and fitters throughout the country.
" AUTOMATIC 8ECTIONAL CUT-OUT,'' for the protection of gas lighting
circuits.
THE " TIRRELL " GRAVITY DROP ANNUNCIATOR, for
houses and hotels, simple and elegant instruments, made in styles A, Al and
A3. Also the "Tirrell" Burglar Alarm Annunciator, Style A2.
" STAR" ELECTRO MECHANICAL GONG, for schoolhouses, fire stations,
railroads, factories, etc.
The "Victor" "Wooden Box Bell: "Victor Iron
Back, "Hub" Iron Box, "Climax" Iron Box, and " Standard " Iron Frame
Bells, and "Boss" Electric Buzzer.
"O.K." PUSH BUTTON; Improved Floor and Pear Shape Pushes; Improved Burglar Alarm Door and Window Springs; Automatic Gas-lighting
Keys, Styles A, B, C, and D; an elegant line of Door Pushes and Pulls, etc.,
MAG-NET,"

—

MAGNET
HAND

THE
THE

1

'

INDORSED

THE

etc.

BY

Thomas

A.

Elihu Thomson,

Edison,

Edwin

H. S. Possons,

J.

ALSO SOLE MANUFACTURING AGENTS FOR THE
Celebrated " Samson " (French) Battery,

Houston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

The most powerful and most enduring open circuit Battery

FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELEES.
Send

for

Pamphlet "ARE YOU POSTED?" to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH
177-179 Broadwav, H. Y.

(^"Agents wanted

fitting buildings of all
use in the world, Manufactured

For

in

the world.

every city and large town to make a business of
kinds with the best Electrical Apparatus for domestic
in

by

Descriptive Catalogue for

this

Company.

1889,

just issued, address, inclosing

your

business card,

CO.,

IHE ELECTRIC GAS LIGHTING COMPANY,
35 ARCH ST., BOSTON, MASS.

WATERHOUSE THIRD BRUSH REGULATION
Varies the E. M. F. from the Armature Directly with
the Resistance on the Lamp Line. The Perfection in
Regulation attained by this method, enables us to furnish

THE BEST ARC LIGHT IN THE WORLD.
Send for Gatalogue.
WATERHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

&

THE

h-A-htt-om}.

Cold M«d»l. Botton, 1887.

Cold Uldal. l«o Sil.fr Medilt. Cincinnati.

1

088.

154 La Salle

Street,

cojxriNr.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

January

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

ig,

The Thomson-Houston
Electric Railway System.

;zV-^r- .' .f------

^

Daily Operation, and Eleven IMow in Process
of Construction Under the Thomson-Houston Patents.

Twenty-Three Roads
ALL MATERIAL

in

NOW MANUFACTURED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

18

The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others
railway work.
Only one pair of brushes for each motor.
Brushes self-feeding.
Bearings self-oiling.
No change of brushes for change of load or change in
direction of rotation of the armature.
The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

for

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the
brakes applied from either platform.
Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
above the floor.
Direct gearing is used.
The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the
Thomson-Houston patents.
Contact with overhead conductor is had by means
trolley pressing against the wire from below.

o^

MOTORS < ELECTRICAL E QUIPMENTS FURNISHED FOR MIMING £ OTHER SPECIAL WORK.
For Full Information and Estimates

.A-ddress the

Thomson -Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.
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Light Companies, Telegraph

Companies, Telephone Companies, Dealers
in Electrical

Goods, and

all

who

are in need

of Electrical Supplies of any kind are re-

quested

to

examine our Catalogues and

write us for quotations before placing orders

elsewhere.

We

guarantee

prices and

prompt

first

quality goods, fair

attention.

SUPPLY
The ELECTRICAL
CO.
Randolph Street,
171

CHICAGO.

FACTORIES:

Ansonia,

Coisrrc.

BRANCH OFFICE:

505 Delaware

St.,

KANSAS

CITY, MO.

January

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1S89

19,

CEO. WESTINCHOU8E, Jr., President.
H. M. BYLLESBY, Vice-Pres't and Cen'l Manager.
p. H.

ALEXANDER,

H. LEWAR8, Secretary and Treasurer.
BARNEY, Auditor.
M. ROBERTSON, General Superintendent.

CEO.
C. H.

General Agent.

J.

•mK**1!%»

CO.

A-

S3
4

west

&

2S d s

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

SAWYER-HUN INCANDESCENT

ELECTRIC LAMP.
HIGH EFFICIENCY.

•••

LONG
»<v\»»

LIFE.

»w

+

NO (SLACKENING.

t

LAMPS MADE

PRICES GREATLY

SOCKETS

MANUFACTURES

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

January

19,

1888

FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
Port \w s^-yxxe, Inaiana.

Manufacturers of the

SLATTERY

INDUCTION

SYSTEM

out

OF

The Most Carefully Workedand Complete Alternating

System of Electric Lighting in

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING,

Existence.

AND THE

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

OF

Lamps

ARC LIGHTING.

and

Converters

13—16 Candle Power

to the Mechanical

Horse

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED,

SLATTERY DYNAMO, LAMP AND CONVERTER.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS.

FORT WAYNE,

NEW YORK
IND.

W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.

21 7

Sansome

242, 244 EAST 22d STREET.
PHILADELPHIA OFFICE, 26 N. Seventh Street,
1

CHICACO OFFICE,

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE,

OFFICE,

St.

G. A.

WILBUR, Manager.

CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE. F.Adams, Successor.

VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC MF'G

CO.,

ARC AND INCANDESCENT

ELECTRIC LIGHT,
DYNAMOS, LAMPS
ELECTRIC LIGHT SUPPLIES
Estimates Furnished on Incandescent Wiring.

General Offices and Works, 15-21 N. Clinton

St.,

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

CHICAGO, JANUARY

Vol. IV.

Patd.

Leather-Link

Self-Adjusting

Ireson's

Nov. 16, 86.

Send for Ireaon'e

O cents per Copy.
No.

26, 1889.

4.

DUST PROOF BELLS

Illus-

trated Treaties on Self-

Especially sdapted for
all Electric purposes and
other high-speed machin-

AdjuBtlng Leather Link
furnished gra-

Belting,

ery.

1

Every Belt guaranteed.

Manf'd by

Belting.

1

CHARLES L MESON,

97 High

Boston. Mass,

St.,

Standard Underground Gable Company
708 PENN.

General Offices, No.

AVE.,

PITTSBURGH,

All Others.

Superior to

tnltonaly.

HAZAZER & STANLEY,

32

-

Frankfort St., N. Y.

INSTJI^ATING and
AMD ANY
CALLENDER WATERPROOFING fWilli nil
1,
18 Cortland St., NEW YORK.

The

PA.

New
Branch Offices:

York, Telephone Building, Cortlandt Street
G. L. Wiley, Manager.
Chicago, 139 East Madison Street, F. E.
hardt,

Manager.

MANITFACTOTtEBS OP

MANUFACTURERS OF

The Waring Anti-Induction and Bunched Cables
For Telegraph, Telephone,
Light Leaded
and Aerial.
Cables for House Use

Electric Light

and Power; Underground, Submarine

Weather-proof Line Wire,
Annunciator'
and Office Wire.

BITITE AND TRINIDAD INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
ELECTRIC LICHT WIRES OF ALL SIZES A SPECIALTY.
J. R.

Underwriters',

enable us to

BURDICK,

68 Commerce

guarantee

our Cables.

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledged Standard for durable and high
Insulation.
Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back
Noiselesss

Ijoootii otlve Safety "Val-ce,

Tlio -A-sXxtoio. Xjooli. Safety Valvo,
Tile Ashton
ater Helief ~\7~sil-v&.

w

THE ASHTON VALVES

T™'rti* np »tMon*,toln g

rpTTl?TTi C* A X l?T
J II £/ lit (JJSLEEii.

£1

and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,

Aerial Use,

Railway and

all

Branches

CLARK

B.

All

other

of Signaling.

HOTCHKISS,

Sizes

Lead Encased
Gen'l

Subterranean Use,
e
s"b
mres.
"T,Wiring
Concealed

Tl

Mgr„

16 Dey

-

St.,

in

all

Locations.

NEW YORK.

f

in the

218 LAKE

271 FRANKLIN

CHICAGO.

ST.,

Sole Manufacturers of

Schieren

&

Co.,

46

CUT SHOWING STYLR OF INSULATION.

trie

B.— Two

Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Iosulation.

C— Braided C

Samples furnished upon application.

and 21 Cliff St., New York.
g4 vYagHnaton St. Chioao. Ills.

Owners of

all

1

COWL

Bbainard Rorison. Secretary.
Aaos £. Boixowxix, Trcuoiw

Electrician.

Jenney electric Company,
Solo

Pure

FACTORIES.
ANSONIA.

5 l9
-j

A

Composition.

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters.
Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

WAHtKUUMS.
ILL. WARcpnnuc.

Chables D. Jenney,

ft-l, "W*.

B,

Wkather-Proof

Proof

B

B

C

j4\— Copper Wire.
Maturated with a Black,

SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO,

Mabmon, President.
Addison 11. Noedykb, Vice-President.
D

-.

.

and Weather ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE.

(Mfrs.)

OAK TANNED LEATHER BELTINC AND LACE LEATHER.

BOSTON.

COWLES' PATENTED

Fire -Proof

DYNAMOS.
AND MANUFACTURERS AND TANNERS OF

ST..

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,

GUARANTEED FOR

Chas.

perfect eecnritv against boiler explosion
Steamboat,
or Stationary.

Simple in construction, Antomatic in action, Perfectly Controlling the PreBeure of the hose at what
ever epeed the engine or pump iB working.

PERFORATED BELTING!!!
Prevents Air Cushions.

>tomo.tv'rt**<>l

GlTe
VX VAT
VI?
T .cUJ
-EjO whether
Locomotive
THEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES now
g&^iTk.X'.S&El
market.
1

Electric Light

Building.

CHICACO.

General Western Sales Agent,

Six years of uniform Success

die Patents and Inventions of Churles D. Jenney (known as the Jenney System) and Sole Owners and Manufacturers of bis

Improved Dynamo, [amp

$

Electric (Ijotor.
In all desirable features of Arc and Incandescent LtRhltng
Simple, durable, economical*
the Jenney System loads.
In these e«acntlals tt chalsteady, brilliant and penetrating.
lenges comparison

Estimates Promptly Furnished lor Erecting Electric Lighting
Plants lor Cities, Companies or Individuals.

Prices Furnished for the Jenney Arc or Incandescent Systems, or for both combined.
Incandescwil Dynamo* are jelf-recuiatlnir,
The Jenney
and penult the turning on and off of one or nil of Iho Lumps
:ll

will.

Company

gires

1

Shops, Fiictorits,

ale.;

wi

This

tr

S[||

ul HlrllET

ItllSTIIlllt III

«

to

furnishing

Jtllls,

wis.
KSIIIIIK lit SYSTEM.

-*l

ornc. and works:

Cor. Kentucky Ave. and Morris St.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

The Thomson-Houston

January
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Electric Bo.
WESTERN OFFICE:

EASTERN OFFICE:

620 ATLANTIC AVE. .BOSTON.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

Electric ||rc-tighting
II*

THE

WORI-ID.

SERIES LAMPS
FOE

JJrc-Circuils.
These Lamps have repeatedly

Shown

their superiority

under

test.
First Medal : Best Arc-Light, Louisville, 1883,
First Prize : Best System of Arc-Lighting,
Ctncinna:! Indtmrlal Exposition, 1883.

This

Company was

given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions
at

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

London, August

1

1,

1885,

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
These dynamos are automatic

in their regulation

durable.

and

will

FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

LIGHTING.

No other Incandescent
maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit.
are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

Our Incandescent systems

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all

Power. Plans and estimates for
and Incandescent Lighting and Power Plants.

sizes for the transmission of

Exhibition,

FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

all

kinds of Arc

Lamp

is

so perfect

and

January
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THE MITCHELL VANCE
(8ncccB«or» «o

XITCHELl, VAUIEit

U. S.

CO.,

LAMP.

CO.)

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF
ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS

AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.

Having no Special Agent
in

Architects' and Decora-

Chicago for our

Goods,

we

tors'

Solicit Cor-

Grand Opera House

Designs and

MINNEAPOLIS.

Suggestions Carried Out

respondence from

with Fidelity

Buyers, which
given Motive.

to the

we Promptly Answer.

610

U.

S.

16 Candle Lamps, 53 Indicated
"

348 Edison 16

"

WSll

54

Insulating Joints,

Combination Fixtures,

CONSEQUENTLY, THE
and All Fittings for

Brackets,

Electroliers,

Incandescent Lighting,

Pendants, Reflectors,

Purr

EDison

Dins

Rejected mid Put Out,

AND UNITED STATES PUT

IN.

O Lamps, 53 H. P., equals tAVper
Edison 348 Lamps, 54 H. P., equals 6 tVt per
U. S. 61

1

ABOVE FROM ACCURATE TESTS.

and

St.

I

THE

SALESROOM,

MANUFACTORY,
24 and 25th

836-38 Broadway and 13th

Oth Ave.,

NEW YORK

C. C.

CITY.

WARREN,

COMPANY,

INSULATED WIRES and CABLES
FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.
Guaranteed to Give Satisfactory Services Underground and Overhead,

Prices and

No. 159
W.

1 HABSRSM,

Samples on Application

NEW YORK

CITY.

have supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

and Telephone Companies,

to

United States Vessels,

Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other services

wherever a First-class Electrical Installment
Materials and Workmanship are

and correspondence
articles.

is

solicited

219 LA SALLE ST., CHICACO.

is

Guaranteed

Required.
the

chicago.

only Company using Safe
Currents in the operation of Street
Railways.

Speed,
Endurance,

Economy.
The Daft Motors for Power

at

F,C,S„ London, Chemical Engineer, General Manager,

Electric Light, Telegraph

Manager.

The

Specially

FOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We

CO.,

Electric Co.,

Chemical Works, Eto.

FRONT STREET,

ELECTRIC LIGHTING

new yo rk and

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

for Mines,

PARTICULARS, APPLY TO

The Daft
i-mcu

Adapted

FOP.

H. P.

St.,

THE
HTSTJLATI1TG

U. S.

NO COMMENTS

H. P.

Our

tribution are unexcelled.
Send for Circular Matter.

New York Office
BOREEL BUILDING,

Very Best,

from companies and architects requiring our

Dis-

115

BROADWAY.

Plepse Mention the Wejitorn Electrician,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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Tinrfe
CleTrela,:n.d-, Olilo.
MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS a™ BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTINC COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENGINEERING COMPANY,
LIBERTY
OLIVER
181 LAKE ST,,
ST.

61

BOSTON.

CHICAGO.

I

NEW

I

Electric [ight and

ST.

109

1

YORK.

Stations

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

H. A.

power

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screenings
NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

WANTED—

HILL

SALESMAN,
Clutch Works,

CLEVELAND, O.
EASTERN OFFICE:
18

Cortlandt Street,

-

NEW YORK.

CHICAGO:

MINNEAPOLIS:

2350 Canal St.

305 Kasota Building.

MONTHLY JOURNAL,

A

The Largest Circulation of any

Send for new Catalogue, Power
Transmission Machinery.

Bubsrription

Ammeters and Voltmeters

Js-m.es

w

.

924 Chestnut

to

$100 per month

WANTED.

$1.

to Agents.

Mozart Biuling,

7

O.

Four Experienced

Armature Winders,

M STONE,

Electrician

the Prominent Makers.

Queen cfc Oo.

WHAT

year,

GOOD WAGES.

CO.,

and

8 Pacific Ave.,

V All I HE.

Arc

Contractor.

CHICAGO, ILL.

ROOM

Philadelphia.

St.,

one

of all kinds.

CARPENTIKB. HARTMAKK &
all

prepaid

LOUISVILLE, KY.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRINC.
I-:

postage

price,

No.

CALL A>»

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

THE ELECTRIC CURRENTCO.

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,

Galvanometers, Bridges and Rheostats bj

The Ohio Valley Electrical Co,

83£~Si'nu for Fre.' Sample Copy.

$25

HILL.

Business.

Paper Published.

cal

Pesiguei], Erected and Furnished.

\V.

Electri-

of the Electrical

and 1223 Union Avenue.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

COPTEIGHTED BY H

One who has a knowledge

Devoted to the interests of Electrical Science, being a record of progress in Electricity and its practical applications to the
various industries covering the Telegraph,
the Telephone, the Electric Light, Electrical Transmission of Power, Etc.

KANSAS CITY:
1221

We are in need of a Salesman,

ROYAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

112.

909 and 911 S. Washington Street,

anil Incandescent light a specialty.
Existing
planta extended or thoroughly overhauled.

rMMliA,

l

I.I.

BED CORE?

IS

The Crowdus Dry Battery.
It

'""rtiicircuiistwEt

O
1

o

'"'if.

Leads the World

Open

for

Circuit

Guaranteed the neatest, most powerful and economical Open Circuit Cell in the world.
cally indestructible, and takes its full charge as a storage cell. Perfect in
any climate, place or position.

THE

ORDER A TRIAL

OAM"'

^ts, c7arebb/.cb

E.

ADDRESS

M.

Work.
It is practi-

AND BE CONVINCED.

LOT,

F. 2.3 Volts; Int. R.

0.3 Ohm.

E

THE ELECTRIC FARE BOX

CO,, 418

Cedar

St.,

The K napp a.NTjrACTUnEns
E lectrica l
oe"

ai

Magneto

Bells, Annunciators,

Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries,

Works
Nashville,

Tenn,

Push Buttons, Etc.

DEALEHS! IKT

EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL.
-ag-:b:ln7ts

von. thk;

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A Full Line of their Celebrated Wires,

Buy your Goods

Cables and Tapes

of the

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street,

-

-

-

CHICAGO.

January
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SPRAGDE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND MOTOR
THE NEW SPRAGUE ELECTRIC MOTOR TRUCK.

CO.

DETAILS OF TRUCK
Flexible Suspension, Noiseless Gearing, All Bearings Self Oiling and Dust-Proof. Brushes
of a New Design, and Perfection as regards Ease of Running. All Parts completely In-

cased and Protected from Dust. All Bearings Independently Removable. Each Part
Designed to be Readily Accessible, and to Reduce all Necessary Attendance and Care to a

Minimum.

Voi? Circulars

I.

J.

DICKEY, President.
WELLS, Sec'y and Gen'l Man.

:F"xill

In formation, Address,

...

BROAD STREET,

16 and 18
H. J.

and

H. A.

KINNEY,

fiup't

and Electrician.

NEW YORK.

FLEMON DRAKE, Vice President
KORT Y, Treasurer.

L. H.

MIDLAND 1LE0TEIC €0 The Empire City Electric Co,
•j

OMAHA, NEBRASKA.
DEALERS IN

Ip-

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

15

For the Telegraph Telephone and Electric Ligkt.

DEY STREET,
NEW

YORK,

Hotel and Hoase Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Fire AJarms, Electric Gaa Lighting, Speaking Tabes,
Elevator Annunciators, Batteries, Push Buttons, Electric Pens, Telegraph Learners* Instruments, Medical
BatterleB, Linemen's Tools, Bell Hangers' Supplies, Railway Velocipedes, CarB, Etc.

Wbbtkbn

Agents THE OKONITE CO., and the Return
We own the Franchises of

Alarms for CItlea and Towns.

Manufacturers and

Call System of Hotel Annunciators. Fire
the Western States and Territories for the

Dealers

IMPROVED McCULLOH

^JtfETON * DI^ICT + 3FELE6WF * OTFEja,**and are prepared

to give franchises

IN

ALL KINDS OF

and construct plants on reasonable terms.

^"Estimates furnlahed and contracts made

for any and all ktndB of Electrical Work In any part of the
Correspondence solicited. Illustrated Catalogue and Price List on Application.
Authorized Contractors
Edison Electric Light and Gamewell Fire Alarm Telegraph.

WeBt.

:

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
Is
Is
Is
Is
Is

Seamless.
the Best.
the Toughest.
the Most Flexible.
tie

DYNAMO TENDERS' HANDBOOK.
100 pages;

Highest Insolation Ever

Bv

F. B.

Known

BADT.

70 Illustrations; flexible cloth binding; size of type page, 6x3 inches.

Designed for

Dynamo Tenders and Linemen, Stationary and Marine Engineers. Just the book for men who wish
to learn how to operate and care for electric light installations. The only book of the kind in the
English language.

Address

Price, po^taee prepaid to any addresB In the United States or Canada, $1.00.
CO.. G Lakrirtd* Blrig.. Chicago.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

American
-*~<*.^**.'

*

*~

Electrical Directory
Price, SS.OO.
For? 1889.

* * #>»£*

The best and most permanent medium for advertisers in the electrical field. Tbis
work reach* s every Electric Light and Power company in the country, besides Telegraph and Telephone companies.
This year's issue enlarged and improved.
Lists and reporls of Electric Light and Power companies, reports of National
Electric Light association, useful tables, etc., etc.
Send orders for copies of book and for advertising space to

STAR

MANUFACTURERS OP THE CELEBRATED

BALL DYNAMOS ^ LAMPS

Publishers

of

IROIT

This system is mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a steady
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required
and the cost of repairs.

-

-

Mfir.

Co.

CARBONS

Western Agt.

39 Dearborn Street, Tremont House,
-

Wayne. Ind

ELECTRIC LIGHT

For descriptive circulars or testimonials, address

0HIIC-A.C3-0,

Fort

The Parker-Rnssell Mining &

FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

CHARLES W. RAYMOND,

TOWER COMPANY,

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL DIRECTORY.

CITY OFFICE
711 Pine St., - St. Louis. Mo.

ILL.

Standard Carbon Co.,
The
Boulton,
and Crystal Carbon Companies.
sTTCCEsaons TO
to THF
thr
SUCCESSORS

Cleveland.,

^^^^

OLEVELAND, OHIO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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SOLE BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine
Is

of
IT IS

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

Ten Tears' Experience,

RED CORE ?

IS

Regulation.

First and Latest Patents,

For hot air, hot water (boiling prevented), natural gas and steam in all forms.
Automatic Electric Valves for Radiator service and Whistle Blowing.

M.

SPARROW,

'RANKLIN

S.

CARTEK.

eras. M. WILKINS.

ESTABLISHED

E.

WARD WILKINS

1S67.

MRTRICK; & CARTER

Mfr. and Patentee.

Shop at Mattapoisett, Mass.

Pattern Making, Etc., Etc-

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, ^S^ISyurer.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.

Devices all simple, practical, powerful, ornamental, easily applied, automatic direct
acting, inexpensive to maintain, no clockwork or other indirect complications.
These are the only regulators that can be applied at a price acceptable to the user
with a SATISFACTORY PROFIT TO AGENTS

F.

General Machine Job-Work,

Electric Light Rehiring,

Temperature

Electric

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

MannfactnrerB of and Dealers in

TTNEQUAXED FOB ECONOMY OF FUEL, REGULARITY OF
MOTION, AND DURABILITY IN USE.

WHAT

& CO.,

ALUS

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

Automatic

26, li

"
;

Boston Office 141 Milk Street.

—AGENTS WANTED.

MANUFACTURERS; OF

ANti^

DEALERS

.'IN

'EVERY:' DESCRIPTION OF

-

Qmerican
PROVIDENCE,

R.

I.,

EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

FARADAY CABLE;

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,

— FOR

Telegraph, Telephone and lectric Light.
Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity
of any Cable in tne Market.

New

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF
BELLS,. DISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LfGHTING APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.
We

York Office, IS Cortlandfc Street.
P. C. ACKERMAN, Agent.

publish. Catalogues -of all "our Manufactures, and will forward to any address upon
application: N.'B.^When applying for Catalogues, please state whether "Electric Bell" or ''General
Supply" Catalogue is wanted, and .if in the trade inclose. business card for discounts.

114 South Second Street.

Thejrushglectricjompany

The Edison

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

System

Direct

of Central Station

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

-OF,000

Installations. 100,000

Horse Power. 1,000,000 Lamps and $20,000,000 Capital.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
AND

bnjflUB

[Jdison Jlectric [ighi (Jo.
THIS

COMPANY

THE OWNER OF THE INVENTIONS
AND PATENTS OF

IS

THOMAS ALVA

EDISON.

Which Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanently
Established and Commercially Successrul

Electric

Lpi

APPARATUS.

DISTRI80TI0H.

of the growth and present prosperity of the Edison System, attention la
called to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now in
operation and under construction.

Ab evidence

NEW YORK

CO.,

Capital. $2,600,000, 4 Stations; Capacity, 160,000

CHICACO CO.

BOSTON

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
ETC.

CO.

Capital,

$760,000.

1

PHILADELPHIA CO.

Lamps.

Station; Capacity 40,000 Lamps.

Capital, $660,000, 2 Slations; Capacity,

60,000 Lamps.

Capital, $1,000,000.

1

Station; Capacity,

60,000 Lamps.

It is significant to note the fact tli.tt the Edison Company has during the past year
enlisted an amount of capital and put under construction a station capacity far in excess

of

CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS,

EDECTH

(1IETH00 OF GEHERflt

tbi

work of

aggregate Incandescent

more forcibly emphasize and

attest the

other companies combined. Nothing could
accepted value of the Edison Central Station

all

Industry as an investment.

WHITE FOR PAMPHLET ON THE FIVE HEADS

PATENT8,

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,

CHICAGO OFFICE,
9o. 1*0

NVESTMENT8, FUTILITY OF GUARANTEES, DANGER AND MORAL.

WMtilnrton Htr»n,
\ l.v.x \si>y \t KH.flPT,
Mp*«lAl AfffDt.

>..'<!

For Information
I

fllllf M.i

I

I! Ill

LI

I

relative to Ccntrni Htui.lon

I[ii«Iii'!hh,

apply to

tlio

.1

Edison. Electric Lierrit Co.,
Mji-

•

li.l

A

K

-*

i,l

16

& 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

Jnauafy

26,
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"M

C," ELECTRIC

MOTOR

CO,
YORK.

NEW
Efficient Electric Motors
402-4 Greenwich

St.,

MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
WESTEEN

NEW ENGLAND OFFICE: 19 Pearl St„ BOSTON.
OFFICE: 139 and 141 Adams Street, CHICAGO.
PHILADELPHIA OFFICE: 301 Area Street.
SOUTHEEN OFFICE: 25 Oarondelet Street, NEW OELEANS;

HEISLER ELECTRIC

809

to

817

LIGHT COMPANY,

S. 7th St., St. Louis, Mo.
Mannfaclarers and Patentees of

The Long Distance

INCANDESCENT

Electric Light

SYSTEM.
Patented in

all

Civilized

Countries.

The

ODly

INCANDES-

CENT SYSTEM
suited

for

especially

Central

Station

work, combining the SUCCESSFUL ILLUMINATION of
the STREETS with the universal supply of light for all COMMERCIAL and DOMESTIC requirements.

The most ECONOMICAL SYSTEM in every respect.
Noted for the BRILLIANCY and BEAUTY of the light.
Having the simplest mode of wiring, the greatest production of
C. P. to the H. P., and a number of other important advant-

INDORSED
BT

ages.

•

Its practical

Thomas

Elihn Thomson,

A. Edison,

N.

S.

Possons,

Edwin

J.

and financial success has been demonstrated by

CENTRAL STATIONS which have adopted the
HEISLER SYSTEM within the last three years.
Oar system is the only PERFECT AUTOMATIC, adjusting

Houston,

numerous

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

its

FOE SALE BY ALL JEWELEES.

load correspondingly with the

We

furnish lamps

number

from 10 up

to

from the Central Station on a
American gauge.

distancs

Send

for

Pamphlet "ARE YOD POSTED?" to

of lights.

100 C. P. to any desired
single wire.

We guarantee the lamps not to blacken and to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH CO,
177-179 Broadwav, H m Y.

No. 8

maintain their

brilliancy superior to all other systems.

-!^aM\jl-to_-

Over 5,000 of our incandescent lamps of various candle
powers have been placed for illuminating the streets and boulevards, connected by more than 1.500 miles oi line wire circuits.

WATERHOUSE THIRD BRUSH REGULATION
Varies the E. M. F. from the Armature Directly with
the Resistance on the Lamp Line.
The Perfection in
Regulation attainedby this method, enables us to furnish

THE BEST ARC LIGHT

Smd

IN

THE WORLD.

for Gatalogur.

^WATERHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG.
Gold Medal. Boston, 1887.
Gold Medal, Two Silver Medals, Cincinnati,

I

888.

154 La Salle

HAH.TFOH.D. CONKT.
Street,
CHICAGO,

CO.,

ILL.
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MACRAEON

EICREMEYER DYNAMOS
AND

ELECT RIC

STORAGE
MOTORS.

(United States Patents, Feb. 22, 1887; Feb.

BATTERIES

14, 1888.)

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The

do not " buckle," " blister " or " Bnlphate"— are
rehire 'ess attenmade with
any other battery in the market, being practically indestructible and of

MACRAEON STORiGE BATTERIES

CLOSED METAL BOXES—

the simplest in construction -are

and

will la3t longer than
great efficiency.
tion,

These Storage Batteries can be Profitably Used

tor:

Incandescent Lighting on Arc Circuits everywhere using the same Dynamo and power
while idle during the day, for charging the BatterieB.
2.
Incandescent Light Plants, whether isolated plants or central stations, can be
il sabled in capacity by using the Macraeon
Storage Batteries.
3.
Surplus Power, Steam or Wat^r, even irregular, wherever it can be had, in Factories,
breweries or busing* buildings, cm be utilized ti great advantage and profit by storing electricity
luring the diy for lighting tbe place or neighborhood at night.
4.
Storage Bitterie3 can also be used for stealyinfflncandascent or arc lightB when run di1.

rect

from the dynamo.

Incandescent Lighting from the Macraeon Storase Batteries is TJMIKOIMI, STEADY and HUM ABLK nfo nickering, less Breakage of Lamps*

ami, like gas, the light Is al ways on

hand day or night.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
Machine Complete

Combine tbe simplest Construction and Highest Efficiency
yet obtained in Dynamo-Electrical Apparatus.

PERFECT ELECTRICAL

Balance

in

ARMATURE

GEO.

COILS.

NO RADIATION OF FIELD MAGNETISM.
any exposed surface of the machine, all the
of force are concentrated within the machine, and pass through the armature.

There being no magnetism apparent
lines

Complete Installations made. Including Dynamos and Motors. Special terms
Contractors and Supply AgentB. Address

at

WM. BALLOU,

President,

or

LEONARD PAGET,

Companies,

to Electric

Chief Electrician,

Macraeon Storage Battery Co v
7 Wall St., NEW YORK.
FACTORY, 110-114 Dickinson

St.,

-

TREHTON,

». J.

NO SPARKING AT THE COMMUTATOR

GLEA80N MFG. CO,
181-189 MERGER STREET,
ECiETW YORK.
CHICAGO OFFICE, 233 LAKE STREET.
ELECTRIC HPPLIHNCES
AND

E. P.
Machine

ttllh

one aide and

ha'.!

-liowlns;

tneflelJco

and

llie

Inside arrangement of nimatu:,

coilB.

MANl'I'ACTtlHEUS OK

These machines,
their merits

In

all

sizes,

and of any required capacity, are for general

sale

on

to Contracting Engineers, to ElecPower, and Storage Battery Companies, and to

to the Trade,

tric Lieht,

[he public, without restrictions or ro

Low Prices.

to

territory or patents.

IN

BRASS, IRON, TIN

GLASS,

Embracing

Compact Machines.

Fittings, Brackets, Fixtures, Shades, Globes,
Insulating Joints, Cut-outs, Holders, all Systems, and
Supplies for Arc and Incandescent Lighting.
£E1TE FOE CJL.TJL LOatJE «3B» 1BSO.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET.

J.

H.BUNNELL & CO.,

SOLE AGENTS,
106108 LIBERTY STREET,

N.

Y.

jn -13
CRYSTAL.
ETCHED.

X3
IN

30.

EIGHT
COLORS.

January

=6,
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Westinghouse

Co.,

Electric

PITTSBURGH, PA.
[Manufacturers under Patents and Applications for Patents controlling the sale and use of
Alternating Current Electric Lighting Apparatus and Distributing Systems.]

The success of the Alternating Current System of

Electric Lighting

is

demonstrated

beyond question.

Note the sale of 132 Central Station Plants by this Company, aggregating
a total generating capacity of 240,000 16 -candle-power lamps, within the brief
period of twenty -four months, together with the fact that out of these 132 Central Stations,

38 have increased

their plant\since starting,

IMPROVED LAMPS.
the manufacture of Lamps
which has been secured for the exclusive benefit of the users of apparatus furnished by the Westinghouse Electric Company, this
Company will guarantee from its Apparatus and Lamps 50 percent,
more light from a given expenditure of power (fuel) than can be obtained with any direct current system.

By reason

of

an improvement

in

ALTERNATING CURRENT METERS.
This Company's Meter measures the whole current by a positive
mechanical movement.
It registers directly in lamp-hours, and indicates by dials like a
gas meter. It is not affected by temperature or local conditions.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.
Highly efficient. Have no commutators or brushes, and can be
started, regulated and reversed without breaking a connection.
Small Motors for use on existing Alternating Circuits of this Company.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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BELLS, BATTERIESiPUSHES
Quid

Carbon

New

Battery.

Style Iron

Box

Bell,

No,

1006.

Disque

Battery,

Prices upon Application.

Prices upon Application.

Bruise Push No,

{Cut Full Size.)

Sample Sent by Mail
on Receipt of 65c.
Agents for the Gassner Dry Battery.

Cylindr cal.

Medica'.

Price,

76 Cents.

PRICES UPON APPLICATION.

Western Electric Company,
CHICAGO,

NEW

YORK,

LONDON,

ANTWERP.

® <m®

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO, JANUARY

Vol. IV.

The

Dynamo.

Hall

lamps which happen to be burning.
The
equipment has several
novel features, the
nature of which the installing firm is not yet

The accompanying cut illustrates a single
horseshoe dynamo with Gramme armature, made
The maby S. Charlesworth & Co., Oldham.
chine is intended for an output of 280 amperes
at roo volts pressure when driven at a speed of
350 revolutions per minute, and its weight is 2
It is arranged for
tons, 4 cwt., says Industries.
rope driving from the main engine of a mill, and
the rope sheave is provided with a friction
clutch, so that the machine may be stopped
The armwhile the ropes are kept running.
inches long,
ature is 15 inches in diameter by
and the core is built up of No. 24 B. W. G.
charcoal iron plates, insulated from each other
by paper .001 inch thick.
The plates are mounted upon
a brass frame, the end casting
of which is pressed home by a
The windnut on the shaft.
ing of the armature consists
of 160 turns of 238 mils wire,
the weight of copper being 82
pounds and the resistance
.0214 ohm. The commutator
has to sections. The magnet
cores areof wrought iron, and
of cylindrical shape, the diam-

stated, however, that
ready to disclose.
It
is
On the first trip
the voltage is kept constant.
the voltmeter showed that the greatest change
was less than half a volt.
Storage batteries manufactured by four different companies are to be used at first and thoroughly tested. That form will be adopted finally
which gives the best satisfaction. Special dynamos and special engines have been ordered for

n

eter

being

machine

is

n

No. 4
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the equipment of the trains.
The trial trips
have given the greatest satisfaction, not only to
the officers of the road, but to the passengers
\

Chicago Telephones Rates.
A

was introduced in the Illinois
January 17th, providing for tinof telephone rates throughout the state.
The
bill provides that when one instrumenl
the rental shall not exi
per month, and
when more than one are used by the
son the charge shall not exceed $2 per month
for each.
Where cities, towns and villages are
connected by telephone the rate for the service
shall not exceed 15 cents for the first five minutes' conversation, and for each additional five
minutes no sum exceeding 5 cents shal
charged. Any owner, operator, oragent, whoshall
charge or collect in excess of the rates so fixed
shall be guilty of extortion,
and shall be fined not lesthan $5° nor more than Sioo
bill

ture,

-

-

for the

service,

forced

tric light

first

train

apparatus

for St. Paul.

The

ing day, and, as

it

left

g

^

W
g

been

g

now lighted by
equipped with the
Chicago January

discontinue

busi-

adopted,

each

sub-

scriber acting as agent for
the telephone companv, no
rental being charged.
UnFIG.

I.

— THE

der this arrangement the re-

HALL DYNAMO.

of the companv arc
practically the same as under the old system of
fixed rentals, but the interference by the le« ceipts

fortunate enough to travel on the electrically lighted coaches.

15th

stated, the lights scarcely

once during the round trip. The inwere made by Leonard & Izard, Chicago.
The plant consists of an Kickemeyer
dynamo of So volts and So amperes, a Brotherhood engine and a battery of accumulators.
This plant is located in the front part of the baggage car. Steam is supplied from the engine.
furnished with current
by the dynamo directly.
The storage batteries
serve as a reserve.
At midnight, however, the
employe in charge of the dynamo leaves his post
and thereafter the storage batteries supply the

had a demoralizing effect upon
and it is believed that the law will he
pealed during the present session.
lature has

:

ness,

Electrically Lighted

Cable Car.

elecelec-

llickered

lights are

to

regretting the ill-advised action of their law-makers.
In
a few of the largest cil that state a toll system has

f

stallations

About 100

first-class

satisfied with

Indiana are without telephones, and the people are

train returned on the follow-

was

demand

and are

To-day many towns

ness.

on the Chicago,
Milwaukee 6c St. Paul Railroad.
Two of the trains on the Chicago, Milwaukee
The

would be imposcompanv to do
under such rates.
it

was hampered by legislative
restrictions.
There a rate of
83 and 82.50 was established
by law, and the company was

Electric Train Lighting

Paul railroad are

all

nothing else. The company
could not give this service under the proposed rates. In
Indiana it was found impossible to continue the business
when the telephone company

who were

St.

said

msiness

The weight

tricity.

by jury

Subscribers

resistance

and

In

of trial

sible for the

the

vided with the usual sliding
rails and tightening screws to
take up the slack in the ropes.
We are informed by the
makers that no part of the machine rises above 190' F. during a twelve hours' run with
full load, and that the maximum variation in the pressure
between light and full load
does not exceed 2 per cent.

S500.

pany

The
compound wound
inches.

being .0056 ohm.
of copper in the
shunt is given by the makers
as 240 pounds, and that in the
main coils as 322 pounds,
making a total weight of copper on the machine of 644
pounds. The machine is pro-

offence, for the

cases the right
is allowed.
Superintendent Wilson of
the Chicago Telephone com-

shunt next to the
core, and the shunt winding
consists of eighteen layers of
69 mils wire having a resistance of 36 ohms. The series
winding consists of 56 turns
of 37 1-2 B. W. G. cable, the
with

first

second offence not less than
Sioo nor more than $200. and
for each subsequent offence
shall be liable for a fine of

-

re-

A

cable car on the North Side railway, Chiago, has been wired for incandescent lights. It
is proposed to light this car when it enters the
La Salle street tunnel. The tunnel itself is
brilliantly illuminated
by arc lights, but the
passengers are unable to continue the perusal of
The experiment is to be made
their papers.
with a single car. and probably other cars will
Current will be taken from the
be equipped.
power house plant. The installation is 0' he
made by .eonard & Izard.
•

.

I

It is

interesting to

note

in

this

connection

that a plan has been proposed to light an entire
line of Street cars in Chicago by storage
batteries.
It is said that
two-volt Limps will be
employed if the plan is adopted.

National Electric Light Convention.
Letters which

li.

E.

Sunny, chairman of the

executive committee of tlie National 1"
Light association, is receiving daih
that the attendance at the February convention
in Chicago will be unusually large.
During the
week C. B. Holmes of the
:\
Railway
company, offered to lay in the Exposition building tracks for the operation of electric motor
ears.
Mr. Holmes is recog
(
the
most progressive street ear managers in the
country.
He introduced in Chicago the
system,
h electric motors had ,1: that time
reached the development which they have
(

1

-

attained,

Chicago

in

all

probability','.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
to-day an

cIli tin

road

in

A new form

It is

installations.

Thomson-Houston

Electric Furnace.

successful operation.

proposed to lay about 900 feet of track in
Motor cars will be run
the Exposition building.
in the Exposition building during part of each
day to illustrate the methods of operating the
Several companies have alseveral systems.
ready signified their intention to make temporary

January

of electric

furnace

is

illustrated

The invention is
in the accompanying cuts.
that of H. Mestern of Muenchen, Germany.
An English paper, in describing the furnace,
says: One of the drawbacks of the ordinary
forms of electric furnaces is the fusibility of the
alloys which are employed as the electrodes, and

An

26, i8?e,.

Electric Railways.

excellent

idea of the distinctive features
of the Thomson-Houston Electric railway system is gained from the illustrations which are
presented herewith.
The roads, of which brief
descriptions are given, are in successful operation, and are daily demonstrating the superiority
of electric railways oeer other modes of street
car propulsion.

The Omaha & Council Bluffs Railway &
Bridge company started its cars in the latter
part of November, and since that time they have
been in daily operation, to the satisfaction of
the owners and to the general public, which has
been greatly accommodated by the opening of
the rapid transit line between Omaha and Council
Bluffs. The cars on this road are run faster than
on any other road in the country, a speed of fifteen, and oftentimes twenty, miles an hour being
In the accompanying illustrations are
several views of the road and the power
station.
The power plant consists of two 80
and one 40 horse power generators. This is the
most extensive electric railway in the west, and
it is
complete in every detail of construction.
The road comprises nine miles of track, on
which are operated twenty-four 16-foot cars.
attained.

shown

_

!

THE HALL DYNAMO

committee has made arrangereduced rates at several hotels as follows: Leland hotel on Michigan avenue, one
block from the Exposition building, §3 per day;
Hotel Brunswick on Michigan avenue, directly
opposite the Exposition building, §2 per day;
Palmer house. State street, two blocks from the
Exposition building, 50 cents less than the regular rates; Richelieu, Michigan avenue, one
block from the Exposition building, parlor and
bedroom without board, $1° to $18 per day.
The following companies have made arrangements to have exhibits at the convention:
New Votk Insulated Wire company, N. V.; Knapp
Electrical Works, Chicago: 0. & C. Electric Motor com-

The

ments

pany.
York;

executive

for

New

York; Non-Magnetic Watch company,

— SECTIONAL

VIEW.

the consequent likelihood of an interruption of
the current.
Another arrangement which militates against the success of the battery is the
exposure of the elements to the action of the fire
and evolved gases. Four methods are illustrated
in the accompanying Figs. 1-4, whose object is
The positive eleto overcome these difficulties.
'ments
are made of antimony and zinc, or
other suitable alloys, and they are connected in
dovetail with the negative electrode N, which is
composed of copper and nickel. An insulating

P

Fig.

1.

New

Woodward Electrical company, Detroit; ThomsonHouston Electric company, Chicago; Standard Under
ground Cable company, Pittsburgh; Eddy Electric Manufacturing company, Windsor, Ct.; Kester Electric company, Terre Haute, Ind.; Chicago Raw Hide ManufacturWaters Sweeney Telegraph
ing company, Chicago;
Telephone Switch comp iny, Terre Haute; Phcenix Glass
company. New York; Detroit Motor company, Detroit;
E. P. (ileason Manufacturing company. New York; A. F.
Moore & Co., Philadelphia; Belding Electric Motor &
Manufacturing company, Chicago; Electrical Supply comChicago; The Chalmers-Spence company, New
pany,
York; Lake's Glazed Conduit company, Washington, D.
C; Callender Insulating & Waterproofing company, New
York; Waltham Watch company, Waltham, Mass.; Chas.

Fig.

2.

Fig.

3.

Fig.

5.

Fig.

6.

i\:

A. Schieren A: Co., Chicago; W. E. Cleveland, CleveOhio: National Electric Manufacturing company,
Eau Claire, Wis. Stilwell & Iiicrce Manufacturing company, Dayton, O.; Okonite company. New York and Chicago: Central Electric company, Chicago; Sperry Electric
company. Chicago; Brush Electric company, Cleveland;
Eclipse Wind Engine company. Beloit, Wis.

Fig. 4.

land,

;

Mli
layer

of

Demand

for Electric Motors.
the

rapid

advancement

in

electrical

What the people in
science, the New York Times says:
general desire is electric motors, and they care very little
for the special features of the system as long as their safety is not interfered with by tracks as conductors, and there
are no overhead wires to mar the beauty of their ci y. For
some years the public has waited more or less patiently for
the coming of the. promised motor that was to be less expensive than horse-flesh, and far less a nuisance than the
ring, dripping engines of our elevated
system, and the succ ss attained by the Daft mot'
n on the elevated road and the cars run by the Jultorage system on the Fourth avenue su-face lii
'hamitcs that there
real'y further
really i» a prospec'
eing bettered than
^1
bet'er things 10
any an
come could possib:..
:

lone

be sore that what we at pn
:

1

we may

wonderful change

better will sink into utter insignificance in
what we shall then be en;

compar

R[C

A

FURNACE.

separates

protecting
metal from
the electro-positive alloy, and acts together with
a strengthening cap /' as a deflecting conductor
/. /.' are
for the negative electrode.
deflection
pieces made from an alloy of nickel and copper.
In Fig. 1 the cap / is so shaped as to embrace
the electro-negative metal, and to secure the
In fig. 2 the cap forms a
protective mantle M.
thermal conductor surrounded and held fast by
the mantle .1/, while in Fig. 3 the conductor V
is not surrounded by the
mantle .1/.
A modifiin Fig. 4 shows the cap and the mantle
n

mantle

Commenting on

1

made

asbestos

tin:

of iron or other resisting

.1/

tin
and
improved battery is shown as made up of the
elements A'. The body ol tin furnace is formed
of asbestos or other material, and is so arranged
that the elements ma) be easily removed and
in

oni

I/.

In

Figs. 5

'.

•I.
A grating A' ol iron bars is placed
within the
and is adapted to be filled
The ash box
with coke through the funnel .S'.
tilting grate, anil fuel is sup/'.
pile-']
Igh 'he funnel
The air en
<

...

near

"

the pipe

'.

/

an.

I

the sn

ape

through

Extensions have already been "commenced,
which will add several miles to the road. The
road crosses the bridge which was opened with
imposing ceremonies a few months ago. The
approaches are lighted by twenty arc lights of
2,000 candle power each, current for which is
supplied by a Thomson-Houston dynamo.
The Des Moines Broad Gauge railway, which
has been equipped with the Thomson-Houston
electric railway system, has been in successful
operation since

December

trip

made on

the

most skeptical

this

20th.

The

first trial

road was such as to convince
of the

practicability of the
car had a load of eightyseven passengers, and the rails were thickly covered with mud in many places, but these adverse
conditions had no effect upon the operation of
the car, which mounted the grades and rounded
the curves with an ease and precision which
clearly showed that the apparatus was capable
of doing the heaviest required work.
The total
mileage is seven and a half miles, and eight cars
will be operated.
During the severe snowstorm
in Des Moines, when about a foot of snow fell,
the motor cars made their regular trips every
fifteen minutes.
The horse cars put on four
horses, but could not then be run on time; the
steam motor which runs to the north end of the
city was ditched, so that the electric cars were
the only ones in operation during the storm, a
fact which speaks in no uncertain terms of the
efficiency of electric systems.
The receipts from
four motor cars on this road are four times more
than from five cars operated by horses.
The Third Ward Street Railway company,
Syracuse, N. Y., whirh is operating the ThomsonHouston system, has been somewhat delayed by
difficulties connected with the track construction,
but it is now in operation. It has eight cars and
four miles of track.

The

electric railway.

The Riverside & Suburban Railway company,
Wichita, Kan., has operated electric cars successfully since starting, and the road has stood
all the tests of bad weather and muddy and
frozen streets.
The cars have never lost a trip.
The people of Wichita are enthusiastic over the
road.
The track is built of Johnston rails in
the city limits, and the ordinary "T" rail is used
The power plant consists of two 50
outside.
horse power generators.
Three cars are in operation, each equipped with Thomson-Houston
motors, and lighted by electric lamps,
In two of the accompanying cuts are shown
views of the Eekinglon & Soldiers' Home rail-

way

at Washington, I). ('.
This road has been
operation since the latter part of October, and
has been run thus far without a hitch of any
kind, which can be charged to the electrical apThe patronage of the road has inparatus.
creased to such an extent thai it has been
nei
ssary to double the ear capacity.
To each
motor car is now attached an additional car,'
both of which are filled to their utmost capacity
on every trip. The road is one of the finest
which has been built in the United States.
in

Three
trucks

of

1

1

it-

have been

improved
in

Thomson Houston

use for

some time on

the

January
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Scranton .Suburban railway, and the manner in
which they operate has been the occasion of
Each truck has two
much favorable comment
The first one was on
15 horse power motors.
the road early in August, and was used under a
large open car, and frequently carried up the
heaviest grades a load of seventy-five people,
and on several occasions more than 100 people.

ELECTRICIAN.

High and Low Tension Arc Light Sys1

r.

is.

BADT.

without passengers, weighs
almost as much as an ordinary street car when
loaded, and its operation was equally satisfactory.
This road is one which has many curves and
heavy grades, and the motors are called upon to

Pullman

car, which,

them.
The Sperry Light & Power company, Chicago, has been
incorporated, to establish, maintain and operate electric
light plants; incorporators, Samuel P. I'armly, Charles E.
Gregory and Elmer A. Sperry; capital stock $100,000.

and

e r

Lighl
vr.

good deal is said in favor of high or low
tension by the advocates of the respective systems.

<

M

1

!

<me percentage

ourse, an agent of an electric light
that his light is much

company always claims

— MOTOR

Higher insulation

resist-

CARS ON THE COUNCIL BLUFFS ROAD.

than the other fellow's light, but the
reasons given for such statements do not stand
except before some town councils. The object

ance

of
quired,

lighter

is to investigate for the benefit of
without prejudice, the advantages
and disadvantages of each system. In order to

of this article

5.

No

6.

The

system

arc

ance

of
quired.

re-

danger to life
properly put up.

if

is silent.

system

5.

Less danger to

6.

The

re-

life.

arc hisses.

purchasers,

IN-HOUSTON ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM

do very heavy work; but they proved themselves
to be perfectly reliable, and abundantly able in
every way to supply the demands made upon

I

A

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM

The truck was afterward put under a heavy

Vlon

tems.
by

do

this systematically

we give

— POWER
in

STATION

the following

a list of the advantages and disadvantages as
claimed or admitted by the sellers of those two
kinds of apparatus.
We consider only systems employing a continuous current, and in

which the arc lamps arc arranged in scries, these
systems being the only commercial systems in
the United States:

!N

First.

Amount of

light

per horse power:

The

COUNCIL BLUFFS

commercial arc lamps arc generally said to be oi
>,ooo nominal candle power.
This term really
means nothing. No scientific test has been published yet which was not objectionable for many
reasons.
It is most' difficult to
measure accurately the candle power of an arc light, ami
agents do not run any risk in guaranteeing the
candle power, as

it

will

be almosl impi

ssi

,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

t

the purchaser to ascertain whether the light
comes up to the standard or not. In an article
"ii the proper height and distribution of electric
rRiciAN, December 3,
lamps (Western Ei
we showed that a good nominal 2,000
candle power arc lamp measures horizontally
about 250; at an angle of 37 with the horizontal
about 2,000, and on an average (mean spherical
candles.
candle power) about 450 normal
Without the knowledge of the actual candle
power of the arc lamps, it is impossible, of
course, to say whether the total amount of light
in a certain system is produced by more or fewer
mechanical horse power. The agents guarantee
so many nominal 2,000 candle power lamps for
many horse power, and that is all. There is
si
no reason why a high tension system should require more horse power for a given amount of
light than a low tension system, or vice versa.
the high
Let us compare two existing systems
tension system to be of 10 ampere current and
.;; roll e. 111. f. per
lamp and the low tension
system of iS ampere current and 25 volt e. m. f.
The electrical horse power expended
per lamp.
in the arc is found by multiplying the volts with
1

<

1,

1

—

power of the greater volume of the short arc
must naturally be greater than that of the long
attenuated arc, just as the diffusing power of a
16 candle power gas burner is greater than that
of a r6 candle power incandescent lamp.
In one
case we have the large radiating surface of the
gas burner, in the other the small, thin incandescent filament.
Look at a low and a high tension arc lamp of so called 2,000 candle powereach.
Let the distance be 2,000 feet from your point of
observation in different directions, and you will
understand the meaning of the term "diffusing
power."
As to the steadiness of the arc, there are certain makes of dynamos and lamps in both systems which give perfect satisfaction. The advocates of each system claim that the slight
impurities in the carbons, which produce an almost constant tremor in the other fellow's lights
do not sensibly affect the steadiness of the arc
in their own lamps. Each has reasons to present,
and both are probably correct.
Third. Cost of Copper in Conductors: The loss
of energy in a wire equals the square of the current multiplied by the

TIIOMSOX-IIOl STON

=

10 x 45
the amperes: this is for: High tension
18 x 25
450
450 watts; low tension
Sever, hundred and forty-six watts equal
watts.
power.
Whether
these 450
lectrical horse
watts of energy expended in the arc give more
illuminating power in one system than in the
other, has not yet been satisfactorily proved.
The commercial efficiency of the dynamo can be
I, but there are dynamos of higher or lower
ncy in either system, and this fact is no
rion by which to form a judgment in favor

=
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=
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-ranted: th(
illumination according

conductors
percentage of

weight or cost of copper
the two systems on the same
10(';
loss is as <''
18 2 or

= 100
tin-

in

:

=

:

Or in words, if we want to lose
same amount of energy in a circuit of given
:

324.

length in each system, we musl spend for every
for copper in the conductors in the high
m the low tension system,
%
Fourth. Insulation Resistance: The total e. m. f.
for a ertain number of lamps equals of course
the number of lamps multiplied by the e. m. f.
Lor instance, for 10, 45
ed for "ii'- lain]).
volt lamps ii would be 450 volts, while for 10,
lamps it would 1m- only 250 volts. The
ill
highei
a circuit, the greater of
course is the strain between win- and earth.
Hence for a given number of lamps there should
be a better and more
nsive insulation in the
high ti
on system, To
Mu- leakage proportionally the same in both
illation resisl no
houkl equal

§100

1

;

1

I

1

1

the total

m.

e.

C

a constant, and

f.

of the cir-

the current in

With 30 lamps, 25 volts and 18 amperes, the insuJ

=

.

41.66 K.

iS

Or in words, the insulation resistances of the two
systems should be in the ratio of 135
41.66 or
1.
In fact, the insulation should be 3.24
3.24
times better, or more expensive in the high tension than in the low tension system to make
it stand the increased strain.
If we compare these figures with those for the
cost of copper (sub. 3), we find that the amount
of copper for conductors, all conditions being
the same, in the low tension system is 3.24 times
higher than in the high tension system, while
the necessary insulation resistance required for
the low tension system is 3.24 smaller than in
the high tension system.
The same percentage
:

:

UL1 II

we gain or

lose in the amount of copper, we
or gain in the amount of insulation required.
As far as running expenses are concerned, it
makes no difference whether we lose a cer
tain percentage of power in overcoming the
resistance of the wire, or whether we lose it
lose

Ampere

In fact, the ratio of

for

K

is

latum resistance would be

OMAHA AND COUNCIL

System.

E

Let us take an example: The insulation resistance for 30 lamps with 45 volts and 10
30 x K.
amperes would equal 3

of circuit:
iS

System.

".augc.

where

26, iS

amperes.

W

Wire

K.

cuit in volts,

written in symbols in the form of an equation:
is the work or loss of
C" x R in which
energy in watts in the wire, C the current in
amperes, and R the resistance in ohms. The
following table illustrates the loss in each system:

of eithi

Quality

F X

resistance of the wire, or

—MOT(

SYSTEM

January

by leakage through

insufficient

insulation.

A

company running

quite a large number of arc
lights on underground wires operated a number
of low tension lamps on certain circuits.
For
some reason they changed the low tension for
the high tension circuits.
In a very short time
the insulation of the underground conductors
gave out, a result due to the increased strain
which we showed must have been over three
times greater than with the low tension system.
The same experience was repeated quite a number of times.
filth. Danger to Life:
The higher the e. m.
f.
in a given circuit the greater is the danger.
For a given number of lamps he advantage, of
course, is on the side of the low tension system,
or in other words, we can run a larger number
ill
low tension lamps with equal safety on the
same circuits. Il cannot be said, however, in a
general way, that the low tension system is less
dangerous than the high tension system; it depi nd
entirely upon tin; total e. in. f. in the cirI

I

nit.
\

total

1

ircuit of
e.

m.

f.

fifty

of

low

tension

50x25=1,250

dangerous than say a

1

irctlil

"I

lamps, with
volts,

is

a

more

twenty high ten-

January
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sion lamps with a total

e.

m.

f.

of only

20x45

The Steam Engine— Its

volts.

]:V

lation resistance of the high tension system proStill, to the persons who have
to
portionally.

handle unprotected parts of the circuits, as lamp
trimmers, dynamo tenders, etc., the high tension

system

will

be relatively

more dangerous.

to human life, however, lies not
the relative height of the e. m. f., but
The character
there are other considerations.
of the current has, for instance, a good deal to
do with it. Pulsatory or intermittent currents
will be more dangerous than currents of a more
continuous character. Circuits fed from series

The danger

only

in

probably be more dangerous than
those fed from shunt dynamos, etc.
Sixth. Hissing of the Arc: It is generally admitted that short arcs hiss, while long ones
(above a certain potential) are almost silent,
when the lamps are kept in proper adjustment.
The hissing of the low tension lamps is certainly
an objection in a good many cases, for instance,
jn rooms with low ceilings; for the illumination

dynamos

will

Principles,

Its

Development, Its Present Capacity,
and Its Future Perfection.'

The

relative danger between high
and low tension circuits can, of course, be reduced to a certain extent by increasing the insu-

=900

In

the

Henry, who
netism

EDWARD

of mar.

DtCKEl

N.

1830 our great countryman, Prof. Joseph
was the pioneer discoverer in eltctro mag-

year

in this

country, after a series of brilliant

investiga-

principles of electricity, produced ti
electro-motor ever known to man, and prophesied that future discoveries would be made which would render the principle then exhibited available and valuable. At that tim
vanic electricity was produced only by the combustion of zinc
in galvanic batteries,
and Prof. Henry pointed out that
so expensive a fuel as zinc could r.ot compete commercially
with coal for the generation of power, and that therefore,
the electro-motor must be limited in its uses to cases where
of

tions

some

the

would compensate

special convenience

creased expense.
In 1 S3 1 Prof.

Henry

in

the in-

and Faraday

country,

this

for

England, almost simultaneously, but independently of
each other, discovered that electricity could be produced in
indefinite quantities by the combination of horse power
with a magnet; and electricity thus produced was called
in

magneto-elei

tricity.

This, the greatest of

all

the discover-

ies in electricity, opened the door to an unlimited application of power for irs production, and it was left to ingenious
electricians to invent forms of apparatus by which, io the

most

effective

and economical way, the desired

result could

be accompli-hed.
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this grcai

that
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He

steam must be condec

the air

pump

to the

and he invei
condenser in ordci

steam engine
eluded, and in which the piston w
nser, each of which contain steam
of different pressures, the power n
He in
ence.
condenser," in which the steam is cooled by a spr;
into it, to be used
available; and the "surface condenser," in which the
is separated from the cold water by a thin parti:
metal, and is condensed by contact with the cold
faces.
Without this last invention our modern steam
could not carry high steam in their boilers, and cou
attain their wonderful speed.
He discovered the la
der which steam used expansively increases its power in a
certain ratio; and he invented the best form of cut-',
utilizing this discovery known to man, until it wa«
proved, upon the same principles by Mr. Sickles, of this

4
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of streets or large halls

it

does not cut any

It will be seen from this examination that both
systems have advantages and disadvantages, and
it may be that while one system could give perfect satisfaction under certain circumstances the
other could not.
It is the duty of the purchaser
to ascertain which system will better suit his
taste, and more successfully meet the conditions
under which it is to be installed. Both systems
can give, and are giving, perfect satisfaction in

many

places.

By giving

this

RESUME.

High Tension.
Less cost of copper conductors for same percentage of loss of energy.

Higher insulation resistance required.
More dangerous to life.
Color of light, mixed
with blue and violet

Low
Higher

Tension

of copper
conductors for same
percentage of loss of
energy.
Less
nsulation resistance required.
Less dangerous to life.
Color of light, white ami
mellow.
cost

i

rays.
is

superseded

ali

:

5
;

;

matter an honest consideration,
both purchasers and sellers will be benefited.
We give in the following a short resume of the
advantages and disadvantages of both systems,
not as they are claimed by the selling agents,
but as they appear to an unbiased observer.

Arc

CAR OX THE COUNCIL BLUFFS AND OMAHA BRIDGE.

\\h ch has practiothers in the device for developing the
principles
* s'ablished
by the
discoverit s
of
Profs
Henry and Faraday, was made bv Pscinotti, whose apparatus, modified subsequently by ingenious inventors, is now
in universal use, producing practical results so near to the
theoretical ones that more than 90 per cent, of the power
expended upon the generating machine reappears in the
form of electricity, leaving less than 10 per cent, to be
saved (if it can be saved) by other improvements.
So far
as we know, this whole system depends upon the steam
engine; and it must continue to depend upon that means
for generating power until, in the future, the discovery
shall be made of some means of converting the heat of
combust on directly into electricity without the intervention of any other agency.
When that is done— and it is
entirely within the laws of nature
then the steam engine
will disappear in connection with the generation of eleccally

figure.

— MOTOR

The most important movement, and

almost

silent.

Arc

hisses.

—

tricity.

The first steam engine of which we have any knowledge
if the records had not perished we should
have known much more on the same subject) was made
by Hero, of Alexandria, more than two thousand years
ago.
It was
a perfectly practical operative machine,
and has been in use within a very recent period for the
purposes of driving sawmills.
Its principle is that of tangential reaction
the steam escaping tangentially at the
periphery of a revolving wheel.
Shortly after Hero's date,
the progress of science and art, which had been very great
in Alexandria, was arrested by ih; tlood of ignorance and
superstition, which forages chained down the intellect of
man; and until Lord Bacon shed the light of his genius
upon the world, philosophy and religion were united in
despising the practical arts of life, by which the physical
condition of humanity is improved, and as a consequence,
(although indeed,

—

its

intellectual capacity developed.

Under

the

new impulse

the steam engine again appeared,
purpose of pumping water,

but was used chiefly for the

The Western

company has sold to the Webster
Comstock -Manufacturing company, Chicago, a too light
incandescent plant.

&

Electric

'Abstract of paper read before the
Jan. 17, 188A-

New Yoik

Ekctr'c Club,

city, in 1S42.
He invented the "indicator," an instrument which gives us a graphic representation of the force
exeited by the steam, and proves the truth of the laws he
discovered.
He invented the "single poppet ^alve for admittirgand
excluding steam from the engine, which if theoretically perfect, and without which it is almost impossible to make an
engine give the full value of the steam used in it. There
ought to be a statute in the interest of humanity requiring
all engines to use it when the rate of speed is not so high
as to compel the use of the inferior slide valve: in the interest of humanity, I say, because it would save a vast
amount of coal in the ground for future generations. He
invented the steam jacket to surround the cylinder with an
envelope of hot steam, in order to preserve the heat of
the steam within, while expansion is occurring and giving
out power.
He invented the "fly-ball governor" for
maintaining uniform speed of the engine under varying
conditions of load and pressure.
When he died he seems to have left no successor capable of appreciating the discoveries he made; and for a gen
eration after his death the art of producing power from
fuel by the intervention of a steam engine retrograded, so
that less power was obtained from a pound of coal consumed than could be obtained by the use of methods in'

vented and fully explained by James Watt.
1 he problem of the steam engine is to convert the
potentiality of combustion into dynamic energy: and that
steam engine is the best which can obtain the nit s power
from the least coal. In the eternal cycle which with
began, force in a prctean form remains constant: and
whether it is applied to the uses of man, or whether it is

expended in some useless or injurious effect, depends
upon how nearly imperfect man can obey the laws of
nature in dealing with it.
You, gentlemen, are dealing
with one form of force which has eluded thus far all
invest gat ions into it-* substance; but it is but one section
in the cycle and is necessarily coupled to
what pi
and what succeeds it, under the immutable laws of the
correlation of energy.
When the great Creator,

in

the

construction

of

this
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world, separated the carbonic acid of chaos into its twoconstitutents and stored away the carbon for the uses of man,
while the oxygen was liberated in the envelope of the
earth, ready to again combine with the carbon, and again
produce the force which had been expended in disuniting
them, the problem presented to imperfect man was the
production of so much force, by again uniting these dis-

January

to be derived from ptrmitting s^eam to expand after it has
been used for all that it is worth as it comes from the
water.
Without refining, a few figures will be instiuctive.
Tf the steam be alloweil to expand into twice i s original

n:rnal power of a
it will add Gg per cent, to its
0- it
.1
ton a foot high; or it will lift one ton and
high for each cubic inch of water.
If it be allowed to exvolume,

-

1

26,
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and those experiments were made by Regnault, the
French scientist, under the auspices of the French government forty years ago, who finally determined the exact
truth, which does not practically vary from the formula of
James Watt and Dr. Black, his associate.
hose of you who were educated more than thirty years
ago will remember that the textbooks stated that " the
sum of the sensible and latent heat of steam was constant,"
which was believed to be true by James Watt.
The fact
is that a very little more heat is required to evaporate
water U'ider high pressure than under low.
Regnault's
equation shows the addition to be 3-10 of the sensible temperature, and it may be disregarded for all practical purposes in calculating the power of the steam engine.
Under this law, therefore, the higher the steam is carried, the lower the rang* of expansion can be carr'ed without reducing the pressure below the point at which it is
practically efficient, and hence the advantage of carrying
high steam; but there is no advantage in carrying high
steam unless it be accompanied by long ranges of expansion; on the contrary, there is a loss, because it is more
likely to leak, and is more destructive of machinery.
-These three laws are the key to the whole problem:
First A cubic inch of water will lift a ton a foot high
tions;

I

—
—

converted into steam;

Second

It costs no more fuel to evaporate a cubic inch
of water at the pressure of 200 pounds to the square inch

than

it

dees to evaporate

it

ia

an open

vessel;

and

Third— The gain of power depends upon the number
of times the compressed steam is permitted to expand after
it has done the work of lifting a ton a foot high.
Founded upon these principles, the steam engines which
were made by Mr. Watt and his associates and pupils before 1S30, produced a horse power with' less than two
These engines are known as the
Cornish pumping engines; and if you will look into the
history of these machines you will find them reported as
doing a "hundred millions of duty;" which is a technical
phrase inttnded to express the fact that a hundred millions
pounds of water were lifted a foot high for a hundred
weight cf coal consumed. Turning that into horse power,
it means about two pounds of coal an hour a horse power.
This result was produced by cutting off steam in the cylinders at one eighth or one-tenth of the stroke, and allowing
it to expand eight or ten times.
The engines of that day,
of course, were very imperfectly constructed, and great
losses occurred from leaking pistons and from imperfectly
constructed boilers; but notwithstanding that loss, the
result was equal to two pounds of coal an hour a horse
power.
Executing the drawings of these engines with the tools
and machinery of to-day and the result would be appreciably higher
Or, in other words, an engine expanding
steam ten times, and evaporating eight pounds of water to
a pound of coal in the boiler, and without any losses from
leakage, ought to make a horse power with a pound and a
half of coal an hour
These results were obtained by
obeying Watt's laws, which I have stated, as nearly as it

pounds of coal an hour

THOMS0N-HOUST0N ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM
severed elements, as had been expended in separating
them. The plain injunction given to him is— be economiThe coal decal of these resources, for they are limited.
posits when once exhausted cannot be renewed; and the
existence of civilization on the earth in its present form
depends upon the supply of available carbon.
The first fact to be discovered, is the amount of power
which is inherent in the reconversion of carbon and oxygen into the carbonic acid form in which they formerly
In round numbers it may be said that a pound
existed.
of good coal perfectly consumed can produce heat enough
to convert about fourteen pounds of water into steam, but
The best boilers will
it varies with the quality of coal.
convert about ten pounds of wat<r into steam with a pound
of coal burned; so that the loss in that step is not very

— ROAD

AT WASHINGTON,

D,

C.

two tons a foot high. Ten
expansions will lift three tons and £$ a foot high.
One
hundred expansions will lilt five tons and Vb a f° ot h'gh;
and obviously, all the weight lifted beyond the original
ton a foot high is clear gain, by applying the principle
discovered by James Watt.

pand three

times,

it

will

lift

was possible then to do.
Obviously, two conditions are

essential to a perfect obe-

dience of these laws:

great.

next fact to discover is the amount of force which
the conversion of water into steam.
That
and can neither be increased Dor diminished
by man's ingenuity or efforts. As a convenient unit to
remember, and near enough to the truth for all practical
purposes, a cubic inch of water converted into steam by
whatever means, or under whatever circumstances, will
high.
Beginning on
lift a ton of 2,240 pounds one foot
that base line, in the direction of the boiler, it becomes
important to so organize it as to obtain the greatest
evaporation from the fuel burned, and to lose the least
amount of heat. In that direction very great perfection
practical and good boiler will
has been attained.
evaporate about 70 per cent, of as much water as the fuel
burned is capable of evaporating, if there were no part
of its energy expended otherwise than upon the water;
and there is but little left to save. In the other direction,
If the
however, the problem is much more difficult.
engine shculd be so constructed as to use simply the
pressure of steam as it is evolved from the water, then,
sly, the whole effect possible to be produced would
be at the rate of a ton a foot high for each cubic inch of
evaporated in the boiler; and that was the condition
of the steam engine when James Watt undertook its
In that condition— called "full stroke"
improvement
It
,m while in the c\ linder does no worjc whatever.
or fluid.
oil, or any other liquid
The
en it emerged from the form of
ished out of the
id lone similar work,
might do less, in
lilions, the engine
of imperfect construction, radiation, and leak-

The

results from
fact

is fixed,

A

James Watt, howearn
of

had

lifted a ton a

foot

water contained in it, it was
which, if a part of
pablc of lifting a reheight than
;

SYSTEM
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all

the stages

another law of steam which James Watt
crcd wi h wonderful accuracy, which is, in
that no more heal
is
required to evaporate a
gh pressure than is needed to
or any other
is

-

That
essurc.
most refined and
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not strictly true, bul

it

require

elect

the

varia-
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CARS ON THE ROAD AT WA.5INGHTON,

— The valves

when

closed;

SECOND— The

1

of the engine

must

D,

C.

be absolutely

nd

closure of the steam valve, when the
has arrived, must be instantaneous.
With these two conditions, the engine in other respects
practically perfect, the theoretical conditions will be
practically attained.
But in proportion to the defects in

time for cutting

off

January
those

26,
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conditions

the

losses will increase.

James Watt

complied with these conditions in respect to his valves
They were
by making them absolutely steam light,
what is called "single poppet valves "—that is, a tapering
s.lcam
pressureon
with
holtthe
tapering
a
into
fitting
plug
When the plug is g-ound into the hole
the Upper side.
then the heavier the prcssu'e upon it the tighter the valve
When it is open the steam flows through. When it is
fits.
shut, then the steam is absolutely t xcluded
The next element is more difficult to perfect. In James
Watt's machines these single poppet valves were closed as
rapidly as mechanism would endure, by the mechanical
movement of the engine itself. But unless the valve isclosed
instantaneously the steam is "wire drawn" through the
contracting aperture while the piston is running, and as a
consequence a great loss of power results.
More than forty years ago Mr. Sickles, then an apprentice in the Allaire Works in this city, invented an instantaneous closing valve, which he did by detaching the valve
from the lifting mechanism, driving it shut with high speed,
and arresting its fall at the instant of closure by confining
a fluid in a cup; and inasmuch as waler or air can be
pounded forever without injury, no destruction resulted.
This improvement perfected the mechanism for carrying
It was adopted afterward by
out James Watt's laws.
Corliss and most other stationary engine builders, and is
the only reason for the improved efficiency of that class of
engines.
It is the only radical improvement in the steam engine
which has ever been made since James Watt left it.
no vv hear much of double expansion or compound
engines as if they were a novelty, and as if there were some
mystery about them. They were perfectly well known to
Tames Watt, and several patents upon them were taken
in England, by Wolf and others, in the early part of this

We

Their improved efficiency depends simply upon
century.
the fact that the steam is allowed to expand through two
or three cylinders, whereby a greater range of expansion
can be obtained than can conveniently be had in a single
cylinder. But no greater effort can be obtained than is due
to the expansion of the steam under the law discovered
and stated by James Watt. Much less than that is obtained
in practice in these engines, because of the losses incident
to the transference of the steam from one to the other of
the cylinders.
In 1S25 seve al steamboats on the North River, worked
by double expansion engines, were built by Mr. Allaire in this
city— the Henry Eckford for one, and the Sun, which
made the trip to Albany in about twelve hours, for another.
At that time the subject was not well enough understood,
and economy in fuel was not considered of so much consequence as the first cost of construction, and these engines
One of these double expanwere not largely reproduced.
sion engines made in England was brought to this country
in 1S30, and for many years was used in the oil factory of
Judd's Sons giving very economical results.

When steamships came to be built in England in 1840
and afterward, notwithstanding the fact that high expansion with great economy was in constant operation on James
Watt's Cornish engines, and on Wolf's compound engines,
no attempt was made to work the marine engines under
high expansion; and as a consequence all the earlier steamships, for more than thirty years, were running at a cost of
at least four pounds of coal an hour a horse power; while,
at the same time, compound engines had been well known
for a generation and were in actual use, making a horse
power for about two pounds of coal an hour. The fuel
account was enormously expensive.
This condition of things continued until about iS6owhen
Mr. Jameson, an English engineer in charge of the steamships of the South Pacific Steamship company, which was
losing money because of the great price of coal at Panama,
induced his company to send one of their ships to England
and replace its engine with a double expansion engine.'
The improvement of course was enormous, and all of those
ships were sent round the Horn to England and fitted with
high expansion engines, thereby converting a losing into a
profitable business.
This experience astonished the English steamship owners; and the White Star Line began to
use compound engines, which has been followed up from
that day to this; and now they are running about as economically as James Watt's engines were running more than
half a century ago; that is to say, at the cost of two pounds
of coal an hour a hoise power.
SoTie of the more recent engines, carrying expansion
still further, have reduced their fuel somewhat below that
mark; and of course as expansion increases the consumption of fuel will diminish.
In this country the early steamboat engines adopted
James Watt's single poppet valves, which are absolutely
perfect for a steam engine, but they did not have the cutoff of James Watt, although they used another kind, and
therefore did not get the full results of Mr. Watt's plans.
Their single poppet valves, however, were of immense
value; and Commodore Vanderbilt, who was a very keen
observer and a very able man, told me that he had observed that his old steamers on the North River produced
power with less fuel than his improved modern steamers,
which was undoubtedly true
the reason being that the
modern steamers abandoned the single poppet valve of
Watt, and substituted for it what is called the balanced
valve.
The astonishing fact exists to-day that on an average every steamboat running on the waters of New Yi rk
is wasting certainly not less than fifteen per cent, of all
the fuel consumed by leaking through the valves; and
almost any one of them will run at the rate of four or five
miles an hour without even opening the steam valves at
all, and simply by the leakage through those valves; and
that leakage is the difference only between what leaks in
through the steam valves and what leaks out through the
exhaust valves. This tremendous loss is not appreciated,
because it is a case of internal hemorrhage and no visible
sign appears.
The steam leaks into the condenser, and is
pumped overboard with the condensing water.
The
remedy, of course, is very simple, and that is to go back to

—

James Watt, which would mean

at least fifteen per cent,

of saving in the coal bins.
In the history of the development of the steam
one curious phenomenon deserves to be mention*'
1

.
'

upon Jarrcs Walt and his laws of
by the Government of the United States during
hellion, when vast sums of money were expended in
At that time the Governmei
pronoun
Igment of condemnation upon the
of Watt, and published that judgment in a book which
was distributed 10 the engine builders and
that

is

the attack

;

:

1

country as the authoritative decision of the United
Mates, This absurd conclusion was reached in conse
quence of some experiments ignora-.tly tried by the go
ment engineei ;, on a leaky engine on Pake Erie, which, as
the tables showed, was using more than twice the fuel to
the horse power than James Watt's engines were using.
What was proved by the experiment was that such a
machine as that was not a good one to work expansion
on; but it was assumed that it proved there was no use in
expansion.
Ppon that principle the whole steam navy of the United
States that was built during the war was constructed.
the

This was a tremendous blow to progress, from which we
have not ytt entirely recovered; and but for the fact that
the engineers of Europe have built their magnificent
steamers, and carried expansion to a high degree, we
should have been building a navy to this day in accordance
with this ignorance.
But James Watt, for a dead man,

made a magnificent fight in defence of
the money and resources of the United
failed to defeat

him.

his principles; and
States have utterly

.

Another singular fact, connected with this performance
and illustrating how far the authority of a great government is felt in the world, even when employed to dis
seminate the grossest errors, is that in the recent edition
of the Encyc'opredia Brittanica; in an article full of apparent learning, these experiments by the United States
Govermmenl are cited as authority for the most absurd
nonsense.

The new steamer

Vesuvius,

built

by Mr. Cramp

in

Philadelphia for the Government, and exhibiting higher
speed than any similar vessel known, expands its steam
seven times, and the performance vindicates the law.
In considering the question of economy in engines to
be used for the generation of electricity, it is to be remarked that on account of the first cost, and the difficulty
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After Mr. Ache-son's paper on "Lightning Arrester
the Photographic Study of Self-Induction" bathe following discussion took place:

THE

DISCUSS!

Dr. Oil" A. MOSES: I have had a very good opportunity of knowing the careful methods in which Mr. Ache-

He has cor.:
son directs his thought experimentally.
with me occasionally on the subject in the course
experiments.
If Mr. Acheson will look at Fig. 2 in
various experiments with the Leyden jar he will remark,
where he has a wire coiled around the metallic coatii
the conductor, he has substituted there a supplementary coil
of two or three turns, and has brought the terminal of it
Me has
to a certain distance from the interior conductor.
done that, as I understand, as a substitute for the wire IV,
Will
both
cases
making
the
air
"space
the
same.
Mr.
in
Acheson please report what was the object of that
tution, so that I

Mr. Achesi

substi-

may direct another question afterward?
The doctor is mistaken in regard to

in;

its

being the equivalent of the wire IV.
In order to ground
repreit I have assumed that the outer surface of the jar
sents the earth, and I connect the outer surface of the lead
to that by a short metallic connection in order to reduce it

J

to

one potential, as we would have it in practice.
Dr. Moses: Were the lengths of the two wires differone wrapped around the lead coating and the wire

ent, the

W?
Mi;.

wire

_A

Spark, impress ton,

,3 Spark. cmpressu>n

PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDY OF SELF-INDUCTION.
of always obtaining condensing water, the so-called high
pressure engine has to be largely relied upon for generatThat is only partially a steam engine. It is
ing power.
driven by steam on one side of the piston, but it is resisted
by the atmospheric pressure on the other side; and consequently there is a constant back pressure of fifteen pounds
to the square inch, which has to be driven out and paid
for in fuel without any beneficial result on the work to be

done; and, therefore, high economy cannot be obtained in
a non-condensing engine; whereas in a steam engine
proper the back pressure may be reduced to one pound to
the square inch and, therefore, it forms a very small proportion of the total work done, leaving a much larger pro-

Whenever, therefore, the con
portion for useful effect.
dilions permit it, a condensing engine should be emmaximum
economy can be obof
which
the
ployed, out
tained-

The present efficiency of the best non-condensing engines is probably not greater than at the rate of two and
a half pounds of coal an hour a horse-power, and of a
good condensing engine about two pounds of coal an hour
a horse-power, or not materially different from James
Watt's engines of fifty years ago. At the rate of two
pounds of coal an hour a horse-power, the engine is developing about one-tenth of the power which the coal is
giving out in combustion, and nine-tenths are lost; and
the question is, what are the limitations upon the steam
engine beyond which practically it cannot be expected to
pass in diminishing the consumption of coal in comparison
with horse- power? The enormous loss which I have mentioned is due to the fact that the steam in steam engines
can be expanded only to a very limited extent. The temperature of combustion may be taken at 2,000 degrees, but
the water and steam on the opposite side of the thin boiler
plate which separates them from the fire may be only 350
degrees hot, which represents 125 pounds to the square
inch, whereas, if material could endure the temperature,
and boilers could be made to bear the pressure, steam
might be carried at 1,000 pounds to the square inch, and
the temperature at 550 degrees, and it would cost a very
little more fuel to make the steam at a thousand pounds
pressure than it costs to make it at the atmospheric presAt the pressure of a thousand pounds to the inch
sure.
the steam might be expanded one thousand times, giving
eight times as much power as when used without expansion.

But practically this cannot be done because matenot endure the heat, the pistons cannot be kept

rial will

and a little leakage of such valuable steam would
Perhaps the limit to which pressure
destroy the economy.
can be carried practically, with our present knowledge of
material and of construction, is 250 pounds to the square
tight,

Acheson:

The

E

wire

W

has no relation to the

Dr, Moses: What is the relation? That is what I
would like to know.
Mr. Acheson: I see now that you mean to ask if in
this Fig. 2 the lengths E and IV are the same.
Dr. Moses: Yes.
Mr. Acheson: No, sir. The coil of the wire E about
the lead in this case was probably accidental in the sketch,
because in reality it was only one turn around it, so that
there was no parallel effect there.
Dr. Moses: There was another point that I would like
You mention in one case that
to be enlightened upon.
you experimented with copper and iron wire, and used
wires of the same diameter in both cases.
Did you take
into consideration at all the conductivity of the wires, or
did you think that unimportant?

Mr. Acheson:

I

made no measurements whatever

of

the conductivities.

Dr. Moses:
same?

You simply considered

the surfaces to be

the

Mr. Acheson:

Owing

to the existence of that air space
I assumed it was wholly useless to consider the resistance
of the wire, as we had an infinite resistance already in the
I mean in the space A.
Dr. Moses: In that space .-/ did you consider the difference in the size of the condensing surfaces of .Y an
Mr. Acheson: Yes; I attempted to make a measurement of the capacity of the apparatus with the jar removed"
but although I had a constant on the galvanometer a very
high constant
failed to get any capacity, not because
I
there was none there, for we knew that there was, but it
was beyond the reach of my instruments. The si;:e of the
balls was considered, of course, and the ball A' was made
of a size that would allow me to obtain a sufficiently high
electromotive force without spinning off, as it would do
where it was very small.
Dr. MOSES: By what means did you cause your rotations?
Mi.. ACHESON:
By hand. I used, in fact, Mrs. Acheson's sewing machine as the motive power. In Plate number 13 I shifted the position of the sensitive plate, my
revolving disk remaining in its former position.
The
being here rotating, immediately back of it was my
live plate, and in order to produce this tirst spot marked I
I had the plate in a certain height, and raised it higher for

circuit;

—

—

the succeeding ones twice.
Dr, M"sks: Has it ever struck you that perhaps these
experiments might have great bearing on spark::
brushes of dynamos? By inserting shunts h.
brushes, looping the brushes together instead of making
them direct in contact, so as to be able to time the sp is
thing for you to experiment
it would be a very interesting
upon. Your power there of avoiding the spark might enable you to avoid the spark on the brush, which come
dently from the same cause.
In the paper in which
Professor Hughes described these experiments to which
you refer, he indicated that there might be some difference
in the metals that were used for brushes.
Then
experiments carried on in this country before then in that
it
seems
to
me
it
would
in; but
be quite a pn
field Ol investigation to find out whether by alternating
brushes, perhaps of iron and copper, you mighj
to eliminate the spark from the dynamo machine.
.
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It is stated that the English committee which
has crossed the Atlantic to investigate the affairs of the Electric Sugar company still has
faith in the mysterious refining process.
What
the basis of this faith may be is not disclosed.
American stockholders have utterly lost confidence, and

it
is
feared that the representatives
of the English investors will be equally disconsolate when their mission of investigation is

completed.

representative of the Brass Manufacturassociation was in Chicago last week.
He
made the statement that a break in the copper
market was confidently looked for, as it was believed the syndicate had found its load heavier
than it anticipated.
Coming from a well-iners'

formed gentleman this statement is interesting.
So many prophesies of this kind have been made
that one is inclined to believe that the wish in
this case is father to the thought.

B.
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Badt.

clear, concise

_ it has been adopted on another
ad entering Chicago. The service on the
railways seems to be giving the utmost satisfac-

El:-

tion.

The

operating with the greatest success, and demands for
the extension of the service continue to pour in
on the municipal electrical department..

Chicago

city electric light plant

several large central stations in the metropolis.
The plants are splendidly equipped, and will
give New York an almost unequaled service.
The same correspondent refers to several ornamental designs employed in the arrangement of
This is a field in which
incandescent lights.

much good work has been
there

done, and in which
an opportunity to accomplish still more.

is

lighted by
is to be
period during its trips.
cable without electric
-.er than the
the current could be employed for
•11 as
illumination, the result
.

for a brief

:

the steam engine read by E, X.
of the New York

The

-ue.

The

subject

history of the

engine by Wal
...

ention
all

signs

nittee con'

The London

Electrical Review in a leader in
considers at length electric executions,

which

it

comes

to this conclusion:

to this

mode

"We

see no objection
except so far as objection can be made to execution altogether, and
we see no insuperable difficulty in the way of its
adoption.
It is needless to specify the various
methods adopted elsewhere for carrying out the
death sentence, or to give in detail the objecThey will pretionable elements in each case,
sent themselves to the mind of the reader, and
if he be fair-minded, we think he will ultimately
incline to our way of thinking, namely, thai so
long as capital punishment obtains, death by
ricity is the least revolting form which it
No bloodshed: no horrible strugcan assume.
or contortions; no bungling half hanging
through the swelling of timbers; but death,
painless: one moment the
swift, sudden and
man is, the next he is not." In this con-

of execution,

n

may

be

interesting

note

that
there
bli
newspaper agitation just
at present in New York slate concerning that
in tin; law sub- itul ing elei ri< ity for the
halter, which providi s that no reports of exe< u
id the mere statement
it

to

I

the event.

t

this

Considerable space

is

devoted

this

week

to

the report of the discussion of the question of
insulation by members of the Chicago Electric
club.
It will be noted that the topic is considered in a highly practical way.
After two hours
of discussion a formula, by which the requisite
insulation in all systems could be determined,

discussed at future meetings.
It is a question
of the highest importance, and that the greatest
interest is felt in it has been shown by the large
attendance at the sessions.

An

article describing a successful electric rail-

way system appears

in this issue. Several cuts giving excellent views on the several roads are
presented.
The rapid extension of electric railways is marvelous. The systems have been in
operation for a long enough period to demon-

their complete reliability,
and
their
eminent superiority over other modes of street
car propulsion.
That street railway managers
throughout the country are beginning to believe
in electric traction is amply proved in the correspondence columns of the Western Electrician every week. Those who were skeptical a few months ago have been obliged to
change their opinions in view of the admirable
working of electric motor cars under all circumstrate

A

has recently been introduced in the
for the regulation of telephone rentals in the state.
Its general provisions and a brief criticism concerning it by an
bill

Illinois legislature

the Chicago Telephone company, are
While in its main features the
bill is a copy of measures in other states it is
more sweeping. It contemplates a reduction in
rates, which in Chicago would make the receipts
of the company about a third of the present
income.
No one anticipates the passage of an
extreme law of this kind, and the introduction
of the bill excites no sort of alarm in Chicago.
In Kansas City the warfare against the company is prosecuted vigorously in spite of all
propositions of the company to demonstrate by its
books that the charges are fair, and that the
corporation is making but a small percentage on
A committee of citizens is now
its investment.
looking over the affairs of the company to
ascertain whether the corporation has been making too much money out of the residents of
official of

given elsewhere.

Kansas

City.

is made elsewhere to the bill before
Missouri legislature regulating telephone
charges.
The bill is the outgrowth of the controversy at St. Louis, which recently resulted in
a victory for the company over the city, which
had attempted to regulate rates. The company
now protests that it cannot continue business on
the terms proposed by the legislature.
Should
the bill pass and an effort be made to enforce it
the company says its only course will be to cease
operations, and withdraw from the state.
This
would leave Missouri without telephones, a state
of affairs which all enterprising business men
would greatly regret, and it would undoubtedly
have a depressing effect upon business, as capitalists would not feel like investing their money
in
business where it is liable to be ruined

Reference

<

tuntry, indiin

much credit is given to the city in
the following paragraph from -the London Electrical Review, which is news indeed: "The printing establishments of Chicago have introduced
Each worka novel form of electric lighting.
man carries a headdress which contains an incandescent lamp, and a small cell capable of
giving ten hours of lighting without being recharged. The whole apparatus only costs about
§2."
tasks, but too

1

of the paper.

nless

Chicago is enterprising, and has seen the accomplishment of a number of difficult electrical

is

1

.

fai

that

stances.

correspondent this week gives
considerable interesting information concerning

51

in an article in this issue in a
way. sets forth the relative advantages of high and low tension arc light systems.

F.

Several of the leading papers claim
provision is clearly unconstitut
It is also held
that it is the right of the public
to ascertain definitely whether the new mode is
more humane than the old, and that the requisiteinformation can only be furnished by the press.
It
is
asserted that the leading newspapers
throughout the state have determined at the
first opportunity to put the question to the test.
of

was decided upon. The subject, however, has
not yet been exhausted, and the topic will be

53
53
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The discussion of E. G. Acheson's paper on
"Lightning Arresters and the Photographic Study
of
Self-induction,"
which appeared in the
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through state interference, Another result, and
one thai would be widely felt, would be the withdrawal of employment of the operators, linemen, etc., now
onnei ted with the telephone
-in]. .lines.
When such vast interests are at
stakt: legislators should move slowly and carefully weigh the consequences of their actions.
It is needless to add that the conservative element in St. Louis and throughout Missouri
vigorously opposes the proposed bill.
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[Continued from fage 47.)
I>r.
Moses speaks of sparking
E. T. Birds all:
from the brushes of dynamos.
have
heard
the anecdote of the man
You
Dr. MOSES:
whose lawyer told him he could not be put in prison on account of a legal technicality, and who wrote to his lawyer
saying that notwithstanding that, he was actually in prison.
think if he looked, even without a microscope, at the
I
brushes of the dynamo machines he would find sparks.
LEONIDAS I.. Hamilton: One question arises in my
mind, whether or not the ghos", so called, in the photograph might not have been caused by a difference in the
It seems to me that the experirevolution of that disk.
ments, with no possibility, as I can understand it, of accuracy as to velocity of revolution, might possibly result in

the plate.
neglected to state the manner in
I
I timed it always.
Of course,
which the disk was timed.
exact
speed.
These are not printed exI could not get an
While some of them exhibited a
actly like the negatives.
no ghost at all, others exhibited a length of as
little or
much as a tenth of an inch. Now, we know there is no
this

ghost

filling

Mr. ACHESON:

How

did you control the speed ?
Well, it was pretty nearly the limit of
my power. I had everything ready for the discharge of
the jar, and held that in waiting until I had the speed up
with my watch before me.
Mr. Hamilton: The photographs were each separate,
were they not ?
Mr. ACHESON: That A
spot was made by one spark
The spot .-/ was produced
at the same instant of time.
was prothrough a stationary aperture, while the spot
It was a
duced through the moving aperture in the disk.
question that I wanted to decide for my own interest to
determine whether any vibration that might be introduced
in the work would cause any movement of the outlines,
and I always had the A spot for that object, so that I
might have a means of comparison with the spot produced
by the moving aperture.
Lemuel W. Serrell: I would like to ask Mr. Acheson
if he developed the negatives all at the same time; that is,
with the same developer, and gave them all an equal length
This ghost, or tail, of a comet is
of time in developing.
a vanishing thing, and if the development was applied at
different lengths of time it would make a different depth to
the negative, and make a different length to the ghost, or

B

B

to the tail.

Mr. Aciieson:
and, in fact,

menced
spoiled

I

this.

I

some

am

not a photographer by profession,
never did any photographing until I comI

never had an instructor.
Although I
and every one of them was de-

plates, each

it was all done after night.
None
work was done by daylight. Much of it was done
neighborhood of midnight, or later, and as a rule,
after considerable experience I developed them until they
ceased to show any increase.
Mr. Birdsall: In taking pictures on glass plates, such
as Mr. Acheson took, although these probably do not exhibit that defect to any extent, a glass sensitive plate
pointed at any bright object, and a picture taken of the
bright object, will always exhibit this halo, and taking a
picture through a hole like that, if the source of light were
not perpendicular to the surface of the plate, it would exhibit that halo on one side.
If the spark was net far
enough away from the surface of the plate, so that both
the holes A and B were practically in a perpendicular line,
that property which is called halation of plates, and which
is avoided in the paper negatives, would introduce probably
an appreciable error, as in taking pictures with, say a 10inch focus lens, we get a picture of the sun on a plate
about one quarter of an inch in diameter, and there will
often be a half inch of this halo around this image on the
plate.
If we take a picture of the sun through a large
hole, it would in all probability show more halation on one
side than on the other similar to these pictures, although
that error may not be introduced in these.
JosEi'ir Wet/.ler: There is one point that occurs to me
in connection with
Plate 5.
Mr. Acheson remarked that
when he applied an iron rod in that coil the spark was very

veloped separately, and

of this
in the

much diminished.
Ie attributed
netization, but when he inserted
I

this at first to the mag
the copper he found the

same diminution of spark. He then came to the conclusion that the retardation was due to the energy abstracted
from the circuit by electric currents set up within the bar.
It seems to me that that result of the equal action of the
iron and the copper might have been predicated when we
consider that it takes some time for iron to magnetize: in
other words, the iron would not, as a rule, magnetize with
a current of a static discharge on account of its- great
rapidity; that static discharge is practically instantaneous,
while it takes some time for iron to magnetize
something
in the neighborhood of one one-hundredth of a second, if
I
remember rightly. We might, therefore, conclude that
the spark did not magneti/.e the iron, but was probably due
to electric currents set up in the iron.
Mr. Aciieson: I quite agree with Mr. Wetzler in regard to those opinions, and they are such as I finally
formed.
It was wholly due to the wonderful rapidity of
the discharge, and the want of time for it.
A gentleman
brought up a question in regard to the possibility of a
production of those ghosts due to the line of the ray of
light not being perpendicular to the glass surface.
At
Us!
had some difficulty, and thought I had achieved
success before I did owing to the fact that my two sparks
and the hole were not in a direct line, and it caused a distinct overlapping of the outlines of the spark as produced
in the spot very distinct and sharp.
At first I thought it
was a difference of time between th? two sparks, that the
spark was a little back of A, which was what I wauled,

—

.

1

and

I was much pleased;
but it was not the case; it was
simply due to the fact that they were not in line.
The A
spark was here (illustrating ) About this distance from it
was the A' spark, and in a direct line; as I say, I found it
to be direct absolutely.
This disk was mounted on bear-

ings

hiM'e.

At

this point

plate,
in

was my

plate.

There was the

we

I

divided the

would

^^m^^A^^f^^f

strike about

it
lo strike one
the spots, as can
negatives, although I tried to get

two.

Chicago Electric Club.

will suppose, in there, ..
movable, in front of the scnsmv£^&ta,^\Jt^'n/hof^

there,
so that this line
it

If

1

caused

tinct difference in

nXta^fytwrj^i
it

\k-

wofftity^JiiytSpi I i s

seen on soms of

them exactly

bala

•

-

.
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definite length.

Professor Geyer:

I know of an analagous experiment
think proves that the position you tak; is perfectly
that it is not necessary to find photographic
causes for the ghost.
The experiment, I recollect, was one
made by Professor Meyer of the Stevens institute, where a
Leyden jar was discharged through the prongs of a tuning
fork, at the end of which there was a little pointer which
again moved over a rotating cylinder blackened with lamp
black.
When the Leyden jar was discharged there was
made on that blackened paper one great blotch where the
lamp black was dissipated. At this same distance further
on, this cylinder rotating with uniform velocity, there was
another blotch, and then there were three and four, and
then there would be a moderate interval; then there would
come a great group of them, and then another group, so
that taking the trouble to count them there were actually
several hundred of those discharges recorded, with no possibility of any photographic disturbance on this cylinder,
showing that there were at least 700 of these discharges.
Charles Clttriss: I would like to ask Mr. Acheson
in regard to these diagrams, as taken from the negative
You will observe in both of them that there is a full light
circle and then a tail.
Nojv, I would ask if that was so
on the photograph, or was it not a gradual broadening up
without any abrupt line between the bright part and the
other?
It would appear to me as that w s at the final discharge a greater volume of light or a more intense passage
of current just at that distance to photograph the true
hole, and show it across the table.
Mr. Acheson: If I understand the gentleman correctly, he wants to know whether the outline of the aperture
in the disk is clearly defined.
It is.
On the negatives it
is clearly defined.
I think tnat you are correct in assuming
that the first discharge is greater than any succeeding one.
Dr. Allan V. Garratt: I should like to ask Mr.
Acheson if the plates were all of one make.
Mr. Acheson: Yes, sir, and all number 26. They
were developed practically until they would not develop
any more as near as I could tell.
Mr. Garratt: I see no reason under these circumstances to suppose that the trail of light, which I think a
photographer would not call a ghost, is not correct.
I do
not see any elements of error there.
In Tegard to the
speed of rotation, some of these are only half the length
of the others.
I do not know with what degree of regularity Mr. Acheson can revolve a sewing machine wheel,
but I should suppose that he would be able to eliminate an
error of 50 per cent.; that is, if he worked it as hard as he
could, and if he was in equally vigorous condition during
all of his experiments, I see no reason to suppose that a
very considerable degree of error was introduced.
I cannot help feeling, gentlemen, that this paper is something
that will lead to a good deal of discussion and investigation.
Mr. P.irdsali.: My suggestion in regard to the spot of
lights, showing the entire circle of the hole and then fading
away, is that the first spark of the continued series of
sparks which formed the discharge might be the one which
has the most energy in it in the form of light due to conditions of the air, such as burning the dust in between the
poles, or anything like that, and then the succeeding ones
might have as much energy in them, although not so much
of that energy in the form of light, but more in the form
of heat, or other forms of energy.
Mr. Serrell: I would like to ask Mr. Acheson which
way his wheel turned around, whether the tail was due to
the wheel gradually cutting off the light on the plate, and
the spark being produced by duration, or whether the first
bright spot was due to the first flash, and the wheel went
in the direction of the tail.
Mr. Achlson: When you look at this sheet, assuming
that the disk is between you and it the disk was revolving
in a direction contrary to those poles, and by the photographic process they became reversed here; the aperture
moved in the same direction in which the tail faded.
HOLUROOK CUSHMAN: I should like to ask Mr. Acheson
whether the photographs through his moving disk were al
ways photographed through a permanent diaphragm
Mr, Acheson: It is the A spark that produced both;
that is the A spark when it was formed, when it was alone.
It produced both spots A and B.
If the A and
sparks
were together, they united and formed these two spots;
but the A spark always assisted at least in forming both
When the
the A and 8 sparks.
spark was produced, it
likewise formed a portion of each.
Secretary Pope: The next paper to be read before
the institute in the regular series will be by Lieutenant F
Jarvis Patten, a member of the institute, on February 12th,
entitled "A New System of Multiplex Telegraphy," with
illustrations.
It is possible that during the present month
an extra paper will be presented by F. L. Pope on some
recent work in the field of electro-metallurgy,
lie is engaged in the preparation of this paper now, but he is not
certain about the time at his disposal, and it is barely possible that he may not have it in readiness, but if it should
be ready due notice will be given as usual.
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correct,

air.

my

under no conditions could
If that was
get this glv>,t
\\.\c to the Causes which were suggested it should appear in
the spot A, but it is not there.
Prod \Vm. E, Ceyer: To what cause, Mr. \
did you ascribe the ghost ?
Mr Acheson: It is due to the ose'llation of the current and the continuous charging and discharging of the
condenser surfaces, which has to go through the space .7,
as illustrated in these figures, producing a spark continually
diminishing in flow, and continuing for a ctrtain length of
time until that energy is expended in some manner.
>n
the negatives you can see that the spark weakens and fades
away until it actually disappears. You cannot give it a

which

difference in speed like that.

Mr. Hamilton':
Mr. Aciieson:

hole,

This matter
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information of those who may noi
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formal meeting
representatives of
in the city interested in such matte
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club for gene;.
n, and from til
ried forward to the present meeting.
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for the
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and the alternating transformer
upon Mr, Sperry to open the discu

ill

call

Mr.

Si'Kkkv:
I have been very much
interested in the
matter of insulation, and I have felt that a formula, even
if indifferent as to merit, should receive the ea;
eration of this club. It seems to me that the same principle
that is followed by corporations when they invest inline
materials should be followed by those who wish to control
our methods of installation of plants.
When the government, as we heard last Monday night, wished to install a
plant upon a steamer certain rules were proposed which had
to be followed by those who proposed the installation, and
had to be followed carefully. Xow, it seems to me that
some rule in which there is reason should be proposed to

guide those who install plants.
In considering a formula
it seems to me we ought to have a general
idea of what insulation is.
The word insulator is probablv improperly
used.
There is no such thing as an insulator. All materials might be classed as conductors, taking silver and annealed copper as the best conductors, and coming on down
to gutta percha and paraffine and other special insulat ng
compounds which are the poorest conductors or so-called
insulators
The root word and the word insulation does
not convey the right idea.
It was thought a few years ago
that there was such a thing as a non-conductor, but recently
it has been proved that
there is not: that all substances
conduct to a certain degree, but after they reach a certain
point they conduct so poorly that they are still known as insulators.
Now, in dealing with insulators there is one
thing that should be considered.
That is, the way in
which the current or the stress on the insulation takes place.
To force a current through an insulator or poor conductor,
:

the electromotive force or difference of potential would be
applied upon the opposite sides of that insulator, as the
current passing through follows Ohm's law exactly the same
as though that insulator was replaced by a wire or a conductor. Thus it is that in the consideration of the formula;
that were offered by Prof. Badt one week ago, he follows
each case by an example, showing the actual passage of
current; showing how much current is conducted by this
so-called insulator and reducing it to a percentage in such a
way that we are enabled to see what percentage of leakage
takes place.
For illustration, take a piece of gutta percha
one foot in area, 144 square inches, 1-1000 of an inch
thick.
It will offer a resistance to the passage of the current of a certain number of ohms.
I believe,
1,066 ohms
for the total area of one foot and for the thickness of 1-1000
of an inch.
Now, if we divide that sheet up into strips
which shall be twelve inches long and one inch wide, we
shall increase the resistance twelve times, because we will
have one-twelfth the area upon which the same stress of
electromotive force is exerted.
If you divide it again longitudinally and take one square inch we will have 144 times
resistance,
following,
the
as you see, exactly Ohm's law:
that is, the area into the difference of potential.
The insulating properties of course, will increase directly with the
thickness of the sheet.
For instance, with the sheet 2-1000
of an inch thick, the total resistance offered to the current
would be equal to twice 1,066. If this sheet were cut up
into strips, and this strip was the total length of the wire,
which in the case of this formula is taken as one mile, then
we should expect if the gutta percha was used, the resistance to be inversely as the length of the wire and directly as
the thickness of the dielectric used.
Inasmuch as all leakages tend to take place along the wire, from the earth to
the wire, or from the wire to the earth, according to the
respective height of potential of each, the insulating properties of the wire should be taken per unit length of the
wire, because if it were not so, a ten mile length of wire,
for instance, would have to have the same total insulation as a one mile length of wire, which would make each
mile ten times as great an insulation as the one mile with no
greater stress psr difference of potential.
It is for that
reason that the element I. is used in Prof. Badt's second
formula for arc light systems, where the resistance is equal
to the electromotive force into Y over L.
For ten lamp-,
50 volts each, one mite circuit, would require half a megohm.
The second example, where we have ten lamps, 50 v. .'.is
each, ttn miles circuit, would require a total resistance of
Now if you
50,000 ohms, or the same resistance per mile.
have a cable of a given total insulating resistance per mile.
which is sufficient to stand any strain that it is to be subjected
to
that is all that is required.
If you attach another mile
on the end of the first, you do not change the condition of
the lirst mile at all. and therefore what is the reason that
two miles taken collectively should have twice the resistance
per mile that the lirst mile should have, just because
have attached another mile to the end of it?
The \v<
of the formula is very nicely shown in each one ot
It seems to me that the constant used might be
examples.
changed, and that is one of the matters that we are t<
cuss to-night, the value ol thes
tS.
But the
element of length which I have urged from the lirst appears in that formula, as it does also in the formula under
(•lass 3, as will be seen.
I think this idea of unit length is
a very excellent .'Tie.
owing to the fact that the whole insulation resistance is
multiple
arc,
and
taken in
taken as to the total
And the area should be considered and consulted in the
formation ol the formula.
I
think a formula should contain the clement of length; as to what that length shou
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might be a matter of discussion. In the alternating transformer system it might be a different value than would
be given in the arc system, ; nd the electromotive
Leakage is the last point
force might change it somewhat.
7
In Prof. Badt's formula it appears
I care to touch upon.

was rather small, and suggests

that this

25, 000.

January
If

we

have 25,000 for that formula in a very large application,
4,oco lamps in multiple arc or a two-wire system, the loss
he gives, and no doubt it is correctly figured, is ifl400 of 1
per cent.
But when he applies the various formulae to the

as if the total loss occurred at the extremities of the line
The
full value of the electromotive force is felt.
value for that expression of loss should be an average taken
at half the length of the line, or half of the total difference
of potential of the system, for the reason that the weak
place in the line is just as liable to occur out of a point midwav in the expenditure of electromotive force as it is between the terminals, and very much more liable to
occur, because the terminals are those points nearest the
station, nearest the point of generation of electromotive
force, and under the more constant supervision or under the
more easy access of the expert at the station, and are generally kept in better shape than those out miles away
from the station, where only the lamp trimmer sees them
from time to time. The leakage, if taken for the total value
of the electromotive force would be very much in excess of
the leakage which would actually, in all probability, take
place; and this leakage, of course, is the element by means
Because
of which the value of the constant is determined.
if the leakage is a very large percentage of the total output, we must raise the constant to such a value that the
If you take as the
total leakage will be provided for.
maior premise of that reasoning, that the leakage takes
place wholly at the point of greatest difference of potential
of the line, then our conclusion, tased upon such premise,
must be wrong. And if the constant value of the formula
is based upon such reasoning, then our formula should be
changed so as to be applicable to the way which the leakage
The value given for the
actually takes place in pract'ce.
transformer system, tor the multiple series sjstem, I think
might be varied somewhat, but those are matters which can
be brought up for discussion, and I hope that others will
take part.

arc system, for instance, and the lowest
percentage of loss which he arrived at is T J
In other
words, in the case which would demand the highest insula
tion he gives the lowest loss, a loss that would be more than
twice that which the requirements of the formula' would
impose upon the direct incandescent system. The factor
V is fixed, and a good factor in the formula Whether we
can get some other factor besides C and L which will cover
the case is a matter which is worthy of discussion, and I
think of the two, in case we do stick to one formula, that
the C would be the more readily determined and easier of
application, and I do not see how, in the ordinary application of the formula, that would be doing any serious injus-

Mr. Leonard: Mr. Chairman, when this matter first
presented itself for mv consideration, I endeavored to arrive at a formula that would be sufficiently comprehensive
to cover in application all electrical plants and the requirements of all insulation. It became evident, and I think it
probablv is evident, to all present, that the insulation requirements would vary directly as the volts employed, but
As
that there would be the same constant in that formula.
to the other factors composing the formula, of course the
first thing that presented itself was naturally the insulation
per unit of length, as all wires and cables made and insulated are measured in such a way, and guaranteed by the
maker in such a way. A formula, which had in it as one
of the factors the element of length, it struck me would
be impracticable, because the authorities, who are endeavoring to secure the requirements of insulation, would very
frequently have to rely on judgment altogether or the statements of those who had installed the plant. It is frequently almost impossible for the inspector to determine how
many miles or how many feet of wire are installed in a
certain building, and the statement of the contractor who
installed the work would be the only thing which he would
have, except a general approximation of the length, which
It was with
yery frequently would be widely incorrect.
this idea that I endeavored to secure another factor, which
.vould be evident and easily determined.
The current of
the devices being well known, and the number of devices
in the circuit being well known, the factor C, or current,
could be positively arrived at, and there would be no c' ance
for any dispute between the inspector and the party who
had installed the plant as to the necessary requirement under the formula which had been adopted.
Of course there is no question that it is difficult, and
perhaps impossible, to secure a formula which will be sufficiently comprehensive to be absolutely correct and just in
But one thing impressed me forcibly, and that
all cases.
The action
is, the necessity of securing but one formula.
of electricity follows but one law, Ohm's law, in overcoming insulation, and it seems to me plain that we ought to be
able to arrive at some formula which would include all- applications of electricity, whether the voltage is low or high,
and however the elements in an electrical way may vary.
\V> have now proposed several formuK- covering the variplicatibns, and as the applications of electricity are
rapidly increasing, the various systems modified, a^d as
new ones may be brought forward, which may involve adit
strikes me that we will very soon get

candescent three-wire central station of small size, about
500 lamps, the insulation requirement would be 16,000 ohms.
In a station such as the Chicago Edison company, having
a capacity in its conductors for the operation of 7 40,ooo
lamps, with 220 volts, the insulation requirement would be
220 ohms for the entire system.
In the case of an alternating system of 500 lights, with 2,000 volts, which gives
the highest voltage at present in use generally, with one of
the smallest sized machines, both facts of which would tend
to make the insulation requirement the highest, the insulation requirement would be one 1,600,000 ohms.
But I
notice that Prof. Badt for a similar alternating system of
2,000 volts arrives at 4 megohms, so that his requirement
would be much higher than cirs in such cases. In the case
of an arc circuit with 2,000 volts and 10 amperes, the insulation requirement would be two megohms.
Now, those points quoted cover nearly all the applications
going to the extremes, and yet the requirements are easily
to be arrived at by first-class work, and we have a very
simple formula.
At any rate it can be arrived at within a
half per cent.
The voltage can be determined accurately,
and the only other element is the constant, which is absolute.
If we adopt for a general practice a formula which
has E and L as factors, it strikes me that while the insulation requirement as proposed by Prof. Badt for an arc light

where the

thai the practical application of

them

will

th considerable difficulty.

For instance, Professor

Badt has not covered, I think,
th* question of transmission of power over long distances,
which is one which will have very large applications in the
imirn^
me in which a very high clcctrojiily be employed, and where the
n of insulation Incomes a very important factor.
formula which will be
If it be
im
prehe:,
on the basis of the clectromoti
and the current, it strikes me that perhaps we will have to
e
glh Of the COnduCtOr
;n determine .so nearly the
results by the
iiit
cannot see why wc must
1

I

It

I

'Tit

tem

different

from that for the arc system.

sys-

Certainly the

amount

of insulation exAmi all of
length.
in ordilength, if ii
>f
)

vould

other cases, the

.

any company installing electrical plants.
I have figured out briefly the requirements in sevwhich would be those met with. For instance,
the smallest current and voltage which would probably be
met with would be that of a tap line of an incandescent
circuit, which would take about a hundred volts, and about
five amperes.
Now, in the formula which I had proposed
this would give a requirement of 200,000 ohms' insulation resistance in the tap line. We can see from practical experience
that that is a very fair figure, and one which can be arrived
at for all cases, and yet one which cannot be very materially exceeded with justice to the contractor.
In the case
of the small incandescent light plant, one of the smallest
made, having 100 volts and perhaps 20 amperes, the insulation requirement would figure 50,000 ohms.
That can
easily be attained, and yet also be a fair figure.
In the
case of a large incandescent plant on the two-wire system,
such as the Auditorium building, the insulation requirement
would figure 400 ohms for the entire system in multiple arc,
and at the tap line, as before, 2- 0,000 ohms. In an intice to

Now,

eral cases,

wou'd be satisfactory, that the application of his
modification of my formula to a large incandescent plant
would make the insulation requirement unnecessarily low,
because the length in such a case as that becomes enormous.
I should say that probably the length of a wire used in a
building, such as the Rookery, per 16 candle lamp, would
be about 100 feet; that s, the average distance to the
lamps would be about 50 feet.
Now then, if we apply the
formula proposed for arc lights in such a case as that, we
would have 100 times a 1,000, and in the case of the Rookery, where the wire for 3,000 incandescent lamps- with 100
volts per lamp, we have 300,000 for the denominator,
which would give us for our building one-third of an ohm.
By my original formula we would have 100 times 10,000
divided by the current, which would be about 1,500.
It
would be about 600 ohms, which I consider fairer, and
covering the case far better.
Mr. Sargent: I have not given this matter any great
attention, but in our first meeting I thought the factor L
should take the place of C\ and I still think so, because I
think it puts the formula on a truer basis.
C, it seems to
me, should be omitted entirely.
Now, I will give you an
instance where the use of C in the formula seems to me a
little absurd.
In the case of a building with a line going
into it of looamperes, for a motor, and also a line forabout
twenty lights, one line being taken from a power circuit
and the other from a light circuit, both of the same potential, less insulation would
be required according to the
formula with C in it for the line carrying the 100 amperes
than the one carrying twenty lights.
It
would seem that
the line that is carrying the largest amounl of current should
have better insulation 'if any different) than the om- carryIt strikes me, after
ing the smaller current.
looking the
matter over, that the second formula proposed by Prof.
Badt, where Ji equals A times 1, 000 divided by /. is suitable for almost all instances of both arc and incandescent
work that I can think of.
In an arc light system of 1,000
volts it would give an insulation of one megohm per mile,
which. I think, is very fair and practical.
I
have also
figured out several inc indcsccnl circuits in connection with
inula, and it strikes me it is within the keeping "f
In taking an extreme ingood prat ticc in every instan< .
like the insulation of the Chicago Edison company's
where we figure wc have aboul 25'* miles of circircuit
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termine.
The inspector would have to depend upon information from outside parties, such as the contractors, for
instance.
I think if we could adopt the
formula with the
factor L in it,, taking the place of C, as suggested, and have
only one formula for all, both arc and incandescent, it
would be just what we want.
Mr. Si krrv: There is no doubt but that if one formula
could be arrived at it would be far better than a multiplicity
of formula?.
Now, the first remark that was made by the
chairman was, that in all cases this insulation should be
taken as per unit length.
If then the insulation should be
considered as meeting the resistance for a single unit of
length, there is but very little difference between your
formula and the second formula proposed by Mr. Badt.
The L is for unit length any way, so that the formula? are
very similar.
It resolves itself into formula number
1.
When
is constant, no matter how much net
work you
have, no matter how large a system you have, it seems to
me it would be easy to arrive at the element L in the incandescent system.
Take the laws and rules followed by

E

government in the specifications for their cable;
depends upon a table that would cover the side of a
morning paper, but they use those tables, and a small

the British
it

table of constants for multiplying the number of lamps, the
number of motors, or number of transmitting devices,
whatever they may be, and they can easily be determined,
and settle upon the value of L. In the arc light system the
current is constant, and then the law is that there the current
is constant, and E increases, and as E increases, generally
the length of the circuit increases.
I think that the point

by Mr. Sargent is well taken, and that the second formula
of Prof. Badt is one that is excellent in every way.
Mr. Leonard: It has just struck me that possibly ycu
might combine these, and, if you attempt to apply it, perhaps you may find a solution of the thing in some such
shape as that (E multiplied by i,oco,ooo, divided by C and
L)

Mr. Thompson:

Mr. Chairman, I was present at the
I have tried to see if there was not some
of getting those two factors together.
That same constant that you speak of was the one that I found to fit the
case exactly, and the formula was the same.
It seems to
coverall cases.
Now, in going into it a little further, I
put the formula in a slightly different shape by making
last

meeting and

way

two, one for arc lighting (high potential)

-

descent

,

—

for incandescent lighting (low potential)

.

and

one

In incan-

work

the fact that can be most readily determined is current, while in arc lighting the length of circuit
can be easily and accurately arrived at.
I agree with Mr.
Leonard that estimating the length of wire in a large, builddifficult matter
The inspector might
take measurements enough to get something near it, but he
might be largely over or largely under. Whereas, in arc
lighting the length of circuits can be much easier dettrmined. I think that it would be better to have twoformula?,
one for potentials of sav 300 volts or less for incandescent
work, and another for higher potentials, using it for arc
work.
I think that the point made that the wire carrying
a large quantity of current should be better insulated than
one carrying a small quantity, is not properly taken; for
the insulation does not depend upon C, but on e
m. f.
The higher your electromotive force the greater the effort
of the electric current to disrupt the dielectric, no matter
whether your wire has a cross section of 1-1000 of an inch
or an inch.
It seems to me that if one formula cannot be
got to fit it that it would be better to have two
I
think
for incandescent work the constant
should have the value
that Mr. Leonard has assigned it
10,000.
For arc light
work the value assigned it (r,ooo) by Prof. Badt seems to
me to be very fair.
Mr. Leonard: I will call the attention of the meeting
to one point.
If you have one formula the percentage of
loss, no matter by what system, will be the same; that
is
to say, the percentage of loss by formula, as originally
proposed by me. would be one ten- thousandth of one
per cent., and if you adopt such a formula as the

ing wculd be a very

K

—

second one
,

T
I

J
proposed

—V X

^—

1,000,000
:

T
.

L

1

•

being

•

(

.

in feet,

—

not miles
it will give fair enough
results, as regards the
number of ohms to come within the requirements, and will
It will make
be easily within the possibilities by fair work
the percentage of loss in two plants, requiring entire high
potential or low potential identical, and it seems to me that
that is a desirable feature.
Mr. Cl iter: Mr. Chairman, I must say that I agree
with Mr. Leonard on the question of simplicity, but 1 go
even further than Mr. Leonard, in so far as I do not want
shape
any formula at all.
I do not like it in the algebraic
or the mathematical shape, but, if necessary, we might
offer a definite statement as to what the minimum resistance
would be. Of course, we are trying, by adopting a formula,
to cover the conditions of different lengths of circuits, and
these formula; are all made upon the supposition thai the
insulations were uniform.
That is not the case in the
that
It is the lack of uniformity
majority of installations.
we must guard against. Now, for instance, when Mr.
Leonard mentioned the installation in the Auditorium,
If
believe it was a total insulation resistance of 400 ohms.
that installation, measured as a whole, gave but _|f.o ohms,
I
should, for one, be a little suspicions of passing it, unless
it was proved very conclusively that the insulation was uniform throughout thai installation, thereby reducing ii to
My experience has been thai such would not
400 ohms.
be the case; that it is generally a few spots, and generally
bad ones, that ought to be remedied, that brings down its
insulation, and that the bulk of the installation is a great
deal higher than wc are called upon to-day to make it. The
question before us is, if I understand it aright, to determine what minimum insulation resistance shall be allowed
I
feel that the incandescent
by law in the ciiy of Chicago.
circuits of our central stations should be measured first al
different localities, Stores and houses, and everything of
I

that sort

by themselves, and then the

street

mains by them

January
selves.
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For such

installations decide

upon two things
and make

for the private installation a minimum resistance,
of them; also the insulation p
it the same for all

mile of
inside work 100,1 think that for most
the street work.
000 ohms minimum, as at present required by the inspector,
furnished the
is satisfactory; and before the certificate is
That
installation should be brought up to this standard.
Then have one megohm per mile for the
is our minimum.
circuits,
I
think,
should
be
considered
The arc light
main.
differently, because they cannot well be measured for each
The minimum resistance of one megohm seems to
store.
cover the conditions very well, and I fail to see why it
should be reduced, whether the circuit is two miles long or
The electromotive force is generally
only a mile long.
higher in long" circuits, and the leak is in bad spots, because
the arc light circuits have few supports, and the insulation
from it, a long circuit ought to be
is not uniform; far
Even at a high standard they are dangerwell insulated.
ous to life, and the insulation ought to be at a high standNow, this is very imporard, not less than one megohm.
tant.

It

can be done.

To

refer

once more

r

to

incandes-

It can
cent installations, bring these up to 100,000 ohms.
If it is decided that it cannot be done for over
be done.
1,000 lamps, then, say if we have a locality of over 1,000
lamps, measure every thousand lamps in the place, so that
you know that the insulation is uniformly good.
Mr. Leonard: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Cutter spoke of
the Auditorium, and of the fact that 400 ohms would be a
low requirement. It was not the intention on my part in

proposing my formula, with a plant of that size to be tested,
that it be tested merely with one measurement for the
Each circuit should come up to the requireentire plant.
ment of the formula, which would be 200,000 ohms. In
the state that the city ordinance is in at present the requirement for the entire building would be 100,000 ohms, and it
woo Id be impossible, with the amount of wire there would
be in a bailding of that character, to set as high a standard
Have every circuit tested according to the formula,
as that.
and also the total plant tested according to the formula,
which would be entirely safe, and cause no trouble in any
way.
Mr. Wilmer'ding: I have been thinking of this thing
I
am
I do not know whether
in a little different light.
It seems to me that the question of the
right or not.
amount of current that leaks out has something to do with
Suppose we have an arc circuit of 2,500 volts. Now,
it.
Now, we
the insulation, we will say, is ten times that.
will suppose that a man's resistance is 5,000 ohms. In that
case if the man came in contact with the bare circuit and
grounded it, and the weakest point elsewhere on the circuit
was 25,000 ohms, the total resistance in the shunt formed
would be 30,000 ohms. If the resistance is 30,000 ohms,
and the electromotive force in the circuit is 2,500 ohms,
the amount of current that he would get would be .oS
ampere, according to Ohm's law.
I believe it is said that
two-tenths of an ampere will kill a man.
If we consider it
in that way the insulation in this case would be sufficient
In wet weather our circuits get
and the shock a safe one.
very low as low perhaps as 10,000 ohms.
When they are
found to be as low as that, we always shut them off, though
we do not start them so low. It seems that by multiplying
electromotive force by ten, no matter whether it is a short
or long circuit, you make the amount of current so small
In incandescent work it
that it can not do any harm.
would be 1,000 ohms resistance on a 100-volt circuit, not
considering the length
Of course, such a formula as that
would be used as a minimum, and when a circuit got down
to that point it should be shut down.
Mr. SperrY; I have been applying your last formula,
in which there is the additional uncertain element of C, to
some of our plants here in the city, and I find that in the
case of the Merchants' Arc Light & Power company it
would be required to maintain its line at 30,000,000 ohms;
and the Arc Light & Power company would be required to
maintain five-mile lines at 10,000,000 ohms. Now, the constant works very well in incandescent lighting.
If you
figure on the basis of length, as I said before, it is very
easy to arrive at some multiplier for the length.
Now, if
we have an application for an arc light on a commercial
line we know just about how much it is going to cost to put

—

the light in for that

man.

We

know

that

there

is

just

about a certain length of wire required, and it will
about so much time for the linemen to do the work.
do not have to go in and measure them. We did at

take

we

1

get sufficient insulation in the lowest esses, and m
high insulation in the other extreme.
Of <:our>c. in an arc
light circuit of 2.000 volts, if the current be twenty amperes, or if it lie only ten amperes, the insulation requirement strikes us as being the same, and the insulation
should be identical.
In the formula proposed the requirement of twenty amperes would be one-half. Vet, I think,
if we only get one-half of that derived in the
case of the
other extreme, the ten ampere circuit, that we would still
be within the limits of safety, and in the case of the ten
ampere circuit we could easily obtain the insulation required
by the formula with first-class workmanship and materials.
I think we ought to look upon this subject, not as one demanding a formula which is absolutely perfect, but if we
can find a formula that, as I say, will give us safe insulation in the one extreme and an easily practicable insulation to obtain in the other extreme, that we will have accomplished a great deal, and the application of such a
formula will lead to general satisfaction.
Mr. Whitmore: It seems to me that the trouble with
the second formula is that it is too low as Mr. Leonard has
applied it, in that he has used feet instead of miles as the
denominator in the required plant. Suppose that we call
5,000 the length of one mile to make the calculation, and
we have sixty miles fcr the length of the wire in the Rookery, it would make the insulation instead of one-third of an
ohm 6,000 ohms. And I think if jou take the length of
the circuit in miles as the basis that we will find by applying this second formula that it is not too low in any case.
Take, for instance, a central station of 4,000 lights on the
three-wire system.
It will give us 733 ohms, or nearly
twice as much as Mr. Leonard's formula gives to the Auditorium with nearly 8, 000 lights.
If his formula is not too

low,

I

Mr.
Prof.

cannot see where this formula is.
Leonard then worked out several examples, using

R

E X

r>adt's formula,

1,000

•

with the follow-

L

ing result: 100 volts, Jo lamps, tap line one fraction of
mile to be considered as one mile, R
100,000, 100 volts,
1,600 ohms; arc 2, coo volts,
3,000 lamps (building), R
one mile, R
2,000,000 ohms; alternating system, 2,000
volts, 1 mile. R
2, 000,000 ohms; Chicago Edison station, 220 volts, 300 miles, R
726 ohms; power transmission, 2,000 volts, 3 miles, 666, coo ohms.
Mr. Leonard: Well, that seems to be pretty general
in its application, within the reach of all, and to be of

=

=

=

=

=

sufficient insulation.

Mr. Cuttkr:

I want to ask Mr. Wilmerding if he can
us the length of his different circuits.
Mr. Wilmerding: They vary up to five miles and a

tell

half.

Mr. Leonard:

That would give

perfectly safe insula-

from the lowest attainable insulation to the greatest.
Mr. SrERRV: Of course, for self-protection, we have got
to keep the line up at a high point of insulation.
And it
seems to me that that one formula is just about as perfect
as it is possible to get a formula.
Mr. Thomi'SON: Mr. Chairman, I think it would not
be a very bad idea to have an informal vote on this subject
tion,

how we
Mr. Leonard:

just to see

stand with regard to that formula.
It seems to me that there will not be a
any case than to more than double

sufficiently great error in

the requirement.

Mr. Cutter:
tion

is

Is

it

to be tested as

branches of

to

a

be understood that each installawhole regardless of the different

it ?

Mr. Leonard:

I

should say of

my own

personal opin-

I should say that the least insulation
by no means.
would be that which would be demanded as proposed by

ion,

Professor Badt, not to consider a length less than a mile in
In other words, with 100 volts the least insulacase.
we could have and pass a plant would be 100,000 ohms

tion

matter that Mr. Cutter spoke about, having a formula, I
supposed that that matter was settled entirely.
I
think
that a formula should be arrived at if possible.
Mr. Leonard: I think we all believe that everything
that has been proposed has its point of weakness, and that
every one of them, when applied, will bring results which
may strike us as somewhat absurd when put to the extreme.
I have not found as yet any
application of the formula
originally proposed by me which would not give an insulation sufficient, and an insulation which was feasible.
When by an application of my formula to the case which
Mr. Sargent spoke of, where a large motor circuit having
the same voltage upon it, under the same conditions, as a
few lamps would be required by the formula to have a much
lower insulation than another line carrying a less current in
the same building, it might strike us as rather absurd. I think
that by any ordinary application of lights and motors in the
same building that we can in the case of the lights come
easily within the highest requirements of the formula, and
that in the case of the largest motors the insulation derived
by the formula will be sufficient for safe work.
Now, the
application of the formula with an L in it brings the incandescent lamps of large si/e entirely too low, ami is more
particularly applicable to arc lights.
And it would not be

1

1

any

we know

1

\

We

find that there

use, so that

We

.....

We

first,

is a certain multiplier that
we can
that it will cost about so many dollars to hang a lamp for a new customer.
And in the same
manner it will be very easy to find out how much line there
was at the street and how many lamps on that line, multiplying the number of lamps by a certain constant it would
give the amount of wire to be added, so that L is not so
Now, as to the
difficult a matter to determine after all.

but

applicable, in my opinion, to a very high e
force in power transmission where we have the same electromotive force as we would have in arc lights, or
higher, and comparatively short length.
in such a case as (hat only two or three miles, in ca
have power that is very expensive and desire to get all we
can from lit: original source of power, and may ba
short length and very high electromotive force. A formula
of that character would not lit such a a---.
hardly think
we can find a formula that will be entirely logical in every
way, but 1 do think that we can gel one formula which,
although not quite logical in every way, will enable

for each circuit.

Mr. Sl'ERRY: Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that the
former speaker confounds the idea of insulations and installations.
Now, that this wire that we use is a good insulator or a poor insulator has nothing to do with the case.
The wire needs to be supported by its numerous supports,
and come ou* of the basement or the area way of the walk
up inside and out on the lamp where the carbon in the
various parts of the lamp are perfectly uninsulated and free
to the atmosphere, and go through with the process, and
that in the incandescent light, after going up through damp
conduits and conducts, up through the brickwork and so
on, the insulation that is measured, of installation, not insulation, the installation resistance must be at 100,000 or
Now, the beauty of this formula, to my mind, is its
more.
simplicity, and the ease with which it may be operated by the
All in the world he has got to do is to take each
inspector.
branch as a mile and measure his insulation up.
Take the
smallest incandescent plant, and it is the incandescent svs
to
that
seems
give
trouble
tern
in getting at the mileage;
there is no trouble in getting the mileage of arc lights at
Take the lap line and follow it, if you cannot do it
all.
any other way. and in the incandescent plant take the
smallest plant and consider

Mr. CUTTKR:

it

a mile.

Mr. Chairman, Mr. Spen-y has expressed
my sentiments exactly. Therefore, why do yon need the
If you are going to divide your installation— not
formula
insulation, Inn installation—into individual factor-, of one
mile, more or less, stale it one mile, and \\\ a minimum of
00 obms, then you have covered your conditions, and
do away with your formula and all questions in relation 10
the application of that formula.
It is eas; work
here i"
\

people
the

odcisi

v

coi
..

plain, di

up

tests

you
you know that the

if

that

made.

Therefore, instead of taking
tioi

in

:i

I

—

one man says the current is all right an
'
current is compll ated but the length is right;
the size of each subdivision, and that the mini;.,
of them shall be 100,000 ohms.
But a
are concerned, it seems plain that one megohrr.
iur minimum for arc ligh:
with the bother al»out the appii
ipcrintendent havof the formula, or the dam
ing trouble on some circuit or other
ting the
length of it.
As I said in the last meeting, I say now.
there are plenty of men that will make that circuit prettylong in the attempt to secure their test.
One meg
being sufficient, say that for arc light circuits thi

Theref

megohm, and do away

I

shall be

one megohm, and with incandescent circuitthem into groups, with a minimum of i-

are to divide

ohms.

Mr. SPERRY; The fact is that if we should do that we
would perpetrate the grossest injustice on the arc light peoif we should say, as we now do, that the insulabe one megohm, every one who is engaged in
arc lighting, who has extended lines in the city underground, will find it impossible to keep those lines up to anysuch resistance.
Hut yet if that insuIt cannot be done.

Now,

ple.

tion should

lation resistance per mile is kept up, or anywhere near it,
that plant is perfectly safe and is perfectly econom:
run, so far as leakage of current is concerned, and. as I
said, is safe to life and property.
Therefore, I think that

a sufficient reason.
I think that the formula should receive our hearty indorsement.
I
make a motion that we
adopt this second formula of Professor Badt as one which
we as a club can recommend for use by the municipality,
and to the consideration of companies in electric lighting,
and the transmission of electric energy.
is

Mr, Wilmerding:

I

would

like to

ask whether this in-

it
works out in the formula is supposed to be
necessary to be kept up on the circuits, and if a circuit is

sulation as

found below the insulation that this formula calls for, it
would be necessary to shut it off until the insulation is
brought up to that point, or whether the idea is that vou
are allowed to work on the best way you can until it gets
down so low that ycu have to shut it down. In this case,
if it is to be a formula that is of any use at all, of course it
ought to govern the insulation of the circuit at all times.
The Chairman: I should say, if the motion be carried
it will be an
expression of opinion of this meeting as to
the proper requirement of such a case as that, and carrv
with it a recommendation to undertake and accomplish
that.

The chair put the question to the club, and it was carried
with only two dissenting votes.
Mr. Thompson: Professor Badt in his formula specified
some different thicknesses of dielectric. I think that is a
question of some importance.
It was very clearly brought
out in the first meeting in which this was discussed, amThe
gave the minimum thickness that would be necessary. Mr.
Ilaskins very clearly showed that although an insulator
could be used that had very high resistance, still the dielectric could be disrupted with its strong current.
In incandescent systems of not ever 250 volts the thickness. of the
dielectric should be
of an inch.
In arc light systems
the dielectric should be /s of an inch.
In alternating
transformer systems, not over 2,500 volts, the thickness of
the dielectric not less than fa of an inch.
I believe those
are the figures that are required by several governments.
I have seen wires tested that gave
very high insulation resistance, particularly where gutta percha or some of its
compounds were used, and yet the dielectric was very thin.
I know that in all
government work particularly the thickness of the dielectric is always insisted upon, and I believe
that the Pheenix Fire Office rules require it, as does also
the German government.
Professor Badt did not tell
where he got the figures from, but I know that /. of an
inch on all incandescent work is required on marine work,
with which I am best acquainted.
After requesting Mr. Thompson to prepare a paper on
the subject of dielectric the club adjourned to January 21st,
the date of the regular meeting, for the further discussion
of the topic of insulation.
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Notes.

— A meeting of the
Friday

for

Hoard of Electhe

next, al

no doubt that the opposition

ma]

of the late

mayor to the board seriously impelled its usefulness al a
time when all the support available was of importance, and
with a mayor pledged to put the wires underground, the
board

"ill

be materially strengthened, and

Friday will probably be the inauguration
activity.

The

fact that

it

is

hold the future meetings of
itscll

this

much vexed

In the west

it

ncn

.1

the intention of

the

mayor

the board at his oflicc,

be taken as an evidence of his gvod

position to co-operate with

meeting on

its

of

the board in

will,
its

and

effort

may

to
in

ol
t

question.
is

a

common

thing for a city to hai

1

own

electric light plant,

but here

of a city eleetrie light station

is

in

the east.

move of an event.

There

'
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was

quite a function

the

new

station

the g'h, when
The mayor of

guests toot a trip of

inspection along

Mass.. on

This

said to be the

is

made

recently

the electric lights the

and the

look into the

will also

company, and a

of the assets

list

An

is

The

year.

first

station

commodious

is

and steam plant equipments are

electrical

class

first

clubs are affording abundant evidence of

advantages of the

their appreciation of the

The Tucker

St. Loi

being prepared.

electric

Construction company has

Electrical

secured the contract for

work

the

all

mtmbers,

which, after reviewing

in

the history of the telephone controversy in the city, he says:

Supreme court

the day of the publication of the

charge for
legislature

have been so introduced.

also for the Progress

tracts at the old rates for the period of

The

company has

Excelsior Electric

installed a

year, although a less rate

complete and luxurious form which electric lighting here
assumes, some remarkable developments of its artistic capaIn sub-basebilities may be looked for in the near future.

contracts a

ment are two 500

The

and sparking

current

is

dynamos, and a 125

light

straight-line

controlled by automatic regulators,

is

prevented by the use of improved switches.

The arrangement

of

story constitutes an

immense dining room which

will seat

Soo people, and here the chandeliers are handsome pendants with globes at the bottom, surrounded by festoons of

The

16 candle power lamps.

floor

third

$ioo void

a ballroom.

is

Rays of light radiate from the center of the lavishly ornamented ceiling, and an immense glass ball is filled with inAt
candescent lamps, and shines out with brilliant effect
other points in the ceiling stars of incandescent lamps are
The rest of the lighting is on the same scale, and
let in.

may

sum

event of a passage of a

in the

than that named

less

and so renewed

until the

matter

is

work

vassers at

signatures

soliciting

an act regulating telephones,

The proposed

lature.

bill

ing company has erected in this
tric

Edison Illuminat-

city

two of the

The

lighting stations in the world.

finest elec-

be sold

light will

consumers through the Edison meter. The area proposed to be covered is bounded by Seventeenth and Fiftyninth streets, and Third and Eighth avenues, and the dis-

to

tribution of current over this vast area

The

the 3-wire system.

well-known Edison

is

The power

of

the

have a current-carrying

electric tubing,

200,000 16 candle

capacity sufficient to permit connecting

power lamps.

accomplished by

conductors, which consist

of the

station

consists of four-

&

teen 2,000 horse power Armington

Sims engines, iSJ^
inch cylinder, iS inch stroke, and making 200 revolutions.
There are two driving wheels, each of which is S6 inches in
diameter by

The wtight of each wheel

16 inches face.

There are twenty eight
than 4,500 pounds.
dynamos, each of which has a capacity of 600 amperes,
and an initial e. m. f. of 140 volts. They weigh 15,000

is

not

less

The speed

pounds each.

650 revolutions

is

by each engine.

driven

are

on each side a large battery of Babcock
Wilcox water tube boiler, each battery having a capacity

The

&

of the armature

Two dynamos

per minute.

boiler floor has

A

of 1,400 horse power.

supply of current can be

made

to

mains of the underground system.

larger one has been proposed

and

is in

course of construc-

can-

five

for

petition

provides that no telephone com-

100,000 not more than $3 per month. Any person who
charges more than these rates shall be deemed guilty of a

Any

misdemeanor.

city

having over 100,000

inhabitants

empowered to order companies to bury their wires.
Manager Durant says: " The child is not born who will

shall be

be passed

bill

be any retroaction, so

They
the

if

bill

The

I

S4 per month.

are renewing

cannot

concerned.

our

contracts

what the company

tell

right

do

will

passes."
tested

line)

electric

system with much success

used

derived from a central house and

week.

last

apparatus.

Any one

of

these

an excess of 25 per cent.
and with such a call riot a single

arrival

here

of

on

for

to

undue

J.

I.

stra ning.

the

I

I.undy and T.

English bondholders

ompany, has given renewed
Their mission

impany, and ascertain,

They

ink in the enterprise.

A

bonanza

abolish

and

aerial wires

the assembly granting a

before

A

also be introduced to

will

bill

The

poles.

Dorsett

bill

it is

last

claimed by the management of the

make twenty

owing

miles an hour, but,

regulating the speed of

railways, the

not permitted to test the

new motor

The managers

the

to

road, to

law

city

were

experimenters

to its

capacity.

fullest

of the road are well satisfied with the result

Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. iq. The aldermen put in
much time at the last meeting talking over a resolution asking the legislature to lower telephone rates.
The matter
came up on a report from the special telephone committee,
which reviewed some of the alleged inequalities which
were spoken of in its first report a week ago, and recommended the adoption of a resolution to petition "the legis-

—

to

lature

laws as will compel the telephone

pass such

companies to furnish service

trains.

resolution,

saying that, as a private citizen, he might favor such a petition to the legislature, but he believed

improper for the

it

Alderman Finley said it was
home company was forced to make high

council to take such a step.
his belief that the

on account of the exorbitant royalties

rates

had to pay,

it

but he believed that a reduction by legislation would cause
the holders of the patents to reduce their demands.

remarks by Aldermen

The

public

improvements met

acting upon the recently adopted

by

city is to be lighted

electricity

The committee,

week

last

for

ordinance, whereby the

during the ten years after
consisting of President of

McMath

and Holman,

reported a form of advertisement.

The house

of delegates' special committee on the dispo-

sition of electric wires within the city

hours

last

week

to the consideration

gave

limits

the

of

several

A

question.

little

sett

conduit

bill

underground conduits, with the

1'or-

as a basis of discussion.

A stock company

company were much

telephone

with a

capital

of

the junction of the

has

.$50,000

been

the old Manchester road to the
All the stock has been

Benton station.

The

week

last

new and

to hear

were on hand,

arguments on the Uroadway and Seventh

all

mittee should not

of

whom

An army

bill.

of objectors

had reasons to show why the com-

recommend

the

bill

passage.

for

to the brief session only a few could be heard on

the

sub-

council committee on railroads held a session

Street Elevated Electric railway

The committee

decided to hold

t

"wing

<

sub-

the

wo more meetings

o;-

before reporting lo the council.

bill

legislature

for

a reduction of rates.

Mulvane came down from Topeka, and during
afternoon a letter was sent to President L, E. Erwin of

the

of

the

I'.clle-

unanimously

in favoi of the

be permitted to

as a motive power:

electricity

a

change.

late

mo

pm

said that, inasmuch as

and

carci

1

had been taken, the company hid concluded
books

its

madi

to

throw open

an investigation by any committee of reputa-

for

business men.

ble

Presi-

radical steps

"There

only one conclusion that

is

such a committee can reach," said Mr. Mulvane, "and that
is

here are reasonable, and that the com-

that the charges

pany's profits aTe very moderate."

General Manager \V.

and

W.

Smith was much vexed by the

said that he regarded

on the part of the aldermen to

much
all

as the entire

fire

as very hasty

alarm service and the te'ephones

were furnished

the cily offices

it

the complaint, inas-

join in

He

free.

stated that

in
if

much like discontinuing the free fire alarm service, but a moment later changed
his assertion, saying that he probably would not make such
a rash move when he considered the number of people it
was

in his

would

affect.

it

The
among

power he would

company

telephone

very

feel

circulating a counter-petition

is

subscribers, especially

its

the

men, and

business

Superintendent Smith said that a gratifying number of signatures were being obtained.

warded

and service are

to the legislature as

The

soon as

The committee appointed by
response to the
cials of the

the

is

it

will

be for-

completed.

Commercial club,

the

in

hand.

Books, vouchers,

etc.,

in

offi-

company, and was given every opportunity

for

were

disposal of the committee, and considerable

The

progress was made.

during which time

the

session W3S prolonged

receipts

cember were gone over, even

The committee made
pertaining 10 the
ii

il

sets forth that

and

telephone company's request, met the

pursuing the work
placed at

petition

satisfactory,

tWO hours,
and expenditures for De-

lo

the most minute detail.

fads and figures
company's business, which the officials
a request for further

d to furnish at

the earliest possible

moment.

The

committee then adjourned with the understanding thai ihey
meeting al the Commercial club
Tuesday night
The Kansas <*iiy Telephone league has forwarded lo

will report at the regular

next

we

Jackson county's representatives

v ould

lei

which has been numcroti! I\ igned, asking the general
assembly lo pass, a bill regulating telephone rates in all

We

on ideral ion, and
ie

such

sure

immediately.

c
full

otcd

ting

wc were

If

appointment of a commit-

club, asking the

Mulvane

dent

promi

ch, vice-president

sur-

President

the charges

organized to construct and operate an electric railway from

city limits at

After

Fee and Faxon the resolution was

officers of the

council's action,

of

and

at uniform, reasonable

Alderman Phelps opposed the

equitable rates."

and promise to put on two more

of last week's experiment,

The board

ex-

is

McD.

pected to be passed to-morrow.

the

under the overhead wire

It is possible

without accK'ent.
system,

rec-

Dorsett system and the

the

Commercial

•1
e

now

bill

franchise for a subway.

Chicago,

The committee

from the club to go over the company's boots.

.

l

passage of the

Experts from

system.

Paul were heard.

St.

tee

was put on

car

tory, at

;.

underground conduit

request to

it

1

hope

the pro-

in the

fontaine Street Railway company, says, concerning the pros

to

investigate

posed systems of carrying telegraph, telephone and electric
wires reported unanimously Friday evening in favor of the

the

nearly a mile.

nta lives of the

,

pointed by the municipal assembly to

was attached a regular passenger coach, and the train
made seven round trips. The cars ran smoothly, and

to

ject.

weTC

committee ap-

special

week and

cribed.

I'owell, '.. S.

—The

on

distributed

is

the consideration of

re-

21.

learned of the council's action in joinirg

Although these stations
the mains of the entire district.
a nominal capacity of 35, 000 lamps, as
great care has been taken to have ample

Mo., Jan.

is,

when they

was said about high poles and President Flad's proposed tower system, but most of the time was given up to

,

be made."

will

prised

The route of the electric road is on Broadway from Wyoming street south to Keokuk street. The
is

,

The power

wire overhead.

distance

1

be

will

j-

St. Loi

new-

its

be 160, 0~0 16 candle power lamps at one time,
which will permit of, at least, 250,000 lamps connected to
tion, will

we

adopted.

Louis railroad (Uroadway

St.

is

But

do not see how there can

the contracts are

far as

We

will stand.

at the old figures.

I

the board Flad, and Commissioners

to the

legis-

shall

cand'e power lamps, for any consecutive number of hours
that may be required.* This will supply at least 50,000
capacity of the three stations, for a third and

allowed to put up the wires, the changes

quite

feel

coming on*

the con-

charge for rental over $4 per month in cities
having a population of 100,000, and in towns of less than

pany

the year 1890.

The combined

the

to

We
the

is

soon as we have assurance that

just as

the adoption 'of

be submitted to the legis-

available for maintaining at proper incandescence 35,000 16

lamps connected

has

association

Subscribers'

even should the
fc

and

ommended

fixing the rate

bill

determined by the

see telephones rented in this city for

be of interest to note tha the

confident that the overhead wire system

one

lature."

The Telephone

however, on shortening the run-

figure,

and

legislature.

in the contracts, or

other applications of electricity.

may

We

New York

have been made for a period of three months,

the whole of the arrangements afford another illustration of
the rapid strides that are being taken in this, as in many

It

so you see this change will nearly double our

it,

order

rate for

by the

be fixed

in

company should have inserted in these
provision which would make the annual rate of

tracts should

The second

admirable.

the lights is

1st

fairness this

all

at a

one year,

by virtue of these contracts, the ^100

to exact,

fine incandescent plant at the Freundschaft club, Seventysecond street and Park avenue. If one can judge by the

In

Since January

Telephone company has demanded the signing of con-

the

We
will

de-

was made that a bill fixing the
telephone service would be introduced in the
on the first day of its session. Several bills of

this character

}

company.

the

to

tower to Third and Washington avenue.

cision public statement

verein building, Sixty-seventh street
club, at

would be about £200, 000

ost

<

1

ning time to twenty-five minutes for the trip from the water

— Fielding Mansfield, president

Jan. 19.

,

issued an address to the

light.

Turn-

in the Central

Mo

is,

lately

and Third avenue, and
Sixty-third street and Fifth

the

''

26",

cannot reduce the number of cars, as our patronage
not allow

P.

Telephone Subscribers' Protective association, has

of the

"On

The New York

engine.

the

of

affairs

LouiS, Mo.

St.

appropriation of §4,-

the expenses of running

defray

to

in even" respect

avenue.

The English

facts.

financial

running force.

plant in Massachusetts

first

sold outright to the authorities.
ls

English committee to get at bottom

committee

and celebrated the event with a bounteous

the circuits,

supper.

was inaugurated.

Dan vers,

at

there

January

all

hough

in the

legislature the peti-

tion,

cities

in

people.

Missouri having a population ol

100,000 or more

The

be asked to pu**

bill

that the legislature

will

—

.

January
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26, 1889.

law
has been prepared, and is formulated after a similar
It provides that no company
recently enacted in Indiana.
within

operating telephone lines
rental for the use of

month

per

state shall receive as

this

be charged,

it

in

further provides

that

in

cities ol

[1

more inhabitants telephone companies may be required
by ordinance to lay all the wires underground.

now

is

fact that the

pretty well-settled

a

$200,000

worth of stock necessary to make Kansas City the head
quarters of the Missouri Phonograph company, will be
St. Louis capitalists
easily placed among local capitalists.
stock, s=. 10,stand ready to take the entire amount of the
Kansas City does not propose that they shall have

000, but

is

P. Griffith

S

it.

confident of

head of the company,

the

at

is

and
R.

success.

its

.

II.

Ward Leonard's

residence at 42S

Elm
.

ioo.oco or more inhabitants, and

or

It

li|

business houses.

sj

than 100,000 not to exceed $3 per month shall

cities of less

streets,

.

sum exceeding

such telephones a

in cities of

Arc
of the works.
and the incandescent for dwelling and

establishment

irly

cago,

is

ably be

It will
li^hu-d by incandescent lamps.
the first residence on the North side light-

to

1

i<j

-ranted

electi icity.

Pittsburgh,

Pa., Jan. 20.

— The Westinghouse

Electric

of lighting the

company has just finished the contract
Hoosac tunnel with incandescent lamps.

The company

frequently attempted to illuminate the tunnel with oil, gasand gas, but dampness invariably caused the lights to

oline

go

and the tunnel was more or

out,

ness

to several

sired

year around.

the

all

light

electric

accept

to

it.

It

less in

Egyptian dark-

was then offered
companies, but none of them de-

The

contract

was argued that the damp atmos-

phere pervading the tunnel and the water from walls and
roof would ground the circuits so that not a light would be
Mr. Westinghouse was convinced that the task of
of use.
illuminating the tunnel could be

were

at

The

once drawn.

accomplished.

difficulty of

darkness of the tunnel, where

feet only,

With stnoke and constant dripping

ined.

the roof

and

in

the

shed a meager and

torches

uncertain light a distance of a few

Contracts

working

can be imag-

of water from

sides, the laying of forty miles of lead-covered

in a ditch on either side of the
was an undertaking requiring extreme care. Trouble
was also added by the incessant passing trains, by sulphurous gases from engines, corroding all the metal parts from

cables in a

wooden conduit

track,

and rendering imperative absolutely

the excessive moisture,

perfect insulation over 8,000 feet

of distance.

The unNovem-

commenced twelve months ago last
and completed two weeks ago. On January 1st the
machinery was started on a thirty days' trial, one of the
conditions of the contract, and if the trial is successful the
plant will be given over to the railroad company.

dertaking was
ber,

two 125 horse power boilets,
Westinghouse
a 125 horse power engine, three number I
alternating current dynamos, each with a capacity of 650
sixteen candle power lights, and two direct current machines
consists of

The machinery

dynamos. This provides for an exmachine in case of accident to either of the others. In
case of a break any section may be cut out without interEach lamp is provided
fering with the rest of the system.

for exciting the larger
tra

Resolutions were adopted at a public meeting at Iro
fanuary i^th, to petition the legislature to autl
purpose of deciding whether the
city should I".' Ifondcd for $20,cr.xj to establish an eli
.

being made

the erection of the
building for the electric light plant and reduction works at
walls
of
the basement are up,
.ongmont, CaL
The stone
and the brick walls which surmount it are going up and
will be completed early next week.

Cood progress

is

in

—

—

got the lights."

Philadelphia Record.

will supply six dynamos for
the Paris municipal electric light station, and three Eerranti
The Edison machines are
will also be used.
volts,
capable of an output of 400 amperes each, at
while the Ferranti machines have a capacity of 113 kilowatts.

The French Edison company

dynamos

no

A preposition was submitted to the city council of Eaton
Rouge, La., last week from J. H. Andrews, representing
the Van Depoele company of Chicago, to light the city
with twenty arc lights of 2,000 candle power each for the
sum of stt.Soo per year, to be paid by the city for three
years, additional lights to be furnished atSSs per year each.
The proposition was accepted by the council, and the
mayor and city attorney were authorized to draw up and
The plant is to be in operation by
sign the contract.
March

16th next.

Among

the recent sales of the Thomson-Houston company are the following: Cleveland, O., Rubber company,
400 incandescent lamps; St. Louis, Mo., 20 lamp arc plant
for use in waterworks; Reno, New, Electric Light com
pany, 600 lamps alternating system; Armour .S: Co Pewaukee, Wis.. 20 arc lamps for ice house; Badger Illuminating company, Milwaukee, Wis., 50 arc lamps, increase;
Chicago, III., Sash, Door & Blind company, 150 lights,
incandescent, for use in factory on Monroe street; Citizens'
Electric Light company, Wichita, Kan., 1,300 lights, alter,

The Roaring Fork

Electric Light

& Power company

has succeeded in demonstrating the practicability of
operating an electric mining hoist at the Aspen MinThe company recently
ing & Smelting company's works
erected a new brick building, 50x60 feet, which will enable it to extend its plant, which now consists of two
Brush arc light dynamos, with a capacity of sixty-five
lights each; two Brush incandescent light dynamos of 450
lights capacity each; one Edison generator for power of
sixty horse-power capacity; and one Westinghouse incandescent light machine with a capacity of 650 lights.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
The

Cincinnati, O., Street Railway company, of which

will

Formerly trains had to pass through the
It has
and at a very slow speed.

tunnel, one at a time,

be;n calculated that in the
at least thirty

minutes

way

in their

of speed the trains will save

passage through the tunnel.

The trial has now been going on for twenty days, and from
a letter which was received at the Marr Construction company yesterday the Western Electrician correspondent
was informed that not a single blow out has occurred since
This alone is an unmistakable
the first day of the trial.
evidence of the (act that the plant

is

a success.

1 1

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Clinton, la.,

The

is

now

lighted by electricity.

city council of Slater,

Mo., has authorized the op-

be begun.

Commenting upon

the great development in the use of
energy the New York Times recently said: The
been an increase or overhead wires in
this city during the past year in spite of the fact that provision has been made for 4,500 miles of underground conductors is mainly due to the rapid development of the use
of electric wires upon lines where no subways have yet
been laid, and to the delay in getting those fully occupied
which have been completed.

electrical

fact that thtre has

The Morning Review, published at Spokane Falls, Washington Territory, says: The motive power for the Review
presses is furnished by a three horse power Eickemeyer
This little machine is incased in a castelectric mo or.
iron box about fourteen inches square, and with belt pulley
does not occupy a space larger than an ordinary grip sack.
The boiler and engine formerly in use have been relegated
The Review will now be run
to "innocuous desuetude."
necessary to keep up with the
off with lightning speed

—

times,

and the large increase

in circulation

eration of an electric light plant of sixty arc lights.

The Pueblo (Col.) Electric Light, Heat & Power company has voted to double the capacity of its plant machinery.

The Western

Electric

company

30 light arc plant to the J. C. Melvin

of Chicago has sold a

& Hammond

Packing

company, Hammond, Ind,
Electrical Accumulator and Lighting company of
Louis has been awarded the contract to furnish sloi;i.;f
batteries to illuminate Dyersburg, Tenn.

The

St.

representative of the Thomsonof Boston, has nearly perfected
arrangements to supply Tuscumbia, Ala., with electric
Nearly all of the requisite amount of stock has
lights.
been subscribed by the citizens, and they are sanguine of
J.

M, Klinglesmith, the
Electric company

Houston

at

I

Soutl

method
where tl
rated,

on

each

being

is

employe

equipped

3

with

except

twe

Thomson-Houston motors.
I

he (irstv

Street railway

rred in Clcvi
d Was the most severe v.;:.
that city has ever experienced.
This storm continued with
teen hours, and, acc^r
of the U.S. Signal Service officer static
for
st\eral
hours during that period reached the
icily
enormous speed of forty miles an hour, and for 3
Every sysl
registered even fifty miles an hour.
graph, telephone and electric wires suffered very CO]
able damage, and the service of the companies owning
these wires had to be suspended for some time. The
belonging to the electric railway, owing to the ^reat care
with which they had been erected, and their stability, remained intact; nor did the terrific storm interrupt th<

Sprague cars in the least degree. Followin
storm, upon the nth of January, fell a very dense, fleecy, wet
snow for several hours, which covered the tracks of the
street railway to the depth of ten inches to a foot.
The
first car over the line carried a small supply of salt, which
was distributed over the track, and after this was done no
trouble whatever was experienced.
All the morning and
throughout the storm the cars on the horse railways in
Cleveland were delayed an i running behind the schedule
time, but no car on the electric road was behind time.
Throughout the greater part of the day, while the storm
contnued, the cars did double duty by drawing a second
President Everett has received a great
car, both crowded.
many congratulations in regard to his electrcal equipment.
It is said that the management of the East Cleveland Railway company intends to extend its line before long, using
the electric system
vice of the

THE TELEPHONE.

nating system.

view when going to

saving of time.

mpanics. The compai
jipment of

.

American boy "Papa, the paper says that Japanese
Why can't
war ve'Scls are Uluminated by electric lights.
Papa "We
the United States have things that way?'
have made a beginning in that direction, my son. We've

tunnel.

the immense expense of lighting the
There was first the additional safety to the travelThen there will also be great
ing public and workmen.

.

:

cit) of Baltimore pays ^1.25 per cubic foot for gas,
The gas compani*
the same as private individuals.
dently desire to make hay while the sun shines. Their policy, however, is having the effect of awakening the public
injustice of this course.

}ohn Kilgour is president, has awarded a contract to the
Thomson- Houston company to introduce an electric railway system. The contract calls for five miles of road and
As soon
eight cars, and work will be begun immediately.
as this is completed, it is expected the work of extension

manholes or places of safety cut in the sides of the tunnel.
The Kitchburg Railroad company had several objects in

1

will, n.

light plant

with a choke-off coil case, and if one burns out the other
lamps in the section are not affected. The lamps are placed

40 feet apart on both sides of the tunnel, alternating and
making one lamp to every 20 feet. Blue lights mark the

:

.

a special election for the

1

Pittsburgh, Pa

the

animal

The McGavock & Mt.Yercon Street Railway, of Nashville
Tenn., which the Thomson-Houston company will equip
There
with electric motors, is over three miles in length.
are seven curves on the line and numerous grades, the
16
feet
maximum being 5^^'. There will be six cars each
in length, and capable of carrying 75 passengers, and
equipped with two ho:se power Thomson-Houston motors.
The overhead system will be usid. This contract was not
entered into until all the systems now in operation in the
Electricity will not
United States had been investigated.
be used on the entire line at present, but a loop from
Cherry street around by the Public square, back to the
stables.
The time consumed by a car making this trip is
The new cars will make this trip in 30 min70 minutes.
The consideration of saving one-half of the time is
utes.

War has made a series of successful experiments with a small portable magnetic telephone,
submitted by Signor Nigra, over a distance of twenty miles.
The

Italian Minister of

A. K. Bennett contributes an article to Telephone on the
question of adopting a name for a telephone message.
He
suggests "telephrase."
Many other terms have beer
have
gested, but none
come into general use. An effort
was made several years ago to secure the adoption of the
term "telelogue," but without success.

The electric wires came in contact with the telephone
wires at >hreveport, La., recently, and created quite a
panic in the neighborhood of the telephone exchange. The
young man who went to the instruments to learn the cause
of the ringing of the bells made an effort to stop the ringAbout fifty connections
ing and received a severe shock.
were burned out.

The messages

transmitted over the United Company's
London, on a single day amounted to 103,428,
while the messages for one week aggregated 5S6 294. being
at the rate of thirty millions of messages per annum.
The
company is erecting a main trunk route to the north, and
have already built half the trunk that is required to connect
London with Birmingham. A main trunk to the west is
also being surveyed with a view of placing Bristol and the
South Wales coal fields in telephonic communication with
wirts,

the metropolis, while a new route to the south is in progress for the benefit of Brighton, and the towns on the
southern coast. As these routes are gradually constructed
outlying towns can be joined up to them, and thus establish a complete network of telephonic -wires between the
provincial towns and London.

THE TELEGRAPH.
A

dispatch from Bcston says:
The sixth trial of the
celebrated case oi Chester Snow vs. John B
concluded this afternoon by the jury awarding the formera
verdict of $54,000.
The suit relates
--^w of
certain shares of Postal V
% aph company
and the trials have always resulted in a disagreement
The case will be appealed.
foi Snow.
I

-

cerning the rumor that the Western Union Teleg
to supplant the Moise system with the
Wheatslone plan, an official i> quoted as follows: " The
company has been using the Wheatstone system for

company was about

time, but only tor long distances, gradually introducing it
where the business has reached such proportions that the
old Morse system has been found to be inadequate to do
ihe work with expedition and accuracy.
The Wheats
system will take more than ten times as many words as the
in the same length of time, with the additional advantage ol being much more accurate.
It would be quite

expensive, however, to introduce the Wheatstone
under the present status of telegraphic affairs in
as there are so many branch offices for it cos
much to transact a small amount of business

system

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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1889

26,

The supposition, though, that the supplanting of
the old system would throw out of work about one-third of
the 20,000 operators at present employed by the Western
Union Telegraph company, is entirely erroneous. Such an
increase of business would result that the present operators
would be assigned to the branch offices in the country,
where a proportionate increase would tafee place by reason

of Salt Lake City, were registered at the Chicago Electric
club last week.

396,199.

S. Dana Green, assistant electrician of the Sprague Electric Railway company of New York, was in Chicago
last
week.

Electric Signaling Apparatus. William Henion,
396,207
Ritchey, III.

of the introduction."

evening

volume.

a telegraph operator, was held to the
S200 bonds by Justice R. H. White, in Chicago, last week, on a charge ot obtaining money under false
pretenses. Pierce is at present under indictment, and is out
on bail for the same offence, together with three others
who were conducting an alleged bogus telegraph school.
The complainant in this case is Henry Webuhr, who paid
G. B.

Tierce,
Criminal court in

Pierce ^50 for a scholarship certificate.
is pending in the United States Cirbetween the state of Massachusetts and the
cuit
Western Union Telegraph company. The company was
formerly assessed about £15.000 per year for taxes in Mas-

An

important action

court

sachusetts, but in 1SS6 the state officials decided to raise
The difference between the old and new asthis amount.
The Western Union
sessments is about ^15,000 per year.
company will fight the case, as defeat means similar pro-

ceedings in other states.
teiegram from the City of Mexico says: The Mexican
Telegraph company, doing business in this city, has arranged for the laying of a new cable across the gulf. The

A

office of this company was originally located at
Brownsville, but some six or seven years ago was removed
to Galveston on account of superior facilities offered for the
handling of the business. They operate in conjunction
with the South American Telegraph company, which has a
line across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec. and their South
American business has of late become so extensive as to
render it impossible to handle both this and the Mexican
Hence the
business upon the present Mexican cable line.
laying of this new cable, which will be used for the South
American traffic, the present cable to be devoted exclusively
The new cable
to the handling of the Mexican business.

Texas

The
be completed to Galveston about February 10
new cable will be 1,000 miles in length. The cable wire to
be used weighs about three tons to the mile, hence a vessel
of large tonnage capacity has been employed for the service
the steamship "Faraday," a vessel originally constructed
will

—

This vessel laid the two French
for cable-laying purposes.
Atlantic cables, the cable for the United States Cable comcables.
She is a vessel of about
pany, and the two Gould
S.ooo tons burden, and left Liverpool December sSth for

new field of operations. The size of the "Faraday"
not permit her to come close to the city on the gulf side,
where the cable line will end, but she is supplied with a
steam yacht for light draft coasting purposes.
her

will

Miscellaneous Notes.

A

taking testimony at Lockport, N. Y.,
between the Cowles Electric SmeltY., and Camille A. Faure,
who claims to have patented the system of electric smelting
years before Cowles began his experiments.

commission

is

in the legal controversy

ing

company of Lockport, N.

N. Armour of Chicago

F.
the

he

is

the

h it

well;

and

catalogue of the E. P. Gleason Manufacturing company of New York for 1889 is very tasty, and contains much
valuable information regarding electrical appliances in brass,

and glass; embracing fittings, brackets, fixtures,
shades, globes, insulating joints, cut-outs, holders, and
Electrical
supplies for arc and incandescent lighting
people will find this company's catalogue E interesting.
iron, tin

The Safety Valve appears in a new and improved form.
In the prospectus for 1SS9 the following statement is made:
"Practically no departure will be made from the policy pur
sued in the past by the proprietors of the paper, but in
some respects its work will be broadened, and, if possible,
the scope of its utility widened, so that its objects may be
more closely allied with the progress and welfare of the intelligent body of readers in whose interests it is published."

A

pamphlet has just been issued in relation to the M. D.
The headquarters of the owner of
C, Ventilation System.
the patents are at 21 and 23 Center street, New York.
The pamphlet says: "At the outset, in introducing the
M. D. C. Ventilating System, we wish to emphasize the
fact that neither time, pains or expense has been spared in
conducting investigations, research and experiments, to
insure the good results obtainable by it, and that already
the evidences of populai approval are gratifying."

Issued January

Carl Hoffmann, Berlin, Germany.

In an automatic coupler for alternate
combination, with a main cirauxiliary
alternate generator, of a magnet
cuit
provided with an armature adapted to include the said
4.

moment

Thermo-Magnetic Motor.

jan, Lika,

their im-

Nikola Tesla,

Srail-

Austria-Hungary.

of

mixing two metallic

;'i.

1

Electric
,

Pitt!

Coupling

for

nan

396,196

Hose

Pipes.

I

'avid J.

burg, Pa,

haft, Hainfield,

New

York,

The first and last claims are given: "The described
gas absorbent for use in storage or polarization batteries, consisting of superposed allotropic materials.
A secondary or polarization battery having electrcdes composed of atom like material packed around
conducting plates or surfaces contained in porous jar J
said jars being immersed in an electrolytic fluid."
'

,

Electro-Dynamic Machine.

Carl Coerper, Co-

logne, Prussia.

396,270.

Processof Electric Welding.

Charles L. Coffin,

Detroit, Mich.

The

invention is defined as consisting in forming a
voltaic arc between two conductors extending outward
from the conductors and submitting the joint to be
welded to the action of the aic.

Charles

Travelers for Electric Railways.
Depoele, Chicago, 111.

396,310.

396,31c

J.

Van

Hooked Suspender for E'ectric Railway ConCharles J. Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.

ductors.

Suspension Device for Electric Railway Con396,312.
ductors.
Charles J. Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.
The fourth claim follows: "A device for suspending
electric conductors, consisting of an arch secured to a
transverse support or supports, an ear depending
therefrom supporting the electric conductor, sa d ear
having a horizontal flange formed at or near the upper
part upon which the arch is adapted to rest, and a bolt
passed through said flange and arch, whereby the same
:

is

rendered double."

Adjustable Crossing and Switch for Overhead
Conductors.
Charles J. Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.
The switch comprises two or more adjustably-connected members or parts adapted to be attached to the
respective conductors at the crossing.

39A313,

Commutator Brush Carrier for Electric Motors.
Charles J. Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.
The invention consists in providing a duplicate set
of brushes supported in a frame, the frame itself being
movable radially upon its supports so as to bring the
brushes to any desired position upon the periphery of
the commutator, the two seti of brushes being so
mounted that by a single movement of an auxiliary
handle either pair of the two sets of brushes may be
brought into actual contact and operative relation with

396,314.

the surface of the commutator.

Galvanic
Rise,

Battery.
Paul R. de F. D'Humy,
County of Surrey, England.

Dynamo

Chicago,

Bernard Scheithauer, HalleIsaac T. Dyer,

Electric Machinery.

111.

consists essentially in providing the
machine with two sets, of magnets and movable
armatures one within the other.

396,356.

invention

Magnetic Separator.
N. J.

Thomas

A. Edison, Llew-

ellyn Park,

The

designed for separating mingled
magnetic and non-magnetic substances, as bits of iron
from wheat, the trajectory of the falling magnetic material being altered by the influence of an electromagnet.
invention

is

Secondary Battery.

N

Elei

1

1

i<

Machines.

Leo

ondjij tors

Leo

I.'

Electric

I;;

<

Isaiah L. Roberts, Brook-

lyn.

" Claim.

The combination,

in an electric battery, of
suitable conductor carrying upon it the oxide of a
metal with its coated side or sides in contact with a
mass of paste, which holds the cxide in place upon

a

the conductor and permits electrolysis."

396.368.

Secondary

I

lattery.

Isaiah L. Roberts, Brook-

lyn.

defined as "a conducting support
covered in whole or in part with a salt of a metal, the
formed
into a paste and intimately
said salt being
conductor, in comspread upon the supporting
bination with a pasty mass through which e'ectrolysis
can take place, which pasty mass is adapted to hold
the salt in contact with the conducting support."

396.369.

invention

is

Secondary Battery.

fsaiah L. Roberts, Brook-

lyn.

The

process consists in "covcring'a conducting support with a metallic salt, enveloping the same in an
envelope 01 bag of suitable material, preferably gelatinized liber, then surrounding the conducting support,
paste, capable of electrolysis, or
sail and bag with
0/ permitting chemical ai Hon 10 p.- ss
;i

'

inpany

salts,

finally subjecting

Orazio Lugo,

Secondary Battery.

The

:i

/A

which consists

396.367.

"In an electro-magnetic or magnctc-electric machine, the combination of an armature provided with
a series of independent radial condudors and a scries of
conducting rings coupled in pairs to two or more of said
armature conductors, and
scries of outside conducl
oro muni eating with said rings, and affording a
continuous circuit which embraces at all points in its
"
path two or more radial conductors

is

York,

ductor."

Unipolar Dynamo Electric Machinery.
RuEickemeyer, Yonkcrs, N. Y.
Claims 1 and 5 are appended: "In an electromagnetic or magneto-electric machine, the combination
inde
->f a rotating aimature provided wtth a series of
pendent radial bar conductors, and outside conductors
of
the
armature
ccuple
the
outer
and
inner
ends
which
bar conductors and couple said conductors in linear

.

New

Railway Signal. William C. Paul and Oscar D.
296,365.
Kleinsteuber, Milwaukee, Wis.
The invention, which is quite narrow, is stated in
"The combination, with
the last claim as follows:
the electro-magnet and its pivoted armature having a
double catch head on its free end of two oppositelyfaced cam wheels, and clockwork gearing for driving
them, a wrist-wheel carried by the shaft of one of the
cam wheels, and levers linked to said wrist-wheel
and to the signals.

306, 149dolf

Chi-

Lugo,

Suspended Switch for Electric Railways. Clark
H. Wells, Kansas City, MoThe last claim follows: "In an overhead system for
electric railways provided with trolleys and depending
motor connections, the combination, with a main conductor, of a branch and a swinging hanger supporting
the free end of the branch and normally holding it in
contact with said main conductor, and a gravitating
obliquely-hinged guide arm attached to the free end of
said branch and projecting into the path of the movement of a trolley advancing along the main con-

396, t24.

manager

Dallas

396.214.

The

snd an

396,121.

Orazio

The described

zinc to the action of this solution."

396,3^5-

generator in the main circuit at the
pulses coincide."

Long, Jersey

process of preparing spongy
or divided material for use in secondary or polarization
1.

Galvanic Battery.
onthe-Scale, Germany.

electric generators, the

.

p

Secondary Battery.

"Claim

396342.

Synchronizing Device for Dynamo-Electric Ma-

"Claim

Y.

N. Y.

1S89.

15,

John

J.

Clapham

Patents.

circuit

Mr

396.213.

396,329.

Electrical

Body- Wear.

Electrical

N.

396,269

The

Personal Paragraphs.

.

to $roo,ooo.

easily referred to.

1

in

City,

N. Y.

The National Carbon company of Cleveland, 0., is
sending to electric light companies and to those who apply
for it an unusually handsome and useful ca^ndar for 1SS9.
Onihefaceof the calendar is the lighting schedule for
1S89, and on the reverse side of the leaf is the moonlight
The schedules arranged in this form can be
schedule.

iffe
n y hearty goi d
ay long live to witness
VC
being of

eral

has
K.

There has been considerable controversy in electrical
circles in regard to the " Red Core " advertisement, which
While later advertisements
has appeared in the papers.
indicate the fact that "Red Core" is an insulated wire, yet
there is still a doubt as to who the makers are.

man: " I am profoundly
entertainment only, but the
the most remarkable
Your
privilege to enjoy.
in the important work of

Philip

The Western Engineering company has decided to remove from Lincoln, Neb., to Kearney, where it recently
The capital
established an electric light plant for the city.

chines.

indcb'-

Detroit,

The business of the Pond Engineering company of St.
Louis has increased to such an extent that the opening of a
branch office in Omaha was imperatively demanded.

company has been increased

396.212.

then putting them in solution, and

Fred H. Whipple, electrical engineer of
opened an office at 44 Broadway, New York.
Stern will be the Eastern representative.

stock of the

Electric Appliance for Discharging Guns. Brad
A. Fiske, U. S. Navy.

batteries,

Business Mention.

The United States Illuminating company on its failure to
secure an injunction against the Board of Electrical Control
of New York, began an action for $200,000 against its
members for damages alleged to have been sustained by
the company through the action of the board in tearing
down and destroying its poles and wires.
" The voice of Gladdispatch from New York says:
stone was heard in the Edison laboratory at Orange yesterdav, and it was as clear and distinct as if he had been
It addressed Mr. Edison from one of the wonpresent.
Mr. Gladderful talking machines which he has invented.
stone and other prominent Englishmen talked into the
of Col. Gouraud, Mr. Edison's
December iSth, and the cylinrepresentativ
When the little machine
itry.
Gouraud
was heard, introducing
Mr.
me to Mr. Edison. There was a moment's
and then in full, deliberate tones came the following

New York Tuesday

to attend the formal opening, Thursday last, of
quarters of the C. & C-. Motor company, of which
the western agent.

396,086.

A

for

new

Leonard & Izard, Chicago, have completed the electrical
equipment of the Alliance, O., railway, which the Thomson-Houston company is installing. They have also completed the electrical equipment of the Sprague road at St.
The work on the Topeka road has been
Toseph, Mo.
nearly finished.

left

ley

'.J.

January
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WANTED: INCANDESCENT

k

r

Id a thriving town of (i,000 population, to Increase the electric light plant so as to inThe present plant consists of two 45 light arc machines
clude incandescent lights.
Present company has contract for city light(Brush), and 1.200 candle power lamps.
ing,

and

will sell part interest or entire

who

plant to parties

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Electric

Send

to

me

Electrical

A

we

HOUSE WORK

will

do

it

for

a Specialty.

Close an Estate.

Any number

of

Improved Sperry Dynamos can be operated on the same

circuit,

greatly reducing the expense of construction and maintenance.

The
Shaw

at once and be Correctly Reported in Whipple's

National

Complete.

Plants

Spools to re-wind, Bend them to us. and

SPERRY ELECTRIC COMPANY.

WANTED.
FOR SALE
BUSINESS
YOUR
To

Light
Lamp

Classes of

All

OFFICE.

AND ADDRESS.

Electrical

Construction Co.

"If you have any
a reasonable price."

INCANDESCENT,

XA1IE,

V-sc

CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF

will agree to Install iccan

Address,

descent system.

The

*V,

LIGHTS,

Manufacturing Co., of

Electrical

Geary,

i-

including

Tools, Stock, Fixtures and Patents,

Directory,

Send for descriptive circular

Machinery,

D. P.

194, 196 and 1»8 Mouth Clinton

SHAW &

Fred H. Whipple,
DETROIT. MICH.

53 & 55

A. A.

N.

Seventh St

THE

GEARY,
PHILADELPHIA

.

Gen'l Mgr.

cover-

ing their specialties.

Postal Card will do.

just issued.

PERRY. V.-P. and

Insulation

St..

-

CHICAGO.

"CL ARK " WIRE.

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

McGreary's Reflector Shade
(PATENTED.)

BEAUTIFUL AND DURABLE.
COMFORTABLE TO THE EYES.
NO DIRECT RAYS.
LAMPS INCREASED MORE THAN DOUBLE
IN ILLUMINATING POWER.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, nndcr date of March
Thoroughly Keliable and Desirable Wire in Every Kespect."
he Buys :
In Insulating our wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, and is guarantied
to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation Is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which is water, oil, acid and, toavery great extent. Are proof.
Our Insulation will prove durable when all others Jail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
gauges and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lignts from siock. Cables made

The rubber used

SUSPEND D BY FLEXIBLE CORD.
NO FIXTURES REQUIRED.
18and20Cortlandt

Street.

Send lor Circular

"A

29, 1886,

5 SIZES for IO to IOO C. P. Lamps.

NEW YORK.

to order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,

It

Agents for toe Oanadaa,
i

Messrs.

AHEARN & SOPER.

-

61 and 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

OTTAWA, ONTARIO.

HENRY

A.

CLARK,

HERBERT

General Manager.

H. EUSTIS. Eleclrtclar.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

vLtil

Electric Light,
Manufactured for

AERIAL, SUBMARINE

and

Telephone and Telegraph,
UNDERGROUND

USE.

OKONITE TAPE for making waterproof joints.

THE OKONITE CO., 13 Park Row, New York.
CANDEE AERIAL WIRES.
Boston, Philadelphia, Omaha, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Louisville, San Francisco

Sole Manufacturers

BRANCHES:— Chicago,

42 La Salle

St.;

Kansas

City.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
INCLUDING

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fleetrie Supplie5

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins
and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Telephone and Electric Light Wire.

BUILDERS OF

fisher's jjlectric jjjotors,

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY AND SUBURBAN

CTRIC RAILWAYS.
DETROIT. MICHIGAN.

General Offices and Works.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
^MANUFACTURERS OFH

E lectric

Automatic
IN

ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF

H.

P.

Motors,
UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,

Remarkable

Dynamo

Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Electric FTJachines,

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.
C. F.

DUNDERDALE, Agent,

164 LaSALLE STREET, CHJCAQO

The Eddy

Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

WE PATENT AND

EXPLOIT

W.174COLBURN&CO.
Main

I.

In Foreign Countries firBt-clasB Electrical Inventions which are new and oDerative, and have been
Illustrated by mo ele and drawings, but not published in this country before being yatented
abroad. No expense to the inventor; cal or write.

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING
1

007 Opera House

January

No.

SPEAKING TUBES

Fitchburg, Mass.

St.,

Oral,

and

WHISTLES,
Mechanical

Pneumatic, and

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS,
rvil. X.IWE -fi.X.-W.&.-S'S I1T STOCZ.
W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,
2
23 and 25 Ann St. New York.

CO..

CHICAGO, ILL

Block,

FHANCIS W. PARKER.

Electric.

1889

26,

Solicitor.

1

,

DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Factory, 1461 and 1463

f^^" Send
0. F.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

New

for

AN SETT,

Catalogue, out August
S. F.

Press.

FENTON*,

Is;.

CHAS. SIDXEY SMITH, Seo'y

Vice-Preut. and Treas.

Hotel and House Annunciators.

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONL7 COMPLETE SET OF US.
ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.
7007-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

Sioux City

Electric Gas Lighting.

Machines for Are and Incandescent
Electric Lighting. Klectro- Plating
and Experimental Use.
Send for large illustrated Catalogue, also Handbooh of Ready Reference, veBt-pocket edition.

Engine

Corliss

*

SO

*o

300

The United

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electric Go.

Electro-Medical ApparatuB,

Electrical

Electric Lighting.

Apparatus and Supplies,

Telegraph Instruments.

Wire

SALT LAKE

find Batteries.

UTAH.

CITY,

X3E. I».
BCILT BY THE

Sioux City

ENGINE

WORKS

Sioux City, Iowa.

OILERS
— AND—
Steain

Power

Outfits

SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY

CO.,

3ES.-A.KTSA.S CITY, 3kEO>.
Poles, Wires, Cables, Conductor Cords,
Pins, Brackets, Insulators, Cross Arms,
Etc., Etc.

for Lighting Stations

and Elevators

A SPECIALTY.

THE

B. F.

KWrnOfSMSmAM

GOODRICH

CO.,

PUMP.

0.

for

glectrieal purposes.

SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS

Soft

syx^oitxjli-

Dynamo and

Electric Plants of the West.

MADE TO ORDER.

S.

Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.

WHO MAKES
CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL, PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
prtce-LiEt-

|

8 Cortlandt

St.,

Cylinder Oils.

Second to none. Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
Adopted by the largest
machinery.
By refiltering can be used continually.

RED GORE?
WILLIAM

A.

DOTY,

MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
GAS LIGHTING KEYS A SPECIALTY.
Asent

for the

liW BATTERY.

727 FILBERT STREET,

Telephone Building, N. Y.

CHICACO.

43 River St.,
WRITE FOB PRICES AND SAMPLES.

TAUSSIG, Agent,

Caraloeue nnd Prices furnished on application.

send for

Solicited.

PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

PRICES LOW.

FKEK.

MANTFACTTTBEKS OF

Annunciators and Everything Electrical-

Correspondence

CIROULABS

AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON,

Hard Rubber goods

Bells, Batteries.

Send for Circular F.
^"33?= state Businesa.

LARGEST ENGINE WORKS r"
West of the Mississippi.

GEM. WESTERN

CARBONS AND GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

SCHENECTADY,

PHILADELPHIA.

-

N". Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Insulated Wires,
JAMES

Flexible
F.

Cords and Cables

KELLY. Ceneral Sales Agent,

&

Russell

!9

Telegraph

for Telephone,

Dey Street.

New

York.

Co.

MASSILLON, OHIO,
BUILDERS OF

Automatic Engines

ATTENTION

BOILERS, ETC.
The H.M. LOUD & SONS

LUMBER

CO.

XB« or
Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arm*. Cedar Poles.
Portland Tie». Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in slock. Orders Filled Promptly.
Offlff and "U III at 0«r-o«l.r i. Jtlrh.
i,

llivpn Clock Co.,
btaago,

vantages

H.

BLISS,

WANTED.
l4,

r

•ir.d
.

men

meADB.

on

A

IN

louder and stronger tinni
two or thrro "thorn of

Electrical Securities.

will

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical

different mako.
WticaiiHLiniilyltlnitltlirr
brocket or box rorm; it la
cicely nlckolod ami i >ii t up

Inventions.

111 till)

'

r,;i»/;i-ipf,i»,

lJOHl Of

manner,
i

I

18

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple

cun

one cup of battery will work

bi*te preo-

CEO. W. LORD,

otti«rH

which

strength otbattorycurront,

ELECTRICAL EXPERT
DEALER

ol

readily i>o neon in it* adjustment for ruirii latin u the
KprliiK which HUpjiorlfl tho
Armature. BfBlmply turning a BCrOff toe HnrlriK In
matin to ciirilurni til Hill

it

AOEN1

and

deiilero

called to thin bell, the ad-

GEO.

mro#at >>»
I

Of

S*md *on Catalocus.

wimwro

Bammo

|

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.

Court,

v..

!

I

iii.

In-

jtIchh funiinhoii

ujiplk

KEATINC
& ROXBURCH,
— MANUKA'
OK—
TI'IlKltfi

p»

225

DEARBORN STREET.

CHICAGO,

tiouiidMni, Keys.

ILL.

I.

Bella,

Irxt

.

I

l*-f

BatterieB, etc., dealers in aii
I

J

J.

;<

I

SUUpllOrl.

January

26,
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VICTOR TURBINE

WATER WHEEL
rhe

rrateo u i nit
on account of

and preat

1

impanies

Kflleiency,
er

r

i;i.i:-

<

\\ni;i;i.
remit rlc ably uteady motion,

its

lar^e Capacity,

lii^li

Speed

diameter,

I

being donltl** the !*<»«

number

of th'.- leading electric companies wit
'-''
a] use of water it is without an an equal, producing the highest per

j<

fill

effect

criiaraiitectl.
H>;\l> FOB <AT\MM.n:

AM>

I'AllTKILYItS.

Our

Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gca.: arc rc<
can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch VI4 IOrf£
'V\ ICBSI."\fl-;s arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes. End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mount*
a substantial cast-iron bed plate.
I'he entire arrangement
strictly first-class in every particular.
We are now prepared 10
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the
admits of their use. we recommend thi^m.

and

it

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

C. F.

WESTERN ACENT:
DUNDERDALE 54 La Salle St. CHICACO.

CO.,

-

DAYTON, OHIO.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

1

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

BARE

ILN1D

INSULATED WIRE.

—
PATENT "|[|[

——

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet .Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted
Cords for Incandescent Lighting.
Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

•*"**

<||f

,

If

»»-

'

LINE WIRE

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AND 'i'ELEPHONE

BARCLAY,

J. L.

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

-a*

88

*8"

LINES.

factories: waterbury, conn.
Agent,
THOS.

Selling

'

L.

SCOVILL,
NEW YORK

ILL.

AGENT.

Where CanTBuy Red Core ?
THE GLOBE
CARBON CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO.
CARBONS FOR ELECTRIC

WM. CARRETT,

Office

CHAS.

President.

and "\7^7"ox-ls.gi
J.

B.

S.

BRiTTON,

Vice-Pros'

HAYES, Treasurer.

C. L.

RODMAN,

LIGHTS, BATTERIES, ETC.
O. cfa F. H.. H. ETTOXjiTP

-

YOUNG, President and

H. E.

I.

B. K.

Treas.

Acting SeCy.

STATION

JAMISON. Vice-President.

SOLAR CARBON * MFC. COMPANY,
69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Process Patented.
CARBONS made from Natural Gas.
BATTERY CARBONS OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTY.

Office, No.

Well Selected and Good
Western

Office,

I

75 Randolph

,

Special Discounts on Large Orders.

Street, Chicago.

T ELEPHONE S
FOIt

PRIVATE

I.IXKS.

DO NOT OE DECEIVED

The only Mechanical Telephone which has atocd
the tests and held ont and plven satisfactory
Bervice for the paet eight years.

Send

for

Illustrated

Catalogue and

By imitations marked Leclanchu Bisque or Disque Leclanche.
The term " Disque" was formerly used by us to designate

Prices.

ELECTRICAL GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

certain size of cell as distinguished from size No. 1
It

1

Elgin

and

size

No.

2.

has no reference whatever to the quality of the Battery.

Telephone and Electrical Supply Cc.

TRADE
Boom

7.

Hubbard Bik,

Elgin,

1, Dili

THE CELEBRATID
FOB ANYTHING

In the Line of

GKNUINB GONDA POUCH'S CKI.L
BATTKKY COMPLKTK.
It is

unlike any other Porous Cell Battery made, or by whatever

Temperature

efficiency

Regulation,
Either FnriiuccN
or
SI. .!!»

II-

II.

TH

Id Houses, or for

Tho Union Automatic Beat Begnlating Co.,

GONDA

ELMIRA,

M.

:do istot
Insist

name

called,

and

is

aeasurably superior in

and durability.

izl^^oszeid xjronsr.

upon being furnished with the Genuine Gonda Porous Cell, and
Do not use any zinc with our cell unless it
direct for prices.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,

the Genuine Battery.

is

if
is

your dealer does not keep it send
stamped with the word Gonda.

149 West 18th

St.,

New

to us

York.
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ANNUNCIATORS

»

6 and 8 Numbers,

4,

AT

PER NUMBER.

95c.

SEND POST OFFICE ORDER FOR SAMPLE.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC

CO.,

42 LA SALLE STREET.

GILES ANTI-MAGNETIC SHIELD FOR WATCHES.
Office of

"
* * * I have no hesitation in saying
that I believe the shield would perfectly
protect the watch against any magnetic
influence to which it is likely to be exposed by being worn in the vicinity of a

Van Depoele Electric M'fg.

Co.
Chicago, Feb. 16, 1886.

Anti-Magnetic Shield & Watch Case Co.
Your AntiMagnetic
Gentlemen :
Shield for watches cannot be over-estimated. Itis now very near eight months
that I have worn my watch, and to-day
it is (without correcting time) about one
minute slow. Considering the fact that
I am every day near dynamo electric
machines in our regular business, the
I could never
test could not be harder.

_=

—

have believed

~T

dynamo machine.
The plan you have adopted of placing the watch movement inside a closed
box of
on true
only

WM.

ANTHONY,

it

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields to pocket time- pieces promises to
be of very great importance to horologists
and watchmakers it will render operative and fine adjustments and mechan
isms which hitherto have been made
almost nil and in operative on account of

A

J.

A.

Prof. Phs. Dept,, Cornell University.

before that protection
was so complete. In this age of electricity, not only electricians, but everyone who needs the correct time, should
have the Anti-Magnetic Shield.
good
deal of practical utility, as well as pleasure, can be derived from a good timekeeper. At present, I look upon a watch
without a shield as a thing incomplete,
and so it is.
Very Respectfully,

CHAS.

this magnetic material, is based
scientific principles, and ia the
plan I know that could succeed.

;

their susceptibility to the all-pervading

magnetic influence.

VAN DEPOELE,

Electrician,

AMERICAN WATCH

V. D. P. E. M. Co.

CO.,

Waltham, Mass.

GILES BROS. & CO.

Sure protection from all Electrical and Magnetic disturbances.
Send for descriptive circular.

WHO MAKES

103 State

Street,

CHICAGO.

RED CORE?
There

Chicago Electric Club.

will

be a meeting of the

Chicago

Electric Club Monday evening, Feb.
4th,

at

Club,

8

o'clock,

122-124 Clark

at

the rooms of the

street.

SEND FOR

NEW PAMPHLET

OF

RECORDING
Pressure Gauges.

JWis

B.

Eds oft,

145 Broadway, N. Y.

B. D.

BRAIDED WIRE.
THE POPULAR WIRE FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

Safe and Reliable.
NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE
1

W.

1

B.

DOWSE,
Gen'ISupt.

CO,,

452 Broadway, New

Central St., Boston, Mass.

J.

York.

GALLAHER, Secy.
W. GODFREY, Gcn'l Mgr.

R. E.

January
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KOAKI) OP IIMtKITftlts.
G.
g

H.

II.

GALE, PRESIDENT.

[GEN.

PLUMMER. Vice-Presideni
H. HUMPHREY, TREASURER.

i;.

\

11.

IS. A.

R. A.
1,

ALGER.

\ii

I.

PLUMMER.

BROWN.
WILLIAMSON.

C. A.

B.TROI

II.

E. C.
F.

T.

1

:.

IL
H.

V.
I

I

I!'

IM

I

HUMPHREY.

H<

(MAS WILLI V

HANK

It.

I

)

THE WOODWARD ELECTRICAL

CO.

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

THE DETROIT STORAGE BATTERY
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

In const ruction,

has

now been found to be THOROUGHLY RELIABLE and DURABLE, and
to many uses in which other types of batteries have failed.

is,

owing

to its design,

PECULIARLY

ADAPTED

S^ECI^-XjI-,"2"

ADilPTED TO

Steadying Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,
Propelling Boats,
Burglar Alarms,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station Lighting,
Street Cars,

Isolated Lighting,
Auxiliary Central Station

SECTION OF KATTF.BY PLATE.

KATTF.KY.

™ Detroit
Is positively the

the only

Storage Battery

only Secondary Battery which will not Buckle, or which will withstand uninjured the Highest Bates of Bischarge.

STJCCESSriJL
IS

STOEAaE BiiTTEET

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY

The Woodward

Electrical Co.
FACTORY:

OFFICES:
69 Griswold

St.,

Work,

Medical Purposes,
Runnirg of Small Motors.

Campau

Building.

F. B.

DETROIT, MICH.

TROUT,

Corner 13th and Howard Streets.

General Manager.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
sfH^.

January

Edward

C. H. Jackson, Preat.

Perot, Vice-Prest*

S.

26, iS

Jas. P. McQi'aide, Sec'j and Treaa.

THE NATIONAL CONDUIT MFG. COMPANY'S

WROUGHT IRON CEMENT-LINED PIPE
For Electrical Subways.
SileSsN

by the Metropolitan Telephone & Telegraph Company of New
by the Bell Telephone Company of Buffalo; by the Police and Fire
Departments of New York and Chicago, Etc.

In use

THIS SYSTEfl

IS

PARTICULARLY ADAPTED FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT TRUNK AND DISTRIBUTION.

Address the Company.

ENGINEERING CO.,
707 & 709 varkd

st.,

TELEPHONE BUILDING, NEW YORK.

engines, boilers, etc., for driving dynamos.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED

st. Lcuis.

31 Waterworks Building. Kansas

Erected Ready

City.

8 '*J * 'AI.TIES
:

:

:

- Tllp

Building.

Omaha.

FOR.

for Service.

Aimington &

ard Kockingand Sheffield GrateB,

319 Ramge

York;

8EJIB

Lowe

SiniB Engine, Steel BoilerB, Ireeon Link Belt. StandHeater, Hyatt Filter, BlakePnnip, Korting Injector, etc.

FOR L.ATE8T

CATAliOOCJES.

Forest City Electric Works,
Manufacturers

fenns

of

CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES.

Quick Make and Break Uncontrolled by the Handle.

Correspondence
Solicited

is

tanned on the surfaces

Electric

only; the

with
Light

Companies.

JHTEBIQBliBAWHlDL
Send for Our Valuable Book for Engineers and Belt Users. Free.
Agents in all Cities. Send for Trial Belt.
;

W.

B.

CLEVELAND,

Proprietor,

183

SENECA STREET. CLEVELAND,

tt

BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK
106

PAGES, 97 ILLUSTRATIONS, FLEXIBLE CLOTH BINDING, TYPE PAGE 5ix3 INCHES.

PRICE

*

JUST THE BOOK

$X.OO.

*

engaged in Selling, Installing or Handling Electric Batteries,
Electric Bells, Elevator, House or Hotel Annunciators, Burglar or Fire Alarms, Electric
Gas Lighting Apparatus, Electric Heat Regulating Apparatus, etc, etc.
for those

THE ONLY BOOK OF THE KIND PUBLISHED.
First

ORDERS ALREADY

ON

Twenty-five

Edition

FILE

FOR

3F*or^7V£trcl

MORE

Hundred

THAN

Copies.

ONE-HALF THE ENTIRE

EDITION.

Your Order UNTo^w.

SENT, POSTAGE FREE,

GMT

RECEIPT OF PRICE.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
(>

LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

January

26,
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The Thomson-Houston
Electric Railway System.

Daily Operation, and Eleven IMow in Process
of Construction Under the Thomson-Houston Patents.

Twenty-Three Roads

in

NOW MANUFACTURED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

ALL MATERIAL 18

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the
The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others
brakes applied from either platform.
railway work.
Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
Only one pair of brushes for each motor.
above the floor.
Brushes self-feeding.
Direct gearing is used.
Bearings self-oiling.
The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the
No change of brushes for change of load or change in Thomson-Houston patents.
Contact with overhead conductor is had by means of.
direction of rotation of the armature.
pressing against the wire from below.
trolley
facility.
with
equal
direction
in
either
cars
run
The

for

MOTORS & ELECTRICAL E QUIPMENTS FURNISHED FOR MINING £ OTHER SPECIAL WORK.
For Full

Information, and Estimates Address the

Thomson -Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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WOOD BOX

January

zC, iS

*>

QUALITY GUARANTEED.

BELL.

RON BOX

BELL.

SAMPLES AND QUOTATIONS.
Write for Catalogue of House
Goods. Also Samples and Quotations.

Hflnclose business card for
Discount Sheet.
RON FRAME SHEEP BELL.

THE
THE

Diamond Carbon »r

BATTERY.

o

z

Bells never fail
to ring when the

Diamond Carbon
is

EXCELSIOR DISQUE

•|

Battery.

Battery

Ob ;

5*1

'
i

WllSIOR DISQUE

Better Carbon Service. Stronger and Superior to any other
Disque Battery on the
Market.

BATTM

II)

WUUCTnic»L

surPL*

used.

CO.
SUPPLY
The ELECTRICAL
171 Randolph Street,

CHICAGO-

factorie8:

Ansonia, conn.

BRANCH OFFICE:

505 Delaware

St.,

KANSAS

CITY, MO.

January

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

26, if

CEO. WESTINGHOUSE,

H. LEWARS, Secretary and Treasurer*
BARNEY, Auditor.
M. ROBERTSON, General Superintendent.

GEO.

Jr., President.
H. M. BYLLESBY, Vice-Pres't and Cen'l Manager.
p. H. ALEXANDER, General Agent.

C. H.
J.

k

«w***

iT'>»/c

CO.

\-

*•*<

&

west 2s 4 s

MANUFACTURERS OF THE
*Py P w "1 1 « 1 " f***n* *•* . ' «

i'„'„'.,»^',

SAWVEN-NMN INCANDESCENT

ELECTRIC LAMP.
HIGH EFFICIENCY.

•••

LONG

LIFE.

LAMPS MADE

••

NO BLACKENING.

PRICES GREATLY

SOCKETS

MANUFACTURES

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

January
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ORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
Port Wayne, Indiana.

Manufacturers of the

INDUCTION

SLATTERY

The Most Carefully Workedout and Complete Alternating

SYSTEM

OF

System of Electric Lighting

in

Existence.

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING,

AND THB

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Converters

12-16 Candle Power

Guaranteed.

OF

and

Lamps to the Mechanical Horse
Power Guaranteed.

ARC LIGHTING.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Y DYNAMO,

LAMP AND CONVERTER.

JENNEY ARC DYNAMO AND LAMPS.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS,

I

FORT WAYNE,

CHICAGO OFFICE,

IND.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,

BUCKLEY, Manager.
FRANCISCO OFFICE, 2 1 7 Sansome St.
W.

SAN

I

I

NEW YORK

OFFICE,

242, 244 EAST I22d STREET.
PHILADELPHIA OFFICE, 26 N. Seventh Street,
G. A.

J.

WILBUR, Manager.
F. Adams,

CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE.

Van Depoele Electric Manufacturing

Successor.

Co.,

aiA.KrTTFA.CTTTE.EPlS OI*

ARC AM INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHT APPARATUS
And

Electric Light Supplies of All Kinds.

THE
Mayo

Incandescent

Yan Depoele Arc Light

sirsTE^y:.

SITSTEZVE.

DIRECT OR SERIES.

HIGH OR LOW TENSION,
DOUBLE OR SINGLE
CARBON LAMPS,

ONLT
ABSOLUTELY
AUTOMATIC
DYNAMO.

MACHINERY
SIMPLICITY

LAMPS
Merer Blacken, and

Long

Life

a

ITSELF.

Dynamos or Lamps

Is

Made

GUARANTEED.
Send

for

Catalogue.

NEW YORK
EDWARD

OFFICE,
Z.

234 BROADWAY,
BRITTON, Manager.

Send

to Suit any Current
or System.

for Catalogue.

GENERAL OFFICE AND FACTORY,
5 to 21 North Clinton Street,

CHICAGO

CHICAGO,

IV

Vol.

FEBRUARY

SCHAEFER ELECTRIC MFC. CO.
Lamps from 10

Incandescent

to

0.

No.

5.

DUST PROOF BELLS

100 CaMle-Power.

COMPLETE INSTALLATION OF INCANDESCENT PLANTS.
P.

1889

2,

Snperior to

All Others.

FACTORY AT CAMBRIDGEPORT.

BOX 3068, BOSTON, MASS.

Estimates Furnished on Application.

HAZAZER & STANLEY,

32

Frankfort St., N. Y.

INSTXLATING and
Standard Underground Gable Company, The CALLENDER WATERPROOFING COMPANY,
PITTSBURGH,
708 PENN.
PA.

AVE.,

General Offices, No.

18 Cortland
Cortle
St.,

York, Telepho n e Building, Cortlandt Street,
G. L. Wiley, Manager.
Chicago, 139 East Madison Street, F. E- Oegen-

New
Branch Offices

{

NEW YORK.

hardt. Manager.

MANUFACTtJRERB OF

The Waring Anti-Induction and Bunched Gables
For Telegraph, Telephone, Electric Light and Power; Underground, Submarine
Light Leaded
and Aerial.
Cables for House Use
Weather-proof Line Wire,
Annunciator

Underwriters',

and

Office Wire.

j

J. R.

I

Bli years of uniform Success \

enable us to

MANUFACTURERS OP

BITITE AND TRINIDAD INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
ELECTRIC LICHT WIRES OF ALL SIZES A SPECIALTY.

BURDICK,

68 Commerce

Building,

CHICACO.

General Western Sales Agent,

guarantee

our Gables.

WRITE INSULATION.

DAY'S

The acknowledged Standard for durable and high
Insulation.
Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.
and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,
Railway and all other

CLARK

B.

Noiseless

IiooomotlTe Safety Valve,
Tlie Ashton Liocli Safety ValTye,
Tb.e Aslitou 'Water Relief ~^7"«.lx7-e>.
THE ASHTON VALVES t™*$»»v«»*°*<» *»»**• most pert.*
GlvB PM'ret
TTTT?TTl
A 1?1?TY "VAT
VFS whether
lll.Lil.il OAfllll
dJJIIiO
Steamboat, Locomotive
THEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES f&J^5SftS SifiS
now
market.
<*

ft

Aerial Use,

Electric Light

Branches

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back

All

Sizes

#

of Signaling.

Enra&ad
to " rf c»ou*ot#

Subterranean Use,
W/pbx Submarine Use
wrua**
Concealed Wiring

H0TCHKISS, Gen'l Mgr.,

16 Dey

St.,

security asatnst boiler explosion,
or Stationary.

I

p

in all Location*.

In tte

in construction, Automatic in action, Perfectly Controlling the Pressure of the hoee at whatever Bpeed the engine or pump 1b working.

Simple

NEW YORK.

218 LAKE

271 FRANKLIN

CHICAGO.

Sola Manufacturers of

DYNAMOS.
Schieren

&

Co.,

46

SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO,

trie

ILL.

B.— Two

Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation.

i
-j

'

C— Braided <

Weather-Proof Composition.

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters.
Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

wARCRnnuc.
WArltKUUMS.

Chables D. Jbnkby,

Daniel W. Mabmon, President,
Addwoh H. Nobdykb, Vice-President.

B.

A

wMfflFm**!*':

CUT SHOWING STVLB OF INSULATION.
.4.— Copper Wire.
maturated with a Black,

Proof

B

B

^^mx^/^u0^^MM/M

(Mfrs.)

OAK TANNED LEATHER BELTING AND LACE LEATHER.

.

and Weather ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE.
C

AND MANUFACTTJBEE8 AND TANNERS OF

BOSTON.

COWLES' PATENTED

Fire -Proof

GUARANTEED FOR

Chas.

ST..

ANSONIA BRASS & COFFER COMPANY,

RFORATED BELTING!!!
Prevents Air Cushions.

ST..

9 and

21 Cliff St.,

64 Wa8 b;„qton

St..

Samples furnished upon application.

New

FACTORIES;
ANSONIA.

York.
Chicano. Ills.

ITSnDI^aJNT-A.I'OX.IS, IKTI3I-<aLTSr^L.

Owners

of

all

ihe Patents and Inventions of Charles D. Jenney

(known

aB the

COW.

Bbaisabd RoBieoN. Secretary.
Amos K. Holxowbll, Treajui-ar

Electrician.

Jenney Electric Company,
Sole

Pnrel

Jenney System) and Sole Ownera and Manufacturers of

his

Improved Dynamo, [amp

$

Electric [Rotor.
In all desirable features of Are and Incandescent Lighting
Simple, durable, economical,
tho Jenney System leads.
In those essentials It chalsteady, brilliant and penetrating.
lenges comparlaon.

Estimates Promptly Furnished lor Erecting Electric Lighting
Plants (or Cities, Companies or Individuals.

Prices Furnishcd for thc Jenniv Arc or Incandescent Systems, or tor both combined.
[rjCAndesconl Pynamoa are Mtf-raffuUttDff,
The Jenney
and permit the turulug on and off of one or all of the Lamps
at Willi

Thtt
Shops,

rr

Company
y.i

s[ii

Cor.

give* tpt&al attention to furnishing Mills,
|«A

ItodMdual Plants.

in rmriui iuisiiitik hi ustimit

m

sisni.

Kentucky Ave. and Morris
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

-ju

St.

L

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

The Thomson-Houston

February

1889

2,

Electric Bo.
WESTERN OFFICE:

EASTERN OFFICE:

620 ATLANTIC AVE. (.BOSTON.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM
-OF-

H relighting
TELE WORLD.

Electric
IJST

SERIES LAMPS
FOE

]|rc-Circuits.
These Lamps have repeatedly

shown

their superiority

under

test.
First Medal

:

First Prize

:

Best Arc-Light, Louisville, 1883,
Best System of Arc-Lighting,

Cincinnati Industrial Exposition, 1883.

This

Company was. given

the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions
August 1, 1885, FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

at London,
ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
These dynamos are automatic

in their regulation

durable.

and

will

Exhibition,

1

FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

LIGHTING.

No other Incandescent
maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit.
are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

Lamp

is

so perfect and

Our Incandescent systems

m
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SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all

Power. Plans and estimates for
and Incandescent Lighting and Power Plants.

sizes for the transmission of

all

kinds of Arc
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INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

IITStTLATlUG C0MPA1TY,

TO THE PUBLIC

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

INSULATED WIRES and

CABLES

FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.
Guaranteed to Give Satisfactory Services Underground and Overhead.
Adapted for Mines, Ohemloal Works, Eto.

Prices

No. 159
\l

1

and Samples on Application

FRONT STREET,

HABIHSHAW,

F.C.S..

Specially

at

"Bates Refrigerator Case," settles their claim
to the absolute right to manufacture and sell
incandescent lamps, is misleading and untruthful. The only possible bearing it can
have on the lamp question is to let the Edison
patents live a little longer, or until the merits

NEW YORK

London, Chemical Engineer, General

CITY. of the case can have a hearing.
The U. S Lamp Patents are absolutely
Manager.
fundamental.

FOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We have

The statements of the Edison Co., to the
effect that the Supreme Court decision in the

The Rest

is

Always

the Cheapest,

supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

Telegraph and Telephone Companies, to United States Vessels,
Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other servOur
ices wherever a First-class Electrical Installment is Required.

Electric Light,

Materials and Workmanship

and correspondence

is

solicited from

are

Guaranteed

The United States

the Very Best,

C.

companies and architects requiring our

articles.

C.

Electric Lighting Go.,

WARREN, Man'gr Western

"The Rookery," 217 La Salle

Dept'mt.,

Street, Chicago,

THE

UNITED STATES ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO.
C. C. WARREN, manager Western Dept.

The Rookery,

217

La Salle St., Chicago, III.

OFFER INCOMPARABLY BEST SYSTEMS

STATION ALTERNATING CURRENT LIGHTING,

STATION AND ISOLATED ARC LIGHTING.
BEST PATENT PROTECTION ON INCANDESCENT LAMPS,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

THE

c

February

2,

18

ARBO

^TA!

CleT^ela-rLd., Ol^-io.
MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
ENGINEERING COMPANY,

JiOTB
SYNOVIAL
61

OLIVER ST.

Second

to none.

machinery.

S.

LAKE

ST.,

1

109

LIBERTY

ST.

NEW YORK.

power

Electric [ight and

Stations

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and CokeScreeningn
NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

O.

Cylinder Oils.

M. STONE,

Electrician and Contractor.

Especially adapted for all fast runnning
Adopted by the largest
refiltering can be used continually.
Electric Plants of the West.

Free from

By

gum

81

CHICAGO.

H. A.

dynamo and

I

CONTRACTING ENCINEERS FOR ERECTINC COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

or acids.

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

TAUSSIC, Agent,

8 Pacific Ave.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

ROOST. 112.

CHICAGO.

Arc and Incandescent light a specialty. Existing
Dlant3 extended or tnoroughly overhauled.

LAW BATTERY,
FOR ALL CLASSES OF OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.

In the latest form the negative element is a Double Cylinder, one within
the Other, having more surface and quantity than any other negative element in the
market. Its efficiency and durability surpass all its rivals, and it is guaranteed
for ten years. As now made both elements are secured wholly beneath the cover,
The cover is of blue glass and
instead of passing through the cover, as heretofore.
locks tight to the jar, absolutely preventing evaporation of water and creeping of salts.
Both binding posts are permanently attached to cover, and thoroughly protected
against corrosion.

THESE ARE DECIDED IMrHOVEMEKTTS.

Do not be so foolish as to buy a Prism, Porous Cup, or other perishable negative element battery,
when one can be had which is PRACTICALLY EVERLASTING. And do not waste
money by experimenting with any of the numerous new and untried batteries which are constantly
coming and going, but buy the " Law," which has stood the test of eight years.

LAW TELEPHONE

CO., 112 Liberty St.,

Sole Agent for the Pacific Coast

WHAT

:

GEO.

HENZEL,

L.

NEW

YORK.

San Francisco,

Cal.

RED CORE?

IS

#

The Crowdus Dry Battery.
i^i
Qry
Fls

z

Leads the World

Open

for

Circuit Work.

Guaranteed, the neatest, most powerful and economical Open Circuit Cell in the world. It
cally indestructible, and takes its full charge as a storage cell. Perfect in
any climate, place or position.

battel

«fBIClMUIT5tnVEt

^Slc'ttREBOJC

It

11

ORDER A TRIAL
E.

ADDRESS

M.

is

practi-

AND BE CONVINCED.

LOT,

F. 2.3 Volts; Int. R.

0.3 Ohm.

K

THE ELECTRIC FARE BOX

CO,, 418

Cedar

St.,

Nashville,

Temi,

Works.
THI Knapp e lectrical
or
avr

Magneto

Bells,

Annunciators,

a-rjurA-CTunBiis

Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells,

DEAliEHS

Batteries,

Push Buttons,

Etc,

IUNT

EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL.
agbnts
:t*o:n

tiik

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A Full Line of their Celebrated Wires,

Buy your Goods

Cables and Tapes

of the

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

-

-

-

CHICAGO.

February

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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SPRAGDE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND MOTOR
THE NEW SPRAGUE ELECTRIC MOTOR TRUCK,

CO.

DETAILS OF TRUCK:
Flexible Suspension, Noiseless Gearing All Bearings Self Oiling and Dust-Proof. Brushes
of a New Design, and Perfection as regards Ease of Running. All Parts completely Incased and Protected from Dust. All Bearings Independently Removable. Bach Part
Designed to be Readily Accessible, and to Reduce all Necessary Attendance and Care to a
1

,

Minimum.

For Circulars and l^xill Information, Address,
16 and 18 BROAD STREET,

...

},

H.

DICKEY, PreBldent.
J. WELLS, Sec'y and Gen'l Man.

J.

H. A.

NEW YORK.

FLEMON DRAKE,

KINNEY,

Sup't and Electrician.

L. H.

KORTT,

Vice President
Treasurer.

MIDLAND ELECTRIC CO The Empire City Electric Co,
®j

OMAHA, NEBRASKA.
DEALERS IN

15

ELECT
For the Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Light.

DEY STREET,
NEW

YORK,

Hotel and House Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Fire Alarms, Electric Gas Lighting, Speaking Tubes,
Elevator Annunciators, Batteries, Push Buttons, Electric Pens, Telegraph Learnere* Instruments, Medical
Batteries, Llnemen'a Tools, Bell Hangers' Supplies, Railway Velocipedes, Care, Etc.

Western

Agents THE OKONITE CO., and the Return
We own the Franchises of

Alarms for Cities and Towns.

Manufacturers and

Call System of Hotel Annunciators. Fire
the Western States and Territories for the

Dealers

IMPROVED McCULLOH
IN

**nWWUM + MJSWflC** TEIiEGI^IPH * g¥g>FEja,#-s-

ALL KINDS OF

and are prepared to give franchises and construct plants on reasonable terms.

{^Estimates furnished and contracts made
West.

Correspondence

Authorized Contractors:

solicited.

for any and all kinds of Electrical Work In any part of the
Illustrated Catalogue and Price List on Application.

Edison Electric Light and Gamewell Fire Alarm Telegraph-

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
Is
Is
Is
Is
Is

Made by Callender &

Co.,

Chicago

Office,

68

Commerce

Bldg.;

R. Y. Office,

18 Cortlandt

St.;

Boston

Office,

Seamless.
the Best.
the Toughest.
the Most Flexible
the

Highest Insulation Evei

624 Atlantic Ave.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HANDBOOK.

Bv

F. B.

BADT.

70 illtiBtratiODfl flexible cloth binding; size of type page, 6x3 inches. Designed for
Tenders and Linemen ;Stationary and Marine Engineers. Juet the book for men who wish

100 pages;

Dynamo

how to operate and c%re, for electric light installations. The only book of the kind in the
English language. Price, postage prepaid to any addresB In the United States or Canada, $1.00.

tolearn

Address

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

mmt&ikMmM\t>

CO., 6 Lakeside Bldg., Chicago.

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING &, M'F'G GO.
ROOMS, 200 and 202

IS

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST. XiOTJIS.
UNIFORM

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

BALL DYNAMOS

^LD

LAMPS

ECLIPSE

IN QUALITY,

LONG LIFE AND GOOD LIGHT.

CORLISS

.

THE MOST ECONOMICAL ENGINE.

FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

Latest Improvements.

This system is mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a steady
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required

Send

for Catalogue.

and the cost of repairs.
For descriptive circulars or testimonials, address

CHARLES W. RAYMOND,

Western Agt.
ATLAS AUTOMATIC and SLIEE VALVE EN3INES,

39 Dearborn Street, Tremont House,

CHioiiao,

Steam Pumps, Injectors,
PULLEYS, BELTINC, FITTINCS. VALVES,
Boilers,

-

-

-

ix-r-.

)DCE SPLIT

Etc.

Standard Carbon Co.,
The Cleveland,
and Crystal Carbon Companies.
'

Bo\ilton,

^^^^^

SUCCESSORS TO THE

^^^^

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

^^^^
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SOLE BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improved Corliss Engine
Is

of
IT IS
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ALUS &

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

CO.

>

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

TJNEQUALED FOR ECONOMY OF FUEL, REGULARITY OF
MOTION, AND DURABILITY IN USE.

SEE

WHAT

RED CORE?

IS

FOREST CITY PACKING
CLEVELAND, OHIO,

COMPANY,

U. S. A.

Patent High Speed Packing,
MADE ESPECIALLY FOR ELECTRIC LICHT ENCINES.

^N

Es

on

60

Days' Trial.

(jjm^ri can

Guaranteed,

Satisfaction

or

CMS.

CARTER.

S.

M. WILKINS.

ESTABLISHED

E.

WARD

V/IIKIN

1S67.

MANUFACTURERS OF AND -DEALERS IN'EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

no Pay.

Worlds,

f+lectrical

PROVIDENCE,

R.

I.,

EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

FARADAY CABLE

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS- AND BURGLAR ALARMS,

— FOR

Telegraph, Telephone and lectric Light.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF
BELLS, DISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LIGHTING APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.

Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity
of

any Cable

in the

We

Market.

publish, Catalogues .of all our Manufactures, arid will forward to
-

application'.

New York

ACKEKMAN,

Agent.

N. B: When applying for Catalogues, pleasestate whether '.'Electric-Bell" or,"Gerier
Supply" .Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trade inclose- business card for discounts.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

114 South Second Street.

Thegrushglectricfompany

any address upo

,-.--,

;

—

Office, 18 Cortlauclt Street.

P. C.

.

PARTRIGK& CARTER,
•

Delivered Free

V.
Pattern Making, Etc., Etc

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Bi A
F lgtuR ER
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICACO.
'RANKLIN

MANUFACTURERS OK THE

General Machine JOD-worK,

Ke^iring,

Electric Lignt

THE

PACE

The Edison

System

Direct

of Central Station

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

-OF1,000 Installations. 100,000 Horse Power. 1,000,000

Lamps and $20,000,000

Capital.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Qdison tyectric [ight

MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
AND

taleiiG

THIS COMPANY

THOMAS ALVA

EDISON.

Which Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanently
Established and Commercially Successrul

Electric

Lpi

APPARATUS.

IDETHOD OF

GEU

of the growth and present prosperity of the Edison System, attention
called to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now in
operation and under construction.

CO.,

Capital, $2,600,000,

CHICACO CO.

BOSTON

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS,

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTE.

As evidence

NEW YORK

ETC.

CO.

*

Station!

Capital, $760,000.

1

;

Capacity, 160,000 Lamps.

Slalion; Capacity 40,000 Lamps.

Capital, $660,000, 2 Stations; Capacity,

PHILADELPHIA CO.

is

50,000 LampB.

Capital. $1,000,000,

1

Station; Capacity.

50,000 Lamp*.

It is significant to note the fact that the Edison Company has during the past year
enlisted an amount of capital and put under construction a station capacity far in excess
Nothing could
of the aggregate Incandescent work of all other companies combined.
more forcibly emphasize and attest the accepted value of the Edison Central Station
Industry as an Investment,

PATENT8,

WBITK FOB PAMPHLET ON THE FIVE HEADS
NVE8TWIENT8, FUTILITY OF OUARANTEE8, DANCER AND

MORAL

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,

CHICACO OFFICE,
Ho. ISO Wh.lilnKlon Ntrrn.

AI.KX A

(Jo.

THE OWNER OF THE INVENTIONS
AND PATENTS OF

IS

W>KK Mlll'T.
« !>.«l«l Aif.nl.

N0.201

I'.rl.M.il
«>.

itlon relative to

ll.lll.lln;

C.

Edison Electric

HTKKI.K.
Hi'"

I'll

A

Central BtatlOD niiMlnf-MK, apply totjio

K- „l.
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Lierlit Co.,

& 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.
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MACRAEON

The Daft

STORAGE

Electric
new york and

BATTERIES

using Safe
Currents in the operation of Street

The MACRAEON STORAGE BATTERIES do not '* buckle," " bllater " or •'Barbate '— are
require leee attentheeimpleBt In construction— are made with
tion, and will last longer than any other battery in the market, being practically indestructible and of
1

CLOSED METAL BOXES—

Railways,

great efficiency.

Speed,
Endurance,

for:

Incandescent Lighting on Arc Circuits everywhere using the same Dynamo and power
while idle daring the day, for charging the Batteries.
Incandescent Light Plants, whether isolated plants or central stations, can be
2.
doubled in capacity by using the Macraeon Storage Batteries.
3.
Surplus Power, Steam or Water, even Irregular, wherever it can be had, in Factories,
Breweries or business buildings, csn be utilized to great advantage and profit by storing electricity
during the day for lighting the place or neighborhood at night.
4.
Storage BatterleB can also be used for steadying incandescent or arc UghtB wben run di1.

rect

from the dynamo.

Incandescent Lighting from the Macraeon Storage Batteries is UNIFORM, STEAD V and KEMABLE. Xo Flickering, less Breakage of Lamps,
and, like gas, the light is always on hand day or night.

Complete Installations made, including Dynamos and Motors.
Contractors and Supply AgentB.

WM. BALLOU,

President,

BROWN

Dis-

tribution are unexcelled.
Send for Circular Matter.

LEONARD PAGET,

or

-

St.,

New York Office

Special tenne to Electric Companies,

AddreBB
Chief Electrician,

Macraeon Storage Battery
7 Wall St., NEW YORK.
FACTORY, 110-114 Dickinson

Economy.
The Daft Motors for Power

ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

GEO.

chicago.

The only Company

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

These Storage Batteries can be Protitably Used

Co.,

TRENTON,

-

BOREEL BUILDING,

Co* 7

115
N. J.

BROADWAY.

Please Mention the Western Electrician.

* SHARPE MFC. CO., ELEMENTS

raovxi^ESBo-oaEz, n.

OF ELECTRIC LIGHTING
BY PHILIP ATKINSON, Ph. D.

i.

1,1,1 \«.
11 'ebs,
kokiikik irrrnv
260 Pages, Cloth Bmdine, Illustrated, Price SI. 50.
IHHAI'KII CI TTKIIS,
CUTTERS,
an elaboration and revision of the popular series ol articles which ran through the
This book
TOPI'ITIKBK.
A.VI.I'l.lliCI'TTI'.KM,
KA 11 E
II! RS,
WESTERN Electrician under the same
treats of Principles of the Dynamo; Alternate
TWIST II HII, CUTTERS, CUTTERS FOR SPIRAL HILLS,
Current Dynamos Direct Current Dynamos; Electric Terms and Units; Electric Measurements
The Arc Lamp The Incandescent Lamp The Storage Battery Electric Distribution.
SI It \l IK. LIPPED TWIST DRILL CUTTERS,
INSERTED TOOTH HILLS, Sent, postage prepaid, on receipt of price.
SCREW SLOTTING CUTTERS,
END HILLS, HETAL >I.ITTI \<. SAWS.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Lakeside Rn ldins, Chicago
Catalogue with Price List Mailed on Application.

i,i;viici'irci(H,

SIDE

11

1

<

1

III I.I.I ti.

is

It

II

«

I

I

title.

I.

It

:

;

;

I

;

;

BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK
106

PAGES, 97 ILLUSTRATIONS, FLEXIBLE CLOTH BINDING, TYPE PAGE 5ix3 INCHES.

PRICE

*

$X.OO.

*

JUST THE BOOK for those engaged in Selling, Installing or Handling Electric Batteries,
Electric Bells, Elevator, House or Hotel Annunciators, Burglar or Fire Alarms, Electric
Gas Lighting Apparatus, Electric Heat Regulating Apparatus, etc., etc.

THE ONLY BOOK OF THE KIND PUBLISHED.
First

Edition

For-ward

SEUT,

Js»OSTAG!>E

Twenty-five

""STo-ur

FREE,

OCT

Hundred

Copies.

Order

3XTo^7v-

RECEIPT OF PRICE.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6

LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

February

Edward

C. H. Jackson, Preet.

S.

Perot, Vice-Prest.

Jab. P.

2,

McQcaide, Sec'y and

18

Treae.

THE NATIONAL CONDUIT MFG. COMPANY'S
1

-;-v;!jV^-;-

WROUGHT IRON CEMENT-LINED PIPE
For Electrical Subways,
In use

by the Metropolitan Telephone & Telegraph Company of New York;
by the Bell Telephone Company of Buffalo; by the Police and Fire
Departments of New York and Chicago, Etc.

THIS SYSTEM IS PARTICULARLY ADAPTED FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT TRUNK AND DISTRIBUTION.

TELEPHONE BUILDING, NEW YORK.

Address the Company,

ENGINEERING CO.
707 and 709

POND

Market

31 Waterworks

Kansas

City.

ANSAS

Omaha.

Building.

OITY, T&O.

Aimicgton

Annunciators and Everything Electrical-

Correepondenoe Solicited.

PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

PRICES LOW.

a

of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.
llii'KlTIIK.

IHRTJ1AW &

Galvanometers, Bridges and Rheostats by

James

w

all

.

the Prominent Makers.

<^-u.©©n
St.,

__

me

.

n™.«««*i™
once and be Correctly
ported in Whipple's
,

,

National

„

lkBftBJ*a ,
AUJLI.Kr.i3».
,

at

t:>„

lie-,

Office

and mil at Oncoda, Midi.

Exclusive Selling Agent: Q. A. Habmount. Western
A gent Electrical Department New Haven clock Co.,
315 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

Directory.

Electrical

A Postal

Card will do.

CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

KI»1A113S
WW

JlAjlrj,

LOUD & SONS LUMBER

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poles,
Postsand Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled Promptly.

FOR THE
Ill'

Western

Fred H. Whipple, Dl

$

Electrician
I

.oo.

}T.

ANNM'l, rrem

.

if.

FENTO.N,

CHAS. SIDNEY SMITH, Seo'y

Vlce-Pre8t. and Trea3.

Hotel and House Annunciators.
Electric Gas Lighting.

The United

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electric Co.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

CO.,

CALL AM> EXA9KKE.

924 Chestnut

.

to

The H.M.

DETROIT, MI C II.

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,

(

,

bend

.

Ammeters and Voltmeters

K

ANO

CARBONS AND GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

Sims Engine, Steel Boilers, Ireson Link Belt. Standllyatt Filter, Blake Pump, Korting Injector, etc.

WANTED.

I

. wt-jt^

Arms,

&

Lowe Heater,

FOR I.4TKW CATALOGUES.

HF.\n

1 4)1

Poles, 'Wires, Cables, Conductor Cords,
Pins, Brackets, Insulators, Cross
Etc., Etc.

Bells, Batteries,

BPFCIAIiTIESt :-The

ard Rocking and Sheffield Grates,

319 Ramge

FOR.

Erected Ready for Service.

SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO,
EC

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED

St. Louis.

St.,

Building,

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

Electrical

Electric Lighting.

Apparatus and Supplies,

Telegraph Instruments.

cfc

Go.

Wire

SALT LAKE

find Batteries.

CITY,

UTAH.

-

Philadelphia.

XI 463.
INSULATING JOINT.
(THE STANDARD.)

XI

GOO.

E.P.GLEAS0NMFG.C0,
181-189

MERCER STREET,

CHICAGO OFFICE, 233 LAKE STREET.
MANUFACTURE RS

INDORSED
ur

Thomas

1

Eliba Thomson,

Edison,

ELECTRIC MPPLIHNCES
AND GLASS,
IN

—

Edwin

K, S. Possons,

01'

J.

Hoaston,

and scones OF leading electricians.

BRASS, IRON, TIN

Embracing Fittings, Brackets, Fixtures, Shades, Globes,
Insulating Joints, Cut-outs, Holders, all Systems, and
Supplies for Arc and Incandescent Lighting.

SQTD TOE CAT^LOOVE B"
ll

lOcO.

FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELERS.
Send

for

Pamphlet "ARE YOU POSTED?"

to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH

CO.,

m

XI

177-179 Broadwav, N. Y.

3D.

i

IN

CRYSTAL.

ETCHED.

e ao.

EIGHT
COLORS.

February

2,
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THZE
Westinghouse

Co.,

Electric

PITTSBURGH, PA.
[Manufacturers under Patents and Applications for Patents controlling the sale and use of
Alternating Current Electric Lighting Apparatus and Distributing Systems.J

The success of the Alternating Current System of

Electric Lighting

is

demonstrated

beyond question.

Note the sale of 143 Central Station Plants by this Company, aggregating
a total generating capacity of 250 pOO 16-candle-power lamps, within the brief
period of twenty-five months together with the fact that out of these 143 Cen^

tral Stations y 38

have increased

their

plant since starting.

IMPROVED LAMPS.
the manufacture of Lamps
which has been secured for the exclusive benefit of the users of apparatus furnished by the Westinghouse Electric Company, this
Company will guarantee from its Apparatus and Lamps 50 percent,
more light from a given expenditure of power (fuel) than can be obtained with any direct current system.

By reason

of

an improvement

in

ALTERNATING CURRENT METERS.
This Company's Meter measures the whole current by a positive
mechanical movement.
It registers directly in lamp-hours, and indicates by dials like a
gas meter. It is not affected by temperature or local conditions.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.
Highly efficient. Have no commutators or brushes, and can be
started, regulated and reversed without breaking a connection.
Small Motors for use on existing Alternating Circuits of this Company.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

BELLS.
Quid

2,

1889

BATTERIESiPUSHES
New

Carbon Battery.

February

Style Iron

Box

Bell,

No.

1006.

Bisque

Battery,

W.E.CO.

Prices upon Application.

Prices upon Application.

Bronze Push No,

(Cut Full Size.)

Sample Sent by Mail
on Receipt of 65c.
Agents for the Gassner Dry Battery.

Price,

76 Cents.

PRICES UPON APPLICATION.

Western Electric Company,
chicago.

new

york.

london.

antwerp.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO,

Vol. IV.

The New Weston Voltmeter.
A new

form of commercial voltmeter

accompanying cuts. The electrical,
magnetic and mechanical features have been so
worked out as to insure permanence and reliacoupled with simplicity, extreme accuracy,
a wide range of scale reading, and portability.
Reference to the cuts will disclose the fact that

bility,

the field of force is produced by a permanent
magnet of peculiar form, while the deflecting
body, carrying the index, is a light coil of insu-

whose motion, resulting from the dual

established by the magnet and current circulating in the coil, is restrained by two coiled
The springs serve also to convey the
springs.
current into and out of the moving coil.
That permanent magnets can be, and in fact
are, daily made which, after undergoing a process
fields

of artificial

ageing, remain thenceforth practistrength when subject to ordinow generally

cally constant in

nary use,

is

acknowledged.

No. 5

2, li

on the lower. This form and ratio of scale
values are useful for battery work, and espeThe lower scale
cially for storage batteries.
values are used when examining single cells,
or sets of two; and the upper scale values when
measuring the aggregate potential difference of
In the former case, connection
a series of cells.
is made with the small binding post under the
rubber cap on the left, and with the larger -bindIn the latter case, coning post on the right.
nection is made with the two large binding posts.
volt

is illus-

trated in the

lated wire,

FEBRUARY

Another important feature consists

in

the fact

that means are afforded those not in possession
of laboratory appliance^ of verifying the scale
value by applying a single cell of some constant

form, such as. that found in any telegraph office,
to tlie terminals of the coil giving the lower
The deflection noted serves as a
scale reading.
standard for future comparison with the same or
a similar cell, should doubt arise as to the effect

In the

construction of these voltmeters special care hasbeen
taken not only in the selec-

and its proper
magnetization and artificial ageing, but the magtion of steel

within one-fifth of

1

Special

percent.

ments are manufactured

instru-

to correct within

.1

per

cent.

Electric Light Convention.
U.K. Sunny, chairman of the executive committee
of the National Electric Light association, makes
the following statement in reference to the arrangements for the February convention: The
board of directors of the Imposition Company
have contracted to spend §1,500 in putting in
steam heat in the art rooms and large dining
light
hall that are to be used by the electric
people.
Only one-third of this sum it paid for
by the Electric Light association, and the remainder is practically offered as a bonus to
The directors are very
secure the meeting.
much interested in the exhibit features, and are
offering every facility to make the convention a
complete success.
As has already been
stated, they are desirous
of having an electric exhibit at an early day, possibly within a year, that
will
completely fill the
great building, and will
include everything in the

manufact-

netic resistance of the act-

line of electric

ing field has been reduced
to its lowest practical limit

large space at
the disposal of the comit tee
is
practically
spoken for now, and it
will be quite difficult to
arrange
for
any more
space in the rooms taken.

m

by the insertion of a central

core of soft iron within

This
movable coil.
is supported upon the
magnet frame by a strap
of diamagnetic material.
The form of the pole
pieces is such that the dethe

core

flecting

moves

coil

in a

The Thomson- Houston
railway and a car
equipped with storage batteries will be the features
electric

constantly

uniform

in

field,

The movable coil
wound upon a light

tained.

which

serves the double purpose
of a support, and also, since
it moves in an intense field
of force, as a damper, thus
making t h e instrument
exceedingly dead beat.
All important parts of

companies

electric

serv-

their
FIG.

instrument are

the

to gauge, and the bearings of the deflecting coil are jeweled. Interchangeability of parts,
and the elimination of friction, are thus secured.
A difference of potential of about one and onequarter volts, at the terminals of the movable
coil, serves to deflect the index over the entire
scale, the length of the scale being about six
This degree of sensitiveness permits,
inches.
therefore, the construction of instruments having
a wide range of maximum scale-reading by the
simple insertion of differentially wound resistance coils, in series with the movable coil.
The external and internal parts of the new
in Figs,

i

and

2,

having a

scale of double values, with a ratio of 20.
scale divisions for the upper values, Fig.

The
1,

are

single volts, while for the lower values they read
one twentieth of a volt. The single divisions
are of such a size that it is easy to read to onetenth of a division, or to one-tenth of a voll on
the upper values and one two-hundredth of a

I.

THE NEW WESTON VOLTMETER.

of accidental rough usage.
All scale readings begin

at zero, and extend
by practically uniform increments to the maximum reading. The range of scale readings for

instruments of a given maximum scale is thus
greater than is common, and as the divisions of
each scale are the result of individual calibration and checking, the scale readings are uniformly accurate. The temperature correction
the instruments can lie kept
is negligible, and
constantly in circuit, as their resistance is so high
(averaging 20,000 ohms) as to prevent any apprei table heating error.
The Weston Electrical Instrument company
of Newark, N. J., which is putting the voltmeter
on the market, is also making a new form of
ammeter which has the same general appearance as the voltmeter, and possesses the same
merits of permanency ami reliability.
It is claimed that in the hands of electrical
engineers these instruments will afford the
means of obtaining results which will be correct

will

illustrate

operation
incandescent
sysThe tickets of ad-

practical

in

made

voltmeter are shown

of

The motor

be represented by
Thomson-Houston, Baxter, C. & C, Brush, Belding
and Eddy.
Arc light
systems in practical operation will be the ThomsonHouston, Brush, Sperrv,
Excelsior, and perhaps one
or two others. At least three

reading scale, of nearly
equal subdivisions, is ob-

copper,

line

ice will

practically follow the proportional law, and a direct

frame of

the

railways.

and hence the deflections

is

The

ures.

tems.
printed, and will be ready
for distribution inside of a week. Although 100,000
tickets have been ordered, it is probable more will
be required if the demands of the exhibitors for
tickets for their friends and correspondents up to
date is any criterion. Among the other exhibits to
lie made is the magnificent one promised by the
Non-Magnetic Watch company, the Phoenix
Class company, and the appearance of the
rooms will be very much beautified by the addition of the resplendent wares of the
Applications for hotel
trolier manufacturers.
accommodations are being made daily, and
from all indications there will be a very large
The 000 feel ol track for
attendance ol ladies.
the electric railway will be constructed
in
a

mission are

This

week.

Holmes
whose

now being

work

is

being

done

the Chicago City Railway
interest in the advancement
i>(

by

I'.

1!.

company,
of

rapid

from the electrical standpoint.
The track will have one curve

transit, especially

is well known.
of fifty foot radius, so that the electric

railway
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men

will

have an opportunity to show how their

respective systems perform on a curve.

Paris Electric Light Grants

Enos M. Barton, president of the Western
company, Chicago, has returned from

Electric

his trip to

Europe.

In speaking of

electrical

news on the other side of the Atlantic, Mr. Barton said to

a

representative

of

the

Western

Ki
trician: " The matter which seems to be
exciting the greatest interest just at present is
1

1

Chicage Telephone Extension
The Chicago Telephone company is contemplating many improvements in its service, and is
extending its lines rapidly under the ordinance
adopted by the city council recently. The bond
presented by the company has been accepted
and filed by the city, and the work of putting in new instruments was begun
immedi-

now

nearly a year since the telecompliance with the ruling
of the city officials, ceased introducing new telephones.
The company never conceded the
ately.

It is

phone company,

in

February
trust,

which has made

itself

obnoxious

2, it

to the

Lake, has large claims prior to the
electric light company's, and would secure all
the money in the fund.
Residents of Lake are
satisfied with the service of the electric light
company, and no complaint against it is heard,
but there is widespread dissatisfaction with the
course of the gas trust, and it is against that
corporation that the town council has been working.
The electric light company, however, does
not feel disposed to suffer, in order that the
town may vent its spite upon the gas trust.
people of

Electric

Motor

The room

in

in a Newspaper Office.
which the cuts for the Chicago

Tribune illustrations are made contains considerable electrical apparatus.
The photographs
from which the zinc etchings are produced are
taken by the light of two arc lamps. The machinery in the room is operated by a three-horse
power Sprague motor, which was recently installed by the Chicago office of the Sprague
Electric Railway & Motor company, C. M. Barclay, manager.
The installation is a remarkably interesting one. The motor is compact and
occupies but little space, a feature which is of extreme importance in the photographing room.
The motor works admirably, and there is no perceptible sparking of the brushes.
The motor is
provided with self-oiling bearings. Current is
taken from the Edison circuit.

Agreement of the United States and
Westinghouse Companies.
Following is the official announcement of the
agreement entered into by the Westinghouse and
United States companies:
It is announced that an agreement has been made between the Westinghouse Electric company and the
United States Electric Lighting company, whereby the interests of these two companies shall hereafter be conducted
for mutual benefit, both in. the manufacture and sale of
electrical apparatus, and in the management and litigation

of their patents.

NEW WESTON VOLTMETER.
the recent grant in Paris to the electric light
companies. Permission has been granted to six

companies

to

establish

electric

light

stations.

to be divided into six districts. The
dividing lines are from the center of the city to

The

city

is

the outskirts, so that each company has a portion of the central section, and considerable
part of the outside districts to light.
The condition of the grants is that the outskirts shall
be served just as well as the center of the city.
It is provided that a considerable sum of money
300,000 francs, I think shall be deposited by
each company as a guarantee that it will avail
itself of the privileges granted it.
"The circuits will be underground and will be
It is
run through the sewers as far as possible.
estimated that in order to avail themselves of
the privileges, the companies will be obliged to
supply 240,000 incandescent lamps in addition
It is thought that the aggregate
to arc lights.
horse power will be about 80,000. The manufacturers as a result of the grant are anticipating an unusually busy year.
"In Berlin not a great deal has been done in
The
electric lighting since my last visit there.
arc lamps employed are smaller than those
which are generally used here. They are of

—

—

about 1,200 candle power.
The streets on
which they are placed are well lighted as the
The system
lamps are put close together.
which is used gives a very steady light."

New
It is

said

Alternating System.
that the Van Depoele Electric com-

ntroduce an alterIt is reported that the first dynating system.
namo will be finished in about two weeks, and
It
will probably
will be installed in Chicago.
be a 1,000-light machine.
omoting

not assert
the matter
temporarily, and adopted a conciliatory course
rather than oppose the action of the council.
This has been the policy of the company since
its organization. Feeling that there was a prejudice in the minds of many peopie against it, in
common with similar enterprises, the company
has granted every reasonable request that has
been made, and, by studying the wants of the
subscribers and increasing the efficiency of the
service, endeavored to overcome this uncalledfor and undeserved opposition.
One of the changes contemplated was the
closing of the branch office at Desplaines and
Washington streets, and transferring the force
to the main office.
Last week the work of constructing an underground conduit
between
these points was in progress, and it is hoped
that the weather will permit its speedy comcity's

right

what rights

pletion.

to the

to

it

interfere,

but

may have had

This change

number now

will

did
in

:

.right-

,

plants in use.
It holds many strong patents; some of which are fundamental, its inventors having been the earliest in the
field of practical electric lighting and transmission of power.
The Westinghouse company has, in two years, taken the
lead in central station lighting, having 143 stations, with a
total capacity of 250,000 16-candle power lamps in service.
It is the lessee of the Consolidated and Sawyer-Man Electric companies of New York, and has in addition to its own

add 600 telephones

directly connected with the

office.
When the company ceased extending its lines a year ago it had upward of 4,700
telephones in use, and during the year it has
received over 500 applications for new instruments.
These will be put in as soon as possible.

main

Electric Light Bills in the

The

failure of the

town

of

Town of Lake.
Lake which adjoins

Chicago, to pay its electric light bills, has
brought to light a curious state of affairs.
It
appears that during the last two years the town
has not paid the bills of the Arc Light & Power
Company of Chicago, which furnishes ils public
light, and its indebtedness to the company exceeds $8,000. The town officials have been
putting off the company with promises until 11.
E. Sunny, president, notified tin- officials thai
the} 'line to time the light would Inshut off February >st.
This rather surprised
townspeople.
hej had not anticipated
such a determined stand, and they have sum.'
I

> the llriiish
leu sufficiently a]
It may 1/c safely sai
Drding to Health.
electric light is the only form of artificial illumination
.n to health.
This is astro
light; hut
gas,
.t with that of
health

The United States company is one of the oldest electrical
manufacturing companies, and has a large and growing
business in arc and incandescent lighting, and plating apparatus, motors, and alternating current apparatus, a. large
factory in Newark, N. J. and many electric light and power

i/ to

It apStraighten matters.
the gas fund,
in
upon which the warrants of the electric light
company are drawn, and the officials do not
care to put any money in the fund, as the gas
1

pears that then

NEW WESTON VOLTMETER.
extensive works in Pittsburgh the lamp factories of the Consolidated company in New York and Pittsburgh,
It is the owner of the Waterhouse
Electric company of
Hartford, Conn., and the Tesla Electric .ighl .\ Manufacturing company of Rahway, N. J., as well as of the Tesla
motor patents.
Il was the first to introduce the alternating
current method of electrical distribution, and owns several
hundred patents and inventions relating thereto, many of
which arc claimed 10 be fundamental.
The new combination has a manufacturing capacity of
over t5,000 lamps a day, and the two companies own and
control about 700 patents on electrical inventions, which
they propose to litigate actively for joint benelit.
The combination represents a united capital of about
$10,000,000,
It i\ understood thai the Hate decision relating to foreign
patents, just rendered by the United States Supreme Court,
is regarded by these companies to be
greatly to their adrani igi in strengthening their own position, as well as that
"I patents In general,
I

February

2,
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Insulation Brackets.
in the last two years in
line construction and in devices used in the
The construction of
work, has been marked.
electric light, telegraph and telephone lines under all conditions in pole and housetop work
seems to have been carefully studied, and the

The progress made

In
required devices may be readily obtained.
this connection considerations of high insulation
Electric comare of the most vital importance.

.

FIG. 4.

2.

INSULATION BRACKETS.

ELECTRICIAN,
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Regulation of Alternate Current Generators.

The accompanying

cut

The exciter will therefore furnish a
current to the field coils 4 4 of the
prime generator, and the difference of potential
al the terminals of the la'.ter will dec rease, thus
tablishing the normal difference of poten-

ened.

;

inven-

an

illustrates

tion for the regulation of alternate current generators, rei ently patented by Gustav Pfannkui he
The following descriptioi
of Cleveland. O.

given of the use of the invention

a

in

distribution:

The prime generator and theexi
The
are started simultaneously.

iting

tial.

It is claimed that the system will
maintain a constant difference of

systei

dynamo

current from
the latter energizes the field magnets of the
former, and the strength of the field depends
upon the strength of current force from the exciter.
This exciter, in so far as it is an ordinary self-exciting dynamo, will furnish a current
depending upon its construction and speed; but
in so far as its auxiliary field coils are fed by a
shunt across the brush terminals of the alternating current generator, the strength of its field,
and consequently, the strength of current generated by it, will also depend upon the relation
of the external resistance to the total resistance
Supposing, then, that
of the prime generator.
both machines are started when a given number
of translating devices, like the secondary transformers 11 n, are at distant points included in
multiple arc branches from the main line, and
that in that condition of the system the alternating current generator furnishes the required
current to the line, and produces the required
now, additional
if,
difference of potential;
multiple arc branches 10 10 are introduced, the

potential;

whether the changes of external resistance arccaused by the closing or opening of working
branches or by any other cause for it responds
to and reacts upon variations of differences of
potential irrespective of the causes which produced or lend to produce the same. No artificially introduced resistances and no manipulations of any kind are necessary to the effective
operation of the invention, which is absolutely
automatic.
The following claims are

made

in the

patent

specification:
"1.
The combination, with an alternating
current dynamo, of a separate exciting dynamo
having its field magnets provided with two sets
of coils, one set being included in the circuit of
the field magnet coils of the alternating current
dynamo, and the other set being included in a
shunt across the brush terminals of the alternat-

ing current dynamo.
"2.
The combination, with an alternating
current dynamo, of a separate exciting dynamo
having its field magnets provided with two sets
of coils, one set being included in the circuit of

panics have found that high insulation is a great
Illustrated
of commercial success.
herewith is" a complete system of special wire
The brackets possess
brackets and appliances.
advantages over the ordinary insulator support
and sockets, in that the insulator itself is always
held in an absolutely upright position, so that
essential

moisture cannot get under
sulating properties.

They

it

and destroy its inadapted for the

are

use of any standard insulator.
Figs. 1 and 2 show a new form of loop or
spreader bracket, the former for lateral attachment, and the latter being for forward projection.
These are attached upon cross-arms or other
suitable supports, and take the wires from the
insulators upon the cross-arms, forming the
Fig. 3 shows a
terminal of the service loop.
wall bracket for brick, stone or other walls. The
wires are led from the spreader arms to these
wall brackets, thence

down

to

the window, ser-

vice wires, converter, or other devices to be supplied.
Fig. 4 represents an offset roof bracket,
by means of which insulators are securely fas-

tened to roofs or attached to cornices for the
purpose of leading down wires at the edge of
the cornice, at a considerable distance from it,
Fig. 5 represents a straight
or from the walls.
roof bracket, the purpose of which is the same

REGULATION OF ALTERNATE CURRENT GENERATORS.
external resistance of the prime generator will
be reduced, and consequently the difference of
potential at the brush terminals of generator 1
will at once decrease, while at the same time
more current will be generated, as required by
the increased number of translating devices.
In consequence of the decrease of difference of
potential, less current than before will be diverted through the shunt .9 19 into the auxiliary field coils 15 15 of the exciting dynamo.
coils will therefore oppose the magnetizing action of the normal coils 13 13 less,
and the field of force of the exciter will conThe exciter will
sequently become stronger.
now furnish a stronger current to the field

These

FIG. 8.

Hi., 0.

INSULATION BRACKETS,
also useful for utilizing the
extreme top ends of uprights upon roofs and
walls which are used in supporting cross-arms.

as

Fig.

4.

It

is

It is often very diffia cornice bracket.
secure insulators upon cornices without
inverting the insulator or holding it at such an
angle that the moisture will destroy its insulating
properties, but by the use of this bracket the insulator maybe supported in an upright position,
and yet project at any desired angle. Figs. 7
and 8 are lateral brackets, which are used for
corners of buildings.
They are made both right
and left, and may be fastened to stone, brick, or
other walls, supporting the insulators always in
an upright position. The brackets are put on
the market by the Electrical Supply company of
Chicago.

Fig. 6

cult to

is

coils 4 4, etc., of

erator,

the

alternating

current gen-

and the difference of potential

brush terminals of the

latter will

at

therefore

the

be

Thus it is seen that such change in
increased.
the external resistance as will tend to decrease
the difference of potential at the brush terminals
to re-establish or
will automatically operate
maintain the original difference of potential.
contrary, some of the multiple arc
If, on the
branches 10 10, etc., are opened and the external resistance of the line increased, less current
will be generated in armature 5, and the difference of potential at the brush terminals will be
Consequently more current will be
increased.
diverted into shunt 19 19 and auxiliary coils
These mils will more
15 15 of the exciter.
oppose the ai tioil of normal coils 13 13. as be
fore, and the field of the exciter will be weak-

magnet coils of the alternating current
dvnamo, and the other set being included in a
shunt across the working circuit, and a commuthe field

in the shunt for strengthening
the current to the set of field coils therein.
"3.
In a system of electrical distribution, the
combination of a separately excited alternating
current generator having its field coils charged
by self-exciting dynamo, with auxiliary differential coils upon the field magnets of the exciter in
a shunt across the brush terminals of the alternating current generator, and a commutator for
straightening the currents in the shunt.
"4.
The combination, with an alternating
current dynamo, inductoriums in multiple arc
branches of the main line from the alternating
current dynamo, and translating devices included in the secondary circuits of the inductoriums, of a separate exciting dynamo having two sets of field magnet coils, one set being
included in circuit with the field magnet coils
of the alternating current dynamo, and the other
set included in a shunt from the main line."

tator included

C. K. Huntley of the brush Electric Light company o(
lie had been in MilBuffalo was in Chicago last week,
waukee where he purchased of E. P. Aliis & Co.. a 1,500
horse power triple expansion engine, which will be
in the company's new central station in South buffalo,
three miles from the center of the city.
K considerable
number of small engines will be displace,!.
The company
is operating about 1,000 arc lamps, and is
furnishing
:

rent for motors with

power.

an aggregate capacity

horse
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On January

Refrigerating Case.

GEORGE
21st the

P.

February

spring, it was held that Edison's patent No.
263,140, dated August 22, 1882, filed August 9,
1S80, was void on account of the Austro-Hungarian patent for the same invention, granted
It appears, however, that the
July 21, ii8r.
Austro-Hungarian patent was only kept in force
The principal question inuntil |uly 21, 1883.
volved in this Edison suit was thus the first
proposition which the Supreme court has left
last

BARTON.

United States Supreme

court rendered its decision in the suit of the
Bate Refrigerating company against George H.
Hammond & Co. The issues were specially
made up for the purpose of obtaining an expression from the court as to the right construction of the statute relating to the limitation of
the terms of the United States patents to the
This section
terms of prior foreign patents.
of the statute is as follows:

No person shall be debarred from receiving
SEC. 4SS7,
a patent for his invention or discovery, nor shall any patent
by reason of its having been first
invalid,
be declared
patented or caused to be patented in a foreign country, unless the same has been introduced into public use in the
United States for more than two years prior to the applicaBut every patent granted for an invention which has
tion.
been previously patented in a foreign country shall be so
limited as to expire at the same time with the foreign patent, or, if there be more than one, at the same time with
the one having the shortest term, and in no case shall it be
in force more than seventeen years.

The

decision of the Circuit couits have been
that an invention secured in this country by a
patent issued after a foreign patent for the same
invention, becomes public property at the end of
the original term of the foreign patent, even
though the term of the foreign patent had been
extended, so as to keep the foreign patent in
force, and notwithstanding the application for
the United States patent was filed first.
The legal questions involved were considered
of such importance to various electric light companies that they were represented by counsel.
It was contended on behalf of the Refrigerating

untouched.

The

victory for the
is a
those cases where they have
kept their foreign patents alive.
Justice Blatchford, in 1889, speaking for the
Supreme court, reverses, Judge Blatchford sitting as Circuit judge in 1879, he having held in
Reissner rs Sharp (16 Blatchford 3S3), that the
patent involved expired with the first five year
term of the Canadian patent, although the
Canadian patent had been extended, and was in
It will
force at the time he gave his decision.
be seen, however, that the most interesting of
the two questions presented is still left open.
Justice Blatchford, in the case of Gramme
decision, however,

Edison company

in

Electrical company vs. Arnoux & Hochhausen
Electric company, decided in IC83, held that the
date of the filing the application for the United
States patent does not, in any way, relieve the

patentee of the statutory limitation, and this
thought to be the correct opinion. The final
determination, however, must be left for the
Supreme court, when the precise point-raised by
the first proposition shall be brought before it.

lO.OOO-Volt Transformer for Testing
Insulation Resistance.

The ordinary

company.

That the words

" First.

patented or

'first

tests of insulation, consisting
only of a measurement of the insulation resist-

caused to be patented in a foreign country,' do
not mean, 'first patented, or caused to be patented,' before the issuing, or granting, or date, of
the United States patent, but mean 'first patented, or cause to be patented,' before the date of
the application for the United States patent.
" Second.
That the declaration of the section, that 'every patent granted for an invention
which has been previously patented in a foreign
country, shall be so limited as to expire at the
same time with the foreign patent, or, if there be
more than one at the same time, with the one
having the shortest term,' does not mean that
the patent so granted shall expire at the same
time with the term to which the foreign patent
was in fact limited at the time the United States
patent was granted; but it means that it shall

expire when the foreign patent expires, without
reference to the limitation of the term of such
foreign patent in actual force at the time the
United States patent was granted."
The court, by Justice Blatchford, sustained
this second proposition, finding it unnecessary
to consider the first.
The court, after reviewing various decisions
of the Circuit court, holding the contrary of this
proposition, says:
"We are of the opinion that, in the present
where the Canadian statute, under which
the extension.- of the Canadian patent were
granted, was in force when the United States
patent was issued, and also when that patent
was applied for, and where, by the Canadian
statute, the extension of the patent for Canada
was a matter entirely of right, at the option of
the patentee, on his payment of a required fee,
and where the fifteen years' term of the Canadian patent has been continuous anil without interruption, the
states patent does not
the end of the fifteen years' duration of the Canadian patent."
'I'd'
ed then, is that prior
anadian, Austro-Hungarian,
or It
term patents, as for five years,
or one year, with right to extension.

1

lities, will

1

the prior
are actually kept
then,
prior fore
.

ed and

in

'nited
void
foreign patI

Thi

force.

s

been

at

tually extend

.

ii

I

mounted on
is

a strong base board, on which
also a double pole switch with porcelain

base and handle.
This method of testing the insulation of cables
obviously affords a far better guarantee of their
safe working in actual use than that of testing
by measuring the insulation resistance with a
comparatively low e. m. f., for it may happen
that a layer of insulation which shows with only
a few hundred volts an infinitely good resistance, could be broken through by a few thousand
volts.

Standard of Insulation for Electric Light
Circuits.
BY G.

sidered
The first and most important is to
guard against danger to human life; second, to
guard against fire, and third, the cost of maintaining this standard.
Ohm's law shows that
the quantity of electricity passing through a conductor is equal in amperes to the electromotive
force in volts divided by the resistance of the
conductor in ohms. If a man comes in contact
with the conductor of an arc or incandescent
circuit a current will pass through him, which
will be equal to the electromotive force of the
current passing through the conductor divided
by the resistance of his body added to the resistance of the insulation of the circuit.
This
assumes that the man is standing on damp
ground, or is in some position in which he is
not perfectly insulated.
is
If one terminal
grounded, and if he grounds himself at the other
terminal at the time he comes in contact with
the conductor, which is carrying a 1,000-volt
current, he will receive in his body current equal
to 1,000 volts, divided by 5,000 ohms or .2 am-

have measured the resistance of several
to hand, and find that they
average from 4,000 to 15,000 ohms. As it is a
generally accepted fact that 1,000 volts will kill
a man, and assuming from the above test that
the average resistance of the human body is

men from hand

we

get by

Ohm's law

current that will destroy
two-tenths of an ampere.

tity of

TEN THOUSAND-VOLT TRANSFORMER.
ance, under the comparatively low e. m. f.s
usually available, afford very little guarantee,
especially in the case of electric light cables for
It
the working strength of the insulation.
therefore seems very desirable to take advantage
of the facilities afforded by alternating currents
to test such rabies under much higher e. m. f.s
than they will be subjected to in practice, says
the London Elcctru iaii.
At ill'' Mi'iiut Electric Cable works in l'arisGrenelle, an alternating current transformer,
made by < Sanz & !o, of Budapest, has been used
since March, 1 888, for the purpose of testing

5000

=

.2

<

cable insulation, or any other dielectric resistThis transformer is constructed with a
ance.
primary coil, /', for 100 volts and 70 amperes,
ii'lary, for 10,000 volts and
.07 amperes, the ratio of transformation being r.i.
'Ih'' secondary coil is divided into ten divisions, the ends of which .111: led to metal contact

Hy means of two plugs

with conical holes.

-

and two

/./.", the dielc iin

II'

nl:!'

esti

-

'I

to

a

to be

difference

to, 000

volts,

of

and

A

gentleman who

'
I

.1

:i

'

in

is

electri-

across the terminals of the dynamo.
At the
time one side of it was connected, a short wire
was hanging from the other side. The man was
of
.it work on a wire from the opposite terminal
the dynamo when he accidentally touched the
end of the free wire, receiving through his body
The resist, nice of the testing
the 1,300 volts.
device was 5,580 ohms, and of his body, from
hand lo hand, 6,000; so that he got a current
equal to these two resistances added (11,580
ohms), divided into the 1,300 volts, or .12 amHad not the 5,580 ohms' resistance been
pere
between him and the opposite pole of the dynamo there is no question but that he would have
In that ease he would
have rebeen killed.
eived

300

.21

ampere.

6000

tin:

1

well informed

life

an ampere
is all that is required, but I once had an opportunity of disproving the statement. An employe
was connecting a testing device to be used on
a dynamo that at the time was running with
thirty-two arc lights.
The potential had been
taken a few moments before, and was found to
be 1,300 volts. The device was to be shunted

'

primary circuit then: is, as well as the
order to
ator,
double poll
ti h, .-', in
before alter
tin- primary
ir< nil entirely
ing thi
difference of potential by

is

human

cal science claims that one-tenth of

1

I.',.

FISH.

ampere, which would go to show that the quan-

In

i

E.

In establishing a standard insulation for electric light circuits three questions are to be con-

5,000 ohms,

iin

intry.

In

is

there

I

|||M

potential of from 1,000 up lo

inf

A

peres.

iii

where the

18^9

shifting plugs.
Cardew voltmeter is used for
the control of the primary tension.
Concerning the construction of the transformer it may be mentioned that the primary
and secondary coils, as well as the divisions of
the secondary, are carefully insulated from one
another with ebonite. The metal pieces forming the terminals of the secondary divisions are
mounted on high ebonite supports, the metal
plugs being also furnished with long handles of
the same material.
The transformer, together with the terminals,

is

A

2,

,

ng thai .2 ampere is the quantity of
we must provide against, let us deter
For example, we will
mine on an insulation.
\

1

iiireni

February
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2,

take a circuit of fifty arc lights and a current of
2,500 volts, the insulation of the circuit measuring infinity, except at a point at the negative
II a man comes in
pole, where u is a megohm.
contact with the conductor at the positive pole
a

2 5°°

roooooo

4-

through

pass

will

current

=.0024

of an

him

equal

to

Lei

us

ampere.

5000

that the insulation of the ircuit is
have rift)
a megohm equally distributed.
lamps with a potential of 2,500 volts, or fifty
insulation of
a total
volts to the lamp, and

now assume

<

We

50,000,000 ohms to each
There will be a certain
between lamps.
amount of leakage from each of these spaces,
as shown in the diagram:
1,000,000 ohms, or

S|> nee

The

lines represent the leakage.

The dotted

insulation from one lamp to another

50000000
i:

or 25,000,000, and, with a potential of 100 volts
(two lamps), we have a leakage or "eddy cur-

Dispatch from Australia.
,
'

between them, and we

1

1

imperes, w lich, foi aught
hi to
ause fire.

sul

we know, ma

1

I rom a praci ical experience ol eighl
should say that an insulation -of 10,000
oughl to be stiffii ienl for a 50-light ai
as thai would permit of a leakage of but
ampere with the 10,000 ohms between the

ii

h' 2
.2

of highesl potential, and this quantity ol
rent would be very unlikely to cause fin
though it might slightly injure the insulatio

the
the

art of
.

have always
In view of these facts,
made it a point never to run a circuit on less
than 10.000 ohms, unless it was a dead ground.
Although
have always held to this ru;
nevei starling a circuit on less than 10,000 ohms,
there have been occasions when the insulation
dropped below that point after starting, and it
has burned out at the weak point.
Of course,
thai point.

"

I

I

as yet of telling when an insulation drops below a certain point after the cir

we have no way

istralia.

started.

Darwin,

I'oii

2,000

Then
'The

n

is

Iney.

mil

dement half waj
Sydney and Tort Darwin, and tl
telegraph station.

down

They

can't

send

a

1

half-way station the
Darwin.
rl
and thence senl
'The second relay
This, then was the first relay.
ween the half-way station and the coast.
and then al Tort Darwin began the third relay,
beneath
and the first plunge of tin
the Pacific Ocean and under it for 1.200 miles
the electric current dotted and dashed its signals
This
to the receiving operator at Banjoewangi.
is a -mall town at the lowest corner of the Island
of lava, one of the possessions of the Dutch.
While the receiving operator was getting the
message from Port Darwin the operator took
what had been received, and as fast as it came
The cable to Singin sent it out to Singapore.
apore lies on the ocean's bed between the islands
of Java, Borneo and Sumatra, and is 900 miles
long.
Here the message crossed the equator,
and ticked across those submerged mountains,
which only awhile ago were shaken in the great
Java earthquake. From Singapore, the town on
the extreme tip of the Malay peninsula, the lowest projection of the Asiatic continent, the story
ticked its way under the waves of the Strait of
Malacca around the coast of the Malay peninThis is a spot
sula to the Island of Penang.
160 miles in area that looks out on the Indian
at this

taken

first,

i

IO °

rent" of

=.00004

will

The man of 5,000 ohms' resistance comes in
contact with the conductor at some point along
x 5000
, 50000000
,
.

.

the circuit,

forming

a

,

shunt of 2

i

50000000

5000

4-

Now,

as he has only shunted one
side of the circuit, he will get a current in proportion to the resistance of the other side, and

=4,997 ohms.

50000000 x 9997
50000000 + 9997

the current will be equal to

100
=.o2ofan ampere, which is not at all
4996
dangerous.
Let us now assume that the circuit measures
infinity, except at a point near one terminal,
where it is 12,500. If he comes in contact with
will receive a current of
it at the opposite pole he
-2

12500

— =.i4of

—+

before long we
I expect
be provided with a device that will indii ate

cuit has started, but

an ampere.

of

25000000

this.

Now, to consider the cost of maintaining the
We see from the forestandard of insulation:
going that 10,000 ohms is safe, so far as any
danger to life or from lire is concerned, but the
question arises, is that an economical insulation
perhaps I cannot
for us?
I shall say no, but
tell why any more than an engineer can explain
why it is easier to keep his steam at eighty
pounds than to let it fall to seventy five and
Hir eighty pounds
then get it back to eighty.
is a megohm.
Let the insulation drop below
that and it is hard work to get it back again
As a cause for this let us again refer to the 50light circuit of 2,000 volts, and an insulation of
<

an ampere, which, while

5000

perhaps not dangerous, would be very uncomfortable.

we distribute the 12,500 ohms equally, as
the case of the megohm circuits, we get
12,500 x 50=625,000 as the insulation of each
space, which, divided by two, gives us 312,5003s
a path for 100 volts, or a current of .00032 of
From this we may assume that an
an ampere.
insulation of 12,500 ohms equally distributed is
perfectly safe for a fifty-light circuit, so far as

Ocean.

If

in

any danger to life is concerned, and we may
upon an insulation of five times the e. m.
As an example of the employf. as a standard.
ment of this rule, let us take the following: A

settle

20-light arc circuit, 45-volt lamps, 20 x 45

= 4,500; 4500

9°°
±

•

x

5

=.005 ampere, which we
+ 5000
Or we will take
have shown is perfectly safe.
an incandescent circuit of 220 volts; 220 x 5
220
= 1,200;
= .017 of, an ampere.
1200 4- 5000
As to the fire question, let us first determine
what causes the fire. If the wire used is of the
same size as that at present employed there can
be no danger of its becoming heated, so we
must look to the insulation. If the current could
not leak from the wire there would be no danger,
but it does get away, and it escapes through the
It is my opinion that the
defective insulation.
fire is caused by the current heating this defective insulation as it passes through it, and that
heating will be in proportion to the amount of
For instance, if a
current flowing through it.
current becomes "dead" grounded on one side,
there is no danger, except that of forming
another ground or an escapebetween the ground
and the point of lowest insulation, which escape
f.
between
will be in proportion to the e. m.
those two points.
Now, suppose another ground
does come in; so long as neither of them offers
any resistance there can be no danger, but if
instead of a ground it is an escape of 500 ohms,

si

and the potential
through

this

1

is

2,000

volts, there

escape a current of

2000
--

,

will

=

4

flow

am-

S°°

the material through which it is flowing is of an inflammable nature it is more than
likely it will be ignited, or will heat sufficiently
in ignite surrounding matter.
Let there be two
weak spots of 500 ohms each, with a potential
peres.

If

This gives us
100,000, equally distributed.
100,000 x 50 = 5,000,000, the insulation of each

5000000
space between lamps;

=

2,500,000, the

resistance to be overcome by the leak or
current.
Two lamps of forty volts each

make

this

leakage

—
-= 0.000032
2500000

eddy
would

of an

am-

pere, a very small quantity, but there are twentyfive groups of these leaks, the total of which is

— =0.02

2000

100000

,

,

,

an ampere, and

ol

this 0.02 ot

an

ampere is constantly straining to enlarge itself.
With the insulation of the circuit at 10,000 we
would have 10,000 x 50 = 500,000 ohms to each
lamp space. This divided by two, gives us 250,000 as the path

for

the

leak,

=

and

250000
.0003 as the quantity of current flowing through
that leak, and with the twenty-five groups we
2000
have
=.2
of
an ampere; quite
an
1 0000
amount of current. With the circuit at a megohm, and following up the same computations
we get but .002 of an ampere as the amount of
leakage, which is so small as to be of no conse,

quence.

From

all

facts,

we may come

to the following

conclusions:
First.

That

if

the lowest point

the insulation of a circuit at
five times the e. m. 1., there

is

be no danger to human life.
That we may consider 10,000 ohms
Second.

will

a safe insulation for a 50-light circuit, so far as
any danger from fire is concerned.
'That we find in practice that the
Third.
higher our insulation the more economical it is
for us to maintain the circuits in running
and that it is to our interest to keep the insulation as high as possible at all times.
Therefore, in establishing a standard insulation for electric light circuits, why not place it at
five limes he e. 111. I'., which, on an arc circuit
1

of 1,000 volts .would permit of a leakage

[000
of an

ampere
1

5000

=.2

— and

descent circuit of 220 volts

on

1

an

a

but

.2

incan-

was 400

The

relay from Singapore to Penang
and then the sixth stage of

miles,

This was a plunge
the journey was begun.
of r,2oo miles under the Indian Ocean from
From Madras the next
Penang to Madras.
relay was by land over that part of India
The
which projects into the Indian Ocean.
distance covered by the wires is 400 miles
to Bombay on the other side of the peninsuia.
From there the baseball score went again under
the water, this time the Arabian Sea to Aden, a
Aden is
distance of 1S17 miles from Bombay.
a seaport of Arabia, and is called the Gibraltar
The message was sent from there
of the East.
up the Red Sea for 1,460 miles. After the message got to the end of the Red Sea it was taken
by the operator at Suez. Another flashed acr< >ss
This was a lonely
the desert to Alexandria.
journey 150 miles, and here the last connection
with the continents of Asia and Africa was had,
On its one side were Mecca and Jerusalem and
the Holy Land, on its other the ruins of Thebes,
the towering Pyramids, while at the very finish
of its race from Palestine and Egypt the message
leaped the Nile, and passing near the Suez
Canal stood on the brink of the Mediterranean,
as a sort of second base on the home run from
The operator at AlexanSydney to New York.
dria started the dispatch out into the sea. and,
traversing the bottom amid the wrecks of the
navies of the Punic wars, the nineteenth century
news of a base ball duel in Australia throbbed
through the cable from Alexandria to \i
1,000 miles away, where the receiving operator
turned it over to another man in the office there,
ami he sent it to Gibraltar. At last the
written on the shore of the Pacific had reached
the coast of the Atlantic.
'The relay from Malta
to Gibraltar was 1,100 miles, and then from there
the message shipped 400 miles to Lisbon, then
Soo miles to Porth Curno, then 200 to London,
and [lien 000 miles 10 \\ alcrville, on the coast of
Ireland.
'This was a kind of third base.
'The
runner lost no time. Inn jumped beneath the
Atlantic, and darling 2,500 miles along, got to
tans,..
Nova Scotia
Here the last of the
eighteen relays was made, and coming down the
1,000 miles, the base ball si
New
York, its home plate.
-

1

.1

of an ampere.
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change of address

new should

is

telephone story comes from Maine.
a tramp endeavored to secure
$5 from Mrs. Burleigh, wife of the governor of
Maine, by telling her that Mr. Burleigh had
sent for that sum.
Not liking his looks she
went to the telephone to communicate with the
governor, and seeing the movement the tramp
took to his heels.
He was afterward taken into
He
custody, and awarded his just deserts.
probably dislikes the telephone as an enemy of
last

his craft.

Co.

requested, the old address as well
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an article devoted

in

phonograph speaks of the possibilities of a
phonogram newspaper. In reference to musical

to the

it says:
"But think what a musical
He
might be able to do for his public
might give them whole arias from an opera or
movements from a symphony, by way of proof
or illustration.
The very tones of an actor's or
singer's voice might be reproduced in the morning notice of last night's important dramatic or

criticism
critic

!

musical event."
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Electrical Patents

George

L. Phillips, President of the Chica-

go Telephone company and Central Union Telephone company, and a director of the Western
Electric company, died Tuesday afternoon at
his residence, Edgewater, near Chicago, after a
The deceased was about 45 years
brief illness.
of age. His wife and four daughters survive him.
Another daughter recently died in New York.
Mr. Phillips had been president of the Chicago
Telephone company about three years, and
during his administration the affairs of the coma
careful
and
pany were conducted in
The deceased was
business-like
manner.
and enterprising business man.
an e
iriginal

to this city

ofth"

linent

in this

1

mourned

b;

men

His death

country.

telephone

from Dayton,
in

O.,

considerable attention on the

men who

The

Chicago Electric club

the

has

attr

is

still

engaged

in

the discussion of the question of insulation. The
formula adopted at a recent meeting for the determination of the necessary insulation resistance
was reconsidered at the last session, and the
whole subject was taken up anew. A full report
In this
of the discussion is given elsewhere.
connection an invention which is described in
this issue is of interest.
is
a ten thousand
It
volt transformer which is employed for testing
resistance.
It is stated that this method of testing with the transformer has given the most sat(\.
isfactory results.
E. Fish contributes an
article in this number on the important question
of insulation, giving the results of his practical
experience.

In an able address before the New England
Electric exchange, at Boston recently, Col. E.
H. Hewins reviewed the relations between the
electric

light

He

and insurance companies.

demanded

grave attention
and energetic action. In closing his remarks
"The electric light companies conhe said:
tribute to the expense of the insurance inspecsituation

said the

and

return

the electric interest is enagainst such violations of
rules as may increase the fire risk, either upon
the first installation, or changes afterward.
A
failure to thus protect should not, in justice, be
followed by increased rates, which must inevitably be an injury to electric lighting."
tion,

in

titled to protection

Tin. fact that

llie

stituting electricity
will

be

ans throughout the country.
of

railroad

circles

be a severe loss

elephone company, and

decision

of

managers. A irain of special Pullman cars,
lighted by electricity, heated by steam, with all
modern improvements, will soon make the trip
from New York to San Francisco via NewOrleans and the City of Mexico, returning
through the north, so that a traveler can start
from New York, and, while surrounded by all
the comforts of a hotel, can make a complete
circuit of the United States under the light of
the incandescent electric lamp.

United

Stales

nsider

ittention for the last week on account
on litigation over
lei
1

of
trii

olnmn

of

.,ich is

tantial progress is ined for ex-

in

the steps of

New York

the

legisla-

The

general assembly of Ohio last week
passed the Kannells bill, which provides that
to capital punishmenl
all criminals sentenced
in that state shall
he executed by electrii ity,
ture,

to go into eiiV.
January 1,
n
modeled 'lire, tly on the New \ oil.
In the Illinois house Wiley E. Jones

a

is

bill

is

-

statute.
•

law in New Vork state subfor the rope in inflicting the

death penalty has been subjected to considerable criticism, has nol deterred other states from
following

A RECENT

part

attract

to

and was one

telephone

will

train lighting continues
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Editorial

Practical Telephony, by

The London Electrical Review, in an article
on the electric sugar swindle, says it is "one of
the most astounding frauds of modern times, due
entirely to American smartness.' "
It adds, referring to an editorial which appeared in these
columns, that the Western Electrician" "will
possibly contest the point."
This is simply
another illustration of the fact we have mentioned before, that our obtuse contemporary
seems utterly unable to discriminate between
American dishonesty and "American smartness."
The electric sugar swindle is no more an illustration of American smartness than electrical
quackery, which the Review so vigorously exposes, is an illustration of English electrical en'

terprise.

aiticles

contents of this number.

introduced a

1

bill

New Vork

similar in
state.

1

all

its

details to the

A dispatch

predicts

its

on.
1

papers

thi

oughoul

ioiisIv to

New York
'lie

.

lei

'1

1.

ii

execution act has been referred to. Their special
grievance has been that the publication of any
report of an execution beyond the mere statement of fact was forbidden. A bill has just been
introduced in the New York legislature increasing the number of persons who may witness the
executions.
The purpose of the measure is to
make place for reporters. It is safe to assume
that the public will obtain the news if reporters
are invited, even if the clause relating to publication is not repealed.

Thomas

plication.

2,

D.

Lockwood's

interesting series of

on "Practical Telephony"

is

resumed

The

subject of long distance telephony is continued in the present article. Mr.
Lockwood emphasizes the necessity of utilizing
only the best material and appliances, and he
points out that the best results can only be produced by the best workmanship. The desk set
for long distance work and the circuit arrangement are illustrated and described. The article
concludes with a few practical suggestions on
electrical construction.
To the man who is in
charge of instruments Mr. Lockwood gives earnest advice.
He urges him to learn how to
in this issue.

climb poles, and clamber over roofs; to locate
causes of serious trouble himself, and not to depute employes to perform the duty. These suggestions, perhaps, may be applicable to fields
other than telephony.
It will be noticed that an organization has
been formed in New York to aid in the passage
of a bill for

the reduction of telephone rates.
reduction as contemplated in the bill before
the legislature is about one-half of the present
rates.
In St. Louis the situation has not changed
during the week. The telephone company insists that it will withdraw from the state if the
measure now being considered by the legislature
is adopted.
In Kansas City the agitation for a
reduction is still kept up.
The company operating in the city has just issued its annual report, showing that the charges which it has made
are by no means exorbitant.
The legislature of Michigan has followed the
example set in other states. A bill has been introduced reducing very materially the telephone

The

rates.

An item of a different character appears in the
Indianapolis correspondence.
It seems that the
law which was passed in 18S5 reducing telephone
rates to $3 per month has not given as much
satisfaction as was anticipated.
For this reason
a bill providing for the repeal of the act of 18S5
has been presented.
It is said to be strongly
favored by business men throughout the state.
.Newspapers throughout
Illinois
deprecate
the action of O'Toole of Lake, who introduced
a bill in the legislature recently to
regulate
telephone rates.
The provisions of the bill are
so manifestly unjust that there appears to be
little danger that the proposed measure will bea law,
The Chicago Tribune in a recent
editorial said of the bill: "The motive of the author
may be good or may be that of a sandbagger,
lint it would l.e better to leave the regulation ..i
rates to the local authorities."
It warns the advocates of this and similar bills that "a measure
win. h hears so hard on the telephone company
thai the courts will not sustain it," will nol advance their cause, and .on. hides: "As a telephone iii Chicago does more work than one in
Peoria, Decatur, Rockford or Juliet, let it pay
more, and leave it to the administration of the
places to say what shall be just rales in
each."
.1
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Practical Telephony.
By Tuns. I). LOI KWOOD.
r \l:

I

1

XVI.

The subscriber's outfit for long distance work
organization of the same
is simply the same old
old elements which I have described in former
chapters a call-bell to receive calls; a magneto
generator to send them; a telephone transmitter
and receiver; a switch forming also a support
for the receiving telephone when not in actual
But as the work
use; and a transmitter battery.
its success
is more important, and depends for
upon the absolute perfection of the lines and
instruments, there is usually more care displayed
these
in the manufacture and assembling of
appliances than is usually manifested in an ordiThere should not be, of course;
nary outfit.
And the appliances, instead of
but there is.
being all mounted on a single board and
screwed up to the wall, are usually supported

—

upon an attractive appearing and convenient
desk or table, which harmonizes well and without any suggestion of incongruity with the furniThe transmitture of the most elegant office.
an
ter battery in this apparatus is lodged in
alcove on one side of the desk, and consists
generally of several cells.
electrical
It is undoubtedly true that in all
instruments and circuits the greatest care is
required and ought to be taken to have every

connection perfect; to use the purest chemicals
and the best battery material; to observe cleanliness in every detail; and to avoid cheap instruments, cheap work, and cheap anything; and
this is not inconsistent with true economy.
If
this belief has not been manifested, and if 1
have not made my opinion on this point clear,
through all the preceding chapters, then I have
written in vain; and this is more needful in all
telephone work than in other utilizations of
electricity, because there is in telephony nothing
to spare
the current at its best is. as we all
know, of the slenderest description.
Xow, without departing in the slightest degree
from the above articles of faith, I want to say
that in long line telephony this care in the
choice and use of materials and appliances; in

—

the employment of discretion and judgment in
every detail; in the necessity of electrically perfect joints or splices and connections; of using
only the best battery and of keeping it the best;
must, if possible, be accentuated.
In short line
work greater efficiency is attained by the observance of such matters; in long line work nothing can be hoped for without such observance.
Thus, while I have repeated these cautions in
general, I have thought well to emphasize them
in this particular.

And

it

one point

is

in the

There

is,

desk
of

coil.

The generator

where
below

its
tin-

is

mounted

in

one

1

easily accessible, immediately
The armature
surface of the desk.

handle

is

when in the
is, (if course, shunted, except
act of calling, by a short circuit arranged ti
broken by the action of the crank shaft when
being turned.
In one form of shunt the end of
the shaft rests against a stationary metallic
on
tact piece mounted on the woodwork of the
frame.
I
have known an instance where this
woodwork s<> shrunk as to recede from the

coil

1

shaft end, and to carry the contact piece with it
completely away from the shaft, thus leaving the shunt circuit entirely open; the generator coil was thus left at all times in circuit, and,

being an intermediate instrument, conopposed the telephonic transmission
through it from the instrument beyond. This

this

stantly

telephonic transmission was, in fact, so subdued
that trouble was suspected and traced to the
above cause.
A general view of one of the desk sets for
long distance work is shown in Fig. 27. in which
the magneto generator and bell may be seen "as
through a glass darkly" at the rear of the table.
They are indeed together with the transmitter
induction coil, there encased behind a glass
front, which adds considerably to the appearance of the desk. The telephone receiver is, of
course, connected by means of the usual " ap
pendix vermiformis," and hangs while not in
use upon the switch support at one side; while
the transmitter proper is mounted upon the flat
surface of the desk, being supported upon an
adjustable stand.
It has been found that while
any one is receiving it is very advantageous to
short-circuit the secondary circuit of the transmitter coil, and this is done by means of a
Morse key or any convenient circuit closer
also mounted on the desk, and connected in an
ordinarily open shunt circuit, extending from
one terminal of the secondary induction coil circuit to the other.
It may here be noted that,
although the gain in loudness is quite pronounced, subscribers often forget after they
have once pressed the key. to release it again
when they themselves recommence talking, and
do not recollect that they are blocking their own
wheels until they find that their correspondent
does not hear them.
It would hardly be proper to leave this subject without at least indicating the circuit arrangement of these desk sets. They do not
differ materially from any ordinary subscriber's
noted that the
will, however, be
outfit.
It
diagram, Fig. 28, indicates first that through the
telephones the circuit is metallic, while through
the calling appliances there is but one line
which, after traversing the call-bell and generator, terminates by means of an earth-wire.

The two

lines,

and

1

2,

enter the subscriber's

That marked 1 passes to
station together.
one side of the lightning arrester, thence to the
point C, to the automatic telephone switch 5,
and there to the plate 3; thence through the
switch, while the telephone is in place, to the
plate 4, the bell 6, the generator J/, and to earth
Incoming or outgoing calls follow this
Hut suppose the call to have been
received or sent, the subscriber now removes his
telephone from its support, and the circuit is
at G.

route.

automatically changed.

set,

call

attention

to

which has been spoken

1

(.',

arrester mil.
The battery

partly

shown

in

circuit

broken

toll

to the contact plate

and thence by way
and the main wire

;

I'

.V.

the automat
the sw

of

of

1
to
passes through the primary or coarse
I

wire

and thence thn
the transmitter 7> to the minus pole ol
cuit 01

tion

coil,

tery.
It is

mi hues
station;

it

is

shall be grounded at
just as easy to a Tra-

the

in such a way as to dispense altogether with the
ground connection, and to make the metallic
and
circuit continuous through the 'all-bell
generator as well as through the telephones: and

But the pri
connection is useful, because b)
employment only one wire need be signaled
over, and because it is equally well adapted for
use in connection with complete metallic circuit
systems, or with systems in which some of the
circuits are metallic, and some single wire or
earth terminal circuits.
man,
It is not supposed that every telephone
whose regular or occasional work it is to look
after telephone instruments, is or ought to be a
full-Hedged lineman, armed with belt, tomahawk, climbers and "come-along:" but there can
be no doubt that the value of any telephone
man to himself, as well as to his employer, is
it

is

frequently so arranged.

mode

of

increased in the direct ratio of his ability to do
a great many things, and to do them well: and
if a good inspector is also a good wire-puller or
pole-climber, and competent to perform general

demand.
formed myself

be

in

FIG.

always
have perof these functions, and have

work

line-repairing

I

all

2S.

in

good

know

he
because

style,

this

will
I

CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT.

found just how it is. And it is equally true that
a lineman is more valuable in the proportion
that he can do other electrical work.
For these reasons, although this is not an
essay on electrical construction, I think it well
to point out that a man in charge of instruments should learn to climb poles, and should
not be averse to clambering over roofs, or going
7

down

cellars, after circuit troubles.

you go after a trouble, whether
or in the
rectify

it

instruments, find
yourself.

Don't

it.

let

it

be

and

In short, if
in the line,
if

possible,

some other man
you; and to do

have to go out and find it for
I have already pointed out, first be sure
of the kind of game you are hunting for. There
are many points outside on the lines that it pays
which, if
to give a little attention to, and
attended to, will prevent trouble.
The story goes that the little boy at the school
exhibition stated in his essay on pins that " pins
have saved the lives of many people." and that
skillful cross-examination elicited the further
statement that the mode of operation of this
live-saving device was. to quote the little boy's
own words, " by not swallowing them." So
may say that solder has made a great many bad
splices or joints by not being used. Unsoldered
joints ought to be watched for and always re('.round terminal connections should
ported,
also be soldered, even though you have to do it
yourself.
Do not. however, let the fact that a
ground connection is soldered lead
believe that it should not require as much wire
as if it were not.
Look out for hook insulators which have
These should not be
their hollow end up.
A low line wire should also be retolerated.
ported at once to the proper authority, who. if
rightly constituted, will thank you for looking
this, as

1

Both main wires now come into requisition,
and the circuit leading into the sub-station by
means of the wire leads out by the wire 2, and
these two wires, reaching the central station, are
or can be both connected with two trunk lines
leading to any distant station, or with the two
ends of another like circuit.
Let us now trace the two lines through the
Begintelephones by means of the diagram.
enters, the line
ning as before, where the wire
leads through the lightning arrester /. to the point
switch S, there by way of plate 5 through the
switch-bar to plate 6, and then via the wire 2
through the receiving telephone /'. secondary
circuit of induction coil /. and the lightning
1

necessary here to

course, from its shape and
material, considerable chance of change in form
occurring from the expansion and contraction of
wood, as the atmosphere surrounding it is dry
or charged with moisture.
This requires watching, or it may result in consequent alterations in
of.

the position of different parts of the appai
with respect to one another, '>r to the frame
itself, and deterioration in working.
A ase in
point is in the arrangement of the generator

s
transmitter
also conis
lines, and

tor

the

;

out for him.

Cotton-covered wire, paraffined or unparafshould not be used in passing from the
de to the inside of a building, unless

fined,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
in fact, a
purpose,
as it will surely be affected by moisture and
Some of the heavier insudevelop an escape.
lations should be used for this purpose.
the
I have seen subscribers" stations where
generator shunt has not been fitted with an
automatic circuit breaker, and where a push
bell-box has been rebuttoi
quired for this purpose, and have been horrified to
find that a wad of paper had not only been wedged
between the circuit-breaking springs, but actually
that it had been done by or with the advice of

protected from the weather;

good thing never

to use

it

it is,

adoption of this

the

advise

formula,

first

K

.
--

E X K
C

at all for this

-

the telephone company's inspector.
I need scarcely say that this is a most pernicious practice. The introduction of the generator
coil not only adds a large and needless resistance
to the line which has to be worked through in

February

Then

let us determine the constant, and, in order to apply
formula for arc light circuits, let us ascertain for how
many miles, or for how many thousand feet, thaL formula
shall stand.
If it stands for a two-mile circuit we would
divide it by two, and for a ten-mile circuit we would divide
it by ten, and so on.
Mr. Whii MORE: I would like to ask Mr. Badt what he
is L;"ing to cal. his C, whether he is going to take it for the
total capacity of the mains, or just what he reads from the
ampere meters. If he is going to take the total capacity of

this

we must instruct the inspector what C is just as
him what the circuit length is. If he is
going to take it for what he reads upon the ampere meters
we are not going to get what we want. If we have a large
installation we make the length of circuits of wire up for a
large number of lights that we hope to put on at some
the mains

we must

instruct

Mr. Badt:

That question can be very easily solved.
There is a law in Chicago to pay for the exact number of
lights.
If you pay your inspection fee for 50,000 lights,

ator coil of the intermediate one, and the conversation would be much cut down in volume,

how

some measure, marred in articulabv the counter currents developed in opposition to the talking currents by the passage of
the latter through the armature coil.
also, in

To

(

be continued?)

Chicago Electric Club.
was

regular meeting of the Chicago Electric club
C. C. Haskins
held at the club rooms January 2ist.
After the transaction of routine business the
sided.
was
resumed. At
insulation
cussion of the question of

predisthe

proposed by

F,

The

previous meeting the formula

'

.

B. Badt for the determination of insulation resistance in
arc systems, was adopted as a standard formula by which
This action
insulation could be determined in all cases.
was reconsidered in order that the matter might be again
brought b.fore the club.
Mr. Badt: In reading the proceedings of the last meeting I find that Mr. Sperry especially, as well as Mr. Leonard made the p?int that the element of length was not

included in that

formula which

first

—E

proposed

I

X
— K

In order to abridge the discussion I think it will be wise,
instead of adopting a certain figure for the constant, simply
to express it by K, then, in the second discussion, de
Let us decide upon
termine the size of that constant K.
the formula now and later on we can determine the conTwo points were made that more than one
stant.
formula would be two complicated, and that the second

—

formula
length

is

„-a C

was included

of length
it

—-was

—
is in

the

in

«

v^n^r
better,

element

the

of

want to show that the element
E X K.

formula

it

does not show, but

there just the same. Let us consider the second formula

it was adopted last meeting for incandescent insulations.
Length was defined, as I understand the proceedings, as
the number of incandescent lamps multiplied by a certain
The Rookery building, I think,
average length of wire.
was given as an example, with about 100 feet of wire for
So this factor L was practically
each incandescent lamp
defined as X multiplied by a constant; N signified the
K
was
a constant; the latter was to
lamps
and
of
number
be determined by us or by the city inspector, introducing
in this formula another constant; in fact, a constant which
is unknown, and which may vary in each installation. Now,

as

we substitute this expression
number of lamps multiplied by
we *eet in the second formula

L being N

for L,

or the
the constant in this formula.

if

R

X K

E

=

If

.

X

>.

weadopt

I<2

a certain value for each of the constants we can cancel one
constant against the other, and we can read that formula
.

you have only 2,500 lights burning; but
is the general practice?
All the little branches are
certainly not connected up, except there are actually lights
In
limning on them.
If not used, they are disconnected

Odi) lights, while

doing that you would reduce the area of your wiring system
considerably.
You would find that in practice the defiOf course, as far as
nition of C would work all right.
mains and feeders are concerned, which were laid out in the
a
first place, it would seem a little unjust, and probably
These laws will only be a
little allowance could be made.
guide to the inspector, and the inspector must have some
discretionary power to allow a little more than the law provides for in such a case.
There never was a law made
which was perfectly just in all cases, and 1 do not suppose

we can make one which will be; but we can make one
will be much more just than the one we now have.

which

Mr. Thompson: I am still of the opinion that it is bethave one formula for arc light work and one for incandescent work than to use one formula for both, or perhaps it might be well to have one forlow tension currents and
one inr high tension currents. I also think that the formula
which was adopted at the last meeting really covers the
ground better than that which has C in it. We can take
an example, which I think wdl show wherein C would not
fake a long arc light cirbe a true measure of insulation.
It may have on it ten
cuit of, say, 5,000 volts potential.
lamps, and may be two or three miles long perhaps, with
Take another case,
the lamps bunched at the other end.
such as a long block; these ten lamps might all be within
There is one thing that I think
the length of that block.
leakage along that
is verv clear to every one here, that the
three mile circuit will be far greater than it will along the
500 foot circuit, and yet in each case the quantity of curIn arc lighting the variable is E, and
rent is the same.
I agree with
in incandescent lighting the variable is C.
Mr. Badt in that L in the second formula simply brings in
That is, it really comes down to
C, as he has shown us.
ter to

E X K

Now what

for general use the

equal to C.

is

second formula

is

think that

I

perhaps preferable.

people on long cirI do not think it is fair to the arc light
cuits to expect them to maintain the same insulation resistance, that they have on a very short circuit, and to measure a quantity on the ampere meter that is constant, no
matter what the length of the circuit is, or that varies within
I
am still of the opinion that
a very small amount.

E X K
that

the

F —X
reason

and

the best formula for incandescent work,

is

K

the best formula for arc light work, for

is

L

that

can

be

determined for incandescent

work by using another constant, and thatthere

is

more

reason in the second formula as a general formula than
The formula contains those factors
there is in the first.
E and L upon which the insulation resistance depends.
Therefore, I think if one
It does not depend upon C.
formula is to be used, the second one is preferableon the
ground that it is logical, if nothing else. The first, I think,
lacks that one point.

Mr. Badt:

does the numberoflamps repre-

formula

Each lamp has a certain
The current in amperes.
amount of current; you take that current and multiply by
and
you
get the current in amperes,
the number of lamps

which N, of course,

in

N

I

it.

still

would propose another thing

I

clearer.

Let us combine the two:

R

make

to

=—

E

the

X K

sent?

formula which

have developed

1

from

rmula with the first formula, and you can very
al N, number of lamps, and C, current, are exthing.

So

I

claim that the element of length
this way
I put this formula in

and while

he lamps

arc

Dwn, K. was to
from the current
id
running.
While, if we
1

onstant, and
I
said in a

hat

Mr. Spcriy simply
graphically, through
Vot
at the same result,
If
rmula.
you

mula.
e

the different
cr than the second, in

nula

for

all

:

was figuring yesterday how that formula that proposed
for arc lighting would work for what we call low tension
and high tension arc lighting, fur a system using 18 amperes
and say about 25 volts per lamp and a system using about
In figuring out the
10 amperes and 45 volts per lamp.
found that with a
different conditions of the two systems,
given number of lamps in order to lose the same percentage
of energy in the wires, it was Lcccssary to put for the low
tension system 3.24 times the amount of copper, or money
pper, in the mains as for high tension. A low tension
I

I

I

system, showing, of course, a great disadvantage, the high
far as the
in system being about \\}.\ times cheaper so
In iijo'fhig for the insulation,
arc concerned.
arily be better for the high tension syswhich
tem than the low tension system, this ratio, of course,
1
found that the high tension sysbe the reverse,
So
.24 higher insulation resistance.
tem sho
n in copper in the- high tension system
insulation,
avc
If you wanl to compel companies using the high ten ion
or« dangerous (or a given numtcm, to adopl a for
amps nan the lov
in thai arc light formula. Thai
mula, you must introd
Id be in the high ten. ion, 10. and in the low ten ion,
you would give them 3A1 times
the high ten
'

1

.,

.rmula will
1

gives a formula for measuring the disrupting discharge in a

The formula he

cable.

gives

(e
is

"

m

'

8

L)

I

X

capacity

=dj

d

that fee stands for 50,000 multiplied by the fraction of ampere which each light uses.
As long as ^ ou have only
It could be objected, of
2,500 lights, that is your factor.
course, that the whole wiring system was laid out for 50,-

and

than for the low tension system, which I think should be
required.
As far as incandescent lighting is concerned,
you can very easily see that, besides introducing C, which
undoubtedly should be there, you see L.
I., as
I
demonstrated before, is C again multiplied by another constant,
which, it seems to me, should be varied according to circumstances.
What I want first is, let us determine on a
certain formula, and then let us determine what we want
for K and what we want for L, and I think a formula of
that description could be applied to all cases, and to all
cases justly, while a formula with simp!)' L in that indefinite manner, as expressed in the second formula, and
applied to all cases, would not be just.
Mr. Tin '.mi son: Mr. Acheson in his paper before the
Electric Light association, Sept., iSS8,(e. m. f.J 3 X capacity

future time.

sending calls, and which is likely to be destroyed
bv lightning in any storm, but if there should
happen to be two stations on the same line, the
outer one would have to talk through the gener-

tion

1886

2,

f

1

;

1

.

1

which

equal to the distance that a spark will jump.
The
a is the quantity determined for different kinds of insulation.
He gives paraffine and cotton in which a has the
value of 5,882.
In working it out for a cable where E,
electromotive force, is 1,400 volts, he gets the length of
the disruptive spark as 94 ten thousandths of an inch. The
high tension needs the higher insulation, but even with
that enormous electromotive force of 1,400 volts, parafrine
and cotton, the striking distance between the wire cylinder
and the weakest point, supposing the outside to consist of
a lead covering, is a very small fraction of an inch, and the
insulation is several times thicker than that, so that in any
one case that question of insulation comes in only to showthat a high tension current needs better insulation than a
low tension current. I still think that two formula? are
better than one, but if we must confine ourselves to one the
second formula? is logical. Ten miles of wire will only have
one-tenth the insulation resistance of one mile, no matter
whether you have a current of one one-thousandth of an
ampere, or 1,000 amperes.
Mr. Ferguson: I agree with Mr Thompson that in
considering any formula for insulation resistance we ought
to adopt one which contains as factors only those elements
upon which insulation resistance depends
As he said, it
depends only upon the length. The tendency to break
down the insulation depends entirely upon the electromotive force, and the factor C is entirely foreign to the
subject.
The only value of C is that it gives a rough indication of the length of the line.
As we adopted the
second formula of Mr. Badt the value of L was in units of
miles, and as I understand Mr. Leonard's remarks, he
simply said that fi ty feet times the number of lamps gave
a rough indication of the length, but he did not give that
as the method of determining the length.
The length
had to be taken at its actual length. If we take the
length in miles, it seems to me that no man can very easily
make a mistake of a mile, in estimating the distance, if he
has had any experience at all in electric lighting, and I
think we ought to adopt the formula that contains only
those elements, upon which insulation resistance depends.
If we adopt C, it might look to outsiders as though we
thought the insulation resistance varied inversely as the
X 1,000 n w j1 j c j1 £ j s
current. I think the formula?
is

-

the length in miles, should be adopted.
Mr. Badt: I agree with the gentleman fully in regard
to the theory of that formula.
The element Cisof no consequence whatever, as far as the insulation resistance is
concerned, and I think in our first meeting on that subject,
we made that perfectly clear. But we must get up a

which

formula
nearly

we want

to

only theoretically
correct,
or
formula which
will
contain
the
can
practically determine, when

not

is

but

so,

a

we

elements which

measure

the

insulation

resistance

of

a

While C can easily be determined, and C
simply
represents
the
current
in
amperes, it is
very difficult to determine the length of wire in an incandescent system, and I am afraid that it will simply be
guessed at, or that the company who put the installation in
will simply say, "Well, there are so many feet in it."
You
can very easily see that they would have it in their power
plant.

to

make

the insulation resistance all right.

They measure

and then find out how many feet of wire per lamp are
necessary to get the insulation resistance up to the standard.
There is one circumstance, however, where C cuts a
little figure.
C is not only a crude estimate of the length
of the wire, but it is also a crude estimate of the thickness of the wire, and the larger C the more surface of insulation will be exposed, and so I think C after all is not so
it

bad as

it

looks.

Mr, Thompson:

T only wish
Mr. Badt had been here
think he might have helped me a little
in my fight for the adoption of two formuhe.
I agree with
Mr. Badt that C in the first formula he gives represents in
a certain way, L; and that C, as he also says, could be
very readily determined from the ampere meter, while in
the arc circuits the length can be very easily determined.
I
also think that there may be some difficulty about the
length of incandescent circuits, so it will be but little better
particularly in large buildings,
than guesswork,
This
formula is going outside, and perhaps they may not understand it, and if we are going to have but one formula, let
us keep in il the proper factors

the other night.

I

do nol al all believe in having two
Mr. Ferci son:
I
think that one is a great deal better.
formulas.
As far
do not think it is
as determining the length is concerned,
easier to determine the length of an arc light; circuit, than
of an incandescent circuit; because an arc circuit runs
around undei sidewalks and othei obscure places, and you
cannol lell just where it is running by simply looking at it,
In the incandescent planl you an go in and see the whole
thin;; in the building, and ::<! al the length of it.
Again,
in that formula, if the distance is anything less than a mile,
it is taken as a mile, and it scans to me there is no difficulty
whatever in determining the length, with miles or units.
I

I

1

Mr.

I'.ami;

I

do

nol

believe,

if

we asked everyone

February

2,
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would prefer to find out the length of
an arc light circuit, or the length of an incandescent cirf cannot see how it could
cuit; he would choose the latter,
be easier to get at the number of feet in an incandescent
The arc light circuit is
circuit than in an arc light circuit.
generally laid out on a map of the town, and there are very
follow
with a rule and
you
could
not
it
which
few lines in
find out within half a mile or so how long an aic light circurcuits
I have been doing that with the arc light
cuit is.
with a
I went over them
tint the city of Chicago put in.
rule, and I believe I know within a quarter of a mile how
Besides, you can get at the
long each of these circuits is.
resistance of the circuits in another way; you can take your
bridge and measure the resistance of the circuit with the
lamps cut out, and that will give you a very fair idea of the
length of the circuit, providing your joints are good, and
they ought to be good, while in the incandescent circuit
neither of these means will give you any result at all.
Mr. Ferguson: I would not have Mr. Badt understand that 1 think it is easier to determine the length of an
incandescent plant in feet than it is an arc light curcuit in
I
the formula was adopted.
I mean in miles, as
feet.
claim that a man can estimate the length of an incandescent plant in miles as easily as he can an arc light plant in
Again, taking that formula with C in it for an arc
miles.
You have
light system, it does not cover the case at alt.
the value of C there as a constant arc, it has no place whatThe only
ever in considering the insulation resistance.
present, whether he

factor in the formula

—E —X —K
E

dicates length, is E.
But
arc light system.

more or

light

plants

that

in

less indicates length in the

not exact, because the
lamps may be bunched together, or may be distributed over
a large area, and I fail to see why the element length
Again, if we were to adopt that
should not be indicated
formula on the blackboard, we have two complications.
We have one complication in length, and the unnecessary
factor of C.
Mr. Badt: I will say C, in a formula of that kind, is
not

new by any means.

still

It

it

is

has been proposed time and

time again in France, as well as in England, by electricians
of some standing.
It is not new, and I never claimed anyOn the contrary, I said
thing original about my formula.
that I thought that matter over very carefully, and had
studied the material given in the French and English
journals, and I came to these conclusions, but I do not
claim any originality whatever.
The club adjourned to February 4th, for the further disIt was voted that the final vote
cussion of the question.
on the formula be made a special order for February nth.

New York Board

of Electrical Control.

The

following extract is taken from a recent report of
expert of the New York Board of ElecControl:
The first arc lights operated by underground conductors
in New York have been started by the Harlem Electric
The
Light company, and are now running successfully.
conductors connecting these lights are Bishop's gutta
percha covered cables, such as could be found readily in
the market, and are single conductor cables, according to
They are laid in the
the recommendation of the board.
Johnston conduits on One Hundred and Twenty-fifth
from
Third
to
Lexington
avenues,
and are constreet,
nected with the station by overhead wires of the ordinary
kind.
The overhead wires are connected to the cables at
the top of the lamp post, and the cables are carried down
the lamp post, under the curbstone, and into ihe conduit
The house
through an ordinary iron pipe set in the post.
connections are made through iron pipes running from the
conduit under the sidewalk and up the front of the building
The tests of the underground
in an inconspicuous place.
cable and of the overhead connections showed very high
insulaton, and the whole is working very satisfactorily, and
Dr.

which

is used in portable fire extinguishers.
This has the
great advantage that it will effectively prevent the formation
of explosive mixtures, will prevent the communication ol
tire,
and will, in fact, extinguish any lire, as is well

making elaborate prep

Lamp

Lighting

Schedule.
System.

Month.

any information which the

M.

II.

Number

Extinguish.

Light.

ever, that at last a statement has
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TO.
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6. 50

5.00
4

.

' >'

1

3.00

down.
cable

laid

for the

Brush company

on Broadway, from Fourteenth to Thirty-fifth streets, has
been tested, and the insulation of the joints very much improved.
This cable, which had an insulation of itself very
much in excess of the standard reouired, was found to have
a lower insulation when connected up, in consequence of
slight moisture reaching the joints before they were covered
up during the rainy weather. This has been overcome by
simply warming and drying the joints, and now it has an
insulation of 50 megohms for the entire length of one
mile; and while the company having the matter in charge
propose to carry the improvement still further, the cable is
already in extremely good condition, and perfectly suitable
In fact, such currents
for carrying high pressure currents.
could now be put on the cable with perfect safety, even if
present insulation, notwithit had only one-quarter of its
standing statements made by the press that it is a failure.
The subject of explosive, illuminating and other gases en
tering the subways from the surrounding earth has received
considerable attention, and a number of good plans for
remedying the difficulty have been suggested
It is suggested to keep the air filling the conduits at a slight pressure in excess of the external pressure by means of small
blowers applied at one or more points of the system.
The
purpose of this is to change the dircclion of the slow leakage of gas through the walls of the manholes.
So that
instead of gases gradually coming through from the surrounding earth the air will slowly escape from ths manholes
into Ihe earth, or else hold the gases in check.
It is
thought that a very slight pressure of perhaps a quarter of
a pound to the square inch, similar to the pressure of gas
in the gas mains, which is inexpensive to maintain, will be
sufficient for this purpose.
When a manhole is opened for
making connections, the circulation of the air through the
connecting tubes to other manholes will be so slow that it
will not seriously reduce the pressure of the system, particularly if all but one or two of the tubes are plugged.
Another plan which has been suggested is to fill the entire
system of subways with carbonic acid gas, the material

The New York World oi
some

to a review of

"In the

[1

of

the

the 23d gives considerable space

of the evils existing in the I'atent

working of the

practical

'

I'atent Office there

have arisen, and are daily growing to intolerable proportions, very

grave facts, which,
rob inventors of

will shortly

not

if

speedily

remedjed,

and
enormous benefits in the Future.
enactment of some practical laws and a total
incentive

all

invent,
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also deprive the public of
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rearrangement of our patent system to insure to both the
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on the 5th at the mayor's office. On the resignation of
Mr. Hess, the mayor was elected to the presidency of the
board.
The United States Illuminating company offered

light.
light.
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good which they should derive."

public and inventors the

The Board

of Electrical Control had an important session

1

to lay

down an experimental

cable in the subway, and the

proposition was gladly assented to by the board.

There has been a succession of more or

less serious acci-
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10.20

dents from electrical wires during the past week,
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papers are
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now clamoring

placing

the

for

of

and the

the

wires

underground.
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St

Louis, Mo.

—

A prominent member of the
Telephone company said yesterday: "We cannot
operate the exchange for less than $So a year, as we were
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 27.

Bell

Total number of hours.

176 30

by our books. YVe are willing to have a
competent committee of merchants go to Jefferson City, and
testify as to the facts of the case.
We must have allowances
willing to prove

'Ihe foregoing schedule

good

United States.
The time for commencing t.> light is calculated atone-half hour
after sunset, or one hour befjre moinset; the time for extinguishment
one hour after m~onrise, or one hour before sunris;.
The time for ligoting or extinguishing is given for the day on
which the night commencts.
The tim- uo to la o'clock midnight is shown by hold face type;
after midnight by light face type
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CORRESPONDENCE.

And

through lapse of patent.

10 per cent, return on a patent-right

is

a

surely small enough.

Telephone company

reduced, the Bell
"

withdraw from

trical

poles

:

known.
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will

Louis

St.

At a meeting of the Electrical society

last

week

Prof.

Short of the Short system of electrical railroads, was pres-

New York

—

New York, Jan. 25. It is announced that an agreement has been made between the Westinghouse Electric company and the United States Electric Lighting company
whereby the interests of the two companies shall hereafter be
conducted for mutual benefit, both
sale of electric apparatus,

gation of their patents.

manufacture and

in the

management and litiThe United States company is
and

one of the oldest electrical

in the

manufacturing companies, and

has a large and growing business in arc and

incandescent

and plating apparatus, motors, and alternating
current apparatus, a large factory in Newark, N. J., and
many electric light and power plants in use. It holds many
strong patents, some of which are fundamental, its inlighting,

ventors having been the earliest
electric

the

in

of

field

practical

combination has a manufacturing capacity of over

lamps a day,

anil th.2

700 patents on electrical inventions, which they propose to

The combinaton

litigate actively for joint benefit.

sents a united capital of about $1,000,000.

It

repre-

under-

is

stood that the Hate decision, relating to foreign patents,

is

regarded by these companies to be greatly to their advantage in strengthening their

own

position as well as that

of

patents in general.

A
bill

meeting

who

subscribers

prepared by the Board of Trade aod
in the legislature

at

1:30

;

It
$6 per moith.
politan Telephone

is

&

Kor

o'clock.

Brooklyn the proposed reduct on

will

building, to-

New

York and

from $12.50 and

is

two years, put

Telegraph company's

a large

Corilandt

if

1

average

1S87 were $94.41;

sum

money

of

for

$130

Mr. Linson has introduced

persons provided for
to be selected

in the

net
iSS(>,

at

is

public

in the original

confined.

its

reducing

Senate an
the

the

new
its

bill

of specification for illuminating the city

law

now

—$5,000

in the

the deposit, and $10,000 for the bond.

for

The term of contract named is ten years.
The first ball of the Bell Telephone employes was given
on January 17th,

By

cess.

Xatatorium Hall, and proved a suc-

at

9 o'clock there were

nearly 1,000 people
which was profusely decorated for the occasion.

hall,

Louis,

St.

Mo., Jan.

—

subways

a franchise to construct electrical

this city, to carry all telegraph, telephone

The work

wires.

penalty.
the

measure, twelve others,

This grants

in

X.

The municipal assembly
Subway company of Chicago

25.

to-night granted the National

in the

in the streets of

and other

electric

of construction will begin inside of sixty

days, and in a year from

wires in St. Louis will

now

expected that

is

it

A

be under ground.

before the State legislature providing that

all

all

bill is

the

now

wires shall

go

McD,
Indianapolis, Ind.

which

admission

[ndianapolis, Jan.
three miles east of

27.

— The

residents of

Irvington,

have been endeavoring to induce the railroads to give them better service between there

and the

this city,

but without

city,

effect,

matter of an electric railroad.
I

laute

The

company

is

and arc now looking

U

is

into the

understood a

Tcrre

looking after the matter.

Brush Electric Light company have nearly all
their lamps in position, and last night, lor tin- Mrst time,
local

lighted those

which were ready.

While the lamps

aparl did not light the streets as well as

a square

was impeded, they

were a -real improvement on gas lamps formerly used. M
Caven, president of the company, says they have gone to
Ijreatei expense than was at
first
expected.
The under1

amendment

death

executions, besides

by the warden of the prison

condemned man

5 to

to the figures given.

to the laws relating to the infliction of

allows to be present

into

thus apparently

street,

net earnings from about

It

be

claimed by the board tint the Metro-

earnings per subscriber for

in

resistance to

the

favor

$89.96; and for 1SS5, $115.14, while the company, in

building

least

was grounded and caused trouble.

that

by elechands of City Councillor Bell. Both
the deposit and bond required are the maximum allowed by

by Robert Kay Hamilton,

held at the rooms of the board, in the Bryant

last

The

tricity is

Transportation

providing for the reduction of telephone charges,

morrow afternoon

directions, but generally in the path of

some other wire

under ground.

of the telephone

and introduced

that in eastern

where the multiple system was used and the circuit
grounded through the rail, the current flowed in various
cities

15,000

two companies own and control about

He also explained

soon be dispensed with.

The new

and transmission of pow^r.

lighting

and discussed the matter of electrical railroads. lie
was confident that the multiple or parallel system would
ent,

Notes.

the
to

standing was at
city

only.

In

first

doing

could have been put

to

light

this,

the

the

too

business portion of the
lights

contracted

for

and connected bv the use of ten
routes selected by the
council committee on light, they have been compelled to
in

miles of wire where, in covering the
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wire— a

string about 25 miles of
lines

run through shade

trees,

The

insulation.

rior quality of

part

of

now

plant

use a supe-

to

consists of four

These are
operated by an Atlas-Coriiss engine of 150 horse power
and a 150 horse power Ball engine, three ioo horsepower
dynamos, one 40

65-light

and one So horse power

Considerable trouble has

method of

that

The new
have

its

street illumination.

company

Paducah promises

at

plant in operation within sixty

manufactory

at

was caused by
Fort Wayne.

The

days.

to

delay.

Two experienced

electricians

been experienced in putting up masts and light arms so as
The arms are of
to clear telegraph and telephone wires.

from the Westing house Electric Light company, Pittsburgh,

the Indianapolis Jcnney company's patent.

candescent plant for the Gas company.

A

has been introduced in the legislature repealing the

bill

1SS5, in which

telephone law of
.S3.

Kansas

City,

of the

week, the

last

James

were elected:

Kansas City; J. R.
Mulvane, T. E. Sweet, Topeka; John A. Hudson, Boston;
Geo. L. Phillips, Chicago; James T. Lam, Davenport, la.,
The board immediately orS. A. Walker, St. Joseph.
ganized and elected the following officers: John R. Mulvane, president; C. D. Crandall, secretary and treasurer.
A dividend of .5 per cent, for the last quarter was declared,
although President Mulvane stated the financial condition
The net numof the company did not justify such action.
subscribers last year

new

ber of

was 273.

In President

following

appear the

report

annual

Mulvane's

figures:

Gross earnings, $394,507.41; gross expenses, £316,894.85;
of

I°ss

$5-b475oO;

dividends,

net earnings, §77,6(2.56;

December 25th-26th, §20,000; balance, §23,137.06.
Only 4% per cent, on capital stock was paid in dividends

The

the

increase in the gross earnings for

year was

last

£44,974.94, but there was an increase in the expenses which
made the net earnings of last year §12,251.36 less than the

The

previous year.

report closes with an

Attention

proper consideration.

semce

driven the subscribers,

earnest plea for

called to the excellent

is

and the enormous expense

company has

fire

alarm

and has maintained

This of

to the city.

own expense

built at its

service,

itself

without expense

an item of no

is

little

conse-

R.

quence.

New
Orleans,

Ni;\v
will

and

a city police

this

at-

Furthermore,

tached to the maintenance of the exchange.
the

I-a..

— The

Knights of Electra

appear on the evening of February 2Sth, in an electric
They will present an ingeniously devised

travesty

a

theme,

local

tract

the

line.

Myriads of miniature and large

pagaent moves

The

automaton of very low voltage.
generated by fluid and storage

cells

rent will be

miniature

pagaent

dynamo

will

moving

plants

the column.

in

be a moving exposition of

and
S.

Louisville, Ky.

—

LouiSVILLE, Kv.. Jan. 25. The Louisville and Nashville railroad has just decided to use electric semaphore signal- on

its

seven or

Louisville port.

veston Gas

has been only a few months since the
tiled, but the change has proved
Dg the system.

vKng Green, Ky.,

ompany,

I

pedal attention to this

says:

"It

marvel

history

ment.

'

,ne

h

of

lamps, $24 per

the

annum

&

Miller

feet.

proven a
tlendid

and the

and equip an

through, 0!

per lamp, including lighting, clean-

per

$2.25

1,000

C,

propose to establish

electric light plant of the

Waterhouse system,

New

son Electric Light company,

The Edi-

York, proposes to furnish

an Edison plant with a dynamo capacity of 1,200 lights of
20 candle power each, and wire the

with insulated

streets

sum of §27,000.
company of Galveston proposed

wire for 1,000 lights, for the

The Brush

Electric Light

the city

may

select,

run on the moonlight schedule at §120

annum, or run

per light per

candle power, distributed as

2,000

to furnish arc lights of

night

all

§130 per annum;

for

may

incandescent lights to be located as the city
ndle power, moonlight schedule §24 per

c

per annum,

and

offices

all

night $30, and to

night

light, all

light all public buildings

with 16 candle power lamps

Pittsburgh

can,

at

lamp

cent per

1

which

an

electric light plant to the city for

of Mr.

Marr

is

to furnish

Another bid

$44,474.

to furnish a plant for §47,973.24.

David Hall of Galveston, representing the Western Elec-

company

of Chicago, proposes

to

plant of a capacity of 200 arc lights of

furnish

a

complete

2,000 candle power

each, including two high speed engines of 125 horse
each, the entire plant to

become immediately

"We

lights

the lower part of

in

We

operation.

in

lower

are going ahead

now

are

have just completed, the lower part of the

I

from the Point

Grant and Eleventh

to

and

streets,

city,

along

all

feet of electric light wire to

supply the lamps put up,
Ho;v many miles of wire we will use

am

altogether I

quantities

in

have to do that
world, and

me

we have

power

the property

best lighted

city in the

the best proofs of

it,

that right

me

East Liverpool have sent

because

all

we

that successfully,

in

this

facil-

When

city.

will take other contracts

"

but not before

this

town;

their

power and

the electric

present shall be used

at

we have done

the

to bid for a contract to light

not do

will

I

to be

give one of

citizens of

asking

letter,

ities

cannot yet say.

I

I will

The

here.

but

ioo miles each, and

mean Pittsburgh

that I

we are ordering it
how often we shall
Let me tell you again,

not able yet to say; but

of

G.

Newport, Ky.
Newport, Ky.,
tions of the

—

Mayor Berry, under instrucwhich body declared the electric

26.

Jan.

city council,

on the streets several days ago by the
Newport Light company a nuisance, recently at an early
hour had a force of men out and removed the poles at several streets, cutting the wires and wrapping them around
light poles erected

those poles

standing.

left

president of the

proceedings by
court against

an injunction

filing

down, and

the Chancery

in

city,

from furnishing

plaintiff

suit

Mayor Berry and others, enjoining
them from in any way interfering with the

the

and restraining
torn

Capt. John A. Williamson,
cDmpany, immediately put a stop to the

for

and re-erecting those poles

tight

$5,000 damages for the tearing down of

After the service of the injunction Captain Wil-

poles.

down.

is

in the lighting of the

said:

commencing to put up the wire. All the wire used here
will be No. 6 lead copper wire.
According to a calculation

FrankS. Marr, electric Ughtcontractor.Pittsburgh, Pa., has
three different propositions to furnish lights from their own
Another proposition from Mr. Marr

soon

be

will

liamson' started his

agreement to pay §1,240 a month for
a period of sixty consecutive months, or §1,364 for fortyeight months, or §1,556 per month for a period of thirtyof the city

upon

About

5

suit against the

men

work re-erecting the poles taken

to

o'clock

the

city also

an injunction

filed

Newport Light company and

its

Captain- Williamson, perpetually enjoining said

president,

companv or

its agents from continuing any and all such poles and wires,
and from the erecting anymore poles or stretching any
more wires on the streets. The injunction was served on

As

Captain Williamson.
sion, the

whole matter

and there

the Chancery court

is

matter will be heard at this term.
will

be thrown

settled for

their

The payment named

months.

cover the entire cost

to

and the expense of maintenance and operation.
AA the last meeting of the East Dallas, Tex., council Mr.
Ganzer of the special committee appointed to ascertain the

of the plant,

cost of lighting the streets with electric lights, reported that

now

in ses-

It is said

the

the United States court,

into

good.

N.

Queen City Electric Light company would put up a
number of lights, like those in Dallas, at §96.60 each per
annum, estimating that at least twenty lights would be
The report was received and referred to a comneeded.
mittee to confer with the electric light company named, and
also a company about to begin business, and report at the

in the

R.

M

K

panies should they occupy space

—

company, has put in a bid
street railway system of the
deal

is

marie, will cause

and

for the
I

transaction,

telegraph companies

the

and while they admitted

some §500,000 from

Springfield stockholders.

V.

The

electricity.

inconvenienced by the refusal of the telegraph lines to oc-

cupy the building, yet they believed the chamber was taxed
now pretty high for the privileges given them in the matter

else

In the grain earner the opinion pre-

telegraph companies, the same as any one-

doing bu-iness on the

is

At a meeting of council

purpose

Kansas City were

ol

iei

cir electric street

uring

.1

location

railway.

is tht

'

the

in

power house

for the

»nc of the locations

prcscnl electric motoi

.'.inch

will

they arc

have

all

now

week

city last

which

building on

Mr.

negotiating,

the material for the

road here and will begin laying their

trat

1;

March

b)

cy state,

I

1

inc

should

Hamilton

be

last

with

taxed for the

week

The

Gas company

was

it

re-

Hamilton Gas

the

company, the contract having expired

city clerk

was

that the city does

not wish I" continue lighting (he streets

new

151I1.
1

II.

'

and public

build-

The Gas company has had a contract with
Hamilton since 1855. but for some time there

ding's with ^as.

of the

an assured

up by Mr.
Messrs. Law-

compliance with Mir ordinance.

at

solved not to renew the contract

has been trouble over the quality of gas furnished.
probable that electric light

hied check for §50; has been put

Pitkin of

lloor,

privilege.

the city of

building

franchise,

a

had acted un-

IS.

propose to abandon the horse car lines
in

A

building.

would be greatly

that they

the

if

superintendent, states, however, that they

and put

in

The

city.

road, already granted
1

the purchase of the entiie

for

a transfer of

to the

will not sell out, but

electric

the opinion that
wisely,

new

in the

of the brokers and provision merchants were of

also directed to notify the

company

altogether

many

great

vailed that the

SCRINGKIELD, Mo., Jan. 25. The St. Louis Power company, agents of the Sprague Electric Motor & Railway

'Change recently there

was considerable discussion regarding the action of the two
telegraph companies, the Western Union and United
Lines, in refusing to enter into a new lease with the Chamber of Commerce, because the board of directors of that
body had decided to exact rent from the telegraph com

of market quotations.

Mo

Springfield,

foi

nl arul

Cincinnati, O.
Cincinnati, O.. Jan. 25.— On

the

they have in mind

li ^'

we

as fast as

per hour.

Lawless,

lr

16

direct;

§26; 25 candle power on moonlight schedule $2S per light

less

cstment our city ever

The

Gal-

system:

with 1,700 candle power lamps, for §42,408.81.

from

tnguine had never

'

arrange-

lamps, not less than 200

for street

Tyson, Wilson, N.

Smith, the local

1.

by lightning.

»n

the po

—gas

ing and repairing; for public buildings,

the motor

inli

oil

-

,ing

rc-

with pride

is

splendid plant put

1

id the

annual

in his

With

Hep

company

now been adopted by

It

H

new waterworks

run in connection with the

steamers entering the

the -large river

eight of

An

about $20,000 per annum.

paid

next meeting.

entire system of about 3,000 miles.

Illumination by electric light has

now

price

cur-

This

electricity.

The

this

Kach knight on the
occasion will appear in the pagaent.
dynamo circuit will be converted temporarily into a patent
shocking

companies,

ment has been made by which the plant can be located and

six

designed especially for

electrical novelties

present con-

light

Rowland
and the

part of the city, Mr.

in-

candescent lamps of various tints will change shades continuouslv in ryt hm with tiie music along the line as the

Ingenious

is

company.

Speaking of the progress made

the streets in the section called the Old City, will take 100,-

lighting the

the

of

with the Galveston gas and electric

for public light

electrical

Five hundred tinkequipment will play an important part.
ling electric bells and 500 sonorous buzzers will be dispersed

throughout the

week,

committee of

bids for

solicit

met recently and opened proposals.

tric

which

in

Electric

or about 21 miles.

special

city for five years after the expiration

pageant.

of

last

days the erection

M.

— The

25.

the city council, appointed to

plant.

Orleans, La.
Jan. 25.

Owensboro

in

within a few

electric light plant.

GALVESTON, Tex., Jan.

Heretofore 6 per cent, has been paid.

last year.

during the

new

commence

to

Pa.

—

000

B. Ciarke, C. D. Crandall.

W.

Chick,

now

wires are

Galveston, Tex.

—

directors

Chicago was

C. A. Knight of

and promised

Mo.

At the annual meeting of
K.\n>\^ City, Mo., Jan. 26.
the Missouri & Kansas Telephone company in this -city
following

to put in the in-

The

being erected.

monthly charge was

the

Another has been introduced regulating the
M.
taxing of telegraph companies.
limited to

week

next

1?

2,

PITTSBURGH, Pa., Jan. 25. The boroughs of Wilkinsburg and Edgewood have emulated Pittsburgh's example,
and decided to have their streets lighted by the East End

burning of the Jenney

the

will arrive in the early part of

Pittsburgh,

investi-

system with a view to adopting

electric light

explained,

it is

Glasgow are

of the enterprising citizens of

gating the electric light

25 lights.

lights, live

boilers.

Some

high-priced, as

it

and they had

February

will bs substituted,

It

is

II.

Anniston, Ala.
ANNISTON,

Ala., Jan. 25.

— W.

M.

C.

Ryan,

supcrin-

tendenl of the telephone exchange at this place, has

unknown,

parts
living

It

is

said he

is

and reckless extravagance

cause of the shortage,

Ryan

is

short
is

sonic

said to

well

have

known

left for

$500.

in

been

East
the

Birming-

ham, having been connected with the telephone exchange
there for sonic months.
This is the third superintendent
ol th< telcphoni exchange here who has been short in his
mis.

L.

February

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

2,

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
The Elgin,
ary 7th action on
III

,

awarding the contract

for the city elft

trii

light plant.

The Western

awarded a contract

Chicago,

for a 100 light arc plant for

been
Chihuahua,
has

People's Electric Light company of Chicago, III.,
has been incorporated with a capital stock of $50,000.
Curran, W. A. I.eary and James E. Scanlan are
|ohn
J.

the incorporators.

The Thomson-Houston company, Chicago, repor's these
Wabasha, Minn, 300 lamps, incandescent;
111.,

500 lamps, incandescent alternating system;

,

Rubber company, 200 lamps, incandescent.

The Van Depoele

Electric

incandescent plant

light

for

at Streator. 111.
in putting up the circuits.

company

tract for a

The

new

A

Son
the People's Electric Light
engaged
force of men is now

company

is

installing an

The company has

the con-

let

central station.

Light company has awarded
D. A. Tompkins company, Charlotte, N.

Sheffield, Ala., Electric

a contract to the

for a 750 light Westinghouse alternating dynamo, 75
horse power Westinghouse engine, 90 horse power boiler,
which will increase its capacity to 1,500 16. candle power

C,

lamps.

R. C. Garhart, representing the Westinghouse company,
endeavoring to organize a company in Rochester, N. Y.,
Many capitalists
to introduce the Westinghouse system.
is

of that city are interested in the movement, and
pected that a plant will be in operation in about

it

is

three

exor

four months.
Electric company is installing a cenincandescent plant at 234 Broadway, New
York,
E. E. Britton, the eastern manager of the company, will have charge of the plant. The station will begin
800
lights, and the capacity will be increased as busiwith
ness warrants.

The Van Depoele

tral

station

Leonard & Izard, ChiAmong
Marinette Iron company, Marcago, are the following:
plant; Dick
Bros.
inette, Wis., 160 light incandescent
Milling company, Quincy, III., Go light incandescent plant;
Antigo, Wis., central station, increase which will double
the recent installations of

'

its

Arrangements have been made with the Brush

Electric
Light company of Cleveland, ()., for the construction of
the necessary machinery, and the arrangement of wires,

appliances, and lamps, for the Patent Office building in
Washington, in order to light it completely by electricity.
The department will be able to furnish its own light at such
a diminished cost, that it is believed the saving from the
average annual outlay heretofore sustained will, in three
years, reimburse the expenditure for the plant.
There are
such vast piles of public papers, records and documents in
the various rooms, halls and cellars of the department,
many of these so dark as to require light throughout the
day, that a mode of illumination which is consistent with
their safety, becomes of prime importance.
It is believed
that this object has been secured by the arrangements
made under the direction of Lieut. -Commander Bradford.
Secretary Vilas believes the electrical equipment of the de
partment will hardly be equaled in the country.

The New York Accumulator company

recently

made

a

temporary installation in Dr. Webb's residence, in New
York, on the occasion of a reception. There were two series
of thirty-five cells each of 15A cells, which were connee'ed
in parallel and supplied current for ninety 16-candle power
lamps from 6 p. M. to 4 a. m. These cells weie charged
at the company's works at Newark, and carted to Dr.
Webb's residence on the day of the ball, where they were
placed in the basement.
The lamps were used for the illumination of the ballroom and banquet h 11.
In the former
room there were sixty lights, which were suspended from
the cornices and formed a border on four sides of the room.
Beneath the lights was stretched a width of very thin transparent pongee silk, which agreeably tempered the light and
gave it a pink tinge.
The ceiling and walls of this room
are very handsomely frescoed and the light illuminated the
paintings effectively.
In the dining hall there were thirty
lights distributed in a somewhat similar manner, the lamps
being inclosed in decorative globes, some of cut glass and
others, opal, arranged uniformly between the carved panels
of the wall.
The effect in both rooms was extremely effect
tive.

Interesting experiments have been made on Hampstead
Heath for the purpose of testing the capacity of small elechand lamps in searching for the wounded men left
after a battle, and thus more rapidly than hitherto bringtric

present plant of about 50J lights.

Electric company, Chicago, has received orders for the following plants: Bessemer Electric
Light & Power company, Bessemer, Ala 100 arc lights and
500 incandescent lights for central station lighting- Wash-

The Van Depoele

,

burn Milling company, Minneapolis, Minn., 100 light
candescent plant, to be installed in Wakefield, Mich.

in-

of Lockport, N. Y.. is opposed to the local
gas company, which also controls the electric light plant.
At a recent public meeting he advocated the purchase by
the city of its own plant, saying that when the gas com
pany charged $135 per light the city could receive the

Mayor Oliver

within the reach of surgical aid.
The
experiments were made by the officers and men of the
London Division of the Volunteer medical staff corps.
The corps, accompanied by ambulance wagons and pro
vided with stretchers, hal ed upon one of the Heath roads
at a time when the thick mist still hung heavily upon the
lower grounds; and having established a field hospital in a
rather dreary looking spot, poorly sheltered by bare trees,
sent out its searching stretcher parties to pick up the
bandsmen who had been distributed over the open ground
ing the sufferers

some

at

distance

off,

to

simulate

t

1

e

wounded

left

burgh, has secured a contract from the Electric Wire
Construction company of Rio Janeiro, Brazil, to furnish
The Wesiinghouse
180,000 feet of underground wire.
Electric Light company also has the contract for lighting
with
the
plant already esconnection
is
in
and
it
city,
the
tablished in the South American metropolis, that the cable
This is the largest order of cable ever sent
is to be laid.
The entire city of Rio Janeiro is to
into South America.
be lighted by electricity, and every foot of wire is to be

from a tight during the daylight. By the aid of the
lamps thus brought into such use for the first time the
men sought were found with comparative rapidity, the
lights being sufficient also to enable the trained ambulance
men to apply preliminary bandaging upon the spot, and
before loading the stretchers, which by other bghts at the
wagons were guided back to the road. There the men
were carefully placed in the vehicles and co veyed to the
field hospital, where the examining surgeons found
very
little to correct in The treatment adopted under such disadvantageous circumstances. The results achieved indicate
sufficiency well says the Daily News, that the electric
light thus u;ed would be of immense value and tend
greatly to reduce the suffering of men left upon the field at

underground

the close of a fight.

same

service for

to visit cities

S50 per lamp.

owning

their

own

A

committee was appointed

electric light plants to ex-

amine the operations of the same.

The Standard Underground Cable company

of

Pitts-

Louis by electricity, now before the mayor, provide that arc lamps be placed at alternate intersecting streets, or two blocks apart, so that each
lamp shall have a held of one block in each direction.
For blocks of over 400 feet in length, and under
800 feet in length lamps are to be put at each interWhen the blocks are over 800 feet in
secting street.
length the lamps will be put as near Soo feet apart as possiOn the more unfrequented suburban roads the lamps
ble.
In case the municipal
are to be put 1,000 feet apart.
assembly sees lit to have the alleys lighted, incandescent
lamps of thirty-live candle power each will be placed near
the middle of the block in the alley.

The plans

for lighting St.

The London
enterprise of

Vsheville,

and

I

h

all hoi

.

lavenport anticipates an early

I

ars.

city will operate the plant.

The

Chicago,

A
rah for the Asheville street railway.

substitution

of

The A

clt
ol

that

.

The Excelsior Electric company has been awarded the
contract lor supplying a 40- arc light plant fdr South EvanThe plant is to be operated by the town.
ston, III.

recent sales:
Austin, Minn

with the

-

The

Mexico.

company,

Electric

They acfurnished at such a small cost.
cordingly combined against the electric light company and
secured the introduction of gas.
The victory fur the gas
companies was only temporary, however, and served to
show the inferiority of the old system of lighting.
Even
the country members soon regretted the step they had taken
and now preparations are being made to again replace gas
with electricity.

light could be

has postponed until Febru-

city council

Electrical

American

Engineer pays a tribute
who, according

electricians,

to the
to that

paper, close a contract and establish a plant in less time
than it requires a slow-going Englishman to make up his
mind whether or not he desires electricity. The article
says: In the States it is a common occurrence for orders to
be received and executed for a central station to be running
What would be
within a fortnight after receipt of order.
thought in England if we announced one week that some
town, say Warwick, had ordered a public central lighting
plant, and that in the next week's issue we gave full deneed
scription of the successful start of the station?
not attempt to be quite so quick as this, but where is the
need for all the usual delay and deliberation on the part of
our town and municipal authorities?

We

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
Leonard &

Chicago, have received an order for a
& Yoge! Leather company,
Motors will be employed to drive the venti
lating fans, and will receive their supply of current from
the incandescent plant, which is already in operation.
I/.ard,

ventilating plant for the Pfister

Milwaukee.

C. M. Barclay of the Chicago office of the Sprague ElecRailway & Motor company has sold to A. McN-dly a
15-horse power motor, which will be used in the lalter's
budding at 109 Wabash avenue, Chicago, for pumping
Current will be taken
water for the passenger elevator.
tric

from the Edison

last week, closed a
contract with the Sprague Electric Railway & Motor company for the complete equipment of their system of electric
Before awarding
street railways at Atlantic City, N. J.
the contract the Pennsylvania Railroad appointed a committee, which made a careful investigation of the merits ol
the different systems of street railway propulsion.

Last week the AshevMle, N. C, Electric Street railway,
which was installed by the Sprague Electric Railway .V
Motor company of New York, was successfully put in
The first trial trip of the motor cats was made
operation.
on January 21st, and proved a great success. The run was
made over the entire distance of the line, about two miles.

than eight minutes, the car carrying a large number
Upon reaching the terminus of the line,
new W. N. C. railroad depot, the party was
from the citizens who had gathered to
cheers
welcomed by
greet its arrival, and by blowing of whistles from all
at the depot.
The citizens of Ashethe locomotives
the
new electric line, and
are enthusiastic over
ville
the directors of the road express themselves as well pleased
in less

When incandescent lighting was introduced into Rochester, N. Y., the Edison company secured a contract for
The superiority of the new
lighting the county buildings.
light was evident, the cost was less than that of former
years when gas was used, but the country members of the
board of supervisors were suspicious the only apparent
cause being their inability to realize how such a superior

—

circuit.

The Pennsylvania Railway company,

of passengers.
which is at the

the syndicate controlling the street car lines i:
looks with favor on the introduction of electric railv
It adds:
"It is generally believed by capil
interested in street railways that no more cab!-;
be built, even should the overhead system and the conduit
system be not improved upon for sometime. The I:
cars, for instance, are nearly all running by the Spi
system that is in use in Davenport, the entire plant

run by two 200 horse power engines, and comprising al
2ii miles of track, up and down hill and around all the
kinks and sharp corners of Boston.
So the various applications now
use for connection with the central plant by
means of overhead wires is no longer an experiment, either
in a mechanical or commercial sense.
It has passed that
and electricity has no longer any successful rival.
*
Ami it will not be very long, probably, before
Mr. Holmes will have electric cars in operation in Davenport.
Certainly the great success of the Brady street line
with electricity causes the mule system to appear slow,
dirty and vexatious, and costly in operation by comparison."

m

•:

A resident of Toledo who was opposed to the introduction of electric railways recently wrote a friend in Omaha
Omaha & Council Bluffs electric railway conIn the restructed by the Thomson Houston company
ply was the following statement of facts which, according
to the Toledo Blade changed his opinion and he now favors
electric railways:
They are operating about five miles of
double track; building the road in the ordinary way, excepting that each line is wired and each rail length is connected to this wire, which makes a complete circuit without the rail.
This cable or ground wire is grounded, as
regarding the

demands, thus disposing of the surplus electricand avoiding accidents. The motor cars are provided
with two 10 horse power motors, which are capable of taking
200 passengers over the bridge approaches (which are 3 per
cent grades^better.you may say, than a locomotive of the same
power can do at least, that is my experience. The power
house is located midway on their "line, and consists of two
Westinghouse automatic compound engines of 100 and 150
horse power, using, one 40 and two So horse power dynamos. I was told they could supply power to outside parties
at $ico per month for 30 horse power, and make money at
that too; but to do so the parties must furnish their own
motors, which are not expensive. These motor cars are able
to run as high as 25 miles per hour, but the ordinary speed
is about fifteen miles; they stop and start, go slow or fast,
and as far as I can see are perfectly under control and as
easily handled and managed as the ordinary steam locomo-

occasion
ity

—

tive.

The West End

electric railway at Boston is running sucand carrying a large number of passengers each
day between Park Square and Brighton. The cars run
rapidly .and are under very quick and perfect control.
The
residents in Brookline, who used the cars regularly in coming into Boston and returning, are very enthusiastic over
the celerity of the cars, and the time saved over the ordinary horse-car.
The change of the overhead to the underground system is made very quickly and without stop, so
that no delay is experienced at this point.
The car drivers,
or "Motorneers," as some Bostonians persist in calling
them, are street car drivers, who have been detailed to
operate the electric cars, and who have learned their neces-

cessfully,

sary duties very quickly.
All of these old drivers are verv
enthusiastic over the ease with which an electric car can be
operated.
On January 20th a heavy snowstorm reached the city
and covered the tracks of the railway to the depth of from
two inches to a foot. The electric snow-plows which are
being equipped by the Sprague company for use by the
West End road had not been finished, and the cars were
obliged to run without this aid for clearing the tracks. The
cars were successfully operated however over the entire road,
clearing their own way, and earning large numbers of passengers.
The Boston Herald, in commenting on the road, savs:
"Those who have made the experiment of taking a ride on
the new electric railway on Beacon street, must have come
to the conclusion that this method of securing rapid transit
in the suburban wards is one of the most promising that has
yet been brought forward in this city.
The speed attained
where the conditions are favorable is quite equal to that
of the elevated railroads in New York City, while the
structures supporting the electric wires are by no means as
much of a disfigurement as it was at one time supposed
that they might be.
So long as a mixed service is maintained
that is, so long as some of the cars are drawn by
horses, the full advantage of the electric svsiem cannot be
realized.
The speed of the electric car has to conform to
the speed of the horse car which may be in front of it, but
experiment
if the
proves as successful as there is now
reason to think that it may, the West End company will
before long feel compelled to substitute electric for animal
power in the service of all of its lines. When ili.it c
is brought about, the speed that can be
made, even in the
center of the city, will be very much accelerated over the
average speed of to-day."

—

THE TELEPHONE.
The manager

of the Savannah (Ga
Telephone exchange
claims the distinction of answering the greatest number of
calls per day per subscribe r of any exchange in theeountrv.

The Milwaukee

1

(Wis.) Telephone company has decided
A representative of the company thus
explains the reason for this action:
"Although underground wires are yet an experiment, we are Killing to trv
to

bury

its

wires.
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them, not because we are compelled, but because they will
We recognize the fact that wires
be of benefit to the city.
across the streets are a nuisance and a danger, and that the
public will be better served when they are removed."

A Connecticut man has brought suit against the telephone
company for neglect of duty and abusive language, says an
exchange. He called for a doctor, and the ope-ator replied
On ringing again a little
that he couldn't be "raised."
later, he heard the operator say: "Let the fool ring," and
on remarking that he hid been ringing for half an hour,
he received the terse retort, "You're a liar." A man at
the telephone will make a row if there is a delay of five
minutes in accomplishing a thing that might take him many
hours to do in any other way.
Speaking of the value of the telephone, for use in the
a proposed State Weather
service, a recent pamphlet by Prof. F. M. Nipher,

country in connection with

Bureau

"In ES93 the telephone will become
of Missouri, says:
public property, and it will then be possible for county
telephone services to be established, putting each farm in
communication with the county seat. Telephone service
can be rendered for a sum which will be utterly insignificant when compared with the advantages which it will
bring.
Farmers can then keep informed of the markets,
can sell their produce before leaving their homes, and will
save much time which they now waste during
to
be able
In addition, there will grow up
the busy season of harvest.
a system of harvest storm warnings. It will be very easy for
any county telephone system to give its subscribers a general warning
of an approaching thunderstorm, and to
transmit that information to such other counties as may be
It seems certain that this can and will be done,
in danger.
and there is no reason that this should not be done by the
national weather service."

THE TELEGRAPH.

Information is received from Ottawa that by August 1st
a connecting line of wires between the commercial cable at
Canso, Nova Scotia, and the Canadian Pacific Telegraph
system will be completed. This is an important event in
the history of telegraphic communication throughout Canada, both to the mercantile community and the press of the
Dominion. The reports of current events in Europe have
hitherto been meager and unsatisfactory to Canadians, but
by the new arrangement they will be furnished with the
kind of news they may think most valuable.

The extent of the storm that recently swept over the
country can be estimated from the following statement of
a Western Union Telegraph company emplaye in tbe
Rochester Post-Exf>)css: There were 1,000 poles down
between here and Syracuse, and at certain points where the
wind struck wires and poles favorably, the latter were lifted
out of the earth, dashed on the railroad track upper end
down and toppled over so that the butt ends lay further
from the post holes than the cross-tree end. The storm
that blew down the suspension bridge at Niagara Falls
prostrated our wires all through this quarter of the state,
and gave the company a chance to show wh it it can do in
an emergency. It so happened that when the storm struck
Buffalo, G-neral Superintendent of Construction Doran was
Seeing
in the city, and he was equal to the emergency.
that there would be extensive damage done he telegraphed
for car loads of wire and gangs of men to all the important
points from Cleveland to New York, and had men and material enough in Buffalo next day to put a man on every
Mr. Doran is an old army telegraph man, and
pole.
handled the line after the storm in a masterly way
Speaking of the cry of monopoly in reference to telegraph
companies Superintendent W. B. Somerville, of the West'"
It used
ern Union Telegraph company, sail recently:
to cost 10 cents per word to send dispatches to San Francisco.
Now it costs 13/ cents, although there is now no
competition since the Western Union owns all the lines.
The general average rate per word over the country is
lo l
cent P* r w <>rd. That doesn't look much like
fiom
monopoly, dees it? Diyou know, the so-called monopolists sometimes get very much the worst of their business,
and are blamed for that as well as for other things? Now,
when Mr. Blaine made Bar Harbor more fashionable than
began to rush there, there
it had been before and people
Our wire connected
::sh of telegraphic dispatches.
with Bangor, but a little local company owned the wires
from Bangor to Mar Harbor, We charged 25 cents per
message to Bangor: the local company charged 50 cents
What was the
to sen'l the dispatch to Bar Harbor.
Well, the Western Union was called a grinding
result?
bought
out the
mono:/.
ier things until it
righl through to Bar
had sent them to Bangor
for. and thus made a two thirds saving upon each mi
to the sender, and
y crying mo

A

il

.

Miscellaneous Notes.
n

recent experiments by W. H. Preece, says Industries, it
is actually only 6.034 times that of copper.
The exact
determination of the resistance of iron is of considerable
importance, especially now, when through the operations
of the copper syndicate the price of this metal has been
forced up to a figure which precludes its use for electrical
purposes.

dynamo."

Ex-Mayor Hewitt of New York city, as is well known,
did not act in harmony with the Electrical Subway commission.
In reviewing his course the ex-mayor said re
cently:
"The commission for the construction of tbe
electrical subways was organized against the unanimous
protest of the city officials, who had recommended the addition of the mayor, comptroller and commissioner of the
public works to the commission, but ihe latter two officers
were omitted. The consequence has been that the work
has gone on in a manner which has been exceedingly destructive to the use of the streets, and the result is believed
by many competent experts to be an entire failure. The
only consolation is that it is not paid for out of the city
treasury.
The importance of burying the electrical wires is
so great that it is to be hoped that some means may be
found of making the existing conduits of use, in order that
the improvement may not be indefinitely postponed."

111.

The

designed to au omatically switch out a
portion of the electric circuit, from which a portion of
the current has been diverted.
The last claim is given: "7. The combination of
main line with a service loop thereon, a duplex switch
whose arms complete the connections with the main
line, a differential magnet through which the loop current passes in opposite directions, a retracting spring
connected with such switch, and a catch to hold such
switch, said catch controlled by the magnet, so as when
released to release the switch, and permit the loop to be

in the

same

cut out of the

organize

i

in

rr,

.

ork

the phonograpl

main

line."

Municipal

Theodore

System.

Sounder Attachment. George H.
William McArthur, Dollarville, Mich.

396,465.

J.

Carey and

Underground System of Electric Wires.
39°. 543.
P. Cobb, Wilmington, Del.

Henry

System of Electrical Distribution. Edward N.
L>ickerson, Jr., New York, N. Y.
The system is designed to change a direct high tension current at a point of conversion into a direct low
tension current.

396.549.

style as the

Dynamo

39°. 557-

for

Berthold
Telegraphic Purposes.
Flatz, Niederurnen, Switzer-

Gmur, Schanis, and Otto
land.

Wiring Block for Electrical Circuits.
Loomis, Somerville, Mass.

396,579.
P.

396. 550.
ville,

Coupling Dynamos.
Mass.

Osborn

Osborn P. Loomis, Somer-

The invention relates to the coupling of compound
wound dynamos when arranged in multiple arc to supply an electrical circuit.
The second c'aim reads:

when disconnected, only one.

dynamo machines arranged

"The

combination, with

in an elecof electro magnets arranged in the circuits
emanating from said dynamos, contacts controlled by
said electro magnets as one or the other dynamo overbalances the other, and electrical connections from the
lield magnet coils having their terminals arranged in
in multiple arc

tric circuit,

Personal Paragraphs.
M.
ern

G. Kellogg of Chicago has returned from his

south-

trip.

New

York office of the
P. C. Ackerman of the
Electrical works, was in Chicago last week.

W. M.
lating

&

the path of said contacts."

American

Coupling of Dynamos and Motors.
Loomis, Somerville, Mass.

396.581.

manager of the Callender InsuWaterproofing company of New York, sailed for
Caltender, general

Europe January

P.

Automatic Ground-Detector for Electric Circuits.
Osborn P. Loomis, Somerville, Mass.
Incandescent Lamp Socket. Osborn P. Loomis,
396.583.

J. Edgar Jones, formerly of Fairbanks, Morse & Co.,
Chicago, has accepted a position with the Van Depoele
Electric company.
He will have charge of the steam plant
and installations. William Fay, who has had charge of
the electric light plant at the Union depot, Chicago, will
hereafter be in the sales department of the same company.

Somerville, Mass.

Combination of Electric Generators.

396.602.

W. Rice, jr., Lynn, Mass.
The invention consists

Edwin

supplying the working
circuit from two or more generators, cue generator
supplying a definite amount of electricity, while the
other is regulated so as to adapt the current supply to
changes in the resistance or work to be done on the

E. T. Watkyns has been elected president of the Chicago
Edison company, and will personally superintend the management of the affairs of that company. The old board of
President Watkyns and Vicedirectors was re-elected.
president Doane made an eastern trip last week, and consulted Mr. Edison on matters pertaining to the system.
The Chicago company has been highly successful, and
under Mr. Watkyns' management will continue to prosper.

in

circuit.

System of Electrical Distribution. E. Wilbur
and Albert L. Rohrer, Lynn, Mass.

396.603.
Rice,

jr.,

The

invention is designed to be used in connection
with potential equalizers consisting of induction transfer coils.

Claim 2. "In a station apparatus for an alternating
current system of distribution, a branch from the supply mains, containing a reactive coil, and indicating
appliances connected to said coil."

Business Mention.
A

Osborn

396.582.

26th.

from the Hawkeye Electric Manufacturing
company of Davenport, la., states:
"The faclory and
office of this company are now being removed from Oskaloosa. la., to Davenport, la., and on and after January
23, 1S89, all communications for this company should be
addressed to Davenport."
circular

396,618.
II.

Electric Railway Trolley
Short, Columbus,

and Support.

Sidney

O

Time

396,632.

Switch.

Benjamin E. Waters, Brockton,

Mass.

David G. Weems,
Electric Railway System.
Baltimore, Md.
The invention consists in the combination, with upper
and lower rails, and stops on the line of road, of an
electrically operated car, means for conveying the current thereto, and adjustable housings on the car having
levers, which are actuated by the stops.

396 633.

The Sioux

City, la..

Foundry and Machine works have

Beatrice Electric Light & Power company,
sold to
Beatrice, Neb., a 100 horse power Corliss engine and a too
horse powtr boiler.

the

Electrical

Patents.

Electric Time-Meter.
George F. Card, CovingKy.
Turn-Table
for
Cable
or Electric kail ways.
396,649.

396.645.

ton,

Issued January 22, 1889.
Electric Meter.
Marie J, K. Jacquemier, Paris,
V ranee.
This invention relates to licit class of electric meters
which operate on the principle of automatically taking
the reading <>f an ammeter ;it stated intervals of time,
and mechanically adding the successive readings together by means of a registering or totalizing median

Ward Davidson, Oakland,

Cal.

396,403.

ism.

Of the fifteen claims we give the eighth: "The combination, with an electromotive device and a detector
ever, ol
vork adapted lo impart motion to the
fulcrum of said lever, and a detent adapted lo be disb) iii<- movcmcnl of said
lever upon its encounter with the moving member ol the electromotive
.hi'
-.il such displai ement,
lo arrest said clock396,407,

Blcctrit

Wire Conduit.

John Lynch, Washing-

\X C.
induit pipe
il;tr

rectangular and pro-

is

partitions, all of

uniform llnck-

Burglar Alarm.

396,667.

Arthur C.

Robbins, Brooklyn,

N. V.

t

I

in

is

Telegraph
Zoeller, Louisville, Ky.

valve or counterweight.
The moment the visitor passes in
the plate is thrown back by a coiled spring to its former
position, the circuit is broken, and the door closes itself
With
with or without a resonant bang as may be desired.
swing doors the p'ate is inset on both sides of the portal.
With double church doors two pairs of plates are arrang. d
so that the sexton can connect or disconnect each pair; when
the plates are connected the worshiper's foot opens both
doors, but

switch

396,450.

peaceful street car horse
treads upon the clumsy iron switch plates, which now ornament every street where this kind of locomotion is in vogue.
The plate yields a quarter-inch to the pressure of the foot
it

Elmer A. Sperry, Chicago,

Electrical Switch.

396,439.

A member of the New York Electric club has designed a
door opener which relieves the disgusted traveler or visitor
from the necessity of shoving a heavy mass of wood with
his hands, or of wearing out the toes of his boots in kicking
it back.
A metallic plate set in the floor a foot from the
The caller treads
threshold is marked "door opener."
upon

2, 1?

The first claim is as follows: "The combination,
with an alternating current dynamo, of a separate exciting dynamo having its lield magnets provided with
two sets of coils, one set being included in the circuit
of the lield magnet coils of the alternating current dynamo, and the other set being included in a shunt
across the brush terminals of the alternating current

and forms a circuit which immediately starts a tiny electric
motor that in turn op?ns the door, despite door spring, air

Freaks of the telegraph are often amusing though usually
annoying.
The following telegram received at a leading
Chicago house last week set the entire establishment at its
"Agent Leman will be at your office
wits' end for a time:
Xoone knew
at 6 p. M. to get information on machinery."
"Agent Leman," and after considerable study and speculation they stumbled on the fact that the dispatch should
read, "A gentleman" instead of "Agent Leman."

%

February

Secondary Battery Charging. Charles F. Brush,
396,681,
Filed May 21, 1883
Cleveland,
The invention consists in certain means for automatically manipulating the current employed in charging the batteries. The apparatus is especially designed
to regulate the charging of many balteries from a
single current source
of the thirteen claims the sixth is given: "The combination, with an electrical generator, a main or charging circuit, and a secondary battery, of switch mechanism for connecting the opposite ends of the battery with
the charging circuit, and electro magnets included in
the charging circuit and circuit including ihe battery
and arranged lo actuate the switch mechanism and
automatically connect ihe opposite ends of the battery
with the charging circuit when ihe elcctl ical potential
of said battery '.hall have reached a predetermined

minimum."
i

-

on

gencrling

to

tav

<>f

Currcnl

Alternate

nannkuchc, Cleveland

I

1

Gcncratoi

.

/

Burglar

."i.

Mas

.

-Mann.

Geoffrey

I'..

Lehy,

Medford,

February
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WANTED: INCANDESCENT
town

In a thriving

k

of 6,000 population, to Increase the electric light plant fo

clude incandescent lights.
(Brush), and 1,200 candle

The

as to inpresent plant consists of two 46 light arc machines

power lamps.

Present company has contract for city light-

interest or entire plant to parties
ing and will sell part

who

will agree to install incan-

Address,

descent system.
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THE WHOLE OR PART

cf

theDAViS

To

CARBON MANUFACTORY.

Consisting of Machinery,

All

OFFICE.

Close an Estate.

and new plant ready to start at once.
Will Bell all or form partnership with
party of experience and capital, who can

Tools, Stock, Fixtures and Patents, cover-

secure the

A

E. T.

SHAW &

HOWARD,
St.

Louis,

HOUSE WORK

do

will

it foi

a Specialty.

ELECTRIC COMPANY.
Improved Sperry Dynamos can bo operated on the same

circuit,

53 & 55

Mo.

N.

Send for descriptive circular just issued.
D. P.

194.

ing their specialties.

management.

916 Market St.,

of

we

Spools to re-wlnd, send them to us, and

Classes of

Any number

The Electrical Manufacturing Co., of
Shaw & Geary, including Machinery,

Materials.

Lamp

greatly reducing the expense of construction and maintenance.

Tools, Imple

Crude and Manufactured
most complete, first-class

ments, Ovens,

WA
Construction Co.
Electric Light Plants Complete.

FOR SALE SPERRY

S ATiB,

Electrical

CONTRACTS TAKEN FORTHli EKtouONoF

"If you have any
a reasonable price."

INCANDESCENT,

FOR

The

*V.i

WA

LIGHTS.

Seventh St

GEARY,
,

PHILADELPHIA.

lilfiiiiiil

PERRY. V.-P. and

198 South Clinton

Q> n'l Mgr.

CHICAGO.

St..

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insulation

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

GARLOCK'S RING PACKINGS
Sectional Ring
AND

Elastic Ring.
klterfrom the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of MarcQ
Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable "Wire in Every Respect."
In Insulating our wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, and te guaranteed
to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which Is water, oil, acid and, to a very gTcat extent, fire proof.
Our insulation trill prove durable when all others fail. Wc are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocK- Cables made
In

fi

29, 1886,

The Best Packing

For High Speed Engines

THE GARLOCK PACKING

CO.,

61 and
BENUT

,

A.

CLARK,

(53

Hampshire

General Manager.

Street, Boston, Mass.
HERBERT H. ECSTIS.

Electrician.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

wim

Electric Light, Telephone and Telegraph,
Manufactured for

TRADE

"A

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,

Palmyra, N. Y.

Send for CircnlarB and particulars to The Garlock Packing Co. Palmyra N. Y-, and Rome, Ga

AKBIACi,

SUBMARINE

and

UNDEBSBOUSIB USB.

OKOX1TK TAPE

for

making waterproof

joints.

THE OKONITE CO., 13 Park Row, New York.
CANDEE AERIAL WIRES.
Boston, Philadelphia, Omaha, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Louisville, San Francisco

Sole Manufacturers

MARK.

BRANCHES:— Chicago,

Iiesuys:

The rubber used

42 La Salle

St.;

Kansas

City.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
INCLUDING
BUILDERS OF

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fleetrie ^upplie5

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins
and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet.Telephone and Electric Light Wire.

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY

fisher's [lectric jjjotors,

AND SUBURBAN

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS,
DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

General Offices and Works.

"he

=a^

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
^MANUFACTURERS OFH

Automatic Electric
IN

ALU SIZES FROM ONE-HALF

H.

P.

Jflotors,
UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,

Remarkable

Dynamo

Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Electric irjachimes,

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.
C. F.

DUNDERDALE, Agent,
154 LaSALLE STREET, CHICAGO.

The Eddy

Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.
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WE PATENT AND

EXPLOIT

In Foreign Countries first-claw Electrical Inventions which are new and operative, and have been
lllu trated by mo ele and drawings, but not published in thH country before being patented
abroad. No expense to the inventor ca 1 or write.

W.174COLBURN

I.

No.

Main

February

& CO.

SPEAKING TUBES

Fitchburg, Mass.

St.,

WHISTLES,

an*

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS,
fvli. Xixxrs .a.ij'Wj&.-S's i±r stock.
W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,
21, 23 and 25 Ann St. New York.

;

CHICAGO, ILL

FRANCIS W, PARKER,

i88y

Pneumatic, and Mechanical

Oral. Electric.

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING CO.,
1007 Opera House Block,

2,

Solicitor.

DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Factory, 1461 and 1463
'

Send

New

for

Catalogue, out Aueust

1st.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,
SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF TJ. S.
ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.
1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

Machines for Arc and Incandescent
Electric Lighting, Klectro- Plating
and Experimental Use.
Send for large Illustrated Catalogue, also Handboob of Keady Keterence. vent-pockPt edition.

Sioux City k Corliss Engine
SOO H.
I*.

BUILT BY THE

Sioux City

PROPOSALS WANTED.
The City of Monroe, Mich., population about 5,700, invites proposals for the lighting of the city by some system
of electricity, either Arc or Incandescent, or both combined.
Will give a liberal franchise, and contract for li| hts for municipal pur poses, •with successful contractor. Proposals will
be opened Feb. 25th, 1889. Right to reject any and all proposals reserved. For particulars, address,

GEORGE

ENGINE WORKS
Sioux

City,

BOILERS
—AND—
Steam rower

The National

HOLDS

Outfits

In the Exposition Building,

A SPECIALTY.
Blississiprf

GEN1 WESTERN AGTS-II^lflLf-IIkp^.i
THE

B. F.

GOODRICH

CO.,

for

Armature Winders,

For MemberBbip, apply to A V. G AER ATT, Sec
and Treas 16 East 2id. St., New York City.
For Exhibition Space and Hotel Accommoda(ions, applv to B. E. SUNNY, Chairman Ex.
Com., 14S Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
For Traveling Accommodations, apply to
GEORGE F. PORTER, Chairman of Transportation Com., 1112 Arch St., fbiladelpbia. Pa., or
C. M. RANSOM, 178 Devonshire St., Boston, Maee.

0.

glectrical purposes.

MADE TO ORDER.
Soft Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.
SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS

VI>KK

A

CO..Chirago

Office, C,&

Commerce Blag. New York
:

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
send tor Price-LiBt.

|

909 and 911 S. Washington Street,

PKOHU.

4th,

be a meeting of the

Chicago

8 o'clock, at the rooms of the
122-124 Clark street.

at

RED CORE?
Office. IS

Cortlandt St.

:

Boston

Office, (i*4 Atlantic

WILLIAM

A.

Ave.

DOTY,

MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
GAS LIGHTING KEYS A SPECIALTY.
Agent for the

MW BATTEKY.

727 FILBERT STREET.

a Cortlandt St., Telephone Building, N. Y.

will

ILL.

Electric Club Monday evening, Feb.
Club.

WHO MAKES
I

ROYAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

There

Chicago Electric Club.

CafAloeup and Prices furnished on application.

CAI.I

GOOD WAGES.

,

b I IKK.

-MANTTACTFEEKS of—

Hard Rubber Goods

Four Experienced

.

CIRCULARS

AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON,

at Chicago,

Feb. 19,20 and 21, 1889.

Send for Circular F.

— W State Business.

WORKS

JNC1NE

West of the

WANTED.

Light Association
ITS

NINTH CONVENTION

for Lighting Stations

and Elevators

Electric

HURD, Mayor.

R,

Iowa.

SCHENECTADY,

1ST.

-

PHILADELPHIA.

Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Insulated Wires,
JAMES

Cords and Gables

Flexible
F.

KELLY. Ceneral Sales Agent,

Russell

&

BUILDERS OF

Devoted to the Interests of Electrical

Automatic Engines

Tho Largest Circulation of any
cal Paper Published.

New

York.

@$Mk~---$i
^f^Kicyr-r-lllfc
|(

ATTENTION

BOILERS, ETC.

Sci-

ence, being a record of Progress In Electricity an'lits practical applications to the
ring the Tcl'-eraph,
various ind
the Telephone, the Electric Light, IClectri
cal Transmission of Power

Dev Street.

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.

Or

GEO.

H.

BLISS,

JllHl.liittlit

Hprlntf

!il«rijliti

IN

Electrical Securities.

THE ELECTRIC CURRENT

CO.

KY.

225

in

ml

Electrical

DEARBORN STREET.

Tor n>tfiiJ;iUin:1lm

which

mijr|i(iil«

tho

i

Inventions.

Court,

CHICAGO,

loudor and stronger limn

will two or three it horn of
different make.
Wncaririupiily Illn olthnr
brackot or box form; it in
nicely nlckolod and jnit on
Mi tho boat of workinaiillhn
maimer. Prices rum Inlaid
on application.

EXPLOITER OF

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple

Ho. 7 Mozart Building,

LOTJIS'VIXOUSt,

In-

mode to conform to the
Btron&tti of battory current,
onocupof battery will work

-.-'Ms.

»i-,

I

Annul me |{y hIiiijiI.v turn.
lug a ecrow the hiii-iok in

it

DEALER

%\.

and others

vantages " r which cut)
readily bo neeo in Hi ail-

ELECTRICAL EXPERT
.

(.valors

call i-il to till" bell,

SlHD POR CATALOGUE.

Electri-

Telegraph

Co.

MASSILLON, OHIO,
A MONTHLY .JOURNAL,

19

for Telephone,

KEATINC
& ROXBURCH,
MANUPAOTOBBHB OF—
BouiiUorf), Koya,

ILL.

Bolls,

Uattertefl, etc, doalors I" all

klnda BlOCtrlcal Nupplltm.

February

2,
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VICTOR TURBINE

WATER WHEEL
COMPANIES
BRATED WATER WHEEL
ELECTRIC

mention of

1

RLE*

<

:

on account of its remarks* bly <*|f:i<Iv motion,
;itnl crrea.1 Efficiency, and lar^e Capacity,
being double ihe I*©vi «r

number
ical

of ihe

it

is

it

diameter,

I

without an an equal, producing the highest

sruaranteed.
si:m> fob CATALOGUE

Our Horizontal
and

Si><-«-<l

lea

use of water

ful effect

liiirli

"Victor"

is

highly

am> PAOTTC1

;

LARM.

recommended, as no gea.j arc:

can be belted directly to dynamo.

VICTOR

The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch
Tl 'ICItI>i;S arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounti
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular.
We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, cither single or

in pairs on horizontal
admits of their use. we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

WESTERN ACENT:
DUNDERDALE 154 La Salle St. CHICACO.

C. F.

sliafts,

CO.,

-

and where the

situation

DAYTON, OHIO.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

BARE AND INSULATED

TXTIREv.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted
Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.
Cords for Incandescent Lighting.

PATENT

LINE WIRE

|[|[

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AND 1ELEPH0NE

BARCLAY,

J. L.

LINES.

factories: waterbury, conn.
THOS.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

L.

SCOVILL,
NEW YORK AGENT.

ILL.

^/VherfTCairrBuy Red CoreT
CALLENDER

&.

CO., 68

Commerce

New Yark

Bldg., Chicago.

Boston Office: 624 At'antic Ave.

Office: 18 Cortlandt St.

UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS.
DR. GASSNER'S DRY BATTERY
Experts acknowledge it to be the best open circuit battery in the market, most durable and convenient.
Telephone, Railroad and Fire and Police Signal Companies use them largely.
Bell
hangers say it kills their trade, as they cannot charge for renewals. Physicians love them. Highest testimonials.

For Sale by

VITALIS

Write

for Circulars.

THE WELTERN ELECTRIC CO-

CHICAGO,

And CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS, San

IIIS191EK, Manager.

T ELEPHONE S
FOB PRIVATE

i.!

II/L.

Francisco, Cal.

Ill

A. SCHOVERLINC.
Chambers St.,
NEW YORK.

MS.

The only Mechanical Telephone which has etocd
the tPBts and held ont and given satisfactory
service for the past eight years.

Send

lor

illustrated

Catalogue

and

Prices.

ELECTRICAL GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Elgin' Telephone and Electrical Supply Co.,
,

.S.A.

Ptiiimu.lliililiarJBIk.,El iii,lll.,[

S

AGENTS WANrau

EVERYWHERE.
FOR ANYTHING

In the Line of
Ttie

Temperature

number

^

Re-Eolation,

I'm n.n
or
Steam Uoal

great merits of this battery have brought Out :i
of infringements and worthless imitations. Beware

of them.

.h

i:illn-r

i

The LECLANCHE

->

BATTERY

Id HutiHoa, or lor
SjWClftl

\ |'|'.-M

.1

I

'!.

address
The finion automatic Heat

Co..

BLHIRA.N.Y.

GONDA

149 West 18th Street,
CKLI. COIII'LKTB.

New

York.

CO.

g^jg
Uonda's Carbon. ZtSC and
Cot**.

J*r.
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ANNUNCIATORS
4,

»

6 and 8 Numbers,

AT

95c.

PER NUMBER.

SEND POST OFFICE ORDER FOR SAMPLE.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC

CO.,

42 LA SALLE STREET.

GILES A3STXI-MAGNETIC SHIELD FOR WATCHES.
Office of

"
* * * I have no hesitation in saying
that I believe the shield would perfectly
protect the watch against any magnetic
influence to which it is likely to be ex
posed by being worn in the vicinity of a

Van Depoele Electric

M'fg. Co.
Chicago, Feb. 16, 1886.

Anti-Magnetic Shield & Watch Case Co.
Your Anti-Magnetic
Oenllemen :
Shield for watches cannot be over-estimated. It is now very near eight months
that I have worn my watch, and to-day
it is (without correcting time) about one
minute slow. Considering the fact that
I am every day near dynamo electric
machines in our regular business, the
I could never
test could not be harder.

—

have believed

before that protection
was so complete. In this age of electricity, not only electricians, but everyone who needs the correct time, should
have the Anti-Magnetic Shield. A good
deal of practical utility, as well as pleasure, can be derived from a good timekeeper. At present, I loqk upon a watch
without a shield as a thing incomplete,
Very Respectfully,
and so it is.

CHAS.

J.

S

_j

I

j

jfpjffg
~==r

dynamo machine.
The plan you have adopted of placing the watch movement inside a closed
box of this magnetic material, is based
on true scientific principles, and is the
only plan

I

know

that could succeed.

WM.

A.

ANTHONY,

Prof. Phs. Dept., Cornell University.

it

gi

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields to pocket time- pieces promises to
be of very great importance to horologists
and watchmakers it will render opera;

and line adjustments and mechanisms which hitherto have been made
almost nil and in operative on account of
tive

~^=^^
^==|

their susceptibility to the all-pervading
magnetic influence.

1

AMERICAN WATCH

VAN DEPOELE,

Electrician, V. D. P. E.

M. Co.

Snre protection from all Electrical and Magnetic disturbances.
Send for descriptive circular.

GILES BROS.

WHO MAKES
C4U.1

\iii:k

&

CO.. Chicago Ollice.«;s

Commerce

Bid-.

TH E J U LI E N ELECTRIC

:

&,

CO. 103

1

SO

State Street,

CHICAGO.

RED GORE?

New York Office, IS Cortlandt St.; Boston Office, 624 Atlantic Ave.

st0f

CO.,

i^

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION
OFFICES;

CO.,

Waltham, Mass.

y f ° r L g ht and
onI r y P w ; r

a

CO.,

tffl

IBroa.cL'XKra.sr, 2SJ"e-w "STorle-

February

=,
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BUAKD
G. H.
S A.

H. H.

GALE, President.

fGEN.

PLUMMER, VICE-PRESIDENT
HUMPHREY, TREASURER.

•

<;.

II.

(s. A.

ALGER.
GALE.

R. A.

PLUMMER.

<>r WIIHil'TUHH.

BROWN.
WILLIAMSON.
TROUT.

E. C.

T.
I

.

Ii.

C. A.
C. H.
ii. ii.

WARREN.

1

THOM

I

RANK

Ii.

I

I

HUMl'l

THE WOODWARD ELECTRICAL

CO.

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

THE DETROIT STORAGE BATTERY
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

In construction, has

now been found to be THOROUGHLY RELIABLE and DURABLE, and
to many uses in which other types of batteries have failed.

is,

owing

to its design,

PECULIARLY

ADAPTED

SPECLAiLT ADAPTED TO
Steadying Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,
Propelling Boats,
Burglar Alarms,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station Lighting,
Street Cars,

Isolated Lighting,

Auxiliary Central Station Work,
Medical Purposes,
Runnlrg of Small Motors.

SECTION OF ItATTKKV PLATE.

BATTKKY

™ Detroit
Js positively the

the only

Storage Battery

only Secondary Battery which will not Buckle, or which will withstand uninjured the Highest Bates of Discharge.

STJCCESSPTJL
IS

STOPAQE BATTEET

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY

The Woodward

Electrical Co.
FACTORT:

OFFICES:
69 Griswold

St.,

Campau

F.

Building

B.

DETROIT, MICH.

TROUT,

Corner 13i and Howard Streets.

General Manager.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

February

CEO. WESTINCHOUSE, Jr., President.
BYLLESBY, Vice-Pres't and Cen'l Manager.

H. M.
P. H.

ALEXANDER,

Asst. Cen'l

C. H.

CEO

Manager.

J. E.

2,

1889

BARNEY, Treasurer.
LEWARS, Secretary.
COCCESHALL, Auditor.
H.

SAWtt^^/C

GO.

\*

4>
***

.<*
s
west 23*

MANUFACTURERS OF THE
»>.,. '.»'l»'»**4*
I

SAWVER-MAN INCANDESCENT

ELECTRIC LAMP.
HIGH EFFICIENCY.

•••

LONG

LIFE.

+

NO

(SLACKENING.

wn t wv n

LAMPS MADE

PRICES GREATLY

SOCKETS

MANUFACTURES

February

2,
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The Thomson-Houston
Electric Railway System.

Twenty-Three Roads

Daily Operation, and Eleven IMow in Process
of Construction Under the Thomson-Houston Patents.
in

NOW MANUFACTURED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MA88., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

ALL MATERIAL 18

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the
The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others
brakes applied from either platform.
railway work.
Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
Only one pair of brushes for each motor.
above the floor.
Brushes self-feeding.
Direct gearing is used.
Bearings self-oiling.
The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the
No change of brushes for change of load or change in Thomson-Houston patents.
direction of rotation of the armature.
Contact with overhead conductor is had by means of.
trolley pressing against the wire from below.
The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

for

MOTORS £ ELECTRICAL E QUIPMENTS FORNISHED FOR MINING Is OTHER SPECIAL WORK.
For Full Information and Estimates

.A_ddress the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS,

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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QUALITY GUARANTEED.
O

2, 18

lO
CO

00

(0

>>
to

WOOD BOX

BELL.

IRON BOX BELL.

RON FRAME BELL.

SAMPLES AND QUOTATIONS.
Write for Catalogue of House
Goods. Also Samples and Quotations.

business card for
Discount Sheet.
K5F"Inclose

WOOD BOX TEA

RON FRAME SHEEP BELl.

THE

THE

EXCELSIOR DISQUE

Diamond Carbon
rs

BATTERY.

o

Battery.

o

z

Better Carbon Serv-

Bells never fail
to ring when the

to

BELL.

ice.

Stronger and Su-

perior to

Diamond Carbon

any other

Disque Battery on the
Market.

Battery is used.

CO.
SUPPLY
The ELECTRICAL
Randolph Strret,

CHICAGO.
1Y1

FACTORIES:

Ansonia, Conn.

BRANCH OFFICE:

505 Delaware

St.,

KANSAS

CITY, MO.

;

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

"C.4C." ELECTRIC MOTOR CO,
402-4 Greenwich St., NEW YORK.
Efficient Electric Motors
MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
WESTEEN

NEW ENGLAND OFFICE: 19 Pearl St., BOSTON.
OFFICE: 139 and 141 Adams Street, CHICAGO.
PHILADELPHIA OFFICE: 301 Arch Street.
SOUTHERN OFFICE: 25 Carocdelet Street, NEW

JOHN STEPHENSON
NEW YORK

ORLEANS

CO.,

L_irvTi-TE:rD,

STREET CARS
-FOR-

MOTORS

ELECTRIC

^Ltf-aiULt^-L^iJ^a^pTTtf

CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

Van Depoele Electric Manufacturing Co.
m^.SriTF/LOTITXlXiIl.S ox»

ARC

m INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC
And

LIGHT APPARATUS

Electric Light Supplies of All Kinds.

THE
Mayo

"THE

Van Depoele Arc Light

Incandescent

SYSTEM.

SYSTEM.

DIRECT OR SERIES.

HIGH OR LOW TENSION,
DOUBLE OR SINGLE
CARBON LAMPS.

ONLT
ABSOLUTELY

AUTOMATIC
DYNAMO.

MACHINERY
SIMPLICITY
ITSELF.

Never Blacken, and a

Long

Life

Dynamos or Lamps

is

Made

GUARANTEE
Send

or System.

Send

for Catalogue.

NEW YORK OFFICE,
EDWARD

to Suit any Current

E.

234 BROADWAY,
BRITTON, Manager.

for Catalogue.

GENERAL OFFICE AND FACTORY,
1

5 to 21 North Clinton Street,

CHICAGO.
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FORT WAYNE
JEHHET ELECTRIC LIGHT (I
p

rt

Wayne,

M

Fort Wayne, Ind.

MAN TTFACTUHSR.S

OOP THIsI

SLATTiRY INDUCTION SYSTEM
Ok Ingandesgent

Lighting,

The Most Carefully Worked out and Complete Alternating System

of

Electric Lighting in Existence.

Armatures and Converters Guaranteed.

12--16 Candle Power

Lamps

to the

Mechanical Horse Power Guaranteed.

ALSO THE

JENNE Y SYSTEM ARC LIGHTING
of

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Main Office and Works,
NEW YORK

-

FORT WAYNE,

IND.

OFFICE, 242 and 244 EAST 122d STREET.
PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

CHICAGO OFFICE,
185 Dearborn Street, First Floor,
W. J. BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome

Street.

26 North Seventh
C. A.
CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE,

Street,

WILBUR, Manager.
F.

Adams, Successor.

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

CHICAGO,

Vol. IV.

Ireson's
Patd.

Nov.

Leather-Link

Self-Adjusting

16, '86.

FEBRUARY

Belting.
Send for Ireson'e
on

trated Treaties

Especially adapted for

ery.

tuitously.

97 High

Boston. Mass-

St..

Standard Underground Cable Company
708 PENN.

General Offices. No.

PITTSBURGH,

DUST PROOF BELLS
All Others.

Superior to

HAZAZER & STANLEY,

Frankfort St., N. Y.

WATERPROOFING COMPANY,

uALLLilUiiK

liie

18 Cortland

PA.

32

-

NEW YORK.

St.,

Telephce

Building, Cortlandt Street,
G. L. Wiley, Manager.
Chicago, 139 East Madison Street, F. E. Degennardt, Manager.

New
Branch Offices:

AVE.,

6-

Self-

Adjuetlng Leather Link
Belting, furnished gra-

Manfd by CHARLES

No.

1889.

Illus-

all Electric purposes and
other high-speed machin-

Every Belt guaranteed.

9,

O cents per Copy.

1

York,

MANUFACTURERS OP

MANUFACTURERS OF

The Waring Anti-Induction and Bunched Gables
For Telegraph. Telephone, Electric Light and Power; Underground, Submarine
Light Leaded
Aerial.
Cables for House Use
Weather-proof Line Wire,

and

Underwriters',

and

^MBB

aMm

BITITE AND TRINIDAD INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES OF ALL SIZES A SPECIALTY.
J. R.

Annunciator

Office Wire.

Blx years of uniform Success

BURDICK,

General

enable us to guarantee
our Cables,

Wes tern

68 Commerce

Building.

CHICACO.

Sales Agent,

VALVE
CO.
THETheASHTON
Blow Back
Ashton
Noiseless

Safety ~S7"a,l-*r&,
DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Iiooomotlve
Tlie Asbtou Ijo olt Safety
The acknowledged Standard
Insulation.
Its merits proved
quarter of a century. Adapted to
and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,
Railway and all other
Branches of Signaling.

B.

and high

by a record

of over

all

electrical purposes.

All

Sizes

HOTCHKISS, Gen'l

Mgr..

Submarine Use
Concealed Wiring

16 Dey

-

THE ASHTON VALVES
m"rrT?Tl? W 4 171^^17"

THEIR WATER

Subterranean Use,

Lead Encased Wires

St.,

in all Locations.

NEW YORK.

Prevents Air Cushions.

218 LAKE

&

Co.,

(Mfrs.)

OAK TANNED LEATHER BELTINC AND LACE LEATHER.

46

SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO,

VAT
"Vi?fi Give
3.1J T JCiO whether Steamboat, Locomotive or
RELIEF VALVES f&ftMffiS&iS!
perfect security aealnet boiler explosion,

T

.stationary.

271 FRANKLIN

CHICAGO.

ST..

COWLES

Sole Manufacturers of

ST..

BOSTON.

1

and Weather ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

Fire -Proof

B

iM^<^M$^-'
A.— Copper Wire.
saturated with a Black,
tric

B.

•>///////.

B.— Two

Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation.

1

j

C— Braided C

Wrather-Proof Composition.
Samples furnished upon application.

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters.
Copper Wire, bate and covered, of every description.

ILL. WARER00MS:

Proof

B

CUT SHOWING STVLB OF INSULATION.

iTsr3z»i^.axrj9Lr»oij.is, I3\rj3i-A.3xrja..

Owners

o(

all ilio

KMf

Braixard RORisoy, SocrctMj.
Amos K. Uollowxll, Treuum

Jenney Electric Company,
Solo

Pure

FACTORIES;
ANSONIA. COM*.

and 21 Cliff St., New York.
64 Washington St Chicago, Ills.
19

Chael-es D. Jenney, Electrician.

Daniel TV. Mahmon, President.
vice-rresiaem.
oedykk, Vice-President.
Addison H. Nobdykx,

"*7"«.lvo.

,<*»**** vtotogtomimlfalKtol

COMPANY,
ANSONIA BRASS & COPPERPATENTED

DYNAMOS.
Schieren

?£»*££,

T7"«.l-o-©,

now in the market.
in construction. Automatic in action, Perfectly Controlling the Pressure of the boee at whatever Bpeed the engine or pump is working.

GUARANTEED FOR

AND MANTJFACTUBEK8 AND TANNEBS OF

W ater Relief

Simple

ELECTRIC PERFORATED BELTING!!!

Chas.

Ashton

Tlie

UlCilll iSAIIill

Aerial Use,

Electric Light

CLARK

for durable

Manufacturers of his
Patents and Inventions o( Cnarles D. Jenney (known as the Jenney System) and Sole Owner,, and

Improved Qynamo, [amp

$

Electric (Rotor.
In all deslmbltt features of Arc and Incandescent Lighting
Simple, durable, economic*].
the Jenney System leads.
In these essentials It chalBteady, brilliant mid penetrating.
lenges comparison

Estimates Promptly Furnished lor Erecting Electric Lighting
Plants for Cities, Companies or Individuals.

Pmccs Furnished for the Jcnncy Arc or Incandescent Systems, or for both combined.
ThoJonnej

Inoandeaeeni

mnl permit the turning on and
lit

Dynamos
off

*r<>

of ono or

self-reca
of the Lamps

ill

will.

TM*

<

i

VMcfcri attention to

famishing

Mills,

Plant*.

tr

SEID

illR

P1UP1LCT 1UIS1S1IHS 111 lEStlllllG Til STSTt*.

oFnor urn

~xt

v

Cor. Kentucky Avo.

and Morris

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

St.
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Electric Bo.
WESTERN OFFICE:

EASTERN OFFICE:

620 ATLANTIC AVE. ^BOSTON.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM
-_^«**!r

Electric Jrc-tighting
IJST

THE WORLD.

SERIES LAMPS
FOK

Arc-Circuits.
These Lamps have repeatedly

shown

their superiority

test.

under

-

First Medal

:

Beet Arc-Light, Louisville, 1883,

First Prize : Beet System of Arc-Lighting,
Cincinnati Industrial Exposition, 1883.

This

Company was

given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions
at London,

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

August

1

1,

1885,

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
These dynamos are automatic

in their regulation

durable.

and

will

I
FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

LIGHTING.

No other Incandescent
maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit.
are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

Our Incandescent systems

ELECTRIC MOTORS
>

Power. Plans nnd estimates for
and Incandescent Dentin* and Power Plant3.

for the transmission of

Exhibition,

FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

all

kinds of Arc

Lamp

is

so perfect and

February

9,
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THE
111 -turn 11
I1TSULATI1TG

"XJ. S."

ei-raii INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
COMPANY,

TO THE PUBLIC:

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

INSULATED

WIRES and

CABLES

The statements of the Edison Co., to the
effect that the Supreme Court decision in the

"Bate Refrigerator Case," settles their claim
to the absolute right to manufacture and sell
Guaranteed to Give Satisfactory Services Underground and Overhead. Specially incandescent lamps,
is misleading and unAdapted for Mines, Chemical Works, Eto.
truthful. The only possible bearing it can
have on the lamp question is to let the Edison
Prices and Samples on Application at
patents live a little longer, or until the merits
NEW
STREET,
FRONT
YORK
CITY,
159
No.
of the case can have a hearing.
The U. S. Lamp Patents are absolutely
F.C.S., London, Chemical Engineer, General Manager,
\l t
fundamental.
FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

UMM,

TOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We

have supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

Electric Light,

The Rest

is

Always

the Cheapest.

Telegraph and Telephone Companies, to United States Vessels,

Passeoger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other services

wherever a First-class Electrical Installment

is

Materials and Workmanship are Guaranteed

and correspondence

is

solicited from

Required.
the

The United States

Our

Very Best,

C.

C.

Electric

Lifting Go.,

WARREN, Man'gr Western

Dept'mt.,

companies and architects requiring our

"The Rookery," 217 La Salle Street, Chicago.

articles.

the:
UNITED STATES ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO.
C. C. WARREN, Manager Western Dept.

The Rookery,

217

La Salle St., Chicago, III.

OFFER INCOMPARABLY BEST SYSTEMS

STATION ALTERNATING CURRENT LIGHTING,

STATION AND ISOLATED ARC LIGHTING.
REST PATENT PROTECTION ON INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
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00;

Ole^rela-rLd., Olilo.
v^i
-MANUFACTURERS
1Y1HI1 Ur no uni.no OF-

^

1

and BATTERY MATERIAL.
ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS
.___.
nnlinillU

CONTRACTING ENCINEERS FOR ERECTINCCOM-

.fy

JAMS

ENGINEERINb bOMPANY,
LIBERTY
OLIVER
81 LAKE ST,,
ST.

61

BOSTON.
H. A.

1

I

CHICAGO.

I

I

gieetriD^ghra^dpoiuer Stations
NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screening!
NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

ST.

109

NEW YORK.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

SYNOVIAL
Dynamo and. Cylinder Oils.
Second

machinery.

S.

By

TAUSSIG, Agent,

-

-

43 River

St.,

and

Electrician

or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
Adopted by the largest
refiltering can be used continually.
Electric Plants of the West.

gum

Free from

to none.

M. STONE,

O.

CHICAGO, ILL.

8 Pacific Ave.,

ROOM

CHICAGO

Contractor.
112.

Arc and Incandescent light a specialty. Existing
planM pxrended or thoroughly overhauled.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES

The Crowdus Dry Battery.
It

Leads the World

for

Open

Circuit Work.

Guaranteed the neatest, most powerful and economical Open Circuit Cell in the world.
cally indestructible, and takes its full charge as a storage cell. Perfect in

any

mm$m..
F

ORDER A TRIAL

OR0PtN CIRCUIT SERVICE

f-^.F 2.31/flf^
""in. a.s.on"1
t
El

climate, place

or position.

AND BE CONVINCED.
0.3 Ohi

F. 2.3 Volts; Int. R.

M.

E.

ADDRESS

^tr,c farebdaCB

LOT,

THE ELECTRIC FARE BOX CO

,

It is practi-

418 Cedar SI.,

Tw.

Nashville,

SEE

WHAT

RED CORE?

IS

VANCE
THE MITCHELL
nnCHELL, VANCE

CO,,

A CO.)

(Successor* to

Manufacturers and Patentees of

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.

INCANDESCENT

Chicago for our

we

The Long Distance

Architects' and Decora-

Having no Special Agent

Goods,

tors'

Solicit Cor-

respondence from

Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

Electric Light

with Fidelity

SYSTEM.

Buyers, which
to the

we

PACE.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
809 to 8 1 7 S. 7th St., St. Louis, Mo.

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

in

NEXT

given Motive.

Promptly Answer.

Patented in

nil Civilized

Countries.

The
suited

Electroliers,

INCANDESespecially

Central

for

Station

work, combining the SUCCESSFUL ILLUMINATION of
the STREET 3 with the universal supply of light for all COM-

and All Fittings for

Brackets

only

CENT SYSTEM

Insulating Joints,

Combination Fixtures,

MERCIAL

DOMESTIC

and

requirements.

ECONOMICAL SYSTEM in overy respect.
the BRILLIANCY and BEAUTY of the light.

The most

Incandescent Lighting.

Pendants, Reflectors,

Noted for
Having the simplest mode of w.ring, the greatest production of
C. P. to the II. P., and a number of other important advantages.
Its practical

and

llnnncial success has been

demonstrated by

CENTRAL STATIONS which have adopted the
IIEIKLEU SYSTEM within the last three years,
Our system Is the only PERFECT AUTOMATIC, adjusting

numerous

i

-5

Its

load correspondingly with the

We

furnish

number

lamps from 10 up

distance from the Central

to

Station

of lights.

100 C. P. to any

desired

on a single wire, No. 8

American gauge.

24 and 25th

St.

and

I

Oth Ave.

We guarantee

SALESROOM,

MANUFACTORY,

836-38 Broadway and 13th

NEW YORK

St.,

Ovei
'

CITY.

the

lamps not

brilliancy superior to

6,000 of our

all

to

blacken and to maintain

their

other systems.

Incandescent lamps of

powers have hecn placed for illuminating the
vards, connected by more than 1,500 miles oi

various candle

streets

and boule

line wire circuit*.

February
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SPRAGDE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND MOTOR
THE NEW SPRAGUE ELECTRIC MOTOR TRUCK.

CO.

DETAILS OF TRUCK
Flexible Suspension, Noiseless Gearing, All Bearing's Self Oiling' and Dust-Proof. Brushes
of a New Design, and Perfection as regards Ease of Running. All Parts completely Incased and Protected from Dust. All Bearings Independently Removable. Each Part
Designed to be Readily Accessible, and to Reduce all Necessary Attendance and Care to a

^^__^
Information,

Minimum.

Wor Circulars and :F*ull
16 and 18 BROAD STREET,
J. J.

H. J.

D1CKET, President.
WELLS, Sec'y and Qen'l Man.

FLEMON" DRAKE,

KINNEY,

H. A.

Sup't and Electrician.

L. H.

KORTT,

NEW YORK.

Vice President

Treasurer.

XECTS

1&UL

-A.cica.ross,

The Empire City Electric Co,

'9

OMAHA, NEBRASKA.
DEALERS IN

§g"-*

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
For

tJUe

Telegraph Telephone and

Electric Light.

NEW YORK,

Hotel and House Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Fire Alarms, Electric Gas Lighting, Speaking Tubes,
Elevator Annunciators, Batteries, Push Buttons, Electric PenB, Telegraph Learnere* Instruments, Medical
Batteries, Linemen's Tools, Bell Hangers' Supplies, Railway Velocipedes, Cars, Etc.

Webtkbn

Agbnts THE OKONITE CO.. and the Return
We own the Franchises of

Alarms for CltleB and Towns.

DEY STREET,

15

Manufacturers and

Fire
Call SyBtem of Hotel Annunciators.
the WeBtern States and Territories for the

Dealers

IMPROVED McCULLOH

•HflJBElOTJS +

DI^ICT*

TELEGI^IPH +

IN

gYgiFEJfl,**-

ALL KINDS OF

and are prepared to give franchises and construct plants on reasonable terms.

^"Estimates furnished and contracts made
West.

Correspondence

Authorized Contractor:

solicited.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

for any and all kinds of Electrical Work In any part of the
Illustrated Catalogue and Price List on Application.

Edison Electric Light and Gamewell Fire Alarm Telegraph.

Is
Is
Is
Is
Is

Bade by Callender &

Co.,

Chicago

Office,

68

Commerce

BIdg.

;

I. Y. Office,

18 Coitlandt St.; Boston

Seamless.
the Best
the Toughest.
the Most Flexible
tie

Higlest Insulation Ever. Known.

624 Atlantic Ave.

Office,

dynamo TENDERS' HANDBOOK.-Bv

sj^.

F. B.

BADT.

70 Illustrations flexible cloth binding; Blze of type page, 6x3 inches. Designed for
Tenders and Linemen '.Stationary and Maiine Engineers. Just the book for men who wish

100 pages;

Dynamo
learn how

to operate and care, for electric light installations. The only book of the kind in the
EngllBh language. Price, postage prepaid to any address In the United States or Canada, Sl-OO-

t:

Address

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

CO.,6 Lakeside Bldg^ Chicago.

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING &, M'F'B CO.
ROOMS, 200 and 202

IS

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST. LOtTIS.
UNIFORM

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

BALL DYNAMOS

A D

JL

LAMPS

FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

IN QUALITY,

LONG LIFE AND GOOD

I

Automatic High Speed
ideal

(ENGINE

and electrically perfect, and produces a steady

This system is mechanically
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required

and the cost of repairs.
For descriptive circulars or testimonials, address

CHARLES W. RAYMOND, Western

THE BEST FOR

Agt.

LECTR1C LIGHTING

39 Dearborn Street, Tremont House,

CHICAG-O.

-

-

-

ill-

Send

for

our

New

Catalogue.

Co.,
Standard Carbon
The
and Crystal Carbon Companies.
Boulton,
M

^^fc^^

SUCCESSORS TO TIIK

Cleveland.,

^^^

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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SOLB BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine
Is

of

9, ii

P.

ALUS &

RELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

CO.,

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

FOR ECONOMY OF FUEL, REGULARITY OF
MOTION, AND DURABILITY IN USE.

IT IS Trw-FQTTAT.-Rn

SEE

WHAT

PACE

RED CORE?

IS

iiectnc ugni Repairing,

A. A. lYIcGreary's Reflector

Shade

FORX2S

V.
rartern waning, tic, Etc.

A T TST,

"Ft

s

(PATENTED.)

BEAUTIFUL AND DURABLE.
COMFORTABLE TO THE EYES.
NO DIRECT RAYS.
LAMPS INCREASED MORE THAN DOUBLE
IN ILLUMINATING POWER.

'RANKLIN

CAKTER.

S.

CHAS. M, WILKINS.

.'

ESTABLISHED

5 SIZ?S for 10 to 100 C. P. Lamps.

SUSPENDED BY FLEXIBLE CORD.
NO FIXTURES REQUIRED.

E.

WARD

V/ILKINS.

1S67.

PARTRIGK & CARTER,
S

NEW YORK.

18 and 20 Cortlandt Street,

n

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, ma n6 facturer.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICACO.

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN'EVtRY DESCRIPTION OF

Send for Circular B.
Agentsfor toe Canadas,
-

OTTAWA. ONTARIO.

^lec^rical

Worths,

Messrs.

(JmfcriGam

AHEARN 4 SOPER.

PROVIDENCE,

R.

I.,
.

EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

/

FARADAY CABLE
— FOR

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF
4
BELLS, DISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LTGHTING APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF
"

;

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.

Telegraph, Telephone and lectric Light.
Highest Insulation and Lowes* Inductive Capacity
of

any Cable

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS.

in the

Market.

We

publish Catalogues

implication;

-of all

our Manufactures, and will forward to any address upon

-

N.-B:— When applying- for Catalogues, please state whether "Electric Bell" or "Genera
Supply", Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trade inclose business card for discounts.
\

New York

Office,

18 Cortlandt Street.
ACKERMAN, Agent.

P. C.

Thejrush

114 South Second Street.

The Edison
jj

lectric

(Jompanq

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

System

Direct

of Central Station

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

OF
1,000 Installations. 100,000 Horse Power. 1,000,000

Lamps and $20,000,000

Capital.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
[dison

MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
-AND-

Incaniescence

Ekciric

[ight Jo.

[Jlectric

THIS COMPANY

THE OWNER OF THE INVENTIONS
AND PATENTS OP

IS

THOMAS ALVA

EDISON.

Which Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanently
Established and Commercially Successrul

Iilti

APPARATUS.

(IIETHOD OF GEHERHL

As evidence of the growth and present prosperity of the Edison System, attention
called to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now ia
operation and under construction.

NEW YORK

CO.,

BOSTON

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
ETC.

CO.

Capital.

la

4 Stations Capacity, 150.000 Lamps.
$760,000. 1 Station : Capacity 40.000 Lamps.
60,000 Lamps.

Capital. $2,600,000,

CHICACO CO.

CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS,

ElECTRICM DISTRIBUTE.

:

Capital, $660,000, 2 Stations; Capacity.

PHILADELPHIA CO.

Capital, $1,000,000.

1

Station; Capacity,

60,000 Lamps.

ft is significant to note the fact that the Edison Company tins during the past year
nli Led an amount of capita] and put under construction a station capacity far in excess
Nothing could
of the aggregate Incandescent work of all other companies combined.
more forcibly emphasize and attest the accepted value of the Edison Central Station
Industry as tin investment.

WHITE FOB PAMPHLET ON THE FIVE HEADS

PATENTS,
1»0

WMhlnrton

VESTMENTS, FUTILITY OF GUARANTEES, DANGER AND MORAL.

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,

CHICAGO OFFICE,
Ttn.

N

n\r--t,

AMCXA.VDRK HKTIIT.
Hp*«lKl A|*nt.

ritiiimi

Handing,

O* O. «TKKI,K,

Mp*Cl*l AjmiI.

Eor Information relatlvo

to Central station iiuHiiif.H, apply to tlio

Edison Electric
16*18 BROAD

STREET,

Lierrit Co.,
NEW YORK.

February
H.
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WARD LEONARD.

W.

S.

ANDREWS.

E.

M. IZARD.

LEONARD & IZARD,
Consulting and Contracting Electrical Engineers
on alii systems of
r on.
,

.A.ia""5r

Electric Street Railways.

Electric

Motors

of all Kinds.

Incandescent Electric Light Plants.
Storage Battery Plants.

Electric Light Wiring.

Arc Light Plants.

Electric Transmission of
<».»»!

Power.

Train Lighting Plants.

iini)ii(<i/<)i*iiniii

»(>U"li

A FULL LINE OF COMMERCIAL SUPPLIES
Carried at

Prices

all

times

for

Plants described above.

SerLcL for Q-u.ota/tion.s.

I_iO"W-

PUNS, SPECIFICATIONS AND CONTRACTS OF ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION WORK.

THE ROOKERY,

BRANCH OFFICES:
THE LUMBER EXCHANGE,
Rooms

5 and 6, Minneapolis, Minn

ROOM

NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE BLOCK,
Room 115, Milwaukee, Wis
TELEPHONE

1256.

425,

TELEPHONE 694.

WORKS
THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL
WE MANUFACTURE THE
_a.g-:en"ts dpoh.

NEW YORK

the

INSULATED WIRE

CO,,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Grimshaw White Core
IZLSTSTTIL^-TIEID

AND

CABLES,
TAPES.

We

Carry a Full Line of these
Goods at Factory Prices
Write for Quotations.

WE CLAIM FOE THESE MOTOES;
SIMPLICITY, REGULARITY,
HIGH EFFICIENCY, AND

UNSURPASSED WORKMANSHIP.
MANUFACTUEED FOR

EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL.

54 and 56

Franklin Street,

Arc and Incandescent

Circuits.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
"v- ^-

^-

-

SdwabdS.

C. H.Jackson, Prear,

jg^B=

:
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Jab. P. McQuaide, Sec'y and Treae.

Pebot, Vice-Prest.

THE NATIONAL CONDUIT MFG. COMPANY'S
if

WROUGHT IRON CEMENT-LINED PIPE
For Electrical Sub-ways,

-^In use

by the Metropolitan Telephone & Telegraph Company of New York;
by the Bell Telephone Company of Buffalo; by the Police and Fire
Departments of New York and Chicago, Etc.

THIS SYSTEM IS PARTICULARLY ADAPTED FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT TRUHK AND DISTRIBUTION.

TELEPHONE BUILDING, NEW YORK.

Address the Company,

ENGINEERING CO.
707 and 709

POND

Market

31 Waterworks

Kansas

Erected Ready for Service.
City.

8PF.CIAI.TIE8 :-Tke

Armington

ard Rocking and Sheffield Grates,

319 Ramge

Building.

Poles, Wires, Cables, Conductor Cords,
Pins, Brackets, Insulators, Cross
Etc., Etc.

CO.,

Arms,

Annunciators and Everything Electrical.

WANTED.
YOLK

Solioitecf.

„

of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRINC.
A

It

I'KVI

I

l-.K.

HABTBAXX &

Gakanometers, Bridges and Rheostats bj

James

W

all

CO.,

the Prominent Makers.

GALL AM. EXAMINE.
.

924 Chestnut

Queen cfc Oo.
St.,

The

me

CATAL.OGITE8.

H. M.

LOUD & SONS LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS OP

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poles,
Posts and Ties. Large Supply ot Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept In stock. Orders Filled Promptly.

Office and Mill at Oscoda, Mich.
j t
n
n t> Exclusive Selling Agent: G. A. Habmount, Western
at Once ana be Correctly Ke- Agent Electrical Department New Haven Clock Co.,
315 Wabash Avenue, Chicago
ported in "Whipple's

Electrical

A Postal

Directory.

FOR THE

Card will do.

Western

Fred H.Whipple,
F.ANNtll,

S. t.

t*n

JfENTua,

Vice-Presc. and Treaa.

CHAB. SIDNEY SMITH, Seo'y

Hotel and House AnnunclatorB.
Electric Gas Lighting.
Fire and Burglar Alarms.

The United

Electric Co.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electrical

Electric Lighting.

Apparatus and Supplies,

Telegraph Instruments.

SALT LAKE

Wire and Batteries.

CITY,

(THE STANDARD.)

Elihu Thomson,

Edison,

!

S.

UTAH.

Possons,

Edwin

XI

800.

E.P.GLEASONMFG.CO
181-189 MERGER STREET,
ISTK^AT YORK.
CHICAGO OFFICE, 233 LAKE STREET.
ELECTRIC MPPLIHNCES
AND
-MANI'KACTTREHS OK-

INDORSED
A.

-

Philadelphia.

XI 463.
INSULATINC JOINT

Thomas

Electrician

$1.00.

DETROIT, MICH.

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,

l

to

National

j.

Ammeters and Voltmeters

,

Send

PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

PRICES LOW.

Sims Engine, Steel Boilers, Irescm Link Belt. StandFilter, Blake Pump, Korting Injector, etc.

»wrciinftTT<c!fa
JVAJIE, KL»l^Xi»S
......
we* A.DUKJbi»3*
A
rfi «
AllD

CARBONS AND GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

Correspondence

&

Lowe Heater, Hyatt

FOB LA/TEST

NF.XO

Omaha.

SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
-FT A TVT« A« CITY, MO.

Bells, Batteries*

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.

St. Louis.

St.,

Building,

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

IN

J.

Houston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

BRASS, IRON, TIN

GLASS,

Embracing Fittings, Brackets, Fixtures, Shades, Globes,
Insulating Joints, Cut-outs, Holders, all Systems, and
Supplies for Arc and Incandescent Lighting.

FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELERS.
Send

for

Pamphlet "ARE YOU POSTED?" to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH

CO.

-m

48.
IN

CRYSTAL.

177-179 Broadwav, H. Y.

ETCHED.

aa

so.

EIGHT
COLORS.

February

9,
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THE

Westinghouse

Co.,

Electric

PITTSBURGH, PA.
[Manufacturers under Patents and Applications for Patents controlling the sale and use of
Alternating Current Electric Lighting Apparatus and Distributing Systems.]

The success of the Alternating Current System of

Electric Lighting

is

demonstrated

beyond question.

Note the sale of 143 Central Station Plants by this Company, aggregating
a total generating capacity of 250,000 16 -candle-power lamps, within the brief
period of twenty-five months, together with the fact that out of these 143 Central Stations,

38 have increased

their plant\since starting.

IMPROVED LAMPS.

»

the manufacture of Lamps
which has been secured for the exclusive benefit of the users of apparatus furnished by the Westinghouse Electric Company, this
Company will guarantee from its Apparatus and Lamps 50 per cent,
more light from a given expenditure of power (fuel) than can be obtained with any direct current system.

By reason

of

an improvement

in

ALTERNATING CURRENT METERS.
This Company's Meter measures the whole current by a positive
mechanical movement.
It registers directly in lamp-hours, and indicates by dials like a
gas meter. It is not affected by temperature or local conditions.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.
Highly efficient. Have no commutators or brushes, and can be
started, regulated and reversed without breaking a connection;
Small Motors for use on existing Alternating Circuits of this Company,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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MORSE INSTRUMENTS.
NO.

1

RELAY, CATON PATTERN.

STEINERJKEY WITH LEGS.

PRIVATEi.LINE INSTRUMENT.

SOUNDER.

POCKKT RELAY.

PRICES UPON APPLICATION.

Western Electric Company,
chicago.

new

york.

london.

antwerp.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO, FEBRUARY

Vol. IV.

Death of George L. Phillips.
George L. Phillips, president of the Chicago
Telephone company and Central Union Telephone company, died at his home at Edgewater,
near Chicago, January 29th, under circumSoon after the holidays
stances peculiarly sad.
he left Chicago to accompany his daughter to
New York, where she was attending school. >n
Soon after he
his way home he was taken ill.
reached Edgewater malignant typhoid fever was
His condition soon became serious.
developed.
Meanwhile news was received that the daughter
whom he had taken to New York was seriously
Mrs. Phillips left immeill of the same disease.
A dispatch was then
diately for the metropolis.
received announcing the sudden death of two
(

of Mr. Phillips' brother's children in Dayton, 0.

The daughter

in
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was director of the Dayton National
Cooper Insurance company, the
Cooper Hydraulic company, and the Dayton
Gas Light & Coke company. He served several
terms in the school board with such success,
that atone election, at least, no opposing candidate was named, and he was chosen by a unaniPhillips

Bank,

mous

the

vote.

He

took the liveliest interest

in

the

Dayton schools and devoted a great amount of
time to his

official duties.

management of the Dayton exchange had been so vigorous that he received
an offer of a position from the American Bell
Telephone company. He went to Boston and
took charge of the Boston exchange, and of the
company's interests in the vicinity of that city.
Mr.

Phillips'

In 1SS1 he resigned his position

on

account

to interfere with the operation of the

Mr. Phillips married Miss Mary Adele Bron-

New York grew

Dubuque,
Four childMargaret J..
ren are living:
Isabel B., Jeannette T. and Mary
son, a

steadily worse and died a week
after Mrs. Phillips reached the
bedside.
The remains were
taken to Dayton for burial, after

la.,

hoped with
confidence for his reThe entrance of the
covery.
telephone building was draped

row and
to

was forty-three

He was

were both members
chapter

of

fraternity.
He left the university
before graduation to enter the army.
He joined
the One Hundred and Thirty-first Ohio Regiment, commanded by Col. Lowe of Dayton.
After leaving the army he returned to Dayton
and assumed a position in his father's mill, and
remained in the city for a number of years.
luring this time he organized the American
I

Telegraph company of Dayton. While
was in Dayton he organized, in
1876, the American District Telegraph company
of Cincinnati.
He remained president and
principal owner of the latter corporation up to
District

his residence

the time of his death.
Mr. Phillips organized the

GEORGE

I..

PHILLIPS.

the

Sigma Phi

telephone exchange in Dayton. He became president of
the company and managed its business until the
corporation was merged into the Central Union
company. During his residence in Dayton Mr.
first

the

extending sympathy
family.
Mr.

afflicted

He was director of
the Western Electric company.
The family and friends left
for Dayton January 31st.
Funeral services were held on the
afternoon of February 1st in the
First Presbyterian church of
Dayton, of which Mr. Phillips
had been a prominent member.
To the church Mr. Phillips, some time ago, presented an organ in memory of his mother.
The funeral sermon was preached by the Rev.
Prentiss De Veuve, pastor of the church.
Between the deceased and the pastor there had
existed the most confidential relations.
Mr.
Phillips had made many valuable presents to the
church, but had always insisted that no publicity
should In- given to this fact.
The value of these
tish Rite.

He
cotton mills in that city.
entered the University of Michigan, joining the class of '67.
He and his brother, Charles A.
Phillips, who was in a subselocal

life

Phillips was a member of the
Union League, the Chicago
club, Dayton Lodge, F. A. M..
and Cincinnati Consistory Scot-

born in
Dayton, O., and was the son of
T. A. Phillips, proprietor of the

class,

home

try expressing the deepest sor-

in black.

the

re-

••

his associates

quent

New York

brother, Charles
resident of
is a

Mr. Phillips'

Dayton.

some

of

The second
Mary Golden

was peculiarly happy. One of
his friends said, a few days ago:
His was a wonderfully happy
home. He never took his business away from his office, but
gave himself up to a thorough
enjoyment of his home."
Mr. Phillips was a man of
magnificent physique, and the
day before he left Chicago for
his eastern trip seemed in perfect health. He was a man who
made and retained friends.
When the news of his death
was sent out dispatches were
received from all over the coun-

lowing Tuesday passed away.
The news was received at the
telephone building in the afterAlthough it had been
noon.
known that he was in a most
dangerous condition, death was
not expected.
Mr. Phillips was
had inherited
so strong and
such a vigorous constitution,

Phillips

Phillips.

His
cently.
A. Phillips,

He grew
critical
stage.
rapidly weaker, and on the fol-

Mr.

lady, in

15, 1867.

daughter, Miss
Phillips, died in

ly

years of age.

Dayton

May

Adele

which
Mrs. Phillips, accompanied by Mr. Phillips' brother,
hurried to Edgewater. The condition of Mr. Phillips had been
so precarious that he had not
been informed of the fatal termination of his daughter's illness.
Mrs. Phillips reached
home January 25th to find that
her husband was in an extreme-

that

company's

business in Chicago, and a determination to reduce telephone rentals. The company was without an ordinance authorizing it to transact its
business in the city, and the municipal body
refused to grant a franchise without provisions
reducing very materially subscribers' rentals.
Upon Mr. Phillips rested almost exclusively the
task of directing the policy of the company in
this critical period.
Upon him devolved the
duty of meeting and arguing with council committees.
over
It was a work which extended
months. The result, as has been stated in these
columns, was a substantial victory for the company, and the victory was due almost exclusively
to the personal exertions of Mr. Phillips.

of the

ill

health of

his

wife,

and

returned

to

Dayton, making his home there for several years.
In the same year he was appointed assistant
general manager of the American Bell Telephone company, with headquarters in Chicago.
He again resigned his position and, with his
family, went abroad, and for a year and a half
resided in Geneva, Switzerland.
Leaving his
family abroad, he came to Chicago in i.x.xo t..
take charge of the Central Union Telephone
company, which was organized in 1883. He
became its president April 12, 1886. A little
over a year ago he was elected president of the

Chicago Telephone company.
During the year of his presidency of the latter
corporation Mr. Phillips had occasion to exercise all his executive ability and ingenuity in
Complications
the management of its affairs.
arose

01

11

ol

the disposition of

the city

council

aggregated thousands of dollars, and 110
one but the pastor knew to whom the church was
indebted for these generous contributions. Other
instances were not wauling to illustrate Mr.
Phillips' generosity, and in referring to these
the Rev. Mr. De Veuve paid an earnest and eloquent tribute to thecharacter and virtues of the
I'hc services at the grave were no
deceased.
less impressive.
At the entrance to the cemetery the funeral procession was met by a hearse
gifts
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the body of Mr. Phillips' daughter,
whose death had occurred shortly before her
It was a sad and impressive sight, and
father's.
a- father and daughter were laid side by side in
their last resting place, every head was bowed
and every eye was moist. The Rev. Mr. De
Veuve was wholly overcome with emotion, and
as he read the impressive funeral services wept

bearing

a child.

like

The

floral

ern Electric company; C. H. Wilson, general
superintendent Chicago Telephone company;
Beach, general superintendent Central
F. G.
Union Telephone company, Chicago; R. C.
Wetmore, secretary and treasurer Chicago Tele-

phone company; W. S. Chapman, secretary and
Union Telephone company,

treasurer Central

Chicago; J. F. Wallack, Indianapolis, Ind.; A.
M. Day and John Hinchman, Chicago.

offerings were numerous and beauthe larger floral pieces were a

Among

tiful.

February

The

Electric Blowpipe.
HARVARD

BY SAMUEL SHELDON, PH.D., PROFESSOR
VERSITY.

UNI-

The

application of dynamo-electric currents
welding of large pieces of metal in the
mechanic arts has been practically demonstrated
as a success.
But its employment has been of
necessity limited to large workshops, where the
amount of work of this character would warrant
Furthermore, the
the purchase of a dynamo.
danger attending the use of powerful currents
has deterred many from making use of them,
because they have had in their employ mechanics of only ordinary attainments, with no especial
for the

knowledge of

.-.--.-r.-i;>--..,

illiilll
ELECTRIC BLOW

PIPE.

Malleable Iron company; Col. R. C. Clowry,
vice-president and general superintendent Western Union Telegraph company; George Sturges,
president Northwestern National bank; A. M.
Day, John Hinchman, R. C. Schenck and Joseph
The pall-bearers were: W. S. ChapI.. Silsbee.
man, secretary and treasurer Central Union
Telephone company, Chicago; R. C. Wetmore,
secretary and treasurer Chicago Telephone company, Chicago; F. G. Beach, general superin-

tendent Central Union Telephone company,
Chicago: C. H. Wilson, general superintendent
Chicago Telephone company, Chicago; John
Young, Western Electric company, Chicago;
H. H. Matlock, division superintendent Central

company, Springfield,

Telephone

111.;

Colonel Beetle, Western Electric company, Chicago: J. E. Zeublin, division agent Central
Union Telephone company, Coiumbus, O.
Prominent among those who attended the funeral
were the following: Norman Williams of Chicago,

Chicago Telephone company;
Clowry of Chicago, vice-president
and general superintendent of the Western
ph company: F. H. Head, president Malleable Iron works, Chicago; Ceorge
Sturges, president Northwestern National bank,
I.
M. Barton,
go; J. L. £
ompany, Chicago;
Bell
ecial agent American

vice-president
K.

The

been used.

broken column presented by the Central Union
Telephone company; a broken system of telephone lines by the officials of the Central Union
Telephone company of Ohio; a floral telephone
bv the lady operators and other employes of the
liavton Telephone exchange; a bed of roses by
the Western Electric company of Chicago. The
following named gentlemen who accompanied
the body from Chicago were honorary bearers:
Norman Williams, vice-president of the Chicago
Telephone company; F. A. Head, president

Union

electricity.

Besides the Thomson-Houston system, which
employs a current of very great strength but
small electromotive force, and where the pieces
to be welded are brought into contact, two general methods employing the electric arc have

C.

first

consists

in

making an

Care must be used

some

in

of the coloring

9,
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the selection of these, for

matter used (especially

in

blue and red glasses) absorbs the light given out
at the apex of the arc, and this would be detrimental to fine work.
The electric arc, when in a strong magnetic
It is known
field, exhibits another peculiarity.
that if a circuit, traversed by a strong current,
be broken under ordinary circumstances, a moderate spark will ensue, accompanied by a snap
similar to that given by a toy cap when exploded.
If, however, the break be made in a strong magnetic field, an extremely large spark follows, accompanied by a peculiarly sibilant report as
The effect is very
intense as that of a pistol.
startling

when unexpectedly made.

a strong field be brought to bear upon the
interrupter of the primary circuit of a Ruhmkorff coil, the spark emitted by the simple secondary coil equals in magnitude and length that
which would be produced under ordinary circumstances were the secondary in communicaThis simple means
tion with a large condenser.
may often be employed to advantage in work
with a Ruhmkorff when a large spark is desirable, and, at the same time, any electrostatic residue, owing to the condensers, is to be avoided.
If

Wheel Armature Djnamo.
The accompanying cut illustrates a wheel
armature dynamo recently patented in Germany

electrode of each of the pieces to be welded, a
small space being left where the welding is to
take place.
If a strong current be sent through,
heat at this space and
it forms an arc of great
the metals are melted, and, running together,
form a compact whole. The second consists in
connecting both of the parts to be welded to
one end of the circuit, while the other end is
connected to a movable point, which is brought
into close proximity to the joint, and, the arc
being formed, gives the same result as before.
For many pieces of work these methods are
For instance, oftentimes when
not practicable.
two pieces are brought into their proper relative
positions, if a current be sent through after the
first method,
arcs will be formed at several
places, and junctures will be made in places
not desired. Again, in the employment of the
second method, the use of two hands is often
essential in the manipulation of the work, in
which case a second person is necessary to apply
the second contact.
It is well known that two
persons cannot co-ordinate their movements in
the efficient manner in which one can those of
his two hands, and the result is often an inferior

by W. Fritsche of Berlin. In the description of
this new generator the London Electrical Re-

grade of workmanship.
Now, the peculiar behavior of the electric arc,
when placed in a strong magnetic field, affords
at once a simple and efficient means for welding.
A dynamic attraction or repulsion occurs between the rectilinear current of the arc and the

new we have remained so

The number of new dynamos apview says:
pearing yearly is extremely great so great that
we cannot possibly expect to find that all those

—

novelties are, at the

The dynamos which

same time, improvements.
at present

can really be

called good are almost all constructed on the
old well-tried types of a few firms. It is natural
that these machines have been improved in the
Their construction shows uncourse of vears.

deniable improvements, which appear both in an
point of view and in manufacture.
But as regards novel dynamos which are almost
all variations of known models of ring or drum
machines, they can scarcely be recognized as any
advance, or any step toward original construc-

electrical

The want

of real improvement is scantily
the refined devices which are cherished in the arrangement of the armature coilings and the consequent complicated structure
of the commutators as well as by arrangements
of the magnetic field in the recent construction
of dynamos, often not easily explained. By the
tion.

marked by

present

craving to

produce simply something
far behind that the

amperean currents of the field, and this results
in the drawing or driving out of the arc into a
point, which is very similar to the point of flame
projected from a blowpipe.
The form may be
seen from the following sketch:

The

heat

at

the

point of the arc

is

intense,

any of the metals. A piece
of number 14 copper wire held at the apex melts
and

suffices to melt

instantly.

This extreme heat in such a convenient form
can be the means of bringing electro-welding
within the reach of all shops where arc lamps

1

:

1

npany,

Tele:

Chicago;

rican

eral a

C.

grap
N.

Mi

Bell

Barrett,

P.

J.

Morgan, genTelephone company,

A.

city

I.

(

1

1

1

1.

Bradley, suuperintendcnt tclePittsburgh;
sylvania lini
Western 1 inion
nnati;

Major

J.

C, Hall,

mnati;
an:

A.

.urban
D. Bul-

are employed for illumination.
By a mere nominal alteration the lamp may he made to perform
the double function of illumination and welding.

To

attain

this

end

wound with coarse

a

wire

straight electro-magnet
only necessary.
This

is

placed with one end

toward the arc, and may
one position (to be determined by
Minent, and depending upon the direction
of the desired point of the arc), or made movable in a horizontal plane on a level with the arc.
The two terminals of the magnet coil arc 111
.'.here in the main circuit, or, if found
sary, may be shunted from the same.
The
m once made, can remain undisturbed,
and, without influencing the main line, the lamp
performs its two fun<
is

be

fixed

,

(

Ihicago;

J.

B.

1

the employmeni of the arc for electro
welding the operator must, of course, wear ol
orcd glasses for thi
on ol tie- eyes.
In

,:

li.

•ral

I

II.

Matlock, di'I elephone
West-

inion

.

*mjtk

in

1

WHEEL ARMATURE DYNAMO.
construction of dynamo machines cannot lay
Il
claim to the name ol machine building.
cannot, however, he denied how great are the
The rapid
disadvantages which thus arise.
spreading of the technics of electric lighting is
devoid of a natural basis so long as we have no
construction of dynamos which is sound theo
retically and practically. This weak point in our
modern technics is rarely recognized, even
among specialists, as is daily proved by new undertakings both in the field of electro metallurgy

February
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in electric lighting, both dependent on
construction of dynamos.

and

the

As some excuse for this, however, we will
admit that we should not have handled so ruthlessly the above-mentioned defects if we had
not been brought by farts to the conviction that
the first great step toward amendment has been
taken with the construction of the wheel armaThe machine
ture dynamo (Fritsche's patent).
shown in the cut is at first glance very little different from well-known types.
It appears as a
variation of the multipolar disk machines.
We are therefore tempted to suspect that the
patentability of this machine, as of so many
others, lies in some unimportant nicety.
Such,
however, in fact, is not the case, for the German
patent is for the peculiar construction of the
armature of the machine. In the title we have
called the machine, as do the firm which constructs it, the wheel armature dynamo.
'This
name gives us the desired clue to the constructive specialties of the machine.
The wrapping claimed owes its origin to the
attempt at simplifying the drum armtaure wrapIt culminates therein that by the introping.
duction of single rods jts execution has become
possible on the covering of a cylinder without
utilizing the front surfaces.
It is not intended to discuss the
immediate
advantages of this wrapping for the construction of drum, or rather cylinder armatures, but

conductors of which the armatui
composed, must reconcile every mechanician to
the dynamo, and satisfy every electrician
cerning the utilization of the iron whereby the
magnetic resistance which copper presents, and
which hitherto seemed to stand in the way of
electric

disk machines,

is

treat of the

eminently far-reaching import

which the transfer of the plan of wrapping of
the cylinder to the disk, or, better, wheel armature, has effected. The wheel armature, as carried out in the machine, owes its. origin to the
new method of wrapping. The constructor calls
the armature not a disk, but a wheel, for according to the patent specification it is possible to
construct this armature without core, without
cotton insulation, without copper, and without
any peculiarly arranged commutator, and in this
point culminates the important advance of the

improvement. The wheel armature is incomand takes the form of a grating of fine
wrought iron rods, separated from each other by
the best insulating material, that is by air. Organic insulators, which are liable to become
charred or even burnt, have been entirely dispensed with. Thereby, by the peculiarity of the
wrapping, no complicated introduction of rods
and no connection with a peculiar commutator
are necessary, but the rods of the wrapping are
continued as commutator segments.
It is important that the armature for any given number
bustible,

of poles gives off a current at

two points only.
Each word which we have used in characterwheel armature opens out a prospect

izing the

hitherto
tion of

unimagined, on to the new construcdynamos. The avoidance of insulation

with cotton for the armature, and, indeed, of organic matter altogether for the insulation of the

suits.
Til''

obviated.

add to our brief report that we have not
here to do with an interesting experiment, but
that the complete machine (a relatively large
type) is a'ready at work, and justifies the most
sanguine anticipations.
The firm Fritsche& Pischon, founded a year
ago, has in this short time overcome all the difficulties of construction encountered in building
a machine which deviates so completely from all

through

established precedents.
The firm is now entering upon the construction of such machines
upon a large scale.

The

The Hermite Electro-Chemical Bleaching Process.

The accompanying

represents the
the Hermite elec-

illustration

arrangement of the plant

for

bleaching process, lately installed at Evans
The plant
(wen's paper works, near Cardiff.
is capable of producing equal bleaching effect to
two tons of bleaching powder per twenty-four
hours, and was constructed and installed by
Paterson & Cooper to the order of the Hermite
British Electro-Bleaching
company, says the
trical

\

(

London

Electrician.

arranged

yzers'

We

HERMITE ELECTRO-CHEMICAL BLEACHING
to

whicl

rule

1-

constantly circulated.

COnsistS

and
box

lution of

\vl

I

I.

top

n at the

(it

rated pipe at

''.

in

n

tl.

is

a series of platinum pi
tive pole of the dynam
n ular
zinc platewith the platinums and
connected to the negative pole of the dyni
1

I

si
admitted at the bottom through
the perforated pipe, and overflows the sidi
the box. passing in between the plates, and
decomposed, then falls into a cement tank underneath.
From this bottom tank it is taken bymeans of a 12-inch centrifugal pump into the
tank above, and is ready to pass through the
electrolvzer again, according to the strength required.
The top tank is a large, egg ended
boiler, and is connected to each electrolvzer by
means of a rubber pipe and cock.
It is from the top tank that the solution is
pumped over to the bleaching mill, a distani oi
some fifty yards, by means of an 8-inch centrifugal pump, where it is received in tanks, from
1

<

PROI ESS.

Briefly described, the

Her-

mite process consists in manufacturing a solution of high bleaching power by electrolysing an

aqueous solution of magnesium chloride. The
decomposed by the current at the same

salt is

time as the water. The nascent chlorine, liberated from the magnesium chloride, and the nascent oxygen, liberated from the water, unite at
the positive pole, and produce an unstable oxygen compound of chlorine of very high bleachThe hydrogen and the magnesium
ing power.
go to the negative pole; this last decomposes
the water and forms magnesium oxide, whilst the
in
this liquid
hydrogen is disengaged.
If
colored vegetable fiber is introduced the oxygen
compound acts on the coloring matter, oxydizing
it.
Chlorine combines with the hydrogen to form
hydrochloric acid, which, finding itself in the presence of magnesium in the liquid, combines with it,
and forms the initial chloride of magnesium. Thus
a complete cycle of changes goes on so long as
the electric current acts on the solution in the
presence of coloring matter.
The cycle is a
perfect one, in which there are four elements
the electric current, chloride of magnesium,
( )nly
water, and the coloring matter.
two of
these elements are used up while bleaching
The magnethe electric current and the water.
sium chloride serves over and over again. There
molecules, and
is only a simple displacement of
the chlorine acts as a vehicle to discharge the

which it
working

is

drawn

as required.

The method of

very simple: the pulp ready to be
bleached being in a "potcher," the electrolvzer
bleaching solution is run in, and the washing
drum kept working: as the solution passes
through the pulp its bleaching power is exhausted, and it is returned by means of a pipe to
the top tank from which it originally started,
and whence it again passes through' the electrolvzer. and is regenerated.
The amount of solution remaining in the pulp
after bleaching is recovered by a system of displacement in drainers, or by means of a press
is

plate.

The current is supplied by three of Paterson &
Cooper's Phoenix shunt-wound dynamos, each
giving a current of 1,000 to 1,200 amperes, with
a difference of potential at the terminals of 40
volts.
The electrolyzers are arranged in serie.-.
eight on each of two dynamos and four on the
Other; this has been so arranged that another
four may he added when required. Each circuit
has an ammeter and voltmeter connected. The
dynamos are driven by a compound condensing
engine of the tandem type, capable of indicating
300 horse power, the amount actually taken up
at present being 200 horse power.
An important part oi the plant is that for the
preparation of the magnesia necessary for keeping the solution basic.
It
consists of a vertical
tank fitted with a stirrer, in which lime milk is

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
made. This is rim thence into a chute, discharging into any one of three vertical tanks,
each fitted with a stirrer. These tanks are all
placed above the main tank supplying the electrolyzers, so that by merely opening a cock the
"base." when prepared, can be run down at will.

The three vertical tanks are partly filled with a
solution of magnesium chloride, and then filled
The lime throws
to the top with the lime milk.
down the magnesia, the calcium chloride which
remains is siphoned off, the magnesia being then
twice, is ready for use.
The cost of bleaching by this system
pares verv favorably with the old process.

washed

com-

The

bleached are not deteriorated in strength
to anvthing like the same extent as with bleaching powder.
There are many modifications of the prur^
for the bleaching of linen and cotton yarns,
piece goods, etc., and also many different forms
of apparatus, which are the subject of numerous
patents in the names of Messrs. Hermite, Paterson and Cooper, in England and abroad.
This process has been adopted on a large
scale bv several important paper makers, some
of whom, after prolonged trial upon a limited
scale, have given extensive orders.
fibers

Electric

Motors

in

Ferbuary

Chicago.

The

introduction of the electric motor for the
distribution of electrical energy was one of the
most important steps in the scientific world.
The invention of the motor opened an entirely
new field for electricians, and it has proved one of
the most important and extensive that hasthus far
By means of the motor natural
been discovered.
resources of undeveloped regions have been
utilized.
In no other part of the country is this
As a means of distributso true as in the west.
ing power it is unequaled, and from an economBut it
ical standpoint it cannot be surpassed.
dwell further on the
is wholly unnecessary to
many points of merit in electric motors. They

i»

up of thin plates
stamped out of soft refined sheet iron of the
highest magnetic permeability secured in planes
All wasteat right angles to the armature shaft.
ful induced currents are thus prevented, and a
magnetic circuit of the best character is secured.
The armature core is also laminated and carefully insulated, and where, as in the smaller
sizes, saving of space is important, double silk
covered wire is used. The constant speed motors
have the simple shunt winding which, with arma-

magnets are

built

tures of very low internal resistance, give close
automatic regulation together with high effi-

Fir,. 2.

ciencv.
of thi

The

ARMATURE OF PERRET MOTOR.
internal resistance of the armature

The

power motor is 11 ohms.
shunt resistance is over 400 ohms.

accurately fitted and are very
In the two
proportion to their diameter.
smaller sizes they are of hard composition and
The shafts are
in the larger of Babbitt metal.

The bearings are
:i

of steel ground on dead centers. The armatures
The wires on the armathe drum type.
ture are as short and thick as possible, and the

The commutators which
insulation is thorough.
arc usually liable to wear and to damage through
particular attention.
sparking have
They are of hard bronze, carefully insulated, and
ng is prevented by 50 proportioning the
:

that there is no disthe field, consequently the brushes do
All
not require changing with hanges of load.
field

magnet and armature

1

irted

arm;:'

with the

;'

let is

able. The
that perfect alignment
always secured regard-

the iron plates.

in

KET MOTOR.

are too well known to require enumeration here.
Although the introduction of electric motors on
an extensive scale in Chicago has only been done
recently, the experimental stage has long since
been passed, and eastern manufacturers have regarded the motor as an all-important factor in
There is a novelty about
the problem of power.
the use of electricity for manufacturing purposes
It
is
that is highly attractive.
interesting to
visit a factory in which steam is utilized, and
watch the numerous machines in motion, and
trace the power to its source from the top floor
to the engine room, but it is far more wonderful
to enter a factory in which the machines are
operated by electrical energy. Here the machines revolve and do their work the same as in
the other building, but a visitor is unable to see
whence they get their power. In a great many
instances the motor is cheaper and it is always
cleaner, and there is a saving inthe wear and
It
is
only
tear of machinery, belting, etc.
within the last year, however, that the manufacturers of Chicago have learned the benefits to be derived from the use of the electric
Before that a few motors had been inmotor.
troduced to operate fans for ventilating purposes,
but it was not until a year ago that the motor
The
was utilized for driving heavy machinery.
Baxter Motor company- at that time undertook
Chicago, but its
to introduce its machine in
representative, W. W. Munroe, found at first that
there was considerable prejudice to overcome.
The city authorities did not wish to permit the
motor to be run in connection with an arc circuit, and it required elaborate arguments and
the citation of numerous examples before their

overcome. Charles E. Marole of
168 Madison street, lias the distinction of being
hi* ago to
adopt electricity
the first printer in
During the
for the operation of his presses.
year, however, many other printing houses have
introduced motors, and those of the Baxter pattern can be found in the following establishments:
M< Clellan & Greismer, • Fifth avenue; Barker
hapman, 73 Randolph street; Peter Johnson
& Co,, 172 Clark street; V I. Canfield, 118
Randolph street; K. Flanders & Co., 112 Fifth
Fallis & Bros., 112 Fifth avenue;
fears could be

<
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William Whitley company, harvesting
machines, Lake street; Common Sense Truss
company, 58 State street; New Haven Sewing
Machine company, 248 Washington street;
Roovert Bros., jewelers, 155 State street; C. H.
Wehrstedt, manufacturer of jewelry, 113 Madison street; C. W. Pard ridge & Co., Boston Store,
18 State street; N. B. Haynes, millinery goods,

street;

street;

Geneva

>ptical

urers, 2 34 Franklin street.
Mr. Munroe has extended his operations to Milwaukee, St. Paul,
St. Cloud, Minn.; Grand Rapids, Mich.;
Denver, Col., and many other western towns.
The Sprague Electric Railway & Motor company
of New York has also established the headquarters
of its western business in Chicago, and has been
highly successful.
C. M. Barclay personally
superintends the motor department, and from
him many important facts were elicited by a

•

ISerlin,

street; S. F. Cone Shirt company,
191 Clark street; Charles Essig, 125 State street;
L. C. Wachsmutt
Co., clothing, 246 Madison

company, 57 Washington street; Frank
A. Colburn Optical works, 125 Dearborn street;
M. J. Fitch Paper company, Randolph and
Franklin streets; W. E. Morgan, hat store, 182
Wabash avenue; Dr. A. Owen, electric belts, 191
State street; Parisian Shirt company, Pullman
building; John Sexton, coffee merchant, 20 State
street; Fred Meyer & Bros., clothing manufact-

Bond
<;>

Washington

(

Perret Electric Motor.

field

!

1

great deal of attention has been devoted
within the last two years to the improvement of
Results of an eminently satisfacsmall motors.
tory character have recently been attained. The
Perret electric motor was put on the market in
18S6, and gave excellent results. Since that time
it has been greatly improved, and the new machine which has been put on the market by the

The

1

They are utilized in 18 different classes of establishments, including clothing houses, shoe
houses, etc.
They are also used for elevators,
operating fans in stores, offices and manufacturing establishments, where large numbers of men
are employed.
Among other prominent establishments in which the Baxter motor is used are
the following: John B. O'Dell, electrician, 175

Wabash avenue and Madison

A

Elektron Manufacturing company of Brooklyn,
X. Y.. is claimed to be of great efficiency. The
motor is designed for constant potential circuits
six sizes rangor may be operated by batteries,
ing from ^ to ii horse power are now made.
The smallest size gives, it is claimed, over 70 per
cent, commercial efficiency, and the percentage
increases as machines increase in size, reaching
over 90 per cent, in the 1 J horse power size.

9,

1

number

of

Baxter motors introduced

in this city.

representative of the Western Electrician.
The wide range of uses to which the motor is put
can be illustrated no better than by the statement of Mr. Barclay that elevators were run,
ventilating fans operated, power furnished machinery of all kinds, printing presses, etc., and
ashes hoisted from the cellars of large buildings
to the alleys, where carts were in readiness to
receive them.
The Sprague motor is in great
demand by printers, and those in use for operating presses range from 2-horse power to 25horse power.
Rand, McNally & Co. have a 25horse power motor of this pattern driving the
machinery on their three floors.
One large
printing establishment in Chicago recently introduced a 10-horse power motor, and was so
well satisfied that it has been decided to run all

b—SO

FIELD

MAONET OK

1'KRRET MOTOR.

the machinery in the establishment by electricity,
and new motors will soon be introduced. Small
motors are used for ventilating stores and restaurants and commercial buildings. The Phoenix
building has two 10-horse power and one 5-horse
power motors, which are used for this purpose.
A 2 horse power motor was recently put in a gun
lathes, and is giving satisfaction.
and sewing machines without numThey are also
ber are run by Sprague motors.
A 5-horse power
used in general repair shops.
motor is used at the Edison company's station
to hoist ash buckets from the furnaces to the
wagons in the alley. At present the company is
putting in a 5-horse power motor to run a pas-

shop
(

to run

loffee mills

1

Ine of the
senger elevator in a large building.
mosl interesting installations made by the company was in the Tribune office. It was described
(

11 r \
the last issue of tin W]
ELECTRICIAN.
he motor busiMr. Barclay says the outlook in
ness in Chicago is improving daily.
The ('. Si C, company's western agency has
lias succeeded
its headquarters 111 Chii ago, and
in establishing an excellent reputation for its

in

1
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These are used princispecial style of motors.
pally in operating sewing machines, ventilating
fans, and driving various kinds of light maHeretofore special attention was given
chinery.
to the introduction of small motors, but since
the company took possession of its new quarters

New York city it has decided to put larger
motors in the market, and a special line is now
Manager Armour of the
being introduced.
western agency is pleased not only with the
progress already made by his company, but also
He believes the people of
with the outlook.
Chicago have not yet fully awakened to a realization of the great benefits to be derived from
the electric motor, but they are being educated

As before stated.
148 Michigan avenue.
there will be no admission charge.
Among the exhibits will be a Detroit 51
battery plant, in combination with a gas en
and dynamo. The battery will run inca
lamps and motors.
at

Storage Batteries for Street Car Propulsion.

lei

in

rapidly to that point.
There are many other motors in use in Chicago, and new patterns of machines are being
constantly presented for public approval, but
the experience of the companies cited, and the
success which has attended their efforts, are
sufficient illustrations of the progress made in
the metropolis of the west.

FIG.

I.

AXO BATTERY, WITH JAR ADAPTED FOR SEALING
HERMETICALLY.

National Electric Light Convention.
chairman of the executive com-

B. E. Sunny,

mittee of the National Electric Light association, states that the floor space at the disposal
of the committee for exhibition purposes has
practically all been taken, and there will be great
difficulty in

arranging accommodations for ad-

applicants, unless they are willing to
come out in the main hall of the building,
where there is no heat. So far forty-six distinct
exhibits have been arranged, and the locations
settled upon.
The exhibits embrace electric
railways, electric welding, arc and incandescent
systems (the latter direct and alternating), motors of all sizes and styles, switches, indicators,
and the innumerable necessary appendages of
an electric installation; a great variety of insulated wire, embracing all of the standard
makes; supplies of every description, engines of
the best types in operation, steam gauges and
safety devices, new ideas in belts, clutches, etc.;
ditional

The Axo
The accompanying
ment

Battery.

claim that the

porous cup batteries. The new battery,
put on the market by the Leclanche
Battery company, is called the Axo.
The porous cup forms of itself a cover for the
cell, closing it completely, and preventing the
escape of salts or liquid.
The zinc passes
through an independent aperture in the shoulder
of the jar, which is also closed by a rubber stopple.
The carbon conductor, instead of being
straight, is conical or pyramidal
in shape, its
in

which

is

sides inclining outward toward the bottom and
forming inclined planes, against which the particles of the surrounding mixture
press, constantly, by their own weight.
A contact by
gravity is thus secured, which, being automatic,
is maintained at all times, and
under all conditions, and is never irregular and faulty, as is
so often the case in the old forms.
The ventilation of the cup is accomplished by means of
deep grooves in the sides of the carbon, running along its whole length, from the bottom
through and above the sealing material. This
is a far more efficacious method
than the old
one, of piercing holes in the seal.
Through
these grooves the gas bubbles forming on any
part of the carbon are provided with ready channels of escape, and consequently the depolariis
zation of the element
greatly
accelerThe connection for the carbon is a
ated.
clamp and
thumb screw, which
metallic

can be removed and replaced in a moment.
The peculiar shape of the jar at the bottom
The well in the middle
serves several purposes.
keeps the bottom of the porous cup in place, and
the ridge of glass surrounding it separates the
cup and the zinc rod. On the outside the same
well forms a depressed bottom for the cell, while
the sides of the jar are raised above the level
upon which it rests, and are kept free from contact with the dirt and spilled salts which collect
and creep up the sides of the ordinary jars and
The cell can be hermetically
foul the battery.
sealed without the slightest difficulty by pouring
a little melted paraffine into the space between
the flange of the cup and the rim of the jar,
being at the same time careful not to let the
wax come high enough to stop up the ventilat-

The ading holes at the sides of the carbon.
vantage of sealing with paraffine is that the cup
can be taken out at any time by heating the

The !20
containing boxes, a

tain \'z
little undi
horse
and will cany the ca»" a distance of thirtysixmiles without ]>eing recharged, perfoi
1

transp' rting
inferred from the statement that if the battery lasted
six months of constant service it would just about

through

compete

with horse traction, whereas the batteries last fully two years.
Also the material in the battery is not destroyed when thi
fulness of the apparatus ends, but is again made over into
battery by a process so cheap as to compare favorably with
the maintenance of horses.
One of the cars in the sen-Ice
has frequently run adistanceof twelve miles, carrying over
200 passengers, with an expenditure of less than 15 horse
"
power-hours of energy

FIG.

3.

AXO BATTERY— CELL UNSEALED.

Electric Light in the South.
The list of Southern industries originating in lSSS, published in our issue of the loth inst., shows that twentyseven new gas companies and 122 electric light companies
have been established during the year, says Light, Heat &•
Poiuer.
During 1SS6 the figures stood: Gas companies,
twenty-four; electric light companies, thirty-four a surplus of 40 per cent, in favor of the latter.
In 1SS7 there
were thirty-five gas companies and eighty-three electric
light companies, a surplus of 137 per cent
and a gain in
percentage over the ratio of the previous year of nearly 100
per cent.
Last year, as given above, we have a surplus of
more than 350 per cent., and a net gain of 213 per cent.
over the figures of the previous twelve months.
Again,
between the figures of 1SS6 and lSSS, the gas projects
show a gain of but 12 per cent., while the eiectrical
projects show a difference of more than 250 per cent.

—

,

Proposed Underground Railway

in

Lon-

don.
The

projected electric underground railway in London
is by no means to be allowed to go on unopposed.
The
railway is needed and would be of great public advantage.

The motive power contemplated being

electricity,

no ob-

on the ground of steam and unpleasant gaseous
exhalations can be raised, therefore the bill is to be opposed
as dangerous.
The secret of the objection is to be found in
jection

non-magnetic watches, magnetic shields, new designs in electroliers, and glassware for electric
light fixtures; mast arms; arc lamp adjuncts;
stone crushers operated by motor, steam pipe
covering, underground conduits, etc.
An enterprising supply house in Chicago has undertaken
to furnish a fence around each exhibit, made of
insulated posts and wire.
Preparations are now being made for the reception and placing of the exhibits, and it is
hoped that the entire exhibit will be in good
running order by the 15th.
Exhibitors at a
distance from Chicago should ship their goods
so that they will arrive by the 10th at least, so
that ample time may be had for their proper disposal.
Shipments should be made to the Electric Light Convention, Exposition Building, Chicago.
The work of arranging the exhibits and
attending to the many minor details has been
intrusted by Mr. Sunny to Fred W. Bossam of
the Thomson-Houston staff of engineers.
Admission tickets to the exhibit will be furnished to
exhibitors for distribution among their friends
and correspondents by application to Mr. Sunny,

The

plan.

cuts illustrate an improve-

another direction.
Knowing what can be done to support
buildings over subways the promoters do not propose to
buy up the property along the route, but simply to bore
underneath, underpinning wheie necessary-, and, of course,

compensating for damage to private property. Thereby
the tradesmen and owners will lose the chance of obtaining fabulous sums such as railway companies frequently
have to pay, and for this reason it is that the bill is opposed.

E'ectric Motor Road fcr Philadelphia.
The Philadelphia Public Ledger, among other large and
influential papers,
FIG. 2.

AXO BATTERY

— I'OROUS CUT.

running a knife blade around between the flange of the cup and the rim of the
paraffine, or
jar.

A

jar

is

also furnished, as

shown

in

the cut,

which the flange of the porous cup rests on
the top rim of the jar instead of on a shoulder
This closes the jar sufficiently tight for
inside.
in

all

ordinary purposes.

The

California Electric Light

Brush dynamos
lic

purposes.

at

San Diego

Company

is

has devoted considerable attention in

both its news and editorial columns to electric roads.
In
commenting on the West End road of Boston, which was

installing

to furnish arc lights for

two

pub-

by the Sprague company, it questions why a system which has proved so successful in this latter city could
installed

not be introduced to supplant the slow horse car in PhilaOn account of its capacity for speeding an electhe same hours of service, should make about
twice as many miles per day as an ordinary horse car, and
owing to the remarkable control which the operator has
over the motion of the car, it can be stopped much more
quickly. Even when running at twice the speed it is much
more safe and less liable to collisions with any obstruction
on the track than an ordinary horse car. There is no reason
why electric cars should not be introduced into all the large
cities like New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, St. Louis.
delphia.

tric car, for
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With an
be fed and cared for.
however, the cars can be housed,
the plant can be shut down, so that the operating
expenses almost cease. This fact constitutes a
decided advantage in the electric system, which
must appeal to street railway managers in all
The convincing argument, howgreat cities.
ever, is that which has reference to the relative
When
merits of the two systems in operation.
the comparison is made the superiority of the
electric road from all points of view is aphorses must

electric road,
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question of utilizing the immense water
of Niagara has occupied the attention of

engineers, and numerous schemes
for the purpose, but their
It
practicability has not been demonstrated.
would require an immense fortune to test the
feasibility of these schemes, and even the great
inducement of large returns in case of the successsful development of the plans, has not induced capitalists to invest their money in these
enterprises.
It is reported, however, that there
is a fair prospect of testing one of the proposed
schemes.
C. B. Bartlett of Chicago has devised
a modification of the old scheme for utilizing
The current,
the power by operating dynamos.
He
he thinks, can be distributed economically.
has succeeded in interesting many prominent
capitalists in the project. His plans are patented
and he is now endeavoring to secure from the
legislature of New York authority to proceed
Should he gain permission, his
with his work.
operations will be watched with a good deal of

many

able

have been proposed

Trade supplied by Western Sews Co.
When chance of address is requested, the old address
as the

The
power
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The

Chicago Electric club has not yet finished
consideration of the question of insulation.
At the last meeting Alexander Thompson read
a paper on thickness of insulation, which apThe subject was treated in
pears in this issue.
its

a thoroughly practical manner.
Thf. exhibits at the convention of the National Electric Light association will constitute

noteworthy feature of the gathering. Substantially all the space reserved by the executive
committee for exhibits has been spoken for, and
the work of putting these in position will soon
com-nence. The literary portion of the convention, at which the committee is hard at work,
The
will be unusually interesting and valuable.
February meeting promises to be the most
a

significant in the history of

Motors

engineering were

trical

Editorial

the association.

becoming popular in Chicago for
purposes, and an a tide is
another column treating somewhat

are

iriety of

nted in

the rapid extension of the sr.rvi< e in
During the last few months there has
ty.
been a demand for mai nines of a larger capacity
It is
city.
than those hep
;.at during the next few months a conable number of elevators for motor work

address before the Institute

his inaugural

of Electricians in London last week, Sir William
Thomson incidentally referred to the fact that
the professions of civil engineering and elec-

He

allied.

in

many

respects closely

"When, fourteen years ago,

said:

I

my

inaugural address, I endeavored to impress upon engineers and architects that architects made a great mistake in not being engineers, and in not qualifying themselves as
engineers, and doing the work of engineers; that
architects did not do their duty to their clients
in not being engineers and understanding the
engineering of their own works and making
engineering science, particularly the dynamics
of engineering, an essential part of the training
It is not necessary to make any
of an architect.
I think
animadversion on electrical engineers.
in this respect electrical engineers know well
that they must, before all, be engineers; they
must be engineers, and they must learn engineerYoung persons who have a taste for elecing.
machines think they would like to be
trical
electrical engineers, and they think that electrical
Now I
engineering is all ether and electricity.
have continually to impress upon many anxious
parents Lhat their boys must condescend to learn
something of gross ponderable matter; that electrical engineering is not all electricity and ether,
but that ponderable matter is also part of the

gave

subject.

•The youthful

aspirant to the honorable pro-

engineering ought to learn
mathematics and dynamics; after having the
elements of a good general education, he ought
to learn mathematics and dynamics well, then a
good deal of chemistry and regular mechanical
fession of electrical

and

civil

engineering, besides electricity."

in detail of

i

The machines which have been
istalled.
operation have given such great satisfaction
that the public in beginning to appreciate the
advantage attending the use of motors.
in

Tnr. underground system of the Chicago city
light plant has thus far worked admirably.
A few temporary split es have been overhauled, and the insulation in a few points has
been improved, but no trouble has been expeThe test of the system will be during
rienced.
the rainy weather in the spring, but the opei
ation has thus far been so satisfactory that no
trouble is experienced.
electric

'I

pondent

Thi
reet

car

week
the me-

this

strike in

of affairs finds an
favor of elec::i

the

r;

r

of the

ting During a strike
horse car line is as ex-

The

he 5U(
igo,

'

is

ess of

tin-

lily electric: light plant of

so manifest thai

the aldermen

are

every means in their power to extend the
an appropriation "i
It is probable thai
000 will be made for the immediate extension of
m.
Alderman \\ ethi
:",

for outlying districts will

into oil

enable

Hi':

lighting

city,

it

is

ic8o

claimed, to save §25,000 to §30,000 annually,
and it is proposed to use this sum in extending
the electric light system.
At this rate the entire city will soon be lighted by electricity, and
Chicago will be able to boast of having the
greatest, as well as the first, underground system
for public lighting of any important city in the
world.

The Medico-Legal society of New York,
whose meetings, in which electric executions
formed the topic under consideration, have
been reportid in these columns, has issued
an appendix to the original report of its committee. The supplement states that experiments
have led the members to emphasize the advisability of employing the alternating current in
The comthe infliction of the death penalty.
mittee renews its recommendation as to the mode
of applying the electrodes.

By

the death of

George

L. Phillips the Chica-

go Telephone company loses a president of
marked ability as an executive officer. He was
recognized as one of the most judicious and efficient telephone managers in the country.
He
was at the head of the corporation but a little
over a year, but during that period arose the
vexatious controversy between the company and
the city officials.
There was an extremely bitter
feeling in the city council toward the company,
and it was hampered in its business by threats of
litigation, and prevented from extending its circuits by the refusal of the aldermen to grant a
franchise.
Repeated efforts were made to force
on the company ordinances which would have
reduced very seriously its income. The responsibility of adjusting these difficulties fell upon
Mr. Phillips. The task was one which required
in its execution all his skillful management. He
solved the vexatious problem, and secured a
franchise without conceding any of the points
for which the company had been contesting.
This victory gained for Mr. Phillips the hearty
congratulations of telephone managers throughout the country, and added materially to his
reputation as a vigorous executive officer.
He
lived but a short time after the accomplishment
The circumstances of
of this important work.
his

death were unusually sad.

The

particulars

are given elsewhere.

It is probable that a new telephone bill will
soon be presented for the consideration of the
Illinois legislature.
The authors are Senator
Eckhart and Representative Baker. In cities of
25,000 population and under it is proposed to
make the monthly rate §3; in cities of 50,000 and
under, $4; and in all cities of a greater population, §6.
This would make the rate in Chicago $72 per year, a reduction of §53 on the
The Chicago comrental of each instrument.

pany has anticipated a measure of

this kind, but

does not fear its passage.
The committee of citizens which examined
the books of the company operating in Kansas
has come to the conclusion that the rates against
which so much protest had been made were by
no means exorbitant. The committee went
further, and asserted that the company was not
making as much money as it should do. The
decision of the committee was reached after a
careful examination of the company's books.
The tendency to interfere with the operation of
Within the
telephone companies is spreading.
last week measures aimed at telephone corporations were introduced in the legislatures of
Michigan and Minnesota. In the former slate
the proposed bill contemplates a general reduction of rates; in the latter state increased
taxes are put upon telephone companies in a
measure which has been introduced.
The organization in New York which has
been formed Co wage war against the telephone companies of the state has entered
upon a vigorous campaign, according to the
correspondence from New
Vork.
Perhaps
attention should be called in this connection
10 .mi interview with the

manager

of

the

Cin-

exchange, which appears in the corThe sentiments
resp
lence from that city.
which he expresses an- probably very nearly
identical to the views of most telephone offii ers

cinnati

who

see before

interfereni

e.

them the prospect of

legislative
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Paiste Incandescent Switch.

A

switch for incandescent work, designed by
illustrated
II. T. Paiste of Philadelphia, Pa., is
The entire switch is
in the accompanying cuts.
stamped from sheet brass by standard dies, ami
The switch conall parts are interchangeable.
the U-shaped main shell,
sists of seven pieces
side plate, two arms, spindle, spring, and hard
rubber handle. The spring is attached to the
ends of two arms, and is extended when the
switch is operated to make or break circuit.
When this is effected the spring is no longer
under tension. The circuit wires are attached
to the bending screws on the main shell and
The arm shown in Fig. 2 completes
side plate.
the circuit between the side plate and main shell
and through the spindle upon which it is
centered, making ample electrical contact. The
arrangement is such that whatever arcing might
result on breaking the circuit would be on the
back of the arm and not on the face where electrical contact is made.
An improvement has
been made in the handle. If turned backward
simply unscrew, and straining of the
it will
working parts is avoided.

—

Electric Lighting in the Naval

Service.

The

following facts concerning electric light plants on
ships of the United States Navy are taken from the annual
report of Lieut. Bradford, naval inspector of electric
lighting:

—

The plant of this ship, as described in
report of last year, has continued to perform excellent
On one occasion the engine and dynamo were
The total number of
run fifteen days without stopping.
The Trenton.

my

service.

ELECTRICIAN.

night, and tor other purposes, and does not materially
interfere with the steadiness of the incandescent lamps in

at

:'h

few

a

circuit.

The /tow Hampshire. - As stated in my report of last
year. I have' never inspected the plant of this ship, a
maintained by the Bureau having cognizance of the training station.
It has been I- arned from the quarterly reports

Th
building

:icr

tl

manager

contractors, the
Mr. Irving M,
1:
7

of the Unior,

:

made during the

total ol 35
thirty two

1

past year that there are installed a
lamps, viz: 337 of sixteen cand e power; ten of

candle power, and seven of 100 candle-power.
>unit<:
The plant of this ship continues to give

7 he A
although heavy and occupying great space.
Frequently it is run a week continuously.
Faults occasionally occur from bad insulation and defective fixl

of

Allen type, manufactured by the firm,

pany

The lamps now number 292, and are all sixteen candlethe Weston type.
They do not seem to be as
long lived as some other

types

used

in the naval service.

—

The Boston. The plant of this ship as originally installed and described in my last report has not given
satisfaction.
The armature of the dynamo is of large
diameter and has frequently chafed against the pole pieces,
necessitating repairs, and even dressing down the pole
pieces
It has been found impossible to prevent considerable sparking at the commutator, and one set of
brushes and commutator segments, used with the greatest
care, will last only from six to eight weeks.
The dynamo
also heats too much to be fully efficient, when running
with full load, and in this connection it may be remarked
that the dynamo room is deficient in ventilation, the temperature in summer varying fiom 100
This
to 120
F.
high temperature has a very marked effect in decreasing
the electromotive force of the dynamo.
The faults that
occur in the installation generally arise from defective insulation of the conductors, from the want of efficient
water tight junction boxes and switches and water-tight
fixtures.
The conductors used to install this ship and the
Atlanta are deficient in insulation, and must be replaced in
* * There are now a total of 269
the near future.
Swan lamps on board, eighty one of eight candle power
and 188 of sixteen candle power.
This type of lamp
gives great satisfaction both in length of life and illuminaj'jj-".

:r,c

that

for

two dynamos similar

to

those

I
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satisfaction,

power of
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Pen acola
This ship is now
flag ship and will probably be serviceable as a peace
cruiser for several years, ani after that has a pros;,
career as a receiving ship.
For these reasons it was
7'he

thought very desirable to install her with a sir
plant of moderate cost.
Accordingly detailed sp':
lions were prepared in this office and bids in accordance
therewith advertised for
The lowest bidder was
Edison United Manufacturing company, G« Fifth avenue.
New York, with which a contract has been made to do all
work and supply all materials. This ship will be installed
with one eighty volt 2>~j ampere compound wound dynamo, miking 400 revolutions per minute, driven by an
Armington & Sims engine, directly connected with the
usual flexible and insulating coupling.
The engine will be
of the

same pattern and

size as those

for the

having cylinders 7x5", and working with a normal steam
pressure of sixty pounds, but cutting off at one-third
stroke
There will be a total of about 265 lamps installed.

—

My recommendation of
proper supervision of the inconductors on strpboard. for
whatever purpose, is renewed.
In ac ordance with this
recommendation this office was asked t>> suggest the
electric signal apparatus for the
J 'orhtown,
which was
done, including therein a "slide sleam whistle" for use as
a signal for closirg watertight doors
The conductors for
Electric Conductors in Ships

last

year concerning the

stallation

of

all electric

ting properies.
Recently the Brush Company has removed the original
plant of the Boston and substituted another of the following brief descript on:
The dynamo is practically the
same so far as its electrical dimensions are concerned, but
it is hoped it will prove to be of
better workmanship; in
stead of having a belt pulley on the end of the armature
The engine is of
there is a compressed iaw-hide pinion.
the Armington & Sims horizontal double-cylinder type,
which engages the
fitted with a cast iron geared wheel,
raw-hide pinion of the dynamo
The engine cylinders are
7".\5 ", and the gearing 2/0" to 1".
The new engine and
dynamo weigh about 3 500 pounds, and the old about
The deck space occupied by the new
10,400 pounds.
plant is 4' 3".\6' 6"; that occupied by the old 4' 3"xi7' 5".

This plant has not been running long enough to decide
its value, though at present
it
is
very promising.
cylinder Armington S: Sims engine promises
well for driving dynamos.
It is very lightand compact; it
runs very smoothly and without noise, and its automatic
governor is very efficient.
The Chicago. The installation of this ship has been
completed during the pa't year. It consists of two Edison compound wound dynamos of 105 volts and 160
amperes and two Armington & Sims horizontal single
cylinder 12^'xio'' engines.
The dynamos are driven by
short but very broad belts.
The plant occupies a space of
It was the most com
20x6' and weighs 18,300 pounds.
pact and the best adapted for marine work of any that

upon

The double

—

FIG.
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PAISTE INCANDESCENT SWITCH.

lamps has been increased to 300, as follows: 193 of ten
candle power, 101 of sixteen candle power, and six of
thirty two candle power.
The Omaha. This ship was originally installed early in
1 855 by the Consolidated Electric Lighting Company of New
York, with a shunt wound seventy-five volt and eighty five
ampere Sawyer Man dynamo, a o,%"xi2'' Armington &
Sims horizontal engine and 156 sixteen candle-power Sawyer Man lamps. Wire, insulated with paraffined cotton, and

—

then covered with lead, was used.
In many instances
th s was secured by using iron staples.
The dynamo was
driven by means of a counter shaft and belting. The three
years' cruise of this ship terminated during the past year,
and the general performance of her plant may now be
briefly stated.
Although the plant was generally run
only from sunset to midnight, and there was a spare armature on board, the construction of the dynamo was so
faulty that it was with extreme difficulty that it was kept
serviceable for three years.
The spindles of both armatures broke short off, and were repaired.
The insulation
of both armatures proved to be faulty
A clever piece of
work was performed on board under the direction of
Ensign II. G Dresel, U. S. Navy, who had charge of the
plant, in rewinding one of the armatures.
The lamp
sockets proved faulty in the switch arrangement for turning off and on.
The lamp wiies were exposed and sometimes corroded off
The iron staples in many instances
inde ted the lead covers of the conductors, and caused a
leak
The paraffined cotton proved totally inadequate as
an insulator, and it goes without saying that with such an
insulating substance a lead cover does more harm than
good.
The Omaha was re-commissioned at Panama for
further service in China.
A large amount of electric
lighting supplies were purchased for her and shipped to
that port.
They consisted of a new seventy five volt and
;

I

^8

ampere Thomson-Houston compound wound dynamo

with spare armature, a large amount of rubber insulated
lead-covered wire, new lamps, sockets, volt and ampere
meters, testing generator, a Weston 2,000 candle power
arc lamp, cut-outs, fusible strips, and numerous other
small supplies.
The old dynamo was shipped to New
\ ork; the new one was hoisted on board one night and in
operation the next. * * From the first the dynamo has

worked smoothly and given great satisfaction.
The arc
lamp has been used for lighting up the ship when coaling

could be obtained at the time the contract to install the
'*
*
Chicago was made.
There are on board a total of 43S Edison lamps, made
up of 121 of ten candle power, 303 of sixteen candle
power, eight of thirty-two candle power, and six of fifty
With the exception of the fixtures, the
candle power
are very complete, and of a
fittings of this installation
superior character, and it is confidently expected that they
The insulation resistance of the
will be very serviceable.
entire system is above 100,000 ohms.
The Yorktown. The contract of Messrs. William
Cramp & Sons, Philadelphia, Pa., for building this ship
The
requires that she shall be lighted by electricity.
specifications for the installation » ere prepared in this
tract made by
office, acc:pted by the builders, and a c
them with the Edison United Manufacturing company,
65 Fifth Avenue, New York, to perform all work connected therewith, and furnish all supplies except the fixtures, the latter being made under my supervision by
Messrs. Williams, Page & Co 24 Beach street, Boston,
Mass in accordance with a contract made by that firm
This ship is supplied
with the Messrs Cramp & Sons.
with two compound-wound dynamos, each of eighty volts
and 100 amperes, two Armington & Sims double cylinder
and double acting horizontal engines, each directly connected to its dynamo by means of a flexible coupling.
The engines work at a sixty pounds' pressure and cut olT
*
*
*
at one-quarter stroke.
All ol the appurtenances of the installation are of the
best quality, and much credit is due to Messrs. Cramp &
Sons for obtaining the best supplies and material in the
market.
It is confidently expected that tins installation
when complete will be equal if not superior to any in the
world.
The Baltimore. Detailed specifications for the lighting plant of this ship have been prepared in this office and
They have, as in
accepted by Messrs Cramp & Sons.
the case of the Yorhtoton, closed a contract with the
Edison United Manufacturing company to install the
The plant will consist of two sets of dynamos and
ship.
engines, each of the same voltage, but double the output
of those for the Yorktown, with the possible addition of a
The engines will be the same size as
third set later.
those for the Yorktown, but will work with a normal
pressure of eighty pounds, cutting off at one-quarter

—
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FIG. 2.

the electric signal apparatus of the York'own were selected
by me, and are insulated with rubber of excellent quality.
They are being inclosed in wooden moulding where led
about the ship, and therefore will be protected 3nd
accessible.
The supervision of this work, as well as the
selection of the signal apparatus, is performed by the
resident electric light inspector, and the increased efficiency of the entire signal installation will be very great.
It would be very advantageous for the ship if the search
light, torpedo and gun firiug wires were put up at the
same time and uider the supervision of the same officer,
since he is not only an expert in the performance of this
duty, but would keep all separate, a very important essential, and cause one to give way in space to another in accordance with the relative importance of each.
The success of all electric apparatus very largely depends upon a
careful attention to details, and the greatest difficulty by
far that has ever been experienced witn such apparatus on
board ship is caused by fau'ty conductors badly installed.
'it,
The Gramme search light plants of the
Trenton, Atlanta and Boston are occasionally used for incandescent lamps at times when the incandescent plant is
being overhauled
By coupling the two Grammedynamos
in series they will maintain fron forty to fifty sixteen
candle power lamps continuously without overheating.
By regulating the revolutions of the Brotherhood engine,
the proper electromotor force, as indicated by the voltmeter placed in circuit, can readily be maintained.
The
Chicago has been installed by the Bureau of Ordnance with
a search light plant similar to those above mentioned. The
eighty volt compound wound dynamo adopted by the
Bureau of Navigation in May. S'SSj, and now being installed in the new cruiser, as already described will, it is
confidently expected, be very- efficient for search lights
Search lights are at times very useful, but discretion must
be exercised as to when and how to use them.
During the
recent English evolutionary squadron exercises, the s<
lights of the blockading squadron failed to detect the escaping ships of the enemy, which had. of course, all lights
out and everything visible carefully colored a dead black.
On the other hand, the enemy's ships which were not trying to escape used their search lights to blind thee]
the blockaders and interfere with the rays of their searchRecent experiments in Russia indicate that it is not
ers.
an easy matter to disable a search lig'it with machine guns

—
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and shoulder rifles, on account of the light blinding the
It is found in Gereyes and interfering with the aim
many, however, that if search lights are placed behind
men with the beam of light on a target, very good practice
can be made, so long as the men are in the beam, the
sights of the guns then being illuminated; if, however, the
men are out of the beam, and consequently invisible, the ac

On the whole,
curacy of the practice is much reduced.
search lights promise to be a very useful adjunct on any
sized vessel designed for warfare
I desire
to call atA ival Stations.
Electric L:, .'
tention to my recommendation of last year that the large
and important navy yards be lighted by electricity. The
advantages are many, and among them may be mentioned
the facility furnished bv the electric current for the transBut little demand would exist for
mission of power.
electric l gbts in the daytime, and therefore a large curThis can, by
rent would be available for other purposes.
means of small and portable motors, be made extremely
valuable for working drilling and other machines, requir
ing but little power, that are used in ship construction and
As a matter of fact the need of small
for other purposes.
power motors which are perfectly portable for use where
steam power is inaccessible, has long been felt. Arc
lamps should be used for outside lighting and in large
sheds and shops, while incandescent lamps should be used
The
in -offices, houses, and generally for inside work.
scheme for the entire plant should be carefully and completely laid down before commencing, in order that the
work of installation may be strictly progressive The wires
should be laid underground and have ample conducting
Tosts for arc lamps should be carefully placed and
area.
spaced and arranged so as not to cast shadows from their
own lamps; they should also be so arranged as to render it
impossible for any person toieceivea shock from the high
There should be
potential current used with arc lamps.
duplicate dynamos and engines in a plant of this kind for
simplicity in working and on account of spare parts.
Provision should also be made for spares and for portable
cables and lamps to be taken wherever an emergency may
The specifications for a navy yard
call for night work.
installation should be very carefully drawn in order to exclude the wretched and dangerous materials and workman
ship so frequently found in electric light plants.
Receiving Ships. On account of the careful and strict
police regulations required in these ships, where there are
frequently large bodies of men and raw recruits, the latter
often including men of vicious and dishonest character,
the advantages and need of electric lights are great. These
ships are generally supplied with boiler power, and there
fore an electric lighting plant can be installed at moderate
cost and economically maintained.
Demand for Electricity on Board Ship. The tendency
now is to install all ships and even torpedo boats with

—

:

—
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and to increase the power and number of
The use of incandescent lamps is found to
search lights.
materially
assist in rendering torpedo boats habitable.
very
It is reported that in the English navy the dynamo rooms,
located below the water line, are so warm and uncomfortable, in several instances, that dynamos for incandescent
lighting are being placed on the upper decks for use when
It is thought that this difficulty can be overnot in action.
come in our ships by the use of fans driven by electric
It is not improbable that small electric motors
motors.
for some other purposes maybe required, but it is not likely
that they will be used to any great extent on account of a
want of economy, and because their use would require
very large electric plants without in any way reducing the
The
boiler capacity or other machinery of the ship.
peculiar function of electric motors is for places where the
power is so small that the slight loss in economy is more
than overcome by the facility afforded for transmission,
where the transmission is for a long distance, and where
*
*
*
other motors are inaccessible.
electric lights,

Thickness of Insulations.

1

BY ALEXANDER THOMPSON.
In discussing the qustion of insulation in general we
have heretofore confined ourselves almost exclusively to insulation res'stance, but have not considered the other factors
that, although not having quite the same prominence, are
This evening I call your atof almost equal importance.
tention to the question of thickness of insulations, as
This
of electrical work.
different
classes
required for
paper, I regret, is incomplete, and contains only a number
:,s

that

hope may lead

I

gcod

to

results.

It

present data regarding different kinds
illation, but my time has been so fully occupied that
them, or make a number of
I have been unable to prepare
experiments that I had in view.

on an electrical conductor has another
perform than simply to prevent a leakage of
on J function is to protect the conductor

The

insulation

*

of

any kind, and

ive influences.
kJ

insulating

The

compound the
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in
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can be very easily shown that
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between.
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Wire and point.
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Wire and point
gauge wire insulated with j r r>l an
This has an induct!
ffine.

between the arc lamps, we find, according
the descriptive discharge to be
(moo)"

x

x

.035
=

10-'

=
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to the formula,

0l5

inch

^

322

About one-sixth of the thickness of the dielectric.
Thus we see that so far as electrical disruptive discharges
dielectric concern the insulation of an electrical
conductor, there is little need of considering it, especially
in low tension systems, as shown by the following example:
(same wire and insulation) and taking length of wire
between lamps as lr of a mile. We have
U141 X 10
(220) 3 X
.0000275 inch.

through a

—

-

,

ri

5S22

That is, that on a circuit which carries a current of not
more than 220 volts' potential, the insulation necessary to
withstand any disruptive effort must only be thicker than
But when we come to consider high
.0000275 of an inch.
tension currents (direct), the disruptive effort becomes much
stronger, increasing as the formula shows, as the cube of
the e. m. f.
Take the example of an arc light plant of 50
lights, 2,500 volts, e. m. f. distance between lamps -^ of a
;

mile:

(2500)

3

X

.035

X

10

-

.094 inch;

5S22
the insulation is just a little thicker than the length
of the disruptive spark.
Take an example of power transmission for a long disthat

is,

tance, 10,000 volts.
Take length of wire between dynamo and giound as
have
of a mile.
fioooo) 3 X .035 X 10—
6 inch

We

^

=

5S22

A

Mr. Acheson's formula is
correct, no ordinary thickness of insulation would withstand
a ground that is perfect from the surface of one wire to the
most surprising

result, but

if

outside of the insulation of the other wire.

This last illustration is an extreme case, but it is likely
to be reached any day with the rapid advance in electrical
work. From these examples we see that the striking distance through the dielectric is so much greater with high
tension currents that it must be considered, and on 2.500
volts the insulation must at least be thicker than .094 of an
inch to prevent disruptive discharges alone.
Let us now consider the alternating currents.
It can be shown mathematically that a pressure suddenly
applied has twice the force that it has when gradually applied, and that the sudden reversal of a pressure causes a
strain three times as great as when slowly applied; that is
to say, the disruptive effort of an alternating current is at
least twenty-seven (three cubed) times that of a direct cur-

rent of the

same

potential.

The

alternating current pro-

The
duces results in the dielectric that are curious indeed.
continuous charge and discharge of the conductor sets up
molecular
disturbance
that
weakpeculiar
a
in the dielectric
explain
its
degree.
I
can
ens it to a certain
comparing
way than
by
it
no better
effect
in
condition
a
similar
cables.
There
with trans- Atlantic

—

—

and it
frequent reversals of the current
of affairs exists
to secure satisfactory
is a well known fact that in order
working the cables need rest, in order that the molecules
may assume a state of equilibrium. It is probable that the
electrostatic capacity is in some way increased by these
reversals.

Now, compare the number of reversals in one of these
number in conductors connected to a West inghouse machine, and judge for yourself of the effect on
cables with the

the dielectric in the latter case.
Let us say that the efficiency in the dielectric is decreased
Even then the disruptive effort of an alterbut one-half.
nating current is not less than fifty times greater than that
of a direct current of an equal e. m. f.
Tabulating these results we have
220 volts, direct, thickness of insulation to withstand disruptive effort not less than .0000275 inch.
1400 volts, direct, thickness of insulation to withstand disruptive effort not less than .0165 inch.
2500 volts, direct, thickness of insulation to withstand disruptive effort not less than .094 inch.

10000

volts, direct, thickness of insulation to
ruptive effort not less than 6 inch.

withstand dis-

1000

volts, alternating, thickness of insulation to
disiuptive effort not less than .162 inch.

withstand

2000

volts, alternating, thickness of insulation to

withstand

disruptive effort not less than 1.296

ii.ch.

In calculating the thickness to resist disruptive efforts of
alternating currents, I have not considered the decrease in
In each and every case the
efficiency of the dielectric.
calculation is maele on the assumption that the ground is
perfect from one wire up to the outside of the insulation of
the other, and that there is no fall of potential in the length

of potential,

twentieth of mile as the pOTl

and a

compcunds in the atmosphere having continually a new
surface to attack, assist in the work of destruction, and the
insulation soon becomes practically useless.
The pow» rful
effects of water particularly when first absorbed and then
frozen, scon destroy the insulation, and make it peel and
crack.
Abrasion can usually be prevented by care in installation, and by further protecting the insulation by a
covering of braid or tape.
With underground conductors the destructive influences
are mostly chemical action and water. Any one who has had
an) thing to do with underground work has no doubt had
the experience that thickness is most necessary for long life
of cables, and that a thin insulation, no matter how good it
may be both as a dielectric and a protection, will soon give
way from chemical action and water.
For general current distribution in buildings the insulation suffers from destructive influences trat vary with each
particular case, and for many kinds of work, an insulation
has not yet been made that will withstand the destructive
influences present, which are generally chemical.
Nor is it
possible to say that destructive influences will not be present, although it is possible to imagine a case in which there
is little need of insulation.
Gases of different kinds may be
present when least suspected, and an insulation that may
have stood for years without deterioration, in a seemirgly
parallel case will become in a short time worse than useless.
The conclusions lhat may be drawn are that the efficiency or life of an insulation depends first upon its quality
and second upon its thickness. At the present time we
cannot complain of quality.
There are a number of gcod
insulations that have stood very severe tests, not only as
dielectrics, but as coverings for resisting water, and the
effects of heat and cold, and, more or less satisfactorily.
chemical action
I have not called your attention to
the handling that
insulated conductors should have during the installation of
the plant.
Until the wireman is. educated to know that
insulated wires cannot be handled in the same way as a
chain cable we cannot hope to get along with thin insulation.
The wonder is that there are not more grounds and
short circuits in installations than there are.
What should be the thickness of the insulation? Briefly
stated, the insulation should have fir.*t a thickness greater
than the striking distance of the spark produced by the e.
m. f. of the current to be carried by the conductors; that
outside of this thickness there should be such additional
thickness as will enable the insulation to withstand the
destructive influences that may or can act upon it, so that
the life of the insulation shall be as long as the building in
which it is placed.
I can explain most clearly what I mean
by these two
thicknesses by rt ferring to the specifications for insulated
wire required by the Navy department:
First.
A layer of braided cotton next to the copper
wire, to protect the wire, and prevent kinks from the tear
ing of insulation.
Second. A layer of white rubber containing no sulphur.
This is the dielectric
Third.
A layer of black rubber or okonite, for the protection of the dielectric.
Fourth.
parceling or wrapping of tape, to protect
against abrasion.
Fifth.
A covering of lead tubing to resist chemical

—
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action.

This is ideal insulation, and for the purpose required,
marine work, answers all the requirements of the case.
The fault that I would find with many insulations is that
on the smaller sizes of wire they are altogether too thin,
while on the larger sizes there is often more than is required.
The figures proposed heretofore conform so exactly with
the best practice, both American and foreign, that I think
They are as follows: -fa volt
they should be adopted.
thickness for low tension current; 7(r ? volt thickness for high
'

tension current; /g volt thickness for alternating current.
This allows a fair margin of thickness for the seconel
function of the insulation, except for very high tension,
direct and alternating currents.
Good insulation means high efficiency, and goes a long

way toward making
cheaper

in the

electrical installations successful,

and

long run, both to the contractor and

is

the

function of the insulator to protect the conductor and itself from injury is almost of the same importance as the first, and is one that largely determines the
In connection with the thickthickness of the insulation.
ness of the insulation comes the question of quality of insulation, not so much as a dielectric but as a protection to
These, of course,
different destructive influences.
depend upon the position in which the conductor is placed.

The second

Taking low tension currents, we find that in general the
conductors are located as follows; For overhead conductor
for underground conductors; for general current distribution in buildings; and this last is subdivided into cleated
For high tension
work, moulded work and concealed.
.;

we find the same general locations of conand in alternating currents all except the last, but
comes in the possibility of a short circuit in the

direct currents
.

in this case

the high tension current
through the distributing conductors in the building.
nductors
on on rhei
The destructive inl
of atmosphere, alternate heating and
igha wide rang'- of temperature; rain and sleet;
nductors
ol
on from limb
!

1

;.

1

-

from broken wires rubbirg across

All these influences affect the insulation, and if its thickness is not great enough to stand a laige amount of wear
from these causes, it will soon become so thin that it wilt
be less than the striking distance, and will then be disrupted
and consequent short circuits ensue. The chemical action
of the atmosphere generally extends no further than the
surface of the insulator, and unless that isorherwise affected
-vill with
good insulating material have no bad effects.
When the insulation does not stand the effects of cold and
heat, by cracking, crystallizing or splitting, the chemical

purchaser.

of wire considered.

,

ro-farads per mile.

against buildings, ard
them.
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Recently Patented Improvements

in

Secondary Batteries
Editor WeSTERN

El.S<

The manufacture

tkjuan:

of secondary batteries in the United
increasing rapidly with the growing demand for
this form of apparatus in electric lighting and application
The question as to whether or not the broad
of power.
features of improvement attributed and patented to Faure
Electrical Accumuis to be secured to his assignees, the
lator company, is now in the hands of Judge Coxe, and a
The recent decision
decision will be rendered very shortly.
Refrigerin the United Stales Supreme court in the Bate
ator case has eliminated the only defence having any apFaure's invention, as is well understood,
parent merit.
was the application of an active material to a plate or support prior to immersion in the battery fluid; subsequent inventors modified the nature and form of the support plate
and the manner of combining this support plate and the
Among batteries now obtainable, whether
active material.
at the hands of authorized manufacturers or infringers, are
States

is

February
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those having a support plate of lead, others having a support plate of lead and antimony, with perhaps, a little
mercury added; and, as regards the form of plate, the keylock principle is applied to all; perforations having a
smaller diameter at or near the eenter of the plate meet
with the* greatest success; others have cells or perforations,
the grebtest diameter being at points intermediate the surOur patent record to-day shows thai
faces of the plate.
the specitic modifications mentioned were long since con
templated and patented by an English inventor.
The result of the recent interference between the application of John S. Sellon of Hatton Garden, England, and
Edmond Julien, assignor to the Julien Electric company, is
shown by the issue to the Electrical Accumulator company
(Sellon's assignees) of patent No. 396,958, dated January
29th, 18S9; claim 2 being the issue in interference, to-wit:
"In a secondary battery a plate, element or support containing lead and antimony in combination with an 'active
material.' '*
Recent publications emanating from Julien's
assignees give an impression widely at variance from what
the issue of this patent shows to be the facts. The language
of the technical expert of the Patent offiee, not referred to
in the publication of the Julien company, shows what the
"ff Sellon was the first to use plates
facts really are:

formed of lead and antimony, or two or more metals, of
which lead and antimony are essential, I can see no good
reasons why he should not claim his invention in such
broad terms as would prevent its being pirated by the ad-
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New York

Hoard of Trade and Transportation were crowded on Friday last with telephone sub-

who

scribers

of the

indorse the board's

now

bill,

Albany,

at

ducing telephone charges to $6 and A3 a month

and the smaller towns of

cities

who
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presided, briefly explained that two

principal

the

.

purifh rs v

big

the

in

Simon

state.

re-

Om

direct to the engines.

ch

Sterne,

height

object-

the top.

They

bottom, the remainder with

The first was that the contract between the telephone companies and the subscribers was a private one,
into which nobody was forced to enter; while the second

free

set

up

that, as the telephone is a

patented

Engineering company

from

has no right to put such restrictions upon

Sterne explained that he and the board held that the tele-

cent plant will also be

which are well known constituents of type metals, which
are essentially alloys of lead and antimony, would avoid any
patent he might obtain, unless he is protected by some such
claim as the one in interference, and the purpose of the
claim seems to be to protect him from just this danger.

phone was a public necessity; that

cided to build an extension of

Julien's claim is included in and subordinated by the claim
of Sellon
for the reason that it is directed to an alioy of
which lead and antimony are essential ingredients "
The
issue of this patent gives Sellon's assignees, the Elec.rical

London, $60

—

Accumulator company, the control of the battery employing an alloy plate whether the present suit, based upon the
Faure patent now in the judge's hancs, and upon which a
decision is expected in a short time, is favorable or unfavorable.
The public may therefore take warning at this
time against further infringement on patented lights; for
if, upon the decision being rendered
against the manufacturers, such manufacturer should be insolvent or irre
sponsible, resort will doubtless be had to consumers or users

Mr.

l'.ut

owners used the pub-

its

highways, and that the right appertained to the state to
regulate monopolies.
Here the rate is $150 and £iSo a
lic

In Vienna

year.

about $40;

it is

and

to $70,

§40

Paris,

in

to

$5°; >n

while in most of

in Berlin, $30;

those cities the companies pay a considerable tax
municipalities.

Mr. Talcott introduced a resolution appoint-

ing a committee of twenty-lue to co-operaie with the committee of the board in urging the passage of the

sioner's office.

As

and as both the

electric light

the

works

city

commis-

there was no competition for this work,

companies

have the

in the city

an accounting and for damages
A second very important patent, granted on the same
date to the assignees of Sellon for improvements in secondary batteries, No. 396,770, is also of sufficient importance
to merit special attention.
This is intended to cover and
covers a special form of perforated plate, such as is used
by the Gibson Electric company, and such as is shown in

same

the recent modifications of Faure's invention attributed to
Anthony Reckenzaun. The Gibson battery makes more or
less successful use of a perforated plate, produced by piercing a sheet of lead with a series of perforations in such a
manner that the openings at the surface of the plate are
smaller than the diameter of the perforation at one or more
points intermediate the surfaces. The claims of this patent,
as will be seen from the example given, cover this construction; for instance:
"In a secondary battery a plate,
element or support having cells, perforations or receptacles,
the diameter of which, at or near one or both poles of the

$480,000 for street lighting purposes, and these two companies have contracts now that will take $229,220 of that

for

than the diameter at one or more points
intermediate said poles.'" This gives the assignees ol Sellon

major

axis, is less

a practical control of the form of battery manufactured
the Gibson company, the invention of Sellon, as shown

by
by

his English patent, having been perfected long before the
construction was adopted by Gibson.
The third patent covers the construction adopted by
Fitzgerald-Jones in England when they were manufacturing batteries for experimental or exhibition purposes.
The
Fitzgerald-Jones plan was to mould a solid peroxide plate,
and attach a framework of celluloid to the edges and parts
of the surface thereof; on the inside of this frame, between
the frame and the peroxide plate, was a thin strip of platinum, but this construction was contemplated and perfected
by Sellon long prior to the time of its adoption by Fitzgerald-Jones.
This third patent, No. 396,769, was issued
on the same date as the others above referred to; one claim
reads:
"In a battery a support or terminal containing a
practically inoxidizable material combined with a conductor
of platinum, and a mechanically applied active material substantially as described."
These three patents are all believed to be valid; if so
their ownership places the Electrical Accumulator company
in position to control the accumulator or secondary battery
industry of the Faure patent.

Electrical Accumulator Company,
Per T. P. CONANT.

president, Charles Cooper, the bids were the

those of last year

— $182.50 per

bidders were the Citizens'

and the Municipal

Light company.

Electric

lights

There

is

on

order,

the general impression

might

new

among

men

who

those

are

and bearing

that its force

is

electrical

Bate Refrigerator

among

dent of the Electric Illuminating company,

have stated that:
of

ours.

He

position.

is

who charge

men engaged

company

Edison

the

with

appealing to the ignorant public, while they themselves are

The

doing precisely the same.

are

facts

The

simple.

Edison company brought suit against its infringers upon its
fundamental patents. These suits were met by the defendants with the plea

th.it

the Edison patents involved had ex-

This view being sustained by the courts of

first

was then blocked.
obstacle we were compelled in some way to

the

Among

Trade.

"New

sylvania;

Wirt,

reach the Supreme court and have the point upon which the

This we have done

which

is

decision

at a cost to us

of itself sufficient to refute the charge of lack of

confidence in our patents.
is

The

result of the

Supreme court

remove the obstructive plea of expiration

to

of

Westinghouse

of

and leaving us in a position to force the real
issue in the courts upon the question of merit.
It is needless to say that we shall do this with vigor."
P.
others,

New York
York, Jan.

conductors

— The

in this city is

things began to look
the further

31.

now

Notes.
and

Kansas City,

yesterday

Power company's

strike of the car drivers

a

week

old,

somewhat grave.

what direction

In

developments of the situation

matter of uncertainty, but at this

moment

that encourage the belief that the

back

and

may

tend

there

are

of

the

is

a

signs

strike

is

The proportion of horses to cars is from seven to
and when the waste of energy and money that is en-

broken.
ten,

tailed

by a contest such as

is

now going on

is

considered

plant west of

Annralle

the

streets,

in height with

Feb.

;

lantern

station will be

Mississippi.

feet;
floor,

basement and sub

dynamo room

engine room,

26x4s

It

feet.

first

floor,

will

a

be

and

five stories

The dimensions

cellar.

as follows:

ppointed by tie
the

Building

rates

The

ers.

and should a

strike be

organized

power each, with

a total

ol

income

is

royalties anil

612 must be deducted
storm and wear.

There will be
companies represented.
City.

club

and

members

its

by the Missouri

&

£394.507, and the net profit
patents alone costing £92,466,

to £119, 94S.

for the

From

this

§77,-

depreciation of propertv bv

For example, the £20,000 damage done

by the sleet storm of December 2b, iSSS, would go into the
expense account of 1SS9.
The net earnings would amount
cent,

if

improvements were taken

The committee

into

ac-

reported further that the service in

Kamas City was far superior to that at any other point,
which superioriiy was laigely due to superior applia
The committee submitted as its conclusion that the s<
was exce lent, the charges reasonable, and the earnings even
less

than they should be

The committee suggested a more

central po.nt, as a center from which to
radius,

ment.

reckon the

;
|

mile

and Mr. Mulvanc took the matter under adviseThe committee recommended to the company that

the rental of residence telephones within

the

city limits

be

'..

he company had

auxiliai y

in

contemplation the cstablishmi

exchanges

,

nected by tiunk lints with the city exchange.

In that

con-

way

suburban subscribers would be lessened, as
would be mai
o( three quaru
ile from
an auxiliary station.
The subscribers would have the option
time
01 connecting ai any
with the central exchange
the i<^\ to

..

-

on second

26x48

feet;

boiler

boilers are of

26x43

floor,

room,

ular rates,

Mr. Meyer, chairman of

first

the Ba

had

furthei figures

property

stables to keep up,

Edison

Jenks, director

subscribers

and the pay-roll amounting

Safely Steam l'ower company's make, and an of]

some

fifty

omcceicial

t

charged

gross

§77,612, the

tors of street car

cumber-

J.

York

A thorough examination of
books and accounts showed that there are thirty-four exchanges now operated by the company with 6,38s subscrib-

its

have no costly and

New

sary assistance by the officers.

& Wilcox make, and have a capacity of 2, IOO horse power,
The engines, fifteen in number, will be of the New York

roads will

W.

by

views,

York:

Stations," illustrated bv

be seen from the report fiom the telephone commit-

enormous advantages of electric cars in such an emergency becomes apparent.
In the near future the propriethe

Central

.

located

The seven

ight

located on Wall

is

are

I

incandescent

largest

and when completed

of the building and main rooms
54x1)6 feet;

the

of

by [ohn

New

of

Kansas Telephone company are not exorbitant. The committee reported that it had been freely shown the books of
the telephone company, and had been rendered all neces-

'I

Electric

Bergmann & Co.

Standardizing bureau,

City.

2.— The Edison

Board of

of the

read during the conven-

Electric Current,"

for the

of

"Nooks and Corners

fixed at s<

Kansas

Uses

electrician,

count.

plea was based decided.

H. Allen, president

the papers to be

tion are the following: "The Steam Engine," by Prof.
William D. Marks of the University of the State of Penn-

to only 5 per

and

New

extend the visitors a hearty welcome, and will

city, will

be seconded by E.

To remove

patents, thereby destroying the defense

CORRESPONDENCE.

1

resort, further progress in the litigation
this

superintendent

his position as

American Electric Light company of this city.
The association of Edison Illuminating companies will
hold its ninth annual convention in this city, commencing
February 2th, continuing three days. The convention wil
be held at the Coates House.
Mayor Kumpf, in behalf of

of the

that

established

simply the successor of other

in electric affairs,

pired.

current meters, which will be put in position as scon as pos-

tee

and carried with it the
Mr. Westinghousc assumes no new

received

sible.

as

reported to

company has

City Electric Light
1

no

the validity of the patent involved,
validity

The Kansas

It will

is

The

a number of Thomson- louston direct reading alternating

probably one hundred and

" The decision in this case

he plant

cago, under the supervision of Mr. Glover.

and

by

I

wiring was done by the Western Electric company of

best

E. H. Johnson, presi-

sight be supposed.

first

about 700 rooms.

total of

suit,

is

incandes-

company has de300 rooms. This, when com-

increased, as the

the

company

so conclusively in favor of the Edison
at

make a

'

The

capacity.

be one of the largest isolated plants in the west.

magic

here as to the decision in the

means

average, twenty

an

great diversity of opinion

capable of judging

supposed to

is

The aldermen have appropriated

light the eastern district.

The aldermen
every Monday.

light.

Illuminating

supplies Brooklyn proper, while the latter

sum.

The
company
The former

year for each

Electric

same as

keep the

expects soon

25 light

Oscar Diisch has resigned

bids for lighting the streets of Brooklyn with elec-

were opened yesterday in

tricity

pleted, will
will

was passed unanimously.

resolution

The

This

bill.

plant an arc machine of

the

to

to

are using the Edison meter;

now in use.
The Midland Hotel company

dition of a small percentage of some other metal
The addition of a small proportion of zinc, tin or bismuth, all of

use.

brick.

under contract

is

The company

scale.

from the

feet

common

50 are

article, the state
its

.

be lined with

will

ions had been raised against legislation regulating telephone

charges.

si

6

,

2,250

horse

power.

Thirty

the

showing the

committee, stated that he
luisines, of the

minutest details, but that the commttfc

company

in

to turn

report, as they v
and had aUca. rs
eit puring the committee to arrive at its conclusions.
A-ith its

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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The debate on

was quite

the report

and resulted

spirited,

in

the adoption of the report.

H. D. Ames

of the Electrical

The

worthy of note.

is

Homes

of the

Protective system in this city

sys'eru

St. Louis, Feb.

week

2.

—

Louis, Mo.
The Board of Public Improvements

work of drawing up the

finished the

by

The

approved the form of the specifications.

provide that the entire city be lighted
stituting for the present lights arc

as the location

may

plans

by electricity, sub-

or incandescent

The

require.

specifica-

Counselor

City

electricity.

lamps,

and public high-

streets

ways must be lighted every night throughout the year from

sundown

forty minutes after

The

sunrise.

minutes

before

2,000 candle

power

thirty

until

arc lights are to be

of

The

each, and the incandescent lamps of 35-candle power.
lights, wires

and

condition at

all

all

other appliances must be kept in

times and be subjected to

ments as may be made or discovered

in

can be turned over

the plant
to that of

any

improve-

electric

lighting

conducting the

in

electricity will

made

provision

is

conduits,

on towers,

or

The

country.

the

on

be carried

have the wires

later to

the contracts

a condition equal

to the city- in

plant

electric

good

such

generally, so that at the time of expiration of

wires

poles, unless

through

carried

The house committee on

public improvements has given
in the

ordinance pro-

viding for placing electric wires in underground conduits,
the basis of calculation being the Dorsett conduit.
Botinger, vice-president, and David

Capt.

Powell, president, of

Thomson-Houston Electric Lighting company; W. L.
G. £>. Allen, manager of the Brush company, and Rudolph
Bohle, local manager of the Western Union Telegraph
company, were speakers. The electric light men notified
the

the committee that they were not going

National

patronize

to

the

the Dorsett conduit,

if

the latter organization secures passage of the pend-

bill

through both branches of the municipal assembly, as

even
ing

Subway company operating

they did not think the plan had as

matured.

They did not

been

yet

sufficiently

Dorsett com-

feel satisfied that the

currents, though they

system when

its

would be prompt

to

adopt the Dor-

been demonstrated.

practicability has

At the meeting of the house of delegates
Delegate Gartenbach introduced a

tenham Railway company
railway from the

week,

last

for

electric

attention

and operate a

of

new
new Manchester road to Cheltenham, Benton, and if
company desire, to the western limits of the city of
forks of the old and

the

Louis, to be operated

by animal, cable or

Delegate Clark introJuced a
authority to the United
to

St

granting permission and

bill

in the streets of the city, for

other person

plans and drawings be

Cincinnati, O.

to

M. Doner ty of

the Fair

commencing

who had

Grounds

Carthage, and

at

matter was referred to the
will

Ludlow avenue.

solicitor.

If the right of

The
way

be the only direct route to Car-

The

present telephone

bill

now

pendifl

ic

':nme within

reduction of

leg-

Dg, calls for a

t

fear the

pass

bill will

desire to

I

an amendment to turn the body over to friends on
demand."
Mr. Coulter's amendment was lost. Mr.
Huffman moved to strike out the section requiring the
warden to take certificates from all the spectators that the
offer

death sentence had been executed.

Mr. Coulter moved

adopted.

to

The amendment was
amend by extending the

time before the execution from nine to fourteen weeks, instead of four to eight weeks
The amendment was

adopted.

San

by members of the

electrical fraternity for

be located near the Union line power

will

Joseph, and very likely

St.

will be

run

house

electric club similar to those in

system, and

purpose

Edison

company has take part of the stock of the Globe company.
The capital stock of the Globe company is §50,000.
1

Louisville, Ky.
Louisville, Ky., Feb. 2.— A number of Louisville men
are building an electric street car line in
Jefferson ville, a
nourishing Indiana town of 15,000, across the

is

new

The

being rapidly pushed forward.

completed, and the boilers, fifteen

central

building

is

number, already in
position.
The Pacific Coast Steamship company's steamship Walla Walla is lighted by the Edison system.
H.

the exclusive franchise for street car service
in
Jeffersonville for fifty years.
The construction of the road

be begun immediately.

will

new

the

The

in

— The

19.

be one

$5, 000 damages, in

jury in the

against

which Aaron

case

trial.

Following the

same company

the

Rothschilds

Railway company of Wichita against

for

is plaintiff.

& Suburban

Riverside

of the

Eckert

Manufacturing company of

Archer Electrical

$3,ooodamages, has been on
will

Fred

of

Elec-

J. L.

Beddon

and the Advance Electrical Construction company

failed to

out

about

will cross

construe ion of the electric line on

progressing rapidly, and

Green

street

will shortly

it

in con-

twenty-four hours, and were

M.

discharged.

A

50 light incandescent plant is being installed on the
which plies between this city and Jeffersonville.

At the last meeting of the city council of Cynthiana, Ky.,
an ordinance was offered giving a franchise to the Cynthiana Electric Light

& Tower company.

ma

offered to light the city of Cynthi

cent lamps of not less than 16-candle

have

incandes-

power each.

coaipany recently organized

electric light
to

The company

ly eighty

plant in operation at an

its

St,

^

Birmingham, Ala.
Birmingham, Ala,, Feb. 2.— At a meeting of
chants of Birmingham held at the Opera House
cently the

first

company.

steps were taken

Mr. Harris,

company, offered
Electric Light

pointed to

representing

Westinghouse

the

about one-fourth the cost of

to subscribe

Birmingham

the

(Ala.)

A

& Power company.

make

Main

street last

man and

& Kansas

week which

—An accident occurred

committee was apcharter and city license,

applications for

legal subscription

list

at the next meeting.

directors of the Edison Electric Light

company

resulted in

the

death of one

number of persons. Electhe Union
Railway company, north
tric car No. 2G of
bound, was run into by a train of box cars of the "Diago
nal " road, and the electric car, passengers and all were
known an embankment fifty feel deep into [ilacke
There were about ten

passengers on board

the electric car, and their escape from instantaneous death
ulous.

James
tid:

fortunati

nd has

the WOI

"

Craig, one of

The

the

direc-

accident was very un-

<

>ne of the latest industries to

mingham and

vicinity

the

is

supply the wants of

Stevens

Electric

Bir-

company,

which has just established a public lighting station, and is
now running a system of the Waterhouse arc and incandescent electric lights.

company

here,

This makes the third electric light
and the proposed Merchants' company will
Tj.

Joseph, Mo.
—The Wyatt Park

St.
St. Joseph,

way company
that is new in

Feb
will

are

where the

'

.'

a year for a

from

.-ill

nion

!

l

can

upholstered

by clectric-

adlighl on

:

the

powerful lighl
e<

tugment
of (he he

lining

I

he approa* h of

Brussels

in

stoves are encased in a box, which

can contribute to

the center of the car, and

is

very

a

The

carpeting.

right into the seat in

is let

decided improvement

over those cars which have the stove

in

center of the

the

floor.

A powerhouse
car

room

of brick

A number

everything which

an unusual!} high rate of
ted

Rail-

Everything

and comfort of the traveling public, has
All of the metal work is polished brass and

been secured.
seats

Electric

operate six cars this winter.

street car building, or that

the convenience

the

2

1.1

1

will

pulling Up these places.
tion,

the track,

Llierc is

St.

Joseph
in

1

A

feet

be used as a
it,

and

ieen sci tired,

the

stale that in the irial trips

darkened,

50x65

feel, (o

of tracks have been placed in

grades were necessarily made,

irse,

built,

50x120

tend to facilitate building and rcpaii

In the construction of

upon

been

has

building has also been erected

reside:

and with the glare

held

regular monthly meeting recently.
The capacity of
the plant has been enlarged by about 1,500 lamps. Among
othtr things discussed was the purchase of additional
machinery for arc lights.
its

at the

Cily railway crossing on North

the serious injury of a

snakc creek.

re-

form an electric light

to

The company was named

the plant.

the merhotel

Joseph, Mo.

[osfj'H, Mo., Jan, 12.
go, St. Paul

in

early

be the fourth in Birmingham.

St.

in

be ready

ferry Hite,

The

case

line

for operation.

Topeka, Kan.
Jan.

The proposed

Louisville

and present the

Kan.,

The

river.

company has

of

Kastern states.

Light company's

California Electric

for put-

the

be held

will

a step in the right direction, as the need of such an
organization has been felt in this city.

The

North

in

connection with

in

While east Mr. Craig completed arrangements

it.

ting in the Edison incande cent

The secDnd

is

mpany.

thought

jr., who has been east the past week
in the
Globe Electric Light company, has returned
The power house for the electric light company

day,

the

plai c,

is

James Craig,
interest of the

Paducah expects

San Francsico, Cal
Francisco, Cal., Jan. 26.—A meeting

been beat':

it

the electricity, the weight of the trolley wheel
against the
wire and these S.ooo pounds of car weight,
it must have
been a terrific blow, and the empty cars coming at a high

M.

the

;

edge
power of

the pushing

this city is

"For

senator said:

50 per

tetephi

To overcome

The

l

islature

feet

and Jefferson bridge and run
junction with the street car system in this city.

They de-

street car line.

at

amend by

to

representatives of

five

must have been
weigh
from the track

at the time of the accident to the

embankment.

of the

instance

the Cinrin

he asked permission to lay a single or dcublc track on the
^c pike,

reports

In each

maintained that the press would be
some way, either by the physician or some

agree, after being

week's meeting of

company, presented a communication
Ding the board that his coir pan y was about to make
it

read from

Mr. Zimmerman moved

Incline Plane

extend

a man's ac ion

train

electric cars

twenty

at least

is

on which the car was
of the

The

The

force.

the right to be present.
The amendMr. Coulter had some objections to
the bill.
In the first place he thought there was no
certainty that accidents might not occur by electricity.

trical

Main

if

ment was adopted.

provements.

electric road out of its

submitted that

He

press.

represented in

The

an

He

authorizing the warden to designate

submitted to and approved by the board of public im-

the county commissioners J.

was not desired to inflict a lingering
members would object to the dis-

The speaker

the rope broke.

case

last

Some

t^at this

horrible execution of several prisoners.

present

— At

been

life, it

Christian burial.

against the

2.

has

it

of

was not going much further to say that
There was nothing so degrading as the practice of turning over the body of a criminal
to the friends for burial.
This law was an admonition to
this class of people, that they had forfeited the right to a
forfeited his

wires to be used for the transmission of electricity and for

Feb.

where

deal

he also forfeited his body.

for

Civ

great

the

position of the body.

Wichita

nati

it

of

it

coming with terrific
pounds each, and it

home.

Some

and during the term of thirtyelectric and other

purposes, provided that the

provide

to

bill

a

would be almost imapproach of the train.

it

to see the

was very dark that night, and the very
on the C, St. P. & IC C. road were
being dropped down the track is, it seems to me.
a flagrant
this,

further injury, but

Toi'KKA,

service

More than

rate of speed."

death.

man

fact that these cars

would make death so
easy that it was defeating the end desired."
It was the
aim of the law to remove the criminal so he could do no

purpose of distributing

ol her

attracted

the senate,

members would urge

and supply pipes

mains, conductors, manholes and

live years, for the

interest in

maintain and operate conduits, pipes,

construct and

has

and the brilliancy of the car within,
possible for the motor

piece of criminal carelessness.

& Power company

Light

Electric

R.

influenced by prejudice as to the effects of the law.
of the

station

the

power.

electric

measure.

introduced.
The author of the bill said in a speech in its
support the other day;
"I asked the members not to be

This

street

Chouteau avenue and the
Manchester roads, westward on

intersection

have con-

I

pure-minded

of

2.— Mr. Rannels'

Feb-

,

executions

and

authorizing the Chel-

to construct

O

Columhus,

forming an
bill

number

in the legislature to defeat the

position conduit afforded sufficient protection to arc light

sett

$6021.

Columbus, O.

the

by any other improved means.

another hearing to persons interested

is

fidence that there are a sufficient

men

have sub-

I

that the cost to us of main-

taining each subscriber annually

time

D.

tions for lighting the city

Bill

present

fifteen subscribers.

St.

last

the

at

the business.

profit in

showing

affidavit

Home

hands of the

in the

is

Telegraph company, and has
about

an immense

is

mitted an

Supply company of Chica
go has been in the city for the past week.

The growth

there

February

he

1

will

no

railway
bill
dlffii

When

have as

Initcd States.

I

he

a

number

I

steep

he road

uhy was experienced

the whole line
tine

of

officers of

an

electric

is in

in

opera-

railway as
B.
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THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.

pon he proper!)
ever a sj
to be made
01 constructs m of w ires th-r
hall be apportioned
within twenty years; or it may be
and thai portion assessed upon propcrtj
shall be payable in annual instal merits ni
si to be due when the warrant
1

-

expected that Warren.

It is

>.,

«

will

be lighted

b)

tricity.

Joliet (III.)

papers are advocating the purchase of a

city

electric light plant.

The
for

city council of

an

Huntington. \V. Va.,

negotiating

is

fi

em

:

It is

<

electric light plant.

The Merchants Arc Light

iV

Power company

In the legal fight at
of

<

Chicago

towa City,

la.,

Jan. 29th, hcl

the gas company and the electric lighl
rship of the $50,000 gas stock hypotl
1

has increased

The
Tenn

its

from $30,000

capital stock

to $60,000.

Greenville Electric Light company of
will increase the capacity of its plant in

,

(

Jreenville,

the

\\>:..ir

fu ure.

The Laredo (Tex.) Electric Light
arc lamp plant.
The company
International depot.

its

company

now

is

is increasing
lighting the

Business men residing in the vicinity of Thirty-first
Chicago, decided to form an electric light company
at a meeting last week.

Graves

I.

K.
-:.

Chicago, Judge Fairall filed a lengthy
requiring the motion to stay the annual e
of the gas company, and holding that under tin
cumstances of tin- case plaintiff's remedy, if hi
was to cnnipel a transfer of stock on the comp;
not in mandamus, but in equity.
The plaintiff ami
his petition in tre equitable action by asking an
transfer, and for a temporary injunction.

lipment will be

menced

Electric Light

mouth. Va., has been
president and John L.

& Power company

organized

Watson

with

II

secretary

and

L.

of

Ports-

Maynard

treasurer.

The Columbia Electric Light, Power & Meat company at
Chicago has been incorporated with a capital stock of $15.000, by J. J. McEvoy, D. Barclay and M. P. Gerrity.
The Lakeside

Electric

Light.

Power &

Heat company

has been incorporated at Chicago; capital stock, Sio.ooo;
incorporators, D. Barclay, E. S. Craig and Charles East
City Electric Light company of Johnson
City., Tenn., which has been renting its power, is about to
new
building
for its plant, and will put in power
erect a

The Johnson

machinery.

The Thomson- Houston Company will furnish 1,000
incandescent and 30 arc lamps to illuminate the inaugural
ballroom at Washington.
The arrangements for the
decoration of the building are the most elaborate ever
known in this country.

Among

the recent installations of the Thomson-Houston
are the following: C. H. Talmage, Huntsville,
Mo., 150 lights, incandescent; Peralta Park hotel, Berkeley, Cal., 400 incandescent lamps; Pacritina, Cal., Electric
Light company, 1,200 incandescent, alternating system.

company

The

Elkhart

Electric

company

of Elkhart, Ind., has
been incorporated. The capital stock is $30,000. The
company has purchased the local arc light plant, and is
enlarging its capacity, and will add an incandescent system.
The company will furnish electrical power to the street
railway, of which it is sole owner.

The

city council of Springfield, 111.,

has been consider-

ing a project of lighting the city by electricity.
Mr. Ide
of that city has offered to put in on a ten-years' contract a
plant, and furnish 2,000 candle power arc lights at a cost
to the city of forty cents per night per light.

The Western Electric company of Chicago has installed
the following plants recently: Two 50 light dynamos, 100
lamps, low tension, for street lighting, and 30 lights, high
tension, for commercial use, for the Tiffany, O., Gas company; 25 light plant for Pioneer Mills, Negaunee, Mich.,
25 light plant at Champion, Mich., Iron mines.
the Place du Carrousel, Paris, a
large crowd collects nightly round the electric lights.
Taking hold of each other's hands a chain is formed, and
the person nearest the candelabra taps the current
how is
not explained
thus giving an electric shock to the whole
ring.
This diversion has been going on for nearly a fortnight, and the number of experimentalists is stated to be
nightly increasing.
It is reported that in

—

—

In a Pennsylvania city, this week, has been decided a
question, the legal status of which, we had supposed, was

says a Philadelphia exchange
An electric
its fixtures into a building and
furnished light.
The tenant of the building changed from
one lighting company to another, and refused to allow the
first company to remove its fixtures, but used them in conjunction with ihe second company's system.
An appeal to
the law gave the former company the right to the fixtures.

beyond

lighting

all cavil,

company had put

The argument in the appeal in the case of Ferranti against
Gaulard & Gibbs was heard in London, January 12th, It will
be remembered that Mr. Ferranti's petition to revoke the
laulard & Gibbs' patent for distributing electricity by means
of secoi dary generators was granted by Justice Ktkewich,
From this decision Gaulard & Gibbs apJuly gth, 18S8.
pealed
Defendant's counsel recapitulated the heads of the
three elements of his clients' patent
the dynamo sending
alternating currents at high tension, the long main wire, and
the secondary generator
and stated that in none of thereports of commissions before their lordships was either Gaulard & Gibbs' purpose indicated, or their special apparatus
*

—

—

After some technical legal argument as to the
amendment of Gaulard & Gibbs' specification by
disclaimer, he went on to state that, although some prior
specifications did contain some crude anticipations of Gaulard
Gibbs' patent, there was not a single instance of any
user of any one of them
described.

effect of the

&

Lake View, 111., wants an electric light station or gas
works, and a bill was presented to the legislature last week,
which, if passed, will enable the city to build a plant.
The
bill provides that cities, incorporated
towns, and villages
shall have power to provide for a supply of gas or electricity
for municipal purposes by the erection of a system of gas or
electric works or by uniting with any adjacent city, incorporated town, or village in the construction of a system of gas
or electric works for joint use.
Cities, incorporated towns
and villages may borrow money. A general tax in the
manner as other municipal taxes may be levied and collected.
Ihe expenses of erecting lamp posts, poles and wires may

electric railway will

tramway company.
Recent improvements in the navigation of the Thames by
power have been so successful that a new electricboat has been constructed
Its dimensions are 65% feet by
10 feet.
Smaller launches have been operated a number of
months.
A floating station has been put in operation for
charging the storage batteries. Other launches and stations
are being designed and constructed.
electric

of Chicago has
been incorporated with a capital of £72,000: incorporators,
L. D. Tuttle, J M. Cleaver, W. F. Wiemers.

The Cleveland Telephone company has removed to its
new exchange, and all the offices have been consolidated

from Springfield, 111., dated January 23d,
of Lake presented a bill in the House this
morning relating to the petition granting the right of way
to "any steam dummy, electric, cable, horse, or other railroad company."
It provides that no company can lay
down tracks in any street of the city except upon the petition of the owners of the land representing more than onehalf of the frontage of the street, or so much thereof as is
sought to be used by the railroad company.

into one.
This will insure better
equal benefit to the company.

power

The motors

for the electric light plant of

and that
under way.
pleted,

are

About 100 horse

in addition will be required in the hotel.

The

the auditorium proper

wiring
is

com-

for the hotel portion of the building is well

experitransmitting power by electricity, having built and
being about ready to start an electric power traveling crane
to work in the foundry.
It will have a working capacity to
handle a load of twenty tons with ease. All the motions,
longitudinal travel, transverse travel and raising and lowering the load, will be effected by electric motors suitably
located on the crane, and which will be controlled by three
small levers.
The motors were furnished by the Sprague
Electric Railway & Motor company, and the experiment,
as far as it has gone, promises a complete success.

speaking of the electric
"How provokingly slow the East Cleveland
road says;
cars go, or seem to go, west on Willson avenue, after a
The
person leaves a motor car for one drawn by horses.
motor cars run along at an easy and rapid gait, and it
seems like leaving a passenger train and boarding a freight
train to get on a horse car from a motor car.
It makes a
person long for the time when motorcars will be run on all
the lines, and over their entire length." It is rumored that
the management of the East Cleveland road intends increasing the line before long, and extending it in several
Pfaindeaier, in

company's interests in New Brunswick to the
Bell company of Canada, by which company they are to be
transferred to the New Brunswick company.
The Nova
Scotia company also resolved to enter into a combination
with the Bell company of Canada, the American Bell company of the United States, and the New Brunswick company, whereby the lines of all will connect with one another,
and no opposition line will be allowed to connect.

A

di^pUch from Lansing, M'ch., dated Jan. 30th. says
the senate has ordered the auditor general to furnish statisannual tax paid by telephone companies and
the annual valuation of the companies since 1SS1 to enable

tics of the

on a bill presented by Senator
By its provisions the rental charge of telephones
exceed $3 a month for one instrument and £2.50
a month each where two or more are used in the same
establishment, or by the same lessee.
The proposed
charge for distance telephoning is fixed at fifteen cents for
the first live minutes, and Uvc cents for each five minutes
to act intelligently

it

Wisner.

shall not

thereafter.

directions in Cleveland.

In the equipment of the Sprague Electric road at Atlantic
N. J., iron poles of a very neat and tasteful design
will be used throughout the entire extent of the line for sup
porting the trolley wire over the center of the track. These
poles which will be ornamental and of a graceful appearance will be erected in the center of the street, and
firmly set in concrete to prevent all bending or change of
From either side of these poles there will be an
position.
ornamental bracket extending over the tracks for supportThe silicon bronze trolley wire will
ing the trolley wire.
be of the small size, no larger than an ordinary telephone
Its high tensile strength, over eighty
or telegraph wire.
thousand pounds per square inch, will enable the ovet
system of supports to be of the lightest and most unobThis trolley wire will be reintrusive character posible.
forced by the regular system of a main conductor running
parallel, and tapped at necessary intervals along the line
to insure a uniform pressure of electricity at all points
This main conductor is also reinforced by
of the road.
feeders running directly from the generating station, so
weight of all the overhead work is reduced
size
and
the
that
Each car will be equipped with two 15
to a minimum.
horse power Sprague motors, flexibly suspended to insure
City,

be of

to sell the

in

The Cleveland

will

A dispatch from Halifax, X. S., says: At a special meeting of the Nova Scotia Telephone company, it was decided

The Reliance Works at Minneapolis are making an

ment

and

An official report concerning the development of telephonic communication in Switzerland shows that, since the
establishment of the first telephone in 1SS0, sixtv-one towns
have been provided with it, and there are now 6,944 telephonic stations, of which no fewer than 1,500 are in Geneva
and its suburbs. Most of the Swiss towns are now connected with one another, Geneva communicating not only
witli Lausanne and other places on the shores of the lake,
but with Berne, Zurich and St. Gall.

& Izard, Chicago.
the following capacity:

Leonard

Four of 15 horse power, one of 7^ horse power and two of
No make of motor was mentioned in the
5 horse power
bid, the firm merely guaranteeing results.
to be used for operating ventilating fans.

service,

The Commercial Advertiser of New York says that at
Provincetown, Mass., a government telephone expert is
looking over the Cape Cod coast, making estimates relative
to the establishment of telephone connections between
stations of the United States life saving service.
These
connections are needed, and will be of much value.

contract for the motors for the Auditorium building
to

of

THE TELEPHONE.

Hoppin

been awarded

in the

The Lake View Telephone exchange

dispatch

contract calls for motors of

the

Chattanooga.

Scranton, Pa., now lays claim to the title of " The Electric City."
Its streets are all lighted by electricity; its
street cars ate tun by the same force, and a good deal of
its machinery is driven by the same power.
Scranton is
not yet twenty-three years old as a city, but it claims a
population of 95,000, while some of its more sanguine citizens say the population will not fall short of 100.000.

The

erman

incline,

Inducements havi

lild the northern route, and
near future.
S. W. Devine,
the road, informed a reporter
that the electric road would be rfrom Broad street to Missionary Ridge about April 1, The
contract made with the Sprague company for the electrical
appliances provides that all the machinery shall be in position and ready for work by that time.
It was reported on
the street yesterday that some persons not friendly to the
electric road were trying to induce certain property* owners
on Oak street to enjoin the building of the street car tracks
on that thoroughfare. Such a proceeding would only delay
the work a short time.
The right-of-way has been granted
the company over that street, and it is very certain that the
road will be built.
Injunction proceedings could only delay
the completion of an enterprise of much importance to

In Ballarat, Victoria, Australia, a Julien electric tram
was tested and pronounced a success. Within a short
time electric tramways will be extensively operated in Ballarat according to the statement of the manager of the

The

from the

abandoned.

lers

car

Ihicago, has

be

will

probably be done

enterprise.

<

Lidge

a pro;

On
ridge

probably be built 3t Jacksonville
III.
An overhead system will be built. W. S. Hook has
the matter in charge.
The local papers strongly favor the

A

work
th:

:.

now considering

is

:

says:

ftccn

^sible.

company

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
An

.

incr.

stem for

street,

The Edison

.

in

THE TELEGRAPH.
A

ondon clipatcli -iys: "The Anglo-American Telegraph company has issued a report stating that sinee the
establishment of the rate at one shilling .1' word tor telegrams between England and America "the revenue of the
company has increased -7 per cent., while its ml
1

decreasi
as vet

So

success

far,

:nt.
Ihe directors of the company are
tether or not the rate will be a financial
however, the results have been s..

Ih.it the English admiralty has adopted the
room telegraph and electric signaling system known
as Willis' patent, which will replace the mechanical system
now in use. The Willis arrangement was subjected to the
roughest practical test before its adoption, both on land and
at sea, and it met every requirement and
-stood
every condition of service.
All new ships and vessels reIt

is

slated

fitted will

ance and
the

same

vantage
E

be supplied with these instruments.
In appearin handling the new electric telegraph is much
as the old mechanic ll system.
Its greatest adis that signals can be acknowledged
as under
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Miscellaneous Notes.
F. B. Trout of the Woodward
Electrical company, Detroit, have sold the patent rights in
the Detroit storage battery for Canada to a company of Ot-

Thompson and

Capt.

tawa
dian
in

capitalists.
The prici paid was §50,000. The Cana
company proposes to invest a large amount of money

pushing the storage battery.

& Construction company of
incorporated with a capital stock of
SI
100.
rile objects of the company are the manufacture, installation, operation and disposition of machinery
and plants for electric light, heat and power. The incorporators are M. L. Willard. \Y. M. Brinkman and A. A.
The

Electrical Engineering

Chicago has been

February

of John Stephenson became almost as frequent an entry on
the official records of the United States Patent Office at
Washington as that of Thomas A. Edison is to-day. In
1876 the business founded by Mr, Stephenson was incorporated on a joint stock basis, under the style of the John
Stephenson company (limited). The officers of the company
now are: John Stephenson, president; Hy. C. Valentine,
treasurer, and L, M. Delamater, secretary.
The company
is now the
largest street car builder in the world, and

The objects of the invention are to enable the clerk
of a hotel to answer back when a guest calls, to summon a guest at any time and in case of fire or other
danger to ring the bell successively in the different
rooms.
Electric Lighting and Heating Cars.
J'abez F.
Shawhan, Dayton, O.
Claim 8 reads: "The combination, with a car pro-

396 836.

vided with the ordina'y fluid-pressure brake apparatus,
of a reservoir connected with said brake apparatus, a
motor connected with the valve, and a generator
driven by said motor, whereby the motor is operated
directly from the brake apparatus when the pressure is
greater therein than in the reservoir and from the reservoir when the pressure therein is greater than in the
brake apparatus."

there is scarcely on the face of the globe a city or town
inhabited by civilized human beings in which the vehicles
built by the company are not to be found.
Over 400 hands
are employed, and the great works on East Twenty-seventh
street are being taxed to their utmost extent.

Bliss.

The London Electrician says: If the electric dissipation
of fog should prove to be practicable under open air conditions, we shall have to consider how far its realization
is a commercial possibility.
A compound transformer, or
battery of transformers, to give fifty or a hundred thousand
volts, fixed on the tops of the lamp posts, and supplied
with an alternating current from the regular service main,
comes as near as anything we can at present see toward
the realization of Dr Lodge's idea, although it must be
admitted that high potential transformers are likely to be
somewhat expensive

luxuries.

The fog on Dec.

how-

31,

—

to
ever, cost the metiopolis nearly £10,000 for gas alone
say nothing of railway and street accidents, loss of time,
so that there really
loss of health, and general miseries
ought to be no difficulty in finding the money required for

—

an experiment which

to say the least, not

i*.

unpromising

Telephone Stock Quotations.
Col. S. G. Lynch, broker, 146 LaSalle street, Chicago,
furnishes the following quotations on some of his specialties in telephone stocks

Central Union

Michigan

....

Missouri

Bell of

Iowa Union
Missouri and Kansas

of

725.
11.

Glass company of 729 Broadway. New
a handsome catalogue devoted to the
York, has
Sevillustration of globes manufactured by the company.
eral hundred cuts are presented, showing different styles of
globes made by the company.

The Phoenix

just issued

H. T. Paiste of Philadelphia is building up a good busiAt present this firm is having
ness in electrical specialties.
a particularly heavy run on switches, their capacity being
taxed to keep up with the orders. Another of its specialties is an important insulating cut-out joint which is a fixture of most convenient character.
Henry- G Cardley and Tas. E. Hayes announce their
partnership in the general commission business at 37 Parclay street, New York, with a branch office at 46 Federal

iwer

is

of

the

the building,

rent fro

crs in

The

batterj

with

-rushed

B.

39 6 8S0.

Harry

39 6 920.

Mark W. Dewey,

and curthe same

Cut out Device.
York, N, Y.

J.

claim

as follows;

is

In a

compound dynamo-

of

and located on the commutator at points
intermediate between the points of maximum and
potential of the armature.
Automatic Electric
Knowles. Brooklyn, N.. Y.

Edward

Cut-out.

396. 940.

R.

Armature Winding for Dynamo-Electric MaEdward R. Knowles, Brooklyn, N. Y.

39° 941.

chines.

The claims

follow:

coils divided into a

An armature having

"1.

its

number

of groups, each group conof separate bobbins or wires, and
one- half of the bobbins in each group wound parallel
totachothtr and parallel to and on one side of a
given diameter, alternate bobbins in theseveral groups
starting from opposite sides of the same end of the
sisting of a

number

armature.
"2. An armature having its coils disposed around it
in groups of parallel wires starting in alternation from
opposite sides of the same end of the armature and
similarly ending at the same end of the armature, the

ends of the said
being connected

coils or

bobbins of the several groups

in alternation."

Commutator for Dynamo Electric
Edward R Knowles, Brooklyn, N. Y.

of the tiain over certain insulated
tracks is caused to complete lo ° al
l
light circuits and display the lights or signals at he
desired points.

396 ,942.

Secondary Battery.
John S. Sellon, Hat ton
769
Patented in
Garden, County of Middlesex, England
England, Dec. 23, 188 1,
The object sought is a support that is inoxidizable
while possessing extreme lightness.
The first and last claims follow: "1. In a sec

Revolving Photometer Stand.
39° ,951.
ard, New York, N. Y.

the

The

invention

is

Machine.

designed to prevent uneven wear

by the brushes

James W. Pack-

John S. Sellon, Hatton
396 ,958. Secondary Battery.
Garden, County of Middlesex, England. Patented
in England Sept 15, 1881.

The claims read: "1. In a secondary battery the
combination of a positive element containing lead and
antimony combined with an oxide of lead, and a
negative element containing lead and antimony combined with an oxide of lead.
"2. In a secondary battery, a plate, element, or
support containing lead and antimony, in combination
with an active material

practically inoxidizable material and a practically inoxidizable metal having a woven shape, combined
with a mechanically applied active material."

(

Machines.

minimum

William P. Kookogey, Brook-

Secondary Battery
John S. Sellon, Hatton
7
Patented
iarden, County of Middlesex, England.
in England June 15,

Chester Chamber-

circuit,

mechanically applied thereto.
"5.
In a battery, a plate or support containing a

3'/'

August

machine, the combination, with the commutacommutator brushes connected to the field
coils included in series with the armature and external
circuit,
and independently adjustable commutator
brushes connected with the field coils in derived

of practically inoxidizable metal, and combined with
an active material or material to be rendered active

storage

fifty

R.

electric

ondary battery, a plate or support containing inoxidizable material supporting a sheet, plate or conductor

imbcrof the ordinary Bunscn and

Lamps.

Light

Electric

The

Syra-

The passage

resist-

Edward

Cut-out.

Regulator for Dynamo Electric
396 93'S
Arthur T- Holt, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Electrical

sections of

39°;

Switch or
Brooklyn, N. Y.

New

lain,

tor,

Railway Signal.
N. V.

New

Y

the train."
lyn.

New

Heinrichs,

Suspending Electri
396. 897.
Siegrist, Buffalo, N.

cuit, and a circuit-closer included in the light circuit,
and adapted to be attracted by the electro magnet and
to complete the light circuit whenever the second circuit is completed through the bridging of the rails by

396.7

Heinrichs,

Charles

Electric

>

second circuit adapted to be closed by a train passing
along the track at a point in advance of the station or
light, an electro magnet included in said second cir-

the testing of elec-

measurement
obtained from an iS
in

les

local electric circuit containing a light-giving device
and located at the station or point to be lighted, a

.

trical instruments at John Hopkins University, the following statement appears: "This laboratory offers unusual
ndardiztng of electrical instrumi
facilitie
Having been built eswell as for general physical work.
arch, under the direction of Prof.
pecial:
and it has been provided with every requirement that
In that part of the
experience and ingenuity have devised.
laboratory in which electrical and magnetic experiments
has been allowed to enter
Moreig the metal used.
shed wjrh a series of vaults,
temperature is imperceptible, and

value

Chai

Know les,

Telegraph.

F

Charles F.

Battery.

Electric Battery.

York, N. Y.

Railway Signal. William P Kookogey, Brooklyn, N. V.
Railway Signal. William P. Kookogey, Brook396 749.
lyn, N. V.
The first claim reads: "In combination with a

39A 74S.

the
street. Boston, Mass., succeeding to the business <<f
Mr.
Union Indurated Fiber company at those points.
Cardley was from the formation of the latter company its
general man

ial

39 6 671.

The invention consists in several sections of battery
with three single current transmitters or keys and one
double current or pole, changing transmitter so combined that when a certain key or certain keys are operated they will send currents to line that will select
and operate the corresponding receiving instrument or
instruments, and no other.

Co., scientific instrument makers, Philadelphia, have removed temporarily across the street, while
quarters
are
undergoing repairs.
their old

Leonard & Izard, electrical engineers of Chicago, closed
The firm is now insix electric light contracts last week.
dependent of any system, and is prepared to introduce all
systems.

Electric

York, N. V.

N

W. Queen &

in reference to

396, S70.

Device for Controlling Electric Motors.
Blades, Detroit, Mich.

Octuplex
396, 734
V.
cuse,

Philadelphia office of the Fort Wayne Jenney ElecLight company has been removed to 907 Filbert street.

announcement

70

The invention comprises a switch operated by hand
amount of current and through the
current the speed of the motor, and another switch
operated by the foot for starting, reversing and
stopping the motor.

The

In the

25

for regulating the

York.

City,

Dynamo-Electric
Machine.
Perrin
( irant,
Baltimore, Md.
The construction of the machine is such that on a
change in the current passing through the same a current from one or more shunt coils will be automatically
thrown into circuit or out of circuit accordingly as the
strength of the current of the dynamo or motor is increased or decreased

117
152

Issued January 29, rSSg.

Door Lock-

York

396. S67.

40
6S

39
65
115
149
23
69

-

E. W. Carritt has resigned the position of secretary and
the Empire City Electric company of New
York to assume the management of the electrical department of the Mutual District Messenger company of New

Tas.

35
41

40

New

Peter Ashen,

V.

The invention is defined in the first claim as follows:
"An insulated hook for supporting electric wires,
consisting of two arms arranged parallel to a main
stem by means of a cross-bar on each side of which
they project."

49
So

Patents.

Electrical

Electrically-operated
723.
Beers, Bridgeport, Conn.

Business Mention.

....

Bell

Wisconsin

treasurer of

tric

...

Rocky Mountain
Cumberland

Personal Paragraphs.
company

N

305

79
30

Great Southern
Colorado. ...

In the case of fog, prevention is most emphatically better
than cure and if we can get rid of fog at the expense of a
shower of rain, and at the same time reduce our gas bills,
no effort should be sp ired to attain a consummation devoutly
to be wished.

F. B. Trout of the Woodward Electrical
Detroit, was in Chicago last week.

300
48

Wire Hook.

396 S47.

:

Chicago

1889

9,

"3. In a secondary battery, a perforated plate,
element, or support composed of lead and antimony,
to, in, or upon which, is applied an active material."

Railway Telegraph,

39G .9S3.

Cade, Louisburg,

llaylus

1

provided
ip

for

to

invention relates to the supports or frames in
or upon which the active material i* placed or tacked.
The Inst claim is given: "6. In a secondary battery, a plate element or support having a scries of
ir perforations, theaperture or diameterof which
at or near the surface is less than the aperture or
diameter at a point between the surfaces of said plate,
icd with an active material placed in such holes
or perforations."

1

ill

.
.

Like

ars for electric roads.

i;lt

the

'

,791.
If.

Fourth

A1

tch for Electric Motors,

Jesse

Claim 1 is as follows:
In a regulator foraneleemotor or generator, the combination, with the
armature and commutator segment, of a normally
open short circuit connecting two or more such segments, and a speed-governor attached to a rotating
pari of the machine for closing said short circuit,
whereby the armature coils corresponding to said
segments may be thrown from the line into said short
circuit when the machine reaches a definite speed."
197

Young,

Dynamo

007,

Terrc Haute,

9:

Electric
lnd.

he invention

'I

John T. WilJohn

Machines,

I

tric

V.
ratUS.

l'\

"'1.

leorge

The object of the invention is primarily to control
the delivery of the currcnl so that the supply shall be
gradual in order that the motor shall be prevented
from any harm arising from an overcharge.
Mount Vernon, N.

name

<

for
)ynamo Electric
Kestcr, Terrc Haute, lnd.

Regulator

397 006.

Whitlingham, Baltimore, Md.

n. milter.

e

N. C.

The

deflector

for

armature

orbil

Machine.

consists

throwing the

Railway Telegraphy

049.
I

Jesse

essentially of
lines

of

Bavins

<

1

l

Kester,

magnetic

a

force

lade,

'.

I

inl"

tin

-ouisburg,

February

9,
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Treasury Department,
1,

1889.

Department until 2 o'clock
m.. Monday, February
25th, 1889, tor illuminating the new I'. S. Court House and Postoffice. Baltimore, Ml i. electricity.
miwincs and Specifications will be furnished upon application to ihe Assistant Superintendent of
Sealed proposals

will

be received

at this

I*,

I

the Treasury.

A

deposit of twenty-five dollars will be required as a guarantee for the return of the

drawings and specifications.

C. S.

FAIRCHILD,

An

"If you have any
a reasonable price.

All

PAISTE,

H. T.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

St.,

AGZITCIES
John

&

Electrical

l< »«.<>
Electrical

I

194,196

l.l.

Conn.

Co., 37 Church Street.

:

171

Insulation

Randolph Street

It

for

a Specialty.

PEHHY,

CH C AGO.
I

V.-P. and Gen'l Mgr.

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

Baltimore, Md.
In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters* Union, under date of March
Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect."
he says :

Ihe

"A

29, 1886,

In Insulating our wires and cables is specially chemically prepared, and ie guaranteed
waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which 1b water, oil, acid and. to a very great extent, fire proof.
Our insulation will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wlre3 of all
gauges and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocE. Cables made

The rubber used

to be

to order.

Methods Used, Prices,

etc..

Sent on

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,

Application.

61 ami 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

ADDRESS AS ABOVE,

HENRY

A.

CLARK,

HERBERT

General Manager.

H. ECSTIS, Electrician.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

N/>

Electric Light,
Manufactured for

BRANCHES:— Chicago,

do

Testing Bureau,

Etc., Etc.

nLO

will

THE "CLARK" ^TRE,

ompaDy,

Ammeters, Voltmeters and Condensers Standardized.
Resistance Coils determined with or without temperature co-efficients.
Insulation Resistance of Cables, etc., measured.
Efficiency of Dynamos and Motors determined.
Primary and Secondary Batteries tested.
Curves of Magnetization of Iron and S'.eel furnished from Samples.
regarding

HOUSE WORK

and 188 S.Clinton St.,
D. P.

Street, Bridgeport,

Supply Company,

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY,

Circulars and Information

Classes of

we

Sperry plants have been operated continuously for over
four years, without one cent of expense for repairs.

:

'

84

MEW YORK
CITY:
T. P. Unnter
II

Spools to re-wind, send them to us, and

SPERRY E LECTRIC C OMPANY,

KMCSI/ASiD EXCXl'SIVK:
SEW Ne*v
England Electric Supply

<

Lamp

1

make and break movement, uncon-

icBtantaneotie

trolled by tbe handle, made entirely of sheet mot spring)
braea, the latter not entering Into iie construction therefore, though it may be heated by poor contact caused by
corroeion or dirt, i's usefulness will not be affected
thereby. Send for illustrated circular and price list.

1206 Chestnut

CONTHACTS TAKEN FUKTHE

Secretary.

A DEPARTURE IN
INCANDESCENT SWITCHES

Electrical

w&
Construction EHE.O
Co. ION uF
Electric Light Plants Complete.
"V

C, February

1).

The

w*

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,
WASHINGTON,

.-•1

AEBIAL, SUBMARINE

and

Telephone and Telegraph,
UKDEBGBOtJND USE.

OKONITE TAPE for making waterproof joints.

THE OKONITE GO,, 13 Park Row, New York.
Sole Manufacturers CANDEE AERIAL WIRES.
St.; Boston, Philadelphia, Omaha, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Louisville, San Francisco

42 La Salle

Kansas

City.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
INCLUDING

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fleetrie ^upplie5

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins
and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Telephone and Electric Light Wire.

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY

BUILDERS OF

fisher's glectric

AND SUBURBAN

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

**=

General Offices and Works.

"he

^

DETROIT. MICHIGAN.

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
^MANUFACTURERS OFH

Automatic
IN

E lectric

ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF

H.

P.

Motors,
UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,

Remarkable

Dynamo

Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Electric FTJachines,

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.
C. F.
J

DUNDERDALE. Agent,
64. LaSALLE STREET, CH1CAQO.

The Eddy

Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

WE PATENT AND

EXPLOIT

W.COLBURN &

I.

174 Main

February

CO.

SPEAKING- TUBES ani WHISTLES,

FITCHBURG, MASS.

St..

In Foreign Countries firet-claeB Electrical Inventions which are new and operative, and have been
llln trated by mo ele and drawings, bat not published in this country before being jratented
abroad. Mo expense to the inventor ca 1 or write.

Oral.

CHICAGO,

FRANCIS W. PAKKEH,

Electric.

I^-XTIjX.

XjIITE

W.

ILL.

Solicitor.

2

1

R.
,

g^g~ Send

FRANCIS W, PARKER,

1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

Machines for Arc and lncande scent
Electric Lighting, Electro -Plating
and Experimental Use.
Send for large Illustrated Catalogue, also Handbook of Keady Reference. v«8t-pocket edition.

NEW HAVEN CLOCK

WESTERN BRANCH:
No. 315

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL-

Wabash Avenue,

Engine
Sioux City k CorlissSOO
H.
SO to
IE».

BUILT Br THK

Sioux City

for

New

Catalogue, out August

.A.X.'W.fi.-Z'S I3ST

OSTRANDER &

23 and 25 Ann

Factory, 1461 and 1463

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF TJ"~S.
ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

Pneumatic, and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS,

;

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING CO.,
1007 Opera House Block,

St«am Power

Outfits

for Lighting Stations

and Elevators

SPECIALTY.
LARCEST ENCINE WORKS
West

—

of the Mississippi.

THE

B. F.

W

State Business.

1st.

GEORGE

CO.,

AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON,

0.

-MAITCTACTUEKRS

Hard Rubber Goods

for

MADE TO ORDER.
Soft Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.
Cat.ftlnpup aTui Prices

NINTH CONVENTION
at Chicago,

Four Experienced

Armature Winders,
GOOD WAGES.

Feb. 19,20 and 21. 1889.
For Membership, apply to A V. G AER ATT, Sec.
and Treas 16 East 2Jd St., New York City.
For Exhibition Spsco and Hotel Accommodations, applv to B. E. SUNNY, Chaiiman Ex.
Com., 148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
For Traveling Accommodations, apply to
GEOKGE F. PORTER, Chairman of Transportation Com., 1112 Arch St., Philadelphia Pa., or
C. M. RANSOM, 178 Devonshire St., Boston, Maes.

ROYAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
909 and 911 S. Washington Street,

PEORIA,

:

11th, at 8

;

BoHton

o'clock,

at

122-124 Clark

the rooms of the

street.

WILLIAM

0*4 Atlantic Ave.

Office,

DOTY,

A.

MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
GAS LIGHTING KEYS A SPECIALTY.
Agent for the I.AW

727 FILBERT STREET,

8 Cortlandt St., Telephone Building, N. Y.

Chicago

RED CORE?

A CO.. Chicago Office, «* Commerce Bldg. New Tork Office, 18 Cortland t St.

New York Carbon Works,

1.1-

Electric Club Monday evening, Feb.
Club,

FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

1

There will be a meeting of the

Chicago Electric Club.

CARBON PLATES,
l

WANTED.

Association

Light
IT8

furnished on application.

WHO MAKES
Bend for prfce-List.

HOLDS

glectrical purposes.

SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS

CAI.iiiviier

Electric

,

AGTSJI^HILfIIL^.I

GOODRICH

The National

HURD, Mayor.

R.

.

aUtODLAES

York.

The City of Monroe, Mich., population about 5,700, invites proposals for the lighting of the city by some system
of electricity, either Arc or Incandescent, or both combined.
Will give a liberal franchise, and contract for lights for municipal purposes, with successful contractor. Proposals will
be opened Feb. 25th, 1889. Right to reject any and all proposals reserved. For particulars, address,

In the Exposition Building,

Send for Circular F.

CO.,

New

St.
DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Sioux City. Iowa.

BOILERS
-AXD-

STOCK.

PROPOSALS WANTED.

ENGINE WORKS

GENT WESTERN

9, iJ

SCHENECTADY,

1ST.

BATTEBY.

PHILADELPHIA.

-

Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Insulated Wires,
JAMES

Flexible
F.

Cords and Cables for Telephone, Telegraph

KELLY. General Sales Agent,

&

Russell

-^&&>&i£

19

Dev Street.

New

York.

Co.

MASSILLON, OHIO,
BUILDERS OF

A MONTH LI' JOURNAL,
ted to the Interests of Electrical 3cl
ence, being a record of progress In Electricity and it* practical applications to the

covering the Telegraph,
the Telephone, the Electric Light, Electrl
cal Transmission of Power, Etc.

varif'.

of

The Lareeat Circulation

any Electri-

BOILERS, ETC.
Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.

^^v$2-,

-pil

<•»

BADT, $1.00.

GEO.

to

H.

BLISS,

Dynamo Tenders' Hani-Bool,
BADT, $1.00.

ELECTRICAL EXPERT
j*".

?'•

DEALER

IN

Electrical Securities.

*.mpleCopj.
:z.'-.

Hangers' Hand-Book,

Bell

Simd for Catalogue.

cal Paper Published.

Man

K ngine s

Automatic

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical

Inventions.

ELEMENTS of ELECTRIC LIGHTING,
ATKINSON, $I.SO.

A«*nta.

THE ELECTRIC CURRENT

All

CO.

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple

Hooks, to

one address,

order,

chrIi

with

Jil.oo.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Ho. 7 Mozart Building,

LOTJI9YTXX0S, KT.

tlirfl"

Court,

225 DEARBORN STREET.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

6

LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

February

9,
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The

attention

BRATED
on account of

:nnl

gmit

ELECTRIC COMPANIES

of

\> \
its

I

i:iC

WHEEL

is

called to

CELE-

it

as pari iculai

remarkably Hteady motion,

hi^li

Speed

Efficiency, and lar-g-e Capacity, foritsd'atneter,

Power

It is
being clonl»I«- the
of most v.i
numbei of the leading electric companies with greai
ical use of water it is without an an equal, producing the highest per cent, ot use-

ful effect

guaranteed.

HKXD FOB CATALOGUE

AXI> PARTIC'LXARft.

Our Horizontal "Victor"

is highly recommended, as no gea." are required,
can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch VI(*TOIt
'I'l ICIEI\i;s arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Hearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular.
We are now prepared to furnish .Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend tln-m.

and

J,

.

.

x^LMMM^IM\}

-liLPiJIHLa'

g»J. "^
'

l

|

p

it

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO.,

-

DAYTON, OHIO.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
BARE

MANUFACTURERS OF

JLISm

INSULATED WIRE.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted
Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.
Cords for Incandescent Lighting.

"""

PATENT "U.K." LINE WIRE
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AND ^"ELEPHONE

BARCLAY,

J. L.

Selling

LINES.

factories: waterbury, co n n.
Agent,
THOS.

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

L.

SCOVILL,
NEW YORK

ILL.

AGENT.

Where Can
Buy Red Core?
CLOBE CARBON COMPANY CLE VHE AND
I

CALLENDER

<Sc

CO.,

68 Commerce

New York

Bldg., Chicago.

Boston Office: 624 At antic Ava.

Office: 18 Cortlandt St.

L

,

,

Makers of High-Grade Carbons
J.B.YOUNG, President and

for

Electric Lighting.
B. K.

Treas.

SOLAR CARBON

* MFC.

JAMISON, Vice-President.

,^

COMPANY,

69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Process Patented.
Well Selected and Good CARBONS made from Natural Gas.
BATTERY CARBONS OF All SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTY".
Office, No.

g

Western

Office,

i

75 Randolph

/?Qy

Special Discounts on Large Orders.

Street, Chicago.

T ELEPHONE S
FOR PRIVATE

JLIXES.

The only Mechanical Telephone which baa atocd
the teBts and held ont and p lven satisfactory
service for the past eight years.

Send

lor

Illustrated

Catalogue

and

Prices.

ELECTRICAL GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Elgin' Tslcphonc and Electrical Supply Co.,
I

Rooiii,.II

1 il l l )

arJlilk.,EI

!

riii,lll.,l

.S.A.

AUU.NT9 WANTfcLi

EVERYWHERE.
FOR ANYTHING

In the Line of

The
number

Temperature

=

Regulation,

Either Furnace*
or

The LECLANCHE BATTERY

Steam lleatcrs

In Houses, or lor
Special Apparatus,
address
ThoQuioa Automatic Beat

Co..

ELS1IKA, N.¥.

great merits of this battery have brought out a
of iufriiigemcuts autl worthless imitations. Beware

of them.

Uonda Cell

149 West 18th Street,
Comi-lkt*.

New

York.

CO.
Gokda's Carbon, Zero axd Jai
Cotx*.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
II

February

9, i?

ANNUNCIATORS
4,

M

6 and 8 Numbers,

AT

95c.

PER NUMBER.

SEND POST OFFICE ORDER FOR SAMPLE.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC

CO.,

42 LA SALLE STREET.

GILES
Office of

JLIIXI-lHLZLGlSrEXIC

Van Depoele Electric M'f g.

WATCHES.

SHIELD
"

* * * I have no hesitation in saying
that I believe the shield would perfectly
protect the watch against any magnetic
influence to which it is likely to be ex
posed by being worn in the vicinity of a

Co.

Chicago, Feb. 16, 1886.

anti-Magnetic Shield & Watch Case Co.
Tour Anti-Magnetic
Gentlemen :
Shield for watches cannot be over-estimated. It is now very near eight months
that I have worn my watch, and to-day
it is (without correcting time) about one
minute slow. Considering the fact that
I am every day near dynamo electric
machines in our regular business, the
I could never
test could not be harder.

—

dynamo machine.
The plan you have adopted of placing the watch movement inside a closed
box of this magnetic material, is based
on true scientific principles, and is the
only plan I know that could succeed.
WM. A. ANTHONY,
Prof. Phs. Dept., Cornell University.

have believed

it before that protection
so complete. In this age of electricity, not only electricians, but everyone who needs the correct time, should
good
have the Anti-Magnetic Shield.
deal of practical utility, as well as pleasure, can be derived from a good timekeeper. At present, I look upon a watch
without a shield as a thing incomplete,
and so it is.
Very Respectfully,

was

A

CHAS.

J.

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields to pocket time- pieces promises to
be of very great importance to horologists
and watchmakers it will render opera-

frj;

^^^

;

^^
i=T^.

^

and fine adjustments and mechanisms which hitherto have been made
almost nil and in operative on account of
tive

their susceptibility to the all-pervading
magnetic influence.

VAN DEPOELE,

Electrician,

AMERICAN "WATCH

V. D. P. E. M. Co.

GILES BROS. & CO.

Sure protection from all Electrical and Magnetic disturbances.
Send for descriptive circular.

WHO MAKES
CALLEYDEB A

CO.,

Chicago

Office,

:

CO.,

HAKtlFACTtrRBBS OP

Paper Pulleys,
in

the Market tor Electric Light Plants,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

103 State

Street.

CHICAGO.

RED CORE?

U* Commerce Bldg. New York

ROCKWOOD, NEWCOMB &

The Best Pulley

CO.,

Waltham, Mass.

Office,

IS Cortlandt St.; Itoston Office, 634 Atlantic Ave.

American

Electrical Directory
Price, $D,oo.
TPor 1889.

The best and mOHt permanent medium for advertise™ In the electrical held. This
work reaches every Electric Light and Power company In the country, besides Telegraph and Telephone companies.
This year's issue enlarged and Improved.
Lists and reports of Electric Light and I'owor companies, reports of National
Electric Light association, useful tables, etc., etc.
Send orders for copies of books, and for advertising space to

STAE
Publishers

of

IB.OIT

TOWER COMPANY,

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL DIRECTORY,

Fort

Wayne,

Ind.

February

g,
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WOODWARD
Gen.

G. H. GAI.E, President.
S. A. PLUMMER, VICE-PRESIDENT
II.

H.

G.

HUMPHREY, Treasurer.

(

s.

II.

A.

ALGER.

R. A.

GA1

R.

or DIRECTORS.

BROWN.
WILLIAMSON.

E. C.

T.

1

PLUMM1

ELECTRICAL CO M

lto\icli

1

.

B.

I

ROI

I.

C. A.

WARREN.

1

HOMAS W1LLIA!

I

K

('.

II.

II.

H.HUMPHREV.

I!

B.

I

KOI

I

)

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST

DETROIT STORAGE BATTERY.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

in construction, has

now been found to be THOROUGHLY RELIABLE and DURABLE, and
to many uses in which other types of batteries have failed.

is,

owing

to Its design,

PECULIARLY

ADAPTED

S^ECI-^XjIL"2"

ADAPTED

Steadying Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,
Propelling Boats,
Burglar Alarms,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station .Lighting,
Street Cars,

"TO

Isolated Lighting,
Auxiliary Central Station

Work,

Medical Purposes,
Runnir g of Small Motors.

1.

1

\

I

HI

H.

SKCTIOX OF IIATTEBY PLATE.

BATTKKV

™= Detroit Storage Battery
Is positively the

THE ONLY

only Secondary Battery which will not Buckle, or which will
stand uninjured the Highest Bates of Discharge.

SUCCESSPTTIj
IS

STOEAaE BATTEET

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY

The Woodward

Electrical Co.
FACTORV:

OFFICES:
69 Griswold

St.,

Campau

F.

n-itli-

Building.

B.

DETROIT, MICH.

TROUT,

Corner 134 and Howard Streets.

General Manager.

western electrician.

February"*), iJ

CEO. WESTINCHOUSE, Jr., President.
H. M. BYLLES3Y, Vice-Pres't and Cen'l Manager.
P. H.

ALEXANDER,

Asst. Cen'l

C. H.

CEO

Manager.

J. E.

BARNEY, Treasurer.
LEWARS, Secretary.
COGCESHALL, Auditor
H.

tuit^S^htV
S*4

CO.

&

S
d
(VEST 23

MANUFACTURERS OF THE
**> t***i^l*Wl^W '*

.

.

.

•,..,'<.",«, i

, .

h.

»***.

i

•

>

i >, 11

,mp&

StWVER-HUN INCANDESCENT

ELECTRIC LAMP,
HIGH EFFICIENCY.

•••

LONG

LIFE.

+

NO BLACKENING.

WtHWW

LAMPS MADE

PRICES GREATLY

SOCKETS

MANUFACTURES

February

9,
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MACRAEON

The Daft

STORAGE

Electric Co.,
new york and

BATTERIES

The only Company

using Safe
Currents in the operation of Street

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The

MACRAEON STORAGE BATTEKIES

do not " buckle/"* blister " or " Barbate"— ar<
made with
require lees atten
than any other battery In the market, b'elng practically indestructible and oi

CLOSED METAL BOXES—

the elmpleet in conetniclion— are

and

will last longer
great efficiency.
tlon,

These Storage Batteries can be Profitably Used

Railways,

Speed,
Endurance,

tor:

Incandeacent Lighting on Arc Circuits everywhere using the same Dynamo and powci
while idle during the day, for charging the Batteries.
2.
Incandescent Light Plants, whether isolated plants or central stations, can b(
doubled in capacity by using the Macraeon Storage Batteries.
3.
Surplus Power, Steam or Water, even irregular, wherever It can be had, in Factories.
Breweries or business buildings, can be utilized to great advantage and profit by storing electricit)
during the day for lighting the place or neighborhood at night.
A.
Storage Batteries cao also be used for steadying; Incandescent or arc lights when run di1.

rect

from the dynamo.

M

Incandescent Lighting from the llacraeon Storage Batteries is I
KOini, WTFAI'V and Kl'.l.lAKLK. No Flickering, less Breakage of Lamps,
and, like gas, the light is always on hand day or night.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Complete Installations made, including Dynamos and Motors. Special terms
Contractors and Supply Agents. AddresB
GEO.

WM. BALLOU,

President,

or

LEONARD PAGET,

to Electric

W.

St.,

SARGENT,

D.

CUTLER,

TRENTON,

-

Dis-

tribution are unexcelled.
Send for Circular Matter.

New York Office
BOREEL BUILDING,

Co.,

115

BROADWAY.

N. J.

JNO. H. BARRETT,

President.

E. H.

-

Companies,

Economy.
The Daft Motors for Power

Chief Electrician,

Macraeon Storage Battery
7 Wall St., NEW YORK.
FACTORY, 110-114 Dickinson

Chicago.

Treasurer and Manager.

Vice-Pres. and Consulting Electrician.
A. PERRET. Electrician.

FRANK

THE ELECTRON MFG. CO.
JAY AND PLYMOUTH STS

Cor.
•

BROOKLYN,

NEW YORK OFFICE
50 NASSAU ST.

N. Y.

1

MANUFACTURERS OF

THE PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS
AND DYNAMOS.
Also

RawhioeUceLeatW'^?-'

SMALL SIZES
A

—IAGENTS

TO

Now
1

Ready,

HILL

1-2 H. P.

Laminated Field
Magnus.
Lowest Armatui o Resistance yet
attained. No Load to brusbfs,
consequently n«» ppaihing under
changes or load,

Efficiency,

Clutch Works,

CLEVELAND. O.

Regulation,

EASTERN OFFICE:

AND
18

EXCELLENCE

2*0 Canal

P.

1231

MOTOR.

Far in Advance of

all

INVESl.dATE CAREFULLY AND UK CONVINCED.

St.

NEW

YORK.

MINNEAPOLIS:
SOS Kawta Bui

KANSAS CITY:

W.ORKMANSHIP.
II.

Cortlandt street, -

CUtCAGO:

OF

ONE-SIXTH

ALL CiTIESp

IN

SPECIALTY.

Six Sizes

1-8

ST.LOIJIS.MO^

and

1-.S.I

Union Avenne.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

others of Equal Size.
CATALOGUES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION

Designed,

COPYKIGHTED BY

H. W. HILL.

Ended

jnd Fnnnjhed.

Send for new Catalopue, Power
Transmission Machinery

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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Forest City Electric Works,

RAILWAY."
"THE ELECTRIC
WHIPPLE.
FRED
By

Manufacturers

oi

CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

H.

A

new and original book, designed to inform a practical public without the use
of mystifying technical terms.

CONTENTS:

The Mechanical Production, Transmission and
Power Purposes.

Utilization

Electricity

of

for

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES.

Quick Make and Break Uncontrolled by the Handle.

Application to the Propulsion of Cars.
The different systems described, with Illustrations Showing their Methods of
Construction and Operation.
Where and When and How Thess Systems Have Been Applied.
Comparison of Electric Propulsion to Other Methods.
What does it cost to build an electric road; cost to operate; what are the advan-

History of

its

Correspondence

tages?

Application of Electricity to Elevated Railways and to Stationary Power.
Overhead systems, conduit systems, storage battel ies, etc., etc., described and

Solicited

Electric

illustrated.

Cost of Producing Electricity; of

its

Transmissions; of

its

Utilization.

with

Light

Companies.

Steam and Water Power and their application to the Electric current.
Price, bound in paper, $1.00; bound in flexible Russia, $2.00.
3P»-u.'fc>llsli.ocai

FRED

H.

toy

WHIPPLE

B. D.

Detroit,

Michigan, W. B. CLEVELAND,

183

SENECA STREET. CLEVELAND, a

BRAIDED WIRE.
THE POPULAR WIRE FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

SEND FOR

Safe and Reliable.
NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE
1

W.

B.

NEW PAMPHLET

Broadway.

GALL AHER, Secy.
J.W.GODFREY, Gen'l Mgr.

DOWSE,

R. E.

Pressure Gauges.

Both Advertiser and Publisher by men-

UDW

OF

RECORDING

CO.,

649 & 651

Central St., Boston, Mass.

1

Gen'l Supt.

Ill

Proprietor,

tioning the

when

Jws B. EDsofi,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

writing to adveitisers.

145 Broadway, N. Y.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HANDBOOK.
By

First Edition of

F. B.

BADT.

Twenty-Five Hundred copies exhausted. Second Edition of One
ready, containing additional pages and Moonlight Sched-

Thousand copies now
ule for

1889.

Designed for Dynamo Tenders and Linemen, Stationary and Marine Engineers.
Just the book for men who wish to learn how to operate and care for electric light inThe only book of the kind in the English language. Price $1.00
stallations.

BELL HANGERS'
106

HANDBOOK
—

PAGES, 97 ILLUSTRATIONS, FLEXIBLE CLOTH BINDING, TYPE PAGE 51x3 INCHES.

raioiE
engaged

*

«i.oo.

JUST THE BOOK for those
in Selling, Installing or Handling Electric Batteries,
Electric Bells, Elevator, House or Hotel Annunciators, Burglar or Fire Alarms, Electric
Gas Lighting Apparatus, Electric Heat Regulating Apparatus, etc., etc.

THE ONLY BOOK O F TH E KIND PUBLISHED.
First

Edition

I^ozr^vctrcl

Twenty-five

Hundred Copies.

No^v.
Your Order
RECEIPT OF PRICE.

SENT, POSTAGE FREE,

OUST

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

February

9,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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The Thomson-Houston
Electric Railway System.

Twenty-Three Roads

in

of Construction

Daily Operation, and Eleven

Now

in

Process

Under the Thomson-Houston Patents.

NOW MANUFACTURED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

ALL MATERIAL 18

The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior

to all others

work.
Only one pair of brushes for each motor.
Brushes self-feeding.

for railway

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the
brakes applied from either platform.
Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
above the floor.
Direct gearing is used.
The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the

Bearings self-oiling.
No change of brushes for change of load or change in Thomson-Houston patents.
Contact with overhead conductor is had by means
direction of rotation of the armature.
trolley pressing against the wire from below.
The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

of.

MOTORS 1 ELECTRICAL E QUIPMENTS FORNISHED FOR MINING « OTHER SPECIAL WORK.
For Full Information and Estimates

_A_ddress the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.
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Q

QUALITY GUARANTEED.
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g
WOOD BOX

BELL.

IRON BOX BELL.

SAMPLES AND QUOTATIONS.
00

«

Write for Catalogue of House
Goods. Also Samples and Quota-

6

z

tions.
(0

ESrinclose business card for
Discount Sheet.
WOOD BOX TEA

IRON FRAME SHEEP BELL.

THE

THE

g

Diamond Carbon

EXCELSIOR DISQUE

BATTERY.

(9

Battery.

O

Z

Bells never fail
to ring -when the

0)

Diamond Carbon
Battery

is

BELL.

Better Carbon Service. Stronger and Superior to any other
Disque Battery on the

9

Z

1
I

J

EXCELSIOR DISQUE

B«TTM

lilLlUCTNIC* l lUTPLi-

used.

Market.

CO.
SUPPLY
The ELECTRICAL
Randolph Street,

CHICAGO.
1Y1

factories:

A.HSONIA, Conn.

BRANCH OFFICE:

505 Delaware

St.,

KANSAS

CITY, MO.

February

9,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1809

"C.AC." ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.
402-4 Greenwich St., NEW YORK.
Efficient Electric Motors
MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
WESTERN

NEW ENGLAND OFFICE: 19 Pearl St., BOSTON.
OFFICE: 139 and 141 Adams Street, CHICAGO.
PHILADELPHIA OFFICE: 301 Arch Street.
SOUTHERN OFFICE: 25 Carondelet Street, NEW

JOHN STEPHENSON
NEW YORK

ORLEANS

CO.,

i_iis^ri-rE:o,

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO AIL SYSTEMS.

Van Depoele Electric Manufacturing Co.
ZUE^.CTTTIE'.A.O'FTmxSXt.SS

ARC

» INCANDESCENT
And

OF

ELECTRIC LIGHT APPARATUS

Electric Light Supplies of All Kinds.

THE
Mayo

Van Depoele Arc Light

Incandescent

system:.

SYSTEM.

DIRECT OR SERIES.

HIGH OR LOW TENSION,
DOUBLE OR SINGLE
CARBON LAMPS.

ONIiT
ABSOLUTELY

AUTOMATIC
DYNAMO.

MACHINERY
SIMPLICITY

LAMPS

ITSELF.

Never Blacken, and a

Long

Dynamos or Lamps

Life is

Made

GUARANTEED.
Send

for Catalogue.

or System.

J^g

Send

NEW YORK OFFICE,
EDWARD

E.

to Suit any Current

234 BROADWAY,
BRIXTON, Manager.

for Catalogue.

GENERAL OFFICE AND FACTORY,
1

5 to 21 North Clinton Street,

CHICAGO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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FORT WAYNE
ELECTRIC LIGHT 0.
Fort Wayne,

M

Fort Wayne, Ind.

ODF1 TH3E1

ai^.3S0"Cr3F, ^.OTXJH.E33R.S

SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM
Ok Ingandesgrnt

Lighting,

The Most Carefully Worked out and Complete Alternating System

of

Electric Lighting in Existence.

Armatures and Converters Guaranteed.

12-1 6 Candle Power Lamps to the Mechanical Horse Power Guaranteed.

AZiSO ts:e

JENNE Y SYSTEM ARC LIGHTIN'
of

B'l

[

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

JENNEY ARC DYNAMO AND LAMPS.

SLATTERY DYNAMO, LAMP AND CONVERTER.

Main Office and Works,
NEW YORK

FORT WAYNE,

IND.

OFFICE, 242 and 244 EAST 122d STREET.
PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

CHICAGO OFFICE,
185 Dearborn
W. J.

-

Street,

26 North Seventh

First Floor,

BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome

Street.

C. A.
CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE,

Street,

WILBUR, Manager.
F.

Adams, Successor.

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

CHICAGO,

Vol. IV.

FEBRUARY

SCHAEFER ELECTRIC MFC. CO.
Incandescent

Lamps from 10

to

No.

1889.

100 Canille-Power.

Superior to

jgggjfl

FACTORY AT CIMBRIDGEPORT.

BOX 3068, BOSTON, MASS.

7-

DUST PROOF BELLS

COMPLETE INSTALLATION OF INCANDESCENT PLANTS.
P. 0.

16,

O cents per Copy.

1

Estimates Furnished on Application.

NHwl

HAZAZER & STANLEY,

SEE OUR SAMPLES OF

Fire-Proof Weather-Proof
and

CALLEN0ER

Tie

INSULATED WIRES AND CADLES
STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE COMPANY.
NEW YORK. PITTSBURGH. CH CACO.

Frankfort St., N. Y.

COMPANY,
"^SZSU
NEW YORK.

18 Cortland St.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,
AND LEAD ENCASED
At the National Electric Light Convention, Chicago, February 19th.

32

All Others.

MANUFACTURERS OF

BITITE AND TRINIDAD INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
ELECTRIC LICHT WIRES OF ALL SIZES A SPECIALTY.
J. R.

BURDICK,

68 Commerce

Building.

CHICACO.

General Western Sales Agent,

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back

Noiseless
DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Iiooomotlvo S«foty
~\7"a,l-ve,
Tlx© Ashton Locli. Safety
The acknowledged Standard

Insulation.
Its merits proved
quarter of a century. Adapted to
Gectric Light and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,
Railway and all other

for durable and hlgrh
by a record of over

all

electrical purposes.

"
,

Branches of Signaling.

Fnrasarl
rf c
Wines Submarine
uw
" ( UiOU ir/rcw.

Use
Concealed Wiring

-

THE ASHTOIf VALVES

in all Location*.

Simple

CLARK

B.

HOTCHKISS,

Gen'l

16 Dey

IKIgr.,

St.,

e rf»ct security against boiler explosion,

I

in construction,

NEW YORK.

liuw in tLe market.
Automatic in action, Perfectly Controlling the Pressure of the hose at whatpump is working.

ST..

Schieren

&

Co.

46

trie

B. 5.— Two Braids, saturated with
Weather-Proof Com dob it ion.

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters.
Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

WAKtKOOMb.

Chables D. Jennev,

Dakikl TV. Mabmon, President.
Addison II. Noedykk, Vice-President,

.

B

B

CUT SHOWING STYLE OF INSULATION.

A.— Copper Wire

ILL.

COWLES' PATENTED

C

•aturated with a Black,

SOUTH CANAL STREET. CHICAGO.

BOSTON.

ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE.

(Mfrs.)

OAK TANNED LEATHER BELTING AND LACE LEATHER.

ST..

and Weather - Proof

Fire -Proof

DYNAMOS.
AND MANUFACTURERS AND TANNERS OF

271 FRANKLIN

CHICAGO.

Sole Manufacturers of

GUARANTEED FOR

Chas.

or Stationary.

ANSONIA BRASS & GOFFER COMPANY,

PERFORATED BELTING!!!
Prevsnts Air Cushions.

I

ever speed, the eng ne or

218 LAKE

1LECTJJIC

*™*£M>'*P*«M°**>*>i°Z'*>m<»l 1*l *ctat

P
Y All
A T YF*J
L3 GlTe
whether Steamboat, Locomotive
THEIR WATER RELIEF VALTES MSTi^&'E.S!
I

Subterranean Use.

Valt-o.
w ater Relief
Val-c-©.

Ashtou

TTTPTP
i fPTV
IX Hi! It ft
OArjCill

Aerial Use,

All Sizes

Tlie

64 WaSh ngton
i

-J

St „ Chicago.

Fire-Proof Insulation.

A

C—Braided Cotton,

Samples furnished upon application.

FACTORIES.
ANSONIA. CONK.

Ills.

Brainarp Rorisox, Secretary.
AMOS K. Hollowbll, Treatrovfr

Electrician.

Jenney Electric Company,
Sole

Owners of

all -.lie

Pure D*a»

Patents and Inventions of Charles O. Jenney (known aa the Jenney System) and Sole Owners and Manufacturers of his

Improved

Oynamo, [amp

$

Electric [Rotor.
In all desirable features of Are and Incandescent Lighting
the Jenney System leads.
Simple, durable, eooi
In these cucntlals It chalsteady, brilliant and penetrating.
lenges comparison

Estimates Promptly Furnished lor Erecting Electric Lighting
Plants (or Cities. Companies or Individuals.

Prices Furnishco for tmc Jenney Arc or Incandescent Systems, or for both comcincd.
TaeJooney
1

Incandescent
turning on aud

Dynamos an
off

of one or

self-rcguiatlng,

all

at will.

This

of the

Lamps

,

Company

I'Untton to furnishing

MUU,

Pfoult,

tar

SLID ItS PIllfBUT IllOSTtlTIIS III ItSEIIIIU Tit STSTtl.

-*J

OPFIOI ANn wonKS:

Cor. Kentucky Ave. aud Morris

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

St.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

The Thomson-Houston

February

16,

1889

Electric Go.
WESTERN OFFICE:

EASTERN OFFICE:

620 ATLANTIC AVE.«BOSTON.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

Electric Hrc-[ighting
IN THE WORLD.

SERIES LAMPS
FOB

]|rc-Circuits.
These Lamps have repeatedly
their superiority under

Shown
test.

First Medal : Best Arc-Light, Louisville, 18B8,
First Prl2e : BeBt System of Arc-LIgnttng,
Ctnclnuatl Industrial Exposition, 188S.

This

Company was

given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions
at London,

OLSO MANUFACTURERS OF

August

1

1,

1885,

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
These dynamos are automatic

in their regulation

durable.

and

will

FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

LIGHTING.

No other Incandescent
maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit.
are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

Our Incandescent systems

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all

Power. Plans and estimates for
and Incandescent Lighting and Power Plants.

sizes for the transmission of

Exhibition,

FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

all

kinds of Arc

Lamp

is

so perfect and
.

,

.,

,

L

February

16,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

"XJ. S."

The Daft

Electric Co., INCANDESCENT
new yo rk and

chicago.

The only Company

using Safe
Currents in the operation of Street

Railways.

Speed,
Endurance,

Economy.
The Daft Motors for Power
tribution are unexcelled.
Send for Circular Matter.

BOREEL BUILDING,
115

TO THE PUBLIC:
The statements of the Edison Co., to the
effect that the Supreme Court decision in the

"Bate Refrigerator Case," settles their claim
to the absolute right to manufacture and sell
incandescent lamps, is misleading and untruthful. The only possible bearing it can
have on the lamp question is to let the Edison
Dis- patents live a little longer, or until the merits
of the case can have a hearing.
The TJ S. Lamp Patents are absolutely

New York Office
BROADWAY.

Please Mention the Western Electrician.

LAMPS.

fundamental.

The Best

is

Always

The United States
C.

C.

the Cheapest.

Electric

Lifting Go.,

WARREN, Man'gr Western Depfmt,

"The Rookery," 217 La Salle

Street, Chicago.

UNITED STATES ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO.
C. C. WARREN, manager Western Dept.

The Rookery, 217 La Salle St.,

Chicago, III.

OFFER INCOMPARABLY BEST SYSTEMS

DIG.
STATION ALTERNATING CURRENT LIGHTING,

STATION AND ISOLATED ARC LIGHTING
BEST PATENT PROTECTION ON INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

February

16,

1889

01eTrela,m.d., ODoio.
MANUFACTURERS

OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS a™ BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENCINEERS FOR ERECTINC COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENGINEERING COMPANY,
LIBERTY
OLIVER
181 LAKE ST,,
ST.

61

BOSTON.
H. A.

CHICAGO.

I

Electric Slight and pouter

NEW YORK.

I

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

SYNOVIAL
Dynamo and Cylinder Oils.
Second to none.
machinery.

S.

Free from

By

O.

or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
can be used continually.
Adopted by the largest
Electric Plants of the West.
-

43 River

-

St.,

M. STOi^E,

Electrician and Contractor.
8 Pacific Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

gum

refiltering

TAUSSIG, Agent,

Stations

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,
IARVIS BOILER SETTING, lo burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screenings
NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

ST.

109

1

ROOM

CHICACO.

112.

Arc and Incandescent light a specialty. Existing
plants extended or thoroughly overhauled.

THE LAW BATTERY,
WRITE FOB PRICES AND SAMPLFS.

FOR ALL CLASSES OF OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.

In the latest form the negative element is a Double Cylinder, One within
the Other, having more surface and quantity than any other negative element in the
market. Its efficiency and durability surpass all its rivals, and it is guaranteed
for ten years. As now made both elements are secured wholly beneath the cover,
instead of passing through the cover, as heretofore.
The cover is of blue glass and
locks tight to the jar, absolutely preventing evaporation of water and creeping of salts.
Both binding posts are permanently attached to cover, and thoroughly protected
against corrosion.

THESE
Do

-A-TIE

DECIDED

HKEraO-^TElVEEPtfTS.

buy a Prism, Porous Cup, or other perishable negative element battery,
when one can be had which is
EVERLASTING. And do not waste
money by experimenting with any of the numerous new and untried batteries which are constantly
"
coming and going, but buy the Law," which has stood the test of eight years,
not be so foolish as to

PRACTICALLY

LAW TELEPHONE

CO.,

Sole Agent for the Pacific Coast:

STORED ELECTRICITY.
Electrical

112

GEO.

Liberty St.,
L.

HENZEL,

NEW

YORK.

San Francisco,

Cal.

EDCO SYSTEM,

Accumulators or

>_s.

l

Storage Batteries.

Dynamos,

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO

Motors,

STREET CAR PROPULSION.
Batteries, Voltmeters

and Ammeters, Switches

AND

Central Station Lighting,

Isolated Lighting,

Complete Electric Light and Power Plaits

Railroad Car Lighting,

For

Long Distance Lighting.

Towns,

Offices,

Residences, Factories, Theaters, Etc.

STREET CARS EQUIPPED
FOR ELECTRIC PROPULSION.

THE ONLY SYSTEM WHICH COMPLETELY DISPLACES

[IAS.

The Oldest and Most Experienced
tor

Company

in

Electric

Mo-

the World.

THE ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATOR COMP'Y,

44 Broadway,
CHICAGO OFFICE,
Phenix Building.

The Electro-Dynamic Company

New York.

OF PHILADELPHIA.

DETROIT OFFICE,
91

Griswold

St.

Main

Office,

224

Carter

St..

Philadelphia.

New

York

Office,

<H Broadway.

February

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

16, i£

a

=

14

3

00

CD

-1

o

g.

3

CO
GEO. W. FRANK,
J. G.

Pres.

WHITE,

JACKSON,

D. C.

The Western

Eneineerin?

Co.,

Engineers

Electrical

NEB.,

MANUFACTURERS'
of

IN

NEBRASKA, WYOMING

Transmission

you would

Railways,

Eleclric

the

PAPER PULLEYS.

Use

MANUFACTURE THE

The following Is the result of a test recently macV at
the Franklin Institute, showing the relative value of
Paper Pulleys over Iron in the transmission of power:
Transmission, Iron, 24 lbfl. Paper, 141 lbs., with equal

Gould Steam and Water Packing

;

tension of bel r .
Tension, Iron, 150 lbs.; Paper, 39 lbs. for equal transmission.
Width, Iron. 12 inch ; Paper, 3 inch (unsafe for belt).
Diameter, Iron, 48 inch; Paper, 24 inch for equal ten-

1880.

Superior to any Packing In the market for Steam, Water
Self- Lubricating
does not corroce the rod,
If directions are followed.
Sent on thirty
days' trial. Satlef actory or no pay.
None genuine without
his trade mark and date of patent Btamped on wrapper.
1

,

never grows hard

sion.

Contact, 90° on 24" Paper equals 1S0 S on 36" Iron.
ES^-These Pulleys are need and indorsed by the leadin" Electric Light Manufacturing Companies.
For Price Lifts and discounts write to

Beware of Infringements and Imitations.

ALBION CHIPMAN, Treasurer.
AH

Electric

DYNAMO
PULLEYS.
SECURE
BEST RESULTS,

If

EAST CAMBRIDGE, • MASS.,

or Ammonlit.

Power,

MINING APPLIANCES.

A1VD

?

Pat. June 1,

of

MONTANA, AND DAKOTA, FOR

(Except Laramie)

Cambridge Street,

The Original Ring Pack ng,

Contractors.

TO KEARNEY, NEB.

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC MOTOR, AND RAILWAY
The GODLD PACKING COM PAN Y
3<»

and

Secy.
SdTrcai

ACENTS.

Complete Electric and Steam Plants for Arc and Incandescent Electric Lights, Electric
Equipments for Hotels and Residences.

ACENTS

WHITE.

F.

AUGUSTUS FRANK,

REMOVED FROM LINCOLN,
Installation

W.

Vice-Pres.

General Manager

AMERICAN PAPER PULLEY

similar Packings are imitations andcalculated to deceive.

W.

S.

TURNER.

a

WOODBRIDGE
AND

l

\

M

ELECTRIC
I

Railway Construction.
Light Wiring.

7 Cedar St.,

New

York.

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING & M'F'G GO.
ROOMS, 200 and 202

^spwrn
/

Indianapolis,

Light and Power Stations.

TURNER,
m v)r| .-^'

CO.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
AND CONTRACTORS.

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

!

ST. X.OTJIS.
UNIFORM

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

BALL DYNAMOS ^ LAMPS

ECLIPSE

IN QUALITY,

LONG LIFE AND GOOD

LIGHT.

CORLISS

.

THE MOST ECONOMICAL ENCINE.

FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

Latest Improvements.
This system is mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a stendy
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required
and the cost of repairs.

Send

for Catalogue.

For descriptive circulars or testimonials, address

CHARLES W. RAYMOND,

AGENTS.

Western Agt.

Wo

ATLAS AUTOMATIC and SLIDE VALVE ENGINES,

39 Dearborn Street, Tremont House,

CHICAGO.

also carry in Stock

Steam Pumps, Injectors,
PULLEYS, BELTING, FITTINCS, VALVES,
Boilers,

-

-

-

TZJX-,.

>DCE SPLIT

Etc.

Standard Carbon Co.,
The
Crystal Carbon. Companies.
Boulton, Cleveland,
*

^^^^

SUCCESSORS TO THE

and.

^^^^

OLEVELAND, OHIO.

^^^

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

VI

February

EDW.

Improved Corliss Engine

P.

ALUS

RELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
of all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.
Is

& CO.,

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

ManafactnrerB of and Dealers in

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

FOB ECONOMY OF FOEL, KEQULAEITT OF
MOTION. AND DURABILITY IN USE.

IT IS UTTEaDAI-ED

FOREST CITY PACKING COMPANY,

THE
President.

ii!

SOLE BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

Eugenie F. Phillips,

16,

W. H. Sawthb,
Sec'y and

CLEVELAND, OHIO,

Electrician.

U. 8. A.

MANUFACTURERS OF TBE

American Electrical Works.

Patent High Speed Packing,
MADE ESPECIALLY FOR ELECTRIC L1CHT ENCINES.
DeliTerei

Free on 60

RANKLIN

S.

Days' Trial.

ESTABLISHED

PARTRICK

PROVIDENCE,

R. I„
Manufacturers of Patent Finished

.

Insulated Electric Wires,

Gnarauteefl,

CHAS. M. WILKINS.

CARTER.

'*&*

E.

or

no

Fay,

WARD WILKINS

1S67.

&. CARTER,

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN'EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

W00DH0USE&, RAWSON,

Telephone and Incandescent Cords,

(LIMITED.)

Electric Light Wire

Wire, Patent Rubber-Covered
"Wire. Lead-Encased Wire, Flexible Cordage, Office and
Annunciator Wire.

Masnet

UNDERGROUND and AERIAL CABLES.
NEW YORK OFFICE: 18 Cortlandt St.
P. C. ACKERMAN, Agent.

11

Queen Victoria

LONDON, ENG.

-

SWITCHES and CUT-OUTS
of every description.
varieties alone.

3t!

Write for

list

the"G"type.

of

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

MAGKBTIC CUT-OUTS.

As used at the London Stock Exchange. Fisheries
Health and Inventions Exhibitions, and all the priu
pcipal British installations; also largely on the Continent.
List "A": Domestic Electrical
-

pages, illussratcd,

25 cents.

T=*

supplies,

Mention

no

Ihls paper.

Asenie wanted.

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF
BELLS, DISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LIGHTING APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.

Pattern Making, Etc., Etc

General Machine Job-work,

FOREE

St.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

A/ive

Electric Light Repairing,

Satisfaction

We

publish Catalogues of

all

our Manufactures, and will forward to any address upon

ipplication.

AT3ST,

B—

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, B^HSyurer.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICACO.

When applying for Catalogues, please state whether "Electric Bell" or "General
N.
upply" Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trade inclose business card for discounts.

114 South Second Street.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

WORKS
THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL
WE MANUFACTURE THE
jfi-OEPtfTS

NEW YORK

T-OH

THE

INSOLATED WIRE

CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Grimshaw White Core
USTSTJL^lTEUD

WIRES, CABLES
AND TAPES
We

Carry a Full Line of these
Goods at Factory Prices
Quotations.
for
Write

WE CLAIM FOR THESE MOTOES:
SIMPLICITY, REGULARITY,

HIGH EFFICIENCY, AND

UNSURPASSED WORKMANSHIP.
MANUFACTURED FOR

EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

54 and 56

Franklin Street,

Arc and Incandescent

Circuits.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

February

16,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

&

-&

INDIA•

•0

•

•

•

•

GUTTA-PERCHA
INSULATING COMPANY.
W. M. HABIRSHAW,

159

FRONT

F. C.

ST.,

S.,

London, Chemical Engineer, General Manager.

NEW YORK

CITY, U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPERIOR QUALITIES OF

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Naval Marine India-Rubber covered Wires.
Naval Land India-Rubber covered Wires.
Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far
employed on board the "Trenton," "Chicago,"
"Pensacola,"
and
"Yorktown,"
"Baltimore,"

\

"Charleston."

J\

We

hold reports

of Insulation

(Juaranteed to

—

Resistance Tests

from the Electrical Testing Bureau of Johns Hopkins University on our Goods, showing for Naval
Marine Cores 10,000 megohms per knot at 13 1-2
degrees C; Standard Cores, 8,900 megohms per knot
at 13 1-2 degrees C.
Samples and prices furnished
on application at the office.

Standard India-Rubber covered Wires.
Solid and Stranded Conductors.
Taped. Braided. Flame-proof.
Tree-Wire a superior Line Wire of good insulation and wearing qualities
largely employed for
aerial service at moderate cost.

f

J

All

Goods made by

—

this

Company

are

composed

of the best materials.
We do not use rubber substitutes, oxidized oil compounds, compounds of rubber and ozokerite, mixtures of candle pitch, rubber
and bitumens, which are all vastly inferior to pure
India-rubber and India-rubber compounds, and the
reputation we have obtained will be maintained.

gire satisfactory service underground and overhead.

Specially adapted

for

PRICES AND SAMPLES ON APPLICATION AT NO. 159 FRONT STREET,

Mines, Chemical Works. Etc.

NEW YORK

CITY.

We have supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the Principal Electric Light, Telegraph and Telephone Companies. Wo refer to the princiral
United States Vessels, Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings, and Wherever a First-Class Electrical Installment is under Construction, and required.
Our materials and workmanship are guaranteed the very best, and correspondence Is solicited from companies snd architects rtquirlne
the very best insulation for

all

kinds of electric service.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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16,
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MANUFACTURERS OF

ARC AND INCANDESCENCE

Electric

Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,
CARBONS,

ETC., ETC.

v.

THE BRUSH
ELECTRIC COMPANY,
•

J
GT=LTGj£L.GtO

OFPICE:

130- WASHINGTON STREET,- 130
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

February
H.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

16, i?

WARD LEONARD.

W.

S.

ANDREWS.

M. IZARD.

E.

LEONARD & IZARD,
Consulting and Contracting Electrical Engineers
— :F*OH.
OR ALL SYSTEMS OT^ —
-A.3ST-5T

Electric Street Railways.

Electric Motors of

Kinds.

all

Incandescent Electric Light Plants.
Arc Light Plants.

Electric Light Wiring.

Electric Transmission of

Power.

Storage Battery Plants.

Train Lighting Plants.

A FULL LINE OF COMMERCIAL SUPPLIES
Carried at

Prices

times

all

for

Plants described above.

Send, for Quotations.

I_.otxt-

PUNS, SPECIFICATIONS AND CONTRACTS OF ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION WORK.
BRANCH OFFICES:

THE ROOKERY,

THE LUMBER EXCHANGE,
Booms

5 and 6, Minneapolis, Minn

ROOM

NORTHWESTERN MUTl AL LIFE INSURANCE BLOCK,
Room 115, Milwaukee, Wis
TELEPHONE

TELEPHONE 694.

1256.

r
Low

A

Price.

I

G. A.

Quality.

315-321

425,

:JHtl<

I

HARMOUNT.

Wabash

Are.,

Low

UHIUA60.

Sole and exclusive Agent
for the "Warner Syelem" of
Electric Time
Send for
Catalogues and Price LlBt.

PROMPT SHIPMENT.
THE

Price List.

I

Qualify.

PROMPT SHIPMENT.

SOLE SELLINC AGENT,
LOUD & SONS' LUMBER

Send for our Pocket Eaition

A

Price.

H. M.

Send for our Pocket Edition
Price List,

CO.

Cross Arms, Wood Brackets. Oak Pins and
Telegraph Poles, etc
17,0

Send for Catalogues and Price

17..000 Electrical Articles Listed.

List.

SOLE WESTERN AGENT FOR

The Only One of the

The Only One of the

The Pinkham Patent Lift-Over Pendant Burner,

Kind Published.

Kind Published.

"Improved" Automatic Burner.

Cleverly

Send for Catalogue and Price

List.

SENT POSTAGE

SENT POSTAGE
Sole

FREE.

Western Agent "Lee's" Albion Flexible Sneaking Tnoing-J.

ELLW00D LEE

CO.,

FREE.

MANUFACTURERS AND EXPORTERS OF
Albion Flexible Gas Tubing, Speaking Tubing. Dental Tubing, Medical Tnblng, Surgical Gocds and Special
Tubing for all Borts of Mechanical and Surgical Operations. Every Tobe Warranted.
£55~Send for Catalogues and Price List.

Sole

Western Agent

for

SCHJ{EFEf{ ELECT/flC p/IJ{fiUFJ{CTUI{lfiq CO/Hf>J\fiY

,

Manufacturers of Incandescent Lamps from 10 to 200 Candle Pow.r, and all Fixtures Necessary for Complete installations
of Incandescent Plants. Send for Catalogues and Price List.

SOL'S

WESTERN

^G-ZEJtTT

co_,
EXCLUSIVE
THE
BOLE
MICROPHONE
CARBOK BATTERY.
i.

^at.

ccdi_:i3i_jp^;n «l

Manufacturers of

AR3 AND INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHT DYNAMOS.

Warranted Stronger and

of

ALFRED

Linger Ufa than any other Sal-Ammoniac Battery Made.

P.

MOORE,

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRICAL)
WIRE, FLEXIBLE CORDS AND CABLES

\

ELECTRIC

Lli;ilT,

HARMOUNT,

TELEGRAPH,

TELEI'lltl\E. FIRE

AMI BURGLAR

ALARM SDPELIBS, BARE AND INSULATED WIRE AND

)

C.UILl
tLES. f

and Price

List.

Send

Philadelphia,

for Catalogues

Pa

,

and Price List.

Manufacturer Of

TELEPHONE. TELEGRAPH. ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER,

/

I

G. A.

for Catalogue

AC3-E3NTT EOIR.

-A-ICsTD

Established 1820.

Send

ELECTRICAL
FORtorALL
AND eteml
PURPOSES.
Special U'lrv
mid
i'i -i.

WESTERN AGENT, ELECc
TRICAL DEPARTMENT o F
-SEAN1TFACT1TBBBS OF

Mamlacturors of

Ulectrieal

Sappfios oT Every Description.

(

(

.

l.i-i

i>>

NEW HAVEN CLOCK COMPANY,
375-321 Wabash
WenU

Ave.,

CHICAGO, U.S.

for Cat nloffno nnrt Prior*

I.1n(.

A.
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Real Improvement in Porous Cup Batteries
Since the Invention of the Leelanehe.
THE

OF TIE

CUP

S

TIPE.

Porous Cup Alone.

No. 1.— With Jar Adapted fob Sealing
HE BHETICALLT

No.

to the present time the only .thoroughly reliable Porous Cup Battery in the
Cell; all of the imitations being much inferior, and so-called improvements having
It has b3en reserved for this Company to offer to the Public

Up

2

—Cell Unsealed.

Market has been the Genuine " Gonda "
turned out to be no improvements at all.

THE AXO BATTERY,
la which the defects so long recognized and looked upon as inherent in Porous Cap Batteries are met and overcome.
The following improvements in form alone will at once commend themselves to all who use batteries.

These are
i.

2.
3.

Practical

Advantages.— You can see them

at

a Glance.

The PorOUS Cup forms of itself, a cover for the cell, closing completely, and preventing the escape of salts or liquid.
The Zinc passes through an independent aperture in the shoulder of the jar, which also closed by a rubber stopple.
sides inclining outward toward the
The Carbon Conductor*, instead of being straight, conical or pyramidal in shape,
constantly, by
it

is

its

is

forming inclined planes against which the particles of the surrounding mixture press
is thus secured, which being automatic, is maintained at all times and under all conditions, and

bottom and

A

is

their own weight.
contact by gravity
never irregular and faulty as is so often the

case in the old forms.

4.

The Ventilation Of the Cup

is accomplished by means of deep grooves in the sides of the carbon, running along its whole length from
bottom through and above tne sealing material. This is a far more efficacious method than the old one of piercing holes in the seal.
Through these grooves the gas babbles forming on any part of the carbon are provided with ready channels of escape and consequently, the depolarization of the element is greatly accelerated.
is a patented metallic clamp and thumb screw which can be removed and replaced in a moment,
Connection fOI* the
which is perfect in its function as a battery connector.
at the bottom serves several purposes.
The well in the middle keeps the bottom of the Porous
Of the
Peculiar
and the ridge of glass surrounding it separates the cup and the zinc rod. On the outside, the same well forms a depressed bottom for the csll, while the sides of the jar are raised above the level upon which it rests, and are kept free from contact with the dirt and
spilled salts which collect and creep up the sides of the ordinary jars and foul the battery.
be Hermetically Sealed without the slightest difficulty by pouring a little melted paralline into the space beCell
he eup and the rirti of the jar, being at the same time careful not to let the wax come high enough to stop up the ventilattween tbe
The advantage of sealing with parafline is that the cup can be taken out at any time by heating the parof the carbon.
ing holes ::
affine, or running a knife blade around between the flange of the cup and the rim of the jar.
For those who prefer not to have the battary sealed a jir is furnished as shown in the cut, in which the flange of the Porous Cup rests on the top

the

Carbon

The

]

H.

The

7.

The

8.

Jar

Shape

can

This closes the j»r sufficiently tight for
rirn of the jar instead of on a shoulder inside.
specially ordered, the one with the bell top, adapted for sealing (No. 1) will be sent.

NOTICE :--The

Batt9ry

is

all

ordinary purposes.

Unless this plain jar (No. 2)

is

Covered by Patents, and Infringers will be prosecuted to the Extent of the Law.

The Leelanehe Battery Co,

Office

149 West 18th

St.,

New

York.

February

16,
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C,

II.

Jacksok,

IZvv.ARU B. Pebo

Press.

-.

.1

Tr^aa.

:

P.

THE NATIONAL CONDUIT MFG. COMPANY'S

WROUGHT IRON CEMENT-LINED PIPE
For Electrical Subways.
In use

by the Metropolitan Telephone & Telegraph Company of New York;
by the Bell Telephone Compiny of Buffalo; by the Police and Fire
Departments of New York and Chicago, Etc.

TRIM

THIS SYSTEM IS PARTICULARLY ADAPTED FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT

TELEPHONE BUILDINC, NEW YORK.

Address the Company,

ENGINEERING CO.
707 and 709

Market

31 Waterworks

Building.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.

St. Louis.

St.,

Kansas

Erected Ready for Service.
City.

SPKCIAIiTIES t-The Armingttra & Sims Eneine, Steel Boilers,
ard Rocking and Sheffield GrateB,

319 Ramge

Building.

KANSAS

CO.,

CITY, MO.

Arms,

CARBONS AND GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.
Annunciators and Everything Electrical-

Correspondence

Solicited.
PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

PRICES LOW.

WANTED.
YOUR NAME, BUSINESS
Send

of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.
KT.1I AW & CO.,
A HI'KVri i;k.
II

4

Galvanometers, Bridges and Rheostats by
I

AM

TmnpiCi vv

1

all

the Prominent Makers.

M> KM1IIM.

.

924 Chestnut

Queen cfc Co.
St.,

to

me

TheH.M. LOUD & SONS LUMBER CO.
HAN'LTACTL'KERS OP

Directory.

Electrical

A Postal

ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE.

Card will do.

TERRE HAUTE. IND.-A

Fred H. Whipple,
DETROIT,

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,

»

Ireson LlDk Belt, StandBlake Pomp, Eorticg Injector, etc.

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poles.
Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arm s
Lumber kept In stock. Orders Filled Promptly.
Office and Mill at Oscoda. Tllch.
at once and be Correctly Re- Exclusive Selling Agent: Q. A. Harmocnt. Western
Agent
Electrical Department New Haven Clock Co.,
ported in Whipple's
315 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

National

.

Ammeters and Voltmeters

llyatt Filter,

AND ADDRESS.

Poles, Wires, Cables, Conductor Cords,
Pins, Brackets, Insulators, Cross
Etc., Etc.

Bells, Batteries,

Lowe Heater,

»K\n FOB HTKHT CATALOGUES.

Omaha.

SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY

AND DISTRIBUTION.

F. A.N.M-.l

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING.
Well endowed, well equipped department* ol Me,

-

Ii:iiii.- it

try,

it

MH'II.
^fc.N

1,

|!iinl( ivil Knirin-'-rute

Drawine. Extensive Shops
hi

.Fiirrjit'dii

rUi>, Vice-trest. ana Treas.

t-l.lr.--T

'

1

.\

Item 1.1

Laboratories. Ex-

C.Mcndenball.l

CHAs. siDVEY SMITH, Seo*y

Hotel and House Annunciators.
Electric

Gas Lighting.

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

The United

Electric Go.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electrical

Electric Lighting.

Apparatus and Supplies.

Telegraph Instruments.

SALT LAKE

Wire and Batteries.

CITY,

-

UTAH.

Philadelphia.

INSULATING JOINT
JHE

STANDARD.)

X]

SOO.

E.P.GLEASONMFG.CO.,
181-189 MERGER STREET.
ETKIAT YORK.
CHICAGO OFFICE, 233 LAKE STREET.
MANl'FACTVREUS OF

INDORSED

ELECTRIC MPPLIKNCES
IN

BY

Thomas

A. Edison,

Elihu Thomson,

N.

S.

Edwin

Possons,

J.

Houston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

BRASS, IRON, TIN AND GLASS,

Fittings, Brackets, Fixtures, Shades, Globes,
Insulating Joints, Cut-outs, Holders, all Systems, and
Supplies lor Arc and Incandescent Lighting.
FOE CA.T^I.CC3-CTS " E " tSES.

Embracing

SrND

FOE SALE BY ALL JEWELERS.
Send

for

Pamphlet "ARE YOU POSTED?"

to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH

CO.,
IN

CRYSTAL

177-179 Broadway, H. Y.

ETCHED

EIGHT

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

EICKEMEYER DYNAMOS THE

February

ELECT RIC

FARE BOX

ELECTRIC

-AND-

an Experiment, but a

Is rot

MOTORS

Money Saving

Practical

:

(United States Patents, Feb. 22, 1887; Feb.

14,

1889

16,

AND

:

1888.)

Labor Saving Device,
Order them Subject to Your Approval.

IF

WE CLAIM FOR THEM,

NOT ALL

Return them at our Expense.
.A-d-diess

THE ELECTRIC FARE BOX
418

CEDAR

ST.,

CO.,

NASHVILLE, TENN.

OR BBANCH OFFICES:
J.

G.

BRILL CAR CO.. Philadelphia.

L.

C.

DALLAS ELECTRIC MOTOR

WHITE. 107

CO., Dallas.

S.

8th

St., St.

Louis. Mo.

Texas.

Machine Complete.

Combine the simplest Construction and Highest Efficiency

The Empire City Electric Co,

yet obtained in Dynamo-Electrical Apparatus.

PERFECT ELECTRICAL

Balance

in

ARMATURE

COILS.

There being no magnetism apparent
lines of

at

any exposed surface of the machine,

all

15

jf—

NO RADIATION OF FIELD MAGNETISM.

DEY STREET,
NEW

the

YORK,

force are concentrated within the machine, and pass through the armature.

NO SPARKING AT THE COMMUTATOR

Manufacturers and
IN

Dealers

ALL KINDS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
DICKEY, President.
H. J. WELLS, Sec'y and GenM Man.
J.

J.

FLEMON DRAKE,

KINNEY,

H. A.

Sup't and Electrician.

L. H.

KORTY,

Vice Presldenl.

Treasurer.

MIDLAND ELECTRIC CO

e>

OMAHA, NEBRASKA.
DEALERS IN

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
For the Telegraph, Telephone

as<i Electric

Irfigbt.

Hotel and Houhc Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Fire Alarms, Electric Gas Lighting, Speaking Tubes,
Elevator Annunciators, Batteries, Push Buttons, Electric Poub, Telegraph Learner?' Instruments, Medical
Batteries, Linemen's Tools, Bell Hangers' Supplies, Railway VeloclpedeB, Cars, Etc.

Wbbtekn
Alnrma for

Machine

vrllb

one aide and half the

field coile

Agkntb THE OKONITE CO., and the Return
Cities and Towns. Wo own the Franchises of

removed, showing the InBlde arrangement of armatuic
and coils.

Call SyBtem of Hotel Annunciators. Fire
the Western StateB and Territories for the

IMPROVED McCULLOH

^iWETON + DIOTICT* TEIrEG^PH * gY^EJSJ,*^These machines,

in

all

sizes,

and of any required capacity, are for general sale on

to the Trade, to Contracting; Engineers, to Electric Lieht, Power, and Storage Battery Companies, "nd to
their

merits

the public, without restrictions or royalties as to territory or patents.

Low Prices.

WeBt.

contracts

Correspondence

Authorized Contractors:

for any and all kinds of Electrical Work In any part of too
Illustrated Catalogue and Price List on Amplication.

made

Boltclt«d.

Edison Electric Light and tlomewell Fire Alarm Telegraph.

Compact Machines.

THE CURTIS

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET.

J.

and are prepared to give franchises and construct plants on reasonable terme.

PfEBtlmales furnished and

PATENT RETURN STEAM TRAP.

H.BUNNELL & CO.,

SOLE AGENTS,
106-108 LIBERTY STREET,
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MOTOR

CO.
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NEW
Efficient Electric Motors
402-4 Greenwich

St.,

MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
WESTEEN

NEW ENGLAND OFFICE: 19 Pearl St., BOSTON,
OFFICE: 139 and 141 Adams Street, CHICAQO.
PHIL A DELPHI k OFFICE: 301 Arch Street.
SOUTHERN OFFICE: 25 Carondelet Street, NEW

JOHN STEPHENSON
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NEW YORK.

OELEANS

CO.,
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STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

Van Depoele Electric Manufacturing Co.
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ELECTRIC LIGHT APPARATUS

Electric Light Supplies of All Kinds.
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SYSTEM.

SYSTEM.
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BELTING AND PACKING
Oldest and Largest Manufacturers

in

16,

1

8559

CO.,

the United States, of

VULCANIZED RUBBER BELTING
For Electric Lighting.
WITH SMOOTH METALLIC RUBBER SURFACE.
This Belting

of SrivBEiOR

is

DYNAMOS
This

Quality, and specially designed

for use

on

and SWIFT RUNNI NG MACHINERY.

Company

has manufactured the Largest Belts made in the world for the
principal Elevators at Chicago, Buffalo, Jersey City and New York.

STEAM AND WATER HOSE,
PLAIN AND RUBBER LINED.

—
uu/nti RUBBER
MmAmmOTH
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1

r^ r^

wmr-a -m
BELTS,

r»

"Test" Hose, made
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Para Rubber and

Carbonized

Duck.

made by

Hose, Circular, Woven, Seamless, Antiseptic, for the
and Hand Fire Engines Foroe Pumps Mills Faot ° ries Steamers

Cotton "Cable"

THE NEW YORK BELTING AND PACKING

N.

CO.,

IZb^HLZ

Y.

'

'

>

>

PATENT ELASTIC RUBBER BACK SQUARE PACKING.
Best in the World

:

PARK

W.

of

Steam Engims and Pumps.

NEW YORK BELTING & PACKING

-"::.;::;.:::::::

XS

Hods and Valve Stuns

for Packing the Piston

JFLO^SAT, 3XTE3"\7V

ALLEN &
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CO.,

F

YORK..

Lake

151

CO.,

Street,

CHICAGO.

IMPROVED CORLISS "ELECTRIC LIGHT."
HORIZONTAL ENGINES

^
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provements in the Construction of these ENGIMES
ENGINES pla
place them deRecent Improvements
In the lead as an engine specially adapted to
cidedly in

Electric Light Plants.

I
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satisfy
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this.

THE BEST OF MATERIALS
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in their construction, resulting in great DURABILITY, while
the "cut-off device insures the most ECONOMICAL use
of fuel yet accomplished.
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Only are used
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IMPROVED STEAM PUMPS,
FOR ALL KINDS OF SERVICE.
Warranted to bo tin

To Prove

it,

SIMPLEST, MOST DURABLE and EFFICIENT Steam Pump made,
SINGLE olt DUPLEX.

WE CHALLENGE

ALL MAKERS

of Steam

WHETHER

1

\

Pumps

TO A PUBLIC COMPETITIVE TEST.

Electric Pfant

Pumps

a Specialty.

DAVIDSON STEAM PUMP
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CO.,
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Westinghouse

Co.,

Electric

PITTSBURGH, PA.
[Manufacturers under Patents and Applications for Patents controlling the sale and use of
Alternating Current Electric Lighting Apparatus and Distributing Systems.]

The success of the Alternating Current System of

Electric Lighting

is

demonstrated

beyond question.

Note the sale of 143 Central Station Plants by this Company aggregating
a total generating capacity of 250,000 16-candle-power lamps, within the brief
,

period of twenty-five months, together with the fact that out of these 143 Central Stations,

38 have increased

their

plant since starting.

IMPROVED LAMPS.
the manufacture of Lamps
which has been secured for the exclusive benefit of the users of apparatus furnished by the Westinghouse Electric Company, this
Company will guarantee from its Apparatus and Lamps 50 percent,
more light from a given expenditure of power (fuel) than can be obtained with any direct current system.

By reason

of

an improvement

in

ALTERNATING CURRENT METERS.
This Company's Meter measures the whole current by a positive
mechanical movement.
It registers directly in lamp-hours, and indicates by dials like a
gas meter. It is not affected by temperature or local conditions.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.
Highly efficient. Have no commutators or brushes, and can be
started, regulated and reversed without breaking a connection.
Small Motors for use on existing Alternating Circuits of this Company,
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RELAY, CATON PATTERN.

STEINER' KEY WITH 1 LEGS.

PUIYATE;LINE INSTRUMENT.

ET

Sdl'NDKl;

RELAY.

PRICES UPON APPLICATION.

Western Electric Company,
chicago.

new

york.

london.

antwerp,

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO,

Vol. IV.
B. E.

Sunny.

Sunn)', chairman of the executive
committee of the National Electric Light asarrangements for
has completed
sociation,
exhibition,
the approaching convention and
and has performed his work so well that he
the
to the thanks and praise of
is entitled
B.

E.

The arrangements for this meetorganization.
ing, the most important in the history of the
association, could not have been confided to
The management of the affair
better hands.
was conducted with the same wisdom and energy that has been displayed in everything that
He has been a sucMr. Sunny has undertaken.
cessful business man, but his'success has been
due to his own untiring efforts.
Mr. Sunny is still a young man, as the accompanying portrait indicates. He was born in
He
Brooklyn, N. Y., and is 32 years of age.
began life as a telegraph operator in New York
city, and after three years' experience removed
to Chicago in 1S75, where he secured a position
with the Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph company.
The following year he was promoted to the position of night manager, and here his ability and
In 1S77 he was
industry were soon recognized.
appointed manager of the Chicago office, and
continued in that position until the Atlantic &
Pacific company passed under control of the
Western Union Telegraph company, in 1879.
On his retirement from this position he became
superintendent of the operating department of
the Bell Telephone company's exchange in ChiWhen the contest between the Bell and
cago.
Edison companies ended in a victory for the
former, in i88r, Mr. Sunny was continued as
superintendent of the operating department of
the consolidated companies, and five years later
was also given direction of the construction department.
January r, 1888, Mr. Sunny was
elected president of the Arc Light & Power
company of Chicago, and still retains that office.
He has also been connected with the manage-

FEBRUARY

ing an open arcade on the level of the streets
for pedestrians, with shops occupying the buildings on each side, similar to those on the passages in Paris, with the upper stories devoted
The road bed being
to offices or apartments.
on solid ground, trains could be operated without limitation of weight of engines and consequent number of cars, and at a speed equal to
that of any first-class surface road. Having four
tracks, two could be used by express trains making few stops, and two by local trains stopping
frequently, thus attaining actual rapid transit.
Owning all the property above the railway, ventilation could be perfectly accomplished and
electric lighting of the cars would make them
as comfortable in that respect as if the road were
above ground, while the entire roadway and
equipment would be sheltered from the weather
and the attendant dirt and wet during the in
The rapid advances being
clement season.
made in the use of electricity as a motive power
render it reasonably certain that no steam locomotives would be necessary, thus greatly simInstead of
plifying the question of ventilation.
disfiguring the streets with unsightly structures,
the railway is wholly concealed from view and
the architectural appearance of the city vastly
'

'

ment of the Thomson-Houston company since
Dec. 1, 1888.
He has held the office of president of the Bookkeepers' Building association
of Chicago for four years.
Mr. Sunny's business ventures have been uniformly successful, and they have demanded a
large portion of his attention, but he has succeeded in finding time to devote to the cultivation

and enjoyment

of

social

relations.

fortunate in enlisting his services as chairman of
the executive committee, and it is under great
obligations to him for the faithful and able manner in which he conducted its affairs.

Rapid Transit

in

New

K. E.

His

courteous and considerate manner has won for
him respect and admiration equal to the consideration due to his successful business career.
The National Electric Light association was

York.

David King, the builder of the Equitable
building and projector of many other equally
extensive enterprises in New York, has been
seriously considering the question of rapid
transit in the metropolis, and presents the following proposition as the result of his investigations:
"The plan most favored and which
promises best results from every point of view is
to acquire by purchase or condemnation a strip
of land of sufficient width for the construction
and operation of four tracks from one end of the
city to the other; to construct the road-bed just
far enough beneath the surface to pass under
the cross streets, and to erect on the property so acquired
fire-proof buildings, leav-

SUNNY.

the intention of gentlemen interested in this project to acquire the necessary

improved.
property

in

It is

two blocks and

at

No.

16, 1889.

once commence

the construction of a section of the road."
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any that has ever been seen in this country The
Exposition building, in which the convention and
exhibition will be held, is admirably adapted to
the purpose, and the exhibitors will have ample
-

.

opportunity to display the merits of their contrivances.
Cuts are presented herewith illustrating the ground plan of the hall in which the
exhibition will be held, and the space allotted to
each exhibitor.
The resident members of the executive committee will entertain their associates and the
other officers of the association at the Union
League, Monday evening, February iSth. At 6
o'clock dinner will be served, and at its conclusion there will be a business meeting of the committee.
B. E. Sunny, chairman of the executive committee of the National Electric Light association, states that the final preparations for the
convention are almost completed. A large force
of men is now at work at the Exposition building.
Apparatus from exhibitors has already been renearly
ready.
ceived, and the booths are
The tickets are ready for distribution, and
electric lights for the illumination of the buildBoth arc and incandesing are being put up.
cent lamps are used, and there will be an especially fine display of lights in the assembly
room. The press room is next to the assembly
room, and has been divided into four compartments, and the different electrical papers will
The
be accommodated in those four divisions.
regular cloak room of the building, which is just
across the main hall from the electric light exhibition rooms, will be utilized for the accommodation of wraps, and check boys in the uniform of a local district telegraph company will
be on hand to check and take care of wraps.
As every one knows who is familiar with the
Exposition building, the electric light exposiThe heavy fasttion rooms are in two sections.
running machinery will be confined to one of
those sections, which the executive committee
has named Department A, and the lighter exhibits will be shown in the other section,. which
Every foot of
has been named Department B.
space at the disposition of the committee has
been taken, and there will probably be an overflow of exhibits in the main hall, which is. of
course, unheated.
The railroad track, of course,
is also located here.
There certainly has never
been such an Electric Light Convention as the
Chicago convention will be in point of exhibits,
and indications point to the largest attendance
in the history of the association.
will be the theme of two or
and several speakers will be pretouch upon its relation to the other

Petroleum as fuel
three papers,

Electric Light Convention.

The

preparations for the National Electric
Light Association convention, at Chicago, February 19-21, have been completed, and everything is now in readiness for the opening of the
This meeting will undoubtedly be
proceedings.
the largest representative body ever gathered in
It will be of more
a convention of this kind.
than ordinary interest to those concerned in
electrical matters in the northwest, as it will give
them an opportunity of displaying what has been
done to advance electrical matters in the west.
Many important matters will be considered at
the convention, and a number of able papers
have been prepared by experts on various subIt is quite probable that the all-important
jects.
At any
question of insulation will be discussed.
rate there will be plenty of important mailers
to occupy the attention of the members.
The display of electrical appliances will outrank

pared to
engineering problems of central station electric
The subject of current meters will be
lighting.
treated in two papers, and it is reported that
several distinguished electricians will participate
The question of static charge
in this discussion.
on, and the puncturing of, underground cables.
which received considerable attention at the
New York convention, will be the sul

paper at Chicago. The relation of the material
of conduits to the insulation of cables will be
The subject of muthe theme of one paper.
ial lighting will receive
considerable attenThere are five committees that should retion.
Ai
port at Chicago.
them is doing
very good work, and its report will be inter-

il

esting.

The assembly room

in

which the sessions oi

the convention will be held

is

ment

to

admirably adapted

a spacious apartthe purpose.
A
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platform has been constructed at the south end
the room, and chairs arranged in the body of
the apartment.
Excellent arrangements have been made for

accommodation of representatives of the
press, and every facility will be afforded them.
The principal display of electrical goods will
nade in the dining and art rooms, the floor

operation of an electrical railroad, furThe
nished with every modern improvement.
track is 900 feet in length, and has a 50-foot
tical

curve.

No

the

livided
if

by
tin;

quare
•

il

>:.,

all

the del-

rebate to delegates,
also open its doors t'>
Brunswick has the merit of

a

ki< helieu
I

he

slight

will

his

ee the prac-

prehension,

but

Electrical Dental Appliances.

An
sary

n

ctive feature ol the

entertainii

Denl

I

1

iras

the display of

nty-fifth
<

am

lei trii al

di ntal

the

line

work

performed

by

of these appliances convinced them of
Various electrical dental entheir usefulness.

means

and regulators were displayed
The electro magnetic mallet,
explained.
electrical otoscope, dento-electric cautery, electro-cautery snare, and many other appliances
Were operated, and their superiority attested.
'III.establishment has branch houses in New
hi' ago and Brooklyn.
York, Boston,

and

in

16, 18

appliances by the S. S. White Manufacturing
company of Philadelphia. Visiting dentists who
were unacquainted with the "new fangled notions" looked on with amazement as Dr. E. T.
Starr, the representative of the company, explained the workings of the intricate machinery
operated by electricity. The electric mouth
lamp and laryngoscope were beyond their com-

gines, batteries

being very near the Exposition building.

be lighted bj
railway will be in operaalready laid, and
'I

accommodate

probable that the greater number

has offered

and tinmembers.

will

ompletcd.

It is

will go to the Leland and Grand Pacific, which
The Palmer
are near the Exposition building.

e
in

there will be an
h

single hotel will

egates.

I

rooms

February

<

February
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Light System.
of Chicago has
The Sperry
introduced many important improvements in its

The Improved Sperry Arc

1

since

apparatus.

it

began manufacturing

Many

bed and

of

the output of electrical energy is greatly
the
It is said that 92 per cent, of
increased.
armature wire is thus rendered available for the
Another
actual production of the current.
piei es,

company

Elei trie

illustrated

arc

light

improvements

these

this

in

valuable feature of the annular armature is tinfact that each coil is absolutely separate and
to
In case of injury
distinct from the other.
one ml it can be very easily repaired without

are

and

article,

February

system, as well as the
effect upon it. is explained.
Figs. 3 and 4 represent the Sperry armature,
which is of the annular type. All the wire which

their application to the

1

mi

unwinding

essitating the

of the

whole arma-

ture.

16,

1889

machine. This, of course, is a very valuable
feature, especially for central station lighting.
Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate the Sperry arc lamp.
It is graceful in design, and can be cleaned and
Kach lamp is
attended without inconvenience.
provided with an ordinary hand switch, and also
with an automatic cut-out, which operates in case
the carbons are burnt out or the arc elongates
from the imperfect working of the mechanism.
Tin regulation of the lamp is such that the carbon rod is made to automatically move in both
When the lamp starts the normal
directions.
arc is at once secured and maintained through-

Dynamos and lamps
out the entire operation.
are made for high or low tension.
Fig. 7 represents the Sperry lightning arrester.
It serves for the discharge of static electricity
from the line, whether produced from lightning
or frictional electricity from the belts. If an arc
should be formed between the plates they will
be separated automatically, and then go back
charge.
in the old position, ready for a new
This arrester has been described in detail in the
Western Electrician on page 148, Vol. I, in
a paper read before the Chicago Electric club
by Mr. Sperry.
Electricity in the University of

Roches-

ter.

BY "'IIS H. ROBINSON.
in the colleges have been
decade or more at their wits' end to
know what it was best to do for their classes.
The time allotted to natural philosophy and astronomy is in most cases no greater than it was

Teachers of science

for the last

The acquiring capacity
twenty-five years ago.
But these sciences
of the student is no greater.
have progressed, and are still progressing at a
With such a state
rate unparalleled in history.
of things you may think of us looking out from
our class rooms almost in despair at the extent of
the field our courses are now expected to cover.
chapter from my own experience may interest
those who were students here, and perhaps some
other colleges twenty-five
also who were in

A
RV DYNAMO.

wound upon

considerable
distance from the shaft, and, therefore, can be
given a great peripheral velocity with a comparatively small number of revolutions of the
The mode of support of
armature per minute.
this armature consists in spreading it from one
is

this

armature

is

1
represents the complete Sperry dynamo.
mechanical construction shows the skill of

Fig.

at a

Its

The armature, for instance, may
designer.
be rapidly withdrawn for purposes of cleaning,
inspection, etc., by simply withdrawing the front
A special
journal together with the shaft.
its

of its free ends to a gun-metal spider, which is
securely fastened to a steel spindle, forming the
shaft of the machine.
The great advantage of

aim

3.

r,

id are

i-,

left

that the
free.

claimi
internal
surfai

This

arrangei
irfaci

...1

of

the

1

III

m

I

III

II

BUY

I'''

1

is

the automatii

of overlapping

Look

at the sciences of

magnetism and

elec-

At that time these subjects very
properly occupied a small place in a general
The magnetic needle had to
course of study.
be described and its uses pointed out, and also
the formation and action of an electro-magnet.
Very little time sufficed for this. Electricity,
frictional, voltaic, magnetic, atmospheric, etc.,
could be dispatched in a few lessons; for when
the public took very little interest in the subject
the work clone was little more than mere definiWith a few exceptions the
tion and description.
instruments in use were designed to startle and
entertain the classes, rather than to illustrate
and impress upon the mind the difficult prinThink of the painted
ciples of the science.
images dancing between two plates, or of the
tricity alone.

NAM".

regulator. The brushes
copper strips attai hi il
cted
This yoke is co
to a movable yoke.
by means of an arm to an electro-ma'gnetic n gu
Any variation
placed in the lamp circuit.

feature

e

\

vears ago.

flal

the electrical resistance of the lamp circuil
13)
per of the elei tro-magnet,
an ingenious device tins mo emenl adjusts the
proportion to any
the dynamo in
iri uit,
ion in the resistance of the lamp
laims that 75 peri enl ol the
er
in

ringing of a chime of bells, or of the illumination
bits of tin foil forming "magic squares," all to

.,1

What
illustrate the discharge of a Leyden jar.
Attention
an abuse of time and opportunity!
was list railed instead of being fixed upon the
phenomena with their causes and their manifold
1

1

rial ions anil

laws.

1

,-.'.

annular

.

in

recess, in

I ig.

2

which

aimi
g

mature, and

1

this

pei

exposing
inner

1

its

poic

!"
ps ma)
number of an
switched out without the least danger
total

I

instantly
to

tin:

These

siibjci is

were

in

those days very unsat-

The difficulties were
isfactory ones to teach.
too great for the average studenl to
very greal
So much remained unknown that
undertake.
there was an awkward vagueness in the discusfailure, total or partial,
sions of the known,
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was

from

make

college,

written on a great part of the efforts to
And besides all
these sciences useful.
this we were dealing not with such phenomena
as those of light, ami sound, which we have al-

'

'

first to last.

how

83

Students inquire, on entering
is given in electricity.

Even the more difficult work of exacl mi
ments and the solution of problems be< omes

ited to the Westers
editors of a wide-awake and disi

large a course

1

lie

periodii

al

can

in-

teai

Iff

ses in

The

all

-

a

in

hardly

which

ieni e

realize

is

how much

they are teach
hools as well

[ndirei tly
tli'-

si

States Electric Lighting
the Cook County

United

Company and

Contracts
he

1

1

light

elect

ontrai
fo
plant at the (look
'I

County court-house, Chicago,
has just been awarded to the United State, Electric Lighting company, through C. C. Warren.
The increase of the plant
western manager.
amounts to 500 lights, and as there were 1,000
lights in place before, the

full

capacity of

the

The dynamos are
plant will be 1,500 lights.
to be exchanged for larger ones, corresponding
in capacity to the increased number of lights,
and additional wiring and lamps are to be put
up to equal the full requirements of the plant.
new

Congratulations might possibly be in order
concerning this award, as considerable signifiIt will be remembered
cance attaches to it.
that a large amount of the money due on the
old contracts which the County of Cook made
with the United States Electric Lighting company in i< 85, for originally installing the county
plants, had to be collected after a protracted lawThe reason of
suit in the United States court.

FIC. 5.

SPERRY POUBLF CARBON LAMP.

ways before us, but with those which seemed
dragged in from obscurity to perplex a
little,
and to astonish and entertain a little,
and then to be lost sight of again.
To-day all this is changed. It is true there

to be

FIG. 6.

SPERRY

SIXCT.F.

teresting in view of

CARBON LAMP.

their practical

importance.

Moreover, students see now what they did not
see in electricity a few years ago
a field for a
career in life.
The study of a science for the
sake of the science is unquestionably a good
thing; but there is nothing to awaken a general
enthusiasm over a subject like seeing men acquire fame and fortune in the pursuit of it.
But it was my purpose to tell you what we are
doing to bring our course of study up to date
With the limitain respect to these sciences.
Indeed
tion in time we cannot do very much.
the time taken for them has been mostly stolen
from the other branches of mechanics and phjsics by squeezing out the less important topics.
The weeks thus saved suffice to teach by textbook'and lecture the fundamental principles and

—

the chief successful applications, together with
some exercises -in exact measurements. Until
recently our instrumental illustrations were very
limited, for our instruments were old and poor,
and chiefly of the entertaining kind. Now, however, we are buying new instruments of the best
kind, right up to date, as fast as they can be well
This we hope to
utilized in the class-room.
continue. We have as yet formed no classes for
laboratory practice.
This may come in time.
All we can do at present in this direction is to
set apart certain hours of the week in which
students can handle the instruments, and make
their own experiments under supervision. Work
beyond the prescribed course is encouraged by
assigning subjects for examinations on which
honors or prizes are awarded.
There is probably no department of a college
course in which the professor finds it so hard to

keep himself informed of the real progress
which is being made as in the sciences we are
are great difficulties and many unsolved problems, but the boundaries of our knowledge are
more sharply defined. What is within the reach
of students the students have a healthy ambition
to reach.
A spirit of inquiry, stimulated by the

modern improvements
motor, the

new

in the telegraph'; by the
the telephone, and many other
electricity, keeps up the interest

light,

uses of

There are so many unsettled
considering.
questions, so many theories afloat, so many devices which the popular writers call "discoveries,"
so many valuable applications, and with all the
rest so much really good work being done in the
laboratories, that one has to keep his eyes and
cars open on all sides, every day in the year, or
In this part of my work 1
he will fall behind.

this was that a local newspaper with sensational
tendencies had charged bribery in connection
The newswith the letting of these contracts.
paper, however, was never able to substantiate
its charges, but did succeed in carrying matters
to such a point that the county declined to pay
the remaining amounts due on the contracts
Manager
until the matter was settled in court.
Warren promptly carried the cases into court
and won every one of them against the county.
The county has, therefore, been obliged to adjust the claims satisfactorily to the United States
Electric Lighting company, and the outcome of
the suits was a decided triumph for Mr. Warren.
The full vindication of Mr. Warren is,
however, better indicated, perhaps, by the fact
that the new contract mentioned above has been
awarded to his company, notwithstanding all the
suits and trouble which have occurred in connection with the old contracts.
Mr. Warren's undoubted business ability has
in his
conduct
its best illustration, however,
of the western business of the United States
Electric Lighting company during the last five
years and a half.
Investigation shows that during that time 444 separate electric lighting plants
have been installed, and the steady progress of
the business is shown by the fact that it took
three years and a half of hard work to install
187 of them, while 257 of them have been installed during the last two years.
Part of the credit of
this
record must
be assigned, of course, to the able assistants
with whom Mr. Warren has had the business
foresight to surround himself, prominent among
whom the name of Chas. D. Shain is particularly

worthy of mention
The excellent equipment
and first-class facilities of Mr. Warren's office
are of special importance just at present, in view
of the rcent combination which, it is not unlikely, will tax the requirements of
the office
to

its

full

capacity.

It

is

safe

predict,

to

however, that the office will be equal to the
emergency, and that its former excellent record
will even be improved.

The Cushman Company Appeals.
I'lie

Cushman Telephone

company

is

still

making

a fight against the Bell Telephone comThe injunction recently granted the latpany.
ter company by Judge Blodgett of Chicago was

up

for a hearing

February

7th,

and the attorneys

Cushman company argued for its discontinuance, but this was refused.
Cushman therelor the

upon appealed, and the case will be presented
the- United Slates Supreme court.
tin: electric li^lit company
Al Zanesville, O
proposition to tin- city council 10 furnish liglii
$l per lamp.
.

lias
all

to

made a
night at
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C."

Company's

Building.

The new factory of the "('
Motor company recently opened
city is considered

one

ol

the

C." Electric

>v

in

New York

most

elaborately

The machinery in the building, illustrations of
which are presented herewith, is operated by
electricity.
Conduits are built in the walls for
'neconductors.
The engine is a 12x12 Ball.
1
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appointed electrical establishments in the country. The dimensions of the building are 50 feet

by 90

feet.

six stories in

The

structure

is

of brick

height and basement.

.I

any

It

is

and iron,
was con-

almost

fire-

floor, hi

floors
•

.f

the

February

driving wheel

is

belted

S
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per cent, less than would be required to operate
the factory in the usual way by belting and
shafting through the building from the engine
room, according to expert engineers in factory

BUILDING

direct

to a 50,000 watt

construction.

The establishment can

furnish

Edison compound wound 220 volt dynamo, the
other to a counter-shaft, from which is driven a
no volt dynamo and an arc dynamo, from which

employment for 300 operatives.
The mains from the 220 volt dynamo are connected by five-eighths copper rods to a pair of

urrent of from 6.J to 20 amperes may be obtained by suitable adjustmenl of the regulator.

bus wires 10 the switi h-board al the back of the
From these bus wires are lapped
engine room.
oil
separate sel of feeders running to each
he circuits from the 10
Hour in the building.
vull nun nine and from the arc machine are run
to the testing department of the factory only,

a

1

oil
in mi - 1. -ad to eai h floor,
furnishing light and power, and controlled from
rear of the engine room.
ti h-board
in MiJi( ated load on ili' engine is 50
1

;i

I

1

February
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is used for battery work, and also for
work, buff wheels, and other work of a
One corner of the
dusty and dirty character.
room is fenced off for a packing and shipping
Another floor is devoted largely to
department.
machine work, and has about fifty milling ma-

One

floor

forge

chines,

punches,

drill

etc.

presses,

planers,

lathes,

One boring machine on

power

this floor

of sufficient clearance to turn off a 5-foot flywheel.
This machine weighs about five tons,
and is used for boring out fields, etc. This
is

operated by two electric motors of 4
horse power capacity each, and one of 1 horse
power, making a total of 9 horse power.
Another floor is devoted exclusively to the winding and assembling of the parts of motors.
Here a 3 horse power motor drives the winding
lathes, and a ^ horse power drives the emery
floor

°3

Insulation Resistance of Electric Lighting Installations and the Carrying
Capacity of Electric Light Wires.
l:v

F.

'ohm,
r.jnccof potential in

the points in question, an<i

[fADT.

]:.

eal

The

question

installation,

r,f

insulation

under discussion

resistance
the

al

'

i

for

icacro

electrii
1

!'

,,

E X K

for insulation

resistance

in

ohms;

In casi
nsiant.
in the surrounding

almc

e attained, a

tri

c
where R, stands

-

the strcnj

rcwi

has awakened great interest in large circles; and although
I have taken part in these discussions, I
thought it might
not be out of place to continue the discussion still further
in the Western Electrician.
The formula proposed for
insulation resistance of low tension incandescent plants was:

is

moisture

C

E

for

maximum

electromotive force between the binding parts of
the dynamo in volts,
for a constant to be determined
and C for current in amperes.
The discussion of this formula brought out a good many

K

a, the conductor is carried exclusively over insulators,
in such a manner that there is absolutely no risk of rite
consequence of derivation or extension of the conductor,
and, I', if in tensions of more than 150 vol s in alternating
currents, or 300 volts in continuous currents, any accidental contact of persons with insufficiently insulated parts
of the circuit is excluded."
I think C looks very well in the above formula.
There is
also an article in the Revue Internationale de l'Electricitt' et
de ses Applications of January 5th, by Monsieur Picou, on
the same subject.
Monsieur Picou reasons as follows:
"The insulation resistance R ought to be, in the first
if,

and
in

On this floor is also the testing department, which is under the special direction of L.
W. Serrell, the electrician of the company, and
which is furnished with all the most recently devised and improved instruments and apparatus
for delicate measurements.
On the ground
floor are the offices and show rooms.
wheel.

The improved form

of

motor now manufact-

ured by this company embodies the best mechanical principles in construction, while the electrical details are the result of long experience

The motor shown

and careful study.

wound

in

the

no volt

constant potential circuits, and is
by simply turning on
the switch fastened to the front of the yoke, and
stopped by turning it back again. The mechanical construction of these motors is as perfect
as the best machinery and the most skilled workmen can produce, being interchangeable in every
part.
Great attention is given to accuracy of
detail.
The pedestals carrying the bronze journal boxes have every hole drilled in a jig; their
upper surface is grooved and finished ready to
receive the cap holding the journal boxes in
place with one cut in a milling machine.
All
the caps are milled with another standard set of
cutters, making it impossible for any difference
to occur in any of them.
Even the parts of the
rocker arm carrying the brushes are milled with
standard cutters, making them all exactly the
same. The field magnets and yokes are finished
in a similar manner, so that when the machines
are assembled it is only necessary to take each
piece indiscriminately out of a pile of finished
parts and bolt them together, and we have the
handsome and substantial milling machine represented in the illustration.
illustration

is

for
started

IMPROVED MOTOR.

The element C was severely attacked, ami
members of the club were even warned not to accept

opinions.

the
the

proposed formula, as the presence of the element C, il was
argued, would place the club in a ridiculous light before
I
still
insist, however, that C
the electrical fraternity.
should be included in the formula.
The Electrotechnicol Association of Vienna issued new
regulations for the safety of electrical installations. I quote
rule No S, adopting, however, the symbols used in the
United States: "The insulating resistance of a conductive
net, as regards the earth or parts of the same circuit where
differences of tension occur, must be at least

place, proportional to

the

maximum

electromotive force

E

dynamo.
>n the other hand, it is also logical that
more extended an installation is. the more nuraero
wires, the smaller should be the admissible insulation reIn fact, if we want to get an even insulation resistance.
of the

»

the

sistance per mile of wire, it is clear that the insulation
resistance should be diminished as the number of miles of
wire increased.
A rule given for the insulation resistance
per mile of wire is v.
want to test the insulation of the wire, but what we want to determine
the insulation of the wire but the insulation of the whole
network of wires put in place.
In order to do this with

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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mathematical accuracy it would be necessary to make two
measurements first, to ascertain the insulation resistance,
an easy matter; second, the length of the wires, which is
almost impossible.
In this dilemma it seems preferable not
to attempt to solve this problem with mathematical accuracy, but to adopt a hypothesis, which approaches the true

—

The hypothesis
as nearly as possible.
wires
is, that the length in a network of
If this is
is in direct proportion to the current in amperes.
admitted our formula becomes
suite

of affairs

which we propose

=

=

February

B&S

wire would
R per mile f-ft 3 ohms. A No. S
answer.
For conveying 100 amperes we would need a
resistance
per
mile;
a TSo. 000
wire having -ffc
3 ohms
This rule will work satisfacB. S S. wire would answer.
torily for overhead conductors, as one single conductor will
hardly ever be called upon to carry over 200 amperes.
The rule really amounts to this: The greatest permissible
carrying capacity is about 1.2 amperes per square millimetre.
In an article on "Carrying Capacity of Wires,"
published in the New York Electrical Review, May 7th,

s6,

iSBg

Arapen
square millimetre.

=

Arc
2
Incandescent up to 50 lamps
3
" " loo
"
2.5
" " 300
"
2
I just noticed that Mr.
II. Human, in the London Electrical Review, January 25th, speaks of the same facts in
criticizing the Vienna electr.c lighting rules.
I am also informed by the editor of the Western Electrician that
the admirable paper of Mr. Jamieson on the " Insulation
Resistance of Electric Lighting Installations" will appear
in the

same number of the Western Electrician as

article

I

this

hope that Mr. Jamieson's paper will convert
of the Chicago Electric club to my views

many members

concerning a formula for the insulation resistance of electric
lighting installations.
I will state, however, in order not
to lessen the merits of our club discussions, which commenced early in December, iSSS, that Mr. Jamieson's paper

was read

in

England only Jan.

24, 1S89.

Recent Sprague Electric Roads.
Several views of electric railways installed by
the Sprague Electric Railway & Motor company
of New York are illustrated in the accompanying cuts.
The first two engravings show views
on the East Side electric railway of Brockton,
Mass., of which Albert F. Small is president.
This road extends over a circuit of about four
miles in length, operating four cars.
The first
engraving represents a test which was recently
made upon the railroad, which consisted of
bunching all the cars of the company at a point
on the road farthest distant from the power
house, and in starting them all up at once. The
test was perfectly successful.
Although the
power for all the cars was transmitted between
two and three miles the cars started up promptly,
and moved rapidly, showing that the entire
power can be easily transmitted and applied even
at the farthest end of the line, and that the load
upon the dynamos can be varied from zero to a
maximum without any resulting detriment to the
electrical apparatus.
The second view gives a very good idea of the
bracket method of suspension used upon this line,
and also of the Sprague overhead system of reinforcing the conductor.
By this system the

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC ROAD AT BROCKTON, MASS.

R,= EX
Under

the circumstances

Chicago Electric club

I

K.
hope the timid members of the

be able to stand the ridicule of
adopting C in this formula. I will state that this formula
was discussed before the club at the time of the appearance
As the club did
in Europe of the publications mentioned.
not use the transatlantic cable during the proceedings it
cannot be said that the opinions presented by the members
were not original.
will

The rules and regulations of the Hoard of Electrical Control, New York, state: cc. The insulation resistance must be
maintained in accordance with a standard to be not less
than 3 megohm or 12,500 ohms per mile per 100 volts.
This rule was given for overhead conductors, but we may
apply it to an isolated incandescent installation. Supposing we have an installation of 1,000 100- volt lamps; average length of wire per lamp 80 feet. The total length of
If we apply
wire would be So.ooo feet or about 15 miles
this rule as a formula we have:
(i

JL.
100
in

.

stands for number of miles and E for total elecforce between the binding posts of the dynamo.

L

which
e

_

,.

12,500

—=

833 ohms.

IOO

Now let us solve the same problem
Austrian formula;
R,

=

according to the

E / 5000
1

Taking the current of a IOO
e have
R,
tl

le

v<

=

the

power lamp

B33 ohms.

New

York and Austrian rules as ap••:ms under certain assumptions
rhe

-.

more

while the value of

L

practical one, as
in

an incandes-

lined with ^reat diffirely implicitly

II

Oi I-

during the

the value of I,.
the insulation

i

.'

mains strung on poles, or
nctwoi

Hoard of Jilecconductors
VII
ii'.,

'oportionally less

2.

11'.'

I.

X
•iie

cur-

'

1

1

1

1

that a rule for the safe carrying capacity
should not be
the unit of sectional area of the
COnductO
.meter will heal inoii'
than ti
let
diameter, both carrying the same
number of amperes per unit of cross section,
r recom!

ii

nil-:,

vi/.

ROAD AT

RROl

I.

I"

.

working condui

tor, a silicon bronze wire of
small diameter, is carried over the ((.liter of the
ii.m k, while the greater portion of the current is
arried upon a main condui t"i running parallel
to the working conductor, and connected to it
1
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This main conductor,
every 100 or 200 feet.
which can be either carried underground in a
subway or at the side of the street, as in the
view, can also be reinforced by feeders running
from the main power station. The size of the
working conductor is independent of the nummi of cars and the length of the line, and therefore no changes are required by extension of
1

road or increase

in

number

The

of cars.
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is punishable by a
$200 nor more than S500 for
the first offense, and for the second offensi
than §5 00 nor more than $1, 000; and for
the third offense not less than $1,000 nor more
than $5,000; and for every subsequent
and conviction thereof shall be liable to a fine

of the terms of this bill

of not les^ than

I

.

al

and

Representative

m
50 per

th the result of

average load on

Senator Eckhart

main belting and shaft-

onstant and

of $io,0OO.

elec-

light

.

....

Baker

our cxperii

the
...

dynamo, which

i

power, which covers both

about 12

light

The friction load on the enj
g us a total of about 20 to 22 horse power in
The power which would be required to
the engine.
ate our factor)' in the usual way, by belting through the
floors, was estimated by several competent engineers in factor)' construction to be between 30 and
50 horse power,
without considering the power required for our lights, and
In other woi
additional 15 horse power.
delivering an estimated 50 to 70 horse power, and only developing from 15 to 30 horse power, with an average of but 17
How this is accomplished
to
3 horse power for 10 hours.
Every operator in on:
I will try and explain to )0U.
lory who has charge of a machine, be it a milling machine
or drill press, a lathe or planer, has a certain and absolute
direct and instantaneous control over the automatic valve
gear on ourengine in the basement, through the medium of
the belt shifter on his machine.
We will suppose he is
using a milling machine. The piece being milled has finished its travel and the machine is stopped by shifting the
belt to a loose pulley.
A horse power of duty has been
taken off the electric motor driving that machine, and the
1

SPRAGUE ROAD

A

l

EAST READING.

tension on the motor belt relaxes to exactly that extent.
The counter e. m. f. in the armature of the motor instantly
increases, and the horse power of current, which is no
longer called forin the motor, the dynamo in the engine
room ceases to generate, and the automatic valve gear on
the engine immediately adjusts itself to a shorter cutoff
Every machine in our factor)' bears exactly this relation 10
the engine.
Now, multiply the J4 horse power hour saved
in this machine (supposing it to be stopped for 15 minutes
each hour) by. say. 50 machines running under the same
average conditions, some requiring more and some
power, and you have a total of 12^2 horse power hours
saved each hour, or 125 horse power per day. Add this
i2^horse power to the iS horse power, our average load,
and we begin to approach the estimated load of our factory
under former conditions of practice
To this we should add
about 12 or 15 horse power, which would be necessary to
drive a line of heavy main belting through the six stories of
this building, and we have a gross result of from 42 to 4?
horse power.
have wired up in the building a total of 220 lights,
212 16-candle power, four 20-candle power, two of 32-candle power, and two of oo-candle power.
From 15 to 25
of these lights are used all day.
About 150 to 175 are
used about three hours during the day.
"Another great feature in this method of factor)' construction is the independence of each department.
A

"We

road at Brockton has been in operation now
for about four months, and it is giving very good
satisfaction to both the directors of the road and
citizens of Brockton.
The company does not
own its power station, but secures its supply of
current from the local lighting company.
The second road illustrated in these views is
the East Reading railway of Reading, Pa.
The
cut gives a very good idea of the method of
overhead wiring for a turn-out. The road is a
single track road, extending over about two
The road has been in operation about
miles.
two months.
The fourth engraving is a view of an electric
car on the Wilmington City railway, which has
been in operation upon the Sprague system for
about eight months. This road has given such
great satisfaction that the directors of the road
have ordered an additional number of cars.
In
trie

announce

their willingness to change the rate
for cities of 60,000 to $7 per month, provided
their associates desire such amendment.

The Ford

which is also under consideracity councils and boards of trus-

bill,

tion,

empowers

tecs

tu

the letter to the Sprague company the president
of the road, William Canby, says: "From the
practical experience,

we pronounce your system

We

a complete success.
the most economical

it by all odds
running street
any place where

consider

mode

of

suburban districts, or in
permission to erect poles can be obtained.
In
comparison with horse power we find it decidedly cheaper and more efficient in every way.
It is popular with our patrons on account of its
cleanliness, its smooth and rapid motion, and especially for the absence of the usually overtasked and laboring horse."
cars in

Regulating Telephone Rates.

The

bill now before the legislature of Illinois
providing for the regulation of telephone rates
in this state is aimed principally at the Chicago
Telephone company. This bill provides that it

be a misdemeanor for any company to
charge more than $6 per month in a city of 60,000 inhabitants for the use of a single telephone,
$4 per month in cities and villages with a population of 25,000 and not more than 60,000, and
$3 in all places of less than 25,000. The usual

shall

communication between different
and towns is also made 15 cents toll for
the first five minutes' conversation, and 5 cents
provision for
cities

for

each

sin

1

—

ceiling five minutes.

A

violation

FIG.

4.— SPR

VG1

RO U3

1

telephone companies by ordi-

regulate

IT

effect

nance.

W

tl

Nfl

breakdown

in one, or
stoppage from any cause.
on the other departments, each floor being connected
.1

directly to the engine room."
The visitors inspected the building

New York

Electrical Society.

A meeting of the New York Electrical society was held
February 6th at the new factory of the C. & C. Electric
Motor company ill New York, on the invitation
Alter preliminary remarks by 1'rcstdent Pencompany.
rjelton, Harvey L. l.ufkin said:
"Gentlemen: We are glad 10 meet yon here, and in bedesire to express to you our apprecihalf of our company
ation of the compliment you pay us and our new factory
1

and machinery and
were greatly pleased with the attention .w^l courtesy Of the
entatives of the company.
A vote of thanks was
tendered the "C. .\ C." for its hospitality.
The refusal of the French copp
cats to purchase
the output caused a decline in stock, but it has si;:
gained its position; and although the
widely
spread that the combination had virtually failed, it once
more gave unmistakable evidence of reanimatiou.
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and late to make the meeting of the utmost
and benefit to the members of the association, and to Chairman Sunny particular credit
is due for the success of the event, which is now
assured.
The exhibits will form a noteworthy
early

interest
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cordially invited, and the co-opera-

of the visiting

is
Its nrai tical applications,
workers earnest y desired
tion of all electrical thinkers and
especially welcome; and
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members

interesting

and

profit-
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The taxpayers of Lockport, N. V.. have deThe
cided to establish an electric light plant.
present contracts with the gas and electric
light companies expire in April, and unless the
new plant is completed in that time the city
will be without light unless it pays "regular"
rates to the gas and electric light companies.
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The marvelous extension of electric railways
"Is this new
leads a contemporary to inquire:
stride in locomotion destined to revolutionize
Is
city travel as the steamboat did navigation ?
the electric car destined to cease to be a wonder,
and become familiar to all ? As the handsome
car, filled with its human freight, reaches up its
slender arm, lightly touching with its hand the
wire that looks like a spider's silken thread, it
spins away, over grades and around curves,
obedient to the slightest gesture of the motor
man, who knows not what force he commands.
Wonderful, indeed, and sometimes frightful,
seems this unseen power that lightly wafts the
tons of weight along, but obedient and submisIt
is
sive is it to him who has read its laws.
powerful, but to serve."
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The necessity of uniform insulation resistance
throughout electric lighting installations is forc-
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Chicago, February
practically

Robinson

contributes a paper on
University of Rochester" to
Prof. Robinson, who is at the head

Electricity in the
this issue.

parallel to the market

who

are interested in elecThe Chicago Electric club has
tric lighting.
devoted much time to this subject, valuable
papers have been read before it. and the numerous points involved have been discussed in an
Full reports of these papers and
able manner.
discussions have appeared in this paper, and in
this issue two additional papers on this topic
One of these is a paper read by
arepresented.
Prof. A. Jamieson before the Institution of
Electrical Engineers, at London, and the other
F. B. Badt of Chicago.
is by
Both of these
gentlemen are recognized authorities, their
views art- presented in a concise manner, and are
itself

newspaper
can

Members

of the

department of mathematics and natural

philosophy in the Rochester institution, has had
exceptional opportunities to note the develop
ment of this branch of the si ientific course in
institutions of learning.
His description of the
manner in which this important topic was formerly neglected will prove interesting at this
time, when all minds are intent on solving this
great problem of thi
igi
The kej to the
" in publii sentimenl on this quesl ion
be found in the following senteni e ab
ted from his admirable paper: "The study
of
science for tin- sake of the science is un.1

of the National Electric Light asso-

and others who attend the convention
will have an opportunity of inspecting the most
extensive underground electric light plant estabThis is not the
lished by any city in the world.

ciation

only striking feature of the system in operation
in Chicago, and the visiting electricians will undoubtedly find many admirable improvements
and devices in Prof. Barrett's system that will
prove valuable to them.

members of the
make the stay

and sustain Chicago's reputation for corDo not miss the Chicago Con-

able,

or any

B. E. Sunny,
Rapid Transit

questionably a good thing; but there is nothing
awaken a general enthusiasm over a subject
like seeing men acquire fame and fortune in
The article is of unusual
the pursuit of it."
interest, and will repay a careful perusal.

to

association can be relied upon to

begiven.
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become fashionable

It has

in certain

quarters

to assail telephone companies at every opportunity, and agitate a reduction of rates of serv-

and as is usual in cases of this kind, the
opponents of the telephone companies indulge
in wild statements, and advocate in many inice,

stances unconstitutional projects for the "crushing out of monopoly."
Just at present the telephone companies of this state are under fire.
Bills are pending before the legislature which, if
enacted, will so reduce the income of the telephone companies throughout the state, as to
make it undesirable for capitalists to engage in
these enterprises, and in many cases it is claimed
the returns would not pay the actual running
expenses of the exchanges. In view of these
facts representatives of the telephone companies
announced that the passage of any of the pro-

posed bills would necessitate their withdrawal
from the state. This announcement was first
met with an incredulous smile, but when it became evident that the companies were in earnest,
those who were waging the telephone war began
to look about them for means of thwarting the
companies' designs. Possibly the most original
methods proposed were those advocated by selfstvled representative newspapers of Chicago.
In advocating the passage of the bill establishing the rate of telephone tolls, the Journal
urged also that the bill should be so amended as
to forbid the removal of instruments by the telephone corporations from any town in consequence of the reduction of tolls. This is certainly an original idea, and worthy the source
from which it emanated. The idea of compelling a man or a body of men to continue in a
business that not only is not profitable, but that
by reason of statuary restrictions has been made
a losing investment, is preposterous. There is no
danger, it can safely be said, that such an amendment will be considered even by the most rabid
anti-telephone legislator in the state, but it serves
to illustrate the unreasonable demands of many
agitators.
The Morning News suggests that a law providing that the withdrawal of
service from any place because of such regulation of rates should work a forfeiture of the
charter for the entire state would be valid and
proper.
This, too, is unreasonable and unjust.
The telephone companies of this state are not
under one management, and if the course indicated were pursued, those who could continue in
the business would not be permitted to do so.
It would also be unjust to the subscribers whom
the bill is apparently intended to protect. Thus
if the telephone
company of a small town in

of these

southern Illinois should withdraw, it wouid be
unjust to deprive the people of Chicago of the
advantages of the telephone.
But it is unnecThe
essary to dwell further oil this matter.
absurdity of the proposed " relief" measures are
to condemn them in the minds of
men. Another movement to empower
regulate the
it) councils and village boards to
affairs of local telephone companies is also calculated to retard the advance of scientific meassufficient

practical

1

ures.
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The Pumpelly Storage

Battery.

BY FOREE BAIN.

%

Almost any metal, or any two kinds of metal.
in proper electrolytic solutions and
form a couple by which electricity ma
stored, or, more correctly speaking, by which a
chemical action may be produced by a current

may be placed

Like most important discoveries, the secondary or storage battery was discovered accidentAbout eighty years ago Carl Ritter, one
ally.

ne-half

ti,

while the interna
er.

The-:

at

will

on high up

here

will

I

;.

mpelly

bat:.

undoubtedly

.

ranks of
and
durability.
The plates are arranged in a
plane. Each plate has a ferrule cast interin the

I

gral therewith.
These ferrules res;
other, and are pressed tightly together.

Thr

hole thus formed a
rod is pia
Lead is then poured around the rod. which
entirely overs it and thus protects the rod from
the direct action of the arid.
In this manner
the plates are held firmly together, and
a conductor is thus formed which has very low r
ance.
The plates are of the gridiron pattern,
composed of an alloy which is a departure from
the lead plates, and is said to be superior for
many reasons. The grids are so formed that
the active material is dovetailed into the lead
plate. There is a sheet of asbestos cloth
between
each two plates in the battery, which renders a
short circuit impossible.
The cell, which is
illustrated, is composed of eleven positive
and
tie-

twelve negative plates, each 6Jx6.<inches, and
contained in a vulcanite case 8x8x10

inches.

The cell complete weighs thirty-two pounds,
and
has a capacity of 250 ampere-hours, with
an
economical discharge rate of twenty-five amperes.
The e. m. f. of each cell is 'two volts.

The

internal resistance of the

cells

while

dis-

charging averages .003 ohm.

PUMl'ELLY STORAGE HATTERY.

the greatest of modern geographers
teachers, while experimenting with what is
of

and

now

known as an electrolytic voltmeter, noticed that
the voltmeter retained a charge of electricity
after the primary current had ceased.
The
fact that Ritter's attention was more directly
called to geography, his favorite study, probably
accounts for his inactivity in following up his
discovery.
The fact remains, at any rate, that
there was no practical use made of it until about
1S60, when Gaston Plante enlarged upon the
discovery of Ritter and produced what is generally known as the first storage battery, which
bears his name, and to him the invention is generally credited.
Plante's batteries are usually
made of two sheets of lead placed one on top of
the other, but separated by narrow strips of guttapercha and then rolled up into a spiral form.
They are placed in a glass jar or cup containing
dilute sulphuric acid.
This battery requires
quite a period of time in which to "form" it.
This is effected by a succession of charges, discharges and reversals.
In 1850 Camille Faure
announced his improvement in storage batteries,
which consisted in mechanically coating both
plates with red lead or minium, which he made
into a paste and painted on the plates.
This
improvement reduced the necessary
time
for "forming" from several months to as many
hours.
It was found that while Faure's battery
was a great improvement on anything previous, that it was not perfect by any means, as
the active material would scale off and "local
action" would decompose that which remained.

of electricity, the reaction of which will produce
a current of electricity.

There are other
interesting features of these cells, but the writer
is restricted from entering into
further description by the fact that they form subject matter
for patents now pending.

As an illustration, suppose we place a zinc
and a copper electrode in a solution of sulphuric
They both tend to combine with sulacid.

Queen

City

Dynamo.

The incandescent dynamo herewith

illustrated

June, 1882, produced an elecconsisting of a support having perforations in which to pack the active material, and
now this type of battery universally prevails.
The efforts of most electricians, whose attention has been turned in this direction, have
been to reduce the weight of the cell and to increase the ampere-hours of discharge, and
J. S.

Sellon, in

trode,

toward more convenient and economical means
manufacturing the batteries. It naturally occurs to one unacquainted with the nature and
action of a storage battery that on this account
a material or metal of less specific gravity than
lead should be used.
Untold numbers of able
experimenters have for the past five or six years
been devoting their attention toward the solution of this problem, but up to the present date
of

the writer

is
not aware of a single instance
where a successful storage battery has been produced in which electrodes other than lead have
been used, and in which an e. m. f. equal to lead
in proportion to weight and bulk, could be ob-

tained.

QUEEN CITY INCANDESCEN1 DYNAMO.
phuric acid, but they tend to set up e. m. f. in
opposite directions, but the electromotive force
of the zinc is higher than that of the copper, as
zinc has a greater afhiiit_\ for oxygen, and therefore the resultant e. m. f. is expressed by the

manufactured by the Queen City Electric
of Cincinnati, O.
The machine was
designed and perfected by
ewis W Davis, the
electrician of the company.
The armature of
is

company

1

the

dynamo

is

.m elongated

.

Gramme

rin>;

with
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laminated wrought-iron core, mounted upon a
brass spider, and steel shaft running in gunWith the exception of several of
metal boxes
the smaller sizes, the coils consist of a single
i

-"r"'

f—

ff'T'rxw"

Ferbuary

with stop cock for drawing off the drip oil.
These tanks being completely covered by the
pillow blocks, it is impossible for any foreign
matter to enter the oil, which, after filtering,

—

"\|iB' »/'Ti^"

1

r-r

1
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for "lining up," no matter how often it may be'
necessary to slide the machine forward and back
upon the sub-base. Substitution of iron for

wood in the construction of the base is done at
a considerable advance in cost, yet it is a decided
advantage oftentimes to slide the machine readily, without recourse to any pries or jackscrews.
Incidentally, it may be mentioned that magnetic
lines of force exist to so small an extent in this
sub-base that it is impossible to cause the smallest cambric needle to cling to it.

The

field magnets have Norway wrought-iron
and the wire is wound upon bobbins that
are easily slipped on and off the cores, for ease
in shipment
a great desideratum in mining districts, or for erecting machines in upper stories
of buildings without hatchways or elevators.
The machine is so arranged that it may be
shipped " knocked down." and easily reassem-

cores,

—

bled at

destination.
for low tension, direct incandescent work are ordinarily wound for a potential
of
volts, and armature speed of from 700 to
Their regulation
1,000 revolutions per minute.
is thoroughly satisfactory.
At the Exposition of the Ohio Valley, held in
Cincinnati last summer, two of these machines,
with a capacity for 500 15-candle power lamps
each, were assembled for the first time in the
exposition building.
They started with nearly
its

The dynamos

no

900 lamps

in circuit,

increased to 1,015.

and the number was soon
The dynamos were run no

days for six hours daily, and burnt out, during
this period, seven lamps.
The company had
also on exhibition one 50-horse power generator,
and one 25-horse power, and twenty-seven other
motors in different parts of the building.

Hawkeye
The accompanying

Electric Motors.
cuts illustrate the

eye electric motor in operation.
are

HAWKEYE ELECTRIC MOTORS
of double cotton-covered copper wire,
which completely covers the surface of the
armature core. The spider is rigidly held in
layer

IN

Hawk-

These machines

manufactured by the Hawkeye Electric Man-

FLOUR MIL

may be returned to the oil cups and used again.
The commutator consists of forty-eight copper
segments accurately

fitted

and carefully

insu-

HAWKEYE ELECTRIC MOT. IKS ON ELEVATOR WORK.

The
luring company of Davenport, la.
shops were recently removed to that point from
The company is now controlled by
Oskaloosa.
Davenport capitalists, who have purchased the
he Oskaloosa stockholders.
The
interest of
nf. 11

I

men composing the new company at Davenport
are widely known as substantial business men.
II. Griggs,
They include James Thomson,
I''.

Kiihnen, M. L. Marks,
las. I'. Donahue, George W. Cable, E. P. Lynch,
'William l„ Allen, Walter Chambers, D. D. Andresen, Jens Lorensen, J. S. Wylie, A. Burdick,
In company is now located in its new shops at
Davenport, the capacity of which is greatly

Louis

ile

lending its
on either end prethe displacement ol

joint nuts
if

g

are hollow and contain a metal

tank

the

shaft

provided

The coils enter mitable slots in each
segment, and arc firmly soldered.
The base of the machine is of cast iron,
divided in two parts, carefully planed and
-craped, guides being used which provide means
lated.

I

I'.

Best,

Nicholas

February
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A specialty is made of mechanical
motors, guaranteed to be automatic, first-class
workmanship, and the highest efficiency. The
motors, as the illustrations show, are made in
several types and styles, as occasion may require,
In
or the peculiarities of the work demand.
connection with the manufacture of mechanical
motors, considerable attention will be given to

boat, in arranging the cars at the depot, o:
erwise, without affecting the light.
By means of
flexible cables and couplings the batteries of the
several cars are speedily connected to the dyna-

water powers and their utilization and distribution; the establishment of power in cities and
the introduction of day circuits in connection
with electric lighting companies, and distributing
power therefrom by means of mechanical motors.

which

increased.

Electric Train Lighting.
The accompanying cut represents a dynamo
of the Eickemeyer type and a Brotherhood engine in position in the baggage car of a Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul train lighted by electricity.
The installation was made by Leonard & Izard
of Chicago, and is an excellent piece of work.
Train lighting by electricity has passed the experimental stage, and is now a necessity on

mo

for charging,

even while the train

is

running.

The advantages
lighting,

make

it

of the electric light for car
its
brilliancy, steadiness and safety,
the ideal light for the purpose, a fact

is
fully appreciated by those who have
occasion to travel in cars thus equipped.
The
plant under consideration has been operated
since January 15th, and has proved satisfactory
in every respect.
It contains all the modern devices, and is considered by the railroad company
an ideal installation.
Co of
J. H. Bunnell
New York city are sole agents for the Eicke-.Si

meyer dynamo.

Chicago Electric Club.
At the meeting of the Chicago Electric club February
4th arrangements were made for the entertainment of visitors in attendance at the National Electric Light association
convention at Chicago, February 19-21. The rooms of the

1

strain that

is

almost impossible to occur in
:

with

undcrgrou
the lead coatings, and in one
between lead and copper. 01
longdistance lor a spark to jump,
would
line and cotton.
I
about the value of A for differenl
it from the data which
now in tl
;

ied

obtain the cables

I

all

money. The value of

A

varies all the

way from aboul

1

insulation of
Mi:. Si rry:
I have seen a wire with an
lance,
cotton which had passed through
such asokonite, the thickness I should say about 3-32
wire
rested
upon
two
of
those
coninch.
A piece of bare
ductors, the difference of potential of which was 2,000
Now, thai
volts, all night during a rainstorm.
a thickness of a dielectric of 3.16 with the grounding wire
connected direct to the working wire lying upon the in
sulation of the other as you prescribe.
There is a great
difference between 3-16 and 1J4 inches.
Mr, Thompson; Iliaveseen gutta-percha pierced by
currents of low alternating force in alternating machines.
Of miirse, in a formula like that it ail depends upon the
value of A.
It is not altogether in the thickness of the
dielectric, but also the electro-static capacity of the insulation.
If the electro static capacity is very low it cuts down
the length of the spark.
Mr. SPERRY: I understand theie is an alternating cur
rent installation of 10,000 volts going into London. From
what I understand by your remarks the alternating current
should have at least three times the insulation of the direct current of the same voltage.
Mr. Thompson: That is to say, with the disruptive
effort.
One way of illustrating that is to take a weight
and tie a string to it. Pull on the string and then suddenIt sets up what is called in gunnery
ly reverse the strain.
The only question is whether
these vibratory motions.
that is the same in electrical pressure as in others.
Mr. Sperry: The point I wish to bring out is this: In
one of the formula; giving the spark length, for instance,
through air, the law seems to hold above a certain point,
below which it will not hold. Why could not the converse of that law perhaps be governed by a formula like
i

this?

Mr. Thompson:
sult

ELECTRIC LIGHTING ON THE CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE &

was

however, until
much time and attention had been given this
subject that it was brought to its present state.
Many devices were tested, only to be found
wanting.
The placing of a dynamo in the baggage car, and driving it by belt from the revolvfirst-class

roads.

It

not,

ing car axle, was among the early suggestions,
but its application was impracticable, since current would be furnished only when the train was
in motion.
It became apparent that the storage
battery would meet this difficulty, and trials
were made with this combination, the batteries
also being located in the baggage car.
It was
found, however, that even this arrangement
would not suit the purpose, since the batteries
occupied too much space in the cars. This objection was overcome by placing a set of cells
under the floor of each car in receptacles between the wheel trucks. The axle gearing has
been superseded by a small Brotherhood steam
engine, located in the baggage car, deriving its
steam from the locomotive through a flexible
pipe
The entire plant occupies a comparatively
small space, and is exceedingly compact.
The
engine is run as long as necessary for charging,
and the light is available at any time during day,
as well as for regular night use.
The train may
be broken up at will, in running it upon a ferry

ST.

PAUL RAILROAD.

association will be opened to the visitors and ample enterThe headquarters of the club will be
tainment furnished.
The Edison comlighted by electricity on the occasion.
pany will furnish the current, the Electrical Supply company, the Knapp Electrical works, the Thomson-Houston
company and the United States company will furnish
A vote of thanks was tendered each of
lamps, wire, etc.
these companies for their generous contributions.
After the regular business meeting an animated discussion ensued on the paper read by Alexander Thompson on
"Thickness of Insulation." which was published in last
Mr. Badtwas the first speaker. He said:
week's issue.
I think perhaps the thickness of dielectrics for the different cases as suggested is fair, and I believe it is about what
I proposed in combination with the formula to be applied
1 think it was in
that connecfor insulation resistances.
If
tion that I asked Mr. Thompson to prepare this paper.
we could afford to spend the money necessary for such an
excellent insulation as is proposed, it would be well to do
si».
[owever, I think that in combination with our formula which we will finally adopt we can determine the thickness of the insulation, and I think it would be proper
when we have determined upon our formula to vote on this
question of the thickness of the dielectric in the differenl
I

cases.

Mr Thompson:

Mr. Chairman,

1

want

it

understood

that the length of spark that I have worked out with each
electromotive force gives the maximum strain that can be

brought upon any one point

in the cable,

and

that is

where

inches comes from.
Suppose with 10.000 volts
you suddenly break the circuit right over the connecting
wire of your dynamo, over to the discharge of the insulating positive wire, the strain at that instant is such that it
would tear any insulation that you would put upon the
that

six

was surprising

That was the point
for that voltage.

I

made; that

re-

The law may change.

The only way to determine it would be to work out the
thickness of dielectric, work out the curve and after you
In a great many
get your curve then get an equation
cases you will find, after you have worked out a curve, that
have to have anequation
fits
part
of
but
you
one
one
it,
other for another part of it.
Of course these figures are
You take a thousand volts
only based on those results.
In
alternating and it does not give a very high thickness.
an alternating machine, with a sudden break in the current,
you can imagine a case in which the strain is brought very
suddenly upon it. Say, for example, that the current is shut
off very suddenly, and then thrown right on again.
That
I
has the effect to bring four times the strain upon it.
think in a great many cases this has been the cause of
disrupted insulation.
That is, that the strain has been applied so suddenly that it could not stand it.
Whereas, if it
was brought on in ordinary practice there would be no
break at all. You may take a modern gun and use powder
in it that rises simply to a high pressure; but take the same
powder and grind it up finer so that it flashes all at once,
and the pressure would be sufficient to burst it.
Mr. Sperry: This piece of wire that I speak of, it was
said, if lying across the same difference of potential during that night of the storm it would probably have gone
through, and the reason given was that probably an alternating action would have been set up, which would have
driven it through.
Now the extra current comes into play,
the direct current, and if the circuit is parted, slowly or
quickly, there is a larger flash than there is with the alternating current of the same force.
With the alternating
current you cannot break it slow enough to give a tremendous flash. But if you break it with any degree of instantaneous action the flash is almost imperceptible.
If
that same current was broken with even an apparently low
potential direct, the spark attending it would be very great,
indicating that the difference of potential was very great.
I do not think that the statement made
is capable of the
broad interpretation that might be given it that the alternating current is more liable to break through than the direct.
Mr. Thompson: I think, Mr. Sperry, there may be
something in that, but at the same lime I believe that
where the alternating current insulation should be bit ken
down, the other factor that I spoke of comes in. I know
that they cease operating the cables on the east and west
coast of South America as long as possible every night, in
order that they may resume their normal condition; thai
this frequent reversal changes the dielectric in sonic way.
This explanation was given to me concerning the alternations of those systems of cables.
In some way the electrostatic capacity of the cable was increased SO much that
after it had been in constant use ten or twelve hours, the
operators had to switch in additional batteries frequently
on account of the increasing capacity of the cable as a condenser, and the same increase occurs, with frequent alternations, in the alternating current machine.
Those alter*
11,11 ions in the ordinary machines are
about 16.000 to the
minute.
You can judge how nearly instantaneous that is,
In the alternating curcomparing it with other shocks.
rent, the greater number of alternations per minute, the
It
greater the strain on the dielectric.
a certain number of
alternations are not exceeded, the insulation will stand the

—

prosure

all

right.

Of course in the ordinary alternating current system, the length of the alternations is supposed to
be 1 3-100 of a second, or 16-100 to a minute.
knowMr. Spkrry;

We

that the disrupted discharge takes place

in

about 1-7
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especially

tilated armature,

good workmanship and perfect
all tend to add

mechanical and electrical design,
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may be

driven by a gas, kerosene, or small steam
or water motor.
They are in their
workings similar to the large incandescent machines, having most of the improvements that
are introduced on the latter.
The series incandescent dynamo illustrated in Fig. 1 is made in
sizes to supply from 25 to 300 sixteen candle
power lights. It finds a field in illuminating
towns that are sparsely populated and extend
over a large territory, where the multiple arc
system is not practical on account of the expense of wire. With it are used lamps from ten
to as great a candle power as may be desired.
engine,

This system finds its field also in street lighting,
being especially adapted for that use.
The
lamps are connected the same as arc light circuits in series, but one wire being used.
With
each lamp is an automatic cut-out that is posi-

and when a lamp fails for any
reason, it immediately cuts the defective lamp
from the circuit without disturbing the remaining lamps in circuit.
The arc lamp of this system is of graceful detive in its action,

1:11-

Whl'M IA

l\>

h\ \ \\h

>

brought to my notice, of
course the cable of the alternating system should wear out
cable it is
ordinary
trans-Atlantic
the
On
immediately.
worked very slowly. The impulses go back and forth, following the swing of the needle almost, and of course those
alternations are "extremely slow as compared with the alterIf the time is
nations in the alternating current system.
taken into consideration the instantaneous application of
held that
opens
up
a
whole
insulation
this stress on the
has got to be experimented with.
Mr. Thompson: The stress comes, of course, at the
in the matter that

you have

point of reversal.
Mr. Sr-HRRY:

What would

just

be the shape of your curve
perpendicular line;
alternation?
time is the only element you are talking about.
Badt
engaged
in a discussion
Prof.
and
Thomson
Mr.
on the construction of guns and the application to electric
if

you

i

icrea=e

A

the

wires of the laws governing the ability of these guns to
At the conclusion of the debate a
stand hi^h pressure.
vote of thanks was tendered Mr. Thompson, and the meeting adjourned until February nth, when a special meeting

was he:d.

Colburn Electric Light System.
G. A. Harmount, western agent for the New
Haven Clock company, Chicago, is introducing
to western purchasers the Colburn system of
electric 1 ghting, which is herewith illustrated.
This system is admirably adapted to ship lighting,
it is

claimed, and

Fig. 6 illustrates

is

also desirable for lighthouses.

an arc light dynamo.

The arma-

ture is of the Gramme type, and is free from vibrations and sparking. Fig. 2 represents an incandescent light dynamo of extremely high efficiency.
There is an absence of sparking and the machine is self-regulating, owing to the system of
It is claimed for this mode of conwinding.
struction that it gives all the advantages without

FIG. 2.

— COLBURN

INCANDESCENT DYNAMO.

and constructed with the view of casting
shadows as possible. It consists of an
iron framework, with a clamp for holding the
negative carbon at the bottom; also screws and
base-plate for clamping and holding the glass
The surmounting framework is an iron
globe.
case containing the regulating mechanism, which
is simple, durable and reliable.
The arc is regulated and maintained by the current itself so
long as it continues to flow.
Each lamp has an
automatic switch and cut-out, which, in case
trouble exists, or when carbons are consumed so
much as to endanger the carbon-holders, will
sign,

as few

immediately cut

itself out of the circuit.
Besides
the plain lamp there is also an ornamental lamp.
in behalf of the incandescent
It is claimed,
lamps herewith illustrated, that they are durable,
It
economical of current, and do not discolor.
is also asserted that
they give the ratio candle
power until worn out. Two styles of incandescent lamps are illustrated, showing one with
a switch and another without.

Tests of the Detroit Storage Battery at
the Johns Hopkins University.
iiy

Ei

i'

1

Kir-

DK.

LOUIS

DUNCAN and

G.

a.

iimiii:, jii.

Tkstinc Bureau, Johns HorKiNS University,
11 m
imore, Md., Feb. 1, ixHrj.
1

There were

Testing Bureau of this
the Woodward
Electric company for the purpose of having such experiments conducted as would lead to the determination "f the
following quantities: First, capacity; second, internal resistance; third, durability; fourth, efficiency; the latter, as
far as possible, in widely different conditions of charge and
Tin- three form', of cells were distinguished by
disi hargc.
the marks 25 M, 15 M,
P, respectively.
The method
sent

lo

the

University three types of

1

the

di

'

'

The

to the

and ven-

namo.

'iter.

1

perfectly satisfai tory working of the dyFig. 3 represents a light dynamo that

Electric

cells

n

as

made by
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cells

seems

to be

as

block of appropriate

size, consisting of a mixlur e
cut into plates of the desired thickness,
plates
inch.
The
are then immersed in
about 3-16 or }j
water which dissolves out the salt, leaving the plate of lead
with numerous pores of irregular shape throughout the
After this the pores are Idled with a paste of
entire mass.
oxide of lead in the ordinary way, following which is the
process of "forming," and the plates arc then ready for

follows:

of salt

and

lead,

use.
I.

Capacity

These

is

— Type 25

cells are of

M.

— Mean current 40 amperes,

mean

m.

e.

f.

1

26

>

ampere hours.

57

j

93

January &th to 14th.
Charge '•-<< table \)- Meai
rent [4 amperes, mean c. m. f. 2.35 volts, total chargt
ampere hours.
Mean current
Discharge (sec tabic 4)
amperes, mean e. m, f. 2 (>, capacity 210 ampere
efliciencj

J

January
e.

111

per cent.

Charge

21st.

1.6 volts, total

f

— Mean

current 2=

15

17

Nf.

IT

2.1

19

2.3

I

.

M.
1

I

M.

.

I

.

10

M.

large
2.1

IO
IO

uP.

ype

.

''

Dis-

mean current
2 :"
charge
Short circuit,
am
capacity
This cell was
hours.
83 ampere
ami discharged at very high rates, charging rates, ;
This was dot
amperes; discharge rates, 25" amperes.
pearedly.
I

K.

at.

ampen

charge 2^0.2 ampere hours.
1

twenty-three plates, eleven positive and

M

i

—

Weight of plates and connections 2-? lbs 5 ozs,
Charge (see table =1
December I2th to 17th.

I.98

15

II

lo
10

Mean

current 84 amperes, mean e. in. f. 2.21 volts, total charge
12.65 ampere hours.
Discharge (see table 5)— Mean cur
rent rj.G amperes, mean e. m
(.
1.95 \tolts, capacity t)$.t)

entire nigbi.

Disch

1

ampere hours,

efficiency 7?

percent.

hitermtl Resistance.
rent, .003G ohm.
II.

Type

1

Type

M.— For

25

1

1

1.

15

rime.

mean

cur-

I'M2

— For mean current, .0064 ohm.
— For mean current, .0086 ohm,

I'.

\.

M

M.

M.

15

ype

I

Table 4—1

P.

1

Durability.

III.

As

far as can be seen the ce'ls arc in an excellent condi'I he
and no signs of deterioration are as \el evident
cell 17 M, whose normal discharge rdle is 20-25 amperes,
was short circuited a number of times through about four
feet of No. S copper wire, its resistance being about ,0028
ohm. The discharge rate in the cell was very high, being
n than 250 amperes; the cell, however, seems to have
The plates have not
suffered nothing by the treatment.
"buckled" nor have we found parts of the active material
forced out from the pores.
tion,

IV.

Efficiency.

The

values of the efficiency vary with the rate of charge
For the normal rates of discharge the effi-

and discharge.

---

Fin

Fro. 4.

ciency of the different type of cell examined is between
In some cases, the values are low; this is
and 3o per cent
due to the cell having been previously run down below thr

5.

ordinary limit.

COI.HURN INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
twelve negative.
The weight of the plates as joined up in
the cell with lead connections was S4 lbs.
December 20th to 28th.
Charge (see table i) Mean
current 16 amperes, mean e. m. f. 2.35 volts, total charge
Mean cur420 ampere hours. Discharge (see table 1)
rent 17.5 amperes, mean e m. f. 1.9 volts, capacity 409
ampere hours, efficiency 7S per cent.
January Sth to i^lh. Charge -Mean current 23 S amperes; mean e. in. f 2.27 volts; total charge, 453.6 ampere
hours. Discharge - Mean current lS amperes, mean e. m. f.

—

—

—

FICI.

2.5 volts, capacity

378.

arcnere hours.

COI.lilIRN

6.

efficiency

'111

•

17th

January

Charge

to 22ml.

(see

table

2)

7s per

— Mean

current 27 amperes, mean e. in. f. 2 25 volts, total charge
Mean cttrDischarge (see table 2)
431.fi ampere hours.
Kiii Go amperes, mean e. in. f. t.7S volts, capacity 352.4

Type

15

>ecember4th to 8th. Charge
total charge 390 ampere hours.
[9.5 amperes, mean e. m. f. 2.5
hours, efficiency 65 per cent.
I

December 26th
lS

m.

* A. M.

Ifi

M.

III

e.

1'.

5

M.

*

5 r.

in.

to

2Sth.

— Mean current 2oamperes.
Discharge

— Mean current

volts, capacity

Charge

17" ampere

3)— Mean

—

m

10S

— 420

IH.1I

lischarge:
4 r. m.
10 v. M.
[0:50 \. M.
12;

5

2M5

II

M.

M

A.
I'.

M.

5

I'.

M.

5

I'.

ill

3

I'.

i

urrenl.

Cell
E.

25

M

30
2S
28
13

\-

M

-

I

Fourteen ov

Amp.

Hi uns,

fifteen years

unknown

ago the

electric light

was prac-

.1* the illumination of ships was
lime the electrical St3
smouth
was principally engaged on minor repairs 10 the apparatus

lically

so far

guns and 10 electric bells. So great has been the
progress, that at present the electrician at Portsmouth dock
yard has s,( workmen on the Imoks o( his department, besides apprentices.
The electric shop has been enlarged
several times, and is about 240 feet long ami 40 feet wade.
for liring

1.1...

2.15

2.25

1

2.35
2-5

An important electrical question now under consideration
that oi lighting the dockyard. Hitherto when it has been
found necessary to keep the dockyard vvorkships open at
night electric installations have been temporarily rigged up,
but it i- now considered desirable 10 light the whole dockyard by electricity.
is

S—43I.6

56
54

M.

cerned. and at thai

28
23
22

27 5
27-5
27-5

M.

M.

29—409

night.

Dis1l1.11

10:41'

342
3S

1-95
r.Ss

'7

Ta'ui.e 2.

—

2

I

")

17

Time.
Iharge
12:15 !'• M.
2 1' M.
4 I", M.
IO:Ii
V. M.
12 M.
I'.

2.

19

M.
M.

I".

l\

liscltarging

1

76 per cent.

January 2nd to 71I1. Charge— Mean current 13 amperes,
mean e. m. f. 2.33 volts, tolal 279 ampere hours. Discharge

144

?-S5

1

5

(see table

3&
132

2.4
2.4
2-45

8:30 A. M.
2:30 1'. M.

ARC

Amp. Hours.

2

III

16
16

8:45

1

amperes, mean e. in f. 2.3s volts, total 255
Discharge
Mean current
amperes,
f. 2.8, capacity .107.5
ampere hours, efficiency

ampere hours.

mean

16

M.

ozs.

vm.E 1.— 'I'M. 25 M.
Current.
F. M. F.

M.

5 r.

efficiency 04 per cent.

The first charge of this cell was carried very much beyond
the necessary limit, in order to reduce a considerable amount
of sulphate which was found on the plate; weight 67 lbs. 6

current

"ime

2:45 A. M.

—

ampere hours,

T

—

Charge

[.S 5
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Electro-Plating Outfit.

made

electro-plating outfits illustrated herewith
the improvements in this line of machinery
by Hanson, Van Winkle & Co. of Newark,

Fig. 1 shows an outfit which is used
1.
where the absence of power prevents the use of
The tank is 30 inches long,
trie machine.
15 inches wide and 12 inches deep inside, and

X.

1

1

ns over 20 gallons of solution,

lines to be worked with success.
are careful insulation tests now made during the
manufacture of insulators and the erection of the land lines
under the British Postal Telegraph department, but "daily
The
tests" are taken of all the more important lines.
minimum insulation resistance which each insulator should
For a line of
have depends upon the length of the line.
100 miles each insulator is expected to give a resistance of 500 megohms, whereas, for a line of only ten miles,
When a line has
fifty megohms is considered sufficient.
been erected and put into working order it is usual to fix
upon a minimum standard insulation resistance per mile.
If the measured value at any time falls below this standard
then the line is considered faulty, and steps are taken to
remove the fault. The postollice standard is 200,000 ohms
per mile.
In the cases of subterranean lines and of submarine cables an even still more rigid and careful system of
inspection and of testing is now carried out during the
manufacture of the cores and cables
The results are invariably reduced to an insulation resistance per unit of
length at a standard temperature.
The following extract
from the specification of a successfully made and laid cable
will serve to illustrate this:
"The insulation resistance
per knot of the gutta percha core shall not be less, when
tested at 75 l'\, than 300 megohms fourteen days after
manufacture and after two minutes' electrification.
If the
resistance of any portion of the gutta percha (reduced to
I
below the
7;
at any period of the manufacture falls
above specified limit, the cable is to be rejected." Through
out the whole of the operation of coiling and uncoiling a
cable into the shore and ship's tanks, during the laying,
and subsequently during its existence, the insulation resistance is periodically measured and tabulated.
Results of Neglecting Insulation Resistance in Electric

which would enable their

The
show

The

bat-

Not only

.

teries are particularly

The

February

}
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credit thus not only falls upon the contractor, but others
are frightened from employing the electric light.
Necessity foi Discussing a Standard 0/ Insulation Resistance.
The terms usually employed in regard to the insulation resistance of an electric light installation are, that it
shall be "good" or "perfect," according to the fancy of
the party purchasing the plant or of his adviser.
These
terms have, however, no specific meaning, and are therevariously interpreted.
fore
No doubt the society has
had this subject before them in committee when drawing
up their set of rules for the ''prevention of fire risks;" but
the institution as a whole has never had an opportunity of
discussing it, and thereby of impressing its members and
the public generally with its importance, and the necessity
for observing some minimum standard of insulation resistance.
The writer had his attention directed the other day
to a communication read before the International Society of
Electricians, Paris, in November last, by M. Picon, wherein that gentlemen ably analyzed this question, and proposed
a rule based upon tests of short lengths of cotton-covered
insulated wire.
He has not had an opportunity, however,
of learning the extent and the nature of the discussion upon
M. Picou's paper, and he can only, therefore, place his rule
before the members, along with a few other rules, and leave
them to form their own opinions, guided by their practical
experience.
General Propositions
The following points will no
doubt be readily admitted in regard to insulation resistance
of electric lighting installations:
1. That, owing to the comparatively low resistance of the
conductor circuit of ordinary electric light installations on
the parallel incandescent system, the minimum standard of
insulation resistance does not require to be nearly so high
per unit of length as in the case of submarine cables.

—

—

adapted for nickel plating.

with the exception of the batteries,
is available at any time where batteries are displaced by an electric machine.
The "Little Wonder," represented in Fig. 2,
is the latest improved form of this style of machinery.
It is only one-tenth as large as the
outfit,

machine Fig.

by YVool3, manufactured
1S4S, but it is capable of ten times
as much work in the same time, and of course is
superior in all respects to the original invenfirst

rych

iu

tion.

Resistance of Electric Light

Insulation

Insta lations.
By Prok. A. Jamiesox.

The

subject of insulation, which has formed the topic of
Chicago Electric club for some time, is
attrac ing attention in other parts of the world.
In this
tion the following paper, read before the Institution
Sion for the

ELECTRO-?! ATING OUTFIT,

— We

Lighting,
have been induced thus to particularize the
extreme care and attention which is now considered abso
lutely necessary in the case of land lines and of submarine
cables, because the industry of electric lighting has just
passed through a similar experience to that which these
When the indusindustries met with in their earlier days.
try of electric lighting was first beginning to take root in
this country electric light engineers pooh-coohed the idea
of accurately measuring the insulation resistance of any
part of their work, and they invariably turned a deaf ear to
the timely warnings of telegraph engineers and electricians.

1. That it should be directly proportional to the electromotive force of the generator, or difference of potential
between the conductor and earth, or between the forward

and return conductors.
3. That it should be inversely proportional to the

total

length of the insulated conductor, or to the total current,
or to the number of lamps in circuit.
4. That, whatever rules or standards of insulation resistance may be adopted, they should be applied, not only to
all the conducting wires, but also to the dynamo, the lamps,
and all the fittings, or, in other words, to the whole circuit.

Rules-- 1882
neers

Set

0/ Rules by Society of Telegraph EngiIn May, 1SS2, in the first set of

and Electricians.

—

"Rules and Regulations for the Prevention of Fire Risks
Arising from Electric Righting," issued by the Society of
Telegraph Engineers, no standard of insulation resistance
or of minimum leakage is recommended.
All that we find
there on this head is:
"The difficulties that beset the electrical engineer are chiefly internal and invisible, and they
can only be effectually guarded against by testing or probing with electric currents;" "All wires used for indoor purposes should be efficiently insulated," etc.; "The insulation
of dynamo coils and conductors should be practically perfect;" "The value of frequently testing the apparatus and
circuits cannot be loo strongly urged," etc.
Five years ago even the writer is not aware that any published rule existed, or that any specification contained any
definite rule for the insulation resistance of any part of any
electrical installation.

—

About 1SS3 or 1SS4, however, the
Admiralty Rule.
Admiralty officials requested thai the insulation resistance
of the dynamos supplied to them should withstand the test
ol stroking the free end of
a conducting wire, the other
end being conii' cted to either pole, over any part of the
framing withoul showing any signs of sparking when the
machine was driven at its normal speed. The writer does
not know whether they still insert this clause in their speciimproved it;
fications, or whether Hiey have modified or
but al besl il is only a rOUgh-anc] ready lest, and gives no
indication whatever as to the precise locality of a fault or
its value in ohms.

Workman 's
when wiring an
.'

I

.

II

MACHINE.

January 24th
brolhei
out an installation
1

:>t'i> i

ne

[aughl them, as it did their elder
uniform insulation resistance throughimportance, and that it
is of immense
1

a

rigorous system oi
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cal action
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theci

welt insulated throug
1

ci
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to details

—

and money;
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takes place,

ele< tro

Vests.

— The only

icsi

installation was.

applied by contractors

and often

si ill

is,

that of

simply inserting an ordinary lineman's detector or galvanometer, 0, between a battery. B, of one or two cells, and
Fig 1.
the leads, with the other end or ends freed, as in
f
the galvanometer gives no deflection, or a very small one,
then the seel ion is passed as all right.
This is such an exceedingly simple and handy tesi for
workmen thai il can scarcely be improved upon, bui it gives
I

no precise indication whatever of the resistance in ohms,
It
of the dielectric, or of the fittings.
simply informs the
observer whether there is a bad fault or not,
le can also
find out by it whether the continuity of the conductoi
is
I

1

present,

1

and

iugh or short cin uil oc
hole oi the lighting. Dis-

he can also
hort circuit or not between any

complete, by earthing the furthei
.

n

net lie]

there

i

>

end;

and
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two or more "forward" anil "return" leads by connecting
up his apparatus as shown in Fig. 2
In 1884 William Penny & Brothers' electrician used a
small portable magtiCto-electric machine and sensitive bell
—the same as telephone companies employ instead of the
If
the bell
above mentioned galvanometer and battery.
rang a fault existed, and its position had to be found out;
right.
Me, howif it did not then all was supposed to he
ever, in addition to this merely workman's test, applied a
more exact lest by Whcatstone bridge, and thus obtained
the insulation resistance of the whole or of any
portion of the circuit and the fitting in ohms.

Table of Insulation Resistances Rcquin
Rule
amp
[•"or 16 candle Power
I

'.,

.

VOI1

Umi»,

,

—

1. „„;-.
.

Ohms.

- .

—

_

Ohms.

Ol, ,IIS.

'

•hen

1

l.fMKI.OOO

lu

.•

—

1

:..,

.

i<

1.

I.

.'-

1"

I

:

on

l:

]

.

.

f>l),00<l

.1

.

"

In 1884, while testing the elecProf, famicson's Rule.
wires and fittings of some ships, the writer lirst
drew up this rule, which has been published in the last

1

.

tric light

Electrical

.

Dynamos.

—

DO
OO

il

idcr that

.
1

SO,OOI)

Munro and Jamieson's 'Tockel Hook
lie had previously (since
Rules and Tables."
"f

three editions of

I

.

I

M.

1

""

P/m-iih Ft're Office Rules.—-In May, iSSS, in the thirthe Pha-nix fire Office
ol
Rules,
Mr.
Ilcaphv recommends that "in any electric light installation
in which the current is continuous, and has an
motive force of 200 volts or under, the insulation resi
over the whole circuit inside any buildings should
run below lo.oooohms.
With currents of 1,000 vo'ls the
insulation resistance should never drop below 50,0000hms,
no matter how wet the weather maybe.
Foraltcrnate currents the minimum insulation resistance should be twice
the above number of ohms, respectively."
In
November. iSSS, in the fourteenth edition, Mr.
Heaphy is more precise, and he has added a table based
upon similar proportions to the writer's rule. His rule No,
27 reads as f. illows:
"In any electric light installation in which the current is
continuous, and has an electromotive force of 200 volts or
under, the insulation resistance over the whole installation
shoultl not be below the following:
Installations of
25 lights, 500,000 ohms;
250,000 "
50 "
100 "
125,000 "
25.000 "
500 "
"
i, 000
12,500 "
"When lights are proportionate between the above numbers then the insulation resistance should be correspondingly proportionate.
The insulation resistance of separate
circuits of the installation should also be taken, and should
be in accordance with the above table. For alternate currents the minimum insulation resistance should be twice the
above number of ohms, respectively.''
teenth edition

1SS1) tested, by Wheatstone bridge, etc., the insulation
resistance of a number of land and ship installations, and
was rather surprised at the variety and lowness of the
dielectric resistance, for his ideas of insulation resistance
had been somewhat magnified by seven years" experience
At first he could not get conwith submarine cables.
tractors to come up to his rule, but he was much gratified
about this time by the enthusiasm and interest which William Denny iV Brothers' electrician took in the matter, and
by finding suth good results in his tests of their ships'
lighting leads, which results so far surpassed the demands
of his rule that he decided to adhere to it. Since then he
b>s had much less difficulty, and when care and attention
and fitto cleanliness in jointing, to the fixing of wires
the manufacture of dynamos, are
lings, as well as in
observed, he has frequently found that the insulation ex"A
ceeded the demands of his iufe, which is as follows:
careful insulation resistance test of each circuit, and linally
of the whole of the circuits (including all switches and
up
terminals,
but not necessarily the lamps) joined
together, should be taken by the method described above,
and not passed unless the resistance is at least equal to .1
The insulation lesist
\l per lamp for every volt employed.
I'ut
ance of the dynamo coils should be equally gocd."
into formula shape the rule is:

—

=

'ir

the total insulation resistance of the whole or
where Ri
any part of the lamp circuits, or of the generator in ohms;
U
00,000 S2) found from
IC
a constant (.1 fi
,'d

=
actual
=
E

=

=

IOO volts and

.'.J

ampere each, the

insulation

total

resist-

ance of the circuit would only need to be 7-. ohms, instead
of 10,000 ohms by the author's rule, or 5,000 ohms if the
t

dynamo
Tht-

Imj

included.

Soi iety

'/'

of

-In April, 188S, this society issued its second
pamphlet of "Rules and Regulations for the Prevention of
I'ire Risks," and Rule 10 states that "the insulation of a
system of distribution should be such that the gr<
leakage from any conductor to earth (and in the case of
parallel working from one conductor to the other when all
branches are switched on, but lamps, motors, etc., removedi
does not exceed .-.oiooth P arl °f l ^ e tota current intended
for the supply of said lamps, motors, etc.; the test
being
made at the usual working electromotive force." This rule
includes all kinds and systems of electrical installations,
and it is very neatly and concisely expressed. Some persons have, however, a difficulty in understanding how the
;,,,',,,, th part of the total current is to be tested for or
ascertained, and others do not see exactly how the test is to be
applied to different parts of the circuits at the usual working e. m. f. before the installation is put into working
order.
If the rule had also been put into the following fonn,
with a table giving the insulation resistances required for a
few of the more common electromotive forces and currents,
or a number of lamps, it would no dcubt have recom
mended itself more readily to those unaccustomed to deal
with the form of expression used in the rule.
Using the
same s mbols as before, we have;

Last Rule,

'

E

1

L

5000

1

—

=s

c

Ri

tests of several well erected installations;

Xi.

e.

J>{£

circuit or

m.

=

of dynamo or installation in volts;
number of lamps (iG-candle power) on

I.

on the wr ole

each

circuit.

The insulation resistance is therefore here taken to be
directly proportional to the normal e. m. f. of the dynamo
and inversely proportional to the number of 16-candle
power iamps in circuit. The difficulty of ascertaining the
precise length of the mains, sub-mains, leads and dynamo
windings led the writer to substitute the number of lamps
the
in circuit for what might at lirst sight appear to be
more exact term in the denominator, viz., the length of
conducting wires employed.
Although not stated in the
above quotation of his rule, the writer usually applies the
same lest for the resistance or percentage leakage of cur-

anywhere below 200

volts.
Surely a 50-volt installation
requires but half the insulation resistance of a 100- volt one,

and but one-fourth that of one with 200 volts
2. It is somewhat doubtful (owing to a previous note to
Rule No. 20) whether the words "over the whole installation" include the

dynamo

C

C

—

Objections to Pheenix Rule.
The following objections
may be offered in regard to this last rule:
1.
It ties down a contractor to one and the
same insulation resistance, whether the e. m. f. of the installation lies

as well as

all

the wires, fittings

and lamps.
3. No distinction is made between circuits with one, or
two, or more lamps in each parallel.
4. Arc lamps of 2,000 candle power or more in parallel
and large incandescent lamps of 500-candle power or more,
which require strong currents, come under the same
general words, "any electric light installation in which the
current is continuous." just as much as small incandescent
lamps of, say, 5-candle power, which require only a fraction
of an ampere.
A question naturally arises here for discussion should
not the insulation resistance in such extreme cases bear
some definite proportion to the cum nt ?
Westminster Fire Office Rule.— In iSSS the Westminster
lire office issued a set of rules for guiding their officers in
regard toelectric light installations, in which they demand
that the insulation resistance shall in no case be less than
Surely they have been blindlv
1 50,000,000 ohms per mile.
making extracts from a submarine cable specification. No
contractor could be expected, under any ordinary circumstances, to complete his work, including dynamo and fittings, to such a high standard.
.1/. Picon's R/t/e.—On Nov, 7, i8S8, M. Picou
communicated his rule lolhe International Society of Electricians,
Using the same symbols as in the writer'srulc, it is:
Paris.

which

the form of expression used before, and most
easily applied.
This gives a constant ten times as great as
M. I'icou's, and about one-tenth that of the writer's rule.
Which of these constants is most in accordance with good
practice ?
is

Table of Insulation Resistances required by the Society of
Telegraph Engineers and Electricians' Last Rule, viz.,
the leakage of any part of an insulation not to exceed

soWh
5,000

E

X umber

ol

of

current supplying that part, or, Ri

total

=

—

between the whole system of forward and return wires,
also between the dynamo armature with field-magnet coils
in circuit and the frame or body of the machine, as well as
between the series and shunt-magnet coils if ihc dynamo is
rent

The following
series-shunt type
example and table will make the application of this rule
the

of

compound

or

clearer:

Suppose that we have an installation of too lamps of 16candle power each, and that the normal difference of
potential between the terminals of the dynamo is too volts;
then the insulation resistance should not be less than

E

R,

100,000

where Ri
ohms;

''

100

^ 100,000 w =

L

/•

.1

i<!.

= the total insulation resistance of the circuit in
= a constant (5001 found by experiments with
short lengths of wire covered with three
layers of cotton wound in reverse layers and
pressed between metal plates;

The

leakage allowed by this rule in the case of 100-volt
lamps using 04 ampere of current per lamp is
E
100 v
1
K
0,000,000 u
100,000 ampere of leakage

I

1

1

<

lamp in circuit.
Each lamp, however, requires
64 ampere; consequently the leakage
roDO tn part of

for every

=

,1

—

dynamo, is half of that given by the formula and tables,
and therefore the leakage is double, or .^.^th part of the
total current, or
«= .0032 percent.
a i n per cent.

—

maximum

e.

total current

in. f. of the generator in volts;
generated or passing through
1

ir-

the resistance in

ohms

of

the

whole

circuit

when the installation is in full working
order.
differences between M. I'icon's rule and the writer's
lie in the different values given to
the constant /•, and in
the substitution by M. Picou of the total current, C, for the
in thcwritei's rule.
total number of lamps, Nl
There is

The

.

amps.

I

amps,

Ohms

Ohms.
1

10

So

<>hms.
400,000
411,. ««>

.

zo

V
V

\

I

110V0I1

-amps.

I

-imps.

Ohms.

Ohms.
V>',!K IO
-

.

.

.

.

10,000

"

:
.

.

100

.

ii

.

;

4,ivX>

-

2.IOO

1

JOO

Kor

oh

\

.imps.

1

'

2..1K>

;ihi

1,333

$12

1,000

;..,,
1 , t

PS

e-

>

5<W

If we include die dynamo as well as the whole of the lumps,
etc will the insulation resistance o( the whole installation
li.ilf the
above figu

—

The ordinary Whcatstone bridge test
Different Tests,
is the handiest and easiest method of ascertaining the actual
resistance in ohms of the conductors as well as of the insulation resistance.
Should the insulation, however.
high for the battery power and the galvanometer, tin
deflection
direct
substitution method may
:

These

tests arc so

fit

I

in

every book on

ing, and tic.
sides so well known that there is
to explain them here.
The battery power need

cuits in amperes;

=

the total current, or the percentage leakage
,.',<>.0016
«
per cent.
Since by the above rule the dynamo requires to
have the same insulation resistance as the lamp circuit, the
insulation resistance of the whole circuit, including the

!

Fur

For
65 Volt

I

W

C'

=

lor

Amperes
in Circuit.

no ntcd
only be
Icelandic cells, ten or twelve at most, if the galvanometer used is of the sensitive-mirror Thomson
w en the installation has been completed then the
oi the results may be obtained by means of ordinary
and volt meters. First, join up the circuit as
lows, in Fig. ).
Work the installation at its normal power
and observe the total current C by the ampere meter A
a few
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M, and

the difference of potential

This gives us

V M.

the voltmeter

b)

I

C

just

to earth, having- previously

ter a

in

ig

I

4.

ascertained

its

w

one

th

side-

resistance,

C-

But

=

',

"If the court

in

in a

opinion

pressedjts decided

Control

that

with power to decide

way along any

and ready

sufficient

is

would seem to me mosl
here and hear the testimony of

by the wires of these companies,
sit

I

am

decidedly against the

it

asked by the complaint

relief

for

an injunction against the subway commissioners restraining

Of course this does not
concerned.
inform us if any leakage is taking place between the
forward and the return s>stem of wires, or between the shunt
and the series windings of the dynamo. To ascertain the
former of these, disconnect all the lamps and insert the
voltmeter first in the forward lead, and secondly in the
return lead, as in Fig. 5. arid .note if we get any leakage
current, <\ when the dynamo is run at its normal speed.
In regard to leakage between the shunt and scries windings of the dynamo magnets, recourse must be had to the
Wheatstone bridge test. No doubt some of the members
will suggest other practical tests, as well as give their
experiences of how the insulation resistance of installations
wuh which they happen to be intimately acquainted compare with the various rules herein mentioned, as well as
how they stocd the test of time and wear and tear of everydav work. What is chiefly wanted is to ascertain the minimum standard of insulation resistance compatible with
good honest work and ordinary careful usage.

a recess to consider fudge Lawrence's decision and the acts

is

CORRESPONDENCE.

them from

which they do not give

leges

of the

legislature

New York Notes.
— There are doubtless

sorts in the west, but

phone subscribers
estate,

cranks of

all

an eccentric individual, Henry Win-

many

can give his kind

ter of Brooklyn,

real

7.

at Plainrield,

The

points.

tele-

where Winter owns some

were greatly surprised a few mornings ago

to

find that in all parts of the city telephonic communication
was cut off. The New Jersey Telephone company was
even more astonished when it was found that no message
could be transmitted on any of the trunk lines north of the
An investigation showed that Winter had cut down
city.

two poles which stood in front of his premises. It appears
that he has been at war with the telephone company for
some time, and no decision having been reached after the
had been carried

litigation

to the

Supreme

court, he decided

The company immeto demolish the company's poles.
diatelv put up the wires and defied Winter to dislodge
them. Winter then ordered a constable from Elizabeth to
proceed to Plainrield with a corps of assistants, armed with
axes and shears, to cut

The result is not yet known, but a conflict is exThe telephone people say they will arrest any one

pieces.

pected.

who

wires and chop the poles to

the

meantime

In the

molests the poles.

jnication north of the city

telephone

all

s'opped, and the sub-

is

In directing a decree

for

the complainant

m

the suit of

American Hell Telephone company against the Wallace

Telephone company for infringement of patents,
fudge Wallace of the United Slates Circuit court says that
there is nothing distinguishable in essentials in the above
suit from those already decided by th': courts, nor was anyElectric

thing materially
lid

new

"No

disclosed.

useful purpose," he

discussion of the

be served by an extended

which have been so exhaustively
in

I

the argument and brief of counsel for defendant,
rig
-;.i'l

of interest
in

the

which

can

be added to what has al-

previous
has

opinions of the courts.

been

placed

upon the

Bell

to obtain now, unless

omclhing new

lo Ik; modific

in

the state of

'range
bc

shown

any-

if

after the thorough CX-

made by

ijccl
1

it

the

efforl

the most

to defeat the

irgc of infringement in

former

liti-

ompany
in

Supreme

the

the company's

motion which had been
be considered was

to

poles

Testimony

and wires

greater or other privileges

show

to

other companies than to the

to

The

United States company, he refused to consider.

As the case now
the company.

ceedings were thus simplified,
outlook

is

not promising for

Mayor Grant has vetoed

pro-

stands, the

electric plant for

Museum

Metropolitan

of Art without

and contract required by law.
There was a very interesting meeting of the Photo
graphic section of the American Institute, February 5th,
when Dr. Milton J. Roberts illustrated the application of
the public letting

taking of flash-light pictures.

Roberts spoke at length on the importance in medicine and
surgery of having a record of verified data upon which to
base an opinion, and said that a photograph was often of
L>r.

The

material aid to the physician in that connection.

method

urer exhibited his
light,

by which the shutter on the camera was moved, and

magnesium powder exploded at the same instant bv
means of an electric current. The shutter movement was
accomplished by means of a temporary magnet placed next
to the shutter and connected with a simple mechanism,
which would move the shutter as the current was turned on
Another wire from the battery was connected with
or off.
an elliptical-shaped pan in which was placed the powder,
the

the current heating a steel wire, which ignited the powder.

pan was placed a polished reflector, by which
much light was saved. A successful picture of the audience was taken, and O. G. Mason also took flash-light pict-

Back

of the

with the bulb apparatus.

ures

It

only to work the apparatus, three

requires a

small battery

being sufficient to

cells

The

make an adequate current.

value of this process to

the surgeon and the physician can hardly be overestimated.
Prof. Daniel

Eaton of

C.

the

department of

scientific

Vale university has presented the legislature a remonstrance
against the granting of a charter to a newly organized

company

in

New

Haven, which purposes

troducing the overhead wire system.

advocates the use of the storage

ground

that

it

would insure safety

Mo

,

Feb.

Professor

9.

battery system

— The

phone service

endeavored

lo

&

the

company,

Louis was not an exorbitant price; also,
number of subscribers an exchange had the
telephone.
In other
less money the company made per
words, there was more money to be made operating an
that the greater

exchange with 100 instruments than if it had r,00Q,
Mr. Dempsey of the committee asked Mr. Durant
not

mean

that

if

logical conclusion,

the business of the telephone

from

in

it,

relation to

'he

mo-

company kept

of

the

company,

its

in

reference

ighly.

There

liabilities, assets,

earn-

rease

the

rates.

cluding his argument, Mr. Smith said he did not

if

the

In

passed, reducing the telephone rate

con-

waul

threatening the committee, bul he wanted to
bill

will erect a water tower, put
in
new pumping
machinery, and make such extensions as are needed for a

and perfect water supply. The system of manufacturwill be changed and necessary extensions
made.

full

ing gas

The

electric light plant will be

moved from

location to a vacant lot adjoining the gas

system

entire

provements

be overhauled and improved.

will

present

its

works, and

the

These im-

will involve

an outlay of over $100,000.
new company will take possession about June 10th.

The
The

A movement

on foot among the business men and
an electric light plant at Kirk wood.
The matter is in the hands of Cortez A. Kitchen,
is

capitalists to establish

Mo.
who is forming a stock company, to be known as the Kirkwood Electric Light & Power company. The capital stock
of the company will be $5,000, to be divided.
It is estimated that

this capital will install a plant of

500 16-candIe

power lamps.

The Bell Telephone company last week compelled the
removal of the Cushman system from Chillicothe, Mo.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Indianapolis, Feb.
has ordered gas
electric light.

So

and 200 more

will

The Brush

— The council

220 gas

far

committee on light

discontinued on streets lighted by

have been abandoned,

lights

be soon.

company has been

Electric Lighting

more

to put in

S.

lights

instructed

The

lights in the south part of city.

light is

giving general satisfaction.

After some delay the city council of Columbus, Ind., has
its annual
contract with the Citizens' Electric

renewed

Lighting company at $52 per light for 50 lights, on

the

midnight schedule.

Another
duced

regulating telephone

bill,

in the legislature.

It

When

rental of instruments;

has been intro-

tolls,

provides following rates for
one instrument is used, $4.50

per month; more than one, #4 each, and

more than

if

fifteen

day are made, $5
If on line extending three miles
or more from central office, $6 a month may be charged.
calls a

One

may be maintained

public telephone

of

toll

5

in

cents charged for each message.

for line of

$10 to $50

in case of

each block and
also

It

provides

overcharge.

M.

Kansas

City,

M 3.

week

to take the initiatory steps to

street

dummy

line to

and substitute

road,

held last

compel the East Fifth
abandon the use of steam in operating
electricity.

prosecute the legal battle on

Funds

behalf of

the

will

be raised to

those

who own

A

railroad.

remonstrance

was prepared and signed by every individual present.
C. D. Crandall, the secretary and treasurer of the Missouri & Kansas Telephone company, states that the company has under consideration the report of the telephone
committee of the Commercial club, but

no

that

action will be taken until the board of directors

official

meets

in

April.

The Central Waterworks Construction company,
incorporated under the laws of Kansas,
It

has elected

will

President, 0.

the

following

officers:

Gunn; vice-president, 0. N. Moycr:
Gunn; secretary, II, \\. Pomeroy; chief

B.

treasurer, T.

engineer,

recently

make aspccialty

('.

W.

Kiersted.

Louisville, Ky.
Loi

1

a

ii

1

1..

Ky., Feb.

9.— The

Louisville Electric Light

companj recently elected the following

officers: Charles I'.
William Tillman, vice-president; T. C,
Vance, secretary, and T. G, Gaylord, manager.

I'earce, president;

Manager Smith of the Kansas City Telephone company
Kansas City company had not declared so
dividend as the St. fvOuis company, and that his

that

company

the

to

said that the

a

with

the Independence Water company, and the
Independence Electric Light & Power company. The new

arguments, he furnished

immittee a vast array of figures

appear

of
less

it

the rates; and, in support of his

intci

of

Coke company,

of electric plants.

would eventually bankrupt the company.
Mr. Dempsey said that was true, if they did not ini rease

company

-

cities

purchase of the entire stock of the Independence, Mo.. Gas &

if

did

if it

ings and profits.

itcd to

in

cities

C. IF Malin of Fort Scott, Kan., in connection
Philadelphia capitalists, has signed contracts for the

tele-

a telephone in St.

its

last

maximum

population.

property along the line of
for

convince the committee that $100 a year for

he followed the argument to

house

fixing the

bill

on

Wednesday

Telephone

Kansas

presented

Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 9.— A meeting was

Smith, manager of the

of the Missouri

office

passage of a

harges for telephone service at $4 per month

P.

George F. Durant, of St.
Kansas City

state.

this

in

for the

[00,000 inhabitants, and $3 per month in

its

last

St. Louis,

with lhe chairman.

filed

on the

committee

legislation reducing charges

W. W.

Fouls, and

1

the interest of the

in

citizens of Sedalia sent a petition to the

week asking

Eaton

to the public.

municipal corporations heard arguments

on the proposed

The

which he

brief,

without

in-

Jefferson City, Mo.
Jeffkrson City,

capital stock

ires,

who appeared

Protective association of

lect-

with a flash

pictures

of taking

tafo

contract calls for over $200,000.

the resolution permitting the de-

partment of public parks to provide an
the lighting of the

the

had granted

insufficiency of the subways, or that the board

|udgc Beach,
thi

After taking

the part of the commissioners, Fudge

Beach decided that the only question

on increasing

itrol

privi-

whether or not the board had removed or interfered with

street railway

scribers to the system are loud in their complaints.

company."

this

deciding a

in

made by Mr. Trull on

electricity to the

York, Feb.

tending to give other companies

acts

all

a formal

occupancy

for

c
lation resistance of the system.
Then, if this value is greater than k, our standard constant, the installation may be considered all right as far as

New

telephone companies would

Fielding Mansfield,

Telephone

such and such a sub-

definitely that

street

experts, always differing according to the side they are on.
the actual constant or coefficient of the insu-

insulation resistance

state, the

telephones and compel the people lo do
the instruments.

Board of Electrical

this

the arbitrator, vested by the act of the legislature

is

useless for the court to

the total leakage current.

c,

chambers motion as upon a trial.
another branch," he continued, "has ex-

weighty given

.is

over the

all

1889

16,

all their

r,

Also note C on the ampere meter, and see that it is
If any leakage to earth exists in the
the same as before.
dynamo, or in any part of the circuit, a deflection on the
voltmeter, V M, will be produced ccrresponding to the
leakage current c passing through it and is represented by
c volts difference of potential between its terminals.

ohms.

=

Lawrence's opinion as to the

validity of the board's construction of the act could not be

-

Second, join up the vol tin

Then, £

was no reason why Judge

February

to
aj

II.

The G, T. Woods Manufacturing company
has

filed

articles

of

incorporation, and

general electrical business,

Lexington
fire

he capital slock

of

Newport

engage
is

in

a

$500,

following Louisville in the adoption of the
and the arrangement of the electric system
engine house.
At the last meeting of the city oun

alarm

;n its

l

will

is

bell

1

February
cil it
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was provided that $503 be appropriated

pur-

for this

pose.

The demand

Frankfort has become so

for better lights at

Light company has

Electric

dynamos

ordered an engine and two 25 light

West-

of the

ern arc system.

Fearcy of Nashville, agent for the Thomson-

II.

Tins makes six iar^c central station plant
system on the Pacific coast, most of them fu
ommercial and private house lighting froi
central station plant on extended circuits.

station.

-

ler

[-L

&

urgent that the Capital Gas

Thomas

proprietor of the central station, so ;is to enable him
nish commercial and private house lighting from the

The Guyape Mining company of Tauxillo, Honduras,
Central America, have pur- based an are and incandescent

two

the

n.-

.

-

.

Houston

Light company, visited Paris, Ky.,

Electric

re-

Depoele Electric Manufacturing company of Chicago.
The dynamos are to be made
in sections, no piece weighing more than 125 poui
that the plant may be conveyed by pack mules across the
mountains.

e'ectric light plant of the

Van

The

Cynthiana have been discussing the

citizens of

Messrs. Wells

&

and gas

light

of electric

merits

spective

for

some

re-

time.

Boyd, agents for the Queen City Electric

company, made a public exhibition of their lights recently
A dynamo was placed in a shop on
at the Opera house.
the other side of the street, and the Opera house was
Lights of different shades and colors were
illuminated.
suspended about the room. The mayor, members of the
city council, and prominent citizens of the town were present,

and

all

system and organize a

its

the cost of which

esti-

is

town of 5,000 people

Mayfield, a thriving

Kentucky, demands electric

W.

B.

Western

in

lights.

B. Conley,

who have

departed to begin a similar work at Washington, La.

A.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
P.oone, la., wilt shortly be lighted by electricity.

The

city of

Baton Rouge, La.,

Van Depoele

electric

Edison system

plant of the

light

examine the alternating current system
and compare it with the direct current
York.
The visitors were favorably im-

that city recently to
of electric lighting,

use in New
pressed with the alternating system.

The Montreal agent for the Edison Electric Light company has returned from New York, where he laid before
Mr. Edison the plan for utilizing the power of the Lachine
Rapids and the Isle au Meron, as purchased by the Electric
Light company of Canada.
Mr. Edison is said to have expressed his surprise that such a motor power should exist
near such a city as Montreal, and not be used.
He said
there would be no difficulty in transmitting any amount of
power to the city of Montreal, and promised to preoare a
plan for working the same.

is

comto

be

Laurens, S. C.

The Westinghouse company is endeavoring to establish
a 10,000 light plant in the metropolis.

The Edison Light & Power company, Albany, N.
will increase its capital

by

Pittsburgh dispatch under date of February gth says:
the United States Circuit court to-day the Consolidated Electric Light company made a morion for a hearing
in the suit against the McKeesport (Edison) Light compa-

Y.,

ny upon the Sawyer-Man fibrous carbon patent, the testiin which has been closed in the United States Circuit
court
The court continued the motion of the Consolidat
ed company until next Saturday, and permitted the Edison
company to serve a motion for delay, to be heard at the
same time as the complainant's motion for an early hear-

mony

stock to $60,000.

Manchester,

Toledo

Eng

establish a central stain the heart of the city, at an es-

,

will

timated expense of $200,000.
Electric Light & Power company
furnish the city of Riverside with ten arc
lamps
for $100 per month.
"moonlight schedule"

An

ferry boats which have been constructed
service across the Thames are fitted with
apparatus for lighting them on deck and below.

electrical

"The Taylorville Electric Light & Power company, capital
has been incorporated by W. W. Anderson,
Browne, J. G. Drennan, and W. H.
J. Bourne, R. H.
Kirkwood.
stock, $20,000,

The contract for lighting the steamer now in course of
construction for the Detroit & Cleveland Steam Navigation
company has been awarded to the Brush Electric company
The

Victoria Art galleries at Manchester, Eng., will
probably be lighted by electricity soon.
The cost of the
plant would be about $14,000, and the operating expenses

about $3,000 per year.

The Van Depoele system

will

continue in operation in the

III., as the
council has voted to buy the
plant of the Elgin Electric Light company, and retain the
tower system of lighting.

The Baton Rouge,

La., Electric Light

company has con-

tracted with the Van Depoele Electric Manufacturing company for an So arc light plant and 500 Mayo incandescent

lamps for immediate use.

The city of Clinton, Wis has
arc lights for public use with A.
,

purchased a 20 arc light
of the
('hit

Van Depoele

made

a contract for ten

Woodard, who has

just

and 300 incandescent light plant
Manufacturing company of

Electric

ago.

The Brush Electric company of Cleveland has recently
received another order from the California Electric Light
company for a new plant, consisting of a 60 to 65 light arc
machine, with lamps, etc.

This plant

is

to

be used on the

Pacific coast.

The city of Lockport, N. Y., has decided to establish an
electric light plant for public lighting, and
at a recent
meeting a resolution was passed that a bill be introduced in
the legislature empowering the common council
to bond
the city for §30,000 to enable it to purchase a plant.

The Heisler Electric Light company has received a confrom the city of Portland, Ore., to furnish 125 thirty
candle power street lamps.
The circuits are twelve miles
m length. According to the local papers the lights are
very satisfactory to the council and citizens.
The plant
ami rii-cuits will be enlarged and extended by II. A. Ilogue,

tract

lively fight for

to

have an

an

electric railway.

electric street railroad.

to organize a street railway
cars between Lowell, Lawrence

is

and overhead system. This
which
lator have for their basis an insulating co
they are
jear so
nd each regular shaft
that, by means of a rack which meshes into all
the four dynan
regulated by one operation.
Still higher on the wall are the safety fusible strips mountare placed
ed on slate. At the top of the
four improved
lightning arresters resting on ins
brackets. The boiler-house has three 50 horse power steel
1

tubular boilers with jarvis setting, feed-water heater, injector,
steam pump, etc. Adjoining the power station a new car-house
has been erected with capacity for 26 cars. The cars
when in this house rest on skeleton tracks, under which the
inspectors can walk and by aid of incandescent lamps with
flexible connections can examine and inspect the machinery
of each car.
After the party had fully examined the workings of the power station, they reboarded the electric cars
which were standing in waiting outside, and were carried
quickly out Beacon street and Harvard avenue to the terminus of the road at Oak Square, Brighton. On the return
trip the cars were speeded to ten or twelve miles an hour
in places.
Each of the cars was brilliantly lighted by five
incandescent lights of i6-candle power each.
Not the
least enjoyable feature of the entertainment was the collation which was provided for all the guests at the Hotel
Thornedike. The guests and visitors were full in their
praises of the operation of the road.

company

THE TELEPHONE.
The advance in telephone rates
new subscribers who do not make
Subscriptions for a

new

in

Brooklyn affects only

five years* contracts.

telephone

are being solicited by merchants
the service in the City of Mexico.

who

company

in

Mexico

are dissatisfied with

The Inter-Continental Telephone compan)' of Caracas,
La Guayra, Valencia and Porto Cabello, and suburban dis

A

Pa., street

to

run

and Haverhill,

being made.

The Wooley

Electric company of Cambridge has organwith a capital stock of $14,000, to manufacture sewing machines with motors for operating them.

dispatch from Washington says: Superintendent Kimof the life-saving service has about completed his
plaDS for the establishment of a telephone sen-ice on Long
Island sound.
When this is completed it will be connected
with the service now in operation in New Jersey, and will
also be put in communication with the wires in Connecticut
and Massachusetts. Superintendent Kimball is also at
work constructing telephone lines along the Atlantic coast.
The shores of North and South Carolina are now nearly
connected by wire.
He intends, before another year rolls
around, to have the entire Atlantic coast in telephonic communication.
ball

ized,

The

coast

is

now

clear for the Rochester (N. Y.) Electric
last injunction having been dis-

Railway company, the
solved.

The company will renew its

operations immediately.

Railway & Power company has received its dynamos, steam engine, boiler, four motor trucks,
and other machinery for its stationary plant on the water
front.
The poles are all up, and the cars will be running
in about five weeks.

American says: "Benson Bidwell is
looking for a live town where the business men wish to
offer inducements for him to locate a factory which within
a few years would become one of the largest in the counO.,

anxious to establish a manufactory of
The
his "indestructible porcelain dynamo and motor."
Newark & Granville Electric railway is to be equipped with
these new porcelain dynamos and motors.
try."

Mr. Bidwell

is

A special dispatch from Springfield anuounces the introduction of a bill in the legislature providing that any horse
and dummy or tramway company organized under general
or special laws which has obtained, or shall hereafter obtain, from any corporation the right to locate or construct
its road on or along streets or alleys, may use electricity or
The substitucable in lieu of animal power on said road.
tion of such power shall be done under the supervision of
proper officials of the cities, towns, or villages.
The New York Sun

says, after

enumerating the many ad-

vantages of electricity over steam: All these things are

the world, probably, which is worked by electricity in this
that is, in which the motive power is distributed to
machinery in various parts of the building through electrical
wires instead of by belts and pulleys.
in

—

On Tuesday, February 51I1, there was a gathering of
prominent street railway men of New England, who had
come from all quarters of the six New England state-.
The

object of the gathering was to inspect the electric
branch of the West End road at Boston, installed bj the
Sprague Electric Railway & Motor company, of New

reported that a

It is

new telegraph

New York and

between

Chicago

line

will

lives in

be erected

in opposition to the

West-

ern Union.

The Western Union Telegraph company
entire line

its

bama cedar

will reconstruct

between Mobile and Montgomery, using Ala-

poles.

The Western Union Telegraph company has been sued
a message promptly.
old statute provides that a fine of ^roo may be imposed
on a telegraph company for each failure to promptly deliver a message.
at Atlanta, Ga., for failing to deliver

An

Miscellaneous Notes.
M. de Freycinet

is preparing a project for the definite
of optic, electric and acoustic signals, which
will be put into operation as soon as possible.

unification

The

society is now on a firm
become a flourishing organization.
has established a library, and contributions of electrical
Dallas,

It

Tex.. Electrical

and promises

footing,

works, models,

etc..

to

may

sent

be

to

the

secretary, C. O,

Harris.
Capitalists in Zurich and Basle are endeavoring to raise
000 io establish works by which the water-power ol

illus-

trated in the factory of the "C. &C." Electric Motor company, and for that reason, when an exhibition of their plant
was given the other night to those interested in electricity,
The place is the only one
there were many spectators there.

way

THE TELEGRAPH.
Two Western Union company linemen lost their
New York City recently by the breaking of poles.

Seattle Electric

The Newark,

city of Elgin,

:

floor to th<

reports an increase of 152 subscribers to its system
since July 1, iSSS.
It has been compelled to build an addition to its central office in Caracas, and increase its multiple switch-board capacity.

Five new cars have been ordered by the Sacramento
They will be furnished by the
Electric Railway company.
Electrical Accumulator company.

The

of Cleveland.

is

effort

electric

Mass.,

The enormous
new ferry

making a

There is some talk of propelling the Ashley,
cars by electricity.

offered to

for the

is

Watervtlle, Me.,

The San Bernardino

lias

I

under the

tricts,

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

electricity.

The Edison-Swan company
tion at

the party.

attentioi

A

The municipal authorities of Rome, Italy, have recently
appointed a committee to study the question of lighting the
entire city

er

the

I

"In

now

seventy-eight electric light
panies against fifty-six in 1S87.

An

a Pittsburgh dispatch a distinguished party,

chief of police, chief of the fire department, chief of the electric and patrol systems, and the
York visited
board of fire underwriters of the city of

be illuminated by

will

arc lights.

Massachusetts has

installed shortly at

to

in

De Munn and T.

been superintending the erection of the electric light machinery at Paducah, have finished their task, and yesterday

twenty

According

composed of the

New

at $10,000.

Messrs.

A

present.
committee consisting of three aldermen and
three citizens was appointed to get further information in
reference to the cost, and ascertain the sense of the citi-

said they were highly pleased with the exhibit.

The company wants to introduce
local company to buy the plant,
mated

A special meeting of the city council of Lebanon, III.,
was held last week to receive a proposition from the Westinghouse Electric Light company to light the city by
electric
light.
Guido Pantalioni, the electrician, was

its modynamos,

'hat

<

cently with a view of introducing electric lights there.

the

Rhine can be utilized for electrical purposes, but thus
have succeeded no more than their friends on this
who have been trying
ess Niagara.

far they

side

The council of the Institution of Electrical Engine
London has decided to exclude newspaper re]
In commenting on this the
debates.
reminds
the members "that the institution exists for the sake of
its

electrical engineering,

and not

electrical

engineering for the

sake of the institutioi

A new
ii

which

process for the

electrical pur]
the steel wire

ma
is

Will

1

ing

pper coated steel
followed in Vienna, in

by spirally winding

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

E>8

round:

The

bands.

copper

1

the great conducting-

per with the

of

I

object in

such

all

power of the cop-

the steel.

Central Union Telephone company has applied for
an injunction restraining the Electric Street Railway company of Akron, O., from operating its road. The grounds
for the action are that great annoyance has been caused the
telephone company, induction having greatly interfered
with the service since the electric cars were started.

The

Clifton R. Scudder, on behalf of himself and stockholders of the Excelsior Electric company, has begun a
against Dwight Treadway, the
suit in equity
npany and the Excelsior Electric
Metropolitan
company, asking an accounting and a decree that defendants pay to a receiver, to be appointed by the court, whatever sums may be found to be due.

New

An "Edison
last

York city
den" at a charitable fair in
attractive feature.
Chauncey M.
the festivities with an appropriate address,
recorded by means of phonographs, and after-

week was a novel and

Depew opened
which was

ward repeated through these instruments
sired to hear what the noted orator had

to

who deMany

all

to say.

were on exhi-

other electrical instruments of novel design
bition in this wonderful nook.

A

Chicago interviewer is responsible for the following:
in Chicago," said a New Yorker, "for the purpose
of introducing my patent electrical apparatus which will
prevent cemeteries from being despoiled by grave-robbers.
It will also indicate if a body has been buried alive.
I sold
the right in Xew York for §20.000, and it is now used in

"I

am

Woodlawn

The apparatus is exceedingly simple.

cemetery.

Wires are placed around the wrists, feet, ankles and
neck of the corpse, and if there be but a slight movement
of reanimation, an electric bell, connected by a wire with
the coftin, in the sexton's house, gives the alarm, and by
turning to the register, similar to that of a hotel, he sees at

once the grave that resurrectionists are tampering with, or
when a body has been buried alive.
A small tube, containing oxygen gas, capable of sustaining life for twentvfour hours, is placed at the head of the corpse, and if there
be a movement this gas is released, the bell to the sexton's
house is rang, and if that is not responded to the bell in
the tower, to attract attention of outsiders,

is

set in

motion.'

and in which the Standard
weatherproof line wire has been used, are those at Binghamton, N. Y., Red Cloud, Neb., Beatrice, Neb., MinThe Allegheny Light
neapolis, Minn., and one in Texas.
company and East End Electric Light company of Pittsthan
200
miles of the same wire
burgh are using no less
in the installation of the plant now being erected for the
lighting of the city of Pittsburgh under their recent contracts.
In fact, all the wire used on this work is being furnished by the Standard Underground Cable company.
Two plants are now being installed in Rio de Janeiro,
South America, and Havana, Cuba, with this company's
wire.

James W. Queen & Co., of Philadelphia, state that
Profs. Ayrton & Perry have informed them that they had

made new arrangements

among

tablished a branch in

the electricians as to their actual merits.

The

Fishkill

improved form of the Fishkill-Corliss horizontal engine designed especially for electric light purposes, which has

many

excellent points.

Belting & Packing company report a
their vulcanized rubber belting with
smooth metallic surface, which they now manufacture es-

The New York
brisk demand for

alternate

current

man

w.ll

a

find

Switch and Cut-Out for Electric Light and
other Electrical Devices
Oscar S. Bussmann, Somerville, Mass.
Galvanic Battery. Edward J. Colby, Chicago,
The carbon plates may be charged so as to vary
the carbon surface. The invention is fully covered by
six claims, thethird of which is:
In a battery, the combination of carbon plates with a grooved cover to
receive such plates and clamps which securely clamp
such plates against the inner surface of said groove at
their upper ends.

397,111.
III.

Central Electric company of Chicago has just made
arrangements for the exclusive sale of the Cleveland incanThe territory covers everydescent and arc light switch.
thing west of the Mississippi river, the states of Illinois,

Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota.

Among

the largest and most attractive exhibits at the
ovention will be that of the Okonite company, manufacturers of insulated wires and cables and
water-proof joint and protecting tapes.
Capt W. L. Candee and Geo. T. Manson will represent the company.
Electri

The Electrical Supply company of Chicago has concluded arrangements with the Cobb Vulcanite Wire company to
act as its exclusive western agents for the sale of the
bibles.
This arrangement will probavulcar.
bly prove to be an important one to the Electrical Supply
-

I

company, as the published reports

of this

insulation

telephone lines.
Of the five claims
The combination, with a telephonic

igh insulating qualities, as well

as

L-n

made in

regard to the patents

ompany

C.

If
i

of

Detroit

"•ry As we undermanufactured under
Thompson, and duly as
pany.
Captain
ipany.

The

'

I

and the
arc at
.

'
.

In addi-

markct
form that

a

tele-

of energy in said circuit, divided at or about its center
of resistance, and a receiving telephone looped or con-

nected to the several
scribed.
397-335-

M.

terminals,

substantially as de-

Signaling Device for Cable Railways.
Bulkley, St. Louis, Mo.

Dynamo.

397,340.

Robert

L

William

Cohen, Camden

N.

The
The

J.

invention relates to ventilating the armature.
last claim is given: The combination of the hollow perforated shaft, the hollow perforated bobbins,
and the interposed filling-pieces forming chambers
between the bobbins, through which air entering the
hollow shaft and bobbins can escape outwardly, all
substantially as specified.
Electric Communicating System.
Alfred G.
Holcombe, New York, N. Y.
This is a police
signaling system.
Of the fourteen claims the first is
given:
In an electrical communicating system, the
combination, with a source of electric energy, signaling
devices located at a central and sub stations, and circuit connections uniting said stations, of electric
lamps located in branch lines at the sub-stations and
having suitable circuit closing devices, whereby they
may be lighted at the will of the operators at the substations, substantially as set forth.

397,364.

William

S.

Armature for Dynamo -Electric Machines. Oli397,392.
ver B. Shallenberger, Rochester, Pa.
The invention
is especially applicable to alternating current machines
and relates to the winding of two sets of coils upon an
armature of the cylindrical type.
397,41s.
Protection for Electrical Instruments.
E. Crandall, Washington, D C.

Method of Demagnetizing
397.423.
Greaves, St. Louis, Mo.

battery

Watches

Joseph

etc

John

Connection of Electrical Circuits.
William W.
Griscom, Haverford College, and Llenry N. Weidner
Philadelphia, Pa.

is

Dynamo-Electric Machine and Motor.
Francis
New York, N. Y
The invention relates
winding and connections and to the
arrangement of the armature and field circuits with respect to one another. The first and last claims follow:
I.
A motor provided with a reversing commutator,
the circuit in the motor reversed by said commutator
being broken at a point between its terminals and provided with an external loop-circuit, the ends of the
loop being in continuous electrical connection with the
two sides of the bre^k
iS
A dynamo-electric
machine or motor having an open point in its field
magnet or armature-circuit and a fixed external
loop circuit connee'ed thereto, a series of fixed consequent poles in one of its elements, and a commutator for producing alternate polarity in the other
ele.rent and
electrically connected
with another
external circuit, whereby when the machine is operating
alternating currents will circulate in one external cir-

397,439.

J. Pal ten,
to the armature

or lumps of nitrate of potash.

Hose Pipe. Edward H. Crosby, Boston, Mass.
nozzle is provided with an electric generator for
signaling purposes between the hosemanand the engineer
The claim reads: The hose pipe or nozzle a
and a support or bracket secured to it, combined with
an electric generator held by said support, all as and
for the purpose specified.

The

Telephone

397,176.

or

Analogous

Electric

Anthony B. Ferdinand, Oshkosh, Wis
tem any instrument on a line may be

By

System.
this

sys-

cut out when
desired for a given length of time and automatically
restored to place.

Multiple-Signal Transmitter.
Morris Martin,
Maiden, Mass. Any desired one of a numberof pre
determined signals may be sent over the circuit by this

397,194..

cuit

apparatus.

Pipe-Coupling.
Sigmund BergYork. The invention relates to coupling
pieces used to connect a gas supply pipe with a chandelier used for gas and electric lights.
Insulating

397,218.

mann.

Junction Boxfor Electrical Conductors. William
M. Callender, New York, N. Y. The claim reads as
follows:
The combination, with tubes containing
insulated electrical conductors, such tubes being
threaded at their ends, of internally threaded junction
boxes fitting around the said ends, the said junction
boxes being made in halves and being provided with
means for attachment to the lubes, substantially as set

forming Secondary

Battery

Elec-

arranging previously formed pieces of active material
close together and holding them rigidly in said mold

mold on end, v.

that

the active material
atcd one above the other, and finally
ting the fluid conducting metal around said active
material pie-,
while 50 held.
-

3972^.

Electric Stop

burgh,

Valve.

Robert

Wellens,

Pitts-

1'a.

Railway Signal.
Ohio.

The main purpose

Ab

I

of the invention

olum
is

to

Overhead Contact and Switch.

397 451-

Charles J. Van-

depoel, Lynn, Mass.
Electric Converter.
Ludwig Gutmann. Fort
Wayne, Ind. The first claim reads: An electric converter in which the iron core is made of superposed
iron cross shaped sheets whose arms are bent into two

397,461.

rectangular figures at right angles to each other, and
the ends of whose arms all lie in the same or substantially the same plane and in contact with one another.

forth.

M. Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa The
claim reads:
The method of forming secondary
battery elements, consisting in warming the mold,

direct currents in the other.

Secondary Battery.
William A. Shaw, BrookN. Y. A metal or metallic compound is melted,
after which the active material is combined therewith,
when the mass is allowed to harden.

397,221.

Method of
3 f;7.235trodes.
Rudolph

and

397,4.13.
lyn,

New

setting the

1

give the third:

397.424.

Charles E. Egan, Columbus,
designed especially for use in
car lighting.
The last claim reads:
A depolarizing
liquid for a galvanic battery, containing a compound
formed by the action of sulphuric acid on the granules

The

.;

.

we

circuit, of

phone transmitter, an induction-coil therefor, having
i:s secondary or line helix, which constitutes the source

Galvanic Battery.

show

other po

Mack,

N

397,171

The

B.

1 -

Cable or Electric Street Railway.
397, 3S5.
Phelps, San Francisco, Cal.

1S89.

397, log.

Ohio.

The Sperry Electric company of Chicago has issued a
neat pamphlet containing considerable valuable information
concerning electric lighting in general, as well as an explanation of the most prominent features of the Sperry
system.

William

Telephone Circuit and Apparatus.
John A.
Barrett, Brooklyn, N. Y.
The object of the invention
is to reduce the effect of induction disturbances upon

397. 33

Patents.
5,

Conduit.

Process of Making Dental Plates by Electro
397,320.
Deposition.
Joseph G. Ward, Irvington,
J.

much wanted and

looked for instrument.
A full description of this instrument will shortly appear, a number of improvements having delayed this matter considerably.
It is understood
that in the course of a few weeks there will be a new combination instrument in the market, constructed in their laboratory, and manufactured in their shop.
It promises,
from what their electrician explained, to be a decided progress in the line of compact testing instruments, combining side wire bridge, rheostat galvanometer and batterv, in
a box 10x10x6 inches.

397,116,

pecially for electric lighting.

Electric- Wire
397-303Boston, Mass.

—

Omaha, Neb.

Landing Machine company manufacture an

field,

—

Issued February

business of the Brush Electric company has
grown to enormous proportions. Over half a million carbons are occasionally snipped from the Cleveland factory
alone in a single day.

Telephone Call-Box. Amenzo Griffith, Springand Henry A. Burbank, Westfield, Mass. The
invention is an automatic ring off device.

397,284.

may

It

be confidently stated that the principle involved in the
Ayrton & Perry technical meters makes them the most sensitive and accurate instruments, provided they are well
made in all respects. Profs. Ayrton & Perry give their assurance to Queen & Co.
which firm is the sole and exclusive agent for the United States for their old, new. and
newest instruments that they have engaged one of the
most reliable English manufacturing houses to carry on
the manufacture of their spring instruments of older patterns, as well as their combination spring instruments,
and a voltmeter for direct and alternating current. All
these instruments will be of the best workmanship, and
furnished with certificates from Profs. Ayrton & Perry as
to their accuracy.
One of the latest instruments of these
two eminent electricians is their secohmeter, an instrument
destined to determine co-emcients and self-induction. The

Mo.,hases-

The carbon

Phonograph Recorder and Reproducer. Thomas
A. Edison, Llewellyn Park, N. J.

manufacture of their spring
There is a divided opinion

Electrical

St. Louis,

engines bells which will automatically give the alarms.
397,280.

for the

ammeters and voltmeters.

i?

16,

relieve engineers fro:n detecting the positions of visual
signals; this is accomplished by placing in the cabs of

station plants recently installed,

Business Mention.
ThePond Engineerlrg company of

February

197

Printing-Telegraph.

\66.

ton,

Andrew T. McCoy,

Bos-

Mass.

397,472.

mour,

Telephone Paper Pad Holder.
jr..

St. Louis,

Therapeutical
397,474.
Brooklyn, N. V

John B.

Sey-

Mo.
Electrode

Lucius

T. Stanley,

Incandescent Lamp Manufacture
397,479.
James A.
Vandegrift, Newark, N. J.
The invention consists in
introducing into a glass globe the glass base or stem
surrounding the leading. in conductors on which the
carbon is mounted, then closing the globe or neck,
and then perforating the same for the passage of the
leading- in conductors and fusing or sealing in the glass
base or stem.

February

16,
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The

A

r*Y
Would

like to contract

with good, active, responsible parties

ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAM(

select agents, and sell
Will be at the meeting of the National
tion on the 19th, 20th and 21st, with exhibit.

Electeh

f-/

Construction Co.
CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE EHECIIONUF
Electric Light Plants Complete.

to travel,

IS.

Light Associa-

Only parties who can bring

the best of recommendations need apply.

"If you have aDy

"ELECTBON,"
Care "WESTERN ELECTRICIAN."

Addres

Lamp

Spools to rewind, send them to us, and

we

will

do

It

foi

a reasonable price."

All

OUT

IiOOK

Electrical

Classes of

HOUSE WORK

a Specialty.

ELECTRIC
SPERRY
Clinton
198
196
194,

PAISTE SWITCH

D. P.

PEREY,

«.u.ca

V. P. and Gen'l Mgr.

IS.

CO.,
St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

-.aimed only
With the Sperry Improved Srs'em of A-r- i; citric Ligbtiog
as
in proportion to the number of lights actually required, and a 10- lent dvn-imo cm ba
capacity.
with
full
readily and as economically operated with only five lights bur .icg as
:

AT THE
Chicago

Convention.

THE "CLiLRK" WIRE.
Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

Insulation

Electrical Testing Bureau,
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY,

Baltimore, Md.

Ammeters, Voltmeters and Condensers Standardized.
Resistance Coils determined with or without temperature coefficients.
Insulation Resistance of Cables, etc., measured.
Efficiency of

Dynamos and Motors determined.
Primary and Secondary Batteries tested.
Curves of Magnetization of Iron and Steel furnished from Samples.
Methods Used, Prices,

etc.,

guaranteed
In Insulating our wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, and is
waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidise or cr'ick, and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
braids and the
one
or
more
Injury
by
mechanical
protected
from
is
by
Insulation
heat.
The
and not affected
proof.
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which Is water.oll. acid and. to a very great extent, fire
Our insulation will prove durable when, all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
made
gauged and diameter of Insulatlun for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocK. Cables

"eastern

Sent on Application.

<ADDRESS AS ABOVE. 0°

"A

The rubber used

,

the

heaays:

to be

Etc Etc.

regarding

Circulars and Information

Boston Fire Underwriters* Union, Tinder date of March
Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect.

In a letter from the Inspector of the
29, 1S86,

electric cable company,

61 and G3 Hampsbire Street, Boston, Mass.

BESTRY

A.

CLARK,

HERBERT

General Manager.

H. EUST1S.

Electrician.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

msm

Electric Light,
Manufactured for

AHB1

il„

SUBMARINE

and

Telephone and Telegraph,
CNDERGBOCND

USE.

OH.ONITE TAPE

for

making waterproof

joints.

THE OKONITE CO., 13 Park Row, New York.
Sole Manufacturers CANDEE AERIAL WIRES.
Cincinnati, Louisville, San Francisco
Minneapolis,
Omaha,
Philadelphia,
BRANCHES:— Chicago, 42 La Salle St.; Boston,
Kansas

City.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
INCLUDING
BUILDERS OP

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fleetrie ^upplie$

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins
and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Telephone and Electric Light Wire.

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY

fisher's Qlectric jjjotors,

AND SUBURBAN

LECTRIC RAILWAYS.

**=

=^

DETROIT. MICHIGAN,

General Offices and Works.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
^MANUFACTURERS OFH

Automatic Electric Motors,
IN

ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF

H.

P.

UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,

Remarkable

Dynamo

Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Electric ITJachines,

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, E t c
C. F.
J

DUNDERDALE, Agent,
54 LaSALLE STREET, CHICAGO.

The Eddy

Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.
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St.,
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CO.,

SPEAKING TUBES

FITCHBURG, MASS.

In Foreign Countries firEt-class Electrical Inventions which are new and ooe.ativf, and have bt-en
Ulu t rat fid by mo els and drawing, bat not published in thi^ country before being i atented
abroad. Xo expense to the inventor ca 1 or write.

Oral.

7007 Opera House

FRANCIS W. PARKER.

FULL

CO..

CHICAGO,

Block,

and

WHISTLES,

Pneumatic, and

Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS

;

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING

Electric.

16, i?

ILL.

Solicitor.

2
pig~ Send

for

STOCK.

X.rlTS .fi.L'W.&.-Z S TIT

W.
1

R.
,

OSTRANDER &

23 and 25 Ann

St.

CO.,

New

York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeK-alb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
out Ausust l?t.

New Catalogue,

FRANCIS W. PARKER,
SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF TJ S.
ELECTRICAL, PATENTS IN CHICAGO
1007-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

Machines for Arc and Incandescent
Electric Lighting, Electro- Plating
and Experimental Use.
Send for large Illustrated Catalogue, also Handboob of Heady Reterencp. vo S t -pocket edition
WEStERN BBANlh: NEW HAVEN CLOCK CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.
No. 315 WabashAvet'ue.

The

Monroe. Mich.,

City of

POPULATION ABOUT

5,700,

Invites Proposals for Furnishing Electric Light

Sioux City

Engine
to SOO

Corliss

*

SO

X2.

BDZLTBT THE

Sioux City

GEORGE

Power

The National

HOLDS

Outfits

In the Exposition Building,

A SPECIALTY.
Send for Circular F.

LARCEST ENCINE WORKS
"West

ZW State Business.

of the Mississippi*

GEN'LWESTERN
THE

B. F.

I

AM PUMP.

CXKOUJJARS
FKEB.

J

0.

IIANTTACTTTBEES OF

Hard Rubber goods

for

Electrical purposes.

MADE TO ORDER.
Soft Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.

WILLIAM

DOTY,"

New York Carbon Works,
St.,

Telephone Building, N. Y.

THE JULIE N ELECTRIC
1

ted to the Interest/! ol Electrical 3d
ence, being a record of Progress In
trieity and it-, practical applications to the

varf'.ui Ind

1

ihe Telephone,
cal

L'raph,

P»p«r

This Belting and Lace Leather is not affected bv eteam or dampness; has more grip than any
other; never becomes hard; is stronger, more durable, and 'he most economical Belting made. The
Rawhide Rope for Ronnd Belting Transmission 1b
T<*

51ora

CO.,

AM. flTHMtS.
OHIO A.G-0,
IT1T1.
and

SV PKR« OK

lg ^ f

75 Ohio Street,

-

e

&

Co.

CO.,

^Te-w

of

"2"or3s.

WE

Will I*

Ship any Kiociric L'triit Company or manufacturer
in the United Slati'K ;t barrel or our ciilebiatfld "Kle<:iroloum" Machinery or Cylinder <>u r<ir trial, nnrl in
event the quality ami pri™ nre not aatiaractoi y It may

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.
Sbmd for Catalogue.

GEO.

any Electri-

H.

BLISS,

ELECTRICAL EXPERT

Publlnno'J.

DEALER

IN

EXPLOITER OF
i."

Electrical

Inventions.

.nt*.

.

:

-

Sfi

H

K ngine s

Electrical Securities.

r^a

CO.,

BOILERS, ETC.

%\.

t;:'.

THE COUNTRY-

IN

THE BEST
BELT MADE.
LACE LEATHER ROPE AND OTHER RAWHIDE.
GOODS OF ALL KINDS BY KRUECER'S PATENT.

ZEroa-d/s^ra,^,

Automatic

I

Tha Ltrzeit Circulation
cal

street.

l.Iectrl

tin

Tranimliaion ol

the rooms of the

at

122-124 Clark

RAWHIDE
BELTING.
DYNAMO

EUILDERS OF

MONTHLY JOURNAL,

o'clock,

18lh, at 8

MASSILLON, OHIO,
A

Chicago

MANUFACTURERS OF

SO

Russell

be a meeting of the

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MFG.

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION
OPPICBS:

will

THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS OF RAWHIDE BELTING

FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.
8 Cortlandt

P»*OKlA. ILL.

Club.

CARBON PLATES,
|

909 and 911 S. Washington Street,

Electric Club Monday evening, Feb.

Chicago Electric Club.

MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
CAS LIGHTING KEYS A SPECIALTY.
Ascot for the L.AW BATTERY.
727 FH RFRT PTRFET.
PHILADFLPHIA

6endforPrice-Lut.

ROYAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

There

nnd Prices furnished on application.

A.

GOOD WAGES.

CM. RANSOM, lis Devonshire St., Boston, Maes.

SPECIALTIES OF ALL EINDS
CfttnlnguP-

Four Experienced

Feb. 19,20 and 21, 1889.
For Membership, apply to A. A". <i ABB ATT, Sec.
and Treae 16 East ^id St., New York Ciiy.
For Exhibition Space and Hotel Accom mediations, applv to B. E. SUNNY, Cbaiiman Ex.
Com 148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
For Traveling Accommodations, apply to
GEORGE F. PO'HTER, Chairman of Transportation Com., 1113 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa., or
,

AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON,

CO.,

at Chicago,

,

imWBBB&m

GOODRICH

WANTED.

Light Association
ITS

NINTH CONVENTION

for Lighting Stations
and" Elevators

Electric

HURD, Mayor.

R.

Sioux City, Iowa.

Stearu

every night;

night

all

The best quality of insulated
one for the same lights to burn till one o'clock A. M.
wire to be used. Lights to be swung at street intersections at such points as may be
designated by the Council, averaging about 700 feet apart. Proposals will be opened
February 25th, 1889, at 7:30 P. M. Right to reject any and all proposals reserved.

ENGINE WORKS

BOILERS
—AND—

Two

for street lighting.

proposals are desired; one for 50 Standard Arc Lights to burn

:

sr.

co.

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple

225

DEARBORN STREET.

MARKLE ENGINEERING

Court,

CHICAGO,

returned to us, nod wi« will pay mi f relent clianrea
wayn, And make no chargo for wliM in uaed for
for use on high, modonte,

iitiiit

mh'Ii trial,
I'loapo state n
or riiuw H|iciiii maclUnoiy.

X3HTH.OIT,
ILL.

CO.,

MICH.

February

16,
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
attention

1

of

ELECTRIC COMPANIES

i;i,i;.

<

itie \ 1 i;i> *» 11 i;it \\ 111 11.
on account of its remarkably steady motion, lii*jli Speed
;tn<l great Efficiency, and larfge Capacity,
d»a»eter,
being

double the
of

water

is

it

Power

I

......

ol

without an an equal, producing the bigbesi per

guaranteed.
FOB CATAI.O<;iK AMI I'AltTH

ful effect

MK\'I»

Our Horizontal "Victor"
and

ii

can be belted directly

<- .-:

I.AIts.

recommended, as do

highly

is

to

I

dynamo.

The accompanying engraving

represents a pair of 12-inch VII I 01:
'I'l IE It I. I*]
arranged "n ;i horizontal shaft, with Cast-Iron Rui
ubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounlc
a substantial cast-iron bed plate,
he enure arrangement is very comp
strictly lirst-class in every particular.
arc now prepai
Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal sliafi

>

S

I

I

We

;

admits of their use. we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO.,

-

DAYTON, OHIO.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
BARE

MANUFACTURERS OF

INSULATED WIRE.

JL3STID

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted
Cords for Incandescent Lighting.
Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

•aaaass*

PATENT

u

iiU

\

—
LINE WIRE

>>

,

n<

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE

BARCLAY,

L.

J.

Selling

LINES.

factories: waterbury, conn.
Agent.
THOS.

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

SCOVILL,

L.

NEW YORK AGENT

ILL.

FOR SALE! BROWN

* SHARPE MFC. CO.,

:E»n.o-vx:D:E3isro:E,
One 60 H.

P. Russell Eaaine,

IN FINE

Sf,

Louis Electrical Co.
to

NIDI: n

1III.I.IM.
II

I

(

I

ITK.H*

CUTTKBS,

\«.

I

\

FOKIIDCI'TTfHK.
GIITEK8,

I.I,

I.

Replaced by a larger one.

ENCLISH,

Address

<

MORSE &

CO.,

i:\i>

1

-

Co..

New

KANSAS

York.

CITY, MO.

i>

1

iiiiix

ii

1

si.ittix. »1W8,

r 41.

u* for ('notations on Anything.
Battery

« II* I'KIl

TOPCITrEBS,
AKUULiKCUTTERN,
RKAIIKIt CITTEKS,
<'l TI'KIIM Kiill SPIRAL Hill*
TWIST lllll
CUTTKB8,
STKA1H4.T l.ll-PK.Il TWIST liltll CITTEKS,
iTKiti
siBin M.iiTmt.
xsi itri
tooth hii.i.s.

Used Only Three Months.

THK
Largest Electrical Eupp"y House
West of the Mississippi Biver.
Write

ORDER.

HKIKClTrEBS,

1,

dr..

Catalogue with Price

List

Mailed on Application.

UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS.
f DR.

GASSNERS DRY BATTERY

Experts acknowledge it to be the best open circuit battery in the market, most durable and conTelephone, Railroad and Fire and Police Signal Companies use them largely.
venient.
Bell
hangers say it kills their trade, as they cannot charge for renewals. Physicians love them. Highest testimonials.

For Sale by THE

VITA1.IS

HinnER,

-a., 11.!-.

1

Write

for Circulars.

WESTERN ELECTRIC

CO.,

CHICAGO,

11,1,.
And CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS, San Francisco, Cal

.

j

T ELEPHONE S

DO NOT OE DECEIVED

FOK PRIVATJE HIVES.
The only Mechanical Telephone which haB stood
the tests and held out and given satisfactory
service for the past eight years.

Send

lor

Illustrated

Catalogue

and

By

imitations marked Leclanchu Disque or Disque Leelanche.
The term "Disque" was formerly used by us to designate a

Prices.

certain size of cell as distinguished from size No. 1

ELECTRICAL GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

It

and size No.
has no reference whatever to the quality of the Battery.

Elgin' Telephone and Eioctrical Supply Co.,

THE CELEBRATED

AGENTS WANTfcU

EYERYWHKHE.
QKNUINK GONDA POROUS CELL
BATTERY COMPLETE.

FOR ANYTHING

In the Line of

It is unlike

Temperature

Nd

.1111

11. til.

1

-.

any other Porous

DO

Regulation,

Either Furiuiccw
or

Insist

Cell Battery

2XTOT

GONDA

toe Gennine Battery.

is

made, or by whatever name
efficiency and durability.

called,

BE IMPOSED

upon being furnished with the Genuine Gonda Porous Cell, and
Do not use. any zinc with our cell unless it
direct for prices.

if
is

and

is

immeasurably superior

in

XJ^OIST.

your dealer does not keep it send to us
stamped with the word Gonda,

or for

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,
The Guioo Automatic Heat Begalating Co.,

2.

TRADE

Rooiiu.lliililiarilHlk.,ElKin,lll.,['.S.A.

Id Houses,

111

A. SCHOVERLIIMC,
Chambers St.
NEW YORK.

ELM1BA,

N.I.

149 West 18th

St.,

New

York.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

February

1889

r6,

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
42 La Salle

mm

Street,

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS
OKONITE WIRES, GABLES AND TUBING,
OKONITE TAPE AND MANSON TAPE.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS
CLEVELAND INCANDESCENT AND ARC SWITCH.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS
BUTLER HAR D RUBBER CO MPANY.
Line Equipment, Pins, Brackets, Insulators, Cross Arms, Stoddard
Cut-Out, Incandescent Cord, Underwriters'
Wire, Etc.

We have the largest stock, and will quote fair
prices and make prompt shipments.

US ATRIAL ORDER.

SB.ND

"THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY."
By FRED H. WHIPPLE.

THE "LITTLE WONDER" DYNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINE

Machines
requiring a speed
of from 1800 to
Plat ng

Over .1,000 in

3600 reuolutionsper

A

new and original book, designed to inform a practical public without the use
of mystifying technical .erms.
The Mechanical Production, Transmission and

$100,

Utlli/.a.ion

of

Electricity

minute, are only
for toys.

OPERATION,
Please send 'or Catalogue of \HHit.

for

Ssjfc

Power Purpcses.

or

Tin- largest manufacture r.s
Nickel Platers' Supplies,

Laquers,

Ifg^

story of its Application to the Propulsion of Cars.
Tne different systems described, with Illustratms

Sinful

fit

etc.

II

Showing

their

Van Winkle

Hanson.

Methods of

Construction and Opera'icn.

Where and When and How Tbfsi Systems Have Been Applied.

&

Comparison of Electiic Propulsion to Other Methods.
Whit does it cost to budd an electric road; cost to operate; what are the advan-

Co,,

NEWARK,

If JS%

NEW YOHK

tages?

Application of Electricity to Elevated Railways and to Stationary Power.
batteiies, etc., etc., described and

& 94

Overhead systems, conduit systems, storage

N.

.1

09PICK;

Liberty

St.

illus'rated.

Cist of Producing Electricity; of

its

Transmissions; of

Its

Utilization.

Steam and Water Power and their application to the Electric current.
Price, bound in paper, $1 00; bound in flexible Russia, $2 00.

Putolislieci lay

FRED

WHIPPLE,

H.

Detroit,

Michigan,

"'^0^'

^t«s^

GILES ANTI-MAGNETIC SHIELD FOR WATCHES.
:

I

Anti-Magnetic Shield

QmUemm : —

Shield for

••

it is

I

my

have worn

(wilhou

minute Mov.

Watch

lase Co.

f

Anti-Magnetic
nol be over esti

not

harder.

lx;

dynamo machine.
The plan you have adopted of placing the watch movement inside a closed

months

am

•ild

:

watch, and to-day
tirnei about one
ring the fact that

every day mar
machines in our regular
I

1W6.

10,

.ill

I

that

&

Your

"
* * * I have no hesitation in saying
that I believe the shield would perfectly
protect the watch against any magnetic
influence to which it is likely to be ex
posed by being worn in the vicinity of a

M'fg. Co.

llectric

Chicago, Feb.

bufrii
I

could never
':»rj
;c

of

elei

A

good

;

an pTeaftLime-

•II

derived fror
in

tlve

almost,

..'•'<;,

.

DEPOELE.
V D. P. E. M,

adjustments and mechanhave been made
and in Operative On account of

fine

nil,

hitherto

their susceptibility to the all-pervading
magnetic Influence.

illy,

•

and

isms which

a watch
.

scientific principles,

The application of Ami Magnetic
Shields to pocket timepieces promises to
be of vrry greatimportancetohorologists
and watchmakers it will render opera

iuld

eld

this

know

the

1

box of

on true

magnetic material, is based
and is the
only plan I
ihat could succeed.
WM. A. ANTHONY,
Prof. I'lis, Dept, Cornell University.

ectric

AMERICAN WATCH
Co.

CO.,

Waltham, Mum.

GILES BROS. & CO.

103 State

Street,

CHICAGO.

February

16,
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BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK
108

PAGES, 97 ILLUSTRATIONS, FLEXIBLE CLOTH BINDING, TYPE PAGE 5ix3 INCHES.
**

PRICE

$1.00.

engaged in Selling, Installing or Handling Electric Batteries,
JUST THE BOOK
Electric Bells, Elevator, House or Hotel Annunciators, Burglar or Fire Alarms, Electric
Gas Lighting Apparatus, Electric Heat Regulating Apparatus, etc, etc.
for those

IRE-^ID

THIS TABLE OP
Electric Bells.

Voltaic Electricity.
Chapter

I.

Chapter

Contact Series.

Chapter II. The Voltaic or Galvanic
Chapter III. Generation of Current.
Chapter IV. Local Action.

Chapter V.

Chapter

Cell.

Chapter
Chapter

XXXVI.
XXXVII.

XXXIX.

Annunciators.

Chapter VIII. The Daniell Battery.
Chapter iX. The Grove Battery.

Electric Alarms.

Chapter XLII.

The Bunsen Battery.
The Carbon Battery.
Nickel-Plating Battery.
Fuller's

Chapter XIII.

Single Stroke

Mercury Bichromate Battery.

The Leclanche Battery.
Chapter XV. The Diamond Carbon Battery.
Chapter XVI. The Law Battery.

Bells.

Long Distance

XXXVIII.

Chapter VI. The Smee Battery.
Chapter VII. The Grenet Battery.

Chapter XI.
Chapter XII.

Electric Hells.

Call Bell System.

Push Buttons.

Chapter XL. Buzzer.
Chapter XLI. Indicating Box

Polarization.

Description of Batteries.

Chapter X.

COn^TTEZfcTTS.

Bell.

Annunciators.

Chapter XLIII.

Electric Alarms.

Chapter XLIV.

Hotel Fire Alarm and

Room

Call.

Chapter XLV. The Hess System.
Chapter XLVI. The Western Electric Company's System.
Chapter XLVI1. The Double Wire System.

Chapter XIV.

Chapter

Chapter XVII.

Chapter XLIX. The Electro-Mercurial Alarm.
Chapter L. The Metallic Thermostat.
Chapter LI. Burglar Alarms.

Gravity Batteries.

Dry

Chapter XVIII.
Chapter XIX.

Batteries.

Chapter LII.

Classification of Batteries.

The Electric Current.
Ohm's Law.
hapter XXI.
Chapter XXII. Conductors and Insulators.

XX.

(

Direction of the Current.

Chapter XXIII.

Connecting Batteries.
Chapter XXIV. Connecting
Chapter

XXV.

Chapter

XXVI.

XXX.

Chapter

XXXI.

XXXIV.

Connected in Series.
Connected in Multiple Arc.
Cells Connected in Multiple Series.
Recapitulation.

Work.

XXXV.

Electric

Portable

Gas Lighting Apparatus.
Gas Lighters.

Chapter LV. Apparatus for Public Buildings.
Chapter L\T. Apparatus for Residences.
Chapter LX'II. A Novel Automatic Burner.
Connections of Gas Lighting Systems.

Heat Regulation.

Chapter LIX.

Electric

Heat Regulators.

Running

Electric Wires.
Chapter LX. Proper Installation.
Chapter LXI. How to Fish Wires.
Chapter

External Resistance.

Rules for Connecting Batteries.

Electro-Magnets.

Induction Coils.
Chapter

Chapter LIII.
Chapter LIV.

Electric

Battery Data.
Data Regarding Batteries
Chapter XXXII.
Divided Circuits.
Chapter XXXIII.
Electro-Magnets.
Chapter

Carter System.

Cells

Chapter XXVIII.

XXIX.

&

Desk and Safe Alarms.

Chapter LVIII.
Batteries.

Cells

Chapter XXVII.

Chapter
Chapter

Partrick

Gas Lighting Apparatus.

Elementary Data.
Chapter

XLVIII.

Induction Coils.

LXI I.

Chapter LXIII.

Chapter LXIV.

Wiring Fixtures for Gas Lighting.
Wiring Elevator Annunciators.
Best

Time

for Wiring.

Chapter LXV. Extra Insulation.
Chapter LX\T. Detective Galvanometer and the Magneto
Chapter I.XYII. Tests for Faults.

Bell

Chapter LXVIII. Bell Hangers" Tools.
Chapter I.X1X. Wire Tables.
Chapter LXX. Specifications for Wiring a Hotel.

THE ONLY BOOK OF THE KIND PUBLISHED.
First

Edition

Twenty-five

Hundred

Copies.

For-w^ard ""STotjli" Order 3XTo^\r.
SENrTF, POSTAGE FREE, ONi RECEIPT OF PRICE.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
G

LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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MACRAEON

-OF-

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

BATTERIES
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The

MACRAEON STORAGE BATTERIES

will last longer than
great efficiency.
tion,

aod

made w

tn

blister " or " sulphate

do not "buckle," "

1

MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
-AND-

'— are

METAL BOXES— require lees attenCLOSED
the market, being practically indeetructible and of

any other battery

in

These Storage Batteries can be Protitably Used

for:

Incandescent Lighting on Arc Circuits everywhere oBing the same Dynamo and power
while Idle during the day, fur charging the batterieB.
2.
Incandescent Light Plante, whether isolated plants or central stations, can be
doabled in capacity by uBing the Macraeon Storage Batteries.
3.
Surplus Power, Steam or Wat e r, even irregular, wherever it can be had, in Factories,
Breweries or business buildings, can be utilized ti great advantage and profit by storing electricity
during the day for lighting the place or neighborhood at night.
4.
Storage Batteries can also be used for steadying incandescent or arc lights when run di-

Irateccice

Lpt

Electric

1.

rect

1889

16,

Thejrush (jleetricfompany

STORAGE
tbe simplest in construction— are

February

from the dynamo.

Incandescent lighting from the Maoraeon Storage Batteries

FORM, STEADY and RELIABLE. No Flickering.

and, like gas, the light

is

less

always on hand day or night.

Complete Installations made, including Dynamos and Motors. Special terms
Contractors and Supply Agents. Address

WM.

BALLOl), President,

LEONARD PAGET,

or

to Electric

-

St.,

a

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS,

Companies,

TRENTON,

Co*, CHICAGO
No. ISO

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,

OFFICE,

Washington

No 201 Journal Bnlldlug.

Street,

ALKXAKUICK KH9IPT,

O. O. MTKBL.K.

Special Agent.

N. J.

Special Ajrent.

m

mmi^wmm

Sftj

ETC.

Chief Electrician,

Macraeon Storage Battery
1 Wall St., NEW YORK.
FACTORY, 110-114 Dickinson

IAI-

ESTIMATES FDRNISHED.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

GEO.

is

Breakage of Lamps,

ft, jtfu4*>.

./•.:--'-

StmM Viauh

(onipkk

'ko^.tUaniiiacid^i^i^fyM&iid^UiQiLtd
*

3~

£eo no my °5 Juef

""•

atto

"Zok
make u OC-oecJafty
•-'. '.-^mmBSm

»

uic-ieu^ed cupu cHy

in .1/1

"J

SHeu m tyotuei.

THE JARVIS BOILER SETTING HAS NO EQUAL. OVER

3, GOO

Burns Screenings Slack, Wet Sawdust, Wet Hops and

all

IN USE.

COMPRISING OVER 400,000

H. P.

Kinds of Refuse Fuel with Larj^e Economy.

WE ARE PREPARED

TO FURNISH COMPLETE OUTFITS OF MOTIVE POWER FOR ELECTRIC I IGHT AND POWER STATIONS
Including Engines, Boilers, Iron Slacks, Boiler Furnaces, Sleam Pumps, Healers, Injectors, Elc.
mini 4I'iimii:m k sm.in in.
KID ron \i\v iss'.t mi / aiih
i

H. A.

CLASIER, Manager,

i

i

<

81

Lake Street, Chicago,

III.

February

1

6,
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i

INSULATING AND

CALLENDER

COMPANY

WATERPROOFING

Factory, Harrison,
NEW YORK,
CHICAGO,
R.

J.

Burdick,

68 Commerce Bldg.

18 Cortland

3NT. J".

BOSTON,
W.

Street.

J

624

Collins,

F.

Atlantic Ave.

sole maxttjfacttjreiis of

Red Core

Trinidad and

Bitite,

INSULATED WIRES AMD CABLES.
BITITE WIRE,

TRINIDAD LINE WIRE,

RED CORE WIRE.

For use underground, in damp places,
plaster, and all binds of concealed
work. High insulation, cheap and reliable. No rubber in this insulation,
but good results guaranteed. Suitable
for use in dye works, mines, electroplating works, and where subjected to

For use on all kinds of pole work,
where high efficiency is required, combined with moderate cost.
Waterweatherproof, and foliageproof,
proof. Protect your wires, and your

For use for overhead, and inside
work. Suitable for any kind of Electrical work where wire of the highest
excellence must be used. A pure rubber insulation, taugh, flexible, and

coal bills will protect themselves.

rough usage and abrasion.

capable of withstanding

kinds of

all

acid fumes.

Special Quotations given on any large Underground Installations,

Callender Solid System of Feeders and Mains for use Underground.

THE pTJMFELLY STORAGE BATTER?.
Ten Reasons

THE BEST AND ONLY

Why
the

T

la

t

Our Batteries

Best

HEY are much lighter,
per cent,

less

are

weighing twenty-five

than other batteries.

THEY are very compact and do not occupy more
than two-thirds the roam of any other make.

FOR ALL USES

•TPHEIR

Where it is possible to use
Secondary Batteries.

THE

Internal resistance

active

material cannot

the lowest

fall

known.

out and short

circuit the cell.

"HEY are longer
THEY
indest:
estructible.
8

SPECIALLY ADAPTED TO

Traction

is

being

lived,

plates cannot buckle
THEwith
a heavy copper bar.

Work

practically

even by flashing

has horizontal plates kept apart with

IT patent

and Car Lighting,
As

the motion cannot dislodge or

active material.

A

Railroad work

the best for

is

0UI\

plates

are connected with large copper

wire embedded iu lead.

wash out the

TO connect the

battery that will stand for
all

our

asbestos separators.

cells,

we use our improved

ible air tight couplings,

Stationary

flex-

no bolls or burning

being necessary.
Installations.

FULLY

I'.ton

1

n

1(1
II

BY PATENTS.

AN

man can learn to tike care
one half hour.

inexperienced
of

them

in

MANUFACTURED BY THE

PUMPELLY STORAGE BATTERY AND ELECTRIC MOTOR
OFFICES:

229 La Salle Street,

OFFICERS

PrcS.,

A.DNER Crossman.

Vice Pres

,

.1.

K. Pumpblly.

DIHEOTOBS:

CHICAGO,
Treas., L.

CO.,

U. S. A.

Mendelssohn.

Sec. H. K. Tennky

Abner Crossman, Crossman & Lee. Chicago;
L. Mendelsslion. Mendelsshon, Fisher it Laurie, Omaha;
J. K. Pumpelly, Electrician, Chicago;
H. K. Tennay, Tenney, Biggs & Hawley. Chicago; S. Ileavenrich, Heavenrlch Bros., Detroit; J. Davidson, Davidson & Sons, Chicago; S. Simons, Simons A Co.,
H.D.Goodwin, Wisconsin Phonograph Co,, Milwaukee;
Hugo Hill, Detroit.
Ceneral Manager.

CEO. W. MARBLE,

Detroit-
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^ELECTIIC LIGHTS
JAMES
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TRI UMPHA NT?
His Patents Sustained

by the United

Supreme

States

Court.

THE EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
Takes pleasure in announcing to its patrons and the general public that the decision of the
Supreme Court of the United States, filed on the 21st ult., in the case of the
Bate Refrigerator Company, is in fact a decision

SUSTAINING THE EDISON PATENTS
In the many suits brought by the Edison Company, in the lower courts against infringers of the Edison patents, the
defendants have evaded the merits of the controversy thus tacitly admitting the fact of infringement, and have interposed a plea alleging that our patsnts have been voided by the expiration of patents previously granted in foreign
,

countries.

Hence the delay in establishing our rights. In the meantime, other electrical companies have been indiscrimiEately
copying our devices and methods, not even assuming that they themselves were the original inventors, but simply relying upon the construction of a statute by the lower courts invalidating our fundamental patents. In pursuance of our
expressed determination to secure a decision upon the point of law involved, we have had the Bate Refrigerator case
(covering the identical question) argued before the U. S. Supreme Court, with the result announced above, thus

Completely Depriving the Defendants
We have now only to

of their Sole

prove the fact of infringement in order

to secure

Defense.

prompt injunc-

and damages from, those who have been so long using with impunity that
HIGHEST AUTHORITY now concedes to hare been ours, exclusively\ from

tions against,
which the
the beginning.

This

is

simply

to establish

A QUESTION OF FACT.
Was,

or

Was

lot, Edison the Original Inventor

This question has been decided in his favor a great many times, primarily by the U. S.
Patent Office, which granted to him Patents bearing earliest dates, then bg the various
courts of Europe, through the crucial examination of which the question has many times
passed.

QUESTIONS OF LAW having now been settled by the Supreme Court of the
United States, and the QUESTIONS OF FACT by the highest experts of the world, this comThus

the

pany now notifies the Public of its intention
trespass and abuse of its rights in

to call

a

halt,

and demand a reckoning for the

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT
16

AND 18 BROAD

ST..

NEW YORK.

By

CO.,

EDWARD H. JOH.YSON.

President.
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F.
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CARD MFG.
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MOTORS AND DYNAMOS,

ELECTRIC
CINCINNATI,

-

-

-

-

OHIO.

-

C.B.SIMRALL,
President.
T. F.

COBBY,

J. F.

McCLIRE,

Vice-President.

Gen'l Manager.

W. McF.

SMITH,

GEO.

HOU ELL,

Secretary.
71.

Treasurer.

ED. RICHART,
Electrician.

Our Motors are manufactured
Arc or Incandescent

The Advantages of our

MOS

for either
Circuit.

DYNA-

are:'
They are of the best mechanical
They are automatic in regulation, maintaining a con- construction, all of the parts being accessible.
stant speed under all changes of load.
They are of the highest electrical efficiency, and require
They are economical in use of current, using only the the least power to produce the same amount of light of any
amount proportionate for the power needed.
dynamo now built.
The governor regulation for our Arc Motor is perfect,
"We manufacture a Time Meter which registers the
and so arranged that any desired speed can be attained by exact time that power is consumed by an Electric Motor or
adjusting it with a thumb screw.
Lamp, either Arc or Incandescent

W.

D.

SARGENT, President.
E. H. CUTLER, Treasurer

JNO. A BARRETT.

Vice President and Consulting Electrician.

FRANK A. PERRET,

and Manager.

Electrician.

THE ELEKTRON MANUFACTURING GO.
Cor. Jay

and Plymouth

Sts., Brooklyn,

New

N. Y.

York Office:

150 Nassau

St.

-MANUFACTURERS OP-

THE PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.
Small

Sizes

a

Specialty.

SIX SIZES

NOW

READY.

TO

1± H.

P.

i

8

Laminated Field Magneto.
ance yet attained.

No Lead

Lowest Ai mature
to Brushes,

Rcsisi

consequently

no Sparking under changes of Load.

f:

kioiitii

it

i-

ONE SIXTH

u

II

I'.

MOTOR.

EFFICIENCY, REGULATION & EXCELLENCE of WORKMANSHIP
ISVKHTFl.ATK

i

FAR

IN

\ BF.KI

I,f,

ADVANCE OF ALL OTHERS OF EQUAL
V.

AM> BK CONVINCED.

SIZE.

(ATAI.dl.l KM II UMNIIIvl) 0.\ APPLICATION.
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DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
By

BADT.

F. B.

6x3

ioo pages; 70 illustrations; flexible cloth binding; size of type page,

Designed

Dynamo Tenders and Linemen,

for

men who wish

Just the book for

The

installations.

to learn

how

to

Marine Engineers.

Stationary and

operate and

inches.

care

electric light

for

only book of the kind in the English language.
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SAWVER-MAN INCANDESCENT

ELECTRIC LAMP.
HIGH EFFICIENCY.

+

LONG

LIFE.

LAMPS MADE

+

NO SLACKENING.

PRICES GREATLY

SOCKETS
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TO OUR ELECTRICAL FRIENDS:
We are pleased to acknowledge the many compliments expressed by our customers and
friends upon the large and handsome line of Globes and Shades shown in our latest catalogue.

Being the first glass manufacturers in this country to make art glass, as applied to
purposes of illumination, it has been our aim to excel in all that pertains to this class of
work, even our staple lines showing good quality, careful selection, etc.

INCANDESCENT GLOBES AND SHADES comprises ALL GRADES,
from the STAPLE OPAL, FLINT and WHITE ACID to the ETCHED, combinations of
CUT and ETCHED, DECORATED and finest quality of RICH CUT CRYSTAL, our
collection shoiving designs of great beauty, ENTIRELY ORIGINAL with us.
ARC GLOBES in OPAL, CLEAR and ROUGHED, that are especially noted for
Our

line of

standing the

" iv ear

well annealed,

and tear" they are

and carefully

selected.

Battery Jars of

subjected

to,

A TRIAL ORDER WILL PROVE ALL THIS.

all

Kinds and

See our Exhibit at the Exhibition
trie

being of uniform shapes, good glass,

Light Association, Chicago,

Sizes,

of the National Elec

III.,

Feb. 19, 20 and 2\

PHCENIX GLASS CO
43 SIXTH AVENUE,
PITTSBURGH, PA.

729

BROADWAY,
NEW YORK.
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F. B. TROUT.
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A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT STORAGE RATTERY.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

in construction,

has

now been found to be THOROUGHLY RELIABLE and DURABLE, and
many uses in which other types of batteries have failed.

ADAPTED to

SPECIAL!

ADAPTED

Steadying Lights,
Operating^Signal Bells on Cars,
Propelling Boats,
Burglar Alarms,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station Lighting,
Street Cars,

is,

pwiDg

to its design,

PECULIARLY

TO

Isolated Lighting,
Auxiliary Central Station

Work,

Medical Purposes,
Runnirg of Small Motors.

™ Detroit Storage Battery,
SKCTTOIK

ItATTKItV

OF IJATTKItY

MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS CRANTED TO C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
BEEN DULY ASSIGNED TO THIS COMPANY,
Is positively the only Secondary Battery which will not Buckle, or which
stand uninjured the Highest Bates of Discharge.

the only

tvill tvith-

STOBAQE BATTLE?
SUCCESSFUL
MANUFACTURED AND
FOR SALE BY

IS

The Woodward
OH
69 Griswold

FliATB.

St.,

l<

Electrical Co.
FACTORY:

IS:

Campau

F.

Building

B.

DETROIT, MICH.

TROUT,

Corner 13th and Howard Streets.

General Manager.
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The Thomson-Houston
Electric Railway System.

Twenty-Three Roads

in

of Construction

ALL MATERIAL

Daily Operation, and Eleven

Now

in

Process

Under the Thomson-Houston Patents.

NOW MANUFACTURED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

18

to all others
The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the
brakes applied from either platform.
work.
Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
Only one pair of brushes for each motor.
above the floor.
Brushes self-feeding.
Direct gearing is used.
Bearings self-oiling.
The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the
No change of brushes for change of load or change in Thomson-Houston patents.
Contact with overhead conductor is had by means of.
direction of rotation of the armature.
trolley pressing against the wire from below.
The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior

for railway

MOTORS I ELECTRICAL E QUIPMENTS FORNISHED FOR MINING S OTHER SPECIAL WORK.
For Full Information and Estimates

_A_ddress the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.
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SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
Having arranged for the Western Agency of the

COBB VULCANITE WIRES AND CABLES,
we desire to call the attention of all interested in electrical matters to the Vulcanite Insulation as the very
highest of any of the high grades of insulations heretofore placed on the market.
In the Vulcanite insulation, consisting as it does of a solid tube into which the wire is threaded, an air
space is left which is particularly significant, and which should be given special attention. It is exactly the
same as though the wire were placed in absolutely dry air, but resting at comparatively few places upon the
most perfect insulator, between which and the wire no moisture can ever come. The smallness of the actual con-

and the remarkably small number of such contacts combine to make the insulation resistance the highest
Not only is the insulating reever attained. This has been proven by the numerous tests mentioned above.
sistance brought to an unusually high point by the existence of this air space, but also to this may be traced
the remarkably low inductive capacity of the wire. The fact of a quarter of a mile of this cable, after being
immersed in water for some days, measuring 102,000,000,000 ohms, and having at the same time a capacity of
.055 of a microfarad only, indicates progress that marks a new era in insulated wire manufacture.
The insulation is made of pure vulcanite.
The applications of this wire are many and varied.
This
vulcanite is the only known substance that will withstand the strongest acids, some of which will penetrate glass.
A pure copper wire sheathed over perfectly with such an impenetrable armor is propared to guard over and
protect the insulation of such wire against any fumes, gases, steam or other vapors, drippings, in fact any condition which can possibly exist in and about packing houses, basements, distilleries, malt houses, breweries, or
Saltpeter fumes have no
any other of a class of most difficult places of installation of electrical conductors.
As
an
underground
get
the
wire
in
any
way.
conductor
the Cobb Vulcanite
and
cannot
at
whatsoever
effect
wires have advantages which are superior to all others from the fact that the iusulation while being electrically the highest, and chemically invulnerable, is mechanically the toughest, and will withstand abrasion and
cutting to about the same extent as lead, and when buried in the ground and protected above by guard planks,
The coefficient expansion and contraction of this Vulcanite differs not materially
is absolutely indestructible.
from the wire which it contains, and can cut no figure whatever, from the fact that the wire is perfectly loose
upon its interior. It is the only wire which should be used in basements, damp area ways under walks, for all
It will also withstand
underground work, and in the various places of difficult installation referred to above.
It
sulphur fumes over locomotives, the action of soot, etc., and is valuable therefore for viaducts and bridges.
lamps
up
from
area
ways,
and
for
along
the
street,
should
be
used
to
come
wire
which
only
because
of
is the
tact

the mechanical properties of this insulation.
An instrument as small as a needle can draw the deadliest current from a wire if it be merely protruded
through the insulation into the wire; the smallest instrument cannot be made to penetrate through this insulation except with great difficulty.
its

practical superiority over

This fact

— mechanical

any other form

—

toughness of insulation is one that vastly increases
produced and offered upon the market.

of insulation heretofore

A

few of the principal points of superiority can be briefly stated as follows:
First: Highest perfection in insulation.
Second: Lowest inductive capacity.
Third Durability, Strength and Flexibility.
Fourth. The insulation is capable of standing 250 degrees of heat without injury, and is not
affected by frost or extreme cold.
Fifth: Cases found in underground conduits will not affect this insulation.
Samples of the wire, estimates and any further information will be promptly furnished on application,
Correspondence soli<ited.
:

SUPPLY
CO.
The ELECTRICAL
Randolph Street,

CHICAGO.
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FACTORIES:

ANSONIA, CONN.

BRANCH OFFICE:
505 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY, MO.
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ARMORINC MACHINE "OKONITE" WIRES AND CABLES.
$0»

KOR.-

AERIAL, SUB-MARINE

AND UNDERGROUND

USE.

SOLE

SOLE

MANUFACTURERS

MANUFACTURERS
»

it

r
AERIAL
WIRES.

TAPE
Vot wrapping jolnte and protecting wlreB from abraBion.

Superior to all other makes fox
overhead linee.

"OKONITE"

"

•

TDBING

OKONITE

TAPE

For Inside Wiring.

For making Thorough

Indorsed by

Water- Proof

UNDERWRITERS.

Joints.

EXPERT TESTINC "OKONITE" WIRES AND CABLES.
GENERAL WESTERN AGT.
CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO..
38 and 40 La Salle Street. CHICAGO.
BRANCHES: BOSTON. niNNEArOL.il>, OMAHA. PHIL J.. SAN FRANCISCO, KANSAS CITY.
WEST COAST TELEPHONE CO

,

SOUTJBT

AMEBICA.
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FORT WAYNE
ELECTRIC LIGHT tt
Fort Wayne,

Fort Wayne, Ind.

M.A.iNTTF.A.OTr'crMJU.s oae*

M.

thh

SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM
Of Ingandesgrnt

Lighting,

The Most Carefully Worked-out and Complete Alternating System

of

Electric Lighting in Existence.

Armatures and Converters Guaranteed.

12--I6 Candle Power

Lamps

1o the Mechanical Horse

Power Guaranteed.

.a.TiSO TEC0E3

JENNEY SYSTEM ARC LIGHTING
of

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Main Office and Works,
NEW YORK

OFFICE,

1

15

IND.

BROADWAY.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

CHICAGO OFFICE,
185 Dearborn Street,

W.

FORT WAYNE,

-

J.

907

First Floor,

BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome

Street.

Filbert Street,
C. A. WILBUR,

CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE,

F.

Manager.

Adams, Successor.

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

FEBRUARY

CHICAGO,

Vol. IV.

Leather-Link

Self-Adjusting

Ireson's

Belting.

1

O cents per Copy.
No.

1889.

23,

8.

BTTTT 3XTO E
STANLEY,
HAZAZER
Unless they have the Dust-Proof Washer.

Send for Ireeon'B

Illus-

trated Treaties on Self-

AdjtiBting Leather

Link

<fc

Electrical House-Furnishings,

Belting, furnished gratuitously.

Iflanfd by

CHA RLES

IRESON, 97 High

L.

St.,

Boston. Mass-

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

THE WARING

FRANKFORT

32 & 34
HARIIOUNT,

0. A.

Electrical

Department Xew

PITTSBURGH, PA

AVE.,

New Yort 18 Cortlandt St, G. I. 'Wiley, M'gT.
RRAKIPU
Cd
BK ANOfl flFFIPFQUrr
Chloag0) 139 E Madison St., F. E. Degenhart, M'g'r.
I

If

.

Western

Agent.

MANUFACTURERS OF

BITITE AND TRINIDAD INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
ELECTRIC LICHT WIRES OF ALL SIZES A SPECIALTY.
J. R.

-,

,

BURDICK,

68 Commerce

Building,

CHICACO.

General Western Sales Agent,

'

*

CllieJgO,

1L

Standard Underground Cable Co., Mf'rs,

PENN

NEW YORK.

-

315 Wabash Ave.,

NEW YORK.

18 Cortland St.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES AND GABLES.
General Offices, 708

Co,,

WATERPROOFING COMPANY,

uALLhrlUliK

1J16

ST.,

Haven Clock

CO.
VALVE
THETheASHTON
Blow Back
Ashton
Noiseless

fil«fcfo"ty x/ a,lt7*e,
DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Liooomotlve
Tlie Aabton Iiock Sta.ioty

The acknowledged Standard

for durable

and high

Insulation. Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Branches

CLARK

B.

All Sizes

of Signaling.

HOTCHKISS, Gen

1LECTRIC

Subterranean Use,
Submarine Use
Concealed Wiring in

d Encased Wires.

L

I

16 Dey

Mgr.,

St.,

all

Locations.

llrjlH

(5

AND MANUFACTURERS AND TANNERS OF

46

SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO,

ILL.

and Weather ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE.B

BOSTON.

Proof

B

C

CUT SHOWING STVXH OF INSULATIOH.

A.— Copper Wire.
saturated with a Black,

B.

B.— Two

Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation.

Weather-Proof

wAPt-nnnuc
WAREROOMS:

C— Braided

Composition.

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters.
Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

Samples furnished upon application.

of

all .lie

^^
COWL

Braixarp ROUBOIi Secretary.
AM03 K. HoLLOWXLL, TTeiiMBr

Electrician.

^^^^

Owners

\

Fn» Me-

FACTORIES:
ANSONIA.

5 19 and 21 Cliff St., New York.
.
} 64 Wa8t ington st l, Chicago, Ills.

^p-p^^

Jenney Electric Company,
Sole

A

«^^//4<«/>/y///////////,'

Charles D. Jrnney,

Dantkl W. Mahmon, President
urdykk, Vice-President.
Addison H. Nurdykk,

ST..

Fire -Proof

tric

OAK TANNED LEATHER BELTING AND LACE LEATHER.

271 FRANKLIN

CHICAGO.

ST.,

Sole Manufacturers of

DYNAMOS.
Co., (Mfrs.)

aSaSl

COMPANY,
ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER
COWLES' PATENTED
•

GUARANTEED FOR

&

perfect security aeainst boiler explosion,
or Stationary.

T

T

in

218 LAKE

PERFORATED BELTING!!!

Chas. A. Schieren

A.r

in the
conetruction, Automatic In action, Perfectly Controlling the Pressure of the hose at whatever speed the engine or pump 1b working.

Simple

NEW YORK.

Prevents Air Cushions.

"V«.l-*7-©,

V17C Glve
A.11 Xii3 whether Steamboat, Locomotive
L1I VAT
Pu
m
THEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES S,
market.
now
njlTIPT'D C A 17 17 7P "IT
M.

Aerial Use,

and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,
Railway and all other

Electric Light

W

ater Relief "\7"«»,l-^-o.
Asbton
**<»<»< V*™*
*™^°™^°<>"^
THE ASHTON VALVES
XMa.©

and Manufacturers of his
Patents and Inventions of Charles D. Jenney (known as tuc Jenney System) and Sole Owners

Improved Qynamo, [amp

$

Electric Motor.
An

and incandescent Lighting
In nil desirable features or
Simple, durable, economical.
the Jonne? Syaiom loads.
Id those cMcniiaU it cbalsteady, brllltani and penetrating.
Lengea compii'-tMini
Estimates Promptly Furnished for Erecting Electric Lighting
Plants (or Cities. Companies or Individuals.

Prices Furnished roR the Jenney Arc or Incandescent Systems, or foh both comeinco.
Ineandcacenc
nit the turning on and

TbeJeonoj
i

at

Dynamos
ofl

*re ietf*regulaUnR
of ono or nil of the Lamps

will,
77. f*

Cbrnpany fffssa uptctol attention

Shop*, Ft*

or

....

HI ItSEIIMG TU
A\K works:

SEID IBB FlUrElET I.USTIITIIC

OFrii'K

to furnishing J/UJs,

Ptontt.

SMI. -Mi

Cor. Kentucky Ave. and Morris St.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

The Thomson-Houston
EASTERN OFFICE:

February

Electric Bo.

WESTERN OFFICE:
48 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON.

23, 18!

ILL.

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM
ksksp

Electric |rc-[ighting
IX*

THE WORLD.

SERIES LAMPS
FOE

Arc-Circuits.
These Lamps have repeatedly
their superiority under

shown
test.
First

Medal

;

Beet Arc-Light, Louisville, 3883,

First Prize : Beat System of Arc-Lighting,
Cincinnati Industrial Exposition, 1883.

This

Company was

given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions
at London,

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

August

1

1,

1885,

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
These dynamos are automatic

in their regulation

durable.

and

will

FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

LIGHTING.

maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit.
No other Incandescent
are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

Our Incandescent systems

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
aJI

Plans and estimates for
and Incandescent Lighting and Power Plants.

sizes for the transmission of Power.

Exhibition,

FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

all

Kinds of Arc

Lamp

is

so perfect and

February

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

23, i?

THE "XJ. S."

The Daft

Electric Co., INCANDESCENT
new yo rk and

chicago.

The only Company

using Safe
Currents in the operation of Street

Railways.

Speed,
Endurance,

Economy.
The Daft Motors for Power

live a little longer, or until the merits

S.

have a hearing.

Lamp

Patents are absolutely

fundamental.

BOREEL BUILDING,
115

"Bate Refrigerator Case," settles their claim
to the absolute right to manufacture and sell
incandescent lamps, is misleading and untruthful. The only possible bearing it can
have on the lamp question is to let the Edison

The U.

New York Office

The Best

is

Always

The United States

BROADWAY.

Please Mention the Western Electrician.

The statements of the Edison Co., to the
effect that the Supreme Court decision in the

of the case can

for Circular Matter.

Send

TO THE PUBLIC

Dis- patents

tribution are unexcelled.

LAMPS,

C.

C.

the Cheapest.

Electric

Lifting Go.,

WARREN, Man'gr Western

''The Rookery," 217

La

Dept'mt.,

Salle Street, Chicago.

UNITED STATES ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO.
C. C. WARREN, Manager Western Dcpt.

The Rookery,

217

La Salle St.,

Chicago, III.

OFFER INCOMPARABLY BEST SYSTEMS

ING
STATION ALTERNATING CURRENT LIGHTING,

STATION AND ISOLATED ARC LIGHTING
BEST PATENT PROTECTION ON INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

February

23, 18

THET^CTmPiAL CARBCK^eG^
Ole^rela-r^-d., Olxio.
MANUFACTURERS

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS

JAMB

OF-

and

BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENCINEERS FOR ERECTINC COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENGINEERING COMPANY,
LIBERTY
OLIVER
81 LAKE ST,,
ST.

61

1

I

NEW YORK.

CHICAGO.
H. A.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

SYNOVIAL
Dynamo and. Cylinder Oils.
Free from

Second to none.
machinery.

3.

By

O.

or acids. Especially adapted for nil fast runnning
can be used continually.
Adopted by the largest
Electric Plants of the West.

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

M. STONE,

Electrician and Contractor.

gum

refiltering

TAUSSIG, Agent,

power Stations

Electric [ight and

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,
jahvis BOILER SETTING, to burn Anlhracite Coal and Coke Screenings
NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

ST.

109

8 Pacific Ave.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

ROOM

CHICAGO.

112.

Arc and Incandescent light a specialty. Existing
plants extended or tnoroughly overhauled.

THE LAW BATTERY
FOR ALL CLASSES OF OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.

In the latest form the negative element is a Double Cylinder, one within
the Other, having more surface and quantity than any other negative element in the
market. Its efficiency and durability surpass all its rivals, and it is guaranteed
for ten years. As now made both elements are secured wholly beneath the cover,
instead of passing through the cover, as heretofore.
The cover is of blue glass and
locks tight to the jar, absolutely preventing evaporation of water and creeping of salts.
Both binding posts are permanently attached to cover, and thoroughly protected
against corrosion.

THESE ^LRE DECIDED IMPROVEMENTS.

Do not be so foolish as to buy a Prism, Porous Cup, or other perishable negative element battery,
when one can be had which is PRACTICALLY EVERLASTING. And do not waste
money by experimenting with any of the numerous new and untried batteries which are constantly
coming and going, but buy the " Law," which has stood the test of eight years.

LAW TELEPHONE
\

CO.,

Sole Agent for the Pacific Coast

STOEE3D

EZbTEI^Gr-

ELECTRICAL
A CCUMULATOR S
CENTRAL

:

112

GEO.

Liberty St.,
L.

HENZEL,

NEW

YORK.

San Francisco,

Cal.

EDCO SYSTEM.

RAILWAY CAR

STATION

LIGHTING,

LIGHTING,

Batteries, Voltmeters

Long Distance

and Ammeters, Switches

ISOLATED

LIGHTING.

LIGHTING.
.;•[

i

1

1

Complete Electric Light end Power Plaits

ro
For Towns,

STREET CAR PROPULSION
And

for operating

Centra)

Station

LOAIj, enabling steam plant

and Idown.

to shut

)latfid

Plants during

periods of

Can 1« used with any

Offices,

Residences, Factories, Theaters, Etc,

STREET CARS EQUIPPED
FOR ELECTRIC PROPULSION.

LIGHT

direct system

for completely displacing gam.

Tin.

•

pany owning and supplying complete Automatic Regulating Ap-

paratus for use with accumulators.

Writ'

tor

THE ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATOR
44 Broadway, New York.
ME1 BOll

PHCENIX BUILOINC.

SI
*>Klt7 of pUni, powsr

The Oldest and Most Experienced

»v»li»t*l<- an*]

in

Electric

Mo-

the World.

CO.,

The Electro-Dynamic Company

OF PHILADELPHIA.

01

CRISWOLD STREET.
other reqalrerneoU.

Company

Main

Office,

224

Carter

St.,

Philadelphia.

New

York

Office.

44 Broadway.

February

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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C/2
GEO. W. FRANK.
J. G.

Pres.

WHITE,

D. C.

JACKSON,

The Western

Encineerins

NEB.,

MANUFACTURERS'
of

IN

NEBRASKA, WYOMING

and

Secy.

J'l

Trcas.

Contractors.

TO KEARNEY, NEB.

ACENTS.

Complete Electric and Steam Plants for Arc and Incandescent Electric Lights, Electric
Equipments for Hotels and Residences.

ACENTS

WHITE.

F.

AUG LSI US FRANK,

Engineers

Electrical

Co.,

REMOVED FROM LINCOLN,
Installation

W.

Vice-Pree.

General Manager.

(Except Laramie),

Transmission

of

Power,

Electric

Railways,

Electric

MONTANA, AND DAKOTA, FOR

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC MOTOR, AND RAILWAY AND MINING APPLIANCES.
PULLEYS.
DYNAMO
The GOULD PACKING COMPANY,
SECURE
BEST RESULTS,
you
3<»

If

Cambridge Street,

EAST CAMBRIDGE, - MASS.,

The following Is the result of a test recently made at
the Franklin Institnte, showing; the relative value of
Paper Pulleys over Iron in the transmission of power:
Transmission, Iron, 24 lbs. Paper, 1U lbs., with equal
tension of belt.
Tension, Iron, 150 lbs.; Paper, 39 lbs. for equal transmission.
Width, Iron, 12 inch; Paper, 3 inch (unsafefor belt).
Diameter, Iron, 48 inch; Paper, 24 inch for equal tension.
Contact, £0° on 24" Paper equals 150= on 36" Iron.
E3?"" These PulleyB are need and indorsed by the leadin" Electric Light Manufacturing Companies.
For Price Lifts and discounts write to

Gould Steam and Water Packing
Pat. June !,

the

PAPER PULLEYS.

Use

MANUFACTURE THE

The Original Ring Pack'ng,

would

;

1880.

Supeiior to any Packing in the market for Steam, Water
Ammonia. Self-Lubricating, does not corrode the rod,
if directions are followed.
Sent on thirty
None genuine without
dayB' trial. Satisfactory or no pay.
this trade mark and date of patent stamped on wrapper.

or

never grows hard

Beware of Infringements and Imitations.

ALBION CHIPMAN, Treasurer.

--

s*

AMERICAN PAPER PULLEY

All eimilur Packings are imitations andcalculated to deceive.

CO.

10.

ELECTRICAL ENCINEERS
AND CONTRACTORS.

J

Light and Power Stations.

ELECTRIC
I

Railway Construction.
Light Wiring.

7 Cedar St.,

New

York.

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING & M'PG CO.
ROOMS, 200 and 20'2

IS

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST. LOUIS.
UNIFORM

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

BALL DYNAMOS

!E

LAMPS

FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

O
ILEAL

or

LONG LIFE AND GOOD

LIGHT,

A Specialty, comprisir
ECLIPSE CORLISS ENGINES,

Plain Tubular or Water

This system Is mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a steady
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required

IN QUALITY,

BOILEES.

Tube

and the cost of repairs.
For descriptive circulars or testimonials, address

CHARLES W. RAYMOND,

PATENT FURNACES

Western Agt.

Worthl nRTton Pumps, Injectors and

Feed Water Heaters, Hill Friction Clutch
Pulleys. Dodge Patent Wood Split Pulleys.
Shafting. Belting. Pipe, Fittings and Valves.

39 Dearborn Street, Tremont House,

ciaiic^^a-o.

ILL.

Co.,
Standard Carbon
The Cleveland,
Crystal Carbon Companies.
^^B^^

Bo\ilton,

SUCCESSORS TO TI1K

and.

^^^

OLBVELASTTJ, OHIO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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SOLE BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improved Corliss Engine
Is

of

IT IS

PROVIDENCE,

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

BRAIDED WIRE.

R.

THE POPULAR WIRE FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

I.,

Safe and Reliable.

EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF THK

FARADAY CABLE

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE

— FOR

1

Telegraph, Telephone and lectric Light.

W.

Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity
of any Cable in tne Market.

1

B.

DOWSE,

18 Cortlandt Street.
ACKEIJMAN, Agent.

S.

CARTER.

•eiiAs, :m.

McGreary's Reflector Shade

J.

Broadway.

GALLAHER,Secy.

R. E.

W.GODFREY,

wilkins.".

ESTABLISHED

CO

649 & 651

Central St., Boston, Mass.

Gen'l Supt.

'RANKLIN

P. C.

A. A.

& CO.,

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

Write for Our Catalogues.

Worths,

j+lectriGai

Office,

ALUS

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

UNEUtTALED FOB ECONOMY OF FT} EL, REGULARITY OF
MOTION, AND DURABILITY IN USE.

New York

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

(American

23, 1K89

E.

Gen'l Mgr.

WARD

V/ILKINS.

1867.

PARTRICK & CARTER,
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN'EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

(PATENTED.)

BEAUTIFUL AND DURABLE.
COMFORTABLE TO THE EYES.
NO DIRECT RAYS.
LAMPS INCREASED MORE THAN DOUBLE
IN ILLUMINATING POWER.
5 SIZES for 10 to 100 C. P. Lamps.

SUSPENDED BY FLEXIBLE CORD.
NO FIXTURES REQUIRED.
18 and 20 Cortlandt Street.

NEW

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

Send tor Circular B.
Agents for toe Oanadas.

I

Messrs.

AHEARN & SOPER.

-

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,

YORK.

OTTAWA, ONTARIO.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF
BELLS, DISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-CTGHTING APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.
General Machine Job-Work,

Eiectric Light Repairing,

Pattern Making. Etc., Etc.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, manufacturer
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICACO.

We

publish' Catalogues -of all our Manufactures, ami will forward to any address upon
ipplication.
N. B.^When applying for Catalogues, please state whether "Electric-Bell" or " General
Supply" Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trade inclose, business card for discounts.

114 South Second Street.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL
WORKS
WE MANUFACTURE THE
-A-OIEISrTjg

NEW YORK
Correspondence

IFOH. TIMS

INSULATED WIRE

CO,

MANUFACTURERS OF THK

Solicited.

Grimshew White Core
XHTSTJXjJlT^MD

WIRES, CABLES,

AND TAPES.
We

Carry a Full Line of these
Goods at Factory Prices.
Write for Quotations.

WE CLAIM FOR THESE MOTORS:
SIMPLICITY, REGULARITY,
HIGH EFFICIENCY, AND

UNSURPASSED WORKMANSHIP.
MANUFACTURED FOR

EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL.

54 and 56

Franklin Street,

Arc and Incandescent

Circuits.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

February

23,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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I
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•

•

•

•

•

•

GUTTA-PERCHA
INSULATING COMPANY.
W. M. HABIRSHAW,

159

FRONT

F. C.

ST.,

S.,

London, Chemical Engineer, General Manager.

NEW

YORK CITY,

U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPERIOR QUALITIES OF

Sk
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Naval Marine India-Rubber covered Wires.
Naval Land India-Rubber covered Wires.
Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far
employed on board the "Trenton," "Chicago,"
and
"Baltimore,"
"Torktown,"
"Pensacola,"

v

of Insulation Resistance Tests
from the Electrical Testing Bureau of Johns Hopkins University on our Goods, showing for Naval
Marine Cores 10,0<K) megohms per knot at 13 1-2
degrees C; Standard Cores, 8,900 megohms per knot
Samples and prices furnished
at 13 1-2 degrees C.

hold reports

on application at the

office.

Standard India-Rubber covered Wires.
Solid and Stranded Conductors.
Taped. Braided. Flame-proof.
Tree-Wire a superior Line Wire of good insulalargely employed for
tion and wearing qualities
aerial service at moderate cost.

—

J

"Charleston."

We

\

J\

—

All Goods made by this Company arc composed
We do not use rubber subof the best materials.
stitutes, oxidized oil compounds, compounds of rubber and ozokerite, mixtures of candle pitch, rubber
and bitumens, which are all vastly inferior to pure
India-rubber and India-rubber compounds, and the
reputation we have obtained will be maintained.

Guaranteed to give satisfactory service underground and overhead.

Specially adapted

for

PRICES AND SAMPLES ON APPUCATION AT NO. 159 FRONT STREET,

Mines, Chemical Works. Etc.

NEW YORK

CITY.

We have supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the Principal Electric Light. Telegraph and Telephone Companies. \\ e refer to the principal
United States Vessels, Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings, and Wherever a First-Class Electrical Installment is uoder Construction, and required.
Our materials and workmanship are guaranteed the very best, and correspondence Is solicited from companies and architects requiring
the very best insulation for

all

kinds of electric Bervice.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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1889

2.3,

MANUFACTURERS OF

ARC AND INCANDESCENCE

Electric

Lighting Apparatus,

MOTORS,
ELECTRIC
<^HMiM^wHBH»Ma^HMm
yssssssshssssssssss

CARBONS,

BBssssssaaBB*.

ETC., ETC.

V

THE BRUSH
ELECTRIC COMPANY,
*

,

^

r
CSXC.A.GO

/

orncE:

130- WASHINGTON STREET,- 130
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

February
H.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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WARD LEONARD.

W.

S.

ANDREWS.

E.

M. IZARD.

LEONARD & IZARD,
Consulting and Contracting Eloctrical Engineers
IFOH. ^.NTT OR AIjIj SYSTEMS OTT —
1

Electric Street Railways.

Electric

Motors

of all Kindt.

Incandescent Electric Light Plants.
Storage Battery Plants.

Electric Light Wiring.

Arc Light Plants.

Power.

Electric Transmission of

Train Lighting Plants.

*.M,M,M,|t,(H

A FULL LINE OF COMMERCIAL SUPPLIES
Carried at

all

times

for

Plants described above.

^Prices X-otxt.
PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS AND

Sen.d. for

CONTRACTS OF ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION WORK.

BRANCH OFFICES:

THE ROOKERY,

THE LUMBER EXCHANGE,
Rooms

5 and 6, Minneapolis, Minn.

ROOM

NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE BLOCK,
Room 115, Milwaukee, Wis.
TELEPHONE

Quotations.

1256.

425,

TELEPHONE 694.

>,

IJ_I_.

r
Low

A

Price.

I

G A

Quality.

315-321

J
HARMOUNT

Wabash

kit.,

Low

PROMPT SHIPMENT.
Send for our Pocket Edition

THE

Price List.

H.

A

Price.

CHICA80.

Sole and exclusive A^ent
of
for the "Warner System
Sena for
Electric Time
Catalogues and Price List.

I

Quality.

PROMPT SHIPMENT.

SOLE sELLINC ACERT,
M. LOUD & SONS' LUMBER

Send for our Pocket Edition
Price List.

GO.

Cross Arms, Wood Brackets, Oak Pins and
Telegraph Poles, etc
17,000 Electrical Articles Listed.

Send for Catalogues and Price

17,000 Electrical Articles Listed.

List.

SOLE WESTERN AGENT FOR

The Only One of the

The Only One of the

The Pinkham Patent Lift-Over Pendant Burner,
Cleverly "Improved" Automatic Burner.

Kind Publiihed.

Send for Catalogue and Price

Kind Published.

List.

SENT POSTAGE

SENT POSTAGE
Sole

FREE.

Western Agent "Lee's" Albion Flexible Sneaking Tnbiug-J.

ELLWOOD LEE CO,
FREE.

MANUFACTURERS AND EXPORTERS OP
Albion Flexible Gas Tubing, Speaking Tubing, Dental Tubing, Medical Tubing, Surgical Goods and Special
Every *Tube arrantea.
Tubing for all Borts of Mecbanical and Surgical Operations
g^~Send for Catalogues and Price Llet.

W

.

Sole

Western Agent

for

SCHJ\EfEfl ELECTRIC fl/WUFJ\CTUItlflQ

COMPLY

',

Manufacturers of Incandescent Lamps from 10 to 200 Candle Power, and all Fixtures Necessary for Complete Installations
of Incandescent Plants. Send for Catalogues and Price List.

Manufacturers of

ARC AND INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHT DYNAMOS.

Send

for Catalogue

and Price Ust.

EXCLTJ9IVE AO-EHT
SOLS
CARBON BATTERY.
MICROPHONK
ZFOIR. TJFJIE

-A-HSTID

Warranted Stronger and
Estal"' 5 '' ed

'

82 °-

ALFRED

of

Longer

P.

Life than any other

MOORE,

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRICAL]
WIRE, FLEXIBLE CORDS AND CABLES

G. A.

c „„
FOR

I

HARMOUNT,

AMI RURCLAR \
BABE AND INSULATED WIRE AMI CARLES.)

LIMIT, TELEGRAPH, TELEPHONE, FIRE

\

Sal-Ammoniac Battery Made.

Send tor Catalogues and Price

Philadelphia,

Pa

List.

, Manufacturer Of

TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH. ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER,

ALL ELECTRICAL
AND FOR
PURPOSES.
mi tor Hppclat Wire
am! DUroanli.
**r

WESTERN AGENT, ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT OF

1'vi.

.

i.im

NEW HAVEN CLOCK COMPANY,

nAXFFAm'RKRH OF

Jllanufarlurers of Electrical

(

Supplies of Bretj Doscription.

"(

315-321 Wabash
Send for

Ave.,

('atalogtie

CHICAGO. U.S.

and Price

List.

A.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

February

23,

i8?g

THE PTTMPELLT STORAGE B ATTERY.
Ten Reasons

THE BEST AND ONLY

Why

Our

Batteries

are

the Best

THEY are much
per cent,

less

lighter,

weighing twenty-Are

than other batteries.

I
are vt ry com pact and do not occupy more
THEY
than two-thirds

the

FOR ALL USES

HEIR

T
HE
T

Where it is possible to use
Secondary Batteries.

THEY

A

the best for

is

out and short

longer

being

lived,

practically

even by flashing

bar.

T

has horizontal plates kept apart with

our

patent asbestos separators.

I

UR

plates are connected with

large copper

wire embedded in lead.

TO connect

battery that will stand for
all

are

plates cannot buckle
THEwith
a heavy copper

the motion cannot dislodge or wash out the

Railroad work

fall

indestructible.

Traction "Work
and Car Lighting,
active material.

active material cannot

known.

circuit the cell.

SPECIALLY ADAPTED TO

As

room of any other make.

Internal resistance is the lowest

the cells,

we

use our improved

ible air tight couplings,

Stationary

flex-

no bolts or burning

being necessary

Installations.

A

FFLLT PBOTECTED BY PATENTS.

N

man can learn to take care
one half hour.

inexperienced
of

them

in

MANUFACTURED BY THE

POMPELLY STORAGE BATTERY AND ELECTRIC MOTOR CO,
OFFICES: 229 La
Pres.,

Abseb

CitossifAN.

Vice Pres

OFFIGiaS

K. Phmpslly.

J.

,

Salle Street,

DIREOTOBS:
Pumpelly,

CHICAGO,
Treas., L.

U. S. A.

Mendelssohn.

Sec, H. K. Tenney.

Abner Grossman, Grossman & Lee, Chicago
L, Mendelsshon, Mendelsshon, Fisher & Laurie, Omaha;
Electrician, Chicago;
J. K.
H. K. Tenney, Tenney, Biggs & Hawley, Chicago; S. Heavenrich, Heavenrich Bros., Detroit; J. Davidson, Davidson & Sons, Chicago; S. Simons, Simons & Co., Detroit;
H. D. Goodwin. "Wisconsin Phonograph Co., Milwaukee;
Hugo Hill, Detroit.
General Manager.
;

GEO. W. MARBLE,

NILES TOOL WORKS,
HAMILTON, OHIO.

MACHINE TOOLS.
Complete Equipment

for the

Manufacture

of

Electrical Machineiy,

LATHES, PLANERS, DRILL PRESSES,

BORIIV
Turning Mills,
NEW

YORK:

96

PHILADELPHIA:

Etc., Etc.

Liberty

705

Street,

Arch

St,

February

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

23, li

C.

II.

Sdwabd

Jackson, Preat.

S. Peieot, Vice

J as. P.

."

THE NATIONAL CONDUIT MFG. COMPANY'S

WROUGHT IRON CEMENT-LINED PIPE
For Electrical Subways.
In use

by the Metropolitan Telephone & Telegraph Company of New York;
by the Bell Telephone Company of Buffalo; by the Police and Fire
Departments of New York and Chicago, Etc.

THIS SYSTEM IS PARTICULARLY ADAPTED FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT TRDHK AND DISTRIBUTION.

TELEPHONE BUILDINC, NEW YORK.

Address the Company,

ENGINEERING CO.
707 and 709

Market

31 Waterworks

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED

St. Louis.

St.,

Building,

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

Kansas

City.

SPECIALTIES :-The ArmlDpon &, Sime Engine. Steel BoUera, Ireenn Link Belt.
ard Rocking and Sheffield Gratea,

319 Ramge

SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
IK.

CO.,

ACTS AS CITY, MO.

Poles, Wires, Cables,

AND ADDRESS.
Arms,

CARBONS AND GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.
Bells, Batteries,

Annunciators and Everything Electrical*

Oorrespondeuoe

PRICES LOW.

WANTED.
YOUR NAME, BUSINESS

Conductor Cords,

Pins, Brackets, Insulators, Cross
Etc., Etc.

Solicited.

Send

II

of all kinds.

VKTM A A

Galvanometers, Bridges and Rheostats bj
<

all

",

A

.

924 Chestnut

the Prominent Makers.

C^xieeaa.
St.,

011,,. and Mill at Oscoda, nidi.
Exclusive Selling Agent: G. A. Habmoust. Western
Agent Electrical Department New Haven Clock Co.,
315 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

Directory,—

Electrical

wm

Card will ao.
i^aru
do

for

1,

rrest.

b.

F.

nil

Ill'

Western

Fred H. Whipple,])!
AN Mil

CO.

SIASCTACTfRERS OP
Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poles.
Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled Promptl).

FENTON,

Electrician

si. 00.
CHAS. SLDNXY SMITH. Seo'f

Vlce-Preat. and Treas.

Hotel and House Annunciators.
Electric Gas Lighting.

The United

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electric Go.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

CO.,

All A\l> KXAMIM..

James vv

at once and be Correctly Reported in Whipple's

TheH.M.LOUD&SONS LUMBER

DETROIT. MICH.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRINC.
CARPEMTIEB.

me

Postal
A rosiai

.JT.

Ammeters and Voltmeters

to

National

PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,

Stand-

Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pomp, Kortlng Injector, etc.

SEND FOR UTIMT CATALOGUES.

Omaha.

Building.

FOR.

Erected Ready for Service.

Electrical

Electric Lighting.

Apparatus and Supplies,

Telegraph Instruments,

cfc

Co.

SALT LAKE

wire nnd Batteries.

CITY,

UTAH.

-

Philadelphia.

463-

-B

INSULATING JOINT.
JHE

U BOO.

STANDARD.

E.P.GLEASONMFG.CO.,
181-189 MERCER STREET,
tt^^xr YORK.
CHICAGO OFFICE, 233 LAKE STREET.
MAHOTACTURERS OF

INDOR8RD

ELECTRIC APPLIANCES
IN

BY

Thomas

A. Edison,

Elibi Thomson,

K.

S.

Edwin

Possons,

J.

Houston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

BRASS, IRON, TIN AND GLASS,

Fillings, Brackets, Fixtures, Shades, Globes,
Insulating Joints, Cut-outs, Holders, all Systems, and
Supplies for Arc and Incandescent Lighting.

Embracing

SE1TT5

FOE

Cji.T^I.03VE

--E"

FOE SALE BY ALL JEWELEES.
Send for Pamphlbt "ARE YOU POSTED?"

to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH

CO.,

XI

E 39.

48.
IN

CRYSTAL.

177-179 Broadway, N. Y.

ETCHED.

IE

3G.

EIGHT
COLORS.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

EICKEMEYER DYNAMOS THE

February

Is

ELECT RIC MO TORS.
(United States Patents, Feb. 22, 1887; Feb.

14,

1889

FARE BOX

ELECTRIC

-AND-

2.3,

not an Experiment, but a

Money Saving

Practical

:

AND

:

1888.)

Labor Saving Device,
Order them Subject to Yonr Approval,
:

:

WE CLAIM FOR THEM,

NOT ALL

IF

AND

Return them at our Expense.
.A.d.cLress

THE ELECTRIC FARE BOX
418

CEDAR

ST.,

CO.,

NASHVILLE, TENN.

OR BRANCH OFFICES:
G.

J.

BRILL CAR CO., Philadelphia.

L.

WHITE, 107

C.

DALLAS ELECTRIC MOTOR

CO., Dallas,

S.

8th

St., St.

Louis, Mo.

Texas.

Machine Complete.

Combine tbe simplest Construction and Highest Efficiency

The Empire City Electric Co,

yet obtained in Dynamo-Electrical Apparatus.

PERFECT ELECTRICAL

Balance

in

ARMATURE

COILS.

15

DEY STREET,

NO RADIATION OF FIELD MAGNETISM.
There being
lines of

110

magnetism apparent

at

any exposed surface of the machine,

all

NEW

the

YORK,

force are concentrated within the machine, and pass through the armature.

NO SPARKING AT THE COMMUTATOR

Manufacturers and
IN

Dealers

ALL KINDS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
J.

H.

DICKEY, President.
J. WELLS, Sec'y and Gen'l Man.

J.

H. A.

FLEMON DRAKE,

KINNEY,

Sup't and Electrician.

L. H.

KORTT,

Vice President

Treasurer.

MIDLAND ELECTRIC

CO.,

OMAHA, NEBRASKA.
DEALERS IN

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
For the Telegraph, Telephone

audi Electric

fcigfct.

Hotel and House Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Fire Alarms, Electric Gas Lighting Speaking Tubes,
Elevator Annunciators, Batteries. Push Buttons, Electric Pens, Telegraph Learner*' Instruments, Medical
Batteries, Llncmen'B TooIb, Bell Hangers' Supplies, Railway Velocipedes, CarB, Etc.

Wrbtrrn
Alarms for

MMhln*

with one aide and hail the

field coila

Agkntb THE OKONITE CO., and the Return
CitieB and Towns. We own the Franchises of

removed, showing the inside arrangement of armature
and coils.

Call Bye tern or Hotel Annunciators.
Fire
the Western States and Territories (or the

IMPROVED McCULLOH

^nWWKM * MJWUHJf* KELEGIrjIPp + gYgTEja,^
These machines,

in

all

sizes,

and of any required capacity, are for general

sale

on

menu to the Trade, to Contracting; Engineers, to Electric Light, Power, and Storage Battery Companies, and to

their

the public, without restrlctloiis or royalties as to territory or patents.

Low Prices.

and are prepared to give franchises and construct plants on reasonable

For

106-108

any and

all

JLQ>E2nTTS,

LIBERTY STREET,

Y.

Price, $5.00.

bt-Ht

,

STAR
N.

1888.

and most permanent medium for advertisers In the electrical field. This
work reaches every Electric Light and Power company In the country, besides Telograph and Telephone companies.
This year's Issue enlarged and Improved.
Elate and report of Electric Light and Power companies, reports of National
Electric Light association useful tables, etc., eta.
Send orders for copies of books, and for sdvcrtlsing space to

The

BUNNELL * CO.,
SOLE

for

Compact Machines. American Electrical Directory

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET.

J. H.

torniB.

kinds of Electrical Work In any part of tho
West. Correspondence solicited. I Must rated Cataloiruo and Price List on Application.
Authorized Contractor:
Edieon Electric Ll^ht and Gimewidl Fire Alarm TeVgTflph.

IWEstimatCB furnlBhed and contracts made

Publishers

of

ZnOXT

TOWER COMPANY,

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL DIRECTORY,

Fori

Wayne,

Ind.

February

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

23.

NWAGTIMG

NATIONAL TELEPHONE
«:•<>

CO.,

THE MITCHELL VANCE

ATI ANTIC AVKSIUB

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

BOSTON.
Exclusive manufacturers of the unrivaled

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS

BENNETT TELEPHONES,
Private

ines and

of

in

Speaklng-Tuue

thtee Instruments in

throughout the civilized world

AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.

Having no Special Agent

UHB*JIALED KOR

ThOQEiiDda

use

Chicago for our

Goods,

attest

Architects' and Decora-

we

tors'

Solicit Cor-

respondence from

NEW AND DECIDED IMPROVEMENTS THROUGHOUT.
Heavy Galvanized

with Fidelity

Steel Wire.

Buyers, which

MECHANICAL, ELECTRIC, OR MAGNETO SIGNALS. we
combined or separably, the use
15 in number— broadly
Our

Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

their popularity.

Especially Adapted to Covered or

CO.,

MITCHELL, VAXCEACO.)

(8acc*-»«or« to

cover, either
S. Pateii»N—
aid numerous minor
of a Hearing Tube, a Curved Transmitter Tube, perfect Insulating Devices
features, likewise a transmitting wire coven d or mnflled, or formed of two or more strands of whe
twisted or braided together. The tiBe of any of thesi' features with any other mechunlcal teltphone
infringes our rights, and renders the manufacturer, seller or user liable to suit therefor.
PBICE -LISTS UPON APPLICATION.

to the

given Motive.

Promptly Answer.

I'.

Liberal Discounts to Electrical Dealers

and

Combination Fixtures,

Insulating Joints,

Fitters.

SILL

Electroliers,

and All Fittings for

Brackets,

Incandescent Lighting,

Pendants, Reflectors,

Clutch Works,

i

CLEVELAND, O.
EASTERN OFFICE:
18

Cortlandt Street, -

NEW YOKE.

CHICAGO:

MINNEAPOLIS:

2J50 Canal St.

305 Kauota Building.

KANSAS CITY:
1231

and

1:22.1

Union Avenue.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
Designed, Erected and Furnished.

COPYRIGHTED BY

H. W. HILL.

Send for new Catalogue, Power
Transmission Machinery.

MANUFACTORY,
24 and 25th

St.

and

I

SALESROOM,
836-38 Broadway and 13th

Oth Ave.,

NEW YORK

St.,

CITY.

men
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Both Advertiser and Publisher by
tioning the

vhen writing to advertisers.

LIGHT COMPANY,

HEISLER ELECTRIC

809

to 817

S. 7th St., St. Louis, Mo.
Manufacturers and Patentees of

The Long Distance

INCANDESCENT

Electric

Liii

SYSTEM.
Patented In all Civilized
Countries.

The

only

INCANDES-

CENT SYSTEM
suited

for

especially

Central

Station

work, combining the SUCCESSFUL ILLUMINATION of
the STREETS with the universal supply of light for all COM-

MERCIAL

DOMESTIC requirements.
ECONOMICAL SYSTEM in every respect.
the BRILLIANCY and BEAUTY of the light.
and

The most

Noted for
Having the simplest mode of wiring, the greatest production of
C. P. to the H. P., and a number of other important advant-

Its practical

and financial success has been demonstrated by

CENTRAL STATIONS which have adopted the
HEISLER SYSTEM within the last three years.
Our system is the only PERFECT AUTOMATIC, adjusting

numerous

Its

load correspondingly with the

We

furnish lamps from 10

number

up

to

of lights.

100 C. P. to any desired

from the Central Station on a single wire, No. S
American gauge.

distance

We guarantee the

lamps not

brilliancy superior to

all

to

blacken and to maintain their

other systems.

Over 5,000 of our incandescent lamps of various candle
powers have been placed for illuminating the streets and boulevards, connected by more than 1,500 miles oi line wire circuits.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

iW

MACRAEON

February

23, ii

Thejrushflectricfompany

STORAGE

-OF-

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

BATTERIES

MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

AND

The StACRAEON STORAGE BATTERIES do not "buckle," " blister "' or "en.'pbate"— are
require lees attenthe simplest in construction— are made with
tion, and will laat longer than any other battery in the market, being practically indestructible and of
great efficiency.

CLOSED METAL BOXES—

These Storage Batteries can be Profitably Used

tor:

IncandBscence

Incandescent Llahting on Arc Circuits everywhere ueing the same Dynamo and power
while idle daring the day, for charirinsj the BatterieB.
2.
Incandescent Light Plants, "whether isolated plants or central stations, can be
doubled in capacity bv nsing the Macraeon Storage Batteries.
"3.
Surplus Power, Steam or Water, even irregnlar, wherever it can be had, in Factories,
Breweries or business buildings, can be utilized to great advantage and profit by storing electricity
dorlne the day for lighting the place or neighborhood at night.
4.
Storage Batteries can also be used for steadying incandescent or arc lights when ran di-

Electric

1.

rect

Lipf

from the dynamo.

Incandescent Lighting from the llacraeon Storage Batteries is UMIY OK 11, STEADY and KKL1ABLK. No Flickering, less Breakage of Lamps,
and, like gas, the light is always on hand day or night.

Complete Installations made, including Dynamos and Motors. Special terms
Contractors and Supply Agents. Address
GEO.

WM. BALLOU,

President,

or

LEONARD PAGET,

to Electric

-

St.,

-

a
Economy

iao

CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS,

Companies,

TRENTON,

Co., CHICAGO
Wo. ISO

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,

OFFICE,

Washington

Street,

ALKXA1KDBB

fi.

O. C.

Special Agent.

N. J.

ma ke a

No. to I Journal Building,

HKJll'T,

^-».e c.i

m

STKKLK.
Special Agent.

a 1 1 y £o

'

05 5 ue t

u.;«i Jjicieuaed

0$

:u

capacity

sum

tyotuei.

THE JARVI8 BOILER SETTINC HAS NO EQUAL. OVER
Burns Screenings. Slack, Wet Sawdust, Wet Hops and

WE ARE PREPARED

ETC.

Chief Electrician,

Macraeon Storage Battery
T Wall St., NEW YORK.
FACTORY. 110-114 Dickinson

ELECTRIC MOTORS!

ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

4,000 IN USE.
all

TO FURNISH COMPLETE OUTFITS OF MOTIVE

Kinds

of

COMPRISING OVER

3, GOO

H. P.

Refuse Fuel with La r pre Economy.

POWER FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS

Including Engines, Boiler*, Iron Stacks, Boiler Furnaces, Steam Pumps, Heaters, Injectors, Etc.
hkvii inn \i:iv ish'i mi i tiM
< Oltltl'.HI'OMIF.M'K Miii.ii 111:11
i

H. A.

GLASIER, Manager,

i

81

Lake Street, Chicago,

February

23,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

"MC." ELECTRIC

MOTOR

CO.
YORK.

NEW
Efficient Electric Motors
402-4 Greenwich

St.,

MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
WESTEEN

NEW ENGLAND OFFICE: 19 Pearl St., BOSTON,
OFFICE: 139 and 141 Adams Street, CHICAGO.
PHILADELPHIA. OFFICE: 301 Arch Street.
SOUTHEKNT OFFICE: 25 Carondelet Street, NEW ORLEANS

JOHN STEPHENSON
NEW YORK.

CO.,

i_iivr;rrE:i=> r

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

Van Depoele Electric Manufacturing Co.
aVE^a.3XrXJI*^k.OTTTH.3E!riS!

ARC

OE"

m INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC
And

LIGHT APPARATUS

Electric Light Supplies of All Kinds.

THE

Mayo

THE

Van Depoele Arc Light

Incandescent

SYSTEM.

SYSTEM.

DIRECT OR SERIES.

HIGH OE LOW TENSION,
DOUBLE OE SINGLE
CAEBON LAMPS.

ONLY
ABSOLUTELY
AUTOMATIC
DYNAMO.

MACHINERY
SIMPLICITY
ITSELF.

nva:
Never Blacken, and a

Long
ng

Life

Dynamos or Lamps

is

Madt? to Suit any Current

GUARANTEED.
Send

or System.

Send

for Catalogue.

NEW YORK OFFICE,
EDWARD

E.

234 BROADWAY,
BRITTON, Manager.

for Catalogue.

GENERAL OFFICE AND FACTORY,
1

5 to 2

1

North Clinton Street,

CHICAGO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

BELTING & PACKING

NEW YORK
JOHN
J. D.

February

CHEEVER, Treas.
CHEEVER, Dept. Treas.
H.

1889

23,

CO.

Park Row, New York,

15

Oldest and Largest Manufacturers

in

the United States, of

VULCANIZED RUBBER BELTING
For Electric Lighting.
WITH SMOOTH METALLIC RUBBER SURFACE.
This Belting

of

is

DYNAMOS
This

MAMMOTH RUBBER

Superior Quality, and

and

specially designed for use on

SWIFT RUNNING MACHINERY,

Company has manufactured

the Largest Belts made in the world for the
principal Elevators at Chicago, Buffalo, Jersey City and New York.

STEAM AND WATER HOSE,
BELTS,

PLAIN AND RUBBER LINED.

Rubber "Test" Hose,
Antiseptic, for the use of

made of Vulcanized Para Rubber and Carbonized Duck. Cotton "Cable" Hose,
Steam and Hand Fire Engines, Force Pumps, Mills, Factories, Steamers and Brewers.

Circular,

Woven, Seamless,

PATENT ELASTIC RUBBER BACK SQUARE PACKING.
Best in the World

for

Packing the Piston Rods and Valve Stems of Steam Engines and Pumps.

& CO., 151 Lake Street, CHICAGO.
IMPROVED CORLISS "ELECTRIC LIGHT.
BRANCH: W.

D.

ALLEN

59

HORIZONTAL ENGINES.
6L

in the Construction of these ENGINES place them7decidedly in the lead as an engine specially adapted to

Recent Improvements

•ISHKIUl

Electric Light Plants.
An

Examination will

satisfy

anyone of

this.

THE BEST OF MATERIALS

1

in their construction, resulting in great
the "cut-ofl"' device insures the most
of fuel yet accomplished.

Only are used

New Catalogues Now

FISHKILL LANDING
ROBT.

J.

HALGIN,

MACHINE
W.

Prest.

THE

SAGE.

TELLER.

New

York.

Secy.

DAVIDSON

T.

2YT

J AS. L.

Vioe-Prest.

while

use

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished.

Ready.

CO., Fishkill-on-Hudson,
F.

DURABILITY,

ECONOMICAL

IMPROVED STEAM PUMPS,
FOR ALL KINDS OF SERVICE.
Warr»n'«il to both?

SIMPLEST, MOST DURAIiU!
SINOLit

-ti

To Prove

it,

anil

maile,

WHETIIER

of Steam

Pumps

EFFICIENT Steam Pump

OR DUPLEX.

WE CHALLENGE ALL MAKERS

TO A PUBLIC COMPETITIVE TEST.

Electric Plant

Pumps

a Specialty.

DAVIDSON STEAM PUMP
Works: Brooklyn,

R.

Y,

Principal

Office:

11

Liberty

St.,

New

CO..

PUMP AND

I!OII,E

COMIUNEI).
York.

February

23,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

tkces

-*k

WESTIN6H00SE ELECTRIC

GO.

!

THE PIONEERS IN INCANDESCENT LIGHTING

ALTERNATING CURRENTS
AND OWNERS OF

FUNDAMENTAL PATENTS PERTAINING THERETO.

COMPLETE CENTRAL STATION

OUTFITS.

Alternating Current Apparatus,

Direct Current Apparatus,

Arc Lighting Apparatus,
Electric Motors,

Electric Meters.

150

CENTRAL STATIONS
OFFICES

IN

IN

OPERATION.

ALL LEADING CITIES.

150

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

February

23, iS

*

*
HIGH

AND LOW

T ENSION
S YSTEM
WfSTER N

ELECTRl

e

Arc Lighting.
COMPLETE

IN

EVERY RESPECT.

PRICES UPON APPLICATION.

Western Electric Company,
CHICAGO.

NEW

YORK.

LONDON.

ANTWERP.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO, FEBRUARY

Vol. IV.

THE CONVENTION

Bain, Foree

...

A

H.

Cleverly,

Electric Light Associa-

tion at

Electric Light as-

of the National

The

the association.

In the art rooms and in

colors.

there was abundant space

The

chinery.

following

who were

present:

Andrews,

W.

is

for

a

the

spacious

of

list

main

electrical

Cutler,

members and guests

H
H

Alexander, P.

G

Acheson, E.

Pittsburgh, Pa,

Abdank-Abakanowicz.
Ackerman, P. C

B

Paris,

N
G

Ashton, H.

Boston, Mass.
.Chicago, 111.
Boston, Mass.

B

Askew, C.
Austen, G.

L

W

Duluth, Minn.

Burgess,
Beck. Z
Burdette, J.
Bliss,

Chicago

W

Burlington, la.

H L

Brintnall,

East Saginaw, Mich.
Chicago, 111.
St. Louis
Cuyahoga Falls, O.
Chicago, 111.

Samuel E

C
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the meetings of this association.
Following closely upon
the problems involved in incandescent lighting came "the
question of electrical distribution of power, first for stationary motor purposes and afterward for the purpose of

locomotion.
This question is to day, perhaps,
the most important one before the electrical fraternity. To
say that electrical power is not to-day a success would be
to reflect upon the scores of electrical railways now in successful operation in this country, and up n the thousands
of electrical motors that are every day commercially serving the wants of man.
may here profitably consider some figu-es indicating
the growth of the electric lighting and power industry, the
increase in the number of central stations, arc and incandescent lamps, electric motors and electric railways now in
operation.
At the meeting of this association one year
ago, it was estimated that there were not less than 4.000
central station and isolated plants in operation in the United
States.
From the accompanying statistical tabie, it may
be seen that the number of central station and isolated
plants at the August meeting of iSSS was 5,351, and at
the present time is 5,747.
This sVows an increase during
the first six months of the year of 1,351 central station and
isolated plants, and an increase during the latter half of
the year of 716, making a total increase during the year of
2,067 plants.
Figuring in percentages, the increase during
the first half of the year was 52.3 per cent, in the total
number of central station and isolated plants, and during
the latter half of the year it was 13.5 per cent makirg a
total increase for the year of 45.8 per cent.
It was estimated a year ago that there were 175,000 arc lamps in
daily use in the United States.
Six months ago I found
upon investigation that there were 192 500. At the p p es-nt time 1 find that there are 219,924 making an increase
during the first half of the year of 35,201 arc lamps, and
during the latter half of the year an increase of 27,424,
making a total increase of arc lamps in use during the
Figured in percentages, the
whole of the year of 62,625
increase the first half of the year shows 20.1 percent.,
the second half 142 per cent., making a total gain of arc
lamps for the year of 34.3 per cent. A year ago it was estimated that there were 1,750,000 incandescent lamps in
Six months ago I found that
use in the United States
there were 2,142,440.
At the present time there are no
less than 2,504,490, making a gain during the first half of
the year of 392,924, and during the latter half of the year
of 361,596, or a total gain for the year of 754,990 incandescent lamps.
Figured in per cent., it shows a gain during the first half of the present year of 32,3 per cent.; during the latter half 10.7, a gain during the whole year of 49
electrical

We

,

In calling the convention to order, President

Duncan an-

nounced that, in the absence of Mayor Roche, the convention would be welcomed to Chicago by City Electrician
John P. Banett, of Chicago.
Mr. Barrett was received with applause as he appeared
on the platform, and addressed the convention as follows:

prof barrett's welcome.

Mr. President and Gentlemen of the Convention: His honor. Mayor Roche, requested me on yesterimporvital
to say to you that, as a subject of
tance to the city of Chicago was being discussed this morning in Springfield, it was absolutely necessary that he be
there, but he hoped to pay his respects to this organization
He also reto-morrow, or sometime during the session.
quested me to extend to you the courtesies of the city, the
freedom of the town, but on looking over the great number
of my old friends whom I see here this morning. I am satisfied that the city is not large enough to contain all of you,
and therefore I include, in your welcome to the city, the
parks and the boulevards.
If you have any difficulties
anywhere, I will leave my telephone number here, boys, so
that we will be able to get you out of any trouble into
which you may get. I hope to meet you also here tomorrow, when his honor, the mayor, will more fully express
[Applause.]
our obligations to you.
I thank you.
are certainly
President Duncan, in response, said:
authorities
of Chicago for the
very much obliged to the
welcome which they have tendered us, but they have evidently mistaken the class of citizens who belong to this association.
will not need any parks to go to in the
manner suggested by our friend; I think we can all confine
ourselves during business hours to this building, and later
we will enjoy the hospitalities of the town. Iu the name
of the association, I heartily thank the authorities of Chicago for the welcome tendered us.
President Duncan delivered the annual address to the
convention, as follows:

day

We

We

per cent.

what the increase in
It is also interesting to notice
capitalization has been in electric light companies of the
United States during the year. During the first half of
the year the increase was $42,210,100; during the latter

was $27, 187,634, making a total gain during the year
of $69,397,734.
It is also interesting to note some comparative figures
upon the electric railway industry. Six months- ago,
there were 34 electric railroads in operation in the United
half'it

During the last six months there has been an in making at the present time a total of 53 Six
months ago there were S3 roads in process of construction.
There are 39 less at the present time, making the number
Six
of roads now under constiuction not finished, 44.
months ago there were 39 electric roads incorporated in
the United States upon which construction had not yet
Six
present
time there
are
begun
at
the
42.
months ago there were 225 electric cars in operation.
Since that time 155 have been put into commissions, making, at the present time, 379 cars in operation.
Six months ago there were 244 cars under contract but not
This number has increased by 1S5 during
in operation
the last six months, making a total of 339 electric cars at
Six months ago
present under contract but not running
there were 13S miles of single track in operation; during
the past six months there has been an increase of \$"]%
miles, making a total at the present time of 294^ miles of
Six months ago there were
single track in operation.
iSgJ^ miles of single track under contract but not in operation.
At the present time there are 273^ miles of single
It would be
track under contract but not in operation.
profitless for me to draw elaborate deductions from these
figures; they tell for themselves the story of prosperity and
rapid growth throughout every department of the electric
light and power industry.
Acting under resolutions passed at the last convention,
States.

crease of 19.

;

PRESIDENT DUNCAN

S

ADDRESS.

Gentlemen of the National Electric Light Association:

But few of the gentlemen of this country who are commercially connected with the mai.ufacture and distribution
of electric light and power, and the apparatus used therefor, are aware that five years ago this month a handful of
men met in this city and organized a movement which has
grown into the large and powerful organization of which we
are members, and which is in session at the present time.
The industry of electric lighting at that time was can ied
on with all the enthusiasm which comes with a new undertaking, and with the mistakes which are su*e to arise in the
commercial introduction of any great industrial agency.
The gentlemen engaged therein, strangers to one another,
working independently, with no attempt at harmony, with
but little knowledge of one another's methods of business,
with no established custom or precedent to guide them,
came together for the purpose of deriving those benefits
which invariably result from the deliberate discussion of
those mooted questions which are common to the experience of all electric light men.
To even enumerate the topics which have been discussed
at the various conventions of this association, the reports
which have b.en rendered by special committees, the papers which have been presented byre-cognized experts in
the various departments of electrical engineering, and the
discus-ions which have taken place between these well qualified to speak, would consume more time than your president feels at liberty to take for such a purpose from this
ion.
Fortunately, the association is iu possession
ompletc set of published proceedings from the first
convention down to the present time, and these volun es,
many hundreds in number, now reposing in ihe lecti ical
libraries of this country and abroad, testify to the steady
<

ill of
(he industry and the increased in
formation on the part of the whole electrical fraternity on
It n a) be
cle trie light and power.

remembered that in the early days of this association the
•re the electrical fraternity was the then
all-important question of arc lighting.
The incandescent
light ha
No soonci
nmeri ial u c,
ben sol
lighting
in arc
I

on
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of the fraternity,

•

plicated
cnt light-

and occupied

the president of this association established a headquarters
in the city of New York in charge of the secretary and
treasurer on the first day of October, 1888, which action
was confirmed by the executive committee on Nov. 19.
From this office has been c rried on a voluminous and elaborate correspondence with the whole lighting and power
fraternity of this country, not only upon the subject of the
work of the various committees of the association, but also
in regard to this most important feature, the exhibition of

and power apparatus. For the first time in
the history of the National Electric Light association, this
The exhibit
has received the prominence which it merits
which appears in the other rooms of this building tcstifit s
not only to the interest which is shown by the electric lighting and power men of this country in the apparatus which
fact that
is now before the market, but it also shows the
the manufacturers and dealers in apparatus and supplies
electric light

are willing to put themselves to expense and trouble to
bring their wares to our notice in a suitable and proper

Although
way, when we are gathered at our meetings.
this movement originated prior 10 the last convention and
on
carried
has
been
pertaining
thereto
the correspondence
by the New York office, 1 wish to say that much of its
success is due to the admirable and methodical management of the chairman of the executive committee, Mr B.
We arc gathered at the present
F Sunny, of Chicago.
time, gentlemen, not only for the purpose of seeing an exhibit of the latest forms of electrical apparatusand supplies,
but primarily for the purpese of listening to papers and

February
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i will
discussions upon all important electrical questions,
not burden you with a detailed account of the^e reporls
and papers and discussions which will come before this
Some of the subjects deserve special mention,
body.
Petroleum for fuel first received attention frcm this body at
At this present meeting; several papers
Its last meeting.
The
will be presented upon this all important subject
question of the materials of underground conduits in relation to the insulating materials cf cables will also be
The mooted question of static charge on under
treated.
ground cables and the attendant puncturlrg thereof will
Electric light
also be the theme of an elaborate papir
stations as fire risks will be comprehensively treated by a
recognized expert in fire underwriting who has given
especial time and attention to this particular branch of ihe
subject.
The question of municipal lighting, which is
pressing upon the electrical fraternity to-day, will be the
subject of one or two papers and no doubt of a profitable
The numerous committees of this association
discussion.
have reports to make upon subjects which will be of much
The committee on undergrcund conduits
interest to all.
and conductors has carried on an enormous correspondence
with the entire electric lighting fraternity of this country,
and it seems eminently proper that the information they
have gathered should be presented in this city of Chicago
where the subject of the undergrounding of electric lighting wires has been more practically carried out than perThis question, which
haps in any other city in the world.
is at present one in which diverse opinions are held bv men
of equal professional standing, is one which thisassoi iaticn
cannot afford at the present time to ignore or overlook.
This association is at the present time in a flourishing
By this we do not mean that we are
financial condition.

we are comfortably able to pay
Since our last meeting the entire membership
has gone through a revision, the membersh ps at the
present time being vested in individual names instead of
This has, of course, involved an enormous
corporations.
amount of correspondence and a vast outlay of time and
trouble.
It has, however been successfully accomplished
and at the present time the roll of live, new members
rolling in wealth, but that

our

bills.

roll

wisdom cf this action. Although the assonumbers among its members every gentleman
interested in the electrical distribution of light and

testifies to

ciation
actively

the

power, it is an undisputed fact that
less than three times that number.

it

should contain not
It is believed th it the

association is now on that "tide in the affairs of men which
With the proper exercise of care in
leads on to fortune.''
the management of the association, it is felt that the enormous growth of the industry and the consequent influx of
hundreds of men into its ranks will lead to a much greater
The
increase in the roll than there has ever been before.
gain of new members si ace Jan. 3 evince? the fact that an
the
community
interest is being taken in the association by
at large.

During the call of the roll the chair announced that
gentlemen having proxies must produce them to the secretary.

Mr. Morrison: I move that, during the session of his
now until its final adjournment, twentymembers be considered a quorum for the trans(

convention, from
five

action of business.

The motion was unanimously adopted.
The President: Can the secretary state the number of
gentlemen present? About how many? The chair's tecollection is there were about eighty present who answered the
roll call.
There is a quorum present for the transaction of
business under the resolution you have just adopted.
Dr. Moses of New York: You have called attention to
one of the deficiencies in our constitution. We have had
occasion recently to examine into its efficacy as covering
certain matters brought before the executive committee.
We find that it has been rather loosely constructed. It is
a very important thing that this association should have a
good constitution, and one that is not I.kely to be altered
at each session.
I would therefore move that a comrxattee
be appointed by the chair for the purpose of revising our
constitution and by-laws, and that they be ordered to submit a draft of the constitution and by-laws to be presented
at the next regular meeting of the association, and that that
committee consist of three members
The motion was amended by making the committee conThe motion was unanimously
sist of five instead of three.
adopted, and the chair announced that he would name the
committee later on.
George M. Phelps of New York: In regard to the
matter under consideration, I would move that, as soon as
possible, we proceed to the selection of a nominating committee, who shall nominate officers for the ensuing year,
and also select a place and time for the semi-annual meeting.

A

motion

to

appoint a nominating committee was tabled

until the following day.

Allan V. Garratt then read his report, as

secretary, as

follows:

Total number of

Number
reply

of old

secretary's report.
members on previous record

members who have resigned

or

189

do not
7"

Leaving of the old membership now in good standing 113
New members added since January 3
62
Maicing membership paid upon on February iS, 1888. 175
treasurer also has letters requesting their names
to be placed on roster, but -not accompanied with
checks
23
According to the constitutional provision therefor, the
names of the twenty-three gentlemen cannot be
added to the books, though they would swell the
roll to
198
It was moved that the secretary's report be accepted and
placed on file.
It was referred to the executive committee.
Mr. Garratt read his report as treasurer as follows:
The last treasurer's report rendered to the association

The

shows a balance of $',935 23. This has not been re
by the present treasurer, and the pre*ent account will
with no balance.
The receipts and disbursements
Nov. 20, 1888, and Feb. 18, 1S89, are $3,712; expendi!

hand of $2,556,18.
The report was referred to the executive committee.
The President: The next business in order would
naturally be the report of the executive committee.
The executive committee is
11. E. SUNNY of Chicago:
not prepared to report and will respectively ask for further
time.
The President- The executive committee is not prepared to report and if there is no objection further time
'I hewill be granted for the presentation of the report
The first
next in order is reports of special committees.
which I have on the list is the report of the committee on
patent legislation by Mr. Steuart of Ualti.nere.
Arthcr Steuart: I have only to make a report to you
of what has been done during the past six monh<. and to
state that we have accomplished something in the direction
in which we have been striving, but we have not 001. e all
that we hoped to do, but we feel that we arc in a position
At
to carry on this work with success in the rear future.
the last meeting of this association held in New York, I
had the honor 10 report to you that the bill which we had
introduced in congress was pending before the judiciary
committee and that I had reason 10 expect thai the committee would make a favorable repo t on our bill and lee

ommend

its passage by congress.
Since that time they
have made a report, and I will read the report which they
have made.

report of committee on patent legislation

The committee on
bill

(H. R.

the judiciary, to

whom

.

was referred

908.}) to establish a court of patent appeals,
it to the
House and
amendments herewith sub-

have considered the same, and report

recommend

its

passage, with

mitted.

The court of patent appeals as provided for by the bill
and amendments reported by the committee, consists of one
chief justice and two associate justices, who shall be appointed by the President, byard with the advice and consent of the Senate, and who shall hold office during good
behavior, and receive a salary each of $6,000 per annum.

The associate justices shall take precedence according
to the dales of their commission, or, when the date of the
commissions may be the same, according to age.
The bill provides for the appointment of a clerk, deputy
The fees of the
clerks, marshal and reporter by the court.
clerk shall be the same as now allowed by law to the clerk
of the Supreme court, but shall not exceed $6,000 a year.
The salary of the marshal is fixed at $2,000 per annum
The pay of the reporter is not to exceed $2, 500 annually,
unless the number of reports required to be printed shall be
increased by order of the court, in which case the salary or
pay may be increased, not exceeding $1,500 a year.
The court is required to hold one term annually at the
seat of government, commencing on the second Monday in
October, and may hold special or adjourned terms as the
court may deem proper for the dispatch of business
The jurisdiction of the court as prescribed and defined in
as follows:
The court of patent appeals of the United
Sec. 14.
States" shall have appellate jurisdiction in the cases hereafter
specially provided for without regard to the sum in controversy.
the courts of the United States having
1st. "From
original jurisdiction of cases tourhing patents, copyrights,
trademarks and labels, in all cases involving these subthe

bill is

jects."

2d. From the commissioner of patents in all cases touching the patentabili y of inventions, priority of invention
among several claimants for patents upon the same invention, and in all cases of re-issue and the judicial practice of
the patent office, also all cases touching the registration of
trademarks and labels and the rights of conflicting claimants therefor.
Sec. 15. From and after the passage of this act there
shall be no appeal from the circuit courts of the United
States or any territorial or district court or court of the
District of Columbia, in cases touching patents, trademarks, copyrights or labels to the Supreme court of the
United States directly, but all such cases formerly appealable to the Supreme court shall be heard on appeal by
the court of Patent Appeals.
Sec. 16. There shall be a right of appeal from the
court of Patent Appeals to the Supreme court t f the
United States in all cases regardless of the amount in controversy; subject to the same regu'ations, however, as row
exist with regard
to appeals to the Supreme court in
causes of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction and to such
further regulations as the Supreme court of the United
States may make.
Sec. 17. All cases touching patents, trademarks, copy
rights, or labels now pending before the Supreme court ol
the United States awaiting trial shall be transferred to and
heard by the court of Patent Appeals.
The expediency and propriety of, if not necessity for the
the establishment of, such a court as contemplated by this
measure will not be questioned if proper consideration be
given to the objects that will be attained by the passage of
this bill

Among the results reasonably expected to flow from the
organization of the court of patent appeals, attention may
be called to the following:
(1) It would enable the public and patentees to determine the value and validity of patents without serious and
vexatious delays, and thus promote the interest of all concerned.
(2)

It

(3)

Supreme court cf much of the
by this class of litigation.
become thor-

will relieve the

burden imposed upon

The

it

practice in the patent office would

;n

which una
be greatly dimin-

the public, would

1

tures, $100.08; cash -»n land, $3,011 £2.
There are bills outstanding against the associ
authorized by the treasurer under advice of the chairman
of the executive committee; when paid from the funds
in the hands of the treasurer there will be a balance on

the

''-'

•

->ed.

y con-

mplityifig the patent
estions of doubt which

are often

Without intending to pr-.
mmittee to arrive at the foregoing conch:
ate submitted:
of a patent, at most is seventeen years, and if it
one, or intricate and radical, it usually rcne-fourth of that period to introduce it and stcure
its use by the public.
This, in part, results from the fact that manufacturers
who must be relied upon to make and introduce new inven-

The

life

nventions are slow' and reluctant to place in g
tions which displace or render valueless articles in the production of which they are already engaged.
This is illustrated by experts, who say that to change
from one style of gun to another requires from si.oooto
months' to a year's time to make the
model gun from which to make the dies, gauges, special
tools, etc
and that to make these latter, much time and
money are required.
When ordinarily the financial life of a patent is abridged
by the difficulties of placing the invention into general use.
we can appreciate the importance of speedy decisions
when it is infringed or when its validity is questioned.
Under the present condition of the business of the courts it
requires, ordinarily, from two to three years to obtain a
rlecision in the circuit courts of the United States, and if
appealed to the Supreme court, from three to four years
.

,

It may be said
are required to obtain a decision then.
that the same difficulty and delay attend the determination

of all other questions involving the determination of propWhile this is true, it should be borne in
erty rjghts.
mind that this species or character of property differs from
The duration of the owner's
all other kinds of property.
The period is short, for
title is arbitrarily fixed by law.
the most part seventeen years.
The constitution imposes upon Congress the duly of securing to authors and inventors, for a limited time, the exclusive right to their respective writings and inventions. It
is submitted, respectfully, that this duty is very imperfectly
discharged when, by the omission of Congress to provide
proper means to determine questions arising out of patents,
the life of a patent may be frittered away by the delays of
the law.
As has been said, it feauires from three to four years
after a cause has been filed in the Supreme court 10 obtain
This does not result from any fault of the
a decision.
judges.
It is due solely to the fact that Congress has so
broadened the appellate jurisdiction of the court as to overburden the physical capacity of the tribunal.
The original jurisdiction of the court, fortunately, is fixed
by the constitution, and Congress cannot add to it or subtract from it; buttheappell te jurisdiction of the court is
subject to the powtr of Congress, and that authority has
been exercised without proper regard to the physical
capacity of the judges or the interests of litigants.
It operates
This condition ought not to be continued
in a great many cases as a denial of justice, and every
citizen of the United States is interested in bringing about

a change.

may be asked how

this measure will contribute to the
that inquiry it may be answered that, by the
sixteenth section of the bill, as quoted herein, it is provided
that appeals from the court proposed to be established to
the Supreme court shall be subject to the same regulations
as now exist with regard to appeals to the Supreme eourt
in cases of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction, and to such
further regulations as the Supreme court may make.
By reference to the act of 1S75, relating to the practice
in the courts of the United States in cases of admiralty
upon appeals to the Supreme court, and the rule of the
Supreme cou t upon that subject, it will be observed that
the circuit court is required to make a finding of facts and
law, and the review of the judgments of the circuit courts
by the Supreme court in these cases is confined to questions
It

result?

To

of law only.
It follows that if a similar rule shall be applied to patent
cases as the sixteenth section of the act provides, the Supreme court in reviewing the judgments of the court proposed to be established will pass upon questions of lawonly, and thus from fifteen to twenty per cent, of the time
now consumed by the court in these cases i vv
through voluminous records, endeavoring to find the facts.
will be saved and profitably applied to the disposition of
i

other business in the court.
It is difficult to perceive any good reason for requiring
the Supreme court to find the facts in patent cases and net
in admiralty cases
Upon the score of economy, it is respectfully submit ed
that the expenses of this court will not exceed $30.0-0 per

annum.
Such a sum of money bears no comparison to the
amount that will be saved to the people of the United
States by the speedy adjudication of questions arising out
To this should be added, also, the incalculable
advantage that will result to litigants in the Supreme court
of the United States from the savingcf time.
The income of the patent office for the fiscal year ending
June 30, iSSS. was $1,122 994. SS; expenses, $953,730.14:
leaving a surplus turned into the treasury e\ the United
States of $169,264 40. which, added to the pre\iously
ere lited surplus, makes a balance in the treasury to the
i-rcdit of the patent fund cf $3,3 ;;,K>6.65.
of patents.

After reading the report. Mr. Steuart made the following
remarks:
At the last meeting of the association, I read in your
hearing letters of recommendation which I had received
from the members of the Supreme court of the United
States, recommending the passage of this bill and the esI have in my hand a letter from
tablishment of th>s court.
the secretary of the president of the United States, in
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which he says that he has given the matter very careful
consideration and is deeply interested in the establishment
I also have here a quotation
of a court of patent appeals.
from the President's message of December 3, 1888, in
which he says:
"The crowded condition of the calendar of the Supreme
court of the United States, and the delay to suitors and
denial of justice resulting therefrom, has been strongly
urged upon the attention of the Congress with a plan for
the relief cf the situation, approved by those well able to
''
judge of its merits
I have, finally, a letter in my hand from the chairman of
the judiciary committee who made this report and who has
our bill in charge, and who is doi g everything possble to
have it pass. Together with the chairman, I have moved
all the powers that were at my command during the past
six months to secure a time for the consideration of our
There is no opposition to it whatever. It is vtry
bill.
It is indorsed by ail
favorably con=idered by everybody.
There is no reason why it should
the highest authorities.
not be passed, e- cept that the calendar of the house is so
overcrowded with other bills and the t me of the house is
so occupied with poli ical mat;ers, that nothing of a
I
have
private nature can be expected to be acted upon.
here a letter from Judge C-ulberlson, in which he says:
r.ot
considt
favorably
the
on
rules
did
r
"The comnrttee
proposition to give the committee on the judiciary time for
the consideration of cur bill (<r a court of patent appeals.
That being the case, the committee on rules has
entire control of what bill-; shall be considered, and unless
they give the lime for the coi.s deritU.n no bill can tet
place before the house."
It is simply buried under an cnormrus mass of othe*

But the bill is in shape for introduction into the
next Congress, and everything is ready for us to begin
work again in November, with every reason to expect that
we will succeed. We began to consider this matter at the
early part of the present fiftieth Congress. It took six months
to get the bill into such form as we could all agree upon. It
was filed in April. It took me until the first of September
or latter part of Augtst to get this report from the judiciary
committee favoring the bill and recommending its passage.
Since then you have heard its fate; it has lain with thousands of other bills
The report was ordered filed.
The President: You have heard the recommendation
of the chairman of the committee on patent legislation. He
has worked without reward, and he makes the statement
that he is in arrears to the attorney whom he engaged to
While the assoassist him in the prosecution of his work.
ciation cannot act as a body to liquidate that indebtedness,
You
yet it can be liquidated by the individual members.
The chairman of the committee
understand the question
simply requests that voluntary subscriptions be given for
that particular purpose.
Secretary- Garratt presented the following report of the
committee on transportation, in the absence of the chairman of the committee, George F. Porter:
matter.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION.
Your committee on transportation has to report
completion of

and would state that
One and one-third fare

its duties,

it

the
obtained

for round
favorable rates, viz.
from all principal points in the territory east of ChiOwing to
cago, Peoria, St. Louis and Mississippi river.
the association west of these points being considerably
application
for rates
time
of
our
filing
disorganized at the
we were unable to accomplish anything, unless we would
guarantee a minimum of one hundred delegates from that
:

trip

territory.

The President:

on insulation of

member.

Mr. Morrison: The duties of that committee are of
such a character that no one engaged in the electric lightIt
ing business would care to attempt to fulfill them.
practically involves a decision as to whose wire carries the
have
our
committee
insulation.
We
carried
upon
best
insulation, and
lists for several years this committee on
we have never yet had a report from them. Prof. Barker,
''.-.
lering, Prof. Houston and a large number of scientific gentlemen were assigned to this duty at one time, and
the prospect was that we would get from them a report;
but when the time came, owing to the inability of the association to provide the scientific instruments for the tests
which were necessary to determine certain qualities of innotably, the lack of an apsulation and for other reasons
propriation to be placed at the disposal of these gentlemen, and without which they could not operate to any
advantage they were unable to make a report, except a
I

—

—

now among

which I take it is
With this condition of
the association.
and believing that we are only lumbering
partial one,

is

upon

the archives of
things before us,

up your cornand perhaps some other com-

that that committee be
discharged from further consideration of the question.
Tried, and the committee
was discharged from further duties.
The next committee that the chair
The

mittees

has on the
Dr. Moses

it,

f

sir,

:

01

I

is

which

education, of

chairman.

charged
Mr. Morrison moved that the report be accepted and
the committee be discharged, and the motion was carried
unanimously.
Mr. President: It was suggested at the opening of
this session to day that the session be a short one devoted
to reports of committees, and the chair has called over
simply the names of those committees that could report
this morning.
If there is nothing further before the
house, the chair is ready to entertain a motion to adjourn
until to-morrow morning after some announcements shall
have been made.
The President: Before we adjourn the chair desires
to state that he has appointed as a committee on revision
of the constitution, Dr Moses of New York, A. J. De
Camp of Philadelphia, Mr. Perry of Providence, Henry
D. Stanley of Bridgeport, and Mr Candee of New York.
On motion of Mr. DeCamp the convention adjourned
till

Wednesday morning

at 10:30 o'clock.

Wednesday's Proceedings.
Duncan

President

Wed-

called the convention to order

nesday morning at 11 o'clock.

PRESENTATION TO PKESIDENT DUNCAN.

Dr. Otto A. Moses, ofNew Yotk:

Mr President, it
a very agreeable feeling- to u.- all, no doubt, to hear the
those knuckles to bring this la ge body to
order.
It sho«s the respect that we have for law and order.
Nevertheless, in the course of debate occasions may
arise where it becomes essential to make one's self heard
and felt. The usual instrument by which that is done is
something more durable than a pair of knuckles.
I ^ee
that our president has no gavel.
I noticed
it yesterday,
and some of his friends and the friends of this association
in the city, thinking of it yesterday, had prepared an insignia of office, and the Central Electric company of Chicago, which represents the Okonite cable, on the spur of
the
moment had this implement constructed, and a
formidable one it is.
It is shoit, but
it combines in it a
great many things It is a bit of cable which will here remain
upon this desk, and will include in its circuit all of our
members. At the last meeting in New York, we had occasion to tender our respects and to leave a memento of
our affection in the hands of our retiring president.
It is
a pity that a closed circuit should at anytime be interrupted.
The general practice in America has been to operate altogether on closed circuits, and for that reason I
proposed, and these gentlemen have carried out the idea
beautifully, that this should be, as it were, a continuation
of that harmonious condition that has existed always
throughout this convention. The president may do with
this gavel as he pleases
The President: I certainly thank you for this emblem
of authority.
I have no doubt
that entire harmony will
prevail in this meeting of the association.
1 have no
doubt that the chair will have very little, if any, occasion
to use it except in the ordinary tap to call you to order.
I
know these gentlemen so well, and they will have such a
deference for each other's opinion, and the expressions
thereof, and will be so courteous in debate that I realize
the fact that it will be of very little use so far as you gentlemen are concerned,
I appreciate the
kindly expression
of feeling with which it was tendered, and hope that the
is

slight rap of

r

always remain closed.

Eugene T. Lynch read

the report

of

the committee

on

underground conduits and wires, as follows:

report of committee on underground conduits and
conductors.
Gentlemen of the Electric Light Convention:
At the eighth meeting of the National Electric Light association, held in New York on August 29th, 30th and 31st,
the following resolution was offered and adopted:
Resolved: That a committee of live be appointed by
the chair to examine into and report upon the system of underground conduits, with underground conductors and conduits now in operation, and the number of wires actually in
use in these conduits, and to report at the next meeting of
this association.
The president appointed Messrs. Lynch, Barney, Kerr,
Davis and Crocker as members of that committee. And
as chairman of that committee, I beg leave to submit to
the convention the following report:
As the resolution called for a compilation of all data connected with the actual placing of electrical wires underground, your committee deemed it advisable to send out a
circular, calling upon and asking all the local electric light
companies for the results of any practical tests that they
had made.
To carry out this idea, they auscd to be printed the following circular:
"/WW the Committee on Underground Conduits and Coni

ductors;
"I lENTLEMEN:
A committee was appointed at the semiannual convention of the National Electric Lighl association, held in New York August 29th, 30th and 31st, to in-

vestigate and collect all data relating to underground wires
and conductors, both in this country and Europe,
ll is
the intention of this committee to present this report at the
iation,

lary [9, 20

and

which

be held

will

ZI, [889.

"So many crroncou
have been made, from
time to time, regarding experiments or tests with undci
ground wiring, thai the committee (In orderthal
may
'' iidi "I the que ition) feels that it is no cssa y to
all r'f (he mo
details and facts regarding
1

ere

two members appointed on
tting lo (Jo the work of rco
-

ntcrs the adopt
curriculum embod)
.,-

ment of

is, since they have done the work for us, we had better not
ask anything more of the community if we have such able
exponents of our views.
I ask that the committee be dis-

circuit will

The

next committee to report will be
wires and installation of
The convention in New York did not appoint any
plants.
chairman, but allowed the committee to select its own
chairman, and the executive committee afterward in
structed the secretary at that meeting to call a meeting of
this committee and allow it to choose its own chairman
and proceed to work. That I understand was done, but
Dr. Moses is the senior
the committee has never met.
the committee

February

e

treat

appointment of the

fork

took the

initia

-iiythat

add anything.

The

il

result

"Will you, therefore, kindly answer, as far as maj
your power (he following
and return the
01 latipn '
.'"-il
as po
Your
ns will be looked
1

.

bi

in

amc
1

ible

23,

i£

and will not be referred to by name or locality
committee.
It
is
desirable that you
your answers at once, as the compilation of statis-

confidential,

in the report, of the

send
tics

in

takes time.

"Yours very

truly,

"Eugene
"Allan

V.

Garratt,

T. Lynch,

Chairman.

Secretary."

Have

you ever placed underground, any electric
light conductors, carrying currents at a potential of 1,000
1.

volts or over?
2. If so, state the number of experiments,
giving the date of each.
3. What was the length of each
individual conductor laid underground?
4. What was the

voltage on each conductor? 5. What was the current, in
amperes, carried by each conductor? 6. What make and
style of dynamo supplied the current on each of these conductors? 7. Were these conductors single or grouped in
cables?
8 How many conductors to the cable?
9. What
was the size of the conductors used? (In answering this
question give the number and gauge.)
10. What was the
thickness of the insulation?
11. Who was the maker of
the cable?
12. Were the cables laid in any form of conduit?
13. If so, what kind of conduit was used?
14. Describe the manner in which the cables were laid in the conduit—whether drawn in, built in, or otherwise. 15. If the
cables were laid directly in he ground, describe the method
of laying them.
16. Was there more than one duct in the
conduit?
17. If there were other ducts, what wasin them?
iS. Did you have exclusive control of the conduit?
19.
What was the total duration of your experiments? 20.
Did the cables work satisfactorily during the entire time of
your experiments? 21. If not, how long did they work
satisfactorily?
22. If the cables failed to work satisfactorily, to which of the following causes do you attribute the
difficulty?
Please answer as fully as possible: a De r ective insulation; b. Defects in joints; c. Defects in making
connections from cables to lamps.
These were sent to all of the local electric light companies, and in response to them we have received 130 answers.
In presenting and compiling the answers to the
various questions that were sent out, we have deemed it
advisable to divide them into two classes, as follows:
Those who have had actual experience in placing and
running underground electric wires and tho^e who have
not had actual experience, but whose opinions we have
asked.
Of the former class there are but seven.
will
here give the details of the placing of .the wires underground, the duration of tests, style of conduit used, and
the general results, that were received in each of these
seven answers.
As it was stated in the circular sent out that all the
communications would be regarded as strictly confidential,
we have deemed it advisable that the names of the companies or individuals should not be mentioned in this report;
consequently we will not refer to them by name.
First.
The writer has used the underground conductors
for three years.
Has us. d wire of three of the most prominent manufacturers. Has'discarded two and is now using
the third
The cables were carried in a cement pipe and
manholes were placed at every 250 feet.
Cables had been
drawn into the conduits, and as a method of facilitating
their drawing in, pulverized soapstone had been used for
the purpose of avoiding abrasion.
Only one wire placed in each pipe.
Lie states that the
wires have not worked satisfactorily, and that he has been
compelled to shut down many times, that they are now
running faiily well, but he is obliged to keep them under
constant supervision and repair.
He accounts for most of
the trouble that he has experienced by defective insulation,
defective mechanical construction, and by deterioration in
the insulation in the wires, having had no serious trouble
with the style of conduits that he has used.
In answer to
the twenty seventh question regarding the practicability of
placing his conductors underground, he states: "We are
operating some eight miles of underground wire; we wish
there were less, and certainly are not anxious for more."
In answer to the twenty-eighth question, regarding the
difficulties and objections
to underground wiring, and
whether he considered them commercial, electrical or mechanical, he states;
Electrical.
There is no cable that
will last with a current from a fifty-light dynamo.
Commercial
Owing to the large cost of construction and
expense of maintenance, and great possibility of breaks,
there is consequently poor service and dissatisfaction.
He
has exclusive control of his conduit.
The writer has made
many experiments in which he has used lengths of cable
varying from 200 feet to two miles in length, manufactured
by most of the prominent wiring companies.
Cables have
been laid in and drawn in, in his own conduits, conduits
constructed of both wood and iron. The tests have usually
been of short duration, and have been suspended in each
case after a failure of the cable to work satisfactorily The
cause of the failure has been, mainly, defective insulation.
Defective mechanical construction, defects in laying, defective conduits, injury lo cables in laying, or defective
joints, have caused very little trouble, the main cause of
trouble being in defective insulation, and deterioration
owing to the presence of gas, water and steam.
His opinions based upon the results bi ought out by the
many tests that he has made is that " he does not consider it practical at the present time to place conductors underground, the absence of insulation that would stand
being the principal reason. If ever the question is settled,
the cost would, iu his estimation, make it commercially
impracticable.
In only one instance he had the exclusive
control of the conduit.
Thild: The company represented by the writer had
One style
four circuits underground for about one year.
of cable only, manufactured by a prominent manufaclur
ir, was alone used.
The wire was drawn into a composition conduit, which had manholes at the corners.
Quite an amount of trouble was caused in the start off,
by difficulty caused by abrasion to cable in drawing the
wire into the conduit.
The experiments were continued
(or one year.
They caused a great deal of trouble within
the lighting contracts, and at the end of (hat time were,
1
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He

considers his chief troubles to be defectin the conduits, and deterioration of
the cable, also trouble in defective insulation, defects in
the joints, and trouble in making connections through iron
pipes from the conduit to the surface.
His opinion based upon the results of the tests that lias
made is that he does not consider it practicable to place
" I don't know of any
his wires underground, and states:
system that has yet proved satisfactory; " and further slates:
"I know of no system to day which, even at any expense,
has proved satisfactory, except a system of subways built
large enough for men to walk through their entire length."
In answer to the difficulties of placing wires underground
he states that he considers the difficulties to be commercial, electrical and mechanical perfection, and still not be
so expensive (in the end) as to make the commercial objection insurmountable.
are £ II in the business simply to make money, and
the commercial objection must be met just as much as any
He did not have exclusive control of the conduit.
other.
The ordinance passed by the common council in his city
" that their committee had examined the
in 1 836 stated
subject and found the putting of all electrical wires underground feasible, and ordered all wires within a few
months, and those outside of this district, underground

abandoned^

ive conduits,

water

We

He

has been brought before the court
a number of times on complaint of the city attorney, but
nothing yet has been done in the matter.
Fourth: The writer has made two experiments during the last summer, one of which was a failure, and the
other a partial success, though the duration of the second
test and the position it occupied in the circuit was such as
The wires weie
to give little importance to the result.
pulled into a wooden conduit, there being two ducts in
He
each conduit.
Cables did not work satisfactorily.
states that the failure is due entirely to defective insulawithin one year."

tion.

In answer to the question if he considers it practicable
conductors underground, he replies, "
do
not. with anv system known at present."
In answer to the last question, concerning the difficulties and objections to placing wires underground, he states:
" The difficulty is particularly commercial, though I have
seen no system which I think will properly insulate the
conductors."
Fifth:
The writer has placed two circuits underground
The cables used are
about the first of the present year.
those manufactured by six of the most prominent companies.
They have been drawn into an asphalt conduit,
12 ducts in each conduit.
The duration of his experiment
has only been about a month and a half, and he states
that it is too early to tell what will be considered the result of the experiment.
In answer to the question if it would be considered
practicable to place the wires underground, he states,
"Have seen nothing jet that will answer."
In answer to the question regarding his opinion regarding difficulties and objections to going underground
he replies, "Chiefly commercial, partly electrical, and
partly mechanical."
He has exclusive control over his
own .style of conduit.
The writer has had wires in the conduits for about
five years.
The mains were carried through the streets
in a composite system of conduits, the connections are
made from the system to the cellars through iron pipes,
:ind the wires are conveyed then through cellars, connection being made from the cellars to the houses.
The cellars run completely around the block and permit of free access to them for the purpose of repairing
or making connections to wires.
He has used three different kinds of wires in the conduits, the cables now in use having been in position for
about thirteen months; although he has had trouble
with them, he claims that satisfactory service can be
maintained in his particular locality, as he considers the
question of the distribution of power and light an exceedingly simple one in his city, which is probably the
only city which is so fortunately situated.
He has in all about thirty-two circuits.
He states
that he is on the right track regarding the placing of
wires underground, and that the system such as he
operates will run satisfactorily.
The cables that he is
using are guaranteed for three years. The trouble that
he had with his first wires was mainly due, as far as he
can ascertain, to the fact that the insxilation surrounding the wires was not of sufficient thickness, and the
main conduits themselves were not dry.
He controls
his own conduits exclusively.
The writer lias made some practical experiments and
tests with cables under water; these were manufactured
by two of the most prominent companies. The cables did
not, however, work satisfactorily, lasting, as they did,
from three months to one and a half years. He lays the
cause of failure to the effect of water upon the cable,
and the deterioration in the insulation of the wire. His
opinion, based upon the tests he has made, is that he
does not cousider it practicable to place his conductors
underground; considers that the difficulties are both
electrical, mechanical and commercial; had exclusive
control over such conduits as he used.
In summarizing the results of the experiments in
these cities, in one case- only did the electric light company place its wires underground willingly; in all others
they were forced to do so by the local authorities.
In only one instance have the experiments or practical workings proved satisfactory; the only other case
that they did not report adversely being where the
wires had only been in operation about forty days.
The average voltage that we used on all the circuits
tested was 1,898 volts; the current was ten amperes;
the average thickness of insulation over wins was 9-32
of an inch, and the average length of cables tested in
each case was about 4,GC0 feet.
In considering the secoud class of answers, namely,
those who have not yet made any extended practical
lest, their answers have been directed mainly to Hie hist
four questions, the hist two of which relate to action
to place his

We

i»y Hie municipal authorities, and the last two consider
ilir practicability and the difficulties of placing
underground.
In very few of these cities have the municipal authoriliesyet taken any steps toward action upon the matter,
having been delayed in awaiting Hie solution of Mm- un
derground question in other cities.
In answer to the 27th question, asking them if they
considered il practical to place their conductors underground, 104 have replied that their opinions, based upou test* that they have seen and such information as
they have been able in obtain, both in this country add
abroad, is "that it has not been practical to place the
wires conveying high tension elecric arc light currents
underground."
practical
Two have answered that they considered
to do go, bm stale that at the present time they have no
wires underground.
In answer to the 28th question, which asks their opinit.

ion reminding the greatest difficulties to be met with in
considering the placing and operating of underground
wires, they all unite in the opinion that the difficulties
an' both mechanical, electrical and commercial,
They consider that the question of obtaining a satis-

factory conduit has not been properly solved; and that
we can
even if that should be solved in the future
not even at this time obtain a satisfactory insulation for
the wires that will not deteriorate within a few years,

an insulator when subjected to the action of steam, water and gas. The great
difficulty of making connections for buildings and
lamps, and the absence of any satisfactory system of
subsidiary conduits, is considered by all as a bar to successful operation, as the difficulty of drawing in cables
without abrasion to the insulating covering, even with
the most careful handling, is very great.
The commercial objection is considered a very great
one, as not only is the first cost about eight times heavier than that of an overhead system, but the repairs to
the cables due to the deterioration of the insulation and
other defects caused by mechanical or electrical deficiencies would be very much heavier than the expense
of operating and maintaining overhead systems, and
that the prices at which they are now furnishing the
electric
light would have to be very materially increased to meet these extra and very heavy expenses. A
systemof tunnels through all the principal streets is

and become perfectly

useless as

considered to afford the only means for the solution of
this problem.
There are many other responses to the circulars, in
which the writers state that they have had no experience
with underground lines, and have not yet considered the
question in the light that we have placed it before then.
The committee also sent a letter asking many of the
questions that were sent in the circular, to all of the
electric underground wire companies, and in response
received quite a number of communications from the
Most of them said that at the present
cable companies.
time they were unable to give any information in regard
to underground wiring, as they have had very little experience with wires for that purpose, but that they do
not doubt that in the future the state of the art will permit of the wires being placed underground, and that
their particular company will be well equipped for doing so.
Other companie3 reply mat the wiring of their system
that has been used for underground purposes has been
for potentials under 2,000 volts, and that they have met
with entiresuccess with potentials of a system with 1,000
And they do not anticipate in the future that
volts.
they will have any trouble in furnishing wire to meet
the requirements of the electric lighting companies, but
at the present time they have not yet done so.
They unite in stating that they think that the question
of the insulation of high voltage of currents should be
solved by the using of good, durable, thick insulation.
Their experience in" conduits has been, that they do
not want creosoted wood, but would prefer to have their
wires buried in the ground or under water, and would
recommend at the present time that single conductors
should be used.
They seem to be about evenly divided on the question
as to whether lead-covered cables should be used for
underground purposes.
The report was accepted and placed on file.
Mr. Barrett: If this convention is in condition to
receive information in regard to underground conduits, I
I want to say, for the benefit of
will be glad to offer it.
this convention, that we have had underground service
here for the last thirteen years. We have been using electric lights with underground circuits for the last six years.
The municiplity purposes to extend its electric light system indefinitely so far as the limits of Chicago are concerned. I hoped that I should receive some information
from other communities. When I see in this convention
gentlemen who are prepared to guarantee to construct and
maintain conduits in any form that you require, and right
alongside of them gentlemen prepared to furnish you
conductors that will carry anything you want in face of

—

these facts, I say, I find it stated by this report that it is an
think pretty well of it here, and we
impracticability.
I would be glad to offer
have got plenty of it in service.
any assistance I can to demonstrate that fact.
I am another aggrieved party. I
W. H. Johnstone

We
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I have been in the underground
did not receive a circular.
been
I have
electric light business, for five or six years.
operating a plant in Philadelphia during that entire time
constructed
a
have
with perfect and uniform success.
plant in New York for the same purpose at a very great exThe reason why gentlemen say the conduits are
pense.
They
not practicable is that they have not seen them.
would not look at them. In 1SS3 we laid two miles of
At the time the
conduits in Chestnut street, Philadelphia.
state of the manufacture of the insulation was in a somewhat primitive condition. To-day the manufacturers have
advanced so far that they are willing to offer us wires with
a guarantee of three or Jive years' duration of ^ any insula-
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tion that

we

require.
.

and they

did

not

Kven with that very wca>: insulation
which was made of pure rubber

1,

understand that a

er portion
out and crowd it upon the top even with that, some of
workthose con
eighteen
m
a a year or
:ng in front
ing straight along.
Mr. DcCamp,
of mc, has had an opportunity of seeing all that. The)
the:this thing
succeed, and,
not want
to
opportunity
the
advantage
of
they
took
it.
They ran it to
and got possession
of
i:ort time it was announced that
ctric lighting underground was not practical, and
that they would have to utilize these conduits for an inin that

—

They were then making a
ent circuit.
some income per week, which was paying the
•

institution

They transferred it into an alternating system and
took as few customers as they possibly could, and consequently the thing was reported to be bankrupt.
nicely.

there and are
It is not bankrupt, but the conduits are
being used today. Mr. DeCamp has charge of the engoing right
nevertheless
conduits
are
tire thing and the
through underground. Now, when it comes to conduits,
We started out with
I have
spent eight )ears with them.
The difficulties
the idea of grasping the entire subject
electrical difficulty
The
mechanical.
were electrical and
we knew we could deal with the mechanical difficulty was
the serious one.
The first difficulty was expense. It is
more expensive tran creosoted wood, or asphalt or something of that kind, but when you put it down, you have a
comprehensive thing that fulfills every possible idea you
may suggest, and I now challenge any gentleman in this
convention to ask me a question as to the distribution or
;

handling of an electric light current for its commercial
uses that I cannot right in this hall show him how it is
done, and he will say to me, " That is right. I see how it
is done."
Now, that iron is the best material electrically
That is the material for econI think we will all admit.
omy, and consequently I do not see what this report is
*
constructed upon.
If you do not want to put them underground at your
own risk, here stands an individual who is prepared to give
bonds to put them in in any town or city in the country,
and to make more money out of them than you are now
making, if you will simply enter into an agreement that,
if we do that, we shall have so much money for the trouble
we are put to. You talk about abrading the conductor,
drawing it in and out. You cannot abrade a lead cable.
Lead does not cut. To put a cable overhead is a menace
to life and property, and it is a very great economy to put
them below. A resolution was passed a year ago by this
intelligent body of gentlemen, stating there was no scheme
presented that was commercially practical for putting elecNow, I move to rescind
tric light wires under ground.
that

We are

laying in New York city conduits that have
now quite a million of dollars. There has been
about four miles up to the present time, and it has
proven satisfactory to the minds of those people who
were so bitterly opposed to this system. Now we have
laid that conduit in Broadway and we are going to have it
on 125th street, and I promise you that this coming summer the electric conductors in New York will all go under
ground, and our good friend, Mr. Lynch, will have to reverse that report in a very short time.
Mr. Ecclesine: In listening to the report as carefully as

cost
laid

I could, the first thing that struck me was the lack of any
The
prejudice against recommending underground wire.
report was strained in its effort to recommend the adoption
I noticed that the number of
of underground circuits.
communications that the gentlemen had solicited from the
electric light companies and given consideration to were
where underground conductors were failures; any success
seemed to be overlooked or was not reached by the committee.
It struck me also that the report of the committee
was made up of these objections, and that therefore it was
made so as to support the resolution that had declared in
New York that underground conduits were not a success.
To support the resolution this report was somewhat
strained in its effort to sustain the belief that it is impracThere have been, I
ticable at present to go underground.
believe, for some time past, underground stations worked
successfully, not one of which the report happened to name.
I take Prof. Barrett's word for it that he has worked underground successfully, and yet Prof. Barrett is thoroughly
known in this country, and' the report fails to say anything
about his experience, though I have no doubt if they had
applied to him for his experience he would have sent willIn fact, all the informaingly what information he had.
tion the report brings is damaging to underground systems.
supported
by this report,
But the resolution that is to be
which was passed last August, I think was one of a verysweeping nature. It was the effort of people to say. "we
don't want to go underground, and, therefore, we will say
The electric light
boldly we cannot go underground."
companies that have answered the gentlemen of the ccmmittee are evidently not desirous of going underground;
but 1 think the people of the country are des : rous to have

them go underground.
They will bo compelled to go underground by pubNow nothing can be done without an
lic opinion.
earnesl effort; and I do nut think there i=? any earnest
effort on the pari of tin' committee to find how to go
underground, but a yery strong and earnest em
When the reporl of
find how no! to go underground.
iii«> committee comes up
Cor adoption 1 propose then
to move ji resolution rescinding the resolution passed
lasi August.
propose to do that not because of the
opinions of the people, but because of the facts that
exist.
There are gentlemen hero who can test!
I

the faci thai underground lighting has bei
fully performed, where the men wanted to do it.
rdonol stand liero to deT. Oabtenteh Smith:
clare thai overhead wire's are dangerous, or that the
w itvs have to go underground. I believe 10-day, after
our expqrience o£ nearly three years with under-
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ground circuits and an experience oT sfx years of overhead circuits, that overhead work, if it is properly done
with good material, good workmanship and careful
watching, is the safest method of distributing power
known to us. When you take into consideration the
amount of power there is being distributed through
electric light wires on overhead circuits, taking the
one city of New York, or the one city of Philadelphia

and comparing it with the accidents that occur every
day or every hour with any other form of transmitting
power, you find that it is incomparably safer. The
case that I know of best, perhaps, is in our own town
I do not quite know of how many
of Philadelphia.
miles of overhead conductor there are in that city,
but I judge I am rather within the mark when I say
100 miles.

Two hundred.
Smith: We have in Philadelphia. I believe, in
the neighborhood of 100 miles of street car track.
Now in these two hundred miles which Mr. Be Camp
tells me is the mileage of Philadelphia we are distributing in the neighborhood of three or four thousand horse power and we are doing that on an average
When yon consider that on
of sixteen hours a day.
any one of these overhead wires the whole current of
the dynamo representing from fifty to sixty-five horse
power can be realized not at every mile of that wire
or on every foot of that wire, but at every one-thousandth of an inch you see the potentiality of that
distribution is enormously greater than anything else
that can be calculated. In Philadelphia last year
there has been one death from an arc light current,
caused at a fire by a fireman cutting a telephone wire
which dropped across an old underwriter's circuit and
coiled itself up in two or three rings where it struck
the ground. A little boy running across the street
ran across this wire and in his endeavor to get away
from the shock twisted the wire around himself and
What do
fell in the gutter and was picked up dead.
we find* in the miles of ear tracks operated by cable
companies? Twelve deaths were caused where people fell off the cars or were knocked down by the cars
and were run over. Everybody uses the cable cars
more or less they are a great public convenience; so
Mb. DeCamp:
Mi;.

—

Why is it that people think
are the electric lights.
the cable ears more of a convenience than the electric
lights'?
Simply because the cable cars have broken
down a dozen times and driven it home to the mind
of every man in that city that the cable ears must not
be interfered with on any account, while the electric
lights have not broken down and on account of the
1 service
they have done they do not get proper
g
recognition from the public. I want to put myself on
record as a strong and earnest advocate of overhead
circuits where it is possible. They are easy to repair;
they are easily kept in order; if there is anything
wrong with them it is quickly seen; but on the other
hand I must say I do not consider that this report is
at all a fair one to the underground wires. When any
company wishes to adopt a new system, using, perhaps,
particular form of electric apparatus, do they
go around and ask companies who are not using that
system "what their opinion of it isV Not much; tney
pick out men who are using that system and go to
them to see what has been their success with it.
They are not content with taking the say-so of people;
they try to find out the reasons for its failure. Now I
am not aware that I have ever seen that circular sent
out by Mr. Lynch's committee. I represent the Key-L' me Construction company. Philadelphia, and we are
operating an underground station. We are doing so
because we could not help it. If we could have gone
ovi-rheadwe wouldhave adopted the overhead system.
We have had a great deal of trouble with underground wires, out somehow have managed
It has cos1
to keep our lights going straight along.
us less to do that than any similar amount of overof.
When we went into this
head wire that I know
thing we went into it in an experimenting way. Tljere
body in this country who could tell us any thing
about it. Fortunately Eormyself, when I first went into
Ihc electric business some seventeen years ago
served my time in a factory where we made subma:ibie.
I had
an opportunity of seeing a gnat
many accidents that happened to ocean cables. We
went out in boat- and hauled up th" cables and found
that the accidents were more mechanical than elecWhen we went into this alternate current
trical.
!.u-ii
ui .vith a regular storm of assertion
that, we never could run alternate currents— the in_•' cal
We have had not on.'
particle "f trouble from Induction or anything but
anica] d<-f«-<-t- or defective insulation.
Wo have
found that almost any form of cable that you ''an use
in the way of load-covered cable does not get proper
handling when it Is put in. We Instruct our men as
i
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fully
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think in
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making

six years ago liavc very much bearing
on this question; for it is only within the last two or
tln-.ee years that a really intelligent attempt has been
I do not want
made to put in underground service.
I am interested in
to say anything about conduits.
conduits, and therefore keep away from them and do
The greal
not want to say anything aboul them.
trouble we have to face is the question of distribuI am free to say I consider tie- question of distion.
tribution of high tension arc light currents the gravest
and most serious case we have to consider. Tin- distribution of low tension incandescent current I think

milcsof cable

we may say has been
doing enough

is

The Edison company

solved.
that to

with

They are doing

L

.

I represent the Thomson-Houston Electric Eight company
of Detroit, where the underground system was tried for a

little

more than one

and was discontinued a little over
Now, our current was from i.Soo to

year,

one year ago to-day.
2,000 volts.
As Mr. Smith says, the question of underground work not exceeding 1,000 volts is one that I do not
think any well posted electrical man present doubts is practicable; consequently, the discussion on the former underground system, where they used telegraph and telephone
wires, docs not apply to currents of over 1,000 volts.
Now,
I think the report or blank
that was sent out by the committee was an exceedingly good one, inasmuch as it focused
the question right down to ones that had used currents exand inquired for what period of time it
had been successfully operated. J should like very much
to have Mr. Johnstone and Prof. Barrett tell us in reference
litfl in which over
I.OOO volts is the potential, what
voltage is really applied to these conductors, and how long
they have been in su< CCSSful operation.
I have understood,
from reports made to this convention by Mr. Sunny and
thai a large
ts

1

been

iimh-Ii
1

.f

the

taken out

amount

of the wire

last fall.

any

would

in uvc

used here in Chiask if there
f "hicago, with

like to

here in

and beyond

potcil

.ire

I

in use

bc*:n in use for

half a injle or ten

that,

if

there

with a potential exceeding 2,000 that have
any length of time; if so, just the length

of wire in uac, the potential of the current

I

settle tin-

it

now
i-

definitely

commercially. When it
comes to the distribution of high tension alternate
service
T am
free to say I
incandescent
current for
think it is perfectly practicable and can be made a
commercial success. When a man rents an are light
he can rent it for three months and when he ceases
to use that light, if you do not remove the service entirely from his building, you are simply wasting the
power by running through so many miles in a shor.
time; by unnecessary wear you are losing money
steadily.
With incandescent, however, when a man
cuts off a current and does not use it in his house,
you do not lose anything. You have a trifle less to
charge by empty wire, but there is no actual work
done on that wire and you lose very little. I most
sincerely trust that this report will not go forth us the
voice of this convention. I think the resolution
passed last August stating that the underground work
I
so far was not a success was an ill-advised one.
believe the time has come when this association has
got to face the music. Underground work will have
to be put in and the sooner you do it, or make some
honest effort to do it of yourselves without compulsion the sooner there will be a let-up on this tremendous public pressure to put them all underground withIn
out reference to circumstances and conditions.
the center of a crowded city I think no one who has
been in Philadelphia, New York or Chicago will deny
that the presence of the poles is a nuisance; they are
obstructions and to some extent they are a danger.
In small country towns and in outside suburbs, I do
not consider that the overhead wires are half as much
of a nuisance or a danger as underground wires.
Now I want to be thoroughly understood as to what
We have
I mean by the danger of a lighting circuit.
been favored with a large number of communications
from adistinguished electrical engineer as to the frightful danger of overhead high tension circuits and he
is very anxious to put an apparatus on all such lines
which from the moment of the grounding occurring
will immediately shut the circuit off.
That may be
his idea of safety.
He wants to do that to protect
the eight or ten linemen who are presumably men
who understand the danger of their business and will
take proper precautions against it. To do that he is
willing to risk of the lives of the unoffending public
who may be jammed in a ferry-slip or in the theater
or on a large public thoroughfare or in a railroad station by having the entire light shut off instantly and
left in total darkness.
Now that is a form of danger
which I think is infinitely greater than the little danger that exists from grounding on a high tension line
overhead which is only interfered with by men who
know what they are going up these poles to do. For
that reason I think that perhaps that as far as we
know at present the underground service is perhaps
more liable to interruption, but against that we have
to set this fact, that you need not hesitate on an alternating transformer system, and I am speaking of
that entirely now. you can run one of these high tensions grounded.
Ferranti, in England, proposes to
do nothing else. Under the transformer system each
house is a unit; a man who puts his own wire in a
With
proper condition cannot affect his neighbor.
the are light system you cannot do that; there may be
a break and you will have to let your lights go out,
For that reason I propose to leave arc lights out of
the question.
I am putting up overhead wire every
day, and I do stand ready to put down underground if any
body will pay the price.
Mr. Lockwood, Detroit: I am one of the seven who,
in answering the report of the committee on underground
wires, answered that we had tried the underground system.
question.
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kui". rjARKKri:
We started in to use them about a year
or a year and a half ago.
I think
at that time we put in
the Western Electric system. In that first plant I think we
put in twelve miles of the Western Electric cable and six
miles of kerite.
That has been in service about a year and
a half.
East year I put in a forty-two mile cable, and I
sent out, and I have got a part of ever}' cable manufactured
in the country.
I told the gentlemen what I wanted to
use this cable for.
They made their own price, and I am
in the condition of my fri nd here when he held his pocketbook up. That is the way to get insulation pay for it.
have now 5^ miles of underground cable for the light
ing service of the city.
I think, in the matter of high
tension, if you will ask Mr. SunDy here, he will be prepared to give you more information than I can, but from
the last report, I understand we have somewhere in the
neighborhood of 1,20") arc lights. This wire is all under
ground and has been in service for five or six years.
Mr. St nnv: I stated at the Pittsburgh convention, and
subsequently at the New York convention, what the condition of affairs W2s in Chicago with regard to underground
cable.
At the Pittsburgh convention, a year ago, I stated
that we were in a very bad condition; that we had to throw
rut entirely two different styles of cable, and have finally
put in a cable manufactured by the Western El ectric com
pany here a lead-covered cable with very thick insulation.
an insulation thickness of three-sixteenths of an inch all
around the copper conductor. At New York I stated that
with six or seven months' experience of a large cable we
had but four cases of interruption. One of these cases
was a mechanical injury, and two were defects in the cable,
and one we could not trace. Since the New York convention, to my knowledge, we have had no cause of trouble
that could be traced to any imperfections in the cable.
have had some trouble, but they were owing to poor woik
in making the joints.
From a scientific standpoint we are
getting along very nicely in the matter of working arc light
currents through underground conductors.
Prof. Barrett
is using a current in his work of about 900 volts
perhaps
he gets as high as 1,200 volts.
put through our cables
all the way from 2,000 to 3,000 volts, and sometimes go
higher.
Of course, I cannot say how long the cables that
we have now that have been in use for just about a year,
and have only given us four cases of trouble are going to
last, or how long they are going to furnish that satisfactory
service; but just at this time they seem to be in first-class
condition; they are doing all for us that we expected they
would, and we are perfectly satisfied with them. Scientifically it is all right; the only objection we have is a financial
one.
I made up some figures a few days ago, as follows:
The cost of circuit reconstruction and maintenance of
conduit amounted, for three months, to §9,610.95.
That
was for 1,194 lamps for eight hours a day for ninety days,
or 959, 6S3 lamp hours
You see the cost of underground
conductors is a trifle more than one cent per lamp hour over
and above what it would cost on an aerial conductor. Now,

—

We

—

We

—

We

—

—

you will say, if we had nothing but aerial conductors we
would still have the item of circuit reconstruction. That
is very true, but I have left out the question of underground
conductors so far as the repair on electrical machinery is
concerned.
It is no question in our minds at all, but that
we put $200 to $300 worth of expense every month on account of repairs to the electrical apparatus that are made
necessary, owing to our underground cable; so that I think
it is perfectly right to say that if our wires were on poles
in the streets, the troubles I have enumerated would be
eliminated.
We figure, therefore, that from a scientific
and practical standpoint underground cables are all right.
From a financial standpoint they are costing us a trifle
more than one cent per lamp hour more than aerial conductors.
That does not include the interest on the additional cost of the investment.

T. Cakpknter Smith: I should like to ask Mr. Sunny
what rent he is paying per mile for each circuit.
He includes in his figures conduit rental.
I would like to ask
him how the conduits are rented. I know that in one case
the conduit rent was such that in three years the company
could have owned and put down its own conduits, and a
great deal better conduits than they were renting.
In
comparing these with aerial lines you must get the first cost
of aerial and underground lines, and the cost of making
them. It is not fair to charge the fact that you have to
pay a certain price to a ring or board, or commissioner, or
another owner who has got an exclusive privilege, and
compels you to go into it.
In our Philadelphia station we
had precisely that condition of affairs. We were threatto
have
to
go
into
the
conduit of a particular comened
pany organized by a ring. We fought them and beat
mean to get our own conduits, and then we
them.
will know what we will have.
Mr. Sunny: The conduit rent is a thousand dollars
The duct will hold three electric light
per year per duct.
cables.
So that the rent per mile for conductor is about

We

$333-33-

Mr. Smith:
that rate

of a

Wc can

lay

would accommodate

little

down a
fifty

16 duct box, which at
wires at a cost complete

over $5,000 a mile.

Prof. Barrett, in giving
Mr, LOCKWOOD, Detroit:
the figures as to the current used here for the city lighting,
wc all know to be aboul
900 volts potential. That comes within the range of what
we all know to be a practical current for underground use.
Mr. Sunny, I believe, is the only one who lias had ex*
perience for any length of time with currents exceeding
understand he has had more
r,oO0 volts underground.
during the last year than heretofore; but during
that period he slates the expenses to be a little over %<)(>
1
would like to ask Mr. Sunny about these few troubles
which he says they have had within the last year— whether
they were simply troubles with joints, or whether they
ucre troubles which necessitated taking out a part of those
states that he uses a current which

I

cables.

The item of circuit reconstruction which
the $9,610 was for going over joints in
manholes, for pulling out some sections of cable and reand foi taking out and renewing some wires under
Mil. Si nnv;

w.i',

included

in
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It included everything that we did with the
sidewalk.
plant that we could not charge to construction, everything
earning
that we did to the plant that did not add to its

took it six months ago; we were in good
shape; all the reconstruction that we ought to have done
was done, and from that time on we considered that any
charge that we would have to make for reconstruction

We

capacity.

would be a charge that we could count on having from
month to month, as far ahead in the future as we could

Mr. Lockwood
includes conduit
rent

I

:

rent.

would

ask Mr. Sunny if he
what amount is conduit

like to

so,

If

Mr. Lynch: i would like tccal! Mr. Sunny's attention
.0 lie following figures:
Rental of conduits. $3,400 for
one quarter; that would be $13,600 per year. That «
be 13^ miles of duct at $1,000 per mile per duct,

:

The super
miles of duel give only forty miles of wire.
intendent, Mr. Wilmcrding, just said there were 78 miles
of wire underground.
have 78 miles of circuit, and I should
Mr. Si nny:
estimate, as Mr. Lynch has suggested, that there are about
forty miles of that circuit in the conduits; the balance is
under ihc sidewalks and in buildings.
Mr. I.ym ii: You do not have to pay any rental for
that is, in the cellars
the subsidiary ducts which you use

We

—

?

that can be legitimately charged
It is renewing
put into that account.
we paid for some time ago.
to analyze
trying
here
is
friend
My
Prof. BARRETT
construction
that expense account as between the overhead

and over the buildings.

difference?

that Ihe experience so far had has not been flattering, and
that the only thing that has not been said in favor of the
underground system so far has been by men interested in
underground conduits or cables, or by our friend, Prof.
Barrett, of Chicago, who is in the lo, lunate position of

Mr. Sunny

Nothing

:

to construction
something that

:

and the underground, Now taking it for granted that you
had an overhead construction, how much would be the

make

Mr. Lockwood: What I am trying to
anything against the underground, but for it

I

;

to bring out the fact'.

We

am

is not
trying

costs to keep
that includes small

know what

all

it

and maintain an overhead system, and
Mr bunny has been giving
repairs and replacing wires.
us the actual expenses of the underground system, and if
he will tell us what the rent is we shall be able to make a
comparison.

might

It
It is one of the first ever put down.
was put down five years ago. Street rollers have crushed
of
the
some
it here and there, and we have had to enlarge
manholes. If you put down a conduit as it can be put
down to-day, it would not cost you as much as that to
It would not require three or four men going
maintain it.
around town every day in the week pumping out the water
and drawing out the gas. But this, as we have it here,
The
is costing us $2,200 for three months to keep it up.
The rebates on account of bad
conduit rent is $3,400.
service or no service is $79,0.
Then I understand that the expense
Mr. Lockwood
of the maintenance department, including rebates and
necesssary repairs which ever)' system, whether overhead
or underground, must have, is approximately $6,200 for six
months that during that period Mr. Sunny's company
has been having its greatest success with underground
I would like to know now if there is anyone in the
wires.
convention who has actually used underground conductors

deal of attention

:

;

with a potential exceeding 1,000 volts, who has a record
which makes a better showing of what has been done than
this one of Mr. Sunny's.
This question that has
Chicago
E. A. SrERRY,
been brought up I might answer in this way that in the
on State street here
operating
last four years we have been
an underground system of 1.S00 volts, and about 18 to 20
amperes and entering into the construction of that underground system has been even' conceivable kind of cable,
as the extension of our lines has, from time to time, required it. First, we used the conduit as fast as it was put
:

:

;

in

latterly

;

we have been using

iron

pipes.

I

find

no

Ai to accurate data with
trouble in using the iron pipes.
regard to the cost of maintenance of this underground system, I will give it later, but I am not in possession of it
now. I do not think, however, that that account, figured
in lamp hours, would reach any such point, including
It may be
rental of conduits, as has been named here.
that it is owing to the fact that our lines are only abont
three miles in extent, and the station is operated on, of

We

are operating now another
1,300 volts, with a record of
no shut-down whatever, and a record of over a megohm as
This latter
actual insulating resistance every morning.
construction is all underground, as I said, and is made of
improved modern cable and is put in iron pipes and under
sidewalk.
This being more than a thousand volts I think
comes under the question.
Mr. Lockwood: As I understand the gentleman, he
says they have in all about three miles of underground
I
wire, and that it has been in use about four years.
would ask whether all the wire in use on those short cir
cuits is the wire put in four years ago, or whether it is the
wire that has been put in in the place of the other?
SrERRY: There has been a great deal of changing,
but that was owing to the pioneer work that we had to do.
We had to take what we could get. If it did not prove
satisfactory we had to pull it out and put in something
else.
Now, the first cables that were used for the first
As to tne next
three months undoubtedly are all out.

course, a smaller plan.
station in the city here with

Mr

I have in
cables that were put in, parts of them are out.
mind now one cable put in years weeks ago that is nowmind a
my
is
to
That
running and running successfully.
very great illustration of what the cable can be made to do
if it is properly put in.
Extra precautions were taken.
The Chairman: What electromotive force, please,
_

Mr. Sperry?

Mr. Sperry:

Sixteen hundred

to

eighteen

hundred

volts.

T.

Carpenter Smith:

Mr. Sunny has stated that his

conduits and repairs to conduits amounted together to $5,600. Now he is in the unfortunate position
of renting a conduit and then having to pay for it in the
bargain, which is precisely the general result where you
rent conduits from a company in whose power you are, so
to speak.
That leaves as the total cost of Mr. Sunny's
conduit for underground service, reconstruction, etc.,
$4,000, or about $13 a month. I would like to ask Mr. Sunny
how many miles of wire there are in proportion to the miles
rental of

of

No,

Chas. Cooper, of Brooklyn: While this underground
usiness is very interesting electrically, and we are very
glad to hear the opinions of the electricians on the subject,
10 the practical operators of electric light plants it would
seem that this question all gets down at present to Ihis
r

liaving the municipality of

Chicago to pay

his

Un

bills

company has to pay its own bill.;. I'rof.Bar
made some remarks about thirteen years' service, eight
think I may say
years' service and five years' service.
fortunately our

rett

conduit?

Mr. Wh.hkudinc: We make out the total mileage of
underground conductors as about 78 miles. There are no
miles of duct and about seven and one-half miles of conduit.

Mk. Lynch: How many wires in each duct?
Mn, W11.MERDING: Not more than three.

that Mr. Barrett's experience in electric lighting
citv of Chicago does not extend over three years

for

the

Mr

Cooper: Mr. Johnstone, who speaks for the Johnstone underground conduit, has made only one claim so
the
far of a successful conduit, and that is of the one in
The excity of New York, which has not yet been used.
that
perience of New Y'ork city so far leads to the belief
when his conduit is used it will be, as the others have
There would not have been so much unbeen, a failure
derground conduit put down in the city of New Y'crk if it
was not for the fact that the company that is putting them
down has received many hundred thousand dollars from
As Mayor
people who thought there was millions in it.
Hewitt remarked, the commission in the city of New
Y'ork consisted of four men, who he supposed knew as litNew
tle about electricity as any four men in the city of
Y'ork, and he added that he could frankly say so, because
he was one of the commission. Now, I for one would be
very glad indeed to have this system of underground conI have been in communication
duits prove a success,
with a great many companies indirectly or directly who
use an underground conduit for arc light wire.
Y\ e
In Brooklyn we are very anxious to do the same.
have a commission in the city of Brooklyn composed of
three of our best known professors of electricity, who, I
can say, are honest men, appointed by Seth Low, the reform mayor of the city of Brooklyn. One is Prof. Plympton of the Polytechnic, another, Dr. Raymond of the
Adelphi academy. Prof. Plympton traveled all over the
world and went into cities where he was told that it was
all underground, coming to Chicago where they did not

have an overhead wire, and much to his surprise finding
that they had more here than they had in Brooklyn; he has
traveled to Paris, Berlin, London and every city in the world
where he heard they had used the underground system, and
much to his surprise found that none of them had been in
successful operation, and came back and, like an honest
man, made his report to the mayor of Brooklyn to the
effect that up to the present time there is no system that is
of practical use for the car light system of the electric lightWe are fortunate, I say, in the fact that we have an
ing.
Mr. Barrett has started
honest underground commission.
We are glad to see him there.
in the electric light field.
Mr. Barrett has the city of Chicago at his back. It is a
rich city; it will probably not be so rich when it gets
through with this conduit business. When they get through
with the system, when they have used it a few years, they
have done
will do just exactly what the other companies
in every city on the face of the globe; they will abandon
Y'ou cannot do electric arc lighting and make it a comt.
mercial success with underground conduits
Mk. Johnstone: The only people that are advocating
underground operation, our learned friend states, are those

YVhy not ?
that are interested.
to it are those who have

The

only people

who

some money invested
overhead wires and do not want to take them down.

opposed

reduces itself to that fact

In

Philadelphia,

if

you

are
in
It

will

you a little underground experience
When we put this
that Mr. Lockwood has asked about.
electric light station in operation in 1SS3, we started with
three circuits varying from a mile to a mile and a half in
YVe could not find in the market wires that anylength.
body would guarantee; but the Benedict & Burr Manufacturing company of Waterbury, Conn., had to put up a
plant somewhere in Conneclicut, and they started by
simply using pure para rubber insulation. Now it showed
as high a resistance as you could imagine, and we thought
that we had under the direction of our engineer a wire that
would stand almost anything. In the course of three
or four months we began to have trouble; we had grounds,
we had burn-outs, we had all sorts of things, nevertheless
that wire, by means of its accessibility, we could tind out
where the trouble was. We kept that up for about three
Some of that wire was still in use when we were
years.
But the failure was due to the want of exbought out.
permit me,

I will tell

We

believed that we would reach the point of
perience.
success, and now there are a large number of thousands "1
dollars invested in manufacturing underground wire for
commercial use.
I conceived it would be very difficult
answers to the blanks which would enable that
to
perform
a very onerous duty, and enable
committee
them to express an opinion as lo whnl had been done
without laying themselves open to very severe criticism
and prejudice, and I was glad thai I was not on (hat
committee. When I was told thai they formulated thai
blank in a manner to gel at the real facts, and nol an

Mb. DeCamp:

to get

'.pinion, I

thought thai

per

1

ihc only ones who could
emen
opinion or give an experience. That
may not be misled by that. I will slate thai the eon
tee' in order lo cover the line- of duly laid out for ':
had to uddrc
vho had or had nol had any
The number who re-ponded
rience in thai direction.
was comparatively small. In my judgment that is an
evidence "f the good, hard, practical, common
Unit hits got into the heads of the electric lighting man.
think that a man is a grievous fool al this late day who
will spend hundred- and thousands of dollar* to try
over again anything that I and seven other men have
Now I am going to -ay what you.
failed in absolutely.
.,.
and lime
in this convention! have had me
There an- three things connected with this unagain.
-

I

sir.

1

Circuit, reconstrucThe items are:
I
.$2,200
conduit,
maintenance of
S3, 100;
say in connection that the conduit needs a great

Mr. Sunny:
tion,

Mr SUNNY:

is

f

way 10 do it. Tin- criticism hot been made thai lliey
had been seal to 1,000 companies without special n
ound
the companies thai were usii

t

-

Insulation; second, some
after that is
Now there
accomplished is it a cominercia
are three things that you have got lo deal with, and

derground business.

First,

method of distributing your business, and

you have exhausted them you have no need

until

lo

bother your heads about anything else. Now comes
Mr. Smith holds out from
first the perfect insulation.
pun
his pocket an insulation which will answer the
Where is the man who tells what that cable or wire
I
on
put
it?
will cost when thai perfect insulation is
have not yet heard an estimate of it. Sow, the distribution of it by some properly constructed conduit comes
So far as my knowledge goes of general connext.
struction, the plan for distribution of wires by the conduit in which Mr. Johnstone is so greatly interested is
anything
as good, and I am prepared to say better than,
I do not agree
I have seen, because I have used it.
with him as to its construction of iron, but that is a
collateral question, it can be made out of anything
Now to come down to the financial success, a statement

was made to me yesterday substantially the same as
Mr. Sunny made here to-day as the experience of that
company. That must be wrong. One cent an hour
added to the cost of lights must be wrong. That ex-

with
I could ever imagine connected
ought to be
it was worth doing at all. I thought we
wise enough to stop short of incurringany such expense
as this, and I did not take the risk of fixing that in my
mind until I had the opportunity of asking Mr. Sunny
whether my understanding of that was correct. He

ceeds anything that
it if

told me it was substantially correct, and he reiterates
that statement on the floor of the convention to-day.

Now what does that mean? Mr. Sunny's experience
was an average of eight hours per day in the twenty-

It is less than we
four; that is a very favorable record.
Our average is something oyer
in Philadelphia.
eleven hours; that means eleven cents a day it is going
I have been in the electric lighting
to cost us.
business a long time, and I do not think we could get a
dollar of capital into that business on any such repre-

had

Now

sentations of cost as that, because
costs which are very large, and which

there are other

you always have

Mr. Johnstone seems to refer back to
I regret that I am dragged into
that subject, I am compelled to answer it or admii i: by
my silence. I do not propose to admit it. Mr. Johnstone
had been manager of that company. I will venture to
say, spending one day in the week, perhaps, in looking
after the details of the station, and the other six days

with you.

Now

Philadelphia, and while

advancing the iuterests of the conduit company. Now
Mr. JohnI want to"say right here that is my belief.
stone goes on and makes his statement about buying
I will make no reference to that
that company out.
any further than to say that he sold it out at about ten
times its intrinsic value. When I went into that station
do anyI accepted it just as if it was not worth while to
thing else, but I never had anything to do except to look

my

directors,
the
superiors,
no further use for my
facilities
at
hand to
I have the
accepting the statement.
see whether this thing can be made to pay on the basis on
which I have been educated to consider things as paying.
There were no records of that institution, so far as its internal operation was concerned, that were worth anything.
Everything was reported, so far as the circuits were concerned, as being in fairly good order; that there were some
defects, owing to the embarrassed condition of the comWe were running a blower and it could not be dispany.
pensed with, because of the liability of gas to accumulate
Let it be there and we have an explosion.
in the conduit.
What is the cause of the explosion? Defect in the wires
reported in fairly good condition, defects in the insulation
causing a spark, and the spark causing an explosion.
That does not speak well for the perfect insulation and
perfect state of underground wire, and that was a sullicicm
reason for the continued expense of running a blower, and
Further effort was made to ventilate the con
it was run.
Then it was reported that there was
duit and improve it.
ran it probably live or six n
no evidence of gas.
With
or
130 lights, a short circuit.
loo
to
from
125
with
the 100 to 130 lights ihc company did not pay its expenses.
after

the interests

and

said:

I

"Now,

of

here, there is

'

We

I

am

only mentioning this

financial success in
also say that there were

no

to show you that tin
particular instance.

now

that

from

six

I

»

ill

to fifteen expl
Nothing ha
dates.

greater or less degree in those
happened to seriously injure the property of the cc.mp.un
very closely, but after the
the record was not kept
condition of the conduit was reported to me as being in
was
no liability to these explothere
such a shape that
That was got out of very cjicapl) \\
sions, we had one.
.

.

settled the damages for, I think, $s
Now, that
that we were very fortunate.

I

is

considered

the history of

the Philadelphia company, which Mr. Johnstone qi
and the onlv thing that he has to uuote. I did what I
went
think an/ gentlemen in this convention would do.
thing
to the directors and said we can survive under this
-s.
the
with an object in view, but the chance:
1
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pecuniar)- remuneration does not justify us in taking the
They followed ray suggestion and we abandoned the
risk.
took up then what came next.
arc light business.
were not in incandescent business, but we had that elephant
were
we going to do with it? I said
what
hands,
on our
suppose we take up the question of incandescent lightning
on a small scale and see if we cannot get some knowledge
A given amount of
of our own out of that experience.
money was appropriated to enable us to put in a small inThe
candescent plant and run it and gain our experience.
amount of money expended direetly in that one object exceeded by a few hundred dollars what I estimated it, but

We

We

two and a half times as much was spent for what I had no
We found the whole of
idea would arise in expenses.
these conduits from one end to the other were broken and
smashed up so that we could not get anywhere through
them on account of these explosions that had taken place
in them from accumulated gases, caused by defective insulation.
Two and a half times as much money was required to be spent before we could put into anything like
decent operation our experimental incandescent station.
That station was always run at a loss. When I got at the
books and got down to hard pan, I charged to profit and
loss 146,000 in the accumulations of five years; there was

no other piace that you could put it. Furthermore, it
ought to have been twice that, but I could not do that, because that would have wiped us out of existence.
I knew
we had no real'existence as a company, but I felt it my
bound duty to keep an existence on paper, and that is
about where we stand today in that company.
I do not

know much

outside

of the electric light business; that has

my

whole attention, but in order to strengthen
I am bound to draw a comparison to show
whether I know what lam talking about in relation to that
particular company or whether Mr. Johnstone knows
what he is talking about. I had no interest at stake
there except to make that station successful. The
capital of that company is 8500,000; it is blocked out
for one hundred lights; there remains in the treasury
of the company a little more than half the stock.
Xow as to the comparative cost of operating wires
underground or overhead. The late chairman of this
convention took the wind out of my sails in one of
the earlier meetings by bluffing me off. when I made
a statement as to the cost of maintenance of overhead wires. I did not have the spunk to stand up to
that thing, although I believed myself right at the
time; but I accredited him with a superior knowledge
which I do not believe now that he had. Now leaving
out this very mooted question of rented conduit.
whether you rent from a conduit company or put
down the conduit yourself, and that is a question that
is always with you, you cannot get rid of it.
I make
this statement here that the cost of maintaining overhead circuits from one station running about eleven
hundred lights, exclusively on overhead wires for the
year 1888, was eighty-two one-hundredths of a cent
per lamp burned. In that-I do not include the labor
item.' I have taken that out and I have made a calculation, and I will make a statement here which you
can rely upon as being correct, and within the possibilities of every electric light station in the country
doing business in a large city. I have taken the labor
of line men, not one-third of whose time is probably
engaged on this particular work, and charged it to
that particular account. It is one and seven sixhundredths of one per cent, of the cost of the lights.
Mr. Sunny's statement of the cost within tin- last
three months, as he puts it, is nearly three times the
>r the whole year 1888,
Now
of that station.
there is nothing left out of that. About fifty miles of
that wire embraced in the maintenance account was
put up in the summer of 1881. and I am entirely within bounds when I say there has not been five miles of
that wire abandoned or replaced. It is just as good
as it was when put up. We have had a ground
on ..ur underground station, on this miserable lowpotential current; that has been there a week and we
cannot find it. It is playing hide and seek with us
all th<- time.
A statement was made last August in
N'-w York that was so supremely ridiculous to me
that I thought I did not understand it. In tin- first
put down a Son- stretch of continuous conduits b
sidiary conduits.
What on earth is
the us.- of them I do not know; if the condull is iisr.
ful for anything a- a subsidiary conduit it is good for
a trunk line, bul I can see one idea in it; the stateabsorbed

my

position in this

-

ment was made

thai in a dud of tWO and a half
inches you could put eight wires.
Every man In his
ntion that knows anything about it knows that
tement. Mr. Lynch informs me
that the subway commission only allows three, and
Mr. S
ue all that he gets in.
When
in
the city of New
York
...i
figured up thai
T a rental arid gave the companies there the
er than 1 am in piling the
in at
he rate of about
In addition to thai we
pay a corresponding rental for our subsidiar
1
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I

ric

light

company have had
1

tha) a thing
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Philadelphia

in

to-

ractlcally
I

New York

in proportion to the demand for it is a picayune business. It is essentially a business of progression or retrogression; there is no standstill to it,
and the men who have got their money invested in these
companies see their salvation in the extension of
business. They are broad men, and I think, as I have
said before, that there are Letter men back of the
electrical lighting interest than ever wentinto any
enterprise, financially and from every other
standpoint. Now it will not do for anybody to say
that all these companies do not want a thing and will
uot put their money into it. They would put their
money in mighty quick if they saw a chance of getting it out just the same as they did in the first, place.
What was the condition of the New York company.
the Baltimore company or the Philadelphia company
when they started? They were very much alike. The
Philadelphia company was started in 1881 by a concession from the council that they would allow them
to occupy one street on condition that they light that
street for one year without cost so that the state
might determine whether electric lighting was practicable and a desirable thing to have.
By the time
that plant was completed and was run one year there
was nearly $200,000 in solid cash put in. That was
eight years ago, when we had not anything to fall back
upon; a man had to take his own risk; if there had
been a failure the investment would not have been
worth anything. Ther-e was pretty much the same condition in Baltimore; capital came into it with just
that sort of risks. It was a hard struggle, and with
all the advantages of overhead wires to bring order
out of chaos until they got it on to a basis where it
was a fairly paying business if properly and carefully
managed. Now that same element is in the electric
lighting business. I can go and raise all the capital
that is necessary to put our wires underground if I
can show that there is a fair and reasonable chance
of success, but I say to-day I have not seen it.
Now
I will go anywhere to look at these things, but when
I go I must have more than my own opportunity of
looking at them. I do not want anything covered.
That has been my unfortunate experience where I
have looked into these underground services; they
have shown me all the good points. About the
underground wires or overhead wires there is a good
deal that you know that outside parties cannot say.
Now that is the difficulty of getting information.

mw

—

Now I will go back to the question here the question of perfect insulation; and when I say perfect
insulation, I mean that we can handle it with the
same facilities without interruption to our business as
we can on an overhead wire. The economical construction of the conduit can be safely left to the
ingenious minds of the people. I am perfectly willing to leave, it there, but I claim that so far as we have
gone now from a financial standpoint it has been
demonstrated beyond question that underground wires
are impracticable. Underground currents must have
a terninal somewhere; and the risks of that current
are very much greater underground than overhead.
We have an underground circuit mi North Broad street.
It is uot ours; it was put there and is maintained by a
gentleman who thinks he knows a good deal more
about it than we do, and we are perfectly willing that
he should think so; and still on a damp night or a
night that was not very damp, I have repeatedly said
to the men, "If there is anything out of order in* these
lamps, let them stay out; it is not safe to go in these
holes." That is what is called perfectly insulated
underground wire.
Mr. Sm(th: I move that the report be received
and be printed, but that it is the sense of this convention that it is not yet in a position to make any recommendation as to the feasibility or practicability of underground conduits, but that it continues the committee for the purpose of getting further information.
Prof. Barrett. I will only take a few minutes'
time.
This subject is quite
familiar to me.
About fifteen years ago I had
occasion
to
discuss
the
underground
circuit
as
applicable
to
the
city
of
Chicago.
I
wrote to
one of my friends, Mr. Morrison, and Mr. Morrison
replied that the only objection he had to it was the
earth current. What sounds familiar to me to-day is
the fact that when the matter was being discussed
before our electric statisticians and experts hen- from
all parts of the country that the earth current entered

—

k perfect insulation was impossible. At that
time our city authorities thought well enough ol 11 to
.0,
ordinance compelling all wires to go under
pa
ground. I think the first electric light that was ever
On exhibition here was handled by myself for the city
—a little two-light Brush machine. I never saw one
before.
While experimenting with the machine
d
covered that the current was a. pretty stiff thing to
go against, and impressed on the members* of the
council that what in my opinion was the dangerous
tiling was to p. Ti,,
electric light wires to be strung
in our
trecte and alleys.
I found that that was a
good precaution to take.
The fire departments
through the country invariably insist upon the reinto

1

i

1,

moval of thei e wires. ¥ou cannot, gel as good sen Ice
out of the fire department If they know they have JL
line or wire with a current on to deal with.
I am nol
this matter now on a financial ba
but
if people to protoettho peopleTherefore wc have never had an overhead
electric light lino In
hicago.
There are times hero
in the winter when ji fa IrnpracI [cable to open up do
and then when it local company daro to <
a street or alley, J
ume the responsibility
to give them a temporary permit to go there;
eompai
creel and maintain electric
light poles in the city of Chicago.
When Mr. Clper
I
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was here first I detailed one of my assistants to show
him what we had, and he reported back that there

—

were no wires underground here that everything
was on poles; but at that time we had to remove
in miles of wire from our streets, and eleven
aboul
or welve hundred poles. As to the cost of construction of underground service, I think it can be done
to-day at about 75 per cent, of the cost it would be
when the original plant was put in. If you look at
our site. -is you will find we have about three hundred
street lights here, fairly good looking posts, wires all
underground, substantial conduits built, and they
stand us in about $300 apiece as they stand on the
-J.

.

-si

t

The

streets.
ing.

cost to maintain

"Mr. Morrison:
the city?

them

is

simply noth-

How- many lights are being run by

We

Prof. Barrett:
had 285 in service last night
that belong to the cily, with a capacity of 500. as soon
as our finances permit us to extend it.
Mr. Weeks: What is the tension?
Prof. Barrett: I think about a thousand volts.

Mr. Weeks: You have been working one year,
have you?
Prof. Barrett: I have been working one year and
a half with 104 of these lights, and the last year we introduced the balance of them.
This is a subject in
which I have not a great deal of interest, except to be
prepared, as I am prepared, to show you conclusively
what I doing here. We have a variety of construction.
We have given them all an opportunity, and they all
do well. We do so also with the cables, and we have
as good a line of service, I think, with the cables as
any line on the earth.
Mr. P. Ridlon. (Boston): We have had one difficulty
in Boston with the underground service, which does not
seem to have been touched upon at all.
We were very
much surprised a few weeks ago to have the insurance
people intimate to us that they would have to increase
our insurance, because of electric lighting, as they considered it an extra hazardous risk.
This was striking
us right home. AVe felt that it was necessary to know
the reason of it. as they had heretofore expressed the
utmost confidence in electricity as an illuminator, and
considered it the safest method of illumination. It
became necessary to inquire and see what the difficulty
was and where it originated. On investigation, we got
the representatives of the insurance companies together, their experts and their inspectors, and the electric light people, and their statement was that there
had been within the past six months a large increase in
the fires iu the city of Boston occasioned by electricity,
investigated each one, and
or electric light wires.
found that a very large proportion of these fires had

We

been caused by the underground service, which had
been in operation about one year, perhaps a little
longer.
The amount of underground wire was,
perhaps, between
forty
and fifty miles.
We
have nearly 600 miles of the overhead wire in Boston,
and perhaps two or three hundred miles of it has
been in operation some five or six years, perhaps
nearly seven. The alarming increase of these fires
has been within the past eight months much more
than equaling all the fires and costing a loss which
was quite a large amount, whereas in the previous
live years of overhead lighting insurance companies
had not paid one dollar of loss. It became necessary
to investigate this thing closely, and it finally proved
that in almost eight out of ten of these fires they were
caused by the underground service, and it is now
quite a question whether we can afford to continue
the service which was found to be an extra hazardous
risk, and have to pay more lor our lighting, or else
we are liable to lose our insurance.
Mr. Weeks: I would like to read a couple of
letters from two electricians who are well known not
only in America, but throughout the world. The first
is from William Hochhausen of New York, addressed
The second
to the editor of the Kansas City Globe.
is from Prof. Elihu
Thompson. Mr. Weeks then

read the letters referred to.
Mr. Cooper, Brooklyn;
I offer this as
an
amendment to the resolution: The National Electric
Light association does not feel that the experience
of which it has knowledge is of such a nature as to
justify it in believing that any practical commercial
method of pulling high tension arc light wires carrying a current of over a thousand volts underground
has been brought to its attention. I offer that as a,
subsfil

lit©.

DR. Moses:

As

I

understand 1.0GG circulars wore

sent, out, directed to all the different enterprises
nected with the electric lighting in the country.

con-

One

or two perhaps have not received this circular,
but the mass of them have, and have either thought it
unworthy of reply or have not replied rrom the fact that
they are not particularly interested in the subject as
imagine that those who have not replied have
yol
been in outlying cities whero this subject has not
come to their attention, nor is it likely to. The fact
seven people have replied to these Inquiries.
is,
TllO fact Is that only one city in the country has
looked into this thing carefully.
In view of these
la.
think It would l.e better for us to stay any
action on this subject and til) wo have more experience.
am a great believer In letting well alone.
TI
Lectric light interest has grown wonderfully In
Agitation on this subject now
the lust ten years,
think It Is our duty to
would tend to check It and
prevent any such agitation.
When you are quite
I

.

'I

1

I

1

I

sure that yon have a system by which electric light
say spend all the millions
wires can bo buried, then
you have lying around and put them there, Jiut 1111work,
say it would he folly
il you atui'fl of you
'o put in yojir iiisujajed wires.
TJiey may he of the
I

i-

I

I,
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chamctor, hut lirst bo sure of tnoroc-optaelo into
which thoy arc to be put. Now this question i^
bidiovu we
I
that wo aro to act upon at prnsont.
shall act in the way thai Lord Bacon Kays n jurist?
those
judges
who reLhal
Ho
says
not
act.
should
say
frain from giving opinions frequently decide.
ui'st

private companies to place their wires [n each coi
charging sulhcient rental for the same
maintenance.
I say cost
of maintenance, not any part
It is my opinion thai nei
of the cost of construction,
ther municipal nor state governments should invade tindomain of private enterprise for the purpose of imi
1

1

I

Lei capital
us decide not to decide this question.
work out its own salvation.
Mr. Morrison: I would ask the permission of the
convention to quote a letter which had completely passed
out of my mind, and was brought to my attention by a
From my standpoint it is
gentleman from Kansas City.
perhaps unforiunaie that so few practical experiments have
underground
lines by those
direction
of
the
been made in
The excuse for
engaged in the electric lighting business
that, if excuse you may call it, has been quoted by prominent speakers who have felt the sting of incompetent work
in that direction, rotably Mr DeC3mp of Philadelphia.
personal turn that some of these discussions
1 regret the
have taken, but I believe that this is one of the most important subjects which we are called upon to face, and that
we cannot keep it down. It will be bf ought up every year
in your counsels, and I think the convention owes a debt
[et

profit.

He said he had had no experibe carefully considered.
ence with the high tension arc light system, and we all
know that it is only within a brief period that we have
been able to conduct the low tension systems with any
degree of economy, or any promise of return for money
invested; so that the experience given by Mr. Smith, while
the domain
it is good as far as it goes, does not cover
which many of the gentlemen in this association have
invested the ; r money, and to whom capitalists are looking
for a return of the money that they have invested.
in

A

subject of this kind cannot be fairly considered nor properly adjusted in a day, much less in the short time allowed
on the floor of this convention. This convention is banded
together for the purpose of obtaining from year to year
such information as the experience of its members can
are not expected to frame perfect laws or
suggest.
are only travgive information which is infallible.
elers on the road of progress, and as we go along we
give it to you
have
observed,
and
what
we
day
note each
Prof. Barrett alluded to a matter
for what it is worth.
I think it was in
that occurred some fifteen years ago.
1S74 or 1S75 that I was superintendent of the lire alarm
I was directed by the council of
telegraph of Baltimore.

respondence.
was able
I

We

The

result

of

cost

had
the
full

cor-

place a cable of greater capacity for carrying the current than the one which had been there all those years.
The feasibility of placing those wires underground was
demonstrated beyond a doubt. So much for the matter
that at that time brought Prof. Barrett and myself close
together, and which perhaps, had as much to do with inducing him to enter the field of underground wiring as
anything else did.
The conditions which govern the laying of telegraph and telephone wires and those which
govern the electric lighting business are entirely different
but no one has ever heard me say that it is not feasible to
I am
put high tension electric light wires underground.
On the fifth
not prepared to put myself in that position.
day of the current month I received a letter from the editor
of the Kansas City Globe asking me whether in my opinion
any satisfactory system had been invented, and whether
arc electric lights could be placed in a subway with telegraph and telephone wires, also if high pressure electric
light wire would be compelled to discontinue business if
the underground wire law went into effect.
To those
questions I made the following reply
its

;

:

11.

—

It is,

in

my

judgment,

er.

J.

P.

V-

icn.

lint

chairman, read

ly,

abandonment of these enterprises."
J F. Mourn
That about covers the ground from my Standpoint.

lh<

possi-

ble to construct a subway and to make it available for
high as well as low tension systems of electric light
Ding.
Such a subway, however, has never been constructed in this country.
The efforts in that direction,

notably in New York and Chicago, have succeeded
only in crippling the electric light service, preventing
the general public from reaping so fully the benefit

from it ;is when the lines are permitted to be used overhead. The demand for subway construction comes, in
a general way, from legislatures and citizens who knowlittle or nothing about its requirements or defects.
Intelligent legislation cannot be bad unless the legislators
possess this knowledge or lake sufficient time and make
Miiiu n.n! expenditure of money to possess it.
For this
reason all experiments in this direction should be made
at the expense of those desiring it.
It is therefore my
opinion that all subway construction should be done at
the expense of the city or state, nnd when by tin m emu
rleted should be submitted to competent judges as to
their availability for the purposes intended.
Then introduce the wires in a limited way, that experience may
prove the correctness of the system, after which, order

this

lead to the

have a perroa
j in charge of an
1

have been familiar with every effort in tits direction,
and consider the work done in Chicago as perhaps the
most intelligent of any experiments in this line in the
United States. The story of the result is told by Mr.
Sunny
He has shown you Ilia* the subway syst<
Chicago is not perfect, and the tremendous cost entailed
in keeping the works in such condition as to enable him
to deliver the product of the central station to his customers.
I Ik lieve those evils can be remedied and some
plan found by which the lines may lu: carried underground. Until that time comes, no body of men. state
legislatures or others, have a right to put In ir hands in
your pockets or mine and take from us the result of our
laboi and invest it in a plan which lessens their taxation
and imposes a double burden upon us.
I look forward to such men as Profi esoi' Barrett and
Mr. Johnstone and B thc men who are engaged in the manufacture of insulated cables for underground purposes,
It is they who "ill
for the solution of this question.
reap the benefit of these things. Prof. Barrett is an
•officer representing this municipality, and the better the
service and the more beautiful the streets which we will
have when all these obstructions are removal, us well as
It will
thesafety of these subways, are objects to him.
be a benefit to the electrical manufacturing companies
because of the vast returns which the\ are bound to gain
when this system has been perfected; and that it will be
perfected there is not the slightest doubt in my mind.
The quest on upnn the resolution of Mr. I ooper was
then put, and a vote taken.
During the calling of the roll, when Mr. De-Camp's
name was called, a separate vote was recorded for h.m as
I hi
representative of four different corrpai ies.
question whether he had the right to move then ;n
individual vote provoked some discussion and was settled
by Mr. DeCamp withdrawing three votes.
The substitute was lost. The question recurring upon
Mr. DeCamp offered
the original resolution of Mr. Smith,
an amendment, adding to the resolution the lollowing

the

words:
"Provided, however, that the passage of this resolution
shall be without prejudice to the resolution passed at the
meeting held in New York in August last, until a further
report is made by that committee.
'

information which
the
was perfectthat it

gather
was
to
wires
underground,
such
to
place
lv
feasible
and the cost at which that work could be done at that time
Among the many pieces of inin Baltimore was named.
formation which I obtained was one from the director genIn the city of
eral of telegraph, of the German Empire.
Cologne in the year which my correspondence took place,
they dug up a cable that had been made by Siemens Brothers, of Berlin, which had been underground and had not
been touched for twenty-one years. They had not lost an
hour's time by interruption in that cable, and they had not
They dug it up and put in
put five cents of repairs on it.

Baltimore, Feb.

the

I

of experience, the best of teachers, the hardest of masters.
There is. however, a point in his statement which needs to

A

has greater stake in

it.

1

to the gentlemen who have composed this
Mr. Smith
committee and have done the best they could.
of Philadelphia, who always brings to ever)' subject he
considers a degree of intelligence not surpassed by any
member of this convention, has given you a full and broad
statement from his standpoint, and that is the standpoint

that city to report upon the feasibility and probable
I
of placing the wires in that city underground.
correspondence with every country on the face of
globe where underground wires had been used.
and exhaustive report was compiled from that

citizen

The amendment was

by a vote of 31 to 37.
There is a little
San Franchco:
G. H. Roe,
The convention seems to be
d fference of cpinion
divided and the division is principally between the operat
ing men and the supply men, and it occurred to me if we
lost

could arrive at the Scotch verdict at "n< t proven" it n ight
This is the resolution: "Resolve<\
facilitate matters.
^'hat while the appliances and devices for operatin-xtric light wires underground are being continually im
proved, and promise ultimately to render practical the
operating of all electric light wires underground, they ha- e
not yet reached such a degree of perfection as would
justify this convention in declaring itself in favor of under-

ground wires

for central station arc lighting."

The secretary announced that 2S
amendment and 32 against it.

A
the

had

voted

recount was ordered.
31 voted aye and 39
amendment was declared lost

for

the

no and

M-. Morrison offered a resolution, providing that the
resolution be laid on the table and made the special ordu
The motion ws>
of the day for 12 o'clock, Feb. 21.
carried.

The convention then adjourned
Thursday, at 9:30 A. M.

day

until the following

Thursday's Proceedings.
The convention was called to order Thursday morning by
President Duncan, who announced that the first business
in

order would be the reading of communications by the

secretary.

Secretary Garratt then read a letter addressed to President Duncan by David J. Harris, manager of the electrical
exhibition of the St. Louis Exposition & Music Hall association, stating that an extensive general exhibition would
be held at St. Louis, commencing on or before September
It was
4, iSSo, continuing for a period of six weeks.
stated that it was intended to make the electrical exhibition
the finest ever held in the country.
The letter contitued:
"No charge will be made for power or space to exhibitors
who are members of your association, and ample accommodations will be made for such exhibits.
It is expected
that articles for this exhibition will be shipped to St,
.ouis
and returned for one-half the usual rates. The St, Louis
Exposition & Mus'C Hall association cordially invite the
National Electric Light association to meet at St. Louis
'1
during the time of this electrical exhibition.
he
exhibition building occupies four
cost
large
blocks,
$700,000, and contains two halls, the larger having a
seating capacity for 5,000 persons. The smaller hall, known
as Entertainment hall, which is titled in the finest style,
will be placed at your disposal, in which to hold your convention, free of charge, including all the necessary service,
Ample hotel accommodation will be prolight, lieat, etc
''
vided at very reasonable rates
1

The communication was

received and

filed.

II.

!

nieled use for eleel ricity for light and power than lie
has in the investment necessary to lake the current underground. If this course is adopted by the legislature
of Missouri or any other state, it will not "cripj
arc light companies using high pressure," nor will

of gratitude
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H.

1

1

electrical engineer, ivh
1: that the

the

:

the '-erviets of such a person,
suitable headquarters, and with
city."
The president, act:;
the

in
•

and e^-tablUh him
-

in

aincd

above resolution, appointed Allan

V. Garratt
etary and treasurer of the association a:
ary of $2,000 per year.
Tre executive committee, at a special meeting call*
Pittsburgh November 19th unanimously rat jfied the appointment and indorsed the action of the president. The
utive committee has examined the financial report made by
the secretary, and the work that he has been able to accomplish during the past four months.
It is entirely sa'.isfied
with the results that have been obtained, and unanimously
recommends that the office in Xew York be continued for a
further term of six months. While the committee is not unanimous in the opinion that an office in Xew York can be maintained unless the membership is very largely increased, it is
entirely willing to have the experiment tried for six months
move, and is very hopeful that he secretary will be able to
make the office so successful as to justify its continuance
indefinitely.
On the occasion of this convention the executive committee has striven, at the suggestion of a number of
people, to make an electrical exhibit that would represent as
fully as possible the electric light and power service.
in

;

As has no doubt been observed, many of the manufactmake the display both
complete and instructive.
It was decided that in justice to
the exhibitors a larger attendance of persors to view the
exhibit than was represented in the association ought to be
assured, and the committee, therefore, has sent out about
50,000 invitations, addressing them to persons connected
with the management of the large industries and the educational institutions.
So far the attendance has been of a
character that is encouraging both to the committee and the
exhibitors, and even-thing points to the accomplishment of
the result aimed at, namely, the educating of the general
public in the progress in electrical development.
I desire to ask a
Mr. Mason
question in connection
with this report. The report recites that at a meeting in
Pittsburgh the action of the president was confirmed, and
names a date somewhat subsequent to the opening of the
offices in New York.
If I am at liberty to, I wculd like to
know whether the provision was made by the executive
committee of the payment of the salary cf the secretary.
when these quarters were opened.
Mr. SUNNY
Yes, sir, it was.
Mr. MORRISON
Arrangements have been made bv the
executive committee, which will cover that hiatus.
It was
not possible to make that arrangement at the time of our
meeting from the fact that the belief of the executive committee is that no services should be accepted!)}- the association without rendering an equivalent for them.
It has
made it necessary to make provision for that contingency
The report of the executive committee was adopted.
It is necessary for us to-day to elect ofMr. Steuart
ficers for the ensuing year, and I, therefore, would present
a resolution to the effect that the house now go into a
committee of the whole for the purpose of electing officers
for the ensuing year.
The motion to go into committee of the whole for the
purpose of nominating officers was carried, and the president appointed Arthur Steuart chairman of the committee
The Chairman
The first thing to be done in preparation of the work of the committee of the whole is to request all those who are not active voting members of the
association to retire from the room.
It is necessarv to do
this in order that we may transact this business.
It b
be done with closed dcors, while we shall be very glad to
see all visitors as soon as the committee rises.
The chair
will appoint Col. Beetle as doorkeeper.
urers have gone to a large expense to

:

:

.

:

:

NOMINATING SPEE

Mr. Hines

I

:

beg

to

nominate

National Electric Light association

for

president o\

for the

the

ensuing term

Samuel A. Duncan of Pittsburgh. The nomination was
seconded
Mr. DUNCAN
Mr. Chairman, while I feel grateful for
the compliment intended to be paid in the nomination, 1
.

decline most emphatically the nomination.
You
have honored me with the positron o( president for the term
of one year. I feci that the action of this association
in the report, which has K-en made to it bv its executive
committee, showing the financial status and condition of
the treasury of the association and the work which is accomplished in a very short space of time, is such that it
rise

to

:

word from me to justify the wisdom of the
separate and distinct officer for that pur
I
pose
have no personal ambition to gratify: I
enemies whon
punish and no friends to reward.
My desire has been from the very first to put this ass
tion upon
plane, and believing that that was the proper
way and the only way by which the association
to a higher and better standing,
that policy.
Whether it is right or wrong, time will develop and have
no doubt that in the hands o\ the gentleman, whoever he
.

ation in having

1

1

.»

I

.

straightforward

whether

it

shall

the course, the

-

.

control ol
er will be had, and
demonstrate the wisdom or unwisdom of
trial will

vindicate the effort of

the ass
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The convention of the National Electric
Eight association at Chicago, just ended, was
unquestionably the most successful ever held by
The attendance of members was unthat body.
usually large, the papers read showed deep
thought and extensive scientific research, and
besides treated of live issues in a practical, buThe discussions were also
familiarity with details of the subThe expression of opinion
considered.
manner.

marked by a

Think of

jects

was free, and all the members were evidently
guided by a desire to promote the interest of the
While members of
association and community.
the association were discussing the papers read
before them, the general public was becoming
acquainted with the operations of the electrical
machines displayed. This exhibition of electrical apparatus was the most extensive that had
yet been made in connection with the electric
Never before had the assolight conventions.
ciation such excellent facilities for making an
elaborate display, never before had it received
such encouragement in its efforts to enlighten
the people on most important problems, and
never before was it represented by such an earnest, hard-working and disinterested committee
as that which conducted the preparations for the
The convention and exporecent convention.
sition were successful, and all who in any way
assisted in the arrangements for the affair should
It reflects credit on
feel proud of this success.
all.

A meeting of the committee on exhibitions of
the National Electric Light association was held
in the assembly room at the Exposition building
B. E. Sunny presided, and in
Friday morning.
calling the committee to order, commented on
the success of the exhibition held in connection
with the convention.
He said this remarkable
success, considering the fact that the time at the
disposal of the committee was limited, indii ated
that a general electrical exhibition in Exposition
building, Chicago, would prove eminently sue
il.
It was evident, he said, thai the people
of

Chicago were deeply interested, and

twentj

ectrical exposition

by no

would

their attention.

It

had been proposed to hold such an exhibition 111
igo a year hence, and the Exposition company was interested in making the event sui
ful.
John I'. Reynold
ecretary of the- com
1

•..a-

after

.

then

and
that

make-up 'if the n
the title was printed in red

pany, he

said,

committee.

t

Mr.

esent to

it

in

every way to make

H. Shay,
I

F.

P. Perry,

).

W. Home, W. H. McKinlock and
It was decided not to

Chicago.

have an exhibit
Niagara Falls.

The

at the

September convention

decision of the lower court

in

at

the case

Edison and Swan against Holland and the
Anglo-American Brush company was reversed
by the Appeal court at London, England, according to a cable despatch received last TuesThe lower court had decided that Ediday.
son's specifications were not explicit enough to
enable a workman to construct filaments, but
the higher court sustained the Edison and

i

onfer

Swan

patents.

of

subjects, and
discussing technical
again by the publication of our issue of Februthe most complete convention number
ary 23d

114

114, 115

Conduits; their Material in Relation to Insulated Conductors,

THir- issue of

fully

6th was the best

siness-like

112,113.114

trated,

Resolutions of

1

assist

D. P. Perry of Chicago,
the display successful.
A. F. Mason of Boston, A. H. Patterson of New
York, and J. W. Godfrey of New York expressed
themselves in favor of the proposition, and the
chairman was authorized to appoint a committee
of ;ivc to confer with the exhibitors and make
arrangements for a general meeting to consider
The committee named by Chairman
the matter.
Sunny follows: A. H. Patterson, New York; J.

of

was

The Western Electrician for Februnumber of an electrical

ated.

ary

this occasion
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scientists
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Commendations were heard on all sides, and
knowing that its

begiven.

practical applications, is cordially
tion of ail electrical thinkers and workers earnestly desired.
Clear, concise, well written articles are especially welcome; and
communications, views, news items, local newspaper clippings,
or any information likely to interest electricians, will be thankits

full

rent day's meeting.

to electricity, or any of
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the committee of the desire of the Exposition
company to have the exhibition held at Chicago,
and said the company was ready to assume the direction of the exhibition or cooperate with the

ink. the advertising

EVERY SATURDAY.

February

with the

Reynolds accordingly assured

Frederick. N. Bosson, superintendent of exhibits at the convention of the National Electric
Light association, was kept busy throughout the
meeting, but he was never too busy to listen to
the requests of all, though many were unreasonable, and to extend to every visitor and exhibitor
the assistance in his power. He deserves the
thanks of the association, the exhibitors and the
visitors, and from the expressions of approval
heard on all sides it can safely be said that he
has the best wishes of all who attended the convention in any capacity.
all

It was demonstrated during the sessions of
the National Electric Light association at Chicago this week, that the general public is interested in electricity, that the people desire to
become acquainted with the devices employed in
the development of electrical energy, and that
especially in Chicago there is an excellent opportunity to increase the interest in the subject
and impart confidence to the public mind by
The atholding a general electrical exposition.
tendance at the exhibition, especially during the

evening, was simply marvelous, and it was at
times necessary to deny admission to those who
presented themselves, as the spacious halls were
overcrowded. On Thursday night 18,000 tickets

admission were collected after 7 o'clock.
This will give some idea of the vast number of
persons who attended the convention and exEvery
amined the apparatus on exhibition.
day the halls of the big building were crowded
from early in the morning until late at night.
of

In
connection with the electric light convention, the Scientific American refers to the fact
that, in many conventions of scientific men, valuable time is wasted in listening to papers that
contain nothing that is new, instructive or entertaining, but are read merely through courtesy to
the author. An interesting comparison is drawn.
In the electrical field of to-day, apparatus and
methods change so quickly that a new device or
idea is scarcely arrived when that which is still
more novel is treading upon its heels. The
electrical men come from all parts of the country at stated intervals to compare notes concerning these; it being of vital importance, and
by no means an easy task, to keep abreast of all

There is
particular line.
is going on in a
no time for idle talk, for oratory, for ancienl
that

history, for dissertations on

things in general,
with an occasional remark on the subject under
The chairman has no traditions to
discussion.
follow, anil no mercy; the committee, to whom
submitted, rarely pass one
all papers must be
that docs, not

I

real

of a live

issue.

When

it

is

remembered that many of the best practical
minds of the country gather at these conven
and that in their line they are, it is conceded, leading the world, it is not, perhaps,
going too far to say that to attend these convention is to get a liberal education in applied
lions,

electrics.

February
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Thanking you for all
tion to do what it started out to do.
the courtesies you have extended the chair, I decline the
nomination.

Mr. Perry,

Four years ago, amid much

of Providence:

boisterous tumult without and some little trouble within, in
this city, in the month of February, was born the National
Present at that time, earnestly
Electric Light association.
working, willing ever to put aside anything that might
affect him personally for the good of the association, a
gentleman who is with us to-day and has been with us at
every meeting of the association, one who has been careful
and thorough in all investigations, conservative in all his
conclusions, -honest and conscientious in all his convictions
that gentleman is known to you all; I nominate him foi
president of this association for the ensuing year
Kdwin
R. Weeks of Kansas City.

—

—

The nomination was seconded by Mr. DeCamp.

New

Dr. Moses,

York:
I
hear several seconds to
one among them is my own; therefore,
although it seems to be the general desire to second it, I
rise to second it in order to be able to add my testimony to
that which has been given by Mr. Perry; and also, at the
same time, to premise it by saying that in the declaration
of the president who has just thrown off the toga we see an
act of self-abnegation which deserves our unanimous approval.
The action of Mr. Duncan is such as to make us
believe that there is a spirit pervading this association
which was born with it, has grown with it, and which will
continue to live with it
that is, harmonious action for the
general advantage of electric lighting interests
Rotation
in office has been always a favorite theory in this government, and it is a pleasant thing to see one who has all the
elements of success in him, and a strong support among
the members of this association, declining the honor in
favor of one whose capability he must recognize and whose
friendship, I think, he possesses.
I
second the motion
nominating Mr. Weeks of Kansas City
Mr. Maher, of Albany: I rise to second the nomination
of Mr. Weeks, and to heartily indorse what has been so
gracefully said by both the gentlemen who have preceded
me. The presidency of the National Electric Light association is an honor that any man might well be proud of;
and I am sure that I voice the sentiments of all the gentlethat nomination,

—

men

here present, members of this organization, when I
say that in the choice of Mr. Weeks we choose one who,
in all his efforts during the existence of this organization,
has done much to make it what it is to-day.
heartily
I
indorse and second the nomination of Mr. Weeks.

Nominations were closed.
Mr. Cooper- For first vice-president of this associahave to propose to this association the name of a
gentleman who has long been associated with it in all its
work, a gentleman who is well known to all of you, so
tion I

well known that
favor.
He is a

it is

hardly necessary to say a word in his

gentleman

whom

you

all

know, and

whom

know is to esteem him. I nominate Mr. A. J. De
Camp, of Philadelphia.
Mr. Ridlon, Boston: I know of no gentleman who is

to

better qualified

than A.
nomination.

terest

by his position
J.

DeCamp.

I

in

am

the electric lighting invery glad to second the

Mr. Cram Koston: While I feel that the gentleman
who has just been nominated for the position of first vice
president of this association is so well known to, per
haps, every member of this association, both personally
and by reputation, as an able manager of one of the largelectric lighting companies in the country
a combination, I should perhaps say, of electric lighting companies
that no word is necessary in support cf his nomination

—

est

—
:

for the office,

nevertheless

gives

it

me

great pleasure to

second his nomination, and to add just this one word in
support of him:
He is a man who has been strongly
identified with the association from its earliest days as an
earnest, active and conscientious worker.

Mr. Biedler,

Baltirhore:
I
will add that
Mr. De
possesses, in my opinion, those traits that are covered
in a practical, skillful and successful electric light man

Camp
He

has manifested upon this

the deliberations of
that eminently fit him and
commend him for the first offices in the gift of this association.
When we can get such men to accept office, they
honor us in the acceptance.
can know that those
interests which are paramount above all others to this association will be conserved, and we can confidently feel
that comprehensive thought upon the subject, drawn from
floor, in

this convention, those qualities

We

experience and intelligence, will encompass all that pertains to and may be developed in the science for the practical and general good of electric light and power.
Mr. Mason, Boston: It is hardly necessary that another should second this nomination, and yet 1 suppose we
would like to go all around the circle and say the words
which we all have to say in regard to this nomination; but
perhaps for the rest of us it would be best to
"Let silence covel speech
Than vain words clutch lor what they cannot reach."
<i. A. Redman, of Rochester, nominated E, A.
of Albany, for second vice-president.

Mr. CuRirss, Cleveland:

gives

Maher,

me

great pleasure to
second this nomination I have known Mr. Maher personally
for many years.
He is one of the oldest and one of the
ablest electric light men in this country.
I believe that
he can bring to this convention an experience that will be
beneficial to us all; that he will aid to raise this convention
to that point that we will all want to see it raised.
Not
only is he a man of great experience in managing a company and in running a station, but he is as parliamentarian,
I believe, the peer of
a ly man on this floor.
He is even
the peer of our good friend Morrison on my right.
It

H. M. Daggett: I would like to submit, alistfor
members of the executive committee of the ensuing
year.
I would nominate B. Rhodes of Niagara Falls,
B. E. Sunny of Chicago, George A. Kedman of Rochester, C. R, Huntley of Buffalo, Dr. Otto A.. Moses of
New York, E.T.Lynch, jr., of Brooklyn, P.H. Alexander

of Boston, J. F. Morrison of Baltimore, nod T. Carpenter Smith of Philadelphia.
Mji. Brown:
would move that the same lit kel be
nominated, with the substitution for the name of Mi
Sunny of Charles R, Fabian of Toledo, In doing this
want to state that my object is to have the executive
committee consist entirely of central station operating
representatives, or ;it least of those men representing
Thai is, we should e>
current companies, so called.
elude from the executive committee all men who are engaged in the supply business or in the manufacturing
business.
Another reason for substituting Mr. Fabian's
name for that of Mr. Sunny is that Mr. Fabian not only has
a large electric light plant, but also is a representative
gasman. The gas men have on many occasions gjven
membership to electric light men. I do not think the
electric light associations have extended equal courtesies to the gas men.
Mr Fabian is not known to mosl
of us, I presume, but whoever does know him will
know him to be a whole-souled, genial man.
lie expected to be here at this convention, and hoped to be,
but sent his regrets. He is a member of the association.
and I hope that his name will be placed on the execu-

mtact, and with whon
same committee, stand her
place to which he }..,
to member s

I

I

-

I

tive committee.

Dr. Moses. New York: The gentleman has touched
the key note in the discussion
He has spoken of the
necessity of this executive committee being composed
of men who represent central stations alone. That very
thought has been in my miod since the nomination, and
before.
I, myself, do not represent such an institution,
and yet I think that this association should be com posed,
not only of men who represent stations, but all other
interests in which electricity plays an important part.
Nevertheless it is my sincere conviction that the ultimate success of this association depends upon its guidance by those who are interested, and who represent
ceulral station lighting.
The tendency of the development to-day of this industry^ is toward central stations.
I think the time has come when all inventors are directing their efforts to make their apparatus fit on central station work.
If a man has a cigar light he wants
it attached to the central station distributed throughout
the city.
If he has a sewing machine or a printing
I recoipress he wants it run from the central station.
led some years ago, when I was at a convention of this
the
association held in Baltimore, and stopped at
Reynard Hotel. I was annoyed during the night by the reElectric
verberations of an engine in the basement.
I comlights were supplied throughout the building.
pfained to the proprietor that his foundations were not
sufficiently deep.
He said he had gone very deep with
them, but that it was impossible for him to prevent that
vibration, consequently he and we would have to submit to it until a central station was established in the
city of Baltimore.
Mr Reynard had put his isolated
plant into operation at a time when the prices were very
much higher than now, when electric, lighting by incanThe tendency of the
descents was a luxury.
development of this industry is toward' the posAt the
of central stations.
sessors and guiders
supplied.
must
be
same
time
these
people
operation?
What do the central station people put in
furThat which is brought to them to be used.
nishes that? The supply men; yet at the same time the
option of deciding whether to use this or that product,
and to determine upon the excellences of them, rests
solely with the purchaser, and that is the electric central

Who

station

men.

Now,

this association, as I

understand

it,

has been formed for the purpose of bringing together
those employed in central station lighting and other
ranches of electricity and those who furnish supplies.
It has been successfully done, and I hope that both of
these interests will recognize at once their due position.
I, myself, come in somewhat in an intermediate capacity.
My opinion has been sought, frequently by those on both
sides, and T feel myself somewhat in a position to give
them advice. They have come to me, and in honoring
me with this nomination. 1 look upon myself not in that
honorable position that Mr. Francisco put me in as a
leader through the difficulties, but as a peacemaker. If
of this convention that only one of
it is the opinion
these interests should be represented upon the executive
committee, I feel as if I should respectfully withdraw
1

my name

from

.

1

1

lis

is

convention, have to learn that
place.

the

I

Thl

main

ecutive committee, Mr. Sunny is tie
sjstem that sooner or later we wi

or

that at
.ion will be brought
that
hope to see settled, that so:

up

-

bcf<

-

I

:ndcr the surf
the 'handling of an
in its infancy, the effort to impro
in thisdirection has met with a great man;
yet he is one of those who have given us more light on I he
subject than we were able to obtain from any other n.
of the convention up to the present lime.
I, for one
lieve in going to the shop to get shop information,
f
believe that, to have the best results, this association must be
brought in touch with those who handle the specia::>
which they carry on their business. I believe that the manufacturers of apparatus, the manufacturer of cables and
insulated wires, and
those who are spending

Mr. Sunny has

ha.]

While

1

time and their money in endeavors to bring about the
best plans of placing wires
under ground, are all
valuable
aids
and
adjuncts
this
to
association,
aod without them, your meetings twice a year would be

comparatively

valueless.

Mr. Freeman: Manufacturers -hould be represented
executive committee to lay before them from

in the

time to time the various advances that have been made,
and in selecting Mr. Sunny it is to be said that he represented one of the most" active and progressive companies in existence, and should be kept upon that com
mittee representing fe manufacturers' interest, and I
believe if the manufacturers were all here they would
select Mr. Sunny as their representative, and IUiink it
is necessary for us to keep him on that committee.
Mr. Mason: I regret very much that one element has
been introduced intothis discussion, and I risetoprolesi
against it with all the force that is in me. The reason stated
here for the motion to drop Mr. Sunny and to introduce
another name is an outrage to one-half the members of
this association, men who do not want and. do not ask
for any office, but who are told substantially that they
can pay their dues and exhibit their goods, but they
must understand that they are not of "the association,
that they are an outside element.
I think if that is the
fact, the sooner the association is formed upon a differ
ent basis the better.
This matter has not been introduced by those who are called here by some opprobrious
name, "the supply men," but it has been introduced by
the electric light men, the central station men.
If this
is an electric light association, such language
ought not to be permitted. If this association is an association of central station plants, let it be so. and be

association

called so.
Personally. 1 say. it is a grievance to half
of the members of the association to be told that they
may come here, but should not hold any office in tingift of the association.
I earnestly hope that Mr.
Sunny's name will be retained on the committee.
Mr. Perry, of Providence: I regret most sincerely
that this controversy should have been commenced, but
1 trust in the interests of peace that it will be terminated
at a very early moment.
The only objection urged
against Mr. Sunny, and I speak with 'perfect freedom
for
name is not up for any office, is that he has broughl
to the discharge of his duties honesty of purpose and intelligence of execution.
I trust, gentlemen, that the
list of names presented for your consideration bv Mr.
Daggett will be unanimously adopted.
Mr. Kerr: 1 think that a man's eligibility for office
should be determined by a certain position* which he
may hold, and that he should not be disqualified because
he happens to be in some other business.
I am very
sorry that there seems to be a tendency to a dispute e

my

1

tween men who sell electric light apparatus and other
things connected therewith and those who operate them,
and I hope that any such discussion will be avoided.
If it is to arise, I mean to say, as one of those who are
not connected with a central station, that
am. vcr>
much interested in seeing this association an affair oi
men who are engaged in supplying light to the public.
Mr. Brown: In making the amendment to the original motion which I did, I had several reasons in
mind
why it was more proper, as I thought, for me to make that
motion than for any one else to make it: and in stating
1

it.

Carpenter Smith,

Philadelphia: I feel a little
modesty in rising to speak on a nomination for the executive committee, having myself been nominated, but
I think it, due to the convention to state what I think
would be for its best interest, and what I think we will
all of us realize in a short time, and that is, the extreme
value of Mr. Sunny as a member of the executive committee [applause],
A. Cheney, of Elmira.
S. A.. DUNCAM: 1 nominate 1'
N, Y., as a member of the executive committee.
Mr. Morrison: Being in the same position as that
described by Mr. Smith, having had my name placed in
nomination as a member of the executive committee, I had
intended to sit silent pending the proceedings of this committee.
I cannot, however, sit silent and see the possibility of having drift from your active service in the cause
of the electric light association a man so conspicuous for
his interest in all electric lighting matters as Mr. B. E.
Sunny.
Mr. B. E, Sunny is president of the Chicago Arc
think that the appointment of Mr.
igfht company.
Sunny, by one of the foremost electrical manufacturing
companies of this country, showing, as it did, that they
recognized in him a peculiar litness for the electrical lighting business because he had so faithfully and well discharged

T.

.

1

his duties as president of this company, is, or ought to be,
an additional reason why he should be appointed on this
The perfect appointment oi this
executive committee.
convention, the vast labor necessary to bring about the condition which you see before you and all that appertains to
the electrical peoit. while due credit must be given to all
ple of Chicago, including the chief of the municipal clecwe
have
been brought
he
with
whom
trical department, yet

those reasons I think I will explain to Dr. Mason what,
seems, has rather touched him, that 1 am not a central
I am not a man engaged exclusively in sellstation man.
ing electric light lamps, but the business of the companv
which I represent covers not only manufacturing electric
light apparatus, but also dealing in supplies.
The _ efore.
I thought that it was particularly appropriate that the expression of opinion which I have hoard frequently
not on
the floor of this convention, but outside
should come from
a man who represented the different interests as I do.
Another reason why I thought that such a motion as 1
made was proper as coming from me, was because I am
personally acquainted with Mr. Sunny, and it would be
understood by every one, 1 think, that there is no personal
objection in my mind to Mr. Sunny.
It
was siiv
matter of policy that 1 wanted to introduce here.
Another
was that 1 was on the nominating committee at
New York; I was the chairman of that committee, and it
was my own motion that Mr Sunnv should be appointed
on the executive committee and made the chairman of that
committee, a position which he has tilled tothesatisfa
Another reason was that, in a
which Sh. Sunny recently had with me, he said his determination- -not his desire, but his determination
was never
to serve on the executive commute again, and rather laid a
blame, if you might call it so. on rue for getting him into
it

—

—

—
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T
simply make
the position that he had occupied so far.
these remarks in explanation of my amendment to the
original motion.
General discussion followed, during the course of which
abian's name, but did not withMr. Brown withdrew Mr
draw his motion to make a substitution. Mr. Cheney's
of the committee.
consideration
for
the
name was then left
The question being on the nomination of Mr. F. A.
Cheney for a place on the executive committee, the nomination was lost by a vote of 62 to 16.
The original resolution to adopt the nominations of
members of the executive committee as originally nominated was then -put and carried unanimously
Action on the report of the committee of the whole was
1

postponed.

The Chairman: The next business in order, according
to the special order, is the resolution of Mr. Smith: ''That
the thanks of the association be extended to the committee
for its endeavors, and that the chair continue and add to
the committee on conduits and conductors Mr. Sunny, Mr.
Sperry and Prof. Barrett, with a view to obtain further
information, and that the sens? of this association is that
it is not yet in a position to make any recommendation for
or against the placing of arc light circuits of over 1,000
volts potential on underground conductors.''
Leave was given to Mr. Smith to withdraw his motion.
Mr. Morrison: I beg t> offer the following resolution

:

"Resolved, That the report of the committee on conduits and conductors be recommitted to that committee,
and that Messrs. Sperry, Bjrrett and Sunny be added to
the committee, and that the committee be continued."
The motion was carried unanimously.
Mr. Cooper moved that the report of the committee of

recommending names for officers and executive
committee be adopted.
The report of the committee of the whole was unanimously adopted, and, on motion of Mr. Mornson, the secretary was authorized to cast the ballot of the association
for the list of officers and executive committee as reported.
the whole

Mr. Morrison
I move that the next place of meeting be designated as Niagara Falls, at a time in August
which shall be designated by the executive committee, to suit
collateral circumstances.
I mean by that the meetings of
conventions of a like character.
;

Prof. Barrett

I put

:

Minneapolis

nomination as a

in

place of meeting.

Mr. Barrett withdrew his nomination. The motion of
Mr. Morrison was adopted unanimously and Niagara Falls
selected as the next place of meeting.

The Chairman The regular order of business will
now be taken up, which will be a paper of Mr. S. E. Barton of Eoston, Mass.
:

S.

E. Barton read the following paper
liLEci'Ric

:

Light Stations as Fire Risks.
NY

s.

E.

UAK OX.
l

In the latter part of last year I was informed by your
secretary, Mr. Garratt, that at this convention "the subject
oi insurance in relation to electrically-illuminated buildings.
and alsj the question of electric light stations as Hre risks"
would receive attention, and I was asked by him to prepare
a short paper on one of these subjects.
I wisn first to acknowledge the honor 1 feel in being invited to speak before so scientific and large an assembly as
tnis Convention of the National Electric Light association.
Through stress of circumstances my paper will be short,
but I wish to touch both subjects in a general way.
Insurance companies, like yourselves, sometimes get involved in litigation, and it is my unhappy lot to have been
drawn into that unfortunate condition, to the exclusion of
almo-t everything else, for the past two months.
I offer
lhis information as a preliminary apology for what may
follow
Perhaps my misfortune in being caught in the
toils of the law may prove to be your good fortune, because
I am full to overflowing of the subject
before me.

cannot refrain, in the outset, from congratulating myand my insurance associates in New England, upon
the very cordial relations existing between ourselves and
I

self,

the electric lighting interests, and also upon the very favorable experience the underwriters of New England have met

within having comparatively

pay on account
jlectric lighting fire hazard.
Nor can I'refrain from
g that, as favorable as our experience has been in the
is being, and will continue to be, made much more
favorable through the good work undertaken, and being
'.
carric
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trie exchange.
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and
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results tend in the right direction
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to the
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ped in electric lighting pursuits as
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at

and work arc safe and what are not, and
pursuits of any who may, through
per scientific knowledge, be unqualified for the

practices

.

matter of

fa

,
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believe thai the experibecn required to protO their qualiti-

and earnestly

set
..

themsc
..

.
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*he ccriificatc.
It;
are thereafter more capable in their
for all panics concerned tha

men
were

While the plain duty of underwriters

in the public interest
hold to a strict line of requirements any of you
who may be tempted or compelled, through competitive
pressure, to depart from what you know are safe practices, and,
ng done that, the underwriters' duty is not
fulfilled until they have indorsed electrical illumination and
power by the reduced premium charges that such combined
action on the part of electrical and insurance intere?ts is
sure to warrant.
is,

first

to

The two

Hand

interests are peculiarly identical.

in

hand

they can accomplish much in reducing the enormous fire
waste.
Disunited and antagonistic to each other, your
work will be slower in development. Competition among
yourselves and no restraining supervision on our part will
drive you to cheaper construction and maintenance of your
work.
More fire loss and higher premiums for insurance
must inevitably be the result, while the public, still calling
for your light because it is good, will be deterred to an injurious degree by reason of the increased insurance rates
that will surely follow, such »5 liave already been applied in
some cases, and threatened in others,
Trie podcy or insurance companies ana orgafnzauG;;;;
toward electric lighting or any hazard, in fact, capable ol
being minimized, should nut be "to fit the punishment to
the crime," but rather to lessen the crime, or endeavor to.
In your case they will be loth to undertake that policy with
out your co operation, and can succeed only with it. Without their co-operation, 1 think you would make but little
headway in that direction.
In New England electric lighting is very popular with in-

surance men, particularly since it has, as applied to some
risks, been included in the schedule of "improvements"
for which a reduction in tariff is made,
The energeticagent in Iiis efforts to scoop in his c mpetkors' pet risks
does not fail to recommend the introduction of electrir
lights as a

means cf procuring a lower

rate

and securing

He

(he risk to himself.

ihereby becomes your solicitor.
He goes still further: in ..<any cases he manifests his favor
to you and serves his ov> u interests by becoming an investor in your apparatus, and a promoter of your industry.
Such a condition of things is but the natural outgrowth of
a perfect harmony and co-operation between the two great
interests.

ought

throughout the land.
By reason of faulty work which crept in during the early
It

to exist

stages of electric lighting in Boston, numerous small firei
which have occurred there have created a scare among insurance men, causing a threatened increase in rates unless
a remedy was applied
The following- notice just issued
by the Boston Board of Underwriters indicates wheie they
look to for relief.
"At a meeting of the Underwriters' committee, held
Jan 28, 1889 it was voted that on and after May I, 18S9,
all electric lighting and wiring companies' men, who are in
any way responsible fur any of the wiring, running of dynamos, or care and management of batteries for electric
lighting, must hold a license from the New England Elec
This rule applies to isolated plants and
trie exchange.
central stations alike, and is imperative.
No exception to
it will be made."

Such a*ru'e may seem arbitrary to anyone not in sympathy with the objects sought by the "Exchange" (and there
will always be found some objectors to any good movement)
but after all I believe it is just the medicine needed for the
complaint.
In regard to the electric light generating station, the
situation is not a pleasing one to either party.
Out of over
200 fire insurance companies doing business in Massachu
setts, the electric light station is a prohibited risk with all
but about 25 or 30 of them.
The reasons for this interdiction are chiefly these: First, because electrical apparatus.
and dynamos in particular, have been found to be very
susceptible to large and uncertain damage in cases of smaJl
fires; secondly, because generating stations have too frequentlv been crowded into very hazardous and improper
quarters, simp!}' to get floor space and power at the smallwithout regard to permanency and ultimate
est cost,
results; lastly, and mainly, because insurance men, as a
rule, do not understand the nature of the hazard and often
fail to get enlightenment from those in charge of stations
Therefore a large majority of the companies adopt the
course of all wise underwriters,
they "take the benefit of
the doubt" and leave your station risks alone.
Judging from my own observation of the way in which

—

peddled about to find takers,
and the rates that are charged by reason of there being so
few takers, I am led to believe that the question of insurance is to many of you an unsatisfactory one.
1 cannot
electric light station risks are

even with the present condition of
the business as a whole were so
classified as to show the aggregate premiums on the one
side, and the losses and expenses of doing the business on
the other, a fair margin of profit would be shown.
But no
such general classification or account is made, and the ex
perience of those few companies that venture on your risks,
help

thinking that,

stations as

if

lire risks,

favorable,

is

if

carefully kept to themselves, so that others

101 be induced to venture.
Perhaps a bureau of the National Electrii
ighl
in might be formed,
the purposes of which would be
information as to the aggregate premiums paid and
ini urred in central station insurance
If such a laboi
should demonstrate that a fair profit remained after dedlii
premiums, probably
of the risks would
l
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No risk should be accepted by such an association
improved 1o a certain standard as a fire risk, and then
regulai quarterly or tri-yearly inspections should be made,
to see that the standard of equipment
nd care in operation
were maintained.
Much valuable information as to improved modes of construction and equipment could be disseminated by such an association, or even by your own
until

;

association.

In some such general way as I have suggested the quescan be settled; but while
the present tendency to temporary or makeshift installation
shall continue, the question will hardly reach a satisfactory
solution.
Surely the capita] invested in generating plants
would seem to warrant some general action looking to the
standardizing and maintenance of them, and their insurance
at a moderate cost.
Mr. Morrison: I want to add
voice to one particular point.
I want to call attention to that part of
this very able paper iu which reference is made to the
lamentable condition of many of" the electric lighl stations of this country, to the occupancy by electric light
tion of central station insurance

my

companies of old tumbled down buildings or any other
place that they can poke apparatus into, at the least
cost This is doing more harm to the electric light business than all its antagonists put together.
The one declaration made in that paper, that the insurance companies of New England have been compelled to abandon
the risk of electric light stations, is a sufficient warning
to all those about to engage in that business that the
only proper course to pursue is to erect substantial stations under intelligent supervision, and that a law ought
to be passed iu each state of the uuion -where electric
lighting is proposed placing such construction under the
supervision of the government. The suggestions made
in the paper with regard to obtaining such information
will, 1 have no doubt, be carefully noted by our secretary, who before the next meeting will doubtless furnish
information on that subject. It is a matter of the
greatest importance.
It is one that touches your pocket
nerve, and when you touch that you toucli the most
sensitive part of any man who has any capital engaged
iu the business.

Mr. Barton:

I would like to state still further that
not only louches your pocket, but I am free to suggest it touches my heart to see what I believe to be one
of the safest classses of risks that we can have at the
present time, through no reasonable excuse whatever, in
such a condition that insurance companies will not
touch them as a general rule
I believe that in our
business generally about 25 per cent, of the loss ma}' be
charged to what is known with us as moral hazard
I
hold that this 25 per cent, should be eliminated from the
electric lighting hazard; ttere is no such thing as moral
hazard. Therefore, I say when we can have a class of
risks with (hat one risk entirely wiped out, it does seem a
shame and a pity that we cannot have the class so raised
as to make it desirable for insurance companies at low
rates.
The present condition is due wholly, I think, to
the fact of inconsiderate construction without regard to
any permanency of the future condition, but simply to
get a station at the least possible first cost.
The matter
is receiving considerable attention now in New England,
aud only recently, within the last two weeks, theelectric
light committee, of which I am the chairman, has been
asked by the New England Insurance exchange to
formulate a schedule for the purpose of making tariff
it

upon central stations. Heretofore it lias been doue
by the various committees and has been out of the control, or not in the control, of the electric lighting committee in any degree the question of making rates.
They have been rated at what we call the flat method of
rating without any regard to the real merits or demerits
rates

—

of the risk.

We

are

uow undertaking

to formulate a

which we shall assume a standard model
risk at a very low rate.
We shall then add in the way
of deficiency, which we shall make a special charge for,
those features which we believe contribute to the making
ofaceutral station a poor risk, a ml which can be eliminated
by changing, and it will be largely in the method of

schedule

in

construction, internal as well as external, of modern fire
appliances and of the arranging of switch-boards and
things of that kind.
hope in a very short time to
get a schedule f miniated whereby electric light people
can have some idea of what we, as insurance men, think

We

should be done in order to improve your risks, and lhal
will be put into general operation in New England, and
I hope it will spread I know for certain that New York

and

state
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will

it as soon as "we have issued it,
and therefore if
looks as though the insurance of central stations in the
eastern part of the country was in a fair way in reach
some sort of a.solution, but Still it lies in your hand,
gentlemcDj to make if what if should he, and il, would
remove very largely the feeling of prejudice that usually extends from the insurance companies to the pubWhen it becomes known, as it is generally known,
lic,
that electric light Central stations are so hazardous thai
panics will nol touch them, it will only go
insurance c<
to increase the public prejudice against electric lighting
in general.
They conclude that there is something so
mysterious and something so excessively hazardous
aboui ii lhal I hey do nol want any of it.
lhal the :in
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regl'el very inueh
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hope thai the subject will be
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The Chairman

:

The

point

is

this:

We

ha

understand it, who have asked for
The chair is not yet informed whether the com
time.
inittec is ready to report; but it was in his mind that
the subject would be made the first order ol' business
tliis afternoon, to be taken up in connection with the
report of thai committee, thus covering the wh dc question ai one lime.
Mi:. Ridt/'n
beg to substitute iJ. II. Alexander,
who is president of the New England exchange, to
make that report. lie lias the data and the material
with him en which Ik- can make a report on that.
Mr. Alexander: I shall not be able to make a
can si ale the matter
written report, but I believe thai
so that the association will understand it.
The President: That being the case, the first older of business this afternoon will be the discussion on
Mr. Barton's paper and the report of the committee on
the New England exchange.
I have in my hand a pamphlet that 1ms
Dr. Moses
been sent to me, aud I understand it has been exten1 will
sively distributed throughout the United States.
not comment on it, beyond merely reading its title,
" The Comparative Manger to Life of the Alternating
aud Continuous Electric Currents." I have read this,
and I will not lay before you the criticisms that this
gentleman makes before the body now assembled.
Those criticisms are not worthy of notice, but I have
a resolution here which I think can express cir views
and which I would like to see adopted
"Whereas, A certain individual, in order to gratify
a personal resentment, lias, in exaggerating the dangers

committee, as

I

:

1

I

:

:

of electric currents, striven to inlluencc legislation so
.as to cause the introduction of electricity in The form of
alternating current as a means or infliction of death on
condemned criminals, therefore, be it

"Resolved, That theNational Electric Light assoHa
tion earnestly protests against those efforts and unani-

mously resolves that the members of

this

body decline

allow any electric current under their control to be
used for ignoble purposes."
motion to -lay on the table was put anil lost, and
Dr. Moses' resolution was adopted.
The convention then took a recess until 2 o'clock
to

A

p.

m.

AFTEKNOOK

The President:

The

session.

"Comments having been made by
the rules issued

electric light peo-

by the Insurance

ex-

change for regulating light

installations, it seems desirable that the representatives of electric light companies

and superintendents of central stations should meet the
electric light committee of the Insurance exchange and
their inspectors, to talk over equitable means for harmonizing the object of insurance inspection and the
effect of installation of electric light plant

"

The circular then goer on to call a meeting at a cerThere was quite a large attendance ai the
meeting which followed, about sixty or seventy gentlemen being present. A number of electrical matters
were discussed, and it was finally proposed to form an
organization to be called the New England Electric exchange, which should be, so to say, a mediator between
what then seemed to be conflicting interests. The organization was completed by the choice of officers, and
right, here let me say that in that organization only
manufacturing companies and electric light companies
were to be admitted to membership
The call read as
tain time.

follows

"Every one actually engaged in manufacturing or
installing electric light and electric power apparatus, or
in operating commercially an electric light or power
plant, will be eligible to membership of the exchange."
This comes in pat in reflecting upon what was said
this morning here regarding the division.
have

We

found it to work there admirably. The manufacturer
of electric apparatus is just as much interested, it seems
to me, in
good electric light installation as the company operating the same.
look the ground
that
if
formed
an
engineers'
was
a
society

We

man
connecting
and
doing
the
steam
pipes,
that
work intelligently, should be considered an
engineer just the same as the engineer running the engine, and, in fact, as you know, il requires more sk ll to
build an engine than to run* it.
We did not, however,
admit the man that makes the pipe or burns the brick
out of which the foundation for that engine is built. So
we admitted manufacturing companies ami companies operating electric stations, but did nol ad
mil whal you term here to-day supply men, for the
reasons given.
ThU meeting was held on the 2d daj
'I April, and a constitution was adopted, and also a
'

;

^

.

We

...

v

in*-,

fill

1

The result soon shows itself. In
wiring companies.
less than six months from the lime thai the organization
was started the insurance companies <>( their <<w n accord
made a reduction in insurance rates on all buildings
anil manufac uring establishments where electricity was
used as the only illuminant, a reduction of in per cent.
on incandescent, ami !j per cent, on are light plants.
Meanwhile a great many difficulties came up between
different companies, which the board of referees, as we
railed them at first, but whom we now call tie- board
of directors, always amicably sell led.
know of places
where tiie electric wires were run and did considerable
damage to the telephone interest in the city. The telepi
e interest being there first, naturally felt very much
We settled such matters between the comaggrieved.
panies without recourse to law.
The prime object always has been to look for good work. Manufacturing
companies and operating companies alike had a common
interest to have good work done.
The manufacturer
said that, a poor apparatus well installed would operate
a great deal better than a good apparatus poorly installed, and, therefore, the interest was common, just
<it

I

same as I believe it, is here. Lately, howi ver
trouble arose in the city of Boston regarding tires that
were said to have occurred there from electric wires,
and the board of underwriters of the city of Boston
proposed to adopt more stringent rules.
invited
them to meet with us and the tariff committee of the
Boston Fire Under writers' union and the electric light
committee of the New Eugland exchange and the inspectors of the Insurance exchange, and, in common
with them, we discussed this matter, and as a consequence this circular was issued Feb. 1.
tin-

We

first

is

ple regarding

perfect installation of electric lights lessened the fl
took the ground that electric light was thi
dangerous artificial illuminant in existence, hut we
the ground that electric light plants should bi
fectly well installed, and therefore we propose to liense am! we have done so since —employes of electric
light companies operating electric light, and employes

" To Electric Light and Wiring Companies:

business in order this
the report of the committee on the New
England exchange and the discussion of Mr. Barton's
paper on insurance.
Mr. Alexander: I am not the chairman of the
committee that had the matter in hand, but I was reipn -led by the chairman of the committee to bring before you this matter of the New England Electric exchange, with which I have been connected since its inception, and of which I have been the president since
its organization.
I have not prepared a written report,
but as the secretary of the exchange wisely put in some
numbers of its paper which contains a stenographic report of the proceedings, I may, with its aid, make the
object of the exchange well understood, and the subject may prove interesting to you.
In March of last year there seemed to be a great deal
of dissatisfaction expressed as to certain insurance
rules pertaining to wiring, and in order to see how tinelectrical fraternity stood on this matter I prepared a
circular which, in common with other gentlemen in the
business, I have sent, around to every station superintendent aud station company. The circular reads as
follows
afternoon

plan of licensing.
The exchange took the ground thai
the insurance companies could not help reduce
ance where electric lighl installations were madi
fectly, and you have heard Mr.
Barton's paper this
morning, which states thai heacquiesccd in that— lhatn

"It has been decided by the Boston Fire Underwriters'
union that on and after March 1, 1889, they will not approve underwriters' wire for electric light wiring in any
manner inside of buildings. Moisture-proof and waterproof wire must be used. All loops, or drops, from poles
or other outside structures, to and into buildings, must
also be of a heavy moisture-proof insulation.
It must first

be submitted to the
This rule applies to

electrical inspector for his approval.
all new work, also to any change made
Parties who have made contracts for wiring
calling for underwriters' wire, which contracts will not be
completed before March 1, 1SS9, must send a written

in old

work

notice to the electrical inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' union.
If such notice is not given, the work,
will not be approved under any circumstances.
Any contract made subsequent to this notice, and not strictly complying with tbese rules, will not be approved.

"At a meeting of the Underwriters' committee, held Jan.
it was voted that on
and after May 1, 1SS9, all
electric lighting and wiring companies' men, who are in
anyway responsible for any of the wiring, running of dy
namos, or care and management of batteries for electric
lighting, must hold a license from the New England
28, 1S89.

This rule applies to isolated plants
alike, and is imperative.
No excepbe made.

Electric exchange.
and central stations
tion to

it

will

"Osborne Howes,
'

Jr.,

Secretary."

read this to you to show how harmonious are our renow, that a year ago seemed to be antagonistic.
plan of licensing has further been approved since
by the legislature, who have incorporated this exchange and given it power to grant licenses. In order to
promote ambition in excellence of workmanship and to extend the knowledge among men practically engaged in
installing and operating electrical plants, and thus make it
an object for fire underwriters to recommend the introduction of electricity :n preference to other means of producing artificial light and power, the New England Electric exchange will issue licenses of five classes, each class
First-class
representing a certain extent of qualification.
licenses are issued only to persons fully competent to install and operate any electric light or electric power plant.
The applicant for a lirst-ela'-s license must be able to make
working plans for central stations and for isolated ir stal
lations, must have a general knowledge of the construction of dynamo electric machines and the electrical appliances necessary for electric light and electric power installations, a general knowledge of the principles, construe
tion ami installation of secondary or storage batteries, a
thorough knowledge of the insurance rules pertaining to
the business, a specific knowledge of the system operated
bv the applicant, and a thorough knowledge of the calculal ions necessary for anil the rules governing elect I'ie
wiring, and lie aide to make complotc wiring plans.
From ihis. class we go down to those requiring leys
and less knowledge to men who are not competent to
do the electric work. Fifth-class licenses are issued
potent only i" operate electric ma
to persons
ehinerv. and whi» are no! eompotoilt to do elect rie
The applicant for a liflh-chiss license must
wiring.
have a general knowledge of Me- operation "i tie- parI

lations

The

ticular electric light or electric power machinery it is
desired to operate, and a thorough knowledge of he
insurance rules pertaining thereto.
You can rendily
see what great diflleulfcy wo have in examining these
different men all over the New Eugland states.
We
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\\v have now six examining
throe each, and we have live

it.

composed
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mee( every Momli
however, around he
examiners would examine

directing boards that
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licenses.
These
plieanl who made applies

tin

Hom

'crtaiii class.

few of them obtained
the last oflieh
dates now some months back, will .-how.

.

it

1

hieh

find

forty-three men applied for flrsUe-las
ly twenty-sis obtained it: of forty-five who applied for
-.I ond-e!ass only thirty-one
were successful, while

forty-two men who had applied for liighi
license-, received only a fourth-class.
But they were
quite satisfied, and we hi
many letters from
them saying. "We simply go ahead and will try
again." They have a right to come agj
amiiiat ion.
They have in several eases brought to
the second examination a great deal more knowledge
than they ever had. putting their whole hear! u
now, having something to look forward to and
tain. They hav done \>Ty well; the plan has woi
well and the men themselves have done \^ry well.
A.ftcr the examiners have gone through and made
their minutes of the examination, they send their report to the board of directors, who weigh that matter
carefully and either send the report buck if not in
dance with rules laid down here or accej
Before issuing these licenses each examiner has
The pree
to sign the certificate that is issued.
and secretary have to sign the certificate, and then
once more we send it to the insurance ins
that district, who comes in personal contact with
these men, and who can tell us if. while they may
have a knowledge of the business, they may be careless in carrying out their work.
We have also a
clause by which we can revoke any license that has
been given to a man who proves incompetenl afterward
his
or
careless
in
work.
We have
found
men
that
perfectly
aide
to
opi
electric machinery are
incompetent by reason of
neglect and carelessness. Now. your resolution last
summer asked this committee to recommend to the National Electric Light association what means should be
taken to attain the same object.
I have given this matter
thought only a couple of days, but I cannot see how the
National Ehctric association can establish a plan unless
they divide the United States up into sub districts or recommi nd state organizations; that is, work hand in hand
with the insurance people, or if you please independent of
thuDk in New England the electric exchange
get along without insurance examiners, and I
have predicted to some of my friends, insurance examiners
who are here from New England, that the time will come
when insurance companies in New England will not require an examination; they will only require this certificate
of the foreman in charge of that work as a guarantee that
the work has been done well.
I want to say before I sit
down that Mr. Barton's paper this morning, as well as the
remarks I have made, would ptobably be best supplemented if the president would grant the New Eugland
insurance inspectors who are present here, but not members, the privilege of the floor.
The Chairman:
shall be glad to hear from Capt.
for

it,

I

now would

We

Brophy,
'aii
If
BROPHI
the New
England Electric exfulfills its promise half as well as I hope it will,
the office of insurance inspector will be no longer necessary.
That individual will happily lay down his cares and
tribulations, and seek other lields for the exercise of his
I

.

:

change

powers.
The insurance people of New England perhaps
have taken a more intelligent view of the electric light
matter than most any other body of insurance men throughout the United States.
There is no antagonism between
the two bodies, but the insurance men stand sadly in need
of enlightenment in regard to many points of electric
lighting.
It is now too late for me to say that every one
recognizes that the electric light is
mi of artificial

known at the present day. It is for vou
to prove to the masses of people of this country
also the safest.
That you can do, 1 am Mire. I
that now the various companies
construction com

illumination

gentlemen
that
find

h

is

—

panics and electric fight companies— heartily co-operate
with the insurance inspector in attempting to prove
When we have competent nun in every station in New
England ready and willing and taking a pride in doing
their work as llicv o
do it. the StnSatioiial
paper ot the day will have one Itss theme to expatiate
All that the intelligent people of this country, paron.
ticularly insurance interests, require, is light.
When that
is done throughout the country as we
have a" ready begun
it in New
England, both will interchange views and 'become
better
acquainted with
each other.
Now.
;
ii
is
to
secure
a
fa i
shan
insurance ou the best-equipped electric light stations
in the best coinpn
allies
In New England we ha\e had
.

l

1
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ground system comes along we

scarcely auy loss to speak of, when he amount of property invested iu electric light stations is taken into consideration; but we are 111.1 with the fact, 1 suppose, that
they do have severe losses outside of that territory. We
have just now blocked out a schedule of rating for
electric light companies, and I trust that this organizaI hope if they have any sugtion will assist us a little.
I

have

gestions before that is promulgated, that they will make
so that when you comply with the requirements
for specification in tin- rating you will gel what you
have not been able to secure yet— a fair share of insurIf you choose to deviate
ance and at the lowest rates
from that, von will have to pay for it. The moral hazard that is attached to a great many other kinds of busiYou are under
ness fortunately does not exist in this.
the contract to deliver a certain article; you must deliver it every day in the year; there is no motive whatever for the "electric light companies to saddle off their
property on the insurance people; and when the insur-

to do what vou know how to do. and see that it is done
tires caused by electric lights or electric light
wires so scarce that they will hardly ever be heard of.
here yesterday
I wish to correct one statement rnsde
which should not go abroad because it is not strictly
while
ago the insurlittle
that
a
was
true
It
proved
ance people of Boston were somewhat agitated over the
frequency, as they thought, of small fires in that city,
caused, or said to be caused, by electric light wires, or
by electric lights. I regret to say that this feeling iu the
breasts of insurance men was largely engendered by
It will not do for you
electric light men themselves.
to run down or decry your opponents or competitors,
as it will appear to the average insurance man that all
systems of electric lighting are unsafe. Bear in mind
that when you make them believe that one system, because it is not the one that you are dealing in, is unsafe,
they naturally conclude that the same rule applies to all.

put
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to break the secondary circuit.
is a switch with
to break the primary circuit.
C and are posts supporting points A and B.
The distance between points -/
and
is adjusted by means of pointer
and scale S. / is a
piece of fusible wire for safety.
is a condenser.
Now,
let us suppose condenser A" to be disconnected for a moment.
It was in that form that the first step was taken.
We are told that by rupturing the circuit at E. sparks were
obtained between A,
of various lengths according to the
position of switch R.
This is plainly impossible. To open
switch
is but another form of increasing the distance between A, B, and we know that such increase would not
cause a spark at A B. I do not deny that sparks were obtained in the experiment, but I do deny that sparking conditions are shown in this diagram.
There are no explanations offered by which the sparking conditions can be un-

Cables."
Disri i'Tive Discharges in
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X
D

which
which

be too glad to

shall only

in.

On motion of Mr. Morrison, the report of the committee
on New England Electric exchange was accepted, and the
committee continued, The thanks of this convention were
extended to Capt. Brophy and Mr. Killieut.
The Chairman; The next in order will be the paper
11.
of C.
Rudd, on "Disruptive Discharges in Lead

Qiem

ance people understand this thoroughly and many other
things that we ought to know. I think there will be no
friction— certainly not in our section of the country, and
we hope to educate those in other sections up to our
standard. The matter of insulation I hoped would have
been settled in a little different way here from what it
has been; but as the insurance exchange of New England is tinder no obligations to any one, maker of wire,
or anybody else, we will take the bull by the horns ourselres. and settle it so far as we are concerned in our
All now that is required of you gentlemen is
section.

it

February

In coining before the association at this time with the
subject named, my principal object is to consider the experAn account of these experi
iments of A. G. Acheson.
ments appeared July 7, 18SS, and was enlarged upon by

,

NV

\Uf" ""//,„

_

—to make

_

Now,

that

was fomented

in that

way.

It

was

stated

here that every one of these fires was caused by underground wires. That is not true. The fires in New
England, unfrequent as they have been, have not been
confined to any one particular system of electric lighting; they are equally distributed among different kinds,
oramong different systems; but happily they have been
so few that very little or few losses have had to be paid.
have had since the introduction of electric lighting

Mr. Acheson at your last meeting. The results of the investigations suggested two conclusions
First,
that the
static capacity of a cable is a transforming agency by which
develop
a
static
charge
greater
passing
current
might
of
a
electromotive
force
than
the
electromotive
force
which produces said current; second, that a static
These conclusions are
charge will not pass an arc.
radical and cannot fail to attract attention.
If they are
sound thev have a most important bearing upon cable serv-

derstood, and explanations would be valueless in this case,
for if the sparks occur in any roundabout way the experiment becomes simply an electrical puzzle without bearing
upon the subject under consideration. The investigator
seems to assume that everybody will agree that ruptures of
circuit and sparks are inseparable.
This assumption is
without support. When ruptures produce sparks it is because accompanying conditions are favorabie, for instance:
If a closed circuit is relieving two points of electrical strain

:

r

We

in Xew England four electric light stations burned; two
of them from causes entirely separated from the business carried on in them. Two might possibly have been
traced to electrical causes, and each one might have
been prevented by a reasonable amount, of forethought.
When vou take into consideration the amount of money
invested in Xew England over ten million dollars, I
think in electric light stations, that is but a very small
amount; and if anv other section of the country does as
Now, the New
well, I should be glad to hear from it.
England Insurance exchange takes a little credit to itaffairs
there; but
of
this
state
self for the existence of
without the active co-operation of the men in the busiI wish to say here
"neir efforts would be fruitless.
that we have met and received that co-operation and are
now
is
for
the electric exwe
want
All
to-day.
it
doing
change to give us the suitable men and furnish them
with new qualifications, tnd perhaps in a few years
hence I shall not be called an inspector for the New

—

—

England Insurance exchange.

Mr.
can

Uoston:

Kii.licut,

add

much

to

what

do not think that I
Brophy has already
sentiment which he has

I

Mr

n/t.

.->

9
By

ice.

we would be obliged

virtue of the first conclusion,

B

to largely increase the value of cable insulation, or else put

and a spark might pass between them. We do not find such
tendencies to spark in the work shown.
From the nature

on high pressure protectors

of a nature to carry a constant
stream of sparks.
And we would be obliged to ask, why
have we not had a much greater number of burn-ouls than
we have? By virtue of the second conclusion, the high
pressure protectors, if used, would have to go into every
section of cable cut off from other sections by lamps.
I do
not believe these conclusions to be sound, and expect to

but I can voice the
already expressed, and I think as most likely all of you do,
that better insulation and construction will take away a
great deal of the fear in the minds of a great many insurance people and a great deal of the whole community at
I think that by the direction in which we are trying
said,

(see points A, &, Fig. 2} and the circuit should be ruptured, say, at E, points A,
would have to bear the strain

of the investigation

it is
manifest that the lirst step in the
experiment should have been to produce sparking conditions
such that the sparks would depend on pressure only, after
which the effect of adding condenser capacity could have
been properly observed.
Inasmuch, then, as the experi-

1_

to head the matter in New England, we will steer clear of
any calamity which might befall the community, and, as
Mr. Brophy savs, the statement which was made here yesitly a mistake as regards the fires which
icrdav
happened about New England. The statement which was
made was directed at Boston, and a^ I am the inspector for

7

vj.^

We

of course I got the largest share of it.
in Boston, since I have been there (five
of these fifty
000, and these
There were
" up.
the way from, p
Brophy says, in reporting which
the public a large headline
death, and kept the

have only had

;

I

all

rl

ance

fright

which some

of

the companies in
king advantage
:p the insur-

show

p

insurance brokers

better

great deal of
vn

hink the matti

now,

that they arc not,
question the lirst because il con
with the well -known law that the electromotive force
of a static charge cannot exceed the electromotive force of
This law is as well sustained hi daily
I

flicls

Mr. Brophy

1

v

i

We

are

1

1

the

er throw of a long

us

look

at

bcai insp
the experiment

'

r ig,

iv ii.

Mr,
the nubi;
T I havi

fti'.

I

aase when

:

good under-

'.

diagram,
in which

tablishcd principle,

If Mr. Aclnson had made a proper series of experiments ill
the laboratory and had then desired to carry his work over
into practical life, he would have firsl obtained a cable car

e

i

an experi-

ii

portion of

both prin
Ji
obtaining different degrees of pressure.
for

to us lacks the vital element necessary to make
demonstrative, every deduction made from said experi-

from which the firsian exacl copy of

<<f

//is an alternating dynamo.
a

ii

ment must fall to the ground.
The subject under investigation by Mr, Acheson is treated of by Gordon under the
head of secondary condensers,
A secondary condenser
fsee fig. 3) is said to add to the burning power of a spark.

results

itself will

Lcl

menl shown

the wire

\,

u

ed

wit* h to aid in

is

A

is

a switch with

rying

heavy current, the cable having

that the direct
in

1
1

a

case

in it a Spot so weak
pressure was able to break through.
In
he would have sparking
points an

which he might connect

I

his

secondary condi nser, and oh
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serve
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upon

the burning

He

power of the spark.

would, however, require some sort of electrical microscope
That any ordinary
with which to make his observations.
method of noting the effect of a condenser upon the spark
which I have described would be of no value, is manifest
when we consider that a condenser of one microfarad
charged to a voltage of twenty-live hundred would hold
current of one ampere carries "one
.0025 coulombs.
coulomb per second. As it is coulombs which determine
the destructive power of a spark, it is plain that when direct
pressure begins to break through a weak spot in the cable,
the addition to its destroying power, which it receives from
the condenser capacity of the cable, is extremely insignifiTo sum up my position concerning Mr. Acheson's
cant.
first conclusion, 1 will say that the static charge in an ordinary cable is a negligible quantity when compared with the
regular current flowing, and the electromotive force of said
charge cannot be greater than the electromotive force of the
Therefore, in considcurrent from which it was derived.
ering the character and thickness of insulation, we have
account
of
the
primary
pressure which
to
take
but
nothing
Mr. Acheson's second conclubears upon the insulation.
sion, viz., that a staticcharge will not pass an arc, virtually

A

-*

X

summer.

last
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The experiment

is

one which Mr.

in

described before this association in August. !838;
feet of lead-covered cable was laid out upon an 01
This cable was connected as a loop into a
dry floor.
ing circuit.
When first connected up, condenser
be strongly charged by placing it in circuit between /•
S,
ig. 5.
At first sight it seemed thai Mr. Ai
position was confirmed.
An attempt to repeat this e
ment on the following day resulted in failure
Another
attempt On the third day succeeded.
I arrived at thi
of the proceedings.
Upon examination I found thai
'in working circuits had been used each day.
The leading
idea in the experiment was that if a current would create a
static charge of a nature unlike said current, the results
should be obtainable from any working circuit.
When
[earned the conditions of the various experiments, T al
my belief that the results obtained were of the most commonplace nature, and requested that the steps in the experiment be repeated.
This was done.
found that
when we put the extra cable into a circuit entirely under
cover scarcely a sign of charge could be seen in condenser
C, but upon plugging into a circuit exposed to the weather,
a definite charge was obtained.
then returned to the

I

.

from the m

ait

*

1
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i

I
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ilug?
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dynamo and
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few

first

larr.:
.
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.

.

of th

a short circuit

Mi

—

on theoil.
have any greater
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tial

ca]
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Rudd:

The

broken

circuit

in

the::

that ca

Mr. Lockwood;

Then

the potential
ca>-c by discharging the current?

is

rai

Mr. Ri DD
I think it does
But ycu ask me in
connecting the plugs from the switch beard what be*
of the field magnetism.
Now if you should take
>:hop into the light and cut the circuit in the mid
not undertake to be responsible for the results.
not look for anything but a direct pressure to make ycu
I

trouble in that case.

Mr. Lockwood: If the pressure of the
current is no greater than that of the normal current, I
don't see how that could make any trouble if the insulation
was good under normal conditions.
Mr. Rudd: It would bring the whole on whatever
weak point might be there. A point that might carry a
large current safely if the
circuit
was closed, would
be broken down immediately if the circuit was open.
Mr. LOCKWOOD: Whatif the gTound on one side of the
was at one extreme, with no lamps between itself and
dynamo, and the lead covered cable at the other side was

circuit

the

at the other

extreme?

Mr Rudd:
have a ground, say here [referring to
the diagram], right next to the dynamo.
have a break
here [indicating].
Lockwood: And we have on the opposite side where
your condenser is the lead cable.
The break will be right
in the center, say the central lamp for instance. Now under
normal conditions between those two points, a ground on
one side and lead covered cable acting as a condenser on
the other, wouldn't it have the full potential of the circuit?

We

We

Mr

declares an arc circuit to exist as a number of sections in a
sense insulated from each other, and in that connection the
statement is made that each separate section comes under
I
separate strain every time that the circuit is shut down.
think that I have already satisfied you that we may hold our
old ideas concerning the electromotive force of a static charge,
therefore we need not fear that an imprisoned charge would
do any more harm that the current did from which it came.
If we charge an ordinary condenser from a battery, and the
condenser does not break down, we do not apprehend that
the condenser will break down when we disconnect the batThere is in the minds of some people an idea that
tery.
static electricity

when

it

begins to

move produces

a current

possessing different properties from currents formed by
This idea is
other electricity under the same conditions.
unsupported and need not be entertained seriously
But let us see how Mr. Acheson proves that a static
In Fig. 4
is a transformer
charge will not pass an arc.
is a condenser,
vielding 2,067 volts. S is a break switch,
^

T

K

covered circuit.
Results were same as before, viz.: no
charge.
We then put a ground at .1. This gave us a
strong charge.
We then began to observe the polarity of
charge, and found that we could reverse the polarity by
putting the loop in at A, and the ground at />.
This
change removed all ideas that the results obtained were out
of the ordinary, and let us square down upon the common
principles of everyday life.
The shield .Swas a ground of
some value, so we concluded that we had been trying to
see if we could get a charge out of a working dynamo by
connecting a condenser between A and the ground with a
ground at B, and again if we could change the polarity of
the charge by putting the condenser between
and ground
with ground at .7, Fig. 6. A rather simple experiment
when stripped of its useless features.
In conclusion, I will say that if disruptive discharges
occur in properly insulated cables, we must look for the
cause in those sources of high pressure which exist in
nature.
I do not believe that burn outs can be ascribed to
any one cause, but that each individual case has its own
individual cause.
In practice we must provide insula' ion
strong enough to meet the daily strain, and suitable devices to prevent the accumulation of charge from outside
sources of greater pressure than the insulation will bear.
As yet we have no proof that high pressure protectors are
required anywhere outside of the station from which the
wires start.
Mr. Acheson says that the greater number of
grounds or burn-outs occurring on arc light circuits are at
the terminals of the lead or at the joints, and says that such
a state of things would be naturally caused by the greater
density of the static charges at these points.
This statement strikes me as a singular carrying over of ideas obtained in laboratory work with purely static electricity and
arbitrarily applying them to entirely different conditions.
The natural static charge in a cable, due to the distribuion of the working electromotive force of the current in
the cable, must necessarily be governed in its distribution
by the force from which it originated. The shape of the
conductor cannot act in the matter of this kind of static
distribution, as the shape of an insulated conductor would
act upon a purely static charge.
This remark of mine
about distribution may not be treated of by any of the
men who write books, but I confidently appeal to my
hearers for support.
As regards burn-outs occurring at
terminals and joints, we know that great care is required
to make these points equal to the rest of the cable in matI do not see how it can be known that
ter of insulation
burn-outs at such places are not due to accident in construction or actual neglect on the part of the workmen.
The Chairman: The paper of Mr. Rudd is before you

B

1

D

B

A,

adjustable points so arranged
sparking points, C,
as to be readily placed in contact, L a circuit of twenty in-

measuring perhaps 4,000 ohms
Mr. Acheson says that when contact was made
between C, D no amount of rupturing circuit at S could
cause a spark at A, B, but when he opened points C, D,
and produced an arc there, then rupturing circuit at S
produced a heavy spark at A, B. From this the conclusion is drawn that the arc is an effectual barrier to the passage of static charge.
If we have an arc
Let us see.
burning at C, D it would expire simultaneously with the arc
which would form at .V when S is opened. Therefore the
retardation spoken of by Mr. Acheson was due to the
break at C, /?, and not to the arc at all, the arc having expired before the observation on retardation was made.
To
sum up my position as regards the second conclusion it is
candescent lamps

in series

all told.

for discussion.

Mr. Barrett: I would like to ask Mr. Rudd a quesdisruptions were
I understood him to sny that the
determined by the thickness of the insulation
Mr. R.UDD: I made the remark that if the insulation
was too thin to bear the direct pressure the static
capacity would have no effect upon it.
What I want to ask you is how to
PROF. BARRETT:
determine about the thickness of the insulation to fit any

tion.

makes distinction between the static charge in motion and
other electricity in motion.
It is also evident that the insulation of a cable does not undergo strain at shutting

proportionate amount of pressure.
Mr. RUDD: 1 did not intend to bear upon that point.
I have endeavored in this paper to merely make as plain as
principles involved in the discharge
I could the general
1
of the current through a cable having some capacity.
did not intend to bring up the subject as to what thickness
the insulation would be required to meet any given

down due

pressure.

evident that the arc affords free passage to ordinary currents, and we have nothing to indicate as yet that the arc

to the static charge.

Mr. Smitli referred

at

the

meeting to some sparks observed when an arc circuit
was shut down. These sparks may be readily ascribed to
magnetic discharge from the lamps.
will now speak of an experiment in which I assisted
last

1

What becomes

of

the magnetism of

the magnetic charge of the fields?
cutlet.

i

Mr Lockwood:
not be getting the

Mr. Rudd:

potential of the circuit?
of the lamp

full

No: the maximum

would be cut

off.

Mr. Lockwood: But between those two points would not
the

maximum

Mr. Rudd:
ance of the

electromotive force of the circuit be found:
That would depend somewhat on the resist-

circuit.

Mr. Lockwood:
ally

Suppose there is no resistance practicbetween those points and the dynamo.
Well that would depend on the resistance

Mr. Rudd:

of the circuit.
If the resistance of the circuit was equal to
the resistance of the dynamo you would get one half
pressure.
Mr. Lockwood: Ifthereis one-half the pressure, what
would you get?

Mr. Rudd:

You would get some

extra current from the

lamps

Mr. Lockwood:
lamps

all

Say 1,250, under the conditions of the
running, half being in the dynamo and in the arma-

ture.

Mr

Rudd: Where would

come from'
Mr. Lockwood:

I

am

that extra electromotive force

not stating anything.

I

am

ask-

ing for information.

Mr. RudD:
that

I

me where
Here we have the

can answer you better if ycu

comes from.

Where

ground; here you cut

Mr. Lockwood:

is

the source?

tell

off the circuit [indicating].

My idea

was that the

full

magnetic force

of the dynamo would discharge itself in what might be
called the induced current, and I want to know whether
the induced current was of higher electromotive force.

Mr. Rudd: An induced current is always of higher electromotor force than the inducing current.

Mr. Acheson: I have been exceedingly pleased in listening to this paper. The gentleman has given me much
pleasure by the paper he has prepared, owing greatly to the
fact that my original experimental work was done with the
object of eliciting replies and drawing others intothiswork
a work that must be done by somebody, and a work
It was only
that I have but few facilities for doing.
partlv done, and in fact only begun, at the time of the
New
York,
in
and
there
pre^cnttd
the little
convention
portion thai I had prepared, and since then 1 have lmn
continuing the subject in a limited way. as a great del
But I have lure
of work has occupied ray attention.
bave done during 11
few notes of some work thai
week. There were two questions, I believe, which Mr.
Rudd said lhal the matter turned on— either I was dun
ODStratiug or had discovered a new principle, or
was all wrong.
1
do not think 1 discovert d a new
principle and 1 do not think it is ;11 wrong; but he
seems to think that I have assumed an increase
ergy owing to the existence of the cable— and ei
that is formed or produced owing to the existence of
That is not exactly the case. We bave
the cable.
though, owing to the fact that the cable is there, an en
ii
hand ilia! is no! contained in the dynamic curreni aud it is that thai produces our discharge; ami fob
lowing thai up in a very limited way, 1 find fori:
rrom spi riments that the time necessary for the formathe
tion of an induced current on opening a primary
is the twenty-five
induced current i<
adary
hundred-thousandth part of a second: that a current is

—

I

:i

1

<
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Mr. LOCKWOOD:

Mr. Rudd:

Do you supposehere is the ground [indicatsa condenser; here you make a break?
Under normal conditions would that

Mr. Rudd:
ing!; nere

It

is

obliged then to look for some other

1

—
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of quite sufficient length and more Mian sufficient to
produce a spark. The time necessary for the spark is
Now we
about the eight-millionth pari of one second.
have here the amount of energy contained in or represented by the dynamic current in two hundred feet of a
Xii. G Brown ArSharpe "wire conductor, when conveying
That will have for each
a current of two amperes.
under
that wire, an
parsing
of
time,
second
energy equal lo eight and two-tenths joules, and
the "'amount of energy tlr-t may be withdrawn
under such conditions
from
such
a conductor
hundred thousandth
in the space of a twenty-rive
by the induced curthe
time
occupied
or
of a second,
rent will be two five-hundred-thoiisands of a joule.
Now the amount that can be withdrawn in an interval of time equal to twenty-five hundred-thousandths
Now the
of a second will be four-tenths of a joule.
energy contained in the same sized datale under similar conditions and operated by two thousand volts of
current the energy there will, be equal to four onehundredths of a joule, or about twenty limes the
amount of energy that can be withdrawn from the
same length of cable, owing to the existence of a
dynamic current in the cable. Mr. Utidd assumes
that I have supposed an increase of energy or a building up. It is a building up. or rather it is a condensation, you may term it. owing to that capacity, and it
enables us to d<> about twenty times that work. Some
experiments I made were in relation to the time necessary for a discharge on the more remote parts of
the cable. I wanted to learn how the distance from
the terminal would effect this discharge, and although
I have lost my notes. I have
roughly jotted down
some of the data from memory My experiments
were made with wire number IS, Brown & Sharp e.
There were fifteen feet of wire through which I could
discharge a current that was held in a jar having a
capacity of twenty-five ten-thousandths of a microfarad, and charged up to its potential, so that it
would discharge through two hundred and eighty-six
thousandths of an inch. "With that amount of energy
discharged through that wire I produced an induced
current in a parallel wire and used that as a means of
determining the time or rather the rapidity of change
in the inducing current affecting directly the electromotive force in the parallel wire. With a wire ten
feet long
my parallel wire was about five feet in
length I could get a discharge between the terminals
of the terminal wire of one hundred and fifty" thou ssandths of an inch. As that wire lengthened to twentyfive feet the discharge became about seventy-five
thousandths of an inch I have forgotten exactly
and it fell to about forty thousandths at one hundred
feet.
From there <>n the curve flattened out, and at
two hundred feet it had not dropped probably below
thirty-five thousandths. N« iw, from this I rather argue
first
one hundred
one hundred
to
that the
is
portion
of the cable
and fifty feet
the
is
effect this discharge.
The
that
going
to
other portions beyond that cannot deliver their energy with sufficient rapidity. It shows the necessity of
the energy being delivered instantly, in a time far
beyond any measurement of ours in the eight
Now, if Mr. Rudd will kindly
millionth s of a second.
permit me to use his diagram, I would like to say
This
jthing further.
is the diagram showing the
apparatus first used to determine the electromotive
;

—

—

—

—

forces

various

these

of

sections of the conductor,

and also tli.- required electromotive force with any
given eondenseror capacity for this discharge. Now,
stated, my experiments at this day were hardly
as
b.-LHin.
I had' not vel learned the true cause of this,
and the fact of the necessity of explaining it does not
detract, I should think, from tin- existence of the restilts.
They still exist, regardless of the fact of any
neeessary.explanation which I, at thai time, did not
lias
been
but
which
afterward
have,
of
partly
shown.
wire
The
length
this
a
few inches.
I
was certainly
have forgotten the lengths. In fad I did not at
that time appreciate the necessity of measuring them.
but they were probably perhaps four or live feel. Now
I have jus! shown that live feet of wire lying parallel to
a primary wire receive and induce current sufficient to
discharge through fifteen one -hundredths of an inch,
' current induced in a
parallel wire
and v.I

induced in a primary, in case the
The current in the primary is the
So that when we open this, wc
have here a charge in thi
and on opening
drops and the con denser
will lend to discharge back [indicating].
It will induce
a current here, but owing to the opening here [indicate
is

not a- greal a- that
i- absent.

secondary

:

self-induction

at

That

is

one that
in

a

I

mat

this point

condition of study

with

rne.

be

am

not
Lance of
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who is willing to join in the work.
Mr. Rudd did not draw attention to the
Me referred
diagram.

tence
the

e.-.i

fact

will

a possible explanaabsolutely assert is true. It

to

with the expectation of not gelling

manner attributed
e

Mr. Hi on;

Pardon

rne,

the
10 'he

thi

10I understand.
Mr. Achl

I still

found

it

in

the circuit.

Mr

I would say right here that I took the
that if capacity was at all necessary to make the
plain, the capacity then was a primary con-

Rudd:

ground
spark

dition and not. merely an auxiliary condition, and I understood that you examined the auxiliary effect of condensers, or the effect of the condenser upon disruptive
discharge.
Where a tendency to discharge already exists yotf desired to find out how much that was increased
by the presence of the condenser.
Mr. Acheson: Of the condenser and of the energy
done.
In
it delivers at the disposal of the work to be
the paper read in New York I believe I stated that there
was no time for the generation of a current in the dy-

You had

namo.

to

have

it

on hand.

As

I

have shown

here the actual energy transmitted over your wire is but
a fraction of that on hand, owing to the existence of
your cable and its capacity; it is a thing you mtist have
there to do the work with.
The current passing over
the wire is not sufficient to generate it.
But referring to this diagram here, Mr. Rudd simply
stated the case'very clearly, as I explained, I believe,
from the fact that when there is a spark here, we get a
spark there [indicating]. If it was understood that I
stated that it was owing to the actual existence of the
arc, which I may have done without intentionally doing
so,

I

wanted

have

to

understood that

it

it

was due

to

the fact of the arcs having existed, or existing, as the
case might be.
It was either due to the fact of their
existing and preventing the discharge passing through
the arc or to the fact that they ceased to exist and there
wasn't time for the circuit to close, leaving an open
space prohibiting the discharge from passing in there,
and consequently it passed here [indicating].
Now, I would like to state here that while I was in the
early stages of these experiments, I thought that I had al
ready at that time obtained results of value to those who
were interested in underground work, and that they would
be benefited by knowing of these results and profiting by
them. An invitation was sent to a gentleman interested in
underground matters very extensively, to come and see
these experiments, in order that he personally might profit
by them. That gentleman returned to his home and introduced tV e subject to various others, and they entered
the experimental field with a decided desire, as has since
developed, to obtain results contrary to those which I had
obtained, and which had been offered to him gratuitously
This work is some of the results of
for his special benefit.
it, and this is one of the expariments
made at that time
[referring to the d agram]. Here we have a piece of cable
The experimenters have taken a
placed in our circuit.
condenser and connected one of the terminals to the line
wire. The statement was not made as to distance between
the end of this cable and the point on the line where this
terminal was connected.
But having done this, they obtained a spark on making a contact with the terminal and
the cable, which would not surprise them, provided the
distance between these points was of any value.
After
doing this they connected the ends and got a discharge
that certainly would not have produced the beliefs or theories that I had formed.
There will under certain conditions be a different va ue obtained, as was shown by the
fact that when the cable was dry they could not get a
charge of much value.
When it got wet they did get a
charge of more value
When it got wet, this cable, instead of remaining a conductor simply parallel to the lipe
wire, became more or less grounded throughout its entire
length and in place of getting your potential at any point
here which is produced by the line wire, that point would
be removed a certain distance.
But, however that might
be, your charge could be of any value governed by the
distance you would carry your point back toward the ma]

chine.

Mr. Rudd: It was two or three inches.
Mr Acheson: Then it would be dependent on that,
and your grounding of the cable would throw that point
back still farther.
Mr. Rudd: If you will pardon me. I think it carried it
to the other side of the dynamo.
Mr, Acheson: Then you would get the entire charge
of your machine in it,
Mr. Rudd:

We got

a very decided charge, considering

the resistance of the field.

Mr. Acheson:

That diagram [indicating] is this one
in its connections, and neither of them has any
whatever to determining the value of a discharge,
owing to the current condensed in the cable
In your first
two hundred feet of cable, the interval of time necessary
for your current to be delivered and discharged to your
terminal is greater than that occupied by your spark.
But
then, in your first two hundred feet your energy is of
gr< ater value than that obtained in the dynamic current in
a similar range of wire.
Dr. Mo BS: Can Mr Acheson explain to the conventicn sont of the arrangements by which he determines the
changed
relation

value

relative
[

simply ask

of

the

discharge in the condueto-?
we may be approximately

static

order that
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assume that y<mr observations arc

able to
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explanation perhaps of the manner in
would give a clearer idea of

was obtained
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Mu. Aciikson: The

are that these expert
men! are going to be of a quite extensive character ami
am husbanding them up tor future use [applause].
mi. Pkksidbnt:
desire to lake the opportunity now
of formally Introducing to you our new president, Mr,
1.
1;
W) efi oi Kan >
itv
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of this association, I take your action in large part as a
recognition of the great west, as a recognition of the
sleepless enterprise and indomitable pluck that is rapidly converting the Great American desert into green
pastures, blooming orchards and fields of golden grain,
and which have transformed a vast swamp into one of
the world's greatest and most beautiful cities. This association now enters upoa its fifth year, and while much
has been accomplished under the* able leaderships of
Mr. Duncan and Mr. Morrison, infinitely more remains
to be done.
The electrical industries lead the van of
human progress. In the highest sense of the word the
electrical engineer of to-day is the resultant of all engineering experience, and to the engineers of the world
more than to all other professions the civilization of the
present age is due. Let us remember our high calling
and with one accord strive to advance the National
Electric Light association to a still higher place among
the world's industrial and scientific societies.
Gentlemen, in accepting the trust which you have placed in
my haDds I ask you to give mo your counsel, your
sympathy and your most hearty support [wpplause].
Mil. DrCamp:
I would like to offer a resolution
which I will ask the secretary to read.
The secretary read the resolution as follows:
"Whekeas, In no state, so far as can be ascertained,
are the laws properly drawn to enable municipalities to
contract with incorporated companies to perform services for cities and their citizens upon a sound economical basis;

and

knowing

i

the

1

thai

niled

Slates

In

you have many

Hied tofill the ofllccof president

he

it

"Resolved, Thst a committee on state and municipal
legislation be appointed, consisting of one rx ember from
each state, to operate together, to secure such legislation in each state as may be required to enable municipalities to contract with incorporated companies to per-

form

services for cities and their citizens, on the sound
economical basis of securing to such companies an undivided demand, an unrestricted privilege and a permanent investment."
Mr. DeCamp: Mr. Chairman, I want to say that that
is a resolution that w*s framed by A. R. Foote of Cincinnati, and he gave it to me to read, sayingtbat hewas
going to offer it. I advised him to offer it. He wanted
me to read it, but I saw the opportunity of offering it
aud I did so.
The resolution was adopted.
_Me. Mason: This calls for the appointment of a committee of one from each city. I move that that be
referred to the executive committee.

The motion was

carried.

The President: We

will

now

hear from S

S.

Leonard upon petroleum as a fuel.
Mr. Leonard read the following paper:

Fuel
BY

s.

S.

Oil.

LEONARD.

In presenting this second paper on fuel oil, I dp so with
that I have less faith in its use, but
because I have not the data that I would like to have in
bringing the subject before this association again.
During the past few months I have endeavored to obtain
what information I could upon this subject from those who
have been using oil, and especially from any electric light
companies.
The general experience does not seem to be
very favorable, and I have been advised to have nothing
to do with it; that the saving by its use over other fuels, if
any, was more than counterbalanced by its injurious effect
upon both boilers and furnaces; that the fire risk was greatly
increased, and it would be found very difficult to place
insurance upon our plant.
One gentleman wrote me they
had just had a serious fire in their station, which could be
clearly traced to the use of oil, and then kindly offered to
sell me their outfit of burners, pumps, etc., very
cheap,
should I desire to find out for myself, what they already
knew, that oil was a failure.
Others found that the use of
oil was injuring their boilers by burning; out the flues, they
being compelled to put in new ones after a few months'
use: some reported that it was almost impossible to keep
their furnaces in repair, as the intense heat seemed to melt

some hesitancy; not

the

fire

brick, necessitating the rebuilding in

part

of

the

furnace after a short use; this was somewhat expensive, and
amounted to more than was saved by the use of oil, so the
oil was abandoned.
As I read over these various experiit carried me back to the time when we
were going
through the same trouble. Although we never injured our
boilers, we did burn up a great many fire brick, and were
obliged to rebuild our furnaces several times.
Previous to
our experimenting with oil, I had occasion to visit the east,
and saw for the first time natural gas in use. I was
strongly impressed with its many advantages, and when
fuel oil was first mentioned to me I thought I saw in it a
substitute for natural gas.
We were assured it was not
necessary to alter our furnaces any, only cover the grate
bars with fire brick so the heat would not injure them, put
in the burner, turn on the oil, light it, and "let her go."
seemed so simple, and could be done so easily and with

ences

1

1

so little expense, that
was delighted; but, alas, my exIt was
very
pectations were not to be so easily realized.
evident fuel oil was not a success under the conditions with
which wc were using: it.
The oil was not all burned, and
run down into the ash pits, where, after awhile, it was set
I

on

matter.

23, i£

lire

was

and consumed; everything was

far

from agreeable.

dirty

Notwithstanding

and
all

the

this,

wc

odor
still

at it, and ate now convinced that
burning oil for steam purposes ii is as
essential to have the proper settings or furnaces as it is to
have a boiler to make steam
We have been using oil for about eighteen months, and
for the last si? months exclusively under our seven boilers.
The boilers arc 14x60 inches, with forty-four four-inch
Hues,
During the first part of the night these boilers arc
all in use, furnishing steam to four
Keynolds lorliss condensing engines, from which we are using about 1,100
easily maintained at
horse power,
The steam pre are
any desired point, usually with us at 100 pounds. Our

had some

to

make
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and kept

a success of
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arrangement for the handling and storage of this oil I described in my former paper, and I only wish to add that so
far it has worked admirably.
In speaking of the economy from the labor side, I made
the statement that one man could attend to from seven to
ten 150 horse power boilers, which I am now positive of,
as we have but one fireman at night and one during the
day, while when using coal we had three men at night, and
It kept two men busy half
three or four during the day.
a day wheeling out the ashes, and the other half was occupied in getting in the coal, and it was as much as one man
Now there are no ashes
could do to keep the flues clean.
Our Hues are cleaned
to cart out and no coal to cart in.
-out once a week, and from the whole seven boilers there is
much
dirt
from
boiler
with one night's run on
as
one
not as
I am frequently asked if the burning of oil does not
coal.

A short time since the inspector of the
Hartford Steam Boiler Insurance company made a very
This same inspector
thorough inspection of our boilers.
had examined them a number of limes when we were using
previous to the
was
familiar
with
their
condition
coal, and
injure the boilers.

introduction of oil; in reply to my question, "Did you discover anything wrong?" he replied that he thought they
were in better condition than when we were using coal.
Our engineer has also examined them very carefully, and
up to the present time has been unable to discover any evil
effects from its use, so that from the length of time we
have been using oil, and as no injury is apparent, I feel
warranted in saying that the proper use of fuel oil will not
I —properly used, and by this I mean where
allowed to strike the shell in any one spot conit will soon damage a boiler, and the
harder it
strikes the sooner the damage; but this is true of any fire,
whether it be coal, wood or gas; for, if the fire is blown
against the shell as an oil fire is blown, it is only a question
of time, and that not long, when the effect will be very
apparent.
By the proper adjustment of the burner this
trouble can all be obviated, and the flame carried beneath
the boiler, not up against it. I have already mentioned the
expense of keeping in repair the settings or furnace as experienced by some who have used oil; this should not be,
and is all wrong. We have furnaces that have been in
use over a year, and they are in as good condition as when
first built, and, as far as I can see, will last for a long time
yet.
Oil is very much easier on them than coal, is what
our experience teaches.
In reference to the burner, I
would say that its requirements are few, but they are absolutely necessary to complete the success of using oil.
It
should be so made that it can be easily taken apart for
cleaning when necessary; the oil should be all consumed
that passes through it, whether the fire be a slow one or
the burner pushed to its utmost capacity; it should not
smoke, but produce a clear, bright fire.
When our seven
boilers are going full blast not a particle of smoke can be
seen issuing from the stack.
The fire should be as near
the front of the boiler as possible, and not half way back,
as I have seen it with some burners, for with the latter you
are losing a large part of the capacity of your boiler, while
the former heats the water the full length of the boiler at
the same cost.
"Do you find it cheaper than coal?" is a
question very familiar to me.
Yes, we do find it cheaper
than coal in Minneapolis, but whether it would be cheaper
than coal anywhere I have my doubts, as it would depend

injure a boiler.

the llame
tinuously,

is

altogether upon the cost and quality of the coal used. The
best quality of Illinois lump coal costs us from $3.25 to
$3.50 per ton, while eastern coals are worth from $4.50 to
$5.50 per ton; I refer to bituminous coals. The oil costs at
present 2]/2 cents a gallon delivered in Minneapolis.
In

comparing

2%

tests made by us with oil and coal, we find that
barrels or 104 gallons, costing (at
cents per gallon)

2%

$2 60, will evaporate as much water as one ton of coal that
costs us S3. 1 5, being a saving of about 21 per cent, in
favor of the oil.
With one pound of coal we evaporated
5.38 pounds of water; one ton of coal would, therefore,
evaporate 10,760 pounds of water.
With oil 14. S pounds
of water were evaporated per pound of oil.
Oil weighs
about seven pounds to the gallon, one gallon of oil would
therefore evaporate 103.6 pounds of water.
With oil at
2% cents per gallon, it would take 126 gallons to cost the
same as one ton of coal, viz., $3.15; 126 gallons of oil would
evaporate 13,053 pounds of water, while one ton of coal
evaporates 10,760 pounds of water, being a difference of
2,293 pounds in favor of the oil, or a saving of 21 per cent.
When I consented to write this paper I fully expected to
have tests made as to what we were actually doing now by
indicating our engines, weighing the water and oil used,
etc., but circumstances have been such as
to make that
impossible.
I have, however, calculated from the number
of lamps burning and motors running the amount of power
we were using at present, and by doing the same thing
when using coal I find that the percentage of increase in
power used is considerably larger than the increase in cost
of fuel, being about 15 per cent.
Although I am fully
aware that this way of figuring is not absolutely correct,
still my figures thus obtained are so near the
others mentioned that I feel they are not far out of the way, and that
we are actually saving in fuel alone at least 15 per cent.,
if not 20.

My attention

has been called several times to the fact
amount of water evaporated by us, vi/.., 5.3S
pounds per pound of coal was very low; that is true, but
the quality of coal used was very low as well. I have made
a few figures showing what would be required of coal at
various prices to equal the cost of oil.
With oil at 2%
cents per gallon, a ton of coal costing $3. 50 must evaporate
7.25 pounds of water per pound of coal to equal cost of oil.
or coal costing §4 per ton must evaporate S.2S pounds of
water, and a coal costing $5 would have to evaporate 10.36
pounds of water to cost no more than oil. Our experience
has demonstrated that it takes a very good coal to evaporate to pounds of water per pound of coal, and that quality
would be exceedingly cheap at $5 per ton with us.
that the

Those of us who are interested in electric light plants
know only too well how they are considered by insurance
companies.
I was once in the insurance business myself,
and among the classifications of risks was one that was

termed the moral

risk.

On

was high, and

this the rate

yet

can hardly believe that the underwriters look upon elecplants as moral risks, not even if they use crude
We have
petroleum for fuel; still the rate is very high.
had some difficulty in placing insurance on our plant, notwithstanding the fact that all of the insurance men who
have inspected our system are agreed that they cannot see
wherein the danger Hes, or that the risk is any greater than
it was with coal
When we first introduced fuel oil our
insurance rate was raised from 1% to 2
percent
At
that time our arrangements for handling the oil were about
as crude as the oil itself, and although wc thought the rate
exorbitant, we submitted, trusting that, should we finally
adopt the oil for fuel, the insurance companies would
restore the rate to about the old figures; but, no, it made
no difference whether the arrangement was good or bad,
the rate remained the same.
Under certain conditions
you are permitted to use oil without extra charge, but
those conditions are almost prohibitory, especially if real
estate is at all valuable in the vicinity of the plant. As, for
instance, if you keep the oil in tanks JOo feet from your
building above ground, or 100 .feet if under ground, it canbe used without extra cost, I believe. Some companies
allow the tanks to be as near as 50 feet if under ground. I

ning Hues, etc.

1

tric light

l

j

do not believe the danger

lies entirely in the situation of
the storage tanks in fact, I think that has very little to do
with it.
There is no doubt in my mind but that the tanks
should be under ground and so arranged that they can be
got at, and should a lire occur in the building and it become necessary to shut off the supply of oil, it could be
done at the tanks as well as in the building. It is the
opinion of many insurance men that our building could
burn to the ground and the oil in our tanks not be affected
in the least, and our tanks are about 25 feet from the
building, under ground.
I do not mean to say that no
restrictions should be put upon the use of fuel oil; there

—

should be, by a!i means. It will burn and it makes a bad
fire; but I do say where properly put in there is as little
danger as from any other fuel used, and by properly, I not
only mean the storage tanks, but the entire outfit, burners,
piping, furnaces and all.
What insurance companies ever
thought of restricting the location of your coal sheds to 200
Yet, we had
feet or even 50 feet from your building?
more trouble from coal than we have ever had from oil;
several times our coal sheds caught fire from spontaneous
combustion; still a little thing like that did not trouble the
insurance companies any, and there was nothing said about
raising rates.
I am of the opinion that the insurance companies will soon discover that they are making a great mistake in condemning the use of oil on general principles.
M. J. Francisco read the following paper upon the
subject of "L'quid Fuel:"

Liquid Fuel,

by m.

j.

francisco.

have been requested by your secretary to bring before
this association for discussion the subject of Liquid Fuel,
with facts pro and con regarding the benefits to be derived
from its use. Do not let the name mislead you. I do not
I

Dante saw, "which fed the fires
abyss that Lucifer with fudas did engulf," but to
petroleum oil.
the liquid fuel of the nineteenth century
At the present time we have no knowledge of any means
of securing light without heat, and it only remains for us to
employ the most economical fuel to produce the heat without useless waste.
It has been asserted that the question
of dividends in electric lighting lies between the shovel and
the dynamo, and the fraternity have been taxed to their
utmost to provide a plan for dispensing with the shovel entirely, and thus securing at least a part of the much coveted
dividend.
Petroleum, it is claimed, will furnish the substitute.
Query, will it? One pound of coal contains 12,000
heat units, while one pound of petroleum furnishes 20,000.
Another factor of vital importance is the power to vaporize
water.
Engineers of experience who are familiar with the
practical workings of coal know that under the most favorable conditions not more than ten pounds of water can be
vaporized per pound of coal, while petroleum shows a vaporization of eighteen pounds of water for every pound of
oil consumed, estimating in both experiments the feed water
at 212 degrees Fahrenheit.
The heat in coal, transferable
to water, is about 70 per cent., while the heat in petroleum,
Therefore with
transferable to water, is about So per cent.
coal, 70 per cent, of 12,000 units gives 8,400, and for petroleum So per cent, of 20,000 is 16.000, a gain of 7,600 heat
units in each pound.
This is on the basis of pure coal;
but when we consider the waste, amounting in some cases
to 25 per cent., and the master mechanic of one of the
largest railroads in the country claims 55 per cent., found
in nearly all coal, such as sulphur, slate and earthy substances which are incombustible and retard instead of
generating heat.-the difference in the per cent, obtained in
actual practice is far greater than shown by the above comThere is also in coal a large percentage of loss
parison.
in transportation, and combustion in the heap, varying
from 5 to 10 per cent. From these facts we can safely conclude that the heating capacity of oil is nearly twice that of
coal as generally used.
refer to the liquid fuel that
in that
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month, in above item, besides getting with oil
A steam, thereby producing thai great
larity of sped.
This is a
produce a perfect light, and will and tear of the manager's ncrvi
in unison with the spasmodic light, he stretchcommandment to its utmost capacity. If
burning coal, it will be necessary to equip
tanks, burners, cylinders, oil pumps, compressor-., air receivers and additional apparatus, varying according to the
number and si/e of boilers used.
'nring the past few months the following facts have been
gleaned from an extensive correspondence or;
with parties who are using liquid fuel.
The
Albany Railroad company, after a careful test made in their
shops by a Lehigh I'nivcrsity professor, say that the
fuel is about the same.
Though they purchase their coal
in large quantities at one time and secure low rateprefer liquid fuel, because it is clean and requi
man, and gives a better supply of steam.
Day
Co., of Boston, claim that with Cumberland coal a;
per ton, and liquid fuel at $1.15 per barrel, they s:.
cents per ioo horse power per hour, and the oil is preferable.
The Fairbanks Scale company of Yermont report that they
find it a great saving over coal, while the boilers are be
evenly the entire length, also that the insurance companies
have not increased their rates. T. P. Brown, manager of
the Toledo, Columbus & Southern railway, reports a saving
of 33 per cent, of the price of coal, by using liquid fuel,
also that two barrels of oil equal one ton of soft coal, while
manufacturers on his road find it only costs one-half as

•

i
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-

much

as coal for their stationary boilers.
The rolling
works of this city, Chicago, use it under a battery of
fourteen boilers, and say that three and six-tenths barrels of
oil does the work of one ton of coal.
The cost of oil is
less than coal, but the great saving is in labor for stoking,
mill

wheelingashes and unloading coal. Formerly, when using
coal, twentv-five men were required to operate this battery of
boilers for twenty-four hours; now. with liquid fuel, four
men accomplish the same work. The efficiency of the boilincreased and cost of repairs lessened, while oil tlame
severe upon the boilers.
Reference could be made, if necessary, to hundreds of

ers

is

is less

persons who have had practical experience in burning oil,
fully sustaining the facts given above, proving conclusively
that liquid fuel is at least one-third cheaper than coal, and it
is destined to be the fuel of the future.
I have thus far shown the benefits to be derived by using
liquid fuel.
It is, however, necessary to consider many
points before deciding to adopt it, especially if your plant is
in the center of a large city with other property in close
proximity. Managers of insurance companiesare just cranky
enough to believe that oil- will burn, and unreasonable
enough to object to your exposing and destroying property
for which
thus burying
their
they have to
pay,
dividends in the same pit you are trying to avoid.
Therefore they insist upon certain conditions belore they
consent to its use. Among other things, that you store
your oil 50 or 100 feet away from your station.
If this
should happen to place your oil tank adjacent to your
neighbors' property, you will have the officers of the insurance companies, whose policies cover his buildings, operating in a way that will drive grounds, short circuits aid
underground wires out of your minds for a month. If
necessary precautions are taken, and the apparatus is properly and securely arranged, there is no more danger with
liquid fuel than coal.
In fact, it may be made safer, and
insurance companies will permit its use without an extra
privilege.
charge for the
Examine carefully, however,
from an insurance standpoint, any apparatus offered you.
before attempting to use it, or you may find that insurance
is an expensive luxury, and operates fullv as disastrously
upon dividends as coal.
An iron tank will be required for storage of oil. which
should be located under ground 100 feet from your station.
This tank, if sixteen feet in diameter and eight feet in
height, will hold 250 barrels.
If twenty feet in diameter
and fourteen feet in height. 600 barrels. A pipe from this
must pass under ground to the car for unloading the oil by

A

gravity, if practical; if not, by pumping.
second iron
tank, holding enough oil for one day's use only, can be
placed immediately outside the boiler house, with a safety

pipe one and one-half inches in diameter extending ten feet
into the air, to permit the escape of gas.
This tank must
be connected with a large tank by an underground pipe for
the purpose of forcing the oil into the smaller one. with
another pipe for an overflow to carry the oil back or away,
in case the pump is neglected or left running.

The small tank must be lower than the burners or furnace, so that in case of accident the oil will flow
In all pipes there must be stopcocks that will
the tank.
cutoff communication between the burners and tank
The
supply pipe at the boilers should be arranged with a
not over one-half inch in diameter, so that oil cannot, under any circumstances, be forced under the boilers
than same is consumed by the burners; thus pn
oyerllow from Hooding the fire box.
There must also be
an escape pipe extending outside the building for cleaning
the tubes.
In no case must the oil be allowed to flow
the tank to the burners by gravity, but must be supplied
either by vacuum process, stem,
this there arc several plans: One IS to force Steam a
ihc opening of a vertical pipe from the tank, and thus
the oil up to the mouth of the furnace.
Another is
compressed air lor atomizing the oil, and passing it to the
Others still use a retort and generate
burners.
Unless the apparatus used is expressly arranged tor start:

On

this

basis

the only question to be considered

is

the

power furnished by each at the dynamo. Three
and one half barrels, or 955 pounds of oil, equal 2 240
pounds of pure coal, therefore with oil at $1 per barrel
and coal $3 50 per ton, or oil at $1.50 per barrel, and coal
$4.50, the difference in cost would not be so marked, if
When, howthere were no other factors to be considered.
ever, we calculate the great saving in sinking, removing
cinders and ashes, cleaning lines and benefit to boilers, besides securing a steady heat, combined with the quickness
and ease in starting and shutting down, we have an argument in favor of oil that stockholders who care for divihave found, upon investigation,
dends can appreciate.
cost of

I

that oil can be delivered at my station for $1 .05 per barrel,
while soft coal costs $4.50 and hard -$6 per ton.
)n this
basis, allowing live pounds of coal per hour, twelve hours
I

per day, 1,000 horse power requiring S03 tons per month
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ins; the fire, oil must not be turned on until the burners are
If
heated, for if it is, flashes and explosions will follow.
a station is furnished according to above conditions, the
insurance companies will insure it without extra charge.
If not, they will demand from 50 cents to $2 extra for
every sioo insured, according to any deficiency that may
exist, while if the burners are fed by gravity, it is a pro-

hibited risk.

Faraday has stated that the chemical action of a grain of
water upon four grains of zinc can evolve electricity
equal in quantity to that of a powerful thunderstorm.
Light
company
found
Electric
The Springfield
by a practical experiment, made last December, that
a small quantity of petroleum under certain conditions
could evolve a sufficient amount of flame to annihilate an
They
electric light station without any thunderstorm.
placed a storage tank, holding 160 barrels, in the basement of the main building, and another in the boiler house,
From the last tank
containing the supply for daily use.
the oil was carried to the fires by gravity, and here was the
cause of the fire. Having received a fresh supply of oil, they
tilled the large tank under the building, then turned the oil
into the small tank in the boiler room, and left the pump
working, while the men were busy in another part of the
station.
It overflowed the. lank, and the oil escaped into
the furnace, with the usual results following from gravity
pressure, less oil, less building and less lights, with insurance managers running wild over the hazard of electric
Is it any wonder insurance companies oblight buildings.
ject to assuming such hazards?
Holmes has said, "that science is a first-rate piece of
furniture for a man's upper chamber, if he has common
sense on the ground floor," but if he has not got plenty of
good common sense, the more science or more

An

he has the worse for him.

made

and secure
the same rate.

just as safe

insured at

liquid fuel
electric light station can be

as

any mercantile

and

risk,

It behooves the members of this association to investigate this subject, and correct the errors of the past, if they
do not wish all electric light plants placed upon the pro
hibited list.
For. why should the most powerful and magnificent system for the protection of mankind, known as
insurance, and the youngest child of science, electric light,
appear as antagonists upon the world's arena ?
Now, gentlemen of the National Electric L'ght association, as there is no state in the United States, and few
counties, that have not a town called "Franklin," so in the
no distant future, there shall not be a ci y, village or hamlet, where the current which leaped to earth at his com
mand shall not be utilized in that most wonderful inven
An invention
tion of modern science, the electric light.
which is daily fulfilling Goethe's last prophetic cry, "more

light

more

!

light !"

The Chairman

Mr. Ransom holds in his hand a
paper on the subject of "The Advantages of Oil as a
Fuel," which has not yet been passed upon by the executive committee, hut if it is the sense of the convention
it

now

will

:

be read.

Mr. Ransom then read the following paper

:

Advantages of Oil as Fuel,
by

C. N.

HANSOM.

as fuel for the purpose of producing
steam is still, in a certain sense, an experiment, and yet
it is no longer a question
of whether it shall be used,
but merely a question of the manner and method to be
adopted.
The general public opinion seems to be
that oil must, to a great extent at least, take the place
of coal as fuel.
The advantages are so obvious that it
is bard to find a man who does not believe that some
method will be found by which a steady, smokeless,
economical and easily controlled flame can be produced
from oil by means of which boilers can be heated in a
much more satisfactory way than is now- done
with coal. The great public is tired of coal, with its
clinkers, smoke, dust and ashes, and the necessity of
constant attention not to say anything of the regular
"corners," short weight and extortionate prices.
large part of this feeling is due to the wonderful
development of oilfields and the evident fact that oil
can readily be furnished at about half the present
prices.
The Standard oil company, in combination
with the Producers' association, is struggling to maintain the price at a high figure, but the very fact that in
order to do so they arc now holding back a reserve
of millions of barrels, which they can at any
moment throw upon the market, makes speculators
and simply postpone! 'he- inevitable result, cheap oil,
and plenty of It. Meanwhile the California oil wells
are extending, and aside from the Pennsylvania and
Ohio fields, fields of large extent arc discovered in
oming territory and in other sections "f tin- country,
nothing of the large oil fields of Canada. The
trade for oil is becoming less and is likely to
rtccounl of the re
led by
Hitherto the petroBaku, Russia.
the No
leum found in R11
ecn lo a great
the production is said to be so enormous
he daily output of one well at Baku exceed? the
duly production of all the wells in Pennsylvania com
bined.
Quite recently Nobel Bros, liave taken hold of
refineries, and
the business, and h
are undcrsto d to
icting pipe lines, which
il
to
in cutting off all the export trade in
in throwing back upon tic home market
[>e, and
all the oil which would nthei

The use

of

oil
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fuel

.

may

>me points

be stated

in

which are

after the lower grade of refined is taken off, mainly
by simple distillation. Of course, when the higher
grades of refined oil, such as the "astral," are produced,
the additional processes required for purifying render
the oil more expensive, but as a matter of fact the residue is really worth more than the distillation. The consequence of this fact is that no Pennsylvania crude oil is
The Ohio oil, howused as fuel so far as we can learn.
No proces- has yet been
ever, stands on a different basis.
discovered by which refined oil, fit to be used in lamps, can
We are informed that
be produced from the Ohio crude.
large prices have been offered by the Standard Oil company for the discovery of any process by which it can be
done, and that this company has expended large sums of
money in trying to do it. but has so far failed. The consequence of this has been an accumulation of over twelve
millions of barrels of surplus stock of Ohio oil, for which
the market is simply for fuel and ;o limited that it will not
The
take the oil produced, to say nothing of the surplus.
fact that the residue after distillation is worth more than
the distillation is especially true of this oil, and it is stated
on high authority that the oil companies could easily afford
to sell the distilled product at one cent a gallon and still
make money from the residue. In their efforts to produce
refined oil from the Ohio crude the Standard company had
accumulated several million barrels of distillate, which is
not refined, and which can be used as fuel if a proper apparatus is devised, but for which there is no large market
to-day, and which cannot be sold for use in lamps or kero-

due

sene stoves.
It is inevitable that these vast quantities of
must be thrown upon the market, and that the price of
must go down to a point far below the present one.
It gives one an impressive idea of the magnitude of the
commerce of this country to reflect that probably ninetenths of the vast quantities of oil sold in this country, and
upon which such vast fortunes have been made, has been and
still is used simply in kerosene lamps and stoves. The quantity of heat which can be developed by one pound of pure
carbon is sufficient to boil fifteen pounds of water from at
least 212'"' F., if none of the heat was lost; and one pound
of coal of fine quality, under similar conditions, will evaporate fourteen pounds of water, producing. 14,133 heat
units.
The total heat units which can be produced from
one pound of petroleum are 27,531, and one pound of
petroleum can be made to evaporate 2S5 pounds of -vater.
These figures are taken from the work on steam boilers of
Prof G. B. N. Tower, formerly chief engineer of the
In
United States navy, and are beheved to be reliable.
fact, o'her authorities seem to correspond.
The heat-producing value of petroleum, compared with
pure carbon, is as 2S to 15; and, compared with a fine
quality of coal, as 2S to 14, or 2 to 1; and 1,000 pounds of
petroleum are equal to a ton of coal. As petroleum weighs
6J^ pounds to the gallon, 154 gallons are equal in heat-producing power to a ton of the present coal. In practice,
however, the heat-producing power of coal as used
under
boilers
is
very much less than tie posProf.
sible production stated.
Referring again
to
Tower's work, we find that in actual careful
tests
of over
forty
different
articles
of coal
the highest evaporation reached was 10.7, and the other results varied from (i upward, showing a loss from the
estimated possible result of from 30 per cent, to fiO per
cent.
have been unable to learn of a single instance
in which a higher evaporation than 10.7 has been
reached with coal, and have learned of only a few
special tests iu which an evaporation of over 9 lias been
reached.
Such results have been reached- only with exceptionally good boilers with feed water heaters and the
best of modern appliances to utilize all the heat, avoid
radiation, etc., and with the best of coal and the most
In regular use, however, even in imcareful handling.
proved horizontal tubular boilers with all improvements
the usual evaporation is from 71 to tH pounds of water
per pound of coal used, and in ordinary vertical tubular
boilers the evaporation rarely exceeds ti pounds of water
All
to the pound of coal and is oftener less than more.
these facts must be taken into account in considering
the question of the possible value of petroleum asafuel.
Coal has been the universal fuel, and steam boilers are
Devices for prospecially adapted and built for its use.
ducing perfect combustion of coal and for utilizing the
heat derived from it have been patented by the thousand, and cons ant familiarity with its use in manifold
ways has produced about as good a result with coal as
we can well hope to reach, and this result summed up
is that whereas one pound of coal can be made in laboratory practice to evaporate 14 pounds of water yet in
common use in good horizontal boilers the average evaporation is but 8, showing a loss of 43 per cent and in
common use in upright tubular boilers the average evaporation is only 'i, showing a loss of 60 per cent.
Reverting to our former figures, it. is evident that if
one pound of oil is equal to two pounds of coal under
laboratory tests where one pound of coal evaporates 15
pounds of water— and 154 gallons of oil equal one Ion of
coal, then when there is a loss of 43 per cent, on the
heal producing power of coal ;is in horizontal tubular
boilers -88 gallons of oil (if there was no loss in using
arc equal to a ton of coal, and in tubular upright
bollcrfl where, there is a loss of HO per cent, in using coal
fJ2 gallons of oil (if there was no loss in using it) are
equal to one ton of eoah
it
evident thai if such results as these could be accomplished, and other objections overcome, oil would
oil
oil
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The Cincinnati Spring company wrote last June that
they had probably used upward of 10,000 barrels of crude
petroleum with atomizing burners and preferred it to coal,
and that they had tried all kinds of injector burners, but
make one out of their own that suits them better. The
Michigan Bolt and Nut works of Detroit, wrote on May
14th: " We tried the Aikins,' the
Chicago Edwards.'
and a simply constructed burner of our own, using gas
pipe, and we liked ours as well as any."
Studebaker
Brothers manufacturers, of South Bend, Ind., wrote on
"
May 14th:
We have not yet determined what make of
burners is the best
We have had about as good results with one we made in cur own shops as with any."
Of this class of burners there are any vaiiety in use with
more or less success. In my brickmaking and certain
classes of furnaces they seem to be regarded as being very
'

'

satisfactory.

There have been, however, some serious objection to
their use in boilers.
In the first place, it is always necessary to make a fire in some other way first in order to produce a sufficient pressure of steam to start the burners,

and

seems generally the case that they will not work on
than a 30-pound pressure. One of the consequences
is that if the steam happens to run down it
can only be
raised again by shutting off the oil and making a fire of
coal and wood.
They are therelore of no use except
where a long-continued high pressure and a constant fire
are maintained.
Another difflculy with that class of burners is that their practical use seems to be limited to hori
zontal tubular boilers where the flame can be allowed to
shoot through a long distance without coming in contact
with the iron, the flame being thrown generally upon or
it

less

against fire brick,
Messrs. Keasley

&

Mattison the celebrated chemists

of

Ambler, Pa., say; '' The furnace must be lined with fire
brick, and satisfactory results can then only be obtained
afier the fire brick reaches a white heat.
The fact seems
to be that in the atomizing process the oil is sprayed in
small globules, and if these globules strike a cool surface
or one not excessively hot before they are entirely consumed, the result is imperfect combustion and a large
amount of smoke. This peculiarity of injector burners
seems to render their use impossible in locomotives or vertical tubular boilers.
In fact I have seen letters from at
least seventy different leading firms and well-known companies located in almost every part of this country stating
in almost every instance that, while they knew of injector
burners, etc., they never knew or heard of an apparatus
for burning oil under boilers which did not require the use
of steam or compressed air, nor did they know nor had
they heard of any apparatus whatever for burning oil used
successfully under vertical tubular boilers.
I
have also
seen a letter from the manager of thf fuel oil department
of the Standard Oil company stating that he knew of
only one burner which could be used under vertical tubular boilers.
It is also a fact, I believe, that no burner has
yet been brought into general use under hcuse-heating furnaces.
I believe it is now generally conceded
that the
atomizing or injector burners cannot
be
use of
extended to embrace either vertical tubular boilers or
boilers of the locomotive or portable type ( r even horizontal tubulars below 50 horse power.
In fact the
sys'em of at mixing docs not appear scientific. It seems
upon its face a crude and clumsy way of producing
combustion. I believe, however, that the members of
this association recognize few impossibilities and certainly are quite convinced that a device can be made by
oil can be burned and which can be easily and
perhaps automatically controlled; and it would seem
that such an apparatus would go a long way toward
solving the problem of isolated lighting. For such a device we must, I think, turn to the system of converting
the oil into gas first and then burning it It seems to me
such a system is in accord with the principles of science
and that in no other way can the best results be ob-

which

from the

tained

Of

oil.

this class of devices the greater

number have consisted < f coils of pipe maintained at a
high heat in which the oil is vaporized and from which
These
the vapor or gas issues in jets and is burned.
coils of pipe, however, 1 think, without exception, have
proved failures because of the coking or accumulation
Attempts have also been made to burn
of sediment.
have so far proved unoil and water together, winch
successful, chiefly because of the great difficulty in adjustment and because they have been too complicated.
Another defect has been that the vapor issuing from the
tubes produced a smoky flame of comparatively small
heating power.
Still another difficulty has existed in
the fact that if by carelessness the valves were opened
too far, the

oil

would overflow.

Some time since my attention was called to an oil
burner of the vaporizing type which was submitted to
several eminent, scientists and to a number of practical
men and was approved by them. In that burner the
gas issuing in
oil was first turned into gas and then
small jets was mixed with air before combustion upon
The rethe general principle of the Bunscn burner.
sult, produced was a s'eady
(lame, entirely smokeless
and in some parts flic flame was a most, intense blue.
The Manic produced was regular and of large volume.
The cylinder was large and capable of produc'ng more
gas from the oil than could be discharged under light
pressure through the jet holes, and the (auk was
elevated so as lo give a gravity pressure of about lour
The result, was Hint
ui live pounds to the square inch.
the gas stood in the cylinder at an even pressure exactly equal to the gravity pressure maintaining the
steadiness of the (lame, and no oil would (low into the
generator except as the pressure was lessened by the
consumption of the gaw, even when the fuel valve was
opened wide.
Whether that particular device was or

is

the

best,

or

not it seems lo ine lint, some device- constructed upon
that line must produce the best results attainable, viz.,
I

the

oil

after

should be turned into gas and

admixture with

air

the

upon the same

gas burned
principle

as
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Some of the advanis burned in .stoves.
which ;i successful apparatus for burning oil
would have arc easily understood and are: Steady flame,
slight draft required— the power to in
perfect control
crease or decrease the flame at will by the simple turn
ing of a valve— the power to maintain steam at a steady
pressure the slight attention required— tile power to
instantly extinguish the tire without waste— the uniform

ordinary gas
tages

—

—

uca t n o reduction of fire or pressure when replenishing the tire cleanliness— safety economy in labor no
less room required to store the
dust, cinders or ashes
fuel, and only one third the weight.
to be derived from the use of
advantages
With these
oil as fuel, it seems only reasonable to expect that within the near future some successful apparatus will be
brought into general use for manufacturing and house
heating purposes.
The Chairman: Gentlemen, there are several papers
on petroleum lighting and fuel now before you for dis-

—

—

—

—

cussion.

of Minueapol's: I do not suppose
any member of this association more interested
I am.
We are pioneer users in the
northwest of oil, and I have listened with a great deal of
interest to these papers, that of Mr. Francisco and that
While I do not exactly agree with
of Col. Hansom.
some of the statements made in them, especially on the
question of insurance, at the same time there are some ex-

Mu. Leonard,

there

is

subject than

in this

In the first place, the question of insurance is the only bugbear with us at present that we have
The other troubles we think we have
to contend with.
overcome. As I stated, to comply with the requirements
of the insurance companies would make the use of oil
almost prohibitory. Mr. Francisco states that by the
introduction of air pump, for creating a vacuum, making
somewhat of a complicated apparatus, and by the
storage of your tanks fifty feet away from your build
I beI think it is a great mistake
ing, you can use it.
lieve that oil can be introduced and used under a gravity
pressure with as much safety, if not more so, than you
fire
can by pumping it. He quotes the Springfield,
as being an example to a certain extent of feeding by
gravity. I had the pleasure of a short conversation with
the manager of that station not lo^g since, and I was
especially interested in that, as just before leaving home
the insurance agent informed me that a policy of one of
"Well,
his companies was canceled. I asked him why:
they will not insure because you feed by gravity." I
In my conversation
said, "All right, I don't care."
with the manager of that company, I asked him what
He stated that his storage tank
his arrangement was.
was underground, and also under the building in the
building practically; that his supply tank was above
ground^ holding, I think, twenty-four barrels or there
abouts; that tank was also in the building. An oil pump
was used to pump the oil from his tank cars into his
storage tank, and also into his supply tank. The supply
tank was an upright tank, and on the top of it was a
cellent points.

,

—

manhole which was left open at times. The pumping
of this oil stirred it up more or less and created a great
The gas escaped from this manhole, and
deal of gas.
The oil, as
the building was more or less filled with it.
Mr Francisco said, overflowed and came out through
Gravity had nothing special to do with
this manhole.
It
it,
that is as to being used for feeding his boilers.
overflowed and ran down the tank and ran over the floor
to a lighted lantern that was left by one of the employes
of the company; naturally it caught tire, and the result
was that we had a bad fire, aud abandoned the use of
oil as being impracticable for steam making purposes;
not entirely for that alone, though, as he informed me
that he also received considerable damage to his boilers.
The only thing that surprised me was that he had not
burned up long ago. He had a regular firetrap there,
and it was only a question of time when the accident
Now, I
that happened to him was bound to come.
claim that the use of that oil should not be condemned
generally by insurance companies because one man has
it

put

in

by a very poor arrangement.

Wc have studied

that very carefully, and I believe, and I know, if the
opinion of insurance men can be counted as good for
anything, that our entire building could be burned to the
ground and not the least particle of damage be done to

We have a
apparatus and our oil storage tank.
capacity of about 2G, 000 gallons in two tanks; they are
eight feet in diameter and thirty feet long, placed underground, as I stated, about twenty-five feet from our
building, walled up on the side, imbedded in solid maWe have
sonry and arched over at the top with brick.
a space between the two tanks about six feet, giviug
We have
plenty of room for a man to go down there.
valves at the opening of the tanks where the oil is admitted to the supply pipe and can be cut oil' there; at
the entrance to the building there is another valve
where it can be cut oiT; as it flows along the supply
pipes there is another valve before it gets into the
building, making four valves before the oil reaches the
burner; so that 1 stilt claim that the condemnation by
insurance companies of the use of oil on general principles, because this man or that man has a poor arrangement and has burned up a station by the use of it, is all
wrong.
Mu. LocttWOOD: 1 have listened to the papers upon
tins subject and to the discussion with a great dca of in-

our

oil

1

terest.

The company which

I

represenl in Detroit have

been using crude oil since the first of July last, and wc
have used it continuously. I think when Mr Francisco
stales in his papers that the gravity system was by far
the most dangerous and would not be allowed, he evidently believed what he said; but I think he made a
great mistake.
1 think the question lobe determined is
which is the safest; that is, the question ofjwhich would
allow the most oil to escape through a break or a leak
in a pipe in a given time.
In running by the gravity
system our small lank, which brings the oil to the burn
ers under the boilers direct by gravity, has the capacity

of about one barrel per hour; and we have twi
so we have always on hand oil enough to run the heav
barrel
iesl paii of Hie ilny which would run about one
per hour. In the light part of the day that same amount
of oil WOUld last three or four hour-.
Now, onC
to repair your
in the heavy pari of the day is enough
pumps if you have an extra pump on hand, and running as We are, we have never had the slightest trouble,
know where a leak occurred in one of our pipes,
and
there would lie a far less amount of oil worked out
through that leak in a given time than if wc used a
pressure, as the pressure system used,
believe, would
he ten pounds to the square LUCll al least.
Now the manager of one of the largest insurance com
panics came to our plant and examined it thoroughly
He was under the impression
That subject came up.
that the pressure' system was the only safe one, hut lie

And

wc

arc to other buildings with the
capacity that we have there, the company only charges
us 20 cents additional rate of insurance, and still wc use
the gravity system.
have been using that since July
last, and have had no trouble, and even with that small
capacity to feed the boilers, we can always get our extra pump to use in case one pump gives out, so that we
will not be out of oil.
Mr. Francisco spoke of a case
where the tank had overflowed bj' gravity ami caused a
tire.
If that had been arranged as we have ours arranged ia Detroit, that would have been an impossibility.
feed from the large tank uuder the ground to
the upper one by means of a pump, and the pipe is only
have from the upper tank returna one-inch pipe.
ing to the lower a three-inch overflow pipe, and the
three-inch overflow pipe will carry more oil than the
maximum capacity of the pumps. Second, if the oil is
allowed to raise too high, it can do nothing more than
simply to return to the tank from which it is pumped.
also have connected with it one other safeguard
winch I think is a necessity; that is, the pipe feeding
the oil from the small tank to the burner is connected at
the level of our floor with the overflow pipe returning
to the large tank with a cock opening valve, so in the
event of tire if this valve is operjed in less than two minutes every bit of oil in the building within the small
pipes will be thrown back to the large tanks.
And the insurance inspectors have approved that system,
and only charge us 20 cents additional to the old rate.
Our oil costs us 60 cents per barrel delivered in our tanks.
The coal we used before was soft slack, and it cost, during
the different periods of the year, from $1.90 to %i. 10 per
ton.
I have found
upon close investigation and close
ar.alysis to be about the same expense for oil as the coal was,
but I find it to be a saving in the way of convenience, as
we have had two or three cases in the last six months where
still

as close as

We

We

We

We

it

was

of

the

greatest

suddenly stop; with the

oil

necessity

to

the employes

we have been able

to

to shut off in

an instant and to resume again without any loss of time.
Now, I would like to ask one question. Each of
the gentlemen have spoken of the evaporative quality of
oil
as compared with coal, but they have left
out
one question.
In coal the total amount of
water
evaporated is used for effective work; in
oil
part
of it is used in the pressure.
I
would like to ask
if any of these gentlemen have any definite information
as
to how much this water evaporated by the oil is used in the
pressure.

Mr. Fkakcisco:
I have been inspector general, inspector and general agent and adjuster of insurance companies for twenty-five years.
That was my business until
I took up the electric light business; in fact,
I am in it
now, I think 1 can palely speak in regard to the insurance
of goods.
I have consulted nearly every ODe of the prominent companies of the country in regard to this very question and in regard to these various points that 1 have
developed in my paper.
The insurance companies' managers have told me that if the electric light folks would adopt
the plan I have proposed they would insure them, but if
they did not, they should charge them as I have specified.
Now, I am president myself of the Underwriters' association of our state, Vermont, and therefore I think I know
what I am speaking about when I talk-about insurance
In regard to the Springfield matter
I wrote to the manager of the Springfield paper about insurance.
I
wanted
to know what the cause of that hie was, and especially as
I purposed to use this crude oil
in my own station
lie
did not answer my letter
I
then wrote to a prominent

man

in Springfield,

and anybody who knows the man

will

guarantee his authority as good. He went there and made
a personal examination of the situation, and got all the
fire, and it was just as I slated in this
coin mu nication of mine, he puts it on paper and signs his
name to it and sends it to me, so my authority is clear, and
I can rely on his statement.

facts in regard lo the

Now

Mr. Leonard's theory about these valves and all
right.
There is no objection to that. Hut the
just here, there are always a lot of. fools around
electric light stations the same as everywhere else so tai as
lire is concerned; and your station may have forty valves,
but what good would it do to men situated in the other
What good would his valves do if lie
part of the building?
had fifty of them as long as there was no one to take
of them?
In the case in Winsled, Conn., where they used petroleum oil, the station burned up awhile ago,
In
insurInsurance companies get their information
ance was paid.
by sad experience and they know what every one o\ these
When they draw* their check in five, ten
things come to.
anil thirty days, as they have lime and time again, thev
that

is all
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finally changed his mind and said that he would r com
mend in the future that the gravity system be employed,
and with a small tank which furnished the oil be limited
to one barrel per boiler per hour and that would give
capacity enough.
Our plant is dilTereut in one respect from any that Inbeen spoken of, inasmuch that the large tank, although
under the ground, is within one foot of our building;
and we are right in the heart of tie- city of Detroit.
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was settled,
:',lcr. and lu.
was, ami it was finally explained lo me.
There is an illustration of thai which you have toguird against in f his business, and you have to fix
soit is impossible lohavc
things happen, ard, in our experience as insurance men,
we are aware of such blunders, and we are kicking out to
see thai they do not occur again.
Now. my u
have that blowpipe pass out of the building, so in case
you have such a man as that, and he wants to experiment,
let him explode it out in the air.
Although I am in the
\fter the loss

f

it

I

insurance business, it is very difficult for me to get insurThc-y will not write insurance on my own
station, and I have not been able to get enough insurance,
notwithstanding the fact I was right in the business. Now,
there are millions of dollars invested in electric light plants.
It is all right as long as you get something back, but if a
lire comes, or your station is wiped cut, then where is your
If you have no insurance, where
stockholders' mone>?
Nov.-.
are you? If you have, of course you are all right.
the question is, if the insurance companies go back on the
electric companies, and won't write insurance on their

ance enough.

what inducement or what argument are you going
produce to get capitalists to put money into electric light
I think these objections can be obviated in the
manner I have proposed.
Just before I left home, I offered the risk to the agent
of one of the biggest companies in the country, on my
own station, which he declined, saying he would not .vrite
"Well," hesatd, "10 be candid with you, we
it at any price.
don't know anything about it; therefore, we take the safe
"
side and refuse
I took bim through the station and explained the whole modus operandi to him, aDd after he got
He said: "I
through then I showed him this paper.
want you to send a copy of that paper to our company,
you
will send it
and we will investigate this matter, and if
exchange, and we will investigate
to the Insurance
if
the electric light folks wish to meet us, we
it; and
will meet them at any time, and have a committee appointed to investigate this whole matter." Now, there is
My suggestion is that
the basis of what you want to do.
this association appoint a committee to meet a committee
of the insurance companies to investigate this matter and
put it upon the proper basis, and enlighten them upon this
plants,
to

stations?

subject of electric plants.
I

claim that they are just as safe as mercantile risks.

I have examined that subject, as I said, from the insurance
company's standpoint, and I ought to know someth-ng
about the insurance part of it even if I do not know anything about the electric part.
Mr Lockwood: I stated a few moments since that our
insurance in Detroit, under the conditions that our plant
has been erected, was only increased 20 cents per ^1,000,
and what I now add is this: that when we put in our crude
oil plant our insurance was very nearly expired
It did
expire about three months since, and I have since renewed
rate, and the result is that
it, and renewed it at the same
in the insurance, with the exception of paying at the rate
of 20 cents more for ^1,000, I have no trouble now in

placing our insurance as well and easily as I did before.
In regard lo the danger of using the gravity system. I
think, as Mr. Fiancisco says, that it is simply a question
of putting it where it is less liable to do damage by means
of ignorant handling; and that resolves itself down into
one question.
In the event of a break occurring in the
pipe, the va've being constantly open, or open by mistake,
that allows the oil lo escape.

The Chairman:

A

motion has been handed up pro-

viding for the reconsideration of ihe motion to continue
the committee on the New England Electric exchange,
passed this afternoon.
The motion was reconsidered.
B, F. Morrison offered a resolution, that a committee of
live be appointed, with I'. II. Alexander chairman, to recommend a tax by some means that would secure to the Naadvantage now
tional
Electric Light association the
enjoyed by the New England Electric exchange regarding
business
relations
between
the pleasant
the electric interests
and the insurance interest and report at the next meeting
of the association.

The motion was carried.
Tin CHAIRMAN; If the members will remain in sesWe have a paper by
sion we will continue the meeting.
Mr. A. C. Chenoweth, whois not present, en "Conduits
material in relation to underground conduct*
the gentleman is not present the chair will take the liberty of ordering it printed in the proceedings.
Mi (.iicnoweth's paper was as follows:
their
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have the pleasure of presenting to this convention some
Observations in relation to SUb-eleCtrical conduits and insuI

Mam

miles of structures of various
conductors.
kinds with insulated conductors in them are now to be seen
New Vork, Hrookl) n, Philadelphia and other cities.
in
While tlie conduits themselves do n^\. present any very important vigils of decay, the conductors have given evidence
of decomposition in
stages and many have ,
out entirely, those covered with rubber compounds havlated
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ing given place to the same protected by a lead covering.
Yen little attention has been given to the subject of electro
chemistry, failure being attributed to various causes; remedies have beei
to of a practical nature, suggested
by mere circumstance, in order to counteract the supposed
evil.
That electro-dynamic forces have contributed to the
trouble can hardly be denied.
Creosoted wooden ducts and
iron tubes are the prevailing forms of construction. Illuminating gas and moisture were found in most all of them.
Rubber insulation was rapidly destroyed, and lead-covered
cables were corroded to such an extent in creosoted wooden
ducts that other cables covered with an alloy of tin and
lead were substituted, and even with these it was found
necessary to coat with paint, hoping it would prevent any
action from taking place.
In the iron tubes corrosion was
much slower.
Alter a careful examination of conduits and conductors,
I am led to believe that this decomposition of insulation
and covering is due to an electro-chemical decomposition.
The existence of thermo electricity, or a natural voltaic arrangement in the earth, is without doubt true. But the
establishment of the principle that a certain electrolytic intensity is necessary before decomposition can t;e effected is
of great importance to all those considerations which arise
regarding the probable effect of the earth currents.
For to
produce an effect of decomposition or of combination a
current must not only exist, but have a certain intensity before it can overcome the quiescent affinities opposed to it,
otherwise it will be conducted, producing no permanent
chemical effect.
In electro-chemical decomposition the effect is produced by
a force either superadded to, or giving direction to, the ordinary chemical affinity of the bodies present.
In this view
the effect is considered essentially dependent upon mutual
chemical affinity of the particles of opposite kinds. Bodies
dependent on weak affinities very rarely give way. Take
for instance glasses, those formed by silica and an alkali.
It is evident that in all cases in which decomposition does
not occur it may depend upon the want of conduction; this
being true, good conductors should never be selected for
conduits, such as iron.
Metals, owing their high conducting powers, make admirable poles, and yield to electrochemical decomposition.
It is true that some of the metals
would not be decomposed, as they are costly and not available for use.
The subject I present must be settled by
weight of evidence rather than by simple philosophical con-

and establish an action with the metallic tubes
purpose of holding it.
magnesia and alumina, artificial stone, constituents of which combined form a substance more neutral than any other.
The selection of
this material for underground structures in form of concrete was probably the result of long experience rather
than the knowledge of its material relations, as presented
by electro-chemistry.
Attempts to counteract the electro-chemical action on a
lead-covered cable by placing another substance in juxtaposition has not proved a preventive; it may delay it; also
the alloying of tin with lead.
Metals may combine when
melted together, but they do not remain combined after
the solidification of the mass.
I present here an example
of this case.
I refer to a piece of brass tube that was used
for pneumatic transmission by the Western Union company in New York, it being buried in a wooden box in one
of the streets of New York.
After it had been down
electrolyte,

for the

A

triple silicate of lime,

some time

it

was so eaten

parallel to the cable.
The crystals of decomposed
lead extended over toward the iron pipe, being quite pro-

hole

fuse, adhering to the brick and side of manhole.
An examination of the white crystals proved to be carbonate of
lead.
Moisture was present, but no illuminating gas. I
placed a piece of lead on the cable at this point.
Alter two
months 1 removed it and found the same covered with crystals of carbonate of lead, showing signs of electrolytic action between the lead-covered cable's and iron pipe that
traversed the manhole, moisture acting as the exciting liquid.
I found in Brooklyn
a cable that was conducted into a

building some distance from a creosoted wooden duct; this
cable was also decomposing in spots, while no odor of creosote or illuminating gas could be detected.
The moisture
may be the exciting agent, accelerated by creosote and
illuminating gas.
This action may be explained by the
caused by the reaction of the constituents of each
portion of decomposable matter, affected as they are by the
supervention of the electrical currents; portions of the proximate elements proceed in the direction of the
current as far a.- they find matter of a contrary kind capable
'heir transfer, and being equally affected by
[hem; and when th<
find such matter they are
f»n the surface of metals or air
mg the extent of decomposable matter in the dirccrrcnt.
Hydraulic engineers frequently find
mset up in stop
underground
kinds of metals, the gate being
and main part of valve being of iron
1
lamination
with iron or saline matter
informed by a very cmiluct in
liflcrcnt

kinds underground

when

"ii

actions

full

of holes that

it

required re-

newing.
Upon examination you will find the zinc is eaten
out, while the copper remains perfect; the action was on
the outside, while inside the brass remained perfect; air
continually, while moisture and other
causes produced an electro chemical action that I do not
think can be imitated by any known arrangement of conditions so as to leave the copper as shown in this example,
thus showing the peculiar effect of the earth currents in decomposing the zinc in this alloy, then removing it entirely.
Moisture and gases must be removed by ventilation,
In
order to accomplish this the diameter of the conduits should
be not less than four inches, and some relative proportion
be established between the diameter of the cable and diameter of the duct, otherwise the power required to force air
through would be beyond an economic limit.
The subject of ventilation for electrical conduits not only
becomes necessary in order to protect the conductor in
them, but in order to protect life and property.
Thursday,
Dec. 20, iSSS, an Edison manhole exploded in Maiden

traversed the inside

New York

Lane,

city.

January 19th, one month

later,

an

explosion took place in Nassau street.
November, an Edison manhole exploded in Boston.
These explosions have

been attributed to accumulation of gas.
F. H. "Whipple read the following paper 1

clusions.
I call your attention to a piece of cable that was removed
from a creosoted wooden conduit in Brooklyn. The lead
covering was eaten full of holes.
It had been down over a
year.
Creosote was attributed as the cause of decomposition.
Illuminating gas and moisture were present in the
ducts.
It was reported a rubber compound insulation was
destroyed in the same duct.
Examination was made of
iron conduits with lead-covered cables in them, and decomposition was plainly seen in various stages, although the
lead covering was not so rapidly decomposed as it was in a
creosoted wooden du.„t.
Moisture and illuminating gas
were present. The deposit on surface of lead-covered conductors proved to be carbonate of lead.
In pursuing this examination I found a peculiar case that
deserves some consideration.
I found exposed to view in a
manhole a cable that was covered with an alloy of tin and
lead.
This cable had been down about four months; it
passed through the manhole on into the duct; the part exposed to view was about seven feet; the duct was constructed of iron and cement.
On one side considerable
decomposition appeared, being very active for about two
feet of the exposed part, which rested on the bottom of the
manhole. A large iron pipe for water traversed the man-
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"Municipal Lighting."
by fred h. whipple.
many difficulties encountered

in a proper

-

fixed

In the staple articles of the world's production the law
of supply and demand regulates prices; but as electric light

companies,

in their relations to city councils, act under in
fiuences individual in themselves, the case is very different.
The price of light for commercial purposes is to some extent regulated by the fact that moderate prices materially
increase the consumption, but in municipal lighting, the
city, if it accepts the terms offered, generally pays the contracted price.
It is, therefore, in many if not in most
cases, a matter of comparative shrewdness of the officials
on either side as to the price paid, and the service rendered.
There are today in the United States 316 cities and
towns whose streets are wholly or in part illuminated by
electric lights furnished nnder a public contractThe
highest price paid for an arc Mghl of nominal 2,000 candle
burning all night, is $360. The lowest is K\n.
IJctwcen these two extremes there arc 18G prices.
porj
the moonlight schedule the maximum figure is $105; the
,

I

n
r

any material

minimum,

thai

What makes these wide differences in price? Granted
many places local conditions, excessive competition

.
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or the absence of all competition have weight in determining the cost of production, whal reason -.hall wc give for
exhibited in a. wide field of localities
where the conditions $
absolutely identical?
of all-nighl public lighting in the United
z] per light; for schedule lighting $i'o,
In 1885 the cost was, 00 an average, $167 per lig^ht for all<

to

an
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that municipalities ought not to do their own lighting.
In
view of the constant decrease in the price of electric light-

consideration of the title of this paper that one does not
embrace the suggestion to discourse upon it with enthusi
asm.
It is a subject seemingly rebellious to analysis, yet
one that requires to be treated in language whose clearness
is inexorable.
In these times one writes and speaks to the
multitude, and upon questions broad in their scope and far
reaching in their effects one ought never to shut himself
up in any sort of freemasonry of his own building. When
an issue such as this presents itself to the electric light
world for discussion, it should be treated fairly and squarely, with intelligence and judgment, and without the heated
arguments of business controversies,
"Municipal Lighting," as generally considered, means
the municipal ownership of the plant.
I think this definition is erroneous, for the reason that the greater portion of
the income of two-thirds of the electric light companies of
the country is derived from their public street lighting contracts.
Of the total number of arc lights manufactured by
private companies who are parties to a city contract, 6S pei
cent, are public lights, and are paid for by the municipalities.
On the other hand, of the total number of arc lights
upon the streets of the land, but one-third of one per cent,
are owned and operated by municipalities.
Therefore the
logic of the subject is not confined entirely to the question
of ownership.
The issue, to my mind, is based as much
upon the rental value of an arc lamp.
What is the rental value of an arc lamp? Statistics regarding the price paid by various cities are not lacking, but
comparisons are worse than useless, for they seemingly go
upon the principle that a light is a light, no matter what it
lights, what it costs to produce it, whether it has good illuminating capacity, or whether the system be an inferior or
superior one. The prices for light vary materially in different places, but I have been unable to see that they vary in
accordance with any fixed relation to any other factors
which would seem to have a bearing on the service. It
may be truly said that nothing has an absolute value. It
would be impossible to prove, on a general hypothesis, that
50 cents, or any other sum, is in any place the exact value
of an arc light, but in this, as in all other cases, some price

must be

23,

night lighting and $135 for schedule lighting.
In i«8b it
was $t6o and $125. In 1887 it was §130 and $117. In
18SS it was $129 and §114.
Thus we find that the price
of public lighting has been steadily decreasing for several
years, and to a very large extent within the past few months.
Contracts that have been renewed since the last meeting of
this association in Septembershow a net reduction upon allnight lighting of 23 per cent and upon schedule lighting
of 19 per cent.
The general run has been from 15 to 33
percent., but there are several cases reported w here the
1 eduction has exceeded 50 per cent.
An increased contract
price is rare, less than a dozen in the country so reporting,
and the highest figure reached is 20 per cent., while the
lowest is 8 per cent.
These statistics do not furnish any guide as to the rental
value of an arc lamp.
The price paid by one city is
often twice as much as that paid in a neighboring city, yet
one would scarcely wish to be quoted as saying that the
cost of production was in the same relative proportion.
It
is obviously worth more to produce a light in one place
than in another, but is it worth twice as much? It will no
doubt be said that different degrees of illuminating candle
power enter into the problem, but in my computations I
have considered none but nominal 2,000 candle power lights.
Sometimes the area lighted is pushed forward in explanation, but this has no connection that I can see with the cost
of the light itself.
There is really no fixed basis upon which to charge for
public lighting, nor any general data by which a fair rate
may be arrived at. I am, therefore, of the opinion that
coincident with the discussion of ownership should come
that relating to the value of the light, for this is really the
primal cause for so much agitation of municipal control.
When it comes to the question of ownership there are
three parties in interest: the parent companies who manufacture the material to be used, the local companies that
have invested their capital in a business they have the natural right to make as lucrative as possible, and the public,
represented in an intermediate capacity by municipal
councils.
Accordingly, we find three separate and distinct
views taken of the question, and we are forced to believe
that all three are right from their standpoint.
Of the three factors the local companies are the only ones
presenting a solid front.
They are united in the expression

ing previously shown, and the transitory periods of elecmachinery, the local companies are mechanically
correct in their claim to be able to generate electricity as
cheaply as a municipality.
Many of the circumstances byreason of which the sentiment favorable to municipal own*
ership became prominent do not have force to-day.
The
new and improved formula and the cheapening processes
of production private companies are able to take advantage
of where municipalities would not.
Compound and condensing engines have made it possible to reduce the cost of
power; more light is produced from a less expenditure of
energy; carbons have fallen from $50 and $60 to $8 and
,|io; it is no longer necessary to locate a station in the
central, and therefore the most expensive portion of a city,
and more attention is given to water power. All those are
contributory to the claim of the private companies that municipalities should not enter into an investment the extent
of which they are ignorant of in the face of a declining
market.
With the parent companies the effects of municipal ownership are just beginning to be appreciated.
There is no
doubt but these organizations will at no distant day be
brought squarely to face the alternative of refusing to sell
material to municipalities altogether, or of going out of
business.
It has been their custom, while acknowledging
an unwritten obligation to protect their local companies, to
consider that they are not bound by any special dispensation to refuse a sale when the opportunity presented itself.
They are not prepared to say that it is inadvisable for a
city to operate its own plant so long as the city already has
the other fellow's system installed.
When it comes to a
city which has a private plant of this or that particular
system, then this or that particular parent company is decidedly opposed to the city embarking in the business.
For thesf truly natural characteristics capital is quickly
bringing the parent companies to a halt. No company is
large enough or financially strong enough to organize and
operate the local companies necessary for the tfmes.
Therefore it is local capital and local activity that is the
mainstay of the parent companies.
Capital is always
nervous, and we can readily see that with the continued
growth of a sentiment favorable to cities doing their own
lighting, capital will not run any risks.
It will not invest
in a city or town where a community interest stares it in
trical

the face.

There is another reason why the municipal ownership of
plants does not run parallel with the interest of manufacturing companies.
In the case of the municipality the net
result of a year's operation is public property, while it is
to the interest of private corporations to keep within their
own knowledge the actual outlays.
larger increase in
the amount of goods required may also be expected from
them than from municipalities. And from the exasperating incidents of carrying through a municipal deal, with its
attendant train of demoralizing influences, every company
would fain be freed. I do not believe there is a parent
company in the country that has made money by selling
plants to municipalities. I know some who have lost money,
and I wonder that as a whole they arc not ready to commit themselves unqualifiedly and negatively upon^lhe subThe lime is near when they
jccl of municipal ownership.
will be forced to go upon record in this matter, but to-day
they are vacillating and uncertain.
They believe that in
some cases it would be a manifest advantage for cities to
own their plant, and in other cases just as manifest a disadvantage. They would like to have each case stand in-

A

dependently.

'

En considering this subject from the standpoint of the
public servant, it becomes at once a question of advisability, to which is naturally attached, although seldom considered, the clement of responsibility.
The theory of the
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is that the monopolies of service should
the municipality, and all belong to the comIn European countries this idea is carried to a
much further extent than in our own. In many English
speaking communities the public service does not stop with
light, water and transit, but municipal ownership often extends to the bath, the laundry and the bakery.
It has been more gradual in America, doubtless because
the tendency of ihe times in all municipal governments is
toward political aggrandizement, and that it inevitably
leads to corruption and a debauchery of the public service.
It has therefore become necessary to largely lestrict the
functions of the local governments by more general legislaIn America politics is the national charactive bodies.
teristic, and the ordinary politician is only theoretically
He recognizes moral turpitude only to the extent
honest.
of dreading exposure of his own backslidings, and while if
he break the law, he nevertheless outwardly insists on the
Municipal service can be, and ought
sanctity of the law.
to be, administered with quite as much freedom from asBut in
sumption as when in the hands of private parties.
are thus
few instances do we find it so administered.
confronted with a condition, not a theory, and in the municipal ownership of electric- light plants this condition is
I believe I can truthfully say that
easy 01 demonstration.
the experience of city governments in this line has not beei?
Starting out a year ago as the
in all respects satisfactory
investigator for a large municipality, 1 have closely studied
every
city piant, and with but one
of
almost
workings
the
or two exceptions I would not now commend their operaThe officials of the smaller towns where municipal
lion.
plants have been installed, with an amount of crude ignorance of the subject that is truly appalling, do not hesitate
to assert that they and the people are well satisfied with the
experiment, but in the majority of cases these officials are
in office largely through the machinations of rings, and it
would not be in the line of policy for them to decry the

political

be

economist

owned by

munity.

We

schemes of

their associates.

illumination of towns by themselves is on the intermittent plan of lighting, the hours varying so that no basis
The average advocate
for comparison can be arrived at.
misinforms the investigator by holding up to view the proposition that these cities are doing their lighting for a

The

merely nominal cost, while his figures are really superficial
and not entitled to support. They are figured on isolated
conditions to suit the emergency, often with items charged
to other departments for the sake of a plausible showing in
the lighting account.
On one occasion, where I was
called upon to estimate the cost of all-night service for a
large city, upon its merits, my figures were $92 per year,
with interest and depreciation, and that I think is not very
far from the cost of an arc lamp in our average communi-

A

strong claim is made that, with the preju icial influties.
ence of politics that enters into their management, municipal
stations have reduced the cost of public lighting in their
localities over the contract system.
I have previously stated that the average present price of
public lighting in the United States is $121 per arc lamp
per year, burniog all night, and $110 per lamp burning on
schedule.
The average cost to municipalities which are
furnishing their own light is $76 for an all-night light, and
$44 for what they term a schedule light. This schedule is
deceptive, and does not provide for as many hours' lighting
as the usual contract does
Therefore the latter suffers by
comparison.
It is often the case, also, that the light is
furnished in connection with some other department which
bears a portion of the interest and depreciation account.
Frte water power and sometimes so called free attendance

and distort them.
The only argument worthy of consideration in favor of
municipalities doing their own lighting is that of cheapness,
and emphasizes what I have said, in a previous part of this
paper, that an important question involved is the rental
value of an arc lamp
Municipalities have not yet succeeded in reducing the price of light abnormally below the
average
I do not consider the fact of any weight that a
city, by reason of its not being compelled to pay taxes,
and because it has no profit to make, can manufacture light
cheaper than a private company, for I expect that what it
saves in this way will be counterbalanced by losses caused
by the influences of its management.
Here arises the question of a personal financial responsibility.
We have become accustomed to consider that all
also enter into these figures

business, being in a sense everybody's, is really
nobody's, and too often it is the case that a mere perfunctory public duty is performed for the sole sake of the salary
attached to the office.
Any business enterprise to be con
ducted successfully ought to be carried on by men who are
public

financially interested in

it,

and who

feel

in

their

own

pockets the cost of every expenditure.
A city government
cannot possibly take that view of it, even though its departments were paved with good intentions
There is but one view, and that a conditional one, in
If the exwhich municipal ownership can be indorsed.
penses of the plant can be kept within reasonable bounds;
if the management
is in all respects such as you would
commit your own private business to; if there are no outside prejudicial influences, then from the standpoint of the
public servant it would be desirable for some cities to do
their own lighting,
Without these qualifications it would

be inadvisable.

The price of public lighting has outstripped all other
questions in the financial management of our cities.
It
has become, if not the chief source of expense, the greatest
bone of contention, and the electric light companies that
will observe the handwriting on the wall and meet the subject half way will do much to dissipate this seniiment antagonistic to

There

its interests,

room

for improvement in public lighting
Conmade by people living in a millenium, but
by the mingled good and bad as they are found in the busi
ness world and municipal councils, and as they probably
will be found for some time to come.
There are several
sides to .this as to all questions, and there is a happy
medium. In this medium the electric light fraternity
should clasp hands with the well-meaning and observant
is

tracts are not
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public servant and see to it that while fair profits are returned for the service rendered a union of interests is
formed, cordial in its nature, though commercial in its results, and there will then be no occasion for public sentiment manifesting itself in the municipal ownership of elec

nder conditii
the powi

prol

Chaiiiman: Bearing upon this same subji
have a paper on ",\I uniripal <>y. i,,t h; ul
Monopolies," by A. It. Foote of Cincinnati.
A. II. Foote of Cincinnati read the following paper:
1
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,

<
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Ownership ok Commercial

Municipai

by
Since the day
wen! up into the

Tat

,

a.

r.

Monopolies,

—

the people.

The economic

principle advocated is not in accord with
natural economic law; therefore, it is an obstruction to the
progress of civilization.
You who are here assembled know that all progress is
due, and must ever be due, to the discoveries of science
being made available for the uses of man.
There is but
one science the science of natural law.
The nearer its
devotees or investigators arrive to an understanding of
natural law, the nearer they apprehend the truth.
Actions guided by truth are the guarantors of benefactions.
You who have experimented, with great patience and at
great cost, to discover the natural laws governing the gen-

—

eration and control of electric energy, know how impotent
all your devices are to compel
that energy to serve you, if
they fail to comply with the conditions of those laws.
The
same fact is true in economic science. If economic policies
do not correctly apprehend and comply with natural economic laws, then the effort made is impotent to secure the
best economic results.
Fubtic ownership of commercial monopolies is advocated
upon the supposition that, if worked without a profit, the
Work
economic result will be a benefit to the people
That slavery is not an economic
without profit is slavery.
benefit is proven by the experience of all men in all ages.

A man is foolish who expends time and money in an
attempt to invent a thing that he can find ready made.
A community is foolish to undertake an economic policy
that all the data of the human race prove to be wrong; a
policy which, in the very nature of things, must be absolutely wrong.
That capital is entitled to a profit for its use and risk is
There is not a
the foundation law of all economic science.
recorded instance in the history of finance where an interference with the operation of this law has secured a permanent benefit for the people. All evidence shows that,
where this law is allowed to operate with the greatest certainty, there capital is most abundant, works on the smallest margin, and produces the most healthful progress.
Capital is the conserved energy of individual action; it
never loses its individual character.
When the attempt was made to christianize communities
by government authority, they remained barbarians. When
communities attempt to become rich by operating commercial monopolies without a profit, they will be made paupers.
Capital is individual
Religion is individual Tightness.
Civilization
energy, conserved for individual betterment.
makes progress through individuals becoming better and
richer.

A man's capital is his power to produce. Surplus is the
product of energy in excess of the wants of life.
Capital is
Surplus is an individual
the conserved energy of surplus.
To
creation, and belongs by natural right to its creator.
abrogate the law of increase for use and risk is to destroy
the only economic inducement men have to create a surplus.
Deny men the ownership of their surplus, and they are forDeny men an increase for the use and risk of
ever slaves.
their surplus, and all the forces of progress will be forever
paralyzed
The application of these generalizations to the question
•

is

easy.

no municipal surplus, unless it is taken
from the surplus of individuals by taxation. This makes
First.

There

is

the individual poorer.
^Second. Working public monopolies for a profit .is seIndirect taxation is a
curing income by indirect taxation.
tax

on consumption.

When

public monopolies are not worked for a
products are sold at a reduced price.
This
compels all private capital to abandon the business underBy this process all the forces
taken by public monopoly.
of progress for that industry are paralyzed.
Fourth. Every industry grows as long as it produces, or
gives promise of producing, a profit for the use and risk of
When, for any reason, the hope
the surplus invested in it.
Expectation of profit is
of profit fails, the industry dies.
Its
growth
of
industry.
is in ratio to the per cent,
the life
of profit promised, plus the certainty of securing it. In the
beginning, surplus created in some older industry is transferred to a new undertaking to give it life.
If the new
undertaking fails to create a profit, it loses its power to
It has failed to
draw life from other industries and dies.
demonstrate its right to exist. For this reason, that man
who so orders the conditions under which an industry must
be worked as to deprive it of the power to create a profit
is its murderer.
been developed to the
I know of no industry which has
best of which it is capable under public ownership
This subject may be illustrated by reviewing the development of the gas lighting industry. Sixty eight years ago,
the first plant in the United States was installed in the
To-day there are about 1,000 plants in
city of Baltimore.
operation, which have cost about $500, 000, 000.
If this hi-

Third.

prplit, their

cities

,

has been clear to

thinking minds that, by the use of terms, the people are
deceived.
This subject should not be called " Municipal Ownership
of Natural Monopolies."
Its true name, designating accurately the economic principle which it advocates, is Municipal Slavery
a scheme to enslave capital and pauperize
all

before us

same

i

foote.

it

price for the

was S2, a decrease of 33 per cent, in nine years. The
is still going on.
The decrease in 1888 was in a
ratio than the average for the preceding nine;.
Four gas plants are owned by municip;
hiladelphia. Pa., Richmond, Ya., Wheeling, W. \'a
and Danville, Va.
Nol one of the inventions or improvements that
have benefited service or cheapened cost have emanated
from either of these plants.
Neither of the older
are in line with the improvements of to-day.
Richmond is
now engaged in improving its plant. When the /
finished, as ordered, it will be in line with the improvements of ten years ago. One special point avoided in
making changes is the reduction of the number of employes.
Is there any political significance in this?
Philadelphia has just contracted with private capital to furnish
3,000,000 feet of gas per day to the city gas works.
Why?
Because the city cannot make it for itself, as its works are
not supplied with the necessary improvements.
A comparison of the price of gas in six cities:

when Hermes Mercurius Trismegistus
Mount of Regeneration, with his son

to recite his secret sermon,

of

.sis not all.
The power to cti
and the right toown the profit created, has proven a
stimulant to invention and impn
By these
ed and
until the present price is but a fractioi
iginal
e of gas in 290 cities

trie light plants.

The

it
-

1873.

New

5

York

Philadelphia

275
230

Baltimore

2.75

Richmond

3. 00

Cincinnati
Cleveland

2 25

2.50

1888.
1.25
1.50
1.00
1.50
1.15
1.00

Per cent, of decrease.

54^
35
fJ

3K

50
40,

60

By why

give data and make comparisons that have no
scientific value, because all the factors influencing the
result are not considered?
If public ownership is not
founded on correct economic principles, then the result of
such ownership cannot produce the best economic results.
Let us now- consider the effect of public ownership on our
own industry. It is acknowledged that no city has yet
undertaken to supply its citizens with a complete electric
service.
If the industry is to be developed by public
ownership, why do not these cities commence in line with
the progress that has been made?
If they have not the
enterprise so to commence, can there be a reasonable hope
that they will ever catch up, keep up, or contribute to the
forward momentum? To-day, private capital is ready to
install electric central stations having proper apparatus and
sufficient capacity to perform the entire electric sen-ice of a
city.

This service now includes:
Arc and incandescent lamps for street lighting.
Arc and incandescent lamps for commercial lighting.
Incandescent lamps by meter measurement for domestic
lighting
Stationary motor service for all mechanical uses

Motor power

One

of

for operating street cars.

the largest

companies manufacturing

electrical

apparatus has installed electric central stations in about
160 cities.
The combined capacity of these stations would
fall far short of performing the entire electric service for
the city of Chicago, if the service in that city was developed

which it is capable.
Can anyone calculate
the difference in cost of installation, operation and administration between one station, combining the capacity of the
whole, and that of the 160 stations located in as manv different cities? To-day, electricity is at its highest cost* and
gas at its lowest cost. Gas has fifty years the start.
To supply a complete electric service to the cities of
this country, in a manner now known to be prac ical and
best, will require the investment of over $x, 000,000.
Do
the manufacturers of electric apparatus expect this vast
sum to be raised by successive tax levies? If not, then
they must secure its accumulation through private ownership, operating all electric central stations for a profit.
There can be no hope that the electric industry can reach
the highest degree of prosperity of which it is capable, if it
is sold into slavery in its youth.
to the best of

Fortunately for us, our industry is not the only one needing defense against the promulgation of communistic

(hem

lc-.

Those who advocate such theories are consistent enough
to push them far toward their logical conclusion.
It is
well that they do so, for it is the most helpful service they
can render those who would resist the encroachments of
their economic policy.
In elaborating their theory, they
furnish all the proof needed to show its fallacies.
Professor Richard
Ely, Ph. P.. associate professor of
political economy in the Johns Hopkins University,

T

Md

.

may

be recognized as chief in the school of communistic
philosophy.
By reading his books it is easy to see how,
as he familiarized himself with the idea of public ownership, the list of so-called "Natural Monopolies" expanded,
until by it he furnishes a logical reason why all industries
should be so owned and operated, if any one of them
should.
A mere mention of the monopolies he recommends cities
to buy will give a good idea of the progress he has made
in

communism.
They are as

highways and

follows:

Gas supply,

street

car service,

streets, electric lighting, all railways, canals,
bridges, lighthouses, ferries,
docks, harbors,
natural
navigations, postal service, telegraphs, telephones, abattoirs or slaughter-houses, markets, union depots, express
business.
This list illogically associates
non-commercial with
commercial undertakings
In it aie embraced .1 large perencage of the industries of the country.
If it is so desirable for the public to own so many, why specify?
Winnot own all Industrie s
It would be interesting to know what additions would
1
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be made to public investment, public income, public
patronage, and to the number of public employes, if the
recommendations of this economist were acted upon, and
this entire list of undertakings were at once transferred to
public ownership.
Could the party then in power ever be voted out ?
It shows the
This list is serviceable in another way:
interests that should unite with us in combatting com-

munism.
In his address before the Boston Merchants' association,
its annual banquet, Jan. S, 1SS9, Professor Ely said:
"I say, then, that cities should pursue a policy looking
to the ultimate ownership and management of all local
This is most int'mately connected
monopolies.
with local taxation. One of two methods may be pursued.
These monopolies may be worked for a profit,
"First.
and bypro^t taxes may be reduced; or,
" Second. Charges may be reduced, and increased genat

.

.

more

plentiful source of taxes,
and thus allow a reduction cf the rate."
monopolies is taxation
public
products
of
Profit on the
on consumption. Taxation on consumption is indirect
eral prosperity will furnish a

taxation.

Ely recommends that gas lighting,
and numerous other
industries be owned by the public, and then operated for a
Since Professor

electric lighting, street car service,

be well to learn his views
Here they are:

profit to reduce taxation,

on

indirect taxation.

it

will

"Indirect taxes violate the principles of equity,
we import salt and tax it 50 per cent, of its value. Does
the rich man consume more salt than the pcor man ?
We have in a tax like this what is called a regressive tax
a tax which increases as income decreases the wotst kind
Indirect taxation
of a tax, and the most unjust.
does not discriminate between the last dollar of the poor
widow and the dollar which is only one in an income of a
million.
It raises prices, reduces the value of income, and
forces some who are already near the awful line of pauperism to cross it, and thus puts to death higher aspirations in
a class of citizens, and lowers the level of civilization.
Indirect taxes are imposed upon people without
.
creating so much discontent as direct taxes, and without
occasioning so close a scrutiny of the methods in which
the proceeds of taxation are expended, because the mass of
men do not realize that they pay taxes every time they
Indirect taxes are an
purchase dry goods or groceries.
underhanded kind of taxation. It is not, then, surprising
that they are, in the minds of many, identified with despotism and aristocracy, while there is a growing opposition to
them on the part of enlightened democracy."
Is it not surprising, however, that an economist who
sees the character of indirect taxation so clearly should
recommend those who are so oppressed to extend the list
of oppressors from dry goods and groceries to gas lighting,
electric lighting, car fares and a long list of other things ?
Are the rich so poor that it is necessary that one penny out
of even- car fare paid by "the poor widow" should go to
help reduce their taxes, or are they mean enough to want
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1

done?
Suppose that all these industries were owned by the
public, and the profits on them were sufficient to pay all
the taxes, would not the payment of the tax be in inverse
Can any form
ratio to the income of those who pay it?
of tax be more inequitable, more unjust ? The short o
the first proposal is, then to tax the poor and relieve the
Who wants it done ?
rich.
That which has been said about the slavery of capital is
a sufficient answer to the second proposal.
He who assumes to be a scientist and a teacher should
be accurate. Professor Ely is reported to have said, withit

out explanation, in his Boston address:
I
"Gas can be made and sold at a profit for 37 cents
say it can be done, because it is done in the city of
city
with
gas
at
that
Philadelphia; parties supplying the
figure."

What do yon understand by that

?

Does

not convey

it

to you the idea that the consumers of gas in Philadelphia
Well, the truth is, that
are being supplied at 37 cents?
On account of not
the gas works are owned by the city
teing supplied with all the latest improvements, the city
capital
supply 3,001,000
with
private
to
has contracted

gas per day. This a carbonated water gas of high
candle power, and is mixed with the regular city coal gas
for the purpose of increasing the output and improving the
The
quality of the gas manufactured by the city works
consumer of gas in Philadelphia pays $1.50 for his gas as
This is held as a sample of the benefits of pub.ic
before.
ownership
This from a teacher of economic science!
fessor Ely presses his point still furthtr, by saying:
"It was the best citizens of Philadeip'nia who insisted that
the gas works should remain city property when the gas
feet of

pired

"

What

scientific or economic value has a reason like that?
that but few
he argument of a politic!*:.
Prom the fact that
people analyze the meaning of words.
in
every
street car
tax
of
one
penny
teaching
that
a
he is
fare
to that extent the business men of
n," it is fair to presume
cities:ns." he means the respectable wealthy
that by
bich they f< unci
'

-

cation in

in the

Amer

ime
.-.

-.he

larger

by indirect

onsumed most gas
'<n why
HEY

y

1

lid

remain city property.

The
'

abxrer

rhe

bondage,

in

who

to

tried

charges

for

,

,

-

:^h the
.,

gas lighting, electric lighting, street car fares

and other products of industry. He advocates an economic
theory which must result in the slavery of capital and the
pauperization of the people.
Since the days of Hermes, by the use of terms, the
people have been deceived.
Dr, Moses of New York offered the following reso-

which was unanimously adopted;
Resolved, That the thanks of the National Electric
Light association be and are hereby tendered to the St.
Louis Exposition & Music HalL association, through
David J. Harris, manager of the electrical exhibit, for
the very cordial invitation of Feb. 19th for this associaciation to hold its next convention in St. Louis, and the
very generous offer of the use of Exposition ball, and of
free exposition space for convention purposes, and, be
it further resolved that it is with regret that the association is obliged to decline the invitation above named
Mr. Morrison moved
the reconsideration of the
action by which the resolution for the appointment of a
committee on state and municipal legislation was referred to the executive committee in order that the appointment be made by the chair.
The motion was seconded and unanimously agreed
lution,

to

The Chairman: Before we adjourn the chair will
appoint upon that committee, under the resolution of
Mr. Morrison in regard to the New England exchange,
Mr. Alexander, chairman, and Messrs. Francisco,
Cram, Woodbury and Perry.
Mr. Mason, Boston, offered the following resolutions,
which were unanimously adopted:
" Resolved, That the hearty thanks of the National
Electric Light association are hereby tendered to the Exposition society for the valued courtesies extended by it to
the association during its present sessions.
"Resolved, That the National Electric Light association
desires to record its grateful appreciation of the valued and
able services of B. E Sunny, ebairman of the executive
committer, who, by the exercise of rare executive ability,
has so largely contributed to the success of the meeting in

Chicago."
Mr. Mason also offered the following resolution:
"Resolved, That a committee of five, of which Mr.
Arthur Steuart shall be chairman, be appointed, whose
duties shall be to report at the next session of the association a plan for the incorporaiion of this body."
The motion was lost.
The Chairman: If there is no other business before
us, the chair desires to return his thanks to you for the
courtesy and consideration you have extended to him, and
to say that he will give to his successor all the support he
is capable of during his new administration.
If there is no
other business, I declare this convention adjourned, sine
die.

Letter from E.
The

Reckenzaun

following communication

is

self

explanatory:

Western Electrician:
Dear Sir: I have just received a letter from my friend
Mr Reckenzaun, London, which unfortunately did not get

Editor

—

here in time to be read during the convention.
You will
very much oblige me by publisbing this letter at your earliest
convenience.
Yours very truly,
F. B. Badt.

" I was in hopes of being at the Chicago convention this
February, and regret to miss this treat.
I do call it a
treat, having had the privilege of attending the one at Bosand
Pittsburgh,
February,
ton. August, 18S7,
at
1SS8.
I
spent the jolliest time at both, particularly at Boston.
I
shall never forget it, and these conventions gave me a
clearer insight into

the excellent

character of Americans

than anything else. There I met them by the hundreds,
all jolty, kind-hearted and hospitable; the highest kind of
good fellowship and a good deal of prac ical electricity
besides.
More good humor than I ever met with on any
one occasion in any part of the world. When you attend
the meeting of the National Electric Light association rise
on my behalf, give them my greetings and shake hands
with every one
I look upon all of them as dear friends
and colleagues, and wish them continued prosperity and
success in all their undertakings.
"Yery sincerely yours,
E. Reckenzaun."

The

Exhibits.
manufacturers throughout the
country applied so promptly for space in which
to make exhibits is in itself strong evidence of
the general interest taken in the association.
That they made such large consignments
of costly machinery to illustrate all the features
of electrical work is a matter for general con-

The

fact that

gratulation.
The exhibits constituted one of the most
interesting and significant features of the convention.
To the executive committee, and especially to B. E. Sunny, chairman, praise is due
for securing a class of exhibits which would add
In
general interest in the convention.
this work, as in every branch of its labors, the
littee
has worked early and late.
Below will be found brief descriptions of a
number of exhibits, which still may be seen:

The Kdson

pressure

recording

gauge

and

ilarm for steam, water, gas, oils,
of the sights.

1

Irish
.

for the
over of

partment A.

The company

Shaw

New York and

C.

i

ic

Callender

company
I

In

ulating and

New York

Waterproofing

displaying its spe<
rintdadand bitite wires and cables
of

is

ial

of

is

23,

1?

represented by A.
R. Burdick of

J.

Chicago.

The bare and insulated wires displayed by
Holmes, Booth cc Haydens of New York came
share of attention.

in for their

Ed

Williams has a small specimen of his fine
automatic engine. Mr. Williams has the contract
to furnish the engines for the Auditorium building.

The Chicago Rawhide

Belting

company has a

goods on exhibition in department
This company was represented by W. H.

full line of its

B.

Preble.

W. C. Lyman, manufacturer of the steam con~
densing vacuum exhaust pipe head, at 49 Michigan street, Chicago, is represented in the exposition.

R. H. Salter and C. A. Landy are representing
the Eureka Fire Hose company of New York,
manufacturers of the Eureka belt and appliances
for belting.

William E. Quimby, secretary of the Weston
Electrical Instrument company, Newark, N. J.,
has a full line of voltmeters on exhibition in de-

partment B.
Fred. H. Whipple, the author of "Municipal
Lighting," "Water Supply," and other books,
has a stall in department A for the exhibition
of his works.
E.

B.

Preston

&

department supplies,

Co.,
etc.,

manufacturers of fire
Chicago, have an ex-

main hall. David B. Kelly
the representative of the house in charge.

hibit of beltings in the
is

Lewis W. Davis, electrician of the Queen
City Electric company, Cincinnati, O., has a
number of Queen City motors, which were employed in operating fans and dental engines.

The Bernstein Electric Light company of Boston is displaying its series incandescent light in
a practical way by lighting several parts of the
hall.
H. B. Cram, the treasurer, is in charge.
George H. Wood, representing the North
American Underground Electric company, is
exhibiting the Johnstone Underground Distributing system.which can be found in the main hall.

An

interesting display of outfits for passenger
train
alarms, burglar alarms and
steamboat alarms was seen at the headquarters of Parrish Bros. & Peck, of Detroit, Mich.,
in department B.

and

freight

The Eddy Motor Company has a to horse
power machine on exhibition in department A.
The working of the machine is explained by M.
E. Baird and A. D. Newton, who are representing the company.

The

Stilwell

&

pany of Dayton,

Bierce

Manufacturing com-

exhibiting the Victor
Turbine, the distinctive feature of which is that
it has a horizontal shaft, and is especially adapted
for driving dynamos.
O.,

is

Goulds & Austin, western agents for the New
York Belting and Packing company, have an exhibition of their beltings, brass goods, etc., in deB.
R. W. Caldwell, jr., is present rep-

partment

resenting the company.
A.

I.

manager of the Reliance
of Cleveland, is surrounded in
by a large exhibit of his water
other appliances for the safe piping

Wright,

Gauge company
the art hall

columns and

of water into boilers, etc.

Cook & Canny of Detroit have on a table in
the art gallery several models of their underground conduit built upon the ( '00k system. The
device was patented by Geo. W, Cook last fall,
and is already meeting recognition.

The Pond Engineering company,

-

high
r

February

displaying

dynamos

in

its

system of steam plants

St.

Louis,

is

lor driving

central stations, railway stations ami

and ils many excellent features
are attracting considerable attention.

power

stations,

he Wm. Powell company of Cincinnati has in
he arl room, upon a neat, blueetagere, a pretty
exhibition of ils oil and grease cups for dynamos
ami lubricators for engines. The cups are of
glass with brass mountings, with signal levers ati.m hed to indicate when
flowing and the speed
I

1

February

of oil delivery.
shut off the flow

cup

is

new and

self is in
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1889

23,

They
when

a

are so constructed as to
The
the machine stops
thing.
Mr. Powell him-

good

charge of the exhibit.

The Mosher Tubular Packing company
an elaborate display in the main hall
supervision of Charles L. Anderson,

has

under the

who

claims
simplicity, practicability, effectiveness and economy in the use of this style of packing.
In the large space near the south alcove of
department
the C.
C. Electric Motor com-

A

&

H.
pany of New York has its fine exhibit,
L. Lufkin is in charge and has a half dozen
i-horse incandescent dynamos, one 3-horse arc
motor and a large quantity of appliances.

The

Motor company, represented by
A. A. Robinson, has a full line of motors on exThese
hibition near the entrance of exhibit A.
motors range from 1-20 horse power to 5 horse
power.
All were connected up and two were
used to operate a sewing machine and lathe.
Detroit

The Knapp

works of Chicago, the
Wire company and the
American EJectrical works of Providence, R. I.,
are making a general display of wires, cables,
These displays
tapes and incandescent cord.
are among the most elaborate exhibits of wire,

New York

Electrical

Insulated

the collection.

in

& Co. of Boston, Mass.,
the
following
a
specialty
of
K. W. cut-out, Johnarticles in their display:
son arc lamp stay, Haynes' double-pole switch,
Royal 5-ampere switch, the new lock and burgBoston ceiling button, novelty
lar
alarm,
Andrews

Pettingell,

are

making

pocket screwdriver.

Locke Bros., of Salem, Mass., are exhibiting
gauge testing damper regulator in the main
hall.
The device is asserted to be the best and
safest appliance of its kind, regulating more
dampers in better shape than anything else of its
kind.
It has already received medals and awards.
their

H. B.

Ham

is

in charge.

Schultz Belting company claims that " it
belts the earth and makes the moon spin like a
The specialty is a leather covered pulley
top."
that is seamless and without rivets.
The wheel
of the pulley is cast with a groove into which the
edge of the leather is fastened. It is solid and
compact. J. A. J. Schultz, of St. Louis, the
maker, is present.

The Waters-Sweeney telegraph and telephone
switch seems to be a desirable adjunct to the
science of electric communication. The company
has an exhibit in department A under the supervision of R. G. Sweeney, one of the inventors.
The machine is very compact and simple in
mechanism. Several testimonials of its value
have already been received.
The Phoenix Glass company has

a fine assort-

globes for incandescent and
arc lights in every conceivable style.
Some of
the most elaborate designs turned out by this
house are displayed here and they are marvels of
taste and workmanship.
In decorated shades
and costly globes the Phoenix company has outdone all its former attempts.
of

cut-glass

The Excelsior Electric company, represented
F. W. Home, is in department A with a large

by

has one each of r, 2, and 10 horse
power arc motors, a 50-light incandescent dyna-

exhibit.

It

mo and two

dynamos, double and
single arc lamps, steamboat focusing light, locomotive headlight and photographing focusing,
15 arc light

as well as a large variety of other appliances.

Gen. Green B. Raum and his phonograph had
original space in the Thomson-Houston enclosbut the noise of that busy spot drove him to
a less turbulent though quite as prominent location at the side of the Waltham Watch company's
exhibit in department B.
The phonograph,
ure,

although not an electrical appliance, is run by
an electrical motor, and is among the most interesting objects to be seen.

Almost m the center of the hall, near the
Detroit exhibit, the Pumpelly company of Chicago has a fine display of its storage batteries.
'

The company has

its

headquarters

at

229

La

under the Grand Pacific, and is
represented upon the spot by Geo. W. Marble
He makes many claims of superiority for the
Salle street,

insula'

On either side of the main entrance stand two
huge posts with projecting arms like gibbets
save that the arms are longer than the uprights.
There are specimens of Brady's Electric Light
Mast Arm, manufactured at New Britain, Conn.
Thos. H. Brady, the inventor, is here in person.
When fully equipped, the arc lamp hangs from
the arm twenty-one feet away, and has storm
protector, spark arrester and other necessary ac-

for fields

cessories.

The Central Electric company of Chicago and
the Okonite company of New York are making
joint display in department B.
The Okonite
wires, cables, lamp cords, tapes and tubing 01 upy a prominent place in the exhibit, as do also
the Candee aerial wires and Manson tape. Butler
hard rubber goods in tube, rod and sheet rubber,
the Cleveland arc and incandescent switch, and
the Lockwood ammeter and polarity indicator
are displayed, as well as a full line of electric supplies and construction tools.
W. W. Low is in
charge of the exhibit.
.1

1

John Boylston represents the Chicago Engineer Supply company, of iS Dearborn street,
Chicago.
In the center of the main hall he has
a fine exhibit of specialties.
There are samples
and specimens of their varied goods in every
line.
The house deals exclusively in engineers'
supplies of every description, fine lubricating
oils, iron pipe,
fittings, tools, etc., with repair
parts for pumps always on hand, as well as the
Detroit lubricators.
The firm is also agent for
Garlock's elastic ring packing, sheet rubber,
asbestos, cotton waste, all sorts of packing, etc.

The exhibit of the National Carbon company
of Cleveland, under the supervision of W. H.
Lawrence, president of the company, and W. C.
Hayes, treasurer, is fine in its line. The company
shows molded, forced and cored carbons, either

The

ment

Pumpelly battery.
It is lighter, he claims, more
compact, of the least internal resistance, and of
the best material and longer lived, and has the
best possible adjuncts in every part.

plain or copper plated, suitable for all systems of
arc lighting; carbon plates of all sizes

electric

and carbon brushes, disks, cups, etc. Among
the rest is what the company asserts to be the
largest forced carbon in the world
21 by 50
inches. These huge carbons are used for smelting
aluminum. Seven of them are bound together by
cast-iron bands, conveying the electric current

—

into the retort furnace for extracting

from

aluminum

clay.

The exhibition of the Non-Magnetic Watch
company of America, comprising a great variety of
watches, attracts much attention. This company
manufactures the

finest line of timekeepers in the
All contain the celebrated Paillard nonmagnetic balance and spring, are full non-magnetic and are not affected by powerful magnetic

world.

fields.

The

line includes all styles of

cated and fine

watches, as well

as the

compli-

medium
The ex-

grades of American made movements.
cellent results in adjustments to temperature ob
tained with the Paillard balance and spring cause
the manufacturers to claim that the Paillard nonmagnetic is the finest watch in the world. The
space is handsomely furnished.
The exhibit is
in charge of R. S. Hubbell, assisted by C. R.
Botsford.

The Ashton Valve company of Boston has a
conspicuous stand for its exhibit under the care
of A. J Hewlings, the Chicago manager.
The
specialty of this company is the "Pop" safety
valve for stationary, marine and locomotive boilers.
It. also has water relief valves for pumps
and standpipes.
Mr. Hewlings claims for -the
"Pop" a perfect protection from boiler explosions
by overpressure.
It is only just to say that
Hartford's ill-fated hotel did not have the
"Pop." The appliance is such that if the pressure exceeds that to which the boiler is limited
the valve opens ami releases the steam, closing
again automatically and promptly at the working pressure required.
In the main hall, near the entrance, is an elaborate display of wire by the John A. Roebling's
Sons company of Trenton, N. J. T. S. Gordon
is in charge of the exhibit.
One of the attractions at this exhibit is a two-mile reel of B. & S.

copper wire, which is adapted to overhead railway systems. Other features of the display are

magnet win
and
for

1

01

and armatures, galvani,

annealed iron cord for hoisting and lowering lai
submarine and aerial cables, leaden wire, armored
and unarmored and insulated wires of all
si;

i.

One

most attractive displays of th<
hibition is that of the Electrical Supply
of Chicago, which is in section 1, department X.
T. W. Neely, who is in charge of tinhas arranged his exhibit to the best advantage.
In the center of the collection are a table and a
of the

number

of chairs.

On

even' side are displayed

electrical instruments, tools

and

supplies.

The

display of electrical tools on one section of the
wall is as complete as it would be possible to
make it. On another section is a display of

Sawyer-Man lamps

in
all
kinds of
another board are arranged incandescent cords and large tools. In the showcases testing instruments and specialties are displayed.
Incandescent shades, okonite wires,
I'. & I!, wire and cable, high insulation brackets.
brush copper, vulcanized fiber, an automatic arc
lamp suspended from the center of the dome
all these and many novelties are displayed in
this booth. All the lights displayed in this booth
are governed by the new automatic ground-

fifty-one

sockets.

On

switch.

A new automatic high tension dynamo is on
exhibition in the Sperry display in Department
A. and the working of the machine is explained
by D. P. Perry, manager of the Sperry Electric
company. This dynamo furnishes power for ten
of the new style Sperry lamps suspended from a
bracket.
These lamps are constantly cut in and
out of circuit in order to show the working of
the regulator.
Any number of lamps from the
full capacity to a single lamp or none at all, in
fact, may be switched in or out without varying
the regularity or steadiness of the light
All
other prominent points of interest in this system
are displayed to their full advantage.
The
Sperry lamp is also used in showing several
styles of new lamp hangers in other displays,
while the improved Sperry low tension lamps illuminate the space occupied as a depot for the
electrical railroad.
The current for the experiments at the display of the Cobb Wire company
is furnished
from the Sperry dynamo.
The
practical working of the Sperry switch-board is
also illustrated.

The first exhibitor to complete its
Woodward Electrical company

display was
of Detroit,
which presented the Detroit storage batten-.
This company had an interesting installation of
its batteries in the main
hall, almost
directly
opposite the entrance.
The batteries were
utilized to light incandescent lamps, furnish
power for motors, etc., in the Western Electric
company's display, section iS, department A.
A Thomson-Houston motor and a United States
dynamo were used in charging these batteries.
Over the display of batteries in the main hall
is a large letter D, in which were
arranged a
number of incandescent lamps. These are
known as the Seel lamp, and were made in Germany. A similar device is displayed in the
Western Electric company's booth. SawverMan lamps were also fed from these batteries
in
the Western Electric company's display,
which contained a full line of telegraph instruments, electric bells and supplies.
In the same
section were the Washburn & Moen Manufacturing company's wires, the western agent of
which is the Western Electric company.

the

The H. W. Johns Manufacturing company

of

New

York, represented by Robert Coleman, has
an extensive display in department B. consisting
of asbestos curved sheathing, building felt for
lining buildings, lire and water proof sheathing
for the same purpose.
These goods are also
adapted to use in breweries, stills, etc. The
vulcabeston goods which attract so much attention here are made of rubber ami
This compound is found in a variety of forms.
including tubes, battery cells, washers, insulating
parts for dynamos, armatures, brushes, insul
water-proof and fire-prool commutator heads.
The indurated liber conduit, however, is the
principal article

in

the display.

It

is

made

of
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into shape and treated with
and certain properties of coal tar and
bitumen. This conduit is designed for underground electric wires, and was therefore given
more than ordinary attention at this convention.

wood pulp pressed
asphalt

Electric

Light,

George

F.

Card

February

Manufact-

Culver & Co.,
Fitz
E.
uring company,
Rice Automatic steam engine, John A. Roebling
Sons company; Union brass company, Cincin-

It is

Thomson-Houston railway, ThomsonHouston Electric company, Woodward Electrical
company, Western Electrii ian. Modern Light
and Heat, Electrical World, Electrical Review,

cheaper than wrought-iron pipe.

Practical Electricity, American Engineer, Science,
Electrical Engineer, Munson & Co., Ideal Engine
company, Phcenix Iron Works company, Giles'

claimed in behalf of the conduit that it is
not onlv light, strong and durable, but is almost
a perfect non-conductor, and is unaffected by
Moreover, it is claimed, it is
thermal changes.

Among the most interesting exhibits to experts is that of James W. Queen & Co., of
Philadelphia, which is displayed in connection
with the Thomson-Houston company, in DeThis display contains a rare colpartment A.
lection of valuable testing instruments, and is
said to be the must costly that has ever been
shown at an electrical exhibition in this country.
Prof. William A. Anthony, formerly of Cornell
University of Ithaca, N. Y.. personally recommends many of these instruments, and his certificate is highly prized by the exhibitors. Probably the most highly prized instrument in the
Thomson

balance, invented by
Sir William Thomson, president of the Institute
of Electrical Engineers, of London, England.
There are only a few of these instruments in this
country in fact they are so costly that few
and that
electricians can afford to possess them
at the exhibition is said to be the first displayed
Queen's ohmmeter is
in public in this country.
It
another highly-prized testing instrument.
combines a slight wire bridge, rheostat, galvanometer and batten- in a box 10x10x6 inches.
In addition to these specialities, there is a full
line of testing apparatus of every description that
will repay a careful inspection.
collection

is

the

—

—

The Thomson-Houston company

running

is

building with
arc lights, lighting the assembly hall with incandescent lamps and furnishing light and power to

an

the

electric railroad, lighting

a number of exhibitors. The company's exhibit
stand is in the center of department A and enWithin
closes about twenty-four feet of space.
the enclosure is a small motor which cuts out
and switches in sets of colored incandescent
lamps above the stand. This produces a series of
changes in red, blue, green, violet, etc., like
auroral flashes, the beautiful effect of which is
The track upon which the
readily conceivable.
motor car is operated runs from one end of the
building to the other, a stretch of goo feet. The
car, which was manufactured in St. Louis, is a
handsome, yellow bodied coach, not unlike the
It
takes its power from
ordinary street car.

overhead and can run at any speed up to 30
The car can be stopped within
miles an hour.
the
It ran back and forth during
its length.
convention and gave gratis excursions to all
The exhibit is in the care of Mr.
visitors.
Soden, while H. S. Manning has charge of the
machinery. This is quite extensive, comprising
a 100 horse power engine, with Eclipse friction
clutches, two 400-light incandescent dynamos,one
40 horse power railroad generator and one 5clight arc dynamo of 2,000 candle power to the
The Munson Belting company and the
light.
Eclipse Wind Engine company furnished the
belting and the shafting, respectively, for the

Thomson-Houston

plant in the hall.

follows:
was
as
Callender Insucompany,
Chicago
lating & Manufacturing company,
Rawhide Belting company, Eddy Electric Man
Underground
ufacturing company, Standard
Cable company, Non-magnetic Watch company,
impany, New York Insulated Wire company, American Electric works,
American Waltham Watch, Okonite company,
Central Electric compat
ompany; W. B. Cli

The

Sperry

of
Electric

list

exhibitors

I

company.

Woodward

itch,

Elet

trii al
'

:

1

Gleasi

mpany,

Briggs;

Electi

iff

Pipe

Gauge com-

'.'•

Bentley
.,

Belting company, Brownell &
Wright Car company, Weston Electrical Instrument company, Bernstein Electric company,
Home Engine company, Mosher Tubular Metallic company, Ureka Fire Hose company, Prentiss & Co., Pumpelly Storage Battery company,
Ide engine, Phcenix engine, Rice engine, Buckeye
engine, Williams engine, New York Safety power

pany, Schultz

engine, Cook & Canny Underground conduit,
Parrish Bros. & Peck Electrical company of Detroit, National Automatic fire extinguisher.

The Geo. F. Card Co., Cincinnati, had a prominent place near the center of the building for their
exhibit of specialties.
He has a canopied booth
strung with nearly 100 incandescent lights, in
addition to which he supplies twenty lights for
section B.
To operate these he has a 5 -horse
power and 2-horse power arc motor, and two
incandescent dynamos of 60 and 25 light, respectively.
In addition he displays a new electric meter.
The exhibition is in charge of Capt.
J. F. McClure, the manager, and E. B. Richards,
electrician.
The E. P. Gleason Manufacturing
company of New York occupies the south alcove
of section A with a large display of its light
fixtures.
The house makes a varied show of
electroliers, insulating joints, tin, brass

and

glass-

ware for arc and

incandescent lighting.
In
glassware the firm has a specialty, exhibiting
every form and device of plain, colored, etched,
opal, sandblast, etc., throughout the list. Attention is directed to a new arc globe with such a
patent annealing that sudden changes of temperature, even from 100 degrees to a dash of
rain, wiil not break it.
The exhibition was in
charge of Wm. F. Collins of New York and J.
G. Hawkins of the western branch, Gleason &
Bailey Manufacturing company at 233 Lake
street, Chicago.
H. E. Duncan came from
Boston with the largest watch in the world and
the full and brilliant exhibit of the Waltham
Watch company of Waltham, Mass. The big
watch is a horse-timer, and its only existent
twin-brother is in Australia.
It was invented by

Waltham company, and the first specimen
was snapped up by the Australian racing people,
a committee of whom saw it in this country.
The watch has a dial three feet wide, and keeps
the minutes and seconds down to a fifth of the
Its position is on the front of the judge's
latter.
stand, and is started by an electric button when
the horses catch the word, and is stopped in the
same manner the instant the leader's nose passes
under the wire. The time of the heat or race
sight of the grand
is thus registered in plain
the

Besides this wonderful device the great
full line of their timepieces
Their
in all their varying beauty and ingenuty.
greatest novelty in the line of pocket watches
It is what the company calls the
is a marvel.
The frame is made of hard stone
stone watch.
Mr. itincan has one of the
quartz or agate.
latter, full ruby-jeweled, and with double glass
bo that holding it to the light and peering
entire
through the translucenl quartz the
mechanism can be seen. In addition the exhibition comprises pocket stop watches of every
material and grade, and will be altogether one
of the most attractive of the exhibits.
stand.

watchmakers have a

—

I

i

.

Convention Notes.
II.

J.

pan;.

II.

shields, Rice Engine company, New
York Safety Power company, Hill clutch, Excelsior Electric company, Western Electric company. Simplex Electric company, D. C. Hood,
William Power company, Goulds & Austin, National Carbon company. Eastern Electric com-

magnetic

Waters

;)any,

company.
pany

nati;

Brady

Improved

ibmprlne electric light cables, for both
high awl low tension circuits; Hi'- Cnndcc win- with
iUwfdc reputation; the Man on tapg put into the market for the 8rsl lime al this exhibition; the Okonite
.I all ile- Okonite specialties
make up 'lie Interin
collection ol the brilliant OkoDite exhibit
department II. A- if this One collection were not
;h, the full dress darkey who
luw stood tit this
;

23,

iS

booth was Thursday engaged in dispensing fine and
fragrant boutonnieres among the ra embers of the assoand representatives of the press.
Capt.
L.
Candee, treasurer of the company, is present at the

W

ciation

exhibit

The Schultz patent leather covered pulleys are an attraction of department B.
Pulleys heretofore have
been drilled or stitched in being covered, but the cover
put on when green and fastened with prepared
grooves, afur which it is permitted to draw and fit
itself.
Thus both the face and edge of the pulley are
covered and there is nothing to cut the belt.
Mr.
Schultz, the inventor, is present in person showing his
valuable device.
is

The National Electric Manufacturing company, of
Eau Claire, Wis., is giving an exhibition second to none.
It is running two dynamos in the north end of the hall,
one of which operates 250 lights, while the other
gives power to 3 Thomson-Houston motors,
five
fielding motors, one 10-horse Eddy motor, and the
Pumpelly storage batteries. In addition to these machines, the exhibit contains a l.OOOlight alternating
dynamo for incandescent lighting The exhibit is fine
in itself,

that the

and becomes remarkable when it is considered
company has been organized only two months.

The progress is astonishing. W. K Freeman, the genial manager of the company, and Carl Kammeyer are
enterprising business men.

The exhibit of the Detroit s orage battery by } the
Woodward Electrical company is one of the most attractive features of the exhibition. The important part
wh'ch the storage battery is assuming in the question of
electric lighting makes this display all the more important, as it is a practical illustration of the possibilities
of these batteries.
The Woodward company has two
installat ons, one of twenty-seven cells and another of
twenty six cells. The c e are running thirty incandescent
and fifty volt lamps in the main hall.
Current is supplied from cne cell for six train signals in the display of
Parrish Bros.
Peck. These signals are connected up
the same as two train coaches wired for electric lighting,
and the constant pulling of the bells keeps a throng
constantly about the headquarters of this company.
The Woodward company is also supplying current from
four cells for running a Detroit motor of one quarter
horse power, which is utilized for operating sewing
;

&

machines and dental machines.
eral

manager of the Woodward

who

is

Frank B. Trout, genElectrical company,

charge of the display, says in addition to the
use3 to which the Detroit battery is put at the exhibition, it can be most advantageously utilized for operating street c»rs. Tes's have been made in Detroit, Mich.,
and Brooklyn, N Y., which have proved satisfactory
in

to the company and satisfied the citizens of these cities
that the solution of the problem of rapid transit lies in
the storage battery.
Mr. Trout is very enthusiastic oyer
the success of the battery and the impression it has
made on the electric light men in attendance at the con
vention.

On the afternoon of Wednesday, Feb. 20, at the close of
the daily session of the convention, a large party of visitors
and delegates inspected the electric lighting of the residence of Potter Palmer, on the Lake Shore drive, at the
invitation of the representatives of the Electrical Accumulator company, which has recently installed a large plant
for Mr. Palmer.
Considerable interest was manifested on
account of the novel character of this installation.
Power
for this plant is supplied by an Otto gas engine, capable of
developing 2 1% actual horse power
The power is transmitted to a dynamo of the United States company's make
by means of a counter-shafting on which is placed a heavy
flywheel to steady the motion, which would, otherwise, be
slightly irregular on account of the fact that the gas engine
takes gas at every second revolution.
The dynamo has a
capacity of 75 amperes and e. m. f. of 125 volts, which may
be increased slightly if desired.
This dynamo charges
two series of 56 cells each, of the Electrical Accumulator
company's 15A type. These two series are connected in
parallel, and, when fully charged, are capable of supplying
100 10-candle power lamps for ten hours.
The dynamo is
capable of supplying 120 of the same lamps, making the
total normal capacity of the plant 220 lamps, which may be
increased to 250 by allowing the accumulators to discharge
at their maximum rate.
The switch-board is fitted with
all of the latest appliances, and is so arranged that a number of combinations may be made.
First. The dynamo
may supply lamps direct. Second. The dynamo may
charge the battery and supply light at the same time.
Third. One-half the battery may be charged while the
other half is discharging.
Fourth. The accumulators
alone may be used for supplying lamps without the aid of
dynamo.
Fifth.
The
the
accumulators and the dynamo
together maybe called into service to operate in conjunction, when the maximum number of lamps is desired. The
accumulators are provided with means for equalizing the
charge and discharge, for preventing injury 10 the cells by
overloading, and to prevent the cells from discharging into
the dynamo, if its electromotive force should fall below
that of the battery
The planl is located in the stable, and
current is conveyed to the residence, nearly 200 feet distance, by means of Patterson underground cable, laid in a
substantial wooden box, which is Idled with a mixture of
pitch and sand
This same conduit brings back a pair of
pressure wires from the house, which are connected to a
potential indicator in the dynamo room, in order that the
attendant may regulate the candle power of the lamps withThis is said to lie the first plant in this
out difficulty.
country in which so huge a gas engine- has been used Ipr
incandescent lighting in connection with accumulators,
The plant so far is giving perfect satisfaction, and from the
is
facl that power and current arc available at all times it
expected that the plant will prove a model for private house
installation.
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CLEVERLY ELECTRICAL WORKS
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thereby.
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With

the Sperry Improved System of Arc Electric Lighting, power is consumed only
in proportion to the number of lights actually required, and a 4'Might dynamo can be as
readily and as economically operated with only five lights burning, as with full capacity.

THE "CLARK"

:

Electrical Supply

HOUSE WORK

194,

D. P.

PAISTE,

NEW New
RSGIAKD EXCMJSI ATE
England Electric

Spools to re-wind, seDti them to us, and

SPERRY
ELECTRIC
196 and TOO
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Send for illustrated circular and price Met.
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make and break movement, uncon

instantaneous
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CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF

Clock Co.,

A DEPARTURE IN
INCANDESCENT SWITCHES
An

Electrical

Construction Co.
Electric Light Plants Complete.

AUK.Vr

HARMOUNT, New Haven

CHICAGO.

The

-WIRE.

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

Insulation

Electrical Testing Bureau,
JOHN HOPKINS UNIVERSITY,

Baltimore, Md.

Ammeters, Voltmeters and Condensers Standardized.
Resistance Colls determined with or without temperature

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters* Union, nnder date of March
he says
Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable "Wire in Every Respect."

29, 1886,

co-efficients.

Insulation Resistance of Cables, etc., measured.
Efficiency of

Dynamos and Motors determined.
Primary and Secondary Batteries tested.
Curves of Magnetization of Iron and

Sleel furnished

rjgrding

from Samples.

to order.
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etc.
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EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,

Application.

ADDRESS AS ABOVE,

61 and 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.
HENKY

A.

CLARK,

HERBERT

General Manager.

H. EUSTIS. Electrician.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
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Electric Light,
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Telephone and Telegraph,
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TAPE for making waterproof joints.

THE OKOMTE CO., 13 Park Row, New York.
Sole Manufacturers GANDEE AERIAL WIRES.
Salle St.; Boston, Philadelphia, Omaha, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Louisville, San Francisco,
Kansas City.

TRADE

BRANCHES:

"A

in Insulating our wireB and cables is specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation Is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which Is water, oil, acid and. to a very great extent. Arc proof.
Oar insulation will prone durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
gauges and diameter of InBuIatlon for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocu. Cables made
to be

Etc., Etc.
Circulars and Information

:

The rubber used
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DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
INCLUDING

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fleetrie Supplie5

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins
and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Telephone and Electric Light Wire.

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY

BUILDERS OF

fisher's [lectric [Jjoiors,

AND SUBURBAN

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS,
General Offices and Works.

"he

DETROIT. MICHIGAN.

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
^MANUFACTURERS OFH

Automatic Electric Motors,
IN

ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF

H. P.

UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,

Remarkable

Dynamo

Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Electric ITJachines,

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

The Eddy

Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.
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W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,
21, 23 and 25 Ann St. New York.

Machines for Arc and Incandescent
Electric Lighting. Blectro - Plating
and Experimental Use.
Send for large Illustrated Catalogne, also Handbook of Beady Reference, Test-pocket edition.
Western branch: nkw haven clock co..
CHICAGO, ILL
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Sioux City Engine Works,
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CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES,

Quick Make and Break Uncontrolled

by the Handle.

THE-

SINGLE VALVE
Correspondence

AUTOMATIC ENGINES,
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Soft Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.
SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS
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THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MFG.

Pressure Gauges.

CO.,
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RAWHIDE
BELTING.
DYNAMO
THE BEST
BELT MADE.
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Our Horizontal "Victor"
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A KS.
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can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch \ l< I Oli
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Tubes, End Beanncs for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
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We are now prep.
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Cords for Incandescent Lighting.
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SOLAR CARBON

* MFC.

1AMISON, Vice-President.

COMPANY,

69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Process Patented.
Well Selected and Good CARBONS made from Natural Gas.
BATTERY CARBONS OF All SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTY.
Office, No.

Western

Office,

i

75 Randolph

Street, Chicago.

Special Discounts on Large Orders.

T ELEPHONE S
FOR PRIVATE

LINES.

The only Mechanical Telephone which has stood
the testa and held ont and given satisfactory
service for the past eight years.
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Illustrated
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ELECTRICAL GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS
OKONITE WIRES, GABLES AND TUBING,
OKQNITE TAPE AND MANSON TAPE.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS
CLEVELAND INCANDESCENT AND ARC SWITCH.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS
BUTLER HAR D RUBBER CO MPANY.
Line Equipment, Pins, Brackets, Insulators, Cross Arms, Stoddard
Cut-Out, Incandescent Cord, Underwriters'
Wire, Etc.
prices

largest stock, and ivill quote fair
and make prompt shipments.

SEXND
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We have the

"THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY."
By FRED

H.

WHIPPLE.
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of from

THE "LITTLE WONDER" DYNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINE
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new and original book, designed to inform a practical public without the use
of mystifying technical terms.
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COITTEITTS:
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Power Purposes.
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The largest manufacturers
of Nickel
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ITstory of its Application to the Propulsion of Cars.
The different systems described, with Illustrations Showing their Methols of
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Comparison of Electric Propulsion to Other Methods
What does it cost to build an electric road; cost to operate; what are the advan-

Hanson,

Van Winkle
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Application of Electricity to Elevated Railways and to Stationary Power.
Overhead systems, conduit systems, storage batteiies, etc., etc., described and
Musi rated.
Cost of Producing Electricity; of its Transmissions; of its Utilization.
Steam and Water Power and their application to the Electric current.
Price, bound in paper, $1 00; bound in flexible Russia, $2.00.
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Prof. Phs. Dept., Cornell University,
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BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK
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PAGES, 97 ILLUSTRATIONS, FLEXIBLE CLOTH BINDING, TYPE PAGE 5ix3 INCHES.

-PRICE
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JUST THE BOOK for those engaged in Selling, Installing or Handling Electric Batteries
Electric Bells, Elevator, House or Hotel Annunciators, Burglar or Fire Alarms, Electric
Gas Lighting Apparatus, Electric Heat Regulating Apparatus, etc, etc.
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TRI UMPHA NT?
His Patents Sustained

by the United
Supreme Court.

States

THE EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
Takes pleasure in announcing to its patrons and the general public that the decision of the
Supreme Court of the United States, filed on the 21st ult., in the case of the
Bate Refrigerator Company, is in fact a decision

SUSTAINING THE EDISON PATENTS
In the many suits brought by the Edison Company, in the lower courts against infringers of the Edison patents, the
defendants have evaded the merits of the controversy thus tacitly admitting the fact of infringement, and ha\e interposed a plea alleging that our patents have been voided by the expiration of patents previously granted in foreign
,

countries.

Hence the delay in establishing our rights. In the meantime, other electrical companies have been indiscriminately
copying our devices and methods, not even assuming that they themselves were the original inventors, but simply relying upon tag construction of a statute by the lower courts invalidating our fundamental patents. In pursuance of our
expressed determination to secure a decision upon the point of law involved, we have had the Bate Refrigerator case
(covering the identical question) argued before the U. S. Supreme Court, with the result announced above, thus

Completely Depriving the Defendants of their Sole Defense.
We havenoiv only to

prove the fact of infringement in order to secure prompt injuncand damages from, those who have been so long using with impunity that
HIGHEST AUTHORITY now concedes to have been ours, exclusively; from

tions against,
which the
the beginning.

This

is

simply

to establish

A QUESTION OF FACT.
Was,

or

Was

Hoi, Edison the Original Inventor

This question has been decided in his favor a great many times, primarily by the U. S.
Patent Office, which granted to him Patents bearing earliest dates, then by the various
courts of Europe, through the crucial examination of which the question has many times
passed.

Thus

the

QUESTIONS OF LAW having now been settled by the Supreme Court of the
QUESTIONS OF FACT by the highest experts of the world, this com-

United States, and the

pany now notifies the Public of its intention
trespass and abuse of its rights in

to call

a

halt,

and demand a reckoning for the

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
16

AND

18

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
BROAD ST.. NEW YORK. By Edward H johnson. President
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The Advantages of our

Our Motors are manufactured
Arc or Incandescent

MOS

for either
Circuit.

They

DYNA-

are:
are of the best mechanical

They are automatic

in regulation, maintaining a con- construction, all of the parts being accessible.
stant speed under all changes of load.
They are of the highest electrical efficiency, and require
They are economical in use of current, using only the the least power to produce the same amount of light of any
dynamo now built.
amount proportionate for the power needed.
manufacture a Time Meter which registers the
The governor regulation for our Arc Motor is perfect,
and so arranged that any desired speed can be attained by exact time that power is consumed by an Electric Motor or
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adjusting it with a thumb screw.
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Laminated Field Magnet-.
et attained.

No Lead

READY.
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Lowest Armature
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to Brushes, consequently

no Bpaiklng under changes of Load,
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and Control the Inventions of Walter K. Freeman,
who was the Pioneer in the development ol the Incandescent
Lamp and Transformer Systems of Electric Lighting, known to the market as the Alternating, or
-£1

Induction System.
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DYNAMO LAMPS and CONVERTERS
ARB
•$1

To

be of the Highest

WE
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IS-

Mechanical and Electrical Efficiency.
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Protecting purchasers of our apparatus from any expense or loss
on account of patent litigation.
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TO OUR ELECTRICAL FRIENDS:
We are pleased to acknowledge the many compliments expressed
friends upon the large

and handsome

line of Glol$es

by our customers and

and Shades sliown in our

latest cata-

logue.

Being the first glass manufacturers in this country to make art glass, as applied, to
purposes of illumination, it has been our aim to excel in all that pertains to this class of
work, even our staple lines showing good quality, careful selection,

etc.

INCANDESCENT GLOBES AND SHADES comprises ALL GRADES,
from the STAPLE OPAL, FLINT and WHITE ACID to the ETCHED, combinations of
CUT and ETCHED, DECORATED and finest quality of RICH GUT CRYSTAL, our
collection showing designs of great beauty, ENTIRELY ORIGINAL with us.
ARC GLOBES in OPAL, CLEAR and ROUGHED, that are especially noted for
Our

line of

standing the "wear and tear y they are subjected
well annealed,

and carefully

selected.

Battery Jars of

to,

being of uniform shapes, good glass,

A TRIAL ORDER WILL PROVE AIL THIS.

all

Kinds and

Sizes,

PHCENIX GLASS CO
43 SIXTH AVENUE,
PITTSBURGH, PA.

729

BROADWAY,
NEW YORK.
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A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT STORAGE BATTERY.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

in

has

construction,

now been found
to many

PECULIARLY ADAPTED

GPECIALI

to

be

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE

and

DURABLE,

and

is,

owing

to its design,

uses in which other types of batteries have failed.

-A-HD-^ZFTIEID

Steadying Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,
Burglar Alarms,
Propelling Boats,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station Lighting,
Street Cars,

TO

Isolated Lighting,
Auxiliary Central Station

Work,

Medical Purposes,

Running

of Small Motors.

wm
P1PTP1P jpqp w^m
DITTBEE,

SECTION OF BATTERY

BATTKKY

55= Detroit

PI<ATB.

Storage Battery,

MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS CRANTED TO

C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
BEEN DULY ASSIGNED TO THIS COMPANY,
Is positively the only Secondary Battery which tvill not Buckle, or which will
withstand uninjured the Highest Bates of Discharge.

THE ONLY

SUCCESSFUL STOKAaE BATTEKT
IS

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE

The Woodward
OFFICES*:
69 Griswold

St.,

Campau

Building.

F.

B.

m

Electrical Co.
FACTORY:

DETROIT,
IUI
MICH.

TROUT,

BYI

Corner 13th and

General Manager.

Howard

Streets.

February

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

23,

The Thomson-Houston
Eleetrie Railway System.

Twenty-Three Roads

in

of Construction

Daily Operation, and Eleven

Now

in

Process

Under the Thomson-Houston Patents.

NOW MANUFACTURED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

ALL MATERIAL 18

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the
The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others
brakes applied from either platform
railway work.
Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
Only one pair of brushes for each motor.
above the floor.
Brushes self-feeding.
Direct gearing is used.
Bearings self-oiling.
The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the
No change of brushes for change of load or change in Thomson-Houston patents.
Contact with overhead conductor is had by means ol
direction of rotation of the armature.
trolley pressing against the wire from below.
The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

for

MOTORS! ELECTRICAL E QUIPMENTS FURNISHED FOR

WM

r

i OTHER SPECIAL WORK.

For Full Information and Estimates A.ddress the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
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MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.
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SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
Having arranged

for the

Western Agency of the

COBB VULCANITE WIRES AND CABLES,
we desire to call the attention of all interested in electrical matters to the Vulcanite Insulation as the very
highest of any of the high grades of insulations heretofore placed on the market.
In the Vulcanite insulation, consisting as it does of a solid tube into which the wire is threaded, an air
It is exactly the
space is left which is particularly significant, and which should be given special attention.
same as though the wire were placed in absolutely dry air, but resting at comparatively few places upon the
most perfect insulator, between which and the wire no moisture can ever come. The smallness of the actual con-

and the remarkably small number of such contacts combine to make the insulation resistance the highest
This has been proven by the numerous tests mentioned above.
Not only is the insulating resistance brought to an unusually high point by the existence of this air space, but also to this may be traced
the remarkably low inductive capacity of the wire. The fact of a quarter of a mile of this cable, after being
immersed in water for some days, measuring 102,000,000,000 ohms, and having at the same time a capacity of
.055 of a microfarad only, indicates progress that marks a new era in insulated wire manufacture.
The insulation is made of pure vulcanite.
The applications of this wire are many and varied.
This
vulcanite is the only known substance that will withstand the strongest acids, some of which will penetrate glass.
A pure copper wire sheathed over perfectly with such an impenetrable armor is prepared to guard over and
protect the insulation of such wire against any fumes, gases, steam or other vapors, drippings, in fact any condition which can possibly exist in and about packing houses, basements, distilleries, malt houses, breweries, or
Saltpeter fumes have no
any other of a class of most difficult places of installation of electrical conductors.
As an underground conductor the Cobb Vulcanite
effect whatsoever and cannot get at the wire in any way.
wires have advantages which are superior to all others from the fact that the insulation while being electrically the highest, and chemically invulnerable, is mechanically the toughest, and will withstand abrasion and
cutting to about the same extent as lead, and when buried in the ground and protected above by guard planks,
The coefficient expansion and contraction of this Vulcanite differs not materially
is absolutely indestructible.
from the wire which it contains, and can cut no figure whatever, from the fact that the wire is perfectly loose
upon its interior. It is the only wire which should be used in basements, damp area ways under walks, for all
underground work, and in the various places of difficult installation referred to above.
It will also withstand
sulphur fumes over locomotives, the action of soot, etc., and is valuable therefore for viaducts and bridges. It
is the only wire which should be used to come up from area ways, and for lamps along the street, because of
tact

ever attained.

the mechanical properties of this insulation.

An

instrument as small as a needle can draw the deadliest current from a wire

be merely protruded
through the insulation into the wire; the smallest instrument cannot be made to penetrate through this insulaThis fact mechanical toughness of insulation
tion except with great difficulty.
is one that vastly increases
its practical superiority over any other form of insulation heretofore produced and offered upon the market.
A few of the principal points of superiority can be briefly stated as follows:
First: Highest perfection in insulation.
Second Lowest inductive capacity.
Third: Durability, Strength and Flexibility.
Fourth: The insulation is capable of standing 250 degrees of heat without injury, and is not
affected by frost or extreme cold.
Fifth
Gases found in underground conduits will not affect this insulation.
Samples of the wire, estimates and any further information will be promptly furnished on application.
Correspondence solicited.

—

if it

—

:

:

The ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
Randolph Street,

CHICAGO.
1Y1

FACTORIE8:

JLNSOKIA, CONN.

BRANCH OFFICE:
605 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY, MO.
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A. CHEEVER, President.
WILLARD L. CANDEE, Treasurer.

CHAS.

F.

CAZENOVE JONES,

Genl. 8upt.

THE

>LON/>

MARK.

COMPANY

COMPANY.

ARMORING MACHINE "OKON1TE" WIRES AND CABLES

-FOR
AERIAL, SUB-MARINE

AND UNDERGROUND

USE.

SOLE

SOLE

MANUFACTURERS

MANUFACTURERS

a

M

ii,

r
AERIAL
WIRES.

IIP!
Kor wrapping joints and protecting wireB from abraBlon.

Superior to

"OKONITE"

"

•

TUBING

For Inside Wiring.

all

other makes for

overhead lines

OKONITE

TAPE
For making Thorough

Indorsed by

UNDERWRITERS.

Water- Proof

Joints.

EXPERT TESTINC "OKONITE" WIRES AND CABLES.
GENERAL WESTERN AGT.:
CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
38 and 40 La Salle Street, CHICAGO.
BRANCHES: BOSTON, MINNEAPOLIS. OMAHA. PHII.A.. SAN FRANCISCO, KANSAS CITY.
WEST COAST TELEPHONE CO., SOUTH AMERICA.
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FORT WAYNE
JENNET ELECTRIC LIGHT ft
Fort Wayne,

Fort Wayne, Ind.

Ind.

MANUFAOTCrH£!B.S

03F1

THIS

SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM
Ok Ingandesgrnt

LaQHTiNQ,

The Most Carefully Worked out and Complete Alternating System

of

Electric Lighting in Existence.

Armatures and Converters Guaranteed.

12--16 Candle

Power Lamps

to the Mechanical Horse

Power Guaranteed.

ALSO TSE

JENNEY SYSTEM ARC LIGHTING
of

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

JENNEY ARC DYNAMO AND LAMPS.

SUTTER! DYNAMO, LAMP AND CONVERTER.

Main Office and Works,
NEW YORK

OFFICE,

1

15

FORT WAYNE,

BROADWAY

(Room

IND.

45).

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

CHICAGO OFFICE,
185 Dearborn Street, First Floor,
W. J. BUCKLEY, Manager.
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome

-

Street.

907

Filbert Street,
C. A. WILBUR,

CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE,

F.

Manager.

Adams, Successor.

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

MARCH

CHICAGO,

Vol. IV.

IO cents per Copy.

1889.

2,

BS

UNTO

TJ

SCHAEFER ELECTRIC MFC. CO.

No.

9.

Unless they have the Dust-Proof Washer.
Incaiescent Lamps from 10

HAZAZER

100 Caudle-Power,

to

COHI'LETK INSTALLATION OK INCANDESCENT PLANTS.
P.

0.

A.

Estimates Furnished on Application.

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

THE WARING

FRANKFORT

32 & 34

FACTORY AT CAMBRIDGEPORT.

BOX 3068, BOSTON, MASS.

STANLEY,

<fc

Electrical House-Furnishings,
1IARM0UNT,

Electrical

Department New

ST.,

Haven Clock

Co,,

NEW YORK.

-

315 Wabasb lie., Chicago, Western

Agent.

INSULATING and

CALLENDER WATERPROOFING fAMPSMV
VJUiUliill 1,
18 Cortland St., NEW YORK.

The

L)

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES AND CABLES.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Standard Underground Cable Co.,
General Offices, 708

RRAWPH wrriUED.
PPPITPQ*
tmANbn

^

PENN
**

ew

AVE.,

Yorfe,

(CMoftgo

Wlf'rs,

PITTSBURGH, PA.

-

J. R.

18 Cortlandt St, G. I. "Wiley, M'g'r.

13gE MadlgonSt F E

M gV

DegenliBrt

The acknowledged Standard

for durable

and high

by a record

of over

all

electrical purposes.

Aerial Use.
and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,
Subterranean Use,
All Sizes
Railway and all other
.
Fnrasad wires.
rf cnouzou
Wires Submarine Use
*-oau
Branches of Signaling.
Concealed Wiring

St.,

68 Commerce

in all Locations.

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back
Noiseless

Xjooomotl-w© Safety "\7"«.l-*7-o,
Tile Asliton Locli Safety ~S7" et.1.-w &
Tile Asliton
ater Helief ^7 *»l-c-».

W

M

G1,e Perfect security aeai t l.oiler explosion,
whether Steamboat, Locomotive or Stationary.

THEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES ^2fSh*££.%&&
now
market.
in tte
in construction, Automatic in action, Perfectly Controlling the Pressure of the hose at whatever speed the eng.ne or pump is working.

Simple

218 LAKE

ST.,

CHICAGO.

271 FRANKLIN

Sole Manufacturers of

and Weather ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE.

&

Co., (Mfrs.)

AND MANUFACTURERS AND TAHHEE8 OF

OAK TANNED LEATHER BELT1NC AND LACE LEATHER.

46

SOUTH CANAL STREET. CHICAGO.

Chablzs

Da kiel W. Marmon, President.
Addibox U. Nobdykb, Vice-President.

T.'.

A

^J^<^^
CUT SHOWING STYLR OP INSULATION.

A.— Copper Wire,
saturated with a Black,
trie

ILL.

Proof

B

B

C

DYNAMOS.
Schieren

BOSTON.

COWLES' PATENTED

Fire -Proof

GUARANTEED FOR

Chas.

ST.,

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,

! !

Prevents Air Cushions.

-

THE ASHTON VALVES ^^^'^^^^^^'^^Ir^ctot

NEW YORK.

PERFOK ATED BELTING

Building.

CHICACO.

TTTFXR
A AlUA-IA SAPTCTY
aariill VAT.VF.S
IdJJIIlJ}

Electric Light

16 Dey

BURDICK,

General Western Sales Agent,

,

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
Insulation.
Its merits proved
quarter of a century. Adapted to

BITITE AND TRINIDAD INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
ELECTRIC LICHT WIRES OF ALL SIZES A SPECIALTY.

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters.
Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

WARrnnniuQ.
WAKtKUUMS.

Jennet,

B. B.— Two Braids, saturated with
Weather-Proof Composition.

9 and 21

5

*

-j

64

Fire-Proof Insulation.

New

Ownera

of

Oil

She PstcntB and Inventiuna of Charles D. Jenney

(known

as the

X\m

CON*

Brain ard Rorisox. Secrctaif.
Amos K. Hollowxll, Treaiorar.

Electrician.

Jenney Electric Company,
Bole

Pure

FACTORIES:
ANSONIA,

York.
Wa3 |-i ngton st( chicaqo, IMa.
Cliff St.,

C— Braided CotM^

Samples furnished upon application.

Jenney System) and Sole Owners ami Manufacturers of his

Improved Dynamo, [amp

$

Electric motor.
In ail desirable features of Arc and Incandescent Lighting
simple, durable^ economical.
the Jenney System loada.
In these essentials It chalSteady, brilliant and penetrating.
lenges comparison.

Estimates Promptly Furnished for Erecting Electric Lighting
Plants lor Cities. Companies or Individuals.

tor the Jinniy Arc or Incandescent Systems, on for both combined.

Pmccs Furnished

The.Ienney
[nCandMCCnt Dynamos are vrlfrogulatlng,
nnd permit the turning od ami oB of one or ill of the Lamps
11 Will,

TM* Company

pir**
?U\,

j

or*

a ttention to furnishing Mills,
Individual Pi

,<i>fcial
triift

SEII III MSIrlUT IlllSTIIMt III UStlllllt lit STSTEI.
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ORICt AND WORKS:

Cor,

Kentucky Ave. and

3Iorris St.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.
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Electric Bo.
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ILL.

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

Electric |rc-[ighting
II*

THE WORLD.

SERIES LAMPS
FOB

Arc-Circuits.
These Lamps have repeatedly

shown

their superiority

under

test.
First

Medal

:

Beet Arc-Light. Loulavflle, 1883,

BeBt System of Arc-Lighting,
First Prize
Cincinnati Industrial Exposition, 1883.
:

This

Company was

given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions
at

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

London, August

1

1,

1885,

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
dynamos

are automatic in their regulation
durable.

and

will

FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

LIGHTING.

No other Incandescent
maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit.
are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

Our Incandescent systems

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all

Exhibition,

FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

sizes for the transmission of Power. Plans and estimates for
and Incandescent Lighting and Power Planta.

all

kinds of Arc

Lamp

is

so perfect and

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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SIMPLEX LINE WIRE
NO.
All

Who Have Used

Pronounce

it

it

the 'deal Line Wire.
Ei.kcthk Co

Malden

TO THE PUBLIC:

,

Mali.kn, Mass., Peb.

8, 1889.

Simplex Elbchucal Co., Boston, Mass.:

—

GenttcniSHi I take ereat pleasure in recommending most heartily
the Simplex wire for the purpose of electric light construction. We
are usinfr over 100 miles of this «ire in trie territory of Maiden, Melrose, Everett and Medford. We believe it to be far better than any
other in the market, and in the end most economical fur our purpose?.
We have made careful tests of it in comparieon with other wire, and
Bhonld be unwilling to use any other where trees are numerous and
tte foliaee ib dense, or, indei'd, tor any general construction.
Yours very truly, II. A. HOYCE, Treae.

The statements of the Edison Co., to the
effect that the Supreme Court decision in the
"Bate Refrigerator Case," settles their claim
to the absolute right to manufacture and sell
incandescent lamps, is misleading and untruthful. The only possible bearing it can
have on the lamp question is to let the Edison
patents live a little longer, or until the merits

CORRECT VIEW OF A TREE LIMB CHAFED BY THE

Simplex T.

R. Insulated Wire.
izsraTJLA-TXOisr.
Z.

usro. i

HEAD THE FOLLOWING:
Newton Electric Ligut and Poweii Co.
Newton. Mab§., Sept. 20, 1888.
Gen. Manager, the Simplex Electric Co.,
Boston, Mass.
Dear Sir:— We have in use Blxtv-three imlee of your Wire No. 1
inenlation. nine-tenths of which 'is through Solid rows of trees.
through v. here it chares
Your Insulation wears einootu and glossy without cutting
in the
against small limbs. I consider it belter ior tree work Jhan any other
OUILEb.
H.
H.
respectfully,
YourB
market at any price.

A F.Mason,

Ma.

of the case can

Superintendent.

(Signed)

test.
I
Some months since determined to give Hie "Simplex Wire" a severewater
Immereed
for
made a test for leakage by keeping a couple of lengths evidence
of leak through
twenty-two days, and at the end of that lime I could g't no
I then made some sharp bendB in the wire, but could not find that
tbe inso'atlon
vertically in a hot boiler
this opened the covering In the least. I suspended a sample
wire which I had
room to teBt ihe running qualities; for some samp:es of another
Insulation which would
with
an
surrounded
were
to
use
recommended
strongly
been
-did— cook out. and I hadnodesire for further experience in that line. Your wire
I

The U.

m

The Best

While I am recommending your wire for out of-door work, through damp cellars,
lanndrv washrooms, kitchecs, and other moist places, and expect to see it nut. in the
course of the season, into a brewery where ammonia is used for manufacturing ice,
understand I sm only too glad io a'cept it for all ordinary Inside work where * UnI am, Bir, yours respectfully,
derwriters" has up t j date had its best hold
C. C. HASKINS, Electric Light Inspector.
(Signed)

THE SIMPLEX ELECTRICAL COMPANY,
328

MASON,

General Manager,

WASHINGTON

ST.,

BOSTON.

-

S.

have a hearing.

Lamp

Patents are absolutely

fundamental.

stood tbe test nobly.

A. F.

99

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

INSULATION.

1

THE "XJ. S

tx3:e

is

Always

Toe United States
C.

C.

the Cheapest,

Electric

Lifting Go.,

WARREN, Man'gr Western

'The Rookery," 217

La

Dept'mi,

Salle Street, Chicago.

The Daft
i

nrsuLATiira compaft,

Electric Co.,
new yo rk and

chicago.

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

The only Company

INSULATED WIRES and CABLES

Railways.

FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.
Guaranteed to Give Satisfactory Services Underground and Overhead.

Adapted

for Mines,

Prices and

No. 159

f I
.

Chemical Works,

HABIRSM,

F.C.S., London,

Economy.
The Daft Motors for Power Dis

at

NEW YORK

CITY. tribution are

Chemical Engineer, General Manager,

FOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We

have supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

Elcclric

Light, Telegraph and Telephone Companies, to United States Vessels,

Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other services

wherever a First-class Electrical Installment
Materials and Workmanship are

and correspondence
articles.

is

solicited

is

Guaranteed

Speed,
Endurance,

Specially

Etc

Samples on Application

FRONT STREET,

using Safe
Currents in the operation of Street

Required.

Our

the Very Best,

from companies and architects requiring our

unexcelled.
for Circular Matter.

Send

New York Office
BOREEL BUILDING,
115

BROADWAY.

Please Mention the Western Electrician.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

lONAL.

March

2,

if

CA

Clevelstrxd., Olilo.
•MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENCINEERS FOR ERECTING COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENGINEERING COMPANY,
LIBERTY
OLIVER
81 LAKE ST,,

JAEVB
SYNOVIAL

ST.

61

BOSTON.
H. A.

Dynamo
Second to none.
machinery.

8.

1

CHICAGO.

I

NEW YORK.

I

J

SEND FOR NEW CATALOCUE.

CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

Electrician

gum

or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
Adopted by the largest
can be used continually.
Electric Plants of the West.

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

M. STONE,

O.

refiltering

TAUSSIG, Agent,

power Stations

Electric tight and

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,
AH VIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screeningg
NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

ST.

109

and. Cylinder Oils.

Free from

By

I

and

ROOM

CHICAGO.

Contractor.

CHICAGO, ILL.

8 Pacific Ave.,

112.

Arc and Incandescent light a specialty. Existing
plants extended or tnoroughly overhauled.

THE LAW BATTERY,
FOR ALL CLASSES OF OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.

In the latest form the negative element is a Double Cylinder, one within
the Other, having more surface and quantity than any other negative element in the
market. Its efficiency and durability surpass all its rivals, and it is guaranteed
for ten years. As now made both elements are secured wholly beneath the cover,
The cover is of blue glass and
instead of passing through the cover, as heretofore.
locks tight to the jar, absolutely preventing evaporation of water and creeping of salts.
Both binding posts are permanently attached to cover, and thoroughly protected
against corrosion.

THESE ARE DECIDED IMPROVEMENTS.

Do not be so foolish as to buy a Prism, Porous Cup, or other perishable negative element battery,
when one can be bad which is PRACTICALLY EVERLASTING. And do not waste
money by experimenting with any of the numerous new and untried batteries which are constantly
coming and going, but buy the " Law," which has stood the test of eight years,

LAW TELEPHONE

CO.,

Sole Agent for the Pacific Coast

Stored

:

GEO.

L.

HENZEL,

YORK.

San Francisco,

DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

Central Station

o

i

'4-,..

i

Batteries,

-v^v

Lighting,

And Complete

Isolated Lighting,

LIGHT

Railroad Car

Long Distance

CO.

PHCENIX BUILDINC

91

THE ELECTRO-DYNAMIC COMPANY

CRISWOLD STREET.

Vain

Office,

224

Carter

St.,

Philadelphia.

3VE

Bells,

Cars Equipped

Experienced

The Knapp anufacttirehs
E lectrical
of
Magneto

POWER PLANTS
Offices, Residences, Factories,

OF PHILADELPHIA.

DETROIT OFFICE:

CHICAGO OFFICE:

Electric

for Electric Propulsion.

Lighting.

THE ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATOR
44 Broadway, New York.

and Ammeters,

Theaters, Etc.

Street

Completelj Displaces Has.

and

For Towns,

Lighting,

THE ONLY SYSTEM

Vollmeters

SWITCHES,

<3

Storage Batteries,

Especiilly Adapted to

Wliirli

Cal.

System.
Edco
Electricity.

Electrical Accumulators

or

NEW

112 Liberty St.,

Works
New

York

Office.

44 Broadway.

.

Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries, Push Buttons, Etc,

DEALiEHB XN

ELECTRICAL,
EVERYTHING
AGHNTS
THK
IF-OH

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A Full Line ot

their Celebrated

Wires,

Buy your Goods

Cables and Tapes

of the

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

-

-

-

CHICAGO.

March

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

i, it

co
GEO. W. PRANK,
J. 6.

Pres.

WHITE,

D. C.

JACKSON,

The Western

Engineering

NEB.,

MANUFACTURERS'
of

Engineers

Electrical

Co,,

IN

NEBRASKA, WYOMING

Contractors,

TO KEARNEY, NEB.

ACENTS.

Complete Electric and Steam Plants for Arc and Incandescent Electric Lights, Electric
Equipments for Hotels and Residences.

ACENTS

and

WHITE. Sfc'y.
FRANK, ilTreas.

P.

il Ql >1TJS

REMOVED FROM LINCOLN,
Installation

W.

Vice-Pres.

General Manager.

(Except Laramie)

Transmission

of

Power,

Railways,

Electric

Electric

MONTANA, AND DAKOTA, FOR

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC MOTOR, AND RAILWAY AND MINING APPLIANCES.
DYNAMO
PULLEYS. NATIONAL TMIPH01 MAMIACTTKIMi CO,
SECURE
you
BEST RESULTS,
would

If

the

6SJO

Use

ATLANTIC AVKNVE,

PAPER PULLEYS.

BOSTON.

The following Is the result of a test recently made at
the Franklin Institute, showing the relative value of
Paper Pulleys over Iron in the transmission of power:

Exclusive manufacturers of !he unriva'ed

Transmission, Iron, 24 lbs.; Paper, 111 lbs., with equal
tension of belr.
Tension, Iron, 150 lbs.; Paper, 39 lbB. for equal trans-

BENNETT TELEPHONES,
UNEQOALED FOB

mission.

Width, Iron, 12 inch; Paper, 3 inch (unsafe for belt).
Diameter, Iron, 48 inch; Paper, 24 inch for equal ten-

Private Lines and SpeaMig-Tnbe Dse.

sion.

Contact, f0° on 24" Paper equals ISO* on 36" IroD.
E*?~ These Pulleys are used and Indorsed by the leading Electric Light Manufacturing Companies.
For Price Lli-ts and discounts write to

AMERICAN PAPER PULLEY

CO.

Indianapolis,

Theumnds

cf th'ee instruments in use
throughout Ibe civilized world attest
their popularity.

M

NEW AND DECIDED IMPROVEMENTS 1HR0UGK0UT.
Especially Adapted to Covered or Heavy Galvanized Steel Wire.

MECHANICAL, ELECTRIC, OR MACNETO SIGNALS.
number—

Our

broadly cover, either combined or eepara'ely, the nee
V'. S*. Patents— 15 in
of a Hearing Tabe, a Curved Transmitter Tube, perfVct Insulating Devices a- d numerous minor
features, likewise a transmitting wire coven d or mnflled, or foimed of two or more strands of whe
twisted or b> aided together. The use of any of these features with any other mechanical teltphone
infringes our rightB, and renders the manufacturer, seller or user liable to suit therefor.
PRICE-LISTS UPON APPLICATION.

Liberal Discounts to Electrical Dealers

and

Fitters.

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING &. M'FG CO.
KOOMS, 200 and SOU

18

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST. LOtTIS.
UNIFORM

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

BALL DYNAMOS

tE

LAMPS

Specialty, comprising

Plain

This system Is mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a steady
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required

ECLIPSE COELISS ENGINES,
Tubular or Water Tube
or

BOILEES.

\u\i\iib

and the cost of repairs.
For descriptive circulars or testimonials, address

CHARLES W. RAYMOND,

PATENT FURNACES

Western Agt.

Worthinprton Pumps, Injectors and
Fe ed Water Heaters, Hill Friction Clutch
Pulleys, Doclpe Patent Wood Split Pulleys.

39 Dearborn Street, Tre.nont House,

CHICAGO,

-

-

LONG LIFE AND GOOD LIGHT.

POA^EE P=T_l^.2STTS
COMPLETE
A
IDEAL

FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

IN QUALITY,

-

Shafting.

ILL.

Belting,

Pipe,

Fittings

and Valves.

Standard Carbon Co.,
The
Boulton, Cleveland, and Crystal Carlbon Companies.
^^^^

SUCCESSORS TO TFIE

OLBVELAND,

^^^^

OHIO.

^^^^

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Vl

March

EDW.

Improved Corliss Engine
of
IT IS

1889

SOLE BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

Is

2,

P.

ALUS

RELIANCE works.

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

& CO.,

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

UTTEQUALED FOR ECONOMY OF FUEL, REGULARITY OF
MOTION, AND DURABILITY IN USE.

THE JULIE N ELECTRIC CO,

^"fllC ?

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION
OFFICES;

1

20

p^

and

%SK

CO.,

Broa.cL'wa.^r, UeT7vT "STorlT-

Powells Improved

"{IGM"

RANKLIN

S.

CHAS. M. WILKINS.

CARTER.

ESTABLISHED

DYNAMO

PARTRI0K

OILERS.

E.

WARD

WILKINS.

1S67.

& GARTER,

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS

IN

"EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

..

chamber la fitted with
square window panep, which are
steurtd by brats end p-latesv and
can be rtmov d for inspection,
Sight,

cleaning or'fepaira, at any time,
without stopping the oil feed,
while the machine iB running.

THE VERY BEST
SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

DYNAMO

OIL CUP
IX. THE MARKET.

The Wm. Powell
50, 52 aid

Shows

Oil dropping while
Machinery Runs.

Electric

Ugnt Hearing,

54

i

/.

.

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.

Shows flow of oil stopped
when Machinery stods.

upoil
publish' Catalogues -of all bur Manufactures;; and will forward to.any addrest
'' ,"
implication.
"..
whether
please
state
Catalogues,
for
applying
When
B.—
card for discounts.
apply" Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trade inclose business

We

CINCINNATI, 0.
ueiierai

nmcnme *uu-wurk,

ZFOrEtlEJE

•'

:' WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OS ...

BELLS, DISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LTGHTING APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF

Co.,

PLDM STREET.

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND-BURGLAR ALARMS,

BAIN,

--

N

Pattern Making, Etc., Etc

114 South Second Street.

e

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, R aTO!8turer.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICACO.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

NILES TOOL WORKS,
HAMILTON, OHIO.

MACHIHETOOLS.
Complete Equipment

^

the

Manufacture

of

Electrical Machinery,

LATHES, PLANERS, DRILL PRESSES,
I3NT
Turning Mills, Etc,
NEW YORK:

96

PHILADELPHIA:

Liberty

705

Etc.

Street.

Arch

St,

March

2,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

jKp3

Edward

C. U.Jackson, Proet.

|

Psa

3.

J.-.:,.

P.

McQfTAiDK, Bec'y

antf

Trtae.

THE NATIONAL CONDUIT MFG. COMPANY'S

*

WROUGHT IRON CEMENT-LINED PIPE
For Electrical Subways.
In use

by the Metropolitan Telephone & Telegraph Company of New York;
by the Bell Telephone Company of Buffalo; by the Police and Fire
Departments of New York and Chicago, Etc.

THIS SYSTEM IS PARTICULARLY ADAPTED FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT TRUHK AHD DISTRIBUTION.

TELEPHONE BUILDINC, NEW YORK.

Address the Company,

ENGINEERING CO.
707 and 709 Market

POND

31 Waterworks

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.

St. Louis.

St.,

Building,

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

Kansas

Erected Ready for Service.
City.

SPECIAI/TIES :-The Armtagton & SImB Enelne,
ard Rocking and Sheffield Grates,

319 Ramgc

Building.

CO.,

B.AKTSAS CITY, MO.

The H.M. LOUD & SONS LUMBER CO.

WANTED.
YOUR

SUNCPACTURERfl OP

XAJIE, BI »I^FjSS

—
AND
.

Poles, Wires, Cables, Conductor Cords,
Fins, Brackets, Insulators, Cross
Etc., Etc.

Arms,

CARBONS AND GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.
Annunciators and Everything Electrical.
Correepoudeuoe JBolioitocS.

Send

to

7irk

me

National

nnm^fie
AUllKI'.-^^.

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poles,
Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stocW. Orders Filled Promptly.

-

at once and be Correctly Reported In Whipple's

Directory,

Electrical

A Postal

Card

Office and Mill at Oacoda. Mich.
Harmocst. Western
Agent Electrical DepartmentNew Haven Clock Co.,
315 wanash Av«m»>. Chicago

Exclusive Selling Agent: O. A.

-will

do.

MA DE ONLY

Bells, Batteries,

PRICES LOW.

PROMPT SHIPMENTS.
of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.
Galvanometers, Bridges and Rheostats by

James

W

all

CO.,

.

the Prominent Maker!.

0>-u.©eia
St.,

*""

cfc

Jf.

AW WILT

.

P.

FENTu>,

Vlce-Prest. and Treas.

CHAS. BIDVET S1IITH, Seo*y

Hotel and Houbb Annunciators.
Electric Gas Lighting.

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

The United

Electric Go.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

CALL AM> EXAMINE.

924 Chestnut

'

DETROIT, MICH.

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,

CARPEKTIEB. BABTMAXN &

V*

Fred H. Whipple,)
'J.

Ammeters and Voltmeters

Link Belt. S'andBlake Pump, Konlng Injector, etc.

Steel Boilers, IreBin

Filter,

SEND FOB LITEST CATALOGUES.

Omaha.

SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY

Lowe Heater, Hyatt

Co.

Electrical

Electric Lighting.

Apparatus and Supplies,

Telegraph Instruments.

SALT LAKE

"Wire and Batteries.

CITY,

UTAH.

-

Philadelphia.

33 463.
INSULATING JOINT.
(THE STANDARD.)

XI

GOO.

E.P.GLEASONMFG.CO.
181-189 MERGER STREET,
M-K'W YORK.
233 LAKE STREET.
CHICAGO OFFICE,
-MANl'FACTrRKKS OF-

ELECTRIC HPPL1HNCES
AND GLASS,

INDORSED

IN

BRASS, IRON, TIN

Fittings, Brackets, Fixtures, Shades, Globes,
Insulating Joints, Cut-outs, Holders, all Systems, and
Supplies for Arc and Incandescent Lighting.
SE1TX3 FOE C-i.'37^.X C3'-Cr E "E" 1333-

Embracing
Thomas

A. Edison,

Elihu Thomson,

K. S. Possons,

Edwin

J.

Houston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

J

FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELERS.
Send for Pamphlet "ARE YOU POSTED?" to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH
177-179 Broadway, W. Y.

CO.,

33

H48.

IN

CRYSTAL.

ETCHED

33

3G.

89.

EIGHT
COLORS.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

MACRAEON

March

2,

1889-

fhejrushglectricpompany

STORAGE

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

BATTERIES
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
-AND-

'
The MACRAEON STORAGE BATTERIES do not "buckle, "blister or "Bniplate"— are
require lees attenthe simplest In construction— are made with
tion, and will last longer than any other battery in the market, being practically indestructible and of
great efficiency.
1

1

'

CLOSED METAL BOXES—

These Storage Batteries can be Profitably Used

Incandescence

for:

liii

Electric

Incandescent Lighting on Arc Circuits everywhere using the same Dynamo and power
while idle daring the day, 'for charging the Batteries.
2.
Incandescent Light Plants, whether isolated plants or central stations, can be
doubled in capacity bv using the Macraeon Storage Batteries.
3.
Surplus Power, Steam or Water, even irregular, wherever it can be had, in Factories,
Breweries or business buildings, can be utilized to great advantage and profit by Btoring electricity
during the day for lighting the place or neighborhood at night.
4.
Storage Batteries can also be used for steadying incandescent or arc lights when run di1.

rect

from the dynamo.
is FKIBreakage of Lamps,

Incandescent Lighting from the Macraeon Storage Batteries

KOKU. STEADY and RELIABLE. No Flickering,

and, like gas, the light is always on

less

hand day or night.

Complete Installations made, including Dynamos and Motors. Special termB
Contractors and Supply Agents. AddreBs
GEO,

WM. BALLOU,

President,

or

LEONARD PAGET,

to Electric

J.J.

H.

J.

DICKEY, President.
WELLS, Sec'y and Gen'l Man.

h. a.

FLEMON DRAKE,

KINNEY,

fiup't

and Electrician.

L. H.

ETC.

Chief Electrician,

TRENTON,

-

St.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS,

Companies,

Macraeon Storage Battery
7 Wall St., NEW YORK.
FACTORY, 110-114 Dickinson

ELECTRIC MOTORS!

ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

KORTT,

Co* 7 CHICAGO
No. ISO

N o. 201 Journal

Vice President.

Treasurer.

Building;,

O. C. STKfiJLB,

Special Agent.

N. J.

ELECTRIC CO

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,

OFFICE,

Washington Street,
AI.KX ANIIKK KEMPT,

Special Agent.

THE FOREST CITY PACKING COMPANY,
CLEVELAND, OHIO,

9*

U. 9. A.

MANUFACTDRER6 OF THE

OMAHA, NEBRASKA.
DEALERS IN

HUBCERIGAL SUPPLIES
For

tfee

Patent High Speed Packing,
MACE ESPECIALLY FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT ENCINES.

Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Ugkt.
Deliyerefl.

Hotel and House Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Fire Alarms, Electric Gas Lighting, Speaking Tubes,
Elevator Annunciators, Batteries. Push Buttons, Electric Pens, Telegraph Learnere* Instruments, Medical
Batteries, Linemen'B Tools, Bell Hangers" Supplies, Railway Velocipedes, Cars, Etc.

"Wzstzen Agztttb THE OKOIHTE CO., and the Return CaU System of Hotel Annunciators. Fire
Alarms for Cities and Towns. We own the Franchises of the Western States and Territories for the

Free

oil

60

Days' Trial,

and are prepared

to give franchises

made

for

or

no

Fay,

an Experiment, but a

Is not

and construct plante on reasonable tenna.

Money Saving

Practical

all kinds of Electrical Work In any part of the
West. Correspondence solicited. Illustrated Catalogue and Price LUt on Apollcatlon.
Aathorlzel Contractors: Edieon Electric Light and Gamewell Fire Alarm. Telegraph.

contracts

G-naranteed,

THE ELECTRIC FARE BOX

IMPROVED McCULLOH

^"Estimates furnished and

Satisfaction

any and

:

AND

:

Labor Saving Device.

The Empire City Electric Co,

Order them Subject to Your Approval.

r—

15

DEY STREET,

:

IF

NEW

YORK,

AND

:

NOT ALL WE CLAIM FOR THEM,

Return them at our Expense.
_£L.a.a.xess

Manufacturers and

Dealers

THE ELECTRIC FARE BOX
IN

ALL KINDS OF

4I8

CEDAR

ST.,

CO.,

NASHVILLE, TENN.

mi BRANCH oitiokk:

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

J.

0.

BRILL CAR CO., Philadelphia.

L.

WHITE, 107

C.

DALLAS ELECTRIC MOTOR

CO., Dallas,

S. ISth St., St. Louie,

Texas.

Mo.

March

2,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

"M

C," ELECTRIC

MOTOR

CO.
YORK.

NEW
Efficient Electric Motors
402-4 Greenwich

St.,

MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

^AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
\

§

WESTERN

NEW ENGLAND OFFICE; 19 Pearl St., BOSTON.
OFFICE: 139 and 141 Adams Street, CHICAGO.
PHILADELPHIA OFFICE: 301 Arch Street.
SOUTHERN OFFICE: 25 Carondelet Street, NEW

"THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY."
By FRED H. WHIPPLE.

A

new and original book, designed to
of mystifying technical terms.

inform a practical public without the use

$100.

THE "LITTLE WONDER' DYNAMO-ELECTEIC MACHINE

Plat ng Machines
requiring a speed
of from 1800 to
3600 reuolutionsper
minute, are only fit

Over 1,000 in

for toys.

Utilization

of

Electricity

The iartr.st rnanoiacturfrs
Mckel Platers' Sopplles,

for

f

aqaers,

Application to the Propulsion of Cars.
The different systems described, with Illustrations Showing their Methods of
Construction and Operation.
Where and When and How Thess Systems Have Been Applied.
Comparison of Electric Propulsion to Other Methods.
What does it cost to build an electric road; cost to operate; what are the advan-

History of

\mvM

OPERATION.
PleBHe wend for Catalogue of 1**9.

COITTEITTS:

The Mechanical Production, Transmission and
Power Purposes.

ORLEANS

etc.

its

Van Winkle

Hanson,

1
']

&

& 94

92

.1

TORE OFFICE:

N"EW

tages?

Application of Electricity to Elevated Railways and to Stationary Power.
Overhead systems, conduit systems, storage battel ies, etc., etc. described and

Co,,

XKIVAHK. X

\f£>

Liberty

St.

,

illustrated.

Cost of Producing Electricity; of

its

Transmissions; of

Its

Utilization.

Steam and Water Power and their application to the Electric current.
Price, bound in paper, $1 00; bound in flexible Russia, .$2.00.

riibllsliocl toy

FRED

H.

WHIPPLE,

Detroit,

Michigan,
W.

The Edison
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Treasurer and Manager.
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FERRET,

Electrician.

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.
1,000 Installations. 100,000 Horse Power. 1,000,000

Lamps and $20,000,000

Capital.
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BROOKLYN,

Qdison Qlectric [ight Jo.
THIS COMPANY
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THE OWNER OF THE INVENTIONS
AND PATENTS OF
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THOMAS ALVA

NEW YORK OFFICE:
50 NASSAU ST.
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EDISON.

SMALL SIZES

Which Patents absolutely control this The Only Permanently
Established and Commercially Successful

IHETHOD OF

GGHER1 ECECTRICAC

DISTRI8UTI0B.

of the growth and present prosperity of the Edison System, attention
called to the character and scope of a few of the Stations now in
operation and under construction.

As evidence

NEW YORK

A SPECIALTY.

Six 2i:es
1-8

la

4 Stations Capacity, 160,000 Lamps.
CO. Capital, $750,000. 1 Station; Capacity 40.000 Lamps.
Capital, $650,000, 2 Stations; Capacity, 50,000 Lamps.

CO.,

Capital. $2,600,000,

;

O

CHICACO
BOSTON CO.

PHILADELPHIA CO.

Capital, $1,000,000.

1

Station; Capacity,

J
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60.000 Lamp*.
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EXCELLENCE

NVESTMENTS, FUTILITY OF GUARANTEES, DANCER AND MORAL.

Edison Electric

1-2 ft P.

i

AXD

WHITE FOB PAMPHLET ON THE FIVE HEADS

to Central Station Business,

attalneil.

Efficiency,

of the aggregate Incandescent work of all other companies combined.
Nothing could
more forcibly emphasize and attest the accepted value of the Edison Central Station
Industry as an investment.

For Information relative

Ready,

Laminated Field Magnets.
Lowest Armature Resistance yet

ClllUICCS Of

It is significant to note the fact that the Edison Company has during the pa9t year
enlisted an amount of capital and put under construction a station capacity far in excess
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apply to the
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

CO.,
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THE UNITED STATES ELECTRIC LIGHTING
Sales Department, 120 Broadway,

NEW

CO.

YORK.

Arc and Incandescent Apparatus
3E"on

ISOLiiTED

XdlGrKE TISTa--

Efficient Apparatus!

Economical Lamps!
Ingenious Devices

THE

SAWYER- MAN ELECTRIC
510 West 23d

Street,

CO.,

NEW YORK.

Incandescent Electric

Lamps

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC WORK.

ELECTRIC AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.
CORRESPONDENCE WITH DEALERS INVITED.

March

2,
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WESTIN6H0USE ELECTRIC

CO.

J

THE PIONEERS IN INCANDESCENT LIGHTING

ALTERNATING CURRENTS
AND OWNERS OF

FUNDAMENTAL PATENTS PERTAINING THERETO.

COMPLETE CENTRAL STATION

OUTFITS.

Alternating Current Apparatus,

Direct Current Apparatus,

Arc Lighting Apparatus,
Electric Motors,

Electric Meters.

150

CENTRAL STATIONS
OFFICES

IN

IN

OPERATION.

ALL LEADING CITIES.

150
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*
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Arc Lighting.
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EVERY RESPECT.

PRICES UPON APPLICATION.

Western Electric Company,
chicago.
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antwerp.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO,
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Edwin Ruthven Weeks.
An admirable portrait of Edwin Ruthven
Weeks of Kansas City, Mo., who was elected
president of the National Electric Light associaChicago convention, is herewith preMr. Weeks is one of the most enthusented.
His
members of the organization.
siastic
confidence in the future development of electricity is best illustrated by the fact that he has
every dollar of his capital invested in electric
He was one of the organizers of
light interests.
the association, and has taken a prominent part
At the first
in its deliberations and discussions.
meeting of the organization four years ago he
was chosen second vice president, and was continued in that office the following year. During
the last two years he has been first vice-presiAt the end of the first year of the assodent.
tion at the

ciation an effort was made to secure Mr. Weeks'
consent to accept the position of president, but

Associate Electric

MARCH
company

No. 9

2, 1889.

of

Kansas

City.

His election met with the unanimous approval
of the association.
The members of the organization are congratulating themselves upon securing the services of such an able and enthuThere is
siastic gentleman for the' position.
every reason to believe that his election will
greatly strengthen the association in the west.

Victory for the Bell

Company.

J.

he refused to consider the proposition, holding that the office should
be filled by an eastern man, a resident of one of the large eastern
cities, within easy reach of the iarge

At the

concerns.

electric light

1

in

ear-

were argui

!

October and November, i88c.

priority to

the

McDonough and Gray

in-chief.

March

Commissioner Montgomery

1S87,

Commissioner Hall,

in

his de-

there

are

Weeks

many

—

Light association."
President Weeks is a man of great
He is a self-made
executive ability.
man, and possesses a practical as
well as theoretical knowledge of the
electric light business.

The new

ex-

ecutive was born in Chautauqua
county, New York, thirty-three years
ago.
He was educated at the Phillips Exeter academy, Exeter, N. H.,

and Tabor college, Fremont county,
refers with

fact that he paid for his

pride to the

own educa-

young he entered
newspaper 'business in Kansas
still

EDWIN RUTHVEN WEEKS.

occupying positions in the mechanical and
Kansas City
circulating departments of the
He afterward occupied a position in
Journal.
City,

when
City, and
the
postoffice of Kansas
obliged by failing health to retire from that office,
accepted a position as conductor on the east division of the Union Pacific railroad between
Kansas City and Denver.
In 1882 President
Weeks became interested in the electric light
business. He was appointed first superintendent
of the Kansas City Electric Light company.
Later, the office of manager was created, and he
was appointed to that position. Two years ago
the office of general manager was created, and
President Weeks was raised to that position.
He now occupies similar offices in the Edison

& Power company and

invention; that it was conclushown in the evidence that
Gray, at the time of filing his caveat,
while having a conception of the
telephone, did not understand the
invention, and
was unable to explain the mode of its operation: that
he still adhered to the idea that articulate speech must be transmitted
upon the multiple telegraph principle: that he positively conceded
that he did not reduce his invention
to practice for a long time after the
issuance of Bell's; that he regarded
the invention as trivial, and turned
his attention to other inventions:
that he negligently omitted to file
his application for a patent until
two years after the grant of Bell's
patent, and was then stimulated to
do so only by other parties; and
that he cannot prevail against another
and independent inventor who was
diligent and has fully reduced to
practice."
On October 29, 18S7, Gray was
induced by his assignees, who agreed
to pay all expenses, to tile his applications Nos. 1. 2 and ;. after the commercial
value of Hell's invention was beginning to be
sively

companies deeply interested in the
I shall endeavor to
proceedings.
bring these companies into the organization, and make it what it is intended to be a National Electric

Electric Light

20,

rendered a decision holding that, as to the first
petition of McDonough, it was concluded by the
decision of Commissioner Butterworth, of January 16,1885. As to the second, he held that
Mr. McDonough had the right to be heard.
McDonough's case and Gray's proposed amendment were finally set
down for disposition on February
1st, 1888, on which day the parties
appeared.
As to Gray's petition to reopen the

dates, nature or the character of his

"There are not more than a
dozen companies west of the Mississippi holding membership in the as-

the

.

own

after his' election, President

When

appealed

G.
March 3, 1885, Commissioner Butterworth affirmed the decision of the examinersissue

That this petition "is of no avail for
any purpose whatever; that Gray
proposes no new evidence as to

said:

tion.

Appeal was

who on October

cision, held substantially as follows:

In conversation with a representative of the Western Electrician,

He

case G.

1S84, affirmed the decision of the examiner
of interferences as to all the issues except G. in
which they reversed him and awarded priority

case,

ization in the west.

Iowa.

in

3,

last

sociation, although

McDonough

taken to the examiners-in-chief,

convention,
hoping that his election might serve
to develop the interests of the organ-

to

July

.

nest solicitation of prominent members of the association, Mr. Weeks
agreed to allow his name to be pre-

sented

On

1883, he entered his decision awarding
priority to Pell in cases A. B, <
E, F, I. I and
L; priority to Edison in cases D and No. 1. and
21,

to Bell.

Hall, commissioner of patents, last
Saturday rendered an important decision in the
matter of the petitions of Gray and McDonough
to reopen the Bell Telephone interferences, and
to set aside the decision of Commissioner Butterworth, rendered March 3, 1885, awarding
The decision repriorty of invention to Bell.
views the whole department history of the telephone contests. The commissioner refuses to

Benton

May,

him

theSperry

reopen

the

interferences,

and

reaffirms

the

award of

priority to Bell.
The history of the case, briefly stated, is as
follows: The parties who were originally in-

volved -were Bell, McDonough, Edison, Richmond, Gray, Dolbear, Holcombe, Chinnock,
Randall, Blake, Irwin, Phelps and Yoelker.
When these several inventor- entered upon the
field of invention, with respect to the transmission of speech, all the elements of the telephone
were old and well known. None of the elements
could be broadly claimed, but only the specific
On
which they entered.
construction into
March 26, iS7S, various interferences were
declared.

The taking
filed

before

acknowledged.
Infringement suns followed between the Bell

company and the American Speaking Telephone
iny and Western Union Telegraph company (the

evidence

the examiner

was concluded and
of

interferences, in

above

I

able improvements had been made in thespeakleph me, and the Western Union Telegraph

impany and associati
'cat impending,
upon the basis ol these improvements
an open id negotiations with the Pell company
to o impromise the litigation and unite all patents
relating to the speaking telephone upon terms

c

-

1

of

latter controlling the inventions

tied) in the
nited States Circuit court
for the District o( Massachusetts: in which suits
lurt sustained the Pell patent.
But valu-
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This agreement was

to be agreed upon.
effected,

and went

November

force

in

finally

Ganz &

Co.'s

Continuous Current System.

1,1879,

holding for seventeen years.
In pursuance to this contract a decree was entered on April 4, 1SS1, adjudging Bell's patent to
be valid, and perpetually enjoining the infringement of the same. The effect of the agreement
was to invest the Bell company with the ownership of all the telephone inventions, which at
that time were supposed and believed to include
The evidence taken in these
Grav's inventions.
was by stipulation transferred and intro-

March

Ganz &

Co.'s alternating transformer system,
generally called, the ZipernowskiDeri system, was illustrated in the Western

or, as

it

is

Electrician

In the present
of January 19th.
two-pole continuous current dynamo
armature, which the firm has been

article the

with

drum

manufacturing for two years, is described. As
this dynamo differs from other generators which
it

resembles

interest.

in its outlines, a

Fig.

1

shows

a

description is of
of a capacity

dynamo

1889

the National exhibition at Budapest in 1885.
consists of iron disks half a millimeter thick, separated by thin layers of paper.
The cylindrical
surface represented by the edges of these disks
is grooved, the grooves being narrow and
deep.
The coils of wire with which the armature enre
is wound are placed in these grooves.
The clearance between the armature and pole
pieces varies in the different sizes of dvnamos
from 2 to 3.75 millimeters. The magnetic resistance of this air gap is consequently verv
small; notwithstanding this fact there is verv little leakage at the pole pieces, as the vibration of
the lines of force produced by the narrow teeth
and hence the eddy currents set up in the pole
pieces cause only a very small loss of energv.
Fig. 3 shows the iron core of the drum armature and the shaft without the wire coils.
Fig.
4 shows the complete armature with commutator.
The unusally large commutator affords a good
and easily regulated contact and the result is
longevity of the generator.
The connections of
the wires leading from the armature to the commutator are made in the following way: Each

commutator segment is provided
into which the wire is inserted; it is
means of two set screws. The set
prevented from working loose by a

with a hole
fastened byscrews are
very simple
but effective device.
The heads of the set
screws are provided with holes. A short piece
of wire is passed through the holes of the same
segment and then the ends of the wires are
turned over. Thus practically the two
set
screws are coupled together and one prevents
the other from turning.
The number of brushes for the different sizes
of dynamos varies from one to three sets.
The
pressure which each brush exerts while resting on the commutator may be regulated by
means of a small thumb screw; at the same time
the whole brush holder with all the brushes may

CAXZ

I,

duced

in

CO. S

*

pending

the interference cases

CONTINUOUS CURRENT SYSTEM.
this

in

office.

Relative to the assertions in Gray's petition,
attacking the procedure in the Patent office, that
Bell had fraudulently secured access to his caveat;
alleging collusion on the part of Bell's assignees:
that Gray was misled by improper advice of his
counsel in admissions and concessions of priority to Bell, and in neglecting to take an appeal
from the decision of the examiner of interferences, in certain issues, etc., etc., the commissioner finds each and every allegation to be unsupported by the evidence in the office and the
records made up in the various cases decided by
The commisthe Circuit and Supreme courts.
- therefore denies the petition of
Gray to
reopen the interference and to grant a new trial.
The commissioner does not dispose of McDonough's petition by holding that he cannot
amend, but says that the situation is suggestive,
as a patent now issued to McDonough, after a
contest with Bell, would dominate the entire telephone inventions, and it is a serious question
whether an applicant who has voluntarily canceled his claims and apparently abandoned them
should be permitted, after the invention has been
publicly introduced and made commercially valuable, to return after eleven years and amend,
and claim an interference with a patent so long

no

of 6,600 watts; it can be run either at
or 60
volts electromotive force.
It is provided with a

may be connected in the usual
of a belt to a driving pulley.
Fig. 2 represents a larger dynamo coupled directly to a high speed steam engine; this dynapulley so that

it

way by means

mo

yields, at 375 revolutions, 110 volts

and 400

be shifted by a large hand lever.
The bearings of the small dynamo are made
of bronze while those of the larger dynamos are
made of cast iron and provided with bronze
journals.
The iron bearings are, however, magnetically insulated from the bedplate by a zinc
frame in order to prevent a leakage of the lines
of force through the bedplate, bearing and
shaft.
Theboltsholdingthe.se bearings down
to the bedplate arc of brass.

outstai

lonough are denied, he
support then ing deemed insufficient to justify the commisin setting aside former decisions and
deI

moti'
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since
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House of Cornbeing enlarged.
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magnel
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thus obtained, which is still de
fact that the grain of the wroughl
in the direction of the lines
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by the
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be mcmbeTs'
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I

he

drum armature,

whi(

ii

was

first

shown

at

HI. s

The ends of the armature are covered with
strong canvas In keep out copper dust, oil anil
flirt,
tor iii.' same reason the field magnet oils
1

overed with oilcloth.
The main binding posts of the dynamo, whii
of holding
at the same time serve the purpose
the main safety plugs, arc mounted on porcelain
and are attached i" tin- field magnets. The
1-'!
field binding posts are also in'
"ii
porci
are

1

Ii

1

March
lain

WESTERN

2, iS

and are attached
main binding

site the

Students' Annual
spection.
The programme for the annual ins

Cornell

magnets oppo-

to the field
posts.

A strong perforated zinc plate extending from
one pole piece to the other protects the armature against accidents caused by tools or dirt
dropping from above.
The dynamos art- well finished and handsomi

V

bright pails arc nickel-plated with the ex-

all

Electric

In-

rlNUOUS

'

and the steam engine is magnetically insulated
from this bedplate by a zinc frame. The Delta
dynamos, either shunt or compound, are used

aday Carbon company, Brush Electric company,
Standard Carbon company. Natural Carbon company, Eichemeyer Dynamo, works, Edison's (N.

it

to be connected by means of belting, is set on
a sliding base frame with belt tightener, which is
dynamo is
If the
set on a suitable foundation.
is

coupled directly to

to be

magnet cores

are cast

a

into

orfor exciting alternating curfor 110 or
60 volts. They are also made for very much
higher electromotive force, for transmission of
power, and series arc lamp systems, or with

will

dynamos; they are made either

rk.

It

U

and

is

simple

jars
ic

successfu

push button.

I

visit

rion.

for direct lighting

rent

irketby

RRF.N1 SYSTEM.

I

steam engine the
one iron bedplate

if

Door Opener.

1

1

Yonkers, New York, Jersey City, MaBrooklyn, Orange, Newark.
Among the
points of special interest which the party will
visit are the following: Cowles' Electric Smelting works, YVestinghouse Electric company.
Standard Underground Cable company, Far-

The dynamo,

ception of the commutator.

Ostrancler
1

tour of the electric classes of the Cornell university, Ithaca,
V.. has been arranged.
party will make a western irip. visiting Roches
ter, Lockport, Niagara falls. Buffalo, Pittsb
Alleghany ami ( lieveland, while the eastern

.

as

ELECTRICIAN,

& Company,

Bergman

Y.) station,

New York

way,

Julian

iNDER LOOK 'M-CSEK
is a gravity movement, protected by metal sides to prevent dirt, plaster and
chips from interfering with its operation.
The
movable bolt is a steel drop forging, and the
other parts are of the best wrought iron and

icate springs, as

steel.

rail-

Novel Transformer.

Daft Electric \vorks. Excelsior Electric works,. Gibson
Storage Battery
works. Metropolitan Telephone exchange, Edicity,

son's laboratory, United States company's

it

"Did you ever see a 50 volt lamp run from a
2 volt cell ? " asked F. B. Badt of a representative of the Western Electrician who called
upon him the other day at the factory of the
Western Electric company.
The question had to be repeated before the
professor convinced the writer that he had not

New-

misunderstood him.

show you one," said Mr. Badt.
machine of my own which I have
been experimenting with, but have not yet comThis is my first experiment. As soon
pleted.
as I get time I shall construct a new machine
which will embody many improvements on this."
"Well,

"It's a

CANZ & CO.

S

The device to which the professor referred
was a very simple apparatus, consisting of one
storage cell, one transformer and circuit interrupter, and one 50 volt incandescent lamp. The

CONTINUOUS CURRENT SYSTEM

much lower electromotive

force for electro-plating and other electro-metallurgical purposes.
The regulation of the shunt dynamo is effected either by hand rheostats or by automatic reg-

ulators.

The appended table contains dimensions,
weights and other particulars.
These data were
not calculated to represent the actual measurements:

I'll

little

Hewes & Phillips' engine works,
Weston's laboratory. Daft power station for New
York elevated electric railway, Western Electric
company's New York house. In addition to
these prominent electric concerns the tourists
will inspect numerous electric light plants and
power stations, both public and private, and will
have an excellent opportunity to investigate tinpractical workings of those plants.

ark factory,

Delta Dynamo.

Maximum
Maximum

load
current strength
Difference of potential al terminals
Revolutions per minute
Length of bedplate
Breadth of bedplate

Height of dynamo
Diameter of pulley
Face of pulley
Diameter of commutator
Length of commutator
Number f sets of brushes
Total weight of dynamo

watts

amperes

i.Soo
30

in volts

<;6-6o,

in
in

1

650

15
10C -110

>*>

I20l

6,600
DO

56-60I. IOO-I IO

56-60!

lOO- 10

3,6oo|

680

goo
800

"

"

"
"

"

350
430

435
tfo

"

160

"
"
"

"
"
"

no

1,4.00

mm

in

-,M

3

60

.

1

600

1,055

1,180

520
700
400
200
I «
S

570

;,.

22,000
200
100-110

44,000

400
100-1 10

500

375
i,75°
1,000
1,200

720
000
650

780
500
200

700
150

260

170
125

MO

WO

So

11,000
lOO
100-1
1
ro

=;6-6o:

700

130
]

10,888

'34

17S

2, 100

\.v

1

'*-,

"

"

Width
Depth

S40

kilogramms

in

Electrical efficiency
efficiency
No. of 16 c. p. incandescent

percent.

Commercial

"

90.0
80.5
26

"

lamps of 6,watEs
"
" 53 "
armature core, in millimeters
'.'

of grooves in

3'
^

"

Loss of energy

in

the armature wires.

.

.

in

watts

OS

Intensity of the magnetic field
in C
Loss nf energy in field magnet coils
in watts
Total weight of copper wire on the dynamo

Output per kilogramme of the

4S
13,900
150

17
1

...
'51

01.3
84.7

91.2

52

47

63
5.0
i.s "

5"

122
12,800

230

1

"'

'

20.2

11.3

;..

71

920

S

80.

o

50

I0O
7.0
16.0

138

390

360

14,700

Si

.

6

I

iS

14,000

360

11

300

lo No. (16 and 17) Calculated from the maximum amperes
of 56 or 100 volts.
I'o No. (ao) finder lull load l\>r several hours,

for

lamps

1

i !i

,

.54

107

t8i

720

570

,1.

650

15.""

520

N0VK1

1,

"-''

N'n. i'il
(-'.•)

(24,
(aS,

lo.o
•7'

frv>

9.8
,.

1

-,

11.

,

.

12

'5-9
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•.-,.

."

-anil

17)

With maximum amperes and

to volts' difference -1 potential at

ao and

to)

Lamp-

for either

=;"

or

eiilu

ihc terminals.

10*

I

1,1

tile

is

represented

in

the

which will give a lair idea of the principle.
Inn of course does noi illustrate the real working
of the apparatus.
\- soon as the switch of the
primary circuit was closed the interrupter commenced to work, ami the 50 volt lamp lighted up
to full candle power.
While this arrangement
may not be, from an economical standpoint, desirable lor general use. yet many circumstances
mighl be suggested in which the apparatus would
be desirable.
It is at any rate an interesting
\
periment, ami it is only to be regretted that the
details of construction cannot be presented,
.

With either <\< or no \ oils' difference of potcntii,il at
terminals.
Under full load for severnl hours.
1

No.

.11

rRANSFORMKR.

principle of this apparatus

1

60O

q-7

I
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g 7

if
1

t,ooo
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650
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ill

i

1

1

710

1

To No,
To No.
I'o

7-9

IS

58 S

59.7

63

potential at the

terminals.

33.4

1

580

i

in
volts* difference of

1

270

S-SS

no

6
13,700
.-

-I,

percent, loss in leads

Notcstothe above tabic;
ro No. (0 With either 60 or
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94,5
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S4 .0

s

in kilogrammes
total weight
in watts

Output per kilogramme of the tolalweight of
copper
in watts
Output per kilogramme of the tolalweight of
armature
in watts
Output in watts per horse power al the pulley. ..
No. of incandescent lamps of 64 watts per horse
power with > per cent, loss in leads
No, ol incandescent lamps of 53 watts per horse
power with 5 per cent, loss in leads
Horse power required with lull No. of lampsnnd
5

89,5
79.5
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Detroit Batteries for Street Car
Propulsion.

The

possibilities

-

Practical Telephony.
"i kwimii.
Bv Thos.

of the storage battery have

At present the great

not yet been discovered.
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to

be the

utilization

of these

It has been
batteries for street car propulsion.
demonstrated that a street car can be operated
by means of storage batteries, and it has further
been learned that, aside from the first cost of
installing an electric plant, the expense of operBut the
ating a road is comparatively small.
manufacturers of storage batteries are far from
satisfied with the experiments thus far made, and
of late many important improvements have been
made in the system, which has been adopted in
manv cities. Prominent among those who have
been experimenting in this line is the Woodward
Frank B.
Electrical company of Detroit, Mich.
Trout, general manager of this company, announces that great progress has been made, and

refers

to

the

fact

that

electric

now
by means of

cars are

in Brooklyn and Detroit
The experiments
storage batteries.
made in these cities justifies him, he thinks, in
announcing that the Detroit storage battery is
capable of operating street cars successfully,
and with the improvements recently made in the
svstem in connection with which it is used he
believes the problem of rapid transit has been

operated
Detroit

XVII.

spoke can be united with any other is by means
of the hub, and it is the duty of the operator
there to make this union whenever required, and
in this way the diagram shows the lines 1 and
7
to be so united by a curled wire, *u>.
The importance of this idea was realized even in the
earliest days of telephonic transmission, and by
May, 1877, was experimentally dealt with at the
office of E. T. Holmes, 342 Washington street,
Boston, where a number of lines constituting a
system of electric burglar alarms already in use
converged.
Fig. 30 represents diagramatically
the very crude switch-board employed in the
above trial, and Fig. 3 shows the circuit ar
rangement.
This switch-board comprised simply a series of

usual to speak of the telephone exchange
and the central office as though these were
They
equivalent and interchangeable terms.
are not, however.
The exchange, properly so
called, comprehends the central station, and the
collection of subscribers' stations, together with
the entire system of wires ami apparatus uniting
the former with the latter, and by means of
which communication is had.
The central
office, or, better, the central station, on the other
hand, is the place where the work of putting any
two lines together is actually performed, and, as
I have shown, is only a part of the telephone ex-

change.
Nevertheless, as most of my remarks so far
have been directed to lines and apparatus, and
their care, without regard to whether they have

formed parts of an exchange or have been
their

1889

This idea is illustrated in Fig. 29, in which a
series of spokes, numbers 1 to 7, are shown as
converging to a central hub or axle C. As this
is a tireless wheel, the only way in
which one

I

It is

problem seems

z,

i

plates of brass, a, fastened to the face of a black
walnut board, B, and stretching across one-half

on

own hook, I propose, before saying the
I may have to say about the central

its width or thereabout; opposite
the ends
of each of these plates were two others, b and c;
these were much narrower than the upper plates.
All of the plates were provided with a single

of

few words

telephone

station proper, to refer briefly to the
exchange in its broadest sense.

We can easily conceive that telephonic communication Letween two places only a private

binding

—

screw; and in each a plug hole was
Besides this a similar hole was drilled

drilled.

solved.

The new car of the Friction Electric company, operated in South Brooklyn by means of
Detroit storage batteries, is illustrated herewith.
A. A. Ingraham, the inventor of the system, says
the man in control of the car need have no
knowledge of

electricity,

and that

all

that will

be required of him will be to perform the reguThe car
lar duties of an ordinary car driver.
is carried by a specially constructed framework,
in which, instead of the ordinary two axies, are
mounted three axles, two of which are movable
with regard to the framework carrying them.
These two pairs of wheels are controlled by an
ordinary brake lever at the front of the car, and
the box in which the axles of these wheels are
mounted has a limited movement with regard to
Their movement is controlled
the framework.
bv a double bell-crank lever operated by the
brake lever, and by which the pressure between
the friction wheel and the car wheels can be inAt present
creased or diminished at will.
wrought iron against cast iron is used as a friction surface, but the intention is to make cast
iron and cast iron operate against each other.
The two front wheels of the car frame have on
their surfaces annular cast iron rings against
which the friction "wheel works. Between these
movable wheels is mounted a friction wheel
carried by a counter-shaft run by the motor.
On this counter-shaft is a gear wheel having
wooden teeth mounted in a cast iron frame and
meshing with a brass pinion mounted on the
shaft of the motor. The car carries 84 Detroit
storage battery cells, and is calculated to run 60
hours at an output of ;'., h. p. The motor and
its frame are entirely independent of the frame-

work of the car. The motor is controlled from
either end of the car by two separate and distinct mechanisms, one of which is a cylindrical
t switch by which the
speed of the motor
11

ic- other is a
make-and-break
ontrolled by the brake that stops
ylindrical switch has live contact
points by which a varying speed is given to the

ry slight

movement,

sufficient to

of the switch off the
ton, will cut the motor out of circuit
lint

In
ment of the armature,
ordinary method of controlling
the driver has under his

and
additi

which will at clcrali- he
about twici
ma! speed,
behind time,
ir should be
I

I

ir

1

up

lost time,

v.t.h

out

tl

make

brake, and
li
cuts
the operator turns
et

i

it

that

>

a sn

when
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STORAGE BATTERIES

— would

be but a moderate
benefit; and it became appreciated at an early
date by those interested in telephony that the
great field of the speaking telephone was not
merely for communication, hut for intercommuline, for

instance

nication.

We know that an electric current only requires
a wire to conduct it, and that, if we have two
room, we have
lines terminating in the same
onl\- to hitch the ends together to make a single
line connecting the two out-stations.
So, if we
have ten, a hundred or a thousand lines, all
centering at the same plai e, we can ring the
hanges upon them all, and unite the ends of any
one with either of the nine or ninety-nine whenever we wish to do so.
This is the work of the
\ud this, it is, that the
telephone exchange.
subscriber to the- exchange pays for; not for the
proud privilege of having a telephone apparatus
hanging up in his parlor or counting-house, but
for the ability and privilege- of using the
said
apparatus to talk without leaving his own abode
with the entire nine, ninety-nine or nine thousand nine hundred and ninety-nine, as the
a ;e
may be; and it is. therefore, natural that he has
onnei ted
ibility of being
with tin- latter number than with tin- former.
'I intelephi
exi h
em may, think,
•;.- properly compared
to a wheel without a
•

i

i

dison lamps
irrenl
1

from

I

tion foi inine

the

irious subscribers' lines the

pol

huh. and
-

10

J

K

STREET

CAIi

I'JIOI'UI.SII

between the ends of each broad plate and its
two narrow ones, so that a metal plug could be
inserted either in any plate or between each
broad plate and either of its narrow ones, uniting them.
The board was about an inch thick,
ten inches wide, and three feet long, and a
portion at one end was left unfitted with the
brass plates, as- shown; when operated it was
screwed up against a wall.
In the diagram Fig. 31 the switch-board proper
respects the

same

as

before, but

the
several broad
plates, ii, are each connected with a line wire
leading to some distant office or station, six
being shown. Tin- narrow plates,//, were all connected by wires, g, with the burglar alarm galvanometers and bell alarms so that calls could be
to Ihc
received from and senl
several outstations.
The narrow plates, e, were all united
by wires with one another and with a telephone,
At each sub-station
I', in an earth branch, G,
the lines terminated in a switch, s, which could
he turned on a bell alarm, c, to rei eive calls, or
on a telephone, /, for conversation. A push button or call key (not shown) was also used
for
is in all

circuits also are indicated.

The

sending signals.

The
rest, a

lines
1

o

and 6 are shown as being at
ling plug being inserted
the
in

2,
i

|

hole at each plate, uniting their plates, ir, with the
galvanometer plates,
The line 5 is supposed
li.

lo be in the ail o| giving an order lo

I

he central

March
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and in this case the plug is withdrawn
and unites a
from its position between a and
and c, thus connecting the main lines with the
and 3
central office telephones, /:; and lines
are supposed to" be united for conversation, by
plug
means of a flexible conductor, /, having
at each end, which is thrust into the holes in the
main part of the plates ,/. a telephone, /. was
introduced into the circuit of this connecting
cord, by which the operator occasionally listened
to ascertain if the conversation was over.
This crude organization thus combined all of
the elements of an actual telephone exchange.
Electrical communication exchanges at this time
were by no means new. The telephonic feature
was thc'novelty.

station,

/<,

1

.1

and apparatus

for indicating
" ring-ofl " signals.

disconi

for

.ars

have thus fully described tins complex
have always found that in
operation, because
electricity, when one has a clear comprehi
of the operations to be performed, il is gei '-rally
easy also to comprehend the apparatus for the
operations.
but. as
have already said, the c u iel
ation, anil that to which all others arc subsid
wires
is
that of uniting and separating the

'i:'

33-

-

I

15.

I

1

I

Il
could no doubt
quickly and conveniently.
be done slowly and inconveniently by ha
them all hanging loose about the walls, and by
selecting and holding or twisting together th.'
two required; but this practice, besides being
slow and inconvenient, would be hard on the
toward a
wires, and,
fear, would not tend
good understanding between the subscribers and
Therefore, we want
the telephone companies.
The invention of the telephone
a switch-board.
led to the evolution of the switch-board. Before
1S76 there were, it is true, switch-boards, which
were thought to be both convenient and large,
and which were used in telegraphy. But, although these had a common function with the
telephone switch-board of to-day, that function
was in telegraphy but an incidental to the business, while in telephony it is the business.

tl

metal:

arc

them, each of

in

of tin

or insert
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and 2 and S are shown as being
connected through the cords a and b. All
switch-boards are based upon one of these types.
sockets

and

t

11

Westinghouse Apportionment

of Terri-

tory

The Westinghouse company is apportioning
among its district managers. Charles
Shain, well known in Chicago and the west,

territory
1

PRACTICAL TELEPHONY

Similar systems, in which dial, printing and
Morse telegraphs were the communicating
agencies, had already been worked to a limited
extent by the Gold & Stock and the Law Telegraph companies in New York, the Philadelphia
Local Telegraph company in Philadelphia, and

by the British government in Newcastle-uponTyne, England, but the application of the telephone involved a number of important arrangements, modifications and improvements, which,
from time to time, have been devised and applied before its present condition of comparative
excellence could be reached. The experimental
exchange of Mr. Holmes was the first instance
of the employment of telephones in a system of
intercommunication.
We know that the chief object of a telephone
exchange is to quickly connect and disconnect
the subscribers' lines, so that each subscriber
may, as he desires, talk with any other, and so
that, as soon as any two lines cease to be used,
they may be at the service of any other subscriber who wants either of them.
This apparently simple operation, however,
requires a great many sub-operations. The first
step is that the subscriber must get the attention
of the central station; for this purpose there
must be at the central station a call-receiving
Having done this, he must tell the
apparatus.
central station operator the name or number of

c
c

c

c

a,

<

(>

(

'

JB

1
1

MWUp

a

His headquarenviable reputation inChicago.
ters after April 1st will beat Cincinnati, and he
the Westinghouse comwill have full charge of
It is within the
pany's business in his territory.
bounds to sav that no abler man could be found
to handle it, and safe to predict that the results
under Mr. Shain's management will be satisfacBesides being a man of
tory to all concerned.
unusual business capacity Mr. Shain isa polished
and courteous gentlemen, with whom it is impossible to have other than the pleasantest si
Mr. Shain will enter up n
or business relations.
his new ai d more responsible duties with the
best wishes of a host of friends, whose hopes for
his continued success will be fully realized.

Chicago Electric L ght Plant.
The Chicago electric light plant is now
;

Fill
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derives its name from a railswitch, for, exactly as the latter when
turned, directs the train on to another track, so
right or wrong
does the telephone switch-board
when re-arranged by the operator, cause the
message to traverse the new line. The principle

The switch-board

road

—

—

operIt was
ating fourteen 30-arc light dynamos.
found necessary to introduce static arresters, as
sparks an inch long could be drawn from the
This was caused
iron frames of the dynamos.

bv

frictional electricity

a switch-board the
lines must not ordinarily touch one another, but
are quite out of contact, until caused to unite
by the insertion at any intersection of a connectThus in
ing pin or plug, or some such device.
he has a desigthe drawing each longitudinal
nating number. Each subscriber's line is united
permanently with one of the sad vertical longitudinal lines, and has a number corresponding
The lines of latitude, a,b,c,(i
to that line.
and c, may be arranged just behind the vertii al
But suppose we want to unite the vertical
lines.
at the intersections in

a

1

V

a>

bcbchcicbchc
FIG

30.
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the sub-station wanted, and this requires telephone instruments at the central station, and
means to connect them with any and all of the
The next thing is to (all the
subscribers' lines.

subscriber wanted, and this, of course, implies
call-sending apparatus at the central station, and
means to connect this with any line. Having
attracted the attention of the subscriber wanted,
the central office ends of the two lines now must
be disconnected from their original terminals
and united to one another. Th s dune, the two
subscribers can, of course, converse at pleasure.

Hut this is not all.
There must also.be some
apparatus whereby the central station telephones
can be connected at will with any two united
lines for the purpose of supervising, encouraging and, ii necessary, helpingalong onversatiot),
<

example, will) the vertical line a; we
by hooking or plugging both of these
lines in any one of the cross-lines at their intersections therewith, as is done in the drawing,
where the two lines are both hitched to the
crossline A, at the intersections, where plugs J
Now, supposing these lines to be
are inserted.
iif metal: it will be seen that we have established
onductor from 2 103 by
a continuous cleelrn al
and that, if telephone lines be
way of
neeled to the upright lines 2 and 4, the said
telephones are thus made olTe, and nn\ ersation
may be transmitted from one to the other.
Instead "I using rigid vertical metal rods or
bars in a switch-board for the line connections,
line

2,
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removed, and

there is 110 manifestation of static electricity on
the dynamos.

Electric Light on a Cable Car.
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of the switch-board is indicated in Fig. 32, and
to the learner may be compared to the lines of
This comlatitude and longitude on a map.
parison requires, however, some latitude, be-

cause

C

c
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gets the peninsula of Ontario, and the stati
Mr. Shain
Ohio, West Virginia and Kentucky.
men
is one of the brightest and must successful
in the electric lighting business, and has won an

new plan of lighting the Chicago North
Side cable ears in their passage through the
a Salle street tunnel went into practical
tunnel.
iv.
Tin- car. upon entering the
picks up the wire with a trolley on its roof, and
As the
the incandescent lamps arc lighted.
and
train passes out the trolley drops the wire
the lights are extinguished.
I111

,

1

1

/'.

\

.

liecn
cit)

Chattanooga, Tenn., special says appli
for a charter for an electric railroad from

made
to the

famous

battlefield

of Chickamauga.

ten miles long, will be operated by electricity,
s.-i
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and w
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will
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though he onsidered the question exMr. l.o.kwood's illustration
ceedingly simple.
makes the problem simple enough to be patent
to the most obtuse subscriber.
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No. 6 Lakeside Building,

The adoption of electricity as a means of executing capital punishment has made it necessary to coin a word suitable for the new mode.
Many terms have been suggested, among the
number "Virmort," a combination of Latin
words, and "Electro'.ethe," a combination of
Greek words. Elbridge T. Gerry, the advocate
of this system in .New York, suggests the latter

;
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relating to electricity, or any of
its practical applications, is cordiaiiy invited, and the co-operalion of all electrical thinkers and workers earnestly desired.
Clear, concise, well written articles are especially welcome; and
ccn-munications, views, news items, local newspaper clippings,
or any information likely to interest e'eclricians, will be thankfully received and cheerfully acknowledged.

ADVERTISING. THE WESTERN ELECTRICIAN-

the oNLT Electrical Journal published in the West— thoroughly covers a territory exclusively its own. Tms is a claim
WHICH CAN' BE MADE BY NO OTHER ELECTRICAL JOURNAL IN THE
UNiTED-t-TATES. Electrical merchants and manufacturers <(Vsz>ingwesterji trade will appreciate the in-equaled value of this
Journal as an advertising medium in us special field. Advertising rates are moderate,"^ ml will be promptly furnished on ap-
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Correspondence
Electric Light

Electric Motor..

Electrical Patents ...

That the greatest interest is being taken at
the present time in the use of oil as fuel is shown
by the fact that three papers were presented at
the convention of the National Electric Light
iation treating of this subject.
It is said
that many new experiments will be made in this
field in the next few months.

New

York, has been requested by the Linemen's union to reconsider
the order for placing all telegraph wires underground. 1/ :'
ed them that lie did not issue the order without the most careful investiga
tionand consideration of all the interests involved,
and that he could not reconsider the order.
r,

of

.n, recently, the
Royal Society appointed a committee toco-operate with a similar
1

erection at

Munich of

lei

many
w;ts

born

''

hurid

promote the
George Simon

to

a statue of

Ohm.

:s

"I'rai

ihony"

is

Man

li

n

work
1

way

publish this week an illustrated article describing the Zipernowski-Deri system of continuous current lighting. It is worthy of remark
that the Western Electrician' publishes the
first newspaper description of this system, distancing the English and even the continental
electrical papers. The cuts are reproduced from
proofs furnished us by Mr. Zipernowski himself,
and the technical description was also furnished
us by him at our request.
It must certainly be
considered a matter for self-congratulation that
the Western Electrician, published several
thousand miles from Mr. Zipernowski's laboratory, should be the first paper to publish a description of this interesting system of electric

A- « \s noted in the last issue of he Wi ,11 i;\
Kii' tkician, the proposition to hold a general
h al exhibition in Chicago next February
has been taken int.. serious consideration bylhe
-Mors,
and they are now discussing thi
question.
It
is quite probable thai
the exhibil.f
tion will
held, and there is (/very reason to
biiion

'-mII

11

'

I,.'

11.
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immense building in ivhil h tin display was
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Edwin Ruthven Weeks,

the

new

in seconding his nomination:
"He is a
of placid temper, of judicious feeling aid
inclination, one who is, as he said on a recent
occasion, so much in earnest with the develop-

man

ment

of electric lighting

every dollar

The
made

nightly,

wai

turned .away for
d

thiit

the-

lai

!

..1

and

U

room

preparations

foi

many were
h. n

it

is

1

on

the recent ex-

that he

his possession

has invested

that business.
That is the best guarantee, to my mind, of the
earnestness of a worker, when he puts not only
in

in

whole soul but his whole fortune into iis
and development,"
A brief extract from President Weeks' address in acknowledging his election to the presidency is worthy' of reproduction in this cou"
nt
lion;
take your action in large part as a
his

acl ion

—

t-

here

of

said

Scientists had scarcely ceased laughing over
the cabbage-leaf incandescent lamp hoax published recently in an English newspaper when
the following appeared in another periodical in
England: "So far from the electric light pushing
gas from the field, it is now being discovered
that the managers of electric light stations are
likely to become good customers to
the gas
works.
Intense heat is required for the purpose
of heating the dynamos, and this cannot well be
securedby the use of ordinary coal. Then,
again, the coal specially adapted to the business
so much so, indeed,
is very expensive
is this
the case that the officials of one large electric
light station are contemplating laving on a main
of gas whereby to get the heal required lor the
dynamos."

Natioi

orgc

A portrait

president of the National Electric Light association, appears on the first page of the Western Electrician this week. Mr, Weeks is an
enterprising, energetic gentleman, whose influence will be widely felt, in the organization of
which he is the executive head. Dr. Moses

lighting.

I

that the op.
1

/':

experiments which have been made withfew days with the electric locomotive
on the Ninth Avenue elevated line in New York
city are watched with considerable interest.
Trains of eight cars, the longest ever pulled over
the road, have been drawn without difficulty.
Last week trains made up of four flat cars loaded
with railroad iron were readily drawn.
Tests of
various kinds are to be continued, and larger
motors are to be operated. The motor is highly
popular with the patrons of the road, as the
trains, when using the electric motor,
can be
started and stopped with greater promptness
and less commotion than when the ordinary locomotive is used. Aside from these advantages,
the absence of dirt, cinders and gas is highly in
favor of the adoption of the electric motor.

I

.

recognition of the great west, as a recognition
of the sleepless enterprise and indomitable pluck
thai is rapidly converting the Great American
deserl into

and

of
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The
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of articles on
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Sprague Electric Railways, Illustrated
Edison Exhibit at the Paris Exposition
129,
Grinding Machine, Illustrated
Meeting of Westinghouse Stockholders
Edison-Westinghouse Litigation
Lightning Arresters and the Photographic Study of Self-induction Notes on E. II. Acheson's Paper, by Jcseph Standford
Brown and Charles T. Child, Illustrated
131,

Ma

The American

issue.

Editorial

The
The

Ix this issue of the Western Electric iax
a paper read at the last meeting of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers is published.
Its presentation
has been somewhat delayed
for the reason that the recent issues of the
Daily Western Electrician and the last
number of the weekly Western Electrician
were devoted to the report of the proceedings
of the National Electric Light association, which
held its ninth convention in Chicago.

and reaffirmed the award of priority to Bell.
The decision was extremely long. Its essential
features are given in another column of this

Illus-

trated

is

municipal corporations of the

won another
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stated by a

the committee on
Missouri legislature that the Dempsey bill, fixing the maximum
rate of telephone charges at $48 per year, which
has been reported unfavorably by this committee, will be amended when it conies up for engrossment so that the charges shall be fixed at
$75 per year. This will be done as a compromise between the telephone companies and the
people.
The committee believes that $48 is not
enough to enable the telephone companies to
keep up their business at its present high standard, and will urge the amendment establishing
the rate at $75.
It will be remembered that the
St. Louis Telephone company stated that if the
bill in its present form were passed,
it
would
withdraw from business.
It

expression.

Telephone company has
Last Saturday Benton J.
Hall, commissioner of patents, rendered a decision in the matter of the petitions of Gray and
McDonough to reopen the Bell telephone interferences and to set aside the decision of Commissioner Butterworth, rendered March 13, 1S85,
awarding priority of invention to Bell. The
commissioner refused to reopen the interferences

plication.

1889

hibition were made hurriedly, and that the display was considered a secondary affair in connection with the convention
a side show, as it
were the success attending it is all the more
noteworthy and significant. With plenty of time
to arrange the preliminaries and undivided attention on the part of exhibitors, a general display of electrical apparatus must be a big success in Chicago.
The recently closed exhibition would sink into insignificance in comparison with it, and electric manufacturers would
learn for the first time the true extent of the
field which they have to operate, and of which
Chicago is the center.

company, said lie found the matter a most difficult matter to explain satisfactorily to the subscribers,

2,

green pastures, blooming orchards
golden grain, and which have

of

a vast swamp
into one ol" the
world's greatest and inosl licanl iful cities.
This
association now enters upon its fifth year, and
while much has been accomplished under the
able leaderships of Mr. Duncan anil Mr. Morrison, infinitely more remains to be done.
The
electrical industries cat the van of human progress.
In
sense of the word the
the higliesl
electrical engineer of to-day is the resultant of
all engineering experience, anil lo
lie engineers
of the world more than to all oilier professions
the civilization of the present age is due.
Let
us remember our high calling, and with one
accord strive to advance the National Electric
Lighl association to a slill higher place among
1..'
world's industrial <and scientific societies."

transformed

I

I

1

1

March

2,
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Electric Railway at Cleveland.
cut shows a view of a car
on the East Cleveland electric street railway of
Cleveland, 0., of which Dr. Everett is president.
This road has been in operation now for about
a month, and is one of the finest roads in the
The view given was taken from a
country.
photograph of one of the electric cars on Euclid

Sprague

The accompanying

129

on the Naumkeag street railway of Sail
of which Mr. CharlesE. Odell is president. This
electric road was equipped during the last year
by the Sprague Electric Railway and MotO!
company ol New Vork for the summer traffii
between the city of Salem and a watering plai e
about two <>r three miles away, known as
Willows,

Tlic cars ran very sin cessfullv

[

So.

hi-

regular

wire as a work:

(1

f

main current

the

the

bi

iuctor whii
at intervals of

e

r

two hun-

onductor.

all last

Edison Exhibit at the Paris Exposition.
Seen
For several days Thomas A. I,
sending off articles for his
the l'aris Exposition, says the New
Nearly one-third of the entire
Vork Tribune.
floor space allowed to the United Stateto him, and his preparations are on

busil)

hibit

at

The exhibit of ph
include a large number of instruments, each
of the latest type, with Mr. Edison's latest improved automatic tension regulator.
assistants will be in attendance, speaking nearly
All the
all the languages of the civilized world.
various kinds of instruments will be shown, from
the original phonograph now in the South Kensington museum, London, down to the very

an extensive scale.
will

improved type.
telegraph department will contain models
of all trie machines and patents that Mr. Edison
has worked out and all the improvements he has
latest

,

The

In the telephone division there will be
arrangement of all the devices

effected.

a chronological

from the original Edison instrument, popularly
known as the "Blake transmitter," down to his
latest improved motorgraph, or loud-speaking
There will be a complete working
telephone.
svstem set up showing the Edison carbon telephones and the motorgraphs working in juxtaposition.
In electric lighting there will be a complete three-wire municipal system extending over
all the exhibit, complete with motor, dynamos,
central station, and indicating and regulating apFIG.

I.

SI'KAGL'K ELECTRIC

one of the streets covered by
and is one of the finest residential boulevards in Cleveland, if not in the
The number of cars installed by the
country.
Sprague company for this road is sixteen, and
each is equipped with lightning arresters, universal movement trolley arms, and all the latest
improvements and devices which are in use in the
Boston West End road and on the other electric
railways which have lately been installed by the
Every method has been
Sprague company.
adopted to make the road first-class in every reThe poles used throughout the whole
spect.
distance are of iron of a very neat and tasteful
The working conductor, which is the
design.
only wire suspended over the center of the
street, is only 3-i6th of an inch in diameter, and
can hardly be seen from the roadway. The
main current is carried in a conductor running
parallel to this conductor, and feeding into it
avenue, which

is

the electric road,

at

RAILWAY AT CLE\

KI.AN1),

summer, while in use, carrying large numbers of
passengers, and giving very perfect satisfaction
to the president and directors of the road, who,
it is said, intend adding more electric cars in the
spring, and extending the line as far as Beverly.
The illustration presents a very good idea of

The
paratus, as perfect as if for a large city.
principal feature of the whole exhibit, however,
will be an enormous model of an incandescent
lamp forty feet high, the globe being composed
of no less than 20,000 incandescent lamp bulbs,
and the luminous filament within being indicated
by a loop of red-colored

The

effect

when

the light

incandescent
is

flashed into

lamps.
these

distances of every 100 feet.

station is on Cedar avenue, and is
one of the most complete in every detail which
has ever been constructed for this kind of work.

The power

The dynamos

are perfectly noiseless in their op-

and every object in the station is bright,
It
polished, and as clean as any drawing room.

eration,

is

said that the directors of

this

road intend ex-

tending the line before long.
cut gives a view of one of the
on the Lafayette, Ind., electric railway which has been in operation for about six
weeks upon the Sprague system. The view was

The second

electric cars

taken while the car was passing Purdue university, which is one of the handsomest buildings in
Lafayette.
The regular Sprague system of wiring is in use upon this road, only one wire being
used over the center of the street, and this is of
The
silicon bronze, 3-16 of an inch in diameter.
main current is carried upon a large copper conductor at the side, which can be increased upon
any addition to the number of cars run or extension of the line, without changing the size of the
working conductor, or without stopping traffii

The cars are all brilliantly lighted by electricity.
The Sprague lightning arrester is used.
The road has been visited by a large number of
street

railway managers from Illinois, Indiana

and Ohio.

The

third cut

shows one of the

electric cars

I

I

I

EC

I

R1C K

the large number of passengers which these cars
often carry on pleasant days during the summer.
In spite of the heavy load, these cars move with
quickness and dispatch, and mount the sleep
grades on the line at the rate of eight or ten
These grades have been ion
miles an hour.
much for four horses in drawing the heavily

\ll

w K\

\

I

I

\l-

VYKTTK.

thousands of bulbs

will

be wonderfully brilliant,

and it will illuminate the entire main building.
Around the base of this novel lamp will be

a

series of panels illustrative of the various stages
of the manufacture of incandescent lamps, and

on either side will be the French and American
flags worked out in colored incandescent globes.
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Meeting of the Westinghouse

Paris," and other "Edinovelties will be a huge

,;

be inscribed

Among

son."

other

March

ck-

St'

pany was re-leased

ihe
The annual meeting of the stockholders of
Westinghouse Electric company was held at Pittsburgh
The election of directors was,
on February 12th.
of
the
however, postponed for sixty days, in v'ew
referfact that important negotiations are pending with
England, where
ence to the company's business in
large orders have already been received, and also with
reference to the immediate business of the company in this

charts, 100 in number, showing the growth
and development of all Mr. Edison's inventions,
from the first crude idea, through all the successive stages, to the complete and perfected inThere will be a number of frames
strument.
showing the filaments in their natural condition,
«>f

By

Westinghouse company.

to the

the

acquirement of the control of the Consolidated and United
States companies, the Westinghouse company has secured
a favorable posiuon with reference to patents, having now
the exclusive rights under the Sawyer-Man patents and
numerous other \aluible inventions. Already the case, as
against the Edison company, licensee, the McKeesport
Light company, for. infringements of the Sawjer -Man
patents, has been before the United States courts for an
argument for tt e fixing of an early date for a hearing, and
it is the determination to push the case to a
final hearing,
bil eving that the piteot in question can be sustained
greatly to the enhancement of the property and rights of

holclers.

dvnamo capable of running 2,000 lamps, one of
the largest dynamos that has ever been conAn interesting feature will be a series
structed.

1889

2,

As the company has recently secured important
acquisition in the east, it was imp ssible at this meeting to
make a comp'ete report.
country

The

company.

this

oiders received for central station ap-

paratus since the 1st of fanuary aggregate a capacity of
Taking the lamps and
50,000 16-candle power lights.
details generally into consi leration, the average price for
each 16 candle power light capacity is $8.
The number of
lamps sold by the Sawyer-Man company in [anuary was
92,000, while the United States company, for the same
period, sold 50,000 lamps.
The three lamp factories are
now capable, with the present machinery, of producing at
least iS.ooo lamps per day."

Edison-Westinghouse
In the United

Consolidated Electric Light
a motion, en the rjlh inst

the

Litigation.

States Circuit court at

,

Pittsburgh

the

company (Westinghouse) made

for a

hearing in the suit against

McKeesport Light cempany (Edison) upon the Sawyer-

Man

fibrous carbon patent, the testimony in

closed in that

New

York counsel

r

which has been

This motion was opposed

court.
f

the Edison

by the

company, who asked the

court for leave to file a motion to reopen the case to take
further testimony in defense.
The court continued the
motion of the Consolidated corr pany until the iSih inst.,
and peimitted the Edison company to serve its motion for
delay, to be heard at the same time as the complainant's
motion for an early hearing. On the latterdate the following decision was handed down:
Pittsburgh, Eeb iS.— In ihe United States Circuit
ourt to-day a per curiam decision was handed down in the
rase of the-Cousolida ed Electric Light company (Westnghcuse) against the McKeesport Light company (Edison).
The argument attracted unusual attention, not only because of the ar ay of legal talent on each side, but because
of the vast commercial and corporation interests involved.
The Edison people assumed the fight of the McKeesport
company, and couten 'ed that under advice they had limited
their answer to the bill filed by the Westinghouse or Consolidated company to proving that when Sawyer and Man
made application for letters patent, the device described by
them lor electric lighting was nthher new nor novel, having been specified and substantially described in an article
published in a New York paper several years previous to
The argument iasted an entire
the date of application.
day, and the extension was opposed most vigorously, the
Westinghouse interests contending that the motion was
simply to delay a final determination of the question
The pa curia in decision as rendered is as follows: "It
is very evident to us that as a matterof strict legal right the
defendant is not entitled lo an order allowing the introducIt was
tion at this stage of the case of evidence in chief.
the duty of the defendant to put in the proofs in support of
such of the defenses as wire relied upon within the period
r

I

E ELECTRIC

and after being carbonized, with samples, arranged in chronological order, of all the substances that have been experimented with in this
direction.
An interesting

RAILWAY AT SALEM.

president of the company.
jr
presented a statement to the stockholders, in which he said:
" The business during the past year has been prosperous,
and the earnings up to Dei ember 31st were more than
l
sufficient to pay the usual quarterly dividend of
r/er
,&
cent.
During 18SS the company acquired, by lease, the
control of the Consolidated Electric Light company and
the Sawyer-Man Electric Light company, and the company

George Westinghouse,

|

;

,

1

map

of the

electric central

first

station and district in New York will also be exhibited, with a tabular statement showing the
growth of the business from a net loss of §4,457
lS88 anc
in 1883 to a net profit of $1 16,235

m

>

*

ife

reduction of gas to §1.25 per
while the equivalent cost of electric

this despite the

1,000 feet,

light is $2. 25.

,-j^

Three large shipments of several hundred
cases have already been made, and the remainder
will be packed and shipped within a week or

V

.-;:;'

nil

"S-rp-a

11

l^jgggVl^^r

The Exposition will open on May 4th, when
Mr. Edison expects to have the entire exhibit in

two.

i)
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\
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~
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m

working order.
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Cnnding Machine.
The accompanying
il

illustrates

cut

grinding machine

the

uni-

the Brown .V
ompany, 1'rovidence.

made by

Sharps Manufacturing
K. I.
This machine was the first grinding machine d-signed and built fur general manufact1

has materially modified
by showing that an acv in finish which, before its introdui tion,
iftcn considered commercially impra< u al le,
can be readily obtained by grinding and by dem
and cylindrical
conical
-iting that most
surfaces, whether soft or hard, can be better and
illy finished by grinding than by
more
The special province of the
other methods.
machine is to take the place of the lathe in the
many kinds of work, and to supman-.
other classes of
plement-thi

uring

purposes.

It

machine shop practice

I

Work

"'it in

CKINDIN -. MACTIir

a lathe.

long thoa U
capacity for
It was inof work.
Providei
if

:
I

ucd

'

doo, par value, of the capital stock of the
ompany, the capital of which is $3,500,000,
ipanie;

•

rming a

lai

f"i'

pay the rental.
acquired the
tci

'.

capital

firsl

'

i«i;ir-

November,
($135,000)

&

Electric

c

the

In
stock

Manufacturing
In January
owner,
ompany whereby

company, together with valuable inventions
an agree men
.

n

last

..-irter.

week

into with the
Eleclri'

\>

this

enablii

pense of

I

$

['

that

I

.ighting

principal

1

ompany purchased seven-fifteenths of the
company (capital, $1,500,000), and whereby

'

Btoci*

thai

1

"I

"in

i

three monlhs ) erelofore assigned for that purpose, and
we recognize the cogency of the objections urged against
ilic present application.
tl c allowance of
"Nevertheless, thai there may be n_> possible failure in
justice, we have concluded to grant the defendant leave to
lake further evidence in sustain ihe defenses generally, bin
we will limit the time for so doing to one month from this
dale.
At the end of that period ihe plaintiff shall have

of

one month

t<<

be set

down

court,

and

it

\u\ in evidence

ia

in reply,

and the cause

hearing at the next
so ordered."

for final

May

shall

Icrm of the

-
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Arresters

Lightning

and the

Photo-

graphic Study of Self-Induction.

1

ACHESON's PAPER, BY JOS.
likOWN AND CHARLES I. CHILD.
Having been requested upon very short notice to

NOTES ON

K.

G.

I

\

re-

open the discussion on the highly interesting paper on

>i>

lightning arrester Cto earth A; a second, in practice, by
puncturing the cable insulation.
C now being made but a
fraction of the insulation thickness, and IV a short, thick
copper wire, it was found that the cable was still frequently
punctured at times when a spark appeared at C anil that
the length of U appeared to enter the effect equally with
the space variation of C.
No part of the effect, it will be

.

charging impulse
higher potcn
urrent, then,

is

running

t

the

rating

on

it.

might

It

same path

the:'

reaching earth; the arc
through /'
A A.
|(

W

more

or,

3 TU

^
:.

FIG. I.

I

"Lightning Arresters and the Photographic Study of SelfInduction" presented at the Institute meeting held Jan Sth,
the following hasty notes and queues are with diffidence
Truth alone is sought, and it is
offered for consideration.
a matter of regret if any criticism should even tend to
disparage the worthy endeavors of one who has so fearlessly grappled a problem fraught with such interest alike
to. both theorist and practical electrician.

noted, is attributed to the action of the cable as a condenser.
The problem is now changed to that shown in Figs. 3
and 3a, presenting a divided circuit with the lightning
arrester at a constant distance of .02 inch and the earth
wire
long compared with that connecting the variable
space with the same earth point. May not this arrangement of split circuit with an air space in each branch be

W

B

[G, 2 a,

L

around the closed circle of the
loop. Fig. 4b.
It would be of interest to some in this connection to
know how it was ascertained that the instantaneous time
duration of the extra current is shorter than that of the
charging current; forif this be assumed, because of the

clearly,

known higher

electromotive force of the former, the argu-

ment would seem
<

in

the

to be in a circle.
assumption that the extra current dissipates

FJG. 3a.-

rin. 3.

After careful reading it would seem as if the subject
might be approached wita advantage from more than one
standpoint, and that even somewhat different conclusions
were deducible simp'y by rearrangement of the experi
We have given a submarine or subtermental data.
ranean cable, to each end of which at its junction with
.the main line a lightning arrester is connected in the most

upon as the general cise for which Dr. Lodge's
"alternative path" represents the condition of making one
What, then, is the relative efficacy
of the air spaces zero?
of changing the h ngth of ll'ani the distance of the C
points to prevent a spark at /> which represents the punct
points are
uri g of the cible insinuation, providing the
held equivalent to the long length of cable wire at any
looked

B

through B, and not in the earth, it is argued that shortening
would tend to decreafe this tendency to puccture the
cable.
To test this we have B equal "the insulation thickness, Cand \V removed, and we get Fig. 2b if the C It'
circuit be supposed omitted.
"With this arrangement it
was not found possible to puncture the cable." May not
this be regarded simply as a safety short circuit for our

W

T

^SJoSs^

n

4 a.

approved manner, Fig

determine why, in spite of
not infrequently punctured
when an "electrical discharge" enters the overhead sy-tem.
For experimental purposes this has been reproduced in
miniature, as shown in Figs 2, 21, 2b and 2c, by the line
L entering the cable A" at the poinc P, to which point is
attached the lightning arrester C grounded through the
r,

these precautions, the cable

to

is

point of which puncturing may occur?
To decide this with A and C fixed at 2S6 and .02 inch,
was varied with
respectively,
to keep the spark ratio
constant at one to. ten
Then removing C(i.
of
to
zero)
the
operation was repeated, and a
e., for C equal
comparison of these results is shown in the curre, Plate
.7.
Instead of this procedure, should not
have been

W

B

B

A

B

cable considered as a Leyden jar? And what is this but a
working case of a cable effectually protected by lightning
While the electrostatic capacity of a "short
arrester £. J
piece of cable" may be negligible compared with that of
twenty feet of No. 16 B S. wire, it is perhaps doubtful if
the capacity of a commercial cable could be so regarded in
comparison with that of the ground wire from the light-

-3 Q-

13

fig. 6 a.

W.

The

discharge" arises from the
Leyden jar/, charged from the Holt's machine
.V, and
strikes the line at A.
The outside of / will represent the
and the "earthing" of
earth, to which theground wire
"twisted a single turn"
the cable, represented by A,
[Western Electrician, IV., 47) abDut the cable, is connected.
Is it not possible, then, to throw Fig. 2 of the
wire

"electrical

M

W

FIG. 2

W

varied until
non- sparking for Cand A fixed, and
and then
left constant for variaa spark wjs got at
tions of C up to a point where
would spark?
equal 20
That with the connections of Fig. 4 and
feet a spark should pass at
of over i :i inch in length
ges remight perhaps have been expected from Dr. Lodgt
shown >""-«
here »
in Fig.
suits (London Electrician, XXL, S15), "»*««»«

made

B

W

t

B

B

W

It is

an

how the direct extra current is
electro tonic state when Faraday

not altogether plain

effect

of Faraday's

says ("Researches," I., 16):
"This state is altogether the
effect of induction exerted, and ceases as soon as the inducing force is removed.
And Jaquez v"F>ictkmaire
'-7, p. 138) defines it as
d'EIectricite et de Magnetisme.'
1

1

FIG. 4

_

l.

previous paper into the form Fig 2a for the purpose of
attention more directly to the relation of the
circuits involved?
The discharge, or momentary current,
from the jar / entering at A traverses the line L to the
point A, where two paths are offered; one, through the
iRcad before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Feb.

drawing

/'.

ning arrester

4b, when there is an alternative path in which the self-inTrue,
duction of //'(Lodge's/, loop) comes into play.
Fig. 4 is nol .in "alternative path" of necessity, for the B
points may be moved out of the sparking distance.
M is now supposed "electrified" by the charge across
./.
The inverse extra current" of making simply cuts
from the charging current; but the "direct extra current" of
'

"the State of the conductor during the interval of time
which separates the appearance and disappearance of an
induction current."
Maxwell, by the way
'Elect
and Magnetism" [2d Ed.], II., 174), calls it "the fundamental quantity in the theory of electro-magnetism.
Would it not be possible to regard it as an electro-magI

netic potential stored in the wire ready

to

show

itself

as

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
With the citations quoted above,
direct extra current?
how can this electro-tonic state exist before the electrifying
current is discharged into the circuit?
Figs. 5, 5a, 6 and 6a illustrate effects of different kinds
For references see
of work introduced into the circuit.
Fleming's "Short Lectures to Electrical Artisans," pp. 44,
45. and Ganot, 7th F.d., 776; Maxwell, "Electricity and
Magnetism." ^d Ed., II., 211; Dove, Poggendorf's

\L1\..

1840, etc.
the photographic part of the in
vestigation would seem to cast some doubt on the results
deal chiefly with the prolonganoted
claimed.
The effects
tion or diminution of the current wave of the jar discharge by the secohmic resistance cut into the circuit.
vol.

:,

The methods

used

in

Might not a large element of uncertainty be introduced in
the plates by the different degrees of illuminating power
possessed by the sparks and by the irradiation of the

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York
New York,
the
j

bill

Feb. 21.

protest against the passage of

now before the assembly committee on

New York

to rehabiltate the

sent to

—A

Albany by Mayor Grant on the
bill is " inimical
community, and

of the people of this

place, he says, the bill

first

though general

of the neces-

that

more extendedand consequently fainterspark through
the long wire as to make the effect practically the same?
In the experiment in which two spark intervals are included in the circuit, as against one, formerly, it was
found that the spark was materially lengthened. This
might be expected considering the practically infinite re
sistance of the second airspace which is introduced.
The
spark length, too, was found inversely proportional to any
sarily

As

it

undertakes to give the ("able Railway company

1

—

360

r

right

that surface railways shall derive their

the
also

it

which provides

violates the General Railroad act of 18S4,

existence

to

and prohibits composite railroads from
being constructed and operated under the authority of the
Rapid Transit act of 18.75, under which the Cable Railway

only from

itself,

by showing

bill

opposing the

for

who

bidder

railway franchises to be sold at auction to the

gives a franchise

it

company

for the

minimum

public

a

at

perceive any justifiable

fails to

auction.

reason

for ex-
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/

O'

f

£;'

/
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€7

ISO

i

Cap. bf Cc nder ser=.C02 5

in.

'.

receiving
Pla e A

_T

my

40

01J

80

ISO

ltf)

Mil 16U

180 500

W.

it

understood

is

why may not the
puncture itself in dis
having been charged by the current from A,
ig,
to our

^rning

original problem,

user,

The

Supreme court

special term of the

in

Brooklyn

will

Island

resi-

soon have a case of great interest to Coney

The

dents.

Atlantic Cable company, some lime ago, ap-

plied for a charter to build a

The

Breeze avenues.

commissioners of

road along

application was

and Sea
highway

Surf

made

to the

Iravesend, and was rejected.
Lately
same board granted a charter to the Electric Suiface
Railroad company for the sance route.
The cable company
obtained an order from the Supreme court for the highway
commissioners to show cause why the first charter was not
(

the

granted

It is

charged that some of the

The

were actuated by corrupt motives.
an

citizens, after

coromissiorers

defense

a

that

is

investigation, are in favor

of the electric road.

The American

Mining

Institute of

convention in this

city, visited

now in
Weld Tube

Engineers,

the

Spiral

works, near Newark, yesterday, and afterward went on to
the Edison laboratory,

who had had

where they were welcomed by Mr.

trainsit

in the

There has been a commotion this week at the office of
Electric Sugar Refining company, 69 Wall street.
President Cotterill, Secretary Robertsonand Director Law
son Fuller, have been holding warm and lengthened sessions in the endeavor to find out to

whom

Howard; her mother. Emily Howard; O. A. Halslead

E.

the credit

is

now hopes

to recover a

that there will be a dividend

company has been attached wherever

Its assessed

value

is

$26,000; actually

worth about $40,000. There
the treasury of the company.

it

is

The

round numbers, at $10, coo

& Hale have just
completed a 2 50 light incandescent plant in the large wholesale grocery house of Bsaupre, Keogh & Davis, this city.
The Dorman system of Holland & Thompson Manufactcompany of this city is u^ed. Miles & Hale have

uring

Saulpaugh House

and return

Dorman system

the

Mankato, Minn.,

at

bells throughout,

call

of lighting and Partrick

&

for

using

Carter an-

nunciators.

The Spaulding Hotel at Duluth and the new
West Superior each has been lately furnished with
bells

and return

c*ll

system of the Partrick

&

hotel at
electric

make

Carter

and furnished by this firm.
Annunciator work has also been completed by Miles &
Hale, in Little Falls (Minn.) Hotel, where a 50 call annunciator system was introduced, and a 125 return call in Grand
Forks (Dak.) Hotel. Both were the Partrick & Carter
system.

Gotzian

C.

company have introduced

.-V

company's automatic

Electric

fire

the

alarm system

Western
in their

extensive building.

system, put

by the

in

& Supply company
faction of

of

Two

all.

Thomson-Houston

light plant,

Northwest Electric Construction
this city, is operating to the satis-

incandescent machines are

500-light

in use.

The Northwest

& Supply commachine of the Fort Wayne

Construction

Electric

pany has installed an Soo

supposed to be

Jenney company make at Bismarck, Dak., and another
the same make and capacity at Madison, Wis.

like

$30,000

value of the plant

This makes a

is

in

The

at

put,

total of $80,-

Altogether there are lo.ooo shares of stock

000.

Paul

could be found.

the Brooklyn refinery, and of the sugar stored there,
in

in session, and among other papers
The Venstrom Magnetic Separator," by

St.

defrauding

of

it

something

is

The

shareholders

the

to

property of the people arrested on charge
the

amount, and

considerable

City,

is still

The Grand Forks electric

of less importance than the

is

been made, and the president states

fact that the arrest has

that he

due

institute

Phila-

of

Virginia

Paul, Minn., Feb. 23.— Miles

Si

and George Halstead, who are charged with conspiracy.

To whom

Salon

R. A Cook; " Notes on the Electrolytic Assay of Copper,"
by \V. Glenn, Baltimore; and " The Yellowstone Geysers,"
by Arnold Hague, Washington, D C.
P.

the glory belongs

Mrs. Friend, her stepfather, \V.

of securing the arrest of

The

to be read are "

electric lights, call

system of rapid transit ade-

for a

P. G.

and on "'The Brush Plant at
New," by Nelson W. Perry of Cincinnati.

also wired the

underground,

or

Storage Batteries, in Mining," by

that

only to impede that result by claims in favor of
upon thoroughfares, the u ;e of which would be
structures, either elevated

Papers were read on

now

It can. there-

in this city.

a bountiful lunch prepared for them.
" The Magnetic Concentration of

of

a

light

of

Faribault plant has been increased from 500 to f,200

A

light capacity.

400-light outfit,

Thomson-Houston

al-

ternating system, has been shipped to Huron, Dak., and
the Hastings plant

is

getting a 6oo-light increase.

At the

!

the

lightning

arrester,

ba< ks

up

its

ross and thus to ground'
This discharge occurs simultaneously with the spark at C.

potential unri'

wave

of current be

pictured passing along a linear

would probably appear something
-.cd out by the self- induction

like Fig.

effect of

the cable, while the tension in the rear part is raised by the
direct exira current,
This high potential wave crest moves
the cable until, finding a weak spot in the insulation,
than keep up its strength with the imr

;

to

be able

'.mc future

to
-,ts

m

delajcd so far by the

par value of .$100 each.

Mrs. Friend, as an inheritor of

ing 4i75° shares,
will get a

legal

the-

p

dividend of about if per cent

and other expenses

will take

and

Howard account

hi.
is

put at $_jo

'»>•>,

ha

It

is

the

PaUnl

office

statement

merited on

mm

h

days

igo,

Kmil Berliner for a

'

led in

few

a

a telephonic transmit-

here

'I

ii

authoritatively

mercial lighting

oi

he market value

is

with

all

announced

organizing

is

i.ooo-arc light

zation

being erected to

not

yet

in

facilitate

that a

company

known

A

station

Thomson-IIouston company.
is

com-

for

Minneapolis, to be

and to.ooo-incandescent

wires underground,

is

franchise, which

light capacity,

contemplated.

The organi-

completed, pending the granting of the
is
expected within thirty days
A.
(

.

manager of the new company.
The telephone company is trying to secure permission

Daigh

and about $15.'"
This

building

business.

will

from the
1

patent covering a d<
ter,

$120,000, the

compan

with reg
capital

aboul

secured

wife

new

as the Minneapolis

about $15,000.

'

action taken at the

The

estimating that

,

t-i

Prof. Friend

the latter place a

they can keep the assets to themselves,

if

January tsl the expenditure of the company
»f
this sum $30,000 had
amounted to about $350,1 00,
been spent by the company in altering and improving the
factory in lirookl)n, and $17/00 had gone in machinery,
I

of the

nery.

The remain-

her husband's holdings, had 5,050 shares.

went to the Halstead? and others.

appa-

is

claimed

not

is

the

form of work introduced in the ground wire circuit. Posphotography of spark durations is not altogether
the best method of measuring them.
It is not yet by any
means certain that a sensitive plate is equally affected by
small equal time intervals at the beginning and end of the
exposure, nor is it improbable that with sharp-edged holes
moving at an extremely high velocity some diffraction
phenomena might intervene that would introduce serious
errors in the photograph.
It is, besides, very difficult to
measure the faint trails of light left by the spark. On the
negative they are practically invisible and in the prints
iheir extreme delicacy and the fact that they fade away
into the surrounding blackness without any sharp line of
demarcation renders them almost impossible of measurement. On these grounds the measured spark distances of
the first part of the article are probably more trustworthy
as a basis for theory than the photographic results of the
second part.

If a

It

quate to the needs of the public."
200

220 540

sibly the

it

should acquire

it

great need in this city, and which

is

best consideration.

which would be required

Inches.

ing,

in case

seeks, to give a

essential to

1

20

one of the patents connected with a transmitter, but he
it is a bottom patent, or that the
issue of it
would be equivalent to an extension of Bell's patents.
is

it

designed

fore, serve

the cable

ill

ic

sense in which
/

GO

bill- is

the cable system will give the people rapid

so

*l

this

company

overcome, Mayor Grant points out that the

which there

for

10c

of

that

denies that

delphia,

bond to indemnify the public
or private citizens for damages to which it would subject
them; that the company's railroads are not essential to or
productive of rapid transit; that it would really impede the
solution of the rapid transit problem, and that the passage
of the bill would help to establish an enormous sp.culative
monopoly
The mayor say*: "Should it become a law,
it would prove a formidable
obstacle to the formulation
and execution of a comprehensive schtme of rapid transit,
the right

r"
If!

to

it

does not compel the company,

bill

j

which

of its reverses in the courts,

to enable

/- r

company says

president of the Bell

Iron Ores," by John Birkinbine, of Philadelphia, and T.
A. Edison; " The Application of Electric Accumulators, or

and

•'

the

and would undoubtedly be increased

under such conditions.
After giving a history of the Cable Railway

//

1894.

Edison,

for the public benefit

240

and

become

compensation fixed by the General Railroad act. This
compensation seems to him insignificant and inadequate,

cepting the corporation from the provisions of a law formed

»

The

examiners.

Cantor act of 18S6 requires

that, while the

effect of ex-

1893

subject of a favorable decision on the part of the board

committee of

company has acted.
Mayor Grant adduces another reason

The mayor

/

raihoads.

elevated

absolutely to the Cable Railway
330

passage

and provides that the right to lay
only be acquired under general laws.

will give the highest return to the city,

4. .1

the

in

appears that the Berliner application has

It

character,

in

of private or local bill-,

right to build surface as well as

greiter than

assails public rights."

special

is

section of the state constitution which forbids the

In the cases when the discharges are through 76 and 20
same wire, respectively, hardly any difference appears in the spark
Is it not possible that the
illuminating power of the quick, bright spark through the

much

In the opin

lSth.

to the best interests

form, and, therefore, repugnant to

in

plate?

short wire was so

railroads,

Cable Railway company, was

ion of the mayor, the

In the

tending the Bell patents, which expire

Notes.

i£

2,

company's shares has advanced because of a

of the Pell

report that this action will have the practical

railroad tracks shalj

feet inches of the

March

f

its

be general

city to put its wires in a separate

own

It

objects to burying

its

subway conduit

wires

in

conduits

in

conjunction with other branches of electrical service.

The Mather company
the

plant

in

city.

Work

recently completed

shoe factory of Gotzian
in

.V

a

300-Jight

compan)', of

lliis

the Pioneer Press building has been started
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March
under the superintendence of A. D. Adams,

electrical ex-

Mather company. Dynamos of 2,000-Iight
capacity are being placed, and wiring will be done for 2,^oo
Mr. Adams will commence operations soon on the
lights.
Aberdeen Flats, where an 800 light plant, Mather system,
for the

pert

will

An

be installed.

company has been

electric light

or-

Miscellaneous Notes.

are necessary for the purpose of building electric planl
may be
the benefit of the city, and such other p
necessary for a more economic and better city government.

The

Louis

tcmplal
I"eli

following installations arc reported from St.
Louis club, incandescent system by the Westinghouse
company; American Central building, by the Missouri Electric Light & Rower company.

i

New

and nearly

[Jim,

all

the stock subscribed.

lighting will be done with both arc

City and commercial

W.

and incandescent systems.

Louis, Mo.
The St.

St.

LOUIS, Mo., Feb. 16.

Sr.

tract will

—

This contract

gas companies will compete.

an immense

lighting of
street

Louis lighting con-

soon be the prize for which the electric

northward to the

territory,
city limits

and

light

for the

calls

reaching from Cherokee

and from the

river

west-

ward to the city limits. The lighting is divided into two
one north of Washington avenue, the other south
districts
A certified check for If 5, 000 is
of Washington avenue.

—

and $500 per day shall be forJohn H. Thompson
feited if the contract is not fulfilled.
and John H. Lionberger of the St. Louis Gas company
have consulted the gas commission, but they made no defirequired for each

nite

proposition

the

for

of their

sale

They

plants.

that

a preliminary thereto,

as

quested,

district,

re-

commission

the

examine the books of the company in order to form an
Capt. John
opinion upon which an offer might be based.
P. Reiser, president of the Laclede Gas company, will be

by the commission and invited to submit an
company should be disposed to make one.
Later the books of both companies will be examined by the

questioned

the

offer, if

commission.

The

Illuminating

Louis

St.

company

putting

is

in

another 125 horse power boiler.

George

J.

He

street.

has opened an office at

Percival

will deal

in

incandescent lamps of

5

1

5

Olive

The

crpacity of 50,000 lights.
night,

and

by meter.

offices

M. Dodd

S.

central station, having a

day and

station will operate

lights will b: furnished

business houses and

to
is

president

of the

new

company. It is understood that the work of construction
Twelve thousand lights
rapidly.
is being pushed forward
are to be in operation

May

ram way company

the recent sales of the Queen City Electric comTwo ma
pany, of Cincinnati, 0., are the following:
chines for the McMicken university; two 300 light dynamos
for the Public Library building; and two, aggregating 750
and one
lights, for the American Oak Leather company
for the Mt. Adams & Eden Park inclined railway in Cin:

cinnati.

A

dispatch from Sedalia, Mo under date of Feb. 23d,
says:
For some time the city council has had under consideration the lighting of the city wholly by electricity, and
Five companies subadvertised for bids for that purpose.
mitted bids, and when these were opened there was quite
a stormy meeting of the council, the committee on lights
reporting in favor of the adoption of the bid of the Sedalia
That meeting adjourned before
Electric Light company.
any of the bids had been accepted. To-night a special
meetingof the council was held, and the Sedalia company's
proposition accepted for 100 arc lights at §§7 5° P er light
per year.
No sooner had this resolution been adopted by
the council than an ordinance was presented asking for a
franchise for James Green, L. M. Rumsey and other gentlemen from St. Louis, to erect ard maintain an electric
These gentlemen submitted one of
light plant in Sedalia.
the five bids, and are determined, if a contract is made with
.

the Sedalia

The U.

regard to electric light and
will enforce their

inspector of electric light plants

S.

new Custom

has been in the city for a few days testing the

B.

house plant.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Chehalis,

An

Wash. Ter.,is erecting an

incandescent plant

is

contemplated

Electric Light
an incandescent plant.

The Sherman Tex.,
will install

The Western

Electric

12 light arc plant to
streets,

electric
at

light plant.

Roanoke, Va.

& Tower company

company, Chicago, has sold a
Unrath, Green and Fulton

Deck &

Chicago.

Racine, Wis., has contracted for iig electric lights, at
$50 a year per light until 12 o'clock, and #75 a year per
light for all night.

The Boonville, Mo., Electric Light company has been
organized, with John Cosgrove, president, and Z. F.
The capital stock is §10,000.
Gmelich, secretary.

The

plant of the

Fostoria, O.,

was completely destroyed by
insurance, nominal.

The

Electric light

lire last

week;

loss,

company
§10,000;

plant will be rebuilt as soon as

possible.

Electric company of Chicago has been
awarded the contract for wiring Harlow N. Higginbotham's
beautiful residence, corner Michigan avenue and T-venty-

The Western

ninth street, for 500 incandescent lamps.

The Thomson- Houston company

reports the following
recent sales: Troy, O., 600 alternating lamps; Rensellaer,
Ind., 600 incandescent lamps; Astoria, Ore., 50 arc lights;
Nashville, Tenn., for city lighting, 150 arc lights and 600
incandescent lamps, alternating system; Nugent Brothers,
St. Louis,
Mo., 25 arc lights, 300 incandescent lamps;
Austin, Minn., 6co lights, alternating system; Edison Light
& Fuel Gas company, Grand Rapids, Mich., 100 arc lights.
The Alliance, O., Street Railroad company has increased
its plant by 25 arc lights, and the Warner Ore company of
Nashville, Tenn., which recently installed a plant in one
of its foundries, has just ordered the two remaining iron
works in the same place fitted up with Thomson Houston
arc light plants.

At

a recent meeting of the

Wheeling,

W.

to establish

a competing plant.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

Va.,

council
the following resolution was adopted:
That a joint special
committee of six be appointed, whose duty it shall be to
recommend and petition the legislature, at the earliest day
possible, to grant to the city of Wheeling such powers as

to operate

an

electrical

road sweeper at

an early day.

Eureka Springs, Ark., is considering the question of securing elect! ic street railroads.
The commission appointed by the Omnibus company of
Milan, after careful investigation, has made its report, and
power will be utilized in the
it is quite probable electrical
line

between Milan and Monza.

C. W. Price of the Daft Electric company is supervising
the construction of the power stai ion of the Plainfield

Avenue

provisions.

company,

London promises

will also

power wires, and a competent inspector

Crow

Among

1st.

board's rules with

the

electric road at

extend the Mt.

Newark, N.

Adams

J.

electric

The Daft company
railwav into Eden

Park.

At the Mason & Hamlin Organ company's factory, Bosis furnished one of their instruments by means of
an advance battery and a "C. & C." motor. The experi
ment is attracting attention, and has thus far proved practon, air

ticable.

The Thomson-Houston company has been awarded the
V.
The
contract forthe electric railway at Rochester,
will be ready for operation June 1st, when sixteen cars
Each will be supplied with two 15-horse
will be run.

N

is

con

rpting cle

1

secure the
passage of two bills, one to legalize the action of the
bonds,
and
electric
light
council in guaranteeing §40,000
the other to authorize the city to issue bonds for $20,000
to pay for incandescent plant just completed.

Sanderson of the National Carbon company has
been in the city for a few days.
The St. Louis Hoard of Underwriters have adopted the
Eli S.

New York

l

The Brainerd, Minn., council has requested
Wing county representative to introduce and

sizes,

descent lighting, will establish a

accident in the

streets,

systems

all

and represent the Hawkeye Electric Manufacturing company and the Woodbury Engine company.
The Missouri Electric Light & Power company, recently
organized to operate the Westinghouse system of incanand

>ear
(wings building, Adams and
Chicago, February 17th, broke a large nura
The Western Electric comber of incandescent wires.
pany, which is wiring the building, has received an order
to repair the damage immediately.

The

born

Winter

with a capita

i

I

ganized at

1

by F. M-

:

St.

I

Tramway comp;

itan

lecided to introduce a r.omplclc plantinterested in the formation of
San Francisco have effected a tempor;
zation, and appointed necessary commi: -1
stitution
and by-laws, and complete other

.-,;

club

at

necc

arrangem-nK for a p^rmaii'_-nt organization.
A dispatch from Augusta, Me., says: "The
iidering a bill providing that the sender of a m<
ainUin an action against a telegraph or :<„--<:phonc
for damages resulting
transmission; and that proof of the lapse of an hour between
the tender and delivery of a message shall be prima facie
evidence, but an additional half hour is allowed for each

company

I

connection."
Th<- latest contributions to the Sibley college, Cornell
university, outfit include a Brush motor, of about five
It ba-horse power, made especially for the university.

been received and, with the Edison dynamo, and other additions to the equipment, adds several thousand dollars to
Up to date, the college has
the value of the collections.
received about five thousand dollars' worth of material from
friends, since the opening of the college year, and a few
hundred dollars! worth bypuichase.

The Electrical Accumulator company of New York has
begun a second action in equity against the Julien Electric company, charging infringement of the Sellon patent
covering the use ot an alloy plate in secondary batteries;
damages and an injunction are asked. The same corporation has also inst tuted suit in equity against the Gibson
Electric company on three several patents of Faure, Swan
and Sellon, covering improvements in secondary batteries.
AppFcation for a patent for an electric light method of
instantaneous photography has been made by two gentlemen of Dubuque, la. The application is designed espeThe apparatus can be
cially for the detection of burglars.
so arranged that a burglar in entering a bank, office or dwelling will in his operation* touch somett ing which will cause a
flash and the result will be his photograph left indelibly on
the plate.
A number of cameras may be placed in the
room, and a variety of views taken simultaneously. The
tell-tale wire can be fastened to the knob of the safe or door
so that the intruder cannot avoid touching it.
"I never believed that electricity could affect a watch
1 visited the electrical exhibition down at the Exposition building last week," remarked a young lawyer to a
Chicago Herald reporter. "My watch has always kept
good time, and, although I have often been in the neighborhood of dynamos, and my watch is unprotected by any
sort of anti-magnetic shields, I never had any trouble with
week".
I went
down there, and I guess the
it until last
strong currents generated by the various machines must
have affected the timepiece. Why? Well, I didn't exactly
have the watch along with me, but I had the ticket for it
in my vest pocket, and when I examined it yesterday morning I found that the interest had increased 10 percent.,
and when I took it out I found it was magnetized. It is
wonderful what electricity will do " And the rising young
until

lawver's friend

fell off

of his chair.

road

power motors. The overhead system will be adopted,
and the cars will be lighted by electricity.
H. O. Woodruff of Des Moines, la., reports the sale this
month of a large Hawkeye power dynamo for Des Moines,
la.; also a 6 horse power Hawkeye motor for the Leader
Printing company; a 3 horse power Hawkeye for P. C
Kenyon, printer; a one-half horse power Hawkeye for An"C. & C." for Cross Mantonio Doviddio, cutter, and a
ufacturing company, all of Des Moines.
ton drawbridge over
operation
of
a
successful
300
The
the Pequannock river at Bridgeport, Conn., recently, by a
iV^-horse power motor, opens a new field for the machine.
The current for operating the motor is furnished by the
By a system of gearBridgeport Electric Light company.
ing the 1,600 revolutions made by the motor are reduced
applied
to the work of
minute
when
to nine revolutions per
This gives a very steady and reliable
turning the bridge.
power, and is proving very satisfactory to its projectors.

%

The bridge is operated at least twenty times each day.
The Sprague road at Asheville, N. C, was recently
opened.
The trial trips were successful in every way.

On the return trips the cars were stopped at the foot of one
of the heaviest grades on the line, and six good horses
were attached to one of the rear cars to show the difference
between the speed of cars pTopePed by horse power and by
Although the cars were equally loaded,
electric power.
the first cars, propelled by Sprague motors, climbed the hill
with perfect ease, stopping whenever their occupants wished
to laugh at their less fortunate companions who were laborThe Asheville Citizen
ing slowly along far in the rear.
says: "The gentlemen in the last car decided that they did
not wish any more one horse railroad nor six horse railroad
1 he working of the electric system was absohereafter.
representative of this paper made a point
lutely perfect.
of interviewing the mayor, each alderman, and as many
other guests as he could meet, asking, 'How are you
But one reply, "Splendid, far better than I ever
pleased?'
imagined it could be done,' was made." Besides this elec-

A

railway, there arc a large number of stationary electric
in operation in Asheville, doing a great deal of the
The Citizen and one or two other
business in that city.
of the leading papers are printed by electric power, and a
large number of other industries are using this same power,
tric

motors

which

is

so convenient, reliable and economical.

Personal Paragraphs.
of the Eddy Electric Manufacturing company was in Chicago last week.
Walter K. Freeman, general manager, and Carl Kammeyer, superintendent of the National Electric Manufacturing company, of Eau Claire, Wis., entertained a party
of friends at dinner at the Sherman House. Chicago, Feb.

M. E. Baird

23d.

At a meeting of the directors of the Sawyer-Man Electric
in New York, the resignation of H. M. Byllesby
manager was accepted, and P. H. Alexander was
promoted from assistant general manager to general man-

company

as general

ager

in his place.

Business Mention.
The Empire City Electric company of New York has
just issued a new catalogue, which will be mailed on application.

The Ashton Yalve company. Boston, manufacturers
the

pop safety

Liberty street,

valves, have

New

opened a branch

of

02
York, in charge of Charles H. Buckeoffice at

lew.

The headquarters

of

the

western department of tKc
New York, Conant .\
to 502 Pheenix build-

Accumulator company.
Hood, managers, has been removed

Electrical
in.;,

Chicago.

A. C. Kemper, of Lake street, Chicago, had a fine display of his magnesia pipe covering at the electrical exhibition of the National Electric Light association.
The
covering is becoming deservedly popular.

We

are informed that the Standard Underground Cable
of Pittsburgh has captured the St. Louis wire
lor which most of the wire companies have been

company
order

amounts to 100,000 lbs., sizes o to S.
Telephone Manufacturing companv ias
established its offices in the handsome new Hathaway
building, 620 Atlantic avenue. Boston. This company was
competing.

The

It

National

incorporated in August, (888, with a paid-up capital of
Woodward Emerj is president; S. K.. Roberts,
$500,000.
treasurer, and John B. Bennett, general manager.
The
company has acquired a large number ot important patents
pertaining to acoustic telephony, among them those ot
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respectively, Lakin, GilHland, Bennett, Coombs and Lord.
The company is the exclusive manufacturer of the well
and favorably known "Bennett" telephones, and reports a
large and increasing local as well as general trade.

W.

L.

Denio

X. V., has

of Rochester.

just patented

an

automatic tire alarm attachment for .electric push buttons.
that it is a cheap, simple and efficient fire
It is claimed

alarm system.
Bernstein Electric company has been formed in BosIt will
ton for the manufacture of electrical appliances.
make a specialty of the series incandescent lamps. This
company succeeds the Bernstein's Electric Light Manufact-

The

uring company.

The Central Electric company, 42 La Salle street, Chicago, is circulating a neatly printed catalogue and pricelist, issued by the Okonite company, which it represents.
The catalogue contains much valuable data and many excellent illustrations, besides the price list of the company.
Hon. Chauccey M. Depew

having all the old work
taken out of the handsorre house formerly owned by Dr.
Hammond, Fifty-fourth street, New York, and the special
electrical appliances are being furnished by Edwards &
Co., manufacturing electricians. New York, such as burglar
alarm, electric gas lighting, bells, etc.

A

is

from the Western Engineering company relating
to the removal of the company's headquarters from Lincoln to Kearney, Neb., says: "The change has been made
letter

to gain larger facilities in transacting a rapidly increasing
With the change in location and a largely inbusiness.
creased paid-up capital, the company has put itself in condition to handle its business with greater promptness than
before
The company has lately started isolated incandtscent plants Mather system, in the county courthouse at
St. Joseph, Mo.; Institution for Deaf and Dumb, Council
Bluffs, la.; and mill of Lincoln Paper company, Lincoln,
Xeb. It has also started central stations of the Westinghcuse system at Red Cloud and Beatrice, Xeb each of
650 lights, and has under way a station of 2,000 lights at
Council Bluffs, la. At Beatrice the plant was installed,
accepted, and payments received within a month after the
This can surely be accounted good
contract was signed.
The company has just contracted to put in an
progress.
electric tramway one mile in length to haul clay for the
Kearney Brick company, at Kearney, Neb., usiDg the
Sprague system."
,

Electrical Supply company of Chicago has recently
In this
put on the market a double pole extra test cut-out.
apparatus terminals are furnished for an extra fuse, which

The

normally is not in circuit. When there is trouble on the line
the operator can determine whether it is a permanent cross
or a momentary trouble which "blew" his fuse, by merely
screwing down upon the thumb screw centrally located upon
each side, which brings the test fuse into action.
As this
has the same capacity as the first, the lights will instantly
start or show that there is permanent trouble by also "blowIt many times happens that fuses are
ing" the test fuse.
burned out simply because the contact in the fuse itself is
not good, or on account of momentary trouble on the line;
and it often happens that much time has been lost where
New fuses
the real trouble has all been in the fuse itself.
can be readily placed with -less difficulty and danger to the
The company has reoperator than n any other form.
cently entered into an arrangement with the Cobb Vulcanite Wire company to act as the latter's exclusive western
This arrangement is a very important one, and
agents.
one which will lead to a large business. The Cobb wires
have b=en shown by actual tests to be superior in insulating qualities, and have better inductive capacity.
This
;

vulcanite insulation will also resist acids and alkalies and
any other atmospheric or special chemical action better than
anv other insulation.

Patents.

Electrical

and

Issued February 12

i88g.

19,

Electrical

William
39 ,594. Electro-magnetic Grain Scale.
Holley and Ulrik Malin, Holland, Mich.

of Protecting the Negative Plates of
Batteries.
Francis J- Clamer and Joseph

G. Hendrickson, Philadelphia. Pa.
The method consists in coating the surface of the
negative plates with lead, the Jead being prepared by
subjecting it to the action of sal ammoniac, arsenic and
phosphate of lead.

terial.

"An electrode for a secondary or
1 reads:
battery, in which the active material, or maadapted to become active, and the grid, frame or
support merge into each other,"
Claim

terial

Colin M.

Galvanic Battery.

Thompson, Brook-

N

,537.

Electrical Stop motion Mechanism for Knitting
Eclv/ard G. Conner, Yalatic, N. Y

Machines.

.

Meter.

Electric

Henry

Xcwton.

Cutler,

II.

Mass.
1

e!e

thermometer. Carl G. Hoffmann,
many.

l.eipsic,

1

Rice,

jr.,

The invention 1 elates to varying the self-induction
or reaction exerted bv a coil in an alternating current
The invention is applied either to regulate a
circuit.
current or to vary its amount, or to obtain motion
therefrom.
The last claim reads:
"14.
The combination with the coil, in one alter
nating current circuit, of an iron core having a recess
or depression to receive the coil, and a second circuit
band or conductor encircling said core and adjustable
in its inductive relation to the first."
Secondary Battery. William Kingsland,
nersbury, County of Middlesex, England

,650.

Automatic

,657.

Ottleben, Prussia,

Alarm Apparatus.
Germany.

Theatrical Appliance.

,67s.

Emil

Gun

Meyer,

ithin

I

the armalur'

ternal field magnet
between the armature

and

se-

'ate therewith

New York,

Motor.

Electric

Denison,

F.

Julian

New

Haven, Conn.

Method

705

Winding Field Magnets.

of

A. Edison, Llewellyn Park, N-

Thomas

J.

The claims are: "1. The method of winding a
magnet, which consists in placing a cylinder on the
magnet core and turning said cylinder to wind the
wire thereon.

"2

The method

of winding a magnet core, which
on the core a cylinder made in two
halves and turning said cylinder so as to wind the

consists in placing

wire thereon."

William
Safety Device for Electrical Circuits.
J. Hammer, Boston, Mass.
Two or more fusible safety catches of different conducting capacities are combined with a switching device, so that any one of them may be brought into the
circuit of the conductor.

397.7

'5-

Automatic Switch for Electric Arc Lamps.

3^7 729.

Ed

ward R. Knowles, Brooklyn, X. Y.
Light

Electric

397.754-

Camden, N.

Carbon.

Henry

S.

Rhtir.er,

Regulating Switch for Electric Motors.
H. Blades, Detroit, Mich.

397.773-

Harry

vay

Telegraphy.

397,977-

Belts.

System

Synchronizing Electric Motcrs
New York, N. Y.
The last claim is appended:
"11. In a synchronizing system for electric motors,
a controlling or governing motor, and a series of gov
erned motors at distant stations having foul' pile
armatures excited by a continuous current of one
direction and revolving in a single magnetic field, the
polarity of which is periodically reversed by changes
in the line circuit produced by the controlling motor."
of
Francis J. Patten,

Electric Switch.

A, Edwin Andrews, Hartford,

Conn.
Electric Signaling and Alarm Apparatus.
William L. Dcnio, Rochester, N. Y.
Apparatus for Heating Cars by Electricity.
57.
Kudolph M Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa.

397.838.

I

J

'vcrhead

Sprague,

New

The main

Line for Electric Railways.
York, N. Y.

feature of the invention

Frank

consists in pro

viding the overhead line with a downwardly extending
receiving the groove of the trolley, and causing
the same to ride downwardly, so that the flange of
the trolley will pass onto the frog or Bwiti h plate.

Lighting
1.

signaling.

System.

James A. Galvin,

Pa,
eiter,

York,

Ludwig

York,

Floating Telegraph Station.
Urbain DieuleTreguier, Cotes-du-Nord, France.
The first claim is given: "A floating telephonic or
telegraphic station consisting of a buoy and anchoringshoe, chains connecting the anchoring-shce and buoy,
distance-pieces connecting the chains with each other
at intervals, and a cable passing down through the
center of the buoy, the distance-pieces and the anchor
ing-shoe forming the axis about which these parts may
turn without danger of entanglement."

Apparatus for Bleaching by Electrolysis. Eugene
Hermite, Edward J. Paterson and Charles F. Cooper,

London, England.
Safety Gauge. Augustus F. Nagle, Chicago,

398,069.

Guimann,

111.

Secondary Battery. Johannes T. Pederson, New
York, N. Y.
The electrode is formed from a strip of lead, bent
upon itself so as to form a series of flattened horizontal
convolutions, and having pockets pressed into the surface of the strip to contain the active material, and
having grooves or openings through which access is
obtained to the active element.

395,075.

Process of Purifying Sewage by Electricity.
398,101
William Webster jr., Lee Park, Lee, County of Kent,

England.
Equalizer for Electric Currents. Sigmund BergNew York, N. Y.
first claim is as follows:
"In an equalizer for
electric currents, the combination, with the coils, of the
metal frame comprising the uprights having the
threaded ends, the end castings or plates having
threaded openings engaging the uprights, and the

398.121.

mann,

The

insulators in said end castings or plates."

sail,

Edward T.

Static-Induction Generator.
York, N. Y.

Bird-

New

Galvanic Battery.
Eben D. Cross, Chicago, III.
negative electrode is combined with a solution

The

of nitric acid

39S 133.

and

nitrate of

Electric Belt.

398,144.

Door spring

Alarms.

London, England.

397.8-6.

New

Brown Tarrytown N. Y.

veult

ammonium.

Samuel De Baun, Kansas

Ntw

Connection

Electric
Geary, Philadelphia, Pa.
for

City,

Burglar

John
Secondary Battery.
Illius A. Timmis, 2 Great
George street, Westminster, County of Middlesex,
England.
The element consists of a plate composed of litharge
and a solution of sulphate of ammonia.

398,272.

Electric

C.

39^.°35-

William G. John-

for

Warren

Insulator.

398,025.

398,194.

Battery

Charles E. Dressier,

N. Y

Storage Battery Plate. Charles D. P. Gibson,
New York, N Y.
The invention, as claimed, consists of a sheet of
metal having loops raised from its surface, and active
material covering the surface of said plate and extending under the loops.

1

train

lass.

Galvanic Battery. Eben D. Cross. Chicago, III.
397,969
This is a battery consisting of two cell?, combined
with a third supplying cell, a fume conducting passage
being arranged to conduct the fumes from one of the
two cells and discharge the same into the supply cell.

Mo.

for Eyeglasses

397. 79°-

;

Engs/

Electric Current Indicator.
William A. Carey,
Maiden. Mass.
A magnet which is energized only at the moment of
measuring the current forms the principal feature of
the narrow combination set forth in the claim.

397,966.

398,132.

J.

electrode is composed of carbonized cocoanut
marl, and an adhesive material.

397,806.

MontravilleM. Wood,

Electrical Battery.
965.
William Burnley, North
East, Pa.
Claim r follows: "The combination, in an electrical
battery, of a permeable sack secured to and suspended
from an opening in the jar- cover, with carbor s and
depolarizing materials inclosed within said permeable
sack, and non-conducting material filling and sealing
the opening in the jar-cover and the mouth of said
sack around the carbons therein."

398.122.

The
shell,

'fan armature and an inig of magnetic metal
and

3i)7

Lamp Hanger.

398,045.

Fred Wilson,

;

armature, and

Electric
Erie, Pa.

397,953-

N. Y.
,702.

Dynamo

Kudolph M.
Electric
Machine.
Hunter, Philadelphia. Pa.
The first and last claims are given:
"1.
In a motor or dynamo electric machine, the
combination of stationary field
rotating

,550.

Edwin W.

Lynn, Mass.
Claim 2 is as follows: "The improved bank or
battery of dynamos, comprising two or more dynamos
having their armatures connected in multiple to the
main through exciting coils, equalizing connections
between the armature circuits and separate field exciting coils of constant effect supplied in multiple from
wires fed by the separate generator."
Regulating and Motive Device for Alternating
,6t6.
Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.
Currents.

Claims 1 and 5 follow:
"1.
In an electric brush, the combination of a
conducting spring and a carbon contact block integ

lyn,

Regulation of Dynamos.

\>r ,613.

son,

397 526.

Leonard

Batteries.

storage

397,817.

rally united (he
"5.
In an electric brush, the combination, with
a conducting spring, of a metal- plated carbon block integrally secured to the free end of said spring."

Electric Battery. Elmer A. Sperry, Chicago, III.
The carbon elements are suspended under the cover,
each by a separate clamp; the carbon elements are
placed in a circle about the zinc element.

New

Electrode for Secondary
Paget, New York, N V.

1889.

397-945-

the action of a reducing agent, which causes the
metallic base to assume the position of a grid, carrying the residual substance in the nature of active ma-

Rudolph Eicke-

Brush for Electric Generators,
397 492.
meyer, Yonkers, N. V.

A.

Process of Preparing Electrodes for Secondary
,607.
Leonard Paget,
York, N. Y.
Batteries.
The metallic substance is fused and subjected to

397 ,6oS.

2,

The element for the core consists of an iron plate
provided with two openings which contain the coil,
and with a cut or slit which connects the two openings.

Edward R. Knowles,

Electro-magnetic Attachment
397,790.
Frederick Fear, New York, N. V.

Method

4^9

Secondary Battery Plate.
397 ,557.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

March

398,222.

Railway Car. John A. Brill, Philadelphia, Pa.
Element for Thermo- Electric Batteries. Max

Mestern, Turin, Italy.
Claim r reads: "An element for thermoelectric
batteries, comprising a positive and negative electrode
in contact with each other, a metallic inclosing casing
of greater refractory power than that of the electrodes,
and a fireproof non-conductive lining arranged to
isolate one of said electrodes from the casing."
398,288.
ling,

Switch for Electric Circuits.
Hartford, Conn.

Clarence C.

Cable Railway System. Charles
Lynn. Mass.

398,294.

Stop Mechanism for Steam
398,314
L. Currier, Lynn, Mass.

J.

Stir-

Van Depoele,

Engines.

Herbert

Electric Spray- Producing Apparatus.
398,327.
A. B. lluguet de Ynrs, Paris, Prance.

IJilarion

Electric Discharge
10,986.
Pittsburgh, *Pa.

Beliield,

Device.

Reginald

The invention relates to the class of devices employed for securing a silent and harmless discharge of
electric cunents of very high tension, and the claims
"1. 1 he combination, with a drivingareas follows:
engine, of an electric generator, a belt connecting the
generator with the engine, and discharge -points directed
toward the pulley or belt wheel of the generator and
in electrical connection with the engine.
"2.
The combination, with an alternate currcnl
clccirh generator, of discharge-points insulated therefrom and directed toward the bell wheel oJ the
generator."
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CLEVERLY ELECTRICAL WORKS
LOIS Chestnut Street,

The

Construction tncu
Co.
Electric Light Plants Complete.
COrtl K/\u

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY MAKERS
WESTERS

PHILADELPHIA DEPARTMENT,

B4XTER ELECTRIC MFG.

<$

MOTOR

H. A. <I,rcVKItI,Y,Manae'

G. A.

CO.

"If you have any
a reasonable price."

AliEST.

H8RM0UNT, New Haven

CHICAGO.

r.

Clock Co.,

All

D. P.

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

E

ectrtcal

37

I:

:

Supply Company,

HOUSE WORK

will

do

It foi

a Specialty.

171

PEBEY,

CO.,
St.,

S.

V. P. and Gen'l Mgr.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

THE "CI-ARK" WIRE.

84

II.

Classes of

we

the Sperry Improved System of Arc E'ectric Lighting, power is consumed only
in proportion to the number of lights actually required, and a 4iMlght dynamo can be as
readily and as economically operated with only five lights burning, as with full capacity

RKGIAKD EXCLUSIVE:
SEW New
Eoplanfl Electric Su pply Company,
John etreet, Bridgeport, Conn.
(IITT:
MEW YORKHnnter
& Co.,
Church Street.
CHICAGO,

jv/i* *-*r

With

AGENCIES:

T. i\

i

Spools to re-wind, send them to us, and

184,

PA1ST6,

St.,

Lamp

iAK.ni* r«~»n inc.

ELECTRIC
SPERRY
Clinton
196 and 198

An instantaneous make and break movement, iincon
trolled by the handle, made enlirely of elieetfnot spung
braes, the latter not enterinp; Into iia f onatructlon ;there
fore, though it may be heated by poor contact cautaed by
orroaion or dirt, i'B neefulne'sB will not be affected
hereby. Send for illustrated circular and price list.
1206 Chestnut

1:3

[Mi.

A DEPARTURE IN
INCANDESCENT SWITCHES

H. T.

Electrical

-»

OI.I.I'III \.

I'll II.

Insulation

Randolph Street

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

Electrical Testing Bureau,
JOHN HOPKINS UNIVERSITY,

Baltimore, Md.

Ammeters, Voltmeters and Condensers Standardized.
Resistance Colls determined with or without temperature
Insulation Resistance of Cables,
Efficiency of

etc.

,

measured.

Dynamos and Motors determined.
Primary and Secondary Batteries tested.
Curves of Magnetization of Iron and Steel furnished from Samples.

Etc, Etc.

Circulars and Information

regrding

ths Methods Used, Prices,

etc.,

Sent 01

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March
Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect."
he Bays:
In Insulating our wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, and is guarantied
cold weather
to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme
and not affected by heat. The Insulation Is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and ihe
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which Is water, oil, acid and, to a very gTeat extent. Are proof.
Our insulation will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lignts from stocK. Cables made

"A

29, 1886,

coefficients.

Application.

ADDRESS AS ABOVE.

The rubber used

'EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.
BENKV

A.

CLARK,

HERBERT

General Manager.

H. ECSTIS, Electrician.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

•mm

Telephone and Telegraph,

Electric Light,
Manufactured for AI'.BIAI,,

SUBMARINE

and

USDEBGROUND

USE.

OROSITE TAPE for making waterproof joints.

THE OKONITE CO., 13 Park Row, New York.
Sole Manufacturers CANDEE AERIAL WIRES.
Cincinnati, Louisville, San Francisco,
Minneapolis,
BRANCHES^— Chicago, 42 La Salle St.; Boston, Philadelphia, Omaha,
Kansas City.
_^__

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
INCLUDING
BUILDERS OP

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fleetrie ^upplie5

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins
and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Telephone and Electric Light Wire.

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY

fisher's

[<

lectric

Rotors,

AND SUBURBAN

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS,

«**

DETROIT. MICHIGAN.

General Offices and Works.

"he

*¥>

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
tMANUF\CTURERS OFH

Automatic
IN

E lectric

ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF

H.

P.

Motors,
UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,

Remarkable

Dynamo

Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Electric ITJachines,

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

The Eddy

Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

WE PATENT AND EXPLOIT

r.

March

W.COLBURN &CO

SPEAKING TUBES

In Foreign Countries first-clase Electrical Inventions which are new and ooerative, and have be^en
lllu trated by mo els and drawings, but not published in this country before being t stented
abroad. No expense to the inventor ; ca lor write.

Oral.

Electric,

rTTXjX.

T.T-Nfffi .fi.X.'W.&.-Z

CHICAGO, ILL

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

WHISTLES,

and

Mechanical

Pneumatic, and

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING CO.,
1007 Opera House Block,

W.

Solicitor.

R.

S X2T STOCK.

OSTRANDER &

"

Send

for

New Catalogue,

out August

York.

1st.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

R.

7007-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

CO.,

New

Ann St.
DeKalb Ave-, Brooklyn, N. Y.

21. 23 and 25
Factory, 1461 and 1463

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF U S.
ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

i88g

2

Machines for Axe and Incandescent

HDWABDS.

& CO.,

EDWARDS

Electric Lighting, Klectro- Plating
and Kxperiniental Uae.
Send for large Illustrated Catalogue, also Handooofr of Heady Reference, wqt-pneket edition.
Westers BBANt'H: NEW HAVEN CLOCK CO..
CHICAGO. ILL
No. 315 Wabash Avenue.

Manufacturing

Sioux City Engine Works,

Electricians.
Patent Electric Bells.
Automaiic Burglar Alarms.

— bviliikks oy the—

Door Opentrs.
Elec'ric Annunciators.

Thermostats-

Gas Lighting Apparatus,

SINGLE VALVE
Office

AUTOMATIC ENGINES,

E3TABLISHHD

CIRCULARS

It

FREE.

I

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MFG.

THE

B. F.

GOODRICH

This Belting and Lace Leather is not affected by steam or dampneee; haB more grip than any
never becomes hard; is stronger, more durable, and the most economical Belting made. The
is

SUPKRIOU TO

Alii* OTIII-ICN.

CHICAaO,

-

AKRON RUBBER WORKS, AKRON,
for

ITiTi.

0.

glectrical purposes.

SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS

THE BEST
BELT MADE.
LACE LEATHER ROPE AND OTHER RAWHIDE.
GOODS OF ALL KINDS BY KRUECER'S PATENT.

75 Olilo Street,

CO.,

Hard Rubber Goods

CO.,

RAWHIDE
BELTING.
DYNAMO
Rawhide Rope for Round Belting Transmission

giving

MAKTJPACTTJBHHS OF

MANUFACTURERS OF

otlier;

is

J£etlmutdB and prices promptly furnished.

THE COUNTRY

IN

has he?n thoroughly tested and

satisfaction.

M. GIBDINOS. Gen'l Manager, Sioux City. Iowa.

C.

THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS OF RAWHIDE BELTING

DEi' 6T.

perfect worbiog.
I

GEN'L WESTERN AG'TS.IIIMllLHISVM PTJMP.
ENCINE WORKS
LARCEST
West of the Mississippi.

&7

Patent Electric Door Opener.

Specialty.

a

5

attention to our

It ia Simple, titrong, Compact, and Positive
in operation.
It will Biand bard usage.
Heavy pressare
applied to The door doeB not interfere with its

Milling, Manufacturing, Etc.

and Elevators
ERIK EXGIXK WORKS.

BRANCH,

1872.

We respectfully call

ELECTRIC LIGHTING,
Outfits for Li^htins Stations

,

NEW YORK.

Well known East as the "Russell."
Especially adapted to

Steam Power

etc.

and Factory, 4th Ave. and 144th St

Soft

MADE TO ORDER.

Rubber Tubing and Rubber Tape.
Catalogue and Prices furnished on application.

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
send for

Prtce-List.

|

rADRON CO.,

8 Cortlamlt

St.,

Telephone Building, N. Y.

MAKERS" HIGH -GRADE

iffiia OHIO. <3»
SCHENECTADY,

1ST.

£W$m

Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Insulated Wires,
JAMES

Flexible
F.

Cords and Cables

KELLY. Ceneral Sales Aeent.

&

Russell

Id

for Telephone,

Dev Street.

New

MONTHLY JOURNAL,

ted to the Interests of Electrical Science, being a record at Progress In Elec
trldty and its practical applications to the
various Industries covering the Teleirrapb,
.^'ht, Electrl
the Telephone, the
cal Transmission of Power, Etc.

WIIiIi

Ship any Electric LIkIiC Company or manufacturer
In the United States a barrel of our celebrated "Electrolouni" Machinery or Cylinder "II tor trial, and In
event the «iuallly and price are. not Batlsfnctoiy it may

BUILDERS OF

A

York.

WE

Co.

MASSILLON, OHIO,

Automatic

Telegraph

E ngines

BOILERS, ETC.
Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.
8kkd pon Catalogi/b.

I

The Largest Circulation
cal

of

<*r,

*.

-

};vj per maato

te

BLISS,
EXPLOITER OF

IN

i)o

Electrical Securities.

Electrical

Inventions.

CO.

floomi 70, 71

225

DEARBORN STREET.

ami wo win pay all frniubt, charges
make no charge for what Ik unfit lor

u» un,

I'li'iiHOHtate

If

for ime on hl«h, moderate,

MARKLE ENGINEERING CO.,
DETROIT, 1V1 KJII.

and 72 Temple Court,

Mwart Mills,

lcv::v;lle, KY,

returned

both wnyn, and
Hiich trial.

or mIhw speed machinery.

AKeutt.

THE ELECTRIC CURRENT
Ho. 7

DEALER

J'

MDplaCopy.

f^--

H.

ELECTRICAL EXPERT

Paper Published.

Iilwrifiii:

I3fl

GEO.

any Electri-

CHICAGO,

ILL.
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VICTOR TURBINE

WATER WHEEL
The

attention

of

COMPANIES

BRATED WATER
ami K
being

of its
1 **'-!* Efficiency,
the l*<>\\ «»-

it

is

il

ETiiara.il

8KXJ>
Our
and

called

10

ihis

lii^Ii

CELES|><-«-«l

diameter,

In'hcc
with great satisfaction.
producing the highest per cent, of use-

leadii

use of water

ful effect

is

lar^e Capacity,

and

double

numbcr of the
leal

i

WIIEEJL as particular!;
remarkably Hteady motion,

on account

teed.

FOB CATALOfU'E

Horizontal "Victor"

is

,\\I> IMItTK ILAKS.
recommended, as no gcai^ are rec

highly

can be belted directly to dynamo.

VICTOR

The accompanying
represents a pair of 12-inch
ICIMAICS arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mourv
a substantial cast-iron bed plate.
he entire arrangement is very comp
strictly first-class in every particular.
We are now prepared to furnish .Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal sliaits, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.
,

Tl

I

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

DAYTON, OHIO.

CO.,

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
BARE

MANUFACTURERS OF

AXTD INSUI-JLTEID WIRE.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted
Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire,
Cords for Incandescent Lighting,

PATE NT H.n.

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AND 'i'ELEPHONE

BARCLAY,

J. L.

WIRE

L 'NE

LINES.

factories: waterbury, conn.
THOS.

Selling Agent,
THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

SCOVILL,

L.

NEW YORK

ILL.

FOR SALE!

AGENT.

(American f+iecfoical Worlds,
PROVIDENCE,

R.

I.,

EXCLUSIVE MANITACTUREHS OF THE

Oiie

60 H.

Louis Electrical Co.

St.

ORDER.

Replaced by a larger one.

ENGLISH,

Write to ua for Qnotatlone on Anything.

Battery

Co.,

-

—FOB—

Used Only Three Months.

THE
Largest Electrical iupp'y House
West of the Mississippi Elver.

FARADAY CABLE

P. Russell Enciiie,

IN FINE

lectric Light.

Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity

Address

of

MORSE &

KANSAS

New Yort

Telegraph, Telephone and

CO.,

New York

any Cable

in the

Market

18 Cortlandt Street.
P. C. ACKEU3IAX, A^ent.

Office,

CITY, MO.

UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS.
DR. GASSNER'S DRY BATTERY
Experts acknowledge it to be the best open circuit battery in the market, most durable and conBell
Telephone, Railroad and Fire and Police Signal Companies use them largely.
venient.
hangers say it kills their trade, as they cannot charge for renewals. Physicians love them. Highest testimonials.

For Sale by THE

VITll.ls

II

I

Kit,

II TI

Write

for Circulars.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO-

CHICAGO,

And CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS, San

Manager.

ILX-.

Francisco,

Ca
I

111

A. SCHOVERLINC,
Chambers St., - NEW YORK.

T ELEPHONE S
FOR PRIVATE

I.I

DO NOT BE DECEIVED

V IS.

The only Mechanical Telephone which hae etoed
the teete and held oat and given eatisfactory
Bervice for the past eight years.

Send

lor

Illustrated

Catalogue

and

By
Prices.

imitations marked Leclanche Disque or Disque LecIanohO.
" Disque" was formerly used by us to designate

The term
ELECTRICAL GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

certain size of cell as distinguished from size No. 1
It

Elgin' Telephone

Room

7-

Xo.

a

'-2.

TRADE

Blk., El^in, III.. U. S. A.

THG GELEBRATID
FOR ANYTHING

In the Line of
It is

Regulation,
Either Fnrmice§
or

Steam Heaters

In Houses, or for

The Buion Automatic Boat

size

has no reference whatever to the quality of the Battery.

and Elccthca.1 Supply Co

Hubbard

and

ELMIRA.IU.

GONDA

unlike any other Porous Cell Battery made, or by whatever

DO

Insist

BE

efficiency

ILTOT

is (tie

name

called,

and

is

ameasurably superior in

and durability.

Xlfc^EFOSIEID

upon being furnished with the Genuine Gonda Porous Cell, and
Do not use any zinc with our cell unless it
direct for prices.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,

Gennine Battery.

if

is

TJFOHT.

your dealer dors not keep it send to us
stamped with the word Gonda.

149 West 18th

St.,

New

York.
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS
OKONITE WIRES, GABLES AND TUBING,
OKONITE TAPE AND MANSON TAPE.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS
CLEVELAND INCANDESCENT AND ARC SWITCH.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS
BUTLER HAR D RUBBER CO MPANY.
Line Equipment, Pins, Brackets, Insulators, Cross Arms, Stoddard
Cut-Out, Incandescent Cord, Underwriters'
Wire, Etc.

We have the
prices

largest stock, and will quote fair
and make prompt shipments.

SEND US A TRIAL ORDER.
GILES ANTI-MAGNETIC SHIELD FOR WATCHES.
Office of

Van Depoele Electric M'fg.
Chicago, Feb.

"
* * * I have no hesitation in saying
that I believe the shield would perfectly
protect the watch against any magnetic
influence to which it is likely to be ex
posed by being worn in the vicinity of a

Co.

16, 1886.

& Watch

Case Co.
Anti-Magnetic
Shield for watches cannot be over-estimated. It is now very near eight months
that I have worn my watch, and to-day
it is (without correcting time) about one
minute slow. Considering the fact that
I am every day near dynamo electric
machines in our regular business, the
I could never
test could not be harder.
Anti-Magnetic Shield

QenUemen

:

have believed

was

— Tour

it

dynamo machine.
The "plan you have adopted of placing the watch movement inside a closed
box of this magnetic material, is based
on true scientific principles, and is the
only plan

know

that could succeed.

WM.

A.

ANTHONY,

before that protection

In this age of elecnot only electricians, Dut every-

so complete.

tricity,

I

Prof. Phs. Dept., Cornell University.

The application of Anti-Magnetic
Shields to pocket time- pieces promises to
be of very great importance to horologisls
and watchmakers it will render opera-

one who needs the correct time, should
have the Anti-Magnetic Shield. A good

;

deal of practical utility, as well as pleasure, can be derived from a good timekeeper. At present, I look upon a watch
without a shield as a thing incomplete,

and so

their susceptibility to the all-pervading
magnetic influence.

Very Respectfully,

it is.

CHAS.

and fine adjustments and mechanisms which hitherto have been made
almost nil and in operative on account of
tive

J.

AMERICAN WATCH

VAN DEPOELE,

Electrician,

Bore protection from all Electrical and Magnetic disturbances.
Send for descriptive circular.

CO.,

Waltham, Mass.

V. D. P. E. M. Co.

GILES BROS. & CO.

103 State

Street,

CHICAGO.

March

2,
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MANUFACTURERS OF

ARC AND INCANDESCENCE

Electric

Lighting Apparatus,
^

ELEC TRIC MOTORS,
CARBONS,

ETC., ETC.

v.

THE BRUSH
ELECTRIC COMPANY
.

»

v

r

y

cmc^-o-o orriCE:

130-WASHINGTON STREET -130
/}
O
CHICHCO,

Il_l_INOIS.
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INSULATING AND

CALLENDER

WATERPROOFING

COMPAN

Factory, Hctrrison,
NEW YORK,
CHICAGO,
J.

R.

Burdick,

68 Commerce Bldg.

1889

J

1>J. J".

BOSTON,

W.

18 Cortland Street.

2,

F.

Collins,

624

Atlantic Ave.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

Bitite,

Trinidad and

Red Core

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
BITITE WIRE.

TRINIDAD LINE WIRE.

RED CORE WIRE.

For use underground, in damp places,
plaster, and all binds of concealed
work. High insulation, cheap and reliable. No rubber in this insulation,
but good results guarante3d. Suitable
for use in dye works, mines, electroplating works, and where subjected to

For use on all kinds of pole work,
where high efficiencyis required, combined with moderate cost.
Waterweatherproof, and foliageproof,
proof. Protect your wires, and your

For use for overhead, and inside
work. Suitable for any kind of Electrical work where wire of the highest
excellence must be used. A pure rub-

coal bills will protect themselves.

ber insulation, tjugh, flexible, and
capable of withstanding all kinds of
rough usage and abrasion.

acid fumes.

Special Quotations given on any large Underground Installations,

Callender Solid System of Feeders and Mains for use Underground.

NEW CATALOGUE
OF^-

128 PAGES,
-CGNTAINING-

EVERYTHING

rwirwiiwiwT

-IN Till

ELECTRICAL LINE,
15

Dfy

<§>trept,
Will be Mailed to

anyone

in

the Trade

UPON APPLICATION.

February

23,
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$sm lutygqg.
MANUFACTURERS OF

-

Arc and Incandescent Electric Light

MACHINERY.
We Own

and Control the Inventions of Walter K. Freeman,
who was the Pioneer in the development ol the Incandescent
Lamp and Transformer Systems of Electric Lighting, known to the market as the Alternating, or

Induction System.

DYNAMO LAMPS and CONVERTERS
ARE
$
^1

To

be of the Highest

WE

Mechanical and Electrical Efficiency.

ISSUE A BOND OF INDEMNITY,

Protecting purchasers of our apparatus from any expense or loss
on account of patent litigation.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC

MANUFACTURE COMPANY,

EAU CLAIRE,

WIS., U. S. K.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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WOODWARD
G. H.
S \.

H. H.

GALE. President.

f

riJMMER. Vice-President
HUMPHREY, TREASURER.

GEN. R. A. ALGER.

G. H.
IS. A.

i

GALE.

PLUMMER.
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ELECTRICAL CO

BOAKD OF IHKIITORM.
E.

C

HkOWN.

T.WII.IJAMM
F. B. TROUT.

IN.

C. A.
C. H.

H. H.

HOMAS WILLIAMSON. SECRETARY.
FRANK B. TROUT. SUPERINTENDENT.

WARREN.
THOMPSON.
HUMPHREY.

I

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT STORAGE R4TTERT.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

in

construction,

has

now been found
to many

PECULIARLY ADAPTED

THOROUGHLY

RELIABLE and DURABLE, and
to be
uses In which other types of batteries have failed.

is,

owing

to its design,

SPEC1A.LLT ADiiPTED TO
Steadying Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,
Propelling Boats,
Burglar Alarms,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station Lighting,
Street Cars,

Isolated Lighting,
Auxiliary Central Station

Work,

Medical Purposes,

Runnirg of Small Motors.

divide;:.

™ Detroit Storage Battery,
SUCTION

BATTKKY

O*'

BATTKKY PLATE.

C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
COMPANY,
THIS
TO
BEEN DULY ASSICNED
Is positively the only Secondary Battery which will not Buckle, or which will
withstand uninjured the Highest Bates of Discharge.

MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS CRANTED TO

STJCCESSPUL STOBAaE

THE ONLY

IS

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE

The Woodward
OH
69 Griswold

St.,

l«

I

BATTEE?

BYI

Electrical Co.
FACTORY:

-,:

Campau

Building.

F.

B.

DETROIT, MICH.

TROUT,

Corner 13th and

General Manager.

Howard

Slreets.

March

2,
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The Thomson-Houston
Electric Railway System.

\

Twenty-Three Roads

in

of Construction

Daily Operation, and Eleven

Now

in

Process

Under the Thomson-Houston Patents.

NOW MANUFACTURED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

ALL MATERIAL 18

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the
The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others
brakes applied from either platform.
railway work.
Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
Only one pair of brushes for each motor.
above the floor.
Brushes self-feeding.
Direct gearing is used.
Bearings self-oiling.
The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the
No change of brushes for change of load or change in Thomson-Houston patents.
direction of rotation of the armature.
Contact with overhead conductor is had by means of.
trolley pressing against the wire from below.
The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

for

MOTORS « ELECTRICAL E QUIPMENTS FORNISHED FOR MINIM I OTHER SPECIAL WORK.
For Full Information and Estimates Address the

Thomson -Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.
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SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
Having arranged

for the

Western Agency of the

COBB VULCANITE WIRES AND CABLES,
we desire to call the attention of all interested in electrical matters to the Vulcanite Insulation as the very
highest of any of the high grades of insulations heretofore placed on the market.
it does of a solid tube into which the wire is threaded, an air
which is particularly significant, and which should be given special attention. It is exactly the
same as though the wire were placed in absolutely dry air, but resting at comparatively few places upon the
most perfect insulator, between which and the wire no moisture can ever come. The smallness of the actual contact and the remarkably small number of such contacts combine to make the insulation resistance the highest
Not only is the insulating reThis has been proven by the numerous tests mentioned above.
ever attained.
sistance brought to an unusually high point by the existence of this air space, but also to this may be traced
The fact of a quarter of a mile of this cable, after being
the remarkably low inductive capacity of the wire.
immersed in water for some days, measuring 102,000,000,000 ohms, and having at the same time a capacity of
.055 of a microfarad only, indicates progress that marks a new era in insulated wire manufacture.
The insulation is made of pure vulcanite.
The applications of this wire are many and varied.
This
vulcanite is the only known substance that will withstand the strongest acids, some of which will penetrate glass.
A pure copper wire sheathed over perfectly with such an impenetrable armor is prepared to guard over and
protect the insulation of such wire against any fumes, gases, steam or other vapors, drippings, in fact any condition which can possibly exist in and about packing houses, basements, distilleries, malt houses, breweries, or
Saltpeter fumes have no
any other of a class of most difficult places of installation of electrical conductors.
As an underground conductor the Cobb Vulcanite
effect whatsoever and cannot get at the wire in any way.
wires have advantages which are superior to all others from the fact that the insulation while being electrically the highest, and chemically invulnerable, is mechanically the toughest, and will withstand abrasion and
cutting to about the same extent as lead, and when buried in the ground and protected above by guard planks,
The coefficient expansion and contraction of this Vulcanite differs not materially
is absolutely indestructible.
from the wire which it contains, and can cut no figure whatever, from the fact that the wire is perfectly loose
upon its interior. It is the only wire which should be used in basements, damp area ways under walks, for all
It will also withstand
underground work, and in the various places of difficult installation referred to above.
sulphur fumes over locomotives, the action of soot, etc., and is valuable therefore for viaducts and bridges. It
is the only wire which should be used to come up from area ways, and for lamps along the street, because of

In the Vulcanite insulation, consisting as

space

is left

the mechanical properties of this insulation.
An instrument as small as a needle can draw the deadliest current from a wire

if it be merely protruded
through the insulation into the wire; the smallest instrument cannot be made to penetrate through this insulais one that vastly increases
This fact mechanical toughness of insulation
tion except with great difficulty.
its practical superiority over any other form of insulation heretofore produced and offered upon the market.
A few of the principal points of superiority can be briefly stated as follows

—

First:

Second

—

Highest perfection in insulation.
:

Lowest inductive capacity.

Third: Durability, Strength and Flexibility.

Fourth: The insulation is capable of standing 250 degrees of heat without injury, and is not
affected by frost or extreme cold.
Fifth: Gases found in underground conduits will not affect this insulation.
Samples of the wire, estimates and any further information will be promptly furnished on application.

Correspondence

solicited.

SUPPLY
CO.
The ELECTRICAL
Randolph Street,

CHICAGO.
171

FACTORIE8:

ANSONIA,

COISTN.

BRANCH OFFICE:
505 Delaware St., KANSAS CITY, MO.

March
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THE
UNITED STATES ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO.
C. C. WARREN, Manager Western Dept.

The Rookery,

317

La Salx,e St.,

Chicago,

III,.

OFFER INCOMPARABLY BEST SYSTEMS

ISOLATED INCANDESCENT LIGHTING,
STATION ALTERNATING CURRENT LIGHTING,

STATION AND ISOLATED ARC LIGHTING.
BEST PATENT PROTECTION ON INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

Van Depoele Electric Manufacturing
MANUPAOTTTBLHRS

ARC

m INCANDESCENT
And

OI"

ELECTRIC LIGHT APPARATUS

Electric Light Supplies of All Kinds.

THE

Hayo

Co,,

THE

Yan Depoele Arc Light

Incandescent

SYSTEM.

SYSTEM.

DIRECT OR SERIES.

HIGH OK LOW TENSION,
DOUBLE OB SINGLE
CAEBON LAMPS.

OKTIiT
ABSOLUTELY
AUTOMATIC
DYNAMO.

MACHINERY
SIMPLICITY
ITSELF.

3VXPJS
Never Blacken, and a

Long
ng

Life

Dynamos ur Lamps

is

Made

GUARANTEED.
Send

for Catalogue.

or System.

M

NEW YORK OFFICE,
EDWARD

E.

to Suit any Current

234 BROADWAY.
BRITTON, Manager.

Send
general office and factory.
||
1

5 to 21 North Clinton Street,

for Cataloeue.

niimiAn
uHluAllU

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

:YNE
SLATTEBY

1889

w a.yn©« Indiaixa.

of the

SYSTEM

INDUCTION

out

OF

The Most Carefully Workedand Complete Alternating

System of Electric Lighting in
Existence.

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING,

AND THE

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

OF

-i'-

and

Converters

12—16 Candle Power

Lamps to the Mechanical Horse
Power Guaranteed.

ARC LIGHTING.
r,

2,

JENNEY ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
Fort

Manufacturers

March

L

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED,

SLATTERY DYNAMO, LAMP AND CONVERTER.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS.

FORT WAYNE,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

IND.

907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR,

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.
OFFICE, 21 7 Sansome St.

SAN FRANCISCO

W.

Manager.

ClTY OF MEXICO OFFICE, F. ADAMS, SUCCESSOR.
S.

ANDREWS.

E.

M. IZARD.

LEONARD & IZARD,
Consulting and Contracting Electrical Engineers
aijIj systems o:f*
-jf^oh. uSLNsr
Electric Street Railways.

Electric

Motors

of all

Kinds

Incandescent Electric Light Plants.
Arc Light Plants.

Storage Battery Plants.

Electric Light Wiring.

Electric Transmission of

Power.

Train Lighting Plants.
*,i;i'\i'\i'\,t\,>

A FULL LINE OF COMMERCIAL SUPPLIES
Carried at

all

times

for

Plants described above.

Send for

ZEFrlces X-otxt-.

Q-u.ota/tIon.s.

PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS AND CONTRACTS OF ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION WORK.
BRANCH OFFICES:
THE LUMBER EXCHANGE,
Booms

MiirinwKsi

i.i:\

•">

and

<>,

Minneapolis, Minn.

LIFE INst BANCE BLOCK,
Boom ll"), Milwaukee,
TELEPHONE 1206.

THE ROOKERY,
ROOM

mi.TI LI

Wis.

TELEPHONE

694.

425,]

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

CHICAGO,

Vol. IV.

Leather-Link

Self-Adjusting

Ireson's

MARCH

No.

1889.

9,

10.

i\ro

XT

Belting.

O cents per Copy.

1

Unless they have the Dust-Proof Washer.
Send for Ireson's

HAZAZER

Illus-

trated Treaties od Self-

Adjusting Leather Link
Belting, furnished gra-

Electrical House-Furnishings,

tuitously.

Manf'd by

CHARLES L IKESON,

32 & 34
HARMOUNT,

C. A.

97 High

St..

FRANKFORT

Electrical

Department Itar

THE WARING

Standard Underground Cable Co., Mf'rs,

RRANPH

fiFFIPF*\'
*

l

PENN AVE.
" ew York, 18 Cortlandt

PITTSBURGH, PA.

St, G. I. Wiley, M'g'r.
Chicago, 139 E. Madison Sr..F. E.TJegonhardt,

MV'

NEW YORK.

-

315 Wabash Are., Ciiago, Vestal

Co.,

Ageil.

INSULATING and

The

CALLENDER WATERPROOFING COMPANY,
18 Cortlj
Cortland St., NEW YORK,

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES AND CABLES.

^

ST.,

Haven flock

Bcston. Mass-

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

General Offices, 708

STANLEY,

<fc

MANUFACTURERS OF

BITITE AND TRINIDAD INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES OF ALL SIZES A SPECIALTY.
68 Commerce Building.
J. R. BURDICK,

CHICACO.

General Western Sales Agent,

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back
Noiseless

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Xiooomotlve Safety "X7"«,l-c©,
1"to.© ja.sto.tou. Locli Safety
The acknowledged Standard

for durable

Insulation.
Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.
and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,
K

T

All

Sizes

Lead Encased
"Tl
Branches of T"'
Signaling-

E.

B,

"!'.

.-

Subterranean Use,
Submarine Use
Wires
Concealed Wiring

McCLEES, General Manager,

1LECTRIC

16 Dey

St.,

in all Locations.

8

Sir ££i°

repntotlon

OAK TANNED LEATHER BELTING AND LACE LEATHER.

46

SOUTH CANAL STREET. CHICAGO.

218 LAKE

ST..

271 FRANKLIN

CHICAGO.

Sole manufacturers of

BOSTON.

COWLES' PATENTED

.

Weather ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE.

Fire -Proof and

B. B.— Two Braids, saturated with
Wkather-Proof Composition.

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters.
Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

urapmnnuc
WAREROOIHS.

5 '9
^

^

A

ks^m^'^^m
CUT SHOWING STVLtt OF INSULATION.

,4.— Copper Wire.
saturated with a Black,

Proof

B

B

vg&ffixMm/ffx^^

Charles D. Jk.m.kv,

Daniel "W. Makmon, President,
Addison H. Nobdykb, Vlce-Prealdent.

ST.,

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,

trie

ILL.

Fire-Proof Insulation.

G— Braided

Samples furnished upon application.

and 2 ' Cliff St., New York.
Wa8t!ngton s, Chicago. Ills.

Owners

of

nil

vho Paienis and inventions of Charles D. Jenney

as the

13*Sr>

COWL

Hraixard Rorison. Secreta^-.
Alios K. HoLLOWXLL, TrCMUFV.

Electrician.

(known

Pun

FACTORIES:
ANSONIA.

Jenney Electric Company,
Solo

perfec,of

in tte
in construction, Automatic In action, Perfectly Controlling the Pressure of the hoee at whatever speed the eng ne or pump ie working.

C

AND MANUFACTURERS AND TANNERS OF

mo "

Simple

GUARANTEED FOR

Chas. A,

belD2 ,be

0lTe Perfect fecnritr aealnst boiler explosion.
whether Steamboat, Locomotive or Stationary.

Si

PERFORATED BELTING!!!

^DYNAMOS.
Schieren & Co., (Mfrs.)

'V«.lx>-©,

TTTFTTt
A PPTV VAT
VPS
nrjJ.IV OjirHlli
¥.a_LM.ElO
THEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES ZJSSbggLS&SSi
now
market.

new york.

Prevents Air Cushions,

w ater Relief
Valve.
M

Ashton

THE ASHTON VALVES
I

Aerial Use,

Electric Light

Tto.©

and high

Jenney System) nnd Sole Owners and Manufacturers of his

Improved Qynamo, [amp

$

Electric (jjotor.
In

all

desirable features of

Aw

nnd incandescent Lighting

simple, durable, economical,
tho Jenney Syaic.ni leads,
lu these oaacnttala It chalsteady, briiltnnt and penetrating,
lenges comparison

Estimates Promptly Furnished lor Erecting Electric Lighting
Plants lor Cities.

Companies

or Individuals.

for the Jenncv Arc on Incan.
descent Systems, or for both comginco.

Pmccs Furnished
The Jenney
and permit
:,l

too.

Incandescent
uirnlog on ami

Dynamos
<>it ->r

are

one or

sefrnculaUns
of the Lumps

all

Will.

J%ts

Company Qtce*

tpe (of attention

r<»

furnishing MUls,

Shops, Fh

vr

SEIB 101 PJUPBLET IllBSTEITIK 119 IEHIIIIIE Tit ST.UI.

-**

OWr* AND WORKS:
Cor. Kentucky Ave. and Morris St.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

t
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The Thomson-Houston
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Electric Bo.
WESTERN OFFICE:

620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM
-53-rWHPT

Electric flrc-[ighting
IN THE OTORI-ID.

SERIES LAMPS
FOE

)|rc<Circuits.
These Lamps have repeatedly
their superiority under

shown
test.

First Medal

;

First Prize

:

Best Arc-Light, Louisville, 1883,
Best System of Arc-Lighting,

Ctntinnatl IndaBtrlal Exposition, 1883.

This

Company was

given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions
at London,

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

August

1

1,

1885,

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
dynamos are automatic

in their regulation

durable.

j

-.

FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

LIGHTING.

and will maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit.
No other Incandescent Lamp
Our Incandescent systems are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

m
SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all

Exhibition,

FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

Power. Plans and estimates for
and Incandescent Lighting and Power Planta.

sizes for the transmission of

all

Kinds of Arc

is

so perfect an

March

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

9, 18

VANCE
THE MITCHELL VANCE
(Successor* to

MIICHE1I,

<S

CO.,

the;

"tj.

99

CO.)

DESICNERS AND MAKERS OF
ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS
Having no Special Agent

AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.
Architects' and Decora-

>

Chicago for our

in

we

Goods,

tors'

Solicit Cor-

Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

respondence from

with Fidelity

Buyers, which
to the

given Motive.

we Promptly Answer.
Insulating Joints,

Combination Fixtures,

and

Electroliers, Brackets,

All Fittings for

Incandescent Lighting,

Pendants, Reflectors,

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
TO THE PUBLIC
The statements of the Edison Co., to the
effect that the Supreme Court decision in the
"Bate Refrigerator Case," settles their claim
to the absolute right to manufacture and sell
incandescent lamps, is misleading and untruthful. The only possible bearing it can
have on the lamp question is to let the Edison
patents live a little longer, or until the merits
of the case can have a hearing.
The U. S Lamp Patents are absolutely

fundamental.

The Best
SALESROOM,

MANUFACTORY,
2+ and 25th

St.

and

I

Oth Ave.,

the Cheapest,

St.,

"The Rookery," 217 La Salle

CITY.

Street, Chicago.

The Daft

t:e3::e

huh i

Always

The United States Electric Lifting Co.,

836-38 Broadway and 13th

NEW YORK

is

itni-nin

XNSOLATDFO C0MPA1TY,

Electric Co.,
new yo rk and

chicago.

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

The only Company

INSULATED WIRES and CABLES

Railways,

FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.
Guaranteed to Give Satisfactory Services Underground and Overhead.

Adapted

for Mines,

Prices and

No.

m

W.

Samples on Application

r.C.S.,

Economy,
The Daft Motors for Power

at

NEW YORK

Dis-

CITY, tribution

London, Chemical Engineer, General Manager,

FOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We have

Speed,
Endurance,

Specially

Chemical Works. Eto.

FRONT STREET,

t MUSHAW,

using Safe
Currents in the operation of Street

supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

Telegraph and Telephone Companies, to United States Vessels,
Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other serv-

are unexcelled.
for Circular Matter.

Send

New York Office

Electric Light,

ices

wherever a First-class Electrical Installment

is

Materials and Workmanship are Guaranteed

and correspondence
articles.

is

solicited from

Required.
the

Our

Very Best,

companies and architects requiring our

BOREEL BUILDING,
115

BROADWAY.

Please Mention the Western

Electrician.
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it

THE NATIO
Cle-velara.^., ©la.io.
MANUFACTURERS

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS
_....

r r Ft

I

9

in

OF-

BATTERY MATERIAL.

and
nnlinH

ERECTINC COM..umENGINEERS FOR
l-UK tKevimi;
CONTRACT1NC EPItlNttKS
CONTRACTING

kllf

ENGINEERINb uUMrANT,
LIBERTY
OLIVER
81 LAKE ST.,

JAEVE
SYNOVIAL

ST.

61

boston.

Second

By

machinery.

S.

gum

NEW YORK

I

-

Cylinder Oils.
St.,

ROOM

A

new and original book, designed to Inform a practical public without the use
of mystifying technical terms.

112.

Arc and Incandescent light a epecialty. ExiBting
plants extended or tnoroughly overhauled.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

By FRED H. WHIPPLE.

M. STONE,

Electrician and Contractor.
8 Pacific Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

CHICAGO.

"THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY."

THE "LITTLE WONDER" DYNAMO-ELECTBIC MACHINE

$100,

Plat ng Machines
requiring a speed

1800 to
3600 revolutionsper

Over 1,000 in Successful

of from

minute, are only
for toys.

fit

OPERATION.
Please send for Catalogue of 1S89.

COITTEITTS:

The

The Mechanical Prqduction, Transmission and
Power Purposes.

Utilization

of

Electricity

for

largest manufacturers
Platers' Supplies,

of Nickel

Laquers,

Application to the Propulsion of Cars.
The different systems described, with Illustrations Showing their Methods of
Construction and Operation.
Where and When and How These Systems Have Been Applied.
Comparison of Electric Propulsion to Other Methods.
What does it cost to build an electric road; cost to operate; what are the advan-

History of

Statioiii

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

O.

43 River

OI

pou«r

Bi B6tri6^i §ht anil

or acids.

TAUSSIG, Agent,

R

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screeningi
NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

Especlalh- adapted for all fast runnning
Adopted by the largest
refiltering can be used continually.
Electric Plants of the West.

Free from

to none.

CHICAGO.

I

ST.

109

CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

H. A.

Uynamo and

1

I

T

T

etc,

its

Van Winkle

Hanson.

&

Co,.

NEWARK,
NEW YORK

N.

.1.

OFFICE:

tages?

Application of Electricity to Elevated Railways and to Stationary Power.
Overhead systems, conduit systems, storage battel ies, etc., etc., described and

& 94

Liberty

St.

illustrated.

Cost of Producing Electricity; of

its

Transmissions; of

its

Utilization.

Steam and Water Power and their application to the Electric current.
Price, bound in paper, $1.00; bound in flexible Russia, $2.00.

Fubllsliecl t>y

FRED

H.

WHIPPLE,

Stored
Electrical

-

Michigan,

Detroit,

System.
Edco
Electricity.
DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

Central Station

AooumuUtors

or

Isolated Lighting,

LIGHT

Especii My Adapted to

Railroad Car

Cars Equipped

Long Distance

for Electric Propulsion.

Lighting.

Displ

THE ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATOR
44 Broadway, New York.

CO.,

Tie

Oldest and

Most Experienced Electric Motor Company

91

CRISwOlDSThEET.

in tie

THE ELECTRO-DYNAMIC COMPANY
OK PHILADELPHIA..

detroit office:

CHICAGO OFFICE:

PMCEN1X BUILDINC.

POWER PLANTS
Offices, Residences, Factories,

Theaters, Etc.

Lighting,

Street

Which Completely

l

For Towns,

THE ONLY SYSTEM

and Ammeters,

S"SAriTCHBS,
And Complete Electric

Storage Batteries,

SMCMPM

Voltmeters

Batteries,

Lighting,

Main

Office,

224

Carter

St.,

Philadelphia.

New York

Office,

44 Broadway.

The K napp E lectrical Works.
ivt

Magneto

Bells,

a.KrurA.cTUiiBiis or*

Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries,

x>:e/\

Push Buttons,

Etc.,

TiEhs in

EVERYTHING yOHELECTRICAL.
THK
AGBRTTS

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A Full Line ot their Celebrated Wires,

Buy your Goods

Cables and Tapes

of the

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

-

-

-

CHICAGO.

March

9,
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o
fie!

O
o

oo
Z
c^ <
C/2
GEO. W. PRANK,
J. G.

Ptes.

WHITE,

D. C.

JACKSON,

The Western

Engineering

Co.,

NEB.,

MANUFACTURERS'
of

Engineers

Electrical

REMOVED FROM LINCOLN,
Installation

W. F. WHITE. Sec'y.
Al'G'/STUS PEANK, SdTreas.

Vice-Free.

General Manager.

IN

NEBRASKA, WYOMING

Contractors,

TO KEARNEY, NEB.

ACENTS.

Complete Electric and Steam Plants for Arc and Incandescent Electric Lights, Electric
Equipments for Hotels and Residences.

ACENTS

and

Transmission

Power,

of

Electric

Railways,

Electric

MONTANA, AND DAKOTA, FOR

(Except Laramie),

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC MOTOR. AND RAILWAY AND MINING APPLIANCES.

DYNAMO
PULLEYS.
SECURE

If

you would

the

TKLIPHOU HAMIPAITURIKG

BEST RESULTS,

620

PAPER PULLEYS.

Use

BOSTON.

The following Is the result of a teet receatly made at
the Franklin Institute, showing the relative value of
Paper Pulleys over Iron in the transmission of power:
Transmission, Iron, 2-4 lbs. Paper, 114 lbs., with equal
tension of belt.
Tension, Iron, 150 lbs.; Paper, 39 lbs. for equal transmission.
Width, Iron, 12 inch; Paper, 3 inch (unsafe for belt).
Diameter, Iron, -18 inch; Paper, £4 inch for equal ten-

Exclusive manufacturers of (he unrivaled

;

BENNETT TELEPHONES,
UNEQl'ALED FOB
Private Lines and

sion.

Contact, £0° on H" Paper equals ISO* on 36" Iron.
t£?"*TbeBe Pulleys are ueed and indorsed by the leadin* Electric Light Manufacturing Companies.
For Price Li>-te nnd discounts write to

AMERICAN PAPER PULLEY

CO.

Indianapolis,

CO,

ATLANTIC ATESIE,

SpeaMiig-Me

Use.

Tboufande of thtse instruments in use
throughout the civilized world attest
their popularity.

M

NEW AND DECIDED IMPROVEMENTS THROUGHOUT.
Especially Adapted to Covered or

Heavy Galvanized

MECHANICAL, ELECTRIC, OR
Oar

Pa tenia— 15

Steel Wire.

MAGNETO

number— broadly cover,

SIGNALS.

combined or eepara'ely, the use
of a Hearing Tube, a Curved Transmitter Tube, perfect Insulating DeviceB a- d numerous minor
feituree, likewise a transmitting wire coven d or muffled, or formed oi two or more strands of wire
twisted or braided together. The nee of any of theee features with any other mechanical telephone
infringes our rights, and renders the manufacturer, seller or user liable to enit therefor.
PBICE -LISTS VPON APPLICATION.

V. S.

in

either

Liberal Discounts to Electrical Dealers

is
IS

I

and

Fitters.

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING &M'FG CO.
BOOMS, 200 and 202

ra

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST. LOUIS.
UNIFORM

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

BALL DYNAMOS ™ LAMPS
FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
This system Is mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a steady
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required
and the cost of repairs.

For descriptive circulars or testimonials, address

CHARLES W. RAYMOND,
39 Dearborn

Street,

CHICAGO,

-

LONG LIFE AND GOOD

LIGHT.

Automatic High Speed
'deal 1

ENGINE

\mt\izi

UNION

THE BEST FOR

Western Agt.

Tremont House,
-

IN QUALITY,

-

LECTRIC LIGHTING

TUIL,.

Send

for

our

New

Catalogue.

THE STANDARD CARBON COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO,
manufacturers
of

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.
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TRIUMPHANT!
His Patents Sustained by the United
Supreme Court.

States

THE EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
Takes pleasure in announcing to its patrons and the general public that the decision of the
Supreme Court of the United States, filed on the 21st ult., in the case of the
Bate Refrigerator Company, is in fact a decision

SUSTAINING THE EDISON PATENTS
In the many suits brought by the Edison Company, in the lower courts, againts infringers of the Edison patents, the
defendants have evaded the merits of the controversy, thus tacitly admitting the fact of infringement, and have interposed a plea alleging that our patents have been voided by the expiration of patents previously granted in foreign
countries.

Hence the delay in establishing our rights. In the meantime, other electrical companies have been indiscriminately
copying our devices and methods, not even assuming that they themselves were the original inventors, but simply relying upon the construction of a statute by the lower courts invalidating our fundamental patent. In pursuance of our
expressed determination to secure a decision upon the point of law involved, we have had the Bate Refrigerator case
(covering the identical question) argued before the U. S. Supreme Court, with the result announced above, thus

Completely Deprivingthe Defendants of their Main Defense.
We have now only

to prove the fact of infringement in order to secure prompt injuncand damages from, those who have been so long using ivith impunity that
HIGHEST AUTHORITY now concedes to have been ours, exclusively from

tions against,
which the
the beginning.

,

This

is

simply

to establish

A QUESTION OF FACT.
Was,

or

Was

Hot, Edison the Original Inventor !

This f/uestion lias been decided in his favor a great many times, primarily by the U. S.
Patent Office, which granted to him Patents bearing earliest dates; then by the various
courts of Europe, through the crucial examination of which the question has many times
passed
having now been settled by the Supreme Court of the
Thus the QUESTION OF
by the highest experts of the world, this com( nited States, and the QUESTION OF FACT
intention
to
call a halt and demand, areekoning for the
Public
its
the
of
pany now notifies
rights
in
its
and,
abuse
trespass
of

LAW

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT
16

AND 18 BROAD

ST..

NEW

YORK. By EDWARD H.

CO.,
JOHNSON, President.

March
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II.

Edward

Jackson, Prost.

S. Peeot,

Vic

Jab.

I'.

McQ,f;AiDE, S<?c'y and Treas.

THE NATIONAL CONDUIT MFG. COMPANY'S

WROUGHT IRON CEMENT-LINED PIPE
For Electrical Subways.
In use

by the Metropolitan Telephone & Telegraph Company of New York;
by the Bell Telephone Company of Buffalo; by the Police and Fire
Departments of New York and Chicago, Etc.

THIS SYSTEM IS PARTICULARLY ADAPTED FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT TRUNK AND DISTRIBUTION.

TELEPHONE BUILDINC, NEW YORK.

Address the Company,

ENGINEERING CO.
707 and 709

Market

31 Waterworks

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED

St. Louis.

St.,

Building,

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

Kansas

Erected Ready
City.

Building,

K. ACTS AS

CO.,

CITY, MO.

Poles, Wires, Cables, Conductor Cords,
Pins, Brackets, Insulators, Cross Arms,

WANTED.
YOUK NAME, BUSINESS
AMD ADDKESS.
Send

to

me

Etc., Etc.

CARBONS AND GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.
Bells, Batteries*

Annunciators and Everything Electrical-

Correspondeuoe

PRICES LOW.

Solioitod.
PROMPT SHIPMENTS.
of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.
IIIKTHAW A

Galvanometers, Bridges ami Rheostats by

w

CALL

Ja.aaa.esi

all

CO.,

the Prominent Makers.

AXI> EXA311XE.
.

924 Chestnut

Queen tto Co.
St.,

Directory,

Electrical

A

Postal Card will do.

Fred H. Whipple,
F. AJNNJSTT, rresc.

Office and Mill atOBeoda. 3Ilcli.
Harmocnt. Western
Agent Electrical Department New Haven Clock Co.,
315 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

Exclusive Selling Agent: G. A.

ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE.

TERRE HAUTE. IND.-A SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING.
Well endowed, well equipped departments of Mrh-mis
eliiiniciihuMlCivil KniMn-'-ni.-. KI.-,-m<in
.

EXE\ti[.-iv.- Sin -j,- 4" L:il'i.r:it<Ti«v
lT.iv, in"
i.rn'-r-I-.w
,,i r:.t\'i. i;i «J.]r.^T.l.'.M..inl^rj|jull.l'r.--.

ti

I

S, F.

FEN'Toa.

Vlcc-Prest. and Treas.

Electric Gas Lighting.

The United

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electrical

Electric Lighting.

Apparatus and Supplies,

Telegraph Instruments.

SALT LAKE

Wire nnd Batteries.

CITY,

-

UTAH.

Philadelphia.

-1CS3-

u soo.

E.P.GLEASONMFG.CO,
181-189 MERGER STREET,
KKIAT YORK.
CHICAGO OFFICE, 233 LAKE STREET.
ELECTRIC HPPLIKNCES
AND
MANUFACTURERS OK

INDORSED
Elihn Thomson,

Electric Go.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

(THE STANDARD.)

A. Edison,

CHAS. SLT/SET SMITH, Seo*y

Hotel and House Annunciators.

3E3

Thomas

SONS LUMBER CO.

MANTPACTCRER3 OP
Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poles,
Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept In stock. Orders Filled Promptly.

INSULATINC JOINT.

BY

Bolt. S'and-

DETROIT, MICH.

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,

CARPEKTIF.B,

once and be Correctly Reported in Whipple's

The H.M. LOUD &

at

National

.

Ammeters and Voltmeters

Link

Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, BlakoPnmp, Kortlng Injector, ttc.

HKXD FOB I.1TKST CATALOGUES.

Omaha.

SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY

FOR.

Service.

HPRCIAI/TIES :-Ttie Aimlngton & Sims Enelne, Steel BoIIera, Ireson
ard Rocking and Sheffield Gratea,

319 Ramge

for"

IN

—

Edwin

H. S. Possons,

BRASS, IRON, TIN

GLASS,

Fittings, Brackets, Fixtures, Shades, Globes,
Insulating Joints, Cut-outs, Holders, all Systems, and

Embracing
J.

Houston,

Supplies for Arc and Incandescent Lighting.

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

SENX

3TOIi

C-5.TAL03UE »E" 1SE9.

FOE SALE BY ALL JEWELEES.
Send

for

Pamphlet "ARE YOU POSTED?"

to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH
177-179 Broadway, N. Y.

CO.,

XI

48.
IN

CRYSTAL.

ETCHED

E 3G.

0E3 39.
EIGHT

COLORS.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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SOLE BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine
Is

of

P.

ALUS

RELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

& CO.,

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

FOB ECONOMY OF FOEL, REGULARITY OF
MOTION, AND DURABILITY IN USE.

IT IS TJNEQTJALED

THE ELECTRIC FARE BOX

'RANKLIN

S.

CARTER.

CHA'S. M,

WILKINS.

ESTABLISHED

PftRTRICK

an Experiment, but a

Is not

9, i?

E.

WARD

V/ILKINS.

1867.

& GARTER,

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN'EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

:

Money Saving

Practical

:

AND

:

Labor Saving Device.

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,

\

:

'4
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF
BELLS, DISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LTGHTING APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF
.

Order them Subject to Your Approval.
:

IF

AND

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.

:

WE CLAIM FOR THEM,

NOT ALL

Return them at our Expense.

We

publish. Catalogues -of all our Manufactures, and will forward to any address upon*
implication:
N.B.^When applying for Catalogues, please state whether "Electric-Bell" or.' 'General
Supply" Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trade inclose business card for discounts.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

114 South Second Street.
.A_cT.cl.ress

THE ELECTRIC FARE BOX
418

CEDAR

ST.,

CO.,

BRAIDED WIRE.

B. D.

THE POPULAR WIRE FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

NASHVILLE, TENN.

Safe and Reliable.

OK BRANCH OFFICES:
J.

G.

BRILL CAR CO., Philadelphia.

L.

WHITE. 107

C.

DALLAS ELECTRIC MOTOR

CO., Dallas,

S.

8th

St., St.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE

Louis, Mo.

Texas.

1 1

W.
]. J.

H.

J.

DICKEY, President.
WELLS, Sec'y and Gen'l Man.

H. A.

KINNEY,

Sup't and Electrician.

FLEMON DRAKE, Vice President
KORT Y, Treasurer.
W.

MIDLAND ELECTRIC CO

R. E.

Gen'l Supt.

L. H.

J).

SARGENT,

JNO. H. BARRETT,
Vire-Pres.snd Consulting Electrician.

President.

E. H.

Broadway.

GALLAHER, Secy.
J.W.GODFREY, Gen'l M gr.

DOWSE,

B.

CO,

649 & 651

Central St., Boston, Mass.

CUTLER,

FRANK

Treasurer and Manager.

A.

PERRET,

Electrician.

eJ

OMAHA, NEBRASKA.
DEALER3 IN

BLBGTRICAL SUPPLIES
For tke Telegrapk, Telepfeos© aad Pleetrlc liglt.

THEELEKTRONMFG.CO,
Cor.

JAY AND PLYMOUTH STS

BROOKLYN,

—MANUFACTURERS OF

Hotel and House Annunciators, Bnrglar Alarm.!, Fire Alarms. Electric Gas Lighting, Speaking TubeB,
Elevator Annunciators, BatterleB. Push Buttons. Electric Pens, Telegraph Learnere' Instruments, Medical
Batteries. Linemen's Tools, Bell Hangers* Supplies, Railway Velocipedes, Cars, Etc.

Westzek

Aozsts THE OKONITE CO., and the Return
"We own the Franchisee of

Alarm., for Cities and. Towns.

Call System of Hotel Annunciators. Fire
the Western States and Territories for the

IMPROVED McCULLOH

**flJJElOTJS + DISTRICT + TEIcEfi^PF + gyg^EJSI,**
and are prepared

to give franchises

NEW YORK OFFICE:
150 NASSAU ST.

N. Y.

THE PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS
AND DYNAMOS.
SMALL SIZES

and construct plants on reasonable termB.

D^Ea'.Imfttea famished and contracts made for any and all kinds of Electrical Work In any part of the
Weat. Correspondence solicited. Illustrated Catalogue and Price LlBt on Application.
Authorized Contractors:
Edison Electric Light and Gamewell Fire Alarm. Teleicraph.

A SPECIALTY.

Si:;

The Empire City Electric Co,
- 15

Six Now

1-8

DEY STREET,

^P^?t™«fc.'

NEW YORK,

1
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PATENT

TM CURTIS

Theflrushglectricfompang

The Most Powerful, The Most
No.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

I,

for

Stylish,

and

It is the C'
Durable.
'

woi

-will

Price-List, Erected and Warranted.
50 horse-power, $30.
No. 2, for 100 horse-power, SIOO.
No.

3, for

ISO horse-power, $150.

Special quotations for five hundred horse-power and upwards.

manufactured

MANUFACTURERS OF

by

THE CURTIS REGULATOR CO.,
BEVERLY
GENERAL AGENCIES.

NEW

BRUSH ARC BROWN

YORK, 109

BOSTON.

ST..

I

PHILADELPf
MINNEAPOLIS, 210

ST.
S.

TMrd

LI

St.

SHARPE MFC. CO.,

*

PROVIDENCE,

AND

H.. I.
MILLING CITTEEH,
FORMED CVTTEIi*.
bum: hilling ci ttihs,
miiaphii citters,
t
t
\\«.l
CETTEBW,
TOP CtTTEHS.
REAUEIt Cl'TTEBS
TWIST DRILL CUTTERS, CI'TTERS FOR SPIRAL MILLS,
STRA1HGT LIPPED TWIST DRILL CI'TTERS.
SCREW SLOTTING CUTTERS,
INSERTED TOOTR MILLS,
END MILLS. METAL SLITTING SAWS.
Catalogue with Price List Maiied on Application.
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LwHi

Electric

Incandescence

It

I.

Western Representative,

S. A,

SMITH,

CHICAGO, ILL.

23 Sontli Canal Street,

of electric lighting
ELECTRIC MOTORS! elements
BY PHILIP ATKINSON,
Ph. D.

Q

CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS,

ETC.

260 Pages, Cloth Bindine,
This book

is

Price SI.5C

Illustrated,

an elaboration and revision of the popular

which ran through the

series ol articles

WESTERN Electrician

under the same title. It treats of: Principles of the Dynamo; Alternate
Dynamos Direct Current Dynamos Electric Terms and Units; Electric Measurements
The Arc Lamp The Incandescent T^amp The Storage Battery Electric Distribution.
Current

;

;

;

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,

CHICAGO OFFICE,
No. ISO

Washington

No. 201 Journal Building,

Street,

ALEXASDEB

;

HElll'T,

O. C.

Bpeelal Agent.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

STEELE,
Special

;

Sent, postage prepaid, on receipt of price.

Lakeside Bnilding, Chicago.

A. gent.

MAORAEON

HEISLER ELECTRIC

809

to

81 7 S. 7th

LIGHT COMPANY,
Mo.

St., St. Louis,

STORAGE

Manufacturers aud Patentees of

The Long Distance

INCANDESCENT

BATTERIES

Electric Light

SYSTEM.

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

Patented in
The

MACRAEON STORAGE BATTERIES

the eimpleet in construction— are

and will last longer than
great efficiency.
tion,

any other

1

The

in

only

These Storage Batteries can be Profitably Used

tor:

1.
Incandescent Lighting on Arc Circuits everywhere using the same Dynamo and power
while Idle during the day, for charging the Batteries.
2.
Incandescent Light Plants, whether isolated plantB or central stations, can be
doubled in capacity bv using the Macraeon Storage Batteries.
3.
Snrplns iPower, Steam or Water, even Irregular, wherever It can be had, in Factories,
Breweries or business buildings, can bo utilized to great advantage and profit by storing electricity
during the day for lighting the place or neighborhood at night.
•i.
Storage Batteries can also be uBea for steadying Incandescent or arc lights when run direct from the dynamo.

Incandescent Lighting Ironi the Macraeon (Storage Batteries is l'\IKl',1.1 A IE l, K,
No Flickering. lesH Breakage of Lamps,
always on hand day or night.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

WM. BALLOU,

President,

or

St.,

LEONARD PAGET,

-

Station

ages.
Its practical

and financial success has been demonstrated by

CENTRAL STATIONS which have adopted the
HEISLER SYSTEM within the Inst three years.
Our system is the only PERFECT AUTOMATIC, adjusting

numerous

load correspondingly with the

number

of lights.

Special terms to Electric Companies,

We

Address
Chief Electrician,

Macraeon Storage Battery
7 Wall St., NEW YORK.
FACTORY, 110-114 Dickinson

especially

Central

The most ECONOMICAL SYSTEM in every respect.
Noted for the BRILLIANCY and BEAUTY of the light.
Having the simplest mode of wlriug. the greatest production of
C. P. to the H. P., and a number of other important advant-

its

Complete Installations made, including Dynamos and Motors.
Contractors and Supply AgentB.

for

work, combining the SUCCESSFUL ILLUMINATION of
the STREETS with the universal supply of light for all COMMERCIAL and DOMESTIC requirements.

Oim, MTKAItY and

and, like gas, the light is

GEO,

INCANDES-

CENT SYSTEM
suited

>

all Civilized

Countries.

do not "buckle,' "blister" or " sulphate"— are

METAL BOXES— require leeB attenCLOSED
battery
the market, being practically IndeBtractible and of

made with

-

TRENTON,

Co.,
N, J,

furnish lamps from JO up to

100 C. P. to any desired

from the Central Station on
American gauge.
distance

We guarantee

the lamps not to blacken

brilliancy superior to

all

a

single wire.

and

to

X

S

maintain their

other systems.

Over 5,000 of our Incandescent lamps of various candle
powers have been placed for illuminating the streets and boulevards, connected by more than 1.500 miles ol line wire circuits
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CO.
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THE PIONEERS IN INCANDESCENT LIGHTING

ALTERNATING CURRENTS
AND OWNERS OF

FUNDAMENTAL PATENTS PERTAINING THERETO.

COMPLETE CENTRAL STATION

OUTFITS.

Alternating Current Apparatus,
Direct Current Apparatus,

Arc Lighting Apparatus,
Electric Motors,

Electric Meters.

150

CENTRAL STATIONS
OFFICES

IN

IN

OPERATION.

ALL LEADING CITIES.

150
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

CO.

?

LESSEES OF

THE DNITED STATES ELECTRIC LIGHTING
Sales Department, 120 Broadway,

NEW

CO.

YORK.

Arc and Incandescent Apparatus
OF"

Efficient

on

Apparatus!

Economical Lamps!
Ingenious Devices

THE

SAWYER -MAN
510 West 23d

Street,

ELECTRIC

CO.,

NEW YORK.

Incandescent Electric

Lamps

ua.i\ri3

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC WORK.

ELECTRIC AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.
CORRESPONDENCE WITH DEALERS INVITED.
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Arc Lighting
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PRICES UPON APPLICATION.

Western Electric Company,
chicago.

new

york.

london.

antwerp.

EVERY SATURDAY.
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The Sperry Regulator
Among

the patents dated February 26th was
one issued to Elmer A. Sperry, of Chicago, relating to a regulator for dynamo electric maThe invention is one which has excited
chines.
considerable interest, as the greatest efficiency
Heretofore
has been claimed for the device.
the regulator has never been illustrated, and it
The cuts which
has never been fully described.
are herewith presented and the descriptive matter are taken from the patent specification.
Fig. 1 is an end view of a dynamo with the

Assuming that the parts
regulator attached.
are in the position indicated in this cut and the
line resistance permanent, the magnetization of
the field magnet will be constant, and the vibrator or magnetic mass A"- will be held at a

MARCH

No. 10

9, iS

the armature so changes with reference to the field
magnet C, adjacent to the vibrator or magnetic
mass A'-, that the resultant of the magnetism of the
field magnet C and the currents in the armature,
which resultant affects the vibrator or magnetic
mass, cannot sufficiently affect the vibrator or
magnetic mass A'-, and the compensating motor
which is operated by cam _/', so
is employed
located on the bar J' that as the neutral point
approaches such described position the roller or
trunnion
travels along such cam /', and bymeans of the spring or motor L' and arm L assists in holding the vibrator or magnetic mass
A"- toward its lie-Id magnet.
Generally the variation of the assistance during the greater part
of this movement is not great; but as the collector nearly approaches the position indicated

D

uniform disfrom the adjacent
If the refield magnet.
sistance be suddenly diminished as, for instance,
by the extinguishment of
some of the lamps on the
main line and it is depractically

arm on

the rock-shaft to which the magnetic
secured, operates as a compensating moill
tor.
course many other kinds of mot
could lie used in this position to reinforce or resist the action of the magnetic mass in compensation for. its change of power incident to
the variation in the magnetization of the field
magnet at the point near which such magnetic
mass 1- placed, or, in other words, to the variation in the resultant of the magnetization of the
field magnet and the currents in the armature.
The shifting device or shifter for the movable
current-collector consists, substantially, of the
reciprocating bar, though of course other shifters
might be used. This bar is called the "shifter."
The block and pitman which are driven from
the shaft of the dynamo are termed the "driving
comotor," since they

the

mass

is

operate to reciprocate the

tance

shifter.

In the form of device
shown, the operation of
the magnetic mass, aided

—

certain parts of
the
excursion of the shifter
by the reinforcing motor,
which is controlled and set
in operation by the cam,
is primarily to
apply the
driving motor to the
shifter in such manner as
to
secure
the
proper
motion of the shifter.
The object is to transmit
the force or power
existing in the place wheresuch mass is
cated into
motion or power to be apat

—

sired that the

current-col-

should rotate over

lector

toward the position shown
in dotted lines, this motion
(.111 be
accomplished by
the retraction of the bars
/ and /' and the spring-

connection
change

_/-'.

This

take
only
place when the lower dog,
G", is held against its adwill

jacent ratchet bar, and in
that event the reciprocations of the block G"' will
cause the dog to feed the
bar _/, together with the
bars J' and J"-, toward the
left in the cut, thus carrying the current-collector
about toward the position
indicated* in the dotted
lines; but this action only
takes place when the arm
A"''
bears upward against
the dog G" sufficiently to

I

plied directly or indirectly
shifting the currently illecti >rs or to connect the
to

driving motor with a device to shift such

the magnetii
mass is located as shown,
and the lamps are being
turned on, the action of a

compensating motor

draw

this vibrator or

net (', the arm A"'' forces the dog G" into engagement with its ratchet, and the bars /, /'
and
are moved step by step toward the left

f

the cut to rotate the current-collector toward
the position indicated in the dotted lines.
This
operation continues until the current-collector
has reached a position where the current is
again normal.
It is found that as the currentin

collector moves toward the position indicated in
the dotted lines the position of the neutral point of

to
a<

-

which it exercises
to wa r d such mass.
It
might be possible to so
place the magnetic mass as
that this action would be
sed and the power of
the magnetic mass would
tion

be
•l

HE SPERRY REGUI

and the described resultant rapidly loses its
power to affect the vibrator or magnetic mass
A'- the curved or parabolic portion of the cam
/' receives the trunnion I \ rapidly swings the
elbow-lever I?, and thus increases the power of
tin- compensating motor or spring to force tin
vibrator or magnetic mass into that posit
which it must occupy to continue the excursion
of the bar J toward the left, and which position
the magnetism of the field magnet or the currents of the armature, or the resultant of the
magnetism and the currents of the armature are
powerless to make it assume. and which position
it
must occupy to maintain the normal current
in
the exterior circuit traversed In the perfected or generated current.
The spiral spring, which is connected with

in

urc.it.

A lol;.

mag-

mass to itself proportionately to the increase
of magnetism in the field magnet C, so long as the
same is unaffected by the currents in the armature, and this increase takes place as the resistance in the line is diminished by the extinguishment of lamps or by oilier causes. The vibrator
or magnetic mass A- is drawn closer to its magnetic

is

gradually dei rease the

overcome the downward
tendency of the spring A'.
This motion the arm A"'
will have when the vibrator
or magnetic mass A"-' is
drawn with sufficient force
toward the field magnet C.
The field magnet C will

collect-

When

ors.

the

first

instance too

and would require a

diminishing resisting influence from the motor instead of an increasing
aiding influence, as in the form herein described.
In either ease the result would lie the ^aine
namely, the compensation by such motor of the
inequality of influence exercised over the mag-

mass by the field magnet. The varying
heights at which the dogs are held with respect
to the ratchets by the lever A'' permits them to
skip a greater or less number of ratchet teeth in
successive excursions, and thus to engage the
ratchets al varying points along their travel.
Thus each successive excursion of the dogs may
cause the ratchets to travel unequal distances.
owing to the angular arrangement oi such
ratchet bar with reference to the travel of the
netic

dogs.
2

is

.1

side view of a portion of the driving
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St. Louis Electric Light Contract.
The board of public improvements of

plan view of
'•I

tile driving
the reinforcinc

mec hanism.

March

city of St.

Louis

some time

invited,

ADDITIONAL

the
ago, bids

Any

(j,

ic

I.IOUTS.

public place, park or building, which shall
not have been previously lighted, shall, upon requisition a;
above provided, be lighted from and after thirty days after
notice of such requirement is given the contractor.
street,

I

I

ICATION 01 LAMPS.

As a general rule arc lights for street lighting will be
placed at alternate street intersections, so that the field of
illumination for each lamp will extend one block in every
direction, if blocks be less than 400 feet in length; if the
blocks be more than 400 and less than Soo feet in length,
a lamp will be placed at each intersection; and if the blocks
are over 800 feet in length, an intermediate lamp will be
placed at or near the middle of the block. Along suburban
roads lamps will be approximately 1,000 feet apart.
If the
municipal assembly, by ordinance, should require the lighting of alleys, lamps will be placed near the middle of the
blocks; such lamps maybe incandescent lamps of 30 candle
power each.
SUPPORTS OF LAMPS.

The

-THE Sl'ERRY REGULATOR.

Thirty-one claims are allowed for the inven-

Among

the number are the following:
In a current-regulator for dynamo-electric machines, the combination of a vibrating
magnetic mass in proximity to the field magnet
with a movable current-collector and an elastic
connection between the two.
"14. In a current regulator for dynamo-electric machines, the combination of a movable
current collector with a shifter therefor, the two
connected by an elastic connection, and a driving motor for such shifter.
"31. In a current regulator for dynamo-electric machines, the combination of a movable
current collector, a shifter therefor, a driving
motor for said shifter, connecting parts between
the shifter and motor and attached to one and
adapted to engage the other at varying intervals,
a magnetic mass in proximity to the field magtion.
" i.

net,

for electric

These bids we re opened
In the appended

lighting.

February 28th,

at 12

)'clock.

poles for carrying street lamps and the means of
suspension must not be dangerous, unsightly, or such as to
incommode the adjoining property unnecessarily.
The
material, design and color of such poles or supports must
be approved by the board of public improvements.

would require

It

meet the specifications

to

to the motor to
application to the shifter."

and connections therefrom

control

its

The Medico-Legal Society of Chicago has
been considering the subject of electric executions.
The discussion indicated that the members generally did not favor a change from the
method usually employed. They thought that
hanging was no more painful than "electrolethe."
One of the physicians advocated a method by
which criminals would be obliged to imitate the
example. of Socrates, and partake of the poisonous cup.

Fort

Wayne Jenney Company

FIG.

A dispatch from Fort Wayne, Intl., says: The
location of the Fort Wayne Jenney Electric Light
company's shops, which has been a matter of
speculation since the destruction by fire of the
buildings three months since, has been definitely
There has
settled, and in favor of Fort Wayne.
been a lively bidding between Brooklyn, N. V.,
Peoria, 111.. Grand Crossing. 111. Fremont, O.,
and other

places.

It

was agreed that

§30,000

if

3.

—THE

SP

The folare summarized.
lowing items from the specifications will explain
the figures given in the table:
table the proposals

about 1,600 2,000 candle power arc lights and
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hours and seasons of lighting shall be: a. Street
be from fory-fivc minutes after
sunset until thirty minutes before sunrise, every day in the
Thoroughfares through parks shall lie lighted as
year.
A. Park lighting shall be from forty live minutes
streets.
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and office where light
or night.
Second. Lights in offices,
between the hours ol five o'clock
midnight, from April /st to September 30th, and
o'clock i\ M and midnight from

Lights

in halls

all hours of the day
that shall he available
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2,000 30 candle power, and 3000 16 candle
power incandescent lamps. The specifications
permit the substitution of 30 candle power incandescent lamps for some or all of the arc
liy the terms of
lights used for street lighting.
the specifications bids

for arc lights for illuminating public buildings instead of incandescent
lights were allowed.
The bids include cleaning, maintaining, repairing and operating expenses during the term of
ten years, beginning January rstnext. From the
data it will be seen that it is difficult to determine whose bid is lowest on the entire work.
The determination will depend on the action of
the board; that is to say, the board must first

immm*>

FIG.

I.

Womp

TURNQUIST DOOR SPRING.

decide how many arc lights, 30 candle power incandescent lights and 16 candle power lamps
shall be used.
The final award of the contract will depend
not only upon the figures, but also upon the responsibility of the bidders and the superiority of
the system to be installed.
It can very easily be
calculated that it will cost at least $425,000 to

'37

Electrical Novelties.
cuts illustrate sevi
cities recently put on the market by the Electrical
fig.
shows the
Supply company, of Chicago,
Tlirnquist do. a- spring. Many springs have been
designed for tin- closing of the electrical circuil
when the door is opened, but nearly all have
serious objections. A large part of the door jamb
has to be removed, or a large aperture made to
Contain the working parts.
The springs have
within themselves an insulating medium, which
liable to shrink ami deteriorate, permitting
is
constant leakage and false alarms,
'fin
quist spring has no insulating substance entering
into its make-up, and requires but the boring of
a half-inch hole in the door jamb for its insertion.
The contact is separated by a slight distance,
the jamb itself performing the function of insulation.
A sliding contact is obtained, which is
very valuable for keeping the surface bright.
Fig. 2 shows the latest construction of the
automatic ground switch. A full description of
the old form of this switch has been given in the
Western' Electrician, but the construction
has been changed.
One of the switch arms has
been extended for the fastening of the handle.
The automatic releasing device will cause the
switch to operate when a ground occurs which
would be sufficient to jeopardize life or property.
slight or extremely high resistance ground
will not operate the switch.
It is, therefore, not
unduly sensitive, and will not operate without
sufficient cause.
It can be operated as an ordinary double-pole hand switch by the pushing of

St.

Louis Republic says,

in

have
heavy

111.

-I'm,;:,

1

I

rated

oftei

the

-

al in the end.
very small where a
d in the beginning.

system

The

cost

e :s

Leaving
overdanger a:
head wires, let us take another practical view
from a business standpoint. In a small country
of the

villagi
nt, well constructed line of telegraph poles ^ives the place an air of activity,
and looks well, but when you come to consider-

ing
1

the
e in

i

effect

in

large city,

a

our narrow, crowded

it

is

different.

streets, a

line

of

A

reference to

"The
now pays the gas companies every year

about $280,000 for furnishing the street illuminand about $50,000 for lighting public buildings.
The parks under the new system will be
well lighted, the streets much better lighted,
also the public buildings, and in addition to
these points in favor of the new system there is
one other of very great importance. The electric lights will be turned on soon after sundown,

of

I

the substitution of electric light for gas:
city

is

1

erect the lighting plant.

The

the system,

:ig

but

The accompanying

MEDICAL COIL.

ant,

a button which projects slightly from the lower
Its action is instantaneous,
part of the switch.
and throughout is well designed.
The new lava insulators are illustrated in
The appreciation and utilizaFigs. 3 and 4.
tion of lava as an insulator have been growing for
Electrical manufacturers
the past two years.
have not been slow in adopting an insulator
which is perfectly non-combustible, and at the
same time is almost entirely free from changes
due to moisture.
Fig. 5 illustrates the Electrical Supply comIt is durably
pany's new medical faradic coil.
constructed, neat in appearance, and perfect in
While in action the power of the
operation.
Cords and
current is under perfect control.
terminals are furnished, forming a part of the
outfit, by means of which the electrodes can be
taken at some distance from the apparatus. The
proportions have been worked down with great
care, so that with a given battery strength the
greatest faradic effects are produced.

LAVA

FIC. 3.

ins:

1

VTi »RS.

Flo.

4.

telegraph poles, with hundreds of wires strung
upon them, is positively an obstruction, and a
That is all there is to it.
great public nuisance.
"Here in Chicago the underground system has
been given a trial; it has proven satisfactory,
and that is the best argument I can offer. When
people come to me from other cities and ask me
for advice on this topic, I say: You see what we
have done here. We have buried the wires, and
we would not, under any consideration, return
to the old system.
It often hurts the companies
interested, but what else can I say without stultifying myself ? I have advised the people of
Chicago to bury the wires, and acting on my advice they have done so.
The experiment has
proven successful. These are facts, and facts
that cannot be overcome."

A New Annunciator.
The accompanying

cut represents a new elecannunciator, introduced by Edwards & Co.
of New York city.
The following special claims
are made for the new device: Compactness,
simplicity of construction, a positive lock until
released by the magnet, and so arranged that
it will discharge any
residual magnetism every
tric

Underground Wires.

me.

2.

AUTOMATIC GROUND SWITCH.

and be kept burning until broad daylight, and
this every night in the year, both winter and
summer, while now, on moonlight nights, or
nights put down in the calendar as moonlight
mollis, the streets are in absolute darkness so far
as gas lights go, even though the night prove
cloudy.
The committee will decide within the
next day or two on the bid or bids most advantageous t" the city, and the contract will then go
to the city council for ratification and approval.
There seems to be little doubt that the 1st of
January next will see the city of St. Louis
lighted successfully

by

electricity."

In conversation with a representative of the
Western Electrician recently, Professor Barrett said: "During a recent trip to New York I
had an opportunity to see what was being done
The
in the way of burying wires in the east.
subway commission of New York means business, I think, and Mayor Grant seems to be after
the electric companies that are opposed to the
underground system. They have fine conduits
they're models
and 1 wish 1
in New York city
had a few miles of them out here. Much interest is manifested in New York in the work that
has been done in Chicago in the way of burying
told them there, as I have often told
wires.
I
electricians elsewhere, that I do not represent
any company, clique or system, but the community at large, and I know the people want
underground wires. A corporation that opposes
public sentiment in this matter is merely cutting
It's a short-sighted policy, and
am
its throat.
surprised more of the companies don't view it

—

—

1

in that light.
••(>f

sidered

course there arc
in this

many

matter, and

the

points to be confirst, that of the

NEW ANNUNCIATOR.
time the tag drops, so
stick,

l'he raising

that

will

it

that the armature cannot
is so constructed

arrangement

only interfere with the drops that are

down, thereby avoiding the

strain

that

would

otherwise ensue.

The reports that (lie storage battery car in Sacramento
had been taken off tlie road arc incorrect. The car ha;
been running satisfactorily, having made since starting
ore miles, and will continue to run.
No new cars
w II be added, however, until (he Pacific Storage company
h .s comp'eted iis factory, and is able to male the batterits
on the Pacific coast.
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Underground System.

The Thomson-Houston Electric Railway
at Des Moines.

Investigating the

at Des Moines, Iowa,
by the Thomson-Houston
as been in operaric company, of
This line is seven and
tion since Dec 20, iSSS.

cently to ins-pect the electric
courteously entertained by City Electrician Bar-

The

electric

railway

which was

I

one-half miles in length, and at present there are
eight cars in daily operation, each equipped with

The Boston

officials

who

Chicago relight plant were

visited

who gave them all the assistance in his
power in their investigations. The electric light
companies of Boston and many city officials oppose burying the wires, and it is hardly possible
rett,

New York Board

9,

18

of Electrical Control.

There was a large attendance of the representatives of
electric light and telegraph companies at the meeting of the
Board of Electrical Control Feb. 25th. They were anticipating the discussion of matters materially affecting the
interests they represented, but were hardly prepared for the
flat-footed manner in which Mayor Grant clinched the
former declaration of his policy, by bringing up every one
with a round turn.
Letters were read from various companies, showing what
progress they were making toward getting their wires
underground. The Metropolitan Telephone & Telegraph
company, which has shown noteworthy readiness to meet
the requirements of the law, stated that fully 90 per cent, of
the wires in the conduits are its property, and that in 188S
it had removed, or caused to
be removed, 200 poles and
700 miles of wire, and put down 46 cables, containing
4,600 miles of wire, at a cost of -$147,000. The report also
said that before many months the company hoped to have
all ics wires underground.
The mayor thought that the company was not doing its
best.
Mr. Eckert, the general manager of the Metropolitan Telephone company, instanced the work done in the
past as an evidence of the good intentions and energy of
the company, and Commissioner Gibbens thought that the
spending ot £147,000 by the company was a proof of its
good faith. The mayor, however, thought that such a sum
was a very small matter to a company that charged such
exorbitant rates, and had such an enormous revenue. It
c juld well afford to make such improvements, and ought to
have done more, so as to leave less undone when the time
that the wires

had to go underground arrived.

Mr. Eckert said that many subscribers would be thrown
out of the service if the attempt to do the work in twenty
days, given by the board, was made.
The time was fixed at thirty days. "And when we fix
a time we mean it," said the mayor, "and the companies
must abide by it. This action is not taken to be reconsidered or extended at the next meeting.
When the time
is up the poles will come down pre ty quick, whether the
companies take them down or not."
letter from the United Sta es Illuminating company
was read, in which the president said that, although the

A

company

believed the

electric light wires,

it

subways would
have

will

prove useless for
cable ready in fortywant it distinctly under-

its test

"

days.
The mayor said:
I
stood that the forty five days agreed upon for this test
meeting must not be entirely taken up in getting
a cable.
The test must be completed within that time. If
it is not, I will take some action."
The expert said that the Western Union company had
"Mr. Secretary-/' said the mayor,
sent in no report.
"notify that company to take down its poles in the subway
If they don't act, I will."
streets within twenty days.
The time to be allowed was subsequently fixed at thirty
days.
five

at the last

two 10 horse power Thomson-Houston motors.
The road is double track, and overhead construction has been used throughout.
The power plant consists of a 100 horse power
engine and boiler, and a Thomson-Houston 80
The operation of this
horse power generator.
road during some severe weather has done much
to dissipate the doubt regarding the feasibility
of running electric cars during snowstorms.
About December 28th a severe snowstorm visited
>f
)es Moines, about one foot of snow falling.
steam,
the three tramway lines in Des Moines
horse and electric the electric railway was the
only one to operate on schedule time, making
regular trips every fifteen minutes, a fact which

that th; present investigation will have the effect
of causing a change of sentiment.
A party of Minneapolis aldermen were in Chi-

The Manhattan Electric Light company stated that it
had a contract to light the new Union Square theater and
Proctor's Twenty-third Street theater, and asked for per-

(

1

—

—

inly

is

very nattering'^to the system.

New Brush

for Railway Motors.

imson-Houston Electric company has
recently substituted in its railway motor service
The copper
>n brushes for copper brushes.
brushes heretofore used allow the armature to
rotate in either direction with

maintained at
upon the commutator. They
duced excellent results, but
with the carbon brush led to

perfect freedom,
an even pressure
have always proexperiment made

the

belief that

iperiority over

it

the copper,

which supposition has since been found to be
he carbon brushes are now in general
ai

all

the railways

Thomson-

using the

rning the wearing

of this brush

speak very
the- roads
I

the

and grades, and
lo unusually

:

state

without excep-

iger life than tic

-HOUSTON

pon the

week

It

is

1

f

filer

:.ithcr,

The

Ml

investigating the underground
the intenl 1011 ol the council to re
it
is a
is said, and there
probability that the wires will be ordered down.
ian Barely a day passi
Elet ti
it)
rett is not called upon i'/ explain the Chicago
system to visitors or correspondents.
last

n,

month.
and cng

EI.KI

-..

1

ii

KA1 1.W \Y

\

I

I

»KS Ml 1JN1

-

en first avenue so as to make a
mission to string
connection.
The mayor asked how many poles the company would take down on Third avenue if the permit were
Mr. Leslie, the superintendent of the company,
granted.
said 127.
The expert explained thai the 127 poles would
lie
removed only 10 be replaced by others. The mayor
-..ires

turned to Mr, Leslie and said:
"What do you mean, sir, by trying to mislead

me

as to

March
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Had it not been for Mr. Wheeler. I should
facts?
have voted for the resolution, believing that by the building of the First avenue line we should get rid of 127 poles
on Third avenue." Then, turning to Or. Wheeler, he said:
"I see you are looking after the interests of the board.
am sorry for what I said to you last week, sir."
The application was granted on condition that all companies using the poles should take down other poles else-

amperes does not exceed .05 volt, owing
small resistance in the measuring coil.

where.

vestibtiled trains

the

I

before the board a large
plications, every one of which was refused

There was

still

number of apon motion of

to the

is

-

begun.

simp
At the end of

•ions

on the Atchison
Santa Fe Railroad.

Electric Train Lighting

Topeka &

Chicago and Kansas
on tin' Atchison, Topel
Sante ke railroad have alone been lighted
Heretofore

the

electricity, but the

success attending

the

'

vork
il

by

in

al

place of

ight there

w

tie

1

trial

the company in extending the
lu< ago
system to all its trains running out of
For the local trains the isolated car system will
be used; storage batteries alone will be used.
A set of thirty-two cells of the Electrical Accu
mulator company's 23C type are placed under
each car, being charged at this end of the line
in the time intervening between the arrival of

has warranted

(

Chicago and its departure on the
For the purpose of charging these
batteries the Santa Fe company has alread)
begun the installation of a plant at the yards at

each train
next trip.

in

Eighteenth street in Chicago. In order to avoid
the necessity of removing the batteries from the
cars, either for charging or replacing with others
fully charged, Alexander Thompson, the electrician of the company, has devised a plan of

FIG.

I.

ARON METER.

the mayor, who said he was determined to bring the com
panies to the realization of the fact that the wires were
really going underground, and he should refuse all applications for new permits until they should manifest the same
diligence in getting their wires buried as they had shown

finding reasons for keeping them overhead.
The en
gineer was directed to make plans for an underground
duct either in Twenty-seventh, Twenty-eighth or Thirtieth
streets.
The mayor directed that the police should be
notified just what permits had been granted, and stated
that he would call on Chief Inspector Byrnes to see that no
other work was done.
Thus ended a very breezy meeting.
The vigorous measures of the mayor are spreading consternation in the camp of the companies interested, who
complain that in the face of unquestionable proofs of good
faith they are being pushed beyond the limits of possibility
They say that their business is mo-t seriously interrupted,
and they cannot carry out their contracts.
in

current distribution which enables him to charge
the batteries under any number of cars up to
the capacity of the dynamo without moving a
single cell of battery or interfering in any way
with the work of cleaning or repairing the cars.
The sketch shows the general arrangement of
the plant and the system of current distribution
that will be utilized.
The engine and dynamo will be placed in the
boiler house, a tachometer and current indicator
being connected here with an automatic break
switch that will drop whenever the counter electromotive force in the external circuit exceeds
that of the dynamo. The main wires lead to the
adjacent end of the round-house that is assigned
to the electrician for his repair shop and storage
battery work.
j
Here the volt and ampere meters are conconof
a
switch-board
nected, and by means
nections can be made for charging batteries as
soon as set up, so that all spare sets of batteries
are kept fully charged, and no set of batteries
will ever be issued to a car unless they are fully
charged.
From this switch-board an overhead line runs
to the passenger car tracks, as shown in the
sketch, and two parallel overhead lines are sus-

AROX METER.
case be supplied either from the charged batround-house or from those under
any cars in the yard.
In case of an accident to any part of the engine or dynamo on the vestibuled trains' plants
the batteries under the cars of these train can
be charged here and lights kept up by this means
alone until the necessary repairs can be made.
and
It is proposed to light the round-house
various shops of the Santa Fe company here
teries in the

Aron Electric Meters.
The accompanying

cuts illustrate the Aron
meters for continuous and alternating currents.
The following description is taken from the
London Electrician: In the direct current meter,
Fig. 1, two pendulums control two distinct clockwork gears. One of these is a standard, oscillating at a regular speed.
The other has a permanent magnet instead of a weight, and is
variable in speed.
The variation is obtained by
passing the entire supply of current to be recorded through a solenoid of thick wire placed
underneath the magnet. The magnetic influence
of this solenoid has an accelerating effect on the
pendulum in direct proportion to the current
passed through. The difference of speed between
the standard and magnetic pendulum is given in
direct ampere-hours by differential speed counting gearing, on a similar principle as a gas meter
index.
The slightest alteration in the current
passed through is thus recorded.
In the alternate current type the principle
is the same.
One pendulum carries an ordinary
metal weight, while the other one ends in the
shape of a fork, which carries a coil of thin wire.
This small coil is connected up in shunt, and
moves freely inside a larger one, wound with
thick wire, through which passes the main current.
The effect of these two coils acting upon
each other causes an 'alteration of the speed of
the measuring pendulum, which is proportionate
to the product of the existing e. m. f. and the
strength of current.
The clock went for six
weeks without winding up.
The loss of e. m. f. with a current of, say, 100

ELECTRIC TRAIN LIGHTING ON

111!

pended for a distance of five hundred feet be
tween each pair of the four tracks. On each of
these lines are placed a number of trolleys, similar to those used in the overhead electric street
railway systems, each connected to, but insulated
from, a corresponding trolley on the parallel
suspended wire, thus making a sort of overhead
traveler riding on the two wires.
Flexible conductors are attached to each pair
of trolleys, fitted with suitable couplings at the
lower end for attaching to the battery wires of
the cars, so, as soon as any car arrives on any
•ne of the four tracks, a traveler is run out on the
nearest pair of wires to a point opposite the a'.
the connections made to the battery wires, ami
i

KA

VTCHISON,

S

SANTA

11

RAILROAD.

electric light, using

ti;
batnecessity of running the
plant at night. Mr. Thompson has entire charge
the Santa le
of the installation of this plant.
Company is the fust to extend electric lighting
to all trams, and in taking this step the o:
of this road show themselves to be fully up to the
times in aildingtothe comfort of their passe:

with the
teries

and avoiding

Reference

letters in the accompanying

indicate as folli ws:
/\
Electric plant;

.-.

department;
g.

•

all

r.

diagram

Boiler ami engine
Round housi

Turn table;
;•.

trical

ach tracks;

Mains from dynamo; '/.Switch-board:
Double trolley lim

tributing mains;
supports.
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In other
specified time, he proposes "to act."
He says
words, he intends to remove the poles.
he will not stand any trifling or any delay. With
a threatening atthe very beginning of his term, the
prospect before the corporations is not entirely

Mayor Grant occupying such

titude
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that managers in the state say it is
continue business and at the same time conform
The views of two of the leadto its provisions.
ing managers in Missouri are given in the letters
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interview published in this issue, in which

vention on the subject of underground conduits,
shows that he has lost none of his faith in this
system. All of his recent investigations, he says,
have tended to confirm his belief, and he is more
confident to day than ever before that the underground system will force itself upon the electric
He favors a free discussion
light companies.
of the subject, and is not afraid to have the
faults of the system pointed out and discussed,
for in this manner he may hope to receive suggestions for improvements. He frankly declares
the overhead wires a public nuisance in large
cities, and takes the position that the electric
light companies are pursuing a poor business
policy in opposing public sentiment in the
matter of burying wires.

142
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Since its introduction, the Dempsey
has been amended so that the maximum rate
for telephone service will be §75 instead of $50
per year.
Mr. Durant of the St. Louis company
says the former rate would be utterly ruinous to
his company, and that he would not accept the
exclusive right to operate telephones in
St.
Mr.
Louis for a century even at $90 per year.
Durant said recently, in his testimony before the
legislative committee on the telephone question,
that his company considered burying wires practicable, and had determined to place their wires
operations.

An

interesting article by Alexander Watt on
electro deposition appears in
peculiarities of
this issue.

It will be remembered that at the last telephone convention many references were made to
the trouble which had been caused by the proxThis
imity of motor circuits to telephone lines.
trouble has led to a suit at Akron, Ohio, which
is referred to in a letter from that city which appears in the correspondence
action is brought as a test suit.
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At the nineteenth annual meeting of the New
Kngland Association of (las Engineers at Boston,
recently, President Norton made his annual address in which he referred to the future of the
gas industries and the growing competition of
the electric light, which he recognized had "come
He believed the point of competition
the future would be improvement in the
burner.
He looked to see great development
in the utilization of the energy that was now
to stay."
in

through want of

improvement, and
iit
that the scientific efforts which had,
during the past decade, brought the electric
lamp to its present stale, would cause an equal
advance in the gas burner or lamp, when the
problem would be settled.
le thought it would
be wise for gas ompanies t<> oiler pecuniary inducement to inventors to improve the means of
using gas as an economical illuminant, and he
thought that the inventors would respond. Ad>f elei M:c
lighting by gas om
panics, he saw no hindrances, and it was plain,
he sai'l, that
iany could furnish
such light rnore cheaply than any independent
d

Tiff, last

sui h

I

1

I

t

ed at the

1?

organization.
He believed that the sales of gas
for illumination would increase steadily, despite
any rival agent, but if this should not prove to
be true, the sales of gas for purposes of heat
and power would more than balance the difference.

to their liking.

decision of considerable importance to all
companies which maintain overhead circuits is
summarized in the Detroit letter. At the time
of a fire in that city the firemen were impeded
an
in their work by the wires strung through
The firm whose building was destroyed
alley.
by fire held that its loss would have been much
less had the firemen been able to work without
obstruction.
The firm thought that the company which maintained the wires was responsible
for a portion, at least, of the loss, and brought
suit to recover.
The court held a contrary
opinion, and decided that the wires were lawfully in the street, and, therefore, the company
could not be held responsible for any damage
which was caused by their presence in the
thoroughfare.

\V. A. KEEIPLER.
J. W. DK'KEKSOX,
J. B. O'HARA,

9,

Tin: Indiana legislature last week repealed
the act of 1885 regulating the telephone charges
in that state, and the bill was immediately approved by the governor.
This action on the
part of the legislature and governor was hailed
with delight by the old subscribers of the telephone company, who through the action of the
legislature of 1885 had been deprived of the
benefits of the telephone.
In signing the bill
passed last week Gov. Hovey said it gave
him greater pleasure than any other bill he had
approved during the session of the present legislature.
This sentiment will be approved by the
business men of the entire community;
The
effect of this action by the Indiana legislature
will not be confined to that state
it will have a
far-reaching influence, and should have a tendency to warn legislators in other states against
hasty action directed against telephone companies.
Indiana tried to crush a telephone cornpone company; it failed, but the force of the
assaults against the company reacted upon its
opponents, and after four years of warfare the
telephone company was voluntarily granted by
its former opponents all the rights and
privileges for which it had contended.

—

A

letter from Major Flood Page, relating
to the progress of electric lighting in the United
Kingdom, which recently appeared

in

a London

been attracting considerable attention.
There are in London, he says, nine central
stations, and the number will soon be increased
daily, has

to twenty-one.

Fifty stations will be in operation
Scotland and England "before very long."
To illustrate the advance which has been made,
Major Page institutes a comparison between the
number of gas companies formed within ten
years after the passage of the Gas act and the
number of electric light corporations already
organized.
From 1S10 to 1820 only twenty
companies took advantage of the Gas act. The
number formed during the first ten years following the enactment of the Electric Lighting act
will be far greater.
The writer continues: "It
is. not possible to arrive at the amount of capital
already invested in electric light companies in
the United Kingdom, as a very large proportion
of the work is being done by private companies;
but the limited companies engaged in electric
lighting have a nominal capital of more than
.£4,000,000, of which about half has been called
up; while it appears, from the return to parliament already quoted, that from the year 1810
to the year 1S50 134 gas companies were established, with an aggregate capital of £6,602,010,
so that it seems manifest that within forty years
from the date of the first Electric Lighting act
a very much larger sum will have been invested
in connection with electricity than was invested
in gas during the forty years from the passing of
the first Gas act."
In reference to the London
underground railway he says: "I think I should
not exaggerate in saying that we may look forward with good hope, to seeing, before many
years pass over our heads, the Metropolitan and
District railways worked by electricity.
The
gain and comfort to the many millions who make
use of these railways would be incalculable.
I
am not unaware of the difficult and complicated
nature of the many problems, scientific and commercial, which will have to be solved before this
desirable end is attained.
Nevertheless, I ventin

ure to think that the scientific difficulties will
be more easily overcome than those connected
with the expense of making such extensive
changes as will be involved in the substitution
lie says the outlook
of electricity for steam."
"I think, therefore,' that all who
is hopeful;
and
are interested in the progress of electricity
who is not? may well be hopeful. For my own
part,
look forward to a sure and certain development of electricity ill all ils branches, and
think that before long we shall be as familiar
will electric lighting and electrical
motors,
and perhaps phonographs, as we now are with
in connection with house bells, telephones
and telegraphs."

—
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Peculiarities of

Electro-Deposi-

tion.'

BY

ALEXANDER WATT.
PART

In depositing metals

I.

from solutions of

their

eye of the experimentalcondition
ist is often attracted to some unusual
or form of the deposited metal for which at the
moment he is unable to account, and which in
some cases even further reflection fails to eluciIn calling attention to a few of the many
date.

salts

by

electrolysis, the

"peculiarities" of electro-deposition which I have
met with in my own practice, I do so more for
the purpose of recording the facts than with a

view (except in one or two instances, probably)
to suggest explanations which, for aught I know,
may be beyond the reach of any of us. In order
that the peculiarities referred to may be considered individually, I purpose describing them
under separate headings, giving the name of the
electrolyte in each case from which the result

141

and then gently pulling it
from the bright surface of the zinc cathodes.
On examining thedeposil before it was removed,
it was found to be
riddled with holes, through
which the bright sheet zinc was quite visible,
while a portion of the stripped metal when held
up to the light presented a very peculiar retiform
appearance, the metal (zinc) being at the same
time perfectly reguline, tough, and chemically
pure.
I determined to treat the porous zinc de
posit as a photographic negative, and to obtain
prints or positive proofs from it in the same way
as that adopted in the ordinary processes of
photographic printing. A reproduction isshown
in Fig.

1.

—

Deposit Duly an lower corners oj the cathode.
When electrolysing a solution of nitrate of lead,
consisting of 50 grains of the salt dissolved in
10 ounces of water, with the current of one
small Daniell cell, I found that the lower corners

was obtained, as also the conditions under which
it was electrolytically treated.
Refusal of bright metallic surfaces to receive the
deposits.— It is a well-known fact that on highly

powder and water, or a coating of mercury by
dipping the article to be plated in the ordinary
mercurial solution used for such purposes. And
this disinclination of metals to adhere to bright
metallic surfaces

is

more

particularly noticeable,

cathode
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Chicago Agency of the Westinghouso
Interests.

George O. Fairbanks has been appointed
ompaeral district agent of the Westinghouse
nies for the states of Illinois, Indiana and the
.

1

southern peninsula of Michigan, with headquarters in (iin ago.
Mr. Fairbanks will retain the
handsome offices of the United States company,
in the Rookery building, and the business of the

Westinghouse Electric company, United States
Sawyer-Man
Electric Lighting company and

company

Electric

for this territory will hereafter

be conducted from this office, with a single staff
of men.
The individuality of the different com-

polished surfaces of metals the electro-deposited
metal can seldom be made to adhere with tenacity, but more especially is this the case with
gold solutions.
It is true that a mere film of
gold or silver may be deposited upon polished
brass or German silver which will stand the friction of the moist revolving scratch-brush, but a
stouter coating would inevitably "strip" or peel
off the underlying metal, unless the brightened
surface received a previous scouring with pumice-

ipper
even

of a penknife,

panies will be retained, the Westinghouse company furnishing to Mr. Fairbanks his alternating
apparatus, the Sawyer-Man the lamps and fixtures, and the United States company isolated
incandescent and arc apparatus.
Mr. Fairbanks

man

of experience in electric lighting mathaving been connected with the Westinghouse company in both its business and enginHe is well
eering departments for some years.
is

a

ters,

of the

plate

slowly received a deposit of lead,

but beyond these limits the metal refused to extend with the current employed. An illustration
of the form of the deposit is shown in Fig. 2.
When the liquid was diluted and two cells used,
an irregular or patchy film was obtained, the
metal only appearing on parts of the cathode,
while portions of the deposit were of a nonmetallic character.
No deposit 011 lower corners of the cathode.
A result of an opposite character to the foregoing was obtained during the electrolysis of a

and favorably known

to the trade, and, his previous operations having been mainly in the west,
was naturally selected to take charge of the

combined

company

interests
is

here.

The Westinghouse

sure to do a heavy business in this

—

FIO. 4.

FIG. 3.
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when we attempt to coat any given
Indeed, I have bewith the same metal.

believe,

metal

had occasion to express my firm belief that
metals do not adhere well to their kind when deposited by electrolysis, and I am even disposed
to think that each time an article is removed
from a bath for the purpose of examining it,
even for an instant, the subsequent deposit
fore

forms a distinct layer upon the previous film,
and not a perfect continuation of the original
deposit.
In the case of nickel this is often noticeable in a marked degree, and I have known a
rod of brass, or "stop" suspended from the negative conducting rod of a nickel bath, to be coated
with innumerable layers of the metal, each of
which curled up and separated from its predecessor, although the rod had never been removed
In this case there is little doubt
from the liquor.
that each time the bath was used from day to
day, the new deposit which took place upon the
rod formed a separate and distinct layer upon
the surface of the metal which had been deposited
on it the day before.
In connection with this
latter view, and the disinclination of metals to
deposit upon bright metallic surfaces, the following curious result was obtained some time
since when pursuing a course of experiments in
the electro-deposition of zinc.
In these experiments it was desirable to deposit zinc upon thin
sheets of the same metal, for which purpose the
purest commercial article was procured. In most
instances the plates of sheet zinc, before being
used as cathodes, were pickled and scoured, so

and slightly rough surface;
but on one occasion the plates
which presented
the usual bright surface of rolled zinc
were not
so carefully prepared as I have indicated, the
result being that the deposited zinc only partially
covered the cathodes of the same metal, while,
at the same time, the film was absolutely nonadherent, and could be stripped off the zinc
plates by simply lifting the metal with the point
as to present a clean

1

—

—

Abstract of paper in the Luncton Electrical Engineer.

solution of pertartrate of iron, prepared by di'
gesting moist hydrated peroxide of iron in a
boiling solution of tartaric acid, the liquid being

With the current from four
afterward diluted.
Daniells in series no deposit was obtained while
the cathode remained stationary, but when it
was briskly moved about in the bath deposition
of iron gradually took place on all parts of the
immersed surface of the cathode, except at the
lower corners, where there was no deposit, while
the upper portion of the deposited metal as
sumed an irregular or jagged appearance, due
to the negative plate having been kept in mo-

An

tion.

illustration of this result is

shown

in

which the white surfaces at the lower
corners of the plate indicate where the metal
was not deposited.
Deposit commences from the edges of the caFig.

3, in

— When a very weak solution of acetate of
10
dissolved
lead — 50 grains of the
ounces of water and slightly acidified with acetic
acid — was electrolyzed with the current from two

thode.

salt

in

Daniells in series, a deposit of lead at first
slowly formed on one edge only of the cathode,
but after a short time a corresponding film
formed on the opposite edge of the plate, as in
Fig. 4, the two films gradually and very slowly
extending toward the center of the cathode,
while no deposit whatever occurred either upon
After
the upper or lower surfaces of the plate.
the cathode had been in the bath about fifteen
minutes from the commencement of the experiment, minute crystals began to form on the surface of the films referred to, from which point
the lateral extension of the films appeared to
cease, the plate somewhat assuming the appearance shown in Fig. 5. A very similar result was
obtained when a solution of basic nitrite of lead
was electrolyzed with the current from a single
Daniell cell.
Deposit only on upper part of the cathode.
On electrolyzing a solution of sulphocyanide of
lead (prepared by digesting moist carbonate of
lead in a hot and strong solution of sulphocyanide of potassium, the solution being
ward cooled and diluted) with the current from
one small Daniell, a deposit of lead slowly

—

territory,

and Mr. Fairbanks' previous experifits him for this responsible posi-

ence peculiarly
tion.

Electric Lighting of Trains.
At the last meeting of the New York Railroad club. Dr.
H. R. Waite read a paper on electric lighting of trains.
Mr. Waite quoted at length Mr. Blodgett's description of
the system adopted on the Boston & Albany railroad,
which was read before the American Institute of Electrical
Mr. Waite continued:
Engineers in July, 1SS7.
The Boston & Albany railroad had then successfully cp
cated the Julien system of lighting upon its trains for
about six months. They have had it in use at this time
Their experience
uninterruptedly for a period of six years.
in the use of this new system has not been unlike that
which necessarily accompanies pioneer work in the intro
duction of new methods in connection with any great en
terprise.

In the

first

place the storage battery-, which

is

and. so far

as can be determined by present experience, must continue
to be the basis of any successful system of electric car
Its applicalighting, was at that time little understood.
tion to commercial uses was just commencing, and the
essential
use.
can be
facts
to
its
successful
which
many
learned only as the result of experience, were yet to be as-

Calculations and expectations as to its durability, elfieiency, and its behavior general y. were, with few
exceptions, based upon laboratory experiments, and were
The adoption of this system
therefore largely conjectural.
as a sole means of lighting railway trains required, therefore, not a little courage on the part of the railway officials
who were the first to use this system, as well as on the part
of the company who were its introducers, and between
whom the risks and the honors were about equally divided.
There can be no better comment on the results of the
experiments thus made than tile present facts in connection
Almost immediately
with railway car lighting.
ilie Boston .v AJ
equipment of the first express trains
bany railroad running between Boston and New York the
Pullman Palace Car company introduced the same system
upon their vestibule trains running between New- York and
Chicago, while the Pennsylvania railroad at about the simc
time introduced it upon the palace cars upon their Philadelphia route.
Following these equipments the Julien
stO'age system w.'s introduced upon the Connecticut River
railway of Canada, the Canada
iy, the Grand Trunk
Atlantic the Intercolonial, and later upon the Chii
That the system has not bcei
ikec & St. Paul,
troduced to a still greater extent upon American railways
certained.

t-t
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is due to the well-known fact that experiments have for a
year and a half or more been going on with a view to such
improvements as would secure all of the practical advantages of a complete isolated electric lighting plant for
It has from the outset been obvious
each separate train.
that could this result be successfully accomplished the
would follow:
advantages
following
1. By generating the electrical current upon the train a
supply for lighting and signaling, if desired, would be always available, thus avoiding the many difficulties arising
from dependence for charging batteries upon electric lighting stations at terminals.
2. All of the electrical arrangements would be under
control of those upon the train, thus making it possible to
secure more adequate attention to the conditions necessary

to success.

storage battery required would be
greatly reduced, thereby avoiding the necessity of carrying
so large an additional weight upon trains as well as largely
reducing the cost of installations and the cost of mainte-

The amount

3.

nance for each

of

train.

Experiments in the direction of realizing the results above
indicated with the use of the Tulien storage batter)' were
carried out simultaneously by the Julien Electric company,
the Pullman Palace Car company, and the Barritt Railway
Electric Car Lighting company.
The experiments made by the Barritt company upon the
Connecticut River railway were first brought to a successful
completion by the use of a dynamo and engine placed in
the baggage car of a train the power for running the
engine being taken from the locomotive boiler. The train
upon which this method of lighting was first successfully
introduced consisted of one combination baggage car and
smoker, and four ordinary passenger cars, the train running between Springfield and Northampton, Mass. The
lights were distributed as follows: In the baggage car and
smoker, thirteen; in one passenger car sixteen one twelve
and two ten. In addition to these there was a lamp on
each car platform, making a total upon the train of seventyone 16 candle power 45 volt lamps. The equipment for
the supply of these lamps consisted of a 7 horse power engine and a specially made 60 light dynamo, the total equipment in the baggage car occupying a floor space of six by
There were used in
four feet with a height of four feet.
connection with this machinery 23 Julien accumulators,
type "19 B," all of which were placed underneath one of
The steam from the locomotive boiler
the passenger cars.
was employed during the running time of the train to run
the engine and dynamo in the baggage car.
The storage
battery was thus abundantly charged during the daytime as
well as at night, when the dynamo was also run, the batten- being charged and discharged at the same time, thus
securing not only an abundance of light in every car upon
the train, but light of a remarkably steady, clear and brill
This installation has been cared for from
iant character.
the beginning, without difficulty, by the baggage master on
the train.
He was enabled after very little instruction to
operate it with entire success.
As to the cost of maintenance, which is one of the most
essential questions involved, the renewals of battery up to
January 19th last, including repairs of machinery and depreciation upon the entire plant, amounted to less than 5
per cent, per annum.

—

Underground Conductors.
In the discussion on burying electric wires, the following
communication, recently published in the Kansas City Globe,
will be interesting:
We are most emphatic and clear in the opinion that
concerned if your
it will be a very great injustice to all
state or city should enact laws to compel all classes of
It seems to us that the
electric wires to go under ground.
experience of the city of New York in this matter should be
conclusive.
They have been endeavoring for two years
past to find some system that would enable them to run
electric wires underground safely, but so far have failed.
They have had difficulties of every possible character and
have demonstrated, we believe clearly, that up to this time
there is no practicable system by which electric light wires,
even of low tension, can be run underground with entire

We do not

believe that public sentiment, if fully
understood, demands anything of the sort.
are perfectly certain from actual experience that wires that are in
sight where difficulties with them can be immediately ascertained are very much safer than when placed under ground.
Kven were a good conduit produced the wires must come
go into buildings at thousands of places in every
city, and at this point difficulties would be experienced that
would be greater than those experienced with the present
This has been proven over and ovei
res.
visit in New York an exin New
occurrcd in a conduit conveying the low tension
safety.

We
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other city in the country is there anything like the necessity
for putting wires underground that is claimed to exist in

New York

city,

and

it

therefore, be entirely

will certainly,

safe for any other city to wait until New York has discov
ered and put into practical operation a safe method of
doing this work. At the present moment no electric arc
light wires, either of high or low tension, are operated
Most of the talk and all of the
practically in New YorK.
push in this matter have been done by the New York Subway company, a private corporation, whose aim is to get a
profit from the rental of wires to the electric light, telephone
They have already expended
and telegraph companies
hundreds of thousands of dollars in building useless conduits, and their only hope of getting any return whatever

by forcing the companies to go under ground. So far
they have not been successful, and the Western Union
Telegraph company, which in the outset put a good many
hundreds of miles of their wires under ground in order to
give the matter a thorough test, have now removed them
and placed them on poles again, as they found it entirely
is

impossible to operate them satisfactorily or safely in the
conduits.
To-day there are far more miles of overhead
wires in New York than there were last year, and the Subwav company is howling and trying to manufacture public
Kansas City and Missouri
opinion in view of this fact.
can certainly afford to wait before taking any legislative
action until something far more definite and practicable has

been accomplished

in

New

York.

a practicable system should be obtained and the
placed in the hands of one or more corpora
tions, they could compel electric light, telegraph and telephone companies to pay whatever prices they pleased for
the occupancy of the conduits, and even at a moderate
price the expense would be prohibitory, and would, in our
judgment, be a very great hindrance to the business, and
would, in all cities of moderate size, cripple the arc light
companies as well as the other companies, and in many
cases lead to their abandonment.
If finally

control of

it

The Brush Electric Light Company.
By G, W. Stockley,

President.

Something

Electricity is Doing.
By Charles Barnard.
part

1

I.

Several years ago, at one of the exhibitions of the Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic association in Boston, there
was a display of small steam engines many of which were
supplied with steam and were in motion.
One exhibitor,
who had a portable boiler with engine attached, did not use
the steam supplied to the others, and his exhibit would have
been "dead," or idle, had he not put a belt from a neighboring engine to his o<vn.
Most of the spectators did not

and imagined the engine was really at
At the hour for closing the hall,
off and the various engines
the belt to the "dead" engine was thrown off,

notice this device,

work on

when
came

all

its

own

the

to rest,

account.

steam was shut

and, to the amazement of those present, the idle engine
instantly started off and ran at full speed for several minutes before it slowed down and stopped.
The dead engine at work was an example of what is
The
called the "conversion or transmission of energy."
engine was connected with an air-tight boiler, and when set
in motion by means of the belt, it acted as a compressor,
and filled the boiler with air under pressure. When reit became itself a prime mover or motor under the
The throttle being
pressure of the air stored in the boiler.
wide open, it ran at full speed until the compressed air was
The energy or power dereduced to its normal pressure.
veloped by the live engine was transmitted through the belt
to the dead engine, and a part of this energy was for the
When the supply
time stored in the air within the boiler.
of energy was cut off, the stored energy in the boiler reap
peared as mechanical power on the previously dead engine.
It is a curious fact that at the International Exhibition
at Yienna, in 1S73, a parallel phenomenon was observed.
There was at the Yienna Exhibition a display of dynamos
of the Gramme type, or, as they weie then called, "Gramme
machines," and in this exhibit one of the machines had
been connected with an engine and was at work, while a
Desiring
second machine, that stood near it, was at rest.
to show both machines in motion, II. Hippolyte Eontaine,
who was in charge of the Gramme display, conceived the
idea of joining the two by some suitable conductor.
As
far as can be learned, two dynamos had never been joined,
and it was not known what would be the result. By using
a long cable, borrowed from a neighboring exhibitor, he
coupled the dynamos, and, to his surprise, the second or
dynamo started off at full speed. Now it happened
that the cable was a long one, and M. Fontaine's device
ally demonstrated the conversion of energy and its
transmission to a distance.
The two dynamos stood side
by side, yet, if the conductor had been stretched out in a
straight line, they would have been two kilometers
and thus the energy transmitted from the engine to the first
dynamo practically reappeared as mechanical power two
kilometers distant.

leased,
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water power.
The steam engine is, so far, the best motor
have, because, while it is theoretically wasteful it can
be operated anywhere on land or sea.
This problem of
conversion and transmission of energy, therefore, is mainly
based on the turbine and the steam engine. They convert
the energy stored up by nature, and make it available as
useful motive power.
Every year it becomes more and more important that we
shall be able to convey the power developed by these two
prime movers to the work we wish performed. Hitherto
we have carried the work to the motor.
can no longer
do this at a profit, and the power must be conveyed to the
wo'k.
The price of land in cities compels us to erect very
tall buildings, and to use power on every floor.
The subdivision of labor and the specialization of manufactures
make it more and more important that motive power be divided into very small fractions
We want single horse
powers, and even one-tenth or one-eighth horse powers,
with variable speeds, and under as complete control as gas
or water.
Moreover, there is a tendency to return to the
old idea of small shops, with one or two artisans in each,
for the production of those more or less artistic articles that
demand both skill and power. Domestic life, particularly
in cities, calls for motive power to run elevators, lift water,
and to move sewing machines and laundry machinery. A
city apartment house can no longer be operated without
power of some kind. This rapidly growing demand for
small powers is evident in the great number of small steam,
pas, and water motors now on the market.
They are simply the result of the demand.
Social science and humani
ty are deeply concerned in this matter, and,
while they
may not know it as yet, they should earnestly consider the
subject if the evils of the factory system and tenement
house labor are to be abated. The truest charity should
consider whether it may not be possible to reduce the
crowding and misery of our manufacturing centers by
changing our system of transmitting energy as well as by
trying to improve the factories and tenements.
Instead of
helping people in the factory, may it not be wiser to carry
the motive power round which they are huddled to some
other place with happier and more healthful surroundings?
These things are perhaps elementary, yet they are essential to a right understanding of the new method of converting energy now placed before our commercial and industrial communities.
Two methods of distributing energy are already in use. One plan is to multiply small motors, to use one engine for one machine, or for one very
small group of machines.
By this plan the stored energy
of coal is transmitted through the streets (or gas- pipes) to
each little motor. This method, while in general use, is
too expensive.
The more we multiply steam engines the
higher the cost of the power.
Twenty five horse power
are
engines
proportionally
far
more
costly
to
build
and
operate
than
one
one
hundred
horse power engine.
The second method of distribution
is
by belts and
shafting,
which includes gearing.
This
system
is
necessariiy
limited
range
in
is

we

We

Power cannot be distributed by belts (as by cable) for more
than two or three miles, and for moving machinery not
over a few hundred feet, or more than the height of an ordinary factory.
Shafting is limited to perhaps half a block.
With both belts and shafts there must be heavy andfmassive construction to secure the alignment of the shafting
and to prevent waste of power through unnecessary mo
tions, jarring, or shaking of the building or machinery.
Both are also wasteful by reason of friction. Power can
also be transmitted by means of water or air in pipes, but
both hydraulic and pneumatic distribution are expensive
and wasteful.
It is now thought that Fontaine's experiment at Yienna
key to the ultimate solution of this question.
Previous to 1873 there had been, all through the earlier
years of this century, many attempts to use electricity as a
source of power.
It bad been known that electricity could
be used to induce magnetism, and that magnetism could be
converted into useful power.
From the researches in this
field had come many forms
of electro-magnetic motors.
By a rapid evolution from the crude to the perfect these
motors advanced until they promised to be of real value,
but they were hampered by one almost fatal defect expense.
As converters of energy they were dependent on a
battery as a source of supply, and it was simply "not good
business" to burn zioc at seven cents a pound when, with
the steam engine, we could burn coal at one-fourth of a
cent a pound.
With the invention of the Gramme ma
chine and the many forms of dynamos that immediately
followed it the question assumed a wholly new phase.
offers the

—

The dynamo, stripped of its technical details, is a machine for transforming energy.
It converts
mechanical
power into that phase or manifestation of energy which we
call electricity
Mechanical power is cheap and the dynamo made electricity cheap. The moment electricity was
reduced in cost the electric motor assumed a commercial
value.
It ceased to be a mere laboratory apparatus and
became a practical machine for converting electrical energy
back into mechanical power. It is not easy to comprehend
the immense importance of this latest evolution of machines
means when we s;i\ that we have now joined
dynamo, and the motor in one. It
as great an improvement as the invention of the steam

and

all

that

it

the steam engine, the
is

engine itself.
It is not necessary here to
enter into the
study of the electric motor as a machine.
The point to
consider is the position of the electric motor as a trans
former of nergy and its place in the arts, business, transportation, and manufactures.
Electric motors are now a regular trade product and can
be bought, in a variety of styles and shapes, ready made,
r may buy a steam engine or a
turbine.
They are mafic in a number of sizes, ranging from oneA motor of one-eighth
tenth of a horse power upward.
only fifteen pounds, and mcasui
,'
li can be
inchi
placed in any position, right
side up, upside down, or affixed sidewisc to a wall, and
will deliver power from its pulley in any required direction.
Larger motors occupy more space in proportion, but any
whatever its si/e, can be placed in any position
<
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An electric motor will
it rests firmly on its base.
operate in any ordinary temperature and in any climate,
that is, it
It is practically cold;
provided it i-; kept dry.
Even when
gives out no injurious heat wi ile at work.
running at very high speed it is safer, so far as mechanical injury is concerned, than any other form of machine or
Of its two chief points, the magnets and the
motor.
armature, only the latter is subject to wear and tear, and
The energy passing
this wear is conlincd to the bearings.
magnets appears, so far as our
the
through
show us, to have no effect on the material of the magneto,
and they remain practically unchanged through years of
Wben not at work the motor is at complete rest,
service.
and all cost of maintenance ceases, except the interest and
slight cost of keeping such enduring metals as copper and
Added to these advantages
iron from injury by rust or lire.
that the electric motor receives its supply of
is the fact
where

energy through a wire.
It is difficult

at

first to

comprehend how much is meant
First, we may observe the

by these simple statements.

In the interest of those present who may not be familiar
with the fundamental principle underlying all systems of
multiplex transmission, will give a brief description, which
will be understood by reference to Fig. A,
A line
shown connecting two distant points, at each end of which
is placed a machine which
carries a revolving brush or

.

iral

then

of

I

caus'-d by some form of mechanism to
sweep over a circular table of contacts; this is subdivided
shown,
into
a
as
.nvenient number of segments insulate!

trailer,

which

1

effort.
>n

i

lion

let

encral terms,

is

the trailer motionless and resting on, say, the
segment No. 10, then the two operators at the end of the
line would each evidently find the main line connected to
his -ending and receiving apparatus for the time being, and
if the trailer remained in
the position shown they could
hold uninterrupted communication with each other.
If,
now, the trailers were moved to the segments No- 15, in
each distributor, then operators No. 15 ateachend would
have the line.
by any
It will now be understood that if
means the trailers could be revolved uniformly around the
circle the line would be given in turn to any number of
operators connected, in the manner described, to the main

consider

has been

my endeavor

motion of any part, the general
iblem being to
oi

l

<

from each other.
Kach of these segments is connected to
a branch circuit, which includes all the necessary instruments for a single operator sending or receiving. If we

it

thai

ent of

1

ri th eacl
otbe
speed.
Recent electrical inventions
timate solution of this problem, if it
pertinent illustration of
ly been achieved.
md in the common speaking telephone, so
ile synchronism is already
in daily use
among
egard matters electrical as full of mystery.
In this apparatus the diaphragm of the receiving
instrument moves in perfect s>nchronism with that of the
transmitter, and it seems by no means an exaggerated comparison
as an alternating current
-

'

A

"ine.

Early attempts at multiplex transmission did not go
farther than this.
The line was given slowly first to one
to another operator, the time that each in turn

and then

In such buildstructure of buildings where power is used.
ings the walls and floors must be strong and stiff, to resist
the jarring and weight of heavy engines, and to keep the
shafting in line, so that all points of bearing and strains

could hold communication being inoicated by a common
metronome.
Later attempts went farther than this, the
idea being to make the trailers revolve at a high rate of
speed, moving, in fact, so fast that each pair of operators
in turn is connected to the line so fast that he is practically
unaware that the line has ever been taken from his circuit.
It is easy to see that this would not require a very high rate
If it be assumed that the opera or can irake the
of speed.
shortest signal with his key in one-fifth of a second, it only
becomes necessary to move the trailers at a speed of more
than live revolutions in a second, when it would evidently
be impossible for any of the operators to close a key without having the line during this interval connected to his
branch circuit.
In order that the signal sent by any operator shall reach the corresponding operator at the other end
of the line, it becomes necessary, of course, that the
trailer at the two stations should be on the same identical
segments at the same instant of time. The solution of

be firm and not wasteful of power by unnecessary
With the electric motor, particularly if the power
is subdivided among a number of small motors, lighter and
In place of one large encheaper buildings can be used.
gine in the basement, with belts and shafting to the upper
floors, the engine may be in another building, perhaps a
mile away, and the dynamo may transmit its energy through
wires branching to every floor, or to a hundred motors on
one floor. With the electric motor it will be possible to
erect, as we must, very tall buildings and have "power to
This will not only cheapen the cost of
let" on every floor.
buildings, but enhance the value of real estate by making
it possible to put many power-using tenants under one roof.
shall

friction.

{To

A New System
BY LIEUT.

JARVIS I'ATTEN,

PART
The paper

this

evening has a

S.

fr'IH'l

'Itf

H'|i|i|i|i-H'l'l'l'|i

1

purpose
Fig. 2.

then consist in causing the trailers, however far apart, to move with absolute uniformity and precision
If this can be done at a sufficiently high rate of
speed then a single wire may be given in rapid succession
to a number of operators at each end, and all can simultaneously communicate over the single wire without interruption from or interference with each other.
Such a system has for its object the utilization of all the
currents which in a given unit of time can be distinctly
If it is assumed that in
transmitted over a single wire.
average Morse transmission five pulsations of current or
occur
in every second, then
breaks
of
the
circuit
makes and
be
if // represent the number of separate currents that can
made to succeed each other during this interval of time,

this

-

nected in a single circuit.
The armature of the machine
A/ was normally open at the ring contacts, and could be
closed either by connecting the ring or through an external
circuit.
Such a circuit was made to include the field coils
of the machine .1/-, and the armature of this machine was
connected in the direct current circuit from the poles of the
battery.
Thus connected, the two machines moved asone;
the machine
following all the fluctuations of speed in
the machine A/\ as if their armatures were carried by the
same spindle, the speed being varied between wide limits.
To convert this mechanism into a synchronizing device in
such a way that the machines could be placed at a great
distance from each other was another step. As there was
evidently an alternating current in the external loop connected to the armature of the first machine, the reversals of
current in this circuit must correspond in time to the half
revolutions of the armature of this machine, and an ordinary
polarized relay connected in the loop would vibrate in unison with the half revolutions of the armature in the machine
The second machine could therefore be made operative at a distance by simply connecting another relay in an
independent line circuit and causing the latter to reverse
the current in the second machine.
This arrangement,
which constitutes the fundamental synchronizing device, is
shown in Fig. 2. Here the first machine placed at station
has a polarized relay connected in the external armature
circuit, and the relay vibrates in response to the reversals
of current in the armature of this machine, which corre-

problem

will

will

represent theoretically the

number

of receivers

or

M-

M

l

.

X

spond accurately

to the half revolution of the machine at A".
line circuit extends from the fixed point of the relay
vibrator to the distant station Z, where it includes the
of another relay and returns to the middle point of the line
battery L
at A", the opposite poles of which are connected

A

B

operators that can work the same wire at the same time.
Any system based upon the foregoing theoretical consideration, which consists practically in giving the line for a
brief interval of time to a number of ope ators in rapid succession, rests fundamentally upon the fact that the identical revolutions in the same period of time of certain parts
of the apparatus at different stations can be maintained
continuously; in other words, a perfect synchronizing device
of some sort must be the fundamental starting point with-

out which any such system will remain what a noted
Knglish scientist has aptly described as a "mere figment of

devices thus far used wherein practical results have come
near to the indications of theory, than as to the actual possibilities of the system in use.
The general subject is so
familiar to all present that a review of the different methods
of multiplex transmission is scarcely necessary.
Suffice it
to say that the system under consideration falls under the
general class of synchronous multiplex telegraphs which
depend for their operation upon the absolute or approximately uniform rate of movement of similar apparatus
placed at the different stations of a line.
'Read before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Feb.
is, 18S9.

unison with the changes of potenline circuit.
My experiments

and the

first

1

I.

single, object, its

were

directed to the application of this
peculiar relation of the alternating current generator and
motor to a synchronizing device, only to reach the conclusion, however, that it could not be made operative on a
circuit of any considerable length.
Further experiments led to a simpler solution of the problem involving few uncertain elements.
I had constructed two ordinary direct current motors of
the simplest form, an ordinary two pole field and single coil
armature conveniently arranged for use as either direct or
alternating current machines.
The armature circuits were

in this field

at the other to two insulated ring contacts.
They are
shown by a simple diagram in Fig i, where both are con-

A.

being to describe the salient features of a system of multiplex transmission by telegraph, and as the system is still in
the experimental stage, I shall have more to say concerning

the generator

tial in

connected at one end to an ordinary two-part commutator

H'l'l'l'h'l^

U.

in perfect

and

be Continued?)

of Multiplex Telegraphy.
F.

Fig. 3.

motor moving

the intellect
In the literatureofthetelegraph, already large, synchronizing devices are common, and in the books their operative All such devices, witli
ness is generally taken for granted.
a single exception that occurs to me, are founded upon the
isochronous motion of some mechanism which, under the
operation of natural forces, has a fixed rate of movement,
and preserving this motion unvaried so long as these forces
The pendulum and the tuning fork
are acting freely.
perform their oscillations of great or small amplitude in the
same period of time; their rate of movement is, therefore,
Two such exactly similar
described as being isochronous

devices while in motion, therefore, should be in
with each other; but all these devices once set in motion
immediately tend to a s'ate of rest, and it becomes necessiry to apply constantly some extraneous force to keep
them in continued operation; they must continually receive
an intermittent impulse to prevent them from coming to a

m

•

qj;

FIG. 3

V.

to the contact stop of the relay at this station. From these
ions it results that any relays in the line circuit will
i

be actuated by reversed currents

in unison with the half
revolutions ot the machine at A".
At any distant stal
as the one shown at .', another machine has its
.is follows:
One terminal to the fixed point of the
relay and the other to the middle point of a local battery.
the opposite poles of which are connected to the ct

connected

•!
this relay, the armature of this machine beinj
nected through ring contacts and brushes toan independent
source of direct cut rent.
Connected in this manner, the
two machines still move in perfect unison, even at variable
5, though separated from each other
by anv line reiUgh which a polarised relay can be made to
act.
With a single coil armature the driven machine is at
times quite erratic, as it can evidently move in either di
and 1 have seen such machines reverse instantly at
a speed of several hundred revolutions a minute, ai
apparently as fast in the opposite direction, and this even
when provided with a flywheel of moderate weight.
This difficulty may be overcome in a variety of ways; an
;i
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one is shown in Fig. 3, which represents a form now
given to the armature of the driven machine; it has two
coils in series connection, but wound with their poles at
This armature, being; placed in
right angles to each other.
a single field, I had supposed would move at only half of
the speed of the first machine; but, on the contrary, the
synchronism was perfect, the motion was continuous in
The
direction and it has never been known to reverse.
effective

shown

where the armaanalysis of its action is
ture is represented in the four successive quadrants of a
single revolution, the black and white pole pieces repre
senting the ends of the two coils in their different positions.
ia Fig. 3a,

The

dotted lines indicate the position of a pair of resultant
poles which must lie diagonally between the actual poles;
this diagonal line represents the resultant polarity of the
armature and it is evident that neither of its actual poles
could be in a position of stable equilibrium while in line
with the poles of the field; the resultant armature pole is
therefore made to follow a changing field that moves
through 1S0 degrees at each reversal of the current
Continued.

W.
and unjustly discriminated against it."
moved on Tuesday before
Presiding justice Van Brunt, in Supreme court chamrivals

its

C. Trull, counsel for the board,

have the company furnish a

Moonlight

Schedule.
System.

Lighting

Month

Extinguish.

H. M.

H. M.

6 20
6 20

50
8.00
9 00
10.00
10 50
11.50

light.

6.40

8 40
9 50
11.00

4 3°
3 4°
2. 50

2.00
1.20
0.40
00
0.00
0.00
2.00
3.10
4.20

12.10
1.20
2.30
3.30
4.20

40
40
6 50
6.50

50

5

6.50

50

4.50
4.50
4.40
4.40

50

6.50

-30

0.40
7.50
S 40
9-3o
10 00
IO OO
IO OO
10.00

450
4oO

6 50
6

S.30
7.30
6.30
5 3°

light.

6
6

IO

10 40
9 30

light.

6.40
6.40

.

II .10

5.20
5.10
5. JO
5.10

No
No
No

6

II

5

6 40

2Q

H. M.

20
5.20

12.50
1.40
2.30
3.10
3 50
4 3°

of

Hours.

5.30
5.30
5.30
5-30
5.30
5-30
5.20
5.20

6

6

Number

Total number of hours,

tale of

same

Judge Van Brunt took the papers,

court.

and decided yesterday that the United States Illuminating
company must furnish the members of the Board of Elec
trical

Control with a

The

action

bill of particulars.

Luce

Gov,

of

Friend and her colleagues

matter

the

in

comment

Gov.

Luce,

New York

from

Monday

is

When

To-night, however,

corpus.

received

I

me

our lawyer, which only mystefies
'Extradition papers

good by

hi Id

requisition next

Monday.'

am

I

understand what this meaas.

delivered

up

—

The mayor, since his election to
Hoard of Electrical Control, has

23.

the

Notes.

handled the business of that body with considerable vigor,
and the position which he assumed at the meeting of the

board on

Monday

last affords

himself on assuming

confirmation

such a strong

of his resolve to carry out the policy to
office, that

it

which he pledged

has called forth ihe

comment of most of the daily papers of the
The day is spoken of as "an eventful one

city.

of the commissioners of electrical

and

control,

interest than those of

any of

meetings

its

the

more

with

ceedings of the board will be read

since

pro-

genuine
the

law

was
Mayor Grant, for the first time since he became
passed.
a member of the commission, announced his position
directing the abatement of the overhead wire nuisance

squarely,
of

and

to his firmr.-

New York

will

has hitherto
electrical

I

companies doing business
.

in the

will

rk will

citizens

all

of another

There

city.

is

subway construc-

be;

rapidly
1
1

as

and

St.

much

less

iha

hear-

before the committee on street

the

Massachusetts legislature relative to the danger to

life

and

conductors

for

last

prope ty involved in the use of ove head

He

electric street railways.

underground wires both

spoke of the general demand

Europe and America, and

in

declared that the conduit system must finally be adopted.
read an affidavit of Elias E. Ries of Baltimore, the in-

ventor of an electric railway system, stating at length

which he asserts

creases,

that

tinuous currents are dangerous to

cars

batteries in their cars

hours

for six

carried over-

the conduit in

weighed 3 400 pounds.

at a cost of 2 cents

per car per

in

and

recent car strike, in sp'te of the inconvenience
it

seems

entailed,

been allowed

pretty

well

of this

is

have been

to

many

calling attention to

to

really

which

things
take

care

He

afforded by the special report on

"I

says:

feel

whether

incumbent upon me

it

to

serviceable

can be sent to and from the

central

several station houses, with

the

office,

greatest

information

from

or

the

The

facility.

of policemen as messengers in time of riot or

disorder not only uses

much

formidable when

has

it

badly

from

a

place

A mob

needed.

small

momentum and encouragement
.

time,

is

where,

grows

and gathers
proceeds.
Prompt

resistance,

as

it

invaluable, and

the

of

we may over

be hereafter devised
In

addition

;

Thomson Mo

.

.

ining a

to

"

the

generous

contribution
to

the

arc Ian

which

Cornell

and

in-

the

univer-

and<

1

,1 number

lighting
hat the board

just

become a

deadlock

The

house, but owing to the

the

over the lieutenant-governorship,

Kdl on

it

from that body, although the

attention

receive

legisla-

to the one that has

similar

bill,

law, passed in

in the senate

to

failed

the regulation of rental for

During the session of the

was a

ture of 1SS7 there

sentiment of the majority was in

M.

favor.

its

Detroit, Mich.
Detroit, Mich., March
telegraph

was argued and decided

A

week.

2.

—A

and

suit of considerable interelectric

Wayne

in the

companies

light

court

Circuit

last

over a year ago a building on Larned street,

little

owned by Amos

Chaffee, and occupied by Barnes

Bros, as

was destroyed by fire. At the time
it was claimed that the firemen were impeded in their work
on account of the number of wires strung along the alley,
and consequently greater damage ensued. To recover
Mr. Chaffee commenced suit against the Telephone &
Telegraph Construction company, claiming $50,000 damThe suit was brought up before Judge Reilly, and
ages.
upon the offer of Mr. Kirchner, plaintiff's attorney, to
evidence,

certain

the

defendant's

attorneys,

-

This raised the point

upon which the case resulted in a verdict for the defendant.
It was argued that there was nothing in the declar-

1

cnl

of

ompany

presume that the company did not

occupy the alley with its poles lawfully; that the alley was
a public way, and the company had a perfect right to erect

The

their wires.

building was not,

fact that the wires
it

were strung along the

was argued, the proximate cause

The

damages.

plaintiff's

liability of the

could not

it

be held legally liable.

C.

New
New

of

defendant for the

destruction of the building was S3 remote that

Orleans, La.

Orleans, La., Mar 23.— The

electric

motor busi-

ness in this city has been developing rapidly during the last
J. B.

Wolf & Sons and Max Frankel and

others

operate from twelve to eighty sewing machines by this

means.

There

are, in addition to these, fourteen motors,

which are used to run large freight elevators

The

presses of the Daily

driven by motors.

States

The Edison

in this city.

and the Daily News are
electric light business has

and a number of oil and cotton mills,
sugar houses and breweries have been fitted up with independent Edison plants.
also been

brisk,

Akron. O.

—

Akron, O., March 2. The Central Union Telephone
company of Ohio has begun an action against the Sprague
Electric Railway company of this place.
The plaintiffs
claim that the strong current of electricity on

overhead cables, by means of induction,

is

the

railway

not only destroy-

ing their telephonic appliances, but that the noise from the
cir wire almost shuts out the voice over the telephone lines.

The

telephone

rapidly

is

it

severe'

wiihin a few

cities the serv-

doubtful whether any of them will be

acted on this session.

restraining

communication, to enable the police force to be
;

mes

valuable time, but each

.hi officer

perhaps, his services are

it is

by telephone, telegraph or

other approved method, in order that detailed

employment

New York

the

urge the speedy adoption of the best and most
police signal system,

hitherto

themselves.

of

the strike of Superintendent YV. Murray of
police for^e.

serviceable

have

partment should be proi id< d
with the very best signal system now in use, or thai may

\s

fore the legislature looking to

telephones, but

year.

mile.

loss that

many towns and

In

state.

was abandoned, as the exchanges would not have paid
expenses under the law, and those that were kept open did
not give the service the public looked for and expected,
though it was the best that could be given under the circumstances.
It is the intention of the company to begin
at once to restore and improve the service where it can be
done.
Many valuable improvements have been made since
18S5; these will be added.
There are still several bills beice

ation of the plaintiff to

system was doing
was doing a year
The Julien company was running four cars on the
ago.
Fourth and Madison Avenue line in New York. They were
running only a few cars, but they were running them well,
and in a way that vindicated the superiority of the storage

The

This action of the legislature has given general satisfaction
throughout the

con-

better than the overhead system

and would run

repeal the

to

by a large majority, and has been signed by the governor.

in

Boston, Mr. Bracken said the conduit

system.

—

law of 1SS5 limiting rental charges to $3 for
business houses and ^2. 50 for dwellings, passed the senate

telephone

in-

evidence

when

life

In regard to the alleged failure of

head.

P.

Messrs. Pond and Wells, objected.
of

not true of the storage method.

is

to

present.

unsightly,

support of his proposition that both alternating and

The

company

Indianapolis, Ind.
Indianapolis, Ind., March 1. The bill

introduce
as

number

that the dangers multiply as the

much

fully

listened

a paper warehouse,
of

He

with marked appreciation by the large

est to telephone,

railways

for

was

battery

I

judge of

William Bracken, president of the Julien Electric com
pany of this city, gave some interesting testimony on Mon-

day

by the Julien storage

described and illustrated, and the paper was

are

the Circuit court has decided the case."

the

be buried as fast as

thai the

the sab
;

the

ignored by nearly

I

:

-

sense

apparently owe the execution of the law

writ, but

looks like a strange proceeding after the

it

mean

to

Merely judging from what information

Another example
history

in the

rightly

prisoners

the

them an opportunity

to give

ing before him

me

the

of

I

habeas corpus

decided before

said:

It

Just received

rehearing

a

said:

habeas

further.

appears to

that the judge has dismissed the
that the governor has

He
of

not sure that

It

Cotterill

his opinion

dispatch from

a

the court.

an order by the governor granting

had. Next

is

was asked last night what this dispatch meant
was that it was a very peculiar proceeding.
" They were all to be tried to-day on a writ

and

CORRESPONDENCE.
York, Mar

stay

a

President

9.50

foregoing schedule is practically good for the United States.
time for commencing to light is calculated at one-half hour
after sunset, or one hour before moonset; the time for extinguishment
one hour after moonrise. or one hour before sunrise.
The time for lighting or extinguishing is given for the day on
which the night commences.
The tim»; up to 12 o'clock midnight is shown by bold face type;
after midnight by lii;ht face type

New

in

Washtenaw

until another hearing

set for a rehearing.

the overhead system was dangerous as well

The
The

the presidency of

arrested

of

sherilT

Mr. Bracken further submitted documentary

New York

be

It

has ordered

seems,

it

refining
will

in this city.

and directed the

Mrs.

of

sugar

electric

the

in

that the parties in question were

Michigan.

have,

tricity"

wrong, which has on two occasions previously been

told in the

9 50

192 50

A

of car lighting

county to hold the prisoners and not turn them over to the

Light.

19

the

of

rivals had been favored, and in what
had been allowed to put up wires when the
subways were ready. John Rottman, in opposing the
motion, managed to repeat a good part of the company's

officers
of

which

lamps.

streets they

of proceedings,

March.
Day

He

samples illustrating their standard makes of incandescent

company's thirteen

bill

thought that the complaint should specify

remembered

Lamp

of particulars.

has also lately sent to Professor Roberts a fine collection of

most interesting paper on "Lighting Cars by Elec
was read by Dr. H. R. Waite on the 21st inst. at
the meeting of the New York Railway club.
The system

bers, to

transactions has excited

)

March

the

company asks for relief and an injunction
railway company from extending their

tracks until the matter in dispute

is

F.

settled.

St Louis, Mo.

—

St. LOUIS, Mo., March 2.
The members of the council
and representatives of the Lindcll and Pine Street horse
car lines, which were recently consolidated, on their return

from Cleveland, where they inspected the Sprague system
of electric street railroads, reported that they were favorably

impressed with the
think

it

practicable.

workings of the

electric

system, and

Councilman Ulakcly desires

that

some

March
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9,

By special inoverhead system be adopted in St. Louis.
vitation Comptroller Campbell and Mayor Allen visited the
Short's overhead system

Referring to
bill,

now

is

where
operation, and on their
Street

in

railroad,

was working admirably.
the reported compromise on Dempsey's

return stated that

phone

Broadway

portion of the

southern

has been agreed to

it

tele-

maximum

the

fix

it

now been repealed. The pa
among capitalists, and hurt

has just

in

more ways than one."

A

conditional

has been

contract

Work

to

bill,

which proposes to

fix

an

wiil p-rmit,

maximum

eye

He

Our company

would not accept the exclusive right for one century from
the city of St. Louis to own and operate a telephone system
here at the rate of §go per

One

per instrument.

hundred dollars per annum is the lowest possible rate at
which the company can do business and still have a margin

and the tendency

of profit, at present,

is

in the direction of

In New York city it has
an increase of cost of operation.
been found impossible to operate telephone plants at less

annum on account

than $100 per

J

the line

ready within thirty days

be

will

The underground

changing.

The

The

Louis.

St.

plant

yet experimental.

is

time such plants are expected at present to

limit of

Unless

live is live years.

time can

this

consequence must

great loss in

The telephone

business

yet

is

be extended, a

upon

fall

the companies.

an experimental stage.

in

Improvements are rapidly being made and telephone plants
are constantly undergoing modifications and changes. The
expenses of these changes
so far they have been

all

upon the company, and

fall

the line of im-

almost entirely in

proved service and not in the direction of reduced expenses.

There

is

another feature about the business of telephonvery important bearing, and which

ing that has a

make

ceedingly difficult to

who

plain to one

is

ex-

not familiar

is

—

mechanism of telephone systems I mean the fact
that each new telephone that is added does not propor
Each telephone
tionately lower the expenses of operation.
Each new teleis an integral part of the whole system.
with the

phone up

about 3,000 at present, actually

to a certain limit,

adds to the cost of operation because of the complications
Inventions yet

resulting.

operation of an
plant possible

number

unlimited

may make

be devised

to

—not only passible,

the

telephones in one

of

but economical;

that

is,

number of telephones the cheaper the rates.
certainly a consummation to be wished for, but

the greater the

That

is

which, unfortunately, has not yet been reached.
particular the telephone business

In that

different, I think,

is

by W.

W.

has been de-

Smith, general manager for the Missouri

Kansas Telephone company, which obviates nearly all
the evil effects of induction in the telephone work of large

^:

and

it

and

a trifling trouble

cities at
is

not

known

that

The system

cost.

is

it

simple,

is

use at any other point.

in

The induction from electric light wires had become very
troublesome, and iL was proposed to run a common return
ground wire for instruments located in the same section
of the city, just as was done in Richmond, Va., and in
other

places.

wire entirely,
subscribers'

530

Kansas

president of the

Freidburg,

Electric

company, states that he will start
power machines. An incan-

light 2,000 candle

The

Supply company of Chicago, through C.

their

Kansas City agent, furnished

construction

of the

boilers, engine,

modern

Cone,

the exception of

their auxiliaries.

The

streets of

is

by

to be lighted

Monroe, Mich,

be lighted by

fifty

arc lights.
It is

probable that an electric light plant

probably

purchase

a

station at Kansas City will probably be
in operation about the 15th instant.

The Illinois Valley Electric Light & Power company has
been incorporated at Ottawa; capital stock, ^20,000; incorporators, C. L. Balland, Lewis Degen and N. E Degen.
The Jefferson (111.) Rapid Transit Railroad and Electric
Lighting company has been incorporated with a capital of
Incorporators, G. H. Parker, G. C. Thomas,
§250,000.
S. S Kimbell.
The

city of

Galena,

was lighted with

111.,

The

for the first time.

Mr. Smith has omitted the return ground
and has merely connected the ends of the
lines together instead of grounding them.

streets

electricity last

were illuminated with

About

thirty is as

much

number

small a

as can be satisfactorily

When

way.

this

the

number gets

one subscriber can sometimes overhear the conversation of others.
As an induction remedy it is very
less

successful.

This method of obviating induction

put into operation as rapidly as possible,

month

that within a

all

and

it

is

is

being

expected

the wires running into the exchange

here will be connected as described.

All those wires which

use such connections will certainly receive attention.

General Manager Smith returned the other morning from

where he had been

Jefferson City,
bill.

When

son City an hour ago.

noon

when

reported

to

watch the Dempsey

seen Mr. Smith said: "I came up from Jeffer-

the

was

I

committee

favorably on

in the

on

house yesterday after-

municipal corporations

Dempsey

the

which

bill,

fixes the

The Sperry Electric company, of Chicago, recently
shipped a twenty-arc light Sperry dynamo and lamps, complete, to the Belvidere Electric Light company, Belvidere,
111
This makes the fifth Sperry dynamo the Belvidere
company have added to their station.

affect

only Kansas City, St

has not gone through yet.

three readings,

and

in the senate.

The chances

if

it

passes the house

Louis and
It will
it

may

are about even on

its

have

St.
its

The new Midland
its own electric light

hotel of
plant.

Kansas City

is

now running

The United States system is
used, the power being supplied by two Ide automatic high
speed engines of 140 horsepower. The engines are coupled
together and arranged so as to be run together or independently.
The work was furnished and erected by English, Morse & Co. of Kansas City.

Among the receot sales of the Thomson-Houston company of Chicago are the following plants: Faribault, Minn.,
600 alternating lights; Nashville, Tenn., 50 incandescent
lamps for use in waterworks; Spokane Falls, Wash. Ter.,
50 arc lamps' Stockholm, Cal., roo incandescent lights;
Tootle llosea, St. Joseph, Mo., 800 incandescent lamps;
Bi-metallic Mining company, St. Louis, Mo 250 incandescent lights.
It was noted recently that the station of the Fostoria,
O., Electric Light company had been destroyed by fire.
While the ruins were still red hot the company telegraphed
An interruption of only five nights'
for new machines.
duration was caused, though the works were completely
destroyed.
The company is receiving general congratulaSince the fire the city council has
tions for its enterprise.
made a new contracc with the company for lighting the city
for a term of dve years, at $5,000 per annum, the light to
burn all night.

A

telegram from Houston, Tex

passage,

and as yet nobody can tell what will become of it. If it
goes through we will immediately close our service here,
for I don't think the directors will stand one cent's reduction.

A

,

says:

The

which makes about

The contract
April 15, and the new

fifteen

with

the

company

cars of material now on
present company expires

will

be

in

operation by that

The Thomson- Houston

Electric

company

bill

passed the

It closed

Indiana legislature about

up nearly half the companies

in

report tin

fol

lowing sales: Rockland, Me., 30 arc light plant; Atlanta,
Ga., 1,000 light alternating plant: Troy, O., 600 light
alternating plant; Mobile, Ala., 500 alternating plant;
Macon, Ga., 500 alternating plant; Woburn, Mass.,
light plant; P. J. Noyes, Lancaster, N. II
50 light incandescent plait; T. J Stewart, Bangor, Me., 50 light incandescent plant; II \V. Smith, Bangor, Me., 5^ light incan,

similar

four years ago.

contract be-

city of Houston and the Fort Wayne Jenney
Electric Light company has been signed, and the work of
putting up the poles has been commenced. Joseph P.
Smith, the representative of the company, telegraphed his
superintendent of construction to come right on.
Two
carloads of material have arrived, including ten miles of

tween the

time.

be killed

The electric motors may now run at the rate of twelve
miles an hour in Cleveland, O., an ordinance to that effect
having been passed by the board of aldermen.

An

electric

railway-from Negauneeto Ishpeming, Mich.,

three miles, is projected.
Current will be generated at the
falls, ten miles away, and transmitted by wires.

City Electric Street Railway company of
objected to filing a bond in the sum of
the
due construction of the proposed road, as
$5,000 for
required by the city authorities, and the desired franchise
was not granted.

Dubuque,

la.,

The Sprague Electric Railway <>c Motor company has
been awarded the contract for supplying four motors to
drive ventilating fans in the Rookery.
5 horse power, and the others will
power respectively.

be

Two

of

these will

be 2 and

horse

1

The Central Electric Railway company of Sacramento,
made arrangements to build its line. Work is to
commenced in six months, and it is to be in operation
Cal., has

Five storage

bat-

HuroniU says: "The new dynamo and other electrical
apparatus, it is expected, will arrive the latter part of this
week, and the work of putting in the lights will be pushed
forward as rapidly as possible.
This improvement will
cost the company about $5,000, and when completed will
make Huron one of the best lighted cities west of Chicago."
The lights will be operated within thirty davs, it is expected.

The Thomson-Houston company last week closed six
That at Rochester, X. V..
contracts for electric railroads.
has already been noted. Two roads will be operated at
Kansas City the Vine Street Railway companv having
four miles of track and six cars, and the Metropolitan
Street Railway company having four and one-half miles of
At Omaha the Motor Railway comtrack and eight cars.
pany has ordered twenty cars, ten of which will have
This company has seven and one half milts of
motors.
The Newton, Mass., circuit line, with 10 cars,
track.
and the Colerain Avenue Street Railway company of Cincinnati with eight cars and 3 miles of track, have ordered

—

route.

hand.

it

with electric cars.

it

William B. Sterling, president of the Huron (Dak.)
Electric Light & Power company, announces that he has
purchased an incandescent plant to operate in conjunction
with the arc plant now in operation in that town.
The

This

will

equip

The Harvard Electric Light company of Harvard, 111.,
has been incorporated; capital stock, §16,000; to furnish
and other light and power; incorporators, W. Kay,
E. D. Stiles and J. Eason

electric

wire,

bill

Railway company of Abilene, Kan.,
contemplates building a mile and a half more track, and
Street

within three months after completion.
tery cars have been ordered.

100 incandescent lamps, which are to take the place of gas.

telephone rate in cities of 100,000 or more at $48 per year.

Joseph, but

:

The Abilene

heretofore used.

,

connected together in

electric railway is projected by St. Louis capitalists
Kirkwood, Mo., and a franchise has been asked

The Key

The new Edison

week

An
at

be installed

will

at Jonesboro, Ark.

The town of Delphos, O., will
Silvey plant for municipal lighting.

A franchise for a horse, steam, cable or electric road
been granted to Donald Fletcher of Denver, Col.

City Passenger Railway company of Erie, Pa., contemplates constructing about twelve miles of electric road,
to be in operation by June 1st.

electricity.

will

Geneva, N. Y., are considering the advis
an electric railway.

ability of constructing

The

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Frostburg, Md.,

lapitalists at

will

I*.

Wa-

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

Elec-

the supplies for the

all

plant, with

dynamos, and

II.

light

1,200 light altera

plant.

<

City, Kan.,

descent plant, alternating, will be put in soon.
trical

I

200 arc

alternating plant; Austin, Minn.
rig
plant; Milwaukee. Wis., 50 light
Wichita, Kan..
:;.tting
plant: Reno. Xev., 600 light alternating pi
Mich., 30 arc light plant; Poplin, Mo., -<> arc lighl
Burlington. Kan., 30 arc light plant; Richmond, Mi

la.

An English paper, in speaking of the electric lighting
system employed to illuminate the Hoosac tunnel, says:
For long tunnels, such as the Mont Cenis and others, this
method of lighting may prove sufficiently advantageous to
be adopted for supplying light underground along the

City,

Kansas City, Mo., March
vised

Mo.
2. — A system

Manufacturing company of Davenport,
office in Kansas City soon.

Consolidated
with

i\.,

open an

from
R.

any other."

Kansas

Mr.

A

plant;

Mich.,

i^'lit

company of Kansas
and accepted his old position with the Hawk-

condi-

telephone business are constantly

tions surrounding the

irover has resigned his position as superintend-

Electric
will

of the distances and other

conditions which also are found in

*

City, Kan.,

rate

maintain and operate telephone systems.

annum

Charles

under either rate

the

utterly impossible

line to electricity.

probably be commenced as soon as the weather

will

ent of the Consolidited Electric Light

would be

changing the

for

let

dummy

manager of the Dell Telephone company of Missouri, said:
"A compromise bill that would fix the maximum telephone
rate at $75 per annum would be as ruinous to the business
it

light im
alternating

Is,

after that time.

at $50. for

50O light

it

\shvil!e, Terr.

telephone rate at $75 per annum, George F. Durant, the

as the original

nce, O., 25

gave the state a bad name

motive power of the Vine Street

it

by which

the state, and

outfits.

THE TELEPHONE.
A dispatch

from Springfield says: Representative

I

bad the house committee on judiciary consider
March 1st, and after a protracted discussion it was made a special order for Tuesdav next.
In explaining its provisions he was bitter in his denunciation of

of Evanston

his telephone bill

the

telephone companies.

The

chair

decided that there

was no quorum, and the further consideration of the bill
was postponed until Tuesday, when Mr. Baker will present the figures which, he says, will convince his colleagues
of the fairness of his bill.

The

St.

Louis Republic says:

"1 leorge

I'".

Durant. of the

Telephone companv, said that the capacity of the Bell
Telephone company's new plant, to be built at the southcorner
of Tenth and Olive streets especially foi its
east
would be 5, 000 subscribers. The company does n
pect. Mr. Durant says, to get into the new' building much
The intention, when the change is
inside of two years.
made, is to give ever)- telephone subscriber in the city a
The company expects that by the time
metallic circuit.
Bell

the St, Louis plant
in

America

will

is in

operation

all

of the principal cities

be connected by telephone lines,"

The official test oE the Belt Telephone companv
telephone system was made February 16th between Buffalo, New Vork. Albany and intermediate p
A local newspaper says: A conversation with the mc:
lis was carried on most successfully.
The line workc
tircly free from induction, and the distinctness with which
the voice could be heard it so great distance was surpriswith Boston. Syracuse and
S
ing.
C
points were carried on successfully.
The company have
fitted up their rooms at 14 \\ est Seneca street with thirteen
compartments for the convenience of patrons, who can
thus carry on conversations in strict privacy
'•-

distance

,

i
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Miscellaneous Notes.

March

Asbestos is that substance
will not char or carboni/.e.
will withstand heat to a greater degree than any
other known material, and is also a superior insulating
substance, but in its natural state it presents the difficulty
of absorbing moisture, which destroys its insulating quali
ties.
This difficulty heretofore has never been overcome.
The present material is a light-colored, hard, bone-like
substance, consisting of asbestos, with its pores entirely
satisfied and filled with a chemical compound, which is
vitreous in its character, thoroughly indestructible by heat,
and possessing no element of carbon. Asbestos thus saturated will not absorb moisture, and will pre erve its incondition,
sulating qualities under every atmospheric
presenting nearly all the qualities of glass, and at the
same time it may be stamped, turned, and otherwise meThis insulation
chanically formed into any shape desired.
is especially applicable for use upon armatures, fields, insulating joints, washers for dynamo and motor work, washers and magnet ends, the insulation required upon rheostats
which are liable to high temperatures, and in the manu
facture of resistance coils for heavy currents no other insulation should be employed.
Generally speaking, it is a
complete substitute for mica, and where vitrified asbestos
insulation is used upon converters, commutators, and the
like, its employment is found to operate in a highly satisfactory manner.
It looks in every way like a serviceable
insulation, and one that will not be affected by temperature
or moisture, which is certainly something new, and something that is wanted by every manufacturer.

which

Atlantic steamers for the White Star line,
the Longest vessels afloat, will be lavishly fitted throughout
with electric light, electric bells, electrical gear in connection with steering and signaling, electric search lights and
other electrical appliances of the most approved descrip-

The two new

tion.

Electro-Optic Manufacturing company has been inrated at Chicago, with a capital stock of §10,000, for
the manufacture of electrical, optical, chemical, medical,
mathematical and mechanical goods, machines and appliances.
The incorporators are G. 1!. Reynolds, H. C.

The

Sample and G. D. Stout.

Personal Paragraphs.
A. R. Foote of the Queen City Electric company of Cincinnati was in Chicago last week.

Elmer A. Sperry, of Chicago, who was called east by
telegram during the convention to attend the funeral of his
father at Cortland, N. V., returned home last week.
Mr. Edison on his forty-second birthday, February nth,
was presented a §2,000 outfit of laboratory conveniences
by the present and a few of the past workers in that department.

Thomas Addison, formerlv connected with the Chicago
United States Electric Light company, has
accepted a position in the Chicago oltice of the Thomsonoffice of the

Houston company.
D. P. Perry, vice-president and general manager of the
Sperry Electric company, Chicago, has been seriously ill
and was confined to his room last week, having contracted
a severe cold at the Exposition building during the convention of the Electric Light association.

John H. Reid, manager of the Chicago office of the
Mather Electric company, and Miss Lillian A. Smith of
New York city, were married Sunday, March 3d, at 245
Erie street. Chicago.
The wedding was attended by many
friends of the contracting parties, and
many substantial
tokens
The couple
and elegant
of esteem were received
visited St. Paul and other western cities on their wedding

Issued February 26, iSSg.

Current Collecting Device for Electric Railways.
Rudolph M. Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa.
A grooved wheel carried by the car makes traveling
contact with the suspended conductor; the wheel and
conductor may be moved vertically to compensate for
any variations in the parallelism of the line conductor.
The weight of the conductor is employed to insure
proper contact.

39S 402.

The electrode consists of fine threads of lead compressed into the desired form.

Business Mention.
The Knapp Electrical company, Chicago, last week
shipped a large consignment of wire to San Francisco, Cal.,
andanother to St. Paul, Minn., both to be used by the
Mather Electric Light company in wiring hotels and flats

thy, Brooklyn,

cago,

The Heine patent safety boilers are gradually gaining a
strong foothold among intelligent steam users.
Repeated
tests have demonstrated them to be highly economical.
The western agents, Messrs English, Morse & Co. of
Kansas City, Mo., report business good, and among recent
sales mention a 300 horse power Heine for the Armour
Packing company, which is the second order received from
this company.
The firm will be pleased to rrail circulars
of this boiler and correspond with anyone requiring eco-

tar, paint, or similar material.

cago,

111.

The

cable consists of an unsewed core of separately insulated
conductors, slightly and
loosely
twisted together.
This core being inclosed in a pipe,
after which a filling of insulating material is forced
into the pipe among and around the conductors of the
core, the insulating filling becoming solidified when
cold like paraffine.

Alternate Current Electric Motor.
Oliver B.
Shallenberger, Rochester, Pa.
The object of the invention is to provide a motor
which will start readily from a state of rest, and gradually increase its speed until it reaches a maximum
dependent upon the rate of alternations of the electric
current.
The last claim reads:
"5. The combination, with a source of alternating,
intermittent, or pulsatory electric currents and a circuit therefor, of an electric converter, having its primary connected in said circuit, a revolving armature
having its coils connected in the circuit of the secondary coil of the converter, a second converter connected with said source of currents, a field magnet
applied to the armature included in the secondary
circuit of the second converter, and a rectifying commutator interposed in said secondary circuit between
the field magnet and the converter."

Pa., invite attention
cut-off engines, which are

to their high speed automatic
especially adapted for electric light purposes.
gines are built of the very finest material, and

These en-

the workof the best.
The efficiency and fuel economy
are the bast attainable for an engine of its type, and maintains this h'gh grade of economy for a longer period of
time than any form of piston- valve engine.
The regulation, as a result of the principle embodied in its governor,
is better than has ever been realized by any other system of
:ng.
Xo matter whether the engine is loaded or
empty, and whatever the boiler pressure may be, the speed
of the engine does not vary.
Catalogues will be sent on
application.
is

-

The Rose Polytechnic Institute of Terre Haute, Ind., is
one of three or four schools in the United States which
are especially devoted to the education of civil, mechanical
and electrical engineers. It owes its existence to the genChauncey Rose of Terre Haute, who bebed about half a million dollars for its establishment
;pport.
It is one of the youngest of the technological schools of the country, having been opened in ihe
the peculiar features of the institute

-

r

William R. Patterson, Chi

Telegraph Cable.

39S 442.

Engine company of Erie,

year
the thoi
in mechanical
-

f

tice"

The

object

this invention

of

Wm

cs of Sir
and there is
the purpo
immercial instruments- Animportanl feature is the restriction placed upon the
admitted.
The plan of the institute is
number
to limit the al
ilize the
great be
ifflple facilities

verter assisting in

the

effect

connections through

first

1

well to

named

converter,

armature of the motor

the

in-

the field magnet connections, and
of
cutting the primary coil of the second
converter out of circuit.

means

Brady,

1.

1

for

Support

w-.,480,.

for

who undertake it'.
templating prcparal
nccring will do

an

dependent

this country,

-

coils of

motor, of a converter having its secondary
circuit connected through said coils, a second conelectric

Not only are machines dedrawings made, but actual construcis
made possible in extensive workequipment of which bas cost over $40,000. In
electricity, in addition to the instruments and appliances
usually found in electrical laboratoric

room

Oliver B.

same as No.

the

The third claim is as follows:
"The combination, with the field magnet

of the students

li;

m

is

398.457.

is

engineering.

-

Motor.

398 458. Alternate Cu-rent Electric
Shallenberger, Rochester, Pa.

rcquired and

Thorr.

R. Patterson, Chi-

core of insulated conductors is bound together
and covered by an impervious sewing, lead tape being
The core thus formed is
the preferable material.
drawn into a lead pipe, and the annular space between
the inside of the pipe and the core is filled with coal

39S 457.

nomical boilers.

manship

William

III.

The

The Central Electric company of Chicago has secured
the western agency for the new Cleveland double-pole
switch, which has just been placed on the market.
It is
an application of the same principle as the old Cleveland
single-pole switch, the only difference being that it is a
double make and break.

Ball

N. Y.

Telegraph Cable.

39S 441.

Laurence A. McCar-

Alarm.

Electric Burglar

39S 420.

for electric lights.

The

Edward M.

Electrode for Secondary lotteries.
Lang, Falmouth, Me.

393 409.

(rip.

3<A,498.

for

New

Conductor
lyn, N. V.
Electric

398-,510.

Electric
Britain,

for

«

inn,

Electric

Railways.

Warren

Switch.

Thomas

Railway Wires.

S.

'

»l"f

Hill,

Dahl,

Boston,

Mass.
398.

1

Adolph

The

Switch.
cctric
Franklin A. Weller and
Kicuel, Lynn, Mass.
<<f the
witch
class known as double-pole
and is designed for use with electric light

I'.

i'.

E'olytcchnic In561.
.

1

hai p!a< ed

la ting

ti
ble by
pared by vulcanization, and therefore
r i

El)
ctzel,

I*

ranklin A. Weller and Adolph

Lynn, Ma

of the double pole class, and designed for electric light wires, the claims being limiled
to constructive details.

H.

S-

Wright,

1

"An electric cut-out comprising two wires joined
fusible connecting rod and an inclosing insulated
transversely divided case, whereby when the fusible
rod melts, the wires are prevented from forming a
by a

ground connection."
Electric Brake for

39S.577-

Railway Trains. Alexander
Pa., and Watson I'. Widdifield, Uxbridge, Ontario, Canada.
The third and sixth claims are given:
"3 In a system of electric brakes for railway trains

H. Bowman, Packerton,

the combination, with the fric ion pulleys of the brake,
of a collar upon which the said pulleys press, the said
collar consisting of alternate rings of fibrous substance, as wood and metal. '
"6. In a system of electric brakes the combination
of a friction pulley adapted to be brought in engagement with the axle of the car-wheels, a lever for
applying the pulley to the axle, an elastic arm for the
said lever, a solenoid, and a rod connecting the said
elastic arm to the core of said solenoid."

398.613.
jr.,

Electrical Railway Signal.
Horace Hayden,
and William E. Z. Desant, New York, N. Y.
object is to provide a signal in the cab to indi-

The

automatically danger, provided a preceding train
has not passed off the section or block.

cate

Telegraphy.

Clarence L.

Healy,

Claim 1 reads:
"In telegraphs, the combination, with aline, of a
dynamo or other source of electrical energy grounded
at one pole, a ground through resistance from the
other pole of the dynamo, a direct line connection
from the latter pole of the dynamo through the balancing resistance, a shunt-line connection from an
intermediate point on the grounded resistance, and a
key placing the direct and shunt connections alternately to line

"

Insulating Support for Electric
Sidney H. Short, Columbus, O.

398.661.

Conductors.

395.662. Electric Railway.
Sidney H. Short, Columbus, O.
The invention consists, speaking generally, in a
main conductor and generator, a guard wire, including
a source of electrical energy, forming a normally open
circuit and a controlling resistance connection between
the guard wire and the generator, wherebv the pressure on the main conductor is automatically controlled.

Switch Mechanism for Electric Railways.
Sidney LI. Short, Columbus, O.
Claim 3 follows:
"In combination with an electrical conductor and a
generator, a guard wire arranged in proximity to the
main conductor, forming a normally open circuit, a
source of electrical energy, a controlling resistance
connection between said guard wire and the generator
for reducing or controlling the pressure in the main
conductor, and a signaling device operated by the closing of the guard wi<e circuit."

398,66^.

39S,66S.

Regulator for

Dynamo

mer A. Sperry, Chicago,
398,713.

Stock Indicator.

398,731.

Electrical

Electric

Machines.

El-

111.

John A. Enos, Boston, Mass.

Bathing Machine.

Jack

W.

James,

Cuba, Tenn

Mercury Holder for Battery Zincs.
Kookogey, Brooklyn, N. Y.

398,737.

William P.

Magnetic Regulator. Samuel E. Nutting, Chi398,744.
cago, 111.
The invention relates to automatically regulating
the amount of magnetism in the pole pieces of a dynamo electric machine, and thereby the strength of
the currents to the requirements of the circuit
The first and last claims are given:
"1. In a dynamo electric machine or motor, an automatic governor moving toward the pole pieces by the
attract ion of their magnetism against a resistance
which increases more rapidly than said attraction, and
diminishing the action of the pole pieces on the armature as it approaches them, the planes of the governor
and the pole pieces being parallel, and the distance
between them being variable, according to the varying
attraction of the magnetism.
"7 In a dynamo electric machine or motor, the
combination of an automatic governor moving toward
the pole pieces by the attraction of their magnetism
against a resistance which increases more rapidly than
such attraction, a spring retractor, and an arm connecting the governor with the spring retractor, whereby as ihe magnetism diminishes the retractor withdraws
the governor from the pole pieces, the planes of the
governor and Ihe pole pieces being parallel, and the
distance bet ween them being variable, according to
the varying attraction of the

magnetism

Electric Circuit Coupler.
398,769.
Philadelphia, I'a.

398,774.

Incandescent

Electric

Stanley C. C. Currie,

Lamp.

Thomas

A. Ed-

Park, N J
he invention is designed to prevent the formation
of an arc between the terminals of the conductor
globe <>( an incandescing electric lamp.
wil hin illThis is accomplished by interposing between said
terminals an insulating body, preferably of a transparent material like mica or glass.
ison.

'

William

Cut-Out.

Kansas City, Mo.
Claim
follows:

Quadruplex
398.614.
Brooklyn, K. Y.

Patents.

Electrical

Electric

398, 566.

Menlo

I

System of
398,794.
Francis J Patten,
.

Gas
York, N. Y.

Synchronizing
Electric
York, N, V.

Motors

New

Extinguisher.

Adam

Stein hi lbcr,

New

March
H.

9,
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WARD LEONARD.

W.

S.

ANDREWS.

E.

M. IZARD.

CONSULTING AND CONTRACTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
Systems of Electric Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Lighl Hauls, Arc Light Plants, Electric
Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting I'lants.
Plan* anil Mpecl llratlonH for all Kind* or Rlertrlcal Conntrurt Ion Work.
of Commercial Supplies carried atall times for Plants described above.

For any or
A

fiilltlne

Branch

Offices:

all

Telephone 694, CHICAGO, ILL.
THE ROOKERY,
Room 425, Northwestern
Mutual Life InHuranre Block. Room
Kooms
n
Minn.;

The Lumber KxPhanise,

4.0

naml

i

f>,

•

a pol

Im,

115,

Milwaukee, Win

Tele

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

W*

Telephone and Telegraph,

Electric Light,

Mauutaotured

Submarine

for Aerial,

Underground

aucl

XJ»o.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES, OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE. MANSON PROTECTING

THE OKOIMITE COMPANY,
BRANCHES:

Chicago,

Boston,

-

Omaha.

Philadelphia,

Al DEPARTURE IN
INCANDESCENT SWITCHES
An

make and break movement, uncon

inetantaneoim

trolled by the handle, made entirely of eheetfnot spring
braes, the latter not entering Into ire con fit ruction ;there
fore,

though

thereby.

may

it

corrosion or

be heated by poor contact caused by
neefnlneas will not be affected

dirt, i'e

Send for illustrated circular and price

1

206 Chestnut

St.,

:

DEW New
KWGlASin EXCLUSIVE:
England Electric Supply Company,
84

John

CHICAGO,

Ilili.
Electrical Supply

Conn.

Street, Bridgeport,

CITY:
NEW YORK
T. F. Hunter & Co.,

37

Company,

Chorch
171

Louisville.

NEW YORK.

Row,

Kansas

City,

and

San Francisco.

SPERRY
ELECTRIC
Clinton
186
138
194,

D. P.

PEEBY,

ailcJ

3.

CO,
St..

CHICAGO,

V. P. and Gen'l Mgr.

ILL.

the Sperry Improved System of Arc Electric Lighting, power is consumed only
in proportion to the number of lights actually required, and a 40-lieht dynamo can be as
readily and as economically operated with only five lights burning, as with full capacity

With

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

-

ASEUCIES

Cincinnati.

list.

PAISTE,

H. T.

3 Park

1

Minneapolis,

TAPE.

Street.

Randolph

THE "CLiLRK"
Insulation Guaranteed

Wherever Used,

Aerial,

TKZTRK-

Underground or Submarine.

Street.

Electrical Testing Bureau,
JOHN HOPKINS UNIVERSITY,

Baltimore, Md.

Ammeters, Voltmeters and Condensers Standardized.
Resistance Colls determined with or without temperature co-efficients.
Insulation Resistance of Cables, etc., measured.
Efficiency of Dynamos and Motors determined.
Primary and Secondary Batteries tested.
Curves of Magnetization of Iron and Steel furnished from Samples.

Etc., Etc.
Circulars and Information

regrding

the

Methods Used, Prices,

etc.,

Sent oi

Application.

ADDRESS AS ABOVE.!

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters* Union, nndcr date of March
Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect."
he says
In Insulating our wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or cracft, and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation Is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which is water, oil, acid and, toavery great extent. Are proof.
Our insulation will prove durable when all others fall. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
gauges and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocK. Cables made
29, 1886,

:

"A

The rubber used

to order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 63 Hampshire

BENBT

A.

CLARK,

General Manager.

Street, Boston, Mass.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS.

Electrician.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
INCLUDING

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fleetrie ^c]pplie$

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins
and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet.Telephone and Electric Light Wire.

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY

BUILDERS OF

pisher's [Jlectric

AND SUBURBAN

LECTRIC RAILWAYS.

#=

DETROIT. MICHIGAN.

General Offices and Works.

"he

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
rMANUF<^CTURERS OFH

Automatic Electric Motors,
IN

ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF

H.

P.

UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,

Remarkable

Dynamo

Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Electric ITJachines,

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

The Eddy

Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.

WESTERN

WE PATENT AND

I.

EXPLOIT

.ECTRICIAN.

March

W.COLBURN &CO.,
74 Main

1

St.,

SPEAKING TUBES

FITCHBURG, MASS.

In Foreign Countries firBt-claas Electrical Inventions which are new and onerative, and have been
tlln tratedbymo ela and drawings, but not published in this country before being r atented
abroad. No expense lo ihe inventor ca 1 or write.

Oral. Electric.

;

IFT7LI: X.I1TE

CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL

FRANCIS W, PARKER,

Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS,

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING
1007 Opera House Block,

WHISTLES,

and.

Pneumatic, and

W.

Solicitor.

2

1

R.
,

OSTRANDER &

Send

for

New

Catalogue, out August

STOCK.,

CO.,

New

23 and 25 Ann

Factory, 1461 and 1463

$W~

.fi.IjW.fi.-S3 X£T

St.
DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

York.

1st.

The GOULD PACKING COMPANY,

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

30 Cambridge street,

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONXY COMPLETE SET OF TJ S.
ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

EAST CAMBRIDGE, - MASS.,

Machines for Arc and Incandescent

Klectric Lighting. Electro- Plating
and Kxperiniental Use.

MANUFACTURE THE

Send for large Illustrated Catalogue, also Handboot of Keaay Reference, vest-pocket edition.
WESTERN BBAM'H: NEW HAVEN CLOCK CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL
No. 315 Wabash Avenue,

1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

Gould Steam and Water Packing
The Original Ring Packing. Pat. June

1,

1880.

Superior to any Packing in the market for Steam, Water
or Ammonia. Self-Lubricating, does not corrode the rod,
never prows hard if directions are followed. Sent on thiriy
.None genuine without
daye' trial. Satisfactory or no pay.
this trade mark and date of patent stamped on wrapper.

SEND FOR

Beware of Infringements and Imitations.

NEW PAMPHLET

ALBION CHIPMAN, Treasurer.

OF

All similar Packings are imitations andcalcnlated to deceive.

RECORDING

Electrical warKs
is Chestnut St. Philadelphia
i.h||| MfllfpVh

1 Cleverly

Pressure Gauges.

10

Jt[i\vis B. EosofJ,

*• 1 6 C t fl

NO EXPERIMENT

u\

AUJ T

H-A-Cleverly Manager

145 Broadway, N. Y.
=====111.

EDWARDS

LUNG EX

A.

&

EDWARDS

Western Agent,

G. A.

Philadelphia Department^

BAXTER ELECTRIC

•

MF'G

&M0TOR CO

Harmount, 315 Wabash Ave., Chicago,

CO,

III,

HILL

Manufacturing
Clutch Works,

Electricians,

CLEVELAND, O.

Patent Electric Bells.
Automatic Burglar Alarms.

Door Openers.
Eltdric Annunciators.
Thermostats-

Gas Lighting Apparatus,
Office

NEW
ESTABLISHED

18

,

YORK.
BBANCH,

1872.

We respectfully

EASTEUN OFFICE:

etc.

and Factory, 4th Ave. and 144th St

Cortlandt Street, -

CHICAGO
5 &.1

call attention to

DET

2350 Canal St.

ST.

NEW YORK.

MINNEAPOLIS:
305 KaBota Building.

KANSAS CITY:

our
1221

Patent Electric Door Opener.
It ii

:

Simple, Strong, Compact, and Positive

and 1383 Union Avenue.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

in operation.
It will stand hard usage.
Heavy pressure
applied to the door does not interfere with its

Pcsignod, Erected and Furnished.

perfect working.
It

has been thoroughly tested and

is

Send for new Catalogue, Power

giving

satisfaction.

COPYRIGHTED BY

Estimates and prices promptly furnished.

SCHENECTADY,

Transmission Machinery.

H. W. HILL.

N". Y.,

MATOFACTURERS OF

Insulated Wires,
JAMES
Chicago Electric Club.
There

will

be a meeting of the

Flexible
F.

KELLY. Ceneral Sales Agent,

o'clock,

Club, 122-124 Clark

at

street.

for Telephone,

19 Dey Street,

New

Telegraph

York.

WE WILL

Co.

Ship any Electric Debt company or manufacturer
In the United StatCH a barrel of our celebrated "EIOCtroleum" Machinery or Cylinder oil Cor trial, ami in
event tho t|tiallt.jr and price aiv not aatlHfnctnry It may

MASSILLON, OHIO,

Chicago

the rooms of the

&

Russell

BUILDERS OF

Klectric Club Monday evening. March
180), at 8

Cords and Cables

Automatic Engines
BOILERS, ETC.

Hangers'

Bell

BADT,

Hand-Book,

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.
Seki. cor

9 1.00.

Catalogue.

GEO.

Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book,
BADT, SI.OO.

Ibreo

DEALER

Electrical

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.

UKEJIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

EXPLOITER OF
bfireturne.l U> mi,

-

E

IN

Electrical Securities.

Willi

I:

BLISS,

ELECTRICAL EXPERT

ELEMENTS of ELECTRIC LIGHTING,
ATKINSON, Si. 00.
All

H.

225

DEARBORN STREET.

Inventions.

MARKLE

Court,

CHICAGO,

and we

will \<ny all

freight Charge!)

both wavM, and moke no charge for what in used for
such trial, I'loono atato If for iwoon blub, moderate,

ENGINEERING

CO.,

DBTHOIT, 3VIICJBC.
ILL.

March

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

9,

Steam-Feed Water

Live

Stilwell's Patent

Removes
Entirely

all

Steam

in

Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO.,

Construction Co.
Electric Light Plants Complete.
CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF

"If you have any
a reasonable price."

DAYTON, OHIO.

All

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
18 Cortlandt

6end for Frice-Liat.

Lamp

Spools to re-wind, send them to us, and

HOUSE WORK

Classes of

ELECTRIC POWER,

A

A Hrat-cJas3 monthly magazine , devoted c specially
to the Interests of electric railways and power tranKmission. March issue 11 pak'ea. Interesting Bpeclal
article on watei-powi-r distribution (orsmall Industries
at Johnstown, N. V. Every electric light man flinntd
read It. f:: per annum. Sfnd 10 cents for sain pie

we

will

do

it foi

a Specialty.

pernon

of 2>

j

years" experleo

1

spond with an Edl-pn company that wants a

and cdlectororEuperlntendent

and wiring.

ELECTRIC POWER,

of electrical

Address

§oll< IV r

mi

HOTCHCS,

A. H.

Care of The Edison lllumln.v.

NEW YORK

150 Broadway,

Telephone Building, N. Y.

St.,

Electrical

>ZY<

Impurities.

SCALE

prevents

The

Ft*

Purifier.

.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity.
Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted
Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.
Cords for Incandescent Lighting.

PATENT "|[|[

LINE WIRE

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AND i'ELEPHONE

factories: waterbury, conn.
THOS.

BARCLAY,

L.

J.

LINES.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

L.

SCOVILL,
NEW YORK AGENT.

ILL.

FOR SALE!

(American

j^lectriGai

Wop^s,

PROVIDENCE,

R.

I.,

EXCLUSIVE MAXCFACTCGERS OF THE

One 60 H.
IN

St,

P. Enssell

Louis Electrical Co.
THE

Replaced by a larger one.

-

New

KANSAS

York.

Telegraph, Telephone and lectric Light.

Address

MORSE &

ENGLISH,

Write to ua for QnotationB on Anything.
Co,,

—FOB—

Used Only Three Months.

Largest Electrical Supply House
West of the Mississippi Eiver.
Agents Microptoe Battery

FAEABAY CABLE

Engine,

FINE ORDER.

Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity
ot

CO.,

New York

CITY, MO.

^uSSToHIQ
J.B.YOUNG. President and

<fi!B0

SOLAR CARBON

in the

Market.

18 Cortlandt Street.
P. C. ACKER3IA>\ Agent.

rasng;

£ & uS

B. K.

Treas.

any Cable

Office,

c

JAMISON, Vice-President.

COMPANY,

* MFG.

69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Process Patented.
Well Selected and Good CARBONS made from Natural Gas.
BATTERY CARBONS OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTY.
Office, No.

Western

Office,

i

75 Randolph

Special Discounts on Large Orders.

Street, Chicago.

T ELEPHONE S
KOK PRIVATE

1,1

\i:s.

The only Mechanical Telephone which has etoed
the tests and held ont and given satisfactory

J[erimirltc,

service for the past eight yeare.

Send

for

Illustrated

Catalogue

and

Prices.

TRADE
ELECTRICAL GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Elgin' Telephone

Room

7.

Hubbard

and Electrical Supply
Blk., Blein,

III.,

GONDA
MARK.

Co.,

D^S. A.

The Standard OPEN-CIRCUIT

BATTERY

of the

World

FOR ANYTHING

In the Line of

The great merits of this battery have brought out a
number of infringements and worthless imitations. Beware

Temperatnre

=

Regulation,

Either Kinn
or
Mi'.'iin

In Houses,

Tbo Qniou iatomatic Beat Regulating Co.,

of them.

...•*

il.:ii«

The LECLANCHE BATTERY

I-.

or lor

ELM1BA,

N'.Y.

GONDA CBLL

149 West
CUJIl-LETK.

18tli Street,

New

York.

CO.
OOXDA'I Carbon. Zinc axd
OOYXB.

Ja.i

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

March

9, ij

MANUFACTURERS OF

ARC AND INCANDESCENCE

Electric

Lighting Apparatus.

ELECTRIC MOTORS,
CARBONS,
x

ETC., ETC.
y

THE BRUSH
ELECTRIC C0MP&XT7,
,

»

y

CHICAOO OFFICE:

130- WASHINGTON STREET,- 130
^v

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

March

9,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK
1

106

PAGES, 97 ILLUSTRATIONS, FLEXIBLE CLOTH BINDING, TYPE PAGE 5ix3 INCHES

PRICE

—

*

JUST THE BOOK

$1.00.

*

engaged in Selling, Installing or Handling Electric Batteries,
Electric Bells, Elevator, House or Hotel Annunciators, Burglar or Fire Alarms, Electric
Gas Lighting Apparatus, Electric Heat Regulating Apparatus, etc., etc.

the:

for those

CDr^L_^r bcdop-c

of~ the:

FIRST EDITION TWENTY-FIVE

HUNDRED

pciimzd p=ljie3I_i=>he:zd
COPIES.

SENT, POSTAGE FREE, ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

-

-

-

6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
By
First

Edition

of

copies

Moonlight Schedule
ioo

pages; 70

Designed
gineers.

for

for

Just the book for

electric light installations.

now

ready,

Tenders

cloth

Edition of

pages and

binding; size

of type

page, 6x3 inches.

and Linemen, Stationary and Marine

men who wish

to learn

The only book of the kind

Price, Postage Prepaid to

Second

containing additional

1889.

flexible

illustrations;

Dynamo

BADT.

Hundred copies exhausted.

Twenty-Five

One Thousand

F. B.

any address

in the

how
in the

to

operate and care for

English language.

United States or Canada, $1.00.

ADDRESS

ELECTRICIAN

PUBLISHING

En-

COMPANY,

G Lakeside Building, Chicago.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

it

March

CENTRAL ELECTRIC

o,

1889

CO.."

MANUFACTURERS DIRECT OF

Push Buttons, Bells,
Etc., Etc.,

and

Batteries, Switches, Annunciators,
will

make

Prices to suit our Customer.

Send us a List of what you want, and Prove our Assertion Correct.
Our Goods are BRIGHT, NEW, and LATEST IMPROVED.

^»

0B3 nvrEIN'TlS

La

Agents, 42

Western

General

I»H.03VH*T.

Salle

CHICAGO.

St,

VBB8

Also Rawhide UceLeather^^^'
ALL CITIESh

Electric Light Repjiring,

General Machine Job-work,

A. A.

Pattern Making, Etc., Etc-

FOH.BX3

3BA.TJST,
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, m^nSSacturer.
Office

MARKET

and Works: 76

ST.,

(PATENTED.)

BEAUTIFUL AND DURABLE.
COMFORTABLE TO THE EYES.
NO DIRECT RAYS.
LAMPS INCREASED MORE THAN DOUBLE
IN ILLUMINATING POWER.

CHICACO.

Forest City Electric Works,
Manufacturers

oi

McGreary's Reflector Shade

S SIZES for IO to 100 C. P. Lamps.

SUSPENDED BY FLEXIBLE CORD.
NO FIXTURES REQUIRED.

CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

18and20Cortlandt Street

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES.

NEW

YORK.

Send for Circular B.
^

Quick Make and Break Uncon-

Agents for tae Oanadas,

i

3

trolled by the Handle.

Messrs.

AHEARN

&.

SOPER.

-

OTTAWA, ONTARIO.

American
3F*o>:r»
Correspondence
Solicited

Electric

Electrical Directory
1889.
'JCico, $3,00.

The best and most permanent medium for advertisers in the electrical field.
work reaches every Electric Light and Power company in the country, besides

with

This
Tele-

graph and Telephone companies.
This year's issue enlarged and improved.
Lists and reports of Electric Light and Power companies, reports of National

Light

Companies.

Electric Light association, useful tables, etc., etc.
Ssnd orders for copies of books, and for advertising space to

STAR
W.

B.

CLEVELAND,

Proprietor,

183

SENECA STREET. CLEVELAND,

0.

Publishers

of

IRON"

TOWER. COMPANY.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL DIRECTORY,

Fori

Wayne,

Ind.

March

9,
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1889

atonic

lup^

MANUFACTURERS OF

Arc and Incandescent Electric Light

MACHINERY.
We Own

and Control the Inventions of Walter K. Freeman,
who was the Pioneer in the development ol the Incandescent
Lamp and Transformer Systems of Electric Lighting, known to the market as the Alternat-"
ing, or
•$!•

Induction System.

OTTDFL

[<$>

DYNAMO LAMPS and CONVERTERS
ARE
$•

•$1

To

be of the Highest

WE

ISSUE

Mechanical and Electrical Efficiency.

A BOND OF INDEMNITY,

Protecting purchasers of our apparatus from any expense or loss
on account of patent litigation.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY

EMU CLRIRE,

WIS., U. S.

1\.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

WOODWARD
G. H.
S. A.

H. H.

GALE, President.

f

PLUMMER. VICE-PRESIDENT
HUMPHREY, TREASURER.

i
I

G.
S.

A.

9,

1889

ELECTRICAL CO

BOARD OF

ALGER.
H. GALE.

GEN.

March

DlKEt'TOKS.

BROWN.

R. A.

E. C.

PLUMMER.

T.WILLIAMSON.
F. B. TROUT.

WARREN.
THOMPSON.
H.HUMPHREY.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON. SECRETARY.
FRANK B. TROUT, SUPERINTENDENT.

C. A.
C. H.

H.

}

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT STORAGE BATTERY.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

in

has

construction,

now been found
to many

PECULIARLY ADAPTED

SPECIALL

to

be

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE

and

DURABLE,

and

is,

owing

to its design,

uses in which other types of batteries have failed.

-^.ID^^TIEID

Central Station .Lighting,
Street Cars,

Steadying Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,
Burglar Alarms,
Propelling Boats,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

TO

Isolated Lighting,
Auxiliary Central Station

Work,

Medical Purposes,

Runnirg of Small Motors.

»3C
DIVIDED.

BATTKKY

SUCTION OF BATTKKY IM.ATK.

5^= Detroit
Is

Storage Battery,

MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS CRANTED TO C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
BEEN DULY ASSICNED TO THIS COMPANY,
positively the only Secondary Battery which will not Buckle, or which will
withstand uninjured the Highest Bates of Discharge.

the only

SUCCESSFUL STOKAaE BATTEEY
IS

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE

The Woodward
St.,

Electrical Co.
FACTORY:

OFFICES:
69 Griswold

BYI

Campau

Building.

F.

B.

DETROIT, MICH.
"TROUT, General Manager.

Corner 13th and

Howard

Streets.

March

9,
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The Thomson-Houston
Electric Railway System.

Twenty-Three Roads

in

of Construction

Daily Operation, and Eleven

Now

in

Process

Under the Thomson-Houston Patents.

NOW MANUFACTURED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LAItGESX
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

ALL MATERIAL 18

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the
The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others
brakes applied from either platform
railway work.
Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
Only one pair of brushes for each motor.
above the floor.
Brushes self-feeding.
Direct gearing is used.
Bearings self-oiling.
The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the
No change of brushes for change of load or change in Thomson-Houston patents.
direction of rotation of the armature.
Contact with overhead conductor is had by means of.
trolley pressing against the wire from below.
The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

for

MOTORS I ELECTRICAL E QUIPMENTS FURNISHED FOR MINING & OTHER SPECIAL WORK.
For Full Information and Estimates A-ddress the

Thomson -Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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WEATHERPROOF
LINE WIRE.
UNDERWRITERS' WIRE
MAGNET

CORD VULCANITE WIRE,

}

-FOR

WIRE,

UNDERGROUND WORK.

ANNUNCIATOR WIRE,

THE BEST

OFFICE WIRE.

CEDAR

rope.

\

BRACKETS.
FIRST-CLASS

Cross Arms

\

n nu

URY ubUAK

POLE STEPS.

time

\

*"

use

'

weather has no
\ feet on it.

POLES

\

\

ols ofall

Are Bet,er than Porcelaln

\

M0DERATE PR1CES

'

\

wtiat Rope Do Y(ra Use?

VOLTMETERS,

OF ALL KINDS,

and

AMALGAMATED
\ Sam P les iU

Quotations. \

RUBBER TUBING.

Hard and

Soft.

TRY THEM.

BRUSH

COPPER

TESTING SETS.

BOTTOM PRICES

Incandescent

Laree Assortment.

-ALL KINDS OF-

LIGHTING.
See

PURPOSES.
-

^

THROUGHOUT.

SWITCHES AMMETERS,

Arc

BATTERY

WHITE FOR-

Kinds.

-FOR-

\ thwol

Will not Absorb Moisture,

as
ef-

\

zincs

\

Lag Screws.

T

BEATTIE

\ INSULATORS \

afterbeiI1 s a8hort

n\

ftrftJi

\

Will not break

\

THE CHEAPEST.

LAVA

\ Weatnerproof \

poles.

IS

Electric

Light

Catalogue.

Testing

Instruments.

See Electric Light Catalogue.

Write for Quotations.

See Electric Light Catalogue.

BOTTOM

PRIGES.

See Electric Light Catalogue.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY

C
FACTORIES:

ANSONIA, CONN.

RANDOLPH STREET,

KICAmo
171

BRANCH OFFICE:
505 Delaware St., Kansas

>

City.

March

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

9, iS

"C.£

C." ELECTRIC

MOTOR

CO.
YORK.

NEW
Efficient Electric Motors
402-4 Greenwich

St.,

MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
WESTEEN

NEW ENGLAND OFFICE: 19 Pearl St„ BOSTON.
OFFICE: 139 and 141 Adams Street, CHICAGO.
PHILADELPHIA OFFICE: 301 Arch Street.
SOUTHERN OFFICE: 25 Carondelet Street, NEW

JOHN STEPHENSON
NEW YORK.

ORLEANS

CO.,

i_iis^ri"rE:rD,

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC

MOTORS

CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

INSULATING AND

CALENDER WATERPROOFING COMPANY
Factory, Harrison,
MEW YORK,
CHICAGO,
J.

R.

Burdick,

68 Commerce Bldg.

18 Cortland Street.

f

I1X". 0".

BOSTON,

W.

F.

Collins,

624

Atlantic Ave.

SOLS MANUFACTURERS OF

Bitite,

Trinidad and

Red Core

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
BITITE WIRE.

TRINIDAD LINE WIRE.

For use underground, in damp places,
plaster, and all kinds of concealed
work. High insulation, cheap and reliable. No rubber in this insulation,
but good results guaranteed. Suitable
for use in dye works, mines, electroplating works, and where subjected to

For use on all kinds of pole work,
where high efficiency is required, combined with moderate cost.
Waterproof,
weatherproof, and foliageproof. Protect your wires, and your
coal bills

'will

protect themselves.

I

ED CORE WIRE.

For use for overhead, and inside
work. Suitable for any kind of Elec-

work where wire of the highest
excellence must be used.
pure rubber insulation, tough, flexible, and
capable of withstanding all kinds of
rough usage and abrasion.
trical

A

acid fumes.

Special Quotations given on any large Underground Installations,

Caliender Solid System of Feeders and Mains for use Underground,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC

9,

1889

COMPANY,

LlfiRT

I^ort Wayne. Indiana.

Manufacturers of th3

SYSTEM

INDUCTION

SLATTERY

The Most Carefully Workedout and Complete Alternating

OF

INMDESCENT

System of Electric Lighting

in

Existence.

JJGHTIHG,

AND THE

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Lamps

ARC LIGHTING.

Converters

12—16 Candle Power

Guaranteed.

OF

and

to the Mechanical Horse

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

SLATTERY DYNAMO, LAMP AND CONVERTER.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS,

FORT WAYNE,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

IND.

907 Filbert Street,
G. A. "WILBUR, Manager.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.
OFFICE, 217 Sansome St.

SAN FRANCISCO

City of Mexico Office,

F.

ADAMS, Successor.

Van Depoele Electric Manufacturing

Co.,

]VI^.I$rUF^.CTITIlX3XlS OI*

ARC

m INCANDESCENT
And

ELECTRIC LIGHT APPARATUS

Electric Light Supplies of All Kinds.
THE

ThHE

Mayo

Yan Depoele Arc Light

Incandescent

SYSTEM.

SYSTEM.

DIRECT OR SERIES.

HIGH OE LOW TENSION,
DOUBLE OR SINGLE
CARBON LAMPS.

ONLY
ABSOLUTELY
AUTOMATIC
DYNAMO.

MACHINERY
SIMPLICITY
ITSELF.

1VL
Vvcr

Blacken, and a
Life Is

Dynamos or Lamps

Long
rig

RANTE
Send

for

Made

D.

or System.

Send

Catalogue.

NEW YORK
EDWARD

E.

for Catalogue.

GENERAL OFFICE AND FACTORY,

OFFICE,

234 BROADWAY,
BRITTON, Manager.

to Suit any Current

1

5 to 21 North Clinton Street,

CHICA60.

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

CHICAGO,

Vol. IV.

MARCH

1

O cents per Copy.
No.

16, 1889.

b es

SCHAEFER ELECTRIC MFC. CO. ostt^st :lvo

11

il. i_.

Unless they have the Dust-Proof Washer.
Incandescent Lamps from

10

to

100 Candle-Power,

HAZAZER & STANLEY,

COMPLETE INSTALLATION Of INCAK DESCENT PLANTS.
0.

P.

Electrical House-Furnishings,

FACTORY AT CAMBRIDGEPORT.

BOX 3068, BOSTON, MASS.

32 & 34

Estimates Furnished on Application.

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

TEE WARING

FRANKFORT

NEW YORK.

-

"SSSE5S™ COMPANY,

CAILEHDER

The

ST.,

NEW YORK,

18 Cortland St.,

ELEGTRIG LIGHT WIRES AND GABLES.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Standard Underground Cable Co., Mf'rs,

PENN AVE., - ^
ew York, IS Cortlandt
RRANPH
OPPirFQ*
jnHNun urn
old. i

PITTSBURGH, PA.

General Offices, 708
^

Chicag0(1 39 E

,

BITITE AND TRINIDAD INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES OF ALL SIZES A SPECIALTY.
J. R.

G. X>. "Wiley, M'g'r.
MftdisonSt#(F. EilJe g enhttrdt(MJgv
St.,

BURDICK,

68 Commerce

Building.

CHICACO.

General Western Sales Agent,
#

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back
Noiseless

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Iiooomotlve Safety "X7"a.l-c-o,
Tlie Asliton LocIl Safety ~\7"a,l-\r&,
Tlie Ashton Water Relief "\r*».l-*ro
The acknowledged Standard for durable and high
record
merits
proved
by
a
of
over
Insulation.
Its

quarter of a century. Adapted to
and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,
Railway and all other

E.

B.

All

j

,

of Signaling.

McCLEES,

1LECTRIC

electrical purposes.

Sizes

Subterranean Use.

B

m

.tam«t pert.,**

l

'

16 Dey

h™^ «**«!«» w.
a

Subma ine Use
Fnrasad Wires
c"ou*eu
who*.
Concealed Wiring

General Manager,

THE ASHTON YALYES

THEIR SAFETY YALVES SS&SZ^t^^&Sg?THEIR WATER RELIEF VALYES §X£ S8h 2$&Z?Si&

Aerial Use,

Electric Light

Branches

ail

St.,

in all Locations.

new york.

now in

toe market.
Simple in construction, Automatic in action, Perfectly Controlling the Pressure of the hose at whatever speed the engine or pump 1b working.

218 LAKE

ST..

BOSTON.

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,

PERFORATED BELTING!!!
Prevents Air Cushions.

271 FRANKLIN

CHICAGO.

ST.,

COWLES' PATENTED

Sole Manufacturers of

and Weather ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

Fire -Proof

GUARANTEED FOR

B

C

Proof

B

A

DYNAMOS.
Schieren

Chas.
OAK

46

&

Co., (Mfrs.)

AND MANUFACTURERS AND TANNERS OP
TANNED LEATHER BELTING AND LACE LEATHER.

SOUTH CANAL STREET. CHICAGO.

trie

ILL.

B. 2?.— Two Braids, saturated
Wrath er-P roof Composition.

with Fire-Proof Insulation.

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters.
Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

waRFPnnMs.
WAKt
huuiHi).

Charles D. Jenxet,

Daniel TV. Harmon, President,
Aothson H. Nokdtkk, Vice-President.

CUT SHOWING STVLH OP INSULATION.

X—

Copper Wire.
saturated with a Slack,

9 and 2I Cliff St.,

5

>

-j

64

vvaslnngton

New

St.,

C—Braided CotM*

Samples furnished upon application.

Braixakd TtoRiaox. Secretary
A3IOS K. HOLLOWBXL, TreftJOPai

Electrician.

Jenney Electric Company,
Sole

Owners

of

all

Pore Xlo*

FACTORIES.
ANSONIA. COIW.

York.
Chicago, Ills.

Uio Patents aud Inventluas of Cburles D. Jenuey (known as the Jenuey System) and Sole Owners and Manufacturers of his

m

Improved flynamo, [amp
Electric H)otor.

desirable features of Arc and incandescent Lighting
Simple, durable, economical,
tho Jcnncy System lends.
la these essentials It chuiBteady, brilliant and penetrating,
In

nil

|i.'ll;.'i'-.

..'i>'.ii[':u

k-n|i

Estimates Promptly Furnished (or Erecting Electric Lighting
Plants (or Cities.

Companies or

Individuals.

pRicts Furnished for the Jcnncy Arc or Incan*
descent Systems, or for both combined.
TheJennoj
:

.![

mit the

self-regoUllog,
'Hi alnfl

one or

all *>r

t

tie

Lumps

Will.
iifOfi

tr

to furnishing

5EHQ IBB PlilPSUT IUISMTIIC 1IB ItSESlllKt TIL ST5TEI.

MHs,
-JH

Cor. Kentucky Ave. and Morris St.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

L

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

The Thomson-Houston

March

16, 18

Electric Go.
WESTERN OFFICE:

EASTERN OFFICE:

620 ATLANTIC AVf ..BOSTON.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

Electric irc-[ighting
IIT

THE WORLD.

SERIES LAMPS
FOE

Brc-Circuits.
These Lamps have repeatedly
their superiority under

Shown

__„^

test.

Best Arc-Light, Louisville, 1883,
First Prize : Beat System of Arc-Lighting,
CtDcinna:i Indtmrtal Exposition, 1883.
First

This

Medal

;

Company was

given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions
at London,

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

August

1

1,

1885,

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
These dynamos are automatic

in their regulation

durable.

and

will

FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

LIGHTING.

maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit.
No other Incandescent
are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

Our Incandescent systems

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
•II

Power. Plans and estimates for
and Incandescent Lluhtlnif and Power Plants.

size*. for the transmission of

Exhibition,

FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

all

kinds of Aro

Lamp

is

so perfect an

March

6,

1
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SIMPLEX LINE WIRE QUEEN
NO.

MANUFACTURERS

INSULATION.

1

Who Have Used

All

CITY ELECTRIC CO.

it

DYNAMOS! MOTORS

Pronounce

it the Ideal Line WireMalden Electric Co.,

Malden, Mass., Feb.

8, 1889.

Simplex Electrical Co., Boston, Mass.
Gentlemen.:—I take great pleweure in recommending most heartily
the Simplex wire for the purpose of electric light construction. We
are using over 160 milee of tills wire in tne territory of Maiden, MelWe believe it to be far better than any
roeo, Everett and Medford.
other in the market, and in the end mOBt economic?' for our purpoBee.
We have made careful teBta of it in comparison with other wire, and
Bhould be unwilling to use any other where trees are numerous and

2

PRIZE GOLD
-— 1888- ^

FIRST

—v

MEDALS
*/—

tbe foliage ie dense, or, indeed, for any general construction.
Yours very truly, H. A. ROYCE, Treas.

-

CORRECT VIEW OF A TREE LIMB CHAFED BY THE

Simplex T. Z. R. Insulated Wire.

MOST EFFICIENT

MOST EFFICIENT

DYNAMO.

MOTOR.

READ THE FOLLOWING:
Newton Blectbic Light and Power
Newton, Mass..

Co.

25

Sept. 20, 1888.

P. Mason, Gen. Manager the Simplex Electric Co.,
Boston, Maes.
in use sixty-three miles of your Wire No. 1
insulation, nine-tenths of which is through solid towb of trees.
Yonr insula! Ion wears smooth and gloBBy without cutting through where it chafeB
againBt small limbs. I consider It better lor tree work than any other In the
Yours respectfully,
H. H. CUTLER,
market at any price.
Superintendent.
(Signed)
11
Some months since 1 determined to give the "Simplex Wire a Bevere test. I
made a teBt for leakage by keeping a conple of lengths immersed in water for
twenty-two days, and at tbe end or that lime I could g°t no evidence of leak through
I then made some Bharp bende in the wire, but could not find that
the insulation
thiB opened the covering in the least. I BUBpended a sample vertically in a hot hniler
room, to test ihe ran nine qualities; for some samples of another wire which 1 had
been strongly recommended to use were surrounded with an InBulation which would
—did— cook out, and I had nodesire for further experience in that line. Your wire

Mb. A.

TO

500

LIGhHTS

Dear Sir .'—We have

J

to

50 Horse Power

CAPACITY.
Safe and Economical.

EVER READY.

.

Isolated Plants

and Central

Fully

stood the test nobly.

Stations

231-eoted.

MOTORS

While I am recommending yonr wire for out-of-door work, through damp cellars,
lar'ndrv washrooms, kitchere, and other rnoiBt places, and expect to see It put. In the
conrseof the season, into a brewery where ammonia is need for manufactnrinc ice,
understand I am only too glad to accept it for all ordinary inside work where ' UnI am, sir, yours respectfully,
der ^Titers" haB up to date had it3 best hold
C. C. HASKINS, Electric Light Inspector.
(Signed)

THE SIMPLEX ELECTRICAL COMPANY,
A. F. MASON, General Manager,
328 WASHINGTON ST., - BOSTON.

TX^IE

For Running Elevators, Fans, Pump3 and General Machinery. We give an absolute Guarantee regarding Materials, Workmanship and Efficiency.

Office,

Factory and Salesroom,

-

58 and 60 Longworth Street,

Olucinnati, Oliio.

The Daft
Electric Co.,

IE3TJLATIM COMPANY,

new yo rk and

chicago.

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

The only Company

INSULATED WIRES and

CABLES

Railways.

FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.
Guaranteed to Give Satisfactory Services Underground and Overhead.

Adapted

for Mines,

Chemical Works,

\l

to,

FRONT STREET,

ilABIRSM,

F.C.S., London,

Etc

Economy.
The Daft Motors for Power

NEW YORK

Chemical Engineer, General Manager,

supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

Electric Light,

Telegraph and Telephone Companies, to United States Vessels,

Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other servwherever a First-class Electrical Installment is Required. Our

ices

Materials and Workmanship are

and correspondence
Articles.

is

solicited from

Guaranteed

the

Dis-

CITY. tribution are

FOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We have

Speed,
Endurance,

Specially

Prices and Samples on Application at

No. IR9

using Safe
Currents in the operation of Street

Very Best,

companies and architects requiring our

unexcelled.
for Circular Matter.

Send

New York Office
BOREEL BUILDING,
115

BROADWAY.

Please Mention the Western Electrician.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

March

1
,

i«

ARBON CO-

THE NATION.

CleTrela-nd., Ol^io.

mm

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
ENGINEERING COMPANY,
LIBERTY
OLIVER
81 LAKE ST.,
ST.

61

BOSTON.

1

I

CHICAGO.

|

109

ST.

NEW YORK.

I

CONTRACTING ENCINEERS FOR ERECTING COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

Electric bight and

Stations

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

H. A.

power

MATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screening!
NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

SYNOVIAL
dynamo and Cylinder Oils.
to none.
Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
machinery.
Adopted by the largest
By refiltering can be used continually.
Electric Plants of the West.

Second

S.

TAUSSIG, Agent,

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

CH1CACO.

"THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY."
By FRED H. WHIPPLE.

A

$100,

THE "LITTLE WONDER" DYNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINE

Plating Machines
e

ysssr w<&
minute, are only

new and

original book, designed to inform a practical public without the use
of mystifying technical terms.

^^^^^ili
-,

Wv-'AW&M

History of

of

Utilization

Electricity

,

Over 1,000 in Successful

fit

for toys.

Please send for Catalogue of 1889.

COITTEITTS:

The Mechanical Production, Transmission and
Power Purposes.

...

a

t—

3600 reooluttonsper

The largest manufacturers
of Nickel Platers' Supplies,

for

Lacquers,

Application to the Propulsion of Cars.
The different systems described, with Illustrations Showing their Methods of
Construction and Operation.
Where and When and How These Systems Have Been Applied.
Comparison of Electric Propulsion to Other Methods.
What does it cost to build an electric road; cost to operate; what are the ad van-

etc.

its

Hanson,

Vaii

Winkle

Co..

m:\v\kh, x
NEW TORE

Application of Electricity to Elevated Railways and to Stationary Power.
Overhead systems, conduit systems, storage batteries, etc., etc., described and

j.

OFFICE:

92 and 94 Liberty St

Illustrated.

Cost of Producing Electricity; of

its

Transmissions; of

its

Utilization.

Steam and Water Power and their application to the Electric current.
Price, bound in paper, $1.00; bound in flexible Russia, $2.00.

rutollshod t>y
FRED

H.

WHIPPLE,

Detroit,

Michigan,

Stored Electricity.

Edco System.
DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

Central Station

Electrical Accumulators

Batteries,

Voltmeters

and Ammeters,

Lighting,
or

Storage Batteries,

And Complete

Isolated Lighting,

LIGHT

Especially Adapted to

Railroad Car

and

For Towns,

STRSET CAR PROPULSION.

Street

Long Distance

Which Completely Displaces Gas.

Lighting.

THE ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATOR
44 Broadway, New York.
91

for Electric Propulsion,

CO.,

World.

OF PHILADELPHIA.

CRISWOLD STREET

Main

224

Office,

Carter

St.,

Works

Philadelphia.

OX>

fl.BTnP

Bells,

iOie

THE ELECTRO-DYNAMIC COMPANY

The Knapp M E lectrical
ACTURBUS
Magneto

Cars Equipped

Most Experienced

DETROIT OFFICE:

CHICAGO OFFICE:

PHCENIX BUILDING.

Offices, Residences, Factories

Theaters, Et".

Lighting,

THE ONLY SYSTEM

Electric

POWER PLANTS

New York

Office.

44

Broadway.

.

Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries, Push Buttons, Etc

UEiljERS

HXT

ELECTRICAL,
EVERYTHING
agents
:F*on Tiirc

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A Full Line of

their Celebrated

Wires,

Buy your Goods

Cables and Tapes

of the

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

-

-

-

CHICAGO.

March

iG,
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UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS.
DR. GASSNER'S DRY BATTERY
Experts acknowledge it to be the best open circuit battery in the market, most durable and conTelephone, Railroad and Fire and Police Signal Companies use them largely.
Bell
hangers say it kills their trade, as they cannot charge for renewals. Physicians love them. Highvenient.

est testimonials.

For Sale by THE

TITALIS

BII1I

Write

for Circulars.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO-

CHICAGO,

And CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS, San

1IKK. Xanagpr.

DYNAMO
PULLEYS.
SECURE
BEST RESULTS,

If

you would

11,1,.

Francisco, Ca

NATIONAL

111

TMPHONE MAMJACTlRINu

the

620

PAPER PULLEYS.

Use

_p

UNE^UALED FOB
Private Lines

sion.

Contact, 90° on 24" Paper equals 1S0° on 36" Iron.
tS^These Pullevs are need and Indorsed by the leading Electric Light Manufacturing Companies.
For Price Llste and discounts write to
CO.

MmapoliS,

Exclusive manufacturers of Ihe unrivaled

'BENNETT TELEPHONES,

;

AMERICAN PAPER PULLEY

CO.,

ATIAXTIC AVEISUB,

BOSTON.

The following is the reBult of a teBt recently made at
the Franklin Institute, showing the relative value of
Paper Pulleys over Iron in the transmission of power
Transmission, Iron,
lbs.
Paper, 144 lbs., with equal
tension of belt.
Tension, Iron, 150 lbe.; Paper, 39 lbs. for equal transmission.
Width, Iron, 12 inch ; Paper, 3 inch (unsafe for belt).
Diameter, Iron, 48 inch; Paper, 24 inch for equal ten-

M

A. SCHOVERLINC,
Chambers St., - NEW YORK.

anil

SpeaMig-Tntie Use.

Thousands of thfse instruments in UBe
throughout the civilized world attest
their popularity.

NEW AND DECIDED IMPROVEMENTS THROUGHOUT.

Hi

Especially Adapted to Covered or Heavy Galvanized Steel Wire.

MECHANICAL, ELECTRIC, OR MAGNETO SICNALS.
number—

broadly cover, either combined or separately, the nee
U. S. Patents— 15 In
of a Hearing Tube, a Curved Transmitter Tube, perfect Insulating Devices atd numerous minor
features, likewise a transmitting wire covered or muffled, or formed of two or more strands of wire
twisted or braided together. The uee of any of theBe features with any other mechanical telephone
infringes our rights, and renders the manufacturer, seller or user liable to suit therefor.
PRICE-LISTS CPON APPLICATION.

Our

Liberal Discounts to Electrical Dealers

and

Fitters.

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING &,MT'G CO.
ROOMS, 1200 and 202

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST. LOTTIS.
MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

UNIFORM

IN QUALITY,

LONG LIFE AND GOOD LIGHT.

BALL DYNAMOS ^ LAMPS
FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
This system is mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a steady
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required

and the cost of repairs.
For descriptive circulars or testimonials, address

THE BEST FOR

CHARLES W. RAYMOND, Western Agt
39 Dearborn

Street,

gsxca-GtO,

Tremont House,
-

-

-

ILL..

"ELECTRIC LIGHTING
Send

for

our

New

Catalogue.

THE STANDARD CARBON COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO,
Manufacturers of
ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

March

EDW.

Improved Corliss Engine
of
IT IS

225 Dearborn Street

& CO.,

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

trNXQUAiED FOR ECONOMY OF FUEL, REGULARITY OF
MOTION, AND DURABILITY IN USE.

LAW

ALUS

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

George

1886

SOLE BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

Is

16,

•RANKLIN

P. Barton,
OFFICE,
CHICAGO, ILL,

S.

CARTER.

CHAS. M. WILKINS.

ESTABLISHED

E.

WARD

WILKINS.

1S67.

PARTRICK & GARTER,

;

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS

IN '.EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

PATENT AND TRADE MARK CASES.

ELEMENTS

OF ELECTRIC LIGHTING
BY PHILIP ATKINSON, Ph. D.

260 Pages, Cloth Binding,

Illustrated,

ELECTRICAL

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,

Price SI fO.

This book is an elaboration and revision of the popular series ot articles which ran through the
under the same title. It treats of Principles of the Dynamo; Alternate
Current Dynamos; Direct Current Dynamos; Electric Terms and Units; Electric Measurements
The Arc Lamp; The Incandescent Lamp; The Storage Battery; Electric Distribution.

Western Electrician

Sent, postage prepaid,

on

flit

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF
BELLS, D1SQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LTGHTING APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.

:

receipt of price.

We

publish Catalogues -of all our Manufactures, and will forward to any address uporl
-'
pplication;
N. B. When applying- for Catalogues, please state whether "Electric Beir'.or" General
jiipply" Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trade inclose business card for discounts.

—

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

.

,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

114 South Second Street.

Lakeside Building:, Chicago

BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK
106 PAGES, 97

ILLUSTKATIONS, FLEXIBLE CLOTH BINDING, TYPE PAGE 6^x3 INCHES.

—

$1.00.—
JUST THE BOOK

"*

engaged in Selling, Installing or Handling Electric Batteries,
House or Hotel Annunciators, Burglar or Fire Alarms, Electric
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His Patents Sustained

by the United
Supreme Court.

States

THE EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
Takes pleasure in announcing to its patrons and the general public that the decision of the
Supreme Court of the United States, filed on the 21st ult.,in the case of the
Bate Refrigerator Company, is in fact a decision

SUSTAINING THE EDISON PATENTS
In the many suits brought by the Edison Company, in the lower courts, against infringers of the Edison patents, the
defendants have evaded the merits of the controversy, thus tacitly admitting the fact of infringement, and have interposed a plea alleging that our patents have been voided by the expiration of patents previously granted in foreign
countries.

Hence the delay in establishing our rights. In the meantime, other electrical companies have been indiscriminately
oopying our devices and methods, not even assuming that they themselves were the original inventors, but simply relyin? upon the construction of a statute by the lower courts invalidating our fundamental patent. In pursuance of our
expressed determination to secure a decision upon the point of law involved, we have had the Bate Refrigerator case
(covering the identical question) argued before the U. S. Supreme Court, with th9 result announced above, thus

Completely Deprivingthe Defendants of their Main Defense.
We have now only
tions against,
which the

to prove the fact of infringement in order to secure prompt injuncand damages from, those who have been so long using with impunity that

HIGHEST A UTHORITY now

the beginning.

This

is

simply

concedes to have been ours, exclusively, from

to establish

A QUESTION OF FACT.
Was,

or

Was

lot, Edison the Original Inventor

This question has been decided in his favor a great many times, primarily by the U. S.
Patent Office, tvhich granted to him Patents bearing earliest dates; then by the various
courts of Europe, through the crucial examination of which the question has many times
passed.

Thus

the

QUESTION OF LAW having now been settled by the Supreme Court of the
and the QUESTION OF FACT by tliehighest experts of the world, this com-

United States,

pany now notifies the Public of its intention
trespass and abuse of its rights in

to call

a halt and demand a reckoning for

the

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT
16

AND 15 BROAD

ST..

NEW YORK. BjBDWARDH.

CO.,

-johnson,

President.
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THE PIONEERS IN INCANDESCENT LIGHTING

ALTERNATING CURRENTS
AND OWNERS OF

FUNDAMENTAL PATENTS PERTAINING THERETO.

COMPLETE CENTRAL STATION

OUTFITS.

Alternating Current Apparatus,
Direct Current Apparatus,

Arc Lighting Apparatus,
Electric Motors,

Electric Meters.

150

CENTRAL STATIONS
OFFICES
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OPERATION.

ALL LEADING

CITIES.
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westinghouseIlectric
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THE UNITED STATES ELECTRIC LIGHTING
Sales Department, 120 Broadway,

NEW

CO.

YORK.

Arc and Incandescent Apparatus
i"on

Efficient

Apparatus!

Economical Lamps!
Ingenious Devices

THE SAWYER -MAN
510 West 23d

Street,

ELECTRIC

CO.,

NEW YORK.

Incandescent Electric

Lamps

AMD
SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC WORK

ELECTRIC AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.
CORRESPONDENCE WITH DEALERS INVITED.
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electpJP

Arc Lighting
COMPLETE
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Astern electfP

EVERY RESPECT.

PRICES UPON APPLICATION.

Western Electric Company,
chicago.

new

york.

london.

antwerp.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO,

Vol. IV.
S. A.

Barton.

Among

.

those prominently identified with electric lighting in the west few are more widely
known than S. A. Barton, president of the Chicago Electric club, whose portrait is herewith
Mr. Barton was chosen president of
presented.
the club at the last annual meeting, and on assuming the position stated that he thoroughly
believed in a broad policy for the organization.
He thought the membership should not be less
than that of similarorganizations elsewhere, and
deemed it essential that more pretentious quarThe
ters for club rooms should be secured.
changes which he advocated have not yet been
made, but within a short time Mr. Barton's suggestions will undoubtedly be adopted, and the
club will have rooms much better adapted to
its needs.
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who has been assisted and encouraged by an able
and judicious board of directors. The board
to-day is the same that was appointed at the inception of the enterprise, and the members have
co-operated with Mr. Barton since the organization of the company.
New buildings have been
erected from time to time, new branches have
been added, and to-day the company has probably the most extensive factories in the world.
It employs i,6oo hands and manufactures everything in the line of electric lighting, electric railways and stationary motors. The capital stock
has been increased several times, and by a recent
amendment of its charter by the Connecticut
legislature, will soon be raised to $15,000,000,
paid in capital.
The original shares were sold
at $25, and now easily bring over $.300 in the
market.
The shipments based upon the present

11

the plans and specifications adopted by the
board of public improvements, the special committee on electric lighting made its report Saturday. March 9th, and the contracts were awarded.
Tin- contract for the
district
was
southern
awarded to Charles Sutter for arc lighting
amounting to $84,780.50, and the Missouri Electric Light & Power company
for incandescent
lighting at $50,525.
In the northern district
Charles Sutter was also successful, securing the
arc lighting for $81,659, while Charles A. Brown
secured the incandescent lighting at $33,327.80.
Mr. Sutter represents the Indianapolis Jenney
system, while Mr. Brown represents the Western
Electric system of Chicago.
The total cost of
lighting the city will be §250,292.30, $135,305.50
being for the southern district, while $114,986.80 will be for the northern district.

Mr. Barton came to

Chicago
from the east,
known and respected

Edison Patents

only two years ago

where he

is

:

Edward H. Johnson, president of the Edison Electric Light

December.
Mr. Barton's experience in electric lighting has been remarkable.
While engaged in business in Lynn
his attention was attracted to the
He had occasion to call
subject.
upon Prof. Thomson to light a
large building to be erected by the
G. A R., in which a Masonic conSo sucvention was to be held.
cessful was the experiment that
Mr. Barton deemed the new system practicable. He succeeded in
interesting others in the scheme,
and finally purchased the patents of
the American Electric company of
New Britain, Conn., which had
been in operation since July, 1880,
Elihu
under patents of Prof.

states:

company, says the company will
take the case to the Canadian
court of appeals.

Chicago Telephone Rates.
The Illinois legislature has been
considering numerous bills of late
providing for the regulation of
telephone rates
throughout the

The Eckhardt-Baker

state.

vance

difficulty in

the house.

of

its affairs.

The works were soon

transferred from New Britain to Lynn, where an
unpretentious factory was opened and fifty men
were employed. The company has been uniformly successful.
It
has advanced' rapidly
under the judicious management of Mr. Barton,

bill

passed the senate, and was favorably considered by the house committee.
It is not expected that
the bill will be reached, however,
as there are about 150 measures
ahead of it, it is said, and a twothirds vote will be required to ad-

Thomson.

management

Canada.

dispatch from Ottawa, Can.,
The incandescent electric
says
lighting patent held by the Edison
Electric Light company has been
declared null and void in Canada,
on the ground of failure to comply
with the patent regulations, which
provide that the article thus patented must be manufactured in
Canada within one year from the
issue of the patent, and the importation of the same patent from
the United States must cease within two years.
This is the decision reached in the famous patent
suit by Richard Pope, commissioner of patents.
A dispatch from New York

not only by the electrical fraternity, but by men in all branches of
business and professional life. He
was born in Ware, a small town in
Massachusetts, and his first business experience was in the boot and
shoe line. Later he engaged in the
crockery business in Boston and
Lynn, and established an excellent
He served in a Massachutrade.
setts regiment during the war, and
has an honorable record as a solHe entered the service in
dier.
April, 1863, and was mustered out
at the expiration of the war in
He was not 19
September, 1865.
years of age until the following

He experienced much
organizing a syndicate
to take the patents and invest the
money necessary to push the business.
Convinced of the practicability
he persisted and
the scheme,
of
finally succeeded, afterwards closing out his business at Lynn and investing all he possessed in
the enterprise which was called the ThomsonHouston company. The company was organized
in New Britain, Conn., with a capital stock of
Mr. Barton was chosen general
$125,000.
that
manager, and has ever since retained
to the
position, devoting his entire attention
enterprise anil displaying rare ability in the

in

A

S.

A.

it

for a special position in
This vote, it is claimed,

cannot be secured, and it is doubtif the bill can be passed if pre-

ful

HARTON.

sented.

business done per month, if continued, will aggregate over $5,ooo,ooo per annum.
The success which has attended the career of
this company is due in a large measure to the
efforts of Mr. Barton, who is an unassuming
gentleman, courteous to all.
His success is well
merited, as is also that of the company under
his broad, liberal and energetic management.
St.

Louis Electric Light Contracts

Awarded
After a thorough examination of the several
^vsU'ins represented, and after ten days of figuring on the bills submitted by the live companies
that proposed to light the streets, public buildings and parks of St. Louis, in accordance with

Electric Light Station Burned.

The

electric light station at

Joplin, Mo.,

was

The fire started
among rafters in the dynamo room, and was
caused by overheated steam pipes. The dynamo
destroyed by

lire last

week.

building and its two machines were entirely
destroyed.
0. R. Motrin, who was operating
the plant, immediately made arrangements to
replace the burned building with a brick structure, and hopes to have his plant in operation
The Thomson- Houston comat an early day.
pany of Chicago has received an order for a
100-arc light plant, dynamos, engines, etc.. and
will ship them at an early day.
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Chicago Electric Cub.
March

Haskins preThe report of the committee which hail

sided.

4th.

C.

C.

will
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Among

struct his ship.

club will be held
On that evening George Cutter
18th.
read a paper on " Practical Suggestions

The
March

16,

Recent S prague Roads.

the bills giving him the necessary funds to con-

regular meeting of the Chicago Electric

The

club was held

March

next meeting of the

the recent electric roads which have
been installed by the Sprague Electric Railway
& Motor company are two which are herewith
illustrated.
They are the Davenport Central
railway of Davenport, la and the Hartford &
Wethersfield railroad of Connecticut. The Davenport Central railway, of which W. L Allen is
president, was installed about three months ago,
and operates eight electric cars. The grades on
this line are, some of them, extremely long and
severe, and required four animals to each car
when mule power was used on the line. Since
the introduction of electric motors the road has
been running successfully, and the gross receipts
of the road during the months of September,
October, November and December of 188S
average more than 60 per cent, increase over
the gross receipts of the corresponding months
of the year before.
The directors and president
,

of this line express themselves pleased with the
operation of the road.
During a heavy blizzard
last month the road was operated by the electric
cars successfully, and as this was one of the first

experiences of an electric railway

in

a

severe

snow storm, the successful operation
attracted

dence

much

attention,

in the reliability of

of the cars
renewed confi-

and
an

electric

among the street railway men.
The electric railway illustrated

railroad

as in operation

Hartford has been running about three or four
months, and connects Hartford with Wethersfield, about three miles away.
The overhead
system in use is the regular Sprague, and it is
considered successful by the citizens of Hartford.
One of the most complete electric power
in

stations for railway work is that of the People's
Electric railway at Scranton, Pa., of which an
interior view is given in the accompanying

engraving.

charge of -the entertainment
visiting

members

of

The

all bills

honor of the
Light associ-

showing that

ation was presented,

ment

in

of the Electric

after the pay-

a small balance would be

left.

and a vote of thanks
the members of the committee for
manner in which they had dis-

report was accepted,

was given

to

the efficient

charged their
routine

DeBausset

the points will be practically illustrated.
are interested in the subject are in-

presented

He began

stating that inflated balloons had proved a

owing

all

Those who

cars,

After the transaction of

duties.

business, Dr. A.

the subject of aerial navigation.

ure,

about Handling Electric Light Circuits." An
arrangement has been made by which a supply
of current will be secured from the circuits of
the Chicago Arc Light & Power company, so
that

This station supplies power for
which are in operation in Scranton,
using the Sprague overhead system of wiring.
The dynamos, which are of the Edison type, are
of 80 000 watts' capacity each, and wound for
a maximum electrical pressure of 500 volts.
The power station is brilliantly lighted by electric lights from a number of handsome electroliers in groups of incandescent lamps, in fives,

twenty

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC ROAD AT DAVENPORT.

to the fact that

gas was

so

traction or expansion of the gas

easily

The

affected by changes in temperature.

made

by
fail-

con-

impos-

it

keep the inflated balloon under control.
which aeronauts had lost their lives
were cited in support of the position which the
speaker assumed.
Dr. DeBausset described
somewhat at length the air ship which he proIt will be, he said, about 640
poses to build.
It will be a cigarfeet long, and 140 feet wide.
shaped cylinder, and will be built of steel, braced
within with a light but strong framework, so
sible to

Cases

in

that it will withstand the pressure of the air.
Dr. DeBausset proposes to exhaust the air from
the cylinder by means of pneumatic pumps.
The ship, he says, will then displace enough air
To the cylinder is attached
so that it will float.
a car capable of holding 200 passengers, all the
-ary machinery and fifty tons of freight. I)r.
DeBausset proposes to utilize storage batteries
and a gas engine for motive power. Hi- pro
to travel about four or four and
a half
e the surface of the earth, so that he
:

n

'
.

atmospheric

dis-

turbances.
The
instruction would be
such that it would withstand a wind blowing at
the rate of thirty-one miles per hour. He would
to drive the boat
in
the
he thougl
ould be
able to attain a speed of from thirty to fifty
ion followed, in which
Dr.
number of questions
forking of the air ship.

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC ROAD AT HARTFORD.

whether they are members

vited to be present,
of the club or not.

seem

1

feas ble,

the

,:'

j

..

most
,

,,

1

and had
eminent

He was

The Oglethorpe

Electric

hopeful that congress would pass

company has been formed

ipita

ease to

'.'.///..

The

,,1

11

each group being controlled by an independent
switch at end of the engine room. Although it may

Fcil,

Voting, T.

iams,

W,

II.

Williams,

II.

%

I

0,000, and

incorporators
(

!harlca

C.

1

1.

A. Robinson and others.

,11

S.
.ion,

pi ivilege

at
i"

arc:

Peter

I,.

Ellis,

(ohn

K.

Jesse

I'.

Will-

incredible,

it

is

stated that

it

costs

less to

supply electric power to the twenty electric cars
which are in operation in the city, upon a line
in which there are many steep grades, than it
would to keep one horse. The explanation is
that the power station of Scranton is very near
to a pile of anthracite screens or culm, as it is

March
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called, which may be had almost for the carting,
and hence the item for fuel at this station is
The Sprague road at
practically nothing.
Scranton has been in operation now for about
two months, and it is said to be giving very

During the recent winter
great satisfaction.
there were a number of severe storms, but the
cars ran uninterruptedly, carrying large numbers
of passengers, without hitch or break-down.

Welding by

Electricity.

At the central station of the Maiden Electric
company of Maiden, Mass., on Monday evening,
the 4th instant, a successful exhibition of electric welding was given by the Thomson Electric

Welding company of Boston and Lynn.
tests

The

were made for the inspection of representa-

tives of the press.

Some fourteen tests in all were made, and
were all successful, the time for the operations
ranging from a few seconds to one minute and
Brass, copper and iron bars of
forty seconds.
small diameter, #th, 5-i6th, 3-8th and 1-2 inch
were first manipulated after being properly
clamped. Then came the tests with larger bars;
still later the joining of an extra heavy two-inch
iron pipe, and finally round iron rods of two inches
diameter were welded. Three transformers, each
of which could be put instantaneously into connection with the dynamo, were used, the selection
of any individual one by the operator depending
upon the size of the metal to be welded. When
one of the induction coils was in service the
After
others were, of course, not in the circuit.
the welding of the smaller pieces of metal they
were twisted until they broke, but the break in
no instance occurred where the joint had been
made, and what one operator had joined, others,
even with the aid of mechanical devices, failed
The tests were made by Russell
to pull apart.
Kobb, under the direction of Hermann Lemp,
the electrician of the company; John Tregoning,
at Lynn,
the superintendent of the factory
was also present, as was Otis K. Stuart,
who has charge of the specimen welding. No
unions of dissimilar metals were made, but these

M9

the \oluminous testimony.
Their opinions on
tlie question
whether Edison's invention was
novel, are

.1

;

c

nee

in

follows:

em

Lord Justice Cotton said: The only alleged anticipation
which
need consider is that of Swan's lamp, exhibited in
December, 1878, and February and March, iSyi), by Mr.
Swan.
In the previous case, on the evidence then before
us, I thought the lamp would, on the construction put by
the majority of the c f urt on the specification, be an antici-

evidence

mV, 10

I

Ihe middle ol the year
upon
If to be

>

.

icving

lo be inai
that it was

38o

1

Mr.

How does the evidence now stand? It is now admitted (hat the carbon burner of Swan's lamp was formed
into its shape before it was carbonized, and this removes
one of the points much relied on by the plaintiffs in the
former action
But we have now evidence, which was not
before the court in the former action, of what was being
done by Mr. Swan and by Mr. Stearn after the experi
menUl trial of this lamp. We have the evidence of Mr.
Swan and of Mr. Stearn. We have had before us the lamp,
and we have the letters written by Stearn to Swan in 1S79
and 1880, which were apparently admitted by counsel, to
show what was being done by Swan and Stearn. We see
that that lamp was treated by them as a faMure, and that
their attempt to correct its defects led to lamps which differed more widely than did the establishment from the lamp
described in Edison's patent.
This evidence assists the
conclusion at which the court arrived in the former action,
that Swan's lamp of 1879 was not a success, and I think
enables me to come to the conclusion that this lamp was an
exhibiied lamp which failed and was abandoned, and that
the difference introduced by Edison was one which changed
failure into success.

Lord Justice Lindley said: The novelty depends on
whether the Swan lamp first exhibited was an anticipation.
The rod in that lamp had been carbonized after being put
into shape, and if that lamp had been a success it would
have been an anticipation. Swan had not got the key to
success; his own efforts to improve this lamp show thai; he

was not thinking of filamentous incandescent carbons, but

Edw

n's

patent

the true faith.

I

pation.

dimon-

M

t

1

!

>

me

of

till

it

its

exhibition

was exhumed

thai

for the

.

rig the points of carbonization and
lamp black filaments, the judges were of
m that, although a certain amount of exnting might be necessary to enable a
<1

workman

to

1

arry out

Edison's specification,

it

would only be such experimenting as arises from
want of skill, and not from want of sufficient
With regard to
directions in the specification.
tin
remaining point, the pyro-insulating, they
were of opinion that the experiments made
before Professor Stokes showed that if the
material were dusted on to the tar putty in the
manner in which they understood that Edison
intended it should be used, then no evil results
would follow.
The effect of the appeal is to leave the Edison

company

in possession of a valid patent controlling the manufacture of carbon filament incandescent lamps until the appeal to the House of
Lords shall have been heard.
In commenting on the decision the London

Electrical Engineer says:
The question in dispute is the validity of the Edison
Swan combination patents. It is a fact admitted by everyone that Swan and Edison were simultaneously working

can be effected easily, and the adaptability of the
invention to both small and large work is particuThe invention is doubtless
larly to be noticed.
The
destined to be commercially successful.
company is far behind with its orders, though
working its force until late every night.

The Edison Incandescent Lamp Patents
in

A

brief dispatch

England.
appeared

in the

Western

Electrician recently, stating that the English
Court of Appeal had reversed Justice Kay's decision, which had declared Edison's glow lamp
patent invalid.
decision Justice

The principal reasons
Kay gave as follows:

for

his

First, because the second claim is for a monopoly of incandescent lamps containing a 111 ment of carbon for a
burner, which claim, 1 think, is far too wide considering
how little Edison had actually invented; secondly, because
his specification does not describe a lamp which ever became, or, as I think, could have become, commercially
successful; thirdly, because the directions therein contained
are so insufficient that no one could have made the carbons
he describes without considerable p-evious exp riment;
fourthly, because one of the p-ocesses described, namely,
mixing the carbons with volatile powder, I believe to be
practically injurious if done as Edison directs; fifthly because the coating with a non-conducting; non-carbonizing
substance, if not injurious, is of no practical utility; sixthly,
because the same nny be said of coiling the hlaments, on
which the patentee lays great stress.

The grounds on which the defendants Holland and others based their defense may be summarized as follows:
First, That Edison's invention was not novel, by reason
Mr. Swan having, prior to Edison's patent shown and
described an incandescent lamp which was made of glass
from which the air had been exhau ted with platinum Icading-in wires and contained a carbon pencil about i-25th of
an inch in diameter.
Second, That Edison had not sufficiently described how his invention was to be carried into
effect in two most important respects, viz., how such slender
things as filaments were to be carbonized, and how a filament was to be made from a mixture of tar and lamp black.
Third, That Edison had described a method of coating his
carbon filament with some non-carbonizable non-conducting
substance (which he called pyro-insulating), which would
be fatal to the life of the filament.

of

The

three judges of the Court of Appeal conin their decision sustaining the Edison
patent.
They went over the ground at great
length, and reviewed a considerable portion of

curred

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC ROAD AT SCRANTON.
Still his lamp did emit light for a time,
of other matters.
and was very near, though in my opinion not quite, an anI agree with Mr. Justice
Kay in thinking that
ticipation.

"the point at which Mr. Edison's instrument departed
from Mr. Swan's was crucial, and the departure, though
has all the merits of a new invention, and produces
a new result." The question of novelty I am considering
different from,
is closely connected with, although really
the question of sufficiency of description given of Swan's
lamp. Can it be said that Mr. Edison added anything to
what was known, and sufficiently described the nature of
what he added? In my opinion he did not in words distinguish his lamp from Swan's, but gave a description of a
new type of body to be rendered incandescent, or, if I may
One mode of
use such an expression, a new type of wick.
trying this is to ask if any one would nuke such a thing as
He would
Swan's lamp if he took Edison's specification.
The two may be made to shave off into each other,
not.
but this does not prevent a man from perceiving the difference between the two types, and adopting the one which
slight,

succeeds.
said: Was the Swan lamp an antic
know now what the court did not know in
action
that the carbon conductor in that was
Was it a filament? The
formed before it wis carbonized.
I doubt whether it is a filament,
question is one of degree.

Lord Justice Bowen

ipation?
the last

We

—

it would
and
still more doubt whether any one who saw
understand it to be such. Hut in any case I think that
lamp never was more than an experiment, on accouot of its
failure and barrenness of all fruit, and that it was regarded
I

even by

its

inventor as

practically

valueless

in the race.

— TOWER

STATION.

out the question of practical incandescent lamps at abnut
Swan had made lamps, but they were
the same time.
looked upon as imperfect, as was shown by letters passing
between Swan and Stern
Edison about the same time
obtained a patent for a lamp which the one side savs is not
practical, and has never been commercially made.
The
judges hold that the lamp of, the patent is practical, and
the validity of the patent has nothing to do with the lamp
being made commercially.
That improvements were to be
expected directly the manufacture on a commercial scale
commenced, was but natural. Such improvements were
made, and the commercial lamps arc the result of those
improvements. Given the original more or less crude but
practical idea, and hundreds of minds turned at once to its
study, producing a crop of patented improvements, and
which the patentees expect the law courts to proclaim valid
The law courts refuse to do anything <>i the kind,
patents.
and say in effect. "None of these recent improvements are
inventions to be covered by a patent, and the patentees
would never, without the aid of the master idea in the
master patent, have invented anything of the kind.
It
is
,isy \shen you know the way."
It is easy
to improve
somebody else's invention, but it is difficult to invent. That
As will be inferred from our reis. in reality, the crux.
marks above, the strongest objection against the validity
of the Edison-Swan patents is in the direction tend
show they are improvements of prior inventions, and not
The judges have not been convinced
new inventions.
.

that this is so— hence their
not in so many words, that
practical filament.

decision, which says, though
Edison did really invent the
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The London Electrical Review is not pleased
It says in presenting a sumwith the decision.
mary of the three opinions that " it may be interesting, though not instructive, to glance at the
judgments separately." It makes this comment:
After we do not know how many weeks of solemn consideration, we certainly expected something less ponderously superficial than the three judgments delivered last
Monday. The judges have never yet got rid of the idea
that Edison's object was to ma've practical incandescent
lamps, and not merely to make practical incandescent
lamps for parallel lighting. They are also saturated with
the notion that because incandescent lamps came into use
after Edison's patent, they resulted from his patent.
Moreover, they do not seem to think anyone but Edison
1'
was working at lamps in 1S79
ne crowning feature of
all is the idea that by using a long thin carbon instead of a
short thick one, a lamp was improved per se, that is, apart
from the consideration of large or small leads. Of course, the
whole matter lies in a nutshell. Edison's name is a tort of
fetich, and the public, including the jiHges, have come to
regard Edison as a sort of phenomenal inventor, and when
he is advocated by such an awe-inspiring blunderbuss as
the attorney general seems to be, cool reason has very
little chance of success.
As frequently urged in these
columns, the trial of patent actions by the present courts is
an absurdity, and must in some cases lead to injustice.
The litigants have to some extent the remedy in their own
hands as under the new act they have the p^wer of demanding that assessors shall be called in. It may be interes ing, though not instructive, to glance at the judgments

March

to be laying a trap for the commissioners, and that when
the time came for the authorities to remove the poles, they
would find the police wires strung on the Western Union
poles
President French of the police board was summoned, and when it transpired that there was r.o appropriation for the purpose of burying the police telegraph

Beekman was consulted, and
arrangements were made for an appropriation.
Mr. Lynch withdrew in company with Commissioner
Smith to make the necessary application for permits to make
a test of ten arc lights in Bioadway, supplied from cables
laid in the conduits, the wires to be placed on
disused
gas lamp posts.
This permission was grantt d at the meeting of the 7th, when the board held a very short session
wires. Corporation Counsel

A.

E.

PART

To /fcye

BeatA

To Irclajhoi

phone, it was really doubted whether in truth the earth
cou'd or did conduct the current entrusted to its care.
Considering, then, the great obligations telegraphy owes
to the earth
that the existence of some hundred thousand

—

You are not
not true.
The law says that the wires
being persecuted by anyone.
shall go into the subways as fast as they are built, and we
are here to obey the law, and without any personal spite to
gratify, arc lights or no arc lights, I want you to take down
is

those poles and put your wires, underground

without any

more fooling."
Mr. Lynch said: "We are being driven out of the busiAt one time had sixty lamps on Broadway, and
ness.
wc have now only one. It's an outrage to injure us this
way."
/[jens remarked: "You have some lights
in the district, but have made no attempt to connect
them with the underground system. You have sought to

make

use of these permits to enable you to keep your wires

We have no other
is not true.
experimental \s
have torn up the streets,
and are making a new plant to use sixty lamps."
That is a lie; I would like to
Ithority for the statement."
authority is my own conCommissioner Glbb
Mr. Lynch

"Thit

said:

t

for

,::r,cnt."

poor foundation;

everybody
.:>

who

for order,

Mr- Lynch, that if
faith in the matter
commissioner of public
'.
'.

•

The

-

.bse/juently that the

companies seemed

The Rye Beach shore end was at first laid very near to
the Irish cable, and actually over it at one or two points.
The cables were, however, subsequently separated, although
they still necessarily lie at different points in close proximity.
This separation of the cables was found to have sen
sibly lessened their interference.
1 he operation of the cables from the cable-house, instf ad
of from the office, was found to produce no change in the
nature or degree of disturbance while experiment failed to
produce any visible interference between the trenched cable
To

Rye

BtjxjJi

To IrvioJiot

IX*
':''

they obey

Almost all such cases of impel ft.ct ea'th are, we know,
traceable to some fault either in the earth connection itself
or in its immediate neighborhood; and a remedy is found
by adequately increasing the surface area of the buried
electrode, or the conductivity of the ground in its vicinity;
so that they are not really failures of the earth's conduction,
but failures in securing the necessary degree of connection
with the earth's mass.
There are, however, other cases, b "ought about by conditions more deeply seated and more rarely met with,
which will occupy our present attention.

A

paper by James Graves, "On Vibrations due to Earth
Plates," was read before tbis institution in January, 1875,
fc ft

ye

Beach

To IrcZauid-

^J-J?

"\Z_

to lay a mile test cable."
The commissioner of public works, who was present,
notified Mr. Lynch that the orders of the mayor would be

"That

with local meteorological c'langes, affected the signals more
than had been on record with the same circuit when worked
prtviously from Torbay.
On this was superposed the interference caused by transmission on the Rye Beach circuit, and the combined disturbance at times made the mir-

—

the table for order, and declared
He a Med:
with the commissioner.
"I have all along tried to act fairly by these companies, and
especially with the United States company, but it seems to
me that it has been trifling with us. Now, I want it distinctly understood that the wires of this company as well as
every other company must go underground. I now authorize the commissioner of public works to revoke the permit
recently granted to this company, which gave it permission

replied:

•I

31!

miles of metallic conductor, at present in daily telegraphic
operation, implies in a certain sense the corresponding twin
existence of an equal length of terrestrial conductor ready
made by Nature; that it has even been possible to telegraph
over a space of which the metallic conductor formed but a
very proper fraction the cases that are met with where
the earth fails to fulfill its part excite astonishment more by
their rarity than by the force of those laws whose mandates

The mayor pounded

The mayor

£

^*i-

ror signals difficult to read.

that he quite agreed

immediately carried out.
Mr. Lynch said he was being persecuted by the board.

iCUt

/rclanxl

—

A

have willfully deceived the board."
"Mr. Lynch: "It's false, sir; it's false."

To

Gauss and Weber, Cooke and 1tV heat stone the substance of our planet has been impressed into such universal
conducting duty, that now scarcely a circuit closes, be it
acoss an ocean or be it across a meadow, but embraces its
share of the earth in its completion; and the task thus imposed is generally borne so readily and executed so perfectly that, until the existence of the eavesdropping telehill,

stated that

Mr. Lynch said: "We have tried to do the best we could,
and we have tried to keep faith with the boaid."
Commissioner Gibbens said: *'It appears to me that you

Bwrh.

—

series of formal charges

ways have been provided
The mayor asked Mr. Lynch, who represented the comMr. Lynch replied: "I have
pany, what be had to say.
"
but little to say against the carefully worded charges
The mayor suggested that be had better say something

To Rye,

1.

special meeting of the Board of Electrical Control was
called by Mayor Grant on the 5th, for considering the policy
adopted by the United States Illuminating company

sideration of this information leads me to declare that I believe the United States Illuminating company to be guilty
of a gro=s breach of faith in accepting the opportunity to
make a test of the electrical subwajs tor the purpose of its
business, or if not accepting the opportunity then much
more so in taking advantage of it " Commissioner Gibbens recommended that the commissioner of public works
be directed to revoke these permits that the forty-five days'
grace be withdrawn, and that the public works department be directed to take down at once all the poles and
w-ircs of the United States company in streets where sub-

veniently permit.
After the removal of the faults in the Irish cable, the
vibrations of the mirror still continued, and it was noticed
that not only these, but periods of disturbance coincident

Since the earliest days of commercial telegraphy the
days that first reaped the labors of Simmering and Stein-

Control.

were read by Commissioner Gibthe company had obtained perIt
bens.
mission from the commissioner of public works to make
fifty-seven openings for subsidiary connections with the
subway cable, each opening being so made as to connect
with a wire-carrying pole of the company, which is to be
utilized as a light- carrying pole, and thus thwarting the intention of the board by preventing any reduction in the
number of poles. Commissioner Gibbens said: "The con

only remedy that could be, or has since been, pracwiihout adding to the retardation of the
was the reduction of the Morse battery power
on one hand, and the sensitiveness of the Irish mirror on
the other, as far as the operation of the circuits would con-

KENELLY.

A

was

The

circuits,

1

BY

s-L?
of Electrical

1889

tically available,

Certain Phenomena Connected with Imperfect Earth in Telegraph Circuits.

separately.

New York Board

16,

the phenomena therein described
it will be seen that
are probably related to those that will be pre ently detailed.
Although the matter has not occupied the institution's
direct attention since that dae, no doubt some of its members will have independently observed similar phenomena,
and can bring forward such additional evidence as cannot
fail to elucidate a subject at once replete with technical interest and important practical bearings.
These phenomena arc presented by the Atlantic cables
of the Dhect United States Cable company, with whose
permission the facts arc laid before the institution
The two cables of this company terminating in Nova
Scotia iun to Ireland and to Rye Beach respectively Their
landing place was originally Tor bay, N. S., but they were
removed thence to Halifax some eighteen months since.
Some vibration of the mirror spot, due to electrical disturbance, was noticed o.l first joining up the circuit at the
through instrument and condensers, but this was at
the time attributed to faults which then existed in (he cable.
Beyond this continual vibration, no noteworthy feature occurred until six days later, ( Ictober 2gth, when the Kye
Beach cable was landed at the same cable-house, and joined
up with the office by a precisely similar pair of cables running through iron piping in the same trench with the other
This cable is woiked on the double
above mentioned.
current Morse system without
ondensers, and it was immediately notia
riding to Rye Beach with 12 volts
visibly
disturbed the mirror spot on the
of battery power
icuit, although each cable made earth separately
through its own sheathing via the insulated return rabies
Receiving from Rye Beach did not disturb
the mirror, nor did 'he operation of the Irish cable in its
turn affect the
itu
of the Morse circuit.

and

'

FIG. 4.
circuits

from

office tj

beach, even on

the m:>st delicate in-

struments.

A

was then

from the cible house across
the harbor.
It had a total length of 5.8 knots, sheathed
up to within half a mile of the sea end. This unsheathed
half mile of core terminated in a copper earthplate one yard
square, nearly on a line between Trumcap Rock and Hartland Point.
This well insulated line offered every prospect of securing a gooJ and independent earth by its large
terminal pUte.
When, however, it was joined up at the
third cable

laid

cable-house with the Irish circuit in the place of the Irish
shore end sheathing, the interference from the Rye Beach
transmission remained as marked as ever.
To determine the nature of this obstinate interference,
a series of experiments was made at the cable-house as follows: All existing connections were for the time dismantled,
and only the two cables, the two earth wires soldered to
their respective sheathings, and the core of the third cable,
or six-mile earth, were brought up to the testing table
The resistances between these three earth-wire terminals
was measured as follows by bridge:

Between

Irish sheathing

and Rye Beach

sheathing

.

16&

All

1

Between

Irish

sheathing and

six

mile

earth

Between Kye Beach and six-mile earth
To

%e BtajcR.

65.7
65.7

[

steady.

i>

1

T" Ireland.

ct»

1

1

Read

Institution ol EIc< trh al Enginc<

1

I'Vom which the resistance of each sheathing earth conncction would, of course, be ,8 <>, and ol the six-mile
earth 65,6 «
The only apparatus then retained for investigation was a
Daniel! battery of 14 gravity cells -used with, and somedso will
t, - pole changer— for exciting disturbance,
and a sensitive speaking mirroi
used with, and also with-
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capacity

condensers of 40
ence visible.

out,

— to

render any interfer-

Experiment 1 (see Fig. 1).- Sending reversals from
seven cells into the Rye Leach cable produced vibrations
of the spot on the mirror instrument in circuit with the Irish
cable, its sheathing, and 40 0.
Similarly, sending reversals into the
Experiment 2
Irish cable, using its sheathing, produced vibrations on the
mirror in circuit with the Rye tfeach cable: condenser and

—

sheathing.

Experiment 3 (see Fig. 2) —Sending reversals into the
Rye Beach cable produced vibrations on the mirror in circuir wi'h the Irish cable condenser and six-mile earth.
Experiment 4 (see Fig. 3). Sending reversals into the
Rye Beach cable, using the six-mile earth, produced vibra-

—

No. 3, with the condenser removed. It was subsequently
observed in this case that the disturbance was not permanent during the depression of the batter.
onsisted
of a small vibration of the spot at the 0]
ing of the battery circuit.

Experiment

14 (see Fig. 6).

—

office, situated in the principal

street

e clos

'

This was
of

i

opposite the Western Union Telegraph office,
fifty yards distant.
All the Western Ution wires are
head, and the earth connections made for them arc the gas
and water mains, which, with the telephone lines, form the
only metallic connection between the two buildings. With
the courteous assistance of the Western Union officials, it
nearly

I

hun-

m

t^

2

i

FIG. S.

he fronl

I

portraii ol

To Ireland.

To ByiBtcuJ,

The Book Table.

carried out at the
the town and

Fra iklin

rablc

1

Leonard

Pi

i

period covered by the present volume papi
irtance to the electrical v.
read before the institute and the di
whii h followed them were of unusual
inti
The papers and the verbatim dis
now
appear in permanent form. The volume will
prove of great value, not only to the membi
the institute, but to a large number of
who have followed with interest the subjects
cussed by the institute.
The volume is a handsome book: the type is large, the letter-pros admirable, the paper of excellent quality and the
binding substantial. The indexing has been
carefullv done, so that the book is convenient

FIG. 6.

was arranged
on the mirror in ci cuit with the Irish cable condenser
and its own sheathing.
Experiment 5. Sending reversals into the Irish cable,
using the 'six-mile earth, produced vibrations on the mirror
in circuit with the Rye Beach cable condenser and its own
_

lions

—

sheathing.

Experiment 6

— Sending

reversals into the Irish cable,
using its own sheat'-.ing, produced vibrations on the mirror
Beach
cable condenser and six mile
the
Rye
with
circuit
in
earth.

Experiment 7.— Sending reversals on the circuit formed
by the six-mile earth, battery, and Rye Beach sheathing,
the disturbance on the mirror in circuit with the Irish cable
condenser and sheathing was more decided than in any of
the preceding experiments.
Experiments. Similarly, sending reversals on the cir-

—

and

cable
sheathing, the disturbance on the mirror in circuit with the
Rye Beach cable condenser and sheathing was equally
cuit

formed by the

great.

six mile earth, battery,

Irish

word by telephone several of
suddenly be operated and. again, all

that at a given

their circuits should

stopped.

ill

When this was done the effect was distinctly visible upon
a mirror in circuit with each cable, the disturbarce being
greater on the Rye Beach line, the earth connections being
the cable sheathings through the insulated cables in the
trench.
Only four known causes could under any conditions produce interference between the two cable circuits
these being, of course, electrostatic induction, electro-mag
netic induction, leakage, or bad earth connection in common, and in the absence of evidence anyoneor more might
produce it, although no reason could be demanded for the
operation of any, since cables lie in other parts of the
world for greater distances at equal proximity without the

Te

»« taut.

TclfJ-OJuL
'

J

1

1

1©

least visible interference.

Experiment No. 10, togethe-' with the preliminary trials
with the trenched cables, showed that the causes were not
lc fly, l\<nrj,

T,-

IrcinjiH

—

y<„,r

The two last experiments were repeated
Experiment 9
with the condenser removed and the mirror in direct circuit
The continual vibration of
between cable and sheathing.
the spot made observa'ions difficult; but during periods of
comparative quiescence it was soon determined that the
disturbance produced by depressing one of the keys was
not of a momentary nature only, but consisted of a small
deflection, permanent during the whole period of key application, and of direction depending upon the key selected.
It was also asc-rtained that this deflection was not due to
any local electro- magnetic action.
Experiment 10 (see Fig. 4\ On sending reversals between
the two cable sheathings in circuit with the battery, no disturbance could be detected on the mirror in circuit with one

"SJL.

~r>^JT

and the six-mile

those who are investigating in certain departments.
The volume will be a valued addition
to

To &y& Hzuch

To

in.Jxtrx/f^

many

electrical libraries.

Electrical Trades Directory and

Hand Book.

Published by the Electrician Pi inting & Publishing company, London; 600 pages royal octavo; price, 4s, 6d.

earth.

This small steady deflection produced by holding down
the key in either of the two cases tried in Experiment 9
was more plainly visible when the mirror was in circuit
with the Rye Beach cable, which, besides its shorter length,

as well as valuable as a work of reference.
Included in the volume are the secretary's monthperiodical
electrical literature,
ly indexes to

which have already proved of great assistance to

—

of the cables

I

FIG. 9,
to be traced locally to these or to the apparatus and the
high insulation of the cables and circuits, together with the
fact that the tes'.s were carried out at the cable house, precluded all possibility of leakage being concerned, so that
the operating cau'es were thus limited to the two forms of

This book

will be found to contain
a large
of interesting matter.
In addition to a

amount

V"-AUrn.L™*f,n, Ofl'vs.

J^c rk/jrd.

0\crhfs*-d->

w.^.g

lc IJir

fruMJj-\

induction and bad earth

The
of

first

six

experiments did not directly point in favor
S
rendered the
7 and

any particular cause, but Nos.

D. 1/

possibility of electro-magnetic disturbance untenable, since

UoP

had no condenser

in circuit at the distant station.

To

ob-

the exciting circuit, except in the cable sheathing itself,
took a course almost at right angles to the two main cables.
They further showed that the interference was such as a
deficient earth connection would produce. Experiment No.
9 confirmed this view, since no form of induction could set
up the steady deflections observed; and leakage being out
of the question, bad earth was the only cause that could
produce them.
It was further necessary to suppose
that
not only one but both cable sheathings failed to secure
good eaith, and that the resistance in their respective earth
connections was common to both.
Experiment 11 corroborated this position; and No. 12
did more, for it extended the limits of this bad earth region
over the whole water pipe area of Halifax, as it would have

some quantitative information regarding the strength
of current represented, the 14 cells were connected in series
and more careful observations made.
Experiment 11. Closing the circuit formed by the 14
cells, the six-mile earth and Irish sheathing, measurements
were made of the steady deflection so produced on the
mirror joined up with the Rye Beach cable and sheathing.
The deflection obtained was subsequently found to approximately represent the two-hundred-thousandth part of
an ampere /. <'., 5 micro-amperes — and its direction was
tain

—

•

fj.i&.a.

T<j

FIG.

engaged

iT

Irf/stjuL

12.
list

of

pi

trades in Great Britain and
colonies, America and the continent, it contains
a number of valuable tables, patent law
obituary notes, and details of the work accomIt contains a vast amount of
plished last year.
matter mi arranged that ii can be easily referred
Included in the work are a hundred or
to.
more pages devoted to biographical sketch)
prominent scientists identified with thedevi
in electrical

1

*v

—

—

C CabU

carefully compiled alphabetical

—

observed to be that indicating a current entering the Rye
lleaeli cable from that pole of the battery which
was connected to the Irish sheathing, reversing when the battery
was reversed. Thus, in the figure the copper pole of the
battery being shown connected to the sheathing, the deflection represented a current from the copper pole entering
the Rye Beach cable through the mirror.
Experiment 12 (see Fig, n). The Irish sheathing was
replaced in the battery circuit by the waterpipe earth connection at the office through the trenched cable.
On depressing the key the mirror showed the same permanent
degree of disturbance as before in each cable circuit. Experiment 13. This experiment was a repetition of

S

if

merit of electrical interests.
cuts illustrate this porl
n,,i,

some

sice!

contained
1

:

Sit

1

in

the

A

large

numb'

William ["horns

1

10.

been impossible to obtain interference under those con
ditions unless the cable sheathings and the town water
pipes formed a common conducting system throughout
whose limits imperfect earth connection existed. Finally,

The San Diego trustees have granted to the
Electric Light cotnpan) a franchise for an
e
Two 60 light Brush machines will be instal
plaut.
once.

l
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In some inexplicable manner this provision was left out
when the bill was passed. The defect, however,
no longer exists, for chapter 36 of the laws of
1889, which the governor has just signed, appropriates §10,000 "for the procurement of proper
electrical apparatus and machinery by the superintendent of state prisons for the execution of
criminals."
Although the law applies only to
those who commit murders after Jan. 1, 1889,
there are several such now awaiting trial.

the city has established over 200 arc lights.'
Altogether, electricity has superseded gas jets
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alleged electric sugar swindlers are safely
They claim that
in jail in New York.
they possess the secret of refining sugar by electricity, and that the process is perfectly feasible.
The)' assert their willingness to die rather than

housed
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to electricity, or any of
CORRESPOXOEXCE relatinginvited,
and the co-opera-

its practical applications, is cordially
tion of all electrical thinkers and workers earnestly desired.
Clear, concise, well written articles are especially welcome: and
ccn-miinications, views, news items, local newspaper clippings,
or any information likelv to interest e'ectricians, will be thank-

fully received

and cheerfully acknowledged.-

ELECTRICIAN*ADVERTISING. THE WESTERN
pculished in the West— thor-

said that there

is

Last week the collapse
French syndicate was anticipated, but, as
it weathered the storm, and appears even
more powerful than ever. It was announced
that the cry of alarm was raised by shrewd

is little

of the
usual,

it is
unnecessary to consider
highly improbable statement. The fact seems
to be that the trouble arose through a disagreement within the syndicate. Since the copper
trust was organized prices have advanced, and
as a result consumers have been reducing their
orders as much as possible.
War was declared
on the trust, and the syndicate soon found itself
compelled to demand a reduction from the
prices originally agreed upon with the owners
of mines.
A so-called metal bank was formed,
and the shares of this institution rose to enormous figures. Speculation followed, and copper stocks led the market. Copper accumulated, however; shares in the bank and trust
declined; the syndicate appeared doomed; and
when M. Deufert Rochereau, president of the

speculators, but
this

the ovlt Electrical Jocrn-al

on^hlv covers a territory exclusively its own. This is a claim
WHICH CAN" BE MADE EY NO OTHER ELECTRICAL JOURNAL IN THE
United States. Electrical merchants and manufacturers (If suing western trade will appreciate the vnequaled valve of tnis

Electric lighting has scored a triumph in
England. In the future Queen Victoria's private apartments are to be illuminated by incanHer majesty has always been
descent lamps.
extremely conservative. She has been averse to
any light in her own apartments except that of
candles, and she will not tolerate coal, but uses
logs of wood, the supply of which is both system-
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be raised for the purpose.

bill has been introduced in the Michigan
Representatives amending the present
act for incorporating gas companies by emthem exclusively to supply their
respective districts with light and power by
The committee on private
trical currents.
to which the bill was referred, is
•he authorities on corporations.
laim that it is uncon-

A

<

stitutit

of

Milwaukee fire depart
recommends ti.
stem which was adi
on with the fire and

-

the

well.
It is also said a reduction of
2
cents
per pound was agreed upon by the owners of
mines.
At any rate, the French syndicate is
still master of the situation, and the
opponents
of the copper trust have again failed to break
the combination.
is

under the direction of the executors.

The

greatest interest seems to be manifested
throughout the country.
Paragraphs
have been noticed in a great many papers statAn exing that tests were about to be made.
change says: "It is well to remember, also, that
many attempts hitherto of substituting liquid
fuel for coal or coke have not turned out successfully in a financial sense, because of the
crudity, inadaptibility and hap-hazard construction of the medium through which the oil was
in fuel oil

transformed into heat.
that the

knowledge

It

was known

all

along

of the economical use of oil

was but in its infancy, and while a great number
of inventions in the way of burners were soon
offered to the trade, none fully answered the
purpose of converting oil into heat in such a
method and at such cost as would warrant any
manufacturer to perceive at a glance the advanin every respect of substituting oil for any
other fuel.
The burners of the future must be
simple

,

electricity.

home in New York city March 8th. He designed many improvements in steam engines
and locomotives, and his inventions for increasing the efficiency of warships revolutionized the
The Monitor, which he
navies of the world.
designed and constructed, will always make his
name a familiar one in the history of the rebellion.
He was at work until a few days before
his death on his sun motor.
The invention was
not completed, but it is said that full directions
have been left with his engineers for the completion, with a sufficient sum of money to carry out
his .plans,

stated that the project to erect a statue
Munich has been received in
in
England with enthusiasm, and that a large sum

It

by

his
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electric lights

Comptoire d'Escompte, which had backed the
committed suicide the crisis was reached.
Yet the trust did not collapse. A conference
was called in New York. The companies agreed
to restrain the output, and now it is claimed all
trust,

John Ericsson, the engineer whose inventions
have given him a world-wide reputation, died at

=to

t
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I
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descent lights was made about a year ago at
Windsor, but only the private terraces and some
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Illustrated, Part II

Patten, Part
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The utilization of the electric motor for operating draw-bridges is attracting the attention of
municipal corporations as well as bridge conIn a recent issue of the Western
structors.
Electrician attention was called to the successful operation of a draw-bridge over the
Pequannock River at Bridgeport, Conn., by a i-1 horse power electric motor.
This bridge
weighed 300 tons, and before the introduction
of the motor, had been a source of annoyance to
Speaking of the use of motors
the community.
for these purposes, the Chicago Herald says, editorially:
"It would be an excellent idea, if the
city electrician should include electricity in his
calculations with reference to the turning of
With steam, the
bridges hereafter to be built.
weight of the structure is very largely increased
by the boilers and water, as well as other cumbersome appliances. There must now be a steam
engine and boiler for each bridge. In case electricity

were used

it

could be generated at some

central point and carried by wires to the various
The bridges could, with only the adbridges.
ditional weight of an electric motor, be made
much lighter than they are at present. This
would be a substantial economy in the cost of
construction, which would lighten materially the
expense of bridge building. In truth, the time
electric motor will
is not far distant when the
be an economical substitute for the great majorby steam. The
ity of engines now operated
latter are still, unyielding, generating unendur-

summer, and must have all their
is done.
Each building using power must have its boiler and engine
case thai
in the basement, and it is often the

able heat in

which provided for exec
by electrii ity in New Vork state have been
The law declared,
'I out in tins column.
criminals musl be exei uted by
ity by wardens of state prisons, bul no
method of applying the electrii; current was
warden was left to adopt such
apparatus as he thought best.
In the bill, as
origiiiallydrafted.it was provided that the SU
In

1

-

copper trust again occupies the attention

of the financial world.

prospect that the
Eckhardt-Baker telephone bill will pass the IlliIn all probability the rates will
nois legislature.
remain as they are. In the Missouri legislature
the votes on amendments to the Dempsey bill
would seem to indicate that the measure will be
As the compassed when it comes to a vote.
panies in Missouri insist that they cannot continue their business if the bill is enacted, it is to
be hoped that the legislators will proceed a little
more cautiously than they have been doing for
the last few weeks.
It

as-the

1889

execution of convicted criminals."

tember we have established in the city of Chicago 13,000 electric lights. Since December ist
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should, before Jan.
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structed an

1st,

apparatus suitable and
'.f
his in t 10 be conch of hi late prisons,
-try appliances for the
!

parts near where the work

steam pipes have to be letl to other floors of the
building for the conveyance of power, or rise
the work has to lie transferred by bells, causing
It cannot
material loss by expensive friction.
be long before electricity will supplant steam
The differpower, as it now is doing with gas.
ence between gaslights and the electric lamp is
no greater than is the width between steam and
In: latter art' in every respect
electrii: motors.
better, and, what is more convint ing than all
"
heaper
else, they are mu< h
'I
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Results of this charCrescent-shaped deposits.
acter, as in the foregoing case, usually oci ul
with solutions poor in metal, when worked with
I have also obtained similar
a feeble current.
results

when endeavoring

reduce aluminium
both with weak and

to

from solutions of its salts,
very strong currents; but in these cases it was
not aluminium, but traces of iron and other foreign metals with which the aluminium salts were
impregnated, that became reduced by the curWhen treating aluminium salts, but more
rent.
especially acid salts, with currents of varying
density, I have very frequently found a deposit
to take place only at the upper surface of the
cathode not as shown in Fig. 6, but of a cres-

—

about half an inch, when a dark brown nonmetallic film was deposited in continuation of
the metallic film, this having a graduated depth
nearest the
ol color, the darkest portion being
upper pan of the plate.
Zigzag deposits if copper.— A solution of
borate of copper in acetic acid was dilutee] and
electrolyzed with the current from a single
Daniell.
A steel plate was used as a cathode,
and this was kept briskly in motion in the bath
When withdrawn from the
for about a minute.
solution it was found that the deposited metal
assumed a very peculiar zigzag form, as represented in Fig. 10, while the deposit on the back
of the plate, the form of which is shown in Fig.
The de1 1, presented a very similar character.
posited copper was dull, with the exception of a
narrow band beyond the margin of the film,
This latter
which was exceedingly bright.
fringe of the deposit is shown by the white out-

These deposits, however, were, as I have stated, due to
metallic impurities contained in the aluminium
salts used, and were in no degree due to the
aluminium itself. In some instances the same
cent

form, as

illustrated

in Fig. 7.

form of deposit will take place whether the cathode is allowed to remain stationary or is briskly agitated in the bath, but more generally under the latter condition.
When
Deposit only on lower part of cathode.
electrolyzing a weak solution of persulphate of
iron (prepared by adding three fluid drams of
the concentrated solution to about 10 ounces of
water) with the current from three Danielis,
I found that the deposit, which commenced at
the bottom and lower edges of the cathode,
slowly proceeded upward for a short time, after
which no further deposit could be obtained upon
An
the upper surface of the negative plate.
example of this is shown in Fig. S. I may state
that many results of a similar character and form
have been obtained from other iron salts, and

—

FIG.

FIG. 0.

5.

FIG.

7.

from solutions of other metals. In the
it will be noticed that the upper portion of the film forms an arch-like curve.
Upper portion of deposit an inverted arch. In
the foregoing example we have noticed that the
upper part of the deposit was curved like an
also

illustration

—

arch; in the illustration, Fig. 9, the curve is in
precisely the opposite direction, forming, as it
This result was obtained
were, an inverted arch.
during the electrolysis of a very weak solution,
composed of persulphate of iron arid sulphate of
soda, with the current from three small Danielis.
In this case the deposit started at the bottom of

the cathode, gradually spreading upward, when
the film assumed the form indicated in the woodcut, no deposit whatever taking place beyond
the outline shown.
When
Deposit only on back of the cathode.
electrolyzing a solution of potassio-tartrate of
cobalt with the current from two Daniell cells, a
very slight trace only of metal appeared on the
facing
surface of the cathode
a brass plate
the positive electrode.
On examining the back
of the plate, however, I was surprised to find
Thinkthat it was coated all over with cobalt.
ing that possibly I had inadvertently turned the
plate when first examining it, I repeated the ex-

—

—

—

periment with
newly prepared plate, when I
found that a precisely similar resultwas obtained,
namely, that the metal deposited uniformly on
the surface of the cathode farthest from the
anode that is, the back of the plate while
the front of the plate had scarcely a trace of
.t

—

—

metal upon it.
The same experiment was repeated two days after with exactly the same
result.
Oil lower pari of plate
solution of sulphocyanide of cobalt
was electrolyzed with the current from three
Danielis, and a deposit of cobalt slowly formed
on the lower edges of the plate to the extent of

/'art/a/ metallic deposit

only.

—A

liili
FIG.

FIC.

8.

9.

lines beyond the darker shading of the illustraThe dotted lines above the white outlines
tions.
referred to show where a slight film of copper

appeared

at the spots indicated.
This peculiar
Deposit of a horseshoe form.
result was obtained under the following conditions: A portion of the foregoing solution was
again diluted with water with a view to ascertain
whether any further freaks of deposition would
A clean steel plate was
present themselves.
then immersed in the bath, the same current
being used, and kept gently in motion. On removing the plate the deposit was now found to
have assumed the form shown in the accompanying illustration (Fig. 12), from which it will be
seen that the deposit, which was thicker at those
parts indicated by the darker shading of the

—

wood-cut, assumed a form somewhat resembling
a horseshoe, while the remaining portions of the
plate weie entirely free from any deposit whatever. It was next determined to see if a stronger
current would make any, and what, difference in
the form of the deposit, for which purpose two
Danielis in series were used, when the succeeding deposit was observed to take place in detached patches, as indicated in Fig. 13, the same
character of film being discovered on both
It should be mentioned that
sides of the plate.
the latter result was obtained when the cathode
was allowed to remain stationary in the .bath for
about a minute. As in the preceding results,
the patches of deposited metal were fringed
with a perfectly bright band of copper, the remainder of the deposit being comparatively
dull.

Something

Electricity

is

Doing.

BY CHARLES BARNARD.

When the present system of manufactures began in the
early part of this century the great mills and factories clusHoi yoke, Lawrence and
tered around the water powers.
Manchester grew up beside their turbines, and it was the
water-fall that settled the value of real estate in our manufacturingtowns. With the improvements in the steam engine
and the locomotive there came a change to the commerThe manufactures left the
cially more convenient cities.
small towns by the rivers and gathered in the cities, and
today we find Philadelphia and New York are the great
manufacturing centers. The factory must stand near its
turbine or engine, whether that is the cheapest, the safest
and best place or not. It is safe to say that the electric
motor will produce as great a change as ever was seen be
fore, because it is now possible to erect the motive power
plant in one place and the manufacturing plant in an entirely separate one.
Many interesting industrial and even
social questions at once arise.
The position of the engine
may be low or wet, near a canal or a noisy railroad yard,
in an unhealthy or a morally "infected distri:t," alike injurious to the

goods manufactured and

to the

workpeople

who make them. Cheaper, drier, safer and pleasanter
sites may be only a few hundred feet away, and yet by our
present system the factory hands, men, women and little
must huddle together in a physical or moral
in order to be near the motive power on which their
work and wages depend. It is the same with the turbine.
It must stand at the foot of its waterfall, and the factory
must be built on massive and costly foundations imme-

children,

swamp

mc-

Abstract of paper in the London Electrical Engineer.
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simply a question of compar-

The problem now being considered
t

of

The
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of motive power at the engine or turbine is
known
Can that power be conveyed to other
Will cheaper construction, cheaper, better

cos!

healthful land
.

and
and greater safety and convenience.
loss of power in conversion by means

motors? There are three conversions with the electric
and each entails a loss of power and thus of money.
From reliable data it appears that there is a loss of about
per
cent, between the prime mover and the dynamo;
9
that is, the dynamo receiving 100 horse power from its
prime mover delivers to the conductor only 91 horse power;

of

entails

a
horse power;
entails
a
the engine,
the
motor
one
further loss, so that finally only 71 horse power is delivered
to the machinery.
The great commercial and industrial
problem before us is to settle how far this loss of power in
conversion may be offset by cheaper buildings, cheaper
There is every reason to think that
land and lower rents.
in many places, notably in Boston and New York, the quesIt must also
tion has been settled in favor of the motor.
be observed that with our present system of mechanical
conversion by belts and shafts there is a loss in transmission, and the question is, Which is cheaper, the single loss
by mechanical transmission, or the three losses by the motor?
There can be no doubt that for all distances beyond a veryfew hundred feet the motor is the cheaper. This, at least,
seems to be settled: the motor is cheapest the moment the
factors of construction, land values, sanitary safety, and
security from flood and fire are taken as real parts of the
problem. The cable road indeed conveys power for a mile
or more by means of its traveling belt, yet it is enormously
waste'ul
The larger part of the power must be consumed
in moving the cable, and every turn at strest corners inWith a wire there is, so far as can
volves a loss of power.
be detected, no loss whatever by bending the wire at a nght
angle.
this
we
must add, in favor of the motor
To all

the

conductor,

and

delivers

FIG
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complete escape from the heat, noise, dust and ashes, and
danger from fire that must always accompany the steam

power

plant.

By

manufactures of

far

all

the larger part of the

kinds springs from

fires

fire losses in
started by the

With the motor the factory may be removed to a
The boiler house may
safe distance beyond all danger
burn, but the mill need no longer go with it.
boilers.

To the student of ^cial science the electric motor is full
If power can be subdivided
of suggestions for the future.
and conveyed to a distance, why may not our present factory system of labor be ultimately completely changed?
People are huddled together under one roof because belts
and shafts are so pitiably shoit. If power may traverse a
wire, why not take the power to the people's homes, or to
smaller aud more healthful shops in pleasanter places? Todav we find sewing women crowded into a hot,. sturTy
room, close to the noise, smell, dust and terrible heat of
some little steam engine at one end of the room. The
place must be on a low fioor because of the weight of the
Let us -ee
engine, and the cost of carrying coal up-stairs
how the work may be done with motors. We may take
the elevator in a wholesale clothing warehouse on Bleecker
street, a 'd pass through the salesrooms to the top floor.
The building is lofty and of light construction, and yet we
find in the bright and pleasant attic above the housetops a
hundred girls, each using power. They are seated at long
tables, each one having a sewing machine, and secured to
the under side of the table is a small electric motor, one
The operator has only to touch a foot
to each machine
pedal and the motor starts, giving about one-tenth of a
horse power, at very high sp?ed.
If the speed is too fast
of the foot on
it can bj regulated at will by the pressure
There ii no heat, no dust or ill-smelling oil,
the treadle.
and only a slight humming sumd. the sewing machine itself making more noise than the motor The room is sv
clean and light, and it is in every respect ,i healthful workroom. If we look out of the window we see two insulated
wires passing under the sash down to the electric light
wires on the poles
below.
There are people who
out
the overhead
wires,
and would
cry
against
them all down. Some day they will be buried
pull
underground.
Meanwhile, is it not an immense gain for
ihese working girU o be placed in a quiet sunm
In another shop on
far from the maddening engine?
Broadway we may see a different arrai
A two
horse power m^tor takes its current from an electru
wire in the street, and redistribut s its power to shafting
placed under the work tables.
Each operator with a touch
of the foot throws her machine into gear, and ta's>
share of the two-horse power.
I

-

In like

manner it is possible to go
and find motors of all si; es

to

many

plac<

-

cities
ng useful work in
converting ths energy flowing in the Street wires into power

our
1
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elevators,
printing presses, circular saws,
ventilating fans and machinery of every kind. It is
not so much a question as to what the motor will do as of
the convenience of reaching an electric light wire in the
It is safe to say that to-day there is not a single
? reet
building being put up lor small manufacturing plants
where "power to. Let" is to be pairted on the door that is

for

driving

pumps

l

not considering the question between engines and motors.
.vge building now going up in New York, and intended to be let out with power in small shops on every
has no provision whatever for shafts or belts. The
ergine and dynamos will be placed in the basement and

wires laid in the walls to smaH motors placed on every
Moreover, there being an excess of steam power,
floor.
the wires will also be laid to other buildings within a radius
The saving in construcof half a mile in every direction.
tion and insurance, an'd the gain in cleanliness, quiet,

March

the car by means of a wire placed under the track or hung
At present the
over the car on poles remains to be seen.
larger part of the* elec ric roads use a wire in some position
near the track.
Within the past ten year- there has been a remarkable
increase in the

number

lighting

of electric

stations, until

they are now to be found in ever> town of any considerEvery electric light circuit may
able size in the country.
Motors adapted to both the
be also a source of power.
arc light and the incandescent light systems can be connected with one or other of these light circuits and draw
power instead of light from its wires. Centers of distri

safety,

bution for power are therefore already widely established,
and it is now perfectly easy and convenient to obtain
power along the line of these light circuits.
Regarded as a machine, the electric motor is remarkably
efficient, considering the very few
years, hardly months,
in which it has been manufactured on a commercial scale.

ficult to

Of

and heakhfulness in that neighborhood, will be difmeasure in dollars and cents.
In mountainous districts, where it is difficult to transport
steam engines, and where water power is often cheap and
abundant, the motor appears to open a remarkable future
The introduction of motors at
to our mining interests.
Big Bend, on the Feather river, Butte county, Cal may
hint at this future by showing what has already been done.
At this place turbines drive dynamos, supplying a current
that travels through a circuit of eighteen miks, and at
fourteen points alone the line motors are used to drive
pumps and hoisting machinery, and by branch wires the
power can be used a mile on either side of the main cir
This is only one instance of what is being done, and
cuit.
may be done, for the transmission of ene r gy in our mining
,

the half dozen principal companies manufacturing
motors all are of very recent origin, and all report a demand
for motors in excess of the facilities for making them.
At
the same time the motor and its manufacture are practically
in their infancy.
Even in a few months most interesting
and promising improvements are announced that will both
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Fig. 3b illustrates an experiment made in determining a
suitable form of armature; a two-point key was used to reverse the field intermittently, the armature being supplied
with an independent direct current.
Even with this irregular alternation of the current the motion was still continuous
Another method of preserving absolutely steady
synchronism is shown in the sketch Fig. S
It consists in
providing the driven machine with a single coil armature

and a multipolar

field; thus arranged the armature passes
through a smaller arc of the entire circle at each reversal of
the field; but while the motion is steady it had the evident
disadvantage that so high a speed cannot be obtained with
the same number of reversals in a given time.
Such are the main features of the synchronizing device.
There are numerous details which cannot be treated within
The uniform motion of disthe limits of a single paper.
tant machines is secured at rates of speed that may vary
within considerable limits, and synchronism is maintained
independently of the isochronous motion of any device or
moving part, all the machines moving in unison with a

districts.

One

of the most curious things in the behavior of electhe fac: that a current will flow from one con-

tricity is

ductor to another if they merely touch each other, and even
Thus we
if the point of contact is continually changing.
may have a "rolling contact," as when a wheel rolls along
the
entire
wire.
This
simple
fact
is
the
foundation
of
a
system of electric railroads. The first experimental use of
to move a car proved that it is possible to convey
energy through a wire to a motor traveling on a track, and
so conclusive were these first experiments that throughout
the world attention was at once called to the subject of

Several of the earlier plants are still in
use, though they arc, in point of mechanical construction,
Once
far inferior to those now being laid in this country.
brought to a reasonably practical position, the electric railday
almost
instantly.
A
year
ago
accepted to
is
:ned the first long and difficult electric road,

electric railroads

-.mond.

Va

To-day there

arc at least fifty roads in
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system in which induced currents of high e. m. f. are
The armature loop of the
used as synchronizing currents.
governing machine is connected to the primary of an induction coil, the secondary to the line circuit at distant
stations the impulses are reconverted and caused to actuate a polarized relay as before.
simple experiment made to

A

determine the accuracy of
the synchronism will be explained, as it led directly to a
separate application of the system to the transmission of
The connections are shown in Fig 9. From
signals.
a line extends to the spindle of the two
the battery
machines, each provided with segmental distributors of 4S

B

synchronism at any point of the circumference, the trailers
making any angle with each other as the one shown in the
diagram; a revolving switch had been provided which was
so arranged that by turning it a wire could be moved from
one segment to another and so adjust the circuits independently of the relative positions of the trailers. The midlines
were repeatedly stopped and staried again; but came again
into synchronism always at the same point, the wires never
requiring any adjustment, establishing clearly the singular
fact that the driven machine always went into synchronism
at the same point and could, therefore, be made to start at
any point of the distributor by a proper adjustment of the

If,
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the key be
Opposite segment,

1

re
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FIG. 10.
parts.

From one such segment

in the

machine

M

x

a

wire

to a segment of the other machine, the primary
an induction coil and a key being connected in this line,
the secondary of the coil was connected, as shown, to an
If the machines were moving
ordinary telephone receiver.
in unison, the circuit of the primary would be completed
whenever the revolving trailers were simultaneously upon
the connected segments in the two machines, and the key
was closed. If either trailer were slightly in advance of
or behind the other, there could be no primary circuit
formed on closing the key, no induced current, and no

was taken
of

reason for this may be found
by tonsidering the relation of the forces as expressed in the
diagram Fig. 10. Here the sim-; machine is shown with
the armature in two positions differing by go degrees; the
first is a position of maximum effort, while the second is a
minimum as the field poles are changing to the opposite
designation indicated by the lower letters. As the machines
are provided with flywheels of considerable weight, the
point of maximum effort shown in the upper diagram is the
one at which the machines most readilv come into synchronism with each other, being the point of least opposed
mechanical resistance.
In Fig. 5 is shown the simplest
adaptation of the synchronizing device to a system of telegraphic transmi sion.
The motors -V* and J'are connected
to the line
L, as shown in Fig. 2.
The synchronizing
current is constantly maintained upon the line and is made
to serve also for transmission of signals. It will also be observed that as the armature of the relay at
puts opposite
halves of the line battery to earth alternately at each half
revolution of the machine at X, one-half of the circumference of the segmental distributor corresponds to the transmission of positive and the other to the transmission of
negative currents to line. Thus while the trailer is sweep
ing over one-half of the distributor one part of the line
10 line and earth, and while
is connected
battery L
traversing the other half of the distributor the other part of
the battery will be in circuit, each in turn sending a sucSome arbitrary
cession of impulses of opposite polarity.
may therefore be drawn diametrically across
line as
the distributor at A', and on one side of this line positive,
and on the other negative, currents will be sent to the line
wire, and by making he distributors movable about its axis
the line Q} 6' may be made to fall within the broad spaces
trailer

on the spindle.

The

M

X

connecting any branch to the main line must of course be
increased to insure certainty of aaion; but with a sufficiently high speed few contacts will be required.
In the
foregoing system, the synchronizing current, which is only
used as such at two points during each revolution, is made
to answer for signaling purposes also.
There are of course numerous details incident to such a
system that cannot be dealt within a superficial description.
Each operator's circuit being made up with a number of
rapid contacts with the main line, each one of the ordinary
Morse characters is necessarily made up of a number of
pulsations of current, and the serious problem has been to
construct a relay that would respond to these broken currents.
A single polarized relay has a tendency to leave its
contact during the breaks.
A number of devices have
been made to correct this. Fig. 6 shows by a diagram of
circuits a modification of the system of single wire transmission in which superposed currents of high tension are
used to actuate receiving apparatus, thus making them independent of the synchronizing current
T he key is so
arranged as to open and close the primary of an induction

h $

B

Q U

l

,

i

1

E + E—

The

is composed of two parts, one
designated E+, and
is connected directly to earth; the
other consists of a series of insulated segments r, 2, 3, etc.,
Whenever the
in opposite quadrants of the distributor.
trailer is on the part
the battery has a free path
+,
through
trailer
7V
the
The insulated
to earth and line
segments are connected to the local branches in pairs, each
.

distributor

E—

E

E—

,

1

.

local

branch having

at

least

two such segments diamet-

placed in opposite halves of the distributor.
The
connections and instruments in circuit are alike for all the
branches, and are therefore shown in detail for only one.
Each branch— say that of operator No. 5 has a double
line to earth taken from opposite halves of the distributor
These branches are conas those shown at 5 + and 5
which may be
nected to a three-point switch //'' and IP
turned to A' and A' for receiving, or to S and S~ for sending, thus throwing the key in circuit, or to Sv and Sv- for
synchronizing, thus leaving the sending and receiving apparatus out of the circuit.
An ordinary reversing key is
used, the relay circuit being connected to its middle point.
sending and J' receiving
The drawing represents station
Thus, if the key be depressed, as at )', so that its front
contact puts the line to earth, intermittent pulsations of one
polaritv will go to line, corresponding to the contacts made
made by the trailer with the segment pertaining to this
branch on the right hand side of the distributor at A,
while the negative currents, corresponding to the left hand
half of the distributor, will be cut out, and the corresponding relay at both stations will be actuated by currents of
rically

—

—

.

1

,

1

:i

l

l

in the
telephone.
The machines were driven at
and the wire at one machine was moved
from one segment to another until the particular one was
found that corresponded to tr e one selected in the first
machine; the telephone then responded accurately to every
revolution, thus proving the synchronism perfect within
less than the breadth of a single segment.
Other wires
were then connected to other segments with a like effect.
A singular and unexpected result was deduced from this
experiment.
Evidently the machine M- might start into

sound

variable speeds,

X

A telethe secondary of which is connected to line.
phone or similar receiving apparatus arranged to respond to
currents of high e. m. f is connected with a receiving
circuit instead of the clays. With such a system of transcoil,

1

mission a higher order of multiplex transmission ecn be
obtained than with ordinary receiving apparatus, and it
requires so little current to actuate these instruments that
each operator can work a circuit with a far less number of
As the trailer makes contact with any particusegments.
lar segment there will be of course two currents sent, due
In Fig. 7 is shown an arto the make and the break.
rangement by which the lust of these is cut out. The
primary of the induction coil connccle through a separate
trailer and series of segments is closed by the key before
the trailer connected to the line circuit has reached its
The induced current due to the break only is then
nient.
This device is shown in Fig. 7. and
transmitted to line.
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as there indicated it has also been made to work polarized
relays suitably wound for these high tension currents.
The general subject as a system of telegraphy will be
I
recognized as a rather extensive one for a single paper.
have given the details of a few of the more decisive experihave
confined
the
and
1
paper
mace,
have
been
ments that
With reference
to what has actually been accomplished.
to practical results on a line test I shall have more to say
paper,
at
its
best,
is unintertechnical
A
at a later day.
In closing, I
esting, and the present one is already long
will answer a pertinent question that may occur to many:
Of what use is a system of multiplex telegraphy ?
live in an age of industrial adThe answer is this:
People are no longer satisfied with what is
vancement.
The best rail for
good enough. They want the best
"roads must be made of steel and, this fact once estat lished,
iron was no longer suited to the requirements of travel,
and iron roads have been turned into steel ones. The
steel rail bears the same relation to iron in the systems of
transportation that the copper wire does to the iron one in
systems of telegraphic communication; the higher rate
and more reliable service required demanding already in a
large degree the substitution of copper for iron wires on
With a good copper wire and
ttufmain lines of business.
a reliable system of multiplex transmission, a single wire
from New York to our principal cities would meet all the
requirements of business, and it is no exaggeration to say
that with these conditions given the existing system of intercommunication by the telegraph could be duplicated at
a cost of one-tenth of the present amount of capital invested by either the government or private enlerprises.
That is what copper wire and multiplex telegraphy mean,
and it is doubtless the reason why so many find the subject
worthy of their best endeavors.

We

mind reading, mind

clairvoyance,

accounted for by the

special gift to a few, but

New York

in

for there

it,

that ever

New

York. March

9.

of

Boa d

the

reason to believe was not

good faith with regard
resolution was read by Com-

A

company

missioner Gibbens, accusing the

of deliberate

and in the course of the discussion thereon
some emphatic language was used by President Lynch, who
It was a somewhat critical time
represented the company.
faith,

company, which was eventually given permission to
put up ten lamps in Broadway, between Twenty third and
Thirty-fourth streets, for the purpose of making the re-

syndicate

carrying.

is

it

said to have induced

is

tests.

The Board

and Apportionment yesterday

of Estimates

transferred to the police commissioners $15,000

to enable

This was done at
Mayor Grant, who said that the Western
Union Telegraph company and the Metropolitan Telegraph
and Telephone company had caused the police wires to be
put on their poles with the evident intention of preventing
the police wires to be put underground
the request of

the Board of Electrical Control from having the poles taken

down

the contract which

cation of

He

the output.

that provision has been

made

for placing the electric

wires of the police department, as well as those of the fire
department, in the subways, and the companies are recog-

New-

to the law,

nizing the advisability of conforming

Yorkers are beginning to think that the promised carrying
out of the subway system for which they have waited so
long, wiih

waning

Dr. William M.

McLaury

read a paper on the "Seventh,

Academy

or Magnetic Sense," before a meeting of the

Dr.

inst.

McLaury

remarks by raying that he followed the

of

prefaced his

classification of Sir

sixth sense as the

William Thomson in describing the
"Sense of Temperature," a sense that enables men and
animals to detect the approach of storms even before they
are indicated

Prof. Carpenter placed the

by the barometer.

and

of temperature next to that of touch,
in

cites

a case

which a man devoid of the sense of temperature, though

having the *ense of touch intact, while sleeping over a limelegs

kiln, ha
it

until the

morning.

burned

The

off,

and was not aware of

seventh, or magnetic s-.nse,

an explanation

is

the peculiar faculty which

of

nd

cnabk

cmpHficd
sleep.

executive

homes

their

from long

phenomena of
may be regulated

the

in

the !':Uurcr said,
:

product, but on

Nothing

definite

known

yet

is

rat
1

f

mankind

is

capable of

The magnetic

the individual.

v

with the in-

U Laury

..

if any one should volundo so the agent who charged and collected it
would be promptly indicted and convicted for the violation

officers of

to take their

same person, firm or corporation. My bill
was passed by large majorities in each house, and signed
by the governor. It was not railroaded through, but had

are used by the

of the Tesult of the meeting,

The

Phoenix Iron company, of Meadeville, Pa., last
week entered a suit in replevin against the National Exposition company to secure possession of the automatic

the supply of copper hereafter, although the exact terms of

The

first

gine was purchased

been paid.

illumination of steamships occurred

but the Exposition company refuses to yield

It

was thought

for

The

some time

first

war

by the

electric

New

Hampshire, Dolphin, Atlanta, Boston and Chicago were

ing

is

and

expected that electric lights can be depended upon

it

is

the

at all times,

first

except in action, when

destruction on account of

the plant

process to the ship, the value of

the

One

of

these, the

A

night.

city,

rapid

its

fire

search flash.

On some

and whole broadsides may be
from the tower by the mere pressing of a button.

used to

The

the guns,

fire

alleged sugar refining swindlers are

keeping of

in the

lodged

New Yoik

Mr. Howe, says his clients

will light the

Howe

last

that she

She also claims that she

a swindle either.

stand before she will reveal her secret.
ises to

make some

at large,

revelations that will

but principally

President

was not

on the

astonish the public

and Secretary

Robertson.

The scheme

of

passengers by rail across Long Island, and
going aboard ship at the farther end of the island is once
more under discussion. It is claimed that it will effect a
It is also proposed to build an electricsaving of six hours.

and

its

side,

toPatchogue, on the south

City,

upon the

Pa., arrived in the

He

Pacific

capital stock of

filed Sheriff

Half an hour

from

A company

will be

near

only an

plant,

light

being formed here with a capital stock of

is

purpose of putting in the Hale

for the

alarm.

lire

hand

Electric

Riverview

the

arc

It

telephone

proposes to furnish to

an annual

ski, an alarm box, with which, by pulling

lire

last

put in immediately.

scribers of telephones in the city, at

Mo.

Louis

St.

(Kan.)

City

situated

The company now has

$75,000

city

Kansas

& Power company,

and telegraph

side,

Sitlington

contracted to put an incandescent electric light

and the new one

all

Kan-a

Ci

1

communicated

v,

took up

the physical

Mo., March

-The danger of

lire

being

to a telephone switch-board by leaky electric

been obviated
'I by

by a simple dc

The

().

in

the Kansas

tin-

manager,

exchange

'ity

<

VV, \\

.

side, the speaker

department, and, by pulling

sub-

all

of

rental

down

a hook on

can talk directly with the

down a hook on

hand

side, with the

boxes

will also

without COSl to the

melt

traveling an

annum

the

left

of

|ii

magnet, gradually heat the latter so that the surroundings
In the Kansas '"ity exchange the lines
will catch fire.
attache
are first carried to a terminal board, where each

phom

it

will, after

l

'

in silver wire,

given 60

wrapsaround a

ron wire, an'' the whole covered with beeswax.

continuous current
he fus blc plug

v.'ill,

on

traveling

which
the

wax

in

the

Several

prominent

places,

K,

city.

Jefferson City, Mo.

iator

will not

department.

be placed on the streets

fusible plug will not always suffice, because a currcnl

which

police

Smith.

;

a

filed

of Pittsburg

the right

Kansas

was

was

station.

P.

cheap.

is

$89,060, resulting from the sale

after the suit

Light

generating plant would be placed at Port Jefferson,

where coal

this

suit is

Mutual and the

plant in the works of the

railway for the transportation of passengers from the Eastern
This railway would run from Port
states to the ocean.

on the cast

The

S. Stokes.

Mutual and upon
manager. In his
Mr. Martin alleges that on March r, 1SS8, he sold

week.

shortening the trip across the ocean by

transporting

feflcrson,

to secure a debt of

of

had attached a
promissory note fcr $21,1 59.19, held by the Pacific Mutual
company, and payable to Stokes on demand.
C. S Kusling, the Thomson- Houston company's Kansas City agent, has sold to C. II. Talmage, engineer for
the Wabash & Western railway, a 40 horse power electric
generator, to be used for mining purposes.
Mr. Pantaleoni of the Westinghouse Electric company

Mr. Howard prom-

Colterill

Edward

failed, the petition further alleges, to pay.

in possession
it

is

entry

the

L. Martin

for which the
defendant agreed to pay $89,060, of which $44,530 was to
be paid on or before March 1, 1889.
The defendant

safely-

will die

E

plaintiff is

and delivered to Stokes 1,056 shares of the
the Pacific Mutual Telegraph company,

fired

case to the bitter

was

The

and the defendant

petition

Their lawyer,

of the secret of refining sugar by electricity, and

electricity

George M. Myers, the former general

This morning Mrs.

end, and feel confident of success.

Mr.

at

justice.

by

Jackson county was placed upon

week.

after the suit

now-

is

all

Pacific Telegraph
companies, and garnishments were served a few minutes

against the

herself

of the vessels electricity

be executed either

shall

of stock in the Pacific

Then, by means of machine and

guns, the cruiser can defend

last

brought

cruiser

can anchor in the vicinity of a hostile shore, and detect on
almost the instant the coming of a torpedo boat within the
radius of

future

in

of the largest attachment suits ever filed in the Cir-

docket

presence of a small boat can be detected at the distance of

a mile from the war ship on the darkest

sheriff

by taking out the piston rod and remov-

impounder

cuit court of

electric search lights

By means

cannot be too highly estimated

The

or gas.

from the lighting

derived

said, are

is

it

in litigation

week's special meeting of the city council an or-

last

the city

exposed position.

its

Besides the advantage to be

as 400 lights,

unlicensed and unclaimed dogs falling into the hands of

liable to

is

As many

dinance was introduced which provides that

vessel to be fitted with duplicate plants,

Chicago

possession.

to his effice.

it

At

The

any other way.

in

past due, he claims,

all

attorney for the plaintiff further states that the engine

seized the engine

afterwards furnished with electric lighting apparatuses, and

no new vessels are now lighted

now

are

money had

seller until the

being furnished by the engine

vessel afloat that

The Omaha,

light.

The payments

the neighborhood.

destroy the incandescent

the

be retained by the

to

has been operated of late in furnishing electric light for

men-of-war could not be so lighted, as the

The Trenton was

lighted

of ^1,000, the

general application of incandescent

discharge of heavy guns would
filaments.

stated that the en-

contract price

a

at

Exposition building.

company

ownership

only about six years ago.
after that that

in use in the

attorney for the Phcenix

the United

the ships of

to

electricity

electric lighting to the

was

The

now

engine

electric light

to the public.

recent trials of the Yesuvius have called attention to
of

consideration, discussion and investigation."

full

There is, however, excellent reason for
an agreement was then entered into to limit

known

introduced the

I

which passed and became the law at that session, and
is now the law which fixes the rate at S3 per month when
one telephone is used, and §2.50 each where two or more
bill,

by Boston men.
believing that

In the legislature of 1885

the law.

of

which took place at the Brunswick Hotel, this city, on
Tuesday, between representatives of the copper companies
and the copper syndicate, and which was largely attended

light circuits has

indelible impress;

when

bound

is

subscriber in Indiana ever did

teer to

he has not been successful.

point

that

No

too low.

is

volunteer to pay the old rates, and

secure a restriction of

shall

It

the telephones

all

'

'

need by
appcr

legal rate

wished also to secure a reduction of the

r riend reiterated to

near at hand.

faiih, is

Anthropology on the 5th

the

contract price at which the syndicate

smallest of foes.
speedily.

Now

agent of the French

Nearly

sa)s:

bankrupt.

Southern Indiana have not been taken out because the

in

An

He

Indiana.

in

in Indianapolis is not nearly

does not give very poor service.

the copper companies in this country to assent to a modifi

for the

quired

"The exchange

Desperate efforts are being made lo bolster up the great
copper syndicate which threatens to break down under the

enormous weight

has received a letter frcm State

rates,

law reducing telephone rentals

such a sense would

of

no patent contemplated.
which is seeking to secure

is

of the local club

concerning the result of the passage of the

dicts reports

paper by

his

There

fire.

will

annunciator magnet, but without

Senator Williams of Indiana, in which the latter contra-

nature for every event

in

1889

16,

produces retained, and the wire

it

.Iocs in the

it

cheaper telephone

nothing supernatural

is

McLaury ended

Dr

no
and

is

eieiy individual,

in

There

acting in

to the promised test cable.

breach of

communicating
Dr Morrow,

This sense

knowledge and science of to-day.

materially to the

States navy.

— A special meeting

in-

mere recognition

the application

was cailed on Tuesday last for the
purpose of determining the acts and position of the United
States Illuminating company, which, the mayor said, he had

thorough and peisistent

tend greatly to increase mental development, and would add

Electrical Control

of

melt just as

a sufficient cause

is

occurred.

stating that the

The

Letter.

ra-

latent

is

susceptible of cultivation.

is

have the heat

coil,

and

vestigation of the latent magnetic sense.

the agreement are not

CORRESPONDENCE.

cure, prayer

cure, faith

cure, spirituali m, etc., will be scientifically studied
tionally

March

will

The
not

•

1

j >

ol

in

1

i.us'iN

CITY, Mo., March

Kansas City

at

rates at $0.25 a

plated

9.

— The

Dempsey

reducing telephone rates lo $4 a
the house for engrossment last week.
bill.

in

the

bill

once moved to amend

month.

lie said

the

tele-

month, came

by

Mr. Clohesy
placing

reduction

was too great— it would impair the
The amendment was Inst, and

effici-

ency of the service.

Smith of Kansas City sent up an amendment

the

contem-

fixing

Mr.
the

March
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i£

16,

£6 a month for telephones within three-quarters of
every
a mile of the exchange, and £0 cents additional for
The amendment was
additional three quarters of a mile.

rates at

Mr Smith

voted down.

amendment

introduced another

$6 a month, irrespective of distance.
Mr. Smith had
This was also piomptly voted down.
another amendment ready, but Mr. Fogle moved the previThe motion was carried, and the bill was
ous question.
fixing the rates at

The
then sent to engrossment by an overwhelming vote.
vote showed that the bill will pass the house without doubt.
Mr. Smith

propose a new amendment for the

will

and

bill,

when that measure comes up for passage will endeaior to
show the house that the Dempsey bill is too low, and there
enactment of
is danger of running down the service by the
T.

such a law.

St. Joseph, Mo.
The New York syndicate
St. Joseph, Mo., March 9.
which has purchased the Frederick avenue and Cit'zens'

—

railway, with

lines of street

them with electrici

intention

the

equipping

of

announces the intention of encircling

y,

and as a consequence a war has already sprung up between it and the
Wyatt Park company.
The articles of incorporation of the syndicate have been

[00 double-arc lamps and
engines.

The Northern

Pacific
use electric lights on all

A

and the

will

up

capital stock paid

Union

has been obtained on the

twelve

& Power

way, Electric Light

The

ration s'yles itself.

option

and

days,

it

Rail-

Street

People's

probab'y be transferred to the

An

£Soo,ooo.

is

for

company, as the new corpo-

directors have

ing officers for the ensuing year:

cted the follow-

el

Bacon

R.

L.

New

of

York, president; J. A. Carley of St. Joseph, vice-president
and general manager; A. J. Moulton of New York, secre-

and treasurer. Active operations
will be running by July 1.

tary

commenced,

will be

and cars

The common council committee has returned from ChiThe movement in favor of adopting the electric
cago.
system of street lighting for

and

St.

Joseph prompted the

trip,

good

The

predicted by many, will

is

it

bear

anrual contract with the gas company

fruit.

May

expires

1,

hence the importance of prompt action. A majority of the
common council, it is thought, will vote for electric light,
if

the report of

committee

the

at

is

of

all

the

nature

Electric line has purchased of

The Wyatt Park

&

Lucas

Co. of Kansas City

real object of the

company

in

franchise

the

Joseph Circle Cable company.

vent the People's Street

Messrs.

of

the

St.

understood that

It is

making

this

for the purpose of building the road, but

hold of

purchase

is

a

Railway company

move

the

not

is

to pre-

from

getting

N.

it.

Lafayette, Ind.
Lafayette,

tric

—

March 9. Considerable surprise was
week upon the announcement that a

Ind.,

caused here last

had been appointed for the Lafayette Brush ElecThe Brush conpany of Clevelard

receiver

Light company.

held $26,000 in bonds

of

the

company, upon
1S89.
These bonds

Lafayette

which the interest defaulted Jan.

r,

secured by a mortgage upon the property of the

are

local

company of Cleveland also alleges that the Lafayette company is indebted in
The local company
the sum of $25,000 to divers persons.
now has the contract for street lighting in this city, and it

The complaint

company.

is

llouring mill

to protect thii contract,

John \V. Heath of

of the Brush

which has a year yet to run, that
was appointed receiver
R.

thi- city

pumps and

making preparations

Electric Light
Colo., has decided to establish

company
an

<>f

Fort Wayne,

Wayne,

Ind.

March 9.— The contract

Ind.,

for

the

works of the Fort Wayne Jenney Electric
This amount
Light company has been let for $24,000.
30x60 feet, two stories
does not include the office building

erection of the

—

high.

It is

only intended to cover

A

main building.
engaged

in cleaning

new shops

will

the inclosing

considerable force of

up the ruins of the

The

Btlton, Tex.. Light

Si

light

plant at

iution

Water company is about to
Machinery has already been

Nashville, Tenn., has ordered the
poles of the Capital Electrical company

city council of

removal of the
from the streets.

lire.

the

of

already

is

Work on

begin at once

the

II.

Yorkville, S.

C,

will

Bowling Green, O.,

A

soon have a Brush system.

will

Westinghouse plant

be lighted by
will

be

electricity.

introduced into Grand

Rapids,

Jackson. Miss
the

first

,

was

lighted by electricity last

Evans
Frostburg, Mo.
II

will install

proposed to light the
Springfield, Mo., by electricity.
It

is

The Montrose,
have

its

The

week

for

time.

William

an

electric light

Wabash

Colo., Electric Light
plant in operation May 1st.

plant

at

railroad yards at

company hopes

to

central station at Albany, Ga., was started recently,
city is now lighted by electricity

and the

The Western Electric company of Chicago has just
closed a contract to furnish the city of Chihuahua, Mexico,

anting of the

to invc

mplishcd at an our
senator thinks a
:;ite inventing in a

The

inth.

dynamo

to run

for the

resolution, but
the expense*
':

n

Fort Wayne Jenney Electric Light company has
been granted a franchise to erect and maintain its lines in
Evansville, Ind.

it

was referred

com-

to the

embly."

The

Lighting company of Cincinnati
has been granted permission to construct lines under the
same conditions as the Brush company.

The Hauss

Electric

The United States Electric Light company have asked
permission of the commissioners to lay underground conduits in the streets of Washington, D. C.

The Winchester.

Va.,

G is company

has contracted with

the city council to furnish forty streetlights of 1,500 candle
power, to burn every night until midnight, at $70 each per
year.

The Brush Electric Light company is gaining a steady
In North Carolina, for instance,
foothold in the South.
recent installations aggregate 1S0 arc and 4,060 incan-

its

descent lamps.

The Western Electric company of Chicago has received
an order for a 50-arc light plant, with engines and boilers
complete, from the Capital Gas & Electric Light company
of Frankfort,

Ky.

company
111., Electric Light & Power
§20,000 -has been organized to furnish
light, power, heat and water; incorporators, PL Ehrhardt,
G. Bley ard W- E. McCullough.

The Beardstown,

—

capital stock,

The city council of Thomasville, Ga., has granted the
Thomasville Electric Light company the franchise for lighting the city by electricity for the term of five years, and
work will be commenced on the plant at once.

The Maywood & Proviso Electric Light & Power comcapital stock .$20,000
pany, at Maywood, 111.
has been
organized to furnish electric light, etc.; incorporators.
Joseph Jennings, Charles W. Kimball, Harrison P.

—

"Nichols

and

—

others.

The Evanston,

111.,

Electric Light

& Power company

stock SjO.ooo — has been incorporated to manufacture and deal in electrical apparatus and all kinds of
electric and other light, heat and power; incorporators,
John Stuart Philip, John P>. Adams and James L. Johnston.

E Scoville has just completed an installa ion at the
It is the largest isolated
prison at Marquette, Mich.
incandescent plant in Northern Michigan, and consists of a
United Spates dynamo driven by an "Ideal" high speed
engine and operating 364 sixteen candle power lamps, and
312 eight candle power lamps.
F.

new

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
Electric cars will soon be in operation in

An

electric

read

in

Topeka, Kan.
Tacoma, Wash. Ter
is
:.

,

completed.

The Wheeling,
tending

Va., Electrical Railway

company

ex-

is

its lines.

An electric dogcart belonging to a rich American
be seen running in the streets of Rome.

is

to

Toronto and Duluth capitalists are endeavoring to secure
a franchise for an electric railroad in Kingston, Ont.
The Broadway Heights syndicate is contemplating the
introduction of an electrical railway at Denver, Colo.

An electric railway wilt be operated
V., and Lansingburgh. Waterford.
Island early in the summer.
The

between Troy, N.
Cohoes and Green

Dallas, Tex Consolidated Street Railway companv
probably build the elec'.ric street railroad previously
reported, as contemplated by Chicago capitalists.
,

will

Omaha hopes to have its new electric railway in operweek
The overhead wire system ordinance
was signed March 1st. Between S200.000 and £300.000
will be expended in the work of improvements and extenation within a

sion.

C. Shaffer of Indianapolis

who

has a twenty-two-year
is endeavoring to
wishes to put in an
electric motor plant, and also to secure a franchise for
furnishing electric lights.
J.

stTeet car franchise in

have

A

extended

it

Richmond, Ind.,

to fifty years.

He

from St. Joseph, Mo., says:
and Frank P. Blair of St. Paul, and L.

dispatch

Mahlon D.

L Strong of
a double track electric street railwav,
to start from the Custom house, corner of Eighth and Edmond streets south to Sylvanie, east to Fifteenth, south to
Messanic and east to Twenty-second street.
Miller

this city, will build

An instructive paper on "Electric Street Railways" was
read before the Buffalo Electrical society recently bv Frank
Kitton of the Western Union Telegraph companv. who
described the various systems in use in this country, and
compared their efficiency and economy with those of horse
and steam service. He said that it was a growing belief
that public demand
public necessity for a better svstemof
street car service
will soon sway public sentiment, and
that the electric motor will replace horses, even in Buffalo,
probably the most conservative city in the adoption of new

——

The Grand Rapids Electric Light & Power company
closed a contract recently for the purchase of a §20,000
incandescent plant from the Westinghouse Electric company
The plant will have a capacity of 2,500 inof Pittsburgh.
Four new dynamos have been ordered,
candescent lights.
each of which has a capacity of 750 lamps.

and advanced

Mich., Electric Lighting company will enthis season.
The company
The new
is negotiating for two 150 horse power engines.
alternating dynamo is expected dai y, and a large number
The
of lights will be placed as soon as it is in position.
entire work will be completed early in the summer.

An effort is being made by the Galena (111.) Telephone
company and the subscribers to secure the burying of the

The Lansing,

gage

in iacaudescent lighting

Frank and Joseph Moffatt, employes of the Chicago Arc
Light & Power company, wnile engaged in making repairs
in the conduit at the corner of La Salle and Washington
streets, were overcome by gas, which had escaped from a
main wh ch runs along the conduit. Fortunately they were
able to reach the manhole, and were rescued by a policeman.

ideas.

THE TELEPHONE.
The

Providence, R.

burying

I..

Telephone company has be°un
was no demand on the

wires, although there
part of citizens for such action.
its

electric light wires.

overhead
of th

The

electric light

ir lines.

telephone people claim that the
wires interfere with the. operation
•

The Nebraska Telephone company

Omaha

of

contem-

plates building a telephone line from Norfolk to Fremont, a
distance of 79 miles, and taking \a nine towns.
At Fre-

mont connections can be had with the Omaha
enabling all towns to talk direct with Omaha.

thus

line,

Another s'ep in the Bell te'ephone litigation was taken
February 26th in the United States Circuit court, in BosThe Supreme court having decided that the bill
brought by the government against the American Bell Telephone company and Professor Bell might be maintained,
ton.

Among the recent sales of the Thomson- Houston 'company of Chicago are the following: Granite -Mountain
Mining company, St. Louis, 300-light incandescent plant;
O. R. Moffitt, Joplin, Mo., iooarc light plant; Shreveport,
La., Gas company, 65 arc lamps; L. J. McCormick, Lake
III.,

50-Iight incandes;ent for

residence;

Austin,

Minn., Electric Light & Power corpany, 600 alternating;
lamps— increase
The mayor of Richmond. Va., in his annual address,
says: "The city is now under contract with the Richmond

We

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.

has

".

electric

purchased.

The

111

alle

..

iiiiittee

Forest,

men

from

h

pal

Springfield,

Walsenburg,

once.
erect an electric light plant.

1

be

:

Fort

impan
.-.;.
Tru
something over

to

passenger trains

is

The Home

— capital

anticipated.

boilers,

from
is

projected at Anna, III., to
operated in connection with the electric light plant.

the city with a single track electric line,

filed,

new

necessary

company

Schuyler Electric Light company for electric lights.
are using 135 of their lamps on our streets and in our pubThe contract
lic parks, which cost §144 each per annum.
provides that these lamps shall be of 1,200 candle power,
and shall burn all night of each and every night in the year.
The present contract expires in 1S91. and I would earnestly
recommend that the city purchase and erect a plant of its

own."
A Denver paper says the same persons are interested in
the Colorado Electric company and the Denver Light, Heat
& Power company, and they have come to the opinion that
both companits can be operated more economically as one
It is the inorganization than as two different companies.
tention of the joint corporation to extend its lines and
facilities to correspond with the city's gTowth, and it is
now engaged in making ready for 100 additional r.re lights
to be put at the intersection of the principal business
streets, to be paid for by the city, which will be running in
The company is alss adding more incandesthirty days.
cent light facilities for use in districts in the outlying parts

thus reversing the decision of the Circuit court in Boston.'
sustaining defendants' demurrer to the bill on the ground
of want of jurisdiction, it became necessary for defendants
The defendant Bell ha*' just tiled a plea
to plead thereto.
in bar to the bill and an answer in support of the plea, in
which he denies all the allegations of the bill which set up
misrepresentations by him and fraud on his part in his
application for the patent which the bill seeks to annul,
and the defendant companv has also hied an answer in
which ir makes the same denials as to misrepresentation and
fraud on Bell's part, and also as to all allegations oi anticipation by Reis. Drawbaugh and others.
Perhaps the
most interesting portion of the answer is that which *ets
the decision of the commissioner of patents, filed recently, that all the proceedings in the Patent office were
just, lawful, right and proper; that there was no fraud
therein; that there was
or collusion in the prosecution, trial or decision of the interferences, and that the de-

up

were right and should be
stand approved, and therefore denied thi
cisions therein

pening oi the interferences

and
EHsha

respected

The

first

step to

be taken now is to dispose of the plea of defendant Bell, to
which replication may be made and evidence taken thereon.
New York, dated March 5th.
\ press dispatch from
announced the dangerous illness of Antoine Meucci, whose
claims to the invention of the telephone have given him
able notoriety.
Meucci is an Italian, and was a
He attempted to pass his claims as
friend of Garibaldi.
.

1
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i5«
an inventor, but failed to show that he was entitled to disSuperintendent Wilson of the Chicago Teletinction.
phone company said in this connection that Meucci had no
claims whatever.
He continued: "He is too ignorant to
have invented anything.
By the rarest possible chance he
may lave invented one of those talking machines that
worked with a string and were quite common as toys before
It was said that Meucci was too
ihe telephone was made.
poor to prosecute his suit. Any man who pretends to
have an invention will have immediate backing, and many
have been backed before their pretensions were made. The
Baltimore & Ohio railway people were behind Meucci, and
went so far with him as to organize the Globe Telephone
company and found a plant in New York. They were
believe that
stopped at once by process of law.
I do not
Meucci ever has been paid a cent by the Bell company.
swarming
Inventors were formerly as thick as
bees, and
each new imention was caught up by moneyed speculators,
who kept up the show until they had floated their worthless
Prof. Gray was the
stocks.
Impostors are fewer now.
He unonly plaintiff who ever had a color of claim.
doubtedly patented the telephone simultaneously with Bell
but the latter secured his rights first."

THE TELEGRAPH.
At a .meeting

Postal TelegraphCable company at New York, March 5th, the following
officers for the ensuing year were elected;
Albert B.
Chandler, president George S. Coe, vice-president; Edward C. Piatt, treasurer; George R. Williamson, secretary
and auditor; Alfred W. Kent, attorney.
of the directors of the

Dr. Norvin Green, p-esident of Western Union Telegraph company, in an interview published in the New
York Globe, said: "'The telegraph operators in our employ
are the most intelligent body of men working for a salary
in America.
There are very few of our employes who are
not capable of filling higher and better positions than they

now

occupy.
They would certainly make their mark in
any department of life."
A dispatch from Springfield says: " The bill of Senator Karraker. introduced in the Senate Feb. 19th, to regulate the charges of telegraph companies, fixes the following maximum rates of toll: For messages not exceeding
ten words, exclusive of address and signature transmitted
a distaoce of 350 miles or more, 20 cents, and 2 cents for
each additional word.
For messages not exceeding ten
words a distance of less than 350 miles, 15 cents, and I
cent for each additional word, and for repeating, 10 cents.
No charge is to be made for the delivery of a message
within the limits of a city.
Upon a first violation of the

law the fine shall be not less than $200 nor more than
sSrooo, and for a second offense a fineof not less than S500
nor more than $2,000. Any person from whom an extortionate charge is made shall recover ten times the
amount of damage sustained."

A

has been presented to the Pennsylvania legislature
prohibiting the carrying of overhead wires in cities of 30,000 or over. A fine of $500 per day is proposed as a means
of enforcing the law which, it is proposed, will go into
effect August 1st.
Chief Walker of the Electrical bureau,
Philadelphia, however, is of the opinion that it will be impossible to take the wires down in that time.
He said:
"Why, it would take five years to carry out the p'ovisions
of the bill.
Every one knows that I am a strong advocate
bill

undergronnd wires, but it will take time, and no man
who lived in a large city would propose a bill of that kind.
It may seem incredible, but there are 12,000 miles of over
head wires strung within the city limits of Philadelphia
siring of electric wire long enough to reach half way round
the world, carryiog a current strong enough to kill all the
firemen that ever lived.
There are already 600 miles of
wires underground, and more are being placed as fast as
p>>ssible.
But to talk of burying 12,000 miles of wire in
six months is absurd, and it will cost £5,000,000 to do it,
of

—

too

"

The Central Electric company of Chicago is introducing
Manson tape, for which it has the general Western

the

agency.
-eorge A. Mayo of the Yandepoele company has just returned from the East.
He succeeded in closing a contract
at Titusville, Pa., for 1.300 incandescent and 60 arc lamps,
42 of the latter to be used for public lighting.
'

The Electrical Supply company of < 'hicago has gone into
the manufacture of composition wire especially adapted for
fuses.
The company, it is said, will reduce the matter of
fuse wit
system than has been the case heretofore, and will be in position to fill large or small orders on
very short notice.
Idletown, 'onn., has
pamphlet explaining its system of electric lighting
its dynamo
cent lamp).
of a
e a Iditional information
'

1

.

valuab

lighting:

and other means

utflizii

Accumulator company says;
impany has been remground floor,

trical

"The

I

Issued

March

1

fie

of

Frederick H.

*.he field

W.

Higgins,

London, Eng.
Ha..ger Board for Arc Lamps.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

James

3gS,S70.

bert

W.

Wood,

Craven, Melbourne, Victoria.

Arc Lamp.

398.906.

J.

Samuel Kahan and Al-

Alarm Clock.

Electric

398,896.

Electric Arc
395.907.
Ohio.

Method

William

L

Lamp.

William

Lima, Ohio.

Silvey,

L. Silvey, Lima,

of Manufacturing

Screws and Bolts by
Electricity
Elihu Thomson, Lynn., Mass.
The invention consists in forming the thread and
shank portions of the screw separately, bringing the
jan^e into contact, passing a current of large healing
effect across the joint, and ihen uniting the pieces by
end pressure, appl ed while they aro heated by the

electric curren!".

Wilding Machine.

Electrical

398,913

Elihu

Thomson,

Lynn, Mass.

The invention consists essentially of a power driven
dynamo supplying alternating electric currents directly
an induction coil, the primary of which is of larger
resistance than the secondary, while the secondary conto

nects with the work by means of the holders
"4. In an alternating
The last claim follows:
current dynamo, continuous current field coils traversed
by the main or working current commuted, in combination with a variable resistance around the commuting device."
Electric Metal Working and Welding Machine.
398,914.
Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.
Rigid supports are provided, upon which the holders
are supported, and the current is supplied from independent conducling pieces through a path indrpendent
of the rigid supports.
Cla ms 3 and 6 are given: "3. In an electric metal
working apparatus, mechanical holding and moving
devices for the work, in combination with current
supplying devices electrically independent thereof.
" 6. The combination, with the movable clamp body
or support sliding in a suitable guide, of a current
conveying slicing connection independent of said
guide."
;

Joseph W.

Balet,

W,

Balet,

Crossing Conduit for Electric Railways.
398,963.
W. Heysinger, Philadelphia, Pa.

Isaac

398.926.

New
398.927.

New

Electric Current Regulator.
York, N. Y.

Electric Current Regulator.

Joseph

York, N. Y.

Welding

Process of Electric
Detroit, Mich.

399,019

thoroughly.

The

is

Frank W. Brain-

of electricity.

T

35-

W.

Louis

Louis W. Dillon, North Attle-

Electric Switch.

lyn,

N

The

Charles L. Coffin,

Y.
invention consists in

sulphaling the oxides,
the grids, then picking
the grids in different solutions of acidulated water,
the S' lutions being of gra ually increasing strength,
first

then pasting the same on

and

finally

Store-Service

forming and mounting them

M

George

The

Apparatus.

Richard

J.

and tenth claims are: "5. In electrical
store-service apparatus, the combination of a carrier,
an electric m tor thereon, and a shifting commutator
which is shifted by the friction of the spring or springs
fifth

thereon in starting the carrier, as set forth.
"10. In store-service apparatus, the combination,
with a way and carriers trave ing thereon, of latches
holding the carriers at their stations and electro-magnets locking such latches."

Regulator for Dynamo-Electric Machines. Jesse
399. T 47F. Kester, Terre Haute, Ind.

Automatic Telegrapiv.
fohn O'Neil, New
York, N. Y.
The claim fo'lows: "In an automatic multiplex tele
graph instrument, a continuously energized electro-

399*154.

magnet interposed

in the

main

line circuit

pendent intermittently energized

and inde-

electro-magnets

in

alternate circuit with s»id main 1 ne, in combination
with styluses vibrated by said continuously energized

magnet and independent electrodes in intermittent circuit with said main line circuit."
Electric Railway Signaling Apparatus.
399,155.
Henry
J. Palmer, Brooklyn, N. Y.
An audible signal is arranged to be sounded when
any one of the circuits along the line is open.
Claim 2 reads: "The combination, with conducting
along a railway track, of corresponding contact
devices upon a train, the said devices being attached
to one or more movable or tilting supports, and a circuit controller operated directly by the movement of
rails

said tilting supports to close a circuit
Electric Signal for Engine
399,163.
Ricketson, Milwaukee, Wis.

399,168.

upon the

Electric Cigar Lighting Device.

tr-in.''

James C.

Shafts.

William

Tag

and Sanford C. Smith, Philadelphia, Pa.
Electric Amalgamator.
399.209.
Francisco, Csl

Julio

H.

Rae,

San

Dynamo

Electric Machine.
James H. Robertson, Rutherford, N. J.
The invention is designed to produce an intense
magnetic field with a minimum amount of wire, and to
concentrate the lines of magnetic force so that all of
them will pass through the armature.
Claim 3 is given: "In a dynamo electric machine,
an armature constructed of plain disks placed at intervals among a larger number of disks with projections
of magnetic material, the same forming an armature
having longitudinal and circumfe-ential grooves."

399,213.

Regulator

for Sjstems of Electrical
DistribuStillwell, Pittsburgh, Pa.
invention consists in developing a normal electromotive force at the central station sufficient to supply
the requisite difference of potential to the translating
devices included in the circuits having the least loss or
drop, and in increasing the difference of potential upon
any given circuit by applying a supi lemental electro-

399,218.

Lewis B.

The

Edward R Knowles, Brook-

Stcondary Battery.

399,o=;2.

Electrical

399,137.

tion.

The process consists in placing the two articles
against each other and welding the joint by simultaneously traversing such joint by an electric current and
subjecting it to the action of a voltaic arc

for use.

Lane, Asbury

Trie obje.t of this invention is to automatically vary
the resistance in the shunt magnets proportionate to
the strength of the line current, so that the earbons
will be maintained at a nearly uniform distance apart
so as to p eservc a steady arc.
The second claim reads: "In an eleclric arc lamp,
the combination, with the magnet of high resistance
placed in a derived circuit and composed of a series of
sections, of the circuit clostr and an auxiliary magnet
in direct circuit and controlling the circuit closer to
bring more or less of the resistance magnet in the derived circuit."

motive force to that circuit sufficient

to

compensate

for

the loss or drop, or to raise the difference of potential
to any required extent that may be desired for other
reasons.
Method of Regulation for Systems of Electrical
399,2 9.
Distribution.
Lewis B. Stillwell, Pittsburg, Pa.
The invemion consists in supplying to such circuit
a difference of potential of a given value, deriving
from the same source an induced electromotive force
approximately equivalent in value to the loss of potential upon said circuit, and in superposing such induced
electromotive fo'ce upon ?aid circuit.
Electric Regulator.
Frank C. Wagner, Ann
Arbor, Mich
invention
The
consists in a thermal conductor carrying multiple contacts and a shunt having multiple con*
tac s located near the first set of contacts.

3r_>9,224.

399 228.

Circuit

George
10,989.

Closer

Hopkins,

I.

Telephone
N. J.

Plainlielel,

for

Mane

1

Railway Car
ester, N. II.

Exchange.

William

Original 393,529 of

Telegraphs.
B.

Vansize,

November

27,

1888.

Interrupier for Electric Circuits.
Lecoultrc, Lausanne, Switzerland.

399,057,

Electric Motor.

399,059

irazio

<

New

Lugo.

Isaac E.

York, N. V.

The objects of the invention are stated to be to so
commute the currents that the tangential pull had upon
the armature bobbins and their cores as they rotate
past the successive field bobbins may be had at two or
more radial points al one and the sum': time-; and to
arrange the stationary and rotating commu'ators as
to bring them into close relation, and thereby render
the machine more compai
1

|,

Couch for Applying Electrical Treatment. John
lima)/ and John B, Faulkner Norfolk, Va,
Machine.

i

I

Electric Railway.

William L. Silvey,

Harry W. Smith, Newark N.J.

Marry W. Smith, Newark,
Car.
"The improved elect)
lim reads;

magnet", and a

plat*: of

N

J,

magnet -hold r,
ol a
non magnetic metal arranged

body
.

New

Lima, Ohio.

contractors'

in

The driving or main spring of the clock movement
wound up step by step through the instrumentality

N. Dyer, East Orange. N.

Printing Telegraph.

39^. ^33-

il,

:-:

Henry T. Blake,

Haven, Conn.

'

,

is

boro, Mass.

Tramway.

Electrical

39S, S 4.

sale of

ght plants will

Self- Winding Electric Clock.
erd, Chicago, 111.

399,128.

399-

]SSg.

5,

i£

operation.

E'ectric Lamp Fixture and Switch.
Dillon, North Attleboro, Mass.

.

:•.'

between the magnet and railway when the car

Patents.

Electrical

i

I

16,

399,134.

Electric Arc Lamp.
399,054
Park, N. J.

Business Mention

of

new edition shows careful revision and as it has been
greatly enlarged it is far more valuable than the original
catalogue.
It contains 260 pages copiously illustrated, and
contains a vast amount of valuable infermat on for persons
engaged in any department of electrical development. The
work was compiled by Mr. Rentell, and reflects great
credit on him.

398,912.

The South Florida Telegraph company has made a re
duction in rates to all important points
The Western
Union has also reduced its rates in the state about 20 per
cent, to important stations.

March

1

ar

a

The

invention relates to mu'tiple systems of telephone exchange, and consists in placing a series of
fixed insulated contact points, equal in number to the
number of circuits in a group assigned to a single
operator, in close proximity to each board.
The points
are preferably arranged in a circle, and at the center is
This arm is upon a conplaced a rotating radial arm.
stantly rotating shaft, which also bearsawhei having
a series of teeth, one for each contact point. This arm
is connected to ground through
a fragment of conduct r containing an electro magnet and a head teleI

phone.

The

first

claim reads:

"The

combination,

in alele-

phone exchange,

of a central station and a series of
Sub-stations, a series of electrical conductors uniting
central
said
station and sub s'alions, telephonic instruments at each station for the purpose of intercommu-

nication, witching apparatus al the central slationfor
connecting said conductors in pairs, and an automatic
switch at the central station making and breaking con"
nection with each of said conductors periodical y
1

March

1

6,
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i»?9

ANDREWS.

&
i;ZiLRT3,
CONSULTING AND CONTRACTING ELECTRICAL
W.

H.WARD LEONARD.

S.

M. IZARD.

E.

T-EOTSTAR1D

ENGINEERS,

Systems of Electric Street Railways, I^lectric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Electric
Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.
PlanN and MiierilleationH for all Kind* of Electrical CooHtrnetlon Work.
line of Commercial .Supplies curried at all timce for IMantB de6crlbed above.

For any or
A

full

all

Room 425, Telephone 694, CHICAGO, ILL.
THE ROOKERY,
Minneapolis, Minn.; North western Matanl Life Insurance Block. Boom

Brunch Offices: The Lumber Kxrhnnep, Rooms B

and

6,

115,

Telephone

12.06,

Jill

wankee. Wis.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

vL^N/^

Telephone and Telegraph,

Electric Light,

Man nf aoturod

for Aorlal,

rS"u.1ox3a.Eir*:Lxi.G

and Undorgroxind Use

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF
TRADE

OKONITE COMPANY,

THE

BRANCHES:

MANSON PROTECTING

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES, 0K0NITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

MARK.

Boston,

Chicago,

-

Omaha,

Philadelphia,

A DEPARTURE IN
INCANDESCENT SWITCHES
An

make and break movement, uncon-

instantaneous

trolled by the handle, made entirely of pheet(not spring
brass), the latter not enteringintoilB construction ;there
fore, though, it may be heated by poor contact canBed by
corrosion or dirt, i's usefulness will not be affected
thereby. Send for illustrated circular and price list.

H. T.
1206 Chestnut

PASSTE,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

St.,

AGENCIES

AM> EXCLUSIVE:
84

timiui. lU.
E

eftrlcal

Supply Company,

171

Cincinnati,

Louisville,

Row,

Kansas

City,

NEW YORK.
and

San Francisco.

ELECTRIC
SPERRY
Clinton
196 and 198
S.

194,

D. P.

PEHKY,

V. P. and Gen'l Mgr.

CO,
St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

the Sperry Improved System of Arc Electric Lighting, power is consumed only
in proportion to the number of lights actually required, and a 40-light dynamo can be as
readily and as economically operated with only five lights burning, as with full capacity.

With

NEW New England Electric Supply Company.
John Street, Bridgeport, Conn.
CITY:
NEW YORK
T. F. Hunter & Co., 37 Church Street.
Kr»«;l,

13 Park

-

-

Minneapolis,

TAPE.

Randolph

THE
Insulation

"CL ARK " 1K7TRE.

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

Street.

Electrical Testing Bureau,
JOHN HOPKINS UNIVERSITY,

Baltimore, Md.

Ammeters, Voltmeters and Condensers Standardized.
Resistance Colls determined with or without temperature coefficients.
Insulation Resistance of Cables, etc., measured.
Efficiency of

Dynamos and Motors determined.
Primary and Secondaiy Batteries tested.
Curves of Magnetization of Iron and

Steel furnished

from Samples.

,

r>grding
•<!

tin

methods Used, Prices,

etc.,

Boston Fire Underwrite™* Union, under date of March
Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect."

the Inspector of the

"A

our wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
and Will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation Is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which Is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent. Are proof.
Our insulation will prone durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single wires of all
gaugen and diameter of Ineulalion for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocK. Cables made

The rubber used

In Insulating

to be v)ater proof,

10 order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,

Etc Etc.

Circulars and Inform ation

In a letter from
29. 1886, he eays :

Sent on Application.

ADDRESS AS ABOVE. t>

Gl and G3 Hampshire
HENRY

A.

CLARK,

General Manager.

Street, Boston, Mass.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS.

Electrician.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
INCLUDING

MANUFACTURERS OF

BUILDERS OP

Fleetrie ^upplie5

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins
and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet.Telephone and Electric Light Wire.

fisher's [lectric (Ijotors,

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY AND SUBURBAN

CTRIC RAILWAYS,
DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

General Offices and Works.

"he

=4*

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
^MANUFACTURERS OFS

Automatic
IN

E lectric

ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF

H.

P.

]\Jotors,
UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,

Remarkable

Dynamo

Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Electric ITJachines,

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

The Eddy

Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

WE PATENT and
St.

Louis Electrical Co.
THE

Largest Electrical Supply House
West of the Mississippi Eiver.

New

YorK,

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING
1007 Opera House Block,

Steam-Feed Water

Live

Removes

CO..
ILL.

— AND

Purifier.

SCALE

in Steam
Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

Solicitor.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.
FRANCIS W. PARKER,

CONTRACTOR

1889

Impurities.

all

prevents

Entiiely

CHICAGO,

FRANCIS W. PARKER.

Stilwell's Patent

M. STONE,

O.

ELECTRICIAN.
S

Co., •

16

EXPLOIT

In Foreign Countries first class Electrical Inventions which arp> new and ooerativp, and have been
lllu trated hy mo els and drawings, bat not published in this country before being i atented
abroad. No expense to the inventor; ca lor write.

Write to us for QaotationB on AnTthiD£.

Agents Microphone Battery

March

CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
ELECTRIC LIGHT INSPECTOR,
THE ONLY COMPLETE BET OF B.
CHICAGO, ILI>.
Pacific Ave.
TJ.

-

ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

Electric light work a specialty. Existing plants
extended or thoroughly overhauled.

Sioux City

SPEAKING TUBES

7007-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

Oral.

30

PTTliI. XJX3STB

xa:. x*.
BUILT BT THB

W.
2

Sioux City

ENGINE WORKS

f2&~ Send

for

New

1

R.
,

Sioux City, Iowa.

23 and 25 Ann

Outfits

York.

— FOR

F.

^J^" State Business.
ERIF ENOIXE WORKS.
CIRCULARS
<llir)IAS OIL KNI1INE.

of the Mississippi.

New

FARADAY CABLE

A SPECIALTY.
LARCEST ENCINE WORKS
West

St.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

EXCLUSIVE HANOFACTUUEHS OF THE

Elevators

PI Send for Circular

,

STOCK.

CO.,

j£lecT<rical Worths,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.,

for Lighting Stations
;iini

AI.WAT S 1ST

OSTRANDER &

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave
Catalogue, out August 1st.

(American
BOILERS
— AND—
Steam Power

Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND RELLS,

Engine
to 500

Corliss

*

WHISTLES,

and

Pneumatic, and

Electric.

Telegraph, Telephone and lectric Light.

,

, __„_
1I1LLEK DUPLEX SHAM PMIP..
GEN'L WESTERN AG'TSJI
R.

EDWARDS.

Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity
of any Cable in the Market.

FItKB.

i

New York

LUNGEN.

A.

& CO.,

EDWARDS

Manufacturing
Electricians.
Door Openers.
Electric Annunciators.

Thermostats
Gas Lighting Apparatus,

NEW

etc.

44th St

,

YORK.

General Machine job-work.

call attention to

U Simple, Strong,

1

DEI

New York Carbon Works,
piice-Liat.

|8 Cortlandt

St.,

Telephone Building, N. Y.

BT.

V.

our

Compact, and Positive

in operation.
Heavy pressure
It will srand hard usage.
applied to the door doeB not Interfere with its

S.

TURNKB.

J.

ELECTRICAL ENCINEERS
AND CONTRACTORS.

LESTER WOODBR DUE.

WOODBRIDGE
AND

Light and Power Stations.

ELECTRIC

perfect working.
It

has been thoroughly tested and

Pattern Making. Etc., Etc.

FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Patent Electric Door Opener.
It

Agent.

CARBON PLATES,
Bend for

BRANCH, 5 &

ES TABLISH BD 1872,

We respectfully

1

ACKERMAN,

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, {^S^turer.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICACO.

Patent Electric Bells.
Automatic Burglar Alarms.

and Factory, 4th Ave. and

18 Cortland t Street.

P. C.
Electric Light Repairing,

Office

Office,

is

giving

satisfaction.

Estimates and prices promptly furnished.

TURNER,

I

Railway Construction.
Light Wiring.

7 Cedar St.,

New York.

THE EDISON MACHINE 'WORKS,
SCHENECTADY,
N.

Y.,

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

Insulated Wires,
JAMES
Chicago Electric Club.
There

wfl]

Flexible
F.

I.

8

o'clock,

122-124 Clark

Club,

rooms of the

at the
Btreet.

W.COLBURN
1

74 Main

SI.,

&.

CO.,

FITCHBURG, MASS.

&

19 Dey Street,

New

WIIiI*

Ship any Electric LlRht Company or manufacturer
In the United States a barrel of our celebiatod •Kloctroleura" Machinery or Cylinder <>n r»r trial, ami l"
.vent the quality and price un- not satisfactory It may

BUILDERS OF

K ngine s

Automatic

York.

WE

Co.

MASSILLON, OHIO,

Electric Club Monday evening, March
18th. at

KELLY, Ceneral Sales Agent,

Russell

Chicago

be a meeting of the

Cords and Cables for Telephone, Telegraph

BOILERS, ETC.
Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.
S.MD FOR CaTAI.OCU..

GEO.

H.

BLISS,

ELECTRICAL EXPERT
DEALER

IN

Electrical Securities.
>!' h n " « Tnr \ n Tint} n r n '1 MfP n t
Electric IJ&htlne. KJ«rf ro-I'lntlnc
»nrl » \ |.-r1m»T.ir.l I -c.
...
I

I

;,

\

Electrical

Inventions.

*"

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple

. '

So JliWu&M?!

EXPLOITER OF

WO,

ILL.

226

DEARBORN STREET.

bo returned to DB, ami w« will pay all frelKht eliar-froi
both wnyn ami itiakn no rlmrK" f'>r what In nin*d for
iiurli trial
PlOOFO BtfttO If for uue on blub, moderate,
or slow apood machinery.

Court,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

MARKLE ENGINEERING CO.,
UMTH-OIT, 3VEIOH.

March

16,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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VICTOR TURBINE

WATER WHEEL
The

;tn«l
being

OMPANIES
HAIKU W lli:i:i.
reinarkablv

attention

BRATE!)
on account of

double

number

of the

Capacity,

Powerofmo

tl

1-

ical use of watei
ful effect

rlyadaptcdto

wlesMly motion,

threat Efficiency, and lart**

Npe«d

ltisusedtya
In (he

great satisfaction.

nli

ll

liiu'*»
for ;is" diameter,

amder.
..

CELE-

to [his

is 'called

i

it:;

an equal, producing the highest per cent, of use-

i

guaranteed.

FOB

PARTICULARS.

SI',XI>
CATAI,0(.Mi; AXI>
Horizontal" Victor" is highly recommended, as no gea.j are required,
and it can be belte
lo dynamo.
Th.e accompanj ng engraving represents a pair of 12-inch
VI<
IEItIAi:s arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-iron Run
Tubus, End Bearings tor Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast m m hed plate.
The entire arrangement is very complet'.- and
strictly first-class in every particular.
We are now prepared to furnish .Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.
<

Mir

,

TOR

Tl

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO.,

-

DAYTON, OHIO.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.
—
tty y »»

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted
Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.
Cords for Incandescent Lighting,

4M&S&*

,.,

•

PATENT "|[|[. LINE WIRE
,

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH AND 'i'ELEPHONE

factories: waterbury, conn.
THOS.

BARCLAY,

J. L.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

mi&Chestnut

St. Philadelphia

fefilll

tlBCTKGu* ''iS'W*
H-A-Cleverly

•

Manner

f^

MpWppn

JtoJT The Electrical
fajf Construction Co. 4?*w
CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF

||

All

III.

rADRON

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC

"If you have any
a reasonable price.

Lamp

Spools to re-wind, send them to us, and

Classes of

1

HOUSE WORK

CO., makers

of

we

2© BrcocL-wa^,

do

it

for

high -grade

El

CO..

2Te-^r

will

a Specialty.

^TBJffiKJK"

CO.,

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION
OFFICES;

Complete.

Plants

Light

Electric

Philadelphia Department*

BAXTER ELECTRIC MFC &H0TOR .00 .

Anr

SCOVILL,
NEW YORK AGENT

II

Western Agent, G. A. Harmount, 315 Wabash Ave.. Chicago,

/M

L.

ILL.

Cleverly Electrical Works

•

LINES.

1

"-

"°^

Storage Batteries.

"2"orls-

T ELEPHOIME S
FOR PRIVATE

l,l.\i:S.

DO NOT BE DECEIVED

Tbo only MechaDlcal Telephone which hue siocd
the teste and held out and plven satisfactory
service for the past eight years.

Send

lor

Illustrated

Catalogue

and

By imitations marked LeclanchiS Disque or Disque Leclanchi'.
The term " Disque" was formerly used by us to designate

Prices.

ELECTRICAL GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

certain size of cell as distinguished from size No.
It

Eipfin'

Telephone and Electrical Supply

1

and

size

No.

2.

has no reference whatever to the quality of the Battery.

Co.,

TRADE
Etoom 7. Hubbard Blk, Elfin, IIL, U. S. A.

THE CELEBRATED
FOR ANYTHIMG

In

ill.-

Line of

'-" r
*2s,
GKNUINR OONIIA POKOCS CELL
BATTKHV COMPLETE.

It is unlike

Temperature
»

Steam Heaters

In Houses, or for
Special Apparatus,
address
The Qaion Automatic Beat Regulating Co.,

ELMIBA,

N.Y.

Insist

is

toe Genuine Battery.

any other Porous Cell Battery made, or by whatever name
efficiency and durability.

DO UOT BE

Regulation,

Either I'lim;
or

GONDA

and

is

immeasurably superior

in

I2^£I=OSEID "UTOZfcT.

upon being furnished with the Genuine Gonda Porous Cell, and
direct for prices.
Do not use any zinc with our cell unless it

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,

called,

if
is

your dealer does not keep it send
stamped with the word Gondii.

149 West 18th

St.,

New

to us

York.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
g=|i

March

Sdwabd

C. H. Jackson, Preai.

Jas. P. McQdaxde, Sec'y and Treae.

Pebot, Vice-Prest.

S.

i6, i8?rj

THE NATIONAL CONDUIT MFG. COMPANY'S

WROUGHT IRON CEMENT-LINED PIPE
For Electrical Subways.
by the Metropolitan Telephone & Telegraph Company of New York;
by the Bell Telephone Company of Buffalo; by the Police and Fire
Departments of New York and Chicago, Etc.

In use

THIS SYSTEM IS PARTICULARLY ADAPTED FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT TRUNK AND DISTRIBUTION

TELEPHONE BUILDING, NEW YORK.

Address the Company,

CO J

ENGINEERING
707 and 709 Market

POND

31 Waterworks

Kansas

SPKCIAI/TIES :-The Araiigton &
ard Rocking and Sheffield Grates,

319 Ramge

Poles, "Wires, Cables, Conductor Cords,
Pins, Brackets, Insulators, Cross
Etc., Etc.

1

.,

,

t-end to

Correspondence Solicited.

of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRINC.
\ lll'KJ

I

I

111

1I1KTIIAW

nHRFUtt
JA.m*MJMbMli&&m

Office

a

,

.

..

,-,

'

t-,

at once ana be Correctly lieported in Whipple's

and Mill at Oscoda, Mich.

Exclusive Selling Agent: G. A. Hirmount. Western
Agtiit Electrlral HfiDtnitient New Haven ClockOo.,
315

Card will do.

.

i*'.

A-N^Tr, rn

tTENTO^N, Vlce-Freat. and Treaa,

CHAS. SIDNEY SMITH, Seo'y

Hotel and House Annunclaton
Electric

Gas Lighting.

The United

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

CO.,

<&

Wabash Avenue. Chicago

Directory.

Electrical

A Postal

CO.

DETROIT, MICH.

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,

<

me

& SONS LUMBER

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fred H. Whipple,

PROMPT SHIPMENTS.
Ammeters and Voltmeters

wg\

National

Annunciators and Everythinq Electrical-

PRICES LOW.

Link Belt. S»andBlake Pump, Korling Injector, etc.

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms, Cedar Poles,
Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled Promptly.

H
l»|j»lJl*i»»

AAJlffj,

9»( Bt

'JxHkMF

CARBONS AND GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

Filter,

The H.M. LOUD

WANTED.

I

a

Arms,

SSimB Engine. Steel Boilers, Ireann

Lowe lieater, Hyatt

SEND FOB I,\TRWT CATALOGUES.

Omaha.

Building.

FOR.

Erected Ready for Service.

City.

SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO,
S-A-KTS^S CITY, MO.

Bells, Batteries,

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED

St. Louis.

St.,

Building,

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

Electric Go.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,
Galvanometers, Bridges and Rheostats by

w

CALL
iTsk.X3a.GS

all

the Prominent Makers.

Electrical

Electric Lighting.

ATiii
.

924 Chestnut

BXAMXSrS.

C^ixeen
St.,

cfc

Co.

Philadelphia.

Apparatus and Supplies,

Telegraph Instruments.

SALT LAKE

"Wire nnd Batteries.

CITY,

UTAH.

-

S3 463INSULATING JOINT.
(THE STANDARD.)

XI

BOO.

E.P.GLEASONMFG.CO
181-189 MERGER STREET,
NKTKT YORK.
CHICAGO OFFICE, 233 LAKE STREET.

NoN-Magnetig WATGHES

MANI'FAt'TI'KEKS OF-

INDORSED

ELECTRIC RPPLIHNCES
IN

BT

Triomas

A.

Eliha Thomson,

Edison,

H.

S.

Edwin

Possons,

BRASS, IRON, TIN AND GLASS,

Fittings, Brackets, Fixtures, Shades, Globes,
Insulating Joints, Cut-outs, Holders, all Systems, and
Supplies for Arc and Incandescent Lighting.

Embracing
J.

Honston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

EE1TE

FOE CATALOOTTE

••

HZ "

1823.

FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELERS.
Send

for

Pamphlet "ARE YOU POSTED?"

to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH

CO.,

H 48.
IN

CRYSTAL.

177-179 Broadwav, H. Y.

ETCHED

33

3Q.

I

l(,ll

I

COLORS.

March

rf>,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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EICKEMEYER DYNAMOS the electric fare box
-AND

ELECT RIC

not an Experiment, but a

Is

MO TORS.

Money Saving

Practical

:

(United States Patents, Feb. 22, 1887; Feb.

14,

AND

:

1888.)

Labor Saving

Device,

Order them Subject to Your Approval,
:

AND

:

FNOT ALL WE CLAIM FOR THEM,
Return them at our Expense.
iiddiess

THE ELECTRIC FARE BOX
CEDAR

418

ST.,

CO.,

NASHVILLE, TENN.

OK BRANCH OFFICES:
J.

G.

BRILL CAR CO., Philadelphia.

L.

C.

DALLAS ELECTRIC MOTOR

WHITE, 107

CO., Dallas,

S.

8th

St., St.

Louis, Mo.

Texas.

Machine Complete.

THE FOREST CITY PACKING COMPANY,

Combine the simplest Construction and Highest Efficiency
yet obtained in Dynamo-Electrical Apparatus.

CLEVELAND, OHIO,

U. 8. A.

MANL'FACTLTREia OF TflE

PERFECT ELECTRICAL

Balance

in

ARMATURE

COILS.

Patent High Speed Packing,

————

NO RADIATION OF FIELD MAGNETISM.
There being no magnetism apparent
lines

MADE ESPECIALLY FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT ENCINES.

any exposed surface of the machine all the
of force are concentrated within the machine, and pass through the armature.
at

,

NO SPARKING AT THE COMMUTATOR

I

BuHTeM Fra

Oil

60

DayS* Trial.

President.

CDTLER,

Guaranteed.

Of

DO Pay.

JNO. H. BARRETT,

W. D.SARGENT,
E. H.

SatlSfaCtlOll

Treasurer and Manager.

Vire-Pree. find Consulting Electrician.
A. PERRET, Electrician.

FRANK

THE ELEKTRON MFB, CO.
Cor.

JAY AND PLYMOUTH STS

BROOKLYN,

NEW YORK OFFICE:
50 NASSAU ST.

.

N. Y.

1

MANUFACTURERS OF

THE PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS
AND DYNAMOS.
SMALL SIZES
A SPECIALTY.

2;;:

Machine with one Bide and half the

field coils

Sizes

1-8

These machines,

in

all

sizes,

and of any required capacity, are for general

sale

on

Heady,

:i[!i

TO

1

1-2 H. P.

Laminated Field Majnifts.
Lowest Armature Resistance yet
attained. No Lead to brushes,
consequently no sparking under
changes of load.

to the Trade, to Contracting; Engineers, to Electric Light, Power, and Storage Battery Companies,
to
their merits

i

the public, without restrictions or royalties as to territory or patents.

Low Prices.

Now

removed, showing the Inside errangement of armature
and coils.

Compact Machines.

Efficiency,

Regulation
AND

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET.

J. H.

EXCELLENCE

BUNNELL * CO.,

SOLE AGENTS,
106108 LIBERTY STREET,

OF

WORKMANSHIP.
ONE-SIXTU H.

P.

MOTOR.

Far in Advance of
N. T. «, ESTKUTE CAREEIXLY AND

all

BE CONVINCER.

others of Equal Size.
CATALOIil ES FURNISHED OS APPLICATION

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

March

"CENTRAL ELECTRIC

16, ij

CO..

ii

MANUFACTURERS DIRECT OF

Push Buttons, Bells,
Etc., Etc.,

and

Batteries, Switches, Annunciators,
will

make

Prices to suit our Customer.

Send us a List of what you want, and Prove our Assertion Correct.
Our Goods are BRIGHT, NEW, and LATEST IMPROVED.
flHSIPnzmNTFS
TRADE MARK.

Western

General

PROMPT.
La

Agents, 42

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

CHICAGO.

St.,

MACRAEON

fkjruslsjjSeetricfompany
-OF-

Salle

STORAGE
BATTERIES

MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The

MACRAEON STORAGE BATTERIES

the simplest In construction— are

and

will last longer than
great efficiency.
tion,

made with

do not "buckle," "blister" or "au-'pnate"— are

METAL BOXES- |ni"' less attenCLOSED
in the market, being practically indestructible and of
r ,,|

any other battery

These Storage Batteries can be Profitably Used

tor:

Incandescent Lighting on Arc CIrcultB everywhere using the same Dynamo and power
while idle daring the day, for charging the Batteries.
2.
Incandescent Light PiantB, whether isolated plants or central Stations, can be
doubled in capacity by nafng the Macraeon Storage Batteries.
3.
Surplus Power, Steam or Water, even irregular, wherever it can be had, in Factories,
Breweries or business buildings, can be utilized to great advantage and profit by storing electricity
during the day for lighting the place or neighborhood at night.
4.
Storage Batteries can also be used for steadying Incandescent or arc lights when run di1.

rect from the

dynamo.

Incandescent Lighting from the Macraeon Storage Batteries is l \IPORM, STEABY and RELIABLE. Mo Flickering, less Breakage of Lamps,
and, like gas, the light is always on hand day or night.
T

ELECTRIC MOTORS!

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

CARBONS FOE ARC LAMPS,

ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

ETC.
Complete Installations made, Including Dynamos and Motors. Special termB
Contractors and Supply Agents. Address
GEO.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
HO. ISO Wellington

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,

Hlrt-vi,

Ai.K.MMtf.K

HK.III'T,

Spoolal Affent.

No 201 Journal Building,
O. C.

MTKKIK,

WM. BALLOU,

President,

or

LEONARD PAGET,

to Electric

Chief Electrician,

Macraeon Storage Battery
7 Wall St., NEW YORK.
FACTORY, 110-114 Dickinson

St.,

-

-

Companies,

TRENTON,

Co*,
N. J.

March

1

6,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

18^9

^

^6 MANUFACTURERS OF

v-.ii

M

*/

Arc and Incandescent Electric Light

MACHINERY.
We Own

and Control the Inventions of Walter K. Freeman,
who was the Pioneer in the development of the Incandescent
Lamp and Transformer Systems of Electric Lighting, known to the market as the Alternating, or

Induction System.

DYNAMO LAMPS and CONVERTERS

To

be of the Highest Mechanical and Electrical Efficiency.

WE

ISSUE A BOND OF INDEMNITY

Protecting purchasers of our apparatus from any expense or loss
on account of patent litigation.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

EHU CLAIRE,

WIS., U. S. K.
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WOODWARD
G. H.
S. A.

H. H.

GALE, President.

f

PLUMMER. VICE-PKESIDENT.
HCMPHREY, TREASURER.

Gen. R. A. ALGER.

G. H.
IS. A.

\

GALE.

t&, 18

ELECTRICAL CO

BOARD OF DIRKCTOBM.
BROWN.
WILLIAMSON.

E. C.

T.

PLUMMER.

March

F. B.

TROUT.

WARREN.
THOMPSON.
H.HUMPHREY.

H.

}

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, SECRETARY.
FRANK B. TROUT, SUPERINTENDENT.

C. A.
C. H.

)

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT STORAGE BATTERY.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

in

construction,

has

now been found
to many

PECULIARLY ADAPTED

to

be

uses in

SPECIiiLLT

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE
which other types of

batteries

and
have

DURABLE,

jf^JD^^^TTZlD

Steadying Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,
Burglar Alarms,
Propelling Boats,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station Lighting,
Street Cars,

and

is,

owing

to its design,

failed.

TO

Isolated Lighting,
Auxiliary Central Station

Work,

Medical Purposes,

Running of Small Motors.

BATTERY

SECTION OF BATTERY PLATE.

ss Detroit Storage Battery,
MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS CRANTED TO C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
BEEN DULY ASSICNED TO THIS COMPANY,
Is positively the only Secondary Battery which will not Buckle, or tvhich will
withstand uninjured the Highest Bates of Discharge.

THE ONLY

SUCCESSFUL STOEAO-E BATTEET
IS

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE

The Woodward

Electrical Co.
FACTORY;

OFFICES:
69 Griswold

St.,

BYI

Campau

Building.

F.

B.

DETROIT, MICH.

TROUT,

Corner 13th and

General Manager.

Howard

Streets.

March

ifi,
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The Thomson-Houston
Electric Railway System.

Twenty-Three Roads

in

of Construction

ALL MATERIAL

Daily Operation, and Eleven

Now

in

Process

Under the Thomson-Houston Patents.

NOW MANUFACTURED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

18

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the
brakes applied from either platform.
Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
above the floor.
Direct gearing is used.
Bearings self-oiling.
The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the
No change of brushes for change of load or change in Thomson -Houston patents.
direction of rotation of the armature.
Contact with overhead conductor is had by means ot
trolley pressing against the 'wire from below.
The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior

to all others

work.
Only one pair of brashes for each motor.
Brushes self-feeding.

for railway

MOTORS a ELECTRICAL EQ UIPMENTS FURNISHED FOR MINING H OTHER SPECIAL WORK.
For Full Information and Estimates

_A_ddress the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.
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WEATHERPRO OF
LINE WIRE.
UNDERWRITERS' WIRE
MAGNET

COBD VULCANITE WIRE,

)

FOR

WIRE,

UNDERGROUND WORK.

ANNUNCIATOR WIRE,

THE BEST

OFFICE WIRE.
Insulators.

pins.

c E D AR

\

p 0LES

\

rope.

BRACKETS.
„ RY

C TCD

"

rULt Oltri.

\

C[DAR

f

i|

gg(

\

^ W Mm,
\

as \
ef- \

\
Are Bet,er ,han Porce "" n

PURPOSES,

-

THROUGHOUT.

M0DERATE PRICES

'

\

What R °P e Do

VOLTMETERS,

FOR

TESTING SETS.

Yofl Dse?

\ Sam P les pd

Quotations.

RUBBER TUBING,

Hard and

Soft.

BOTTOM PRICES

Incandescent

\

TRY THEM.

BRUSH

COPPER.
Lane

Assortment.

-ALL KINiis OF

LIGHTING.
'See

use,

tyQ

wuoi

\

BATTERY

\

.

\

A.T-

K'nds

zincs

AMALGAMATED

OF ALL KINDS,

and

V

blue

\

WltlTK FOR-

SWITCHES AMMETERS,

Arc

in

\ weather has no
\fectonit.

POLES

\

Lag Screws.
.

time

BEATTIE

\ INSULATORS \

after being a short

V

Cross_Ar_ms.

\

Will not break

FIRST-CLASS

THE CHEAPEST.

LAVA

Weatnerproof \

\

IS

Electric

Light

Catalogue.

Testing

Instruments.

Nee Electric Light Catalogue.

Write for Quotations.

See Electric Light Catalogue.

BOTTOM

PRIGES.

See Electric Light Catalogue.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY

C
FACTORIES:

ANSONIA, CONN.

RANDOLPH STREET,

H I C A GR Q171

BRANCH OFFICE:
505 Delaware St., Kansas

}

City.

March

1

6,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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X&V

ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.

NEW YORK.
Efficient Electric Motors
402-4 Greenwich

St.,

MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
WESTERN

NEW ENGLAND OFFICE: 19 Pearl St.. BOSTON,
OFFICE: 139 and 141 Adams Street, CHICAGO.
PHILADELPHIA. OFFICE: 301 Arch Street,
SOUTHERN OFFICE: 25 Carondelet Street, NEW

JOHN STEPHENSON
NEW YORK.

OELEANS

CO.,

I_irvTITE:i3,

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.
I.

J.

H. J.

DICKEY, President.
WELLS, Sec'y and GenU Man.

H. A.

FLEMON DRAKE,

KINNEY,

Sup't and Electrician.

L. H.

KORTT,

Vice President

Treasurer.

IL1CTE

m

The Empire City Electric Co,

»>

OMAHA, NEBRASKA.
DEALERS IN

15

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
For the Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Right.

DEY STREET,
NEW

YORK,

Hotel and House Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Fire Alarms, Electric Gae Lighting, Speaking Tubes,
Elevator Annunclatorfl, Batteries, Puah ButtonB, Electric PenB, Telegraph Learners* Instruments, Medical
Batteries, Linemen's Tools, Bell Hangers' Supplies, Railway Velocipedes, Cure, Etc.

WB8TKRN

Agents THE OKONITE CO., and the Return Call System
"We own the Franchises of the "Western

Alarms for Cities and Towns.

Manufacturers and

of Hotel Annunciators. Fire
StateB and Territories for the

Dealers

IMPROVED McCULLOH

-OTETON + DISTRICT * TEIiEGWF + gYg¥BJI,»*

IN

ALL KINDS OF

and are prepared to give franchises and construct plants on reasonable terms.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

S^Eatlmates furnished and contracts made for any and

all kinds of Electrical Work In any part of the
West. Correspondence solicited. Illustrated Catalogue and Pri^ft List on Application.
Authorized Contractors:
EdiBon Electric Light and Gamewell Fire Alarm'Tplegrapb.

THE LAW BATTERY.
FOR ALL CLASSES OF OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.

In the latest form the negative element is a Double Cylinder, one within
tile Other, having more surface and quantity than any other negative element in the
market. Its efficiency and durability surpass all its rivals, and it is guaranteed
for ten yeavs. As now made both elements are secured wholly beneath the <j(N or,
The cover is of blue glass and
instead of passing through the cover, as heretofore.
locks tight to the jar, absolutely preventing evaporation of water and creeping of salts.
Both binding posts are permanently attaohed to cover, and thoroughly protected
against corrosion.

TX3EHSH
Do

-A-3R.E

DECIDED IMPROVEMENTS.

not be so foolish as to buj' a Prism, Porous Cup, or other perishable negative element battery,
Ami do not waste
when one can be had which is
money by experimenting with any of the numerous new and untried batteries which arc constantly
"
Law,"
which
test
the
has
stood
the
eight
years,
coming and going, but buy
of

PRACTICALLY EVERLASTING.

LAW TELEPHONE

CO.,

Sole Agent for the Pacific Coast

:

II2 Liberty St.,

GEO.

L.

HENZEL,

NEW

YORK.

San Francisco,

Cal.
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FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
Fort

w «.yn©. Indiana.

Manufacturers of the

SLATTERY

INDUCTION

SYSTEM

out

OF

The Most Carefully Workedand Complete Alternating

System of Electric Lighting

IEaMSCENT

in

Existence.

lighting,

AND THE

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Lamps

ARC LIGHTING.

Converter!

12—16 Candle Powei

Guaranteed.

OF

and

to the Mechanical Horse

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

JENNEY ARC DYNAMO AND LAMPS.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS,

FORT WAYNE,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

IND.

907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 21 7 Sansome

St.

ClTY OF MEXICO OFFICE, F. ADAMS, SUCCESSOR.

Van Depoele Electric Manufacturing
or

Co.,

iwi.a.asrxTi'^k.oTXTH.aEiH.s

ARC

s«!

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHT APPARATUS
And

Electric Light Supplies of All Kinds.

THE

THE
Mayo

Van Depoele Arc Light

Incandescent

systieim:.

system.

DIRECT OR SERIES.

HIGH OE LOW TENSION,
DOUBLE OE SINGLE
OAEBON LAMPS.

ONLY
ABSOLUTELY
AUTOMATIC
DYNAMO.

MACHINERY
SIMPLICITY
ITSELF.

3VE
Never Blacken, and
Loin; Life

Dynamos or Lamps

:i

la

Made

GUARANTEED.
Send

Send

for Catalogue.

NEW YORK
EDWARD

E.

for Catalogue.

GENERAL OFFICE AND FACTORY,

OFFICE,

234 BROADWAY,
BRITTON, Manager.

to Suit any Cinrent
or System.

1

5 to 21 North Clinton Street,

CHICAGO.

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

CHICAGO,

Vol. IV.

Leather-Link

Self-Adjusting

Ireson's

MARCH

23,

1

No.

1889.

BUY

Belting.

O cents per Copy.
12.

E

TXTO

Unless they have the Dust-Proof Washer.

Patd. Nov. 10, '86.

Send for Ireaon'e

Illus-

HAZAZER & STANLEY,

trated Treaties on Self-

Especially adapted for
Electric purpoeee and
other liigh-apeedmuchin-

f

all

JBS

&I3

«ry.

Adjustin Leather Link
Belting, famished gra;

tuitously.

Every Belt guaranteed.

Manfd by CHARLES

L.

IRESON. 97 Hiqh

Electrical House-Furnishings,

32 & 34

Boston. Mass-

St..

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

THE WARING

FRANKFORT
I

CALLENDER

The

ST.,

NEW YORK.

-

^ESS
35 COMPANY,
NEW YORK.
re

<

18 Cortland St.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES AND CABLES.
MANUFACTURERS OP

Standard Underground Cable Co., Mf'rs,
General Offices, 708

PENN

AVE.,

-

PITTSBURGH, PA.

-

RRANPM RPPIPF^* i New York,
*

I

IS Cortlandt St., G. If. Wiley, Dff'g'r.
Chicago* 139 E. Madison St., F. E. Degenhardt, M'g'r,

jMtDAY S KERITE
IS

§
^liliBil ir
1

and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,
Railway and all other
Branches of Signaling.

E,

B,

McGLEES,

1LECTRIC

Building.

CHICACO.

THE ASHTON VALVES

H»ve» jJderep n t»aon

16 Dey

St.,

Locations.

iSLZVS&ZS&Sf&Si

now in the market.
Automatic In action, Perfectly Controlling the PreBeure of the hoee
ever speed the engine or pump iB working.

Simple

new YORK.

in construction,

218 LAKE

ST.,

CHICAGO.

271 FRANKLIN

ST.,

at

what-

BOSTON.

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,

PERFORATED BELTING!!!

Sole manufacturers of

COWLES' PATENTED

.

and Weather ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE.

Fire -Proof

Prevents Air Cushions.

~\7~m,l-vo m

.hemo,tp e rfectof

G1,e Perfect security against boiler explosion.
whether Steamboat, Locomotive or Stationary.

THEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES
all

8 el,eln R

i

TWETTt
XU1J1U SAPTCTY
t3-0.J-.LilX V4T.VPS
lAJJIUa

Subterranean Use,
Submarine Use
Concealed Wiring in

"Y7"«,X-*7-o,

Relief

and high

for

,
Fnrased
rf *
L6aa
nGaSGa Wines
wire *

General Manager,

68 Commerce

Noiseless

Aerial Use,

All Sizes

BURDICK,

General Western Sales Agent,

INSULATION. Iiocomotlve Safety Valve,
Til© Ashton Iiocli Safety
Tile Asliton Water
durable

Insulatlc
ulatlon.
Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Electric Light

J. R.

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back

The acknowledged Standard
*

BITITE AND TRINIDAD INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
ELECTRIC LICHT WIRES OF ALL SIZES A SPECIALTY.

GUARANTEED FOR

B

B

C

Proof
A

DYNAMOS.
Schieren

Chas.
OAK

46

&

Co.,

(Mfrs.)

AND MANUPACTUBERS AND TANNERS OF
TANNED LEATHER BELTING AND LACE LEATHER.

SOUTH CANAL STREET. CHICAGO.

trie

ILL.

Chables

Danikl W. Makmon, PrcBldent.
ADDISON II. Nobdykk, Vice-President.

CUT SHOWING STVLtt OF INSULATION.
.4.— Copper Wire.
maturated with a Black,

i>.

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters.
Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

wspcennuc.
WAKtKUUMfe.

.in nm'.-,,

B. B.— Two Braids, saturated with
Wrather-Proof Composition.

(
-j

9 and 21 Cliff St.,

64

W a8tington

Fire-Proof Insulation.

New

Owners

of

all

the Patents and Inventions of Charles U. Jenney

(known

as the

COWL

Urainarp Roriboh. socret»r.
Amos K. Hollowxll, TrcMurai

Electrician.

Jenney Electric Company,
Solo

Pun

FACTORIES:
ANSONIA,

York.
Chlcaao, Ills.

St.,

C— Braided

Samples furnished upon application.

Jenney System) and Solo Owners and Manufacturers of

his

Improved Dynamo, [amp

$

Electric fl]otor.
Iu

all

Arc and Incandescent Lighting
Simple, dnmblOt economical,
System loads.
and penetrating. In these csientlolB it chal-

doBlrablo feat turn of

the Joi

v

atuHtiy, brilliant

lenge* cumparleon

Estimates Promptly Furnished lor Erecting Electric Lighting
Plants lor Cities, Companies or Individuals.

Prices Furnished for the Jinncy Arc or Incandescent Systems, or for both combined.
TheJennej

tncandcsonl Dynamo* are self-rcfrultttngi
011 and I'll .>f one. or nil of the Lamps

mil permit Hie turning

I

ill

Will.

TM* Company qImb
t*r sem

tqb

special attention to furnishing Mills,

mnm luoimitK

inn qescbisisc

m mill.

-*j

OFTtOI

Cor. Kentucky Ave. and Morris St.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

L
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Electric Go.
WESTERN OFFICE:

EASTERN OFFICE:

620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM
-

-***-

Electric Hrc-[ighting
I3ST

THE WORLD.

SERIES LAMPS
FOB

Urc-Circuits.
These Lamps have repeatedly

shown

their superiority

test.

under

*

First Medal

;

First Prize

:

Best Arc-Light, Louisville, 1883,
Best System of Arc-Lighting,

Ctncinna'.i Industrial Exposition, 1883.

This

Company was

given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions
at

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

London, August

1

1,

1885,

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
These dynamos are automatic

in their regulation

durable.

and

will

FOR DIRECT LOW TENSIOIV

LIGHTING.

No other Incandescent
maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit.
are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

Our Incandescent systems

*'
SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all

sizes for the transmission of Power.
»,nd

Incandescent

Plans and estimates for

Llffhtlnir

Exhibitior

FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

and Power Plants.

all

kinds of Arc

Lamp

is

so perfect am

March

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

23, it

THE MITCHELL VANCE
iMurrrMHOI-H to

CO., HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,

809

H1ITCHEU,, TABICK A CO.)

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF
ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS

-rr

we

St., St. Louis,

tors'

Solicit Cor-

Mo.

Mannfai-toreri aod Pat'nt**! of

The Long Distance

Architects' and Decora-

Chicago for our

Goods,

81 7 S. 7th

AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.

Having no Special Agent
in

to

INCANDESCENT

Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

Electric Light

respondence from
with Fidelity

SYSTEM.

Buyers, which
given Motive.

to the

we Promptly Answer.
Patented in

all

Civilized

CountrieH.

The

Insulating Joints,

Combination Fixtnres,

suited

Brackets,

Electroliers,

only

I.NCANDES-

CEXT SYSTEM

q

and

especially

Central

Station

work, combining the SUCCESSFUL ILLUMINATION of
the STREETS with the universal supply of light for all COM-

All Fittings for

MERCIAL and DOMESTIC requirements.
The most ECONOMICAL SYSTEM in every respect.
Noted for the BRILLIANCY and BEAUTY of the light.

Incandescent Lighting.

Pendants, Reflectors,

for

Having the simplest mode of wiring, the greatest production of
C. P. to the H. P., and a number of other important advantages.
Its practical

and financial success has been demonstrated by

CENTRAL STATIONS which have adopted the
HEISLER SYSTEM within the last three years.
Our system is the only PERFECT AUTOMATIC, adjusting
numerous

its

load correspondingly with the

number

of lights.

We furnish lamps from 10 up to 100 C. P. to any desired
distance from the Central Station on a single wire, No. 8
American gauge.

MANUFACTORY,

We guarantee the lamps not to blacken and to

SALESROOM,

24and25thSt. and 10th Ave.,

836-38 Broadway and 13th

NEW YORK

maintain their

brilliancy superior to all other systems.

St.,

Over 5,000 of our incandescent lamps of various candle
powers have been placed for Illuminating the streets and boulevards, connected by more than 1,500 miles oi line wire circuits

CITY.

The Daft
Electric Co.,
HTSULATIUfi COMPANY,

new yo rk and

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

INSULATED

WIRES and

CABLES

FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

for Mines,

Prices and

No. IRS
\l

Samples on Application

Economy,
The Daft Motors for Power

at

NEW YORK

CITY.

F.CS., London, Chemical Engineer, General Manager,

supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

Electric Light,

Telegraph and Telephone Companies, to United States Vessels,
Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other services wherever a First-class Electrical Installment is
Required. Our
Materials and Workmanship are Guaranteed

and correspondence
Articles.

is

solicited from

Speed,
Endurance,

Specially

FOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We have

using Safe
Currents in the operation of Street

Chemioal Works, Eto.

FRONT STREET,

1 MRSHAW,

The only Company

Railways.

Guaranteed to Give Satisfactory Services Underground and Overhead.

Adapted

chicago.

tribution are unexcelled.
Send for Circular Matter.

New York Office
BOREEL BUILDING,

the Very Best,

companies and architects requiring our

Dis-

115

BROADWAY.

Please Mention the Western Electrician.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

March
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CleTrela-n-d., ©Halo.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
ENGINEERING COMPANY,
LIBERTY
OLIVER
81 LAKE ST,,
ST.

61

boston.
H. A.

1

I

CHICAGO.

I

ST.

109

I

NEW YORK

-

CONTRACTING ENCINEERS FOR ERECTINC COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

Electric bight and

power Stations

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screeningi
NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

SYNOVIAL
Dynamo and. Cylinder Oils.
to none.
Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
Adopted by the largest
machinery.
By refiltering can be used continually.
Electric Plants of the West.

Second

8.

43 River St.,
WRITE FOB "BICES AND SAMPLES.

TAUSSIG, Agent,

CHICAGO.

"THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY."
By FRED H. WHIPPLE.

A

new and original book, designed to inform a practical public without the use
cr trustifying technical terms.

$100.

THE "LITTLE WONDER" DYNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINE

Plating Machines
requiring a speed

1800 to
3600 reuolutionsper
of from

minute, are only
for toys.

Ever 1,000 in Successful

egb^
^J^r%-

fit

jp*:
Please send for Cata<

OONTE1TTS:

The Mechanical Production, Transmission and
Power Purposes.

log ue of 1SS«»

The

Utilization of

Electricity

Lacquers,

Application to the Propulsion of Cars.
The different systems described, with Illustrations Showing their Methods of
and
Operation.
Construction
Where and When and How These Systems Have Been Applied.
Comparison of Electric Propulsion to Other Methods.
What does it cost to build an electric road; cost to operate; what are the advan-

History of

largest manufacturers
Platers' Supplies,

of Nickel

for

etc.

its

Van Winkle

Haiisou,

&

Co..

XKM AHK,
NEW

N. J.

TOES. OFFICE:

tages?

Application of Electricity to Elevated Railways and to Stationary Power.
Overhead systems, conduit systems, storage batteries, etc., etc., described and

Jk

92 and 94 Liberty St

Ui'istrated.

Cost of Producing Electricity; of

its

Transmissions; of

its Utilization.

Steam and Water Power and their application to the Electric current.
Price, bound in paper, $1.00; bound in flexible Russia, $2.00.

I"-u.'fc>lisli©ca.

FRED

H.

Toy

WHIPPLE,

Detroit,

Michigan,

Stored Electricity.

DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

Central Station

Electrical Accumulators

Batteries,

Storage Batteries,

And Complete

Isolated Lighting,

LIGHT

Especially Adapted to

Railroad Car

and

For Towns,

STREET CAR PROPULSION.

Street

Long Distance

ff inch Completely Displaces Gas.

Lighting.

THE ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATOR
44 Broadway, New York.

CO.,

91

CRISWOLD STREET

POWER PLANTS
Offices, Residences, Factories

Cars Equipped
for Electric Propulsion.

Tie

Oldest and Most Experienced Electric

Motor Company iiCthe

THE ELECTRO-DYNAMIC COMPANY
OF PHILADELPHIA.

DETROIT OFFICE

CHICAGO OFFICE:

PHCENIX BUILDING.

Electric

Theaters, Etc

Lighting,

THE 0HLY SYSTEM

and Ammeters,

SWITCHSS,

Lighting,
or

Voltmeters

Main

224

Office,

Carter

St.,

Philadelphia.

New York

Office,

44 Broadway.

The K napp M aRTUFACTURBRS
Works.
E lectrical
OF
Magneto

Bells, Annunciators,

Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries,

Push Buttons, Etc,

PEA T^ERS IN

EVERYTHING POnELECTRICAL.
THE
AGBTJTS

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A Full Line ot their Celebrated Wires,

Buy your Goods

Cables and Tapes

of the

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

-

-

-

CHICAGO.

March
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C<3

o
o

*E o
CLP O
s

w
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The

GOULD PACKING COMPANY,

McCreary's Reflector Shade

A. A.

3C Cambridge Street,

EAST CAMBRIDGE. - MASS.,

BEAUTIFUL AND DURABLE.
COMFORTABLE TO THE EYES.
NO DIRECT RAYS.
LAMPS INCREASED MORE THAN DOUBLE

MANUFACTURE TUE

Gould Steam and Water Packing
The Original Ring Packing.

Pat. June 1,

ILLUMINATINC POWER.

IN

5 SIZES for 10 to 100 C. P. Lamps.

1880.

SUSPEND: D BY FLEXIBLE CORD.
NO FIXTURES REQUIRED.

Superior to any Packing- in the market for Steam, Water
Ammonia. Self-Lubricating, does not corrode the rod,
never grows hard if directions are followed. Sent on thirly
day b' trial. Satisfactory or no pay. None genuine without
[his trade mark and date of patent stamped on wrapper.
or

ALBION CHIPMAN, Treasurer.

DYNAMO
PULLEYS.
SECURE
BEST RESULTS,
you would

the

YORK.

Send lor Circular B.
Agents tor toe Canadas,

g

All similar Packings are imitations andcalculated to deceive*

If

NEW

18 and 20 Cortlandt Street.

Beware of Infringements and Imitations.

NATIONAL

Messrs.

TMPHONK
6SJO

Use PAPER PULLEYS.

AHEARN & SOPER.

OTTAWA, ONTARIO

-

MANUFACTURING

CI).

ATXANTIC AVENUE,

BOSTON.

The following is the result of a test recently made at
the Franklin Institute, showing the relative value of
Paper Pulleys over Iron in the transmission of power:
Transmission, Iron, 34 lbs. Paper, 144 lbs., with equal
tension of belt.
Tension, Iron, 150 lbs. ; Paper, 39 lbs. for equal transmission.
Width, Iron, 12 inch; Paper, J inch (unsafe for belt).
Diameter, Iron, 48 inch; Paper, 24 inch for equal ten-

Exclusive manufacturers ol (he unrivaled

;

BENNETT TELEPHONES
UNEQUALED FOB
Private Lines

sion.

Contact, 90° on 24" Paper equals 180° on 36" Iron.
^P~ These Pulleys are ueed and indorsed by the leading Electric Light Manufacturing Companies.
For Price Litis and discounts write to

AMERICAN PAPER PULLEY

anil

Stealnng-Me

Use.

Thoueands of these instruments in nse
throughout the civilized world attest
their popularity.

NEW AND DECIDED IMPROVEMENTS THROUGHOUT.

CO.

Especially Adapted to Covered or Heavy Galvanized Steel Wire.

MECHANICAL, ELECTRIC, OR MAGNETO SIGNALS.
Our

number—

broadly cover, either combined or eepara'ely, the nee
U. S. Patents— 15 in
of a Hearing Tube, a Curved Transmitter Tube, perfect Insulating DeviceB a* d numerous minor
features, likewise a tranBnillting wire covered or mnftled, or formed of two or more strands of wife
twisted or braided together. The use of any of these features with any other mechanical teltpbone
infringes onr rights, ;ind renderB the manufacturer, seller or user liable to suit Iherefor.
PRICE-LISTS UPON APPLICATION.

Liberal Discounts to Electrical Dealers

and

Fitters.

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING & M'F'G CO,
ROOMS, 200 and 202

18

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST. LOUIS.
MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

BALL DYNAMOS

A D

JL

UNIFORM

IN QUALITY,

LONG LIFE AND GOOD LIGHT

LAMPS

FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
This system Is mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a steady
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required

and the cost of repairs.
For descriptive circulars or testimonials, address

CHARLES W. RAYMOND,
39 Dearborn

Street,

THE BEST FOR

Western Agt

Tremont House,

ELECTRIC LIGHTING

CHICAGO,
ILL.
THE STANDARD CARBON COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO
Maiixifftcturors of
-

-

-

Send

for

our

New

Catal^^ue.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

March

SOLB BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine

P.

ALUS

RELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
of all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Pulleys, Cears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

TJNEQTJALED FOR ECONOMT OF FUEL, REGULARITY OF
MOTION, AND DURABILITY IN USE.

Forest City Electric
Manufacturers

0.

& CO.,

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Is

IT IS

23, 1886

iztforls.s,

E/WARD

IfMfKLIN S^ CARTER'.:

ESTABLISHED

CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

V/ILKINS

1S67.

1PARTRIC&& CARTER

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES.

MANUFACTURERS OF AND. DEALERS IN'EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

Quick Make and Break Uncontrolled by the Handle.

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

Correspondence
Solicited

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND. BURGLAR ALARMS,

with

.

i'BELLS,

Companies.

AND
''

B.

CLEVELAND,

183

Proprietor,

SENECA STREET, CLEVELAND, a

A FULL LINE

OF

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.

V
W.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF
D1SQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES,' GAS-LfGHTING APPARATUS

Light

Electric

We

publish Catalogues

.of

all -'our Manufacture'*,

application:

ami will forward

to

any address

,,_,'. i
whether "Electric

upoii

,,„
Bell or
General
N.B.^When applying for Catalogues, please state
supply" Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trade inclose business card for discounts.
,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

114 South Second Street.

ELEMENTS

,,';,

ELECTRIC LIGHTING

OF

BY PHILIP ATKINSON,
260 Pages, Cloth Bindine,

Ph. D.
Price $1.50.

Illustrated,

an elaboration and revision of the popular series ot articles which ran through the
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN under the same title. It treats of: Principles of the Dynamo; Alternate
Current Dynamos; Direct Current Dynamos; Electric Terms and Units; Electric Measurements
This book

is

The Arc Lamp; The Incandescent Lamp; The Storage
Sent, postage prepaid, on

—IAGENT5

Also Rawhioe Lace {.tijwuC.^-

Distribution.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
IN

ALL CITIESr
<>

J.B.YOUNG,

Electric

Battery;

receipt of price.

B. K.

President and Treas.

Lakeside

IE

nil dine,

Chicago

JAMISON, Vice-President.

COMPANY
SOLAR CARBON * MFC.PITTSBURGH,
PA.

69 Schmidt & Friday Building,
Process Patented.
CARBONS made from Natural Gas.
and
Good
Well Selected
BATTERY CARBONS OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTY.
Office, No.

Western

Office,

i

75 Randolph

<

Special Discounts on Large Orders.

Street, Chicago.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK
Price, Postage Prepaid to

any address

in the

United States or Canada, $1.00.

ATJTJHEBS

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
O IjaU.oslde

Bti.ilca.Ixxs,

OWcago.

Fo* ELEQ&§%fflL

Purposes

TUBINC ALL^SlZJFS OOOO8O0M0««

Pore

rubber

SarTiples and

,t~

prices

upon application;

^^ddres* Bf.Goodrich Co.
THE

AKRON RUBBER

WO/f/fS

AKRON,

OHIO.

March

23,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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His Patents Sustained

by the United States

Supreme

Court.

THE EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
Takes pleasure in announcing to its patrons and the general public that the decision of the
Supreme Court of the United States, filed on the 21st ult., in the case of the
Bate Refrigerator Company, is in fact a decision

SUSTAINING THE EDISON PATENTS
In the many suits brought by the Edison Company, in the lower courts, against infringers of the Edison patents, the
defendants have evaded the merits of the controversy, thus tacitly admitting the fact of infringement, and have interposed a plea alleging that our patents have been voided by the expiration of patents previously granted in foreign
countries.

Hence the delay in establishing our rights. In the meantime, other electrical companies have been indiscriminately
copying our devices and methods, not even assuming that they themselves were the original inventors, but simply relying upon the construction of a statute by the lower courts invalidating our fundamental patent. In pursuance of our
expressed determination to secure a decision upon the point of law involved, we have had the Bate Refrigerator case
(covering the identical question) argued before the U. S. Supreme Court, with the result announced above, thus

Completely Deprivingthe Defendants of their Main Defense.
We have now only

to 'prove the fact of infringement in order to secure prompt injuncand damages from, those who have been so long using with impunity that
HIGHEST A UTHOBITY now concedes to have been ours, exclusively, from

tions against,
which the
the beginning.

This is simply to establish

A QUESTION OF FACT.
Was,

or

Was

lot, Edison the Original Inventor

This question has been decided in his favor a great many times, primarily by the U. S.
Patent Office, which granted to him Patents bearing earliest dates; then by tfie various
courts of Europe, through the crucial examination of which the question has many times
passed.

Thus the

QUESTION OF LAW having now been settled by the Supreme Court of the
and the QUESTION OF FACT by tliehighest expertsof the world, this com-

United States,

pany now notifies
trespass

the Public of its intention to call
its rights in

a halt and demand a reckoning for the

and abuse of

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT
16AND1S BROAD

ST..

NEW YORK.

By EDWARD

H.

CO.,
JOHXSON, President.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
rri

i&i
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TT "^"
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^

WESTINGHOBSE ELECTRIC

CO.

J

THE PIONEERS IN INCANDESCENT LIGHTING

ALTERNATING CURRENTS
AND OWNERS OF

FUNDAMENTAL PATENTS PERTAINING THERETO.

COMPLETE CENTRAL STATION

OUTFITS.

Alternating Current Apparatus,
Direct Current Apparatus,

Arc Lighting Apparatus,
Electric Motors,

Electric Meters.

150

CENTRAL STATIONS IN OPERATION.
OFFICES

IN

ALL LEADING CITIES.

150

March

23,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

a

T ±1 K

*

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

CO.

J

-LESSEES OF-

THE UNITED STATES ELECTRIC LIGHTING
Sales Department, 120 Broadway,

NEW

CO.

YORK.

Arc and Incandescent Apparatus
I'on.

ISOLATED LIGHTHTG-.
Efficient

Apparatus!

Economical Lamps!
Ingenious Devices

THE SAWYER -MAN
510 West 23d

Street,

ELECTRIC

CO.,

NEW YORK.

Incandescent Electric

Lamps

anx)

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC WORK.

ELECTRIC AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.
CORRESPONDENCE WITH DEALERS INVITED.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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23, 1889

BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK
>

r
FOR THE NEXT FOUR WEEKS

WE

$10.00

%

WILL FURNISH TO ANY ONE PURCHASING

WORTH OP

%

BELLS, BATTERIES,
PUSH BUTTON'S
=.A.^TI>

ANNUNCIATOR WIRE,
Remitting cash with the order,

one copy of the above book by F.

BADT,

B.

containing

97 ILLUSTRATIONS AND 70 CHAPTERS,
TBEiLTIUG- 02T
BATTERIES, ELECTRO-MAGNETS, INDUCTION COILS,

ELECTRIC BELLS, ANNUNCIATORS,
Burglar

Alarms,

Gas

Lifting

Apparatus,

Electric

Heat

Regulation,

RUNNING OF ELECTRIC WIRES AND TESTING INSTRUMENTS, FREE OF CHARGE.

In sending in your order, mention this advertisement.

of Bells, Annunciators, Fire Alarm and Room-Calls,
Pushes, Pulls, Electric Gas Lighting, and Electric Burglar
Alarms, furnished on application.

Our January 1889. Catalogue

WESTERN ELECTRIC

CO.,

-

-

CHICAGO.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO,

Vol. IV.

Paris Palais Royal Central Station
view of the Edison Palais Royal Central
station in Paris is shown in the accompanying
The installation has just been completed.
cut.
In the station will be eight dynamos. They will be
operated by eight independent 160 horse power
engines placed in two parallel rows. They will be
belted directly to the generators, as shown in the
cut. The machinery is not all in position. When
finished the station will have a capacity of 14,000
The lamps will be employed in lighting
lights.
Francaise and Palais
the theaters Comedie
Royal, and the stores and restaurants of the
Palais Royal and several of t^e government
The cut is taken from a recent issue of
offices.

A

Electricite.

Louis Electric Light Plant.
be commenced at once on the

St.

Work

will

plant

The

Indianapolis

MARCH

No. 12

23, li

Jenney company and the

New York

Electrical Accumulator company,
whose respective systems will be brought into
use, have already increased their capacities, and

are

now

in

a

position

to

go

work imme-

to

diately.

The whole

enterprise

will

be under the su-

perintendence of D. J. Harris, who is now
consulting engineer and manager of the Accumulator company.

Dr. D'Unger's
Dr. Robert

D'Unger

phone has already been described

whose

expects soon to begin operations. A company
is being
organized, and considerable stock has
been subscribed. E. J. Devens of Coldwater,
Mich., who is promoting a scheme for the erection of barb wire fences, the top wire of which

edly elated over the fact

company had

secured the award. The
plant, he said, could be
capable of maintaining
4,000 arc lights of 2,000
candle power each, and
10,000 incandescent
burners of the accumulator system.
Of the
4,000 arc

lights

2,226

be used for lighting

the streets, as stipulated

and
the contract,
1,774 for private use in

in

commercial
buildings
and elsewhere. Of the
t 0,000
incandescent
lights more than 4,000
have already been disposed of.

In the construction of
the lines over 300 miles
of wire will be used,
and negotiations are now

PARIS PALAIS ROYAT.

pending to supply it.
Twenty miles will be placed in underground conduits, and the remainder strung overhead.
The
revenues from the contract with the city will be
$166,439.50 a year,

which,

together with

the

from private lighting, will bring about
$300,000, from which the contractors expect to
receipts

realize a

handsome

profit.

The ground for the central station has already
been secured, and while the members of the

company are averse to stating
it may be said that it
is in a

the exact location,
central portion of
the city, and on the line of one of the large railways.
This will give them every facility for
handling their material without the necessity of

draying it. Such an arrangement will result in
the saving of a vast amount of money during
construction, as well as after the plant is in
working operation. The coal consumption will
aggregate 100 tons per day.
The construction will give employment for
eight months to 1,000 men in various capacities,
and when the actual work of lighting begins

250

men

will find

in the copper market remains
unchanged. If there be any change
The
it appears to be in favor of the syndicate.
arrangement between the trust and the owners
of the mines has been completed, it is said, and
it is believed that the French syndicate has sucin
securing
ceeded

outlook

practically

much more

Jenney company,
whose system will be
employed for arc lighting, was in Chicago last
week.
He was decid-

will

The

favorable

terms than were at first
announced.
The contracts with the owners
of mines have been renewed for a term of ten
years, the price has been
lowered, and in case of
an overstocked market
such as the present, it
is
said the syndicate
has the power to restrict
the output for a limited

apolis

his

The Copper Market.

tele-

in this paper,

constructed for
lighting the city of St.
Louis
by electricity.
The cost will be about
Brainerd
$500,000.
Rorison, of the Indian-

that

held communication with Milwaukee when Bell's
instrument could not be operated.
It
is
expected that a public test of the new
instrument will be made shortly at South Chicago in the presence of numerous railroad officials who are interested in the scheme.

Telephone

of Chicago,

be

to

does not intend to prosecute his claims, but
rather asserts that his system does not conflict
with those in use to-day; in other words, he
claims that Bell has not discovered the true secret of telephony.
In proof of this he says he-

steady work.

CENTRAL STATION

and used for a conductor, has
been investigating Dr. D'Unger's instrument,
and decided to utilize it. It is the intention of
Mr. Devens to erect these fences along the lines
of the principal railroads in the country, and
use the telephones for railroad service.
His
scheme is to afford communication between the
conductors of freight trains and principal stations.
Railroad men who have been approached
on this subject say the scheme is practicable, according to Dr. D'Unger, and it is represented
that its adoption would effect a saving of a large
amount of money to these corporations. Another
scheme is to construct these fences, provided
shall be insulated

with telephone connection, in country districts,
anil thus enable farmers to communicate with
their neighbors and those who may have business with them in the villages and cities near at
hand.
Moreover, Dr. D'Unger claims to have
the only practicable long distance telephone in
the market.
He says it is not an infringement
on Bell's patents, and he does not fear litigation.
Although he claims to have discovered the secret of the telephone before Hell and Gray, he

period.
The fact that
the syndicate has succeeded during the week
in making large sales at
good prices indicates
that it can unload its
stock without loss; in
fact, there appears every reason to believe
that the recent sales
were highly profitable
to the syndicate. Moreover, it appears there is
almost unlimited capital behind this giganIt
tic trust.
has no
trouble
whatever
in
securing loans.
Many
times since it beganoperations it has been
reported bankrupt, but
it
continues in its course, and bids fair to
outlive many of the corporations that have
Despite
combined for its destruction.
facts,
consumers continue to
hope for a
reduction.
Many of them still believe the
syndicate will be compelled to give up. and
others, thinking that there will be no further
advance in the market, see no inducement
A gentleman
to invest at the present prices.
interested in Chicago copper trade said to a
representative of the Western Electrician
the other day: "There has been a large reduction
in the consumption of copper since the
went up. Builders have been obliged to economize, and use galvanized iron for cornices,
etc.. where they would have used copper but for
the great advance in prices.
They can get along
without copper, but electricians cannot
course they have been keeping their orders down
pretty close, too, but they have to use copper.
and they have to buy it. Their orders are not
so large as they formerly were, but since they
customed to paying the advanced price
iln ic is less grumbling and kicking.
do not
1
:

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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This syndicate

anticipate a reduction in prices.

shown itself strong enough to weather a
rough storm, and I believe it will control the
copper market and get its own prices during the
has

next ten ye:
A dispatch from

Pans

La Bourz,

says:

a fer-

March

source of considerable income to the managers
of the road.

Electrical Distribution.
granted to George Westingweek, for a system of electrical

System of
A patent was
house,

last

jr.,

23,

iS

mitted over main conductors to points near the
stations at which they are to be utilized, at which
station electric converters are employed for
transforming the currents.
In the cut A represents an electric generator

adapted to produce alternating currents. The
currents of one character are simultaneously

—

transmitted upon a series of in this instance
three
main lines Z' L- Z 3
Simultaneously
currents of the opposite character are transmitted upon three other lines,
L'° D.
These
lines are adapted to carry currents of, say, 2,000
volts each, and they extend near each other to
points in the district where it is intended to use
the currents for operating the incandescent
lights d 1/ J or other suitable translating devices.
The devices are connected in circuit with two
distributing conductors, /' /-', and these conductors are supplied with other currents from
the main lines through intervening converters
2
1
The primary coil p of the converter
C' C
C" is connected in circuit between main line

—

.

V

C

.

conductors Z' and Z by means of conductors
1
and 4. The converter C 2 is connected in cir4

L" Z

between the lines
ner by the conductors

the same manand the primary
coil / of the third converter, C\ is connected
by the conductors 3 and 6 with the remaining
pair, L' and Z
of the main lines.
In this
manner each converter is connected with a difThe secondary coils
ferent pair of main lines.
cuit

2

and

:

in

'

5,

1

',

of the respective converters are connected
multiple arc with the lines /' and P.
The
conductors Z' J. 1 etc., thus combine to supply
The conductors 1, 2
the conductors /' and /-.
and 3, leading from the lines L'. L- and L'\ are
respect vely provided with switches T', T~ and
T", each provided with three points, /', / and t'\
respectively connected with the three lines, Z',
s s

j-

in

,

By this means each conductor, 1,
Z" and Z 3
2 and 3, may be connected with either of the
The conductors 4, 5 and 6 are likethree lines.
wise constructed with switches T\ T* and T \
These switches are each provided
respectively.
with contact points t\ f' and /", connected with
Upon the
the lines L\ Z and Z", respectively.
interruption of the connections of any line Z', Z,

FIC

SPRACUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AT WILKES'lARRE.

I.

The

essential features are

shown

vent supporter of the copper ring, admits that
the crisis is appalling, and announces that all
mines have consented to stop their output for

distribution.

two months.

supplying currents from any convenient source

following remarkable statement was issued last week by R. G. Dun & Co., on the copper
market: "The great fall of copper from about
t'So to £25 per ton at London appears to have
come to stay. Liquidation is a confessed necessitv at Paris, and consumers in this country are
looking for much lower prices when contracts
run out in June."

of electricity to translating devices located at
more or less distant points.
The object of the invention is especially to
provide means for supplying the required cur-

The

The Sprague

Electric

in the

to

accompanying

the

class

The

cut.

of electric

invention relates

circuits

employed

for

T

''

Z

the corresponding converter, C", C- or
connected therewith, could be connected
with one of the other of the conductors upon
or

:i

,

C'\

Roads

In the accompanying engraving, which represents two electric cars on a Y on the Wilkesbarre
& Suburban railroad, a very good idea of the
Sprague method of overhead wiring can be obtained.
This road is one of the earliest which was installed by the Sprague company, and it has been
The first
n operation for about ten months.
^ment consisted of three cars for operation
over two miles of track, but the success of the
road has been so great that the railway company
irdered a duplicate equipment from the

ompany.
view of a Sprague electric car
on at Steubenville, <)., passing under a
The
railroad bridge on tbi
the road.
good :I'm of the wide range
of movement of the trolley arm, which can reach
from twelve to fourteen feet above the car,
Fig. 2 gives a

'

when
demands such
I

'

the location of
a wide change,
this road is extremely

of -.imply a

light,
1

hollow iron

and sup|
spring, which

ar,

al-

•ry direction necessary.

Sprague ele< tri<
etc Vshe•

ting

fi

ature to
IT A'.i

,

equipment

railway also
ted by electric

road
arolina railfreight

and

a

manner

1

111

I

in

should there 1><- any
interruption in the connection of any given supply ondut tor here will l»- onvenieni means at
hand for substituting therefor another supply
thus providing a path for the cur1

'

ii

:i

thai

1

1

rents until the original in nils are ri paired
The system relates especially to electrical distribution in winon' an Iran
1

1:111

ll'H

the

VI

same

STEU1IKNVIM.IS.

side of the system,

am

the currents

I'e-

would therefore I"' del ivered through
that main line to the converter originally conquired

net ie.1 therewith, as
'

onverter

of

1

the line

well

hus connei ted
being such as

as
in

to

1

the additional
the capacity
eon vey the current
lo

irct lit,

required more or less perfectly.
if

any one conductor

fails, the

In this

manner

supply of the

March
lines /'

2.5,

/
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is

kept up by the other lines

until the

defective line is restored.
Among the claims in the patent specification
are the following:
combination, with a source of elec
1. The
of multiple conductors extending from
the respective poles, a series of converters having their primary ceils respectively connected
tricity,

The Commercial Value

161

the Storage

of

Me
assigned

Battery.
in

for busi
that

is.

the
it

is

FOREI BAIN.
.

The

spun theories of the experimenter
and the beautiful schemes and analyses of the
chemist are not appreciated when presented to
the stoical

man

of

" Will

practical business.

it

ert-

The

best water wheels losi
ngthe fall of water into mechan-

line

The gas engine
useful energy in

loses 35

operation: rope
t. of
cable transmission only return 2
ergy to be conveyed, and the steam engine
and boiler absorb or lose 50 per cent, of the
I

tential

energy of

The

best

coal

its

rsion

in

dynamos have an

into

1

other words, it
only to conveit
mei h. lineal motion into electricity by this mi
The best storage batteries have a possible commen ial efficiency of .So per cent.: but it will be
safe to subtract about 10 per cent, for loss by
deterioration and neglect, the result of ignor
and rough usage. The average effii
This percentmay consider to be 72 per cent.
age is fair, and in my opinion, it may be depended
It may be seen, therefore, that about 70
upon.
per cent, of the useful energy of a steam engine
may be stored in this way, and be utilized at
will.
Cable transmission can bear no comparison
iem v of 00 per cent., or
involves a loss of 4 percent,
elii'

in

in point of economy to these figures. Compared
with the steam engine as a transformer of energy, the storage battery is 700 per cent, more

efficient.
I think there exists an unwarranted prejudice
against the storage battery, and 1 think that the
above figures will support the assumption.
)ne of the fundamental principles of the conservation of energy, as stated by Clerk Maxwell,
any body or
is as follows: '-The total energy of
system of bodies is a quantity which can neither
be increased nor diminished by any mutual action of these bodies, though it may be transformed into any one of the forms of which
energy is susceptible."
A given amount of one force produces a definite
quantity of another, so that power or
energy, like matter, cannot be created or destroyed; though ever changing in form or condition, its total quantity in the universe remains
unaltered.
The storage battery is a means by which electric kinetics may be converted into chemical potential, and thus held until it is desirable to again
convert it into electricity.
In both transfers
there is some loss, due to the fact that in either
case a portion of the energy is converted into
(

Sl'RAGCE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AT ASHEVILLE.

with different pairs of said conductors, and a
single pair of distributing conductors with which
the secondary coils are connected in multiple
arc.
2.

The combination,

with a source of elec-

of two or more conductors leading from
the respective poles thereof, two or more converters having .their primary coils respectively
tricity,

connected with different pairs of conductors
thus formed, and translating devices connected
in multiple arc with the several secondary coils
of said converters.
3. The combination, with an alternate current
electric generator, of two or more main lines extending from each pole, translating devices, distributing conductors with which said devices are
connected, and means for supplying currents to
said distributing conductors from the different
pairs of main lines.
4. The combination of a source of alternating
electric currents, a series of main lines extending from each pole thereof, a series of converters, conductors including the respective primary
coils of the same, switches applied to one terminal of each of said conductors, and contact
points applied to each switch connected with the
respective main lines leading from one pole of

work ?" is the question that is quickly suggested
by his desire to " make it pay." Whatever the
invention or discovery might be
if it combined
all the most ingenious devices ever devised by
man, or if it were a discovery which supplied the
link that would enable us practically to account
for all that is or all that has been
such an invention or discovery would perish in its embryotic

—

—

period unless

it

shown

could be

that in

some

the source.
5.

The combination

of a source of alternating
main lines extending
thereof, a series of converters,

electric currents, a series of

from one pole
conductors leading from said main lines and ineluding the respective primary coils of the same,
switches applied to one terminal of each of said
conductors, and contact points applied to each
switch connected with the respective main lines
and connections from the remaining terminals of
said conductors with the remaining pole of said

EM

manner or by some means

source.

representatives of

the

could be
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ELECTRICAL DISTR1U1

made

of

If his
value or profit to the man of commerce.
brother inventor was as cold, calculating and

Faure Patent Sustained.
The Chicago

it

Accumu-

company, Conant & Hood, received the
following dispatch from the company last Tuesday:
"Faure patent sustained for electrode
lator

with active material applied in the form of a
paste, paint or cement, which are the only known
methods of making practical battery plates.
Injunctions will follow."

as the man of business, the earth's moof intelligence and progress, which has
been partially produced by the inventor's efforts,
would be checked in its onward course of development, and if not reversed, it would at leas!

selfish

mentum

move at a much slower
The storage battery

speed.
has been placed in the
category of laboratory experiments, and has been

I'lON.

We

heat, counter-chemical action, etc.
expect to realize a full measure when

cannot
one form
of energy is converted into another, and we
must fully realize that power from the primary
source is always more economical when it can be
used to as great an advantage 111 other respects.
designate primary energy as that which is realized by the direct conversion of fuel into me1

chanical motion, a process which, at the present
time, is employed in the most economical manner through the ageni \ ol the steam boiler and

I
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engine, notwithstanding the small return by this
There are places
means, as already described.
and times in which we can afford to lose 30 per
cent, on account of the great conveniences of
It may be desirable, for exstoring the energy.
ample, to transport energy on board railway
coaches or ships, to be used in lighting while in
transit, or it may be convenient to use the energy
in propelling vehicles under circumstances in
which a metallic connection with a generator
would be difficult for many well-known practical
reasons.
In the matter of street car propulsion the
storage battery individualizes each car, and does
not require for its operation a slot in the track
The integrity of the entire
or a wire overhead.
system is not imperiled by a chance accident to
Should one car
the conductors or generators.
become deranged, it can be drawn to the car
house, and no interruption of the traffic ensues,
as often happens "when the cable breaks," as we
have seen so often on the north side, Chicago.
I would like to call the attention of the managers and stockholders of arc light plants to the
storage battery as a dividend earner, and in
order to enlist their confidence I quote the fol"The Municipal Gas corporation of
lowing:
Vienna has run for more than a year over 13,000
a storage system, and without a
lights with
hitch, which cannot be said of any other system
The plant
of electric lighting in the world."
was installed by the well known electrical engineer. R. E. Crompton, who states that the batteries can be maintained for i2'i< per cent, per
ve=r of the first cost.

THE

A

great

FA111ER BELL.

many managers

of

arc

plants

light

have realized lately the advantages to be derived
from using their arc light plants, or a portion
thereof, for furnishing power during daylight
in addition to operating arc lights at night, and
such managers are rewarded with increased divThis is a step in the right direction,
idends.
A
but it stops short of all that can be done.
plant for supplying arc lights only, is idle, that is,
not earning anything, about 75 per cent, of the
It is a well-known fact that machinery
time.
depreciates mnre when idle than when in use;
therefore, a storage battery S5'stem to be used
in connection with an arc light system would
not depreciate the value of the former by more

tant use.

By the expenditure of a few thousand dollars
for the purchase of a battery of a few hundred
a very large city may be lighted with this
by using the arc light dynamos to charge
the batteries during the times that the arc lights

points
series

1

burning, and it may be safely estimated
incandescent lamps may be
arc light within
ted by this mean- for eai
ipacity of the plant, and still allow for sufriery each day.
There are several plans for installing a plant
if this kind.
may all be run
First, tl
from
all
the batteries are
lot

that about fifteen

li

..

lights

territ
•

may'-.

any one pla< e.
The
t independently of

batti

di

harged
in

multiple

an

.

1

in

Ai

plan
ear the

Principles, Voltaic Accumulators, Technology,

and Applications.

The work

is

thoroughly

candescent lamps being observed, it will be
found that the batteries are quite independent
of each other, and that they are self-regulating
in a higher degree even than the best shunt
wound dynamos. The incandescent lamps may
be used during and independent of the charging
process as well as after the cells have been
charged.
To show the practical advantage of
this system, let us consider a plant, say, of 100

The accompanying illustration gives a view of
the Fauber bell.
The button pushes in like the

arc lamps.
We have, then, a watt capacity of
,r'°°'>
100 x 450
1000 incandescent lamps,
where 45 watts produce one 16-candle power incandescent lamp; that is to say, that a plant
operating 100 arc lamps will maintain at one
time 1,000 incandescent lamps.
But we lose,
say, 30 per cent, in conversion; therefore it will
be necessary to charge, say, 30 per cent. longer
time than the period during which we operate
the arc lamps. The average time that arc lamps
are lighted during the entire year is about seven
hours per diem; therefore it would be necessary
to charge the batteries about ten hours in order
to maintain the incandescent lamps an average
of seven hours per diem; but suppose that out
of every 100 incandescent lamps, five burn all
night, ten half the night, and the remainder for
an average of three hours, which is the result of
long experience of the gas companies. Then a
plant of 100 arc lamps, by this storage system,
would maintain about 1,660 incandescent lamps.
Suppose each lamp will rent for $ 12 per annum,
we would have the snug little sum of $19,97010
add to our arc light dividends, with only a slight
increase in expense in daily running expenses, and
this without any increased outlay for machinery
and without the accompanying necessity of enlarging buildings, boilers, etc.
By this system
incande cent lighting may be extended to the residence portion of cities with less loss and over
a greater territory than by the converter system
and with a greater return for capital invested,
for it is the only system of electric lighting extant, where the machinery is earning something
during the greater portion of the lime.
Electricity is becoming a necessity in the domestic
economy of our homes.
A battery of, say,
each
25 cells located in the basement of
house to be charged by the arc dynamos from a
central station will enable us to use the current
in many ways, such as to ring our bells, govern
the temperature of our apartments quite independently of each other, warn us of burglars,
operate sewing machines, blacken our boots,
purify the drinking water better than filters,
grind coffee and spices, and to light every portion of the residence with the safest, most healthful and most beautiful light in existence. In the
barn we may groom the horse and cut his feed
by using the same agent. I hope I have convinced a few practical people that the storage
battery has some commercial value, and I also
hope and believe that the time is not far distant
when it will become as familiar an adjunct to
the present method of distribution as the dynamo.

=
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The Book

Table.

Index of Publications on Methods of Communication in rni' Field and on Torpedo Warfare, by
R. Yon Fischer- Treuenfeld.
Published by II.
71 pp.
Alabaster, Gatehouse & Co., London; I). Van Nostrand.

New

York.

In this work are published classified lists of
articles relating to the application of electricity
for military purposes, which originally appeared
in

the Military Telegraph
are investigating in

who

For those
department this

Bulletin.
this

book will be invaluable.
The articles are
dexed under twenty-nine separate heads.

in-

Tiir Voi.taii Accumulator. An elementary treatise
by Kmile Kcynier; translated Irom ihc French by J. A.
I'.erly.
Published by E. and I. \. Spon. London and
New York.
In tli'- preface the author states that he dein

the Look

tin:
in

scientific
practical and
the voltaic accumulator

the invention of Plante.
The book sumand explains the theories ami
lions relam.
econdary currents, and
principal appli< ations of ai umii
'I he
book is divided into four parts:
:

.

•

:

entire

the case of

illustrated.

improvements made
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arc lamps.
In this circuit may also be included
day arc lamps and motors from each group of
batteries.
The usual method of wiring for in-

,

:

lights are wanted.
then be connected, as in

where

may

March
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The Fauber

Bell.

button of an electric bell, and operates a hammer with a double head, which strikes the bell
alternately on either side.
One full pressure
upon the push button causes six strokes of
the hammer on the bell, and a coil spring of
piano spring wire forces the push button back
into position, and furnishes the power for six
more strokes, making twelve strokes by simply
one pressure. The push button drives before it
a stout wire, which pushes a steel pin through an
irregular slot in a heavy brass plate.
The pin
is secured firmly to the pivoted end of the hammer, and as it follows the serrations the hammer
viorates and strikes its double head alternately
on the bell. The barrel, which is a part of the
main or foundation casting, is passed through a
J-6-inch auger hole in the door or casing, and
two screws fasten the frame on the inside. The
rosette is then put over the push button and two
screws hold it in place. The bell is adjustable
to any ordinary thickness of door, say from ij{
inch to 3 inches.
The bell is put on the market
by H. H. cc C. L. Munger, Chicago.

Climax
The Climax
the

oil

accompanying

Oil Filter.

filter,

which is illustrated in
be found an econom-

cut, w.ll

CL1MAX OIL FILTER.
ical

device in electric light stations and

in

all

plants where machinery is used.
By its use oil
drippings can be freed from all impurities, and
the oil may be utilized a number of times.
The
device is put on the market by the Southwestern
Electrical Supply company of Kansas City.

Lightning Arrester.

A

lightning arrester, for which a patent was
issued to Charles H. Wilson of Chicago last week,
is illustrated
herewith.
The invention consists
of two springs placed over metal plates.
The
two springs are connected by a fusible wire supported upon a bead upon a frame or base in such
manner that the springs are normally suspended
above the underlying metal plates, one of which
plates connects electrically direct to the ground,
while the other connects with a return wire extending through a galvanometer, annunciator,
or other indicating device and battery or generator to the line wire or direct to ground. When
a strong current is sent through the connecting
wire, it is fused or elongated, and the springs by
their own tension are brought against their respective metal plates.
The lightning arresters may be arranged sideby side upon a common base, which may be
placed in the tower or in the terminal boxes upon
poles.
The base is preferably provided with a
bead, on the opposite sidts of which are placed
metal plates.
The fusible wire passing over this
bead rests, preferably, in the slot of a metallic
screw, the object of the screw being to prevent
the fusible wire, when healed, from sinking into
the wood, and to make more certain the fusing
of the wire.
The springs are held by their connecting fusible wires passing over the bead out
of contact with the metal plates.
When a win;
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fused or elongated, its springs close upon the
underlying metal plates. The line is thus closed
to ground, and at the same time the office portion of the line by a separate connection forms a
By means of a battery
complete local circuit.
and galvanometer, either permanently or temporarily placed in the circuit with the metal
strip, it may be readily determined when a wire
is fused or elongated. As there are many springs

is

readily determined which
particular circuit has been interrupted by the
falling of the drop or signal of the particular

over each plate,

is

it

line.

Fig. 1 is a perspective view showing a base
provided with two lightning arresters embodying
Fig. 2

the invention.
the circuits.

The base

may

a

is

diagram

illustrative of

be of wood, and

is provided
which are inserted the
The metal plates c </ are placed on
screws x.
opposite sides of the bead, as shown, the block
being preferably cut away or grooved, as shown,
to afford room for the metal plates. The circuit
wire cis connected with the spring/ of the lightning arrester, and its normal circuit may be traced
thence through the fusible wire g to the other
spring, //, and thence by wire /, which may be a
wire of a cable, to the usual spring jack, k, and
The
thence through annunciator / to ground.
fusible connecting wire g may be of lead or
Herman silver, or any fusible metal, and must be
of sufficient resistance to be fused when current
The
of undue strength is sent over the wire.
<r

with a bead or strip,

in

b,

Purposes.

;;ng."

Street car men at present are giving a
deal of attention to storage battery for trai tion

The

upon plate

Wire

c.

i,

\<rrw that

it

chief difficulty

was

difficult to

make

report of a test made in Detroit last week with
the car Ampere on the Highland Park electric
road.
This car is equipped with eighty-four
cells of the Detroit storage battery, manufacl
ured by the Woodward Filectrical company of
Detroit, the motor being that of the Detroit
On the Highland Park road
Electrical works.
there are two cars running by the conduit sysOne of these cars, named the Franklin,
tem.
was taken off the road, and the storage batterycar Ampere was put in its place, and made regular trips in its stead.
The car started at the regular hour in the
morning, and made a full day's run, consisting

also closed at the same
spring// closes upon plate d. Between

time

when

strip

//and

its

ground, indicating device

is

pro-

vided, so that when spring // closes upon strip d
the fact will be shown, and the local circuit havspringing been completed through the wire
/',

jack

/,

and annunciator

/,

the latter falls

and

in-

lllliiilliiii
FIG.

LIGHTNING ARRESTER.

I.

particular line interrupted, the
galvanometer or indicating device indicating the
particular location of any series of lightning

the

dicates

arresters.

In

Minneapolis.

'

i

xamining the
eferred to

in

ut

a re

i

borne

.

tas dei

fruit.

The

council

ided to have the po

\n ordinance

been adopted pr

lias

July 1st no more pole
erected, ami no additional wire- strung; also, that
all
poles must be down by December 31st.
When this ordinance was adopted the com].,
wanted to construct their own conduits, but the
aldermen thought tins would keep the streets
open most of the time, and they decided to have
all the wires placed in one conduit.
At a p.
g of the committee of the council in
charge of this matter, a resolution was adopted
providing for the construction of a four-foot
conduit, in which eight companies could be accommodated. By the passage of this resolution
the committee expects to avoid the constant
tearing up of the roadway, and also to make the
underground wires a source of revenue to the
city.
This action will be reported to the council
at its next meeting, and as the matter has been
left entirely in the hands of the joint committee
the important question of the disposition of tiie
underground wires is considered to be practically settled so far as the city can settle it.
The
Dorsett conduit now occupies a portion of the
trench, and the effect of the resolution is practiing

that

after

BALL AND SOCKET INSULATING JOINT.

which leads to the switch-

is

Underground Wires

heretofon
Storage batteries do a full day's work on a road wit limit recharging, and the recharging was a matti
"s than it was practicable to give up to
more h
the purpose
It will be interesting, therefore, to read the
purposes.

springs/// are so adjusted that when the connecting wire g is broken they will close upon
The spring / is
metal plates c </, respectively.
made so as to possess less tension than the spring
order to insure against the former making
//, in
contact with the underlying plate without the
spring // making contact with the plate underlying the latter.
Any line e is thus automatically
connected to ground by the closing of its spring

board or to ground,

<0 3

Detroit Storage Battery for Street Car

of eleven round trips; passengers were carried in
the regular way, and a speed of eleven miles an

hour was easily attained. The car made eighty
miles during the day.
The battery had been
charged the night before, and the last trip was
made at the same rate of speed as the first.
When darkness came on four 16 candle power
lamps were lighted from the same battery, and
were run to light the car during the remainder
of the experiment.
Upon examining the battery the next morning it was found that the voltage of each cell was still two volts, and there
was a sufficient current to have made several
trips more.
Both the battery and the motor
were in perfect condition. A number of prominent citizens rode on the car and investigated
the matter by making personal inspection, and
expressed themselves as highly pleased with the

-O

IIG.

results.

Frank B. Trout, the general manager of the
Woodward Electrical company, is enthusiastic

cally to
in

2.

LIGHTNING ARRESTER.

compel the companies

to put their wires

the Dorsett conduit.

over the adaptability of the Detroit storage bat-

and Socket Insulating

Ball

The accompanying

cut shows a

tery to street car

Joint.

new

insulating

which possesses decided advantages. It
gas-tight
perfect
and uniformly
a
joint.
The insulation is complete in every way,
consisting of hard rubber washers.
The following is a brief statement of its advantages: First.
It admits of the perfect alignment of the fixture,
as it can be adjusted to any angle within 10 degrees.
Second. The flanges of each size are
Number 1 size has % or
interchangeable.
male or female thread; number 2 size has .'« or
„ male or female thread.
Any required combination of male or female threads can be made
by substitution. Third. The joint occupies less
spai e than any other flange joint, and its shape
allows plenty of room for the passage of wires
beside it.
This is a valuable feature, as the

"We

joint,

this

makes

we

)

purposes, and

writes as fol-

Armature

lows:

beyond any doubt that with
300 ampere cell which we used on this car
are satisfied

shall be able to run regular trips of 100
This makes the storage
miles with one charge.
battery a practical success, as we can recharge
this same battery with 300 amperes in six hours
for the next day's work, and even at a higher
rale of charge if necessary.
The Woodward
Electrical company are so well satisfied as to the
durability and quality of the Detroit storage
battery that we guarantee the battery for 10 per
cent, per annum for the full life of our patents,
namely, seventeen years. This should settle the
question with street car men as to whether it is
profitable to use the storage battery."
In reference to this test the Detroit Free Press

says:

Coils.

The

following information is given in reply to a 'elter of
"Subscriber," Kansas City: The coils on armatures of
two-pole dynamo-electric machines are usually connected
in series.
In the case of dynamos having more than two
poles the coils, or certain sets of coils, may be connected
in multiple arc.
The Victoria dynamo, manufactured by
the Anglo-American Brush corporation of London, has four
poles.
two
Only
brushes are used, however, these standing at right angles, 3nd half the coils of each quadrant of
the armature being connected in multiple arc to the coils of
the opposite quadrant.
The term "series wound'
really be applied to only the armature of an altern;
dynamo; the Westinghouse, for example, ou which all the

connected in series, and onl\ Ihe two
connected to the rings of the collector.
coils are

lei

minals are

A

dispatch from Lansing says:
"Supt. Harry M. Clark
of the Lansing street Railway company says that his company has secured control of the patent on one ol Ihe
valuable e lectric motors for traction put pi si
cnted.
Arrangements are. now being perfected to equip a;!
on the local lines of the company with the new pri
power.
The tests to which the motor lias bee
clearly demonstrate its utility and advantages, and ll
harelly any question as to the success ,,f the experiment,
fts desirability as a means of
street
tion is
<

space

in

a

fixtures

canopy

is

of necessity quite

Fourth. It can be put on with the
tools ordinarily carried by a wireman; a monkey
wrench or large pair of pliers.
Pipe tongs are
not required.
The device is put on the market
by the Electrical Supply company of Chicago.

limited.

The

Citizens' Electric company, capital
was incorporated last week to manufacture
heat and power; incorporators, S. W.
Baird and .1. J. McDowell.

Belleville, Til

stock $100,000,

and supply
Baird, S.

1'.

light,

,

"The new

car Ampere, which is equipped with storage
of the Woodward Electrical company pattern,
was given a tiiai yesterday on the Highland Park railway
for the purpose of testing tile ability of the batteries 10
perform a day's service without recharging.
The car was
started early in the day ami made ten round trips of over
six miles each at an average spied of nine miles per hour
This
without a hitch during the entire time of service.
result far exceeded the expectations of tile patties interested in developing this system of propelling ears, and
Manager Jackson, of the Detroit Electrical works, expressed the opinion that with the batteries fully charge,! a
batteries

1

;

.

shown by

tact that the cost ot

operating a line with it
one-half le^s than that of any othet system
vogue.
In
now in
the event of
their lines the Messrs. Clark will build
fa
Lansing and commence the manufacture of the motors on an
extensive scale."
will

be

tin-

al least

1
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Electrical Patents

making
in

the lot of the elec-

New York

He

Mayor Grant may be acting with too great
haste in view of the immense amount of capital
invested in electric lighting in the metropolis.
The executive officers of iities throughout the
country are watching with keen interest the
progress of events in New York, and they will
not be slow to follow Mayor Grant's example.
that

For

this

reason

every electric light

company

is

interested in the situation in New York.
A perusal of the reports of recent meetings of the
Board of Electrical Control leads to the conclusion that while Mayor Grant is conscientious his
attitude is rather uncompromising, and his action rather summary.

copper market forms an interesting study
in electrical matters. The French
syndicate maintains its position, though predictions are freely made that it cannot survive the
pressure brought against it.
Conflicting reports
are cabled from Paris, but there appears no
to

engaged

all

reasonable ground for the belief that the trust
will collapse
in fact, there is every reason to
assume that the French syndicate is gaining
ground, and will come out of the present struggle
more powerful than ever. Elsewhere will be
found a review of the proceedings of the week,
with the latest intelligence from the headquarters
of the syndicate.
Dispatches received from Paris and London,
Tuesday, indicated a growing conviction that
the French syndicate was on its last legs, and

—

would soon

E.M fS.

Correspondence

is

managers

The

Page.

Pans Edison Palais Royal Central

(Irani

anything but
proposes to submit to no temporizing, but says he intends to see to it that the
It is possible
wires are buried without delay.
tric light

happy.

advance, postage prepaid, $3.00 for a
JSirBStCRIPTIOX
fall rear of 52 numbers; in clubs of 4 or more, $2.50, with free
extra copy for 8 subscriptions; foreign countries, §4.00 a year;
single copies, 10 cents.

as the
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utterly collapse.

The opponents

of

the trust were so firm in their belief that they
had announced the downfall of the Societe des

Metaux. The Comptoire d'Escompte has

failed,

asserted, this will not necessarily cause
the collapse of the trust.
but,

it

is

[70

1889

required fee, and where the fifteen years' term
Canadian patent has been continuousand
without interruption, the United States patent
does not expire before the end of the fifteen
years' duration of the Canadian patent.'
"The precise point decided then, is that prior
foreign patents as Canadian. Austro-Hungarian,
or Italian short term patents, as for five years,
or one year, with right to extensions on payment
of taxes, or annuities, will not make void United
States patents, as long as the prior foreign patents are actually kept in force.
This decision,
then, is important only in those cases where the
prior foreign patents have been actuaUy extended and inferentially in cases where the United
States patentee had the right to obtain such extensions in the foreign country.''
of the

That the North Side Cable road in Chicago
has proved unsuccessful has been demonstrated
by break-downs of the system, which, since its
introduction, have been of almost daily occurrence.
During the period in which experiments
have been made with the North Side Cable, electric roads throughout the country have been
built, and have without exception proved successful.
The fact that street car managers in
almost every city in the country, after inspecting
the electric roads, express their intention of employing electric service, seems to be conclusive
evidence of the success which the motors have
attained.
In view of these facts an interview,
which appears in a western paper, with Mr.
Yerkes, of the North Side road in Chicago, has
a decidedly humorous character. Mr. Yerkes,
after saying that he had a new style of motor
submitted to him almost every day. spoke in this
way of the electric system: "I don't believe it
will work.
As a motor power it is a toy. It
acts nicely for awhile, but in our city of ice and
snow, warmth and cold, it will not work smoothly.
I am in hopes we will be able to use steam, and
use it in such a way that the motor will be noiseIt is hard to get rid of the
less and smokeless.
noise and condensed steam.
A man in Philadelphia has been working on a plan to operate
street cars by steam, and we will give it a trial
when I get back." It is not surprising that Mr.
Yerkes is looking for a substitute for the cable
system, but it is rather astonishing that he speaks
in this strain of electric motors.
Let him make
a fair trial of any of the electric systems, and it
will be safe to predict that the residents of the
North Side will not be compelled to walk to and
from the center of the city as often as at
present.

I

will

1

be noticed

in

the

St.

Louis

letter that

anelectrical exhibition is to begiven in St. Louis
this year on a much more elaborate scale than
last year.

The bill before the Illinois legislature providing for the taxation of telegraph and telephone
companies, when reported Tuesday, March 12th,
was sent back to the committee on revenue, and
it may not be presented again this session.
A

meeting of the Chicago Electricgave a series of interesting
experiments as illustrations of his talk on handclub

the last

1

1

ling electric
-

'1

on

light

re-

They

issue.

ppears an article by l-'oree Main
In- storage battery,
id with interest.
Mr. Bain is a
mulator, and he
ortant future in connection
1

•

with

this

in

to with the greatest interest.

thi

thorough

Mr. Cutter's

circuits.

appear elsewhere

He

believes

in tin

onvi

round that

it

will

pro

earner.

Ix the Electrical Engineer for March appears
an editorial devoted to a review of the Bate
Refrigerating case.
It
is
stated that Judge
Wallace held that a domestic patent for an invention previously patented abroad for a term
of fourteen years, does not expire until fourteen
years from the date of the foreign patent, notwithstanding the grant might have been terminated by the failure of the patentee to pay the
taxes due at the expiration of three years.
The
Engineer says that the Supreme court rejei ts
this doctrine, and holds that the domestic patent
remains in force only so long as the foreign
patent remains in force.
This is referred to as
a "discovery which will no doubt constitute all
unpleasant surprise to more than one owner of
electrical patents."
The Electrical Engineei can
have full rredil for this discovery.
A careful consideration of the Bate Refrigerating case
will show thai the Supreme court has not in any
way passed upon, referred i". "i' much less, rethe well established rule that a domestii
patenl is not made void by the failure of the
",
patentei to
the taxes or annuities required
by a foreign government to keep the prior
patent alive.
The following extraci from a review of the
mi. I.im run i,\\, Februdecision in the \\
ary 2d, serves to make the matter clear. Judge
I'lalchfonl says:
"'We are of the opinion that,
present casi
vhere the 'anadian statute,
under which thi
tensions of the ('anadian
were granted, was in force when the
U'niti
tati
item iv<i
tied, and also n hen
patenl was applied for, and where, by the
Canadian
e exten ion ..1
the
patenl
anada was a matter entirely of right, at the
his
tee, on
payment
I

<
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ilaturc pro-
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new method of execuYork has been revived
by recent experiments made under the direction
of the state officials.
The final tests were made
'I'm- discussion of the
tion by electricity in New

week, and

last

New York

they are

minutely described

in

Another feature of the
new law was revived at the meeting of the Society of Medical Jurisprudence in New York
city.
Judge Bartlett of the Supreme court reour

letter.

to the law in his able paper, saying:
"Singularly enough, however, the people are not
to be informed in what manner the new method
works at least not through the agency of the
press.
The legislature has resolved upon one of
the most important changes in the method of inflicting the death penalty which has ever been
attempted in any civilized country, and yet has
forbidden the newspapers from publishing any
aci ount of the details of an execution under the
new law beyond a simple statement of the fact
thai the convict was duly executed.
think the
propriety of lliis prohibition is open to grave
doubt, irrespective of any question as to the
Unless the circumstances
liberty of the press.
attending the infliction of capital punishment
by means of electricity are made known to the

ferred

—

I

public,

how

will

the

community

at

large be able

form any intelligent judgment as to whether
its lawmakers have done wisely in adopting this
novel and almost untried method of putting
murderers to death ? The endeavor to repress
publications which lend to cultivate a morbid
and idle curiosity should not he carried so far
as to prevent the people from readily finding
out how their own laws art: administered in respect fo he gravest offence of which those laws
ml e ognizance."
i"
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Handling

Suggestions about

Practical

Electric Light Circuits.'
UV GICORliK CUTTER.

Through the kindness

of

Mr

I

Sunny

in fur-

me

with current from one of his street
circuits, and of the Thomson-Houston company
in affording me every facility for arranging the
am able to perform a few
necessary apparatus,

nishing

I

simple

experiments this evening

illustrate

to

some of the phenomena of the si ieni e of electricity, mote especially that part of the science
used in heavy electrical engineering work, such
as electric lighting, electrical
power, electric welding, etc.

The

circuit

is

brought into

transmission
.1

of

special switch

so arranged that when my inside loop is not
working it is entirely separate from the main
|ust inside of this switch I have a lamp
circuit.
which has been used by the company that 1 work
This lamp is so arranged that if my exfor.
perimental circuit is open, a complete short ciris formed in the lamp, and thus interference
with the other lamps on the same circuit is prevented. As there are about 45 commercial lamps
now burning on this circuit, you will readily
understand that I cannot rnn the risk of interIn order to know that
fering with this service.
have placed one of our
I have not done so I
regular series incandescent lamps of 65 candle
power next to my switch, to serve as a pilot
light, indicating to me that the circuit outside

cuit

is

working properly, and

show you

this will also

with
operations on the inside. This loop really
takes the place of the filament of the lamp
screwed into my safety socket.
This circuit is connected to a dynamo, so arranged as to maintain a constant current of 10
amperes, therefore I am unable to show the efThis circuit, as
fects of very heavy currents.
before indicated, is of 45 light potential, each
lamp adjusted for 45 volts. This gives us a trifle
over 2,000 volts, which is a potential which must
be handled with care, and I will try to call your
attention to the many little movements which an
experienced man is apt to make in handling such
a circuit in order to know that, he is taking no
risks.
You will notice that 1 do not use rubber
gloves, or that I do not work on great sheets of
rubber, simply because precautions of that sort
are not of the right nature to guarantee safety,
and I would not dare to handle these wires as I
expect to this evening with rubber gloves on.
The rubber is a good insulator while whole, but
I should be afraid a small hole might be made
while I was handling these wires, which would put
me in connection at an unexpected moment, and
I therefore prefer
possibly prove very serious.
working with bare hands whenever I handle circuits of this character, and then put myself in
such a position that I cannot receive a shock.
it
is
I wish you to notice how easy
to ascerthat this external circuit

by

is

not

interfered

my

I
you are practically safe at all times.
never assume that any wire I am handling imperfectly safe to grab hold of hastily, but touch it
lightly at first, then, if I receive no shock, 1 pro
ceed with handling it.
Constant practice makes
it so natural to "sense" a wire, so
to speak, before grabbing it, that the movement is not
noticed unless your attention is called particularly to it, but it is one of the most essential
things to do, and get into the habit of doing, in
handling electric circuits of high potential, or
even heavy currents.
Another precaution is, be very careful about
using both hands on different parts of the cir-

tain that

same time, because spanning a bail
joint, or any defective apparatus would be far
more dangerous than merely "grounding" the
cuit at the

circuit

through

the

person.

The

e.

m.

f.

of

2,000 volts before mentioned, only exists between
the dynamo and the first lamps on the wires,
therefore to receive 2,000 volts on such a circuit Ly a "ground" it would be necessary that

one "ground" should be inside the first lamp on
one wire, and the circuit be handled inside the
first lamp on the other wire, and every lamp between the person and the dynamo reduces the
possible potential to "ground " 45 volts, so that
in the middle of the circuit the maximum potential possible would be 1,000 volts by
a ground

connection, whereas opening the circuit by
roughly handling a bad joint, or by some sudden
iRea.l before thu ChiciiKo Electric club

accident to a lamp or other apparatus,
give a 'hock probably far in excess of 2,000
do 11. wish to convey the impression
volts.
thai there is little dangei ol a "ground
lion, as it is very serious, and must be considered
so by .ill persons handling the circuit, but
wish
in emphasize the facl thai
1equally or more
dangerous to handle the different parts of the
circuit with both hands at the same time
In handling your dynamos be sure yon have
a platform to stand upon absolutely insulated
from ground beyond any possibility of doubt.

March i\
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ii

about
ents
iverning th> :

1

if

not consider, if the dynamo itself is well insulated, that von can handle it with safety while
standing on the ground yourself, because a wellinsulated

dynamo

is

more dangerous

so

far as

shocks to the person handling it are concerned,
lie very careful
than is one not insulated at all.
not to rest on the framework of a dynamo with
one hand while touching any part of the circuit,
Do not
brushes or commutator with the other.
put one hand on the framework and another on
the field magnet wire, because although you may
do this with safety many times, there is a possibility of a leak which would cause serious
trouble.
By observing a few such precautions
there is no danger to mention in handling apparatus of high

e.

m.

f.

would like also to call your attention to a
danger sometimes overlooked, that is, of the
watch chain touching part of the circuit while
\on are handling another part; and also, of
Mime person near you unwittingly touching you,
thereby completing the circuit, possibly serious
to one or both.
In constant potential circuits another danger
must be guarded against, and that is, a heavy
current produced by low resistance circuits, or
what we call producing "short circuit." This is
why safety fuses are used in such installations.
I

The

laws in relation to these fuses are well given
underwriters' rules.
People in charge of installations should be advised of the importance
of safety fuses as well as the men who construct
these circuits!
Every wire in the circuit of constant potential should have between it and the
dynamo a safety fuse which will blow, or burn
out before this wire can become dangerously
hot.
This is generally accomplished when the
circuits are constructed, but many times they are
changed by the man in charge. I have known of
a good-sized copper wire being inserted in place
of a lead fuse that should blow for six amperes,
thereby producing a dangerous condition not
appreciated by the man in charge.
As I have enumerated some points in the safe
in

and proper handling of electric light circuits, I
will now try a few experiments to illustrate some
of the actions of electricity.
I have two stretches across the room of number 22 steel wire, and when I send the current
through them you will notice they heat up, becoming white heat. This experiment shows the
heating power of the electric current, and also
givi s us some idea of the cost of such heating,
because in those two little stretches of wire I am
now consuming about i'_. horse power
Of
course if I wish to use the electric current for
warming the room would have a heavy current
of low e. m. f., but the energy consumed would
be about the same in either case, simply changing the size of the conductor; and for the electric radiator we would use extremely thin metal
of the poorest conductibilily we could find, that
would not be seriously affected by the weather,
as the amount of heat we develop would depend
1

upon the resistance offered to the Row of the
current, and the amount of current passing.
will
also notice that my
very considerably, lowering this
foot
nearly a
while heating,
up again while cooling.
This

You

wire

stretches

bunch of keys
and raising it
shows us that

is
far from being solid, but consists of
molecules tossing about very lively, the extent
of the motion depending chiefly upon the temperature.
Electricity being a mode of motion,
it so affects the
motions of the molecules in
the iron as to increase the temperature, and

iron

the
iiinl

accompanying increase
ion

of these molecules

in

the

causes

extent

of

the wire to

stretch.

also pleasant to notice that the scienof to-day can hardly conceive of a
perfect solid, simply because of considerations
of this sort.
This shows the progress in re
It

tific

is

mind

.
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I
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compare them
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im-
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met lianies. so i" speak, of nature.
My nexi experiment is interesting, although
less instructive than the last.
have here a jar
1
insert these two carfull of water into which
bon-, touching them together at the bottom, and
then separate them, and you will notice that I
am able to draw an electric arc under water.
Next,
draw a horizontal arc between these two
carbons, and you will notice the shape of it as it
arches very considerably. This is the origin of the
word "arc." bight was produced this way between two carbon points by Sir Humphrey Davy
in
go 1 with a primary battery.
The quality
of the light from a voltaic arc depends upon the
length of the arc in proportion to the current
ami the substance which is used for the two
poles.
If, for instance, I use this piece of steel,
you will notice how it scintillates, giving a very
pretty effect; the piece of copper burns with a
green flame, and this piece of zinc burns with a
blue flame. There is no substance in nature that
will stand the temperature of the voltaic arc.
Most of the light is produced by the burning of
the carbons.
I now draw an arc vertically between these two carbons, adjusting one of them
with this screw
to show you the effect of
the length of the arc.
When the carbons
are very close together we have what is termed
a " short arc," which is constantly hissing
and gives a light of a reddish tinge. This short
arc gives out its best light horizontally, reducing
in candle power above or below the horizontal
line.
For this reason and because of its reddish
color, an arc of this character can be seen at a
greater distance than can the long arc. but for
illuminating purposes it is much less efficient
in candle power per horse power. As I turn the
screw and separate the carbons, you notice the
change in the color and aspect generally of the
Now my lower carbon burns to a long
arc.
point, and I have a beautiful crater in the upper
carbon which furnishes most of the light. This
arc gives its best effect at an angle of about 45
degrees, diminishing in candle pow er above or
below this line, and it is because of this factor of
the long arc. and its quality of burning quietly
that gives it superiority under all circumstances
over the short arc.
While I have this arc burning I will show you
the effect of the magnet upon it. You will notice
that I drive the arc out of the normal line very
forcibly.
This is wholly due to the mutual inI

1

1

r

fluence of magnetism and electricity, which influence I will show a little better very soon.
Before doing so I will produce three arcs in
series in this little rough frame, and pop some
corn over them as a little diversion frmn scientific considerations.
I
am using the energy of

horse power

arrangement.
few experiments to show you the
mutual influence of magnetism and electricity
about the most interesting part of our science.
and certainly the most important, because it is
from such influence that we produce the electricity used in heavy engineering work.
have
here a large coil, and as
send electricity
through it you notice its influence upon this
compass needle when at ten feet away.
have
here a rubber cloth that we use tor dynamo
covers; to show you thai
cannol screen the
magnetism therewith;
also pass through ami
through this condition, or atmosphere, whatever
you might call it, that exists between the
and the needle, without any effect on the net
might fill the space between
and coil, or on me.
the two with any non-magnetic substance in
nature and still not insulate this magnetic effect.
There is no substance in nature that will insuSome of you might take exlate magnetism.
ceptions to this .statement, and say that we know
no substance in nature that will do this, but as
we are pretty well convinced that perpetual
motion is a physical impossibility, we are then
able to make the other and more positive state2

I

now

in this

try a

1

I

1

1

I

1

1
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moment you have an insumagnetism we then have perpetual

ment, because the
lation for

To make

motion very simple.

this

experiment

move

the coil into the clothes
press and close the door, then tack the rubber
I manipulate the current where
cloth outside.
the wires enter the room at quite a distance from
the coil, and you will notice that my needle
swings about according to the direction of the
current passing in the coil in the other mom.
Having these two wires connected one way, the
rlag on the needle swings toward the coil, but
changing these two wires, thereby reversing the
change the effect
current through the coil,
upon the needle so that the Rag points away
from it. As my needle is north of my coil, and,
therefore, in the magnetic line, so to speak, of
the needle and coil, I will use a directing magnet to make my needle point east and west. Proceeding in this same line, we could show the

more

interesting, I

I

production of the electric current by a change
in the magnetic condition, but we have no time
for that this evening.

The Edison Lamp Patent Annulled

in

Canada.
It

was stated

in the

Western Electrician

of last

week

Richard Pope, deputy commissioner of patents in
Ottawa, had decided that the Edison incandescent lamp
The Royal Electric company
patent was null in Canada.
of Canada was the petitioner, and the Edison Electric Light
that

The full text of the decision
the respondent.
as follows:
minister
of agriculture, bearing
to
the
petition
This is a
date May I, iSSS, to have declared null and void the

company was
is

Patent No. 10,654, granted to Thomas Alva Edison, on
the 17th of November, 1S70, "for new and useful improvements on electric lamps, and in the method of manufactur-

ing the same, the

title

whereof

is

Edison Electric Lamp,"

orT ground of violation of The Patent Act. Consolidated
On the 16th of
Statutes of Canada, Ch?p. 61, Sec. 37.
November, 1SS1, an extension of three months' time within
which to manufacture was granted to the patentee on his
application to this effect, in which he alleged that "having
been engaged in introducing his invention in other countries, he had failed in manu'acturing in Canada within the
two years prescribed by law, owing to the large capital
By
which is necessary- to establish such manufacture."
assignment the respondents became the holders of the
his
patentee
and
that
the
patent.
The petition alleged
assignees had not manufactured the invention within the
two years prescribed by law, and that the alleged extension
of three months within which to do so had been obtained
by false and wilful misrepresentations; that the patentee
and his assignees had imported the invention into Canada,
after the twelve months allowed by law, and prayed, for
these reasons, that the patent be declared null and void,
and the extension above mentioned set aside and cancelled.
On the application of the petitioners, the deputy com
missioner issued an order upon the respondents' counsel to
produce at the trial all the invoices, accounts, letters and
other documents, enumerated in a certain paper or "Notice
to produce," previously seived upon tbem, at the instance
of the petitioners, in order that the sbme might be used as
evidence, if required. By mutual consent the trial was fixed
for the 13th of November, when the respective counsel,
with the witnesses, being present, the case was proceeded
with.

The respondents' counsel, in addition to the general
denial, by way of preliminary plea, took exception to the
jurisdiction of this tribunal, on the ground that on the 31st
of March last, and prior to the date of this petition, the
respondents had taken action against the petitioners in the
ior court for

damages, and the

Lower Canada,

at

Montreal, praying for

issue of an injunction for infringement of

now in question; that the petitioners did not
the action, but on the iSth of May applied for a
stav of proceedings in the action until the decision on this
petition could be obtained, and which application the court
had granted.
Counsel for the respondents argued, in effect, that the
matters raised in the present petition could be urged as a
ion in the Superior court, under the 33d
"The defollows:
matter of
pci ially as
which by this art, or by law,
iid;and the court shall take
and of the facts connected
the patent

•

That it
lingly."
of a court of justice to
herein, the court having
-.vitnesscs.

of

I

hi

on tempt and
if

agriculture,

f<

and

the

of
of

this

had,

and

iould

be

fonl

tation
c

cprived

its
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court appealed to will not interfere; that ] >r. Tache had
ruled in the case of the Telephone Manufacturing company v. the Bell Telephone company, that the ordinary
courts had not concurrent jurisdiction in this matter, but
in this he was in error, and moreover, as this point did
not arise in that case, there being no litigation before the

The
succeed, as the men were not skilled in the work.
glass bulbs were made in the United States from pot glass,
the glasi blowers there blowing them by several processes
These bulbs were made
into the size and shape required.
expressly for use on the incandescent lamps, and must have
the same expansion as the platinum, and are not ordinary

this effect was
it, his statement to
dictum; and his further statement that the
the
law, is equally
courts had sustained him in this view of

articles of

courts with respect to

mere

obiter

erroneous— the decision in the case •>( Smith v. (ioldie in
the Supreme court reports, Vol. 9 p. 4°. does not declare
the jurisdiction of this tribunal exclusive, but merely conclusive, that is, where application is made to it in the first
instance, and not as in the present case, where an ordinary
court has already been and is seized of the case; that this is
the view also taken by Justice 'sler in the case of the Bell
Telephone company' v. the minuter of agriculture, 7
Ontario law reports, p. 605, in which application was made
for a writ of prohibition, to restra n the minister of agri
culture from proceeding in a case then pending before him
on a petition to declare null and void a patent held by that
company: that Dr. Tache's ruling, therefore, should not be
considered binding in the present case, and that this tribunal should not entertain the present application, but refer it
to the ordinary courts constituted for the purpose, and having all the necessary powers to adjudicate upon it.
Counsel for petitioners, contra, that the question of juris<

diction had already been decided and pronounced upon by
Dr. Tache in the case of Barter v, Smith, and in the Bell
Telephone case, which was even a Mronger case than this,
for in that case there was not only a case pending between
the parties in the High Court of Justice in Ontario, but the
defendants had actually pleaded 10 the action, whereas in
the present case the petitioners had not pleaded to the

on petition to that effect bad the proceedings
stopped until the decision of this tribunal could be had; Dr.
Tache, in those cases, properly decided that there was no
concurrent jurisdiction, but that this tribunal had exclusive
jurisdiction to decide as to the validity of the patent in the
case of importation or non manufacture, and that his decision had been sustained and approved by every court of
justice that had occasion to refer to it— the Supreme court,
in the case of Smith v. Goldie, and the Ontario Court of
Appeal in the same case; the High Court of Justice in
Ontario in the prohibition case of the Bell Telephonecompany, 7 Ontario reports, p. 605, in which the court held

action, but

would not lie; and also in the case of the same
Bell Telephone company for a Brit of certiorari to review
the decision of the Minister of Agriculture, and which the
court Tefused to grant, on the ground that no such writ
that the writ

would lie, and no review could be had (q Ontariolaw reports,
p. 339); also the case of JVlitchellv. the Hancock Inspirator
company, tried before Dr. Tache, on .reference from the
Superior court of Lower Canada, in which the judge granted
a stay of proceedings till the decision of the Minister of
Agriculture could be had on the validity of the patent under
the 37th section of the Patent Act; that all these decisions
should be regarded as binding on the tribunal, and as settling the question of its exclusive jurisdiction in the present
case.

stated that in view of the large
of witnesses present from the United States, and
other places distant from Ottawa, who were naturally
anxious to return to their h^mes as soon as possible, he
would not delay the proceedings at this stage, but would

The deputy commissioner

number

render his decision of this point when judgment should be
rendered on the merits of the case. The evidence was then
proreeded with, lasting over three days, including an admission of facts by the parties, when the case, by agreement, was postponed to December 17th for argument
of counsel, when the case was ably argued, at great length,
by counsel on both sides.
The evidence adduced by the petitioners established in
substance that the patent was granted to Thomas A. Edison on November 17, lS7g; that on November 16,
1SS1, an extension of thres months' time within which to
manufacture was granted; that on the 12th of February,
1S80 Edison assigned the patent to the Edison Electric
Light company, and on the 30th of December, 1S86, the
Light company, the
latter assigned to Edison Electric
The lamp consists of a glass globe or bulb,
respondents.
glass tubing, inside pieces of glass, platinum and copper
wires, carbon filament, and brass bottom; all these articles
were imported from the United States from the time the
patentee and his assignees began to make the lamps in
Canada, and still continue to be importtd; that the process
of making the laup from these importtd articles consisted
of several operations, such as attaching the carbon filaments to the leading-in wires the leading-in wires having

—

been previously let into the glass and sealed in; the glass
bulb and tube attached to it, the air exhausted from the
bulb, and connection made with the brass cap or base to
attach it to the socket, to connect with the circuit, supply-

On November 14, 1881, the
the electric current.
Edison Electric Light company started a small factory in
Montreal, worked by two men, and the outfit consisted of
a small dynamo, several pumps for producing the vacuum
fires,
in the globes, several sma'l glass blowers' lires, gas
ing

thcr of thevalue of about $2,000, and commenced
the manufacture of lamps from the materials imported from
17th had
ited Mates, as above staled; and on the
completed two lamps; the carbon filaments were put into

the lamps in the condition they were brought in from the
States, and were no!
ubjected to any further treatthe
in
f carbon i/. it ion after their arrival
ment
in Montreal.
The carbon filaments arc made of
ported into the
nited States from Japan, in
and "ii airival at the
into
ted States they were fur her split
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workmen;

commerce; the glass tubing also must be made
from the same quality of pot glass as the bulbs, so as to
have the same expansion; the platinum wire aUo was
specially prepared in the United States for use in the lamps.
The employes were instructed not to sell the lamps to any
who did not use the Edison dynamos or plant, and they
accordingly did not sell them, and refused to sell to any
not using the Edison plant; that it was the policy of the
company to do this, as the sale of the plant was more profitable than the sale of the lamps, the proportion being that
where Soo lights were installed the tot-1 price was§i2,ooo,
while the cost of the lamps at $1 each was only §3oo and
this had practically the effect of creating a monopoly for
The first sale of lamps in Canada was
the Edison plant.
made to the Canada Cotton company, at Montreal, in
December, 1SS2. The capital stock of the Edison Electric
was §720,000 or$78o,Light company in November, 18S
000, the par value of the shares being S I0 °. but they were
then quoted and selling at from §1,000 to Si, 200 per share,
In January,
or a premium of §1,000 to §r,ioo above par.
18S3, the factory in Montreal was closed and the business
tranferred to Hamilton, and there increased and more men
employed, but there was no change in the manner of getting out the lamps; the same articles were imported, but in
larger quantities, the same steps of assembling all the parts
and putting them together to complete the lamp were gone
through at Hamilton as in Montreal; at this time there
were about 3,c'oo lamps in use in Canada, and the annual
output was from S.ooo to 10,000 lamps, and was gradually
increasing; the proportionate cost of labor bestowed in the
United States on the articles sent into Canada, to be used
in the making of the lamps, is §32.50 on every 100 lamps
made; while the proportion of the cost of labor bestowed on
the lamps in Canada, after the importation of the articles
composing it, is §21. So per §100 worth of lamps made.
The respondents admitted the importation of the glass
bulbs, the glass tubing, the platinum and copper w^res, and
the carbon filament, and that the importation continues
to show that
still, and the evidence they adduced went
these were all raw material; that they were all ordinary
purany-other
used
for
articles of commerce, and could be
pose besides incandescent lamps; that the carbon filaments
as imported were only partly manufactured in the United
States, and the carbonization was completed in the Canadian factory, by the passing of an electric current through
them while a high vacuum was maintained in the lamp
bulbs, thereby reducing them to a pure carbon, and that
this process of final carbonization was necessary to make a
serviceable commercial lamp; that the glass bulbs and tubes,
after they were imported, passed through several processes
:

,

to render them fit for use in the
platinum was obtained in the United
States, and before being sent into Canada for use in the
lamps was re-melted from the crude material, and then

in the factory in
lamp; that the

Canada

drawn out into wire, and slightly alloyed with iridium, so
as to make it a little harder, and the wire was attached to
the carbon and fitted into the glass bulbs in Canada; that
to manufacture the
if the company had been compelled
carbons in Canada it would have ruined the business in
Canada; that the platinum wire would have cost two hundred fold more in Canada, as it requires a special furnace
to prepare it; that the cost of material in the United States,
as imported into Canada, would be in the proportion of
one-third, and the labor in Canada two-thirds.
Counsel for the petitioners aigued that the evidence
clearly showed that the patentee and his assignees had not
complied with the provisions of the Patent Act; that they
did not commence or carry on in Canada the manufacture
of the invention within the time prescribed by law, and that
they had imported it after the time allowed by law, and, in
addition thereto, had refused to sell the invention, as they
were bound by law to do; thai they showed bad faith and
no intention to comply with the law from the beginning, as
they only started their factory and began making the lamps
on November 14, 1SS1, a few days only before the limit
prescribed by the Patent Act; then again, it is proved
that at this period when they applied for and obtained an
extension of time within which to manufacture, on the
ground or pretension of the large capital necessary to carry
on the manufacture, the capital stock ol the Edison Eleccompany, the then holders of the patent,
tric Light
amounted to over §700,000, the par value of the shares
being §100, and their market or selling price was quoted in
the newspapers at §1,000 or §1,200, or a premium of from
§1,000 to §r, 100 above par, while it is proved that the
whole capi'al or plant they had in Canada at this time was
only §2,000; this showed their utter want of good faith,
ami the misrepresentation, amounting to fraud, practiced
upon the Minister of Agriculture to obtain an extension of
lime; that they refused to sell their lamps unless in connei tion with their own plant, thus creating a monopoly for
ih.
dynames or plant, which they had no right to ('<> by
law, which docs not authorize or justify the imposing of
conditions or restrictions upon the purchaser, as to the use ol
ilu invention when purchased by him; that the subsequent
11

processoi carbonizing the filament, after it was put into
Lhe globe and subjected to the passage of an electric cur
rent while a high vacuum was maintained, was no pail "f
the patent, and could not be claimed for it; thai the labor
nited States upon the articles before they
expended in the
1

were imported into Canada, on lhe 66,500 lamps proved to
have been made up to the prcscnl time, according to the
proportions of cost proved, would amount to $30,000,
which was so much loss to the Canadian laborer; and the
year 10
n anufa< turc of these lamps was increasing from
'

year,

was contended thai the patentee
every respcel complied with the
nenced the nianu
1. mm,.
of ih-' Patcnl Act; they had
facturc within the time prescribed b> the act, arid hadonlj

Eor the respondents
and hi ai u'jjncc! had
1

,

it

in

March

2,3,
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imported the component parts of the lamp in the raw state,
or as raw material, and ordinary articles of commerce; that
there was no absolute proof that they had refused to seil,
except in connection with the Edison plant, and even if
this were proved it it was no violation of the act, as the law
did not,

and could

compel
companies, who

not, reasonably be construed to

them to sell their lamps to opposition
would run them on the arc or other plant, not suited to the
Edison incandescent lamp, and thereby iiijure or destroy
the reputation of the lamp; they were always willing and
ready to sell to those who would do justice to the lamp,
and act fairly and honestly in giving it a fair trial; with
regard to importation, it is proved that ihe gbss globes and
carbon filaments could not be made in Canada, and even
ruinous cost
if they could be made it would be at such a
and expense that the business of manufacturing the lamps
the law did
would
have
to
be
abandoned;
that
Canada
in
not contemplate any such unreasonable and unjust condition as this; that in £ny case the importation cf these
articles was a small matter in comparison with the cost of
labor expended on the manufacture of the lamps in Canada;
that, moreover, they were merely ordinary articles of commerce, and not the inveniion or subject of the paten"-, that
couit, and
in two cases recently decided in the Supreme
not yet reported, the

Aytr case and the

(Irinnell

case, in

which the defendants were sued under the Cusloms Act, on
the ground that they imported certain ingredients or articles,
and afterward assembled or put them together, and manufactured an article upon which a higher duty was payable,
the customs authorities claiming that they were liable for
the higher duty; the Supreme court decided that the articles
or ingredients were what they weie wh< n they crossed the
boundary line, and were not liable for the higher duty on
the article into which they were manufactured after their
entry into Canada; that the imported articles in the present
case could not be held to be the invention patented, and
the patent could not, therefore, be delared void for contravention of the Patent Act.

plea of the respondents again raises
question of the jurisdiction of this tribunal on the
ground that, by the 33d and 37th sections of the Patent Act
above quoted the ordinary courts of justice have concurrent
jurisdiction with the Minister of Agriculture, and the Superior court for Lower Canada, at Montreal, having been
matter in dispute between the parties
first seized of the
here, the petition should not, and could not, be entertained, the Superior court, in which the proceedings originated, being the proper tribunal to adjudicate therein.
Upon reading these two sections of the act concurrently,
the meaning and intention of the law seem plain, consist
ent and comprehensible, and admit of the sole interpretation and conclusion, that in an action at law forinbingement of a patent the defendant may plead in defence any
fact or default which rray render ti e patent void; and if
the defence invoke the invalidity of a patent on the ground
of illegal importation or non-manufacture, this must be
only fact
which, by the
done
by pleading the
establishes it the
decision
of
the
section,
37th
arbiter therein specified, the Minister of Agriculture or
his deputy, whose decision being final, no other tribunal
This view was held by
can establish such fact or default.
Mr. Tache in the decisions rendered by him, and referred
to at the argument, and in which he declared the jun'sdic
tion of the Minister of Agriculture in this matter to be ex
elusive; and this view or finding has been sustained by all
the judicial tribunals that have had occasion to refer to it.
In the case of Smith vs. Goldie, in the Suprtme court, the
summary at the head of the report, if not to be considered
as of the substance and part of the report, must assuredly
be accepted as a correct and accurate interpretation
words in paragraph
the following
thereof, contains
"The Minister of Agriculture, or his deputy, has
3:
exclusive jurisdiction over questions of forfeiture under the
2Sth (now 37th) section of the Patent Act;" and Henry J,
judgment in
the
case,
upon referin rendering
T achC's decision in Barter vs Smith,
ring to Dr.
"Having well considered the case as presented
says:
before him, f would have come to the same conclusion as
and explained by
I think the law as laid down
he did.
him, in his exhaustive, and I will add, able judgment, canI fully concur in his
not properly be questioned
conclusions, as I do also in his reasons." Again, by the Superior
court at Montreal, as reported in the Mitchell and
Hancock Inspirator company case, p. 2, where proceedings had
been instituted for infringement of the patent in that court,
and the special pleading was met by demurrer to that
effect, that the nullity caused by violation of the 2Sth (now
37th) section of the Patent Act cannot be tried by any
other court ihan that of the Minister of Agriculture, upon
which a stay of proceedings was asked for and granted, in
order to obtain the decision of this tribunal.
Again, in
this present case, the Superior court at
Montreal has
granted a stay of proceedings until the decision of this
tribunal shall have been obtained on the question at issue.
I, therefore, hold that the Minister of Agriculture, or his
deputy, has exclusive jurisdiction as to the question of the
validity of the patent under the 37th section of the Pattnt
Act, and cannot divest himself of it by relegating it to any
other tribunal whatever.
Having thus d sposed of the preliminary plea, I will
now consider the case on its merits. The first consideration which presents itself is to ascertain the nature of the
invention claimed by the patent, the clairxs of which are;
First, "An electric lamp for giving light by incandescence,
consisting of a filament of carbon of high resistance made
as described, and secured to metallic wires, as set forth;
second, the combination of carbon filaments within a receiver made entirely of glass through which the leading
wires pass, and from which receiver the air is exhausted for
the purpose set forth; third, a coiled carbon filament or
strip arranged in such a manner that only a portion of the
surface of such carbon conductor shall radiate light as set
forth; fourth, the method herein described of securing the
plalina contact wiies to thecarb. 11 filament, and carbonizing

The preliminary
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whole
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closed
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forth."

for

manifestly clear that the essential feature or element
of the inveni ion, as particularly described in the first and
second claims, is a carbon filament of high resist
that is the novelty which the inventor has contribute!
art of incandescent lighting, and it cannot be disputed by
an\ one having the slightest acquaintance with patent law,
that the carbon filament as imported by the patentee and
his rcpreseniatives, the respondents, and which they still
continue to import, is claimed in and covered by the patent;
or that any one who shou'duse it, without the permission or
consent of ihe respondents, would render himself liable to
them in an action for infringement of the patent.
The process of further carbonizing the filament after it
is introduced into the bulb by passing an electric current
through it while a high vacuum \i maintained, as described
by some of the witnesses for the respondents as well as
by Mr. Edison himself, is not anywhere described or
claimed in the patent, and forms no part of it; on the contrary, it is the subject of another patent obtained subsequently by the same inventor, Mr. Edison, on July 5, ib8i,
under the number 13,057, the fourth and fifth claims of
" Fourth. The method of treating
which are as follows:
carbon conductors for electric lamp-, consisting in inclosing
the conductor in a glass case or globe, exhausting the air
therefrom, healing ihe conductor by an electric current,
and then hermetically sealing the glass case or globe.
Filth.
The method of treating carbon conductors for
electric lamps, consisting in c'osing the conductor in a
glass globe or exhausting the air therefrom, heating the
conductor by an electric current to a higher degree than
that at which it is intended to ordinarily raise the conductor
in use. and then hermetically sealing the glass case or
globe."
Here then the process is fully and expl'citly described
and claimed, and the use or employment of it cannot be
invoked or relied on by the respondents to sustain the
patent now in controversy.
The next feature of importance after the method of
securing the platina contact wires to the carbon filament,
as set forth in the fourth claim of the patent in contestation, is the glass globe or bulb referred to in the third
claim, and it is abundantly proved and admitted by the
respondents that they have always and still continue to
import these, and ha\e never manufactured them in

completed to execute murdereis

Canada

held in place

It is

that

manufacture, requiring great skill and judg
ment, and that they cannot be made in Canada, and that
there is only 01 e factory in the United States where they
can be made to the satisfaction of the respondenls, but this
seems irreconcilable with the statement of these same witdifficult

them, and

The two

now

in dispute.
cases of Ayer and

Grinnell in the Supreme
argument but not yet reported, do
the present case, as those two suits were
brought under the Customs Act, in virtue of which the
defendants had a perfect right to import the articles separately and if afterward by compounding or combining
these together they manufactured an article or commodity
of greater commercial value, subject to a higher tariff
duty, they contravened no section of the Cusloms Act
giving them the exclusive right to manufacture, on condi ion that they should not import, such as that in the
Patent Act, which gives the inventor the exclusive right to
manufacture his invention, on condition that he shall not
import it; there is, therefore, no analogy between those
two cases and the one now under consideration.
1
therefore hold that the patentee and his representatives
have imported into Canada since the 17th elay of November,
1SS0, and still continue to import, the various elements and
parts comprising the invention claimed in ihe paten) No.
10,054 in a manufactured stale; and that they have not
at any time since the date thereof manufactured the invention in Canada.
In view of the above 1 do not consider it necessary to do
more than refer to the other point raised in this case -that
court, referred to at the
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elaborate experiments with the death-dealing current.
object

experiments was to determine the

these

of

points of application, duration of contact, and electromotive

force of the

Current was derived from a

current.

Siemens alternating current dynamo, whose fields were
separately excited; a rheostat was provided for varying ihe
electromotive

from

force

A Cardew

roo to 1,000 volts.

voltmtter, with resistance of similar wire in

was

its circuit,

used t3 measure the pressure, and a series of incandescent

lamps was connected

check the reading.

in parallel to

Nine experiments were made, with the following
white dog; weight

Small

first.

from right fore leg to

hind

left

urated with solution of

results:

pounds; connections

21

using cotton waste sat-

leg,

sulphate, with density of

/.'.nc

by wrapping wi h bare copper wire;

1

r

,

in all

experiments the electrodes were saturated with the same

ohms; contact

solution; resistance 2,700

dog: weight

land

S7

Vz

pounds; connections from brass

plate e'ectrode 4V2 inches

inches

by 6 inches, covered with

on

p'aced

thick,

middle

electrode on light hind foot

Third.

pressure.

volts

for

felt

^3

second

forehead;

cf

same as

ohms; contact

sistance 2,200

for 10 seconds un-

Second. Large black Newfound-

der 700 volts' pressure.

previous case; re-

in

seconds under 300

15

Mong-el bird dog;

weight 60

p unds; plate e'ectrode on back of neck and wire electrode
on right hind leg; resistance 2,200 ohms; contact for 10
7C0 volts piessure; resistance after death

seconds under

250 ohms.

Small deg; weight 35 pounds; plate electrode on forehead and wire electrode on right hind leg; re4th.

ohms; contact

sistance 470

seconds at 500 volts

10

for

pressure; resistance after death 4SS ohms; increase proba-

bly caused by drying out of solution under wire electrode,
as

it

steamed during time of ccntact.

Calf weigh-

Fifth

ing 74 pounds; connections from right hind lg to plate
electrode on back of neck; hair saturated with solution,
but not clipped; resistance 500 ohms; contact for 15 seconds

under 300 volts pressure.

Calf

Sixth.

weighing

100M

pounds; connections from plate on forehead to right hind
leg, resistance

550 ohms; contact for 20 seconds under Soo
2S0 ohms. Seventh.

volts pressure; resistance after death

Calf weighing 9S

number

pounds; connections sim

Iar to that of

340 ohms; contact for 15 seconc's
under Sco volts pressure; resistance after death 230 ohms.
six;

resistance

Eighth. Calf weighing 109 pounds: connections from right
fore leg to left hind leg; resistance

3S0 ohms; contact for

20 seconds at Soo volts pressure.

All of the calves were

by butchers, and were pronounced fit for food.
Horse weighing S30 pounds; connections from
plate electrode on fort head to left hind leg; resistance
ohms; contact under 1,000 volts pressure for 25 seconds;
After death the circuit
resistance after death 200 ohms.
was again closed to ascertain whether the muscles would
dressed

Ninth.

apply, to

of refusal to sell,

;

.

th

to

nesses in calling these articles raw material.
Mr. Edison
himself, in his affidavit referring to the glass bulb, says:
" They are strictiy of the character of raw material " and
in view of the fact also that the records at the Patent office
show that on November 23, 1882, Mr. Edison obtained a
patent for the process of manulacturing glass bulbs for
the allegation of
incandescent lamps from pot glass,
inability to manufacture in Canada is no plea in defence of
a Canadian patent, and it would be a singular misconception of the spirit of the law if a patentee probably holding
a patent for his invention in the United States or other
foreign country, should, suppose he could hold to his
Canacian patent, declare his inability to manufacture it in
Canada, ignore the fact he was thereby preventing anyone
else from engaging in the industry, and defeating the very
object and intention of the Patent Act, enacted to encourage and protect home labor and manufacture.
The bamboo cane was, and continues to be, imported
from Japan into the United States by the respondents in
its natural state, and was there, by a series of manipulations cr processes, reduced to a filament of required size
and proportion, and was then further subjected to the very
difficult and delicate process of carbonization, and in this
state was imported into Canada expressly for use in the
lamps.
The platinum, another compound part of the invention,
was, and still is imported into the United States from Russia by the respondents, and was there melted and alloyed
with iridium, drawn into wire and otherwise specially prepared, and then imported into Canada for use in the lamps.
I
find that every es ential feature, element and component part of the invention was, -and still continues to be,
imported into Canada by the respondents in a manufactured
state for the especial purpose of assembling or putting
them together so as to make an incandescent electric lamp
such as that described and claimed in the patent held by

not

th*
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about the height of the seats in the coaches. The darkness in this tunnel is one of the greatest annoyances to
people who go back and forth from the suburban towns

March

The company has

absolutely noiseless and sparkless.

a

even- day.

There is a great passenger traffic over this
and the proper lighting of the tunnel will assist in
:he speed of the trains as well as obviate annoyances and

number of these motors running in the western states,
New York and through the east, and have for some time
past had four of them running in Chester, Pa., giving
They have recently put in a 3-horse
entire satisfaction.
power motor for Tacob Bennett & Son, the manufacturing

discomfort to passengers.

jewelers of 1024 Chestnut street.
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Electric Lighting
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America, northwest corner of Wall
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up offithe Bank of North
fitting

is
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1

streets.

New York

and command a view of

are well lighted

bay. and one can see as far as the Atlantic Highlands.
There are no mD:e desirable olii ;es in New York nan
They will ba ready for occupancy May 1st.
these.
A second challenge has baen sent the Westinghouse
company bv Harold P. Brown, and he evidently means to
lie recently challenged the Westingenforce attention,
house representative to an electric duel, bit the Westing'

house people have paid no attention

Brown

Mr.

Johns Hopkins university

the

trial at

of their statement
per pou id of coal

He

lighting.

peop'e

that they give

50 per cent. mor«- light

given

direct system of

than

is

by any

proposes that there bs sent to the Electrical

Tes:ing Bureau at the university a plant, comprising dynathe Thomson-Houston system— 650
Westinghouse people send a 650 light,
alternating current, Westinghouse system, and that the
They are to ascertain
test be carried on for three ninths.

m>

and lamps of

lights, arid that the

the efficiency of the

dynamos and lamps, and

of converters under

full load, h-lf

the efficiency

and one lamp only

load,

on each converter; also to make a life test of the lamps.
If the Westinghouse apparatus proves to give 50 per cent.
more light, or even 25 per cent, more light, per pound of coal
than the Thomson- Houston system, Mr. Brown agrees to
pav all expenses of the test of the apparatus, and will
purchase Westinghouse apparatus at list price, and will
If the Westinghouse appapresent it to the university.
ratus falls below the other

the

expenses and buy the

all

Thomson-Houston p'ant at list prices for the university.
The Electrical Testing Bureau will publish a full report of
and the

the test

figures

secured.

Mr. Westinghouse

If

does not send his apparatus, with the privilege of installing
Brown says he will feel jusit there by his own men, Mr

and at liberty
plant and have it
tified

obtain

to

installed

Westinghouse
by former Westinghouse em
650

the

light

T.

ployes for the lest

Co. of 70 North Fourth street, are the

Climax

are

and

busy,

Pa.,

March

of

full

every

manager

There

ing

is

is

work enough

or what

is

all,

The Edison

manifested

Thev have

for

claimed to be.

It

it

in the

of

full

is

introduc-

is

and a very good

people are

the largest establishme

in

companies

encountered

expectations as bright as the electric lights he

ing

matters

of the

All

feel

the

in

lead.

United States,

has been described heretofore,

and probably only a brief allusion to it is necessary. It is
located on Sansom street, a narrow street runniDg parallel
with Chtstnut street, a few doors from Ninth street, within
a baseball throw of the postoffice.
an enormous structure, more like a baronial castle of
the sixth century than an electric light station,

being seventy

ment 126

feet wide,

feet.

daily

The

building

ton

is

is

200.

The

wagons, and the contract

is

ttsed.

coal
let

At

They have

IOO light dynamo.

\ Son

Eyster

and a

There are

at

pn

rapacity,

speed

not

will

on the eighth

and
is

be

The

floor.

and original.

dvcI

The

for

dynamo, and are now building another

75 light

100-

horse power Climax engine for the same firm.

McNuIty & Connor
install

an

Arch

of 323

and March 4th started out there

On

were

street

about

to

Broad and Cclumbia avenue,

electric light plantat

commence

to

operations.

bad been burned down

arriving they found the building

during the night.

to the

e

;

trie

is

Indian.U'olis, lnd

March

,

among

circulating a petition

—A

15.

required, the

attaches

speed until

reverse

number

company

car

put in an

to

motor system, and mainla n

electric

doubtful

of promi-

have been

city,

It is

it.

the council will act favorably on the matter, as

if

among members

there seems to be considerable opposition

motor power

to the introduction of electricity as

for street

cars.

The

company have been

Indianapolis Jenney Electric

awarded the contract
chinery, etc

,

Mi the necessary ma-

furnishing

for

Jenney Electric company

furnishing q

is

numb. r

a

rite

The

O.

for lighting the streets of Marietta,

be under the supervision
Phonographs will be operated for
reproducing music, and Gilmore's full band will be the
subject of the experiments.
A phonograph and receiver
will be placed in the large hall, and every strain of music
that is played will make its impression on the cylinder of
the phonograph
The cylinders will then be taken to other

David

electrical display will

Han is.

J.

instruments

in different

the

parts of

it,

The Brush company
where customers

They have only furnished
M.

them.

arc lights heretofore.

St.

company has
D. McNeely;

Joseph, Mo.

March

St. Joseph, Mo.,

16.

elected the following

Mo.

vice-president, A. D. Vories

1

A

McNeely,

D.

treasurer, Charles Pfeiffer; directors, J.

D. Vories, Charles A.

Pfeiffer,

phan, B. B. Frazier,

Abner

and James Craig,

The capital stock of the company
managed as an independent line.

$100,000.

Jr.

It will

be

Joseph Hansen, John DoniCopeland, Jacob Madinger

probability the People's Street

all

railway

two inches

diameter,

car tracks.

The aldermen composing

the electric light committee

busy drawing up specifications
mitted to the builders.

which the

manner

power engine, so

lamps can be put up any time without

the capacity of the

aix-

subin

the intention of the board

is

it

be

plant, to

In view of the rapid

city is spreading,

to put in at least a 400 horse
ditional

the

for

The company

power house.

the plant will provide the poles, wires, engines

that

ad-

While

be sufficient to light the
ferred to

an expert, who

the matter

will

determine

will

the

house

very important consideration
is

that

it

must be absolutely

in

telephoned

for

prietor

the

of

The latter sued the probrewing company for medical services.
Dr. Jesserich.

Judge Stover decided

that the user of the telephone

will

be

re-

number

of

The

directors of the Missouri &,

week and discussed

last

St, Lot

Mo., March

is,

16.

A

upon.

O. Morgan of Boston was elected a director

George L.

the place of the iate

Crandall, secretary of the company, resigned, and

W. W.

exchange, was elected secretary, and

N. R. Ferguson was

elected treasurer.

are

making no money

Kansas City," said

in

"When

dent Mulvane of Topeka.

the

in the legislature, we cut our force of sixty
down to ten men, and we are renewing
no subscriptions and making only conditional new conIf the bill passes we will cancel every contract at
tracts.
its expiration, and move every instrument out of the city.
We have thirty-four other exchanges and can manage to
exist without losing money here. We control 1,900 patents
that may be used in this district, and no other company

rates

was introduced

linemen

in this city

Residents of the
tremely happy
light system.

Kansas

from

mood
The

City,

council has granted

council

— In September next the

St.

The committee

doors.

The

rii

<

dental

electro-plating processes,

ore ami assay instruments,
hall,

Around

which are almost
an

and surgical
mining and

center

the

There

'pic

will

u

'

i

franchise

by

for

Millard
F.

— At a recent meeting of the

Mayor Jacob presented

a recommendation

and

.

,

and

I

il

on

operated by

for

the

establishment of an extensive system of electric lights

He

the city.

"The

said:

made such

business portions of

The

truth

is

that

its

strides that

domain made

no

what

is

it

is

no longer a luxury, so

that were formerly brilliant are

looking, because of gas lamps."

the

by

central

mended

that

Main

[efTerson, Green,
1

t

to Seventh,

street,

speak, and

invenstreets

now dim and provincialThe mayor proceeded to

and

all

He

Fourteenth, Market,

Broadway, from

also thought
lighted

for

that

police

the

was referred

for consideration.

entire

protection.

proposition was received very favorably by the
but

plan

recom-

the intermediate cross streets, be

He

river front should be thus

cil,

lirsl to

lights.

Walnut, Chestnut and

lighted by electricity.

The

electric

from

and

electric lights.

say that for a year past he had been studying the besl
of supplying Louisville with

as

city that aspires to

light

to

in

known

eye has become so educated by this wonderful

tion that

the

operated by a

be three station:

At the northwest
will be

walls
of

electrical railway with cars that

teen pi
different kind of motor.

electrical

the foundation

in

of

motors, tele

of

exhibits
tphs,

music

northern nave

be given up exclusively to the
be

,

an ex-

in

Louisville, Ky.

1'.

many, Russia, Spain, Belgium and France, and the exhibition will contain all the lak-si improvements which have

will

a

an electric light system to a company headed

'progress' has

pace

Mo., are

over the prospect of having an electric

metropolitanism can afford not to have

will

Kan

smelting city of Argentine,

little

just across the river

telephones without

use

V, Ingram of Kansas City, Kan.

Mo.

these countries.

Presi-

to reduce our

bill

facturers of electrical machinery in America, England,

all

of Chi-

Smith, superintendent of the Kansas City

has commenced correspondence with inventors and manu-

b:cn made in
the basement

C. D.
will ac-

company

cept a position with the Western Electric

cago.

to take

Phillips of Chicago.

regard to the power

fire-proof.

its

Kansas Telephone combill now pending in

the

the state legislature, reducing telephone rates to $4S a vear,
and the opinion prevailed that, if the bill becomes a law, it
would be best for the company to cease doing business in
this city.
No more orders for new telephones will be filled

LOUISVILLE, Ky., March 15

St. Louis,

was not

responsible to the physician.

boilers,

lamps necessary, and their most advantageous location.

One

Alexander.

last

them."

first

organ-

is

week rendered an opinion in the case
of Dr. E. Jess^rich against John Walruff.
Last summer
a man named Marden, in the employ of the Walruff Brewing company, was injured.
A bookkeeper of the company
Judge Stover

could get them, nor could they

supposed that 200 lamps

it is

city,

W. W.

under patents granted

furnishing

and

incorpo-

pjrpose of minufacturiag electrical apparatus

increasing

everything except the building, which will be erected by a
local contractor.

The company

with a capital stock of $300,000.
ized for the

'We

con-

will

in

is

M.

Gillham,

W. Alexander have

rated the Gill-AUxander Electric Manufacturing company,

Railway

President, J.
secretarv and

officers:

played
R.

until the bill is acted

— The South Park

there

Gilmore

be given.

will

pany met

also putting in incandescent lights

is

call for

and

building,

exact reproductions of the music, just as

of

incandescent lights to business houses in this city

its

catches up with and

it

In the nave will be the telauto-

the train.

itself to

The

automatically

will

it

i!s

City,
Kansas City, Mo., March 16.

residents of that street asking

to order the street

the council

overhead

of Ihe

I

on the main track

C. Gillham, E. R. Gill and \V.

nent residents of North Illinois street, this

cnt, will be

Windsor,

are

— Robert

,

ghts and

accommodations

Kansas

Indianapolis, lnd.

Light com-

I

and additional

motion, then increase

S.

Coo light plant,

f

in

Ya., three Climax engines

Louis exposition will again open

capacity

elevator

ily this

put

recently

also

W.

of Halltown,

the road

operator of the train will touch a button as he passes the
switch, the extra car will start dowa the switch, and when

of

in

Pennsyl-

the

to

When

it.

ness,

— the

delivered

is

vet

The

tons

f-fty

is

three

thirty tons per hour

front

pave-

the

nine stories in heighl.

consumption of coal

maximum consumption

the

and the cornice from

on

with one of these Climax engines of 16 horse power, and a

erected in the middle of the street in between the two street

— Electrical

16.

interest.

They

dynamo.

and

engine

sider using small iron poles about

Philadelphia,

perfect

sides

from the main track, and one car stands
is doing an unusually heavy busi-

that branches off

graph.

In

Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia are

with

it

and west

most ingenious things yet spoken of is an automatic switch
which will be placed on the east side. It is a straight track

recently lilted the Pennsylvania Sugar Refinery of this city

proposes that

efficiency, he

in

Westinghouse company pay

required of

all

east

g

be closed, except at the ends, so that the trains will be
run through two tunnels lighted by electricity. One of the

it

&

C. F. Langston

a

to

the accuracy

to test

motor

first

on the

corridors

8

1

will

Now

the matter.

to

Westinghouse

the

challenges

doing

is

syndicate will be distributed, and that prices will soon settle down in the interests of the manufacturer and con-

the

is

It is running well, and is giving
and other machinery, as well as a

they have put in here.

power

This

The

electr'cal drills.

23,

coun-

A.

t

March

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Hampton,

la.,

wants

Hayward,

will

L. Ide & Son. Springfield, III. io«
Winchester, Ind., 50 are light plant
Ind., 50 arc light plant; Franklin MacVeagh & Co., Chicago, 200 incandescent light plant.

soon have electric lights.

soon hive an

Cal., will

electric light plant.

soon.

Tex.,

Marshall,

introducing

is

fur

electricity

street

lighting.

Mascoutah,

introduce

will

III.,

im-

lights

electric

Galveston, Tex., has ac"*ep*ed the b'd an. awarde
contract to the Western Electric company of Chi
fiKnish the city an independent plant f >r $37,500, p
in five vearly installments, with electrical apparatu
value of $8,857.

mediately.

Americus,

Ga.,

streets

its

by

electricity.

Livingston S Helena Smelting
pany of East Helena, Montana.

The

Marietta, Ga., will be lighted by elecLiicity in a couple
of months.

The

electric light plant

Troy,

at

rapidly nearing

is

,

completion.

Delphos, O.,

is

The
moved

new

to the

extending

its

electric

l

;

ght system

at

Streator,

have been

III.,

re-

station.

lighting the

for

public

the

light

will

st

house

te

Kansas

of

will

be

solid ed by the executive council.

legislature has approp ia'ed $1,50:1 for tltc
lighting in the capitol building

The Xevada
trie

iY

Houston

1

terest,

The Richmond, Va., Stale says: "Our street car facilihave greatly improved,
have now nearly
miles of track, ami the addition of a cro=s town line would
give us a street car service equal to that of the most favored
nty,
As it is. the building of the electric line has given
an impetus to suburban improvements which will eventually
add much to the beauty of our :uburbs and their taxable
values."

Piedmont, W. Va has organized an electric light cornpuny with a capital stock of $20,000.
,

and directors of the Uloomington.

The Jenney Electric Light company
inean .escent lamps at Saginaw, Mich

is

er cting a line for

W

just obtained

Among the rf cent sales of the O ueen City Electric com
pany, Oncinnati, the following are reported;
Henderson,
Ky Hominy MilH, 50-light dynamo; W. B. Oglesl
Paper compmy. Middleton, O., 75-light machine; James
Notterman & Co., Cincinnati, O
one 4 hone power
motor; P.inzle & Co., Cincinnati, O., one 4 horse power
motor; Jcs. R. Peeblrs Sons, Cincinnati O., one 3 horse
power motor; Ra/ell & Co.. Cincinnati O., one 7 horse
power motor.

Senator John Raines of Canandaigua has introduced into
the New York legislature a bill empowering the Niagara
Falls Hydraulic company to erect and maintain under the
falls machinery for generating electricity, and to use such
state lands as necessary for erecting poles or constructing
an underground conduit to cany its wires.
As the bill
does not provide for the payment to the state for the franchise or serure the free lighting of the state reservation at
Niagara fails, it is expected it will meet with considerable
opposition.

\

.

The Union Pacific depot a Council BlufTswill be illuminated by eight -i.ooo-candie power lamps.

The Cincinnati Electric Storage compary
corporated with a capital stock cf §100,000.

A Thomson-Houston company for arc
lighting has been established at Helena,

has leen in-

and incande cent

Mon

ana.

Work on the addition to the
Omaha is progressing rapidly, and

electric

light station at

it is thought that in two
more the incandescent plant can be started. The
building is inclosed, ihe work of setting the boilers is
nearly completed, and the principal work remaining to be
done is to get the engines and
ynamos in posit'on. The
outside work, that of wiring the streets and houses for the
new system, is well advanced, and will be completed before

week-;

The Madison, Dak., Electric Light, Heat & Po.ver company has been incorporated; capital slock, $25,000.

THE TELEPHONE.
Wheeling, \V Ya., and Waynesburg, Pa.,
connected by telephone.

1

The

Lake City Electric L ght comp
:

Salt

oring to renew

its

my

is

endeav-

contract with the city authorities,

Shullsburg, Wis., wants electric lights, and Edward
Leszynsky has made a proposition to introduce a plant.

Alma, Neb., proposes

A

for electric lighting.

The

Peoria

to

utilize

fine

its

the plant

G

water power

company

considering the
advisability of introducing incandescent lights in the city.

Another
ville,

Ivy

,

eleclric

and

it

is

company is anticipated in Louisexpecied the plane will be installed

light
is

during the summer.

Th™ Hosier system
and the Morris

will be

Arews is

introduced

agitating the

in

subject

Ottawa.
of

Ill,,

securing

Son have received a ten-year contract

-S:

company of Little Rock, Ark
has been obliged to enlarge its plant owing to the rapid in
crease in the demand for incandescent bghting,

The

lison Electric Light

,

streets of Springfield, III., with arc lights of
2,000 candle power, at $137 per year for each light.
In
connection with this contract they have agreed to furnish
incandescent lights for commercial use at a price not to
exceed the cost of gas of equal illuminating power at $1 .50
per 1,000 feet; also to furnish current for electric motors
from 1 to 10 horse power within 2 000 feet of their station at a cost not to exceed $100 per year for each horse
power for ttn hours' use per day. They will erect a new
station of sufficient size to enable them to operate by electricity the street railway, of wlrch Mr. Ide is president.

lighting the

committee on public lighting will
of $14.5,000.
Six new towers
and twenty-five poles are required on the ou .skirts.
Detroit council

recommend an appropriation

Marietta, Ga., has closed a contract wich the Indianapolis Jenney Electric Light company for twenty-five arc
lights of 1,200 candle power each for street lighting.

The Mankato, Minn

,

Gas &

E'ectric

Light company,

organized with a capital stock of #:o 000, has purchased
the gas works and electric light plant, and will run both.

moval of a cable, which was laid by the \\ esttrn Electric
comp my of Ch cago, will be rejected, so that ttrere is no
obstacle in the way of consummating the plans for establishing ano'her electric light plant in accordance with the
charter of the Milwaukee Telegraph company, which already has applied for permission to lay a conduit on East
Water street
The conduit will be used by the Western
Electric company, which, backed by local capitalists, ij
expected to begin operations at an early day.

in

Albany, Ga.

wires.

Telephone connection between Augusta and Atlauta,
Ga., was secured last week, a distance
te'egraph wire was used.

of

171

A

miles.

A number of telephones were burned out in Oevtlan.1
recently through carelessness on the part of a lineman, who
allowed a line to diop across an
e.-head car wire

>j

The city cuncil of Milwaukee is considering the question of electric lighting.
The c >mmittee on street lights
will recommend that thi consideration of the amendment
co ihe Badger ordinance granting exe'usive privileges fc r
conducting an electric light plant for t*entv-five years, be
indefinitely postponed.
The resolution ordering the re-

soon be

President Payne of the Milwaukee Telephone company
says that corporation will expend $100,000 in burying its

for

c

The Western

similar service for its town.

The E

will

Preparations are making for the opening of a telephone

exchange

in readiness lor operation.

A. L. Ide

plant will be installed immediately.

Electric

III.,

is

I

The larrand & Yotey Organ company of Detroit has
an ord<r from Philadelphia for the largest
It is to be a
three
reed organ ever built in this country.
manual pedal bass, operated by an electrical blowing apparatus, which is in successful operation in Detroit, PittsThese instruments
burg, Philadelphia and Wilmington.
have recently been introduced in Japan, and several electrical organs are now being made for Yokohama.

company have been

.

We

ties

—

111.. Electric
Piesident,
elected as follows:
K
M urphy; vice president, Lyman M. Graham;
secretary and treasurer, C. Rayburn; superb. c ndent, J.
H. Mi'ler; directors, Calvin Rayburn, J. II. Miller. Lyman M. Grahim, R. W. Murphy of IVocmington, W. J.
Pmtklev of Chicago. R. T. McDonald and C. L. Olds of
Fort Wayne, Ind.

ifficers

systei

hat electricity will be introd
ion by the CI
which has purchased the roads in that city. This syr,'
iuis Street
Railroad comured control ol
strolling inpany, it is said, payii

Electric Light company, at Chicago^30,000 has been organized for the purchase, sal*, renting and furnishing of electric and other
lights, lighting app nlus, power and machinery; incor
porators, G. Ealk nb.i.-g,
D. Foster, J. Li. Thompson
and Frank Keidle.

Light

The

pa

It is

-

stock,

in operation.

i'.t.

Reduction

loughton, Mich,, Peninsular Electric Light .\ Pow
at a recent meeting of the directors decided to
es ablish a central st3tion plant ac Red Jacket, Mich., and
authorized its general manager, James R- De^, to negotiate for the machinery and other necessary appliances.

(

Gas company

Ga.,

buildings by incandesxtnt lamps
Bids

.

os have already b»en placed in

I-'.

works

electric light

The Macon,

is

city.

I

I

capital

Fort Collins, Col.,

be

will

suburban

1

company,

The South End

considering the advisability of introduc

ing electric lights.

throughout the

npany

1

C. C. Lenhart has ju-t completed ins'alling '00 incanS. System, for the Jay Gould Mining
descent lamps, l*
company at Gould, Montana, and -00 incandescent lamps
for the

contemplates lighting

the

'.rack at

I

I

plant at Carroll, Iowa, will be in operation

The Edison

A

plant;
planl;

electric lights.

Upper Sandusky, O.,

169

company

of Chicago has just
closed a contract with the Colorado Telephone company
for ^ /2 miles of underground cable, to be used at Denwr
Electric

l

I

The

Central Telephone company has completed its line
Pennsylvania, and Greensburg has telephone communication with Pittsburgh, Scottdale, lirownsville, Lniontown
and other places,
in

A practical experiment was lately made on a French railline to show that communication by means of the ttlephone may be made fiom a disabled train to the neighboiing
stations.
>n the line from
Noyelles to Saint-Yalerv,
where a telephone wire runs along the line, a train stopped
With the aid of a portable te'ephone
in open country.
connected to the wire, communication was then made with
the two stations, one ahead and the other in the rear of the
way

<

train.

The Grand Rapids

Electric Light & Power company
has closed a contract for the purchase of a $-0 000 incande cent light plant from the Westinghouse Ekctiic com

Silvey Electric L ght company has closed a contract
with the city council of liowling Green, O., for lighting
the city by electricity.
Fifty arc lamps and 600 incandes
c;nt lights wilt be installed.

an

Electric Light company has closed a constation at Piedmont,
Va., for
plant and 500 16 candle power incandescent
will be established within ninety days.

W

electric light

a 20 arc light

lamps.

It

The Western Electric company of Chicago has received
an order for 245 arc lamps, 60 double arc lamps, 150 incandescent lights, with dynamos, engines, etc., from Par
dridge & Co
for their Boston store, Chicago.
,

Light and Power company, capital stock $25,000, has been
incorporated to furnish light
and power; incorporators, E. Abend, J. Eimer, A. Karr,
S. Mueller, G. Gauss, M. W. Carter and
J A. Day
Senator Grady introduced a bill in the New York legislature last Saturday providing that any incorporated city or
village in that state may dispose at auction of the right to
string electric wires and erect poles within the corporation

burgh

Pitt

The Thomson Houston company

capitalists

building of an

1

lectric

have subscribed $25,000

road in that

O. Woodruff reports the

city.

sale

of

a

3 horse

Chicago reports the
Light & Power com-

following recent sales: Chicago Arc
pany, 50 arc lamps; Hastings, Neb., 25 arc light plant;
Thomas Elec;ric Light ..V Power compmyof Ottawa, III.,
600 alternating incandescent light plant; Pine Bluff, Ark.,

Water & Light company, 600 alternating incandescent

power

Hawkeye motor to L. J. W el!s of Des Moines, la.
The Kester F'lectric company of Terre Haute, Ind., has

The question as to whether telegraph companks ate
ob iged to show duplicates of messages transmitted over
their lines when so ordered by court or other similarly
organized body has again been raised in the investigation
at Albany before an assembly eommi tee.

;

been incorporated with a capital stock of $100,000.
The Watervliet Turnpike company of Albany is conside ing a proposition to substitute electricity for horse
on its stieet railway

power

Lake City Street Car company has purchased a
an electric power plant, and will introduce the
system at once.

1 he Salt
site lor
e ect lie

fhe Prooklyn City Railroad company is experimenting
ti electricity, and it is probable the storage 1- liter)
system devised by Prof. William Main cf Brooklyn will be

w

adopted.

fhe Seattle Electric railway has begun an

of

|

for the

Port Huron, Mich., Electric Railway company will
improve its service greatly during the summer.
II.

has been gran'ed
experimental
ur-

poses.

The

Belleville, 111., Electric

limits.

permission to construct a conduit for

Fort Worth, Tex., boasts of an electric railway.

;

The Edison
tract for

The Milwaukee Telegraph company

Cincinnati will scon have another electric road.

The

THE TELEGRAPH.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

puny.

action for
the cable road of that place,
fhe trouble
is over the crossing of the roads at the comer cf
Pike and
Second streets. The electric company complains that the
cable company tore up the track of the electric company
during the night and did not use due diligence in placing
the frogs, thus delaying traffic on the street railway un-

damages against

Telegraphic communication with the United States has
been established by cable from Santiigo de Cuba to Havt
and San Domingo; thence to the Island of Curacoa; thence
to La Guavra and Caracas. Yene/uda, whe e connection is
made with the government land lines for places in the in-

i

terior.

A dispatch from Santa Fe says; 'fhe
:
has
affirmed the decision of the lower court giving damagi s of
w
againsi
the
estern Union Telegraph
$400
Dr. R, 11. Longwill for carelessness and negligence in the
delivery of a telegram in an important surgical case.
The
case has been in court live years,
\
dispatch from Ualtirnoe, Md., says
"fhe South
Atlantic Telegraph company ol Ball i more
i
y las been
incorporated with a capital Stock of $
It
is
said
that the new company is to Form a link in the Mackay.
Uennett Postal Tt leg raph Cubic company system, .ind is
for the purpose of purchasing and owning the bins cf thai
system in Maryland, which are now enly leased.
Ihe
scheme embraces an 111 alga mat: on «vith the Southern Tele>

:

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

i;o
graph company of Virginia, the Southern Telegraph company of North'CaroIina, and the Southern Atlantic Telegraph company, where >y lines of wire may be secured extending to Xe\v Orleans and covering the entire south and
This entire system is to be controlled by. the
southwest.
Mackay- Bennett management.

A dispatch from Waterloo, la., says: "The Postal Tele
graph company has a gang of men at work in this section
setting telegraph poles along the Chicago, St. Paul &
Kansas City railway track: They claim the Postal compmy proposes to put two new copper telegraph wires from
Chicago to St. Joseph, Mo., along the line of the Stickney

Covering Electrical ConWerner Siemens, Berlin,

Hydraulic Press for
399.291.
ductors with Soft Metal.

Germany.
Claims 2 and 15 follow:
" 2.
In a hydraulic press for covering electrical
conductors with soft metal, the combination of a
plunger rotated in a plane perpendicular to tbe direction of the mandrel, with a mandrel capable of being
raised and lowered.
"15. The combination of the six-edged guidepiece, and the mandrel constructed in two sections,
one of which screws into the other."
Electrical Measuring and Controlling Apparatus.
Wilhelm Siemens, Berlin, Germany.

399.292.

road."

Personal Paragraphs.
E. Walters, of the New Haven Clock company, New

H.

March

York, was

Chicago

in

last

week.

E. R. Stevens, manager of the Splkdorf Insulated Wire
of New York, was in Chicago last week.

company

Tames P. McQuaide of the National Conduit ManufactNew York, was in Chicago last week.

uring company of

Frank Warren, secretary and treasurer of the Omaha,
Neb Illuminating company, was in Chicago last week.
,

Daniel B. Russell, vice-president of the Parker-Russell
Mr.
of St. Louis, was in Chicago last week.
Russell hts just returned from a trip to California.

company

C

D. Crandall has resigned his position as secretaiyand
Kansas Telephone company to
Western Electric company of
Chicago.
treasurer of the Missouri &
accept a position with the

H. C. Davis having resigned in February as president of
New York Electric club on account of prolongtd absence in Europe, the managers have rilled the vacancy by
electing E. T Gilliland president for the unexpired term.
the

C. D. Haskins, who has been for yi ars identified with
work, especially in telegraphy, is in Chicago. Mr.
Haskins, who is connected with the Western Electric com-

electrical

pany's office in
months.

New

Ycrk, will

remain

Chicago two

in

Business Mention.
Wood worth

Smith, 99 West Fourth sireet, Cincinnati,
have been appointed general agents for the motor department of the Queen City Electric company of Cincinnati.
.N:

the Sprague road at Chattanooga, Tenn
is progressing rapidly under the supervision of Woodbridge. .-V Turner, 17 Cedar street, New York, the con

The work on

,

tractors.

An

extremely interesting exhibition of the Porter Electric Messenger was given at the office of the New Haven
Clock company in Chicago last week. The call system, as
operated by this Porter Messenger, is efficient, and it is
attracting the attention of hotel
the country.

managers

in all parts of

Oil & Grease company of Cleveland, O
are reporting a large increase in sales, and have received
fiom all branches of the manufacturing trade liberal encouragement of late. The goods of special high grade
produced by them are in demand. This company will give
prompt attention to all correspondence, and will send samples tree with catalogue, etc

The Reliance

,

The ordinance prepared by Corporation counsel Green,
ing the National Transit company the privilege of
laying pipes for c il across the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern railway in Chicago, provides that in case of
trai.sfer the ordinance shall be null and void.
This dis)f the stattment that the S'andard
Oil company
uould secure the franchise immediately from the National
The introduction of this oil in Chicago
Transit company.
will be of interest to electric light men, who are desirous of
using fuel oil.

The Standard

works, Cincinnati, representa-

Electrical
onite

company, report the demand for
on the increase. They have

iulties steadily

large contract with the Cincinnati
Railway
furnish Candee Okonite wire for the main
andee" being adjudged the best aerial wire.
'I he new Chamber of
Commerce building;, Cincinnati, has
entirely wired with Okonite.
The Standard Electrical works are well known in electrical circles, and have
a

1

acquired a reputation for handling only the best goods.

The statement of invention is as follows: The invention relates to apparatus made use of for the observation and measurement of physical magnitudes of
every description for instance, the measurement of
the potential difference between any two points of an
electrical circuit, the height of water-level, etc.— and
the object thereof is to render such measurement easy
and reliable without resorting to the use of sensitive
measuring instruments, which might require skilled
This object is
attendants and frequent adjustments.
attained in case of the measurement of length by the
conversion of that measurement into one of the potential difference of two points in an electrical circuit;
and the invention relates lo apparatus used for such
conversion, and for the measurement of the potential
difference which may be caused thereby.
Of the fourteen claims the second is given: " In
an electric meter, the combination of a measuring and
regulating circuit, an electromotor, the field and
armature coils thereof forming a part of the measuring
circuit, means included in the regulating circuit for
controlling the movements of the armature of the
motor, and resistances adapted to be included in or
excluded from the regulating circuit varying the current thereof while the current in the measuring circuit
remains unaffected thereby."

—

Lightning Arrester.
lumbus, O.

H. Wilson, Co

Charles

399'3°5>

invention consists of two springs placed over
metal plates the springs being connected by a fusible
wire, which wire rests upon a bead provided upon the
frame or base.

William

System.
is

Burnley,

North

given:

" 4.
The combination of the cup containing a
conductive fluid, the reservoir or feed-cup communicating therewith, and the plunger with the armature
lever, the metallic electrode having a non- conductive
tip, and the electro magnet co operating with
the

armature lever

"

Du

Laney,

New

Dynam") Armature.

Albert

Circuits.

Joel A.

C.

Commutator

Dynamc-Electric Machines and
Benjamin Heywood, New York,

for

Motois.

Y.
Electric

390. 33'-

Patents.

Railway Switch and Alarm.

William

Hull, Sheffield, Ala., and James C. Anderson,
Charleston, S C.
The fifth claim is:
" In combi ation with a railway switch, circuitmaking and breaking device* arranged in circuit with
an electrical magnet, a s-ignal plate carrying a pivoted
armature, and an audible tlarm connected with said
armature, and with a contact point therein, and a
spring for completing the circuit of the audible signal
when the armature is otherwise uninfluenced."

Lauckert,

Electrical Appliance for Stopping and Starting
Elevators.
Ronald V. McFeely and Henry V Potter,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

399 34'-

I

Underground Electric Wire Conduit.
William
Penney and Thomas Little, Pittsburgh, Pa.

..

Electric Railway System
Yonkers, N. Y.

ectric

Railway.

ro- magnetic

1

B.

Blair,

Chicago,

III

located along the
to coincide with
With this are combined
h.v, ing
the required
tbe road-bed or
ontact with the
car bottom, and form

are

pari

if

an

car.

-

The

John

devices

e

which

Charles

S.

Bradley,

claim follows:
' 10.
In a plant for the ganeration and utilization
of electrical energy, the combination of a prime
mover, a dynamo electric generator, and an electric
motor energized thereby, In th said dynamo electric
generator and motor having each a dynamic capacity
in excess of that of the prime mover, whereby the
maximum effort of the prime mover may be exerted
either in tractive force or speed on the part of the
electric motor."

the contact-bolt falls

last

Magnetic

separator,

fames A, Burden, Troy,

.
.

10

let

and

in

"

hat

when

\. Y.
Electric Circuit,
[ohn I. Carty, New York,
399.377.
N. V.
iened for telephone systems, and

il

1

W.

Kelly,

main

Minn-

posing

being

pair

eai h

I

tig

Abraham

V.

Daniel

Higham,

Dynamo Electric Machine. Daniel Pligham,
399,404.
Philadelphia. Pa,
The first claim is given:
commu'ator having
segments and intermediate insu'atin^ blocks with air
spaces or slits extending down into the intermediate
insulating blocks, and clamping rings not covering the
ends of the slils."

"A

Conductor for Electric Railways. Rudolph M.
399,109
Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa.
The working conductor consists of a tube having a
longitudinal slot and also having the thickness of its
metal greater as the slot is approached from either
side.

Electric Gas Lighter.
399,416.
Philadelphia, Pa.

399,474.
min,

Railroad Signaling
York, N. Y.

Edward

Device.

Kronenberg,

Frank

P.

Benja-

New

Combined Gas and Electric Light
John C. Cassidy, East Orange, N. J.

Fixtures.

Transmitting Instrument for Electric Signaliug
Walter J. Dudley, Everett, Mass.
Apparatus.

399,505.

Switch for Electric Motors. Arthur H. Eddy,
399.507
Hartford, Conn.
Claim 3 reads: " In an electric motor having a
switch for changing the machine into a shunt or series
machine, the combin ition of the switch, with a catch
for holding it in its position for starling, and a spring
for throwing it into its second position upon releasing
the catch."

399 535-

System of Electrical Distribution and Conver-

Thomas H.

Hicks, Detroit, Mich.

Secondary Battery.

Electric
399,550.
Chester, Pa.

Electric

nam N.

Switch.

Joseph

L.

Iluber,

Ham-

Harry

Railway Signal.

T.

Paiste,

Yy*est

Theodore A. B Put-

Y.

1 he principal feature of the invention consist 1 in the
application of an induction coil at a signal -transmitting
p'o nt arranged to receive a current through its primary
wire upon the passage of the train, and with its secondary wire connected through the med'um of an inte veiling tircuit or conductor with a distant signaling
point, and an elect 10 magnet or equivalent sipnalleceiving in-trument at such distant point adapted to
currents generated in
f e acted upon by the secondary
the induction coil

Semaphore Signal. Frederick Stitzel and Charles
3"9-579
Weinedel, Louisville, Ky.
The comb'nation with a railClaim 3 is given:
road track, of two semaphores having electro magnets,
a closed circuit through the railroad tiacks and semaphore located at one end of a block, a second c'osed
circuit through the track, a conducting wire and a
'

semaphore

at the

opposite end of the block, and conthe first-mentioned semaphore

tact pieces attached 10

to normally close said

Electric Meter.
Edward F. Ii. II
399.336Charlton, County of Kent, England.

399. 37 2
12

Machine.

machine or electric motor is
provided with a horizontal field magnet coil which
rests upon and is secured to the pale pieces between
which the armature revolves.
electric

.-i.

399.343-

Electrical

The dynamo

399,556.

.

claim reads.
"8 In a dynamo-electric machine or motor, an
armature coil whose core consists of a set of separated
iron plates connecting non magnetic plates, and projecting through them to form polar extensions;"

N

Dynamo Electric
Philadelphia, Pa.

399,403

Hayes, San Fran

1

Electric

and Motors.

burg, Germany.

Ca
The last

399,329.

Prevention of Sparking in Electric Generators
Daniel Higham, Philadelphia, Pa
The first claim reads; *' A dynamo-electric machine
or electric motor having a magnetic conducting bar
acting upon the short -circuited armature coils a helix
upon the said bar, and coils upon the field magnet
connected to the said helix, but not connected with
the field magnet coils or working circuit."

399,402.

sion.

George L.

Coupling for Electric
399,326.
Griggs, Wilmington, Del.
c sco,

A

399,534.

Dynamo Machine
399,320.
York, N. Y.

399 32S.

Prevention of Sparking in Dynamo-Electric
Machines and Electric Motors. Daniel Higham,
Philadelphia, Pa.
bar of iron is used to conduct magnetic lines
from the field magnet to the short-circuited armature
coils, and so arranged that the intensity of the mag
netic field passing through the bar may be varied.

399,401

399,497.

The

Telegraph
399,314.
East, Pa.
The last claim

23,

E

3

19]

"

1

icd
i

1

,

lines,

transposed
\

at

the lines
intervals

1

om
and

! vals.

Wirt

15.

Harvey,

second circuit."

399.591

Coin-Operated Induction Coil.

399.599

Regulator for Electrical Machinery.

Percy G. Williams and Alfred W. Roovers, Brooklyn. N. Y.
The tenth claim reads: '' The combination, with a
movable electrode, of a weight connected to said
electrode, an arm connected to said weight, a rod having a sliding connection with said arm, an abutment
for said rod, a receptacle for coin, and an opening and
closing device operated by said rod."

George

II.

Condict, Philidelphia. Pa,
Claim 20 is given:
"In a regulator, the combination of a rotary barrel switch for varying the flow of
small
pinion on said switch, a
current in the line, a
segmental rack of great radius meshing with said pin
ion, and a hand lever for operating said rack pivoted
on an axis at right angles to the barrel of the switch "

Telephone Line Cable.
399i635
York, N, Y.

George

P. Shaver,

Distribution.
System of
Electrical
Westinghouse, jr., Pittsburg, Pa.

399,630.

New

George

The invention relates especially lo the system of
which alternating electric currents are transmitted over main conductors to points
near the stations at which they are to be utilized, at
which sta'ions electric converters are employed for
transforming (he currents.

electric distribution in

The last claim reads: " 7. The combination, with
the primary circuit of an electric converter, of multiple
mains and circuit controlling devices for connecting
an) paii ol ;aid mains to said primary circuit."

March
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ELECTRIC
SPERRY
Clinton
196 and 198
S.

194,

PBERY,

D. P.

CO.

An inetanta:
iDd break movement, unconby the handle, mtvUj entirely of pheet(not spring
braeB),the latter not entering Into He con»tmctlor; ;1
fore, though it may be beated by poor contact caused by
or dirt, I'b ueefnlneBa will not be affected
thereby. Seed for Illustrated circular and prl

St.,

CHIOACO,

V. P. and Qon'l Mgr.

A DEPARTURE IN
INCANDESCENT SWITCHES

BLL.

the Sperry Improved System of Arc Electric Lighting, power Is consumed only
40-llght dynamo can be as
In proportion to the number of lights actually required, and a
rfadlly and as economically operated with only five lights burning, as with full capacity.

H. T.

With

THE "CLARK"
Insulation

S 206
1

NEW

TOTRE-

PAISTE,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Chestnut St.,

K.TCIAM) EXCLUSIVE:

Hew England

Electric Snpply Company,
John Street, Bridgeport,

84

NEW YORK
CITY:
T. F. llnnter & Co.,

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

CHICA60, ILL
E

37

Conn.

Street.

:

Supply Company,

ectrlcal

Church
171

Randolph

Street.

Electrical Testing Bureau,
JOHN HOPKINS UNIVERSITY,
Id a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters* Union, under date of
Thoroughly Keliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect."
he says

29, 1886,

:

Ammeters, Voltmeters and Condensers Standardized.

The rubber used In InHuIatlne our wires and cables la specially chemically prepared, and tit guaranteed
to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation le protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark' b Patent Compound, which Is water, oil, acid and. to a very great extent, fire proof.
We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
Our insulation will prove durable when all others fail.
gauges and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocK. Cables made

Resistance Coils determined with or without temperature co-efficients.
Insulation Resistance of Cables, etc., measured.

Dynamos and Motors determined.
Primary and Secondary Batteries tested.
Curves of Magnetization of Iron and

Efficiency of

to order.

61 and 63 Hampshire
H.

CLARK,

General Manager.

Street, Boston, Mass.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS.

,

Circulars and Information

W.

S.

ragrding

tin

Methods Used, Prices,

etc.,

Sent on Application.

^ADDRESS AS ABOVE.!

Electrician

WARD LEONARD.

from Samples.

Steel furnished

Etc Etc.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,

BTilTRT A.

Baltimore, Md.

March

"A

ANDREWS.

LEOHJLRID
<&
CONTRACTING

CONSULTING AND

E.

M. IZARD.

rZiLRID,

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,

Systems of Electric Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Electric
Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.
Plans and Specifications for all Kinds of Electrical Construction W ork.
Afullllneof Commercial Supplies carried at all tlmee for Plants described ahove.
For any or

all

F

THE ROOKERY, Room

Branch

Offices

:

The Lnmber Exchange, Rooms 5 and 6, Minneapolis,

425, Telephone 694,
llinn.

;

Northwestern

II

CHICAGO,

ILL.

muni Life Insurance Block, Room 115, Telephone 1256,

31

il

wan kee. Wis.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

nL0N/>

Electric Light, Telephone and Telegraph,
Mauulaotured for Aerial, Bulomarlno and Uudorgroitnd Use
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

TBADE

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES, 0K0NITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

MARK.

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
BRANCHES:

Chicago,

Boston,

Philadelphia,

13 Park

-

Omaha,

Minneapolis,

Cincinnati,

Louisville,

MANSON PROTECTING

Row,

Kansas

City,

TAPE.

NEW YORK.
and

San Francisco.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
INCLUDING

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fleetrie ^upplie5

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins
and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Telephone and Electric Light Wire.

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY

BUILDERS OP

pisher's [lectric [{jotors,

AND SUBURBAN

LECTRIC RAILWAYS.

#=

General Offices and Works.

"he

DETROIT. MICHIGAN,

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
^'MANUFACTURERS OFH

Automatic
IN

E lectric

ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF

H.

P.

Motors,
UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,

Remarkable

Dynamo

Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Electric ITJachines,

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

The Eddy

Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

WE PATENT and
St.

Louis Electrical Co.
THE

Largest Electrical Supply House
West of the Mississippi Biver.
Co., •

New Yoit

Stil well's

Steam-Feed Water

Patent Live

Removes

)

007 Opera House

CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL

Block,

FRANCIS W. PAKKEK.

Entirely

Purifier.

Impurities.

all

prevents

Boilers.

SCALE

in Steam
Catalogue on application.

Solicitor.

STILWELL & BIERGE MFG.
FRANCIS W. PARKER,

CONTRACTOR

CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

—AND

S

18

;

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING

M. STONE,

O.

ELECTRICIAN.

23

EXPLOIT

In Foreign Countries flretclasa Electrical Inventions which are new and operative, and have been
Illustrated by mo els and drawings bat not published in this country before being patented
abroad. No expense to the inventor ca 1 or write.

Write to ne for Quotations on Anvthintr.

Agents Microphone Battery

March

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
ELECTRIC LIGHT INSPECTOR,
THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF U S.
CHICAGO, ILL.
Pacific Ave.
-

ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

Electric H cat

work

SPEAKING TUBES

Existing planta

a specialty.

1007-S-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

extended orthoronsrbly overhauled.

Oral.

WHISTLES

ana

Pneumatic, and

Electric.

Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS
R. OSTRANDER & CO.,
1,23 and 25 Ann St. New York

W.
2

SEND FOR

Factory, 1461 and 1463

|5^" Send

NEW PAMPHLET

for

New Catalogue,

out August

DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N, Y.

1st.

OF

RECORDING

PROVIDENCE,

R.

I.,
EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

f

Pressure Gauges.

FAKADAT CJJKL1

Jtfvis B. EDsofi,
NO EXPERIMENT

Telegraph, Telephone and lectric Light.
145 Broadway, N. Y.

Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity
of any

K.

EDWAKD9.

LTJNGEN.

A.

New York

& CO,

EDWARDS

General Machine Job-work,

Door Openers.
Electric Annunciators.

Thermostats-

Gas Lighting Apparatus,

ESTABLISH

We

BRANCH,

44th St

,

&7

respectfully call attention to our

Simple, Strong, Compact, and Positive

S.

TURNER.

18 Cortlandt
J.

St.,

is

giving

satisfaction.

Estimates and prices promptly furnished.

HI

WOODBRIDGE
AND

——MANUFACTURERS OF

JAMES
Chicago Electric Club.
There

will

be a meeting of the

Flexible
F.

evening, April
2nd, at 8 o'clock, at the rooms of the
Club, 122-124 Clark street.

I.

W.COLBURN &
174 Main

St..

CO.,

FITCHBURG, MASS.

KELLY, Ceneral Sales Agent, 19 Dey

&

m

it

i

and Power Stations.

Railway Construction.
Light Wiring.

7 Cedar St.,

New York.

for Telephone, Telegraph
Street,

New

York.

WE WILL

Co.

Ship any Electric Llfiht Company or manufacturer
Ln the United States a barrel of our celebrated "Kloctnileuin" Machinery or Cylinder oil for trial, iiii'l I"
ovont the quality and price are not satisfactory It may

BUILDERS OF

K ngine s

Automatic

ELECTRIC
1

MASSILLON, OHIO,

Electric Club Monday

i

N. Y,

Gords jind Cables

Russell

Chicago

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
AND CONTRACTOR?.

TURNER,

SCHENECTADY,

Insulated Wires,

.

Telephone Building, N. Y.

LESTER W00DBR1D9E.

perfect working.

has heen thoroughly tested and

N

New York Carbon Works,
V,

in operation.
It will stand bard ueage.
Heavy pressure
applied to the door doeB not interfere with its
It

Etc.

DEIST.

Patent Electric Door Opener.
It is

Pattern Making, Etc.,

FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Bend for price-Liat.
5

Agent.

CARBON PLATES,

etc.

YORK.

KI> 1ST'.

^ OM3^3 BATX,

Es

Electricians.

1

ACKERB1AN,

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, & A rJS F Actu RER
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICACO.

Patent Electric Bells.
Automatic Burglar Alarms.

NEW

the Market.

1

Manufacturing;

and Factory, 4th Ave. and

in

18 Cortlandt Street.

P. C.
Electric Light Repairing,

Office

Cable

Office,

BOILERS, ETC.
Complete Power Plant3 Furnished
and Erected.
SlKD FOR CaTAI.OGUS.

GEO.

H.

BLISS,

ELECTRICAL EXPERT
DEALER

IN

Electrical Securities.
nrn nrt PHcent
rtn*l
Hfirhln^B for
Electric [sighting, Klec r ro- I'lntinc
an<1 » T|.»rlm,nfnl I -<
Irr

o

I

Electrical

Inventions.

I

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple

LOO, ILL.

225

DEARBORN STREET.

ChMMI
Ufl, ami wo will pay all freight
Tor
lined for
,,,
ln.iii wuyit, and mako no <-barK« f«»r what In j fl6(J
urate,
ftW,
liU-li, mod
0)0(101
mtii 0I1
mi high,
miPh trial.
trinl
1'lriiHtnit.uto If for UH6
PloaSOfltfltO
BUCD
or mow Bpooa machinery.
bo returned to

Court,

Hand-

-

S" SISWabasti

EXPLOITER OF

CHICAGO,

MARKLE ENGINEERING CO.,
DBTROIT, ZVHOD:.
ILL.

*
March

23,
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WATER WHEEL

VICTOR TURBINE

The

attention

of

I

BRATED WATER WHEEL

on account of

and s^'at
being

its

remarkably

Efficiency,

double the Power

SIES

is

called to this

motion,
large Capacity,

CELE-

ledio thcirusc,
liiuli Si»«-*-«l

»i«-a<lv

i

It

iroctcr.

diameter,
busedbya

of the leading electric compat
In the economtclion.
ical use of water it is v,
tqual, producing the highest per cent, of use-

number

ii

ful effect

Our
and

it

guaranteed.

KKXO FOB

(ATAI,(M.IF,

Horizontal "Victor"

can be belted

is

directly to

AM> IWKTH

ILAItS.

recommended, as no gea*_ are

highly

dynamo.

represents a pair of 12-inch
arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-Iron Hume, Draft
Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon

XI KI£l\i:S
Tubes, End

required,

VICTOR

The accompanying engraving

a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very comp
strictly first-class in every particular.
are now prepared to furnish ^Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.

We

HOLMES, BOOTH

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO.,

-

DAYTON, OHIO.

HJLYDETSTS,

&.

JIAXI'FAC'TI KF.IIS O*'

BARS AND INSULATED WIRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity- Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted
Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Fressure Wire-

PATENT

If" LINE

K

WIRE

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE LINES.
FACTORIES: WATERBURY, CONN.

BARCLAY,

J. L.

THOS.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICACO,

ILL.

#

GleVerly Electrical works
/j"f'

LlGCtrlGft"
H-A-Cleverly

•

Manager^

ID

GEORGE

Will be Received for an

Electric Light Plant
OXFORD, Butler
Up

is

Electrical

Construction
Co.
KORTHf EkBoiiONUF
Electric Light Plants Complete.
CO..inh^io

I'm

"If you have any
a reasonable price."

.

All

Ave., Chicago,

to 12

M.April

LAW

P.

Lamp

lrtK.cN

Spools to re-wind, send them to us, and

Classes of

HOUSE WORK

we

will

do

OFFICE,

Reserved to Reject any or

all

CHICAGO,

a Specialty.

graph and Telephone companies.
This year's issue enlarged and Improved.
Lists and reports of Electric Light and Power companies, reports of Xational

FOR PRIVATE

Electric Light association, useful tables, etc , etc.
Send orders for copies of books, and for advertising space to

ILL.

ST AH XROXT TOWER COMPANY

Bids.

Patent and Trademark Cases.

T ELEPHONE S

Publishers

of

The Standard Open

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL DIRECTORY.

Fort

Wayne.

Circuit Batteries of the World

MX'KSS.

The only Mechanical Telephone which haB etocd
the teate and held ont and given satisfactory
service for the past eight yeare.
for

Illustrated

Catalogue and

Prices.

TRADE
ELECTRICAL GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

£l^m' Telephone and Electrical Supply
Room

7.

for

The best and most permanent medium for advertisers in the electrical field. This
work reaches every Electric Light aui Power company in the country, besides Tele-

11, 1889'.

Plans and Specifications can be seen on
Application.

Send

it

American Electrical Directory
Price, SO.OO.
For 1889.

BARTON,

225 Dearborn Street,

Co, Ohio,

Bids should be addressed to D. P. Bf.vton,
Mayor of Oxford. Butler Co.. O.
Right

The

/VTJE* V* A DRHN CCKy MAKERS •? HIGH -GRADE

I

At

If

Philadelphia 'Department

Wabash

SCOV1LL, New York Agent,
25 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

r «-

ft

BAXTER ELECTRIC MFG &H0TOR CO

Agent, G. A. Harmount, 315

IrVeste rn

M

Villi!

loiaChestnutSt.Philadelphia

L.

Hubbard

lilk.,

feio,

III.,

GONDA

Co.,

U.S. A.

MARK.

FOR ANYTHING

In the Line of
Temperature
Regulation,
I'll llt'l"

fr'll

1

ll.l.'.-H

or

Steam H<>atcm
Id Housos, or for
Spoclal Apparatus,
address
The Union automatic Heat Regulating Co.,

BUIRA,

U

'

Gonda "

Battery.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO..
49 West 18th St., New York.
I

*

Gonda Porous Cup" Batten.

Ind.

.
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C. U.Jackson, Prest.

IB
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SdwardS. Perot,

Jab. P.

Vice-Prest.

MFC

THE NATIONAL CONDUIT

MoQuaide, Sec'y and

COMPANY'S

urn WROUGHT IRON CEMENT-LINED

PIPE

Haas?!

Fob? Kl®Gfa?ical
In use

Treaa.

Subways,

by the Metropolitan Telephone & Telegraph Company of New York;
by the Bell Telephone Company of Buffalo; by the Police and Fire
Departments of New York and Chicago, Etc.

THIS SYSTEM IS PARTICULARLY ADAPTED FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT TRUNK AND DISTRIBUTION.

TELEPHONE BUILDING, NEW YORK.

Address the Company,

CO

ENGINEERING
707 and 709

Market

31 Waterworks

09

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED

St. Louis.

St.,

Building,

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

Kansas

City.

SPKCIAIiTIES :-The AimiDgton & Sims Engine,
ard Rocking and Sheffield Grates,

319 Ramge

Building,

Poles,

S..a.NS.a.S CITY, MO.
Wires, Cables, Conductor Cords,

CARBONS AND GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.
Bells, Batteries,

WANTED.
YOUR NAME, BUSINESS
AND ADDRESS.

Pins, Brackets, Insulators, Cross Arms,
Etc., Etc.

Send

to

me

PRICES LOW.

Solicited.
PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

w

.

tc.

.

F.

ANNETT,

Prest.

S. F.

The H.M. LOUD

& SONS LUMBER

CO.

MANUFACTURERS OP
Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms, Cedar Poles,
Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled Promptly.

Office and Hill at Oscoda, Mich.
Habmount, Western
Agent Electrical Department New Haven Clock Co.,
315 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

Exclusive Selling Agent: G. A.

FENTON,

TERRE HAUTE, 1ND.-A SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING.
Well eiuWe.l, well .'.|iiii>j..-«l departments of Meriiiir. Kle. tin lty, Cheinis
dia n icjil ami Cm! Kui-'ii
liv, I»ra«iiiK. KM''ii>ivrSli i|i-A I.almiatorh'M. Exnr'mrnh.w Knr.at\Mira lrc^T.C..Meinleiilia!l.l'rer,.
(

1 l

1

CHAS. SLLWEY SMITE, Seo'F

VIce-Preat. and Treas.

of all kinds.

CABFENTIKB, IIABTMAW &

924 Chestnut

c

Hotel and House Annunciators.

Ammeters and Voltmeters

JSimcs

Belt. Stand-

ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE,

Card will do.

DETROIT, MICH.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.
CALL AXD

Link

Directory,

Electrical

A Postal

Fred H. Whipple,

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,

Galvanometers, Bridges and Rheostats bj

once and be Correctly Reported In Whipple's
at

National

Annunciators and Everythinq Electrical.

Correspondence

Steel Boilers, Ireeon

Lowe Heater, liyatt Filter, Blake Pump, Sorting Injector,

SEND FOB L1TK8T CATALOGUES.

Omaha.

SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO,

FOR.

Erected Ready for Service.

all

CO.,

the Prominent Makers.

Electric Gas Lighting.

The United

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electric Go.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electrical

Electric Lighting.

Apparatus and Supplies,

F.XA.T1IM:.

Queen cfc Oo.
St.,

Telegraph Instruments.

Wire

SALT LAKE

find Batteries.

Philadelphia.

CITY,

UTAH.

-

EJ 463INSULATING JOINT.
(THE STANDARD.)

E. P.

XI

OOO.

GLEASON MFG. CO

181-189

MERGER

STREET,,

CHICAGO OFFICE, 233 LAKE STREET.
-MANI"FACTi:RISItS OF

INDORSED
Thomas

A.

Elihn Thomson,

Edison,

t.

S,

Edwin

Possons,

ELECTRIC RPPLIHNCES
IN

BRASS, IRON, TIN AND GLASS,

Fittings, Brackets, Fixtures, Shades, Globes
Insulating Joints, Cut-outs, Holders, all Systems, and
Supplies for Arc and Incandescent Lighting.

Embracing
J.

Houston,

AHO SCORES OF LEAUING ELECTRIC'ANS.

EE1T33

rOE CATi IjOOVB

'•

E"

IQeO.

FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELERS.
Send

for

Pamphlet "ARE YOU POSTED?"

to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH

CO.,

3H

48

J2
IN

CRYSTAL.

177-179 Broadway, H. Y.

ETCHED.

33

ac.

SO.

EIGHT
COLORS.

March
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THE ELECTRIC FARE BOX
nU-f^sB)^

Clutch Works,

an Experiment, but a

Is not

I

CLEVELAND!, O.

Money Saving

Practical

EASTERN OFFICE:
18

Cortlandt Street, -

CHICAGO:

KEN' \ORK

Labor Saving

MINNEAPOLIS

2J50 Canal St.

Device,

305 Kasuta liuiliiing

KANSAS CITY:
and

1221

lii.i

Union Avenue.

Order them Subject to Yonr Approval.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
Designed, Erected and Furnished.

:

Send for new Catalogue, Power
Transmiceion Machinery.

COPYRIGHTED BY

IF

H. W. HILL.

AND

:

WE CLAIM FOR

NOT ALL

"FHENI,

Return them at our Expense.
.A. d. dress

7J

JGOODlWlOTbMBBER G

THE ELECTRIC FARE BOX
418

CEDAR

ST.,

CO.,

NASHVILLE, TENN.

OR BRANCH OFFICES:
J.

BRILL CAR CO., Philadelphia.

G.

L.

C.

DALLAS ELECTRIC MOTOR

Specialties of all kinds to ord€r
^Send for Gtalogue. ^

B. D.

WHITE, 107

8th St, St. Louis, Mo.

S.

Texas.

CO., Dallas,

BRAIDED WIRE.
THE POPULAR WIRE FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

Safe and Reliable.
DYNAMO TENDERS' HANDBOOK.
100 pagee;

Bv

BADT

F. B.

70 Illustrations flexible cloth binding; size of type page, 6x3 inches.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE

-

Desigred

1

f-

1

i

Dynamo Tenders and Linemen; Stationary and Marine Engineers. Just the book for men who wiBh
how to operate and care for electric Light installations. The only book of the kind in the

W.

B.

DOWSE,

to learn

English language.

Address

Price, postage prepaid to

any addresa in the United States or Canada,

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

CO.,

Gen'l Supt.

$1.00.

D.

JNO. H. BARRETT,

SARGENT,
President.

The Empire City Electric Co,
DEY STREET,

E. H.

NEW

Treasurer and Manager.

Vire-Pres.»nd Consulting Electrician.
A. PERRET, Electrician.

FRANK

NEW YORK OFFICE:
ISO NASSAU ST.

JAY AND PLYMOUTH STS.,

BROOKLYN,

YORK,

Manufacturers and

CUTLER,

THE ELECTRON MFG. CO,
Cor.

IN

GALLAHER, Secy.
W.GODFREY, Gen'l Mgr.

R. E.
J.

6 Lakeside Bldg., Chicago.
W.

15

CO,,

649 & 651 Broadway.

Central St., Boston, Mass.

N. Y.

MANUFACTURERS OF
Dealers

ALL KINDS OF

THE PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS
AND DYNAMOS.
SMALL SIZES

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
J.

J.

H. J.

DICKEY, President.
WELLS, Sec'y and Gen'l Man.

H. a.

KINNEY,

FLEMON DKAKE,

Sup't and Electrician.

L. H.

KORTT,

A SPECIALTY.

Vice President.

Treasurer.

IDLAND ELECTRIC €0

Si;:

1-8

«>

OMAHA, NEBRASKA.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
tJie

TO

Now
i

Regulation

Efficiency,

Aornts THE OKONITE CO., and the Return
Wo own the Franchises of

Alarms for Cities and Towns.

AND

EXCELLENCE

Call System of Hotel Annunciators. Fire
the Western StateB and Territories for the

OF

IMPROVED McCULLOH

WORKMANSHIP.

**7IMEITON * DISTRICT * TELEGI^IPfl + gYgTEM,**
and are prepared

^"Estimates

i-2 H. P,

Telegraphy Telephone and Electric Light.

Hotel and House Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Ftre AlarmB, Electric Gas Lighting, Speaking TuhoB,
Elevator Annunciators, Batteries, Push Buttons, Electric Pens, Telegraph Learnere' Instruments, Medical
Batteries, Linemen's Tools, Bell Hungers' Supplies, Hallway Velocipedes, Cars, Etc.

Wkbtkrn

Ready,

Laminated Field
Magnets.
Lowest Armature beslstncojel
attained. No Lead to brushes.
consequently m> sparking under
changes of load.

DEALER3 IN

For

-::::

to give franchises

fiirnlBhcd and contracts

made

and construct plants on reasonable tcrmo.

any and all kinds of Electrical Work In any part of the
West. Correspondence solicited. Illustrated Catalogue and Price List on Application.
Authorized Contractors:
Edison Electric Light and Gamewell Fire Alarm Telegraph.
for

ONE-SIXTH

Far

in

II.

Advance

r.

MOTOR.

of all others of

INVKSTH1ATK CABKHII.LY AND RK CONVUdKI).

CATAMH.I'KS

H

Equal

ltMSIIHt ON

Size.

IPPUIATIOY

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
MANUFACTURERS DIRECT OF

Push Buttons,

Bells, Batteries, Switches,

ANNUNCIATORS, ETC., ETC.,
And will make

Prices to suit our Customer.

Send us a list of what you want, and Prove our Assertion Correct.
Our Goods are BRIGHT, NEW, and LATEST IMPROVED.

—

Shipments Prompt.—

•ft—

te

General Western Agents fhe Okonite Co.,

MACRAEON

lijrushj-leetricfompany
-OF-

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

STORAGE
BATTERIES

MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
-AND-

taiencfi

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
STORAGE BATTERIES do not " buckle," " blister * or " su.'pbate"— are
The
require leee attenthe simplest in construct ion— are made with
tion, and will last longer than any other battery in the market, being practically indestructible and of
great efficiency.

MACRAEON

Electric

Li

ELECTRIC MOTORS!

CLOSED METAL BOXES—

These Storage Batteries can be Protitably Used

from the dynamo.

Incandescent Lighting from the Jflacraeon Storage Batteries is UMIKOlt 11, mtka i» Y and UFXIABLK. No Flickering, less Breakage of Lamps,
and, like gas, the light is always on hand day or night.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS, ETC.

Waablngton

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,

Htre«t,

UIIAIDEK

Hll.ni'T.

No. 201 Journal Building,
O. O. MTKKI.K,

Special Agent.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

Complete Installations made, Including Dynamos and Motors. Special terms
Contractors and Supply Agents. Address
GEO.

no. ISO

for:

Incandescent Lighting on Arc ClrcuitB everywhere using the Bame -Dynamo and power
while idle during the day, for charging the Batteries.
2.
Incandescent Light Plants, whether isolated plants or central stations, can be
doubled in capacity bv UBing the Macraeon Storage Batteries.
3.
Surplus Power, Steam or WatT. even irregular, wherever It can be had, In Factor es,
BrewerleB or business buildings, cm Vni utilized to greHt advantage and profit by storing electricity
during the day for lighting the place or neighborhood at night.
4.
Storage BatterleB can also be u?ed for steadying incandescent or arc lights when run di1.

rect

CHICAGO OFFICE,

Chicago.

WM. BALLOU,

President,

or

LEONARD PAGET,

to Electric

Chief Electrician,

Macraeon Storage Battery
1 Wall St., NEW YORK.
FACTORY, 110-114 Dickinson

St.,

-

Companies,

TRENTON,

Co* 7
N. J.

rfarch 23,
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TCHNUFHCTURERS OF

;§S

Arc and Incandescent Electric Light

MACHINERY.
M®»K®»»HM
We Own

and Control the Inventions of Walter K. Freeman,
who was the Pioneer in the development of the Incandescent
Lamp and Transformer Systems of Electric Lighting, known to the market as the Alternating, or

Induction System.

DYNAMO LAMPS and CONVERTERS
•*!•

To

be of the Highest

WE

Mechanical and Electrical Efficiency.

ISSUE A BOND OF INDEMNITY

Protecting purchasers of our apparatus from any expense or loss
on account of patent litigation.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

EHU CLAIRE,

WIS., U. S. A.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

WOODWARD
G. H.
S. A.

H. H.

GALE, President.

f
i

PLUMMER. VICE-PRESIDENT.
HUMPHREY. Treasurer.

(S. A.

PLUMMER.

23, 18

ELECTRICAL CO

HOAItl)

GEN. R. A. ALGER.
G. H. GALE.

March

OF

IIIIIF.ITIIKS.

BROWN.
T.WILLIAMSON.

C. A.
C. H.

TROUT.

H. H.

E. C.

F. B.

WARREN.
THOMPSON.
HUMPHREY.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON. SECRETARY.
FRANK B. TROUT. SUPERINTENDENT.

)
[
J

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT STORAGE BATTERY.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

in

construction,

has

now been found
to many

PECULIARLY ADAPTED

SPECIALI

to

be

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE

DURABLE,

and

and

is,

owing

to its design,

uses in which other types of batteries have failed.

-A-XD-^-^TETO

Steadying Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,
Propelling Boats,
Burglar Alarms,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station .Lighting,
Street Care,

TO

Isolated Lighting,
Auxiliary Central Station

Work,

Medical Purposes,

Running of Small Motors.

™ Detroit Storage Battery,
SECTION OF BATTERY PLATE.

BATTEKY

C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
BEEN DULY ASSICNED TO THIS COMPANY,
Is positively the only Secondary Battery which tvill not Buckle, or which will
withstand uninjured the Highest Bates of Discharge.

MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS CRANTED TO

THE ONLY

STJCCESSriJL STOKAO-E
IS

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE

The Woodward
St.,

BYI

Electrical Co.
FACTORY:

OFFICES:
69 Griswold

BATTEET

Campau

Building

F. B.

DETROIT, MICH.

TROUT,

Corner 13th and

General Manager.

Howard

Streets.

March

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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The Thomson-Houston
Electric

Railway System.

Twenty-six Roads in Daily Operation, and Sixteen Now in Process
of Construction Under the Thomson-Houston Patents.
ALL MATERIAL 18 NOW MANUFACTURED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.
The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the
The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others
brakes applied from either platform.
railway work.
Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
Only one pair of brushes for each motor.
above the floor.
Brushes self-feeding.
Direct gearing is used.
Bearings self-oiling.
The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the
No change of brushes for change of load or change in Thomson-Houston patents.
Contact with overhead conductor is had by means of.
direction of rotation of the armature.
trolley pressing against the wire from below.
The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

for

(

MOTORS l ELECTRICAL E QUIPMENTS FURNISHED FOR MIKING i OTHER SPECIAL WORK.
For Full Information and Estimates

_A.ddress the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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MD

B WIRE.

We

Best "Weatherproof Insulation and
strongly recommended for
all

Overhead

March

Vulcanite Wires and Cables have higher insulating qualities with lower inductive capacity than any
other insulated wires ever produced. The insulation
is in no way affected by acids or alkalies, heat or
cold, fumes, gases or other vapors, in fact any condition that can possibly exist in and about packing
houses, basements, distilleries, malt houses or breweries, or others of a class of most difficult places of
installation for electrical conductors.

7

Wire, Flexible

Cords

and Cables

AUD ABE

Circuits.

1889

Vulcanite Wires aia CalJles.

Manufacture

Magnet Wire, Uuderwi-iters

23,

WEATHER-PROOF,
MOISTURE-PROOF,

HEADQUARTERS

ACCIDENT-PROOF.

For Insulated Electrical Wires of Every Description,

Automatic Pole Lightning Arrester.
Adjustable Independent Support Arc

Lamp

Harger.

YOUR PLAIT
TO BE A

SUCCESS
MUST

KEEP UP WITH THE TIMES

And

be equipped with

provements

and

latest im-

contrivances

which please (and

protect) the

public eye and meet with popular

approval.

By

using material which will

insure the highest efficiency,
will rapidly increase

your

nue and render your

you

reve-

light so

popular that you will not pass

One Arrester will guard one-half mile of circuit and absolutely
prevent any damage from lightning. It Is self-acting, there is an
entire absence of self- induct Ion, and it requires no constant consumption of energy to keep it in operation.

any door without an invitation
to enter

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
We

The Lamp

and enliven the gloom.

making

THE

it

is

supported independent of the conducting wires,

impossible for

it

to fall.

Instantaneous Armature Protector.

are agents for the celebrated

Sawyer-Man Lamps,
And recommend them
High Efficiency, Long

Life,

Lamps made

to

Armature Protectors are cheaper than new or rearmatures, and much more satisfactory to
Electric Lighting Companies and their customers.

wound

for

Freedom from Blackening.
fit all

sockets.

CHICAGO.

Trial orders solicited.

You

are invited to

examine

this Protector in opera-

tion.

F»iJ\rs atxtid :ora.cis.e:

i

i"{S-

SPECIAL PRICES FOR CARLOAD LOTS AND LARGE QUANTITIES.
AUTOMATIC GROUND SWITCH.

Electric Gauge.

Up
Injt

through a ran/

Inches lo diameter.

current at 1

{KU
Will show u>y
'lUtance.

on n 'Hal

8

variation of

Public Lighting Company can afford
be without them.

lo

March

23,
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"C.

&

C." ELECTRIC

MOTOR

CO.
YORK.

NEW
Efficient Electric Motors
402-4 Greenwich

St.,

MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMAT/CALL/ REGULATED.
|

WESTEEN

NEW ENGLAND OFFICE: 19 Pearl St., BOSTON.
OFFICE: 139 and 141 Adams Street, CHICAGO,
PHILADELPHIA, OFFICE: 301 Arch Street.
SOUTHERN OFFICE: 25 Carondelet Street, NEW

JOHN STEPHENSON
NEW YORK.

ORLEANS

CO.,

L.IMITED,

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

a

CD
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FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIBRT COMPANY,
Port Wayne,

Xxxdietxxft.

Manufacturers of the

SLATTERY

INDUCTION

SYSTEM

out

OF

The Most Carefully Workedand Complete Alternating

System of Electric Lighting in
Existence.

INCaNDESCENT LIGHTING,

AND THE

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Lamps

ARC LIGHTING.

Converters

12-16 Candle Power

Guaranteed.

OF

and

to the Mechanical

Horse

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED,

LAP

SLATTERY DYNAMO,

AND CONVERTER.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS.

FORT WAYNE,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

IND.

907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR,

CHICACO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome

St.

City of Mexico Office,

F.

Manager.

ADAMS, Successor.

Van Depoele Electric Manufacturing

Co.

MAKTUPAOTUHBHS OP

ARC

m INCANDESCENT
And

ELECTRIC LIGHT APPARATUS

Electric Light Supplies of All Kinds.

THE

"THE

Mayo

Van Depoele Arc Light

Incandescent

SYSTEM.

SYSTEM.

DIRECT OR SERIES.

HIGH OE LOW TENSION,
DOUBLE OE SINGLE
CAEBON LAMPS.

ONLY
ABSOLUTELY
AUTOMATIC
DYNAMO.

MACHINERY
SIMPLICITY

AM

ITSELF.

Never
fever Blacken, ami

Long

Life

a

Dynamos or Lamps

Is

Made

UARANTE
Send

Send

for Catalogue.

NEW YORK
EDWARD

E.

for Catalogue.

GENERAL OFFICE AND FACTORY,

OFFICE,

234 BROADWAY,
BRITTON, Manager.

to Suit any Current
or System.

1

5 to 21 North Clinton Street,

CHICAGO.

,

•

!

EVERV SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

MARCH

CHICAGO,

Vol. IV.

1

No.

30, 1889.

BUY

SCHAEFER ELECTRIC MFC. CO.

O cents per Copy
13.

E

INTO

Unless they have the Dust-Proof Washer.
Lamps from 10

Incandescent

100 Candle-Power,

to

HAZAZER

COMPLETE INSTALLATION OF INCANDESCENT PLANTS.
P. 0.

Electrical House-Furnishings,

FACTORY AT CAMBRIDGEPORT.

BOX 3068, BOSTON, MASS.

FRANKFORT

32 & 34

Estimates Furnished on Application.

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

THE WARING

STANLEY,

<fc

ST.,

NEW YORK.

-

INSULATING and

GALLENDER WATERPROOFING ffiMPANV
Willi All I.
18 Cortland St., NEW YORK.

The

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES AND GABLES.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Standard Underground Cable Co.,
General

Offices,

708 PENN AVE.,

IVIfrs,

PITTSBURGH, PA.

-

1
W
G wu7'"'e r
BRANCH 0FFICE8:|^
^f'
E. Degenhardt, M
Chicago,
139 E. Madison St., F. ;^
Mgr,

!^^^

f

Insulation.
Its merits proved
quarter of a century. Adapted to
and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,
Railway and all other
Branches

E.

B.

All

ot Signaling.

McGLEES,

for durable

and high

by a record of over
all

electrical purposes.

Sizes

Submaiine Use

General Manager,

Concealed Wiring

16 Dey

68 Commerce

St.,

in all Location*.

new york.

Building.

CHICACO

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back
Noiseless

Xiooom.c»ti-c-© Safety ~S7~a,X-v&,
Tile ^.slLtozl liocli Safety

Valve,
Water H.ellof
Valve.
THE ASHTON VALVES b^^"^""^^!.*
Tlio Asliton

most perfect*

™

SAP'ETY
OA1U1X VAT.VPS
IdJilJjO

GI
Perfect eecnrity aeainet boiler explosion,
whether Steamboat, Locomotive or Stationary.

THEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES

Subterranean Use,

Lead *tn,u*au
Enraged win
Wires
as.
te

BURDICK,

General Western Sales Aaent.

TTTT?!TTt
1 JA-UAAIi

Aerial Use,

Electric Light

J. R.

;

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledged Standard

BITITE AND TRINIDAD INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
ELECTRIC LICHT WIRES OF ALL SIZES A SPECIALTY.

i&.^ffiTkSI£ii!JS.fiS

now Id tee market.
Simple in construction. Automatic In action, Perfectly Controlling the PreBeqje of the hose at whatever speed the engine or pump ie working.

Ashton

Me

Se^ ffA&.M

bi

271 Franklin

Co.,

St.,

Boston.

I

,

c

, a-'Y. R K
l

.

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,

RFORATED BELTING !!

Sole Manufacturers of

COWLES' PATENTED

and Weather ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE.

Fire -Proof

Prevents Air Cushions.
GUARANTEED FOR

B

B

C

Proof
A

DYNAMOS.
Chas. A. Schieren

&

Co.,

(Mfrs.)

OAK TANNED LEATHER BELTING AND LACE LEATHER.

46 SOUTH CANAL STREET. CHICAGO.

trie

1).

JK.NN
i

B. B.

— Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation.

Weather-Proof
a nd 2 *

5 19
-j

64

C — Braided C

Composition.

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters.
Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

wADrDnnuQ.
WAKtKUUMfc.

ILL.

CllAKLES

Danikl "W. Marmow, President.
Addison H. Kukdvkk, Vice-President.

CUT SHOWING STVLH OF IN5UT.ATION.

—

A. Copper Wire.
saturated with a Blacky

AND MANUFACTURERS AND TANNERS OF

c,iff St.,

xvastingtoj, st

.

Samples furnished upon application.

New

Owners

of

nil

the Patents and inventions of Charles D. Jenney

(known

aa the

I

CON*

Brainakd Rorisos. Sflcro;»vr7
Amos K. HoLLowau,, TreainrsH

hleemuiuu.

Jenney Electric Company,
Solo

Pirn

FACTORIES:
ANS0N1A,

Yo^k.
Chicaqo. His.

Jenney System) and Sole Owners

anil

Manufacturers of his

Improved Qynamo, [amp

$

Electric Motor.
In all desirable features of Arc and Incandescent LlRhtlng
Simple, durable, economical,
the -i iiney System loads.
In those essentials tt ohalbrilliant and penetrating.
tanges comparison.
i

.

Estimates Promptly Furnished (or Erecting Electric Lighting
Plants for Cities, Companies or Individuals.

Prices Furnished for the Jcnncy Arc or Incan*
descent Systems, oh tor both combined.
TheJennoj

locandesoeol

and permit the Ltunlng on ami

Dynamos an
oil

of one or

*eif-retruiatlnfr,

All

of the

Lamp*

at will.

This Oatppanv
Shot)**,

tr

fflctt sfltctal

attention to

furnUMng

JflUt,

Fu

sill 111 fillfMT IlllSTIITIlt III Mtlllll!

HE

SISTtl.

-O

Cor. Kentucky Ave. and Morris St.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

The Thomson-Houston

Marcn

30, 1889.

Electric Go.
WESTERN OFFICE:

EASTERN OFFICE:

620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICACO,

ILL.

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM
--«.>*•-

Electric flrc-[ighting
I1ST

THE WORLD.
"

"I

SERIES LAMPS

*

FOR

':'

1

1,

—:

\

:

saai

flrc-Circuits.
These Lamps have repeatedly

Shown

their superiority

under

test.

..

s 0f>

Medal

:

First Prize

:

First

,*.

)

Best Arc-Light, Louisville, 1883,
Best System of Arc-Lighting,

Ctncinna'.l Industrial Exposition, 1883.

This

Company was

given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions
at

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

London, August

1

1,

1885,

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
These dynamos are automatic

in their regulation

durable.

and

will

FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

LIGHTING.

maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit.
No other Incandescent
are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

Our Incandescent systems

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all

sizes, for the

Exhibition,

FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

transmission of Power, llano and estimates for
and Incandescent Lluhtlnu and Power Plants.

all

kinds of Aro

Lamp

is

so perfect

and

:

March

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

30, 1889

SIMPLEX LINE WIRE
Who Have Used

All

Pronounce

it

it

Malden, Mass

—

MANUFACTURERS

the Ideal Line Wire.

Maldf.x Electric Co

Simples Elbctiiical Co., BoBton, Mbbb.

QUEEN CITY ELECTRIC CO

,

,

Fel>. 8, [889.

:

DYNAMOS MOTORS

Gentleman,: I take great pleiBiire in recommending most heartily
Wo
the Simplex wire for the purpose of electric light conniructlon
are uplntr over 180 miles of thin wire in tne territory of Maiden, Melroei
Everett :ind Medford. We believe it to he far belter than any
fur
moat
economical
market,
and
In
the
end
oar
p-irposee.
other in the
Wo have made careful teats of It in comparleon with other wire, and
should be unwilling to use any other where trees are numerous and
tte foliage is dense, or, indeed, (or any general construction.
Yours very truly, II. A. ItOYCE, Treas.

i

1

,

2

FIRST

n
CORRECT VIEW OF

j

Simplex T. Z.

Insulated

Wire.

—

—i e 8 s— k

TREE LIMB CHAFED BY THE

R,

GOLD MEDALS

PRIZE

—^

MOST EFFICIENT

MOST EFFICIENT

DYNAMO.

MOTOR.

osro- x xnsrarrXiA.'X'roisr.
KEAI>

THE FOLLOWING:.

Newton Electric Ligiit and Powei; lo.
Newton Mw.. Sept. 20, 1888.
I

Ma. A.

Mason, Gen. Manager the

P.

Sij.

pies Electric Co.,

Boston. Mats.
Dear Sir We have in nee slsty-th'ree miles of your Wire No. 1
insulation, nine-tenths of which ia through eolid rows of trees.
insulation
wears smooth and glossy without cuttlDg through
Your
where it chaf'-'B against small limba. I consider It better lor tree
work than any oilier in the market at any price.
H. II. CUTLER,
Yours respectfully,
Superintendent.
(Signed)

25

—

Fire Department.

500

LIQHTS

J

to

50 Horse Power

CAPACITY.

City Teleobaph.
Sup't Office, July a?5, 188.'.
f
Some months since I determined to give the "Simplex Wire' a severe test. I
made a test for leakage by keeping a couple of lengths Immersed in water for
twenty-two days, and at the end of that lime I could get noevid nce of leak through
I then made some sharp bends in the wire, hut conld not find that
the intubation.
this opened the covering In thp least. I suspended a sample vertically in a hot boiler
room, to test the running qualities; for some samplesof another wire which I had
been strongly recommended to use were surrounded with an Insulation which would
—did— cook out, and I had no desire for further experience in that line. Your wire
City op Chicago.

TO

I

1

Safe and Economical.

;

and Central Stations
Fully Erected.

Isolated Plants

Btood the test nobly.

MOTORS

While I am recommending vonr wire for out-of-door work, through damp cellars,
lanndry washrooms, kitchere, and other moist places, and expect to see it put. in the
course of the season, into a brewery where ammonia is used for manufacturing ice,
understand I am only too glad to accept it for all ordinary lDside work where UnI am, sir, yours respectfully,
derwriters" has up to date had its beet hold
'

C. C.

(Signed)

HASKINS,

EVER READY.

Electric Light Inspector.

For Running Elevators, Fans, Pumps and General Machinery. We give an absolute Guarantee regarding Materials, Woikmanship and Efficiency.

THE SIMPLEX ELECTRICAL COMPANY,
MASON, Ceneral Manager,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., - BOSTON.
A. F.

Office,

Factory and Salesroom,

-

58 and 60 Loogworth Street,

Olnciminti, Oliio.

The Daft
Electric Co.,
INSULATING COMPANY,

new york and

chicago.

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

The only Company

INSULATED WIRES and

CABLES

Railways.

FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.
Guaranteed to Give Satisfactory Services Underground and Overhead.

Adapted

for Minos,

Prices and

No.

m

?I

Samples on Application

F.C.5.,

Economy.
The Daft Motors for Power

at

NEW YORK

We

London, Chemical Engineer, General Manager,

have supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

Telephone Companies,

to

United States Vessels,

Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other services

wherever a First-class Electrical Installment
Materials and Workmanship are

and correspondence
articles.

is

solicited from

is

Guaranteed

Required.
the

Dis-

CITY. tribution are

FOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
Electric Light, Telegraph and

Speed,
Endurance,

Specially

Chemical Works, Eto.

FRONT STREET,

ZiABlRSM,

using Safe
Currents in the operation of Street

Our

Very Best,

companies and architects requiring our

unexcelled.
for Circular Matter.

Send

New York Office
BOREEL BUILDING,
115

BROADWAY.

Please Mention the Western Electrician.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

March

30,

li

carbonco;

TiFtE ivArrroi^AXCleTrelarLd., Oiiio.
-MANUFACTURERS OFand

BATTERY MATERIAL.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS

JAMK

CONTRACTING ENCINEERS FOR ERECTINC COMPLANTS FOR

ENGINEERING COMPANY,
61

OLIVER ST.

181

BOSTON.
H. A.

LAKE

ST,,

1

109

LIBERTY

NEW

CHICAGO.

ST.

YORK.

J2W5

power Stations

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screening!
NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

SYNOVIAL

TJynamo and Cylinder Oils.
Second

8.

Free from

to none.

machinery.

By

gum

or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
Adopted by the largest
can be used continually.
Electric Plants of the West.

refiltering

CHICAGO.

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

TAUSSIC, Agent,

"THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY."
By FRED

H.

'WHIPPLE.

A. new and original book, designed to inform a practical public without the use
cV aystifying technical terms.

THE "LITTLE WONDER" DYNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINE

$100.

Plating Machines
requiring a speed
of from 1800 to
3600 revolutionsper
minute, are only fit

Over 1,000111 Successful

OPERATION.
Please send for Cata-

for toys.

COITTEITTS:

The Mechanical Production, Transmission and
Power Purposes.

log lie of IHS«>

Tbe

Utilization of

Electricity

Lacquers,

Application to the Propulsion of Cars.
The different systems described, with Illustrations Showing their Methods of
Construction and Operation.
Where and When and How These Systems Have Been Applied.
Comparison of Electric Propulsion to Other Methods.
What does it cost to build an electric road; cost to operate; what are the advan-

History of

largest manufacturers
Platers' Supplies,

or Nickel

for

its

etc.

Van Winkle

Hanson,

&Co„

NEWARK,
ABE,
NEW YORK

X. J.

OB
OFFICE:

tages?

Application of Electricity to Elevated Railways and to Stationary Power.
Overhead systems, conduit systems, storage batteries, etc., etc., described and

92 and 94 Liberty St

ii-'istrated.

Cost of Producing Electricity; of

its

Transmissions; of

its

Utilization.

tteam and Water Power and their application to the Electric current.
Price, bound in paper, fl 00; bound in flexible Russia, $2.00.

I^xxtolislxeci Toy

FRED

H.

WHIPPLE,

Stored

Detroit,

Michigan,

System.
Edco
Electricity.
DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

Central Station

Batteries,

Electrical Accumulators

Voltmeters

or Storage Batteries,

And Complete

Isolated Lighting,

LIGHT

Especially Adapted to

Railroad Car

and

For Towns,

STREET CAR PROPULSION.

Street

Long Distance

Which Completely Displaces Gas.

Lighting.

THE ELECTRICAL ACGDMDLAT0R
44 Broadway, New York.
DETROIT
91

POWER PLANTS
Offices, Residences, Factories

Cars Equipped
for Electric Propulsion.

The

CO.,

Most Experienced Electric Motor Company

Oldest and

Ctle

World.

THE ELECTRO-DYNAMIC COMPANY
OF PHILADELPHIA.

OFFICE:

CHICAGO OFFICE:
PfcCENIX BUILDING.

Electric

Theaters, Eta

Lighting,

THE ONLY SYSTEM

and Ammeters,

SWITCHES,

Lighting,

CRISWOLD STREET

Main

224

Office,

Carter

St.,

Philadelphia.

New York

Office,

44 Broadway.

Works.
The K napp E lectrical
OX
3YT

Magneto

Bells,

a.KrTJPA.CTDnBns

1

Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries, Push Buttons, Etc

EEA.L1ER8

IJNT

ELECTRICAL,
EVERYTHING
a&bnts
TnK
yoix

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A Full Line of

their

Celebrated Wires,

Buy your Goods

Cables and Tapes

of the

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

-

-

-

CHICAGO.

March

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

30, li

O

a

3

w

Q.

™

<j
<J

00

CD

Kj

O

a

td

R

Hi-

I
O

CD

CO

UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS.
DR. GASSNER'S DRY BATTERY
Experts acknowledge it to be the best open circuit battery in the market, most durable and conBell
Telephone, Railroad and Fire and Police Signal Companies use them largely.
hangers say it kills their trade, as they cannot charge for renewals. Physicians lore them. Highvenient.
'

Write for
WEiTERN ELECTRIC

est testimonials.

For Sale by THE

VITAIIS

ill">im:it.

Circulars.
CO..

CHICAGO,

And CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS, San

Manager.

DYNAMO
PULLEYS.
SECURE
BEST RESULTS,

If

you would

The following le the reemlt of a teat recently made at
the Franklin Institute, ehowins the relative value of
Paper Pulleys over Iron in the tranemiBSlon of power:
Transmission, Iron, 34 lbs. Paper, 144 lba., with equal
tension of belt.
Tension, Iron, 150 IbB.; Paper, 39 lba. for equal transmission.
Width, Iron, 12 inch; Paper, J inch (unsafe for belt).
Diameter, Iron, 48 inch; Paper, 24 inch for equal ten;

sion.

Contact, 90° on 24" Paper equals 1S0° on 36" Iron.
SS^-TheBe PullevB are oted and indorsed by the leadIn? Electric Light Manufacturing Companies.
For Price Li(-ts and discounts write to

AMERICAN PAPER PULLEY

CO.

Ca

111

A. SCHOVERLINC,
Chambers St., - NEW YORK.

GleVerly Electrical Works

the

Use PAPER PULLEYS.

11,1,.

Francisco,

loischestnut

St. Philadelphia

hfijlf

^•IBCtrlOBI ,/j"r"
H'A'Cleverly -Manager

Western Agent,

G. A.

MfllfDK

Philadelphia

BAXTER-ELECTRIC

Department^

MFG&KQTOR

Harmount. 315 Wabash Ave.. Chicago.

The

Electrical
Cons truction Co.

•#

CO.

FJ>?

CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION UK

Light

Electric
"If you have any
a reasonable price."

All

Lamp

Complete.

Plants

Spools to re-wind, send them to us, and

Class es of

HOUSE WORK

we

will

do

it

for

a Specialty.

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING & MT'G CO,
ROOMS, 200 and 202

4*

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST. XjOTJIS.
UNIFORM

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBKA.TED

BALL DYNAMOS

^LD

LAMPS

FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
This system is mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a steady
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required

A

LONG LIFE AND GOOD LIGHT

Specialty, comprising-

EOLIPSE C3ELISS ENGINES,
Tubular or Water Tube

IDEAL
Plain

IN QUALITY,

or

BOILEES.

and the cost of repairs.
For descriptive circulars or testimonials, address

CHARLES W. RAYMOND,
39 Dearborn

Street,

Western Agt.

Tremont House,

PATENT FURNACES
Worthingrton Pumps. Injectors and
Feed Water Heaters, Hill Friction Clutch
Pulleys, Dodge Patent Wood Split Pulleys.
Shafting,

Belting,

Pipe,

Fittings

TXJX-*CHICAGO.
COMPANY, CLEVELAND,
THE STANDARD CARBON
manufacturers of
-

and Valves.

-

OHIO,

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL,

—
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

March

SOLE BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine
of

W.

D.

President.

E. H.

CUTLEK,

Wrlte f»r our t'atalogn'

JNO. H. BARRETT,

SABUENT,
Treasurer and Manager.

Vine-Pres. find Consulting Electrician.
A. PERRET, Electrician.

s.

FRANKLIN

S.

CARTER.

CHAS. M. WILKINS.

ESTABLISHED

E.

WARD WILKINS

1S67.

PARTRICK & GARTER,
MANUFACTURERS

AND DEALERS IN'EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

OF

NEW YORK OFFICE:
50 NASSAU ST.

JAY AND PLYMOUTH STS.,

BROOKLYN,

Pulleys, Cears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

FRANK

The Elektron Mfg. Go.
Cor.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

TTrTEQUAXED FOR ECONOMY OF FUEL, REGULARITY OF
MOTION, AND DURABILITY IN USE.

IT IS

& CO.,

ALUS

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

Is

30, 1886

N. Y,

1

—MANUFACTURERS OF

THE PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS
AND DYNAMOS.

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF
/
BELLS, DISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LIGHTING APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF

SMALL SIZES
(1

8 TO 2H.

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.

P.)

A SPECIALTY.

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,

'

We

publish Catalogues

-of all

our Manufactures, and will forward to any address upori

implication.

N.B.

— When applying for Catalogues, please state whether

Supply" Catalogue

is

wanted, and

if

"Electric Bell" or "General
in the trade inclose business card for discounts.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

114 South Second Street.

Distinctive Features,

i.Ann'.iTxn

FIELD MAGNETS,

THE ELECTRIC FARE BOX

LOW ARMATURE

RESISTANCE.

Is

not an Experiment, but a

No Sparking Under
Changes

of

Money Saving

Practical

Loid.

EXCELLEUT

:

WORKMANSHIP.
Efficiency.

In

SHOW

Labor Saving Device.

GREAT

Order them Subject to Your Approval.

SUPERIORITY.

Catalogues FurniBhed on Application.
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His Patents Sustained

States

by the United
Supreme Court.

THE EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
Takes pleasure in announcing to its patrons and the general public that the decision of the
Supreme Court of the United States, filed on the 21st ult.,in the case of the
Bate Refrigerator Company, is in fact a decision

SUSTAINING THE EDISON PATENTS
In the many suits brought by the Edison Company, in the lower courts, against infringers of the Edison patents, the
defendants have evaded the merits of the controversy, thus tacitly admitting the fact of infringement, and have interposed a plea alleging that our patents have been voided by the expiration of patents previously granted in foreign
countries.

Hence the delay in establishing our rights. In the meantime, other electrical companies have been indiscriminately
oopying our devices and methods, not even assuming that they themselves were the original inventors, but simply relying upon the construction of a statute by the lower courts invalidating our fundamental patent. In pursuance of our
expressed determination to secure a decision upon the point of law involved, we have had the Bate Refrigerator case
(covering the identical question) argued before the TJ. S. Supreme Court, with the result announced above, thus

Completely Deprivingthe Defendants of their Main Defense.
to prove the fact of infringement in order to secure prompt injuncand damages from, those who have been so long using with impunity that
HIGHEST AUTHORITY now concedes to have been ours, exclusively, from

We havenow only
tions against,
which the
the beginning.

This

is

simply

to establish

A QUESTION OF FACT.
Was,

or

Was

lot, Edison the Original Inventor 3

This question has been decided in his favor a great many times, primarily by the U. S.
Patent Office, which granted to him Patents bearing earliest dates; then by the various
courts of Europe, through the crucial examination of which the question has many times
passed.

QUESTION OF LAW having now been settled by tlie Supreme Court of the
United States, and the QUESTION OF FACT by the highest experts of the world, this comThus

the

pany now notifies the Public of its intention
trespass and abuse of its rights in

to call

a halt and demand a reckoning for the

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT
16

AND18 BROAD

ST..

NEW YORK. BjEpwardh.

CO.,

yottxsoir. President.
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CO.
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THE PIONEERS IN INCANDESCENT LIGHTING

ALTERNATING CURRENTS
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FUNDAMENTAL PATENTS PERTAINING THERETO.
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Arc and Incandescent Apparatus
I"

O

TTL

ISOLiiTED LI&ECTIlTCh.
Efficient

Apparatus!

Economical Lamps!
Ingenious Devices

THE SAWYER -MAN
510 West 23d

Street,

ELECTRIC

CO.,

NEW YORK.

Incandescent Electric

Lamps
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SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC WORK.

ELECTRIC AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.
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BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK
FOR THE NEXT FOUR WEEKS

WE WILL

$10.00

%

FURNISH TO

ONE PURCHASING

ANY

WORTH OF

%

PUSH BUTTONS

ANNUNCIATOR WIRE,
Remitting cash with the order,

one copy of the above book by F.

BADT,

B.

containing

97 ILLUSTRATIONS AND 70 CHAPTERS,
BATTERIES,

ELECTROMAGNETS, INDUCTION COILS,

ELECTRIC BELLS, ANNUNCIATORS,
Burglar

Alarms,

Gas

Lighting

Apparatus,

Electric

Heat

Regulation,

RUNNING OF ELECTRIC WIRES AND TESTING INSTRUMENTS, FREE OF CHARGE.

In Beading in your order, mention this advertisement.

Our January 1839. Catalogue

Annunciators. Fire Alarm and Room-Calls,
Pushes, Pulls, Electric Gas Lighting, and Electric Burglar
Alarms, furnished on application.
of Bells,
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CO.,

-

-
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Ayrton

&

Perry Hot Wire Voltmeter

Ayrton and Perry's hot wire voltmeter.
which was exhibited at a recent meeting of the
1'rofs.

London Physical society, is shown in the acThe instrument has
companying engraving.
excited no little interest, on account of its acIn exhibiting
curacy and its novel construction.
the instrument Profs. Ayrton and Perry stated,
in a paper which they had prepared on electrical
measurement, that at the end of 1S77 they
brought before the Society of Telegraph Engineers a modification of the well-known Cardew
voltmeter, which could be used to measure either
a.directoran alternate difference of potential.
Their modification was a very simple one; instead
of measuring the actual extension of a straight
wire, as Captain Cardew had done, they measured the change of sag of the wire by using a
magnifying spring. The sensibility of the arrangement was

MARCH
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30, 1889.

Each hot wire voltmeter should be so constructed
that the zero does not alter when the temperature of the whole instrument is changed between
the day and the night, or between the winter or

summer;

that when the wire gets hot and expands and
the dip increases, the diminution distress actually
allows, as it were, a contraction of the wire, or,
in other words, it does not expand as much as il
would were there not this compensating action.
This compensating action, which is very valuable to the telegraph engineer, has the very opposite character for the constructors of our voltmeters,

because

it

tends to diminish their sensibility.

is

market

put on the

Queen & Co.

in

America by

of Philadelphia.

Electricity in

Japan

An

pointer, whatever the temperature of the instrument as a whole.
The tube therefore has to be
composed of two metals, but the curious thing
comes out that the coefficient of expansion of
the tube, to get perfect temperature compensa-

week.
The party included Prince and Princess
Takehito of Japan, Marquis and Marchioness
Maida, I.iutenant Kozo Yoshie of the Japanese
navy, Secretary Momotaro Saito, master of ceremonies of the emperor's palace, and numerous
attendants.
They formed an interesting group.
Lieutenant Yoshie had been in this country before, and not only speaks English fluently, but
is thoroughly posted on American customs.
A

tential

depends mi the initial sag. That is rather
an advantage, because it enables us to adjust for
zero temperature error.
We use iron and copper
in the tube in such proportions that the temperature error of the voltmeter is very small,
but by a very small adjustment of the sag we
can get a temperature error practically nought.
tion,

representative of the Western Electrician
called on the party, and learned that the subject
of the development of electricity was occupying
considerable attention in Japan.

Takehito

Prince

is

traveling

incog., thus dispensing with state
formalities.
He is at the head

the Japanese navy, and the
object of the trip is to inspect
the navy departments of this
country and France.
When
of

questioned as to whether they
had succeeded in discovering
any trace of a navy in this country. Lieutenant Yoshie, who acts

spokesman for the party,
smiled and explained the matter

duce the deflection, we gave a

compensating effect enabled less sag to
be used -on telegraph wires in the summer than
would be otherwise possible without the wins
being broken in the winter.
We were under the impression, however, that
the actual stress in the platinum silver wire in
our hot wire voltmeters was not sufficient to introduce a change in their sensibility in consequence of the alteration of stress that incurs
with alteration of sag.
Experience, however,
has since shown that that is not the case, and

W

interesting party of tourists was entertained at the Grand Pacific hotel, Chicago, Ia.-t

as

determined
curve,
calibration
theoretically, connecting the deflection with the volts required
But
to produce the deflection.
we neglected the variation in the

that this

James

also that a given difference of poproduces the same deflection of the

the

very great, indeed.
The paper continued: At the
time our hot wire voltmeter was
first shown we described what
we believed to be the mathematical theory of its working.
In our original paper, in which
we gave the formula connecting
the deflection of the instrument
with the volts required to pro-

length of the fine platinum wire
due to the alteration of stress as
i.
the sag altered
c, we assumed that the wire expanded
simply because it was heated,
and we did not take into account
the fact that when it expands
and gets longer the stress is altered, and therefore the length
This
of the wire is altered.
umission is the more curious
since one of us had pointed out
some months previous to that,
that while the cooling of the
telegraph wire in the winter diminished the length, and therefore the dip. the increase of
stress caused an expansion, so
that the whole change of sag in a telegraph wire
which occurred with a change of temperature
was not as much as it would have been had this
change of stress not taken place, and we showed

instrument

to. his

companions, who laughed

heartily.

They all seemed

great-

pleased with their trip, and
evidently were favorably impressed with the country, especially with its extent.
Lieutenant
Yoshie said he crossed
Japan in one day just before
leaving.
He appeared to take
considerable interest in elecly

which all Japawere interested.

trical matters, in

nese, he said,

In reference to the present condition of electrical matters in

MOT WIRE

vol IMEIT.K.

Profs. Ayrton and Perry have been able to
construct voltmeters of this type with a surprisingly large sensibility and small temperature
error.
The one shown in the cut has been constructed to measure the alternate potential difference at the terminals of the secondary coil of a
Thomson welding machine, and which they find
A difference of potenis between 1 and 2 vclts.
tial, direct or alternate, of 2.16 volts gives one
complete rotation of the pointer over a scale 6
inches in diameter divided into hundredths of a
volt.
The extreme sensibility of this hut wire
voltmeter was shown at the meeting of the
Physical society by using it to measure the e. m.
f. of
an accumulator, and the fall of the difference of potential at its terminals when the ac-

cumulator was sending a current. The e. in. f.
of the accumulator used was shown by the hot
wire voltmeter to be 2.07 volts, and the difference of potential

fell

to 2.03 volts

when

the our-

measured by one of their ordinary
spring ammeters, was 10 amperes.
Hence the
resistance of the accumulator was .004 ohm, a
rent sent, as

result

obtained

almost

instantaneously.

The

the land of the Mikado, he said:
''On January nth our emperor's new palace was lighted
by 3,000 incandescent lamps,
and the grounds about the palace are lighted by the arc lights.
It is brilliant, and we are proud
of it.
My house in Tokio has
five incandescent lamps, li costs much more than
oil, but it is safe. My house is very old: most of the
houses in Tokio are old. ami they are constructed
of wood. We consider the electric light safe, and
the difference in the cost of oil and electricity
may be considered as the expense for a sort of
insurance.
The demand for electric lights is so
great that the company furnishing them is unable
to fill its orders, though it works night and day.
The whole business portion of the town is
illuminated by electricity.
We do not light our
streets by electricity, though.
The Ellison and
Thomson-Houston systems are in use in Japan.
Local companies are organized.
Before the introduction of electric lights oil was used. Then
a gas company was organized in Tokio. but it
has not been able to get a foothold.
At Osaka
a 'Thomson-Houston company has been organized, and is giving satisfaction.
Electric lighting has been introduced into the navy, and outwar ships are now lighted by electric lights. We
also have electric search lights, and at present
we are experimenting on the application >n electricity to torpedoes.
'The Charleston's plant is

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
improvement on that 111 one of our men-ofwar, which was designed after an English boat.
You will see that the Charleston ought, thereWe improved the
fore, to have a good outfit:
English system, an.
you improved ours.
.111

We

i

have introduced electric lights on our mail and
The steamships of the
passenger steamers.
Yusen Kwaisaj line have long been lighted by
electricity.
This line was established by the
Japanese, and is now owned and operated exclusively by them."
In reference to other lines of electrical devel-

opment. Lieutenant Voshie sa:d: "'The telephone
and telegraph are operated throughout the em-

March

Sprague

Indianapolis [enney company, low tension, $49,725: Westinghouse Electrii company, high tension, $55,315; Thomson-Houston Electric com
The contract
pany, high tension. S51.229.50
lias

not

vet

Et.ei

ways
upon

accompanying

of

rods, which are symmetriEvery rod
arranged in groups of two.
terminates on the periphery of the armature
drum in the commutator segments. All these
iron rods form one continuous conductor closed
in itself; a few of these iron rods are shown
in
These rods
the cut underneath the armature.
are connected in two parallel groups, so that
only two points of commutation are necessary,
which incline to each other at an angle of

mounted prismatic
cally

}6o

=J "

cut of the armature shows clearly that
the different iron rods pass successively all poles,
and the total electromotive force at the brushes
is the sum of all the electromotive forces generated in the different rods.
This way of connecting the armature differs- entirely from all
other armatures of multiple dynamos.
In other
dynamos the armature coils are connected in
multiple according to the number of poles. Such
dynamos are really not multipolar, as they may
be considered as two, three or more dynamos

WHEEt. \RMATCRE DYNAMO.

We

do not have big exchanges like these
The telephone is
in American cities, however.
operated on an economical plan in connection
The railroad companies use
with the telegraph.
the telephone for communication between stations much more than the telegraph.
Both are
We are experimentoperated on the same line.
ing with the long distance telephone, and have
succeeded in operating a line nearly 100 miles
long.
That worked very nicely. The Japanese
are very studious people, and they are great exWe have an electrical society
perimenters.

connected in parallel.
The advantages of

A

seen at once.

this

new dynamo can

great electromotive force

The

first

is

given

in

the

electric line to be

from snow plows.
The road has been very largely patronized by
the residents of St. Joseph, and property along

The

pire.

view of which
cut.

operated in St. Joseph was the Union Passenger railway, also equipped by the Sprague Electric Railway & Motor company, and the success
of this line has been so great that the railway
company ordered an additional number of cars.
This line at St Joseph was the first one in
the country to practically demonstrate the successful operation of an electric railway in a
snowstorm.
In the early part of this winter a
blizzard from the western prairies struck St.
Joseph and covered the streets with snow, to
the depth of from six inches to one foot.
The
telephone, telegraph and electric light wires
were borne down by the snow in all parts of
the city, and trade was for the time being, according to one of the local papers, almost completely paralyzed.
In spite of this general
blockade in all directions the electric railwayran uninterruptedly, and the cars plowed their
way through the heavy drifts on the line without trouble or stoppage, and without any aid

9th appeared a description of a
recently patented by X. Fritsche of
Berlin
An illustration of the novel generator
waspusrntcil.it the same tune. One of the
interesting features of the dynamo is the armagiven herewith.
The
ture, of which a cut is
armature shown in the illustration is that of a
16-pole dynamo; and it consists of obliquely

dynamo

Td

of the most successful electric street railin the country has been that in operation
the Wyatt Park company's line at St.

Joseph, Mo., a

February
wheel armature

ian

I'Rii

Electric Railway at St. Joseph,

Mo

been awarded

Western

1889

One

Wheel Armature Dynamo.
In the

30,

the line has

greatly increased

in

value.

The

grades on the Wyatt Park railway are in some
points on the road as high as 9 per cent., and
the cars without difficulty reach a speed of fifteen to eighteen miles an hour in the outside
and suburban districts, reducing to a lower rate
of speed when operating within the city.
St. Joseph, Mo., is coming to the front rapidly
as one of the leading cities in electrical enterprise in the west.
It
already ha? two street
railways operating by electricity on the Sprague

be

mav

there, but I am not familiar with the details of
the organization, though 1 know that such a soThey
ciety exists, and has a big membership.

debate electrical subjects, and make experiments
and examine new devices ami inventions. There

One of
are many scientific societies in Japan.
these has been making extensive researches on
the question of earthquakes, anil has succeede 1
A
in learning a good deal about their causes.
short time ago they succeeded in causing a slight
earthquake near Tokio, and the shock was perceptible throughout the city."
The distinguished visitor said that electrical
railways had not been introduced into Japan bethe streets in the cities were too narrow to
In Tokio,
permit street cars to be operated.
for instance, there is only one line of street ars,
and this is mon
isance than a benefit.
si the entire roadway.
It has
widen the streets of
been decided, i.
in fact, to reconstruct the entire town
that city
1

—

hundred years.' according to
Lieutenant
The Japanese speak of a
century a- lightly as an American would a de'durii

I

and

when informed

odd years ago had

a

that

ind

grea"

Chicago

American
isted on
vorld,

beini.

thirty

population of less than
lake

'I

II: \'.i

I

III.

instituv.:
i.

ill

the

I

KIC

I;

\l

omparatively small speed
besides the space in the armature is better 11I1I
ban inan\ other kind of an armature.
111.
allowable current strength of amperes per
in may be comparatively much greatei
an arin.ii tire, as the heating to a highi
.in
have no disturbing
the iron rods
'...!'

I.

.1

>

l.

St.

Joseph. Mo.. Electric Light Plant.

1

1

1

Ae

nini.

in

toi
1

fori
-

.VI

5'l

system, and a great many manufacturing" industries are kepi in operation by the same power
by means of stationary electric motors operated
from the regular railway circuit.
It is said that
the iwo other streei railways in St. Joseph will
soon be in operation upon the electric system.

Victor Insulator and Hanger.
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.ire herewith presented illusapplications of the Victor split insulator
and the \ tor hanger. The insulator is provided with an opening to accommodate the
has perfei ily smooth bearing
in
il
and locking lugs, which torsion of the two parts

trate
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may tx- bound tu^etliL-r. The
made in two parts they can be

insulators being
put upon a line

already erected equally as well as upon a new
one; and for taking tip sag. and for "guys" and
"hauling-off " purposes, they arc extremely conThey may be used to increase the ca
venient.
pacity of cross-arms by suspending them beneath.
On elevated road structures and in tunnel work
they are particularly useful.
The Victor insulator hanger is made in two
-a/rs. 2 inches and 6 inches respectively.
It
consists of number 14 galvanized wire twisted
together, except at the ends which surround

per lamp.' then their energy per Samp

and I am sorry that he is
something on the subject.
time
to have that out, and
good
a

to low and high tension current,
not present this evening to say
I

think that

would

like

this
to ask

is

.

in

g

I

Mr. Cutter the various resistances that
the carbons on the various lengl

a commercial

the differci

bopc that an-

there are between
if he ran give
them off-hand, and the resistance that
there is in say ten miles of line wire of number d, which
I believe, about
In the quantity current
23 ohms.
the volume of current, I presume, is about 1- or 20 amI would like to know what the electromotive fore,
peres.
I
want to
is tor each.
I
put the questions all at once.
know the amount of loss in ten miles of circuit of numbei
6 wire o( the ordinary quantity current light, and what it
is in ro amperes of light in number U wire of the same.
presume the inquiry is started by my
Mr. Cutter:
allusion to the difference between the long and the short

arcs,

1

lorne

s
I

i

question*

understood Mr. Cutter in his remarks 10
.in be seen ai a greater distance
'

Mr.

my

short arc, as

1

I

said

best effect at a hor
candle power above or below that point,
hcrical illumination may be equal to the long arc.
but
think r.
anting that it is per horse pc
you are sending the bulk of your light
loo far before it touches the caith to do any good

in

i

and diminishes

in

I

i

I

A
liiv.tf
</>

%
p

~-

FJl.

'

h
S

I
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VICTOR HANGER AND

The ends are long enough to
the insulator.
encircle the insulator twice when they are simplyThe hanger is ordinarily made
twisted together.
The upper
number 14 galvanized steel wire.
end or bearing of the hanger is provided with
a stout, smooth thimble that will withstand any
abrasion, and which when hung on a hook,
of

INSI J.ATOk.

The

short arc of which he speaks has iS amperes
and from 30 to 35 volts generally. The long arc of 10
amperes is generally adjusted to 45 volts. The resistance
Ten miles
per mile of number 6 wire is about 2.0S ohms
The current
of number 6 wire has 20.80 ohms resistance.
There are for a long
in the long arc system is 10 amperes.
arc.

touch where you want to use it, and it is for that reason
that you can see it at a greater distance than you can the long
arc.
I also called attention very casually to another reason
for it.
That is, this reddish tinge. A red iight will show
much further than a blue light. The long arc sends the
bulk of its candle power at an angle of 45 degrees just
where you want it. because your long arc is placed for
illuminating purposes quite a distance above your head,
and extends the light down where you want it. I also said
that this fact, coupled with its quality of burning quietlv.
renders il superior to the short arc under ordinary circumstances.
That is rather a broad statement, but for the
reason just stated it is better for public illumination and

—

staple, or loop of wire, secures a practically universal joint admitting of free motion in all direc-

The measurement of the hanger is taken
from the center of the eye, or thimble, to the
crotch where the wires divide to receive the
tions.

private illumination.

A

insulator.

The

Memi:kr:

short arc

insulator

market by The E.

and
S.

hanger are put on the
Greeley & Co., New York.

is

it

that causes the hissing of the

i

largely of opinion.

answer it, but it is a matter
generally considered to be lack of

will try to
It is

combustion of the carbon, sending out little fine particles
across the arc. and some of them exploding in passing. A
combination of the two is considered to be the cause of
that hissing.
All short arcs wiH hiss.
The moment thev
get down to a certain length, as compared with their am-

Chicago Electric Club.
The

regular meeting of the Chicago Electric
The president, S.
club was held March iSth.
In calling the club
A. Barton, was in the chair.
to order President Barton said he had noticed
on examining the visitors' book that representatives of eleven states were present at the meeting.
It was the duty of the club to extend its
hospitality to the members of the electrical fra
ternity who were constantly coming to Chicago
from the east and the west. The club rooms
should be of such a character that it would be"
The fact
pleasure for strangers to visit them.
that so many visitors were present indicated that
the club could have a large honorary membership.
He thought the club should be the largest
in the country, and he did not think it would be
The
impossible to secure such a membership.
club should be made an institution of which the
members would be proud, and the result could
be accomplished if there was a united effort in

What

?

Mr. Cutter:

peres, they will hiss.

Schuyler Arc Light System.
The

impanying engravings illustrate the
improved arc lighting apparatus of the Schuyler
Electric company of Middletown, Conn.
This
company was for many years located in Hartford, but in the fall of 1887 moved to Middletown.
The corporation has added lar^elv to
its working force, and equipped the factory'
with
all the latest appliances for turning out "work
The main factory is tour stories in height and
with the adjoining buildings owned by the com-

VICTOR HANGER ASH [NSULATOR.
arc 45 volts.

There are iS amperes

for the short arc

and

30 volts, from 2S to 33, but, according to my experience,
Now, 10 amperes multiplied by 10, multiabout 30 volts.
plied by 20. S, equal 2,oSo watts — to-mile circuit, long arc
10 multiplied by 45 equals 450 watts per lamp; 2, 0S0 divided by 450 gives 4.6 lamps; iSxl8x2o.S equals 6,739.2

acci

this direction.

George Cutter read his paper on "Practical
Suggestions about Handling Electric Light Circuits," which was published in the Western
Electrician last week. A short discussion followed:
Mr. HaskiNS: I want to call attention to the fact that
It has one pole
a monstrous magnet of itself.
the north pole and one that we call the south
equator.
Now we
the
between
the
two
is
way
at Chicago are between the equator and the north pole
The north pole is the point of attraction, ami the lines of
attraction extend from the pole to every point on the circumference of the earth. And we being here at Chicago,
the line of attraction to us from the north pole would be a
You will see that a direct
direct line to the north pole.
line from here to the north pole is not a horizontal line.
Every magnetic needle that you ever saw is balanced by
either putting a little coil of wire around it. 01 by trimming
off a portion in order to make it lie horizontally wherever it
may be used. The dip of the needle is an inclination of
Mr.
the north end of the needle point in a direct line.
Cutter has shown us that his magnetism is not obstructed in
its passage from the coil to the needle by such interposiNow there are a great
tions as he was able to place there.
many thousand miles of solid earth between here and the
north pole that do not affect the magnetism that controls

our earth
that

we

is

call

pole; half

our needle here.
F. W. I-IoRNK:

Some few weeks ago I was quite interested in an article by one of our able professors in regard

FIG,

t.

— SCHl'^

1

[

waits in a 10-mile current with a short arc; 1SX30 equals
540 watts per lamp; 6,739.2 divided by 54" equals 12
lamps; tSx26 equals 468; 6,739-2 divided by 468 equals 14
lamps.
Ten amperes of electricity passing through 20 6
ohms consumes the energy of 2.0S0 watts in 10 miles, lo
gives
X45
450 watts per lamp; 2,080 divided by 450 gives
Therefore if you are oper4.6 lamps loss in that circuit.
ating a 50 light dynamo with lamps stretched along the
distance of a to-mile circuit you should allow 4.6 lamps for
the loss of current, or you should operate about 45 lamps
Eighteen amperes passing through 20.S
on that circuit.
ohms resistance gives 6,739 watts; 18x30, the first assumption for the short arc. gives 540 watts per lamp,
which would show a loss of 12 lamps in that circuit. If

k
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some 00.000 square feet of floor
The company contemplates making

pany, comprises
surface.

extensive
facilities

The

ill

arc

their
additions to
the near future.

manufacturing

dynamo,

the

Fig.

1.

is

o\

open

cir-

running a current ol seven amperes
amperes
for 1,500 candle power lights and ten
for the 2,000 candle [lower lights. It is provided
with the new form of armature, a peculiarity in
the winding of which leaves the ends open, so
cuit type,

that a perfect circulation iA air

is

obtained.
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Since
ventilated armature is shown in Fig. 4.
its adoption, some
two fears ago, there has
not been a single case of burn-out, and but
two accidents from mechanical defects.

Electric
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Locomotive on the Birmingham

admissible

Tramway.

wheels on the two first motion shafts.
This arrangement has the advantage that the
bending stresses on the overhanging part of the
motor spindle are balanced, and power is transmitted to both driving axles simultaneously, thus
securing a

maxmium amount
which were made

of

adhesion.

In

determine the
tractive force of this locomotive, it was coupled,
by means of a spring balance, to one of the ordinary steam locomotives of the Birmingham

some

trials

to

Tramway company, and set to haul the latter.
The brakes on the steam locomotive were then

1

gradually tightened until it was brought to a
rest, when the spring balance indicated a
pull
of
tons, the current through the motor at
the time being 200 amperes. This tractive force
is greatly in excess of that needed even
on the
steepest part of the line, which occurs in Brad-

held against the commutator in a fixed position,
there being practically.no lead required with the
type of armature employed.
The motion is reversed by reversing the direction of current

AK>

the wheels were keyed fast to their

helical

working condition is 4 - tons. The motor
weighs one ton, and is series wound. The ordinary brushes are in this machine replaced by
metal blocks attached to a series of springs, and

SCHUYLER

1?

respective shafts, and in order to overcome this
difficulty the pinions on the intermediate shafts
are mounted on feathers, so as to allow of their
displacement in the direction of the axis, in conformity with the side play of the spur wheels on
the main axles.
The motor is hung from underneath the floor of the car, and to its spindle is
keyed a helical pinion geared on both sides with

The accompanying illustrations show the
general arrangement of the electric locomotive
Fig. 1
Eng. tramway.
on the Birmingham
The
gives an end view, and Fig. 2 a side view.
locomotive is of the self-contained type, says
Industries, power being supplied by 100 storage
two longitudinal rows, as
in
cells, arranged
shown in the illustration, and leaving a central
In this gangway
gangway free for the driver
are placed the brake handle and the reversing
lever, the latter being also used to regulate the
power and speed by a suitable alteration in the
method of coupling up the cells. The too cells
are subdivided into four groups of twenty-five
each, which can be used either four in parallels,
or two series to parallel, or three in series, or all
The total weight of the cells
the four in series.

in

if

30,

1

..

j

LIGHT SYSTEM.

The automatic

regulator, Fig. 6, is instantaneous in action, and so sensitive as to provide for
cutting in or out 99 per cent, of the whole
load of the dynamo without heating whatever,
in the armature or fields.
The self-oiling boxes
of this system constitute a feature which commends itself highly to electric light men, as they
require no attention, except putting in a little
oil, say once a month, while the expense of this

hardly worth mentioning. A letter lately
received from the lighting company at Westfield,
Mass., using the Schuyler system, states that the
expenditure for oil on three dynamos, running
constantly, has been less than $4.50 for one year.
is

The

carbon lamp shown

single

in

Fig.

2

the rack form.
The expense for repairs for these lamps during a series of years
has been so slight as to excite the most favorable comment from electrical experts.
Each
lamp is equipped with an automatic cut-out, by
which, in case of accident to any single lamp, it
vice thrown out of circuit.
The ammeter, Fig. 3, is simple and reliable.
The lightning arresters. Fig. 5, have done such
good work as to keep the record of the Schuyler
stations entirely free from burning out of dynamos by lightning, though they have been struck

many times.
The Schuyler company

has located stations at
towns, principal among which
Holyoke, Mass.; Westfield, Mass.: Middlefty

are:

Britain,

Norwalk, Stamford and Dan-

Conn.: Massillon.
Canton,
VVooster,
Marion. Millersburg and Mount Vernon, Ohio;
Wichita, Kan., and many other thriving towns.

bury.

Babcock

&.

Wilcox Boilers.
;

boilers are

now

i

throughout the country.

trie

light

stations

claimed tiny arc
for this kind of work.
The
boiler patented by Babcock \ Wilcox was
67, and since then numerous ini
added.
It
has been the motl
Ii

is

I

first

this firm

impr

n

and
panying eul

toiler

.

through the armature.

VII K

Alt'

Iwing to the heavy work
whi( h this
to do, it was decided not
to use chain gear for the reduction
of speed,
but to effect this by spur gear, and, on account
eir great stn
al spur wheels were
ion oi helical wheels leads,
(

1

1

or. to a difficulty,
of running there musl

I

'del to
di

ear
1

tern

III

'

in h--

sliding over each other

spur

:

ei

play
this

In

laterally.

play

leeth

in

ease
the

can be
imply

With hi
would be

I

loll

J

EM.

Bradford street when going up hill,
was about
iX cwt,, so that the electric locomotive has practically a margin of over 50 per cent, of tractive
power above thai actually required for coping
with the ordina ry Irallic.
occurring

in

and hauling

The New
li^lit

in

MM

lord street, where the grade is one in seventeen.
Previous trials on the tractive power of steam
locomotives have shown thai the maximum pull
a car of forty passengers,

Vorl. Central Railroad company promises to
the old Fourth avenue tunnel on the Harlem road by

IcctricUy.
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New York Board

of Electrical Control.

em

Union was instructed

Hudson

The Board

of Electrical Control met at the mayor's
The engineer of the board reported
Iglh.

to

remove one

of

its

two

lines in

be completed

Several applications were presented for permits for the
construction or the making of overhead connections, but
the mayor promptly and decisively refused to consider

without delay, and recommended the building of subways
on Sixth avenue from Ninth to Eighteenth streets, in Fourteenth street, and also on the east side of the city from
Thirty-ninth to Seventy-ninth streets.
These suggestions
were adopted. The Metropolitan Telephone company was

making applications for such perhe said.
And although Mr. Moore, of the East
River company, asked the board for a permit for an overhead connection that, in his opinion, was of vital importance to the public as well as to his company, the mayor

office

that

on the
subways begun

the

last

year should

Fifth

.

.

ercd

street.

in

in
<

telephone

Murray

and

street

telegraph

subways

from

'enter street

from Worth

from

to

to '.rand

Due; in
street

First aver,

•

UAUCOCK & WILCOX BOILERS

FIG.

1.

"It

is

of no use

mits,"

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVK ON

remove one line of poles on Water street,
where it has two lines. The Western I'nion company was
directed to remove one line of poles from Hudson street.
The Harlem Electric Light company was ordered lo take
directed

them.

to

down at once all its old iron poles not in use.
The Western Union company asked permission lo put
up new poles in St. Nicholas avenue to replace six old
ones.
The application was denied. The Metropolitan
Telephone & Telegraph company was ordered to remove
one of its two lines of poles in Water street, and the West-

I

HI'

BIRMINGHAM

I

RAMV

\\

consider the subject, and told him that any
communication he had to make must be formally presented
to the board.
The engineer's report draws out a busy programme for
work in the carl) future. It proposes to have electric light
and power subways on the east side of Sixth avenue
from Fourteenth street to Eighteenth street; on the wesl
side of Sixth avenue from Fourteenth to Twenty-fourth
•streets; on the south side of Fourteenth street from First
to Sixth avenue, and in Twenty-ninth street from First to
declined

to

1

Seventy-ninth street from Tark avenue to First avenue, and
in Lexington avenue from Sixty-fifth street to Seventyninth street.
The mayor seemed much gratified with the
report, and the construction compiny was ordered to begin
work at oace.

In connection with this meeting a somewhat exceptional
fact was noted; there were no evidences whatever of the
chronic opposition that has been maintained up to quite
recently by the United States compiny to the behej
Among other reasons, this might possibly be
the board.
accounted for by the fact that the absorption of the
States company b) tin- W,
company is jus
ported .m.l tin- new regime is said to be verj decidedly in
favor of adopting any practicable plan for putting
wires undergrt uod.
1
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that the lines of force

position so

can be utilized to extract the cause of the difficulty. Several successful operations are reported,

and
will
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S. P.

direct

their return

Tuck, assistant commissioner-

general of such exposition, whose

subject of special interest in New York
citv at the present time is the project for rapid
Electrical engineers are called upon to
transit.
furnish asolution of the much-discussed problem.

The

An English theater manager, in a recent interview, speaks of the fact that his insurance of
late has been lessened, as one of the great advantages following the introduction of the new
system in his place of amusement.
estates that at present 266
the L'nited States are operating
The statistics show that
plants.
indescent lamps,

No.

r

Broadway,

New

21,313 arc

York, and

office is

who

at

will act as

purpose), and upon the return of the packages produce certificates either
from the director or other proper officer of the
said Paris exposition duly authenticated by a
United States minister or consular officer, or by
a statement of the consignees at the foreign
port from which the reimportation maybe made,
certified by a proper officer of the customs at
that port, and required by department circular
of March 31, 1886, which documents shall fully
identify the goods.
their agent for such

/

ii

electric light

Eng-

Court of Appeals in the case of Gaulard &
The London ElectriGibbs is given elsewhere
point of
cal Review, "from the purely selfish
view," is glad that anybody can make transformers now, though it feels that "Gaulard &
Gibbs are morally entitled to their system, and
that it is exceedingly hard on them to lose the
benefits of their early work and indomitable perThe Electrical Engineer pays "a
severance."
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The paper, with the illustrations, apmeeting.
is
an extremely able
It
pears in this issue.
paper, and embodies the results of a large number of tests made by Professor Nichols.
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Electricity in

American

the

before

Illumination"

Institute of Electrical

relating to electricity, or any of
invited, and the co-operaits practical applications, is cordially
tion of all electrical thinkers and workers earnestly desired.
Clear, concise, well written articles are especially welcome; and
ccn-munications, views, jiews items, local newspaper clippings,
or any information likely to interest e'ectricians, will be thankfully received and cheerfully acknowledged.

Hot Wire Voltmeter,
Japan
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Prof. Edward L. \n hols read an exhaustpaper on " The Efficiency of Methods of
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meeting of the New
which is pubshows that Mayor Grant is

the
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Elei tried Control,

lished in this issue,
still

in his

policy of refusing permission

companies to erect poles for overhead wires.
There was no such excitement at the last sesto

this issue.

usual line appears in
Lie itenant Voshie of the Jap
the rapid extension
It appears that

apparatus
the

In
sion as characterized the previous meeting.
this issue is also published a report of the proings of the New York Electrical society.

members discussed the underground problem, taking as their text the situation in New
York ity.
President Pendleton seemed to think
it doubtful if the companies could carry on their
'The

(

f

fully if they were required to
businc
bury their wires.
Incidentally he referred to the
underground system in
hicago in a way that
will not please Prof. Barrett.
He said he had
told that there was no reason for considerin successful.
Prof. Barrett would
this point very vigorously.
He asserts
with great positivencss thai of all successful in1

•

•
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he did not consider the difficulties insurmountOther speakers treated the subject in
about the same way. Dr. Wheeler, expert of the
able.

Board of Electrical control, referred to several
interesting results which had recently been obtained with underground cables.
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The clause of the New York law which provides that no reports of electric executions shall
be published beyond the mere statement of fact,
It
will be a dead
will probably be repealed.
There
letter if the legislature does not act.
seems to be but one opinion in New York concerning the provision of the law.
An exchange
says: "The provision of the law so criticised
should be repealed. The true way to avoid
sensational accounts of executions is not to have
The people like to read
sensational executions.
about horrors, though they disapprove of them,
and, the state has no right to perpetrate a horror
and then insist that nothing shall be said of it.
What we are striving to do in the matter of executions is to hit upon some method that shall not
be spectacular, cruel, revolting; and when it is"
discovered the newspapers will not waste their
labor in trying to make an execution sensational
that has in it none of the elements of sensationalism.
The people abolished hanging because
the accounts of hangings in the newspapers
shocked their best feelings and they have a
right to know whether in substituting execution
by electricity they have made a step forward in
the way of decency, or backward toward brutalitv.
Electric execution must stand the same
test of publicity that hanging had to stand."

.

•

;

A Paris correspondent had a conversation
with M. Secreian, president of the copper syndicate.
When asked what he thought of the situ"We

ation, he said:

will

know how

to

manage

better next time."
He remarked: "I see nothing criminal or selfish in the syndicate whatever.
The people don't eat copper! Do they in your
country? It is not like wheat.
People who
haven't money enough needn't buy copper.
'That's all.
We didn't have luck. Two months
ago we had $60,000,000 worth of copper on our
backs.
It took half a million francs
daily to
take up the current contracts, and not a single
smelter would buy.
We cabled to the American mine owners that new and more favorable

arrangements would have to be made. While
awaiting answer M. Deufert Rochereau, the
president of the Comptoir d'Escompte, loses his
head, runs home and blows his brains out.
At
the same moment cablegrams were rushing into
Paris from America, granting the rearrangement
desired.
Had M. Deufert Rochereau's death
not given the whole thing away, the copper
syndicate would be to-day a confessed success."
The council of the Comptoir d'Escompte,
which became involved through its connection
with the copper syndicate, has issued a circular,
in which it is stated that the death of M. Deuthe
fert Rochereau, the managing director of
concern, created such a panic among the depositors that the bank was compelled, despite ail
the measures it had taken, to appeal for aid to
the Bank of France and the leading financial
houses in order promptly to obtain sufficient
funds to insure the proper working of the organization.
One stockholder took the initiative and
applied to the 'Tribunal of Commerce for the
dissolution of the company and the appointment
of a provisional administrator, but the petition
was denied. 'The 'Tribunal has also decided
that it will not appoint
a liquidator, but has

nominated

MM. Moreau

and

Monpchicourt

provisional administrators, with power to summon a meeting of the shareholders to decide
upon the question of dissolution. The propo
sition to dissolve the concern was not opposed
by the coum il, as it was accompanied by a pro-'
posal to establish a new company which would
be favorable to the shareholders, and a new

company Could
until

nol be

formed

power was granted

present

which

to

organization and
must be
a
break

Owing

with
transfer
its

to the
connections, in

avoided

to the urgency of

advantage
it

at

any

the matter, it
was thought impossible to submit the question
to a general meel ing of tl"' shareholders, as the
statutes require that a month's notice be given
of such a meeting.
cost,

6
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Efficiency of Methods of Artificial
Illumination.
l:V EDWARD L. NICHOLS.
1

Of human industries of the present day none perhaps,
save those which have to do with providing the race with
food, clothing, shelter and fuel, is more impoitant to the
cause of material welfare than that which deals with the
production of artificial light, and he who seeks a means of
measuring the material civilization reached by a nation

ecent 3

and glow lamps that the latter are put at the greatest disadvantage.
Mere ue pit the incandescent lamp, using
mean spherical candle power as our basis, against candle
power measured at the angle at which the arc light sends
Indeed, in too many cases
out the greater part of its rays.
intensity even in this most favorait is not with the actual
ble position with which we have to do, but with an estimated or "nominal" candle power which the are, in matter
of fact, never approaches.
The electric are stands quite alone for the purpose
which it is adapted, and need fear no rivals. It doc-. ii"t
need to be estimated upon any fictitious basis, and the continuance of the pernicious practice of ascribing to h
powers of illumination which it does not rossess must, in a
great measure, be charged to the account of the standard
candle; for with the best intentions in the world, the comparison of sources of light differing so widely in color as
the candle and (he electric arc, is nothing more than a rude
approximation, leading by its very inaccuracy to the temptation of the grossest exaggeration.
There are fortunately better methods of estimating the
efficiency of a lamp than that which is based upon candle
power.
We may, for instance, determine the ratio of the energy

.
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this;:
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accompanying
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radiation to that of the total radiation
The efficiency of the incanof the source of illumination.
descent lamp according to this definition, has been recently
of the light-giving

determined by Ernest Merritt,- of the physical laboratory

might find an excellent criterion

in

the progress

which

it

exhibits in the art of illumination.
The problem of comparing the various methods of artificial lighting which are in vogue at the present day is one
of great interest, whether we view it from the commercial
standpoint, taking the cost of production as our controlling
factor, or from the broader basis of relative usefulness, cost
being relegated to a secondary position, or, finally, from
From whichever side
the purely scientific point of view.
we approach this question, we are led inevitably to the consideration of certain elements which are alike of scientific,
utilitarian

of Cornell University.
Mr. Merritt followed two independent methods of investigation. In his first experiments
the lamp was placed in a calorimeter constructed entirely of
glass, Fig. 1, through which a constant flow of water was

maintained.

The temperature

of the water

TA11LE

upon entering

E M.

At first sight the attempt to determine the relative value
two sources of light would seem to be a simple matter.
The number of factors, however, which enter into such a
determination is surprisingly large, and many of them are
of a character which makes it difficult to give them definite
and complete expression. Of these the greater part are,
of

S4.4
115. 4

3S.2

Si.

693

(1

124.

L
C. P.

0.005
.012
.017
.023
.036
•054
.065

.62

1

2.97

4=7
7.46

o.-9
0.14
0.15
0.1S
0.20
0.2S
0.19

In this table It' is the total energy in watts; L the energy of the light, also measured in watts, and C, P. the
candle power.
The second method pursued by Mr. Merritt was intended
rather as a check upDn the results already obtained, than in
The rays of the
the expectation of gaining further data.
lamp were allowed to fall upon the face of a delicate therThe thermopile placed at a distance of about 60 c. m.
mopile was in circuit with a low resistance galvanometer of
the well known "tripod pattern" of Sir William Thcmson.
The deflection of the galvanometer was taken as a measure
of the total radiation, luminous and non luminous, which
A cell containing a solution
fell upon the face of the pile.
of alum was now interposed, and the reduction in the
galvanometer noted. The arrangement of this apparatus

—

m

that you will agree with me in thinking
that the results are not unimportant, even to those whose
interest in the problem of the production of artificial light
trust

purely utilitarian.
In the important question of the efficiency of a lightproducing machine or process, the practice of to-day is very
far from having reached that degree of exactness of expression which we demand in other cases of the transIn electric lighting the energy exformation of energy.
pended is readily determined in absolute measure, or in
is

shown in Fig. 2.
An aqueous solution of alum fulfills much more nearly
the desired condition of complete opacity to 'dark heat"
and complete transparency to the rays of the visible spectrum than any other substance, but a certain small percent
age of the longer wave lengths will pass through such a
bath, and a considerably larger percentage of light-giving
The proper corrections are, howrays will be cut off by it.
is

In lieu of any atpractical unit, the watt.
tempt to express the use'ul energy obtained, however, we

that excellent

content ourselves in practice with that most unscienunit, the candle power, based upon a source of illumination which is particularly subject to fluctuations of
Even as used in the Bunsen photointensity and color.
meter the shortcomings of the standard candle are sufficiently
apparent, but no one who has not attempted to study it by
methods which make it possible to detect changes of color
as well as of brightness, can fully appreciate its fickleness
Such as it is, we do not moreover make the best of the
standard candle as a basis of comparison of artificial lights.
We speak of a 16 candle incandescent lamp, for instance,
meaning oftentimes "mean spherical candle power," and
then we compare it with a petroleum or gas flame, measured
in the horizontal plane only, much to the disadvantage of
the electric lamp.
The study of the distribution of intensi
ties in accordance with the very complete system devised
for that purpose by the Franklin Institute committee in
18S4, affords an invaluable means of comparing the per
formance of various types of incandescent lamps; but the
adoption of "mean spherical candle power, "as obtained by

1. 11

107

109.3

indeed, completely left out of account altogether, for the
sake of simplicity, and we content ourselves with an antiquated and totally insufficient measure of our sources of
It is to these
illumination, which we call candle power
other elements which enter into the question of the charsuch, for instance, as have to do
acter of artificial light
with its quality but which are, as a rule, quite lost sight
of, to which I would ask your attention this evening, together with' a discussion of those which are commonly
made use of in photometry. If, in so doing, I am led to
of pure
spe ik of methods which belong to the real
science, I

0.1S
0.6S

7-3
S.q
14 6
16.3

56.2

64.6

L
\v

I.

0.9
4-S

6

97-3
100.3

9]

Edison.

C. P.

34.fi

74 2

and commercial importance

—

W.

F.

»

I.

Lamp A.

ever, easily determinable, and when in this ease they had
been determined and applied, the ratio of total to luminous
radiation was found to be in gratifying agreement with the
efficiency obtained by the calorimetric method already

still

tific

(See Table II.)

described.

An

TABLE

II.

Lamp

B.

Edison 16 C. P. Lamp.

Resistance

249 ohms.

=

L
M.

E.

W.

F.

63.0
74.6

25 4
37 -S

0.3
1.0

*>5-4
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102

10.0

15 2

L
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0.42

0.016

t.61
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96

.021

4.30

.05.1

-

.072

0.79
0.78
0.6S
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1

6.3

7= 2

99.0
1

L.

c. r.
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"
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and upon leaving the calorimeter was measured by meats
and F. From this difference of
of the thermometers
temperature and the amount of water discharged in a given
time, the heat absorbed by the calorimeter was calculated,
proper corrections for loss of heat by radiations, etc., being

E

Now the water with which the calorimeter was
nearly transparent to the light-giving radiations
from the lamp, and almost entirely opaque to the longer
wave lengths which constitute the so-called heat spectrum.
To have assumed it to be entirely so would, however, have
involved very considerable errors, and the diathermancy of
the calorimeter on the one hand and its power of absorbing
the luminous wave lengths on the other, were accordingly
carefully determined by methods long since elaborated and
made use of by Melloni, and by his distinguished English
By applying these and other
follower, Professor Tyndall.
necessary corrections, we are able to calculate very accurately in watts the non-luminous radiation from the lamp.
The ratio of the total radiation, obtained either by submerging the lamp in a metallic calorimeter or by direct
computation from the current and electromotive force, gives
the actual efficiency of the lamp considered as a lightmaking machine. The result is not a gratifying one when
we compare this process with most others in which
The efficiency of the best types of incanis transformed,

applied.
filled

that method, is, tu say the least, misleading when it comes
to the comparison of electric lamps with candles, oil or gasIt is to be hoped that when the present confusion of methods of measuring candle power now existing in the electric

lighting establishments in this country is supplanted by a
recognized system, the fairer standard already established
bylaw in England, viz., mean horizontal candle power,
may be adopted. It is, however, in the comparison of arc
1
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Weston 16 C. P Lamp.
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Cold resistance

— 402 ohms.
L
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M.
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the surface of total radiation is much larger than
which the light-giving rays emanate. It includes,
addition to the incandescent surfaces near the arc, all
those portions of the carbons which are heated, either by
conduction or by the current.
The amount of heat radiated from regions which are
below the red heat is very c.nsiderable, and forms an important factor in the determination of the efficiency. Were

Now,

ratios

in

Efficiency.
5.55 per cent.
5-15

The corresponding values for lower states of incandescence are all smaller than the abovi
It will be seen that these results are in complete agreement with those obtained with the glass calorimeter and by
We have, indeed, reason to feel
the method of Melloni.
that our knowledge of the efficienc) of the incandescent
lamp, in so far as it can be expressed by the ratio of lumi-

.27

30,

that from

Watts.

C. P.
r

The

by Mr. Merritt.

130.S

46
r.io
3.09

5

results

are:

I

0.021

.

tl

March

total radiation is well grounded, and that we are in
position to determine the light-giving efficiency of any type
glow
lamp in any condition of incandescence with the
of
same certainty and exactness which is attainable in the
measurement of other machines for the translocation of

nous to

~~^\

~~~-

v

N

\

\

\

"-.* =

energy.

The average net efficiency of the incandescent lamps of
to-day, for we may have untouched for the present the
efficiency of the process by which the latent energy of fuel
from which the current is generated has been converted into
electrical energy, is rather below than above 5 per cent.,
and since the ratio of total radiation to light-giving radiation increases but slowly as the temperature of the radi-

"~Jo-

\

^^_i^

in

to suppress altogether these long wave-lengths which yield
us dark heat, and are able to limit the vibrations of our

FIG. 6.

Weston
E.

M.

16 C. P., 70

W.

F.

Lamp D.
Resistance
volt. Lamp
L
C. P.

25.S
36.0
52.0
65 5

43 -o

507
60.5
6/-5

0-5
1.6
5-2
1 1

.

body rises, the efficiency is not likely to be increased
any very marked degree until we shall have learned how

ating

L.

=

L

W

C. P.

0.021

0.53
0.97
2.03
3-95

152 ohms.

.027
.039

060

1

source of light to that brief octave which comprises the
wave-lengths, to which alone the human retina responds.
Whether this great step is to be made by robbing the
glow-worm and fire-rly of their secret, as has been suggested
in a recent address by the director of the Sibley College of
Mechanical Engineering," or by development along the
lints sketched the other evening by Professor Brackett at

.06
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o.39
0.36
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=

1

1.3
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0.20

0.00S

0.41
o.;5
2.03

.013
.018
.03S

I. CO
0.S4
0.57
0.50

It is interesting to compare these results with some obtained by still another method. Captain Abneyand Colonel
Festing, in the proceedings of the Royal society, have
described a series of elaborate studies of the radiation of
The portion of their very importthe Incandescent lamp.
ant investigation which has a bearing upon the efficiency
deals with the exploration of the spectrum of the lamp,
under various degrees of incandescence, by means of an
The energy of the
exceedingly sensitive thermopile.
visible spec rum of most sources of light is so minute that
impracticable
deemed
to measure it in
generally
been
has
it
Captain Abney and his co-worker have, neverthis way.
theless, secured measurements covering not only the extensive regions of the so-called heat spectrum lying inside the
red, but also the shorter wave lengths which constitute the
Their results are shown graphically in
visible spectrum.

Fig. 3.
One of the British Electric company s lamps was subjected to measurement in six different states of incandescence, corresponding to 33.6, 60.2, 93. S, 116.4, 130.8
and 150.5 watts respectively. The curves show the inten
each wave-length of the spectrum. When the above
amounts of energy were expended in the filament, and the
inclosed by each curve affords a relative measure
area
total
of the total radiation of the lamps in the state of incandes:

/

s

-

-

ram, of which,
tion, the

the meeting of the Electric club, or by the application of
some principle as yet unconceived, we know not. Meantime, we have in the methods of artificial lighting of
to-day abundant material for study and investigation.
The investigation of the efficiency of the arc light, by the
methods under consideration, is a much more difficult
matter than the same determination in the case of the in-

The radiating surface of the latter is
very nearly of the same temperature throughout, and the
ratio of total radiation to luminous radiation, obtained for
the bundle of rays sent out in a single direction, gives us at
In the arc we have,
once the measure of the efficiency.
however, a light-giving area of great brilliancy in the immediate neighborhood of the arc, and the temperature of
the carbons falls with great rapidity from the maximum at
the point and crater to regions which are at a red heat.
The entire light-giving area is included between the line
surrounding the positive carbon, which is at red heat, and
the corresponding line upon the negative carbon. Between
these two lines we pass rapidly through regions, the light
from which varies with the degree of incandescence by in
sensible gradations from that which a red hot surface is
capable of emitting, to that coming from carbon at the
temperature which that substance can be made to
Now, the curve of distribution of candle power
assume.
taken in a vertical plane is, as we all know, a very peculiar
one. and if wc place our thermopile with alum cell interrays, the
ea ure the energy of the light giving
amount of radiation received upon the fare of the pile will
greatly depend upon the position in which the apparatus is
At an an;'.
or 5" degrees below
the horizontal plane, for instance, the amount indicated will
horizontal plane,
than
in
the
be U:>:
greater

candescent lamp.
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FIG. 9.

the distribution of total radiation in the vertical plane identical with that of the light-giving rays, the measurement of
their ratio with the axis of the thermopile in any plane
which passes through the arc, would give us the efficiency
of the lamp; but the curve of distribution of total radiation
is not the same as that of candle power, and the ratio in
(question is a function of the plane which the axis of the
It becomes necessary, therepile makes with the horizon.
fore, to make an exploration of the entire zone through
rays,
determining the ratio of
which the lamp sends out
total to luminous radiation for each angle, and then to inSuch an investigation is now in protegrate the results.
gr. ss under my direction, and H. Nakano, who is carrying
on the experiments, has reached some exceedingly interestThe research will soon be ready for publicaing results.
tion in its complete form, and it will afford us much more
dt finite data concerning the radiations of the electric arc
It will not be out of place even now
than we now possess.
to say a word concerning the method which is being emcharacter of the results already oband
the
general
ployed,
tained.
The first measurements we-e made by the second method
employed by Mr. Merritt, the thermopile in the horizontal
plane.
The lamp subjected to measurement was of the
long arc type, with 9 amperes of current and 45 volts. The
efficiency in this plane was found to be surprisingly small.
It was found moreover, to vary in marked degree with the
diameter of the carbons used, increasing as the diameter
decreased to the point at which the carbons were rendered
hot by the current, when, as might be expected, it fell off
again.
The lamp was then mounted in a frame which also carried
the thermopile and alum bath, and which was so constructed that measurements could be made at any desired
All necessary changes of angle could be made withangle.
out varying the distance from the arc to the face of the pile,
By means of
or the relation of the alum bath to the latter.
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fiatiical

this apparatus,

which

is

shown

in

Kig. 4,

it

has been found

possible to determine the ratio of total CO luminous radiation
throughout the zone of radiation of the lamp, and lo plot
the curve of distribution of each,
Without entering into the details of an incompleted rcearch,
may indicate the general character of the results
The curves shown in Figs. 5 and
by means of a diagram.
G are those relating to a "long arc" lamp with carbons ,45
represent
respectively the distri
They
diameter.
inch in
button Of luminous and total radial ion emanating from the
I

lump.
The radii show the positions foi which measurements were taken; distances measured along these lines

1

.
.
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from the origin to each curve give the relative intensities of
light-giving and total heat energy in each position.
The curve of luminous radiation corresponds in form with
The distribution of total radiathat of candle power.
differs widely from these and the
tion, however,
ratio,

luminous energy
*'
total

,

.

,

is

-

,

.

.

,

.

.

,

..

a function of the angle which the line

energy

of measurement makes with the horizontal plane.
The
values of the efficiency in the casein question for the various
angles at which measurements were made, are given in
Table III. They form the bails for the curve in l-ig. G,
which is the diagra r. of efficiencies of the arc light under
the conditions of operation already stated

T

\i:i

E

in.

of the "Mechanical Equivalent of Light," and is 01
the earliest contributions to our knowledge of the ene

an arc lamp; after measurements by

II.

Nakano.
Angle

Efficiency

=

Luminous radiation
Total radiation.

.0548
.0901
.122$
.i 506
.1552
.1059
.0676
.0492

ro

20
30
40'
50°

60"
63°

equivalent

luminous radiation.

Thomsen's experiments were

in

thermop le and galvanometer, the indications of which
wete reduced to absolute measure by determination of the
deflection produced by the radiation from a glass globe
The total loss of heat by radiation
filled with hot water.
which this globe suffered was calculated from its rate of cooling, using Dulong and 1'etit's law.
The water equivalent
of the globe was 1,35 grains; Ms total loss of heat per
minute at 50 degrees C. was 250 calories; its loss of heat
by radiation at the above temperature, when the air of the
room was at 17 degrees, was 102 calories per minute.
nder these conditions the influence of the globe of water
upon the thermopile placed at a given distance, was observed.
A luminous body having been substituted for the
globe, its influence on the pile was likewise noted, and its
total radiations in calories calculated by comparison of the
deflections produced in the two cases.
For a sperm candle burning 8.2 grains per hour, the
total radiation estimated by this method was 210 calories
per minute.
Other flames gave out proportions of heat
nearly in proportion to their candle power, as will be seen
by inspection of Table IV.

.

the

th used
tandards of c
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TAULE

flame
flame

'.as

ias

by various

oil

about

lamps, and

so that the gross efficiency

and

percent.

.1

integration of these values gives as the mean efficiency of the arc lamp in question, .104, or 10.4 per cent.
The ratio of the radii of two semi-circles, the areas of
which equal the areas inclosed by the curves of luminous
and total radiation, gives us a measure of the "mean spherical" efficiency of the lamp.
This ratio in the case of the
lamp to which these curves refer is very much smaller than
the generally accepted values of the efficiency of arc lamps,
expressed in terms of the candle power per watt, would lead
us to expect.
The intensity of the arc is, however, seldom
expressed in mean spherical candles, and there are few data
relating to the candle power of this source of light upon
which to found satisfactory estimates. On the one hand
we find it stated, doubtless correctly, that the mean lightproducing efficiency of the eleven dynamos, tested at the
International Health Exhibition, held in London in 1884,
was 1,440 candles p;r horse pawer G while the glow lamps
only yielded 175 candles, and it is 'vitta estimates similar to
the above with which we have generally to satisfy ourselves
in comparing arc and incandescent systems of illumination.
For the purpose of deciding whether the results of Nakano's method of determining the ratio of luminous to total
radiation are compatible with our other sources of knowledge concerning the arc light, we must make use of mean
spherical candle power as our basis of comparison.
Very cireful measurements of the mean spherical candle
power of two arc lamps of representative and successful
commercial types were made in the physical laboratory of
Cornell University, 7 following the method of the Franklin
Institute committee.
Both of these lamps were rated at

tadle

210

1.2

201
I99

v.

Energy of luminous radiation of various flames

in calories,

according to Julius Thomsen.

Candle
power.

Source.

(

1.

6.25
8.6

las

7.7
1.2

Gas

Luminous energy
per c. p.
4.4 calories
3.9 calories.
4.1 calories.

42

calories.

3.7 calories.

The energy of the light-giving rays per candle power of
light produced is then, according to Thomsen, very nearly
the same for the Barnes of the candle, oil lamp and gas
burner.
This conclusion has been abundantly confirmed
by spectro-photometric observations of the quality of the
It appears, moreover, from
light which they emit.
these
observations, of which I shall have occasion to speak at
length presently, that the temperature of the incandescent
particles in such flames agrees very closely indeed with that
of an incandescent lamp, consuming 5 watts at 16 candle
power, being, as a rule, lower, rather than higher, than the
latter; and the calculation of the energy of such a lamp in

r

I

,

ratio,

—

—luminous

radiation

,.

,

13.

converted into electriciy— conditions which are, I believe.
by our present methods— the gross efficiency
of an incandescent lamp, of which the net efficiency,
determined by the methods which I have already described,
is 5 per cent., would be .5 per cent.; a value which is live
times greater than that of a lamp burning the kind of gas
used by Thomsen, and which stands in the ratio 5 3 (or,
probably, rather more than that) to the gross efficiency of
an oil flame. These flames must, of necessity, vary very
widely with the quality of the fuel consumed, and with the
condition under which combustion is maintained.
If we apply a similar method of computation to the
values given by Mr. Preece in his recent address at the
Bath meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science assuming that the conditions under
which each illuminant is consumed are such that the temperature of the incandescent carbon equals that which is
maintained in the filament of an incandescent lamp at 5
watts per candle with a net efficiency, as before, of 5 per
cent a set of conditions which can be attained in practice
only in the most perfectly constructed oil and gas lamps,
and which are fulfilled in many of the best of our incandescent lamps of to-day, we obtain the following results:
is

rarely attained

:

51

,

VI.

Luminous
Watts per
Illuminant.
1"

candle.
(Preece.)

/

%

m

Tallow

ii

i

94
S6

Mineral oil.
Vegetable oil
Coal gas
Cannel gas.

f

.

&*';"

according to the meas-

Cr'm'e- calor-

radi-

ation.

per min
ute per can Total radiation
die.
gross efficiency.
ies

=

124

Wax
Sperm

..

,

ne.

of total radiation from the light-giving portions alone is of
little value.
It is only in the matter of gross
efficiency,
therefore, that we can institute a comparison between electric lamps and the older methods of illumination, and the
gross efficiency of the former depends upon the efficiency
of production of electric current.
Under conditions, such
that 10 per cent, of the total energy of tr e fuel consumed

TABLE

watts per candle.
The other lamp was found to reieh 609 mean spherical
candles at the cost of 60 1 watts.
An inspection of the
result obtained by the Franklin Institute committee would
lead us to regard these as extreme values, between which
the performance of almost all arc light would lie as a rule,
nearer the lower than the upper of these limits
The efficiency of arc lights, then, expressed in mean spherical
candle power per watt is frequently as low as 1.5 times that
of the incandescent lamp, and rarely, three times as high.
Now the mean efficiency of the arc lamp under discussion,
.1

.3 pei
ratio of total radiation reaching

ra

Gross efficiency of various illuminants deduced from the
values given by Preece.
The heat equivalent of a candle
is assumed to be 3.6 gramme-calories per minute.

working under normal conditions. One of the lamps gave
a mean spherical candle power of 295, when working in
series with nine other lamps of the same construction.
When placed in circuit alone, the candle power rose to 34S.
The energy expended in the lamp in- each case was 550
watts, and the efficiency accordingly i.S watts and 1.6

c, the

4

,

2,000 candle power.
They were maintained by dynamos
of the types for which they had been especially designed,

1,

tl

flames,

I.

7.7

Candles
Moderator lamp
Moderator lamp

rc.v

of the lig

out .2 per ceni
this ratio cannot be considered in the same light
as that
obtained in the case of the incandescent lamp, since a gas
or oil flame is in reality a column of heated vapor containing particles of unconsumed carbon, which reaches far
above the luminous region, sending out dark
upper and cooler portions, which do not reach the fa
the thermopile at all.
The relation which the
ation of this heated column bears to the
ted by
convection cannot be determined, and the determi-

Moderator lamp
8.6
lgg
The luminous energy was obtained by a method similar
to that pursued by Merritt in the experiments already
described.
A bath containing a layer of water 20 c. m. in
thickness was interposed between the lamp and the thermopile, and the indications of the galvanometer noted.
The results were based upon the assumption that the cell
absorbed 13 per cent, of the light and all of the dark rays.
This estimate is doubtless faulty, and may involve a reduc
tion of several per cent, from the values given by Thomsen.
His results, uncorrected, are as follows:
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according to Julius Thomsen:
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-mailer
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Efficiency of
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I340.
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143.
S15
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total radiation

urements of Mr. Nakano,

almost exactly 10 per cent.
The efficiency of incandescent lamps, defined in the same
way, according to Mr. Merritt, may, as we have seen, be
taken at about 5 per cent.
The ratio is 2:1 in favor of the
arc lamp which lies within the limits determined by comparison of candle power and watts.
Small as these values for the efficiency of the electric
light are, they show marked improvement over the efficiency determined in a similar manner for sources of illumination which depend upon the incandescence of carbon
by direct combustion. More than a quarter of a century
ago, Julius Thomsen* presented before a gathering of
Swedish men of science, the results of an investigation of
the energy consumed in the sperm candle, and in various
oil and gas flames.
His memoir bore the suggestive title
is

"Julius Maicr: Arc and
7

The Photometry

[8S5,

MS

in

of

Glow Lamps, p. 52.
Arc Lights. Thesis by Benjamin

calories per minute, making use of the data furnished lis by
the investigation of Abney and Festing, or of Merritt,
affords most satisfactory evidence of the accuracy of Thomsen's results.
Let us take for example the case of an incandescent lamp in which 5 watts per candle power are expended, and in which the ratio
.uminous radiation
I

The

Total radiation
energy converted into light in such

\i

'\V,

1

gramme

1

watt

caloric

to1 ergs

W. Snow,

des

Lichtcs;

= 4.2
=
4

.25 watt

=

~-

X

We
1

amp

watt.

the Library of Cornell University.

Thomsen:

Das Mechnnische Equivalent
Poggendorff's Annalen, Ed. 125, p. 348.
"Julius

In considering these values it should be borne in mind
is a fuel which has been obtained by the previWeir we to take
ous expenditure of considerable energy.
as our basis the consumption of coal necessary to the
duction of a candle power of light, instead of the ht.it of
the combustion within the gas flame itself, the values for
the efficiency ol coal gas as an illuminant would be very
considerably reduced.
have already seen that there are excellent experimental grounds for the statement that the gross efficiency
of he incandescent lamp is about
hat of the arc
lamp about .oi, under the ass
of 90
per cent, of the total energy of the fuel ir the various prothat
g ro the production of the current, and
the hitter figures, small as they are. are considerably in excess of the gross efficiency of candles, oil or gas.
We are
in possession, moreover, of the means of expressing exactly
that coal gas

io" ergs.

gramme-calories per second,

~

—gramme-calories per minute, and

15-ath,

1S88.

Nature, Vol. 38,

p. 406.
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the degree of superiority which the electric light possesses
over those illuminants in the important matter of the heatGas and oil
ing effect upon the surrounding atmosphere.
tlames deliver in the neighborhood of 1,000 gramme calories
of heat per minute to the room for each candle power, of
An incandes3 6 gramm? calories of luminous radia'ion.
cent lamp of 5 per cent, net efficiency delivers only 72
gramme-calories per candle power.
The net efficiency of the incandescent lamp may be
raised somewhat by increasing the temperature of the carbon filament, and, indeed, it has already been somewhat
raised by the introduction of the new "3 watt" lamps.
These lamps have been excluded from this discussion
because we have as vet no complete data with reference to
them, and because it seemed desirable, aside from that, to
institute comparisons between sources of illumination in
which the degree of incandesence was the same, and for
had the same
all of which, consequently, candle power

meaning.

When we raise the temperature of our source of light,
however, we introduce changes, of which the methods thus
far considered take no cognizance.
In increasing the degree of incandescence, the ratio of
luminous energy to total energy of radiation is slowly increased, and at the same time the relative brightness of the
various rays which constitute the visible spectrum changes.
In a word, the quality of the light changes, and we are
confronted by important variations which cannot be expressed in candle power.
The investigation of these changes in composition, upon
which color depends, involves the study of the visible spectrum of the source of light and the comparison of its intensity, wave length for wave length, with the spectrum of
some properly cbo=en standard. The instrument necessary
to this work is the spectro-photometer, by means of which
the spectra of the two lights to be compared are brought*
together in the field of view, one above another, like wave
lengths even' where in the same vertical line The measurements consist in bringing the two spectra to the same intensity in each of the regions selected for observation successively, and in determining the amount by which it is
necessary in each case to reduce the intensity of the brighter.
A variety of devices have been made use of for varying the
'brightness of the spectra, and the standards of comparison
adopted by different observers have included the candle,
the petroleum tlame, the gas flame, and the incandescent
lamp, maintained at a constant voltage. Thus W. II.
Pickering"' obtained the necess iry range of intensities by
placing the lamp under inspection upon a sliding carriage,
and varying its d stance from the slit of the spectroscope.
His standard of comparison was a gas flame.
H. C.
Vogel" used as his standard a petroleum flame. Crova.
ivha brought the intensities of the two spectra to equality
by means of a polarizing device, adopted the moderator
lamp as a standard. Otto Schumann, in his study of the
'-'

1

incandescent lamp, made use of a "benzine" candle.

The

intervention of a revolving disc with open and closed sectors
and of wedges of smoked g ass have also been applied to
tha rigulatioa of the intensity, and the method of varying
the width of the slit itself, a device due to Yierordt has
been found to give good results, where the range of intensities was inconsidtrable.
The methods of presenting the results of this class of
measurement have differed as widely as the methods of
observation and the choice of standards; but it is possible
wherever the data are properly given and the character of
the standard is known, to reduce them all to a common
b^sis of comparison.
When thus reduced these measure
ments are found to agree in all essential particu'ars, and
they afford us very definite knowledge of the character of
the light emitted by the sources of illumination to which the
:

spectro-photometer has been applied.
Pig. 7 shows the form of the spectro photometer recently
used by \V. S. Franklin and myself in an extended series
of observations upon artificial sources of illumination and
in the comparison of their spectra with that of daylight.
To the slit of a one-prism spectroscope are attached a
set of total reflection prisms, r, by means of which rays may
be introduced into the upper and lower halves of the slit,
these rays coming respectively from sources of illumination
placed to the right and left band in a line at right angles to
s of the collimator tube.
The standard of illumination, which is an incandescent lamp .S*. maintained at 16
candles, is placed at the observer's right hand.
Its rays having been rendered parallel by means of a
condensing lei
through a pair of Nicol's prisms
and .V the first of which is free to revolve and enters the
upper half of the slit. The intensity of the spectrum of
at will by the rotation of the first
is calculated
from the angle
To
ion of the two Nicols.
of magnesium carthe left of the slit is mount*
forming an angle of 4f degrees
ipe.
The rays
with t:.
IHmation of thi
which is placed
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reflected rays from the
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<nd spectrum.
white surface
except that from
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investigations made with this instrument, which have
in a paper read before the American Association, 13 included the measurement of candle (lames, and
of various petroleum and gas lamps, also ol the lime light,
the incandescent lamp under a wide range of conditions, of
the electric arc and of daylight by clear and by clou Jed
sky.
The results obtained illustrate the precise character
of those differences in composition to the bearing of which,
upon the study of the efficiency of artificial illumination, I
desire to call your attention.
In the first place it was found that the light of the candle,
and of oil and gas flames, although subject to considerable
fluctuations from variations of the condition under which
combustion occurs, differ but slightly in quality from each

other and from that of incandescent lamps maintained at
normal candle power. The incandescent material in all is
carbon, and it is a significant fact that the average temperature of incandescence is nearly the same in all luminous
tlames, and that the highest temperature, until very recently
at any rate, at which it has been found practicable to
maintain the carbon filament of the glow lamp, is very
nearly that at which the same materia' exists under the
Hence it
most favorable conditions in oil and gas tlames.
is that the radiant energy per candle-power, as has been
shown by Julius Thomsen, is nearly the same for all these
flames.

Passing to other sources of illumination, such as the lime
light and the electric arc, we find the. entire portion of the
spectrum lying beyond the yellow increasing more rapidly,
regions of longer wave-length than the yellow increasing
less rapidly than the candle power; the rate of increase
growing steadily as the wave length diminishes from the
red to the violet end of the spectrum.
Fig 8 shows the
results of comparisons of the spectra of the lime light,
clear
and
by unclouded
electric arc, and of daylight, by
sky, with that of an incandescent lamp maintained at its
normal candle power
This lamp, which was chosen as a
standard of comparison, was an Edtson 16 candle, 100 volt
lamp.
Its light was precisely similar to that of a "Board
of Trade" argand gas burner, showing the same relative
brilliancy throughout the whole of the visible spectrum.
The measurements were made with the spectro photometer
just described {see Fig. 10), the light in every case falling
upon the block of magnesium carbonate, and entering the
slit of the spectroscope after reflection from the face of the
latter
For purpose of comparison the brightness of the
standard incandescent lamp has been taken as unity throughIf we make a diagram in which about the spectrum.
cissze are wave-lengths and ordinates, intensities, referred
to that of the standard as unity, the curve for this lamp
will be a straight horizontal line, with ordinate = 1.
All other spectra are reduced to the same brightness in
the region of the D line of Fraunhofer, and their brightness in other regiocs, refened to that of the corresponding
wave length in the spectrum of the standard, is shown by

means

of curves.

Observations were made in ten regions of the spectrum,
equi-distant as to wave-length, and embracing the whole of
It will be seen by reference to the
the visible spectrum.
figure that the lime light is relatively much stronger in the
violet, and much weaker in the red than the standard.
In
the arc light this increase of intensity toward the violet is
even more marked, but its variation in quality from the lime
light is by no means so great, as its exceedingly brilliant,
bluish white appearance to the eye would lead us to expect.
The source of that appearance and of the very high actinic
v.-lue of the arc is found, however, in the presence of an
exceedingly bright band in the extreme violet.
Here the
relative intensity of the arc light spectrum rises abruptly
about 3 to 20 limes that of the incar descent lamp.
Measurements were made upon a long-arc lamp with 2
inch carbons, with 10 amperes and 50 volts and a short-arc
lamp with a :o ampere current. The character of the light
was found to be almost identical excepting in this light

mag-

band in the neighborhood of the G line, which is much
more prominent in the long arc lamp. The character of
the light was found to be much the same at all angles

.

II.
Even'under these conditions, with the violet reduced
to about one-tenth of the value which it possesses in clear
weather, daylight is very much bluer than any artificial

The

light.

light

emitted by burning magnesium approaches

more nearly

to it than any other, being, according to Pickering, considerably stronger throughout the blue and violet
than the light from the Foucault arc lamp.
Its color,

however, is not reinforced by a violet band like that in the
spectrum of the electric arc, a region which by its extraordinary brightness has marked influence upon the color of
the light.
These variations depend upon temperature primarily, and
they may be studied to the best advantage in the spectrum
of the incandescent lamp.
The radiating surface of such
a lamp is at a nearly constant temperature throughout, and
it may be given a very considerable range in the
matter of
incandescence, involving variations in color and total intensity, which are under complete control.
An Edison lamp, similar to that which had been used as
a standard in our previous measurements, was subjected to
spectro-photometric analys s by Mr. Franklin and myself
at 4 candles, 10 candles, 16 candles, 22 candles and 2S
candies, successively.
The results obtained are shown in
Fig. g.
The spectrum of the lamp at 16 candles is taken as of
unit brightness throughout, and the other curves show the
amount of light of each wave length emitted by the lamp
in the above mentioned states of incandescence.
Intensities, in every case, are referred to the light of corresponding wave length, given by the same lamp at 16 candles, as
;

unity.

At the red end of the spectrum the intensity increases
more slowly than candle power, at the violet end more rapidly.
There exists an intermediate wave length for which
proportional to the candle power.
The
diagram shows the portion of the specholds true, a point in the yellow at
wave length 6,000.
If we suppose the same measurements executed upon a
set of lamps in ev<rry respect similar to the one in question,
excepting that their radiating surfaces are of such size that
they give 16 candles, as indicated by the Bunsen photometer when the degree of incandescence corresponds respectively to that at which the lamp actually measured
emitted at 4, 10, 16, 22 and 2S candles, there would result
a set of curves of the same general character as those in
Fig 12. At wave length 6,000 these curves would have
a common value, and they would serve to indicate both the
quantity and quality of the variation of the carbon filament
as a function of the incandescence, candle power remiintng
constant.
The form of these curves is shown in Fig. 10.
They afford us data for discussion of the candle as a standard of illumination which could not be obtained in any
other way.
They show the relative distribution of energy
in the spectrum of five lamps, which, according to the indications of the Bunsen photometer are of equal brightness,
but which differ both in the quality and in the total energy
of their luminous radiation.
Their efficiency expressed in
terms of the candle power produced p^r watt expressed in
the lamp, rises rapidly as the incandescence increases. For
lamps of the type upon which these measurements were
made, for instance, the relative efficiency referred in each
case to that of the lamp, the incandescence of which corresponds to that of an Edison lamp at 16 candles, is given
the brightness
vertical line

is

in the

which

trum

for

in the

column headed

this

Candle power

lamp by W.

tion of intensities in the spectrum of this
15

Pickthe light of
II.

S ogel
and Crova
show that
decidedly bluer than that of the lamps with
vogue at the present day, the spectrum of
the former being about live times as rich in the violet as
that of gas or oil flames.
Mr. Nakano's results, of which
mention has already been made, indicate marked increase in
the efficiency of the arc lamp as the diameter of the carbons is decreased; ami since increase of efficiency arises
from a higher average degree of incandescence, we should
expect just such an increment in the shorter wave-lengths
as shows itself in the case of the Foucault regulator
Finally, in the case of daylight we find the intensity of
the shorter wave lengths exceedingly great as compared
with that of any artificial source of illumination.
If llie
m ol daylight be brought into comparison with that
of an incandescent lamp, and the two be reduced to the
same intensity in the yellow, the extreme red of the daylight spectrum will be so dim in comparison with that of
the lamp, as to render mcasurcmcnl difficult. In the violet
rcpancy will be jusl as m it ked, the sun's spci it urn

ering",
this

II.

lamp
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TAIiLE VII.

State of incandescence
equivalent to that of

an Edison 16 candle
lamp giving

Relative efficiency referred to that of
a 16 candle lamp as unity.

Candle power Luminous radiation.
Total radiation.

Watts.

The

only other spectro- photometric measurements of the
electric arc with which I am acquainted, have been made
upon the Foucault regulator, a lamp with carbons of small
Fairly concordant determinations of the distribudiameter.

-

Watts.
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curves values coinciding with those reached by the method
of the thermopile and alum cell.
To this end we must
know the above mentioned ratio for some one candle power
and the number of watts necessary u> the production of
each stale of incandescence lor which the computation is to
be made.
The relative efficiency can then be calculated from the
areas inclosed by the respective curves.
Were the candle
power proportional to the energy of luminous radiation,
the values thus obtained would be identical with relative
efficiency determined from the relation of candle power lo
watts.

The

relative

efficiency thus

computed

(see

Table

VJJ) does not coincide with thai obtained from the ratio of
to candle power, however, for llie reason thai Invarious rays which make up the viable spectrum do not
enter into ihe production of candle power in proportion to.
The mosl important wave lengths, so far as
their energy.
lighi giving power is concerned, arc those which form the
y« How o| the spectrum, and the relative lumincsily falls oil
The longer
rapidly both toward the red and tin: violet.
wave lengths have, however, much more influence upon
candle power than the more refrangible rays, as will be
seen by an inspection of the curves, the relative falling oil
of the red end of the spectrum being compensated by

wans

larger and larger accessions in the
'-.tate of in' andcsi '!!! e increases
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Luminosity is the factor which we must take into account
seeking a complete expression for the efficiency of any
source of illumination, and the method to be pursued in
the determination of the luminosity must depend upon the
If we estimate
use to which the light is to be applied.
light by its power of briDgirg out the colors oi natural
objects, the value which we place upon the blue and violet
rays must be very different from that which wou'd be
ascribed to them if we consider merely its power tf il
In a picture
lumination as applied to black and white,
gallery, for instance, or upon the stage, the value of an
illuminant increases with the temperature of the incandes
cent material, out of all proportion to the candle power,
whereas candle power affords an excellent measure ot the
light to be used in a reading room.
A number of dete-minations of the luminosity of artificial
1
light have been made. In the earliest of these by Vjerordt,
the amount of white light which may be mixed with each
color of the spectrum, without producing an appn ciable
change of tint, was taken as the measure of the luminosity
The result is shown graphically in Fig, 1.
of that color.
The curve indicates the light-giving power of each wave
The source of
length, estimated in the above manner.
light experimented upon was a petroleum flame. The verti
cal 'ine indicates the region of the spectrum within which
according to the measurements of the quality of light of
the incandescent lamp already described— the increase in
the brightness of the spectrum is proportional to the candle
This region corresponds very nearly with that of
power.
maximum luminosity of the spectrum.
The luminosity of the blue and violet rays is so very
small that in the production of candle power the influence
of the very rapid growth of this end of the spectrum with
increasing temperature of the lamp, is scarcely appreciable.
light-giving value of the different
If we estimate the
portions of the spectrum by means of the facility with
which;,we can distinguish black characters upon a white
ground, the importance of the more refrangible rays is still
Thus Mace de Lepinary and Nicati 18
fariher diminished.
have shown that if yellow and blue light, estimated to be
of equal brightness by photometric means, are of such
intensity lint one can clearly distinguish a printtd page
when illuminated by the yellow, the same page will be
entirely illegible when the blue light alone falls upon it.
These observers conclude, indeed, that "The mere distinguishing of objects is due almost exclusively to the illumi
nation produced by the less refrangible half of the normal spectrum;" so that at equal brilliancy "the superiority
of yellow sources of light (luminous gas flames, incandes
cent lamps) over sources richer in blue rays (light of Lhe
"The only real advantage,"
electric arc) is incontestable."
they add, "upon the side of the light from the e'ectric arc
in
is when one desires to rehabilitate objects more nearly
This
the hues which they present in the light of day."
single advantage is one which it is impossible to take due
account of, numerically, in an estimate of the efficiency of
artificial illumination.
It is nevertheless a most important
factor in determining the adaptability of a light to nearly
all the purposes of everyday life.
Otto Schumann, to whom we owe a mo?t exhaustive
study of the light of the incandescent lamp, has de ermined
the luminosity of several types of such lamps at various
stages of incandesence. His results, in so far as thev apply
to a i6*caadle Eiison lamp, are given in Table VIII.
in
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power and total luminosity, in the case of the lamp
by Schumann:
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Plainly, then, candle power does not afford a measure
either of the light-giving energy or of the luminosity of a
source of illumination
When used in the comparison of

sources which differ

temperature, the indications of the
relatively too low a value for
the intensity of the lamp of higher incandescence.
In the
case of candles vs. gas, or either of these in comparison
with the incandescent lamp at normal temperature, the
error is not important, but between tt e candle and the "16candle" lamp maintained at 50 candle power, the discrepancy amounts to 10 per cent. For the electric arc the ratio
of candle power to total luminosity is very nearly 4:5, and
in the case of daylight it is about 4 6.
In arc light photometry candle powei is already a wellnigh meaningless term. Would it not be well to abandon it
altogether in favor of some standard affording us an exp'ession for the luminosity of radiation? So far as the
incandescent lamp is concerned light- dving power is a
perfectly definite function of the temperature, and of the
area of the radiating surface.
We are unfortunately not
in position at the present day to measure the temperature
of an incandescent filament, but the time will undoubtedly
come when the relation between the temperature and the
quality of the light emitted by glowing carbon will be definitely known.
We may, indeed, look forward to the
developmen( of some optical method for the measurement
of ihe tempeiylure of incandescence which shall be as
easily performed as our present method of determining
candie power, and which shall admit of a much higher
degree of precison. 1 he comparison of lamps, the temperatuns of which are the same, will then reduce itself to
a question of radiating surface. Total luminosity and total
energy of luminous radiation, per unit of surface, together
with net and gross efficiency, may then be expressed, in so
far as incandescent carbon is our source of illumination,
as functions of the temperature alone, and the performance
tf any lamp may be defined in terms which admit of no
unceitainty.
in

photometer always yield us

:

Meeting of the

New York

Electrical

Society.
the one hundred and twentieth meeting of the New
Electrical society, held at Clinton Hall on the 20th,
the following officers were elected for the ensuing year:
President, Francis B. Crocker; vice-presidents, fosfph
Wetzler, Fiancis Forbes and Dr. Otto A. Moses; secretary,

At
York

G. H. Guy; treasurer, Henry A. Sinclair.
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have made these values of Schumann's the basis of a
by means of which the variation in luminwith total energy in watts is exhibited (see Fig. 12),

set of curvts,
osity,

be seen that the position of the maximum moves
toward the violet as the brightness of the lamp
This tendency is very slight within the range
In the
of temperatures reached by the incandescent lamp
arc light we should find the displacement more marked,
but in the case of sunlight, in which, as we have seen, the
shorter wave lengths are in s-uch preponderance, the movement of the maximum is inconsiderable. The curves
shown in Fig. 13 are taken from the investigation by
Crova, who has determined ths distribution of luminosities
in the spectrum of sunlight, and of the flame of a petroleum
5S2, that of
The maximum in sunlight is at /
lamp.
Nearly all sources of illumination
the petroleum A
592.
will be found to have a maximum lying between these two
It will

slightly

increases.

=

=

wave lengths.

A comparison of the total luminosity of the incandescent
its candle power shows that the former increases
with the energy of the lamp more rapidly than the latter,
although the discrepancy is not so marked as in the compuison cf efficiency of candle power with that of luminous
lamp with

radiation

The following table, obtained by the summation
luminosity curves, shows the relation between
'
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Luminosity of various regions of the spectrum.
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subject for the evening's discussion was ''The Unin New York City."
President
who presided, said that the momentous question
of the hour in the electrical circles of he city was the underground setvice for electric lighting, the telegraph and the
The small potential used in the two latter systelephone.
tems would seem to indicate that the difficulties that appear
to exist in dealing with high tension might be obviated
but the variety ot opinion expressed on this subject was
bewildering, even to an electrician.
It was staled that the
experiments made in Chicago had resulted most favorably,
but he had just seen a gentleman from Chicago, who said
that in that city not a single instance could be pointed out
in which the system had been successfully introduced.
It
was evident to him that the electric light companies in New
York were going to be very great sufferers in being
obliged to put their wires underground.
During the intro
duclion and development of their respective systems, they
been
subjected
to
had
such expenditure and prices had so
run down as to leave them with a very small margin of
profit, and now the additional expense of putting the wires
underground would entail additional expense. The position taken by the mayor is: "The wires must go underground." The question for the meeting to consider was;
'Can the electric light wires be put underground, and the
electric light companies carry on their business?"
C. O. Mailloux said that, judging from what was being
done in other cities, and the progress that had been made
in the insulation of wires, he was of opinion that the arc
light wires could be run underground.
"Cannot" was a
word that did not find a place in the electrician's dictionary, and the problem before them wculd unquestionably be
solved.
He dwelt on the difficulty of perfect insulation,
and the way in which, vhen incipient leakage was entailed by the length of circuit and high electromotive force
incidental to arc lighting, the current would produce a disintegrating effect upon the insulating mate:ial, and in the
course of time very serious leakage would be the result.
His experience, however was, that if the very best insulating materials were used, and the conductors were laid
in such a manner as the facilities now at the command "t
electricians enabled them to place wires, the work would
-.tand for a Ion- time
Mr. Mailloux made some interest'
ing remarks on maximum insu'ating resistance, and showed
what good rcsuhs can be gained by strict attention to detail
and by the use "I good material.
Unfortunately there was
no system where there was such a tendency to slipshod
work as in arc lighting in this country, foreigners hail
frequently remarked this and in the majority of instances

derground Wire Problem

Luminosity of an Edison lamp at various
candescence, according to Otto Schumann.
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tie.
A very p
jcalcd
work that was absolutely fl
sary.
lie considered that the existing difficulties might 1/e
probolution of the
largely upon the companies therm
/reed with Mr, '
ould bs pu*
:<

that

He

had been quoted by them, the criticism was a just
if the same care wen- bestowed on the inlamp that is bestowed on the conduc

believed that

stallation of the arc

Hoard of ':
attending the laying of e
[round in New York had been gradual I3
ne, and it was only the arc lights about
any difference of opinion existed.
Tests of the arc
had been made in i-*5th street, where i.2<xj feet of wire had
been laid, and in Twenty-fourth street, leading to th
Twenty-third Street theater, and in both ':-ise-, most satisfactory results were obtained.
The 125th street cable
when completed measured 1,300 megohms, and after
used for two weeks it measured 2,000 megohms, and a corresponding increase took place in the Twenty-fourtn street
cable.
This result encouraged the belief that the action of
the alternating current increased the insulation, probably
in drying out the internal moisture in the joints.
Mr. Cultriss referred to the intense heat in the subways
in Iiroadway, and said that no insulation cou'd remain
intact in a temperature of 195 degrees, which he had been
assured was the actual heat at one time.
He believed in
Dr. Wheeler,

who

represented the

I

faculties

-

getting the best of insulation and the best of joints, and
from the results of the five years' working of underground
wires by the Commercial Cable company, he strongly
recommended the use of gutta percha. The first cost
might be excessive, but in twenty years the policy would
prove itself a wise one.
Mr. Cuttriss agreed with Mr.
Welzler in regarding the commercial success of arc systems
run on the proposed lines as very doubtful for the expense
incurred in rentals, etc., by large companies would be enor-

mous.
Mr. Wheeler admitted

that, though the first cost of a
subway system might be great, the
security and preservation of the cables would be insured to
the company for a long period, and the profit would be

thoroughly

efficient arc

greater in the end.

Judge Coxa's Decision

in

the Storage

Batte.ry Suit.

The

Electrical

New York, and
York, hold decidedly

Accumulator company of

the Julien Electric

company

of

New

different opinions in reference to Judge Coxe's dec-sion in
the suit in which the former company was plaintiff and the
latter defendant. The interpretations are so greatly at variance that quotations from communications received from

them, are of interest.

The

Electrical

Accumulator com-

writes:
"Judge Coxe has just rendered a decision in
the United States Circuit court for the southern district of
New York sustaining the Faure patent for improvements
in secondary batteries or accumulators.
The patent is held
to cover and control the manufacture, "use or sale of anv
secondary battery in which an electrode is used having the
so called active material applied in the form of a paint,
paste or cement, which is the only method yet known of
constructing a practically operative secondary battery. The
suit is entitled the Electrical Accumulator company
vs.
Julien Electric company, and the complainant is entitled to
an injunction, which will now be taken.
With the exception of the recent decision of the United States court for
the district of Massachusetts, sustaining the ThomsonHouston patent tor an arc light current regulating device.
the Faure patent above alluded to is the only electrical
apparatus patent pertaining to lighting or motor business,
the litigation on which has terminated favorably to the
claims of the patentees."
The Julien Electric company writes: "The Electricil
Accumulator company sued the defendant on four patents.
One patent the complainant abandoned during the trial;
two others are decided to be invalid.
Two claims only of
the fourth patent were in controversy.
One of the claims,
it wis held, the defendant does
not infringe; the other
claim, the court holds, is invalid as it stands, and can only
be sustained when limited by a disclaimer to a device which
the defendant does not use.
The decision is a substantial
victory for the Julien Electric company."

pany

Gaulard

&

Gibbs' Patent Case.

Lord Justice Lindley of the Court of Appeals of England handed down his decision in the Gaulard \ Gibbs"
transformer patent case at London. March 4th
After exhaustively reviewing the case, the
"(l) Although >ome of the specifications in
earlier
patents came very nearthc patentee's invention, none of
them quite came up to it. No one had previously hi:
combination of (1?) an electro-dynamo machine producing
alternating currents ol high ten-:
; main wire.
(c) induction coils, specially constructed, placed along it at
intervals for producing light or motion when require
The patentees' system is essentially that com!
mentioned, and was new apart from the special cons
ion of the indi
Nothing really turnson the
specially constructed generators on which the patentees unfortunately laid so much sticss; they are not types of any
class which has not all their special
features.
(4) Anv
competent person, having once seized the idea of the combination shown in the drawings, would sec at once hi
carry it into effect, and would, without difiiculty or further
instruction, select .\n induction coil suitable for his purpose, without adopting either of the specially constructed
j
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coils.

nature of the invention

particularly described

is

and ascertained, and two modes of carrying it into
are sufficiently described to enible any competent

effect
elec-

give effect to it, notwithIt
is
not
standing the want of detailed construction.
necessarv for us to decide whether the patentees could or
could not have obtained a valid patent for their system,
Perhaps they
apart from thei- specially constructed coils.
might have done so; unfortunately thit was not their
They have so overintention, as originally described.
estimated the value of their specially constructed gener
ators, and have sodrawn and altered heir specifications, as
As already stated, their special
to have missed their mark
form of generator was originally made an essential feature
This was a grievous mistake. They have
of their system.
tried to correct it by amending their complete spec fication.
but in doing so thev have entirely changed their front and
To understand the effect of this
the nature of their claim.
amendment it is necessary to see wh it the patentees have
done, and what .they now claim, by their amrnc'ed specification, to be the invention for which they have obtained
their patent.
The amended specification is vague and
ambiguous on this very important point.
If confined to a
combination of dynamos giving alternating currentsof high
tension with a main wire, and one of the two induction
coils specially described, the patent will t.e of little or no
use to the patentees; whereas, if construed more extensively, so as to include a combination- of such a dynamo
with any induction coil having the pr pe ties of the two
described, the patent will be of immense practical value,
for the evidence shows that any coil which any o- e would
trician

who

make, would have such properties, Thesecond
of these two constructions is, therefo-e, obviously that
which will be mo<t beneficial to the patentees. It is the
construction which the patentees have labored to maintain,
No
and the whtieof their evidence was addressed to this
serious attempt was made to showjhat ihere was any merit
in the two specially described generators except their movable iron wire cores, which almost all induction coils had
likely to

We

in 1SS2.
no other construction is
vorth contending for, and it is. in our opinion, the true
construction of the specification as amended. The ••pe. ially
constructed generators are no longer claimed, either sepaThey are
rately or as essential parts of the combination.
seen to have no particular value, and are dropped accordingly.
This construction of the amended specification
renders the pa ent hopelessly bad in law; for first, on this
construction the invention is not the same as that described
in the p-ovi-ional specification, but an entirely different invention; and, secondly, on this construction the amendment
of the specification has greatly extended the scope of the
patent.
As already shown, the essence of the invention,
as described in the complete specification in its original
shape, and as set forth in the provisional specification, lay
in the use of a specially constructed generator (or combination! whi h the patentees believed to be superior to all
others; and if they throw this over they so far depart from
thtir invention, as described in these documents, as to
render the patent they have obtained for it worthless, and
incapable of bting supported.
The law upon this point is
perfectly well settled, and it is useless to refer to authority
for it.
This view of the case renders it unnecessary to
consider whether the patent could be supported if it were
constiued narrowly, and confined to a combination for an
alternating dynamo with induction coils constructed like
oneof the two described in the specification. This poinc was
not much argued.
'The decision in favor of the patentees
would be of little use to them, and the petitioners do not
care which way it is decided, as they say they do not use
that particular combination.
This point, if it fairly arose,
would, we think, be found full of difficulty, considering the
evidence given at the trial. But having regard to the terms
of the specification, and the real contest between the parties,
we do not think it calls for decision. In our opinion the
patent is bad, and the appeal must be dismissed with costs."

are satisfied that

ceptions

March

23.

the chief topic

and as prominent men are
looks as if we should have some

for discussion here at present,

becoming interested

it

of

terminal

the

of the elevated

facilities

He

with elevated structures.

system

also thinks that the elevated

not permanent, and that the settlement of a mat-

is

ter of so great

importance should be permanent and in the

of the

interests

great

There

public.

be a decision

will

Mayor Grant thinks that there is some influence
work to defeat the Rapid Transit bill which has been
lately taken from the committee on cities and referred to

the committee on railroads.

Is

some of
great matter and de-

not time that

it

the electrical people take hold of this

would

it

on the north

and next week

side,

b

men

as Jay

Could and
'

transit,

he has

set forth in

the pre

that

days.

It is interest-

Sage, and

Kussell

in

Mr.

on the subject of rapid
manner why

«rant

should be used.

the

comfortable and cheapest
in

plan

any

The

city in the world.

-roaches

is

to

be in shape until a later date, and the line

will not

Omaha depends upon

South

and

The motor company claims
Leavenworth, but the

which was

Edison

to consolidate all the

com-

electric light

The

panies into one immense concern, has fallen through.
report

but

is

among

causing a good deal of talk

is

ufacturing interests

is

men,

electrical

who say
man-

emphatically denied by the Edison people,

Edison

that the consolidation of the different

electric

about completed.

toward burying the wires.

in the line of progress

of pretexts

were presented

All sorts

in support of applications for

constiuction overhead, but the mayor said that

was only

it

He

a was'e of time to read applications for such perm'ts.
is

decided in the matter, and

construction of subways in

immediate removal of

the

for

For the present

streets.

way

the old

orders are being given for

many

New

and also
poles from some of the
of the streets,

Yorkers are going back to

and are appreciating

the streets,

of lighting

the value of the electric light as never
is

Necessity

before.

teaching them, and the temporary absence of the beau-

tiful electric light

a bent

fit

on many of the

streets in the

rather than a detriment, for

end

will surely

it

be

will

John Grant, who

The juKen Electric company and the New York Accumcompany are again brought into prominence through

Judge Coxe. All this litigation in the elecmust produce its effect. It is undoubtedly a
stimulus to its greater development and application.
the decision of

trical field

W.

T.

II.

Western

impressed

favorably

it

a

Union

with

his

franchise, so

C.

Indianapolis, Ind.
En DIANA POi-rs,

vice-presiden (

Dailey,

;

C.

I,.

Mcintosh, treasurer, and

Toseph Johnson, secretary.

The county commissioners have granted

A Smith and John

Miller

It is

coupon
April

a street railroad, to

for

the Eastern Capitol Hill Railroad

com-

The

oo, and the term of the

capital

stock

corporation at

is

fixed at

fifty years.

motive power has not yet been decided upon, but the

incorporators favor electricity.

The

Antonito, Col., Coal, Light

coal,

Water company,

.V

The

local

them from the

ferred them, supplying
it

seems,

says incandescent lights

pendent

and

I

wi.h

a

let.

It will

•

and machinery.

1

lie

high, and contain
thai

orin]
will

house the

put up small

stand at Nicholas

be 132
high.

boilci

1

in case of

At Monday night's session of the city council a
resolution was passed "that no money be paid said Brush
company for and on account of electric light furnished to
under

this city

company

said

its

present contract with the city so long as

comply with the terms and provisions

fails to

An amendment

of said ordinance.''

to the ordinance in

question was introduced and passed, providing a penalty of
violation thereof.

Sjiioo for

The Dudley

company,

now

is

head of

at the

the

to

T. L. Johnson, formerly owner of the

zens' Street Railway

A

Railway company has come

Street

Citi-

affairs.

owns 4,500 shares of the stock, and the
Thomson-Houston Electric company 500 shares.
The
company expresses a determination to go ahead and put in
an electrical road, provided the city amends the present
ordinance.
M.
report says he

—

Wichita, Kan., March 23. An ordinance permitting
the Wichita & Suburban Railway company to put up wires
and poles in the streets of Wichita was passed at the last

(juare,

feel

main building

will

depol

foi

cry,
1

An
&

Avenue

ing to the Central

ordinance was adopted grant-

Eastern Motor line company

on

the right to place wires and poles

An

by

the

streets

&

ordinance authorizing the Wichita

company

Railroad

pro-

for

electricity.

to place

upon the

Valley

Center

and alleys of
was placed upon

streets

tbe city wires and poles for operating cars,

passage.

W.
York

L. R.
city

is

Emmett

of

in the city

company

the Sprague

&

templates putting

in

on

the

Suburban.

The

and the company

con-

construction of a line for the Wichita
cost will be about #4,000 per mile,

New

of

ready to commence work

seven and one-half miles.

expected to complete the circuit in due time

It is

also

by returnirg

over the line of the Central Avecue company.

D,

Stillwater, Minn.
Stillwater, Minn., Mar.
is

now an

20.

— An electric street railway

assured fact for Stillwater.

negotiating for a franchise in this

-The Omaha Motor company

yet

only be furnished on inde-

shall

There was no penalty provided

circuits.

This,

violation.

system

The Pullman company will build twenty -six cars, the
ompany will install the electric system,
and two 150b
engines will be built of the
irliss type, with Culver grates.
The contract
'

arc circuits.

of a city ordinance, which

violation

direct

in

is

re-

where customers pre-

lights

A

syndicate,

including Iowa capitalists and local business men, has been

ally let contracts for its rolling stock

forth'-

calling

Brush Electric Lighting company has been

cently putting in incandescent

for

has been incorporated, with a capital stock of $3,000.

Neb., March 23,

in this city

on
There are
The exchange is

about 900 telephones in use at present.

its

will stop for the present.

taken out a charter.

Union

Central

patrons that the local

toll system will be abandoned
Agents of the company are now

pelling the cars

The Pueblo, Col Rapid Transit & Circle Railroad company, with William Cook, James B. Orman, L. E. Moses,
A. E. Graham and William A Moses as incorporators,
has

— The

its

those having telephones with rental contracts.

will transfer

pany as soon as organized. Cars are to be running within
The proposed route is from the cable road to
ninety days.
it

22.

ticket
1st.

meeting of the council.
a franchise to

understood that these gentlemen

Superior street, where

March

Ind.,

Telephone company has notified

Wichita, Kan.

—

DENVER, Col., March 23. The South Denver Electric
company last week elected S. V. Farnum president; J. L.

..

-

on business connected

and anxious that he shall secure
can be used in this city.

Denver, Col.

-

»t

New York

is in

telegraph people are very

surface again.

ulator

•reel of

is

for

sweeping the tracks.

cure any

of the e.vsting dislike to the electric light.

Omaha, Neb.

there

bought

be

will

prepared to accommodate 1,200 subscribers.

At the meeting of the Board of Electrical Control the
19th inst. the mayor would listen to nothing that was not

Omaha,

and furnished

At

litigation over this is not ended.

an early date a 40-horse power motor

that

lie

;

the right under a decision of

the court to use the horse car tracks jointly to Sixteenth and

of rumors afloat in connection with
supremacy which is being waged between
One of
the big electric light manufacturing companies.
the latest is to the effect that the great Villard scheme,

E.

improvcm* :nl

authori-

the contest for

ay any right
a vast

Twenty-

of

Omaha

ties.

patent,

as the decision

:

grading

the

fourth street and the action of the South

of the world.
all sorts

The southern

Burt to the power house at Nicholas street.

system

supplying water by artesian wells, gas electric lights and

the elevated,

from Sevenand Twenty-second north from

with his subway patent, writes that the

There are

the Burt street

will finish

scheme of rapid transit which shall be permanent,
comfortable, and in the interests of the great traveling
public ? New York ought to have the great electric railway

The

system of railways

elevated

Dr. Mercer, who
company bad good

then double-track Burt street

It will

teenth to Twenty-second,

vise a

very reasonable

a

tern

-:rtain

many

the

if

is filling

,

settlement of the matter before

over night.

3c, t£

by June, and operate ten miles of
up small gaps in its system

start

The company

road.

soon, but
at

last trips

the head of the company, said

is

line.

roads a portion of the parks would necessarily be involved,
and that he is not in favor of spoiling the public parks

their franchise to

is

some very well-founded exMr. Gould, and says that in

take

to

scheme

the

to

teries.

Notes.

— Rapid transit

seems

'rant

order to increase

Milo

V'ork,

(

make the

cars that

weather

Mayor

be operated with electricity by the means of storage bat-

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York

miles an

-*$

with the present regular train

all

service.

seizes the idea to

1

be

track express trains could be run at the rate of

hour, and not interfere at

March

he one story portion

company intends
.,,,

,,;

to

the

The

city.

council finally

passed the required ordinance, and work will be
at once.

This

is

commenced

gratifying to the people of Stillwater, as

herttofore the city has lacked

conveniences of this kind.

The

grades between the business and residence portions of
the city arc- too sleep for horse traction, and steam motors

would not be tolerated, Those who did not own piivate
conveyances wen- obliged to climb the hills on foot.
Electric

propulsion

.heap and

relieve

will

rapid

nudium

and residence portions
the

enterprise

Dr.

W.

are

L, Allen of

the

of the city.

W, M. Hewitt
Davenport,

class by affording a

latter

between the business

of travel

la.

erator of street car lines of CXpcrit

The

active

movers

Muscatine,

of

Mr, Mcwitl
ru c,

la.,
is

in

and

an op-

and has been

inter-

1

March
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ested in horse

car

lines

connected with the

in

means

of the valua of electricity as a
sion,

and consider

guarantees

At present he

of street car propul-

Stillwater an excellent field.

construction

first-class

is

con-

la., in

Mr. Hewitt

and equipment.

It lias

not yet been decided what system of motors and generators

Duluth, Minn.

and appliances were in place,
and the converters for the lamps "were in the building,
The Duluth Electric com
Everything was destroyed.
pany has been completing arrangements for the new

An

of the lamps

securing

In

shore.

fine stack

A

tion.

excellent site

has been secured on the lake

property the company obtains a

this

and a good foundation on which to build the sta400 horse power condensing Hamilton-Corliss

The company is giving satismade for an immediate
by 500 or r.o'oo lights. The contract

engine has been purchased.

Preparations are being

faction.

increase of the plant

has been awarded the Duluth Electric

One hundred and

lighting.

power each
be

will

and

for the city

of 2,000 candle

and it is expected that everything
S.
running by April rst.

will be used,

in place

company

fifty lights

The

M.iriciia,

lights

Lincoln, Neb.

much of
The result

being caused by the street improvements.
that the telephone service

is

considerably improved.

the streets has been

it

Lincoln

is

the center of radiation for the telephone wires of Nebraska.
Six distinct lines run out of the city.

The

first is

a direct

used mainly for through business,
Another wire to
there being few exchanges on the way.

Omaha, which

wire to

*

>maha takes a

is

route,

different

and gives communication

with Greenwood, Ashland, and other intermediate towns.

was strung
several years ago between Lincoln and Nebraska City,
touching Cheney. Bennett, Palmyra, Unadilla and, in
fact, all the stations on the railway between the two cities.

One

A

of

t

copper wires put up

ie first

in the state

southern wire gives connection with Cortland, Beatrice,

Wymore, Pairbury and other towns, the line
The western line runs to
being about 120 miles in length.
Blue Springs,

Crete, turning south there to
will

venience,
is

Wilber and DeWitt.

This

probably be extended to Hastings at an early day.

A

York, by way of Seward, proves a great con-

direct wire to

and

it

be

will

more useful

still

to the city

when

extended to Grand Island and other important towns

that direction.

These

for the business

man

radiating lines

six

of Lincoln to

At

Omaha and

make

it

possible

communicate personally

in fifty

at

these outside lines increased in 1S8S

Lipcoln and

many

25 per cent, over the

A marked increase in the business between

precedingy-ar.

Omaha

has been noticed, especially since so

of the houses of that city have found

protect

their

trade

in

it

necessary to

southern Nebraska by putting

in

brarch houses here, or by forming some business connections in this city.

There

is

also a

operation

ir.

arc lights

.101,

company has purchased

Electric Light
station for sio,70o.

Ark.,

company

Electric Light
its plant.

at

Little

a

Rock,

extending

is

The Thomson-Hous'on company

will

install a plant

at

Brussels for public lighting.

Nevada

City, Cal

.

The

Peru, Ind

.

have two electric light compa

will

an incandescent and

nits,

arc.

contracted for thirty-five

has

council

electric lights at .$75 per light.'

An

incandescent plant will be introduced into the capitol
It will cost $[4,500.

of Wisconsin

o., Electric Light company has decided to
capital stock to $200, COO.

The Toledo,
increase

its

The Texas

legislature has appropriated $35,000 for
new capitol building.

an

marked increase

in the

O

will
Silvey Klectrie company of Li mi,
large factory in that city in the next few months.

The

a

Electric Light ^V Power company
add an incandescent system to its installation.

The Saginaw, Mich
will

build

,

,

The Thomson-! louston company has been granted permission to erect an electric light plant in Griffin, ia.
I

progress at Antwerp and fstend to
test the practicability of using electricity in sea fishing.

Lxperimenls are

in

<

The Seattle. Wash. Ter., Electric Light company has
offered to furnish the city electric light plant for $2o.,o,oo.

The Metropolitan Museum
by

An

electricity.

of Arts,

New

Edison plant

York, will be
is being in-

An electric light company has been
and work will be begun
City, Col
,

organized at Lake
on the plant imme-

proposed
Columbus, )., by

to

is

tablish

own

its

Town

Talk,

electricity.

light

the

all

electricity.

The

public

institutions

at

state will probably es-

plant.

Nevada county, Col., will be lighted by
and mines in the vicinity will be

All the mills

furnished light by the same company.

The Victoria, B C. Water, Gas & Electric Light company has applied for a franchise to establish water works,
gas and electric light plant at Whatcom, W. T.
The South Omaha Electric Light company has contracted with the Westinghouse company for a complete incandescent system, to be in operation in sixty days.

Los Angeles is to have a new electric light and power
There will be furnished arc and incandescent
and motors, operated from a central power station.

lights

The Brush

Electric Light

& Power company

of

Cleveland recently enlarged its plant, and was backed in the
enterpiise by the Biush Electric company, to the extent of

The machinery,

engines,

dynamos and wires

for the

Du-

luth Electric Light company's plant are being placed in
The installation will be ready for operation
position.
within a few days.

Light & Power company,
capital stock $100,000, has been incorporated to furnish
eltctric light power and for the manufacture of electric machinery; incorporators, A. L. Ide, G. N. Black and S. D,

The

Springfield.

111.,

Electric

Scholes.

An

addition of 120 electric lights has been made at the
houses of parliament in London, the total number now
The new lamps have been distributed in the
being 6:0.
reporters' waiting rooms and the members' entrance lobby,
staircase and corridor.
A further extension of the electric
lighting will be made after Easter.

A telegram from Los Angeles says: A special train containing the electric plant for the cruiser Charleston passed
through here to-night. Passenger time will be made over
the Southern Pacific route to San Francisco.
Orders were
received at New Orleans from headquarters to use all possible dispatch in the conveyance of the goods on their
New

Negotiations for the consolidation of the electric lighting
interests of Providence, R. L, are practically concluded.
The Narragansett company will absorb the Rhode Island
company, issuing stock in payment for the plant of the
smaller concern.
The Narragansett company is now
building a large station.
It uses Thomson-Houston arelights and Westinghouse alternating system for incandesservice.
cent

O

,

will

have

Las Vegas, N. M., has a Brush

White Bear, Minn

,

will

LIGHT.

electric lights.
electric light plant

be illuminated by electricuy.

Eldorado. Kan., has an excellent electric light service.

Keokuk has opened

its

incandescent electric

light sta

tion.

Walsenburg. Col,

is

organizing an electric light com-

pany.
I'oles

are being

erected

in

Clinton, Wis.,

for electric

lights.

The Anaconda
cent lights.

mine, Mont., is illuminated by incandes
At fust 500 were introduced, and at present

'.he

Western L

The
i*rs of the District of Columbia an
as to the application of the law providing foi
ing electric wires.
The com missioned have refused to
grant permission to string additional wires.
This action
ised ronsidcrable feeling among electric light men
and telephone and telegraph companies, and they have
The commissionraised the question of authority.
-.1
cordingly have
the district to
pas-, upon the law and instruct them as lo their powers and
The Kansas City Star says: The Kan^a- City, the
Edison and the Sperry Electric Light companies will ex
pend $100,000 in improvements and extensions during the
coming twelve months. The Ediscn will soon l>egin
operations in their own quarters on Wall street with a
power of 5,000 lights
The alternating current
system for the purpose of lighting residences will be introduced within six months. Prom 100 to 150 men will be
given employment.
The American Electric Light com-

pany and the Inter Mate Electric company
improvements and extensions contemplated.

from

York.

The large establishment of James !'. Clow & Sou,
corner of Lake and franklin streets, Chicago, has been
furnished with a 2CO lamp incandescent plant, of the new
Thone system, manufactured by the Hawkeye Electric
Manufacturing company of Davenport, Iowa.
The plant
was installed by W. M. Talcott. of Chicago. The dynamo
in regulation, and any number of the lamps
is automatic
maybe switched on or off at will. Mr Talcott has also
installed a motor in the general offices of the Springfield
Lire and Marine Insurance company, at 11S La Salle
Street, and lias orders for several more motors, and two

alio

report

Among the recent sales of the Western Electric company, Chicago, are the following: C. W. Pardridge £
Boston Store, Chicago, two 45 arc light low tension dynamos, sixty double service lamps, one 150 light incandescent
outfit.
Liggett & Myer building, St. Louis, Mo., four 50
light high tension dynamos, 200 single lamps, two 75 light
incandescent dynamos; also steam plant complete,
deen Light & Power company, Aberdeen, Dak., one 30 arc
light high tension outfit.
Economy Steam Heat company.
St. Paul, Minn., one 50 arc light high tension outfit.
Cit\
of Galveston, Tex., six 35 light low tension dynamos, with
double
service
lamps
for
street
lighting
175
and the steam
outfit complete.
'

correspondent

at Winterthor, Switzerland, writes:
it is constantly said that the existing gas works
nowise suffered by the introduction of the electric
light, yet the manufacturers of gas apparatus are complaining of scarcity of orders, there being hardly any new gasworks now erected in Switzerland. It is easily understood
that the electric light would be preferred to gas in such
situations where water power is abundant; but the experience of the last year or two shows that the electric light is
cheaper than gaslight, even in such cases where the power
has to be obtained from steam engines, and hence large
manufacturers who have not already a gas supply prefer to
put up an electric light installation instead of a local gas

"Although

have

in

plant."

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
i

rreen Bay,

Wis

,

will

have an

electric railway this

sum-

mer.
Nashville, Tenn.. will have an electric railroad in
ation May ist.

Portland,

§19,500.

arrival

THE ELECTRIC

by

p.intus for central station lighting.
The plant at M
hotel is working very satisfactorily to both Mr. McCoy and
the con!:

system.

out the year.

Martin's Kerry,

installed

darted a few days
ago.
b the Western Electric companyput in belongs to the new incandescent system for iso
lighting.
The company is also making incandescent ap-

A

diately.

use of the outside lines by the jobbers of the city through1

scent plant

station

electric light plant for the

it

in

seven towns in the State of Nebraska.
Nebraska City direct connection is made
with the telephone system of western Iowa, where sixtysix additional towns may be reached.
The business of
with customers

electric light plant will be

.

!

<

is

and the appearance of

better,

I

1

It

reconstructing street lines,

in

I

stalled

—

Lincoln, Neb., Mar. 23. The Nebraska Telephone
company has expended upward of $3,ooo in improving the
This money has
plant in Lincoln during the last year.

11

to establish

•rders.

Postmaster- ieneral Wanamaker has over
Philadelphia store.

lighted

been put mainly

company

Since their
plants which will be put in at once.
from Oskalooia to Davenport the Hawkcyc comrunning night and day. bu* arc- still far

at

within sixty days.

The Edison

—

DULUTH, Minn., Mar. 22. The Duluth Electric Light &
Power company, al a recent meeting, increased the capital
The old board of directstock from .$60,000 to $200,000.
ors was retained, except James T. Hale, who was sucAs indicated by the increase
ceeded by Major H. Upham.
of stock, the future policy of the company will be agThe company recently suffered a serious loss in
gressive.
It had secured a contract
the burning of the Opera house.
for 300 lamps, and the necessary wiring was nearly com

station.

valued

is

electric light.

power

Most

plant

Searcy, Ark., has organized a local

an

The Duluth

B.

pleted.

The

operated.

are

in his

be adopted, nor has the power plant been selected

will

nearly 1,000
$20,000.

Both gentlemen are convinced

IV. Allen.

junction with

Milwaukee.

road of Muscatine,

electric

i33

Me

,

will construct

an

oper-

electric railway at

an ex-

pense of $75,000.

David Robinson has secured the franchise

an

electric

the

Home

for

railway in Toledo, O.

The Royal Electric company is operating
flouring mills at Peoria by electricity.
Negotiations have been completed for the
of an electric railway between LaCrosse

construction

and Onalosha.

It is possible that the Omaha &; Council Bluffs
Electric
may be extended from Council Bluffs to the Chautauqua grounds.

railway

The Omaha Electric Railway company has been granted
permission to extend its tracks.
It will" operate open cars
during the summer months

Work has been begun on the electric railwav plant at
Lake city. Ten cars will be operate! May 15th. The
power station will be arranged for two 250 horse power
dynamos.
Salt

Decatur,

establishing an electric railway.
The
power house, car shop, and the ties and
have been placed. The road will be running.
III., is

contracts for the
steel rails

according to contract, by July

rst.

The Westinghouse

Electric company has stretched the
wire for the test electric railway, which has been constructed in Pittsburgh to demonstrate the efficiency of the
Tessla motor for operating railways.

The Chicago syndicate that recently purchased the Indianapolis Street Railway line is endeavoring to secure an
extension of its charier, which expires in about twelve
years, lor half a century, and the general manager lias
promised to put in an electric railway line at an expense of
as an experiment if the charter is granted.
The Elektron Manufacturing company
made the following n
;:

of

Brooklyn have

the Physical laboratory of the University of Michigan. Ann
Arbor, Mich; two 1-6 horse power motors to Stephen D,
Field; two "% horse power and two t-6 horse power motors to ["nomas A. Poison.
These machines will be used
to drive working models and light machinery in the large
exhibit which Mr. Edison will make at the Paris expos

8

.

WESTERN

4

1

L horse power motors to the Postal Telegraph coms
pany, one of these will be in use in Chicago and one in
New York city for driving the apparatus of the American
Machine Telegraph system: one horse power motor to the
Western Electric company, Chicago. Ill

two

The South Denver, Colo

had grown uneasy, and telegraphed her husband. This
telegram likewise was not delivered for several hours.
The uneasiness and suspense occasioned by these delays, it
is alleged, has seriously impaired Mrs. Joseph's health, and
she brings suit to recover

tricity.

storage

Ik-

battery,

says:

"The

car 'Ampere,'
equipped with eighty-

belonging to this company, which is
four of your fifteen-plate cells and a Rae motor, manufactured bv the Detroit Electrical works, was yesterday put
upon our road for the purpose of ascertaining the amount
The distance covered
of service to be obtained therefrom.
bv the car which made fourteen round trips was over
100 miles, and the average rate of speed was twelve miles
The number of passengers carried was 4.S6, and
per hour.
in addition to running the car sufficient current was furnished by the battery to light two 10 candle power incan-

—

—

The
descent electric lamps for live and a half hours.
batten- was in good condition when taken off at night, and
the car could be started with a full load of passengers on a
level track or grade without the slightest difficulty."

work.
One of these is with
Part
Street Railway company.
the Marlborough, Mass
The contract calls
of this is double tracked, part single.
for the regular Sprague overhead system and latest type
Another contract closed by the Sprague comof motors.

The

general assembly of Ohio has appropriated $IO,000
engineering in the < >hio

to establish a course of electrical
State university

Electric comThe formation of the Wauwatosa, Wis
R,
is announced: capital, $40,000; incorporators, E
Godfrey. Ilenrv B Sporleder, [. PI. McBride, E. D.
Hoyt Edward Coulthard, M. J. Fisk and J. S. Wharton.

The

comes from Boston, Mass.: ExChief of Police Oaks of Sangus is an enterprising man, but
for once his ambition has gotten him into an embarrassing
position.
He is the agent for a patent burglar alarm, and
following story

-in the house of a prominent
resident there.
He says a young man of the town advised
him to advertise the alarm by trying to break in the house
where he had recently placed it, and thus call people's attention to it.
He said he knew that the attempt was
fraught with danger, but he joined the young fellow in the
operation.
The young man. it seems, had informed the
police, and just as the two burglar alarm testers attempted
to spring the alarm the police caught them and carried the
ex-chief to the station, where he is now held for trial for

he had recently placed one

burglary.

Personal Paragraphs.
tives of the Electrical

has

just returned to

iV

Chicago from an eastern

trip.

that C. D. Crandail
It was mentioned in a recent issue
had resigned as secretary and treasurer of the Missouri &
Kansas Telephone company to accept a position with the
Western Electric company
On March 15th a dinner in
Mr. Crandall's honor was given by a number of his friends

of Eau Claire, Wis.
This contract
calls for the furnishing of six cars over five miles of track.
The regular Sprague overhead system will be used, with a
small Xo 6 wire as a working conductor. The president and
managers of this road visited a number of electric railways
in operation in the east and other parts of the country.
As a result the decision was unanimously in favor of

in

Kansas

City.

Ga.,

is

T.,

telephone system

Evansville, Ind.. has been connected with Mt.

An

effort to

Electric company of Chicago received an
Melbourne exposition, Melbourne, Australia,

\ a.,

The Electrical Supply company of Chicago will exhibit
numerous specialties at the Paris exposition. Prof.
Hering will have charge of the arrangements for the

its

exhibit.

by

were two 4 horse power motors— one to V\ illiam Bailey &
Sons, and another to Robert rarmentfr, of Pima, O., the
latter to be used in a printing office.

tele-

A

The Highland Improvement company of Helena, Ark.,
negotiating with Manager Fowler of the Erie Telegraph

&

Telephone company, for the erection of lines between
and Memphis, and Friar's Point and Grenada,
The Mississippi River will be crossed by a cable,
and all of western Mississippi and eastern Arkansas will
thus be connected bv a thorough system of telephone commnnication. The design is to connect all of .the towns
along the line of the Louisville. New Orleans & Texas
railway in Mississippi, and along the lines of the Arkansas,
Midland & St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern railway in
Arkansas, both with Helena and Memphis.
that city

company

the recent sales of the silvey Electric

The Electrical Supply company of Chicago is introducing a wire coupling, the invention of Prof. C. Hering.

The
all

special feature of this device

around and the conductivity

that it grips the wire
not lessened.

is

is

The Automatic Switch company of Baltimore has ju»t
issued a pamphlet which describes the Whittingham automatic switch, which is sold by the company.
The
pamphlet contains considerable valuable information.

Miss.

The

Rubber and Gutta Percha Insulating comYork has issued in pamphlet form an article
recently printed in a prominent London journal comparing
India rubber and guttapercha with other insulating ma
India

The facts thus presented will prove interesting to
those engaged in electric lighting.
terials.

"The

J.

law.

ized

been received from Petersaph 'able company began
fern Railroad
or the purpose of condemning the

following dispatch
burg. Va.: The l\

ompir

ha^>

>mpany

!

for

construction of

the

graph

line

The
money

from

mipany's iele-

I

Pet*-'

Chinevj minister at

'.'folk.

Washington

*

.

r,

dispav.

penditurcs in icicgraphin;;
week.
patch?
cable messages to China g<

more

expends

in tele]

ment of the

.

but

governthe

iih

as

his

mo
of

'erage

#j,o</>

a

Sprague
of a neat

Electric Motor for Railway Work" is
pamphlet issued by the Sprague com-

pany, in which is presented considerable information
bearing upon this department of electrical development.
In addition to the data a large number of cuts are presented, showing several lines operated by this company.

A dispatch from Columbus, O., says: A hill to assess
and tax telegraph and express companies similar to the
manner in which railroads arc taxed, passed the senate. It
creates a commission to look after the enforcement of the
The

New

pany of

th<- title

THE TELEGRAPH.

Hi

riots.

Aden.

for Fire

Alarm Circuits. John J. Cannan, Rochester, N. Y
A combined breaker and coupling formed by clamping the wires between plates are used; one or both of
the plates should be good conductors of electricity.
The clamping plates are retained in position by means
of a fusible retainer, which will melt at a low temperIncandescent Electric Lamp Socket.
Charles E.
Egan, Columbus,
The circuit through the lilament may be made and
broken, and the lamp (irmly secured in its socket by
simply manipulating the body of the lamp, no key

399. 74S.

being necessary.
Electrical

399.75S-

Frank King,

Distribution by Secondary Batteries.
Fulham, County of Middlesex, Eng-

batteries."

Dynamo

399.800.

New

A company which has substituted the Thomson- Houston
carbon brushes for copper brushes .011 its railway motors
writes: "The commutator is in good order, and the carbon
en worn less than [-32 of an inch alter runningseven
ixtecn hours each.
have another set which is
doing equally as well." Another states; "I have not taken
out any of the carbon brushes yet.
They have been running for nineteen days in two ens."
A later report from
amc place -.talcs; [ have bad one set of carbon
in car No.
twenty SCVcn days, and in that time
the car has made 557 round trips, and (he brushes are good
I

1

Alternate

399.801.

and Merle

Inductor.

Thomson

Elihu

Harry H. Blades. De-

Blast-Blower.

Electric

399,822.

Mich.

troit,

Claim 3 reads: "In a positive blast-blower, a blowercase an armature of an electric motor eccentrically
journaled within said case and having wings adapted
to reciprocate through said armature, and mechanism
for maintaining said wings in contact with the inner
periphery of the blower-case."
309, S20
Electric
bridge, Mass.

Conductor.

Circuit-Closing

Alfred

Device

(or

A,

Brooks,

Cam-

Torpedo

Electrical

James W. Craydon, Washington, D,

Fuses.

Fuse for Ordnance Shells
Graydon, Washington, D. C
Electrical

Friction Gear for

399950.
\ .111

I

H-poele,

C.

j

from the same place

•

1

—
1

mbcr
he s

1

31st

I

pul car

brushes worked

Electric

lames

Motors.

W.

Charles J

Lynn, Mass.

Tin' motor si;uis off at
however, causes the car

full

to

speed; the friction gear,
start gradually without

jerking.
The invention is covered by eighteen claims,
of which the fifth follows:

"The

combination, with the separately movable
and a motor and gearing extendbetween the armature Shaft of the motor and said

axles, of a car truck
ing"

axles for propelling the same, said gearing including
a yielding gear-wheel arranged to accommodate any
changes of position in said axles with respect to the

gearing."

(oo.o-jH.

and the carbon brush

1

y

Current

Wightman, Lynn, Mass.

invention consists essentially in the combination,
with an alternating inductor, of a locally applied modilier or retarder of the inductive action applied directly
or indirectly to a part of the field of inductive action
directly or indirectly set up by said inductor, whereby
a lagging of the alternations of inductive action produced by such part behind those of an adjoining part,
or parts, will be produced, thus giving the effect of two
or more adjoining sets of alternations of induction,
differing or displaced (more or less) in phase.

Another reporl says
"1 in I (ecember
motors on cai No,
i.
They
al
the commutators.
They
/cry
mooth, glazed
use no oil or other luran cighl days of
u n houi cat h, and
..ate total of
00 miles."
A later one

lasts

';

v

J.

The

19,954.

the carbon brush,

'I

Thomson,

Elihu

invention consists in the combination with two
systems of coils wound over suitable cores and revolving in opposite directions, of a commutator for each
system, and a bridge piece of iron for bringing the two
systems into close inductive relation.

longer with
lasts longer than

The commutator

t

surfaci

Machine.

Electric

Conn.

Britain,

The

-

yet for

Benjamin Schardt and

Electric Eight Support.

399,786.

399. S79.

sell

in ?hc

and

Coupling and Automatic Circuit-Preaker

399.73S.

,

States

Mrs. Hanr,

train

Plake, Bos-

Mass.

ton,

our electrical measuring instruments in the
and Mexico, ami all instruments sent to
America which have satisfactorily passed our tests, will bear
their name on them as American agents, as well as being
companied by our certificate of accuracy."
to

United

(

the copper one."

Paxton

Edward

Railway Switch.

Electric

399.732

399,87(1.

'

,\

ekin.

ompany
emp

Charles A. Hitchcock,

Electrically Controlled
Hydraulic Elevator.
399,7 6.
Charles Whittier, boston, Mass.
The invention consists essentia'ly in a hydraulic elevator system, of a regulator operated by changes in
pressure of the fluid used to actuate the elevator, a
pump, and an electric motor, combined with a switch
controlled by the regulator to affect the circuit of the
electric motor to start or stop the pump, according to
the pressure of the fluid employed.

A circular from Profs. Ayrton and I'erry says: Messrs.
o. of Philadelphia, Pa
W. Queen
are alone author-

1

aukee

Telephone Transmitter.
North East, Pa.

399,666.

George Jones, Dayton, O.

Vernon

The Iowa Union Telephone company has elected the
following directors: Arthur G. Fuller, George Albree,
James Thompson, F. II. Griggs, James T. Lane, E. E.
Cook,
Burdick and A. F. Cutter. The company has
5,000 miles of wire in operation in the state.
is

at the

Among
connect Raleigh and Durham,
to be successful.

Balet.

ing and discharging the said batteries, of cells used as
counter-electromotive force for the regulation of the
electromotive force in the discharge circuit of the said

by telephone.
phone promises

Joseph VY.

York, X. Y.

The Woodhouse & Rawson company of London has received a first-class award for its exhibit of electrical apparatus at the Melbourne exhibition.

for its exhibit of electric bells, annunciators, etc.

being rebuilt.

is

iSS<).

iq£/i,

Machine.

The last claim is given: "S. In a system of electrical
distribution, the combination, with a set or sets of batteries provided with apparatus for automatically charg-

award

establishing a telephone exchange.

W.

Seattle,

March

Electric

Business Mention.

The Western

The

'ynaino

land.

electricity.

THE TELEPHONE.

1

ature.

Hood, western representa
Accumulator company of New York,

T, P. Conant, of Conant

pany for street railway equipment is in Wichita, Kan.,
where seven and a half miles and four cars will soon be
running by electricity upon this system. The improved
Another street rail15 horse power motors will b^ used.
way to adopt electricity as a motive power for their cars is

company

Issued
399,646.

New

pany

,

Griffin,

and have same effect upon the commutator as those
on car No II. They were in use from the 3d insl. to the
20th inst., s'xteen days, and making an approximate mileage of 703 miles.'*
well,

Electrical Patents.

portant contracts in railway

the railway

1889

Miscellaneous Notes.

Electric Railway &
closed several im-

During the last week the Sprague
Motor company of New York have

jo,

damages

,

Frank E. Snow, president of the Highland Park Railway company of Detroit, has written a letter to the Woodward Electrical company testifying to the efficiency of the
Detroit

March

company has

Electric

elected
S. V. Faraura president; J. L. Dailey, vice-president; C.
L. Mcintosh, treasurer, and Joseph Johnson, secretary.
The electric company, under its franchise, will have the
right of way for four miles, and over half the needed subThe line will be lighted by elecsidy is already pledged.
,

li^ECTRlCIAN.

rell,

Hinge Joint for Electric
Farragut, la.

Hells.

Nicholas War-

Electric Alarm Signal for Cables,
William II.
Woodring and Clarence S, Gilbert, Kansas City, Mo,

laim 3 is appended: "in combination,
drop constructed to partially surround n cable, and a pivoted
guard or finger constructed to rcsl normally over the
1

;>

able, tllC »aid fingi
having a bearing against the si<Uof the drop in the direction in whkli the cable moves
when the drop is upright and free to swing on its pivot
.ind release the cable when the drop is tilted."
I

:

March

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

30, 1889

ELECTRIC
SPERRY
Clinton
196
198
1

nii'l

O-l,

PT5BKY, V.

D. P.

P.

.«=».

CO.

An

instantaneous rnak«and break movement, uncon-

trolled by the handle, roa/b! entirely of (-hieWnot spring

DuKm
corrjoslon

ILL.

it

or

dirt, I'b

Send for Hloeti

1206 Chestnut

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

St.,

A5E1TC3S

'

M.John

STEW

T. F.

CHICAGO, IIX

<£

JOHN HOPKINS UNIVERSITY,
letter

Boston Fire Underwriter*' Union, under date of March
Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect."

:

"A

he says :
In Insulating our wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidise or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation Is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark'8 Patent Compound, which Is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent, lire proof.
Our insulation wilt prove durable when all others /ail. We are prepared to furnish Single WlrcB of all
gauges and dlameccr of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Ligtits from stocK. Cables made
29, 1886,

Baltimore, Md.

Resistance Coils determined with or without temperature co-efficients.
Insulation Resistance of Cables, etc., measured.
Efficiency of

to order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 63 Hampshire

H.

171 Ran'lolp:

Ammeters, Voltmeters and Condensers Standardized.

The rubber used

A.

Company,

from the Inspector of the

to be

HENRY

37 Church Street.

Testing Bureau,

Electrical
ft

Conn.

Street, Bridgeport,

CITY:
YORKHunter
Co.,

E'eetrlcal Snpply

In

U*L

price

KN«I/AND EXCIiUSFPB:
SEW New
Enplane! Electrl' Supply '-mpany,

SATIRE.

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

Insulation

wd

.

PAISTE,

H. T.

the Sperry Improved System of Arc Electric Lighting, power is consumed only
In proportion to the number of lights actually required, and a 40-Hght dynamo can be as
readily and as economically operated with only five lights burning, as with full capacity.

With

THE "CLARK"

not <-nurrlDclntoiiecon^trtictIon;tbere
.may be heated by noor contact cau**-d by
neefnlneBB will not be aftVcte4

Latter

Sit.,

CHICAGO,

and Gen'l Mgr.

A DEPARTURE IN
INCANDESCENT SWITCHES

CLARK,

General Manager.

Street, Boston, Mass.
HERBERT B. EUSTIS.

Dynamos and Motors determined.
Primary and Secondary Batteries tested.
Curves of Magnetization of Iron and Steel furnished from Samples.

Etc., Etc.
Circulars and Information

W.

the

Methods Used. Prices,

etc.,

Sent on

Application.

E.

M. IZARD.

^ADDRESS AS ABOVE. !>

Eleotriclaa

WARD LEONARD.

r.'grding

S.

ANDREWS.

CONSULTING AND CONTRACTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
Systems of Electric Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Electric
Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.
Plani*. and Specifications for all Kinds of Electrical Construction Work.
A full line of Commercial Supplies carried at all tlmee for Plante described above.
For any or

ItriitH

h Offices

all

:

Room 425, Telephone
THE ROOKERY,
Rooms
Minneapolis, Minn. Northwestern M

The Lumber Exchange,

s®m*

6

and

fi,

694,

u nal Life

;

i

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Insurance Block, Room

115,

Telephone

1256,

Milwaukee, Wis-

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
Electric Light, Telephone and Telegraph,
Mauulaotured for Aortal, Buliinarlno aud Underground Uoo.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

r_

_

TBADE

i
MARK.

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
BRANCHES:

Chicago,

MANSON PROTECTING

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES. 0K0NITE WATER-PROOF TAPE.
Boston,

Philadelphia,

-

Omaha,

-

Minneapolis,

-

13 Park

Cincinnati,

Louisville,

TAPE.

Row, IMEW YORK.

Kansas

City,

and

San Francisco.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,

•

INCLUDING

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fleetrie ^upplie$

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins
and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Telephone and Electric Light Wire.

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY

BUILDERS OP

fisher's [Jlectric

AND SUBURBAN

LECTRIC RAILWAYS,

#>=

DETROIT. MICHIGAN.

General Offices and Works,

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
^MANUFACTURERS OFH

Automatic
IN

E lectrie

ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF

H.

P.

Motors,
UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management.
Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Dynamo

Electric ITJachines,

For Electroplating, E le ctrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

The Eddy

Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.

—

WESTERN

WE PATENT AND
St.

Louis Electrical Co.
THE

Write to us for Quotations on Anything.

Agents Microtlione Batter?

Co,,

New Yoit

Stilwell's Patent

Steam-Feed Water

Live

Removes

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING

CO.,
CHICAGO,

1007 Opera House Block,

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

Boilers.

-

SPEAKING TUBES

1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

extended or thoroughly overhauled.

*

30

Send

for

New

Outfits

—FOB

F.

iw State Business.

Telegraph, Telephone and

CntOULAKS
a

EDWARDS.

*

of any

New York

Electricians.
Door Openers.
Electric Annunciators.

FOB.X2S

FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Gas Lighting Apparatus,

and Factory, 4th Ave. and 144th

ESTABLISHED

We respectfully

etc.

St.,

YORK.
BRANCH,

1872.

call attention to

New York Carbon Works,
send for

5

&

7 UFA'

W.

our

Simple, Strong, Compact, and Positive

in operation.
It will stand hard usage.
Heavy pressure
applied to the door does not Interfere with its

perfect working.
It has been thoroughly teated and

ie

St.,

Telephone Building, N. Y.

TURNER.

S.

J.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
AND CONTRACTORS.

LESTER WOODBR1DQE.

WQODBRIDGE
AND

Light and Power Stations.

ELECTRIC

TURNER,

giving

satisfaction.

Estimates and prices promptly furnished.

HI

18 Cortlandt

price-List.

BT

Patent Electric Door Opener.
It ia

Pattern Making, Etc., Etc

IP ATKT,

CARBON PLATES,

Thermostats.

NEW

the Market.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, B^S^cturer.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICACO.

Patent Electric Bells.
Automatic Burglar Alarms.

Office

in

18 Cortlandt Street.
F. C. ACKERMAN, Agent.

General Machine Job-Work,

Electric Light Rehiring,

Manufacturing:

Cable

Office,

& CO.,

EDWARDS

lectric Light.

Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity

LUNGEN.

A.

I.,

FARADAY CABLE;

and Elevators

Send for Circular

R.

EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

A SPECIALTY,

K.

York.

Wor^s,

PROVIDENCE,

1

[i

Power

lk7TLiffiffl3B«&»I

New

£,ieelri6ai

for Lighting Stations

GEN'L WESTERN

St.

CO.,

WORKS

(American
BOILERS
—AHD—

W.~t of the

Ann

stock.

r*T

OSTRANDER &

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Catalogue, out August 1st.

Sioux City, Iowa.

LARCEST ENCINE WORKS
Mississippi.

R.

21, 23 and 25
"

Steaui

lxite .A-x.-w.fl.-zs

W.

Sioux City

ENGINE

Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.
ns-ijx.

300 n.
E».
BCTLTBV THE

to

WHISTLES,

anfl

Pneumatic, and

Oral, Electric.

Engine

Corliss

CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF IT. B.
ELECTBJCAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

a specially. Existing plants

Sioux City

SCALE

iQ
Steam
Catalogue on application.

prevents

Entirely
ILL.

STILWELL & BIERGEMFG.

AXD

work

Purifier.

Impurities.

all

Solicitor.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

CONTRACTOR

ELECTRIC LIGHT INSPECTOR,
CHICAGO. ILL.
Pacific Ave.
Electric light

1881;

EXPLOIT

In Foreign Countries first-class Electrical Inventions which are new and operative, and have been
Illustrated by mo els and drawings, but not published In this country before being patented
abroad. No expense to the inventor; ca lor write.

M. STONE,

ELECTRICIAN.
s

March 30

-

Largest Electrical Supply House
West of the Mississippi Eiver.

O.

iCTRICIAN.

SCHENECTADY,

2ST,

Railway ConstructionLight Wiring.

7 Cedar St.,

1

New York.

Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Insulated Wires,
JAMES
Chicago Electric Club.
There

will be a

meeting of the

Flexible
F.

Cords and Cables

KELLY. Ceneral Sales Agent, 19 Dey

&

Russell

Chicago

COLBURN &

174 Main

II.,

CO.,

FITCHBURG. MASS.

New

THE STODDARD PATENT
Combined Rosette and Cut-Out.

Co.

For Flexible Pendent Electric Lights.
Patented Sept. IS, 1887.

E ngines

|l

BOILERS, ETC.
Complete Power Plants furnished
and Erected.

GEO.

H.

TlioHe Cut-outa present it noat and artlstlo appearance, anil wiiiio otiiprn mu\ float lena, i hey require more
[t in round in practice about tbree to
time to lostal),
6« wlill«* Q workman plaren twenty ordinary
Ono,
tint ont-H he can place BtXtF of theim, thun making a Hav
TIiIh would roprehiK Of twollilnlri the cost or labor,

BLISS,

I

ELECTRICAL EXPERT
DEALER

IN

Electrical Securities.
\rr rind nrjin<1*-«r«- n '
Electric r-iahtinc Klertre-Platloc
x r.rrlm*ntnl I «w.
rin'l

TlR'-blr>f»« for

com

Inventions.

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple

AT*T,M

til. <
Ifoi »th
it),
matter of rniinwnlH, repaint
replacing fusible strips, ail v.<> to make up an an(rresailon of advantages, wblcb haii Induced mine

Court,

users tosiato tbatthoy "profor the Stoddard out-nuts
against any other at Ihhh price.''

at tlielr price,

'

Wtfefetf)

to the cool of

iiihi

I

w»ro

it

employed

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical

Hiivltm nf two (lollara [ior <lny fin oOCh workman
Thin nddn ten
Bt three il'iiiura per day.
onch of tho cnoapor cut-outH for
extra labor alone, widin tbc ndvnntaKo or having nixty
llgbtB provided for In tin' time hut twenty are ready
of vital 1 ipm taoct
..mill
fori
ir Ufli itt oh are ui'imrally
Attain, extra lla>e llh

BOnl

J>.

V> 31S

York.

BUILDERS OF

Automatic
W.

Street.

Telegraph

MASSILLON, OHIO,

Electric Club Monday evening, April
1st,
at 8 o'clock, at the rooms of the
Clab, 122-124 Clark street.

I.

for Telephone,

225

DEARBORN STREET.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

M

MAHKLE ENGINEERING
For Sale

liv

all

CO., Detroit. Mich
Companies.

Electrical Supply

March w,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

iS

VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The
ICIC \

attention
I

l.l>

on account

of

and great
being

'

Efficiency, and lar^e Capacity,

double the Pom er o(

number

of the lead ii

<

ial,

d*aweter,

for its

most wheels of same diameter.

am panics
1

ful effect

CELE-

'

lVATEIt \%lli;i;i. as particularly adapted to their use.
remarkablv st«adv motion, Iiiiih Speed

its

It

is

used by a

econorawith great sattsfa
producing the highest per cent, ol use-

guaranteed.

si:\l> FOB CAT VI. o<. I E AM> PARTI CI LARA.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no geaii are required,
and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch

VICTOR

I I ICItI>i:> arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular.
are now prepared to furnish .Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal sliafis, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.

We

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

HOLMES, BOOTH &
3UXI F.UT1KERS

CO.,

•

DAYTON, OHIO.

HJLYIDEITS,

O*'

BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.
indsoi
finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely
)per Bars
for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure WireB
Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Found and Flat Copper

ii

PATENT

If

LINE WIRE

If

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE LINES.
FACTORIES: WATERBURY, CONN.

BARCLAY,

J. L.

THOS.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICACO,

ADC

/M

T-

ILL.

L.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

ADR ON CO., -makers^ high -grade

ELECTEICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,
310 N.

vlon/>:
TRADE

THIRD

SAINT LOUIS.

ST.,

OKONITE WIRES, CABLES AND TUBING.
CANDEE WEATHER-PROOF LINE WIRES, MANSON AND OKONITE TAPES.
IT PAYS TO GET THE BEST.
TRY US.

MARK.

THE JULIE N ELECTRIC

Mora
CO.,

fcBSB

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION
OFFICES;
T ELEPHONE S

1

20

Broa,d/wa.3r, 3STe-w

Catalogue

and

"Srorlr.

stood

the teets and held ont and plven satisfactory
service for the past eight yeare.
Illustrated

t!SK

IN

The only Mechanical Telephone which has

lor

Kg

THE FIRST REAL IMPROVEMENT

FOR PRIVATE I.IMX

Send

CO.,

f

and

S

Prices.

POROUS GUP BATTERIES
SiDce the Invention of the Leclanche.

ELECTRICAL GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
1

Elgin

Telephone and Electrical Supply

Boom

7.

Hubbard Blk,

Eleia,

E, U. S.

Co,,

i

AGENTS WANTED

EVERYWHKKE.

FOR ANYTHING

In the

.Line of

Temperature
Regulation,

Either FnruaceH
or

Send

Steam Heaters

In Houses,

Special Apparatus,

address
The Snion Aatomatic Beat Regulating

Co.,

ELMIBA,

H.T.

for Circu'ar of

the Axo Battery.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY

or lor

Axo

Battery Complete.

149 West ISth

St.,

New

York,

CO.,

PorOUS~Cup Alnnfl

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

March

Edward

C. H. Jackson, Prest.

30, i£

Jab. P. McQcaide, Sec'y and Treaa.

S. Perot, Vice-Prest.

THE NATIONAL CONDUIT MFG. COMPANY'S

WROUGHT IRON CEMENT-LINED PIPE
For Electrical Sub-ways.
by the Metropolitan Telephone & Telegraph Company of New York;
by the Bell Telephone Company of Buffalo; by the Police and Fire
Departments of New York and Chicago, Etc.

In use

THIS SYSTEM IS PARTICULARLY ADAPTED FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT TRUHK AND DISTRIBUTION.

TELEPHONE BUILDING, NEW YORK.

Address the Company,

ENGINEERING CO.,
707 and 709

Market

31 Waterworks

319 Ramge

Kansas

Erected Ready for Service.

City.

Poles, Wires, Cables, Conductor Cords,
Pins, Brackets, Insulators, Cross
Etc., Etc.

:-Tbe AimiDftfon & Sims Engine, Steel Boilers, Ireaon Link Belt. Standard Rocking and Sheffield Grates, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pump, Korting Injector, etc.

HEXD FOK LATEST CATALOtiCEH.

WANTED.

CO,,

a™^
bend

*~
to

Solicited.

™„
me

of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRINC.
Alt

1'EVU i:r.

II

\KTJ1 ANN

&

I

™„,, „-J *,„ n™- „„+!„ t>
at once and be Correctly Reported in Whipple's

NatioDal

*

Office and 71111 at Oscoda, Mich.
Exclusive Selling Agent: G. 4. Harmodnt. Western
Agent Electrlra! DeKiitmeol NVw Haven Cluck Co.,
3i5WabMhAv«nni£tthivy»Bo

Directory.

Electrical

A Postal

I

Card will do.

DETROIT, MICH.

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,

<

BIANUTACTURERS OP
[Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms, Cedar Poles,
Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled Promptly.

Fred H. Whipple,

PROMPT SHIPMENTS.
Ammeters and Voltmeters

\ || || I? i;wu
jy .»EJnrB*fl-rm.

The H.M. LOUD & SONS LUMBER CO.

IV SI

ft

Arms,

¥*¥T«TT%nF«l«
DUBJUlJiiBS

TKT

.£*.£«

Annunciators and Everythinq Electrical-

PRICES LOW.

limp
J1AJI1*j,

VftlTR
1UI B *

CARBONS AND GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

Correspondence

A I-Tl EH

HI'KC'I

Omaha.

Building,

SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
TK A JJSAS CITY, MO.

Bells, Batteries,

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.

St. Louis.

St.,

Building,

engines, boilers, etc., for driving dynamos.

.

F.

ANNETT,

Prest.

S.

F.

FENTON,

CHAS. SIDNEY SMITH, Seo'y

Vlce-Prest. and Treaa.

Hotel and House Annunciators.
Electric Gas Lighting.

The United

Fire and Burglar Alarma.

CO.,

Electric Co.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,
Galvanometers, Bridges and Rheostats by

w

the Prominent Makers.

all

tTetxxi.es>

.

924 Chestnut

Queen, cfc Co.
St.,

Electrical

Electric Lighting.

CALL AM> EXAHIKE,
Philadelphia.

Apparatus and Supplies.

Telegraph Instruments.

SALT LAKE

Wire and Batteries.

UTAH.

CITY,

XI 463INSULATING JOINT.
(THE STANDARD.)

XI

SOO.

E.P.GLEASONMFG.CO.,
181-189 MERGER STREET,
NEW YORK.
CHICAGO OFFICE, 233 LAKE STREET.

—MANUFACTURERS OF

INDORSED
Thomas

Eliho Thomson,

A. Edison,-

I

R

Pn«nn<:

Prlwin

ELECTRIC HPPLIHNCES
IN
1

HniKtnn

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

BRASS, IRON, TIN AND GLASS,

Fittings, Brackets, Fixtures, Shades, Globes,
Insulating Joints. Cut-outs, Holders, all Systems, and
Supplies for Arc and Incandescent Lighting.

Embracing

SE2T3D

FOE CATALO^VE »B»

1BEO.

FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELERS.
Send

for

Pamphlet "ARE YOU POSTED?"

to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH

CO.,

U

-J

O
IN

CRYSTAL.

177-179 Broadway, W. Y.

ETCHED.

EIGHT

March

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

30, 1889

THE MATHER ELECTRIC

CO.,

MANCHESTER, GONN.
iROOM

Office,

35 Broadway.

H. REID,

METROPOLITAN BLOCK,/ J.

Cor. La Salle

(

New York

11,

and Randolph Sts.

Summer

Boston Office, 105

St.

Manager.

)

Carlisle Building.

Cincinnati Office,

THE MATHER SYSTEM FOR INCANDESCENT LIGHTING
The Dynamos of this system are superior to all in efficiency.
The lamps are adapted to a higher potential than those of any
other system, and are superior in life efficiency, and

DO NOT BLACKEN

IN USE.

Our Dynamo is very simple in construction, runs without spark
at the commutators, and can be operated by any one accustomed
to tli8 care of engines or machinery.
The system has no equal for
machine shops, or other places requiring isolated

mills,

plants.

MOTORS.
We
•ircuits,

motors from one-half horse power upward, for constant potential
Motors are
special regulating mechanism.

furnish

perfectly

self-regulating without

Uso furnished for constant current

J. J.

H.

J.

DICKEY, PreBldent.
WELLS, Sec'y and GenM Man.

H. A.

FLEMON DRAKE,

KINNEY,

fiap't

and Electrician.

L. H.

KORTY,

circuits.

Vice President.

Treasurer.

MIDLAND ELECTRIC

CO.,

The Empire City Electric Co,

OMAHA, NEBRASKA.
DEALERS IN

15

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
For the Telegraph, Telep&oae asd Blecteic Ugl&t*

NEW

Hotel andHonae Annnnclatore, Burglar Alarms, Fire AlarmB, Electrle Gas Lighting, Speaking TubeB,
Elevator Annunciators, BatterieB, Push ButtonB, Electric Pens, Telegraph Learners* Instruments, Medical
Batterlee, Linemen's Tools, Bell Hangers' Supplies, Railway Velocipedes, Cara, Etc.

Wkstkbn

Agents THE OKONITE CO., and the Return Call System
We own the Franchises of the Western

Alarms for CiJJeB and Towns.

DEY STREET,

Manufacturers and

of Hotel Annunciators. Fire
States and Territories for the

IMPROVED McCULLOH
IN
and are prepared

^"Estimates furnished and
WeBt.

to give franchises

contracts

Correspondence

Authorized Contractors:

made

solicited.

YORK,
Dealers

ALL KINDS OF

and construct plantB on reasonable terms.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

for any and all kinds of Electrical Work In any part of the
Illustrated Catalogue and Price LlBt on Amplication.

Edison Electric Light and Gamewell Fire Alarm Telegraph.

THE LAW BATTERY
FOR ALL CLASSES OF OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.

E

lilC'"3 "^;

In the latest form the negative element is a Double Cylinder, one within
the Other, having more surface and quantity than any other negative element in the
market. Its efficiency and durability surpass all its rivals, and it is guaranteed
for ten years* As now made both elements are secured wholly beneath the cover,
The cover is of blue glass and
instead of passing through the cover, as heretofore.
locks tight to the jar, absolutely preventing evaporation of water and creeping of salts.
Both binding posts are permanently attached to cover, and thoroughly protected
against corrosion.

THESE AIIE DECIDED IMPROVEMENTS.

Do not be so foolish as to buy a Prism, Porous Cup, or other perishable negative element battery,
when one can be had which is PRACTICALLY EVERLASTING. And do not waste
money by experimenting with any of the numerous new and untried batteries which are constantly
coming and going, but buy the " Law," which lias stood the test of eight years,
.

LAW TELEPHONE

CO., 112 Liberty St.,

Sole Agent for the Pacific Coast

:

GEO.

L.

HENZEL,

NEW

YORK.

San Francisco, Cal.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

March

30, li

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
MANUFACTURERS DIRECT OF

Push Buttons,

Bells, Batteries, Switches,

ANNUNCIATORS, ETC., ETC.,
And will make

Send us a

list

Prices to suit our Customer.

of what you want, and Prove our Assertion Correct.

Our Goods are BRIGHT, NEW, and LATEST IMPROVED.

—

Shipments Prompt.-

•§*•—

!$

General Western Agents The Okonite Go.,

MACRAEON

Thejrush glectricQompany
-OF-

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

STORAGE
BATTERIES

MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
-AND-

Chicago.

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
STOHAGE BATTERIES do not "buckle," " blister M or " sulphate"— are
The
require lees attenthe simplest in conetruclion— are made with
tion, and will last longer than any other battery in the market, being practically indestructible and of
great efficiency.

MACRAEON

CLOSED METAL BOXES—

These Storage Batteries can he Profitably Used

for:

incandescent Lighting on Arc Circuits everywhere using the same Dynamo and power
while idle during the day, for charging the Batteries.
Incandescent Light Plants, whether isolated. plantB or central stations, can be
3.
doubled \u capacity by using the Macraeon Storage Batteries.
3.
!S orpins Power, Steam or Wat»r, even irregular, wherever it can be had, in Factories,
Brewerh B or business buildings, can be utilized to great advantage and profit by storing electricity
during ti day for lighting the place or neighborhood at night.
4.
storage BatterleB can also be usedfor steadying incandescent or arc lights when run diI.

1

rect f rot

ELECTRIC MOTORS!

1

the

dynamo.

Incandescent lighting froni the Macraeon Storage Batteries is I \lHHM1, NTRAItY mid BKLIABLK. No Flickering, less Breakage of Lamps,
and, like gas, the light Is always on hand day or night.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS,

ETC.

Complete Installations made, including Dynamos and Motors. Special terms
Contractors and Supply Agents. AddreBB
GEO.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
Ho. ISO

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,

« anlilng-too tttrect,
ALKXA9DEB HHUI'T,
Sp*«lal Agent.

»o. 201

.1. mii 1.11I

Building,

O. C.

8TEBLE,
Special Aufin.

ESTIMATES FDRNISHED.

WM. BALLOU,

President,

or

LEONARD PAGET,

to Electric

Chief Electrician,

Macraeon Storage Battery
7 Wall St., NEW YORK.
FACTORY, 110-114 Dickinson

St.,

-

-

Companies,

TRENTON,

Co* 7
N. J.

March

10,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1880

^

^6 MANUFACTURERS OF §S

*f

Arc and Incandescent Electric Light

MACHINERY.
1

We Own

and Control the Inventions of Walter K. Freeman,
who was the Pioneer in the development of the Incandescent
Lamp and Transformer Systems of Electric Lighting, known to the market as the Alternating, or

<&

Induction System.

OUR

4$

DYNAMO LAMPS and CONVERTERS

To

be of the Highest Mechanical and Electrical Efficiency.

WE

ISSUE A BOND OF INDEMNITY

Protecting purchasers of our apparatus from any expense or loss
on account of patent litigation.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

EHU CLHIRE.
)

WIS.. U. S. H.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

WOODWARD
GALE, President.
p A. PLUMMER. Vice-President.
H. H. HUMPHREY. TREASURER.
G. H.

f

iii<)

ELECTRICAL CO

BOARD OP DIKECTORH.

GEN. R. A. ALGER.

G. H.
IS. A.

\

March 30

GALE.

PLUMMER.

E. C.

BROWN.

WARREN.
THOMPSON.
H.HUMPHREY.

C. A.

T.WILLIAMSON.
F. B. TROUT.

C. H.

H.

}

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, SECRETARY.
FRANK B. TROUT, SUPERINTENDENT.

)

\

J

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT STORAGE BATTERY.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

in

construction,

has

now been found
to many

PECULIARLY ADAPTED

SPECIiiLI

to

be

uses In

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE
which other types of

batteries

DURABLE,

and
have

^JDj&.TSTTZJD

Steadying Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,
Propelling Boats,
Burglar Alarme,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station Lighting,
Street Cars,

and

Is,

owing

to its design,

failed.

to

Isolated Lighting,
Auxiliary Central Station

Work,

Medical Purposes,

Running of Small Motors.

™ Detroit Storage Battery,
H ATT Kit Y

SECTION OK HATTKItY

1-I.ATK

MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS CRANTED TO C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
BEEN DULY ASSICNED TO THIS COMPANY,
Is positively the only Secondary Battery which will not Buckle, or which will
withstand uninjured the Highest Bates of Discharge.

THE ONLY

STTCCZESS^TTnL
IS

STOISAO-E

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE

The Woodward
St.,

BYI

Electrical Co.
FACTORY;

OFFICES:
69 Griswold

BATTEL?

Campau

Building

F.

B.

DETROIT, MICH.

TROUT

1
,

Corner 13th and

General Manager.

Howard

Streets.

.

March

30, 1839

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

The Thomson-Houston
Electric Railway System.

Twenty-six Roads in Daily Operation, and Sixteen Now in Process
of Construction Under the Thomson-Houston Patents.
ALL MATERIAL 18 NOW MANUFACTURED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.
The current is controlled, the car laversed, and the
The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others
brakes applied from either platform
railway work.
Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
Only one pair of brushes for each motor.
above the floor.
Brushes self-feeding.
Direct gearing is used.
Bearings self- oiling.
The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the
No change of brushes for change of load or change in Thomson Houston patents.
Contact with overhead conductor is had by means of.
direction of rotation of the armature.
trolley pressing against the wire from below.
The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

for

MOTORS I ELECTRICAL E QUIPMENTS

FORMED

FOR MINING & OTHER SPECIAL WORK.

For Full Information and Estimates .Address the

Thomson -Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
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P

AID B WIRE,

We

Best Weatherproof Insulation and
strongly recommended for
all

Overhead

March

VulcaDile Wires and Cables have higher IdsuUu
ing qualities with lower inductive capacity than any
other insulated wires ever produced. The insulation
is in no way affected by acids or alkalies, heat or
cold, fumes, gases or other vapors, in fact any condition that can possibly exist in and about packing
houses, basements, distilleries, malt houses or breweries, or others of a class of most difficult places of
installation for electrical conductors.

Cords and Cables,

Flexible

AND ARK

Circuits.

WEATHER-PROOF,
MOISTURE-PROOF,

HEADQUARTERS

ACCIDENT-PROOF.

For Insulated Electrical Wires of Every Description.

Automatic Pole Lightning Arrester.
Adjustable Independent Support Arc

ANY ONE INTERESTED

if

Vulcanite Wires ans Caljles.

Manufacture

Magnet Wire, Underwriters' Wire,

30,

Lamp

Harger.

WILL

PLEASE

SPEAK

NOW.
"If not

convenient

to speak, inscribe
One Arrester will guard one-half mile of circuit and absolutely
prevent any damage from lightning:. It is seif-ac ing, there lean
entire absence of self induction, and it requires no constant consumption of energy to keep it In opera'Icn.

The Lamp

MAIL TO US.

it

is

supported independent of the conducting wires,

Impossible for

it

to fall.

INSTANTANEOUS

the celebrated

Sawyer - Man Lamps,
And recommend them
High Efficiency, Long

making

THE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
We sell

your

wishes on paper and

Life,

L^mps made

'J

for

171

Freedom from Blackening.

to

fit

all

ARMATURE PROTECTOR.

t

Randolph

Street,
Armature Protectors are cheaper than new or

CHICAGO.

sockets.

OFFICE, S05 Delaware

Trial orders solicited.

St.,

wound

Kansas

armatures,

Electric Lighting

and much more satisfactory

Companies and

their customers.

City, Mo.

r»ITXrS A.TNTI3 BRjaLCK-ESTSJ.

SPECIAL PRICES FOR CARLOAD LOTS AND LARGE QUANTITIES.
AUTOMATIC CROUND SWITCH.

Electric Gauge*

Calibrated from

to 25

Ing through a rang': of
Inches In diameter.

amperes.

'•'M>

Will

r>lr<;<

'.

read.

degrees on a dial

show any

current at a considerable distance.

B

variation of

No

J'nHle Lighting Company can afford
lie without thnm.

to

re-

to

•

I

March

30,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

"U

C." ELECTRIC

MOTOR

CO.
YORK.

NEW
Efficient Electric Motors
402-4 Greenwich

St.,

MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
WESTEEN

NEW ENGLAND OFFICE: 19 Pearl St,, BOSTON.
OFFICE: 139 and 141 Adams Street, CHICAGO.
PHILADELPHIA. OFFICE: 301 Arch Street.
SOUTHERN OFFICE: 25 Carondelet Street, NEW

JOHN STEPHENSON
NEW YORK.
HJWEST END

ST.

RAILWAY

ORLEANS

CO.,

|— |—

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.
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March

ORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC

30,

1889

COMPANY,

LlfiRT

Port "Wayne. Indiana.

Manufacturers of the

.The Most Carefully Worked-

INBUGTiON

SLATTERY

SYSTEM

out

OF

and

Complete

Alternating

System of Electric Lighting in
Existence.

LTCMDESCENT LIGHTING,

AND THE

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

and

Converters

12—16 Candle Power

Guaranteed.

Lamps to the Mechanical Horse
Power Guaranteed.

OF

ARC LIGHTING.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS.

FORT WAYNE,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

IND.

907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

CHICACO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.
OFFICE, 217 Sansome St.

SAN FRANCISCO

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.

Van Depoele Electric Manufacturing
MAKTUPACTUREHS

m INCANDESCENT

ARC

And

ELECTRIC LIGHT APPARATUS

Electric Light Supplies of All Kinds.
THE

Ti-iE.

Mayo

Co.,

OI"

Incandescent

Yan Depoele Arc Light

SYSTEM.

SYSTEM.

DIRECT OR SERIES.

HIGH OR LOW TENSION,
DOUBLE OR SINGLE
CARBON LAMPS.

ONLY
ABSOLUTELY
AUTOMATIC
DYNAMO.

Hi a. :lvj: r»
1

Blacken, and

I-oiiir

MACHINERY
SIMPLICITY
ITSELF.

s

a

Dynamos or Lamps

LI

Made to Suit any Current

GUARANTEED.
Send

for

Catalogue.

NEW YORK
EDWARD

OFFICE,
E.

234 BROADWAY,
BRITTON, Manager.

or System.

Send
GENERAL OFFICE AND FACTORY,
15 to 21 North Clinton Street,

for Catalogue.

D IN P A P ft1

In lb A lit

.

$3 per Annum.

EVERY SATURDAY.

Vol. IV.

CHICAGO, APRIL
Leather-Link

Self-Adjusting

Ireson's

No. 14

i$

6,

BUY

Belting.

O cents per Copy.

1

E

3NTO

Unless they have the Dust-Proof Washer.
Patd. Nov. 16, '86.

Send for Ireeon'e
trated Treaties on

Especially adapted for
all Electric purposes and
other high-speed m ach in-

HAZAZER

Illus-

Self-

Adjusting Leather Link
Belting, furnished gratuitously.

ery.

Every Belt guaranteed.

Manfd by CHARLES

L.

1RES0N. 97 High

Electrical House-Furnishings,

FRANKFORT

32 & 34

Boston. Mass-

St..

ST.,

NEW YORK.

-

INSULATING and

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

WATERPROOFING COMPANY.

THE WARING

18 Cortland

ELEGTRIG LIGHT WIRES AND GABLES.

NEW YORK.

St.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Standard Underground Cable Co., Mf'rs,

BITITE AND TRINIDAD INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
ELECTRIC LICHT WIRES OF ALL SIZES A SPECIALTY.

PENN AVE., - PITTSBURGH, PA.
"
orll 18 Cortlandt St., G. I» Wiley, M'g'r.
6W
^
RRANPH flFFIPFS*
»rrn«i:o.^ Chioago
pnwwun
139E MadlsoiiSt F E Peeenh[irdt M gV
General Offices, 708

R.

J.

BURDICK,

68 Commerce

,

Building,

CHICACO.

General Western Sales Agent.

»

i

STANLEY,

«fc

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back
Noiseless

Safety Valve,
DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Iiooomotlve
Tlie AslLton Locli Safety
and high
Insulation.
Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

The acknowledged Standard

and Power,
Telegraph and Telephone,

Aerial Use,

Electric Light

Railway and

all

All

other

Branches of Signaling.

,
te

j

Sizes

Enraiad
t//ouoe?u

Subterranean Use,

Wirex
nuvi.

Tile Aslitoii

for durable

Submarine Use
Concealed Wiring

in all Location!.

THE ASHTON TALVES

B.

McCLEES,

1LECTRIC

General Manager,

16 Dey

St.,

NEW YORK.

Simple

Frail

Fire

o&

i

Sole Manufacturers Of

COWLES' PATENTED

^^«<</^..-.

.....

B.

W%M$&$$$

B.—Two

Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation.

'Weather-Proof Composition.
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters.
Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

C— Braided CotfM*a»

Saturated with a Black,

OAK TANNED LEATHER BELTING AND LACE LEATHER.

CANAL STREET. CHICAGO,

iric

ILL.

WARER00HS-

\
i

(

New Yw*"

l9 and 2I Cliff Sf -'

64 Wast'ngton

Samples furnished upon application.

St.,

Chicago.

Ills.

Bsainabd Robisos. Secreiar*;.
Amos R. Hollowxll, Trcuortc

Jenney Electric Company,
IDNTDIAJVAFOIjIS,

ira

of

till

the Patents and lnvuntluns of Churlus D. Jcnuey

(known

Pure Xkra»

FACTORIES:
ANSONIA. CONN.

Ciiarlks D. Jessey, Electrician.

Daniel W. Marmon, President.
Addibon H. Nobdykb, Vice-President.

Proof

SEA

CUT SHfiWING STYLE OF INSULATION.

A— Copper Wire.

.

.

-Proof and Weather ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE.
C

Co., (Mfrs.)

AND MANUFACTURERS AND TANNERS OF

46 SOUTH

at what*

^S&^-'&kk
ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,

^DYNAMOS.

&

"\7"«.lT7-o.

,he moat perfMt 0|

now in tr_e market.
construction, Automatic In action, Perfectly Controlling the Preeaore of the hose
speed the eng ne or pump is working.
BH r
. c
'Es:-:
Valve Co., 271
St., Boston,

GUARANTEED FOR

Chas. A. Schieren

" b8lns;

in

AsMou

PERFORATED BELTING!!!
Prevents Air Cushions.

?h ,I? l££°

repntatlon

THEIR SAFETY VALYES %&&$&£ggLZ2X£%%£^
THEIR WATER RELIEF VALYES %5.?J8hgX&£&&
.ever

E.

a

\7"«.l-o-©.

Relief

T?C7"«,tor

I3NT3DIja.3V^a..

as the .Tcnney System) and Sule

Owners and Manufacturers of

nte

Improved Qynamo, [amp

$

Electric (Ijotor.
ncandescent LlRhtlng
In mi ill
Simple, durable-, economloa],
the Jcnnoy System leads.
in riiete essentials It cbalBteady, brllltani find penetrating,
icuRca comparison.
:

Estimates Promptly Furnished (or Erecting Electric Lighting
Plants (or Cities. Companies or Individuals.

Prices Fuanisheo tor tmc Jinney Arc OR Incandescent Systems, or for both combined.
TheJonnej

telf-regulatlngi

Incai

and permit theiurulai
III

tl

of the Lamps

will.

This*

or

III

SE.R0

HI P1HHLET

furnishing Mills,

lUISllllllE 111 lEStlllllt III 51STEH.

orncit

Cor.

(o

ua

.

Kentucky Ave.

anil Morris St.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.
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The Thomson-Houston

April

6, iJ

Go

Electric
WESTERN OFFICE:

EASTERN OFFICE:

620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON.
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MICHIGAN AVE., CHICACO,

ILL.

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM
-OF-

Electric !rc-[ighting
IET

THE WORLD.

SERIES LAMPS
FOE

Hrc-Circuits.
These Lamps have repeatedly

Shown

their superiority

under

test.
First Medal

:

First Prize

;

Beet Arc-Light, Louisville, 1883,
Best System of Arc-LIgbtIng,

Cincinnati Industrial Exposition, 1S83.

This

Company was

given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions
at

ALSO MANUFACTURER

S2

London, August

1

1,

1885,

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
These dynamos are automatic

in their regulation

durable.

and

will

FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

LIGHTING.

No other Incandescent
maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit.
are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

Our Incandescent systems

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all

Plans and estimates for
and Incandescent Lighting and Power Planta.

size* for the transmission of Power.

Exhibition,

FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

all

kinds of Arc

Lamp

is

so perfect and

April

6,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

it

CO. HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
809 to 81 7 S. 7th St., St. Louis, Mo.

VANCE
THE MITCHELL YAMK<S
(MnrccHHorH to

MITiHKM,,

I

CO.)

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF
ManofartorTi an!

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS

Palei

AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.
The Long Distance
Architects' and Decora-

Having no Special Agent
in

Chicago for our

we

Goods,

Solicit Cor-

INCANDESCENT

and

tors' Designs

Suggestions Carried Out

Eludric Light

with Fidelity

SYSTEM.

respondence from
Buyers, which

to the

we

given Motive.

Promptly Answer.

Patented In

all

Civilized

Countries.

The

Insulating Joints,

Combination Fixtures,

suited

and

Brackets,

Electroliers,

for

especially

Station

Central

work, combining the SUCCESSFUL ILLUMINATION of
the STREETS with the universal supply of light for all COM

All Fittings for

MERCIAL

and

DOMESTIC

requirements.

The most ECONOMICAL SYSTEM in every respect.
Noted for the BRILLIANCY and BE4.UTY of the light.

Incandescent Lighting.

Pendants, Reflectors

INCANDES-

only

CENT SYSTEM

Having

the simplest

C. P. to the

H.

P.,

mode

of wiring, the greatest production of

and a number of other Important advant-

ages.
Its practical

and financial success has been demonstrated by

CENTRAL STATIONS which have adopted the
HEISLER SYSTEM within the last three years.
Our system Is the only PERFECT AUTOMATIC, adjusting

numerous

its

load correspondingly with the

We

furnish lamps from 10

number

up

to

of lights.

100 C. P. to any desired

from the Central Station on a single wire, No. 8
American gauge.

distance

24 and 25th

St.

and

I

We guarantee the lamps not to blacken

SALESROOM,

MANUFACTORY,
Oth Ave.,

836-38 Broadway and 13th

NEW YORK

and

to maintain their

brilliancy superior to all other systems.

St.,

Over 5,000 of our incandescent lamps of various candle
powers have been placed for illuminating the streets and boulevards, connected by more than 1,500 miles oi line wire circuits

CITY.

The Daft
IH-Hli Ml lillll-IBIII
INSULATING COMPANY,

Electric Co.,
new yo rk and

chicago.

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

The only Company

INSULATED WIRES and CABLES

Railways,

FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.
Guaranteed to Gi7e Satisfactory Services Underground and Overhead.

Adapted

for nines,

Prices and

No. IS9
\l

It.

Economy,
The Daft Motors for Power

at

FRONT STREET, NEW YORK

London, Chemical Engineer, General Manager,

supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

Electric Light, Telegraph and Telephone Companies, to United States Vessels,

Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other services

wherever a First-class Electrical Installment

is

Materials and Workmanship are Guaranteed

and correspondence
articles.

is

solicited

Required.

Dis-

CITY, tribution

FOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We have

Speed,
Endurance,

Specially

Obemioal Works, Etc.

Samples on Application

UMU% III

using Safe
Currents in the operation of Street

Our

the Very Best,

from companies and architects requiring our

are unexcelled.
for Circular Matter.

Send

New York Office
BOREEL BUILDING,
115

BROADWAY.

Please Mention the Western Electrician.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

April

6, rS

CleTrelsm.d., 01a.Io.

mm

MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
ENGINEERING COMPANY,
OLIVER ST.

61

boston.
H.

I

81

LAKE

ST,,

1

Electric [ight and

LIBERTY ST.

109

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

A.

power Stations

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screening*
NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

NEW YORK

CHICAGO.

I

CONTRACTING ENCINEERS FOR ERECTINC COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

SYNOVIAL
Dynamo and Cylinder Oils.
to none.
Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
machinery.
Adopted by the largest
By refiltering can be used continually.
Electric Plants of the West.

Second

S.

CHICAGO.

TAUSSIG, Agent,

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

"THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY."
By FRED H. WHIPPLE,

BO.

THE "LITTLE WONDX DYNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINE

Plating Machines
requiring a speed

1800 to
3600 reuolutionsper
of from

minute, are only

A

new and original book, designed to inform a practical public without the use
of auystifying technical terms.

OPERATION.
Please send for Catalogue of issit

COITTEITTS:

The Mechanical Production, Transmission and
Power Purposes.

1,000 in Successful

fiver

fit

for toys.

The

Utilization

of

largest manufacturers
Platers' Supplies,

for

of Nickel
Lacquers,

Methods of

Hanson,

Electricity

etc.

History of

The

its Application to the Propulsion of Cars.
different systems described, with Illustrations

Showing

their

Van Winkle

Construction and Operation.

&

Where and When and How These Systems Have Been Applied.
Comparison of Electric Propulsion to Other Methods.
What does it cost to build an electric road; cost to operate; what are the advan-

Co..

MHAKH, N.
NEW YORK

tages?

Application of Electricity to Elevated Railways and to Stationary Power.
Overhead systems, conduit systems, storage batteries, etc., etc., described and

J.

OFFICE:

92 and 94 Liberty St

illustrated.

Cost of Producing Electricity; of its Transmissions; of its Utilization.
Steam and Water Power and their application to the Electric current.
Price, bound in paper, $1.00; bound in flexible Russia, $2.00.

Fubllsliecl toy

FRED

H.

WHIPPLE,

Michigan,

Detroit,

Stored Electricity.

Etjco

System.
DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

Central Station

Electrical Accumulators

Batteries,

or

Storage Batteries,

And Complete

Isolated Lighting,

LIGHT

Especially Adapted to

Railroad Car

and

For Towns,

STR5ST CAR PROPULSION,

Street

Long Distance

Offices, Residences, Factories

Cars Equipped

The Oldest and Most Experienced

Electric

Motor Company inlthe World.

THE ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATOR CO., THE ELECTRO-DYNAMIC
44 Broadway, New York. OFFICE:
OF PHILADELPHIA.
DETROIT

CHICAGO OFFICE:

PHOENIX BUILDING.

91

CRISWOLD STREET

Main

224

Office,

Carter

St.,

4.KTUF ACTTJH.EH.8

Bells,

Annunciators,
•"•"»

Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries,

*

-r.-wss-wm

—

COMPANY

Works

Philadelphia.

The K napp M E lectrical
OF
Magneto

Electric

POWER PLANTS

for Electric Propulsion.

Lighting.

Gas,

and Ammeters,

Theaters, Et".

Lighting,

THE ONLY SYSTEM
Which Completely Displace

Voltmeters

SWITCHES,

Lighting,

New York

Push Buttons,

Office,

44 Broadway.

.

Etc.

nyj

EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL.
AGHNT8
I*OH. Til]

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A Full Line ot their Celebrated Wires,

Buy your Goods

Cables and Tapes

of the

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

-

-

-

CHICAGO.

H
April

0),

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

if

CO
The

GOULD PACKING COMPANY,

McGreary's Reflector Shade

A. A.

30 Cambridge Street,

(PATENTED.)

EAST CAMBRIDGE. - MASS.,

BEAUTIFUL AND DURABLE.
COMFORTABLE TO THE EYES.
NO DIRECT RAYS.
LAMPS INCREASED MORE THAN DOUBLE
IN ILLUMINATINC POWi=R.

MANUFACTURE THE

Gould Steam and Water Packing
The Original Ring Packing,

Pat. June 1,

6 SIZ?S for IO to IOO C. P. Lamps.

1880.

SUSPENDED BY FLEXIBLE CORD.
NO FIXTURES REQUIRED.

Superior to any Packing in the market for Steam, Water
or Ammonia. Self-Lubricating, does not corrode the rod,
never grows hard If directions are followed. Sent on thirty
day b* trial. Satisfactory or no pay. None genuine without
(his trade mark and date of patent stamped on wrapper.

18and20Cortlandt
i

ALBION CHIPMAN, Treasurer.

DYNAMO
PULLEYS.
SECURE
you would

Use

the

NEW YORK,

it

Agents for tae Oanadas,

Messrs.

All similar PacklngB are imitations andcalcolated to deceive-

If

Street.

Sin. for Circular

Beware of Infringements and Imitations.

AHFARN & SOPER.

OTTAWA. ONTARIO

-

GleVerly Electrical works

BEST RESULTS,

PAPER PULLEYS.

The following is the result of e, test recently made at
the Franklin Institute, Bhowinsr the relative value of
Paper Pulltys over Iron in the transmission of power:
Transmission, Iron, 34 lba.; Paper, 144 lbs., with equal
tension of belt.
Tension, Iron, 150 lbs.; Paper, 39 lbs. for equal transmission.
Width, Iron, 12 inch; Paper, .3 inch (unsafe for belt).
Diameter, Iron, 48 inch; Paper, 24 inch for equal tension.

Contact, 90° on 24" Paper equals 180° on 86" Iron.
C^" These Pulleys are need and indorsed by the leading Electric Light Manufacturing Companies.
For Price Llhts end discounts write to

AMERICAN PAPER PULLEY

CO.

Indianapolis,

M

lull 1 O.
Mwulf
H'A'Cleverly -Manager
Western Agent,

#

G. A.

Philadelphia Department*

'

1

BAXTER ELECTRIC MFG&HOTDR CO.

Harmount. 315 Wabash Ave.. Chicago.

The

Electrical

III.

JSP

Construction Co.
CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF

Electric
"If you have any
a reasonable price."

mjMhi^xMijm^

Complete.

Plants

Light
Lamp

Spools to rewind, send them to us, and

we

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING &
ROOMS, 200 and 202

1

will

do

MPG

it

for

CO.

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST. liOTJIS.
UNIFORM

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

BALL DYNAMOS ^ LAMPS
FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

-

i

ideal]

IN QUALITY,

LONG LIFE AND GOOD LIGHT.

Automatic High Speed

ENGINE

This system is mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a steady
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, hoth as to the power required
and the cost of repairs.

For descriptive

circulars or testimonials, address

CHARLES W. RAYMOND,
39 Dearborn

Street, Treinont House,

CHTIC^O-O.

-

-

THE BEST FOR

Western Agt.
-

ILL.

LECTRIC LIGHTING
Send

for

our

New

Catalogue.

THE STANDARD CARBON COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO,
Manufacturers of
ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL
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EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine

FOR ECONOMY" OF FUEL. REGULARITT OF
MOTION, AND DURABILITY IN USE.

D.

SAKGENT,

J

NO. H.

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

CUTLER,

Write f"r onr Catalogues.

'

BAKRETT,

Vice-Pres. and Consulting Electrician.
A. PERKET. Electrician.

President.

£. H.

PRANK

Treasurer and Manager.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

IT IS tTPTEQUALED

W.

& CO.,

ALUS

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.
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SOLB BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

of

6,

rttXTrxLiH

'S.

.CARTER.

'OHAS. M. WILKINS.'

-":•
;

ESTABLISHED

E.

WARD

V/ILKINS

186 7.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. GO. PARTRTCK & GARTER,
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN'EVtRY 'DESCRIPTION OF

Cor.

BROOKLYN.

,

NEW YORK OFFICE:
150 NASSAU ST.

JAY AND PLYMOUTH STS..
N. Y,

MANUFACTURERS OF

THE FERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS
AND DYNAMOS.

SOLEPROPRIETORS OF THE

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF
BELLS, D1SQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LTGHTTNG APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF

SMALL SIZES
(1

8 TO 2H. P

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.

)

We

A SPECIALTY.

publish Catalogues

our Manufactures, and will forward to any addresi uporl

.of°all

'

application:

N.B.— When" applying for Catalogues, please state whether
Supply" Catalogue

is

wanted, and

if in the. trade-inclose

"Electric Bell" or_" General
business card for discounts.

Distinctive Features,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

114 South Second Street.

I.AJIISIATBI>

FIELD MAGNETS,

THE FOREST CITY PACKING COMPANY,

LOW ARMATURE

RESISTANCE

CLEVELAND, OHIO,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE

No Sparking Under
Changes

of

U. S. A.

Patent High Speed Packing,

Load.

E\('i:iiLKXT

MADE ESPECIALLY FOR ELECTRIC LICHT ENCINES.

WORKMANSHIP.
Delivered

In

OUR

Efficiency.

Regulation. Simplicity and Durability

MACHINES

SHOW

Careful investiga tion Invited.

B. D.

GREAT

Catalogues Fu rnished on Applicat ion.

YV. B.

DOWSE,
Gen'l Supt.

CHICAGO

J

Pay,

UNEQUALED FOR
BELLSJELEPHONES,

GAS LIGHTING,

Co, Ohio

to 12

M. April] 1,

1889.

ETC,

PERFORATED BODY.

Bids should be addresfed to D. P. Bf.aton,
Mayor of Oxford, Butler Co., O.

B.oadway.

GALLAHER,Secy.
J.W.GODFREY, Gen'l Mgr.

f,m
J^MeJropolItM Bloefc. J j
.°
OFFICE: F LaHnlle
*
unil Randolph NtH.
'

Dp
1

no

PLATINUM CARBON CONNECTION.

Right is Reserved to Reject any or

R. E.

MATHER ELECTRIC

OXFORD, Butler

or

GHLfliHI BUTTERY

-

fit

CO,,

649 & 66

Central St., Boston, Mass.

Guaranteed,

Electric Light Plant

Safe and Reliable.
1

Satisfaction

THE NATIONAL

Will be Received for an

THE POPULAR WIRE FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE

Days' Trial,

IID

SUPERIORITY.

BRAIDED WIRE.
1

Free on 60

I

all

Tl

iily real

ol a

improvement

POROUS

M'l*.

NO SOAKING REQUIRED.
ALWAYS WORKS INSTANTLV,

Bids.

Plans and Specifications can be seen on
Application.

WILL LAST A LIFE TIME.
SIMPLE, CLEAN, DURABLE.

CO.

Write for circulars ^

„ K Kll>, Maim**

B

>

THE BEST SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

I

Pure Sheet
Sarriples and

<**

******

Tfubber Etc.
prices

.

prices.

THE NATIONAL
GALVANIC BATTERY

upon application;

neBf.GoODfflCH CO.
AKRON RUBBER WORKS

AKRON. OHIO.

CO.

!
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Timirim
His Patents Sustained by the United
Supreme Court.

States

THE EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
Takes pleasure in announcing to its patrons and the general public that the decision of the
Supreme Court of the United States, filed on the 21st ult., in the case of the
Bate Refrigerator Company, is in fact a decision

SUSTAINING THE EDISON PATENTS
In the many suits brought by the Edison Company, in the lower courts, against infringers of the Edison patents, the
defendants have evaded the merits of the controversy, thus tacitly admitting the fact of infringement, and have interposed a plea alleging that our patents have been voided by the expiration of patents previously granted in foreign
countries.

Hence the delay in establishing our rights. In the meantime, other electrical companies have been indiscriminately
copying our devices and methods, not even assuming that they themselves were the original inventors, but simply relying upon the construction of a statute by the lower courts invalidating our fundamental patent. In pursuance of our
expressed determination to secure a decision upon the point of law involved, we have had the Bate Refrigerator case
(covering the identical question) argued before the U. 8. Supreme Court, with the result announced above, thus

Completely Deprivingthe Defendants
We have now only to

of their

prove the fact of infringement in order

to

Main Defense.
secure prompt injunc-

and damages from, those who have been so long using with impunity that
HIGHEST AUTHORITY now concedes to have been ours, exclusively, from

tions against,
which the
the beginning.

This

is

simply

to establish

A QUESTION OF FACT.
Was,

or

Was

?

lot, Edison the Original Inventor ?

This question has been decided in his favor a great many times, primarily by the U. S.
Patent Office, which granted to him Patents bearing earliest dates ; then by the various
courts of Europe, through the crucial examination of which the question has many times
passed.

Thus

the

QUESTION OF LAW having notv been settled by the Supreme Court of the
QUESTION OF FACT by tlie highest experts of the world, this com-

United States, and the
pany now notifies the Public
trespass

and abuse of

its

of

its

intention to call a halt

and demand arecKoning for the

rights in

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO,
16

AND IS BROAD

ST..

NEW YORK.

By EDWARD H. JOHNSON,

Prtstdent.
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WESTIN6H0USE ELECTRIC

CO.

J

THE PIONEERS IN INCANDESCENT LIGHTING

ALTERNATING CURRENTS
AND OWNERS OF

FUNDAMENTAL PATENTS PERTAINING THERETO.

COMPLETE CENTRAL STATION

OUTFITS.

Alternating Current Apparatus,
Direct Current Apparatus,

Arc

Lighting Apparatus,
Electric Motors,

Electric Meters.

150

CENTRAL STATIONS
OFFICES

IN

IN

OPERATION.

ALL LEADING CITIES.

150

!
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

CO.

THE UNITED STATES ELECTRIC LIGHTING
Sales Department, 120 Broadway,

(LEASED

AND

OPERATED

BY

THE

NEW

J

CO.

YORK.

WESTINGHOUSE

ELECTRIC

CO.)

Arc and Incandescent Apparatus
Efficient

Apparatus!

Economical Lamps!
Ingenious Devices

THE SAWYER -MAN
510 West 23d

Street,

ELECTRIC

CO.,

NEW YORK.

Incandescent Electric

Lamps

AND
SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC WORK

ELECTRIC AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.
CORRESPONDENCE WITH DEALERS INVITED.
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BADT TESTING SET.
The

illustration

shows

this

new

testing

set,

designed specially

for

9>

DYNAMO TENDERS
--A.KTD-

BELL HANGERS.
Consists of a Highly Polished Cherry Box,

It

containing a small dry

DETECTOR GALVANOMETER
Of 500 Ohms' Resistance,

CONTACT KEY AND TWO BINDING POSTS.
Tae external dimensions of the box are

6 3

4x3 3-4x2 7-8.

Total weight, one pound and fifteen ounces.

The Galvanometer, Key and Binding Posts are mounted on a sliding Shelf, beneath
which is the dry cell. By opening the end of the box, the shelf can be drawn out for inspection or repairs. The standard resistance of the coil is 500 ohms, but we will make them of
any resistance to order. One ceil will deflect the needle a few degrees, even through a
resistance of 15,000 ohms.

PRICE FOR THE SET COMPLETE, $15.00.

KERITE WIRE
We

are sole agentB for the sale of Kerite Wire for the Western States. ThiB wire has been tested
service and stands at the head of goods of like character.

WESTERN ELECTRIC

CO.,

by years of

actual

CHICAGO.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO, APRIL
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Trouble Board at the Chicago Telephone
Exchange.
Since the introduction of the telephone, it has
rapidly grown in public favor, its field has extended, and it has become a necessity in large
This rapid advancement has
business centers.
made it necessary for the telephone companies
to be constantly increasing their facilities for
As the list of subscribers
serving their patrons.
grew, the difficulties of providing good service
multiplied.
The inventive genius of those interested in the development of telephony, however, is rapidly overcoming each difficulty as it
In the smaller
appears.

6,

No. 14

1889.

course, laid out with a view of covering the district conveniently
and expeditiously.
Each
block has through its center a small hole about
inch in diameter, into which can be placed a
brass or iron pin about an inch in length.
A
brass pin so placed in any block indicates that
the telephone corresponding with the number
which the particular block carries has been inThe Chicaspected during the current month.
go Telephone company requires each and every
telephone to be inspected at least once a month,
and the brass pins in the blocks show the stage
of this work at all times during the month.
1

.-,

These celluloid disks are stamped with con
secutive numbers, the odd numbers being in red
and tin even in blue, and the two colors are used
alternately every other day, the object of this
Change being to make conspicuous a'
trouble that may of necessity have been carried
over night.
When any case of trouble is reported at the repair department the disk is placed
on the pin with the side exposed to view bearing

book

the time.
When this case of trouble is given to
a repair man the disk is reversed on the pin. exposing to view the side carrying the number.
When the repair man turns in his report, which
is made on a printed form
provided for such purposes, the celluloid disk
is replaced
by a small
colored disk indicating
the particular kind of
trouble which caused the
complaint.
At the end of each
month the entire board
is cleared of the pins and
disks, a record, however,

form,

but in the larger
cities this has been found
insufficient.
No other
department of the ser-

having been made from
which a monthly statement is compiled, showing the number cf com-

vice gave the companies
so much trouble and annoyance as this, and as
the service extended the
In
trouble increased.

plaints of different kinds
as they are classified and
the number of regular
inspections.
A careful

cities

and

less

important

points where the service

does not cover such an
extensive territory, and
include such a large number of subscribers, it has
been found convenient
and practicable to keep
a record of complaints,
inspections, repairs, etc.,
in

memorandum

fact,the

record is made for the
purpose of comparison

companies found

between districts to show
>he relative merits of the

the service deteriorating
despite all they could do.
This trouble has in a

work of different men
and the condition of the
instruments and lines.

great measure been met
telethe Chicago
in

phone exchange. During

This

the last year a new system has been introduced,
and gradually developed
until it is now as nearly
perfect as can well be
expected. It has proven
satisfactory, and will un-

the repair department
of the Chicago Telephone company is a large
board, known as the trouble board, a glance at
which shows the condition of the service in all
parts of the city as well as the suburban districts.
This trouble board is the principal feature of the
new system, and is represented in the accompanying cut. The perpendicular strips show the
subdivisions into which the territory is divided
in distributing the work among the inspectors,
each of whom has a certain district under his
Within
care of which he is held responsible.
each of these subdivisions are parallel strips or
ribs arranged horizontally and adapted to carry
the blocks, upon which the numbers of the telephones are stamped. These blocks are 1 inch by
so they may
i/l inch square, and are dovetailed
slide between the horizontal strips and remain in
position. The arrangement of the blocks in each
district is according to the route which the inspector is obliged to travel over, and this is, of

The

particular
the little
disks as they appear at
he close of the month is
most interesting, as it
indicates the various localities where the lines
tors.

grouping

TROUHLE BOARD AT THE CHICAGO TELEPHONE EXCHANGE.

may be

simplicity.

In the headquarters of

dispenses

exact condition of the
lines
and instruments
with respect to troubles
and the progress that has
been made dv the inspec-

doubtedly be introduced
in all the large exchanges
throughout the country.
The new system covers
all the details of the inspection and repair department, yet its most
striking feature is its

system

entirely with the book
record, and shows to the
foreman at a glance the

These pins
board

also serve to carry

little

disks of card-

/% inch in diameter, varying in shape and
color to indicate the different kinds of trouble to
l

which the

lines

and instruments are subjected.

Whenever a case

trouble is reported to the
repair department, the line involved is immediately tested for the purpose of determining
the nature of the difficulty.
The next step is to
note upon a disk of celluloid one inch in diameter, which serves as an erasable tablet, the time
the trouble was reported.
This celluloid disk is
then hung upon a pin which is first placed in the
hole in the block bearing the number of the particular line or instrument in question.
If it
should happen that this particular instrumenl
had not yet been inspected during the current
month, and the brass pin had not been inserted
an iron pin is inserted to carry the disk which
remains until an inspection shall have been made,
when the brass pin will be substituted for the
iron.

of

cause
value

1

rouble.

This feature

is

of

in

bad shape and

of

the

greatest

in its significance.

The Chicago exchange contained on March
about

1st

ritory the

5. too

telephones, and

company has upward

the

in

of

same

(>oo

ter-

private

line telephones.
These instruments are all represented on the Trouble board according to
their location together, with the instruments in
the suburban exchanges within a ratlins of forty
miles of Chil agi
he repair department is allowed 30 minutes
for inside and two hours for outside troubles, as
a maximum time in which to make repairs.
By
"inside" is meant the instruments and bat:
1.

I

and lines inside of buildings, and by "outside"
is meant the line wires proper.
The percentage ol cases which require more
than this length of time is very small, and a
-penal written report of explanation from the
foreman is always required in case of an excep.
tion.
Appended is a copy of the March state

—
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number

not my desire or purpose to attack the
systems, but it is an open and acknowledged fact that none of the dynamo systems in
operation have been able to furnish a satisfactorv light or return dividends or, money invested.
The vast sum of §50,000,000 has been invested

and foreman

in dynamo plants and stock, and stockholders
and consumers all over the world are making a
combined 'kick' consumer- because they are
being badly served, and the investors because
while plants everythey are getting no returns
where are becoming dilapidated and the cata-

merit, which will doubtless prove interesting to
telephone managers.
The system of monthly inspections and the
thorough watchfulness of this department of the
business during the last year has reduced the

"It

of troubles in the Chicago exchange
When the record shows renearly 70 per cent.
peated troubles in the lines or instruments of
anv particular locality, a thorough investigation
is made, and the cause of the trouble removed.
inspector
It will be seen that the work of each
is

made

so conspicuous

he

that

is

dynamo

—

—

is

3TATEMENT OF INSPECTION AND TROUBLE FOR MARCH.
CHICAGO

I

Nell \M.l

Line Dept.

Instrument Department.

fee ,,

District.

c

S-9 H

-

5225 4S96

Exchange
Line
runk Line

665

P.
I

4"

2S

261

o

575

2,1%

s

-

i

3 «

s

1

7

5S90I5471

16!

'4

5

291

2S

35

531

o

24S

101

S

10

5

1

15

7

-f>!

o

7S

J

Total

5

20

281

b'7

362
24

13

1

1

1

The main

\

tainable.

Pennock Primary Battery
the Chicago

•In

Tribune, of

Electric Light.

March

29th

ap-

peared an article relating to the Pennock primary battery scheme. It was stated that the inventor, George B. Pennock, of Chicago, promised
much but accomplished little. It was insinuated
not over-cautiously that Mr. Pennock's sole object
was to induce the public to invest money in his
primary battery scheme, and that the installa-

which reference was made in the prospectus existed only in the inventor's glowing
The spirit of the article is shown
imagination.
in the following extract:
"Now Mr. George B. Pennock says he can
light every house in Chicago by electricity at
the price of gas. He has been saying it for four
months. He has said it by pamphiet and adtions to

vertisement.

He

says

it

4
6.

is

completed through another

406

13

.64

Average number of cases per day instrument

constantly striving to make a favorable showing,
and thus stimulated, the very best results are ob-

circuit

cable running underneath the draw from side to
The accompanying cuts show in detail
side.
the method of suspending the overhead conductors.
As will be seen from the illustrations,
there are supported from the trusses by cone
insulators two short pieces of iron pipe, to which
the main conductor is fastened.
Two frogs are placed at the abut.ing ends of
the trolley wire, which comes into line when the
draw swings into place, and prevent the trolley
from jumping the wire when it passes from the
main conductor to that on the draw. Since the
road was started the operation of this part of
that
the electrical equipment, as well
as
of the remainder of the devices used in the
drawbridge, and the motor cars themselves,
has been of the most satisfactory nature.
It
may be mentioned here that out of the first
1,179 trips made by the electric cars, but nine
trips were lost, and this was simply due to lack
of experience of the motor men.
Such a record
speaks well for the reliability of the apparatus.

Thermo
o

1889

the circuit is broken at the switch, and when it
completed, so that
is closed the circuit is again
current may be supplied to the car for crossing.

SUBURBAN EXCHANGES,
i

G,

The Thermo

/

logue of disasters to life and property is lengthening out with ominous rapidity,"
Such outrageously false statements it would
be hard to match. To contradict them would
be superfluously absurd, and their falsity must be
apparent to every intelligent person, whether he
is
interested in the development of electric
lighting or not.
As we have said, we have no
sort of faith in the Pennock scheme, and if the
claims of the inventor belong to the same class
of statements as those we have just quoted, we
know how to characterize them.

Drawbridge on Cambridge Division of
West End Street Railway.
In building the overhead line from Boston to
Cambridge the Thomson-Houston company was

Company.

Electric

company

has been
organized in New York city, and officers have
President, E. N.
been chosen as follows:
Dickerson, jr.; vice-president. Max Mestern;
secretary and treasurer, Charles Iden.
The
capital stock is $1,000,000.
The company conElectric

trols the patents recently issued to

Max

Mestern

thermo-electric battery, which was described in the Western Electrician of January 26th.
The company will begin operations
immediately.
Mr. Iden was in Chicago last
week. In conversation with a representative of
the Western Electrician, Mr. Iden said the
great advantage of this invention was its cheapness.
It would be within the reach of all, and
the poor man could light his house by electricity as well as his rich neighbor, and do so,
moreover, at less expense than at present.
"Why," said Mr. Iden, "I can run an arc
for a

light

and twenty incandescent lamps from one

of these batteries with 50 cents worth of coal

all

daily at his office in the

Royal Insurance Building. He has taken thousands of orders from people who want him to do
Vet Mr. Pennock has not done it. In the
it.
meantime Mr. Pennock is doing another thing.
Moreover, he is doing it industriously.
He is
selling stock at Si a share to people

who believe

what he says when he says he can do the other
thing."

With the Tribune's

article

we

fully

sympa-

Electricians, as a rule, have little faith
in any scheme of utilizing primary batteries for
They have discarded that
electric lighting.
thize.

m for the more economical method of genThe retui
erating electricity by dynamos.
the primary battery method is going backward.
In the Tribune of the following morning Mr.
Pennock makes a

reply,

that his system
that he h
le

in

ible

which he and economical:

layed in putting his system
market by lack of money and by meI

dian;

over-

easily

methods are entirely

that

I

am

eneral tone of the letter, the
fair idea:
pression
a 'fakir.' and that my invention, the

-imary bar

'fake,'

the public
If

I

am

a

obliged to

shown

IIOMSON-HOUSTON

'

AMI iinm: ELEC1 RIC RAILWAY.

some special construction,
accompanying cuts. That the

design

the
ingof the drawbridge -I ion hi have 110 effect
upon the operation of the ears on 'either side of
it, that
he overhead conductor on it should be
supplied with current when the draw was
and that there should be no opportunity
for the trolley wheel to leave the wire ill
passing from the ondui tor on the main bridge to
in

1

:

.

'

and

the

tei

•

Me

1

onditions

of

the

probe
iliza-

Mem

I
I

.'.

up
tli

itch.

\

to the

in
I'hi

irl

by
brought
thi
drawbridge
lower part of
hi

of
id

draw

itself

u

1

is

the
of

para-

solved

is

cable

switch is
bridge,

tie'

wire

.in

thi

pened

I am
exaggerating, but I
ready to prove what I say; in
fact. I am preparing a permanent installation in
mi establishment in New York city now, and
will soon have it in operation.
There can lie no

day.

am

Von may think

not.

I

am

question as to

the

durability

of

this

device.

former inventions.
has been obviated.
I

That has been an objection

to

In this case, however, it
have subjected the battery lo severe tests
much more severe than it would receive
and it came out all right."
practical use

—

in

It is not anticipated thai the battery
will
be
used for extensive illumination in large establishments, though it is claimed lliis can he
accomplished, but it is expected thai men of

moderate means

will utilize
for lighting their
houses.
In large cities like New York, Chicago,
Philadelphia and Boston there are very many
handsomely furnished flats. The occupants of
il

April

6,
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these Hats, Mr. Iden said, can light their apartments by electricity by having one of these batteries attached to their stoves,
Mr. Iden says:
"They ran not only light their homes by elei
tricity, but they can run the sewing
machine,
rock the cradle, operate ventilating fans, and
use it for a hundred and one other things about
the house."
-

High and

Low Tension Arc

Lighting.

horse power, while in tl
ircuit is about
tension system it is about
horse power. Think
of the terrible waste of power, two-thirds of a
horse power, when, for instance, you are running, say, thirty lamps in a circuit'
Of course,
the longer the circuit, the more will tins different e in tin- loss count; but as it is customary to
use No.
win: for the low tension system, and
No. 6 for the high tension system, on long ciruits wo would yet lor
ten-mile circuit in the
high tension system a waste of about 3 4 horse
power, and in the low tension system ol G
1

!

j

r

1

R.

F.

HADT.

number of the Wes fern ElecMarch 30th I see that at the last

In reading the

trician of

Electric club meeting a discussion took place on

explained by
through two carbi
.per distam
iy everybody pn
as to what a short

showing

v unfair in

.|

this

the impression that this short arc

Now there really is a little over 3 horse power
difference between the two systems on the ten-

ri

lamp.

ion

,1

horse power.

ar<

Tin

is.

'

r.V

rent

It

-

ertain

-

irt

no such

arc. but

-

used in any low tens on lamp.
[
further
can find no authority on Mr. Cutter's statement
that a short arc gives out its be
,tt
a
horizontal line, while the long an
sends the
bulk ,il its candle powi
,vard
under an
angle ol 4.5 degrees "just where you want it."
think the facts are entirely distorted.
Mr.
Cutter also speaks of the reddish tinge of the
short arc.
The spectrum does not
however, with Mr. Cutter's views.
The spectra
of low and high tension arc lights show that the
short arc emits a light very much more like sunlight than the long arc, in which blue and violet
rays predominate.
I state these facts so the readers of the \\
ern Electrician may not be misled by the statements made during that club meeting, and I am
reaily to argue this question, not only with city
councils, but with any one at any time before the
are

is

—

I

Chicago Electric club.
Lest

10

Per Mile

Arc

in

Lig/it Circuits.

Ampere (High Tens'on).
No.

4.

"

6.

.172
.217

5-

iS

Mr. Cutter's paper,
in

in

which one of the gentle-

show that some of the facts I gave
my article on " High and Low Tension Arc
tried to

Light Systems,"

published

in

the

Western

Electrician

of Jan. 26th, 1889, were not quite
Unfortunately business kept me away
from Chicago, and I could not attend that meeting myself, and, therefore, could not take part
in the discussion to contradict statements which
were made.
correct.

The main

point

in

the

discussion

was

the

mile circuit.
What does this amount to, even if
there are, say, only fifty lamps on the circuit,
which will probably be the smallest number on
a ten-mile circuit, and taking into account all
the other advantages of a low tension system,
such as explained in my previous paper? These
are the facts looked upon from a commercial
point of view.
I do not wish it to be understood' that I
am
an advocate of the low tension system. As a
matter of fact, the company with which I have

:

No.

4.

•55s

.66y

5»

"

6.

.703
.SSb

1.063

Electrical horse

C-

206
.32S

73

Ampere (Low Tension).

THOMSON-HOUSTON CAMBRIDGE ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

men

:

power found from

-

formula

H

P

X R

740

Mechanical

'R. P.

= Electrical
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-

I'.
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Fuel Oil System.
That

companies are interested in
the experiments in burning crude oil for fuel
was demonstrated by the fact that three papers
relating to the question were presented at the
last convention of the National Electric
Li'Tht
electric light

statement that the cost of copper conductors
was so much higher in the low tension than in
the high tension system that as a consequence
the high tension system, as such, was much more
economical than the low tension system.
I think that I treated this question very fairly
the above mentioned article, and showed,
under the heading "Cost of Copper Conductors,"
in

that the ratio of the amount of copper, or the
ratio of the cost between the high and low tension systems, was as 1
3.24.
:

This simply shows that if we put in 3.24 times
the amount of copper in the low tension system
than would be required for the same number of
lamps in the high tension system, the same
amount of energy would be wasted in the lines.
If, for instance, a firm contracts to put up
a
whole plant complete, including outside wires,
and guarantees the same amount of horse power
to be wasted in the low tension as in the high
tension circuit, it certainly cannot be said that
the low tension system is not as economical to
the purchaser of the plant as the high tension
system.
What does it matter to the purchaser
whether the contractor puts up a little more or
less copper wire in the circuits, as long as he is
not to pay for it?
In circuits of a length under
one mile the difference in the amount of horse
power wasted in the electric wires is really so
trifling that it does not matter whether we
use
high or low tension.
Appended is a table showing the loss in horse
power per mile of an arc light circuit. Say, for
instance, that in using the smallest size wire,
which the underwriters will allow, which is No.
6 B. & S. wire gauge, that the amount of
mechanical horse power wasted in one mile of

FUEL OIL SYSTI

the honor to be connected has lately sold a large
amount of high tension apparatus, and a large
number of lamps of this system; in fact, more
high tension than low tension.
The only point
I want to make is that one-sided statements made
by an advocate of a certain system, either low
or high tension, should be taken with a grain of
They really do not set forth the
allowance.
fails to the public in such plain language as to

enable every one to understand clearly what
there is in this question of economy of high ami
low tension systems.
have also been told that an experiment was
made in connection with tin- paper which was
read at the Chicago Electric club, in which the
I

M.

Improvements

association.

burners and
being made.
The accompanying cuts illustrate the system oi
the Racine Hardware Manufacturing company.
Fig.
is the crude oil burner, which is made
in
adapted tor boilers of from
to
;o
power.
Its adjustment is such that
it
secures
a thorough atomizing of the oil. The oil trap
is shown in
ig. 2.
It will
be seen that when
the oil level is reached the supply will be cut ^l'\
by the float rising and closing the oil inlet. The
outlet to the burner being above the oil level.
and the oil supplied to the burner by the vacuum
created, there can be no overflow.
Thus are
both safety and economy provided for.
in fuel oil

in the

systems are constantly

1

1

1

.

I

;

—

'

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
trap is supplied with a strainer (indicated by the
dotted lines), through which all the oil must
The
pass before reaching the discharge pipe.
is
for
ir depression in bottom of the trap
the accumulation of sediment, which with water
accumulations can be drawn off through a cock
Fig. 3 is a sketch showe bottom of trap.
ing the system of tanks, piping and traps used
in the works of the Racine company.

American

11

Electric

Table.
Li.

.11

ami Power.

1

By

&

Co..

Cincinnati; price, si.

This book, which is written in popular style, is
amed, according to the author, first, for those
whoare interested in obtaining state or municipal legislation: second, for those who are or
are about to become interested in electric central
assist
is, and, third, for manufacturers, to
them in opening new fields for their apparatus.
Mr. Foote emphasizes his belief that the true

functions of government are "to regulate and
control, not to own and operate" electric light
stations. He gives a brief sketch of the develop-

ment

of electric light

power

and

The lines of the American Telephone & Telegraph
company have been extended during the year 1S8S from
Albany to Buffalo, and new lints have been built from Chicago to Milwaukee, and from Boston to Providence. An

Operation
Legal
Interest and
Commission

taxes

Royalty
Concessions
Miscellaneous

1SS7.

207,67995
139,174.79
433,57s. 37
1 ,000 00
1S9.765.3S
19,027.33
1

61,739.46

iSSS.
§3,865, tlS
1,450.913

Expenses

1SS7.

Increase.

$3, 453, 02s

1,242,431

s 4 i2,i
2oS,4b2
$203. CoS

$2,414,205
22,25?

$2,210,597

Miscellaneous
Tolal net
Dividends

$2,436,463
1,789,87s

$2, 237, 60S

1,568,336

$198,855
221,542

$646,585

$669,272

$22,687

$46,5S5

$669,272

$622, 6S7

46,585

132,616

"So, 031

8536,65°
2,02^,036

$53°. u 5°

2.028,036

'

'4.7s3

600,000

600,000

Total surplus Dec. 31st.
*

,;

27,011

Net surplus

to

cc

$1,450,913.26 $1,242,130.89
Summarized, the results of operation were as follows;

preciation

it

American Telephone

5:42.205.06

207,79027

Balance
Reserve for depreciation instruments ...

provide this complete service, at the same time
exacting guarantees that all the requirements of
Included in
a complete sen-ice shall be met.
the book is a considerable amount of interesting
matter, which has already appeared in the electrical journals and in magazines.

9,029;

§3,455,027.70

1SS8
$174,442.00
222,257.75
207,212.6s
467,471.10
ro.ooo.oo

Surplus
Reserve for gentral de

Foote
com-

increase

line

S3.S65.nS4S

Net earnings

RAC1NEFCEL OIL SYSTEM.

17.03S.

1SS9,

Telegraph company's long di-tance wires 327. increase 1S7;
instruments in hands of licensees, under rental December

New Haven.

Expenses

in the city, where wanted for manufacturing or
other mechanical purposes; it must supply motor

for operating the street cars." Mr.
believes that a city should grant to one
pany only privileges sufficient to enable

miles of wire, increase 24,033.
Total circuits 143,687, increase ir. 683; total employes 6,310, increase 127; total
subscribers 171,454. increase 12,742. Number of extra
territorial lines 947, increase 20; miles of pole lines on same
34,0 :o, increase 1,532; miles of wire on same 73,293, inTotal underground wires
crease 17. 114
January 1,

.

Gross earnings

power

1889

has also been constructed between
Altogether, about $2,200,000
has been spent on the long lines, which now comprise 26,03s
The greater part of this money has been obmiles of wire.
tained by the issue on the 1st of August last of 82,00 -,ooo
Bell Tilephone
7 per cent, debenture bonds of the American
company, which were offered to the stockholders at par.
The whole amount was subscribed for, except twelve bonds
of $1 ,ooo each, which were afterwards sold at auction."
The report gives the following figures:
1S88.
1SS7.
Earnings
$2,264,823.94
Rent of telephones
¥2.453, 27.) 34
1,213,856.5s
1,013,031
Dividends
Extra territorial and branch
So, 443. 67
7S.711.1S
lines
21,1114112
19,962.31
Telegraph commission ...
90,466.65
70,235.6!
Interest
Miscellaneous
7.639 Si
4.5 2 5 I

and

ment, so that payment is made for the lamp
motor
in use only; third, it must supply
power in such quantity as needed at any point

when

Telephone

Dell

6,

count.

and

service,

speaks of the significance and importance of
A complete electric
these industries in a city.
service of a city the author defines as one which
" First,
will meet the following requirements;
the apparatus used must be capable of supplying
a light, arc or incandescent, at any point in the
citv where a light is required: second, it must
supply the incandescent lamp by meter measure-

American

the

held in Boston March 26th. President Howard
Stockton read his annual report. Bearing upon the long
distance telephone business the report was as follows:
"Your directors, believing that a part of the income from
royalties should be treated as capital, have transferred
$600,000 from the net surplus for the year to a reserve ac-

New York

A. R. Foote; 191 pp.; published by Robert Clarke

Telephone Company
of

company was

additional pole

The Book

Bell

The annual meeting

April

Decrease.

It will be seen that in reality the net surplus increased
$63, 144 over 1SS7, but this year $6oo,ooowere put aside as
a reserve for general depreciation, rather than being added
to surplus, and the latter is held the same as last year. The
report says of this that the directors believe that a part of
the income from royalties should be treated as capital,
hence the transfer of the $600,000 from net surplus to a
reserve account.
Dividends of 12 per cent, regular and 6
per cent, extra, or $iS per share, were paid in ISSS against
$10 per share in 1SS7. The company earned $24.45 P er
share on the stock against S20.S0 in 1S87.
The ledger
balances December 31. iSSS, were as follows:

DEHTORS.
1SS7, the principal changes shown in the
Telephones increased, SS2, 735. t2; stocks increased, $2,109,400; bills and accounts receivable, increased, $4 1 5, 269. 10; and cash and deposits increased $54S,99] -'; the item "real estate" being a new one in the

Compared with

above are:

Edison Central Station at Milan.
The plan of the Edison central station

at

Milan is shown in the accompanying sketch.
The Edison dynamos supply about 9,000 lamps.
In the station are several Zipernowski-Deri
supplying
alternate current generato
lights in

Tin-

t:
.

;mps

are

used

for

street

nd
!•:

loved, and

over

lighting.

The

floor.
.v

Thom-

The

boilers

New

Wilcox of

assels.
ties,

31st.

and reserve is $733,077.58 greater than December
This statement figures the stock at about
1888.

§260 per share.
Telephones

$745,817 45
331,205.74

Real estate
Stocks

Merchandise

2

and

Ma.

chinery
Mills

horse
by
red

Capital stock increased $160,000; the issue of deis adrled in this year's statement of liabili-

benture bonds

and accounts

10

able

1,0

Cash and deposi's

608,203. '"
1

ling

is

divided into store
erintendent

my

is

John

1:1:1.1

Capital stock

$9,962,10000

Debenture boil
and accounts

rjo

1

Hills

VV.

on

•

>

receiv-

"»

552-75

: 252

is

31

,.I22.8S

I

uacink

1,11

2,02
if

I

he

.

..'

fanuary

7 12

e
.

poll

J

1

j -

:chan
-

the

9,

11..

ncrcasi

/

a

Bamc

rear c
1

1

and
ng

151J1,

..

ranch
1

.

95,445.80

'

pnyabli
.

total of

1

1
1

1

1

1.1.

oil

I, increase 31,234.
The estimated num20th. 1888, in
ber of exchange coi
ctions daily in the United States is
i"
566, or a total per year of 3.83,821,590; the number
of daily calls per subscriber varies in different exchanges
In. in line- i., fourteen, the average throughout the United
1

1

States being 6 13-100; lire average cost to the subscriber
varies, according to ihe si/e of the exchange and the character of the service, from 2 to 8 cents per connection. The
average daily number of tin itorial connections is 7,222, or
a total pit year of 2,636,030; the extra territorial earnings
foi the ycai amotinlQd to $771,734.28 (against $565,718.-

April

WESTERN

6, i£

46 in 1887) of which the Bell company's share was $79,The net out7Q2 67, an increase over 1887 of $3,716.31.
put of instruments under rental was 31,234, increase 4,475
The mileover 18S7, and the largest number since 1883,
Many of
age of wire is 243,764, against 201, QII in 1887.
the local companies are replacing iron wire with coppei for
extra territorial wurk.
The report was adopted. Charles Eustis Hubbard was

ELECTRICIAN,

quickly, but insures accuracy, thereby
the brushes and commutator.
The des
invention of George ('utter, Chicago.

saving

regular

liar-

m

great pleasure to note
rity, and also the inl
He
that was manifested in the organization.
more favorable circumclub would increase in importance,
and this led to the discussion of the
v.- quarters.
Several available localand the advantages of each
':

i

1

Chicago Electric Club.
The

Both report>
pon the reports, President

meeting of the Chicago E

ter

was

finally refi

M

Zimmerman,

ting of
Kreidler and

Kempt, and the

mc-et-

Friday evening. At the
same time the question of selecting candidates
for officers for the ensuing year will be conintil

sidered.

Safety Insulating Staples.
The accompanying cut shows a number
safety insulating staples.

running wires

No.25

No.20.

^

walls,

No. 15.

are

moldings
No.

of

and

of

use in
switch-

No-55

40

No.10. No5.

With the ordinary

boards.

iron staple there

is

danger of cutting the insulation, and as a consequence leakage is apt to follow.
The copper
may be corroded by moisture, electrolytic action
may be set up, or the conductor itself may be
fractured by direct contact or pressure of the
With the insulating staple it is claimed
staple.
these dangers are obviated, as injury to the
insulation is rendered impossible.
There is, in

The
a reinforcement of the insulation.
on the market by the Simplex
The form of
Electrical company of Boston.
the driving tools, which are adapted to each
size of staple, is also shown in the cut
fact,

m$

staples are put

EDISON STATION AT MILAN.
William R.
declared elected clerk by a unanimous vote
Driver was chosen treasurer, and a ballot taken for a board
of twelve directors, resulting in the election of the following: Francis Blake, Stanton Blake, Charles P. Bowditch.
George L. Bradley, Alexander Cochrane, William H.
Forbes, Charles Eustis Hubbard, Gardner G Hubbard,
John E Hudson, Charles E. Perkins, Thomas Sanders,
Howard Stockton.

in

No 30

A.

They

club was held last Monday evening, President S.
A. Barton in the chair.
Treasurer Terry presented his report, showing that the receipts during the last quarter amounted to §726.15, and
the disbursements §718.28, leaving a balance of

Death of E. P. Allis.
Milwaukee, died
P. Allis of E. P. Allis & Co
Milwaukee. Wis., Monday evening, April 1st. The deceased was one of the best known manufacturers of maIn 1S60 he became interested in
chinery in the country.
Edward

,

at

Cutter Adjustable Brush Trimmer.
The accompanying cut represents a simple
attachment to an ordinary

pair of "snips" or
metal shears, to serve as a guide in trimming
thin brushes.
A description was given in No. i

Daily Western Electrician. The cut
represents a vertical section, and top and bottom views. The instrument is made very light,
and is designed to be fastened to one blade of
the "snips," the gap into which this blade sets
being made wide enough for the different sizes
of "snips" used in electric light stations.
Two
screws at the bottom of this gap adjust the
height of the table, and two binding screws at
the side bind the instrument to the blade of the
'snips."
When once adjusted to a pair of
"snips" the screws at the bottom of the gap can
be fastened permanently, and their adjustment

of the

need never be changed. The instrument can
then be removed readily from the "snips" in
case these are to be used for other purposes.
It is adjusted so that the table is level with the
cutting edge of the "snips;" on the top of the
table is a swinging arm, furnished with a binding screw, which serves as a guide for the brush.
This can be set so as to trim the brush square,
or at any desired bevel.
This instrument is one that will be greatly appreciated by persons in charge of dynamos, as it
not only affords a means of doing the work

CUTTER ADJUSTABLE
§7.87.

He

also reported

that the

amount

out-

standing was about §200. The secretary's report showed that twenty-three new members had
been added, of which eighteen had qualified.
The report showed that the club was in a pros-

I1RUSII

1

KIMMIK.

Works, which were at that time on the
but through his business ability he managed to
back their old prestige, and in a few years place them
At the titucol his death he
prictor
in the lead.
\ ..
of the works. The deceased was born
Ca enovia,
May 12, 1S24. and received a liberal edu<
the Reliance Iron
tie,

-

;,

i
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A Chicago paper devoted considerable of its
space last week to a review of the operations of
a primary battery electric light scheme. A summary of the controversy is given elsewhere.
extend the electric light
1 1 is proposed to
plant of Chicago, and an appropriation of $300,000 has been promised for this purpose. City
Electrician Barrett is besieged with requests
from citizens who are anxious to have the disAs soon as the
trict in which they live favored.

money

is

he

placed at his disposal

begin

will

opera'

house of representatives has
telephone bill, a measure

Tii:

mmotion among

which

tele-

throughout the state. The bill
limits the charge for telephone instruments in
St. Louis and
Kansas

phone

device, and
the repair

practical
work of

is

a steamship.

Copper dealers are still in the dark as to the
probable outcome of the trouble in the syndicate
and its bearing on the copper market. It seems
to be the general impression, however, that the
market will decline. A Chicago dealer expressed
the opinion to a representative of the Western
Elei iriliax, that there would soon be a decisive step. If the syndii ate can secure the backing necessary to carry it through the fight, it
will soon show a bold front and push the-market
back to the notch it had reached when the break
came: but if it should be unable to continue the
fight after the present arrangement expires, it
"It places the dealers
will soon go to the wall.
in a bad position," he added, "as they are entirely in the dark.

Tlie price

fixed

is

by the

syndicate at a secret meeting, in which we are
not only not represented, but it often happens
we do not know a meeting has been called until
the result is announced in the form of a change

Unless we are careful we are liable
to load up with copper only to have the price
It is questionable if it is a
cut immediately.
good thing from a business standpoint to raise
You see, people will
the price to such figures.
not buy any more than they can help at such figures, and they will discard the use of copper
wherever they can. You have no idea of the
difference it makes in the sales to have them
using galvanized iron instead of copper for meWhile consumers were rechanical purposes.
stricting the use of copper, the mines were increasing their output; consequently the market
was soon overloaded. It is a great wonder to
everybody familiar with the question, that the
syndicate was not swamped long ago,"

Tele-

by A. E. Kenelly
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Ix a recent book devoted to telephony, published in England, the name "s. s. Cox" appears.
The author of the work evidently
imagines that the genial and humorous New
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In the New York letter a reference is made
to the recent explosion in one of the conduits.
Fortunately no one was seriously injured, though
na row
escapes.
there were a number of
Wherever wires are buried accidents of this kind
are apparently liable to occur, and Chicago has
There seems to be
not been free from them.
no question that the explosions are caused by
the ignition of illuminating gas which leaks
from poorly constructed mains. A good deal of
study has been devoted to means for preventing
explosions of this kind, and the scheme of constructing the subways comprehends a system of
pumps or fans along the line. The recent severe
explosion has caused the people of New York to
bi come interested in the matter, and the officials
of the Hoard of Electrical Control
have been
ailed upon for explanations.
It will be remembered that no current was passing through the
mains when the explosion occurred.
Chief Engineer Kearney of the Hoard of
Electrical Control says:
"It is well known
that the gas companies lose about one-third of
their product by leakage.
These gas mains
have, some of them, been in the ground thirty
or forty years; some of them have rusted away
so that they will not hold together.
The com
panics appear to think that it is not to their
- all
It
hese mains.
appears
is
largely invested
in
them.
;est amount of their capital is so
invested 1:.
mains.
The sewers of the
lienfull of illuminating gas. and
have been man}' injuries and losses of life from
li.
v.- irkmen
cleaning the
'ion ol
the explosion at
lie
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greatest wonder that there was not an explosion
The gas was pouring rapidly into
in the hotel.
Now that
the basement of one of the stores.
this great leak has been discovered and stopped,
there is a visible improvement in the atmosphere
What actually happened was
of that locality.
the lifting of the covers of the subway and disturbance of the pavement. How the spark got
have
It may
there is a matter of conjecture.
tome through some of the connections. The
curious part of it is that our men had just been
They began
at work clearing out the subway.
street, and got up to Twentyhave no fear of any explosion in
the subways that will hurt anybody."

at

Twenty-third

sixth street.

I

Secretary Moss of the Board of Electrical
"We have notified the gas comControl, said:
panies that they must repair their pipes and
There are five companies that have
mains.
mains near this explosion, and we have noticed
each of them to make sure of getting the right
comone.
I have seen the workman of a gas
pany tearing up the street in half a dozen places
These gas leaks are a great
to find one leak.

nuisance and they must be stopped in some
They have caused a great trouble and
way.
The
expense to us in building the subway.
work of searching for a leak is extensive, and
where different companies have their pipes near
together each is willing to let the other search
for a leak."
S.

"

S.

Wheeler,

There was no

expert

of

board, said:

the

electric spark in the

subway

to

We

have now $300,000 worth of
the subway, and they are being con-

ignite the gas.

cables in
nected as fast as possible."

Commissioner Cibbens is convinced that the
gas leakage amounts to at least one-third of
the amount manufactured, and that the public
health and safety are much endangered by the
enormous quantity of gas that is mixed with the

atmosphere.
will
be
It is to be hoped that the question
thoroughly investigated by the board, as it is

one of the most
of companies,
later to

vital interest to

who may be

called

number
upon sooner or

a large

bury their wires.

Street railway men throughout the country
are anxious to find a substitute for the horse.
It would seem that the electric motor would
serve the purpose admirably, but this opinion is
A journal devoted to the internot universal.
ests of the street car companies has been collecting statistics concerning the industry, and
recently sent out letters asking, among other
questions, whether the use of motive power
A
other than animal power was contemplated.
sufficient number of replies was received to
justify the conclusion that the preferences expressed represent very fairly the views of street
Eighteen per cent, of
railway men generally.
no
companies addressed contemplated
changes, and of this number one fourth expressed themselves as satisfied with horses, or
were unable to make a change on account of
Sixteen per cent,
the terms of their franchises.
of those who replied were waiting in a spirit of
Sixteen and a half per
cautious conservatism.
cent, favored methods of propulsion other than
Thirty-four per cent, have
electrical systems.
decided on or contemplated the use of electric
motors with overhead system, conduits or storage
Fifteen per cent, made no replies on
batteries.
Sixty-six and
the question of motive power.
a half per cent, of the companies, therefore, at
a change in their
least, are ready to make
The figures are interesting, and it is a
systems.
significant fact that more than half of those who
wish lo dispense with horse power express a
decided preference in favor of an electric system.
If opinions had been asked for a year
ago the number favoring an electric system
would have been far less; a year hence it will
The most enterprising street
be much greater.
railway managers throughout the country have
already expressed their belief that electricity
will be the future motive power for street ears.
The onlj obstai le in the way of an almost universal change to the electric system is the spirit
ol timid conservatism, Street car men realize and
admit that electric systems are successful, but
hey want to wait to sec if they are successful
over a period of years.
the
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bon, prepared according to a certain process, and
it will hold very closely of
all filaments if yo
incandescence, the temperature and the radiating
surface, you have a complete definition of the perforn
of that lamp, and you can then express exactly whal
do for any purpose for which you design it. If you want
colors you use it at high incandescence.
If you want the
greatest possible reading power you will get a maximum

ng effect.
If you g<
gh both may be giving

I

tfl

>l

At the conclusion of Prof. E. L. Nichols' paper on the
"Efficiency of Methods of Artificial Illumination," which
was read before the American Institute of Electrical En
gineers, the following discussion took place:
Mr. Upton: I listened with great pleasure to the paper
I think that we have heard a paper
of Prof. Nichols.
which puts more clearly than it has ever been put before,
Eor the last few years there
the subject of candle power.
has been a considerable discussion regarding candle power.
matter
which
enters
very
largely into my business.
It is a
I think that what Prof. Nichols has said as to (he amount
of light that a low candle power would give for illuminating
purposes, is very marked.
For example, you take a fire
and you will notice how it will illuminate the buildings
around, and yet the candle power of that is low.
Where
you have a low glow of coal, the candle power is very low,
yet the illuminating power that you can see by is very
large.
As to the artificial method or fixed method of rating
candle power in incandescent lamps, I consider that the
present method of calling an incandescent lamp 16 or 20
candle power is entirely wrong.
Incandescent lamps are
simply sorted. You put them in at 100 volts or 105 volts,
That is all it means
so that they will be even if burned.
practically.
Each consumer of light should fix the candle
power to suit the conditions. The marking that is now done
on incandescent lamps is merely nominal; that is, it is in
the hands of the parties who use the light to make the candle
power as much as they like.
Dr. Otto A. Moses: I too have listened with a great
deal of pleasure to the paper and to the comments on it of
Mr. Upton, and it carries me back to the day when the determination of candle power was the all-absorbing problem
the day when it was the question whether the incandesHowever,
cent light had any reason for existing or not.
the concluding remarks of Prof. Nichols open up, I think,
the proper field for us to cultivate to-night, and that is the
method by which we can arrive at some photometric standard.
The method that he proposes has one very great
difficulty.
Me suggests the direction, but it is like pointing
to the stars
you may go on to infinity. Carbon which is
the material now used for furnishing the incandescent filament depends for its atomic condition upon the degree of

—

—

temperature at which it has been distilled.
There were
some experiments carried on in the laboratory where Prof.
Nichols and Mr. Upton were at work, by Prof. Young of
Princeton, in which he determined that with an increase of
incandescence in the filaments there seemed to be a diminu
tion in the

hydrogen of the filament up

to the point of the

destruction of the filament, when the hydrogen seemed to
disappear.
That observation was made by him, and I
think by Prof. Brackett, proving that you are getting an
increase of density in that carbon filament for each degree
of increase of temperature.
If you are to have a standard
for photometric capacity, that standard should also be a
definite heat capacity.
The amount of light given off for
different metals would vary according to that capacity, and
you are getting for each increase of temperature in the pro
duction of that carbon filament a different degree of density,
and consequently it would be impossible to take the dimensions and amount of current consumed, and from those two
produce some limit of candle power. The experiment
where light was decomposed seems to be perhaps the most
pregnant one for us to derive a photometric method from;
for as in the decomposition of light we could recompose
after we had determined the limits of action of each one of
the colors of the spee'rum, it might be possible in that way
to get some definite summation.
If— and this method
struck me as we were listening intently to his remarks
if
it were possible to surround
the light-giving center with
some sphere consisting of a film of definite thickness and
containing a certain quantity of a substance to be acted
upon by the light, it would be possible by superposing those
films to get, I imagine, what would be the summation of
the chemical actions on all the different colors in the spectrum, from the dark rays up to those of highest incandescence.
In that way, by dissolving out from this film the
soluble portions and determining the insoluble matter, it
would be possible, by a chemical method, to arrive at the
total chemical action on all those films, and in that way
make some definite approach to what is the real energy expended by the light. But it is a subject on which I think
we can all say with Goethe, in his dying moments, "We

—

—

need

light
more light."
Prof. Nichols: I think

I

can perhaps make the

last

clearer.
The slide did not quite do its duty
think, in bringing out the relationship between the
various wave lengths of radiation of four lamps, all of

point a

there,

little

I

which gave the same candle power, and from that I think
I can indicate to you the line along which
I would suggest
change of standard. I will take a piece of chalk and
draw a diagram which, perhaps, will be a little clearer.
Suppose this (illustrating) is the spectrum leading in here.
The spectrum is assumed to be of unit intensity throughout.
This is the yellow (indicating); here is the red; out
here is green, blue, and then violet, which is the limit of the
spectrum.
Now, if you have a lamp of the same type of
a

—

carbon, we will say to illuminate all these questions that
Dr. Moses suggested as to different carbons this state of
incandescence is that which corresponds to a 16 candle
power lamp of to-day. Take this same lamp and run it at
a temperature which corresponds to 4 candle power to-day,

—

and make

that lamp large enough so that the photometer
gives 16 candles, we find a curve like that which I
had in my diagram. Here are two lamps one 16 and the
other 4 candle power, and the photometer says that they
are the same, but they are not the same either in total
amount of energy, as one of my tables showed you, or in
luminous effect; and if we run that on to 2S candles we find
the red very much weaker and the blue, correspondingly,
much stronger. And there are three lamps, all of which the
photometer says gives 16 candles, and yet they vary in total
luminous energy and in total light-giving value as measured
by the luminosity. At any rate, for a single type of car-

says

it

—

for that also.

different values

same value by the Bunsen photometer.
In the case of the 16 candle lamp raised to 50 ca
this error amounts to 10 per cent.
As between the incandescent lamp of in candles and the arc light, the ratio between candle power and luminosity is 4 to 5 merely. When
we come to compare candle power with daylight, one is
half as good again as the other, and the ratio is
That is, a man who would give us 16 candles of a light like
daylight would be giving us practically half as much again
as he would give us with 24 candles.
If a man gives us
candle power for candle power of light of the quality of
commercial arc light, as 5 to 4. 16 candles of his light are
worth 20 of the 16 candles of the incandescent lamps
He
who brings his incandescent lamp to a state which corresponds to 50 candles gives us about 10 per cent, more,
measured according to the luminosity, and yet we still are
satisfied with the candle as our measurement of the performance of lamps.
Joseph Wetzler: Prof. Nichols has outlined in a very
good suggestion the method which he would pursue to get
at the correct method of measuring the candle power of the
lamp, and his method would consist in obtaining the radiating surface of the filament and its temperature. I would
like to ask if he has attempted any practical way of carrying that out.
Naturally it would seem that the deterrr.ination of the radiating area of a filament would be easy to
accomplish, knowing its size and the contour of its surface,
and then would come the question of the temperature of
the filament. It strikes me that if we knew the rate of variation for any particular carbon, the rate of variation of resistance for the increase in temperature, that that might be

comparatively easily accomplished.
I would like to know
if Prof. Nichols has worked in that direction.
We would
have merely to measure the resistance of the carbon by a
method similar to that of the Siemens pyrometer and we
could obtain its temperature, and then, having the temperature and the area, we could get at the value which he suggests.

Prof. Nichols:

I would say, in reply to Mr. WetzI have been very much discouraged in
on account of some very singular results
which Prof. Anthony obtained some years ago, and which

suggestion, that
that,

I think he reported to the institute at that time, in the matter of the behavior of incandescent lamp carbons as to
resistance of high temperatures.
Suppose this (illustrating) were the curve along which the resistance was falling

we raise the temperature here and the resistance here,
should expect it to go on falling off according to a well
defined law; but in their experiments they came across a
number of lamps in which this turned upon them, and
there (indicating) you would have a very high temperature
and a low temperature. The resistance would be the same.
Phenomena of that kind rather deterred me from that
method of getting at the temperature of the carbon. But I
think there is a hope of getting an optical method an instrument by which you can look directly at the light and
see what is its temperature in degrees centigrade.
I think
it would be premature to speak of that now, but possibly at
future
some
meeting I may be able to report progress on it.
Dr. Moses: Mr. Upton, I am sure, will be able to
answer some of these questions for us. In the manufacture
of carbons, for instance, from bamboo, in which he perhaps has had more experience than any other living man,
the carbons are manufactured of certain dimensions, that is
of cross-section and of lenglh.
They are then submitted
to approximately a definite temperature, but it is found that
they vary considerably in their resistances.
Nevertheless,
being of the same dimensions and the carbon, when rendered incandescent, being brought up to certain definite
temperatures for definite amounts of current, irrespective
of the resistances in the beginning, it would seem that when
definite amounts of current were passing, that in spite of
off; if

we

—

you would finally get the same
having these dimensions and the same
material to act upon, and the same temperatures ultimately;
the temperature in this case being brought about by the
current.
Now, I hope Mr. Upton will tell us about what
would be the variations in carbons when of the same dimensions, when any given lot of them are put into lamps,
would there be a variation of as much as 20 ohms;
Mr. Upton: The ohms vary, of course, from accident.
The one constant is the candles per horse power.
Dr. Moses:
But a definite fact is the amount of current that you allow to pass through them in testing them
for their illuminating Dower.
If you were to allow a definite amount of current of watts to pass through those
lamps, would you not approximately get the same amount
this variation in resistance

amount of

light,

of illumination irrespective of the initial variation in reIt is a problem which, it seems to me, would
sistance?
You may have tried it and solved it already.
interest you.
Mi;. Upton;
You are stating in a few words a pretty
large problem; that is the trouble.
Of course the question
of the quality of the service of the carbon comes in in a
very large degree.
That has been shown again and again.
The one constant, as I said, is the candles per horsepower.
The carbons will vary, of course. Referring to what
Prof. Nichols says about the falsity of photometer measurements, many of us know that where lamps run a little
bright) how much more effect can be -.lined for certain purposes.
A greater effect would be obtained tor certain purposes far in excess of the increase of candle power.
That
has been noticed in store lighting where colors come in,
and Prof. Nichols has explained it. Thtre is another
point about lighting that was not mentioned, and thai is
that there is a physical effect of lighting; we used to notice
that.
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iccify your carbon and specify its carbon
before you can take that as a standard.
You take a black
gray
carbon oi
carbon or polished carbon, and all the

ing between those, and you will have the variation from the same surface in candle, and you cannot lake

any one; you must take your standard of someone of those.
The dimensions do not fix the candle power. It is the
quality of the surface that fixes the candle power to a
degree.

But may we not get that quality of surface by bringing it to the same high intensity
by' using a
definite amount of current and then determining whether
those carbons do not furnish at the same amount of horse
power consumed, the same amount of light.
Mr. Upton: Xo. Take a thin flash carbon; you bring
that up highly and use some of the flashing, and that has

—

changed

its quality; but the power that it will take to give
change.
There is a constant that runs through
incandescent lamps that depend on the surface.
Temperature does not fix it, as far as I know.
Of course the temperature changes with the cooling effects; but to measure
the temperature of the filament itself is a very* difficult
matter.
I do not know how to do it at present.
Dr. Moses: I am reminded of Dr. Draper's experiments—the classical ones where it was necessary to bring
the object up to about 1,000 degrees of temperature before
it became visibly luminous.
Now, we have got our conversation up to that point, and I hope we shall continue
it in order to get the
results from it.
Nature indicates a
very definite chemical composition in her vegetable products.
It is true any fiber will vary in different parts of the
plant, and there will be a difficully again; but since Mr.
Upton, I believe, is careful to have them all from the same
radial distance from the axis of the plant, on that account
we may consider that the material is homogeneous and uniform.
But when we raise a body to a given temperature,
we drive off by distillation those substances that may be
distilled off. and if we get a definite amount of temperature
entirely irrespective of its composition in the beginning,
and put that definite amount of current through a definite
parallel-opipedon of carbon, then we will get a definite
amount of illumination. Would not all substances of the
same cross-section, and hence the same areas all similar
carbons give exactly the same amount of light?
My
reason for pressing the question is to determine whether the
suggestion of Prof. Nichols may not ultimately be taken
as the definite photometric standard.
Now the platinum
method has obvious disadvantages from experiments which
have become classical, made at the laboratory, at which Mr.
Upton assisted, where platinum was discovered to be constantly changing its condition in a vacuum, and consequently giving off its surface under the bombardments of
the particles combined with some action of the currents.
that is not by any means a constant.
So that carbon may
be a better material than platinum. Nevertheless, they and
all other substances do not retain their original conditions;
they are varying constantly.
So that while it might be as
good a method as any, it is scarcely to be hoped that it will
be ever taken as a standard. Nevertheless, it is so easy to
obtain these standards; they can be so easily renewed, that
perhaps it may be ultimately adopted as the standard.
Mr. Mailloux: The constitution of carbon as it occurs
in the incandescent lamp is to a large extent an artificial
one, and one which is dependent greatly upon the method
of treatment of the lamp, not only as a genus of lamp but
as a species, and you may say, for instance, that the value
of a carbon filament would depend, other things being
equal, on the density of the carbon.
No doubt density has
some relation to the color of it, and again the color has
some relation to the condition of the surface, whether it is
granular and whether it is crystalline, and whether it is
smooth and polished. Now, all of those things, of course,
would have a great influence upon the conditions, and it
occurs to me that this point of the density of the carbon
will be bound to have some weight in the consideration of
the problems relating to the efficiency of incandescent
lamps, and I have thought so ever since thai paper was
read by Prof. Anthony, to which Prof. Nichols alluded
He anticipated the very question I was going to speak of.
It is this: May it not be that this variation of
resistance
in the incandescent lamp filament is one which instead of
being abnormal is perfectly normal and characteristic of the
carbon; I mean, of course, carbon in a highly incandescent
sta'e.
May it not be that the resistance of the cari
a function of its density, and it varies with the density of
carbon as a material, and that this attains a minimum at a
Now, the reason I speak of that is that I
certain point?
am brought to it by a certain analogy with substances
which are perfectly familiar to us electrolytes.
I
have
had considerable experience in electrolysis, and in connection with that kind of work have had to determine the
spectfii
a great many substances, and I find
that a great many substances
I
will not say all
but a
large number of chemical substances used in elect
iliar property; there is a particular denhave thai
sity it which they give the minimum resistance.
Eor instance, with sulphuric acid, which is so c\tcnsivelv used
nowadays in storage batteries, you find that the curve is
a verj peculiai one, and that a very small increase at first
vity, where you start with pure water, will

light will
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rays; but
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once determine the particular law which would appear to be
involved here, we would have right there a means of measWith the current used in
uring the efficiency of the lamp.

many

with the temperature and with a great

other con-

quite evident that, having found an
expression for the law which connects the density of the
carbon with the temperature or with the resistance in some
that we shall have made some advance toward the
ditions,

it

seems

me

to

wax,

method of gauging the efficiency of
As I understand it, Prof. Nichols
incandescent lamps.
would be one which would be
method
ideal
states that the
based on the radiation of the energy from the filament of
the incandescent lamp itself, and if that were the case it
looks to me as though you must look right there for the
finding of a practical

path leading to the proper solution.

Dr. Wheeler: It seems tome that the most important
measurements to be made of lights are when they are actually existing— not to be pre-determined, and for that
reason I would like to know if Prof Nichols thinks that
the sum of the photometer readings of a light in different
parts of the spectrum represent its real value
Prof Nichols: As I understand it, we have to multiply the photometer reading in each part of the spectrum by
a factor which itself is a function of the wave-length, and
which expresses the light-producing power of that particular
I will perhaps illustrate this by means of a
wave-length.
Suppose you have a light of this kind (illustratcurve.
This is the distribution of energy in the spectrum
from the violet to the red, and you take the sum of those
wave-lengths right down; taking the integrated value of
this energy; that is the area inclosed by this curve; that is
the quantity which I speak of as the total luminous energy

The

not the light-giving power.

or radiation; but that is
lio-ht-<riving power varies enormously in "different parts.
had some curves which showed the way in which that
was distributed something of this kind. Now, the prodthe ordinates of this curve into that will give you the
of
uct
total light-giving power of the spectrum to which this belonged* that is placed out here as half unit, only it is very
minute value so far as light-giving power goes. This yellow which is only a little larger, so far as its actual energy
is concerned, has value representing several hundred times
that of the extreme yellow, and out of the red we get great

We

—

light-giving power; and at the end our
have to take the product of each
luminosity ceases.
wave-length, of the amount of energy into its luminosity
as determined by one of the methods described; that is the

energy and

little

We

powei which that particular wave-length has in enabling
It is said, if you take blue light and
us to read hne print
light in the spectrum and bring them to the same
the best of our average judgment we
brigh;;
were equally bright; then take linewould
:llow, and can read it there and put
a
print
In other words,
ind you cannot read it.
>

-.-

!

.je to enable us to distinguish print is
pno value, practically, for that purpose. He
says the thing which enables us to distinguish black
characters on a white ground is the half of the spectrum
which lies toward the red, and the rest might as well be
thrown away. In almost all uses that we have for the

the

:

ric light, this tbi

in

-Ir.

— namely, that indescribable
That

Upton spoke about comes

value, which we cannot exlargely in the violet, so that I think the

lies

:th its

incandescence faster than

It is a
factor which mustl>
ch case according to the purposes for which
he light.
thing for one to admit that we
ultimately by an imThe eye has to be the final umpire of
perfect instrument.
one of many senses,
e ourselves possess.

with:'

.

it

wide apart,

direct light,

we

is

used

find that

a ncutraliz

I

would

with Dr. Moses as to

differ

the eye being made the ultimate arbiter of the efficiency of
the incandescent lamp, :nv\ 1 believe that it will be found
possible to measure the energy of the incandescent light by
I have great faith in the calorimeter, and I
other means.
believe strongly in the method which was outlined this
I do not see that there are any
evening by Prof Nichols.
physical impossibilities lying in the way of our arriving at
such a method by which we can differentiate the different
kinds of light, and could get a consumption of the total
kinds and find out the law connecting them together.
Having done this, then it occurs to me that we could express the efficiency with reference to the properties for
which the light is to be used, and that we could have a

—

—

formula, a sort of modulus, as it were, by means of which
the varying conditions of the use of the lamps would be
taken into consideration in estimating their particular efficiency.
M. M. Garver: It strikes me that what we want to
get at is a practical method of determining the value of
can use fine methods.
a lamp for everyday use.
can see what has been determined in regard to the
It amounts mathematically to trying to fix a curve
lamps.
with one point while we want to know three points of that

We

We

If we have some practical method of decurve at least.
termining the three points of that curve instead of one, the
matter would be solved for all practical purposes. SupThat is pracpose we select the D line in the spectrum
When we use the candle
tically what is selected now.

Schwendlcr's
J2:

the other two ends are allowed to go up or down just as
Perhaps by a method of pigments or somethey please.
thing of that kind the two ends of the illuminating power
might be fixed, if we can determine the true pigments to
For instance,
be used to compare with the yellow as well.
in determining the illuminating power, instead of selecting
a white glass, select two others and give the candle power
through three instead of one
The Chairman: I think we appreciate our own ignorance in dealing with such a subject. It is remarkable how
far in advance our own speculations and ideas of the sub
ject are of the ideas which are ordinarily entertained by the
public, and while listening to the discussion this evening as
to candle power, I was reminded of an incident that occurred last week in Bristol, Penn where one of the large
drugstores of the town was illuminated by candles at the
,

The drugtime of the starting of the incandescent lamp.
gist had heard that the incandescent lamps were of 16
candle, and in order to show how poor and insignificant
the new illuminant was, he decorated the whole of his window with 16 candles The result of the illumination was
not as great a success as he anticipated, and he was overwhelmed with offers of the loan of snuffers on all sides.
Although the incandescent lamp compared so favorably
with the candles that were shown by the Bristol druggist,
do with the imI think we have before us a great deal to
proving and perfection of our arc and incandescent lamps
and
in order to be
greater
efficiency,
secure
a
order
to
in
The lines of one of England's great poets
less wasteful.
occur to me in that connection. You may remember them;
they are those in which Tennyson says:

"Our little systems have their day,
They have their day and cease to
They

And Thou, O

Lord,

can get our own broken lights somewhat
nearer the perfection of daylight, we shall have done some
Of course Tennyson, in
of the work which awaits us.
speaking of "< >ur little systems" having their day, did not
have in mind the systems which we see in suJi rapid

truth.
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At the
Lems.
very great and singular
have three or four papers foi
probability we shall have a
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St

the distance between the
conductivity of the material composing the

independent

equation

of

varies considerably in different logenerally not the same as that of the ocean,
might even be assumed that the resistance
of the primary rocks is so great as to limit the conducting
area almost entirely to the superincumbent stratified
formation.
In that case the earth's telegraphic resistance would be
more nearly comparable to the resistance between two
small distant electrodes imbedded in the surface of an indefinitely extended sheet of uniform thickness and conOn this supposition, let d be the depth of the
ductivity.
earth's conducting crust, assumed to be uniform then the
resistance, 11, between two earth plates of active surfaces
(s and .?,) would be, approximately,

earth's

crust probably

calities,

and

is

for example.

=

S2

It

Tb(-rr+7=)+^r'-&')

This equation

is

the same as that of Schwendler last stated,

but with the addition of a second term involving n, the
distance between the plates; so that on this theory the
earth's resistance would increase with the length of the cirIf submarine cables were sufficiently well insulated;
would be possible to ascertain which of these two theories
is nearer to the truth, by measuring the conductor resistances of cables which are laid in duplicate or triplicate between two stations; the difference between the resistance of
any pair looped, and the sum of their separate resistances
employing the earth circuit, giving, of course, double the
It is, however,
earth's resistance between the terminals.
it

more than they."

art

t

an

cuit.

be,

Thee,

are but broken lights of

And when we

same time

by using

The imputation of bad earth_to the gas and water pipe
area of a town, and that town a seaport, is sufficiently remarkable; but the presumption of a general earth imperfection in a system of extended water and gas mains, together with the sheathings of three cables running directly
into an arm of the sea, may at first sight appear an outrage
upon credulity. Due consideration of the experimental
evidence renders the conclusion, however, inevitable; and
this is tantamount to the assertion that the whole of this
system— that is to say, all the land covered by the town, as
is composed of subwell as that forming "the harbor basin
stance more or less insulated or insulating.
Mr. Kenelly, speaking of the features of the geology of
Nova Scotia, stated that the rocks of the Halifax basin
were known experimentally to be non-conductors.
The question then arises, granting that on the above
geological considerations the rocky basin of the harbor and
foundation of the city form an insulating crust, or one, at
least, interposing a decided amount of resistance between
the superficial conducting system and the ocean or earth's
mass is the resistance that can be jointly offered by the
three cable sheathings and the whole waterway between
the cable house and open sea of sufficient magnitude to
produce the degree of interference observed ?
The answer, which seems to be affirmative, strictly demands a computation of the resistance offered by the entire
mass of sea water in the harbor under those conditions.
This would be a gigantic problem to solve with any pretence to accordance with nature; but for the purposes of
the case such limitations may be admitted as shall greatly
simplify the calculation.
In the absence of experimental evidence, it would be
difficult to say how far the variable conductivity of the
earth's mass would affect the application of this formula.

1

Mr? Mailloux:

it

1

Certain Phenomena Connected with Imperfect Earth in Telegraph Circuits.

good photographs have

also a fact, that right

cent.

•

.-.

is

been taken in almost absolute darkness to ordinary eyes.
In other words, the violet rays past the visible end "of the
spectrum have the power to affect the sensitive plate, and
in that way in Germany photographs have been taken at
night; that is at night" when there was no starlight of any
kind, it being fairly cloudy, in which the conditions were
Speaking about the inthose of almost absolute darkness.
consistency of carbon and its varying density and general
variety of effects, you can get from apparently uniform
00 per
treatment and conditions varying results within

I

oubt, thai
of the eye as
If the eye

He is active and
energetic, and possesses excellent business ability, qualifications which ought to insure success in his new venture.
He has a host of friends in Chicago, who will wish him the
For the present Mr.
greatest success in this departure
Cutter's headquarters will be at 43 Lakeside building, Chi-

ent times to photographic methods of measuring light. The
fact that I have also dabbled in photography has been
As it is quite well known that ordirather discouraging.
nary silver salts are more sensitive to the blue and violet
rays than to others, and almost wholly unaffected by the
da'rk red rays, that would seem to give us a means of measuring the most desirable Tays for colors, namely, the violet

:

6,

articles as will best serve their purposes.

for photography there would, of
course, be a call for the shorter lengths of blue rays.
given some thought at differhave
I
E. T. BlRDSALL:

most commonly used, but

the
a very large decrease of resistance, but that by
gravity of 1.2 you have reached
where the resistance
verv nearly the minimum— the point
that you will find that the reis least, and if vou go beyond
you get the sulwhen
finally
sistance mere
sity it will become quite
phuric acid at
presents
a very striking
es
hio-h and the curve v.
Anthony presented
analog}" indeed to those which Prof.
read at the annual meetbefore the institute i
Moreover it is found that each class of salts— take
ing.
gives
a series of lines which have
instance—
the sulphates for
exactly the same ordinates,
the same character; t
and
but they have the same general character of curvature,
general form of equaone
amenable
to
no doubt they are
here to deal with a
tion, and it mav not be that we have
phenomenon which is entirely normal, and that when we

mate

it,

April

the next meeting, and in all
paper by 1. 1.. Roberts, entitled, "A Short Discii
the I'm
some very interesting and
;
have another contribution from
ork in that field
and in fad, there are two or three other
i

impossible to decide from present experimental evidence
in this way, since not only does the difficulty of accurately
measuring these quantities probably increase with the
square of the length ol cable, owing to leakage and other
causes, but also because this second term of the last equation whose existence is in question must in all cases be
very small.

.

We

.

:

of

a farthing dip

of light at

at

'

George Cutter's New Departure.

Generally speaking, therefore, the experimental evidence
be said to establish the results given by Schwendlcr's
formula, namely, that when the earth plates are separated
bj any distance great compared with their dimensions, the
resistance varies with their active area, and is independent
distance
Schwendler gives an estimated superior limit of the
resistance of the earth in India as 3,300 w, or
aboul run limes that of saturated zinc sulphate solution at
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Returning to the resistance offered by the waterway in
the main entrance of Halifax Harbor, we may suppose a
current to be flowing seawards through it and the cable
The lines of How will
sheathings from the cable house.
permeate its whole area, and the cquipotcntial surfaces may
form
These
ai
ross
in
su<
cssivc curves.
be supposed to
surfaces will be prai tically vertical, and a position has to be
as umed for the ultimate one representing the zero potenit

will
i

w

h

1

1
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tial, or the surface that may be considered to mark the
connection.
Theoretically,
of
limit of perfect earth
course, this limit would be far out in the ocean; but il may
be arbitrarily assumed that a vertical plane shown on the
map by a dotted line connecting the Thrumeap with the
Mars Rock buoy represents this boundary, and that the resistance to earth of the ocean mass outside this plane is al-

The two other dotted lines convergtogether negligible.
ing from this base up to the cable house one skirting
Sandwich Point and the other running over Maughei Beat h
are intended to represent what may be considered the
simple boundaries of an equivalent waterway equal in conThe average depth may be
ductivity to the actual one.
have, on tins supposition, a
taken as 14 fathoms.
mass of sea water resembling a wedge with a blunt point,
the breadth of the base Being 1.2 knots; the breadth at
the apex, say, 5 metres; the length, measured perpendicularly to the base, 4 knots; and the depth, 14 fathoms,
Stnclly speaking, the equipotential surfaces of
(fig- *3-)
How will be curves convex to the ocean; but the error introduced will not be great if we consider them as planes
Since the fall of
parallel to the base, or zero surface
potential will take place with equal rapidity through the
water and through the sheathings, the resi tance of the
latter may be taken into account later and independently.
The resistance actually offered can be estimated from
the data of Experiment n, as follows;
The e. m. f. in the exciting circuit was about 15 volts;
the resistance, 66 u in the cable and earths, and 24 in the
In the Rye Beach circuit the resist
battery; total, go u.
ances at the time were, approximately:

—

—

We

Observing mirror
Cable conductor
Relay at Rye Beach

2,000
5 800
1,000

oj

S.Soo w

Total

Since the interference current observed in this circuit was,
as already mentioned, 5 x io-° amperes, the e m. f. impressed upon the cable due to interference was
5

x io-

and consequently,

x S.3 x

r>

if

x be

io

:1

=

0.044 volts;

required

the

resistance of the

general earth connection,

x

:

00

x

or

::

=

0044

0.26

:

15,

(»,

an actual resistance of a quarter of an ohm. The agreement between the actual and measured values is really

or

much

closer

than the accuracy of either determination

would warrant.

The only experimental results still left unaccounted for
are those of Nos. 3, 4, 5 and 6, in all of which the six mile
earth was used either in the exciting or observing circuit;
and since Experiment 13 proved this earth plate was outside the limits of the semi-insulated basin, as might be expected from

its

position on the

map,

it

would be impossible

to account for the interference in those cases on the score
Reflection shows, however,
of a common imperfect earth.
that the interference observed

would be an indirect neces-

sary consequence of the imperfect earth, since the six mile
earth,

when connected

to either

main

circuit,

forms arable

loop of say, 10 knots within the limits of the semi-insulated
basin, and a slight variation in the potential of the basin is
calculated to produce a considerable electrostatic effect on
It has, in fact, been found experimentally that
the cable.
when 1,000 feet of insulated cable core (of similar capacity
to that of the cables at Halifax) are coiled in an insulated
tank and left in communication with the earth through a
mirror instrument, the electrostatic disturbance of the mirror is about equal to tbat observed in these experiments
(3—6) when the potential of the tank is altered by. 2 volt.
The total charge passing through the mirror in Experiments 3 and 6 would be the resultant effect of the whole
system of harbor potential variation on the four knots of
cable under observation, except in so far as the capacity of
the cable seawards would modify the influence.
In Experiments 4 and 5 the interference would, on the other
hand, be due to electrostatic charge entering the observing
circuit owing to the variation in the harbor potential, electrostatically produced by the loop of exciting cable traversing it.
An external average variation of .01 volt in the
potential of the basin would suffice to account for the
degree of interference observed; and this amount of variation, it is evident, the conditions amply supply.
Experiment 13, contrasted with Nos. 9 and II, showed that the
interference observed in cases 3, 4, 5 and 6 was of an
,

electrostatic nature.

The sensitiveness of a cable to external electrostatic
influence can be shown experimentally by joining up a
mirror galvanometer in circuit with 100 miles of cable and
earth.
If the distant end be sealed, and laid for two or
three feet in an insulated joint trough filled with water, the
potential of which is capable of being varied suddenly
through 100 volts (from -4- 50 to
50), the effect is immediately visible on the galvanometer; and, in fact, simple
signals have been transmitted in this way from ship to
shore through the coatings of a joint.
The hypothesis of an insulated or semi insulated basin,
therefore, satisfactorily explains all the phenomena .observed.
It accounts, first, for the meteorological disturbances which are observed on the cables, since any alteration of the charge or position of electrified clouds in the
vicinity of the harbor may affect the distribution of charge
in the cable to an extent that would not be possible if the
harbor were in more perfect electrical communication with
the ocean or earth's mass; and all the phenomena experimentally observed can be traced either to the direct or indirect effects of this imperfect earth condition
directly by
conduction, indirectly by induction.
Assuming, then, that the Lower Cambrian rocks effectively insulate the Halifax basin, it is necessary to suppose that
the same effect would be produced at any landing place on
the Atlantic shore of Nova Scotia, where these rocks so
general'y prevail.
This is also corroborated by the fact
that previously at Torbay some difficulty of the same kind
appeared when attempts were originally inade to utilize an

—

—

ordinary earth connection for an overhead Morse circuil
The interference with the cables thus set up rend*
The
special earth necessary for the land line in the bay.

number

-;;e

of

no interference was visible between the
is accounted for by the open landing pla<
absence of any such basin as Halifax harbor presents.
In .Mr. James Graves's paper on earth vibrations, already
alluded to, mention is made of the slaty character of the
reck in the neighborhood of the station, and so
supposition that the interference there observed wa
to the same causes.
fact that

themselves

his

^

propelli

1

stated that in the Lake Superior region of the
United States great difficulty has occasionally been found
in obtaining efficient earth, even when no local cause for
am indebted
been apparent
the deficiency has
to
I'rof.
i.
Farmer for the facts of a
asc
Moses
which came under his own notice, where an earth connection, apparently good and well situated, was found useless,
and measurement showed that its resistance to earth was
12,000 (.».
I also owe
to him the information that interference, due to imperfect earth, was found in 1S60 at St.
Pierre Miquelon, the Morse signals on the St. Pierre
Placentia circuit affecting the Atlantic cable to Krest,
and that special measures had to be taken to effect a better
It

to be
compa:.

his order is the larg
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New York

Notes,

—People

h 30

I

<

ieclric light

1

earth connection.
Generalizing from

these

facts,

it

would seem that there

may be

difficulty in obtaining good earth at cable stations
opened on a shore of primary or metamorphic rock, and
that permanent interference beyond remedy by earth connection is possible between cables landed in a basin of such

formation; so that if this statement receive confirmation
hands of the members of this institution, it will be
evident that a due regard will be given to geological conditions by electrical engineers among the many incidental
considerations that determine their selection of a cable's
landing place.

at the

.

that there

their wing, as

case of

The
The

Julien

Julien Electric

Companief.

company and

the

Julien

Electric

Traction company are, as everybody knows, two New
York corporations handling the Julien storage battery.
The Julien Electric company furnishes storage batteries
for light and stationary power purposes, and their business
has been large and successful.
Their batteries are in use
in connection with electric light plants in various paris of
the country,

on railroad

trains, in private installations,

and

connection with power plants.
The Julien Electric
Traction company devotes, as its name indicates, its at ten
tion to electric traction by storage batteries. The company
has carefully and systematically worked out the question of
electric traction by storage batteries, and now claims to
have reached satisfactory results. Their own faith in these
claims is made evident by the fact that they have lately

in

indcr
in the

-Man

States, Waterfa

and the Thomson-Houston company

in the

The acquis!

Wayne Jenncy

ti

Thomson- 1
now accepted as a fact. The latest rumor is to the
that the Thomson-Houston company has acquired the

this latter

company by

the

1

dianapolis Jenney company.
olis

It is

Jenney company has sold out

its

In-

the Indianap-

said that

entire stock

an;

Thomson-Houston people: that they are given a
year to wind up their affairs, and that the position of Philadelphia representative of the Thomson- Houston company at
ness to the

$5,002 a year

is

resorted to by patrons of cable companies
to reduce expense are ingenious, to say the least.
The
New York Sun, in a recent article on tfais subject, quotes
an expert on cipher codes as follows: "The cable companies
accepted ali kinds of business at first, even combinations
of letters which spelled nothing.
But they soon found
that the ingenuity of their merchant patrons enabled them
to send almost any message at the cost of a few words, by
devising codes wherein each letter stood for a phrase, and
wherein even the juxtaposition of letters and numerals,
which in themselves had meanings, indicated still other
meanings
Of course, this reduced the profits of the cable
companies, so they began to make rules.
They refused to
transmit any combination of letters un'ess it spelled an
actual word.
Then they limited the number of languages
they would transmit.
Then they refused to accept words
over a certain number of letters in length.
Then they refused to take proper names unless the context showed they
were a necessary part. All this, of course, was to make it
so hard to get up satisfactory and permanent cable codes
that the merchant would be compelled for safety's sake to
resort to straight out-and-out discourse in framing his messages.
But as the difficulties increased, men began to make
specialties of devising ingenious codes, and finally the companies had to come out flat-footed and refuse to transmit
messages in cipher.
Of course this was a seve*e blow to
trade, as a vast quantity of small business could not then
be done because the cost of cabling about it cut off most
off the eventual profit.
Competition finally came to the
merchant's aid
New cable lines, seeking business, offered
more liberal conditions, and gradually the merchant acquired, as hi; recognized right, the power of using a cipher
Still most of the original petty restrictions were
code.
adopted by all competitors. Among these were the regulations against proper names.
As a matter of fact, in the
present state of competition, one is tolerably safe in using
proper names and ciphers, for each company is afraid of
driving custom to a rival by applying the rule.
Consequently, there are any number of small personal or temporary codes agreed upon between man and man to serve a
certain immediate purpose, in which names of towns or
persons figure as ciphers. But we professional code-makers
who compile and print expensive codes for sale to the public carefully avoid infringing even dead Utter rules, because
we do not know when some big cable company may swallow
up a smaller competitor whom one of our patrons patronizes, and screw down the thumbs on some rule, to the disadvantage of our patron and ourselves. Looking over this
catalogue here of the cable lines of the world, you will
still find a dozen or more companies, chiefly located in the
ends of Asia, Africa and Polynesia, who boldly advertise,
'No ciphers permitted.' That means that they have a
monopoly of their particular fields, and are working their
diamond mines for all they're worth. In no line of business is the advantage of good competition shown more
strongly than in cabling.
Merchants who deal with faroff countries will tell you that those lands which are reached
by only one cable line are as yet practically undiscovered
"
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go underground

seen in the
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which are uniformly higher

streets,

The electric light companies will have to pay a rent to the
subway companies, and they evidently propose to make the
city

pay a corresponding increase for lighting.

A

consolidation of the several Edison

near completion.
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a solid
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of

fact,

ways maintained an independent position, and has never
favored pooling with any other company.

An

explosion in the cooduit at the iatersaction of Broad-

way, Fifth avenue and Tweity-third
of the week, cause

I
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were crowded.

street, the

early part

considerable excitement, as the streets

loud report was followed by a shower of

stones, but fortunately

The

no one was seriously injured.

explosion was caused by a leakage of illuminating gas into
the subway, suddenly becoming ignited

some unknown
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way.
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time.
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bill would be pissed over
The question of rapid transit is

becoming more serious every day. and a solution of the
problem is demanded. Neither Mr. Gould nor any one
else so far seems to have given a satisf.ielorv solution.

Some

electrical

engineer will undoubtedly present a com.

prehensive system, and we shall wonder that such a system

was not devised long ago.
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board of aldermen

at

night failed to concur in the council

withholding money from the Brush Electric

resolution

company

for not

to the city ordinance.

conforming

week a resolution
At
was introduced repealing the charter of the Johnson Street
Railway, but failed to pass. The company attempted to
rack on Tennessee street, but was stopped by city

The

Sharpsburg, Pa

up the

idea of laying track on the North Side, but say they will
begin work on the South Side where residents are complaining of poor sen-ice from the old company.

Wm.

Thomson Houston

Clark, general agent of the
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company has any interest

company, denies hi;
the Johnson company, and has so
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W. T., is considering the advisability of establishing an electric light plant.
Seattle,
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The company's representative stated
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of years and give them exclusive right to streets.
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San Francisco, Cal.
Va., Electric Light
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gas company.
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Ala.,

Houston company

Thomson-

has decided to adopt the
s systen for public lighting.

The common council of Evansville, lnd., has
twenty-one additional electric lights for streets.

ordered

Winchester, Va., Gas Light company has purchased an
a-c light plant of the Schuyler Electric company.
Thirteen additional electric lights have been ordered
the city council of Lansing, Mich., for street lighting.

by

May 1st.
The ThomsDn-Iiouston company

has been awarded the
contract fur iS lights of 1,200 candle power each for Anniston, Ala.
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Wichita, Kan.
:m
he Wichita

is

proposition to introduce underground wires in Toronto,
meeting with considerable opposition from the electric

companies of Canada,

The demand for electric light in Decatur, Ala has led
company to introduce an electric light plant
,

the local gas

in connection with its gas plant

The Electric Light company of Marion, Ohio, will
shortly increase the arc light plant recently installed by
the Schuyler Electric company.
The contracts for public lighting in St. Louis have been
approved by the council and assembly, and the city will be
properly illuminated after January ist.
The establishment

1

system
lit

way
-reels,

that

th<

in

of an incandescent electric light
connection with the proposed electric motor rail-

Dubuque

in

The
years'

liycx1

is

under consideration.

city council of

Litchfield,

contract with the local

thirty five 2,000 candle

electric

light

made a
company

at Colorado Springs, Col,, was
March 21st. Colorado City, which was
same plant, is also in darkness. The work
of rebuilding the structure will be pushed ahead rapidly.

electric light plant

destroyed by

fire

lighted by the

Electric Light company of San Francisco,
has been incorporated, with a capital stock of $200,The directors for the first year are: T. J Craig,
Moses Deutsch, Henry L Ackerman, H. S Hunt, Eli C
Meyer.

Cal
000

,

The Saginaw, Mich., Electric Light & Power company
has been organized.
It has purchased the plant of the
Fort Wayne Jenney company at Saginaw, and will enlarge
it.
An extensive incandescent plant will be added to the

A

dispatch from Harrisburg, Pa.,

March

25th, says

the

in the legislatuie regulating the incorporation of electric
light companies has been amended, the section giving un-

the)

in-

'In--

foi

gas.

Eight company of San Fran
cc the new Brush alternating curght plants on the coast.

Electric

;

rnipany has installed a 50 light,
plant at the station of the
at
oona, Pa,

light
I

Illuminating

company

Cal

company

iii
;

.,'

.

has

tern,

been

ting the city.

ago

mbu
:' plani

being stricken

Eugene Locks, formerly of the Fort Wayne Jenney
Electric Light company, has completed a new system of
lighting, which he recently tested at Saginaw,
Mich., and which he claims

now

h

Ga
'

foi

is

more economical than

far

in use.

The

Little Rock, Ark., Gazette, speaking of the city
and its cost, says: "The city is getting
incompaiably
an
better light for less money than it ever
got before; and innovations of this sort are greatly to be
desired in municipal government."
electric light plant

The Ellensburgh, Wash. Ter., Electric Light & Power
company recently installed a plant which was thought sufficiently large to accommodate the demands of Ellensburgh
for two years.
It fell short in four months when the capacity was doubled, and still the cry is for more light and
a plant that will supply a city of 20,000 people.

A dispatch from Hillsboro, Ohio, says: Hillsboro is
having a jubilee over the introduction of the electric light
to take the place of gas for lighting the streets.
The arc
system was adopted, the lights being suspended over the
middle of the street, 4.00 feet apart, each light 2,000-candle
power.
The illumination of the entire town is complete,
the lights extending to the corporation line on every street.
Electric

company

report recent instal-

Waterhouse arc lighting plants as follows:
Central stations
Benecia, Cal., Electric Light company,
10 lights; Allegheny, Pa., County Light company, 200
lights; Florence, Ala
Electric Light company, 35 lights.
Isolated plants -Humboldt Lumber Mill company, North
Fork, Cal., 10 lights; Woolf, Son& Thomas, Johnstown, Pa.,
20 lights.
lations of their

—

—

,

of the New England Electric Exbe held at the rooms of the Boston Electric

The annual meeting
change

will

p. m
when officers for the ensuing
In addition to the regular business
year will be chosen.
there will be a discussion of the "Insurance Requirements
for Electric Lighting Stations," and a paper will be read
by M. J. Perry of Providence, upon "Economical Steam
Plants for Elec ric Lighting Stations."

club, April Sth, at 2

dispatch

,

Mo

from Jefferson City,

Thomson-Houston

The

Clinton,

tin

omplctc to

III.,

pany has a demand
power will furnish.

Electric

,

says:

The

Light company

Si.

Publie%\yi\
for

At

more

The

light

electric

than

the

light

filed

com-

dynamo and

residences have
tn i'lr application for the light, and as fast
as possible the
accommodated
Seven
owners will be
private residences
have been wired during the past two weeks and are now
It is far superior to any other light
lighted by electricity.
for house purposes, is a deal cheaper than gas, and no!
more expensive than coal oil for the same power of light.
least forty private

The London Electrical Review says: The electricians to
the Paiis exhibition have devised a method by which, while
the coloring of the fountains will be more elaborate than thai
ishcries and other exhibitions, the <:]<< trii Iighl
at Mi' rcccnl
upon the water from some hidden sou ice.
will be cast
Kensington the beam
It will be remembered that at South
of light could be distinctly seen as it was thrown from the
I'

hit

erect poles

with the secretary of state affidavit of increase of capital
stock from $150,000 to $500,000; "also affidavit of change
of name to the "United Electric Eight company" and increase of the number of directors from live to seven,
The
new company is the result of a consolidation of the electric
light companies in the city of St. Louis.

1

.

and

bill.

for

:rmcn arc determined to have electric lights,
veto of the ordi-

forma
rent

from the

I.ouis

power arc lamps.

oting electric lights

Ihc

aualilied rights to string wires

ten

lition to the State insane asylum at Buffalo, N.
be supplied with an electric light plant, which will
tended into the other buildings.
1

and
:n

A

special meeting of the stockholders of the Sun Electric
Light company of Chicago has been called for April i6th,
for the purpose of submitting a proposition to increase the
capital stock of the company from $50,000 to $250,000.

A
has

III.,

The ad
V., will
this

of

The Fargo, Minn., Gas Light and Coke company and
Fargo Incandescent Light company have been consolidated under the title of the Fargo Gas & Electric company, with a capital stock of $250,000.

The Westinghouse

A

light

the

will introduce
100 arc
Incandescent lamps have hereThey will be placed

the

the systems

-

at»n lent of

works

Electric
shortly.

e'ectric

The Sheboygan, Wis., Electric Light company has been
organized and granted a franchise in that city.

company

has been there seeking to have a committee examine into
merits of the

The

,

— At

Denver

tofore been used for street lighting.
in the suburbs

installation.

at

Bids for the establishment of an electric light plant at
Escanaba, Mich will be received by the city clerk until

Louisville, Ky.

in

has purchased the

bill

was

line,

di*cu-sion was

Considerable

lamps

C,

by the Schuyler Elec-

in the Exposition building of the association.

The National

Amherstburg, Canada, has decided

circu-

an ordinance requiring the

to put electric

170 taxpavers.

Many

company

The

was discussed.

street

lated, asking the council to pass

The

Richmond, Va.,

building at

Illinois

the question of an improvement in the street car

Bailey,

The offices in the capitol
are lighted by electricity.

incandescent lamps will be used to light the
streets of Galena, 111., in place of gas.

street,

sired

by 50 or 100 lamps.

The Hayward

Fair association of Berne, N.

company

The

will increase its city electric light plant

One hundred

letter.

had.

being installed in

electric light plant is

Memphis, Tenn.,

in

council by

notified the

will establish a 25-Iigtit plant for public

,

An incandescent
Saginaw, Mich.

tricity for

ing a street car track of any kind on their street.
The officers of the company have about given

its

lighting.

opposed to hav-

residents of that street are

on

lights

e'ectric

streets.

a special session of the council this

officers.

introduce

Mich., will

Sable,

The Queen City Electric Light company of Dallas, Tex.,
has purchased a 500-horse power Corliss engine, several
dynamos, and other new machinery to enlarge its plant.

The Colorado

plant.

The

Electric Light company, Xew York
200 Schuyler Electric company's lamps,
with dynamos and station equipment, to its plant.

has added

The

lnd.

Morristo wn,

The Mount Morris

city,

tric

being installed in Winchester,

is

the Bra id wood. III., mines of the Chicago, Wilmington &
Vermillion Coal company; a two-arc light plant to Elmira,

electric light plant recently installed

Fisher, Minn., expects to soon have electric lights.

Western

be of interest to the electrical public.
W. IL T.

will

THE ELECTRIC

6, li

3,000 candle

114 lamps, with an aggregate power of

total of

There are also 3,000 private lamps of
342,000 candles
F.
2,000 candle power.

their position

the matter that they publish in this issue of the

carry-

nec-

it

well

the

in

high,

feet

masts, carrying one lamp of

foot

—a

claimed by both plaintiff anil de-

is

.

.

rc

60
power
six

determined.

is

150

masts

four

ing each four lamps of 3,000 candle power, and twenty-

ihould be renewed once a year.
Union on the
[lit the Western

Mayor Grant

an(j

not a proper

is

and gases make

;at

The

aproper hearing,

present sub-way

the

that

to obtain

is

candle power each;

April

April
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upon the fountains and the
The Eiffel tower is to be surmounted, more than
grounds.
in
the
air,
by
an enormous and powerful
thousand
feet
up
a
arc light, which will illumine the exhibition grounds and
many miles of the surrounding district. Incandescent
[amps will beautify the tower from the base to the summit,
and the lighting of the whole of the buildings will be carried out on a scale not previously attempted anywhere.

elevated lantern, or lighthouse,

The Thomson-Houston

Electric

company,

Chicago,

Heardstown, 111., 100 arc light
reports the following sales:
plant; Falkenberg & Foster, Thirty-first street, Chicagh,
avenue, 60 arc light plant for central station lighting; San
Francisco, Ca!., 50 arc light plant; Madison, Dak., 30 arc

whether on the storage or the overhead system

An

al

h

I

.ihir,

1

At

Holroyd Smith, in an article in the London Electrical
Engineer on "Light and Power," says it is necessary to
cross the Atlantic to see electric lighting on a large scale.
He refers to two or three installations, and then continues
in a strain not altogether complimentary.
He says: "The
praise given to America needs some qualification, and it is
only fair to ask, why has the practical application of electricity there so
far outpassed the rest of the world ?
Though it is largely due to the national characteristics of
dash and go-ahead, it is not altogether due to these qualities.
An American can "calculate" as well as any man;
he is not beaten in this particular even by the Hebrew
brotherhood which is, perhaps, the reason why so few of
the tribe of Judah and Benjamin reside there— and being
able to calculate he finds that, light for light, electricity is
cheaper than gas.
This applies to America more so than
here; first, because gas there costs about 12 shillings a
thousand, instead of 2 shillings 6 pence, as here; and
secondly, because the authorities will permit a rough-andready method of erecting poles and running wires that
would not. and ought not, to be countenanced in a civilized
country, thus of course cheapening the cost of installation.
And further, in England nearly every hamlet has its
gas plant, which means so much money sunk.
There new
towns and districts are springing up every day, and having
no capital account to write off there is no hesitation in
adopting a new method. Another feature of the American
character may be cited as explanatory of the rapid adoption
of electricity in that country, viz.: the high cost of labor,
and as a result the welcome and encouragement given to
men who can devise means of lessening the necessity of
employing labor. An inventor in America is looked upon
as a valuable man to be encouraged, while here the custom
is to shun and suppress and hinder as far as possible, the
natural result being that our best men are drawn there,
where their efforts are appreciated and rewarded. The
American tendency to adopt has resulted in obtaining for
them a credit for originality more than they deserve. The
public are apt to associate an invention with those who develop and bring it into practical use, so let it be here stated
that English scientists owe very little to the Americans,
while the American practice is mostly built upon Engli c h
science.
Theories formulated and experimentally proved
by English electricians have found no remunerative field

—

here.

They have been communicated through

the press,

or otherwise, to the United States of America, understood,
realized, put into practice, made a commercial success,
large companies formed, then brought over here and sold
to speculators of the Stock Exchange, who, not able to
understand, did not appreciate the fundamental truth as
propounded by the originator."

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
Joliet, III.,

has extended

its electric

railway.

Marquette, Mich., will have an electric road June

An

electric

railroad

at

Wheeling,

W.

The
by

to

street car

system of Terre Haute

1st.

Va., will soon be

Plans are under consideration for discontinuing the entire
horse power service on all the Davenport and Rock Island,
la street car lines, and using electric power instead; but

the ne

railway as

:

will

lie

ay in

opi

are lighted by night by

railway

Street

operated

by

& Power company

will

will

be

of

Dayton,

The John

(

>.,

City Street Railway company of Sioux
thinking of adopting electricity.

City,

The Buffalo Street Railway company has secured a franchise for establishing an electric railway.
The

People's Street Railway company of Centerville, la.,
figuring on running its road by electricity.

The

electric

and

road at Chattanooga, Tenn., has been combe ready for operation next week.

will

The Portland, Ore., Cable Road company is considering
the advisability of operating its line by electricity.
The Atlanta & Edgewood Ga. Street Railway company
has adopted the Thomson-Houston electric system.

The Grand Rapids Mich.

Street Railroad company is
considering the advisability of operating its cars by electricity.

The Houston Tex. Street railroad has passed under
control of the Chicago syndicate, and will be operated by
electricity.

The Royal

Electric company of Peoria, III., has recently
installed a 30-horse power motor for operating a flouring
mill in the city.

The experiments
electricity

The Wheeling, W.
now

Seattle,

in

W.

T., in

propelling

have proved successful, and the

cars

road

electric

in operation.

ished to

Va., Electric

railway has been

Benwood, a distance of seven

miles,

fin-

and cars are

be used on the Foui
The cars are to
city.
mounted on independent rigid truck-

bodies,

two motors directly geared to the axles. They are to have
the Stephenson truck with lateft improvements.
Fully
equipped with motors and batteries, they will weigh about
six tons each.

The

Valley Center Railway

will substitute electricity for

company

company

of Wichita. Kan
representa,

A

steam motors.

"The

determination to adopt
more rapid transit is the result of the demand all along
the line for faster time.
The eleven miles of the road
constituting the system will be traversed when the improvements are made, in thirty minutes
As to the exact date
for the commencement cf the work I am not prepared to
state, but it will occur in the very near future.
I cannot
say positively the kind of motor the company will use, but
"
I believe the storage battery is preferable
tive of the

said:

THE TELEPHONE.
Mo will be connected with Lathrop. Agency
Ford, Grover and Plattsburg by telephone shortly.
St.

Joseph.

.

New Cumberland. W. Va., has established a telephone
exchange, and has connection with Claysville, Washington,
Wheeling and Pittsburgh.
Telephone subscribers at Albany, N. Y., have been
protesting that their neighbors used their telephones more
than they did. and the company has issued an order prohibiting the use of the telephones by any one but subscribers.

A

movement is on foot to build a telephone line from
to Tacoma. W. T., via Gig Harbor and the
narrows.
Some difficulty is encountered in crossing the
narrows, but the line will probably be completed before the

end of the year.

A change in the motive power of the street railway
Terre Haute will probably be made in the near future.
electric system will be substituted.

of

An

company at St. Paul, Minn.,
building on the main street, with a
frontage of 160 feet and a depth of 30 feet
Electric Street Railway

will erect a one-story

The recent election of the Wisconsin Telephone comresulted as follows:
President, Henry C. Payne;
vice president, C. H. Haskins; secretary, John D. McLeod;
treasurer, F. C. Bigelow; directors, E. H. Broadhead, B.
K. Miller, H. C. Payne, C. H. Haskins and George Albee.
The directors have re-elected F. E. PaTker superintendent.
pany

The Wisconsin Telephone company

California Electric company is investigating the advisability of establishing a plant at the headwaters of ihe
Walker River, and transmitting' power to the mills and
mines of Aurora, Neb.

miles of wire in the
tend the lines from
to Dodgeville and

Work on the new electric plant
The
railroad is now in progress.

The wires of
West Berne, N.

The

for the Erie Pa.

Street
150 horse power boilers
and the engines are being placed in position, and track is
Extensions to Four-Mile creek and the Head
being laid
are talked of.

The East Atlanta Land company of Atlanta, Ga has
closed a contract for an electric railway equipment, and
the line, it is said, will be in operation within ninety days.
The Thomson- Houston company will furnish the motors,
cars and power.
,

The company

for thirty electric cars for the Julien

North Bay

operated by electricity.

The

furnishes

New York

son avenue line in

The ordinance granting a franchise for an electric street
railroad in Toledo. O., has been passed by the city council.

now

that

StCphci

have received an order

foot

electricity.

The Sioux

pleted,

the same current
action is almost

to

Car company

Fifth Street

contemplating using

la., is

The

June 15th.

The Wayne &

is

I

fill

electric motors.

The New Orleans Electric Light
equip a short electric line.

by

its

Topcka

:'rom

has been organized to run cabs by e'ectricity

The Adrian Mich.

is

to

electric street railway

controlling

the

horse

car

lines

at

Des

Iowa, has been opposing the electric railway
company, and the latter has been obliged to appeal to the
to
protect its franchise.
Property owners along the
council
line of the proposed electric road are unanimous in their
support of the electric company.
Moines,

A coal mining company, known as the Electric Motor
company, which has a patent for mining by electricity, will
establish a plant at Phillipsburg, Pa., for the mining of an

state.

Monroe

to

year strung

last

This year

it

is

329
proposed to ex-

Darlington, Mineral

Highland, I.ancaster
Georgetown to Dubuque, la., and Galena,

to

Point

Platteville.

111.

the Fludson River Telephone company at
Y.. were cut recently.
There was only
one instrument in the town, but this was not sufficiently
patronized to pay the company to maintain the line. The
company notified the people of that place that unless at
least the amount of the royalty was guaranteed the company the telephone would be removed. The people did not
want the instrument removed, but would not agree to make
up the small amount of the royalty, and about two weeks
ago the instrument was taken out. Threats had been made
before that time that if that action was taken the wires
would be cut and the lines rendered useless. This threat
was carried out Sunday night, when the wire was cut and
The company was notiabout 200 feet of it carried away.
fied and a telegram was sent to Schoharie to have the wires
replaced.
By this piece of rascality between twenty-rive
and thirty places in Schoharie, Delaware and Otsego counties were temporarily cut off from communication.
The
line was repaired at once.

THE TELEGRAPH.

The plant, as a whole, is to consist of
area of ten miles.
a central dynamo, conducting wires, coal-cutting machine,
electric lamps, and motor attachments for hanging the

fourth telegraph wire is being stretched between PortIt is 345 miles long and will cost
land and Ashland, Ore.

mining

$63,000.

cars.

The Sprague

Electric

Railway

& Motor company

A

has

number of large orders for stationary
motors, including one to operate a mill in Nebraska by
More than 100 horse power of motors will be
electricity
employed with the generating station more than three
Several other mills have ordered complete
miles away.
electrical equipments.
recently received a

J.

McRobie. manager of the W. U. T. company at San
has been appointed superintendent of the

Francisco,

American

District

Telegraph company of that

city.

In the case of the Great Western Telegraph company
against William II. Bush in the Circuit court, Chicag
recover an assessment of 35 per cent, on an alleged subscription made by defendant in i8t>S the jury returned a
The case will be appealed.
verdict for defendant
v

Among

the railways which have ordered additional equipments of the Sprague company are those at St. Joseph,
Harrisburg and Wilmington. These railroads have already
ordered one set of additional cars, and this order makes the
third order received by the Sprague company in each of
The representatives of these companies have
these cases.
written to the Sprague company expressing satisfaction
with the operation of their roads.
The East Reading &

Black Bear railroad, which has been operating for only two
half months has proved to be so successful that the
directors of the road have ordered an additional number of
cars.
In St Joseph, Mo., there are two electric railways
on the Sprague system, the Union Passenger Electric railBoth of these
way, and the Wyatt Park Electric railway.
companies have ordered an additional number of cars to

and a

operating.

,

on the

Washington.

in

is

Eng.

22<1

111

A company

the chain.

seven 300 candle power sunbeam lamps were fitted up,
but though giving a good general illumination, they did not
prove efficient for the work of examination of chains and
anchors under test, and to get the requisite amount of light
for this particular work, it was estimated that the pressure
would have to be increased from 65 to So or 100 volts.
This would, of course, have shortened the life of the lamps
very considerably, and could not, therefore, be done.
In
this difficulty J. Hartness, superintendent of the test
works, hit upon the device of portab'e lamps fixed to the
peaked caps of the workmen, and connected with the overhead mains by their flexible leads, This arrangement has
proved successful The lamps are of 16 candle power only,
and it was even found possible to slightly reduce the orig
inal voltage, for as the man bends over his work the light
is brought quite close to it, and is found to be ample for
the purpose.
The flexible leads allow each man to move
within a radius of about 20 feet, and this distance could be
increased if necessary.
This is probably the first time that
glow lamps have been so used in an English works, although M. Trouve devised some years ago a similar arrangement for use in the Paris sewers. In this case, however, the current was produced by a primary battery carried
in a knapsack on the back of the workman, and as a battery of small weight only was admissible, the light was
necessarily feeble.
The system now in use at Sunderland
should prove useful also in other works where the men
move only within a confined space. The peak of the cap
effectually keeps the glare of the light from the eyes of the
worker, and the light flexible lead overhead does not inconvenience him.

enger

dynann

Pitts

,-orking

Work was begun March

lights capacity.

first

be established between

and Elm wood.

electricity

Electric light was introduced recently into
Gable and anchor testing works at Sunderland,

not yet

with

electric railway will

and 600 incandescent alternating lights; El Paso
Electric company, Colorado Springs, 100 arc light plant.
The Citizens' Electric company of Wichita, Kan., has
increased its plant by adding a machine of 600 light
This makes the increase since January 1st 1,900
capacity.
lights,

is

determined.

accommodate the traffic.
the Wyatt Park line calls

The

additional equipments "i
for lour new Sprague ears, and

John G. Kin-, manager of the Spalding Telegraph company, has made an application to enter the cit) ol Washington.
He says thai Washington, Baltimore, \\ ilruirj
Philadelphia, New York. Boston, and other cities wilt be
connected by underground cable, and they will be
much more constant, uninterrupted and cheaper si
than is possible by overhead wires.
The cable will be laid
in a six-inch cast-iron pipe, one foot below the surface of
the ground, and will contain from 75 to 150
The necessary stations and turnouts will be put in at
various points along the line for the accommodation of
other cities.
.

.

Speaking o' the new telegraph company which
Los Angeles, Cal., the
says the bus

ter

anticipate considerable rate cutting.

It

says:

will en•-

men

"Los An-

"
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geles is to have another telegraph line running from its
center to all parts of the United States Canada and EuThe company's wires run from here to San Franrope.
At the latter place they extend to Washington Tercisco.
ritory and the North, and along the Canadian Pacific
route to the East and New Vcrk. and thence to Europe.
This will give Los Angeles direct communication with
Slackay's great cable system, and give the Western Union
An Express reporter, in conversation
a sharp competitor.
with a gentleman well posted in telegraph circles, was told:
'When the wires are run into Los Angeles there will be
some tall cutting of rates. I am told that the rates from
Los Angeles to San Francisco will be reduced one half.'"

Chicago agent of the C. & C.
Motor company, has been appointed agent for isolated
plants lor the Chicago Edison company
F. X. Armour, formerly

George W. Roster, who had charge of the Edison interOmaha, was in Chicago last week on his way to
Mr. Koster will hereafter represent the Edison company in the Ohio valley.
ests in

Cincinnati.

H
with

A. Kinney will give a lecture at Concert hall. Omaha.
1 2th, on "Sources and Characteristics of Electricity

Modern Applications." The lecture
by a large number of experiments

its

trated

be

will

illus-

Telephone Stock Quotations.
Col. S. G. Lynch, broker, 146 LaSille street, Chica
reports the following quotations of telephone stocks

Central Union

Michigan

.

Bell

.

Wisconsin
Bell of Missouri

Iowa Union
Missouri and Kansas

5i

S2

31

33

39
40
67
116
130
22
69

40
4i
69
117

153
^5

70

Business Mention.
Okonite wire
bells

cago,

is

The

Electrical Supply

western

clusive

which

is

The

wiring for electric

specified for all the

and messenger calls
Over 200,000 feet

Auditorium buildiog, Chi-

in the
will

be required.

agency of the Fowler speed
dynamo work

the exindicator,

specially designed for

Electric company of Chicago, is putting
ceiling button and rosette.
The
just received a small hand Holtz machine for
classroom use and for experimental uses It is inexpensive

Central

company has

efficient.

Among

recent sales of the Sioux City Engine Works are
Corliss engine for Yankton, Dak.; 9x1-!
the following:
slide valve for Keed Springs. Mo
a 20x42 Corliss for
Dei Moines Electric Street Railway company; 14x36 Corliss for Andrews & Floyd, Sioux City; 12x24 Corliss for
Onawa, la 9x14 engine for Madison, Dak.; 9x14 slide
valve for Barrett Bros.' stone yard, Sioux City; also a
large boiler for the Sioux City Pottery company.
The
Sioux City* Engine Works are running their mach ne shops
to their fullest capacity, working until 9 o'clock every
They are also putting in new and imp oved ma
chinery in order to keep up with the demands of their
;

;

trade.

A letter from the United Engineering company of Lon*"It will not be a surprise to those who are
familiar with the chronology of publications bearing on
:A distribution by means of transformers, and the
terms of the judgment in favor of Messrs. Ferranti at
there:

•

Mo.
Kammeyer, Chicago,

Hunker, Nevada,

fra S,

Carl

Galvanic Battery.

1

.

111.

The heads of some of the elements are inclosed
within the metal of the cover, and connected by the
portion of the metal of the cover about the heads of
the elements.
Galvanic Balterv.

400,126.

Frank

Shaw,

New

York,

consists

of

two concentric

Jablochkoff's patent of 1577 is now
em. The holders of this im-

Dynamo

Switch Stand for
400,139.
Stewart, Dallas, Tex

Robert

Stations.

E

Ross C. Stone, New
Telegraphic Transmitter.
York, N. Y.
The second claim is given:
"The combination, with an insulated metallic plate,
of an integral non-conducting covering extending over
the surface of said plate, said covering having aper
tuxes representing the characters of a signal, and separate guiding grooves proximate to said apertures-"

400, '41.

Edward M. BentYork, N. Y.
The last claim follows:
"25. The combination, in an electrically propel'ed
vehicle, with a transverse mechanical guide extending
Electric Railway Contact.

New

beyond the car wheel, and a contact device movable
along said guide, of a conductor slide terminating at a
point between the wheels, a traveler therefor, and a
flexible electrical connection between the traveler and
contact device."
Electric Railway Plow.
Edward M. Bentley,
York, N. Y.
The last claim is as follows:
".Jo. The combination of the conduit and inclosed
conductor with the plow, a mechanical connection permitting transverse movement of the plow, and an extensible spring electrical connection between the p'ow

400. 150.

New

Engineering comWestminster, who have

Method of Detecting Grounds in an Electric
400. 151.
Distributing System. Edward M. Bentley, New York,
N Y.
The method consists in first sending an irregular
current through the grounded conductor, then moving
along in proximity thereto an induction coil connected
to an accessible indicator and noting on the indicator
the variation in the induced current caused by the coil
passing the grounded point.
Fault Detector for Electric Railways.
Edward
400. 52.
M. Bentley, New York, N Y.
A plurality of line conductors inclosed in a common conduit, and located at intervals apart, are used
in combination with an induction coil movable in the
conduit into proximity with any desired one of the conductors, the induction coil controlling an indicator.
1

Electric

Arc Lamp.

Edgar A.

Edwards, Cin-

>_-;,

reads: "In a focusing arc lamp, the com
binition, with a movable or adjustable electrode and
mechanism to adjust the same, of a non-consuming
electrode and a guide embracing the movable electrode
at or near the tip thereof."

Claim

1

Electric Lighting System,

400,214.

L Home,

William

Meriden, Conn.

The invention comprises an air-tight inclosing case
Tor an arc lamp, an exhaust pipe opening into and communicating with said case, and a valve above the open
ing within the case.

-hi:

I

recognition and

comfl lias been long and
with the development of
period he was idcnli,;

ic

electric light

e
'division of the clccfamiliar with the lirst pubried out.
The

400,2

r

Galvanic

5.

Battery.

Alexander

Imschenelzky,

Petersburg, Russia.

St

Voltaic Battery.
400 224
Ohio.

The

Isido

Kitsee.

<

lincinnati,

claim reads:
"In a voltaic battery cell, in combination, a solution
of chloride of ammonia, or of chloride of soda, or of
other chloride, bisulphate of mercury, and positive and
negative dements immersed in the solution."
lirst

.ondon, and the

on

— marked

Voltaic

act term
in the

(littery.

Isidnr

Cincinnati,

Kitsee,

an era

ence of the

same

Claim 3:
In a voltaic battery, in combination a
or cup provided with positive and negative elebattery fluid reservoir connected therewith by
1

.:'

a supply pipe, a battery fluid discharge pipe leading
from -iid ell. and a re- enforcing cell or rcscrvoil

Of*

III

ubstances from

mccled with

Electrical Patents.
7

existing liquid consists of one hundred parts, by

New

the
fluid

first-named
c of tl|.- nc

which the battery
lottery

the-

and with the battery

cell,
I

fluid

discharge

fluid

Throttle Valve
Vork, N. Y.

New

Gustave

Controller.

S.

Neu,

Automatic Grounding Device. Elmer A. Sperry,
Chicago, 111.
Claim 1 follows: " The combination of a main
normally closed metallic circuit with an electro magnet
therein, a ground circuit and contact, a pivoted armature lever adapted to move between such contact, and
such magnet, such armature held to such magnet by
influence of the current passing over the main line,
and a motion-retarding device connected with such
armature leve^ which permits the same to leave the
magnet and engage the contact only when the current
is discontinued for a considerable period of time."

400, 264.

Friction Gear for Electric Motors.

400 274.

Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass
Time Recorder. Harvey
283.

R.

Adams,

Charles J.
Marseilles,

111.

Electric

400. 300.

Henry

Conduit.

A

Chase,

Boston,

Mass.
Hotel

400 304.

Call.

Edward

J.

Colby, Chicago,

III.

Method

of Constructing Underground Conduits.
The invention consists in providing a flexible casing
composed of non conducting material having a core of
water, air, sand, sawdust, or the like, and temporarily

400 308.

hermetically closed at both ends, in building the conduit material around said casing, and subsequently
freeing the core therefrom

400 3

Electric

CI.

Motor

Etna H. Davis and

Reuben

Westervelt, Elmira, N. Y.

Thermostat.

400 312.

Westervelt, Elmira

Etna
N. Y.

H.

Davis

and

Reuben

Regulator for Electric Motors.
400 315
Robert S. Dobbie, New York, N. Y.
Governor balls operate to open the circuit around
high resistance to bring said resistance into circu t
until speed is sufficiently decreased.

Telephone.

400,32=;.

Noel B. Ginochio,

New

York,

N

Y.

The

claim reads:
"5.
In a magneto-telephone, a diaphragm of
pyroxyline having magnetic material embedded in one
surface."
last

Telephone.

400.326.

Noel B. Ginochio,

New

York, N.

Y.

The last claim reads as follows:
"The combination, with an annular compound mag
net, of an armature arranged to rotate therein and
supported in bearings secured to the sides of the magnet, extension pieces connected to the annular magnet
by dovetailed joints having tapering ends, and telephone coils secured to said ends."

400.327.

Magneto-Electric Generator.
York, N. Y.'

Noel B. Ginochio,

The

invention consists in a permanent magnet consisting of a number of strands twisted together, each
strand consisting of a series of independent steel
wires

400,352.
Y.

Arc Lamp.

William H. Miller,

New

York, N.

Claim 7 reads: "In an arc lamp wherein one carbon is propelled constantly against a fixed abutment
by a spring, the combination, with the carbon-inclosing tube and abutment, of a two-part spring compostd
of a main and supplementary part, the latter being adjacent to the carbon and constituting a removable section of the propelling spring."

Process of Hardening Steel.
Frederick Sedg400.33".
wick, Oak Park, III.
The invention consists in first heating the steel,
then immersing it in a bath of cooling liquid, and
simultaneously passing an electric current through it
and the liquid.

Pneumatic Flexible Slot Conduit for Electric
Railway Conductors. Charles J Van Depoele, Lynn,
Mass.

400,375.

400,378.

Incandescent Electric Lamp.

Newark, N.

Edward Weston,

J

The joints

of the connecting wires are placed in an
electro plating bath until a metallic coating of the desired thickness is deposited on said joints.
Distribution
Blectric
by Storage
400,395,
Stanley'" C Currie, Philadelphia, Pa.
The fourth claim is given:

"In

cell of tl.- scric

Joseph Y. McKinney,

Electric Burglar Alarm.

Wilmington, Pa.

'

cell
c

The

Sally

weight, of water, from twelve to twenty parts of sulphate of zinc, from one to four parts of sulphuric
acid, and from two to ten parts of perchloride of mercury or protochloride of mercmy.

New

cinnati, Ohio.

ectrical

pany,

Galvanic Battery
Edouard Liebert and
A. Rosenthal, Berlin, Germany.

235.

400 245.

Dynamo Electric Machine. William L. Silvey,
400,130.
Cine innati, Ohio.
The first claim reads:
"A field-magnet for dynamo electric machines, cast
in .1 single piece and broken into two or more parts by
means of wedges driven into holes where the divisions
are desired, for the purpose of facilitating the winding
of the coils of wire thereon."

400,19s.

"In a voltaic battery cell, in combination, an iron
electrode immersed in a battery fluid containing chlorate of s-dium or a chlorate of other material, and a
carbon electrode immersed in a battery fluid containing
sulphuric acid."

(O" 239.

N. V.

and vehicle."

company has been given

on the market the Boston

and

Annunciator

!..

ley,

Si

.

Great Southern
Colorado

Rocky Mountain
Cumberland

pivoted thereto.

400,050.

400,179.

:

300
50

Chicago

-

1

cylinders attached together at one end.

A. H. Lewis, formerly of Cincinnati, has been appointed
Chicago agent of the C. & C. Motor company.

April

"25. In acurrent-collec!oi for electric railroads, the
combination of the insulated onductin strip enlarged
or broadened at its lower end, and a contact shoe

The negative element

Personal Paragraphs.

April

Batteries.

a system of electrical distribution, the combinamain line conductor, an electric gen-

tion, with the
It)

ry,

Kitsee,

fsidor

Cincinnati,

i:-:nilcy,

I>attcry,< onsisting of

.-I

01

.

other

or

i

1'

it,

'

I

clement'

n„ innati,

an accumulator,
manually. operated switch,
and an electro-magnclically operated switch and a
shunt line connecting the two switches, of an automatic circuit-breaker arranged in said shunt line and
constructed and arranged to break the shunt circuit,
and thereby cause the switches therein lo simultaneously cut 011I the generator and the accumulator from
the main line circuit."
erator,

Secondary Battery.
400, i"|.
delphia, Pa.

;i

Rudolph M. Hunter,

Phila-

April

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

iS 9

6,

ELECTRIC
SPERRY
Clinton
19G nurl 198
194,

PSJHRY,

D. P.

Si.

V.- P.

CO.

•

;h

b<"ai

jf

1206 Chestnut

NEW

TATIRK.

iiluBtr.'ited

clrcaiar

not be aflVcted

and

prl

PAISTE,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

St..

f.\«.i,a\i>

on fact c&ub*<1 by

i

will

I' t

H. T.

readily and as economically operated with only five lights burning, as with full capacity.

Insulation

Itmay be

on or dirt,
-end for

ILL.

With the Sperry Improved System of Arc Electric Lighting, power is consumed only
in proportion to the number of lights actually required, and a 40-llght dynamo can be as

THE "CLARK"

Biieon-

oot spring
lon;tbere

St.,

CHICAGO,

andGen'IMgr.

A DEPARTURE IN
INCANDESCENT SWITCHES

EXCLUSIVE:

I^nt'laml Blectn

NEW YORK
CITY:
T. V. IlnnWr

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

H,

i.

Street, Bridgeport,

Co.,

.77

mm

Omn.

Chnrcb Strwt.

llircAl.o. I I.I, :
E ectrlcal Supply Company, 171 Randolph

Street.

Electrical Testing Bureau,
JOHN HOPKINS UNIVERSITY,
letter from the Inspector, of the Boston Fire Underwriters* Union, under date of March
Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect."
he Bays :
The rubber used in insulating our wires and cableB is upccially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
to be waterproof and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible iu extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The insulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent, lire proof.
We are prepared to fumiah Single Wires of all
Our insulation wilt prove durable when all o titers fail.
gauges and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocK. Cables made

In

fl

"A

29, 1886,

Ammeters, Voltmeters and Condensers Standardized.
Kesistance Colls determined with or without temperature coefficients
Insulation Resistance of Cables, etc., measured.
Efficiency of

10 order.

Gl aud
BENRY

A.

CLARK,

(53

Hampshire

General Manager.

Street, Boston, Mass.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS.

Dynamos and Motors determined.
Primary and Secondaiy Batteries tested.
Curves of Magnetization of Iron and

Sleel furnished

Etc Etc.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,

Baltimore, Md.

Circulars and Information

r>grding

the Methods Used. Prices,

etc.,

Sent on

Application.

E.

M. IZARD.

1ADDRESS AS ABOVE.

Electrician.

LEONARD
<& IZJLRID,
CONSULTING AND CONTRACTING
H.

WARD LEONARD.

W.

from Samples.

,

S.

ANDREWS.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,

Systems of Electric Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Electric
Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.
Plang and Specifications for all Kinds of Electrical Construction "Work.
A full tine of Commercial Suppliee carried at all times for Plants de&crlbed above.
For any or

Branch

Offices:

all

Room 425, Telephone 694, CHICAGO, ILL.
THE ROOKERY,
Minneapolis, Minn. Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Block, Room
Rooms

The Lumber Exchange,

5

and

6,

115,

;

Telephone

1256,

Milwaukee, Wis-

AND CABLES,
#N/> INSULATED WIRES
Telephone and Telegraph,
Electric Light,
Mauulaotured for _A.e rial,

TRADE

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES.

MARK

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
BRANCHES:

Chicago,

Boston,

Philadelphia,

-

Omaha,

SulDiiiarlno

axicl.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF
OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,
-

Minneapolis,

-

13 Park

Cincinnati,

Louisville,

Underground Use

MANSON PROTECTING

Row,

Kansas

City,

TAPE.

NEW YORK.
and

San Francisco.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
INCLUDING

MANUFACTURERS OF

BUILDERS OP

Fleetrie ^upplie5

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins
and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet,Telephone and Electric Light Wire.

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY

fisher's [Jlectric |j]otors,

AND SUBURBAN

LECTRIC RAILWAYS,

<¥=

DETROIT. MICHIGAN,

General Offices and Works.

"he Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
^'MANUFACTURERS OFr

Automatic
IN

E lectric

ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF

H.

P.

Motors,
UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,

Remarkable

Dynamo

Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Electric FQaehines,

F°R Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

The Eddy

Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
WE PATENT and EXPLOIT

Si Louis

Electrical Co.
THE

Largest Electrical Supply House
West of the Mississippi Elver.

In Foreign CoontrleB firet class Electrical Inventions which are new and onerative, and have been
lllo trated by rao els and drawings, but not published in thH country before being patented
abroad. No espenBe to the inventor ca 1 or write.

Agents Microphone Battery Co,

O.

-

lew York

Stilwell's Patent

Steam-Feed Water

Live

Removes

CO.,

CHICAGO,

1007 Opera House Block,
.

FRANCIS W, PARKER.

Entirely
ILL.

——AND

Purifier.

Impurities.

all

SCALE

prevents

in Steam
Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

Solicitor.

M. STONE,

ELECTRICIAN.

STILWELL & BIERCEMFG.
FRANCIS W. PARKER,

CONTRACTOR

DAYTON, OHIO.

-

S

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
ELECTRIC LIGHT INSPECTOR,
THE ONLY COMPLETE BET OF U S.
CHICAGO, ILL.
Faeifie Are.
-

SPEAKING TUBES

ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

Electric light work a specialty. Existing plants
ester c>d or thoroughly overhauled.

iS

;

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING

us for Quotations on AnythiDg.

"K"rlte to

April 6

1001-3-5-7 Ooera House Block, CHICAGO.

Oral.

an!

WHISTLES,

Pneumatic, and

Electric.

Mechanical

CO.,

A

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.

FViL

W.
2

SEND FOR

1

R.
1

OSTRANDER &

23 and 25 Ann

Factory, 1461 and 1463

NEW PAMPHLET

$£T~ Send

OF

New Catalogue,

for

out August

(American

RECORDING

ALWiTS I£T STOCK.,

X.IXTE

CO.,

New

York.

St.
DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

1st.

Worths,

j£ieG^pical

PROVIDENCE,

R.

I.,
ESCLUSITE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Pressure Gauges.
J^VIS

ii*^

.4

B. EDSOfi,
Telegraph, Telephone and lectric Light.

145 Broadway, N. Y.
R.

EDWARDS.

Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity
of any Cable in the Market.

LUNGEN.

A.

New York

& CO.,

EDWARDS

POHEE

Electricians,
Patent Electric Bells.
Automaiic Burglar Alarms.

Door Openers.
EUc»ric Annunciators.
Thermostats-

NEW
ESTABLISHED

BRANCH,

16713.

We respectfully

call attention to

FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
send for

5

&1

W.

our

It is Simple, ritrong, Compact, and Positive
in operation.
Heavy pressure
It will Btand hard usage.
applied to the door does not interfere with its

perfect working.
It haa been thoroughly tested arid

is

is Cortlandt

prfce-List.

St.,

Telephone Building, N. Y.

DES8T.

Patent Electric Door Opener.

giving

satisfaction.

Estimates and prices promptly furnished.

BAXCT,

CARBON PLATES,

,

YORK.

AffPTir.

Pattern Making, Etc., Etc

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, KSMIcYurer.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICACO.

etc.

and Factory, 4th Ave. and 144th St

ACKERMAKT,

General Machine Job-Work,

Manufacturing

Office

18 Cortlandt Street.

P. O.
Electric Light Repairing,

Gas Lighting Apparatus,

Office,

S.

TUfUIIB.

J.

ELECTRICAL ENCINEERS

LESTER WOODBK-DSE.

WOODBRIDGE
AND
TURNER,

SCHENECTADY,

1ST.

Light and Power Stations.

ELECTRIC
I

Railway Construction.
Light Wiring.

7 Cedar St.,

New York.

Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Insulated Wires,

Flexible

JAMES
Chicago Electric Club.
There

will be a

meeting of the

Club Monday

h'lrrtrir

>.,

Club,

at

&

for Telephone,

19 Dev Street.

New

Telegraph

York.

THE STODDARD PATENT
Combined Rosette and Cut-Out.

Co.

For Flexible Pendent Electric Lights.
Patented Sopt. 13, 1887.

MASSILLON, OHIO,

April

rooms of the

the

KELLY. Ceneral Sales Agent.

Russell

Chicago

evening,

BUILDERS OF

122-124 Clark street.

W.COLBURN &

I.

F.

Cords and Cables

Automatic Engines
|

CO.,

BOILERS,

ETC

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.

FIK.HP.URO. MASS.

5*Mb won Catalogue.

GEO.

H.

TboseCut-outt prosont a noal and artistic appearance, and will i» others rimy coat ions, they require more
it i» found in pracilce about throe tn
lime to Install,

BLISS,

i\. while a workman
places. Lwonty ordinary
'"'iii place Blxty of those, Hum milking a wavThis would reproing of two-tblrdB the cost of lanor.
n saving or two dollars per day on oacb workman
tmployod at three dollars per day. tiiIh aii<in ton
coots to the cost of each Df tlio ohoopor cut-outs for
,

ELECTRICAL EXPERT
DEALER

IN

1

i

tra abora one, wiiiii* the advantage of liavlun Hlxty
MghtB provided for In tho tlnio but twenty are ntady
>

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical

1

•i.-iii

Inventions.

Importance.
Blocks or K' notion

use, iBorttlmoBol vital

f«.r

Electrical Securities.

i

Outputs

ALfiitn, (ixir« llasfl

/voonilnuInttsovinBlnmottor

1*'iiln'« Tor
i

man

trie
>

l '1

M| hi Ins,
nl.nl

I

Bfl 'i'l

itlei

tro

i

of

am

gonorally

ronownls, ropfllra

replacing fuBlblo Btrlps, nil go to muko mi an aggregation or advantages, whii'ii bos Induced Borao
inters tosiato that they "profor tlie Stoddard out-outs
nt iimir price, dm against any othor at limn price."

jiTi.i

,

Int Ifik

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temph

l«r,

Court,

UANUPACTUHBD

226

DEARBORN STREET.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

MARKLE ENGINEERING
For Sale by

all

Hv X1IK

CO.. Detroit, Mich.

Electrical Supply CompanloB.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The
icic i

attention
1

1.1,1;.

<
1 11: niiivEL
remarkably -i<;nlv motion,

i:i> \\ \

onaccouniof

its

:m«l sresLt Efficiency, and* lar-«- Capacity,
double the Pom er

hi^li

Speed

mameter,

I

being

number

oft

roducing the highest per ccnL ol usciul

"ii;ir;inlf <fl.
Si:\|> FOB CATAI.O(;i *E A\I> PARTI (tl-Alts.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no

i-fl<_"<.:t

and

can be belted directly to dynamo.
presents a pair of 12-inch VIC'TOIE
IE III
arranged <m a horizontal shaft, with Cast-Iron Flun
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very com:
strictly first-class in every particular.
We are now prepared to furnish .Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.

Tl

HOLMES, BOOTH
MAN

I

K

\(

Ti

Itl'.HW

it

The accompanying

A RS

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

<&

CO.,

-

DAYTON, OHIO.

HAYDENS,

«»F

BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted
Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire-

PATENT "K K" LINE WIRE
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE LINES.
FACTORIES: WATERBURY, CONN.

BARCLAY,

J. L.

THOS.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICACO,

ADC

/^I

L.

ILL.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

rADRON CO., -makers-" high-grade

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,
310 N.

Wfm
TRADE

VALVE-OLEINE:
MASTER
MECHANICS, Purchasing

steam plant*

Agents, Engineers and Practical Builders of

know that a Lubricant Is now produced of such
make It proof against the great heat to which

will be pleased to
lire test

as to

subjected, and is
fire tests pass oft"
consumption of oil.

I

American Electrical Directory
For 1889.
Price, $5.00.

675 DECREES

therefore a PERFECT lubricator where products of lower grade and
at once, leaving the parts subject to wear, or greatly increasing the

I

SAINT LOUIS, MO.

CANDEE WEATHER-PROOF LINE WIRES, MANSON AND OKONITE TAPES.
TRY US.
IT PAYS TO GET THE BEST-

/extraordinary high

I

ST.,

OKONITE WIRES, CABLES AND TUBING.

MARK.

.)costly

THIRD

•Valvc-»leltie" Is a product In the highest state of filtration, Is of the gieavst viscosity, is enfrom all acids and absolutely non-corrosive, and without doubt the finest and most thoroughly reliable Cylinder Lubricant now on the market aud will naturally lubricate 20' to.'iOOPEK crnt.
more than products of lowjr taat f»~ Is not only the l»et*t but the most economical lubricant.
Manufacture and sale controlled exclusively by RELIANCE OIL & GREASE CO.. Cleveland. Ohio.
Samples of one to ten barrels shipped on request. Correspondence invited. Resident agents wanted.

I

The best and most permanent medium for advertisers in the electrical field. This
work reaches every Eiectrio Liirht ant Power company in the country, besides Tele
graph and Telephone companies.
Tnis year's isme enlargtd and improved.
Lists and report of Electric Light and Power companies, reports of National

|

I

|

tirely free

Electric Light associa.ion. useful tables, etc , etc.
S 3nd orders for copies of books, and for advertising space to

I

STAR. ZROXT
Publishers

T ELEPHONE S

of

The Standard Open

TOWER COMPANY

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL DIRECTORY.

Fori

Wayne.

Circuit Batteries of the World.

For Private Lines.
The only Mechanical Telephone which has stood
the

Send

and held out and giien satisfactory
eervlce for the vast eight years.

test*-

for

Illustrated

Catalogue

and

Prices.

TRADE

BLECTRICAL GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

GONDA

El^in Telephone and Shctrical Supply Co.,
Room

7.

Hubbard

Blk., Blgin, Hi..

I. P.

\.

AGENTS WANTED
EVERYWHERE.

MARK.

FOR ANYTHING

In the Line of
Temperature
Regulation,
Either Furnace**
or
Stenni Hentem
In Houses,

or lor
Special Apparatus,

address
Tbe Quion In to initio Beat Regalating Co.,

ELJ1RA, !U.

Gonda "

Battery.

The LECLANCHE BUTTERY CO..
49 West 18th St., New York.
I

"

Gonda Porous Cup " Batten

Ind.

!
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Sdwabd

C. H. Jackson, Prest.

6, iS

Jab. P. MoQuaide, Sec'y and Treaa.

S, Perot, Vice-Prest.

THE NA I0NAL CONDUIT MFG. COMPANY'S

WROUGHT IRON CEMENT-LINED PIPE
For Electrical Subways.
In use

|

by the Metropolitan Telephone & Telegraph Company of New York;
by the Bell Telephone Company of Buffalo; by the Police and Fire
Departments of New York and Chicago, Etc.

THIS SYSTEM IS PARTICUL&RLY ADAPTED FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT TRUNK AND DISTRIBUTION.

TELEPHONE BUILDING, NEW YORK.

Address the Company,

ENGINEERING GO.
707 and 709

POND

Market

31 Waterworks

319 Ramge

Kansas

Building,

City.

Pins, Brackets, Insulators, Cross
Etc., Etc.

Arms,

Annunciators and Everythinq

SEND FOB LITEST CATALOGUES.

Capital to push a well tried Electrical

of all

be

made with

itself

Liberal arrangement will

right party.

ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE,

TERRE HAUTE, IND.-A

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING.
Well endowed, well equipped departments ol Mechanical and Civil Engineering. Electricity, Cheniis

Address,

CAPITAL,
Care

kinds

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRINC.
CARPEXTIEB. HABTSIAXX &

Office and Mill at Oscoda, Mich.
Hibmount. Western
Agent Electrical Department New Haven Clock Co.,
315 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

Exclusive Selling Agent: G. A.

PROMPT SHIPMENTS.
Ammeters and Voltmeters

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poles,
Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled Promptly.

Apparatus which will recommend

Electrical-

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,

CO.

MANUFACTURERS OP

WANTED

Correspondence Solicited.

PRICES LOW.

& SONS LUMBER

The H. M. LOUD

to investigators.

CARBONS AND GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.
Bells, Batteries,

Nl'KCIALTlKK :-The AimiDgton & Sims Engine, Steel BollerB, Ireeon Link Belt. Standard Rocking and Sheffield Grates, Lowe Heater, liyatt Filter, Blake Pump, Korting Injector, etc.

CO.,

:s:^.Krs^.s city, mo.
'Wires, Cables, Conductor Cords,

FOR.

Erected Ready for Service.

Omaha.

SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
Poles,

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED

St. Louis.

St.,

Building,

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

.

F.

ANXETT,

Western

Presi

S. F.

nniwini:. E\ ti-nsiv.- Sliops i' Lalx.niturifs. ExlitMisfslow.Kin-fsir'smMiJflreBsT.C.Mendenliall.Pri'S.

trv,

Electrician.

FEXTON,

CHAS. SIDNEY SMITH, Sec'?

Vice-Prest. and Treaa.

Hotel and House Annunciators.
Electric Gas Lighting.

The United Electric Co.

Fire and Burglar AlarmB.

CO.,
Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Galvanometers, Bridges and Rheostats by

James

w

CALL

»
.

924 Chestnut

the Prominent Makers.

all

M> K\ A HI M

Queen cfc Co.
St.,

Electfical

Electric Lighting.

Philadelphia.

Apparatus and Supplies,

Telegraph Instruments.

SALT LAKE

Wire and Batteries.

CITY,

UTAH.

-

INSULATING JOINT
(THE STANDARD.)

XI

800.

E.P.GLEAS0NMFG.C0
181-189 MERGER STREET,
IMK'W YORK.
CHICAGO OFFICE, 233 LAKE STREET.
ELECTRIC MPPLIKNCES
AND
}

MANUFACTURERS OF

INDORSED
Thomas

Elihn Thomson,

A. Edison,

H. S,

Edwin

Possons,

IN

J.

Honston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

BRASS, IRON, TIN

GLASS,

Embracing Fittings, Brackets, Fixtures, Shades, Globes,
Insulating Joints, Cut-outs, Holders, all Systems, and
Supplies for Arc and Incandescent Lighting.
SE1TI3

Ton CATJiLOCUTE

" IE "

1BE3.

FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELERS.
Send

lor

Pamphlet "ARE YOU POSTED?"

to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH

CO.

IX

43.
IN

CRYSTAL.

177-179 Broadwav, N. Y.

ETCHED

33

3C.

EIGHT
COLORS.

:

April
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CROWDUS UNIVERSAL BATTERY

THE

Perfection for
An

E.

M.

Oar

HARD OPEN CIRCUIT SERVICE.
INTERMITTENT CLOSED CIRCUIT SERVICE.
CONSTANT CLOSED CIRCUIT SERVICE.

Original Departure in Primary Batteries,

Based on Correct Chemical Principles.

F. 2.1 Volts. Inter. R. 0.1 to 0.2

excitant need in this cell

5\S Incln--. with Hoft robber
Mtopper fltlins rover.

Cell ronnd.

a superior substitute for salammonlac In all formB of Leclanche elements, increasing their E. M.F. and lowerloe their Ioter.
cell.
and keeps the zinc clean and freshly amalgamated. Sample can by mall 30c, on tains three chargje for Lec)&3

1b

no c realizable

It contain*

Ohms.

I'..

Baits,

THE ELECTRIC FARE BOX CO.,
NASHVILLE, TEKET.
CBEAR
STREET,
418

ADDRESS

-

W. WOLFR A CO., Omaha, Neb.
Itoltl \ho\ KLECTBICAL HllllK- Albany,

Ii.

Bound, 5x8 inches.

W,

y

KSAl'P

[—SELLING AGENTS- J

KI.KC 1 lll( Al.

IOWRB A HARRIS,

BORK*.

Chicaeo.

III.

Dalian. Teia*.

Clutch Works,

CLEVELAND, O.
EASTERN OFFICE
18

Cortlandt Street, -

CHICAGO:

NEW YORK.

MINNEAPOLIS:

2JS0 Canal St.

305 Kasota Building.

KANSAS CITY:
1221

and

122:1

Union Avenne.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
Designed, Erefted

and"

Also Rawhide lace

st;j,ouis.mo.

LeatherT^'

—IAGENTS

IN

ALL CITIES)-

Famished.

Send for new Catalogue, Power
Transmission Machinery.

COPYRIGHTED BY

The

Forest City Electric 'Worlds,

H. W. HILL.

EMPIRE CITY ELECTRIC CO.
5 Dey Street, New York.
1

Manufacturers

oi

CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS.

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES,

Quick Make and Break Uncontrolled by the Handle.

Electrical Supplies
Correspondence

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Solicited

Electric

Send for

NEW CATALOGUE.

Companies.

W.
BROWN & SHARPE

MFG. CO., Providence, R.

with

Light

B.

CLEVELAND,

Proprietor.

183

SENECA STREET. CLEVELAND, a

I.

STANDARD REFERENCE DISKS
For use in setting Calipers, testing Measuring Toole, and reference for
Bines in shop practice. They are made of i-teel, "hardened, accurately
ground to size. Pries of complete set (45 Disks and Handles) $35. 00.
Single Disks from 60c to SI. 50. Handles from 45c to tSOc.
Price LlHt Mailed ©a Application.

\

ti

Western Representative.

S. A.

J-.-..-.;..-:-J-L

George
LAW

SMITH. 20 So. Canal

:

>

..

---

.

-

:'-

St.,

CHICAGO, ILL

.^
g-

-.-"^

P. Barton,
OFFICE,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Both Advertiser and Publisher by mentioning the

225 Dearborn Street
PATENT AND TRADE MARK CASES.
J.

B.

YOUNG. President and

Treas.

when
S. K.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

writing to advertisers.

JAMISON, Vice-President.

SOLAR CARBON * MFC. COMPANY,
69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.
CARBONS made from Natural Gas.
Process Patented.
BATTERY CARBONS OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTY.

Office, No.
.

Well Selected and Good
Western

Office,

i

75 Randolph

Street, Chicago.

Special Discounts on Large Orders.
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
MANUFACTURERS DIRECT OF

Push Buttons,

Bells, Batteries, Switches,

ANNUNCIATORS,
And Trill make

Send us a

list of

ETC., ETC.,

Prices to suit our Customer.

what you want, and Prove our Assertion Correct.

Our Goods are BRIGHT, NEW, and LATEST IMPROVED.

Shipments Prompt,

•^—

•&

General Western Agents The Okonite Go.,

Chicago.

MACRAEON

Thegrush glectricQompany

STORAGE

-OF-

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

BATTERIES

MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
MACRAEON

STORAGE BATTERIES do not "buckle," "blister" or "sipphate"— are
The
require less attenthe simplest In construction— are made with
tion, and will last longer than any other battery In the market, being practically indeBtructlble and of
great efficiency.

CLOSED METAL BOXES—

These Storage Batteries can he Profitably Used

for:

Incandescent Lighting on Arc Circuits everywhere using the same Dynamo and power
while Idle daring the day, for charging the Batteries.
2.
) ncandescent Light
Plants, whether isolated plants or central stations, can be
doubled \)i capacity by using the Macraeon Storage Batteries.
3.
'Surplus Power, Steam or Water, even irregular, wherever it can be had, in Factories,
Brewerio3 or business buildings, can he utilized to great advantage and profit by storing electricity
during tl-i> day for lighting the place or neighborhood at night.
4.
Itorage Batteries can also he used for steadying incandescent or arc lights when run di1.

rect f roi

ELECTRIC MOTORS!

the

dynamo.

Incandescent Lighting from the Macraeon Storage Batteries is I'MKOIt H, htka i> V and khmablk. No Flickering, less Breakage of Lamps,
and, like gas, the light is always on hand day or night.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

CAREONS FOR ARC LAMPS,

ETC.

Complete Installations made, including Dynamos and Motors. Special terms
Contractors and Supply Agents. Address
GEO,

CHICAGO OFFICE,

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,

Bo. ISO Uiiililujctou Htrf-ct.

AI.KH.VKKH KKMPT,
"["•'IhI Aitt-nt.

No. 201 Journal Bui Idl

ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

tig,

O. C. HTKKl.K.

WM. BALLOU,

President,

or

LEONARD PAGET,

to Electric

Chief Electrician,

Macraeon Storage Battery
7 Wall St., NEW YORK.
FACTORY, 110-114 Dickinson

St.,

-

Companies,

TRENTON,

Co.,
N. J.

:
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COMPANY

THE JULIEN
RECENT ST ORAGE BUTTER Y

DECISION.

Own Words.

Synopsis of the Court's Decision in Judge Coxe's

Some controversy having arisen as to the extant of the recent decision of Jud?e Coxe in the important case of The
Accumulator Company against The Julien Electric Company, we give balow so much of the text of the opinion
necessary to enable the reader to determine just what the Judge actually decided
As the opinion covers in all 57

Electrical
as is

we

pages of type-written matter,

are unable to give

it

in full.

UNITED STATES CIRCUIT COURT.
Sotatliern District of He^nr York:.

The Electrical Accumulator Company
)

In Equity.

vs.

Company and William Bracken.)

The Julien Electric

Frederick H. Betts for the Complainants.
Thomas W. Osborn and Horace M. Ruggles
Coxe,

"The fourth

J.

an action for the infringement of four letters patent, owned
by the complainants, for an improvement in secondary electrical batteries.
One of these, No. 266,262, granted to Shaw and Rogers, October 17, 1882,
has been withdrawn from the consideration of the Court. The three in
controversy are No. 252,002, granted January 3, 1882, to Camille Alphonse
Faure, and Nos. 312,599 and 318,828, granted, respectively, February IT
and May 26, 1885, to Joseph Wilson Swan."
The Court, after discussing the general nature of the improvements
"This

claim,

if

construed to cover the defendants' structure,

is

void for want of novelty.

for the Defendants.

is

is

*
*
It is clear that a construction of the claim which
broad enough to cover the defendants' battery renders the claim invalid.
*

*

*

A

*

limited construction can, however, be

given the claim, which will render it valid."
"The Court then proceeds to discuss the construction of the fourth
claim, proposed by the council of The Julien Electric Company, and says
:

"In view of these

and because the patentee, in effect, disclaimed
the construction sought to be placed upon the claim by the complainant, it
described in the patent of Faure, said: "The claims in controversy (in would seen that the defendants' construction has much in reason and authority to support it, and is the more rational of the two.
Faure Patent No. 252,002) are the first and the fourth."
'So construed, the defendants do not infringe the claim."
After a summary statement of the defenses presented by the answer
The Court next proceeds to consider the first patent granted to Swan,
of The Julien Electric Company, the Court says:
"In construing the first claim it should be remembered that it is limit- No. 31 .',599, and after discussing the construction of the patent and the
ed to an improvement upon the well known batteries of Gaston Plante, who proofs offered by The Julien Electric Company showing the state of the
was the creator of practical secondary batteries. The art began with him." art and prior use of the invention by other parties, concludes as follows
"Upon this evidence, therefore, the first Swanpatent must be declared
The Court next proceeds to discuss the proper construction of the first
claim, and after defining its scope considers the proofs of anticipation and invalid"
The Court next proceeds to discuss the second patent granted to Swan,
prior use offered by the defendant.
"It therefore becomes apparent that the combination of the first claim, No. 318,828, and after compiling the same with Swan's first patent, savs
"Even if the second patent can be distinguished from the first in the
construed as it must be construed under the loose and inaccurate language
of the specification, is anticipated in every form in which the active layer particular stated by the experts, it is entirely clear that the difference
facts,

:

:

can be applied, save one

The question now

—namely,

to be

in the form, of

Tin application in the form

tent f

invention which

a,

paint, paste

<>r

cement.

can the patent be saved to this exof a paint, paste or cement was thereal

considered

is

wholly insufficient to sustain invention.

pointed out

is

patent, there

was absolutely no room

describes no invention in the

What

of that patent.

Faure made."

is

first

patent which

not claimed

After the

is

is

first

Swan

for the second patent.

not covered by the claim

not patentable."

*
*
*
*
"The decision concludes with the following language
"It follows, therefore, that the complainants, upon filing a disclaimer,
"The proof establishes two ropositions with equal clearness. First,
Faure was the inventor of a secondary battery electrode coated in the manner limiting the first claim of the Faure patent to an electrode of a secondary
stated; and, second, he was not the invt ntor "fun electrodi ot/teriom coati d." battery to which the active layer is applied in the form of a paint, paste or
"If, by means of a disclaimer, the patent can be restricted to the cement, insoluble in the electrolytic liquid, are entitled to a decree for an injunction and an accounting upoa the claim as thus limited, but without costs.'
actual invention, this course should, in fairness, be adopted."
:

]

*

*

*

*

appear from the foregoing opinion, that no decree has been
for any relief whatever, nor has any one of
the patents been sustained; but on the contrary every claim in controversy
is decided to be invalid (except one which is held not to be infringed).
It

"What

hisbattery in throne
*

way

to

which
*

tl><

one will infrinfft

}t.nlcss

!><

in the office of the

constructs

*

*

"After giving the subject the most careful consideration,

it is

thought

The

it

would be unjust to him to declare the patent wholly void if he is willing to
restrict it to what is lawfully his own."
The Court immediately proceeds to discuss the fourth claim of Faure's
:

to the

Commissioner of Patents

Accumulator Company
a disclaimer

to

limiting the

file

first

claimof Faure's patent in the manner specified, and decided that, if tins condition be complied with, the CO nplainants may have a decree for an injunction restraining infringement of this claim, thus narrowly limited.

patent will be confined."

that Faure was the originator of the invention just described, and that

patent

to the complainants

The Court has merely given leave

chemical precipitation or otherwise.'

No

will

awarded

he did not invent was an electrode in a secondary battery
coated with a soluble layer of active material, neither did he invent an
electrode on which the active material is applied by 'galvanic action or

filing of

such a disclaimer will operate as a complete abandonment
and will limit his patent to a device which the
does not use and docs not desire to use.

of Faure's chief pretensions,

Julien

Company

The Julien
I

Electric

Company

does not apply the active layer

form of a paint, paste or cement, but

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC COMPANY,

in a

120 Broadway,

in

the

wholly different way.
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BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK
106 PAGES, 97

ILLUSTRATIONS, FLEXIBLE CLOTH BINDING, TYPE PAGE 5^x3 INCHES.

JUST THE BOOK

engaged in Selling, Installing or Handling Electric Batteries,
Electric Bells, Elevator, House or Hotel Annunciators, Burglar or Fire Alarms, Electric
Gas Lighting Apparatus, Electric Heat Regulating Apparatus, etc., etc.
for those

CDIML_^r

QOOPC

TTHE: PCI1MED

CDI=~

FIRST EDITION TWENTY-FIVE

HUNDRED

COPIES.

SENT, POSTAGE FREE, ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

-

-

-

6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
By
First

Edition

of

Twenty-Five

One Thousand
pages; 70

Designed
gineers,

-lust

electric light

for

the

for

now

book

installations.

for

ready,

Second

containing additional

Edition of

pages and

1889.

illustrations; flexible

Dynamo

BADT.

Hundred copies exhausted.

copies

Moonlight Schedule
ioo

F. B.

cloth

binding; size

of type

page, 6x3 inches.

Tenders

and Linemen, Stationary and Marine

men who

wish to learn

The only book of the kind

Price. Postage Prepaid to

any address

how
in the

in the

to

operate

and care

for

English language.

United States or Canada, $1.00.

ADDKESS

ELECTRICIAN

En-

PUBLISHING COMPANY,

6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

April
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MANUFACTURERS OF §S

Arc and Incandescent Electric Light

MACHINERY.
i®km®»»k®»»»s
We Own

and Control the Inventions of Walter K. Freeman,
who was the Pioneer in the development of the Incandescent
Lamp and Transformer Systems of Electric Lighting, known to the market as the Alternating, or

Induction System.

DYNAMO LAMPS and CONVERTERS
£1

To

&

a:fle;

be of the Highest Mechanical and Electrical Efficiency.

WE

ISSUE A BOND OF INDEMNITY

Protecting purchasers of our apparatus from any expense or loss
on account of patent litigation.
ccDFRFRErsi^oiiNirDErNcrE

=>oi_ic;i-"rE:iZ)_

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

EHU CLHIRE,

WIS., U. S.

K

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

WOODWARD
G. H.
S. A.

H. H.

GALE, President.

f
i

PLUMMER. Vice-President.
HUMPHREY, TREASURER.

Gen. R. A. ALGER.

G. H.
IS. A.

GALE.

6,

1889

ELECTRICAL CO

BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
BROWN.
WILLIAMSON.
TROLL.

E. C.

T.

PLUMMER.

April

F. B.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, SECRETARY.
FRANK B. TROUT, SUPERINTENDENT.

WARREN.
THOMPSON.
H.HUMPHREY. }

C. A.
C. H.

H.

J

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT STORAGE BATTERY.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

in

has

construction,

now been found
to many

PECULIARLY ADAPTED

to

be

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE

and

DURABLE,

and

is,

owing

to its design,

uses in which other types of batteries have failed.

s^ncx-^-ZLXj-sr -^.nD-^-^'TEnD
Steadying Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,
Propelling Boats,
Burglar Alarms,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station Lighting,
Street Cars,

to

Isolated Lighting,
Auxiliary Central Station

Work,

Medical Purposes,
Running- of Small Motors.

:

ii'

*3iji5P»lKii
im
limit.

SECTION OF BATTERY PI.ATE.

BATTERY.

the Detroit
la

Storage Battery,

MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS CRANTED TO C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
BEEN DULY ASSICNED TO THIS COMPANY,
positively the only Secondary Battery which ivill not Buckle, or which will
withstand uninjured the Highest Rates of Discharge.

THE ONLY

SUCCESSFUL STOKAaE BATTEET
IS

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE

The Woodward

Electrical Co.

inn(i;s:
69 Griswold

St.,

BYI

FACTORY:

Campau

Building

F.

B.

DETROIT, MICH.

TROUT,

Corner 13th and

General Manager.

Howard

Streets.

5

April

6,
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The Thomson-Houston
Electric Railway System.

Twenty-six Roads in Daily Operation, and Sixteen Now in Process
of Construction Under the Thomson-Houston Patents.
ALL MATERIAL 18 NOW MANUFACTURED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.
The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior

to all others

work.
Only one pair of brushes for each motor.
Brushes self-feeding.

for railway

The current is controlled, the car uversed, and the
brakes applied from either platform.
Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
above the floor.
Direct gearing is used.
The best and neatest overhead system Is covered by the

Bearings self-oiling.
No change of brushes for change of load or change in Thomson-Houston patents.
direction of rotation of the armature.
Contact with overhead conductor is had by means
trolley pressing against the wire from below.
The carB run in either direction with equal facility.

of.

MOTORS I ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENTS FURNISHED FOR MINING Is OTHER SPECIAL WORK.
For

Fxill

Information and Estimates _A_ddress the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.

,

.
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To "o-et there" is our policy it is our business it is what we exist for. The supply man may sometimes appear to disadvantage at discussions at the Electric Club for instance, h? cannot talk "shop" and cannot "hold forth" 011 the merits and
Perhaps he could not if he wou'd, and dare not if he could.
In practical money-makshortcomings of the different systems.
is anything wanted which the parent company cannot
is a kind of guardian angel
ing everyday life, however, the supply
supply we are called on do customers need anything which the local electric lighting company does not have on hand again
state what you want, when you want it, and how you
are ready for any and all emergencies
we are called into action.
do not claim to be "the missing link," but
want it, and depend on us getting there, feet first, right side up and in good time.
we do claim to supply many missing links.
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We
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We

foremost

"get there" w'th A Xo. 1 firs'-, quality goods. Our Copper Wire is of highest conductivity, our Magnet Wire and other Insulated Wires unused our P. & B. Weatherproof as far ahead of soais other s>called "weatherproof" as a good healthy complexion is ahead of paint and powder
osculation by rain or moisture, may remove th* polish, and leave the insulation in as bad a plight
don't accept "gloss and polish" for real merit
claimP.it B. Weatherproof to be the best insulation for overhead
subject.
as another kind of osculation would leave the paint and powder
Our various kinds of Cables and Conductor Cords are first-class in every respect, our construction
poses and invite tests and comparisons.
our tools good, strong, serviceable and latest improved; our stosk of test instruments is large Ammeters,
'is solid and s'rictly as represented,
Voltmeters, Testing Sets, Etc., can be supplied at short notice.

We

—

We

—

WE "GIT THERE" WITH

We do not give away our goods, nor do we lower the price of
something for nothing" is
gain your trade and then, after we have gained your confidence, charge you a higher figure on some other line in order to make
We invite you to write for quotations, but if you have not time to do so you can send in your order and count on
prices ara low and fair.

"You cannot
one article
I

tur

FAIR PRICES.

an old saying and a very true one.

°-et

in order to

receiving fair treatment.

WE "GET

THERE" WITH A LARGE AND

WELL ASSORTED

STOCK.

—

when facts are disregarded and the limit of words is the only limit for claims made
the only limit for assertions
rtisements, we are, in claiming the largest, best assorted and lowest priced stock of electrical goods to be found in this or any other country
when we come to fa-jts when we show you through our stock and enable you to judge for yourself, we think you will agree
and well assorted stock is concerned, we are without competitors, and that if the claims of quality, low prices, prompt.
it as far as a laro-e
made by some of our friends, do not "pan out" better than their claims regarding "largest stock," they must be classed, to put it

Vhen Webster's unabridged

is

—

—

mildly, as "windy,"

and not apt

to bear

much

fruit.

WE "GET THERE" WITH OUR ELECTRIC LIGHT CATALOGUE
g

a

rri'-

combination of our catalogues on Wires, Cables, Conductor Cords, Metals, Construction, Material, Tools, Test Instruments, etc.,
for the construction, operation, or
catalogue is well illustrated throughout, describing and pricing everything necessary tor
This ea'alogue
...
nlan^i if ^ir.ntainc
rl ncfri nt rm c
nf many
mnnv new inventions and improved
imoroved appliances,
fl.nnlianr'ey
;md is
i« well
wpll worth
wnrth your
umir
and
of
contains descriptions
light plants; it
kindly refer to page or stock number as much as possible, and help us to avoid mistakes or misunderi

i

WE "GET THERE" BY THE GOOD WILL OF OUR
.

might liken our friends of the various electric lighting companies to a grand army of progress,
dark places. Supply wagons are necessary with any army, but the wagons are useless unless the supply
are willing to follow the different divisions of tha grand army of progress up closely and request that they
if attack and manner in which they intend to take the enemy, that we may have necessary supplies
r

their use.

Our Rotundity May

We have
i

B.

FRIENDS,

We

fivors.

I

anish, our Form,

Become Elongated, but our E.

a large stock of almost all sizes Insulated

Wires

on hand.

We

31. F. Will

Never Diniini ah.

can ship any quantity of Nos. 5 and

(i

P.

'•'

171

RANDOLPH STREET,

C-H-I-C-A-O-O.
FACTORIES:
Ansonia, Conn.

BRANCH OFFICE:
505 Delaware

Ave.,

Kansas

City,

Mo.

-

April

C>,
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"C.AC." ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.
402-4 Greenwich St., NEW YORK.
Efficient Electric Motors
MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
WESTERN

NEW ENGLAND OFFICE: 19 Pearl St„ BOSTON,
OFFICE: 139 and 141 Adams Street, CHICAGO.
PHILADELPHIA. OFFICE: 301 Arch Street.
SOUTHERN OFFICE: 25 Carondelet Street. NEW

JOHN STEPHENSON
NEW YORK.

ORLEANS

CO.,

L_irvTrrE:iz>,,

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.
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LIBHT COMPANY,
WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC
Indiana.
Fort "Waynes

Manufacturers of the

SLATTEBY

INDUCTION

SYSTEM

out

The Most Carefully Workedand Complete Alternating

System of Electric Lighting in

OF

Existence.

INCaNDESCENT LIGHTING,

AXD THE

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Lamps

ARC LIGHTING.

Converters

12—16 Candle Power

Guaranteed.

OF

and

to the Mechanical

Horse

Power Guaranteed.

_£

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED,

SLATTERY DYNAMO, LAMP AND CONVERTER.

JENNEY ARC DYNAMO AND LAMPS.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS.

FORT WAYNE,

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

IND.

907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR,

St., First Floor,

Manager.

BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome

St.

ClTY OF MEXICO OFFICE,

F.

ADAMS, SUCCESSOR.

Van Depoele Electric Manufacturing Co,
MAKTUPAOTURBHS

ARC

OI*

m INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC
And

LIGHT APPARATUS

Electric Light Supplies of All Kinds.

THE
Mayo

THi

Yan Depoele Arc Light

Incandescent

SYSTEM.

SYSTEM.

DIRECT OR SERIES.

HIGH OE LOW TENSION,
DOUBLE OE SINGLE
CAEBON LAMPS.

ABSOLUTELY
AUTOMATIC
DYNAMO.

MACHINERY
SIMPLICITY
ITSELF.

ILVI
n,

and

b

Dynamos or Lamps
Made

GUARANTEED.

or System.

Send

NEW YORK
EDWARD

E.

for Catalogue.

GENERAL OFFICE AND FACTORY,

OFFICE,

234 BROADWAY,
BRITTON, Manager.

to Suit any Current

1

5 to 21 North Clinton Street,

CHICAGO.

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

CHICAGO, APRIL

Vol. IV.

SCHAEFER ELECTRIC MFC. CO.
Lamns from 10

Incandescent

to

ELECTEIOAL
IT.

House Furnishings

Street,

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES AND GABLES.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Standard Underground Cable Co., Mf'rs,
708 PENN AVE.,
ow York, 18 Cortlandt
flFFIPE** i "

RRANPH

•

1

NEW YORK.

-

ffiMPfiNV
CALLENDER WATERPROOFING Willi
All I,
18 Cortland St., NEW YORK,

The

THE WARING

BITITE AND TRINIDAD INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES OF ALL SIZES A SPECIALTY.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

Offices,

-

-

INSULATING and

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

General

HAZftZER & STANLEY.

Bells

32-34 Frankfort

Estimates Furnished on Application.

15.

DUST PROOF WASHER

the

WITHOUT

FACTORY AT CAMBRIDGEPORT.

BOX 3068, BOSTON, MASS.

0.

is

Buy no

COUPLETS INSTALLATION OF INCANDESCENT PLANTS.
P.

No.

13, 1889.

This

100 Canflle-Poier,

O cents per Copy.

I

J. R.

G. X» Wllay, M'g'r.
Chicago, 139 E. Madison St., F. E. Pegenhardt, M'g'r.
St.,

BURDICK,

68 Commerce

Building.

CHICACO

General Western Sales Agent.

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back
Noiseless

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Iiooomotlve Safety
Tile Ashton Locli

"^7"«.l-*7-e,

The acknowledged Standard

for durable

and high

Insulation.
Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.
and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,
Railway and all other
Branches

E.

B.

All

Sizes

ol Signaling.

Fnrased "'raj.
rf cncaiou
Wires
toa "

Submarine Use
concealed Wiring

in all Locations.

16 Day

St.,

I

in construction,

r

^?c E

i

and Weather ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

—

trie

ILL.

Chablbs

Danibl W. Mabmon", President.
At>dibom II. Noedykh, Vice-President

CUT SHOWING STYLR OF INSULATION.

A. Copper Wire.
saturated with a Black,

D.

iv&ppnnnuc
WAREROOMS.

Jenney,

B. B.— Two Braids, saturated with
Weather-Proof Composition.

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters.
Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.
i 19 and 2I Cliff St.,
-j

64 Wa8l-i ngton

New

Fire-Proof Insulation.

C— Braidsd Co

Samples furnished upon application.

Ills.

Owners of

all

the PatcntB and Inventions of Charles D. Jenney

(known

as the

Jenney System) and Sole Owners and Manufacturers of

h'.s

Improved Dynamo, [amp

$

Electric Motor.
[ncondesceat Lighting
Iu All deslrabli
Simple, dartblo, QconomtosJ,
the Jenney Systi
in these e«entlala It chalsteady, brilliant and penetrating,
lenged comparison
Estimates Promptly Furnished lor Erecting Electric Lighting
Plants lor Cities, Companies or Individuals.

l_

Prices Furnished for the Jcnniy Arc or Incan.
oescent Systems, or tor both combined.
Inoaudcac«ni

The Jenney
'null,

]Tftis

i

t!n>

Dynamos

are MMf-regulatlng,

oucorsll of the

tun.

'"

'

to

L«iiip«

furnishing Mill*,

Shops, Fhc

| ir

Sill IDS

HIIHUI lUlSIilMi

omen.
'

'i

Vu-

11.

I

f

CON*

Brainard RoRisoy. socreiar;
Amos K. Hollowxll, Tresjar«fc

Electrician.

Jenney Electric Company,
Sole

ttasti

Pu» I

FACTORIES:
ANSONIA,

Yo.-k.

st ., Chicago,

A.

m^mm^*^i

4u/j^'4u^Att$/J<y'W/M/><M"///"i

Co., (Mfrs.)

Proof

B

S

i

46 SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO,

.

Fire -Proof

C

OAK TANNED LEATHER BELTING AND LACE LEATHER.

^A^v.^'f^w

COWLES' PATENTED

Sole Manufacturers of

DYNAMOS.
AND MANUFACTURERS AND TANNERS OF

s:-:

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,

GUARANTEED FOR

&

in tee market.

Automatic in action, Perfectly Controlling the Pressure of the hose at whatpump is working.

ER

ELECTRIC PERFORATED BELTING!!!

Schieren

,

now

Ashton Valve Co, 271 Franklin St, Boston,

Chas.

°<

ever speed the eug ne or

NEW YORK.

Prevents Air Cushions.

beta - "> e

&^ C&&'&ffi!

t

Simple

McCLEES, General Manager,

* e p<"»

Glve Perf-ct eecnrlty asrainst boiler eiploslon.
whether Steamboat, Locomotive or Stationary.

THEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES

Subterranean Use,

»

de

VAT.VFS
I J1U
IjO

TTTF!T'R
l?al U 1 1
* AAAiJ-ll ^lAFTCTY

Aerial Use,

Electric Light

Safety "V«.l-*7-©,
Tbe AstLton TCator
Relief Valve.
a ™<»
m °« p«**t
THE ASHTON VALVES lZt S

3

As;>

III lESililili lit SISTEI.

-M3

nroRn:

Cor. Kentucky Ave,

uud

J>Iorris St.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

t

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

The Thomson-Houston
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Go

Electric
WESTERN OFFICE:

EASTERN OFFICE:

620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM
-OF-

Electric lrc-[ighting
I3ST

THE

"OTORI-ID.

SERIES LAMPS
FOB
"d".

Urc-Circuits.
These Lamps have repeatedly
their superiority under

Shown

K^rK)M30M-rtO"uy57^iOi

test.

9

Medal

:

First Prize

:

Firs:

t -*.f**0^

Beet Arc-Ligbt. Lonlsrllle, 1883,
Best System of Arc-Lighting,

Cbidnnfi:! Indnetrlal ExposltlOD, 1883.

This

Company was

given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions
at

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

London, August

1

1,

1885,

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
These dynamos are automatic in their regulation and
durable.

will

FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

LIGHTING.

No other Incandescent
maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit.
are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

Our Incandescent systems

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
II

sizes for the transmission of Power.

and Incandescent

Plans and estimates for

LlKhtlnir

Exhibition,

FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

and Power Plants.

all

kinds of Aro

Lamp

is

so perfect and

—
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SIMPLEX LINE WIRE Q«eem
All

Who Have Used

it

Pronounce

it

-M.VN1FA( TURER8-

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.

the Ideal Line Wire.

Malden Electric Co

city electric Co

,

Malden, Mass., feb.

8,

1889.

TWO

Simi'Les Electrical Co., BoBton, Maee.:
Gentlemen: I take great plebtuire In recommending most heartily
the Simplex wire for the purpose of electric light construction.
are uelng over 160 miles of thlfl wire in trie territory of Maiden, Melroe.\ Everett and Medford. We believe it to be far better than any
other In the market, and in the end most economical for oar pnrpneee.
We have made careful testB of it In comparison with other wire, and
ehonld be unwilling to use any other where trees are numerous and
tte foliage la deoBe,or,lnde>'d, for any general construction.
Yours vory truly, II. A. ROYCE, Treas.

—

We

FIRST PRIZE COLO MEDALS 1888.

ONE

F~C=5F=e

MOST EFFICIENT.

MOST EFFICIENT.

CHAFED BY THE

CORRECT VIEW OF A TREE

Z. R. Insulated Wire.
UsTSTTXjA-TIOaiT.
3STO- 1

Simplex T.

BEAD THE FOLLOWING:
Nkwton Electric Light and Power. Co.
Nkwton, Mass.. Sept. 20, 1888.
Mb. A.

F.

Boston, Maes.
Sir. -? We have in use sixty-three miles of your Wire No. 1
insulation, nine-tentbe of which is through solid rows of trees.
Your insulation wears smooth and glossy without cutting through
where it chafeB against small limbs. I consider it better lor tree
work than anyolher In the market at any price.
H. H. CUTLER.
Yours respectfully,
Superintendent.
(Signed)

Dear

1

City op Chicago.

Fire Department. City Telegraph.
Sup't Office, July ^5, 1887.
give Ihe "Simflfx Wire" a Bevere test.

CAPACITY.

Horse

Power.

)

—AND—

ECONOMICAL.

ISOLATED PLANTS and CE NTRAL STA TIONS FULLY ERECTED,

Motors for Runnirig
ELEVATORS,

We give

THE SIMPLEX ELECTRICAL COMPANY,
MASON,
AVE.,

50

)

made

A. F.

1-8 to

LIGHTS'

I
since I determined to
water for
a teBt for leakage by keeping a couple of lengths immereed in
evid nee of leak through
no
could
get
that
limel
end
of
the
and
at
days,
twenty-two
I then made some sharp bends in the wire, but could not find that
thf insulation
vertically in a hot boiler
this opened the covering In the least. I suspended a sample
room to teet ihe runnine qualities; for Borne samp'es<.f another wire which I had
which would
been strongly recommended to use were surrounded with an Insulation
in
that line. Your wire
—did— cook out, and 1 had no desire for further experience
stood the test nobly.
,.
While 1 am recommending your wire for out-of-door work, through damp cellars,
lanndrv wSHhrooroe. kitchens, and other moist places, and expect to Bee It put. in the
course of the Be&eon into a brewery where ammonia le used for manufacturing ice,
understand I am only too glad to accept it for all ordinary ineide work where ' UnI am, eir, yours recpectf ully,
derwriters" has up to date had ita bes t hold
C. C. HASKINS, Electric Light Inspector.
(Signed)

Some months

M OTOR

DYNAMO
25 to 500

Mason, Gen. Manager the Sliplex Electric Co.,

and

FANS,

PUMPS AND GENERAL MACHINERY.

an Absolute Guarantee regarding Materials, A\ orkmaDship

Efficiency.

OFFICE, FACTORY

A.TSU

SALESROOM,

General Manager,

BOSTON. 58

620 ATLANTIC

nun

& 60

Longworth

St.,

CINCINNATI,

0.

The Daft
11

um-mu

IHSULATIHG COMPANY,

Electric Co.,
new yo rk and

chicago.

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

The only Company

INSULATED WIRES and

CABLES

Railways.

FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.
Guaranteed to Give Satisfactory Services Underground and Overhead.

Adapted

for Klines,

Prices and

No. 1*9
W,

Ohemloal Works,

Samples on Application

Economy.
The Daft Motors for Power

at

F.C.S., London, Chemical Engineer,

General Manager.

supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principul

Electric Light, Telegraph

and Telephone Companies,

to

United States Vessels,

Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other services

wherever a First-class Electrical Installment
Materials and Workmanship are

and correspondence
articles,

is

solicited from

is

Guaranteed

Required.
the

Dis-

CITY. tribution are

FOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We have

Speed,
Endurance,

Specially

Etc

FRONT STREET, NEW YORK

k MR5HAW,

using Safe
Currents in the operation of Street

Our

Very Best,

companies and architects requiring our

unexcelled.
for Circular Matter.

Send

New York Office
BOREEL BUILDING,
115

BROADWAY.

Please Mention the Weetern

Electrician.

:
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NATIONAL CARBON CO

rHtE

CleTrela^rLca., OJclIo.

mm

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENCINEERS FOR ERECTINC COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENGINEERING COMPANY,
LIBERTY
OLIVER
81 LAKE ST,,
ST.

61

boston.
H. A.

1

I

CHICAGO.

I

I

Electric tight and

NEW YORK

power Stations

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screening!
NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

ST.

109

-

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

SYNOVIAL,

Cylinder Oils.
JDynaino and
gum
or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
Free from
to none.
Adopted by the largest
machinery.
By refilterinsc can be used continually.
Electric Plants of the West.

Second

S.

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

TAUSSIC, Agent,

CHICACO.

"THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY."
By FRED H. WHIPPLE.

"LITTLE WONDER" DYNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINE
Plating Machines
requiring a speed

of from

1800 to
3600 reoolutionsper
minute, are only

A

new and original book, designed to inform a practical public without the use
ci tuystifying technical terms.

Over 1,000 in Successful

@£

fit

jmj

for toys.

OPERATION,
Please send for Catalogue of 1S89.

COITTEITTS:

The Mechanical production,

The

Transmission and Utilization of

Electricity

Application to the Propulsion of Cars.
The different systems described, with Illustrations Showing their Methods of
Construction and Operation.
Where and When and How These Systems Have Been Applied.
Comparison of Electric Propulsion to Other Methods.
What does it cost to build an electric road; cost to operate; what are the advan-

History of

largest manufacturers
Platers' Supplies,

of Nickel
Lacquers,

for

power Purposes.

etc.

its

Van Winkle
Co..

KEWABK, V
NEW YORK

J.

OFFICE:

tages?

Application of Electricity to Elevated Railways and to Stationary Power.
Overhead systems, conduit systems, storage batteries, etc., etc. described and

92 and 94 Liberty St

,

illustrated.

Cost of Producing Electricity; of its Transmissions; of its Utilization.
Steam and Water Power and their application to the Electric current.
Price, bound in paper, $1.00; bound in flexible Russia, $2.00.

DF»-u.t»lislL©«a

FRED

H.

toy

WHIPPLE,

Detroit,

Michigan,

Stored Electricity.
Electrical

DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

Central Station

Accumulators

Voltmeters

Batteries,

or

Storage Batteries,

And Complete

Isolated Lighting,

LIGHT

Especially Adapted to

Railroad Car

and

For Towns,

SIMET CAR gaOPULSMM.

POWER PLANTS
Theaters, Etc

Street
THE OHLY SYSTEM

Long Distance
Lighting.

Electric

Offices, Residences, Factories

Lighting,

Which Completely Displaces Gas.

and Ammeters,

SWITCHES,

Lighting,

Cars Equipped
for Electric Propulsion.

t

Experienced Electric Motor

Ctle

World.

THE ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATOR CO,
44 Broadway, New York. OFFICE

THE ELECTRO-DYNAMIC COMPANY

PMCENIX BUILDING.

Main

OF PHILADELPHIA.

DETROIT

CHICAGO OFFICE:

91

CRISWOLD STREET

Office,

224

Carter

St.,

Philadelphia.

New York

Office,

44 Broadway.

THE LAW BATTERY.
FOR ALL CLASSES OF OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.

In the latest form the negative element is a Double Cylinder, one within
the Other, having more surface and quantity than any other negative element in the
markf.t.
Its efficiency and durability surpass all its rivals, and it is f/uaranteed
for ten years. As now made both elements are secured wholly beneath the cover,
The cover is of blue glass and
instead of passing through the cover, as heretofore.
locks tight to the jar, absolutely preventing evaporation of water and creeping of salts.
Both binding posts are permanently attached to cover, and thoroughly protected
against corrosion.

THESE

-A.HE

SEOISBS IMPROVEMENTS.

buy a Prism, Porous Cup, or other perishable negative clement buttery,
when roe can be had which Is I'liACTlCALLY KV r KRfjAHTlN<i. And do not waste
money by experimenting with any of the numerous new and untried batteries which are constantly
coming and point', but buy the " Law," which Hum Htooil the test of eif/M years,
!>o

rir.r

be

•-,'»

foolish as to

LAW TELEPHONE

CO., II2 Liberty St.,

CHAS.

A.

STRELI

:ER & CO.,

NEW

YORK.

HENZEL, San Francisco, Cal.
DETROIT, MICH., SOLE AGENCY FOR DETROIT AND VICINITY

Sole Agent for the Pacific Coast

:

GEO.

L.

:

.
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co

UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS.
DR. GASSNER'S DRY RATTERY
Experts acknowledge it to be the best open circuit battery in the market, most durable and conTelephone, Railroad and Fire and Police Signal Companies use them largely.
Bell
hangers say it kills their trade, as they cannot charge for renewals. Physicians love them. High-

venient.

est testimonials.

For Sale by

VITALIM

Write

for Circulars.

THE WESTERN ELECTRIC CO-

CHICAGO,

And CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS, San

III31IIKR, JWanager.

Francisco, Cal

DYNAMO
PULLEYS.
SECURE
BEST RESULTS,

If

you would

loisChestnut St. Philadelphia

The following 1b the result of a teet recently made at
the Frunblin Institute, showing the relative value of
Paper Pulleys over Iron in the transmission of power
Transmission, Iron, 34 lbs. Paper, 144 lbs., with equal
tension of belt.
Tension, Iron, 150 lbs.; Paper, 39 lbs. for equal tranB
mission.
Width, Iron, 12 inch; Paper, 3 inch (unsafe for belt).
Diameter, Iron, 48 inch; Paper, 24 inch for equal ten;

sion.

Contact, 90° on 24" Paper equals 180° on 36" Iron.
t3^"Tbeee Pulleys are used and indorsed by the leading Electric Light Manufacturing Companies.
For Price Li^ts and discounts write to

AMERICAN PAPER PULLEY

CO.

Indianapolis,

11 1

A. SCHOVERLINC,
Chamber s St., - NEW YORK.

GleVerly Electrical works

the

Use PAPER PULLEYS.

ILIv.

bl

%,Mll MSllCDK

lCfl» 4j " »
MGCtf
H-A'Cleverly -Manager

Philadelphia Department'*

BAXTER ELECTRIC

Western Agent,

W

G. A.

Harmount. 315 Wabash

The

MF'G

&H0TOR

've.. Chicago.

Electrical

Construction Co.
CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION Or

Light

Electric
fi^iii||l

"If you have any
a reasonable price."

All

Lamp

HOUSE WORK

III.

M

Complete.

Plants

Spools to re-wind, send them to us, and

Class es of

CO

we

will

do

it

for

a Specialty.

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING & MT'B GO.
ItOOMS, 200 and '202

18

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST. XiOTTIS.
UNIFORM

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

BALL DYNAMOS ™ LAMPS
FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
This system is mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a steady
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required

LONG LIFE AND GOOD LIGHT

A Specialty, comprising
ECLIPSE CORLISS ENGINES,
Tubular or Water Tube

IDEAL
Plain

IN QUALITY,

or

BOH-iERS-

and the cost of repairs.
For descriptive circulars or testimonials, address

CHARLES W. RAYMOND,
39 Dearborn

Street,

CHZOAG-O.

Western Agt.

Tremont House,

PATENT FURNACES
Worth! ngton Pumps. Injectors and
Fe ed Water Heaters, Hill Friction Clutch
Pulleys. Dodge Patent Wood Split Pulleys.
Shafting.

-

-

-

Belting,

Pipe,

Fittings

and Valves.

U-.IL-

COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO
THE STANDARD CARBON
]VIaiiiiraotnror» of
ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL,
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SOLE BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improved Corliss Engine
of

FOB ECONOMY OF FUEL, REGULARITY OF
MOTION, AND DURABILITY IN USE.

D.

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

Write fnr our Catalogues

Vice-Pres. and Consnlting Electrician.

President.

CUTLER,

FRANK

Treasurer and Manager.

PERRET,

A.

'RANKLIN

Electrician.

S.

CHAS. M. WILKINS.

CARTER.

ESTABLISHED

WARD

V/LLKINS

MANUFACTURERS

.

Of

AND DEALERS IN'EVIRY DESCRIPTION OF

NEW YORK OFFICE:
50 NASSAU ST.
OF-

JAY AND PLYMOUTH STS.,

BROOKLYN.

E.

1S67.

PARTRICK & CARTER,

TheElektronMfb.Co.
Cor.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

JNO. H. BARRETT,

SAEGENT,

E. H.

CO.,

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

IT IS XTNEOtJALED

W.

ALUS &

RELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

Is

P.

N. Y.

1

-MANUFACTURERS

THE PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS
AND DYNAMOS.
SMALL SIZES
(18 TO 2H.P

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF
f
BELLS, D1SQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LTGHTING APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.

)

A SPECIALTY.
Distinctive Features,

We

publish Catalogues of all our Manufactures, and will forward to any addresi upon*

application.

N.B.— When applying for Catalogues, please state whether "Electric Bell" or "General
Supply" Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trade inclose business card for discounts.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

114 South Second Street.

LAMINATED
FIELD MAGNETS,
LOW ARMATUEE

RESISTANCE

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO

No Sparking Under
Changes

of

Load.

INCANDESCENT LAHPS

KXCKLLKXT

FOK

WORKMANSHIP.

ARC-LIGHT CIRCUITS.
Efficiency.

In

I.

W.COLBURN &CO.,
174 Main

St..

GREAF

SUPERIORITY.

Catalogues Fnrnlphcd op Application.

Careful Investigation Invited.

SIMPLE RELIABLE. DURABLE.
.

SHOW

MACHINES

OUR

and Durability

Regulation, Simplicity

The only

safe socket for series lamps,

and the only

socket having insulating material for the outside

Hangers' Hand-Book,

Bell

Send

parts.

for Illustrated Catalogue.

FITCHBURG, MASS.

BADT,

620

SI. 00.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

BOSTON,

-

MASS.

Dynamo Tenders' Hand-But,
BADT,

ELEMENTS

of

$

1

.00.

VALVE-OLEINE:
MASTEK

ATKINSON,
Fl?rtrl>

and

nncl In rand

••-« <

$1.50.
|

n

1

l.lchilnK. Klectro-IM allot;

M>prliTif-n tnl
•

I

All

three

S€.

cafiii

with

•-.

Band-

»dlUon,

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

K CO..
CIIH MJO, ILL

v.iiir im>hi.
is a product In the highest state of nitration, Is of the greatest viscosity, Is entlri-ly free from all acids and absolutely non-corrosive, and without doubt the finest and most thoroughly reliable Cylinder Lubricant now on the market and will naturally lubricate 200 toltOOpKtt cknt.
.»
more than products of lower test. \9~\ not only the ih-ni but the most « «>
lubricant.
Manufacture and sale controlled exclusively by RELIANCE OIL & GREASE CO.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Samples of one to ten barrels shipped on request. Correspondence Invited. Resident agents wanted.

CO.,

6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

7^G00D
^rlKRON", OHIO1

Fo*

'*

El

TUBINC ALL'

,

,.l

Purposes

OOOOOOoooo".*

•»

i^w^ty&wasm

P^pLirpoS^
\

PEC1ALTIES OF ALL KINDS TO ORDER
""Semo for Gtalobue. "

«**

j

Sarnples and prices

^ ares%

I
I
I
I

i

,

JXb" MfaetMrerS 0/

I

oil.

«

I

|

Iso
.

WxaT*

one addrese,
order, $3.00.

Booke, to

test.

Agents, Engineers and Practical Builders of
.jcostly steam plants will be pleased to know that a Lubricant Is now produced of such
/extraordinary high fire test as to make It proof against the great heat to which It la
subjected, and Is therefore a PEKEECT lubricator where products of lower grade and
Hre tests pass oir at once, leaving the parts subject to wear, or greatly Increasing the

consumption of

itarhlnn for Arr

675 DECREES
"ir=?E:

MECHANICS. Purchasing

ELECTRIC LIGHTING,

upon application.

™* B.r.CooDmcH Co.
RUBBER
AKRON

WO/TffB

AKRON. OHIO.

|

!
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His Patents Sustained

by the United States

Supreme

Court.

THE EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO,
Takes pleasure in announcing to its patrons and the general public that the decision of the
Supreme Court of the United States, filed on the 21st ult.,in the case of the
Bate Refrigerator Company, is in fact a decision

SUSTAINING THE EDISON PATENTS
In the many suits brought by the Edison Company, in the lower courts, against infringers of the Edison patents, the
defendants have evaded the merits of the controversy, thus tacitly admitting the fact of infringement, and have interposed a plea alleging that our patents have been voided by the expiration of patents previously granted in foreign
countries.

Hence the delay in establishing our rights. In the meantime, other electrical companies have been indiscriminately
copying our devices and methods, not even assuming that they themselves were the original inventors, but simply relying upon the construction of a statute by the lower courts invalidating our fundamental patent. In pursuance of our
expressed determination to secure a decision upon the point of law involved, we have had the Bate Refrigerator case
(covering the identical question) argued before the U. S. Supreme Court, with the result announced above, thus

Completely Deprivingthe Defendants

of their

Main Defense.

We have now only to

prove the fact of infringement in order to secure prompt injuncand damages from, those who have been so long using with impunity that
HIGHEST A UTHORITY now concedes to have been ours, exclusively, from

tions against,
which the
the beginning.

This

is

simply

to establish

A QUESTION OF FACT.
Was,

or

Was

Not, Edison the Original Inventor

?

This question has been decided in his favor a great many times, primarily by the U. S.
Patent Office, which granted to him Patents bearing earliest dates; then by tlie various
courts of Europe, through the crucial examination of which the question has many times
passed.

Thus

the

QUESTION OF LAW having now been settled by the Supreme Court of the
and the QUESTION OF FACT by the highest experts of the ivarld, tJiis com-

United States,

pany now notifies the Public of its intention to call a
trespass and abuse of its rights in

halt

and demand a reckoning for the

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT
16

AND 18 BROAD

ST..

NEW YORK.

By EDWARD H.

CO.,
JOHNSON, President.
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WESTIN6H0USE ELECTRIC

CO.

J

THE PIONEERS IN INCANDESCENT LIGHTING

ALTERNATING CURRENTS
AND OWNERS OF

FUNDAMENTAL PATENTS PERTAINING THERETO.

COMPLETE CENTRAL STATION

OUTFITS.

Alternating Current Apparatus,

Direct Current Apparatus,

Arc Lighting Apparatus,
Electric Motors,

Electric Meters.

150

CENTRAL STATIONS
OFFICES

IN

IN

OPERATION.

ALL LEADING CITIES.

150
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

CO.

THE UNITED STATES ELECTRIC LIGHTING
Sales Department, 120 Broadway,

(LEASED

AND

OPERATED

BY

THE

NEW

J

CO.

YORK.

WESTINGHOUSE

ELECTRIC

CO.)

Arc and Incandescent Apparatus
T-OH

Efficient

Apparatus!

Economical Lamps!
Ingenious Devices!

THE SAWYER -MAN
510 West 23d

Street,

ELECTRIC

CO.,

NEW YORK.

Incandescent Electric

Lamps

AND
SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC WORK

ELECTRIC AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.
CORRESPONDENCE WITH DEALERS INVITED.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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illustration
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riNG set.
this

new

testing

set,

designed specially

for

m

DYNAMO TENDERS
-JLNI3-

BELL HANGERS.
Consists of a Highly Polished Cherry Box,

It

containing a small dry

DETECTOR GALVANOMETER
Of 500 Ohms' Resistance,

CONTACT KEY AND TWO BINDING POSTS,
Tne external dimensions of the box are 6 3-4x3 3-4x2
Total weight, one pound and fifteen ounces.

7-8.

The Galvanometer, Key and Binding Posts are mounted on a sliding Shelf, beneath
which is the dry cell. By opening the end of the box, the shelf can be drawn out for inspection or repairs. The standard resistance of the coil is 500 ohms, but we will make them of
any resistance to order. One ceil will deflect the needle a few degrees, even through a
resistance of 15,000 ohms.

PRICE FOR THE SET COMPLETE, $15.00.

We

are sole agents for the sale of Kerite Wire for the Western States. This wire has been tested
service and stands at the head of goods of like character.

WESTERN ELECTRIC

CO.,

by years

of actual

CHICAGO.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO, APRIL

Vol. IV.

The Macraeon Storage

Battery.

The field for storage batteries is continually
widening, and there is a growing demand for acAn
cumulators which are thoroughly efficient.
installation of one of the latest improved types
is shown in the accompanying illustration, which
shows 46 cells of Macraeon battery. In this accumulator the plates are attached to the lid of
the box, which is constructed of metal. By raising the lid the plates can be separated for in-

The plates are fixed into the
spection or repair.
body of the box, and bracing the sides make it
extremely rigid, and as it is of metal, it does not
The lid prevents "spraying." Lateral
warp.
bending, or "buckling," is prevented by dividing up the plates, especially the positive plates,
into strips so as to give to each strip insufficient
strength to bend laterally, and at the same time,
by making each

strip free

and independent

of

the others, allowing it to expand in the direcIt is said
tion of its length as much as it may.
the
that by reducing
bending force in one direction and showing it
full play in the other direction, buckling

maybe

No. 15

1889.

informal discussion it was decided to lease two
The followfioors in the building for the club.
ing committee was appointed to lease and decoMessrs. Kreidler, Sunny,
rate the new quarters:
Kempt, Guest,
Pierson, Zimmerman, Terry,
Badt, Perry, I.eondardt, VVunder, Leonard, WilAfter
merding, Degenhardt, Baggot and Shay.
the appointment of the committee President
Barton spoke in a prophetic vein. He predicted
that the change would bring the club to the
front at once.
It only needed quarters of a suitable character to make it a strong organization
in every way.
As rooms in every way adapted
to its needs were now assured, the club could
look forward to the future hopefully.
Several
members stated that they knew of a number of
gentlemen who would join the club at once now
that the question of rooms was settled.
It was
decided to revise the constitution, and Messrs.
Badt, Zimmerman and Sunny were appointed
to perform the work.
The election of officers will take place April

see," he explained, "they did not take
essary precautions against the admissii
in their conduits.
In all the recently
1

subways

Chicago, we have covered the outer
as well as inner walls with cement, and taken
every possible precaution against the admit
of gas.
A person who has no experience in
these matters cannot imagine how important
this is.
If you were to drive a bar into the middle of the roadway and pull it up, you would
soon get an idea of the amount of gas that escapes from the mains into sewers, conduits, etc.
Now, we had an experience in Chicago some
time ago that impressed these facts on our
minds.
A plumber working near an opening of
one of these conduits thought he would take a
look into it.
He accordingly raised his torch to
the aperture through which he was peering, and
almost instantaneously the manholes along the
conduit were blown out. It is quite probable
that the explosion in New York was caused in
some such manner. As long as the gas mains
in

are

S TORAGE BAT TERY)

n t i 1 ated.
h y
there was a time when
we couldn't stand the

chemically

of

are

rapidly
special
treatment, involving
electrolytic action in a
bath containing nitrite
of ethyl.

wires

by

I

Unlike the usual
forms of storage battery in which porosity is
obtained by means of

the patent

pure

lead,

formed

"

"

with

pasting

battery
portion of

the
the

plates
fusion,

obtained

by

whereby each

is

MACR.EON STORAGE BATTERY.

particle

is

placed

in

inti-

Scaling is thus avoided, as well as the
separation or disintegration of the plates, because
as every portion of the plate is fused to the next,
an absolute separation, it is claimed, cannot

their duties, with great earnestness

and enthusi-

shows the method of connectwhich consists merely in putting

illustration

on top of another. As the cut indicates,
the cells are not arranged in a straight line, but
are so placed that an opening in the lid is exposed, through which a hydrometer may be introduced, or water added.

one

De Land and Cutter were
appointed a nominating committee. They will
have a ticket prepared on the 16th.
At the close of the meeting the members of
the committee on new quarters met and divided
They have already entered upon
up the work.
Messrs. Terry,

18th.

asm.

occur.
cells,

cell

Chicago Electric Club.
The Chicago

Electric club held a special
meeting April 5th to take action on the question
of securing new quarters. President Barton was
in the chair.
In calling the meeting to order he
stated that the object of the meeting was of the
most important character, ami the future of the
club would depend on the result of the members' deliberations.
Diagrams of rooms in the

High block on Adams

is

I

for

con-

the
it

now

office.

you want

to

ping down

stairs,

any man

plate.

The

and

a

in
If

see the
practical
application
you can do so by step-

mate contact with its fellow, as well as with the
conducting or otherwise inactive portion of the

ing up

though.
a
plan

ventilating
duits,

office.

found

devised

litharge

Macraeon

into this

soon

remedy,

mixed with sulphuric
acid and water, in the
active

.

gas that came in this
building through the
conduit which led the

which are con-

structed

W

ve

of frames of novel construction, into which is
cast a fused salt of
The positive
lead.
plates,

there

defective,

be more or less
gas in the conduits or
sewers.
But there is
no danger if you take
the proper precaution.
These conduits can be
will

(MACR£W

entirely prevented. The
negative plates consist

13,

street

were shown. After

Manhole Explosions.
An

mystery surrounds the subway exwhich occurred in New York city reThe fact that the conduits were filled

air of

plosions
cently.

with gases is admitted, but the origin of the
spark cannot be determined.
There were no
electric currents passing through the conduits;
it is now known that there were no elecwires in the subways in which the explosions
occurred.
Numerous theories have been advanced to explain the occurrence, but none of
these are satisfactory.
A representative of the
Western Electrician called upon City Electrician Barrett, of Chicago, to learn his views of
the cause of the trouble.
He said the main
cause was a fault in the construction of the subways, but this could readily be overcome. "You

in fact,

tric

arrangement, and

Returning

is

and

the building will tell you what a
change it has effected."
The ventilating device is a simple
certainly effective.
in

the subject of the recent explosion. Prof. Barrett said he had learned while
in New York that during the last year excavations were made in the streets for public improvements of some kind, and when the workmen reached the depth where they expected to
find the gas mains they were surprised to discover no trace of an iron pipe.
Further investigation showed that the company had been
forcing its gas through an irregular channel
where a pipe had formerly been laid. "Many
of those old eastern companies have had their
pipes down twenty-five years, and to-day they
don't know whether or not their pipes are still
there," continued Prof. Barrett. "1 am informed
to

on good authority that one-third of the gas produced goes to waste in this manner. Under
these circumstances, you can readily see how

much

care should be exercised in constructing
these underground subways, ami also tin'
sity for establishing an efficient system of venti:

lation."

The Chicago Edison company has sixteen
miles of underground mains.
Little trouble has
been experienced with their operation.
In two

—

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
:red in the manholes,

and no damage was
The last explosion occurred

d by them.

In referring to these, a
with the company said:

ago.

s

i

nected
"It

is difficult

to

form

a

theory

satisfactory

We

explo
the conclusion that thei
Lilt

for the

due

to

have came to
to the

collec-

a wellper cent.
from the mains,
thi
f
ght that the cause for the
night be found in this leakage, were
for the fact thai illuminating gas has
It does
ed in the manholes.
rreat deal of that kind of gas to be
present before ir is perceptible, on account of
We have therefore settled down to
the odor.
the conviction that the explosive gas is a mixture of sewer gas and air, which forms an exIn the case of
tremely explosive compound.
the first explosion, the top of the covers were
blown right up into the air. In the second case,
inholes.

it

about

or

10

It is

15

;
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The

by a man carrying a lighted torch into the conduit, although' when they opened the manhole
the volume of gas that was liberated was so great
Yet they did not
they could scarcely stand it.

Transfer System of Electric

escape, but carelessly
walked into the conduit, carrying the light with

give

gas time

the

The

them.

to

electric

companies,

light

in

The accompanying

fact,

essential

of

for

Gas

system

of

shows

the
distribution
Rice, jr., of

patented by Edwin H.
Mass.
In the cut A represents an
alternating current dynamo, of which F' F-,
etc., are the field poles, excited, it may be, from
any external source, or by a separate winding
on its own armature,
B' the brushes bearing
on the collector rings, and a b the mains, leading to the translating devices situated on the

Lynn,

B

Fixtures.

T T' are converters, and the
secondary lines are c </and if.
Connected in multiple across the mains c d
external circuit.

incandescent
electric lamps on gas fixtures was patented on
the 2d inst. by E. F. Gennert, which has several
for

illustration

features of a

recently

ii

Attachment
A new attachment

Distribu-

tion.

the electric companies notify us of
their intention to construct conduits. They tear
up the streets and break our pipes in some cases,
The
but never say anything to us about it.
present system of constructing conduits without
regard to the location of gas pipes, is the principal cause of all this trouble."

none

E. P. Gleason Manufacturing company of
are manufacturers of the attachment.

New York

placing

points of merit.
An objection to many attachments or arms consists in the fact that when
they are placed on the gas fixture nozzle or nipple, and the plate .of a gas globe holder is put
on top of the attachment, only a few threads are
left for the gas burner, which acts as a nut or a
lock to hold the globe holders and attachments
in position.
In turning the key of the electric
lamp the attachment is often loosened and the
gas burner is partly unscrewed, causing gas to
leak.
The attachment illustrated herewith sucIt conessfully overcomes these difficulties.
sists of two parts
a base which is firmly secured to the fixture, and an arm for supporting
1

—

and

number

of induction transfer
with lamps L L'. The coils I
/' I\ etc., are not transformers in the usual sense
of the term, but are properly equalizers for
potential difference existing on different lamp
circuits leading from and supplied by current by
Thus, should lamps be exthe coils / /', etc.
tinguished in the circuit Z, the full number running in the circuit L', both being supplied with
current from the same coil, a less number of
lamps will tend to run at an increased brilliancy;
but the action of the coil / now asserts itself to
equalize the difference of potential in the different branches fed by the coil.
It is claimed that this system secures greater
e f, etc.,

coils,

/

/'

are a

/-', etc.,

ATTACHMENT FOR CAS FIXTURES,
the bottom of the box was blown out.
In each
of these cases there was a short circuit.
This
was also true in the case of the Boston explosion.
It is hard to account for the explosion in New
York city, as no current was passing at the time.
In order to prevent explosions hereafter, it has
been suggested that we put a two-ounce bottle
of chloroform
with the cork left out, of course
—in each manhole. This plan will be tried
here."
A representative of the Chicago Arc Light
..V Power
company said that the circumstances
attending the explosion in New York were peculiarly singular.
In the first place there were no
wires in the conduits, and there was no occasion
for any one tampering with them.
In fact, they
were sealed up, and he did not believe the fire
was communicated from the outside. He was
not prepared to give an explanation of the cause
of the explosion, but he favored the theory of
spontaneous combustion. "After some of the
explosions that have occurred in our conduits,"
he said, "we have found no trace of illuminating
an examination, of our wires has
failed to reveal trouble in the lines. There have
been neither crosses nor grounds. The insulaeen high, the installation measured up
t we
had the explosions. There
ent.
It was generally

—
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_":ntleman interested in the gas business
rnphatic in his denunciation of the present
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I'RANSFKR SYSTEM OF MSTUIIIUTION,

electric lamp: the base is supplied with a
male thread for the gas burner; under this there
is a square shoulder, and the rye of the arm be-

the

ing provided with a corresponding opening, it
fits snugly on the base.
Il
will be seen that the
arm may be placed in any direction corresponding to one of the angles on the neck of the base
globe holder ran be placed below
in, and when the gas
burner is screwed on,
ile will be securely
1

1

h

I

held.

The new device
making

has been

thi

1

unproved upon by
and using in the

pin, whi< h enters
the star-shaped eye.

teel
01

flexibility of distribution with

grealer

economy

than is al present obtained by the use of cither
transformers or induction transfer coils alone.
In the figure a ciirrrnl with a potential of 1,000
is converted
into a current having a

volts

potential of 220 volts on
c

JfJ

.

This current

is

the secondary mains
turn fed to induction

in

/'

/"', etc.,
from which roils,
coils /
lamps or other electric apparatus suitable for

transfer

use with alternating currents may be supplied
with currents of any desired potential as great
as or lower than 220 volts withoul further con
version.
Suitable fuses for safety in cases of
short circuits, etc., should be placed in the mains
leading to and from the transformers "/' '/", and
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if

leading to and from the induction

in the circuits

/

transfer coils

/'.

of subdivision of potential, and from
coil to supply the translating devices.

Right and Left-Hand
p.

is.

the

final

Dynamos.

liAiii.

1

in this place.

The armature

of any

in either direction.

If

dynamo may be
the

rotation

rotated
in
the

is

1st,

for the purpose of

investigating

(

1

meeting, Edward Lauterbach, presConsolidated Telegraph & Electrical Subway company, said that no work of
a public character involving the use of the
streets of the city of New York, had ever been
done with greater care or a greater desire to
have every available scientific test brought to
bear on it, or had been subjected to a more
thorough supervision, than the construction of
Among
the conduits and subways of the city.
the many difficulties that had been met with he
alluded to the heat engendered by the Steam
objei

idenl

t

of

of

tin-

tin-

Heating company's

pipes,

which was

in

lowing directions will be of value to the engineer or dynamo tender.

The reversing of the direction of
necessitates the following changes:

to

I.

RIGHT HAND SERIES DYNAMO.

same direction as that of the hand on the dial of
a clock, when in front of the commutator and
facing the dynamo, it is called a right-hand
machine; when the rotation is in an opposite
direction the dynamo is called a left-hand
machine. As it may sometimes become necessary to "reverse" the direction of rotation of the
armature because of the arrangement of the
power and the location of the dynamo, the

1.

fol-

rotation

The brush-holders and brushes must be

reversed so that the armature will run "with"
and not "against" the brushes.
2. The rocker or quadrant must be adjusted
so that the brushes get the necessary "lead" in
the new direction of rotation.
3. The connections must be changed according to the accompanying diagrams.
These connections are so arranged that the

.

and had

invariably laid with every
mi after !»
erabli

time, he

I

pi

ii

was
Mr. Lauterbai
give the impression thai thi
Tins was a physical in
stopped.
iron pipe.
As it was, the
more than 5 per "Ni.
He (1
thi' statement that the gas worked inti
ments of the houses; m fa> t, he del ied
Tin- gas had no lateral pressuri
was always to ascend
11'
thought
h\

<

pui

years,

ind

1

down.

1

it

tie

t

many

As to the escape of
instances over 200 degrees.
gas, he believed it was practically impossible to
avoid it, at all events unless the efficiency of the
present attempts at prevention were materially
increased.
He did not believe that the explosions had been caused by an electric spark, for
in three or four of the first explosions that had
occurred there had been, as in the instance
under consideration, no electric current present.
In conclusion Mr. Lauterbach said it was not for
him to decide what were the relative rights of
the Electrical Subway and other corporations; he
simply desired to call attention to the fact that
they were engaged in a general public duty;
that, after all, the use of the streets by the gas
companies, although they were private corporaUp to the prestions, was for the public good.
ent time the operations of the Electrical Subway
company had been simply for the benefit of the
public, as an option had been provided, by availing itself of which the public could eventually
come into possession of all the construction
work that had been done by the company.

FIG.

No

Men.

the mattet

and formulating plans for preventing accidents
of the kind.
A goodly array of gas nun re
sponded to the mayor's invitation, among whom
were John I'. Kennedy of the Mutual Gas company, E. J. Eufer and E. l.alor of the Equitabli
his company, W. 1. Bradley of the Consolidated
(las company, and Gen. Spinola of the Standard
Gas company. After the mayor had stated the
(

Almost weekly I receive letters in which J am
asked whether dynamos ran be run in a dun
ion opposite to that in which they run ordinarily,
and, if so, what changes, if any, are necessary in
It may be of interest to answer
the machine.
these inquiries

of Electrical Control.

consequence of the recent explosions in the
subways, Mayor (Irani invited the represents
lives of the different gas companies to meet the
Board of Electrical Control ,n his office April
In

It will be understood from the foregoing that
the subdivision of potential may be carried even
to a further extent than is indicated in the drawextend
the
ing, it being only necessary to
from
transfer
coils
principle of supplying
fractions of preceding transfer coils in the trains

r,\

New York Board

Mr. Eauterbach then read a letter addressed
him by Leonard F. Beckwith, the engineer of
the Subway Construction company, which entered at length into the subject of the explosions.
There was, the letter stated, an escape of 20 per
cent, of gas from the companies' pipes, which
were in many instances both badly laid and rotten.
The pipes of the Standard company, however, offered a notable exception, as they were
carefully laid, and of the very best material. The
popular theory that a spark or flame was necessary to an explosion was an erroneous one, 4 per
cent, of gas and common air making a mixture

WV?M
FIG.

3.

-'. ^<-
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RIGHT HAND SIICNT DYNAMO.

could be kept out of the subways if they were
coated with asphalt cement, but he was sure
that it would do no good to coat the gas mains
In his
with cement to keep the gas in them.
opinion, a much better way than using blowers

was to ventilate by means of two pipes at different levels.
Mr. Beckwith though that this - .
gestion had no practical value.
E. J. Eufer, of the Equitable (las company,
stated that before the mains were disturbed by
the construction of the subways, there had been
but little leakage, and if the leakage of the gas
pipes was now more than 5 per cent, it was
because the subway people had not properly replaced the earth around them.
The discussion was then adjourned to the following day at 1 o'clock, when the investigation

was resumed.
Commissioner Gibbens stated that he had
read in one of the daily papers a statement of
the secretary of the Edison Electric Light company that the Edison company had had no

that was liable to spontaneous combustion. The
system of blowing out the subways which had
been adopted had been found to be of great

The sub-soil of the streets was thoroughly saturated with gas which had leaked
from the mains, and this and the moist heat
from the steam pipes were among the causes of
It was more
the deterioration of the gas pipes.
than probable that to account for the explosion
at Fifth avenue, they would not have to fall back
on the theory of spontaneous combustion, for a
There had
specific explanation was at hand.
for a long time been a leakage of gas into the
basement of the Fifth avenue hotel, and the day
before the explosion the smell of gas was unusually strong, and was then specially remarked.
The following day a man with a glue pot was
preparing to work in the basement. He lighted
a fire under the pot, and the flame without being
noticed by him, had probably ignited the gas in
the air, traveled through the duct which ran into
the basement from the subway, and caused the

benefit.

FIG.

2.

LEFT HAND SERIES DYNAMO.

main binding posts of the dynamo do not change
their sign (+ or
), and the pole pieces do not
change their polarity (N or S).
For compound dynamos no diagram is given,

—

as simply the connections for

both

the

series

and shunt winding must be changed according
to the diagrams.

of the excessive amount
was that a cap had been left off
one of the mains by the employes of the Standard (las company.
John P. Kennedy of the Mutual ('.as company
said that in Mr. Ilcekwith's letter and Mr. I.auterbach's remarks, it was stated that the gas
carelesslaid
pipes of the companies were
were inferior in quality, and
ly,
that they

explosion.

Joseph, Mo., Electric Light Plant,
The city council of St. Joseph, Mo., has

St.

awarded the contract

for the city electric light
plant to the Excelsior Electric company.
The
bid was $50,753.
The Excelsior company will
install the plant complete, with the exception of
the central station, which will be built by a local
contractor.

The cause

of escaped gas

lie. 4.

LEFT HAND SHUNT DYNAMO.

trouble caused by leakage of gas, and that there
had not been explosions in any of their conduits
He therefore called on Mr.
or manholes.
Wheeler, who had formerly been in the employ
of the Edison Electric Light company, to state
Mr. Wheeler stated
wdiat his experience was.
that there hail been a number of explosions in
the manholes of the Edison company, and that
he knew of a case where the cover of a manhole
was blown high enough to come down on the
With reference to the question
top of a house.
brought before the board the previous day of
he leaking gas making its way into houses, Mr.
Wheeler, in reply to a question of Commiss
Gibbens, said he was of the opinion tha
naturally traveled in the direction of the
I

resistance.

C. C. Jackson, of the

Wcstinghousc

Eli
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m
had
[

placed be-

mercury cup 111;
cup m', conductor
12 to cells C, to conductor 5, to point 20, and
conductor 3. Current from the dynamo may
therefore charge the battery B and a portion
The portion of
pass on to energize the lamps.
current from the dynamo which passes the terminal 20 of battery B passes through the compensating resistance C, which reduces the elec-

cast iron pipes with auxiliary joints.
stem of yentilat-

and a

considerable exmnecti'on with the
>urgh,

which

tween the poles of magnet M. free to oscillate.
Its single coil of wire is connected to insulated
rings on the arbor 1?, upon which rest brushes
n n, which are respectively connected by wires 9
and 10 to opposite terminals of the cells ('. iy
which means the magnet A is permanently
Upon the board /'are standards .V,
polarized.
forming bearings for the arbor a. Magnet A is
fixed to one end of arbor a, and arm // is fixed

<aid that compipes, the use of
rly used
been discontinued in favor of

perien

The company had ad
5

gave some

\

bi

g

manholes to a point above
ground, and arranging a
then they had had'
the opinion that not only
the appreciable escape of

an escape pipe from
the surface of the
blow-off, and since
He was of
ons.
explosions, but also
gas, could be pre-

In Pittsburgh, if there was a leak of
one half of one per cent, they thought it a great

vented.
deal.

Mr. Andrews, president of the New York
Steam Heating company and the Standard lias
companv. spoke strongly in favor of ventilation by means of holes in the covers of the
manholes, but Mr. Beckwith opposed this on
the ground of danger of ignition by matches or

may

be traced from the dynamo via conductor
the negative pole of the battery, and from
the opposite terminal of the dynamo via conductor 3 to point 20, thence via conductor 5,
through coil
and conductor 4 to the positive
pole of the battery.
The battery is in process
of receiving its charge.
It is assumed that
some lamps are in use conductor u> of the
working circuit is connected directly to the
negative pole of the battery and conductor 2;

counter electromotive force, either or both effective as a compensating resistance.
J/ is a polarized clear.. magnetic device loconsists of iron
It
cated upon a base-board
cores having coils of wire/, like the field magThe coil/ has one terminal
nets of a dynamo.

Light company, who has had

verv
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wire

connected 'bv

4

a terminal of battery,

to

C

similar' terminal of the electrolytic cells
is connected by wire 5 to the opposite terminal
coil

..f

f.

An

electro-magnet,

.-/,

is

I

2 to

/

—

conductor

w

is

connected

circuit passes thence via bar

to

b,

a spark from a horse's shoe.

Mr. Bayles, commissioner of health, stated,

on being questioned by Commissioner Gibbens,
the saturation of the soil by illuminating
It had
gas was not injurious to public health.

that

septic qualities

which had the

of de-

effect

some diseases.
Further evidence was given by D. H. Brad-

stroving the germs of
the

lev,

engineer

of

the

Consolidated

(las

companv: bv Mr. Flannery, of the Standard
Gas company, and by Engineer Kearney, and a
committee was appointed to make further investigations and to submit a report thereof to
the board.

Distribution by Storage Batteries.

A

svstem of distribution by storage batteries
.istrated in the

accompanying

cut.

The

in-

that of AYilliam W. Griscom, of
Haverford College, Pa., and a patent was reIn his description of his system
centlv issued.
of distribution, the inventor states that it occasionallv happens that when the lamps are being

vention

is

supplied by the battery the dynamo is operating
To do this, its electroto charge the battery.
motive force is raised above the electromotive
This excess in electroforce of the battery.
motive force is noticeable in its effects at the
Especially is
lamps, and is somewhat injurious.
this true as the battery nears full charge.
The Griscom system is devised to meet this
difficulty: means are provided for automatically
inserting

and withdrawing a compensating

ce, either

part,

it

is

wholly or

in part artificial.

re-

If in

accompanied by a source of counter

electromotive force equal
tional

artificial

in value to the addiresistance required to produce

This compensating resistthe desired result.
is inserted in the working circuit between
the battery and translating devices during the
process of charging the battery, and it is withdrawn as soon as the process of discharge is esThus the electromotive force at the
tablished.
lamp terminals is maintained constant. For the
icnsating resistance electrolytic cells are
>,, as
it in reverse, or
electi
force to that of the
it from the dynamo, and at the same time
rge which maintains
them in an active condition.
od cing and
>tam e, as depolarized electro-magnet
en the dynamo
and lamps,
and b
ng into the
by current
ance

1

1

DISTRIIWTION MY STORAGE BATTERIES.

opposite end.
Near the center of bar b a conducting contact dips into mercury cup 111, which is the terminal of the
working circuit w.
Mercury cup m' is electrically connected by wire 12 to the terminal of
the electrolytic cells C.
Upon one end of bar /<
tier.- is a double contact, x v', the contact
x' being longer than v.
Both dip into mercury
These mercury cups are connei ted
through an artificial resistance, A', by conductors
to arbor a near

7
.

the

and

dynamo by
'
with
divide

mo
'I

its

Mercury cup u is connected to collar 3 by wire 6 at a point between the dynaand ban
he apparatus is capable of assuming two po8.

—

when current

sitions

first,

dynamo

into Hie battery,

rent

is

flowing from

tie

the
is flowing from
and second, when curbatterj to supply the

lamps.
is

shown

dary battery,

p<

their

in

is

the

first position.
onsisting of two

connected

battery and lamps.

The

in

cir-

circuit

tromotive force by an amount equal to the
amount by which the electromotive force of the

dynamo exceeds

that of the battery.

second condition it is assumed the
dynamo has stopped producing a current of
charge, and that the lamps are being supplied
bv the battery.
No current Hows in conductors
2 and 3.
Conductor w' of the working cureuu
is connected to the negative pole of battery />'.
In

the

From the opposite terminal of battery />' euiTcnl
flows via 4,/, 5, C, 12, ///', /', ///, to w; but as the
direction of current through coil / is reversed,
the position of magnet .1 is reversed and bar b
is tilted, breaking circuit at /// and closing cirArm x' lirsl enters (tip v\ circuit
cuit at // v.
passing via 4, 5, 20, 3, 6, 7, A', 8, v, x', b, 1/1, to
Contacl x almost immediately enters cup//.
w.
Circuit then passing via 6, //, ,v, to /', and (lilting
out resistance R, which is a so-called "sparkcoil," and is used on the return movement ol
bar /. lo prevent sparking at the break points //
and t. It will thus be seen that when the dy-

1
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namo is operating to charge the battery, the
compensating resistance is in Ctri uit bel
the battery and lamps; and when the dynamo is
idle and the battery is supplying current to the
,'

lamps, the resistance

is

out of circuit.

Harmonic Telegraphy.
Francois Van Rysselberghe's system of harmonic telegraphy has just been patented in this
The system has many interesting
country.
features.
The invention isdesigned to enable a
large number of separate and independent telegraphic messages to be sent simultaneously over
a single wire, either in the same or in opposite
directions.

drives

it,
is
an isochronic governor, '<.
controls the axis, maintaining a uniform :-;
It is represented in the diagram by an ordinary
ball-governor foi purposes of illustration only, as
such a governor does not produce isochn
movements. The battery or other soun
electromotive force / is here shown in
branch of the line, in another branch of w
i
is a series ol resistances, l\
R1 each of which
may be short-circuited through the respei
wheels and brushes by closing the corresponding
key, K'
K\ A condenser. //. is shown as
being interposed between the battery and main
line /., and by this arrangement it will be seen
that the lone or harmonic telegraph may lie used

R

accompanying

cuts, Fig.

1

is

vices.

The inventor states that it has been necessary to maintain a constant relation or proportion between the numbers or rates of vibrations
produced and sent by the different transmitters,
and these proportions have been those which
exist between the musical tones or notes of the
It followed from this that the
musical scale.
operators working the phonic transmitters were
It has also
never independent of each other.
been necessary to have the several receivers
tuned and vibrated in exact unison with the cor-

ordinary Morse or other
usual form of telegraph, A', the currents of
which are preferably rendered gradual in their
emission and extinction, so as not to affect the
phonic receivers.
With the arrangement as thus
indicated, the axis being rotated at a uniform
rate of speed, if one of the keys is closed the
corresponding resistance will be shunted each
time a tooth of the corresponding wheel comes
in contact with the brush, and each shunting

connection with an

referred to, as well as many other difficulties.
In order to overcome these troubles and to produce a practical tone-telegraph, improvements
in the apparatus both at the transmitting end
and the receiving end of the line, have been de-

Rysselberghe. The improveend enable the operator to transmit or send to the line a series of
vibrations which always bear a constant.anrj invariable relation or proportion to each other,
without adjustment by the operators, and which
maintain these various rates uniformly, a single
rotating axle with several permanently constructed and arranged circuit-controlling wheels
consisting of cog-wheels having
is provided,

ments

FIG

Van

in the transmitter

but

1

heard
is used
ativel;

vibrat

euro

:

other signals required

:

raphy
order that

In

the

signa

tinctlj

receiver,

and to further

but the desired tone

in

aid

in

1

an improved form of a "Helmholtz
Resonator" is utilized.
It is essential torn.;
distinction between such a resonator a
dinary sounding-board or othi
such as prismatic boxes.
not only to the fundamental tone, but to the harmonics thereof, and while such sounding hor boxes increase every sound, the spherical resonator responds only to one tone or fundamental note and tends to suppress all other tones.
The resonator consists of a hollow ball with one
or more holes in it, and the single note to which
it will respond depends upon the diameter of the
ball and the holes.
When such a resonator is arranged in conjunction with the improved fork
above described, the fork and resonator respond
loudly each time the fundamental note or tone is
sent through the wire and are silent to all other
sounds. The resonator should be mounted upon
a base separate from the tuning fork.
In Fig. 4 is shown one of the openings of the
resonator covered with a diaphragm,
N, and
a pendulum, P, bears upon the diaphragm, shuntI

responding transmitters.
Many attempts have been made to construct
and arrange a practical harmonic or tone telegraph system, and to overcome the objections

signed by Mr.

-

,

K

in

a diagrammatic representation of an embodiment of the
Figs. 2, 3 and
improvements in the transmitter.
4 are similar representations of receiving deIn the
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HARMONIC TELEGRAPHY.

FIG.

3.

corresponding change in the electric potential upon the line through the inductorium or condenser, if such be used.
If the
three keys closed together and the wheel A' provided with thirty-two teeth or contact-pieces, the
wheel A- with forty-eight pieces, and the wheel
A 3 with seventy-two pieces, in the proportion of
469, and if the wheels rotate four times a second, it will be evident that the closing of the key
A"' will create 128 electric variations in the line
:
wire, the closing of key
will create 192, and
key K' 288 vibrations per second.
It will be
will create a

M

ing in short circuit the coil or relay .S', in circuit
with the local batten E, and when the diaphragm is vibrated by the fork the pendulum is
-

HAAjp

K

seen that the numbers of these electric vibrations will always bear the same relations to each
other

— namely, the proportions

happens that they

will

of 4 6 9

— and

it

correspond to the musical

tones of do' sol' re 2 and these three tones will
exist simultaneously and electrically upon the
line wire, and, their relations being uniformly
maintained, they will not interfere with each
other in the least.
It is evident that the same numberand uniform rate of vibrations may be produced by increasing the number of contacts in the wheel
and decreasing the rate of rotation, or vice versa,
as it always happens that no matter what the
rate of
rotation of
the axis may be, the
variations in the current
produced by the
circuit controllers always maintain the same relation to each other.
The same principle apparently may be carried out with a greater numcircuit
ber of
controllers moving in exact
synchronism.
In order to receive these tones
separately and without interference from each
other, use is made of a receiving apparatus.
In F'igs. 2, 3 and
represent a magnetized tuning fork, the fundamental note or tone
of which corresponds to one of the circuit controllers of the phonic transmitter.
In the form
shown in Figs. 2 and 4 the tuning fork itself is a
magnet, the legs forming the poles thereof, and
each b anch is provided with an electro-magnet,
the coils of which are included in the line wire.
In the form shown in Fig. 3 the fork itself is nut
necessarily magnetized; but the magnet /> E /',
having a coil connected to the line wire on each
uf its ends, is arranged in proximity I" the tuning
fork, SO thai tile legs thereof act as armatures to
Any electric tune or set ol elei
the magnet.
variations coming over the line will cause the
fork to vibrate, even when such tone is not in
inns in with the fundamental lone of the fork.
In other words, the fork may be said to act to a
,

FIG

I.

HARMONIC TELEGRAPHY.

bearing thereon, and each
suitable brushes
tooth making or breaking contact with one of
the brushes as the wheel rotates, the number of
makes and breaks produced at each rotation of
the various circuit-controlling wheels being prearranged according to the number of electric
vibrations, undulations or changes of potential
in the line to be produced by the various wheels.
The number of changes of electric potential in
the line produced by each wheel or other device
being thus arranged to bear a position and invariable relation, the rotating axis or the motor
is provided to drive
the same with a governor
that will always maintain the rotation of the
circuit-controllers at a constant or invariable
rale of speed.

X

Fig.
shows an axis,
V, which may be
It carries a
n
driven by any suitable motor.
1
Ikt of circuit-controllers. A'
A', electrically
insulated from each other, and brushes /•' />" /.'
are arranged to permanently contact with the
respective wheels, while the brushes
C 2 C*
only touch the teeth as they pass successive!) by
the respective brushes. Attached to the rotating
axis, or otherwise connected to the motor whii h
1

A

:

C

4,ABC

HARMONIC TELEGRAPHY.

moved, making bad contact with the diaphragm,
and the battery puts the relay into operation.

Underground Wires in Boston.
During the recent convention of the National
Electric Light association, a party of IJostonians
Chicago ostensibly for the purpose <<i securing information bearing on the question of
underground wires. Upon the return of the
party to Boston, it is reported, a wet blanket was
thrown on the movement in that city for burying
electric wires.
The matter, however, was not
permitted to drop.
The Citizens' association
took up the subject, and prosecuted the search
with vigor.
It is said that these investigations
have led to many interesting
ind it
is charged that the committee either
wilfully or
ignorantly distorted facts and misrepresented
the entire matter.
The secretary of the Citi
visited

iatioil accordingly ope
with Prof. Barrett, city electrician of Chi
and he furnished the committee a detailed statement of the plan adopted in
Last
week Prof. Barrett received a lying the receipt of the data and informing him of
the nature of the statements that had been made
by members of the investigating party and
A copy of the proposed bill, which will
others.
be submitted to the legislature of Massachusetts,
1'his bill provides for the burying
was inclosed.

assi

11

I

of

all

electric wires.
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great value to men engaged in
He has made the subject of
oughly interesting to a large
We are confident that they will
series has
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The

New York

people of

have grown

tired of

the service which the Manhattan company is
pleased to call "rapid transit,' and there is little
likelihood that the franchise of that corporation
The cable roads do not rewill be extended.
ceive much encouragement, and the outlook for
electric railroads in the metropolis is becoming
brighter each day.

Two

letters from Detroit, published in this
show that the question of burying wires is

issue,

A statement
a vexatious problem in that city.
from a representative of the telephone company
shows that already considerable progress has
been made in putting the wires underground.
The question is also bothering the city council
and the electric light company at Indianapolis.
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President Barton

stated at the last meeting

one of the most prosperous clubs in the country.
The remark was made just before the club took
decisive action on the subject of securing new
rooms.
The question has now been settled, and
a committee has been appointed to secure new
quarters which are in every way adapted to the
needs of the organization. It is a matter for
general congratulation that the club which during its comparatively short existence has performed so much excellent work, is to be placed
on a better footing. An energetic, enthusiastic
committee is hard at work, and the result of its
action will soon be made known.
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Electrical pater.ts

An

interesting account of the proceedings in
injunction suit brought by the Western
Union Telegraph company against the Board of
.rical Control, will be found in the regular

the

New

York

letter.

is

is a probconsiderable
just worked out by Will-

at present
tern

iam

Considerable

taken at the present
time in the Eckhardt-Baker telephone bill which
is now before the Illinois legislature.
It is
a
measure which has had a disturbing effect whenever it came before the legislators.
A rather
lively debate took place last week, and the discusinterest

is

sion waxed warm. Several members of the house
tried to secure the advancement of the bill by
suspending the rules. When their efforts failed
they insinuated that those who had voted against
them were influenced by improper motives.
It
is stated that a few more incidents of this kind
kill the bill.
The telephone
issued a statement, presenting its
side of the question.
An abstract is given elsewhere.
It seems to be a fair presentation
of
the case.

will

unquestionably

company has

Distribution by storage batteries
lem which
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The news comes from London that Mr.
Ferranti is hard at work on an alternating current motor to be used on the circuits of the
Deptford station. It is said that he has discarded several methods of construction, but is
now at work on a machine which he thinks will
be successful. The report that he has designed
a practical

motor has created considerable

Y.,

'..
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lower to propel
for
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ting,

and

of

of

arli-

inter-

England. The London
Electrical Engineer doubts the rumor.
It adds:
"There is no possible doubt but the most important invention
required for any purpose
whatever in the whole world at the present
od-working, economical alternate
current motor.
The man who invents such a
)ie will rank far above Watt, or
Gramme,
•on. and wall command a fortune such as
no American spei ulator ever dreamt of- that is
supposing half a dozen inventors do not hit
upon equal: (rood machines at the same time."
cin
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Gas Light

healthy child; but it is like other young
children, it has troubles to come. A great many
of those troubles are looming up in connection
with the question of laying wires overhead and
underfoot, and they will have their difficulties
with the vestries as we have had.
I do not
fine,

know whether

the steam rollers will hurt them
much, but there are other matters which the
vastries will find impede the use of the electric
light in the streets of London.
I do not think

we

shall

elei in.

hurt

it,

amd

I

am

sure

it

will

not hurt

We

have taken eighty years to arrive at our
position, and they will have a considerable number of years yet to exist before they will be in
such a strong financial position. To compare
our business with theirs is like comparing the
business of a young man who has just started
with that of an old gentleman who has accumulated a large fortune, and has a good going concern."
That is an excellent illustration of the
relative positions of the two industries.
Many
of the gas companies are certainly of the old
fogy order, while electric lighting has enlisted in
its ranks the brightest and most energetic business men of the day.

Considerable space

is

devoted in this week's
and theories in

issue to the presentation of facts

reference to explosions in conduits.
The topic
is one of great practical importance, as a large

number

of companies of late have been compelled to face the question of burying wires.
The New York Board of Electrical Control
wrestled with the subject at its last meeting, a
full report of which is presented elsewhere. The
representatives of several gas companies were
present.
They thought that t K e estimate of 15
per cent, leakage from gas mains was much too
high.
They also claimed that these mains were
as well constructed as possible.
It will
be
noticed it was not questioned that the explosions were the result of the ignition of illuminating gas which leaked from the mains.
Another
article in this issue presents Chicago experience
with explosions in conduits. Prof. Barrett states
that he has no trouble at present inasmuch as he
has devised a method of ventilating the subways.
He thinks that about a third of the gas
escapes from defective mains, and he gives a
striking illustration of poor construction.
He
assumed that the escaping gas was the cause of the
trouble.
A representative of the Edison company, however, says it has been ascertained that
the cause of the explosions in the Edison manholes was not illuminating gas, but sewer gas.
The explosive compound which collected in the
manholes was
without exception, odorless.
In New
York the spark which exploded
the dangerous
gas has been located by the

The blame is laid upon
company.
workman, who lighted a lire under a glue

Subway
a

be no! iced
opinion as

there is a difthe
immediate
cause of the Chicago explosion.
A repre
senialive of the Arc, Light
& Lower company inclines to the theory of spontaneous
combustion, while the Edison company inclines
to the belief that the spark proceeded from its
pot.

It

ference

will

of

The

that
to

At

tie

as-

to

investigate

onsiderable attention
--I

address,

is

one of greal interest, and
the committee which
Hoard of Electrical Control has appointed

electric lighting

nstani do-ad.
r.

who made an

"There

no doubt that the
electric light is a very great comfort, and very
beneficial to the public, but I say it does not
compete with us. Electric lighting is a very

wires.

Tin

the chairman,

which he said:

in

us.

of the Chicago Electric club that the organization only required suitable quarters to make it
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Meyer Engine,

this point was the leading feature of the convention.
Many gas men, however, do not relish
the thought of recognizing the electric lighting
interest as a formidable competitor, and these
deluded victims of their own folly are endeavoring to find some consolation in the fact that
they have so long been established that it will
be many years before the electric light compa-

nies can dislodge

New York.

Eastern Office: 30 Temple Court,
W.

of last week.

.

Business Manager.

-

Badt, in a rather caustic communicapresents in this issue his views on the subject of a primary battery scheme, an account of
which appeared in the Western Electrician
F. B.

tion,

Teieplioue 1710.

and Progressive Age notes with pleasure the fact
that the gas men are rapidly becoming convinced
of the wisdom of its proposition for gas companies to furnish elect; ic lights.
The discussion

lighting,

it

is

to be

which

will

subjeel

hoped

the

is

that

matter

may

present

facts

throw light on the subject, and sug-

gest mean-, lor the prevention ol explosions,
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The Meyer Engine.
The accompanying

cut

illustrates the

Meyer

fixed cut-off engine, designed for either high or
low speed, and for heavy and continuous duty.

characteristic

Its

feature

is

its

valve

gear;

ity by throwing a little light on the subject, he
said:
"You will know soon enough. You ought
not to ask me to give up my secret."

Practical Telephony.

it

moves the valves with such rapidity at the propel
moment, that steam is admitted into the cylinder,
asserted, at absolute boiler pressure.
This result is attained by reason of the fact
that the eccentric is always in the center of its
travel when the piston is at either end of the
it

By Thos.

is

and just when the valve is at the point
of opening and closing the ports.
The valve derives its motion from the bell
crank lever operated by a single eccentric, cut-

stroke,

ting off the steam uniformly at half the stroke,
and closing the exhaust at eight-tenths of the
In order to secure the greatest benefit
stroke.
from expansion, the steam should not be admitted into the cylinder beyond that point at which
the speed of the piston begins to decrease, which
at half stroke. This is accomplished with a very
simple and positive valve motion.
The valve is of the piston type, and is made as
light as possible and fitted with spring rings,
is

which travel in removable seats, which can be replaced without taking the cylinder from the
It is relieved from pressure, and having
frame.
a constant travel will always keep steam-tight.
The bed-plate is an improved form of the Porter
type, made more rigid between the main bear-

Lockwood.

ii.

PART
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In large telephone central offices the multiple
switch-board is now almost universally employed.

can barely indicate the
distinctive features of this organism. Its essoin e
are
is
that the call-receiving annunciators
divided between the number of sections, each
attended by an operator, the
calls
being
answered each at the section where its annunciator is located.
But each section, in addition to
the annunciators and answering spring jacks of
the lines properly belonging there, is fitted with
In this series of

papers

a line in
'Hir-

I

spring jacks also for all the other lines entering
the station.
Thus each subscriber's line coming in passes
through a spring jack at each section of switchboard, and finally to the annunciator at that
section to which it belongs.
Every operator in
this way has access to every line. It is, however,
obvious that, unless there be some means provided whereby an operator at any one board can
tell whether any given line be already in use at
another, the ability to connect with any line at
any board goes for nothing. Therefore, there

ing to the
ing ap
(.11

many

:id

n

its.

is not intended
to include then
matter relating to the central
series
which this briel
multiple switch-board mi
may possibly be onsidered in detail
quent series, provided the time of the a
lure of the publisher be no
and tii
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The Pennock Primary Battery Scheme.
Editor

My

\\

1

attention

was

called a

the Chicago Tribune of

nock primary battery.

few days ago to an

March 29th
I

art;

relating to the

also perused an article in
the same subject.
I calle

Penthe

Western Electrician on

the office of the company and was given a pamphlet referring to the merits of the Pennock batten- for electric

=«i0fiiii^i

THE MEVEK ENGINE.
disk crank is properly
accordance with the weight of the

must be some means provided for accomplishOne way which has been much used
ing this.

reciprocating parts. The connecting rod is made
three times the length of the stroke, and the
crank pin, cross-head pin and valve connections

springis to connect the frames of the several
jacks of each circuit together by a wire otherwise insulated.
When any line is brought into use by the
insertion of a connecting plug, a cross is produced by the metal of the plug between the
jack frames, and thereby the insulated wire conThis virtually, in
necting them and the line.
the case of earth return circuits, puts a ground
on the entire number of jack frames of the line
in question.
Now, there is included in the
operator's telephone circuit one or two cells of
battery.
These are, of course, ordinarily on
open circuit. If, however, before inserting the
plug, the operator touches the frame of the jack
with its point, one of two things happens.
If
the line represented by that jack be already in
use at some other switch-board section, there
In ing already thereby a ground on the test line,
the circuit of the operators' battery will be
closed when the plug end touches the frame,
and a click will be heard in the receiving telephone.
The occurrence of such a click thus
denotes that the line is in use.
If, on the contrary, the line be not in use the
touch of the plug end cannot close the battery
circuit, and no click is heard.
The operator
then proceeds to insert the plug and complete
the connection.
Many alternative plans have
been proposed; none, however, for single wire

ing and the slides.

balanced

in

made

are

of

hardened and ground to a
The engine is made by the
Foundry & Machine company.

steel,

true cylindrical

Davenport,

The

la.,

fit.

Mysterious Incorporation.

A

dispatch from Springfield, 111., under date
announced the incorporation of the

of April 5th,

United States Vogel-Kazophone-and-ElectricalMicophone - Trumpet - Acoustic- ElectromotorPower-Musical-Car- Distance - Loud - SpeakingTransfer-Instrument company of Chicago. The
incorporators are William Vogel, Adolph Gray
and Richard H. Dakin. The capital stock of
the company is §60,000,000. Adolph Gray, whose
name appears among the incorporators, is a real
estate broker, with an office at 79 Clark street,
A representative of the Western
Chicago.
Electrician called upon him to learn something of the nature of the new concern, but he
positively refused to make any statement further
than that the world would soon be astonished
by the wonderful concern in which he was inter-

The articles of incorporation represent
ested.
the object of the company to be the manufacture
of instruments, the renting of rights and privilWhat these instruments were, or the
eges.
nature of the rights and privileges which the
company desired to dispose of, r. '.ray refused
to disclose.
To all interrogations he had but
one reply to make: "I have no information to
give you." When urged to satisfy public curios-

M

(

have proved as practical as this.
Mehave also, to some
extent, been employed.
In Denver a notable
instance of a combined mechanical and visual
signal is to be found.
The plug- socket in the

circuits

chanical and visual signals

lighting.

my name

In looking over this circular I happened to see
in the report of an electrical expert
the system.
I naturally became interested

mentioned

who examined

in the subject matter.

Mr. Pennock claims that the report was made bv a "well
electrician of Chicago," who was sent bv a capitalist to investigate the system of electric lighting bv primary-

known

batteries as now exhibited at the office of the Pennock
Battery, Electric Light & Improvement company.
I
find
that the writer of that report, which is signed "O. M. A..'"

a man by the name of Ash, who is employed bv the
Western Electric company to put up electrical apparatus.
He does not claim the title of "electrician." and certainly
the characterization "well known" is a misnomer.
His
"report" was written to a relative, and should never have
been published, as it was simply a private letter.
Mr. Pennock seems to rely upon the report of this "well
known electrician" of Chicago to a great extent; and takes
exception only to the statement "that it is cheaper to burn
coal under a boiler than to burn zinc in a battery for the
generation of electrical energy."
Mr. Pennock further
states that he very much regrets that his notes, scraptests and comparisons of primary batteries, as ger.t
of electricity, with the other means of producing eli
light and power, are all in his library at Brooklyn.
would advise Mr. Pennock. in a friendly way. to bring
1
these data to Chicago as soon as possible, as he may have
is

occasion to use them.

Mr. Pennock seems to think that his pamphlet containin- the report of the "well known electrician" should put
an end to all the editorials of the electrical journals "writ
ten by men whose knowledge of primary batteries
entirely superficial regarding the consumpti
compared with the burning of coal, anil who know n<
whatever about the details we have worked out to
electric lamps an incandescence by the consumpti
This is the only point he thinks
zinc instead of coal."
requires an answer, and Ik- demonstrates the advantae
sine over coal, as to the cost, by telling what he
complish.
I may say Ihat "w ill" and "v
are vii.
iy think thev can
understand that Mi
him out of the mire.
scheme has been shown in New York and othe
hope that the publication of the
I
ve to
enlighten the public, and to put them on their guard
I
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tend to discredit reputable firms who
and cause a distrust in the public
trical work.
Every elecin my opinion, should strive to throw all

this kind

-

ite

business,

iper,

Badt.

F. B.
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The Callender Company.
The
from

;:

New

li

<

was received

"The Callender

York Monday night:

&

Wate:
ompany, of 1S
Cortiandt street and East Newark, has become
ialh
embarrassed and suspended operampany was ini orporated in rSS3,
The
an authorized capital of $$00,000.
etailed statement made by the company to
tion, July 3 1,
SSS,
Bradstreet
3

1

|

-

1

exclusive of the
patents, which were
§200,000; liabilis.
was
_\ meeting of the creditors
Those present
held to-day at the Astor house.
give any information for publication,
is understood that Mr. Callender made a
definite statement of the company's
lition, showing unsecured liabilities of about
led

assets

of

§227,598,
1

1

:

J ., do, and assets oi §70,000, and asked for an
A committee of
extension of about six months.
creditors was appointed to examine the books,

make an

investigation of the company's affairs,
at a future meeting."

and report

Eckhardt-Baker Telephone
An effort was made in the Illinois

Bill

house of
Eckhardttelephone rentals
McElligott asked

representatives to rush through the

Baker bill, which reduces
Mr.
throughout the state.
unanimous consent to take up the

for

bill

first

He made the following remarks which
reading.
indicate the pressure. brought upon the members
to secure the passage of the measure: "There is
not a member of this house who has not received dozens of petitions asking for the passage
of a law that will regulate telephone charges.

—
—

For two weeks I and I think every other Cook
county member have received from twenty-five
rty letters per day asking for the passage
of this bill."
The motion failed to receive the
requisite two-thirds vote, and the rules were not
suspended. As it has been stated that the telephone companies would cease operations if the
bill became a law, Senator Eckhardt has introduced a bill which prevents under penalty of
•are of franchise a company from refusing
erate.

The

first

section

of

the

as

bill is

follows:

Be it enacted, etc., that any corporation
ng under and by virtue of the laws of the state of I II i—
operating or controlling a telephone line or
system within this state shall fail or
to furnish telephones or telephone service at the
rental or charges fixed by law, or shall abandon or refuse
to operate any such telephone line or telephone exchange
at thu rental or charge fixed by law, or shall refuse
:eges granted by this state to such
ration, then the state's attorney of the proper county,
-;

cord or at the instance of any individual
to any court of rerord of
any judge thereof for leave to
n in the notice of a quo warranto,
such court shall
that there is probling the court may grant the petibe filed and proceed to
1

to

rush the telephone bill through
ments of the Ihicago
(

citenn

1

that

in

I

April 13,

throughout the interior of this state) is about §3.49 per
month, but this average rate would fall far short of covering the actual expense of furnishing telephone service in
The rates proposed by this
larger cities, like Chicago.
bill are but a small reduction to each subscriber, but to the
Central Union Telephone company this reduction is a
great matter, involving the difference between moderate returns upon an investment and the impossibility of continu
The
ing the business at the prices named in this bill.
difference between existing business and residence rates is
due to the fact that business subscribers use the telephone
more than residence subscribers, and get more benefit from
company for furit at an increased cost to the telephone
The practical result of the bill would
nishing the service.
be to give business men, who use the facilities most, who
receive the greatest benefit, and whose service entails a
greater expense upon the telephone company, the same rate
as the residence subscriber, who receives but comparatively
little

service

and corresponding

benefit.

It

would,

in fact,

the housekeeper for the benefit of the business
man, by making the housekeeper pay a portion of the expense of the business man's service.

be

taxing

After pointing out the uncertainty as to the
proper basis of rates for telephone service, the

company
The

says:

under consideration has peculiar features of inThere is but one
justice, to which attention is invited.
city in Illinois which had a population of 60,000 at the last
There has been no state census since
Federal census.
Six dollars per month for telephone service named
1SS0
We think the
in the bill would apply only to Chicago.
bill allows the $4 rate in but two cities in the state, namelv:
Peoria and Quincy; in all other cities in Illinois this bill
allows only £3 per month for exchange service.
This was
the price named by the Indiana law, which was passed in
[SS5, was in force four years, and has just been repealed.
The "Eckhardt-Baker" bill, if a law, would reduce the
gross receipts of the Central Union Telephone company
about 35 per cent., which is much more than the total
profit on its last year's business.
One of the objectionable
features of the "Eckhardt-Baker" bill is that it would fix the
same charge for telephone service no matter what the distance from the central office, and the same price for busiTo make these proposed
ness use as for residence use.
changes would throw most exchange subscribers into great
discontent.
This experiment has been tried and abandoned because not satisfactory or fair. Nearly all tele
phone lines thus far built were established at the urgent request and with the co-operation of the people who were to
use them, and who were glad to get the facilities at the
rate c to be charged
The companies operating in this and
adjoining states are engaged in building toll lines from exchanges to outlying towns too small to support telegraph
offices.
Applications are now held from over 200 additional towns asking for such connections, but restrictions
placed upon this branch of the business, as proposed,
would render it impossible to extend these facilities, and
would necessitate closing most of the outlying stations
already established
These stations could not be maintained even at present rates were it not that public-spirited
citizens of such towns act as agents, at meager rates of
compensation, in order to foster the facilities afforded.
bill

On April 6th the bill was ordered to a second
reading.
As the bill will probably have to wait
its turn till the hundred others on the calendar
ahead of it are disposed of, it will not be reached
for three or four weeks, and it is difficult to predict the fate that awaits it.
Mr. Baker says if
the bill can be shown to impose unreasonable
burdens upon the telephone company in any particular, he is willing to raise the rates.
It is not
his intention to cripple the company or necessitate its removal of the telephones now in use.
Central Station Lighting.
UV PROF, GEORGE

1

FORBES.

the universal practice abroad to make the size of
the feeders such that the loss of pressure in these feeders is the same in all.
This involves the use of very large
feeders when their length is great, and great waste of energy when the length of the feeder is small, but it enables
all the feeders to be supplied by dynamos at the same
pressure, which may therefore work in parallel.
This arrangement is simple to work, but it is wasteful. I
find that we can save enormously in copper at a slight extra trouble in working the central station.
I would prefer
to
the feeders divided into two or three groups, feeders
in each group having the same length and having the same
A 1! these feeders would be made of the
pressure.
imical section, according to Sir William Thomson's
When the station is at full load the dynamos working
law.
higher pressure than those working
It is
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When

load is light all the dynamos
would work at the same pressure, because the loss in the
At such limes all the dynamos
canl
ned in parallel, or the feeders might all be upon
short feeders.
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but I hold that hitherto the pilot wires have genbeen placed in the wrong position.
Suppose that a
variation exists over the district of mains supplied by anyone feeder, and that the point where the feeder strikes the mains is kept at constant pressure, then the
most distant lamp supplied by that feeder has a variation of
If, however, the pilot wire came from a point
4 per cent.
half-way between the most distant lamp and the feeder, and
this point were kept at constant pressure, the maximum variation of pressure would be reduced to one-half,
and
would be only 2 per cent.
It appears, then, that by
sirable,

erally

4 per cent

properly placing the

pilot wires

the variations in pressure

can be reduced to one half; or, keeping the variations of
pressure the same, the quantity of copper in the mains maybe reduced to one half.
In these suggestions as to dynamos at different pressures
to the position of pilot wires I am supporting a
course which has not been generally adopted anywhere,.
but the improvement ought only to be mentioned to' receive
general recognition.

and as

LAMPS OF DIFFERENT VOLTAGE.
has often been proposed to supply different parts of a
district with lamps of different voltage.
In the ordinary
plan of using feeders and pilot wires the maximum pressure
at the most distant lamp supplied by any feeder is the
same as the pressure in the mains at the feeder. The minimum pressure may be, let us say, 4 volts less. Suppose
ioo-volt lamps are used, those near the feeder will alwayshave 100 volts, but the most distant ones will have pressures varying from 96 to 100 volts.
Ninety-six volts
would make the lamps very dull; and if at the distant
points lamps of 98 volts were used, the pressure would
never vary more than 2 per cent, from the normal, and a
better light would be obtained.
This would be a very good
arrangement if we could lay out a district from the beginning with all the positions of the lamps established, but it
is found as the
station progresses a house which would
have required 100 volts yesterday may require a limit of
only 99 volts to-day, owing to the introduction of additional
It

lamps between it and the feeder. Experiments which have
been made in America on this plan have led to disastrous
results and hopeless confusion in completing the scheme,.
This plan has been completely abandoned, and in t hepresent state of the industry I think that this abandonment
has been wise.
I do not think a greater variation of pressure than 2 per
cent, up and down should ever be allowed, if you wish to.

supply a satisfactory light.
I consider that success or failure of many electric light
companies now doing central station work is very much dependent on their following or neglecting the proper rules.
for distribution, and I will illustrate the importance of these
rules by a few examples;
1. A plain network by the two-wire system, fed at the
central station with the economical size of copper conductors
according to Sir William Thomson's laws say of t.ooo*
amperes per square inch and going to a distance of 4S0.
yards, would have a difference of pressure to which the
distant lamps would be subjected, of 24 volts.
2. On the three-wire system this would be 12 volts with
one-fourth extra copper.
3. With the same amount of copper as in the last, properly arranged with feeders, the feeding points being 160
yards apart, the maximum variation of pressure in any
lamp over the district is 2 volts, if the pilot wires come
from the feeding centers.
4. Everything remaining the same as this last, except
that the pilot wires are placed in the proper position instead
of at the feeding points, the maximum variation is only 1

—

—

volt.

other words, the quantity of copper required
over the district to a certain
figure is in the last case one-twelfth part of what it is in the
second case, and one nineteenth part of what it is in the
Putting

it

in

to limit the variation of pressure

first

case.

HIGH PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
Uefore I leave the question of distribution let me now
apply the same rules to the Gaulard and Gibbs system of
using alternating currents with high pressure in the mains
and low pressure in the houses, the reduction in pressure
being effected by means of an induction apparatus called a
"converter."
At the present moment these converters are
usually put in parallel upon the mains.
There is a general
impression in this country that it is not necessary to have
feeders supplying the mains, even though the distance extends to several miles.
Here, again, the experience of
other countries has been set at defiance, although in a large
town like London the importance of this rule is greater than in most American cities, or in
Rome. If such
views continue to be adopted, the result will be as disastrous in the future as it has been in the past
In the most
extensive system in this country, when there is a large de-

I

-

mailed to

1?

licrlin.

grouped together

pn

re at

the volt

At Milan, howeve
tabular ride

when

the cur

howi
London

1

IS

I

mand

for current, the distant lamps look like red-hot hairpins, even though the near lamps be at full brightness.

This

As

due to defective distribution.
already stated, there is a general belief in this

is

counwhatever extent the Gaulard and Gibbs system
used no trouble conies from variations of electric pies
sure over the district, even when the converters are placed
in parallel. Let us look at this question a little closer.
Returning to the two wire system for low pressure, if we use
1,000 amperes to the square inch as the economical section
for our conductors, the fall in pressure is 5 volts for 100
yards; the loss of pressure i\uc to the house wiring amounts
very generally to 2 volts
hence the total variation between the periods of maximum and minimum output is 7
volts per 100 yards, or about double what is permissible (4
volts); hence with the two- wire system such a size of conductoral too volts pressure could only be used for a distance of from 40 to 50 yards. Let us see how this distance
•led by using a pressure of 2,000 volts in the mains
and too volts in the secondary. With the same density of
current I* e loss of pres-uic in the house will be row 5 volts
yards, to which must be added 2 volts for the
fot 2,0
try that lo
is

—

—
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house wiring and about 1V2 volts for I03S in the converter,
making SJ^ volts loss of pressure in 2,000 yards.
If we allow 4 volts variation in the lamps, which is quite
a maximum, this allows only
P er cent, variation in the
mains, and th n the greatest distance to which conductors
The only means of extending the
can extend is 200 yards
In America the practice
district is by the use of feeders.
prevails of allowing only
P cr cent, loss of pressure in
the mains. I have taken a concrete case of 1,000 amperes
per square inch, which may not always apply to actual
conditions, bul it shows the necessity of adopting the uni
versal foreign practice of employing feeders, even with

former."
The reduction of pressure from the primary to
the secondary circuit is generally 20 to I, but sometimes
more.
A large number of t> pes have been invented- 1
have elsewhere described the Westinghouse converter,
which I have tested and found to be very efficient, even
though the largest one he is in the habit of suppl;.
only for forty lights.
Only the larger size of Zipemowski converter is so effi-

high-pressure mains.

a general opinion that the loss in the converter is
necessarily small
This is by no means the case. A
-reat deal of care must be taken in the design to get a
is
a general idea that
satisfactory result.
I think there
any of the converters now on the market in England will
give an efficiency for the average number of lamps in
I should
be much surcircuit of about no to 95 per cent
prised if there are more than two types in use in this
country which have an efficiency for the average number

X

%

We

have now to consider a very important, and
the most difficult, part of the problem of central
how are we to preserve our insulation.
lighting
be noticed that we do not require a high insulation
sake of getting a small loss of current; but only

—

perhaps
station
It

for

must
the

because

insulators the high insulation is more permais the quality of insulation which is
most to be desired. 1 am not going to discuss at present
the whole question of insu'ation, but rather to draw conAt the present
clusions from the exptrience of the past.
moment vulcanized India rubber and okonite are the substances which have the highest reputation for durability
and high insulation under all conditions. These, like

many

nent,

and permanency

other cables, are sometimes covered with lead, but in their
case it is only as a mechanical protection, especially during
the process of laying, because ihe destruction of the lead
would not destroy the insulation. Of late years a class of
cables has been much praised, about which I wish to
The copper conductor, stranded or otherwise, is
speak.
covered with any fibrous material, preferably jute, impregThis covered core is inclosed
nated with bituminous oils.
In this class of cable the insulation
in the lead pipe.
all know of
depends upon the lead being watertight.
many places where this type of cable has done good work
for a limited time, and many of us were inclined to believe
that it was quite satisfactory; but I think I am right in
saying that none of us know of its having worked successI have said that
fully in any place for three or four years,
a cable of this kind has hitherto been exclusively used in
tape or braid
covered
with
layers
of
being
Berlin, the lead
soaked in a preservative compound, and the whole armorI regret to
plated with two closed spirals of iron ribbon.
have to tell you that this insulation has Leen a failure. It
goes on well enough for about three years, then the lead
gives way, the covering on the copper is permeated, and
chemical or voltaic action sets up in the copper, which
So far as txpenence goes,
itself becomes disintegrated.
lor
this type of cable seems to me to be unsuitable
permanent work with the electric light. I trust that in the

We

we shall have some facts brought out. I had
hoped, from what Berthoud and Borel, and also Waring,
had done, ttat this would not be so, but the Berlin experience leads me to think otherwise; and on looking through
the testimonials of makers I do not find that these cables,
when placed underground, have ever uo.ked electric light
circuits beyond the three years fixed by the Berlin people
as being destructive. I have been told, but I cannot believe
it, that there is one company in London actually proposing
to put such lead-covered cables without covering into irou
Of course, every one knows they would soon be
pipes.
eaten into by galvanic action.
At Berlin and elsewhere I believe there is the intention
of trying some modification of the system of using bare
conductors, first practically used by Mr. Crompton at
South Kensington. Taking economy into account.it is
probable that for low tension circuits this is an admirable
It is probable that it may also be adapted to high
plan.
tension circuits by using oil insulators to support the bare
When copper strip is used it is necessary to
coLductors.
raise the cover of the trough in order to increase the numFor my own
ber of conductors; this is very expensive.
part, I would preler a drawing in system, if it were otherwise equally good.
At the present moment it seems to me that the only types
of underground (.able proved suitabL for permauent work
are either bare copper supported on insulators, or else vulEspecial care
canized India rubber, or perhaps okonite.
must be taken to avoid an insulator which is injured by
the gases which permeate the soil of a town, or which has
discussion

,

the property, like pitch, of becoming viscous,
ting the copper become decentralized.

and so

let-

METERS.
next lesson which the experience of foreign stations
Europe and America has taught us is the importance of
charging the consumers of electricity by meter, like gas. I
find that at present most companies in this country are
charging the large pioportion of toeir consumers by con
This aptrace making an annual -charge for each lamp.
pears. Irom evidence collected everywhere, to be a fatal

The

in

the universal experience that those stations
In many stations it is
pay hest where meters are used.
lound to be the best plan lo make a fixed annual charge,
which may be put down as the rent of meter, and then an
additional charge proportionate >o the quantity of electric
This has the advantage of preventing
cu'rent supplied.
customers putting in place a large number of lamps which
during the gi eater portion of the year are idle, but which
Such idle
on festival occasions may all require current
lamps are very expensive to the suppliers, because a large
the
whole
reserve of machinery must be lying ijle during
year lo be ready for such occasions.
Within the last month I ruve described before the
Society of Arts the different meters which are valuable,
For
without pretencing lo estimate their relative value.
continuous currents we have the Edison and Aron meters,
for alternating currents we have the Schalknberger meter,
and for both clashes my own 'Windmill" meter.

mistake.

It is

CONVERTERS.
is

1

n

si/cs are

say tliey find

impi

it

,

wen

sent us a notice that they

is

INSULATION.

with

made, varying in efficiency from 95
down to 88 per cent though the latter is a converter
Many of the types which
suitable for twenty-five lamps.
are made in England I feel sure are far from efficient. There

Three

cient.

'

The induction apparatus used with alternating currents
called a "converter," "secondary generator," or "trans-

Vet, so far as I am aware, no
of lamps over 70 per cent.
maker in this-country ever tests the efficiency of the converters which he supplies.
The efficiency of a converter
If the converter in a house
falls when it is underloaded
is adapted for 100 lamps, and only three or four lamps are

with

in use, then,

many

being used is double or treble what is
lamps.
This defect in some converters is clearly shown in
the load diagram of the Grosvenor Gallery installation,
where during the hours of minimum supply the current
sent out from the station is seen to be abnormally high
far above that of the load diagram of other central stations
and at the hours from 4 to 6 A. M in October current
sufficient for 4,000 lamps is indicated on the station meter.
This curve shows a loss of 20 per cent. The type of converter which Westinghouse has perfected is one of low
magnetic resistance. The worst ones now being made in
The waste in
England are of high magnetic resistance.
a converter, independeot of magnetic friction, varies as
The
waste due to
the square of the magnetic resistance
magnetic friction varies "as the length of the magnetic
These
circuit, if the induction in the iron is the same.
high magnetic resistance converters require a great deal of
copper
The magnetic friction is so great that they would
probably work better with an open magnetic circuit, as
shown by Lord Rayleigh.

—
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lating
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means
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presume that much of

Pending the

small pipes leading from

of

to tops of electric light poles.
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way

this finds its

investigation

the

result of

It is

and

Board

the attention

of

of the

Union Telegraph company, which is fighting the board.
An injunction was obtained restraining the board from
interfering with the Western Union company's wires or
General Swayne, in his argument before fudge
poles.
the

highways and

streets

the

of

state

"We

and

us owners of an interest in the

We

the law.

exist

occupy

city in accord-

do not violate

under the same circumstances as does

We

the elevated railroad.
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In fact, having the

they have.

We

soil.

rights
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real

speak of

estate as
for over

twenty years, we are beyond the reach of the Board of
Electrical Control or anybody else, according to the statute
of

But we do not take advantage

limitaiion.

This question of underground conduits
the public

is

Another question of

of

this

the Sixth

avenue road on condition that they would remove the poles
a'ong the line. They strung the wires, but never took
presented

show

way on Sixth avenue were
Notwithstanding
fused to take

this fact,

down

affidavits

from various

that the conduits in the sub-

good condition at the time
the Western Union people rein

with the Legislature.
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distances which separate

Government, he could not see by whal
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said, "is to
until a

Electrical
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Control,
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Dean said in reply: "We
Western Union possess under

Assistant Corporation Counsel

do not dispute the rights the

the

principal busi-

ness quarter from the districts in

which the people find
comfortable residences, require a system of rapid transit
for the development and expansion of commercial enterprise which characterizes the metropolis.
It is onlv a few
years ago that the surface railroads became inadequate,
and the elevated roads were then introduced. Now that
there

need of another advance, there

is strenuous oppowas the case in the former improvement. The
operations at Albany are hindering an important undertaking in which all have a deep interest, and it would
seem that there is no hesitancy or scruple against using
corrupt means for defeating the present bill.

is

sition, as

In connection with the question of lighting the streets,
important point has been raised by Mayor Grant.

Seven of the companies

Aldermen on May

string wires in the streets

furnish the

supplied

one

city

procured

31, 1SS7, the

secretary of the

Board of
up poles and

on condition that each should

light free

every

for

Gas Commission

whether that contract had been

arc lights
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right to put
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directed the

and report

to ascertain
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Philadelphia, Pa.
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New York, April 6. The recent explosion in the
Broadway subway is being investigated by the Board of
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No. 7 Brush dynamo with
recently been furnished to the

The Bessemer, Ala Electric Light company has started
new plant, consisting of 60 Van Depoele arc and 500
Van Depaele incandescent lights.
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III.,

an increise

Manufacturing company of

dynamo

to the c'ty

to the city lighting plant

A

few weeks ago the Brush Electric company of Cleveland, Ohio, received a cablegram ordering two No. 7 ?rc
dials, etc., to

be shipped to South America.

Manufacturing company of
Chicago has contracted with the city of Titusvillc, Pa.,
Plant will be
for a 60 arc light plant for lighting the city.
in operation in thirty

Electric

days

Electric lighting seems to be growing in favor in Denver, as one of the local companies there not long since
placed an order for two Brush arc dynamos, each having a
capacity of 65 lights of 2,000-camlle power.

The directors of the Vineennes, Ind., Light & Power
elected the following officers for the ensuing
President, J. T. Mcjimsey; secretary and superinyear:
tendent, II.
Frund; treasurer, H. A. Koulks.
company have

W

Alexander Kempt, the Chicago representative of the
Brush Electric company, closed the month of March by
sending lo the home office at Cleveland an order for a 65
light Brush dynamo, with full complement of lamps, dial,
etc.

story.

comp'ainants'

the

Electric

shipping a new 40-light arc

is

of Elgin,

The Van Depoele

&

St.

Abbey,

Chicago

dynamos,

Minn.

St. Paul,

hones

rd

The Edison Light company of Elgin, III., have purchased a 40 light Van Depoele arc light plant, to be run in
connection with the incandescent plant.
The Van Depoele

incan-

descent plants, say they cannot afford to continue in busi-

ness

complement of lamps has
Union stockyards of Chi-

The New York store, of Chicago, has installed a 16 arc
plant furnished by the Van Depoele Electric Manufacturing company.

about sanctioning the indiscriminate hanging of the wires.

The companies,

been

light

done a number

now

just

cago

being

city

LIGHT.

The county buildings at Rochester, N. Y., will soon be
illuminated by the Tnomson-Houston company's system.

overhead.

into the

the council

city, but

Commonwealth

Another Brush incandescent light plant has
sold for use in Menominee, Mich.

they are, and

If this is

come

of outside companies asking to

Harrisburg

Dauphlin County court

Power company and the Excelsior Electric company of
Harrisburg. Payment of tax on capital stock is resisted
on the ground that these are manufacturing corporations,
H.
and consequently exempt from taxation.

companies, including the Brush,

all

underground.

in the

Electric Lighting

introduced in council, one of which proposes to grant Mr.
as

Pittsburg, Pa.
6, — A dispatch from

April

case against the United States
company, the Northern Electric Light
Power company, the Scranton Illuminating, Heat &

to-day in the
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two new ordinances

in

,

incandes-

was

strung

his wires are

all

complaint has resulted

The

pay under the contract.

full

Arguments were heard

says:

At the time the ordinance was pissed several companies were asking the right
to come into the city, and one, operated by C. C. Perry,
had already established a plant, and was furnishing light
Mr. Perry has been exfor quite a number of buildings.
tending his service since the passage of the ordinance, and
recently the complaint was raised that he did not comply
with the ordinance, as

claim that

plaintiffs

M.

underground.

to place their wires

and the

1SS7,

complete the road as agreed, and for other causes stated.

to

board of aldermen

ordinance

of the company
The road was to be

bonds

brought to secure the sum of $15,000 for the failure

companies of that character, except the Brush,

under

ipatC

suit is

should take in regard to

time ago an

over
1

it

r,

fendants have received

electric lights are out

— The

$70,000 in

of

was

rapidly.

companies furnishing

the wires of electric light

cent lights.

6.

action

graph company and V.

.

and

April

,

know what

claimed that the Street

It is

April 22, 1SS7, entered into an agree-

only a portion of the road has been built, though the de-

Indianapolis, Ind.
at a loss to

sum

completed by July

N.

Indianapolis, Ind

Cothout.

the

to-night.

is

office

Thursday morning
Railroad company against

secured by a mortgage on the road.

ones injured, and they are suffering only

ever, are the only

&

company on

long for the

engineer and two others employed about the building, how-

Si. PAUL, Minn., April 6.

a year."

»mc time ago

spread

life

of

plant

some

explosion was heard

stories of a large

.

h ->r

portion

from the Com-

ment with the defendants, by which the latter were to furnish the necessary engines, boilers, dynamos, poles, wires,
etc., for operating a street car line one and one-half miles

Heretofore an

A

Cleveland, O.
— A transcript

O., April 6.

Pleas court of Richland county was filed in the

Railroad

larger boiler

the pipe burst in several places.

be pushed to have the line open by

will

M.

the firm of Neftel

had been put
The latter had just
in, necessitating a twelve inch pipe.
been put up, some of the joints being held by only two
About 80 pounds of steam were let in last night,
threads.

to put their wires

vinseior to bring suit against the

f

A

boiler house to the engine.

to

poles will be put in position

by the Mansfield Electric Street

the

-in

latter

be delayed

of the clerk of the United States Court

eight-inch pipe 70 feet long has carried the steam from the

the other

Detroit,

occurred

evening.

last

The

will

street

1st.

mon

C.

Perry the privilege of keeping his wires

F\

.

city,

boast.

The

blocks.

and the work

city will do.

Cleveland,

the work of firemen

abate the nuisance

to

Utica, N. Y., April 6.
Utica Electric Light Works

if

works, will revolutionize the rapid transit systems now
in vogue. The only principle of especial importance which
it

level

be done at the corner of Third

will

and work

at once,

company

asked to compel the com-

is

what the

see

and the Western Union Telegraph company, the City of
Detroit, and Board of Education aver that in many of the
streets the Telephone company has erected poles from 20 to
40 feet high, on which a network of wire is strung. In
many cases, it is stated, the wires are in cl se and dangerous proximity to electric light wires, and in many other
in case of fire.

work

first

street is not yet graded,

question to

against the Telephone LV Telegraph Construction

motor upon a

electric

as pleasant as any

but also along Burlingham for a few

again agitating

is

is

it

and putting them on wagons This
an established fact, and that the

south and Burlingham, proceeding not only along Third

from slight scalds and bruises.

ropes and operated by an electric motor.
A local paper contains the following:

Cable Railway company

stage

fire-wall

Brown

Marvin, G. H. Lothrop. F. A. Forbes, B.
Nicol
F. Talbot, Hibbard Baker. J.

be

will

it

the United States.

in

The building

£250,000.

cos t wi

It is said that

be S5xi40.

car

street

electric

is

become

Stillwater hills will

to her.

the

for

Stillwater, President E. S.

first rails

that the railway

it.

yester-

while retaining beauty of which but few cities can

:

The dimensions

was accepted

The stockholders are W. A Jackson,
Hugh McMillan, W. IT. Wells. C. Warner, C. Corbett, F.

s x stories in

one of the handsomest theaters

first rails

were unloaded at

line

to

is

cases are so thick as to interfere with
is

The

.$100,000.

is

Last Saturday the

manufacture and deal in all artthe constru:lion, equipment or operation of

company

the higher courts for adjudication.

At

at short notice.

it

ject of the

now belongs

day, and the property

however, sold

sheriff has,

Petronelia Leveridge's bid of $3,500

—

clerk this week.

The

property.

selling the

electric railways.

r;iamos at Bristol, and will put
in a

go underground first, I see no reason why they shouldn't
There are 2, 00 lines of wire belonging to the telephone
Rcompany.
Detkoit, April 6. Articles of incorporation of the National Electric Traction company were filed with the county

ii.

Pctronelia

due

re trained

her, a

from

An

<

'il

City, Pa., correspondent wiites:

It

is

reported

good authority that Oil City will soon have loget along
The wherefore is
without natural gas as an illuminant.
that there is such a heavy demand for it for heat ng, cookin-; and manufacturing pu poses thai the company will be
This will be a
obliged to refuse it soon for illumination.
good departure for the city, since it has concluded to go
.,11

to the electric lighl bu incss.

11,
1

r

i

*

lighl for the streets, in place

The
•<!

city will

natural

supply elec

gas, to

bcjdi>

'
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and

with,

if

the gas cannot

THE TELEGRAPH.

be supplied longer to light
it will at once
open up a

residences and business houses

coveted

fie'd for the cily's electric light plant.

The Van Depoele Electric Manufacturing company of
Chicago has sold to the Climax Manufacturing company
of Cony, Pa., two 300-Mght incandescent dynamos and one
50-light incandescent dynamo. The plant is lo be installed
in the Lakeside Motel at Chautauqua Lake, N. V.
If

enterprising

yojng

electrical

engineers want appoint-

ments, it would be well lor some of them to specially
study underground electric light cables, savs an English
paper, and how to design and superintend the laying of
them.
There will be plenty of demand for such men
soon.
Electric light

is

a sure go in Charlotte, says a Charlotte.

Mich., paper. Iluggett & Smith, backed by F. S. Belcher,
have ordered two boilers of 125-horse power, an engine of
100 horse power, two dynamos, two car loads of poles,
wires, etc., and will have their machinery running just as
soon as it can be put together.

The Green Lay & Ft. Howard Electric Railway and
Power company, at Chicago capital stock, £100,000 has
been organized to build, equip and operate street and
dummy railways in Brown county, Wisconsin, and to supply electric light, heat and power in the cities of Green
Bay, Ft. Howard and other places; incorporators, H.
Ward Leonard. E. M Izard and M. L. Coffeen.

—

—

Waterhouse arc lighting installations are reported by the
Westinghouse Electric company as follows: Central sta
South Omaha, Neb., Electric Light, Heat & Power
lion.
company, increase of 35 lights, 35 previously installed;
Berlin Falls, X. II., Forest Fiber company, 35 lights;
Brookings, D. T., Electric Light company, 20 lights.
IsPhiladelphia, Pa Pennsylvania Railroad
olated plants:
company, 70 lights; Cincinnati, O., Weir Frog company,
:

,

35 light..

The committee

Boston City council, which is
investigating the dangers from overhead wires, listened to
of

the

interesting statements at a recent meeting.
Mayor
Russell appeared for the Cambridge Electric Light company, and several of the officers and employes of the company testified. One of the employes had taken a shock
from a 500 light alternating current dynamo of 1,000 volts,
and another, who had rece.ved a number of shocks, said
his last shock was from a 1,200 light Thomson-Houston
machine of from 2, 700 to 3,000 volts. Neither of these men
experienced more than an instant's effect.
General E. W.
Hincks of Cambridge said the overhead system more than
meets public approbation; it has disarmed opposition and
created a demand that it shall be perfected and extended.

some

The city of Buffalo, N. V., was recently restrained from
introducing electric lights for public illumination by an injunction granted Anna E. Talcott,a property owner of that
city.
The complaint raises every conceivable objection to
The history of the resolution, as it made its
the contract.
way through the council, the mayor's veto and the passage
of the resolution, notwithstanding his objections, were all
given.
The claim is made that the petition for the light
was not signed by a majority of the taxpajerson the street;
that the light will be insufficient, and, finally, that the
street will be disfigured and property be lowered in value
The straw that broke the camel's back
in consequence.
was that the price a light, $164.25 a year, was too high.
The plaintiff gave a bond of $500 in order to obtain a temThis action has created considerable
porary injunction.
merriment among the residents of neighboring cities, as
BufTalonians are boastful of their city's enterprise.

A dispatch from Sedalia, Mo., says: The Sedalia ElecLight & Power company was this afternoon sold to
Joseph Green, L. M. Rumsey and other St. Louis gentlemen, who will operate it in the future.
At a meeting of
tric

the city council Monday night the contract for five years
for lighting the city with 100 arc lights was let to the CenElectric Light & Power company of Topeka, Kan.,
the Sedalia company being one of the bidders
The successful company was given until the loth to file its bond
and make a formal contract.
Green & Co. will make an
effort, it is stated, to enjoin the city from making a contract with the Topeka company on the ground that the
twenty-year exclusive franchise granted to the Sedalia company five years ago, is valid, the city holding differently. If
the Topeka company fails to complete the terms of the
contract the purchasers of the Sedalia company will strive
to retain its present contract with the city tor lights.
tral

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

Another Adirondack telegraph company has just been
incorporated at Albany, to be known as the Champlain
Telegraph company, and its general route is from
burgh to Loon Lake, Saranac Lake and Lake Placid, the
points to be connected being Plattsburgh, New V
Lake Placid. The capital is $ 10,000.
i

The Chattanooga, Tenn., Electric Railroad company
has given bonds in the sum of $250,000, and the work of
construction has been commenced.

The immense

building at the Paris Exhibition, the
Palais du Machines, for the reception of machinery in
motion, is 10 have an electric elevator in one corner, which
will ascend to the height of about 130 feet.

Two new

companies have been organized at
Rochester, N, Y., where the street car franchises have
heretofore been monopolized by one company.
The new
companies,

s'reet car

it is

reported,

may

operate their cars

by elec-

tricity.

The Ruild Electric Rapid Transit company has been incorporated at Chicago; capital stock $100,000, for the
construction and operation of electric railways, either surface, underground or elevated, for carrying express, freight,
mail and passengers, and the construction and operation of
telegraph lines, electric lights and power, anil the manufacture of all kinds of electric goods; incorporators, Joseph
L. Holbrook, Harlan E. Patterson, and W. C. Iloibrook.

a

Winnipeg, Manitoba, dispatch says: Masked robbers
entered the office of the Canadian Pacific & Dominion Express company at Indian Head, at midnight last night,
placed a revolver at the head of W. II. Ross, the telegraph
operator in charge, and demanded the money in his keepRoss suddenly blew out the light, and opened fire
ing.
with his own revolver. The robbers madcoff without getting any booty.

of

1

e

has

b*

.

A Chicago paper publishes
New York: A morning paper

following dispatch from
says there is talk of a strike
among 1 he Western Union operators. An operator is
quoted as authority for the statement. At first he positively denied all knowledge of any organization, but after
persistent questioning admitted that a union had been
formed among the men.
He said that the members had
been assessed each week for a long time, and that there
was enough money in the treasury to hold out for two
months, should any trouble occur
At the Western Union
building the men refused to divulge anything about the
matter.
the

An

interesting case involving the liability of a telegraph
for misquoted messages was instituted in the
Common Pleas at Toledo last week against the
Western Union.
In October, 1SS8, the city of Findlay
wanted three miles of six-inch gas pipe, and the plaintiffs
telegraphed to the Reading Iron Works asking how much
they would furnish the pipe for.
The response said 50
cents per foot delivered, and on that basis Shaw, Kendall
& Co. bid and were awarded the contract. It was afterward found that the response was 55 cents per foot and the

company
Court of

company had misquoted it.
$792 on the contract; hence a
company.

telegraph

Co.

lost

Shaw, Kendall «N:
from

suit to recover

the telegraph

Charles G. Burke of New York has completed his cable
system, by which he hopes to greatly facilitate the present
operations.
Mr. Burke will visit Ireland soon for the purpose of putting in the instruments on the direct cable to
test the system between Ireland and America on the long
end of that cable. Between Canso, N. S., and Rye Beach,
N. H., in testing the Burke apparatus, there was practically no cifference between the working of the cable and an
ordinary city wire.
On this circuit ihe 'mirror" is in constant use.
The substitution of the Morse sounder for the
"mirror" and "recorder" will increase the speed. If the
system proves a success the carrying capacity of the Atlantic cables will be greatly augmented.
At the same time,
success in these experiments means an earlier start in the
laying of a Pacific cable.
One of the drawbacks to the
latter enterprise now is the great stretch of cable necessary
to connect the two continents, over which some electricians
express the belief that it will be with much difficulty to exchange any of the present systems of cable signaling.

In the suit of the Commonwealth against the Western
Union Telegraph company, an action to compel forefeiture
of the company's charter for alleged consolidation with the
Baltimore ec Ohio Telegraph company, a motion was made
at Harrisburg, Pa., recently for a change of venue.
Silas
W. Pettit and M. E. Olmstead, for the Western Union,
presented the pleas, and also a petition for .removal of the
suit to the L'nited States

Circuit court at Philadelphia.
Similar pleas and petitions were presented by counsel for
the Baltimore & Ohio company.
Attorney General Kirkpairick opposed the removal.
The Western I'nion denies
that it or the Baltimore & Ohio is subject to the constitution and laws of Pennsylvania.
It admits that
it
has
acquired substantially the whole stock of the Baltimore &
Ohio Telegraph company, but that it has not consolidated
with the said company.
It further denies that it holds any
part of the capital stock of the Baltimore &Ohio Telegraph
company of Pennsylvania, or that it at any time consolidated with said company.
It further says that the Western
Union Telegraph company is incorporated for telegraph
purposes under the laws of New York, with power to construct and operate lines by telegraph, and to sell its own
property, or to acquire that of others.
The case will be
argued April 17th at Harrisburg.

Miscellaneous Notes.
The

for a franchise.

-

A

The Buffalo Common Council has postponed for three
weeks the application of the People's Electric Railway
company

I

During the recent storm in Dakota 60 miles of V,
Union wires were blown down between Ccntervi
Huron.

city council of

Chicago

is considering the
petition
Oil company for permission to lay
pipes in which to conduct oil from Hyde Park to Seventeenth street

of the P.

C Hanford

The Phcenix Incandescent Lamp company,

at

Chicago,

capital stock $10,0,000, has been organized for the manufacture of electric lamps and other electrical apparatus;
incorporator-, A. E. Opperma-?, E. C. Golf, and E. C.

Eckstromer.

An

Electrical

The New Jersey & Pennsylvania Concentrating
ore Ian
county. Pa., near Allentown.
Thomas A. E
of the stockholders of the company.
He will introduce a
new electrical machine for the purpose of separatir _
iron from the earthy imperfections.
The operation
machine has thus far been kept a secret. Buildings are
now being erected, and operations will soon be begun.
pany has purchased eight acres of

"The

lately published

underground system of electric wires,
though advantageous, was 'much more costly than that of

carrying wires overhead,' may fail to express fully tbe
difficulties of burying wir^s in New York," says the Sun,
"but if it is a question whether the wires shall stay up or
the steam pipes shall come up, we are in favor of the latter.
Perhaps after the wices were down, though, they
might find that they could live in company with the steam
pipes without sacrificing their insulation."

The

contract for the annunciator

work

in the hotel of the

Auditorium building, Chicago, has bfen awarded to the
department of the New Haven Clock company,
G. A. Harmount, western manager. The Porter messenger will be used throughout the building.
Three
annunciators will be employed, each one to receive calls
from three floors. Each of the 335 rooms has been provided with a Porter call-box.
A return call system is used.
The Porter messenger was illustrated and described in Yol.
Ill, page 231, of the Western Electrician.
electrical

Personal Paragraphs.
F. E. Pettingell of Pettingell,

has been spending a few days

Joseph

company

W.
of

in

Andrews & Co., Boston,
Chicago.

Frost, of the National

New

Automatic Fire Alarm

York, was in Chicago

S. J. Rosamond of
last week inspecting

Kansas

City*.

last

Mo

week.

was

,

in

Company

contemplates installing an electric plant.
General Manager R. T. McDonald, who was quite
seriously injured by a falling brick while superintending
the construction of the new factory of the Fort Wayne
Jenney Electric Light company, has entirely recovered..
much to the satisfaction of his many friends.

Business Mention.
Holtzer & Cabot of Boston have just closed contracts
for wiring the Suffolk couuty court house for the Edison
Electric Light company and the Hotel Ludlow, Boston, for
The firm succeeds A- L. Russell, and is doing
500 lights

an excellent business.

As it has been mentioned in these columns. Woodward
& Smith have been appointed general agents in the l'nited
for

Stales

the

These motors,

<

it

v>ueen
will be

City

Electric companv's
motor.
remembered, look the rust

the Cincinnati Exposition.
Woodward ..Y Smith wili
ously push the sale of this apparatus, and, it is
they desire to arrange at once with thoroughlv reliable
resident parties for agencies and state rights.
They arc
located in the Mitchell building, Cincinnati.

E. P. Allis & Co., of Milwaukee, have issued the
following circular:
"We are pained to am
death of Edward P. Allis, which occurred on the 1st inst
The deceased has made ample provision in his v
continuance of his business by his executors, and the manufacture of everything in the line oi the
continue without interruption.
The undersigned have
appointed especial administrators, to take immi
charge, and all bills and demands arc pavablc
all see to the proper execution oi ail com

The Simplex

of Detroit.

correspondent in Ishpering, Mich., writes: The situation in the copper districts is better than could be CX
peeled, considering the sudden and inglorious collapse of M.
Secretan's copper s>ndicate.
Capitalists who loaded up
with copp r stocks at fancy prices are badly left, and speculators who dealt in margins are extinguished.
The mines
will make less money than before, but there has been no

Chicago

several systems of electric lighting.
Mr. Rosamond represents the Doggett Dry Goods company; an extensive establishment at Kansas City which

great increase

A

opinion of the postmaster-general

of England, that an

I

signaling apparatus has been introduced
into the city of Cleveland by the Detroit and Cleveland
Steam Navigation company's line. Current is furnished
from Detroit storage battery cells, manufactured by the
electrical

Woodward

suit of James Moore ag;
company of New
Supreme court has granted an injui
J. N. Robertson, Wm. H. Cotterill, tl e
and the National City bank from appropriati::.
from the bank, or in any way disposing of or
moneys which are alleged to be held for the ci
sugar company.

In the
Refining

of the

it

now

is

Electrical

company, en account

business,

in its
I

in

I

new

demands

a

quarters

in

the

Hat!

buildiiK

business of the company doubled the first, and the* third
year will more thau double the second.
The company is
just entering u[>on the fourth year, and from
there will be a greater increase than ever.
Geo. Cutter,
lately with Thomson- Houston company, has accepted the

1
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2o8
Simplex company. His office will
Within the last three
Chicago.
:he company has shipped more than 75 miles of
quantities to all parts
large
Japan, and is shipping
for the

Chicago agency
So Adam's
-

street.

April 13, 18^9

the magnetic circuit of said core through a path independent, in whole or in part, of the core or portion of
core in which magnetism is developed by the other
coil or circuit.

Arm

be at So Adams
dingly convenient
panics.
Mr Cutter will
keep considerable stock
He took an ordi for 5,000 pounds of Simplex
week, and he has an excellent prospect for doing
will

quarters

.

(

(

'.1,

;

.

wire last
a thriving business.

Recent developments in the direction of compounding
high speed engines are attracting marked attention from
steam users as a step in the direction of higher efficiency
without sacrificing the recognized advantages of compact
direct to dynamos or other rapidly rotating
machinery. A new feature in this development, which
will be watched with interest, is the use of this type of
compound engines without the condenser in localities
where cheap water for condensation is not available. It
pressure, expanding through
is believed that high steam
two cylinders, will affect a clear saving that will more than
Acting
justify the small additional price of compounding.
on this belief C. J. Field, general manager of the Edison
Electric Illnminating company of Brooklyn, and formerly
chief engineer of the Edison United Manufacturing cornpan v, has selected this type of engine for the mammoth
central station now being erected at 360 Pearl street,
Erooklvn, where the energy of 3,000 horse power will be
sent out in electric currents through an underground system
radiating nearly a mile in all directions from the station as
The engines for this work will be furnished by
a center.
the Ball Engine company of Erie, Pa., the order having
been placed with the New York agent, Messrs. C. R. Vincent & Co., for twelve engines, each of 250-horse power
The general plan of these engines will be of
capacity
the double horizontal type, with opposite cranks and one
high pressure and one low pressure cylinder. Eich engine
car loads
will weigh 30,000 pounds, thus making twelve
Steam will be
for the engine equipment of this station.
supplied at 125 pounds' pressure by a battery of Babcock&
Wilcox boilers, situated on the same floors with the
With an electrical outfit embodying all of Mr.
engines.
Edison's latest improvements in central station work, it is
the expectation of the projectors of this enterprise that they
the
will have the most economical and efficient station in

power driving

country.

Telephone Stock Quotations.
Col. S. G. Lynch, broker, 146 LaSille street, Chicago,
reports the following quotations of telephone stocks
:

Chicago.
Central Union

Michigan
Great Southern
Colorado

Rocky Mountain
Cumberland

300

305

50
81

S2

3

33

39

40

51

40

Bell

Wisconsin
Bell of Missouri

Iowa Union
Missouri and Kansas

.

41

67

6g

116
1 50
22

117
153
25

69

70

Electrical Patents.
.'

Clarence R.
Support for Telephones.
400,520.
Tuttle. Chicago, 111.
Harmonic Telegraphy. Francois Van Ryssel400.523.
berghe, Brussels. Belgium.
William
II.
Electrical Railway Signaling.
400.525.
Waddell, Lexington. Va.

Wilkinsburg, Pa.
Claim 1 follows:

S.

'onaldson,

I

"The combination, with

the cross-

temporary carriers provided
each with adjustable sheaves mounted thereon, one at
each cross arm, and the wire placed in said carriers
between the sheaves, whereby an old wire may be
readily drawn out and at the same time the new wire
attached thereto drawn into place in long sections."

arms of telegraph

poles, of

William

Telephone Transmitter.

400 591.

New

Morton,

].

Frederick C. Rock-

Insulating Pipe Coupling.

400 600.

Electric Lamp Attachment for
F. Gennert, Brooklyn, N. Y.

400,65s.

Emil

Gas

Fixtures.

weight.

A magnetic needle is combined with a scale or balance for weighing the deflections or dip of the needle
under the influence of varying magnetic forces,
together with a registering device.
The first claim is given: "An instrument for determining the value of magnetic or electric or electromagnetic forces, comprising a polarized body, a balance, a fulcrum common to both, an adjustable weight
on said balance, a register, shifting mechanism for
shifting the weight on the balance, and transmitting
mechanism for transmitting the movements of the
to the register."

Art of Determining the Value of Electric, Magnetic, or Electro-Magnetic Forces by Weight.
Adolphus Gipperich, Richmond, Va.
The invention consists in hrst determining by weight
the value of terrestrial magnetism by counterbalancing
an equilibrated polarized body as against the influence
of such magnetism, and utilizing the value obtained as
a standard of comparison in weighing other like forces.

400.662.

Apparatus for Determining the Value of ElectroMagnetic Forces by Weight. Adolphus Gipperich,
Richmond, Va.
"1. In a scale for weighClaims r and 9 follow:

400.663.

ing

magnetic,

electro-magnetic

electric, or

forces, a

magnetized or polarized scale beam.
"9. In a scale for weighing magnetic, electric, or
electro-magnetic forces, a magnetized or polarized
scale beam and a scale pan suspended from said scale

beam at the center of attraction or point of leverage of
the forces."
Process of Reducing
400.664.
oride Salts by Electrolysis.
Ohio.

Aluminum from
Charles M. Hall,

Aluminum.

its
FluOberlin,

M.

Charles

Hall,

Piocess of Electrolyzing Crude Salts of AlumiCharles M. Hall, Oberlin, Ohio.
The second claim reads: "As an improvement in
the art of manufacturing aluminum, the method herein
described, which consists in fusing a combination of
the fluoride of aluminum, the fluoride of calcium, the
fluoride of sodium, and the chloride of calcium, add
ing alumina to the bath so formed, and then passing a
current of electricity through the fused mass."

-.

Myron D. Law,

Lightning Arrester.

Philadel-

.

1.
Lightning Rod and Coupling.
Chicago, 111.

p porting

S.

Lamps.

Electric

I

amp.

Alex-

and

Mass.,

Bedford,
tady, N. V.
v

Arc

Lawshe,

R.

num.

Samuel E. Nutting, Chi-

inum.
400,669.

John V. Parke,

Lighter.
hia,

Phila-

Pa
...

of Electric

Ed-

Distribution.

Mass.
ice,

I

I

>;r.

Rous-

id

urrcnt or Potential
Elihu Thomson, Lynn,
'

:

.

Process of Electrolyzing Fused Salts of
Charles M. Hall, Oberlin, Ohio.

400,667.

Safety Device for Electric Circuits

Hammer, Boston, Mass.
The last claim is appended:
"2. The combination, with an

Alum-

William

J.

electrical conductor,

of a safety catch normally in the circuit, a switching
device suspended by said safety catch, and a substitute
safety catch of greater conducting capacity provided
with suitable terminals situated beneath said switching device, whereby upon the breaking of the normal
safety-catch the substitute is switched automatically

.irtial

-.

magnetic

...

Sparking in Electric Motors and
Daniel Iligham, Philadelphia, Pa.
crators.
The motor or generator is provided with field magnel
coils on its cores, and counter dialoiling coils on its
ntion of

pole pieces.

having pans

I

-

nd

designed to control tin- action of the
ionsof current strength.
imc lamp may thus be used in circuits in which

clcrminatc
current

Method

is

1

lamp, the

combination, with the

mafjni
,.

the

run-

1

nl

in

'

thi

t<

the

main

1

'i

i„

the

rni

.:

1

ii

n

each othei for controlling
lever, of the adjusting or
fo
than il)'' fci dcd in the main cin uil with
fecd-i ontrolling
to

1

.....

A.

of Regulating Electric Currents.

Joseph

work, and cutting out the fully charged storage batfrom the charging current by causing the circuit
of the charged batteries to open, and disconnecting
the storage batteries from the main circuit when the
main current corresponds to the work to be done."

400 732.
Electric Switch.
York, N. V.
Switch

400 733

New

for

Sigmund liergmann. Xew

Electric

Sigmund Berg-

Circuits

York, N. Y.

Magnetic Separator.

400 746.

Gurdon Conkling, Glens

N. Y.
Magnetic Separator.
N. Y.

400 747.

The

Gurdon Conkling, Glens

claim reads:

"'The combination, with a primary apron, of a secondary apron situated over and made to extend in the
same direction as the primary apron, a magnetized
plate secured in proximity to the secondary apron, and

mechanism for actuating the aprons."
Alarm System. Charles A. Cox. and Joseph F.

suitable driving
400. 750.

Ky

Cox, Louisville,

Underground Conduit.
Patrick R. Greene,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
400 766. Process of Reducing Aluminium by Electrolysis.
Charles M. Hall, Oberlin, Ohio.
400 .795. Spark Coil. Francis H. Root, Chicago, 111.
The two claims are given:
i
As an improvement in the manufacture of spark

400 764.

.

' l

coils, a core consisting of pliable metal strips laid to
gether flatwise, and a winding which is wound to provide gaps or notches, such as set forth, whereby the
core may be readily bent and brought substantially
within the radius of a circle.
"2.
spark coil consisting of a core fo*-tr\ed of pliable metal strips laid together flatwise, ana ^ winding
which is wound to provide gaps or notches, the whole
being substantially within the radius of a circle."

A

Switch Device for Electric Currents.
Turner, St. Louis, Mo.

400, SoS.

Joseph A,

Alternating Current Electric Reciprocating
Engine. Charles J Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.
Of the seventeen claims, the sixth is given:
"An electro-magnetic reciprocating engine comprising a motor coil or coils in- circuit with a source of alternating or defined electric currents, and an iron
plunger adapted to be reciprocated within the coil or
coils under the influence of the alternating currents,
the mass of said plunger being laminated or subdivided."

400, S09.

Electric Car.
George
Angerer, Philadelphia, Pa.

400,830.

H. Condict and Victor

Dynamo-Electric Machine.

400,838.

New

Justus B.

Entz,

York, N. Y.

independent insulated conductors, and is provided with alternate supporting
strips, to which are attached collecting rings forming
carries

terminals for the said conductors.

William W. Griscom, Haver400.842. Secondary Battery.
ford College, Pa.
The invention consists in supporting both elements
at points on two opposite edges of the plates near the
central vertical distance thereof.
Claims 2 and 11 follow:
"2. In a secondary battery, the combination of two
elements or electrodes, an inclosing cell therefor, an
electrolytic liquid, and means for supporting both said
electrodes above the bottom of the cell, consisting of
projections located on opposite sides at or near the
central vertical distance thereof, and taking against
fixed supports within the cell.
"11. The combination of two sections of conducting material, each forming the terminal of a battery,
and each provided with a threaded surface combined
with a nut having a threaded contact surface for mechanically and electrically uniting the two said secDistribution

400.843.

William

teries.

Secondary

.[•10,862.

Electrical
J.

1

'
'

propo

Generator for

the

Conversion

of

Energy by Induction. William Lowrie and
Hall, London, County of Middlesex, I£ng.

is:

more laminated iron coresof square or rectangular shape without re-entering angles, and having
superposed coils wound or mounted thereon, combined
with distance pieces or blocks adapted to receive the
end portions of the cores, and clamping devices to
clamp the blocks and cores together in their relative
or

posil ion!
ICtcctric

:

magnet

Electricity by Secondary BatGriscom, Haverford College, Pa.

of

W.

The object of the invention is to cause the whole of
the magnetic currents circulating through the magnetic
circuit to pass through the interior of the coils, while
at the same time the length of the circuit is reduced to
a minimum, and the magnetic resistance and cost of
struction decreased.

"Two

"In an

David

teries

Claim 6

idjustmcnt.
1

Railways.

electric currents automatically, which consists in conveying the main current <ir a portion of the main current into storage batteries, so as to absorb the surplus energy of the main
current when the main current is too strong to do the

Chas.

mp.
leorge M
,ane, Asbury Park, N. J.
This invention comprises an equaling electro magnet
ial
regulating magnets oJ an
(

1

David A.

tions."

into circuit."
.

Electric

for

The armature

400.666

Edward H. Crosby, Boston,

ialvanic Batter)-.

Mass.

Railways.

W. Balet, New York, N Y.
The second claim is;
"The method of regulating

Falls,

Apparatus for Determining Electric or Magnetic Forces.
Adolphus Gippertch, Richmond, Va.
The invention relates to determining the value of
magnetic or electric or electro-magnetic forces by

400.661.

weight

726.

Electrical

Richmond, Va.

Ainslie,

Falls,

Conn.

well, Hartford,

Trolley

400 725.
41

for

Richmond, Va.

Ainslie,

mann,

York, N. V.

Manufacture of
400.665.
Oberlin, Ohio.

2d, 1SS9.

Robert

Telegraph Wire Carrier.

400,552.

Trolley

400 724.

York,
0.

N

Condenser.

William

Marshall,

New

V.

Railway Signal.

Samuel T.

Street, Deposit, N. V.

"
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iSSj

i;,,

ELECTRIC
SPERRY
Clinton
198
196
194,

S.

niicl

CO.

d

.

!-.-

ti

ni

latter noteot«r]n(!irjf

St.,

CHICAGO,

PJ5HBY, V.P. andGen'IMgr.

D. P.

A DEPARTURE IN
INCANDESCENT SWITCHES
:'.i

It

may

bt

or dirt,

ILL.

b*ftl
ti-

I'm

Bend for illustrated circular aci

1206 Chestnut

prl

PAISTE,

H. T.

With the Sperry Improved System of Arc Electric Lighting, power la consumed only
In proportion to the number of lights actually required, and a 40-llght dynamo can be as

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

St.,

readily and as economically operated with only five lights burning, as with full capacity.

THE "CLARK" WIRE^
Insulation

NEW

K\(MSnC:
''mp&ny,

K3TGI/AJVD
New England Electric Supply

KKW YORK

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

°/l.Iohn btrcot,

T. F. Hunter

CHICAGO.
E

11,1.

&

Co., 37 Church

SI

:

Supply Company,

metrical

I

Brx

CITY:
1"1 Ranrtolp*

Electrical Testing Bureau,
JOHN HOPKINS UNIVERSITY,
In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters* Union, under tlnte of March
Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect.
lit: Bays :
The rubber used In (nmilatlng our wires and cnlilcs Is specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
The Insulation la protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
njjd oot affected by heat.
whole Bllcked with Clark's Patent Compound, which 1b water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent, lire proof.
We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
Our insulation will prove durable when all others fall.
gaugeB and diameter of Inaulatlou for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from slock. Cables made

"A

29, 1886,

Resistance Colls determined with or without temperature co-efficients.
Insulation Resistance of Cables, etc., measured.
Efficiency of

Co order.

61 and
BENUT
H.

A.

CLARK,

<>;?

Hampshire

Street, Boston, Mass.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS.

Oeneral Manager.

Dynamos and Motors determined.
Primary and SecondaTy Batteries tested.
Curves of Magnetization of Iron and

Etc Etc.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
W.

Steel furnished

from Samples.

,

Circulars and Information

S.

rigrding

the Methods Used,

Prices,

etc.,

Sent on

Application.

ADDRESS AS ABOVE.

Ek'ctrlcIaR

WARD LEONARD.

Baltimore, Md.

Ammeters, Voltmeters and Condensers Standardized.

ANDREWS.

E.

IYI.

IZARD.

CONSULTING AND CONTRACTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
Systems of Electric Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Electric
Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.
Plans and Specifications for all Kinds of Electrical Construction Work,
A fullllne of Commercial SupplieB carried at all times for Plants defecrlbed above.
For any or

Branch

Offices:

all

Room 425, Telephone 694, CHICAGO, ILL.
THE ROOKERY,
Rooms
Minneapolis, Minn. Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Block, Room

The Lumber Exchange,

5

and

6,

115,

;

Telephone

1256,

Milwaukee, Wis-

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

jf»

Electric Light, Telephone and Telegraph,
Mniiufaoturod for Aortal, Submarine and Underground Use
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

TBADE

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
BRANCHES:

MANSON PROTECTING

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES, 0K0NITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

MARK.

Chicago,

Boston,

Philadelphia,

Omaha,

-

-

Minneapolis,

1

Cincinnati,

3 Park
Louisville,

Row,

Kansas

City,

TAPE.

NEW YORK.
and

San Francisco.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
INCLUDING

MANUFACTURERS OF

BUILDERS OP

Fleetrie ^upplie5

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins
and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet.Telephone and Electric Light Wire.

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY

fisher's [Jlectric

AND SUBURBAN

CTRIC RAILWAYS,

•4*

=*>

DETROIT. MICHIGAN.

General Offices and Works.

"he Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
^'MANUFACTURERS OFH

Automatic
IN

E lectric

ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF H.

P.

Motors,
UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,

Remarkable

Dynamo

Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Electric FQachines,

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

The Eddy

Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.

2

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

WE PATENT AND
In Foreign Countries

EXPLOIT
Inven-

first-class Electrical

which are new and operative, and have been
Uin;t-Bted by mo els and drawings, bat not pubtions

WAUTED

Steam-Feed Water

Live

CO.,

CHICAGO,

Entirely
ILL.

Solicitor.

Of Telephone

or Telegraph Office, or sim-

who has had

a lifetime experience.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONT/T COMPLETE SET OF TJ. S.
ELECTEJCAIi PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

"TEXiEPHONE,"
Care G. A. Harhount,
New Haven L'lock Co.,

SPEAKING TUBES

Western Aiient

Chicago, HI.

7007-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

GEORGE CUTTER, Consulting

Oral.

FTJLI: XjXITE

SPECIALTIES
OF ME BIT.
ELECTRICAL
CHICAGO. ILL.
SO Adams

W.

''.'

rr:erj's

office

and experimental shop on

my own

account.

As electrician I felt the certainty of the coming change from poor wires and poor
work to first class wires, and first-class work. I decided to organize a distribution point

Send

"

New Catalogue,

for

out August

American

for the necessary articles for first-class work. I learned by hard knocks and much
stood the test of time against
repairing of bid circuits, that the SIMPLEX
the weather, and that they were the only wires that could withstand the severe tests of
Nature's laboratory the only laboratory that has facilities to properly test an insulation for weather-proof qualities.
I have secured the handling of other specialties, and will send information of same
to those who favor me with their address.
Having arranged to be Western Representative of PETTINGELL.
CO., I am prepared to supply without delay the many good things that this firm
controls.

WIRES

l

fj

FARADAY CABLE
—FOE—

Telegraph, Telephone and lectric Light.
Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity
of any Cable in the Market.

New York

Patent Electric Bells.
Automatic Burglar Alarms.

Door Openers.
Electric Annunciators.

Thermoslats.

Gas Lighting Apparatus,

144th

etc.

St.,

YORK.
BRANCH,

1872.

We respectfully

call attention to

^ OM3E BATJT,

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
18 Cortlandt

St.,

Telephone Building, N. Y.

& 7 DEI STXV. S.

our

Patent Electric Door Opener.
It is Simple, ritrong, Compact, and Poeltive
in operation.
It will stand hard usage.
Heavy pressure
applied to the door does not interfere with its

perfect working.
It has been thoroughly tested and

Asr-n*.

Pattern Making, Etc., Etc.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, BKWSTOtuRER.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICACO.

Bend for price-Liat.
5

ACKERMAX.

1

Electricians.

ESTABLISHED

18 Cortlandt Street.

General Machine Job-Work,

Manufactiirinff

NEW

Office,

P. C.
Electric Light Repairing,

Office and Factory, 4th Ave. and

R.

I.,
EXCLUSIVE 1IANTJFACTTJRER3 OF THE

& CO,,

EDWARDS

York.

Worlds,*

PROVIDENCE,

LUNG EN.

A.

New

St.
DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

1st.

,

ANDREWS &

EDWARDS.

CO.,

f+lec^rieal

—

R.

STOCK.

Ji.L-W7-ji.-2S X1T

and 25 Ann

Factory, 1461 and 1463

:--

After years of work as leader in the electrical departments of the Thomson-Houston Electric Co., I have broken loose from my old friends as employe, and have opened

an

Mechanical

OSTRANDER &

R.

21, 23

Street,

::

WHISTLES,

anrl

Pneumatic, and

Electric.

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS,

Electrician

-DEALER IN

:

CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

Address

'.

in Steam
Catalogue on application.

ceptionable references can be furnished.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

-

Purifier.

SCALE

prevents

Boilers.

by a gentleman
Unex-

position,

electrical

ilar

1

Impurities.

all

POSITION AS MANAGER

:

FBAUCIS W. PARSER,

ilwell's Patent

Removes

lished in this coantrv before being patented
abrosd. Xo expense to the inventor ca I or write.

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING

April 13

is

giving

satisfaction.

Estimates and prices promptly furnished.

TURNER.

J.

LESTER WOODBRIDaE.

WOODBRIDGE
AND

ELECTRICAL ENCINEERS
AND CONTRACTOR?.
tight and Power Stations.

ELECTRIC

TURNER,

SCHENECTADY,

1ST.

I

Railway ConstructionLight Wiring.

7 Cedar St., NewYork.

Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Insulated Wires,

Flexible

JAMES
FOR
Western

I

F.

KELLY, Ceneral Sales Aeent,

19

for Telephone,

Dev Street.

New

Electrician

&

Russell

Telegraph

York.

II I.

SI.OO.

THE STODDARD PATENT

Co.

Combined Rosette and Cut-Out.
For Flexible Pendent Electric Lights,
1'iitented Sept. IS, ihst.

MASSILLON, OHIO,

THE NATIONAL

EUILDERS OF

6HLYHHI6 BHTTERY

Automatic Engines
BOILERS, ETC.
Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.

UN EQUALED FOR
BELLS.TELEPHONES,

£_= i GAS

Cords and Cables

Siwn .or Catalog,;*.

LIGHTING, ETC,

GEO.

N

H

I

CTP.

H.

BLISS,

ELECTRICAL EXPERT

EQUIRED.

DEALER

•'.Tir,

IN

EXPLOITER OF

'in run*

nwnt mill nrtlsilc appear
letts, they requlro more
111 [intctio about throe ti»
one, ), o„ wlillc ii workman places twenty ordinary
Cut-outs im r-iin place Blxty of these, thus making a Having of twO'tblrds tbe cost of la»or.
timh would represent a HiLvitiic of two dollars pur day on each workman
employed «t three doiiar» per day. This adds ton
coots to tbe cost or each of ihe cboapor (Jin-outa tor
extra labor a odo, while tin- advantage or bavins sixty
IkIiIh provided for In Ihe time Iml twenty are ready
for use, IBofttlmeSOi vllul linpiirtanc«.
Attain, i-xtri Hu«»> Blocks or ItOHctlos aro generally
required f"r other Cut ,-outs.
a coiiHiniinv Hiivinit in matter of ronowols, repairs
and replacing fusible strips, all goto make up an Aggregation of RdvantBgOB, wlilrh li»n Induced mints
users loiiinui nun timy "profor tbe Stoddard Out-outa
at lliolr price, as aitnioi-it any oilier at lend nilco."
Thi'si'

ance,

tlmo

pioHi'lit

ii

and wblle others o ay

toitirituil.

it Ih

cob!

found

I

'

k LIFE TIME.
IN,

DURABLE.

THE NATIONAL
GALVANIC BATTERY
\

Electrical Securities.

Electrical

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple

Inventions.

Court,

CO.

iORY..

225

DEARBORN STREET.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

MANIIKACTUHKDBY T1IK
CO., Ootroit. Mich.
all Electrical Supply Companies

MARKIE ENGINEERING
For Sale by

.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

April 13, 1889

VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The

CEIvK-

attention of El

ITED WATER «

ICIC
on account

of

and great

double

being

Ili;i;i. as parti
*f<*a«lv morion, bierfa Speed
Efficiency, and l;ir»-«- Capacity,
d«anieier,

remarkably

iis

Power

the
of m«
0/ Ihe leading e
anics with grcal
use of water it is with ml an .in equal, producing the highest

number
ical

ful effect

fob (.\r\M»;iK am> partkxurh,

Our Horizontal "Victor"
and

il

:

guaranteed.

sl:xi>

can be belted

is

highly

recommended, as no

directly to dyn;

The accompanying
''I

KRI>fLS

\ [<

IOIC

1

Tubes. End
a substantial cast-iron bed plate.
The entire arrangement is ver.
strictly first-class in every particular.
are now prepai
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.

T-,

We

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

BOOTH

,

presents a pair of 12-jn h
arranged <>n a horizontal shaft, with Cast-Ir<
Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, a::

CO.,

-

DAYTON, OHIO.

HJLYTDEUS,

<3c

MANUFACTURERS OF

AND INSULATED WIRE.
Underwriters* Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk and Worsted
Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

W IRE

"K K" LINE

PTJTENf

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE
FACTORIES: WATERBURY, CONN.

BARCLAY,

J. L.

THOS.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICACO,

L.

ILL.

LINES.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

IKMMifcEUlM!B9sQ!l!

^mo'oHia <^bt.u XSg
e

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,

J.0N/X

310 N.

THIRD

ST.,

SAINT LOUIS, MO.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS AT BOTTOM FICURES.
Okonite Wires, Cables, and Tubing, "Weatherproof Line Wires, Manson and Okonite Tapes.

MARK:

TRADE

FAY« TO

IT

G-IEIT

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC

THY

THEI BEST.
s,ora

CO.,

i?S

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION
OPPICES;
T ELEPHONE S
For Private

I

1

Illustrated

and

***—*
Storage Batteries.

THE FIRST REAL IMPROVEMENT

in<«.

POROUS CUP" BATTERIES

service for the vaat eight years
for

CO.,

KiSf*

20 Broadway, ITe-w "STorls.

The only Mechanical Telephone which has stood
the tests and held out and given satisfactory

Send

"CTS.

Catalogue

and

Prices.

Since the Invention of the Leclanche.

ELECTRICALGOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

El^in Telephone and Electrical Supply Co.,
Room

T,

Hubbard

Hlk.,

Elgin,

111.,

8.

II.

A.

AGENTS WANTED

EVERYWHERE.

FOR ANYTHING

In the

liiue

of

Temperature
Regulation,
u. hi, «

Rltlier

Stenm

C'

.

or

In Houses,

11.

:i

i

i

Send

-

Axo
Tbe

Uuum iatomatic Heat

Regulating Co.,

ELMIB

\,

\

\.

for Circular of

the Axo Batlery.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY

or lor

Battery Complete.

149 Wost 18th

St.,

New

York.

CO.,

Porous Cup Alone.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Sdward

O. H. Jackson, Preac.

Bl^S

April
Perot, Vice-Prest.

3.

Jas. P.

18*9

13,

McQuaide, 8ec*y and

Treaa.

THE NATIONAL CONDUIT MFG. COMPANY'S

WROUGHT IRON CEMENT-LINED PIPE
For Electrical Subways.
In use by the Metropolitan Telephone & Telegraph Company of New York;
by the Bell Telephone Company of Buffalo; by the Police and Fire
Departments of New York and Chicago, Etc.

I

THIS SYSTEM IS PARTICULARLY ADAPTED FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT TRUNK AND DISTRIBUTION.

TELEPHONE BUILDING, NEW YORK.

Address the Company,

ENGINEERING CO.
707 and 709 Market
31 Waterworks

COMPLETE STEAM PUNTS CONTRACTED

St. Louis.

St.,

Building,

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

Kansas

City.

(SPECIALTIES :-The Aimington &, Sims Engine,
ard Rocking and Sheffield GrateB,

319 Ramge

Building,

:^^.KTS^.S CITY,

CO.,

MO.

ELECTRIC LIGHT INSPECTOR,

Arms,

H Pacific Ave.

Annunciators and Everythinq Electrical-

Correspondence Solicited.

4

HIT AI.O.

ILJLV

Chicago Electric Club.
There

Chicago

meeting of the

will be a

15th, at 8

Club.

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,
of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.
CARPEKTIEB. IIAJBTMAW A

Link Belt. StandBlake Pump, Korting Injector, etc.

Steel BoilerB, Ireson

Filter,

CO.

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms, Cedar Poles,
Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled Promptly.

Office and Mill at Oscoda, Mich.
G. A. Harmodtjt, Western
Agtnt Electrical Department New Haven Clock Co.,
315 Wabash Avenue. Chicago

Exclusive Selling Agent

:

^S^ff

ENGINE

Electric Club Monday evening,

PROMPT SHIPMENTS.
Ammeters and Voltmeters

-

Electric light work a specialty. Existing plante
extended or thoroughly overhauled.

CARBONS AND GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.
PRICES LOW.

CONTRACTOR

ELECTRICIAN.
AND

Poles, Wires, Cables, Conductor Cords,
Pins, Brackets, Insulators, Cross
Etc., Etc.

Bells, Batteries.

Lowe Heater, Hyatt

SEND FOR LATENT CATALOGUES.
The H. M. LOUD & SONS LUMBER
O. M. STONE,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Omaha.

SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY

FOR.

Erected Ready for Service.

C.J.

o'clock,

122-124 Clark

ANNETT,

April
the rooms of th*

at

street.

S.F.

Prest.

FENTON,

CHAS. SLTTNEY SMITH, Seo'y

Vlce-Prest. and Treas.

Hotel and House AnnunciatorsElectric Gas Lighting.

The United

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

CO.,

Electric Co.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

GaWaDomelers, Bridges and Rheostats by

James

w

the Prominent Makers.

all

.

924 Chestnut

Queen cfc Co.
St.,

Electrical

Electric Lighting.

CALL AXD EXAS1XE.

Philadelphia.

Apparatus and Supplies,

Telegraph Instruments.

SALT LAKE

Wire and Batteries.

33

UTAH.

CITY,

463-

INSULATINC JOINT
(THE STANDARD.)

-^

XI

800.

E.P.GLEAS0NMFG.C0.,
181-189 MERCER STREET,
NK~VF YORK.
CHICAGO OFFICE, 233 LAKE STREET.

NonIKgnetig WATCHES

MANITACTUKEKS OF

INDORSED

ELECTRIC MPPLIKNCES
IN

BT

Thomas

A. Edlsoo,

Elinn Thomson,

Edwin

B. S, Possons,

J.

Houston,

AND SCORES OF LEAUINO ELECTRICIANS.

BRASS, IRON, TIN AND GLASS,

Embracing Fittings, Brackets, Fixtures, Shades, Globes,
Insulating Joints, Cut-outs, Holders, all Systems, and
Supplies for Arc and Incandescent Lighting.
EEXTD

2TOI£

CATAL0317E

'•

33 "

ISIS.

FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELERS.
S*nd

lor

Pampnltt "ARE YOU POSTED?"

to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH

CO.,

aa

4a.
IN

CRYSTAL.

177-179 Broadway, *. Y.

ETCHED

EIGHT
COLORS.

33

.'JO.
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Established

The

EMPIRE CITY ELECTRIC
1

5

Dey

CO.

E.

1861.

BAGGOT,
WHOLESALE «ND RETAIL DEALER

New York.

Street,

in

IN

ELECTROLIERS'
Electrical Supplies
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

COMBINATION

GAS AHD ELECTRIC ^M'
FIXTURES.

NEW CATALOGUE.

Send for

ELECTRIC and GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,

Etc., Etc.,

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished.

Madison Street and Fifth Avenue,

THE IMPROVED LECLANCHE FARAOIC MEDICAL BVTTERY.

-Patented.

CHICAGO.

Polished Hard Wood Cn.ee. Metallic
all Nickel Plated.
Special Features of Novelty and Merit. Non-Poiaonone. Neat and Clean.
Price complete, $8.50.
Intimate connection with the Medi-

Pane

2134 Michigan Avenue,

cal Battery

Supply Trade, in an extended experience of many years, has
made as acquainted with every phase
of objection brought againnt the various patterns of Medical Batteries
heretofore in use, and led ue to apply
eome thought to the construction of a
form of battery, that would, as far as
possible, avoid these objections and
Btill be such as would constitute a
popular instrument.
All the uBual faults we have avoided

Sioux City Engine Works,
—BUILDEKS

AUTOMATIC ENGINES,

and we have prepared a circular de-

Well kDown East as the "Russell."
Especially adapted to

scribing its construction and merits in
detail, which we will be pleased to supply to applicants bymail or otherwise.
Ask for it.

mm

E. S.

GREELEY &

Successors to L. G. Tillotson

7

Dey

St.,

Milling, Manufacturing, Etc.

& Co,

ments of every description.
;uiii

ELECTRIC LICHTINC,

CO.,

Manufacturers and Importers of and
dealers in Telegraph, Telephone,
Electric Light, Electric Bell, Burglar
Alarm and Supplies, Electro Medical
Apparatus and Electrical Instru."»

THE—

SINGLE VALVE

the "IMPROVED LECLANCHE
EARADIC" form of Medical Battery,
in

THE

OS'

New York.

Outfits for lighting; Stations

Steam Power

GEH'L

and Elevators a

WESTERN ArafflffiHffiJitt™.

V* v5sfS7tlFoNui's!!Hi*P

RKS

M.

0.

WDDINGS.

Specialty.

a
1

^

M

Gen'l Manager, Sionx City, Iowa.

CROWDUS UNIVERSAL BATTERY
Perfection for

An

E.

M.

HARD OPEN CIRCUIT SERVICE.
INTERMITTENT CLOSED CIRCUIT SERVICE.
CONSTANT CLOSED CIRCUIT SERVICE.

Original Departure in Primary Batteries,

Based on Correct Chemical Principles.

F. 2.1 Volts. Inter. R. O.l to 0.2

\

Cell round,

5x8 inches, with soft robber

stopper

fitting;

cover.

in thle cell Is a superior substitute for salammoniac in all forms of Leclanche elements, increasing their E.M. P. and lowering tbeir Inter. R.
saltB, and keeps the zinc clean and freshly amalgamated.
Sample can by mall 30c, contains tbree charges for Leclanche cell.

Oar excitant used
It contains

Ohms.

no crjstalizable

THE ELECTRIC FARE BOX CO.,
zp.8 CEDAR STREET,
NASHVILLE, TEHH.

ADDRESS

-

I..

Round, 5x8 inches.

W.

WOLFE &

ROBINSON

I

I.

CO, Omaha,

El III

1 1

A

Neb.

WORKS, Albany,

I.

N. Y.

* WA

[—SELLING AGENTS— {

'LOW

Kit

A

II

AltltlH. Dallas. Texas.

all the machinery, unfinished stock and
of the manufacturing business of Mr. A. JL.
Russell of 109 Court Street, ive are prepared to
fill orders promptly for the goods formerly manufactured by hint.

Having purchased
good

ivill

Ollice

Ill

and Salerooms.
ItOSTON.

Factory at

ARCH STREET,

BltOOH

II

M

'..

MASS.

HOLTZER * CABOT,
MANUFACTURING ELECTRICIANS.
The

Holtzer Cylinder Battery has fewer parts

and

greater generative power than any other.

WE MAKE

A SPECIALTY OF

MANUFACTURING

Strong Generators For Testing Electric Light
Watchman's Time Detector

Iaolose BoRlreiH Cnid and Send for our

New

Circuits,

Illustrated Catalcgur.

256 Pages.
Cylinder Buttery.

.
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
MANUFACTURERS DIRECT OF

Push Buttons,

Bells, Batteries, Switches,

ANNUNCIATORS, ETC., ETC.,
And

make

will

Prices to suit our Customer.

Send us a list of what you want, and Prove our Assertion Correct.
Our Goods are BRIGHT, NEW, and LATEST IMPROVED.

Shipments Prompt-

$!•

Wf

•&

General Western Agents The Okonite Go.,

MACRAEON

Thejrushjjlectricfompang
-OF-

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

STORAG
BATTERIES

MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
-AND-

chicaco.

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
MACRAEON

STORAGE BATTERIES do not "buckle," "blister 7 or "sulphate"— are
The
the simplest in construction— are made with
require less attention, and will last longer than any other battery in the market, being practically indestructible and of
great efficiency.
'

CLOSED METAL BOXES—

These Storage Batteries can be Profitably Used

for:

Incandescent Lighting on Arc Circuits everywhere using the same Dynamo and power
while idle during the day, for charging the Batteries.
2.
Incandescent Light Plants, whether isolated plants or central stations, can be
doubled tii capacity by using the Macraeon Storage Batteries.
3.
[Surplus Power, Steam or Water, even irregular, wherever it can be had, In Factories,
BrewerloS or business buildings, can be utilized to great advantage and profit by storing electricity
during tliO day for lighting the place or neighborhood at night.
4.
itorage Batteries can also be used for steadying incandescent or arc lights when run di1.

'

rect froi

ELECTRIC MOTORS!

the

dynamo.

Incandescent Lighting from, the Macraeon Storage Batteries Is UNIFORM, HTKA l» Y and KKLIABLE. No Flickering, less Breakage of Lamps,
and, like gas, the light is always on hand day or night.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS,

ETC.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

Complete Installations made, including Dynamos and Motors.
Contractors and Supply Agenta.

GEO.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
NO. ISO

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,

WuhloftOD Htrcft,
AI.KXA.M)EH HM.T1 I*T.
rtp'-cluJ

Ag«Qt.

No.MI

.Journal Building,

O. C.

STEELE,
Special a K«-nt

WM. BALLOU,

President,

or

Special terms to Electric Companies,

Address

LEONARD PAGET,

Chief Electrician,

Macraeon Storage Battery Co v
7 Wall St., NEW YORK.
FACTORY, 110-111 Dickinson

St.,

TRENTON,

-

J

N. J.

t

•%
1

liCi

:

11X3.

Wto&ZPbHtaai.

HJ
381.

SendfirffimLOGl/E.

'

.
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THE

MIEN ELECTRIC COMPANY
RECENT ST ORAGE BATTER Y DECISION.

Synopsis of the Court's Decision in Judge Coxe's

Own Words.

Some controversy having arisen as to the extent of the recent decision of Judge Coxe, in the important case of The
Electrical Accumulator Company against The Julien Electric Company, we give below so much of the text of the opinion
As the opinion covers in all 57
as is necessary to enable the reader to determine just what the Judge actually decided.
pages of type-written matter, we are unable to give it in full.

UHITED STATES CIRCUIT COURT.
Southern ^District of Hew York.
The Electrical Accumulator Company

\

In Equity.

vs.

Company and William Bracken.)

The Julien Electric

Frederick H. Betts for the Complainants.
Thomas W. Osborn and Horace M. Ruggles

"The fourth
for the Defendants.

claim,

if

construed to cover the defendants' structure,

Coxe, J.:

It is clear that a constru3tion of the claim which
broad enough to cover the defendants' battery renders the claim invalid.

an action for the infringement of four letters patent, owned
by the complainants, for an improvement in secondary electrical batteries.
One of these, No. 266,262, granted to Shaw and Rogers, October 17, 1882,

is

has been withdrawn from the consideration of the Court. The three in
controversy are No. 252,002, granted January 3, 1882, to Camille Alphonse

given the claim, which will render

"This

is

is

void for want of novelty.

*

*

*

*

A

*

it

*

limited construction can, however, be
valid."

"The Court then proceeds to discuss the construction of the fourth
claim, proposed by the council of The Julien Electric Company, andsavs

and Nos. 312,599 and 318,828, granted, respectively, February 17
"In view of these facts, and because the patentee, in effect, disclaimed
26, 1885, to Joseph Wilson Swan."
The Court, after discussing the general nature of the improvements the construction sought to be placed upon the claim by the complainant, it
described in the patent of Faure, said: "The claims in controversy (in would seem that the defendants' construction has much in reason and authority to support it, and is the more rational of the two.
Faure Patent No. 252,002) are the first and the fourth."
•'So construed, the defendants do not infringe the claim."
After a summary statement of the defenses presented by the answer
The Court next proceeds to consider the first patent granted to Swan,
of The Julien Electric Company, the Court says:
"In construing the first claim it should be remembered that it is limit- No. 31.',599, and after discussing the construction of the patent and the
ed to an improvement upon the well known batteries of Gaston Plants, who proofs offered by The Julien Electric Company showing the state of the
was the creator of practical secondary batteries. The art began with him." art and prior use of the invention by other parties, concludes as follows
"Upon this evidence, therefore, the first Swan patent must be declared
The Court next proceeds to discuss the proper construction of the first
Faure,

and

:

May

:

claim,

invalid."

prior use offered

The Court next proceeds to discuss the second patent granted to Swan,
No. 318,828, and after comparing the same with Swan's first patent, says
"Even if the second patent can be distinguished from the first in the

and after defining its scope considers the proofs of anticipation and
by the defendant.
"It therefore becomes apparent that the combination of the first claim,
construed as it must be construed under the loose and inaccurate language
of the specification, is anticipated in every form in which the active layer
can be applied, save one namely, in the form, of a paint, paste or cement.
The question now to be considered is can the patent, be saved to this extent ?
The application in the form of a paint, paste or cement was the real
invention which, Faure made."

—

*

:[:

"The proof

establishes

two

*
]

pointed out

of a disclaimer, the patent can be restricted

the

by the experts,

it

is

entirely

clear that

wholly insufficient to sustain invention.

was absolutely no room

the

difference

After the

first

second patent.
Swan
describes no invention in the first patent which is not covered by the claim
of that patent.
What is not claimed is not patentable."

"The

to

is

patent, there

for the

decision concludes with the following language

"It follows, therefore, that the

First,

;

by means

particular stated

*

ropositions with equal clearness.

Faure was the inventor of a secondary battery electrode coated in the manner
stated and, second, he was not the inventor of an electrode otherwise coated."
"If,

:

limiting the

first

:

complainants, upon filing a disclaimer,

claim of the Faure patent to an electrode of a secondary

battery to which the active layer

is applied in the form of a paint, paste or
cement, insoluble in the electrolytic liquid, are entitled to a decree for an in-

junction and an accounting upon the claim as thus limited,but without costs.'

actual invention, this course should, in fairness, be adopted."
#
*
*
#

battery

It will appear from the foregoing opinion, that no decree has been
awarded to the complainants for any relief whatever, nor has any one of

coated with a soluble layer of active material, neither did he invent an

the patents been sustained; but on the contrary every claim in controversy

"What

he did

not invent was an electrode in a secondary

electrode on which the active material

is

applied

by 'galvanic action or

*
his batteru in tlie'om
*

way

in

which

No one
tlu

will infringe unless In constructs

patent fill

*

*

In

confined."
*

what is lawfully his own."
The Court immediately proceeds to

restrict it to

:

decided to be invalid (except one which

discuss the fourth claim of

Fan re's

is

held not to be infringed).

leave to the Accumulator

Company

to

tile

Commissioner of Patents a disclaimer limiting the first
claim of Faure's patent in the manner specified, and decided that, if this conin the office of the

dition be complied with, the complainants

"After giving the subject the most careful consideration, it is thought
that Faure was the originator of the invention just described, and that it
would be unjust to him to declare the patent wholly void if he is willing to

patent

is

The Court has merely given

chemical precipitation or otherwise.'

may have

a decree for an injunc-

tion restraining infringement of this claim, thus narrowly limited.

The

will operate as a complete abandonment
and will limit his patent to a device which the
Julien Company does not use and docs not desire to use.
tiling of

such a disclaimer

of Faure's chief pretensions,

ap] \\ the active layer
The Julien Electrio Company does
form of a paint, paste or cement, but in a wholly different «a\

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC COMPANY.

120 Broadway,

NEW

in the

YORK.
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THE MATHER ELECTRIC CO M
MANCHESTER, GONN.
j

ROOM

Office,

35 Broadway.

METROPOLITAN BLOCK,

Cor. La Salle

(

New York

11,

Boston Office, 105

and Randolph Sts.

Summer

)

h. reid,
Manager.

)

Cincinnati Office,

St.

j.

Carlisle Building.

THE MATHER SYSTE M FOR INCA NDESCENT LIGHTING.
The Dynamos of this system are superior to all in efficiency.
The lamps are adapted to a higher potential than those of any
other system, and are superior in life efficiency, and

DO NOT BLACKEN

IN USE.

Our Dynamo is very simple in construction, runs without spark
at the commutators, and can be operated by any one accustomed
to the care of engines or machinery.
The system has no equal for
mills, machine shops, or other places requiring isolated plants

MOTORS.
We

furnish

circuits, perfectly

motors from one-half horse power upward, for constant potential
without special regulating mechanism.
Motors are

self-regulating

also furnished for constant current circuits.

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL
WOKRS
WE MANUFACTURE
THE

A&EKTTS

NEW YORK

FOR THE

INSULATED WIRE

CO,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Grimshaw White Core
USTSUL^-TETD

CABLES

AND TAPES.
We

Carry a Full Line of these
G-oods at Factory Prices

"Write for Quotations.

WE CLAIM FOR THESE MOTOES:
SIMPLICITY, REGULARITY,
HIGH EFFICIENCY, AND

UNSURPASSED WORKMANSHIP.
MANUFACTUEED FOE

EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL.

54 and 56

Frank/in Street,

Arc and Incandescent

Circuits.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
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^H
The Pioneer

in

the Development of the Incandescent Electric

Light System?

FACTS OF THE PRESENT CONTROVERSY.

THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC MANUF'G CO.
HOLDS THE

TO THE SITUATION.

KE1Y

BEWARE OF IMPOSTORS.
99

4*

TO USERS OF ELECTRIC LIGHT APPARATUS:
The Edison and Sawyer-Man Electric Light Companies
have recently deluged the country with circular letters and
bombastic advertisements, setting forth that they have patents,
which cover the fundamental principles of electric lighting;
and that their patents have been sustained in the Supreme
Court giving the exclusive right to manufacture and operate
Nothing could be more misleading than
incandescent lamps.
such statements.
Since the combination of the Westinghouse, SawyerMan, and the United States Electric Lighting Companies,
and the Supreme Court decision in the Bates Refrigerator
case (which the Edison Company endeavors to make capital
of), these concerns have endeavored to completely submerge
their competitors, by flooding the country with literature of
such character as to mislead the public.
In order that prospective purchasers may become better
acquainted with the true inwardness of this electric light conand the history of the invention, we deem
more than reasonable that we present a few facts, viz.:

troversy,

it

no

1.
Thomas A. Edison has not, nor ever had, the remotest possible claim to the priority of invention of the incandescent lamp, and his position is simple a pretense.
Walter K. Freeman was the original inventor, and
2.
made and sent to Thomas A. Edison the first incandescent
lamp, with a high resistance carbon filament, that he (Edison)

ever saw.
3.

Edison never had a patent covering broadly the lamp;

therefore, no such patent could be sustained in the courts.
The United States Electric Light Company has
4.

no
claim for a patent; the only claim it ever had was based upon
a contract with Walter K. Freeman, dated June 21, 1880, and
which is now in litigation. The patents they quote are not
essential or necessary for the successful manufacture or operation of incandescent lamps.

GET TBE BEST.

j

The Sawyer-Man patent, number 317,676, was not a
discovery, nor does it cover features necessary to the
manufacture of an incandescent lamp.
All of the claims which these concerns make for patents,
covering broadly the incandescent lamp inventions, are senseless and false, because the incandescent lamp did not originate
with either of these companies, nor with any person or
persons connected with them; they, therefore, have no rights
in the premises.
very pertinent fact regarding the successful operation
of the present incandescent electric light system, viz.: The incandescent lamp itself, and the converter system of electric
lighting, are the results of a series of experiments conducted
by Walter K. Freeman, at Racine, Wis., where he had in
operation, and continued to operate for more than twelve
years the inventions that were then made, covering this
method of lighting, thereby preserving the validity of his
claims to such benefits as may be derived from his researches.
His applications in the Patent Office, for patents covering
broadly the idea of the alternating system, and the incandescent lamp, must be disposed of before an}' company can sustain its patents, or collect damages of any user of electric
light apparatus.
This company takes the position: First, to defend the
users of its apparatus against loss accruing from its use;
second, to vigorously and determinedly prosecute Walter K.
Freeman's claims for patents covering these inventions.
Our apparatus is of the highest efficiency mechanically
and electrically.
are prepared to guarantee its operation
5.

new

A

and defend our customers.

We

are in this business on a business basis, for a manuhaving all modern facilities for the production
of first class apparatus.
solicit the patronage of electric
light users, believing we can furnish the best.
facturer's profit;

We

Representatives wanted in
State in the Union.

\ evcri/

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG.

—

We

CO.,

\

GET THE CHEAPEST.

)

Eau

Claire, Wis., U.

S. A,
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G. H.
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H. H.

GEN. R. A. ALGER.
G. H. GALE.
f S. A. PLUMMER.

GALE, President.

PLUMMER. VICE-PRESIDENT.
HUMPHREY, TREASURER.
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ELECTRICAL CO

BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
BROWN.
WILLIAMSON.
TROUT.

E. C.

T.

F. B.

C. A.
C. H.

H.

WARRENN.

THOMPSON
SON.
H.HUMPHREY
REY.

I

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, SECRETARY.
FRANK B. TROUT, SUPERINTENDENT.

)
[
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A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT STORAGE RATTERT.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

in

has

construction,

now been found
to many

PECULIARLY ADAPTED

to

be

uses in

S^ZECX-^nLIirZ"

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE
which other types of

batteries

and
have

DURABLE,

and

Is,

owing

to Its design,

failed.

iiDiiPTED TO

Steadying Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,
Propelling Boats,
Burglar Alarms,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station Lighting,
Street Cars,

Isolated Lighting,
Auxiliary Central Station

Work,

Medical Purposes,

Running of Small Motors.

BATTKKY

SKCTION OF BATTERY PLATE.

5=1 Detroit

Storage Battery,

MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS CRANTED TO C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
BEEN DULY ASSICNED TO THIS COMPANY,
Is positively the only Secondary Battery which will not Buckle, or which will
withstand uninjured the Highest Bates of Discharge.

the only

stjccesspul sTOKiiar
IS

TheWi

•

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE

II

ward

St.,

BYI

Electrical Co.

OFFICES:
69 Griswold

b^ttekt
FACTORY:

Campau

Building.

F.

B.

DETROIT, MICH.

TROUT,

Corner 13th and

General Manager.

Howard

Streets.

April

13,
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The Thomson-Houston
Electric Railway System.

Twenty-six Roads in Daily Operation, and Sixteen Now in Process
of Construction Under the Thomson-Houston Patents.
ALL MATERIAL 18 NOW MANUFACTURED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.
The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior
work.
Only one pair of brushes
Brushes self-feeding.

to all others

for railway

for each motor.

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the
brakes applied from either platform.
Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
above the floor.
Direct gearing is used.
The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the

Bearings self-oiling.
No change of brushes for change of load or change in Thomson-Houston patents.
Contact with overhead conductor is had by means
direction of rotation of the armature.
trolley pressing against the wire from below.
The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

ot

MOTORS « ELECTRICAL E QOTPMEHTS FORNISHED FOR MINING £ OTHER SPECIAL WORK.
For Full Information and Estimates

_A.ddress the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.
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S
HIGH INSULATION
LOOP OR SPREADER BRACKETS.

CORNICE BRACKET.

E
L

LITERAL

ROOF BRACKET.

E
C

See Oar Electric Light

Catalogue,

Pages

140,

141,

142,

for

Further Particulars and Full Explanation.

WEATHERPROOF

P,

P,

T BTTOTTL
'THE BEST
COBB
V

UNDERGROUND WORK
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M
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ALL
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I

13,

Places Where

All

Other

Have

Insulations

[Failed.

xjjse;

v on

OUTSIDE WORK.

MUNSON'S DYNAMO BELTING
11

vor h WTHiiiirniiM.

WRITE FOE SAMPLES AND QUOTATIONS.

P

A
N

Y
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factories:

Aneonia, Conn.

RANDOLPH STREET,

BRANCH OFFICE:

505 Delaware

Ave.,

Kansas

City,

Mo,

-
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"C,

& C." ELECTRIC MOTOR

CO,
YORK.

NEW
Efficient Electric Motors
402-4 Greenwich

St.,

MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
WESTERN

NEW ENGLAND OFFICE: 19 Pearl St., BOSTON,
OFFICE; 139 and 141 Adams Street, CHICAGO.
PHILADELPHIA OFFICE: 301 Arch Street,
SOUTHERN OFFICE: 25 Carondelet Street, NEW

JOHN STEPHENSON
NEW YORK.

ORLEANS

CO.,

LIMITED,

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

CP
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CD
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o
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-
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•
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H

MIDD
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CD

0WN
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FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
Fort "Wayis.©*

Manufacturers

INDUCTION

SLATTERY

Iia.ca.ia,n.a.

of the

SYSTEM

out

The Most Carefully Workedand Complete Alternating

System of Electric Lighting in

OF

Existence.

INCaNDESCENT LIGHTING,

AND THE

and

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

Lamps

OF

ARC LIGHTING.

Converters

12—16 Candle Power

Horse

to the Mechanical

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

SLATTERY DYNAMO, LAMP AND CONVERTER.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS,

FORT WAYNE,

IND.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,
907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.
OFFICE, 21 7 Sansome St.

SAN FRANCISCO

ClTY OF MEXICO OFFICE, F. ADAMS, SUCCESSOR.

Van Depoele Electric Manufacturing
]MA.KrTJPA.OTTJIlEHS

ARC

OF

m INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC
And

LIGHT APPARATUS

Electric Light Supplies of All Kinds.

THE

ThHE

Mayo

Co..

Incandescent

Yan Depoele Arc Light

SYSTEM.

STSTEM.

DIRECT OR SERIES.

HIGH OE LOW TENSION,
DOUBLE OE SINGLE
OAEBON LAMPS.

ABSOLUTELY
AUTOMATIC
DYNAMO.

MACHINERY
SIMPLICITY
ITSELF.

IVE
Merer Blaeken, and a

Long

Dynamos or Lamps

l.i

Made to Suit any Current

GUARANTEED.
Send

for

Catalogue.

NEW YORK
EDWARD

OFFICE,
E.

234 BROADWAY,
BRITTON, Manager.

or System.

Send
GENERAL OFFICE AND FACTORY,
15 to 21 North Clinton Street,

for Catalogue.

I

f)

f)

A f|

UllluAtlU.

.

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

CHICAGO, APRIL

Vol. IV.

Leather-Link

Self-Adjusting

Ireson's

Belting.

Send for Ireson's
trated Treaties on

Especially adapted for
purposes and
other high-speed machlner 3L-

CHARLES

L.

MESON. 97

High

St..

is

16.

DUST PROOF WASHER

the

Buy no

Self-

WITHOUT

Bells

IT.

ELECTEICAL

tuitously.

Every Belt guaranteed.

Manf'd by

Illus-

Adjustlng Leather Link
Belting, furnished gra-

all Electric

No.

20, 1889.

This
Patd. ISov. 10, '86.

10 cents per Copy.

House Furnishings

HAZAZER & STANLEY,
32-34 Frankfort Street,

Boston. Mass-

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

-

-

N*W YORK.

-

THE FOREST CITY PACKING COMPANY,

THE WARING

CLEVELAND, OHIO,

U.

A.

8.

MANOTACTCREnS OF THE

ELEGTRIG LIGHT WIRES AND GABLES.

Patent High Speed Packing,

Standard Underground Cable Co., Mf'rs,
General Offices, 708

RRANPM
pnarcun

flPPIPPQ*
uririu
c o.

MADE ESPECIALLY FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT

PENN AVE.,
PITTSBURGH, PA.
"ew Yorli, 18 Cortlandt St., G. Wiley, M'g'r.

DeliTerei Free

I*.

-1

Chicag0tl 39 E , Madi80IlStt)FtE DegenhardtfM g tr>

on

Days' Trial,

60

Satisfaction

anaranteed.

no Pay.

or

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back

*

j

ENCINES.

,

Noiseless

Safety ~S7'£iX-xr&,
DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Iiooomotlv©
1*l3.e> Aslltou IjocIl Safety
The acknowledged Standard

for durable

and high

Insulation.
Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.
and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,
Railway and at! other
Branches

E.

B.

McGLEES,

Subterranean Use.
Sizes
Winn* Submarine Use
Lend ^"luzvu
Enrtmari wuvs.
tc
Concealed Wiring

General Manager,

"Vtil-vo.

aa betas .he

most perfect

of

THEIR SAFETY VALVES %3£%£^Z£%!™% &2g!
THEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES

a-

f^^S^M

All

ol Signaling.

THE ASHTOiV VALVES

Have a.^de reputation

~\7"a.l-v&.

t

Aerial Use,

Electric Light

W ator Relief

Til© AslLton

16 DeySt,

in

all

Locations.

new york.

dow in txe market.
con a t p action, Automatic in action, Perfectly Controlling the Pressure of the hose at whatever speed the eng ne or pump is working.

Simple

AsMonValTB

271 FranHin

Co.,

n
St.,
,,

Boston,

I

$^:Iffa5&£Ktf8«t

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,

PERFORATED BELTING!!!
Prevents Air Cushions.

in

Sole Manufacturers of

COWLES' PATENTED

and Weather ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

Fire -Proof

GUARANTEED FOR

B

C

.

Proof

B

A

DYNAMOS.
Schieren

Chas.
OAK

46

Co., (Mfrs.)

AND MANUFACTURERS AND TANNEHB OP
TANNED LEATHER BELTING AND LACE LEATHER.

SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO.

Iric

ILL.

B.

B.— Two

Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation.

rather-Proof Composition.
York Board of Fire Underwriters.

J '9
-j

C— Braided

"nY

Approved by New
Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every

wiRcnnnuc.
WAKt kuums.

Chables D. Jenney,

Danikl W. Marmov, President,
Addiboh H. Nobdyke, Vice-President

CUT SHOWING STVXH OF INSULATION.

—

A. Copper Wire.
saturated with a Blacky

a"" 21

64 Wast

New

FACTORIES:
ANS0N1A. CONN.
Wrainaei* Uokisox, &»cm*r;
Amos K. Hollowkxl, TretJura,

Electrician.

Jenney Electric Company,
Solo

Ownera

of

ull

She Fatenis .>nd Inventions of Charles U. Jenney

(known

as the

Pan

description.

York.
ngton st., Chicago, Ills.
Cliff St.,

i

Samples furnished upon application.

Jeuncy System)

;ind Sole

Owners and Manufacturers of his

Improved Dynamo, [amp

$

Electric Motor.
In all desirable features of Arc and Incandescent LtchtlnR
Simple,
the Jenney Sysiem leads.
in these c.fcntlaia it chalsteady, brilliant and penetrating,
lenges comparleon

Estimates Promptly Furnished lor Frecling Electric Lighting
Plant

•

lor Cities.

Companies or

Individuals.

Prices Furnished for the Jcnncy Arc oft Incandescent Systems, or for both combined.
["he

Jenney

[ncandcacwni
turning on and

Dynamos
-'tr

are self'TOsalattng,
of one or %u ol the Lamps

at will.

This

"
-

OUrtnifcw

to furnishing JttU*.

Plant*.

tr

SEN

tea PJUPBLET IUISTUT1IC ill tESdllllC Tit 5TSTEM.

-*J

omoit ami wonKS:

Cor. Kentucky Ave. and Jlorris St.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

The Thomson-Houston
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Electric Bo.
WESTERN OFFICE:

EASTERN OFFICE:

620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

O

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

Electric |rc-[ighting
JJST

THE

^TORI-ID.

SERIES LAMPS
FOE

&t

flrc-Circuits.
These Lamps have repeatedly

Shown

their superiority

under

test.
First Medal

:

First Prl2e

:

Cine Inn a

This

-.1

Best Arc-Light, Louisville, 1883,
Best System of Arc-Lighting,

Industrial Exposition, 18S3.

Company was

given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions
at

»LSO MANUFACTURERS OF

London, August

1

1,

1885,

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
These dynamos are automatic

in their regulation

durable.

and

will

Exhibition,

FOR ARC-LIGHTING.
FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

LIGHTING.

maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit.
No other Incandescent
are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

Our Incandescent systems

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
II sizes Tor the transmission of Power. Plans and estimates for
and Incandescent Lighting and Power Plants.

all

kinds of Arc

Lamp

is

so perfect and

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

April

THE MITCHELL VANCE
am
(Snccew*orn to fii'H

Ea

hk.i.i,, \

<

CO., HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
809 to 817 S. 7th St., St. Louis, Mo.

O.)

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS

AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.

Having no Special Agent

"

w

we

Goods,

tors'

Solicit Cor-

INCANDESCENT

Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

Electric Light

respondence from
with Fidelity

SYSTEM.

Buyers, which

we

1

I :'

The Long Distance

Architects' and Decora-

Chicago for our

in

Manufacturer! and

given Motive.

to the

Promptly Answer.

Patented In

all

civilized

Conntrle*.

Combination Fixtures,

Insulating Joints,

The

only

INCANDES-

CENT SYSTEM
suited

and All Fittings

Electroliers, Brackets,

Station

work, combining the SUCCESSFUL ILLUMINATION of
the STREETS with the universal supply of light for all COM-

for

MERCIAL and DOMESTIC requirements.
The most ECONOMICAL SYSTEM In every respect.
Noted for the BRILLIANCY avid BEAUTY of the light.

Incandescent Lighting.

Pendants, Reflectors,

especially

Central

for

Having the simplest mode of wiring, the greatest production of
C. P. to the H. P., and a number of other Important advantages.
Its practical

and

financial success has been

demonstrated by

CENTRAL STATIONS which have adopted the
HEISLER SYSTEM within the last three years.
Our system is the only PERFECT AUTOMATIC, adjusting
numerous

Its

load correspondingly with the

We

furnish lamps

number

from 10 up

to

of lights.

100 C. P. to any desired

from the Central Btation on a single wire, No. 8
American gauge.
distance

MANUFACTORY,
24 and 25th

SALESROOM,

We guarantee the

836-38 Broadway and 13th

and 10th Ave.,

St.

NEW YORK

lamps not to blacken and to maintain their

brilliancy superior to all other systems.

St.,

Over 5,000 of our incandescent lamps of various candle
powers have been placed for illuminating the streets and boulevards, connected by more than 1,500 miles oi line wire circuits.

CITY.

The Daft
i-

Electric Co.,

i-i

INSULATING COMPANY,

new yo rk and

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

INSULATED WIRES and CABLES
FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

for Mines,

Prices and

No. ISA
W,

It,

Chemical Works,

Samples on Application

F.C.S., London, Chemical Engineer,

Economy,
The Daft Motors for Power

at

CITY.

General Manager,

supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

Electric Light, Telegraph

and Telephone Companies,

to

United States Vessels,

Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other services wherever a First-class Electrical Installment is Required.
Our
Materials and Workmanship are

and correspondence
articles.

is

solicited from

Guaranteed

the

Speed,
Endurance,

Specially

FOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We have

using Safe
Currents in the operation of Street

Etc

FRONT STREET, NEW YORK

ilABlRSM,

The only Company

Railways,

Guaranteed to Give Satisfactory Services Underground and Overhead.

Adapted

chicago.

tribution are unexcelled.
Send for Circular Matter.

New York Office
BOREEL BUILDING,

Very Best,

companies and architects requiring our

Dis-

115

BROADWAY.

Please Mention the Western Electrician.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

m

April 20, 188 9

THE NATKTNAIi CARB
CleTrela.ri.d-, ©Da.!©.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.

CONTRACTING ENCINEEBS FOR ERECTINC COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENGINEERING COMPANY

JAEV1S

61

OLIVER ST.

boston.
H. A.

81

I

LAKE

ST,,

CHICAGO.

I

1

109

I

Electric tight and

1

LIBERTY ST.

NEW Y0RK

-

power Stations

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screenir.gj
NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

SYETOYIiLXCylinder Oils.

D3mamo and

Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
to none.
Adopted by the largest
By reflltering can be used continually.
machinery.
Electric Plants of the West.

Second

8.

CHICAGO.

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

TAUSSIG, Agent,

THE "LITTLE WONDER" DYNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINE

$100.

"THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY."
By FRED H. WHIPPLEi

Plating Machines
requiring a speed

minute, are only

A

new and original book, designed to inform a practical public without the use
cf mystifying technical terms.

Over 1,000 in Successful

1800 to
3600 reuolutionsper
of from

fit

OPERATE

for toys.

Flense send for Catalogue of 1*89.

OOiTTElTTS:

The Mechanical Production, Transmission and

The

Utilization of

Electricity

large3t manofacturfrs
Platers' Supplies,

of Nickel
Lacquers,

for

etc.

Power Purposes.
Application to the Propulsion of Cars.
The different systems described, with Illustrations Showing their Methods of
Construction and Operation.
Where and When and How These Systems Have Been Applied.
Comparison of Electric Propulsion to Other Methods.
What does it cost to build an electric road; cost to operate; what are the advan-

History of

gsljfll^

its

Van Winkle

Hanson,

Co,,

h:\v.\hb, k.
NEW YORK

a.

OFPICE:

tages?

92 and 94 Liberty St

Application of Electricity to Elevated Railways and to Stationary Power.
Overhead systems, conduit systems, storage batteries, etc., etc., described and
illustrated.

Cost of Producing Electricity; of its Transmissions; of Its Utilization.
Steam and Water Power and their application to the Electric current.
Price, bound in paper, $1.00; bound in flexible Russia, $2.00.

Published
FRED

H.

*>y

WHIPPLE,

Detroit,

Michigan,

System.

Stored Electricity.

DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

Central Station

Voltmeters

Batteries,

Ektrical Accumulators

Lighting,
or

And Complete

Storage Batteries,

Isolated Lighting,

LIGHT

Especially Adapted to

Railroad Car

siESsmmom,

For Towns,

Long Distance

Which Completely Displaces Gas.

Lighting.

THE ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATOR
44 Broadway, New York.
DETROIT

Offices, Residences, Factories

91

PHCENIX BUILDINC.

for Electric Propulsion.
Company

iictle World.

THE ELECTRO-DYNAMIC COMPANY

CO,

OF PHILADELPHIA.

CRISWOLD STREET

Main

Office,

224

Carter

St.,

-

1VL

Works

Philadelphia.

E lectrical
The Knapp a-NUPACTUPLEHS
OI
Bells,

Cars Equipped

Exueriencefl Electric Motor

OFFICE:

CHICAGO OFFICE:

Electric

POWER PLANTS
Theaters, Eto

Street

Magneto

and

Lighting,

THE ONLY SYSTEM

and Ammeters,

S-KTITCHSS,

New York

Office,

44 Broadway.

,

Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries, Push Buttons, Etc.

oea.IjEiis

ijnt

ELECTRICAL.
EVERYTHING
AGENTS
THE
1*01=1

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A Full Line of

their Celebrated

Wires,

Buy your Goods

Cables and Tapes

of the

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

-

-

-

CHICAGO.

n

:

.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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o

2

w

Q.

3

CO

03

K|

O
W
R

Q.

CD

A. A.

McGreary's Reflector Shade

COMPANY,
The GOULD PACKING
Cambridge
3G

(PATENTED.)

-

BEAUTIFUL AND DURABLE.
COMFORTABLE TO THE EYES.
NO DIRECT RAYS.
LAMPS INCREASED MORE THAN DOUBLE

MANUFACTURE THE

Gould Steam and Water Packing

ILLUMINATING POWER.

IN

6 SIZES

for 10 to

The Original Ring Packing.

100 C. P. Lamps.

SUSPEND D BY FLEXIBLE CORD.
NO FIXTURES REQUIRED.
18and20Cortlandt

Street.
Send tor Circular It.

AHEARN

&.

SOPER.

NEW YORK.

ALBION CHIPMAN, Treasurer.
All Blmllar Packings are imitations andcalculated to deceive

PULLEYS.
DYNAMO
SECURE
BEST RESULTS,

If

you would

•GleVcriy Electrical Works

the

PAPER PULLEYS.

Use

The following

Is

the result of a teat recently

made

:

10 1*

Ch estnutSt Philadel phia

M

feWTfl

at

the Franklin Institute, showing the relative value of
Paper Pulleys over Iron in the transmission of power
Transmission, Iron, 34 lbs. Paper, 144 lbs,, with equal
;

tension of belt.
Tension, Iron, 150 lbs. Paper, 39 lbs. for equal transmission.
Width, Iron, 13 inch ; Paper, 3 inch (unsafe for belt).
Diameter, Iron, 48 inch; Paper, 34 inch for equal ten;

ft

l(P r*

Philadelphia Department**
HGCtrlCfl* /j**F'
^N^- muTrn n rnmin urn o UflTnn HA
.

..

.

BAXTER ELECTRIC MFG&MOTDR CO

H'A'Cleverly -Manager

Western Agent,

G. A.

Harmount, 315 Wabash Ave.. Chicago.

sion.

Contact, 90° on 34" Paper equals 180° on 36" Iron.
(3^~ These Pulleys are need and indorsed by the leadin" Electric Light Manufacturing Companies.
For Price Li^te and disconntB write to

AMERICAN PAPER PDLLEY

1880.

Beware of Infringements and Imitations.

OTTAWA, ONTARIO.

-

Pat. June 1,

Superior to any Packing- in the market for Steam, Water
or Ammonia. Self-Lubricating, does not corrode the rod,
never grows hard if directions are followed. Sent on thirty
days' trial. Satisfactory or no pay. None genuine without
this trade mark and date of patent stamped on wrapper.

Agents for toe Oanadas,

Messrs.

Street,

EAST CAMBRIDGE. MASS.,

CO.

The

f>

Electrical

Construction Co.

III.

M

CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF
"If you have any
»

Lamp

Complete.

Plants

Light

Electric

Spools to re-wind, send them to us, and

we

will

do

it

for

a reasonable price."

^sSS

All

Class es of

HOUSE WORK

a Specialty.

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING & M'FG CO.
ROOMS, 200 and 202

18

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST. LOTJIS.
UNIFORM

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

BALL DYNAMOS

D

!^L

LAMPS

FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ideal 1

IN QUALITY,

LONG LIFE AND GOOD

LIGHT.

ENGINE

and produces a steady
This system is mechanically
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required
and the cost of repairs.
For descriptive circulars or testimonials, address
and electrically

CHARLES W. RAYMOND,

perfect,

THE BEST FOR

Western Agt.

IC

39 Dearborn Street, Tremont House,

LIGHTING

ILL.
CHICAGO.
COMPANY, CLEVELAND,
THE STANDARD CARDON
Manufacturers of
-

-

-

Send

for

our

New

Catalogue.

OHIO,

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

April 20,

SOLE BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine
Is

of
IT IS

W.

D.

FOR ECONOMY OF FUEL, REGULARITY OF
MOTION, AND DURABILITY TN USE.

President.

E. H.

CUTLER,

A.

PERRET,

Electrician.
Electrician.

RANKLIN

JAY AND PLYMOUTH STS.,

BROOKLYN,

S.

OKAS. M. WILKINS.

CARTE

ESTABLISHED

E.

WARD

WILKINS.

1S67.

PARTRIGK & CARTER

THEELEKTRONMFG.CO.
Cor.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Pulleys, Cears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

Write f«r our Catalogues

NO. U. BARRETT,
Vice-Pres. and Consulting

PRANK

Treasurer and Manager.

& CO.,

Manufacturers of and Dealere in

TTTJ-FqTT AT.-RT)

J

ALUS

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

SAKUENT,

i £

MANUFACTURERS

AND DEALERS

OF

IN

"EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

NEW YORK OFFICE:
50 NASSAU ST.

N. Y.

1

MANUFACTURERS OF

THE PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS
AND DYNAMOS.
SMALL SIZES
(1-8

TO 2

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,

I

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF
4
BELLS, DISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LIGHTING APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF
f
i

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK."

H. P.)

A SPECIALTY.

We

publish Catalogues' of

N.

upprfl
'

is

wanted, and

&I14 South Second

liJMISATRU

our Manufactures, and will forward to any address

B— When applying for Catalogues, please state whether "

upply" Catalogue
Distinctive Features,

all

ipplication.

if

in the trade inclose business card for discounts,

Street.

.

fal

_,PHII,APFI;PHWr-RA

FIELD MAGNETS,
LOW AEIATURE

RESISTANCE.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.

No Sparking Under
Changes

of

Load.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
FOR

EXCF.ILEST

WORKMANSHIP.
In

OUR

Efficiency.

and Durability

Regulation, Simplicity

MACHINES

SHOW

GREAT

Carefnl Investigation Invited.

SIMPLE. RELIABLE. DURABLE.

SUPERIORITY.

Catalogues Furnished on Application.

BRAIDED WIRE.

B. D.

THE POPULAR WIRE FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

Safe and Reliable.
NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE
1

1

CO,,

649 & 651

Central St., Boston, Mass.

ARC-LIGHT CIRCUITS.

The only safe socket (or series lamps, and the only
socket having Insulating material for the outside
parts.

Send

620

for Illustrated Catalogue.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

BOSTON,

B.

DOWSE,

MASS.

MATHER "ELECTRIC

Block,) j „
CHICAGO OFFICE:) F "°™wiilir Metropolitan
and Randolph 8t8.

Broadway.

I

W.

-

GALLAHER,Secy.
W. GODFREY, Gen'IMgr.
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CO.,

_
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Jianastr.

Gen'l Supt.
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THE BE$r SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

J.B.YOUNG. President and Treas

B. K.

SOLAR CARBON

JAMISON, Vice-President.

COMPANY,

* MFC.

69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Well Selected and Good CARBONS made from Natural Gas.
Process Patented.
BATTERY CARBONS OF ,tLL SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTY.
Office, No.

—

'

Fo*

""

Western

Office,

175 Randolph

Street, Chicago.

/7Q
(

Special Discounts on Large Orders.

El

TUB INC ALL

Pure Sheet Rubber
Sarnples and prices
*Mre»* we

'

I

R. E.

Etc. *

upon application.

Bf.GoODMCH
Co.
*xffOf/ rubber worn*

Specialties of all kinds to order
*-
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>
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1
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EICKEMEYER DYNAMOS
-AND-

B.

BAGGOT,^
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

ELECTRIC MOTORS,
(United States Patents, Feb. 22, 1887; Feb.

14,

1888.)

'*!

MSLISIIKT) r.

-g

IN

electroliers,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ELECTRIC

"

FIXTURES.
ELECTRIC and GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,

Etc., Etc.,

Madison Street and Fifth Avenue,

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH STORE-

2134 Michigan Avenue,

' "r;<

::

machine Complete.

Combine the simplest Construction and Highest Efficiency
yet obtained in Dynamo-Electrical Apparatus.

PERFECT ELECTRICAL

Balance

in

ARMATURE

COILS.

NO RADIATION OF FIELD MAGNETISM.

lines

ST.LOms.MO.
AGENTS

any exposed surface of the machine, all the
of force are concentrated within the machine, and pass through the armature.

There being no magnetism apparent

at

NO SPARKING AT THE COMMUTATOR.

IN

ALL CITIE5r

HILL
Clutch Works,

CLEVELAND, O.
EASTEEN OFFICE:
IS Cortlandt Street, -

CHICAGO:

NEW TORS.

MINNEAPOLIS:

2J50 Canal St.

305

Kasou

Building.

KANSAS CITY:
1--1

and

1-.23

Union Avenue.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
Desisted, Kretted «nd Farnishti

Send for new Catalogue, Power
Transmission Machinery.

Both Advertiser and Publisher by mentioning the
Machine with one Bide and hall the

These machines, In

field coile

all sizes,

removed, showing the inside arrangement of armature
and coils.

and of any required capacity, are for general

sale

on

to the Trade, to Contracting; Engineers, to Electric Light, Power, and Storage Battery Companies, and to
their merits

the public, without restrictions or royalties as to territory or patents.

Low Prices.

Compact Machines.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET.

J. H.

BUNNELL * CO.,
SOLE

-AO-ZEHSTTS,

106108 LIBERTY STREET,

N. Y.
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DISTRIBUTION.
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PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

Electrical Directory
Price, $0.00.
F'or 1889.

The best and most permanent medium for advertisers In the electrical field. This
work reaches every Electric Light and Power company in the country, besides Telegraph and Telephone companies.
This year's Issue enlarged and improved.
Lists and reports of Electric Light and Power companies, reports of National
Electric Light association, useful tables, etc etc.
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Till!
His Patents Sustained

by the United
Supreme Court.

States

THE EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
Takes pleasure in announcing to its patrons and the general public that the decision of the
Supreme Court of the United States, filed on the 21st ult.,in the case of the
Bate Refrigerator Company, is in fact a decision

SUSTAINING THE EDISON PATENTS
In the many suits brought by the Edison Company, in the lower courts, against infringers of the Edison patents, the
defendants have evaded the merits of the controversy, thus tacitly admitting the fact of infringement, and have interposed a plea alleging that our patents have been voided by the expiration of patents previously granted in foreign
countries.

Hence the delay in establishing our rights. In the meantime, other electrical companies have been indiscriminately
copying our devices and methods, not even assuming that they themselves were the original inventors, but simply relying upon the construction of a statute by the lower courts invalidating our fundamental patent. In pursuance of our
expressed determination to secure a decision upon the point of law involved, we have had the Bate Refrigerator case
(covering the identical question) argued before the U. S. Supreme Court, with the result announced above, thus

Completely Deprivingthe Defendants of their Main Defense.
We have now only to

prove the fact of infringement in order to secure prompt injuncand damages from, those who have been so long using with impunity that
HIGHEST A UTHORITY now concedes to luive been ours, exclusively, from

tions against,
which the
the beginning.

This is simply to establish

A QUESTION OF FACT.
Was,

or

Was

Not, Edison the Original Inventor ?

This question has been decided in his favor a great many times, primarily by the U. S.
Patent Office, which granted to him Patents bearing earliest dates; tlien by the various
courts of Europe, through the crucial examination of which the question has many times
passed.

Thus the

QUESTION OF LAW having now been settled by tlie Supreme Court of the
and the QUESTION OF FACT by tlie highest experts of the world, tins com-

United States,

pany now notifies the Public of its intention to call a halt and demand a reckoning for the
trespass and abuse of its rights in

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT
16

AND 18 BROAD

ST..

NEW YORK.

By

EDWARD H.

CO.,
JOHNSON, President.
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WESTIN6H0USE ELECTRIC

GO.

P

THE PIONEERS IN INCANDESCENT LIGHTING

ALTERNATING CURRENTS
AND OWNERS OF

FUNDAMENTAL PATENTS PERTAINING THERETO.

COMPLETE HiHnHHHHi^
CENTRAL STATION

MM^^ZBUeMOBMBiaMi^KI

HHI^HEai^MBaMHBi

OUTFITS.
:^HHEHHHHHB

Alternating Current Apparatus,
Direct Current Apparatus,

Arc

Lighting Apparatus,
Electric Motors,

Electric Meters.

150

CENTRAL STATIONS
OFFICES

IN

IN

OPERATION.

ALL LEADING CITIES.

ISO

!
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

CO.

THE DNITED STATES ELECTRIC LIGHTING
Sales Department, 120 Broadway,

(LEASED

AND

OPERATED

BY

THE

NEW

?

CO.

YORK.

WESTINGHOUSE

ELECTRIC

CO.)

Arc and Incandescent Apparatus
ie*

on.

ISOLiiTED LIO-ECTIlTa.
Efficient

Apparatus!

Economical Lamps!
Ingenious Devices

THE SAWYER -MAN
510 West 23d

Street,

ELECTRIC

CO.,

NEW YORK.

Incandescent Electric

Lamps

.ND

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC WORK.

ELECTRIC AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.
CORRESPONDENCE WITH DEALERS INVITED.
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BADT TESTINC SET.
The

illustration

shows

this

new

testing

set,

designed specially

for

3P

DYNAMO TENDERS
-A-KTIJ-

BELL HANGERS.
Consists of a Highly Polished Cherry Box,

It

containing a small dry

DETECTOR GALVANOMETER
Of 500 Ohms' Resistance,

CONTACT KEY AND TWO BINDING POSTS,
Tae external dimensions of the box are 5 3-4x3 3-4x2 7-8.
Total weight, one pound and fifteen ounces.

The Galvanometer, Key and Binding Posts are mounted on a sliding Shelf, beneath
which is the dry cell. By opening the end of the box, the shelf can be drawn out for inspection or repairs. The standard resistance of the coil is 500 ohms, but we will make them of
any resistance to order. One ceil will deflect the needle a few degrees, even through a
resistance of 15.000 ohms.

PRICE FOR THE SET COMPLETE, $15.00.

We

are sole agents for the sale of Kerite Wire for the Western States. This wire has been tested
service and stands at the head of goods of like character.

WESTERN ELECTRIC

CO.

P

by years of actual

CHICAGO.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO, APRIL

Vol. IV.
Prof. Elisha Gray.

A

Gray

Gray was born

When

Prof. Elisha

at

is

Barnesville, O.,

August

2,

he was apprenticed first to a
blacksmith, and subsequently to a carpenter and
1835.

No. 16

l?

said to a representative of the Western El
ku ian, pointing out of the window of his offii e
in the city hall; "it didn't work.
It may help
a little in the summer, but it cannot be depended
on for permanent relief."
1

herewith
The cut is reproduced from a recent
presented.
photograph, and the likeness is admirable. Prof.
portrait of

20,

a lad

He learned all of these trades,
boat-builder.
and upon the completion of his several apprenticeships he entered Oberlin College, and made
a special study of physical science, supporting
In
himself meanwhile by working at his trade.
1867 he obtained his first patent for telegraphic
Since that
apparatus a self-adjusting relay.
time he has taken out nearly fifty patents, the
most important of which relate to his printingtelegraph system, that was largely in use before
the advent of the telephone, the
harmonic telegraph, the telephone
and the telautograph.
All of Professor Gray's inventions
bear the stamp of thorough originality, and in no sense can he be called
an adapter of ideas furnished by othHe was the first to transmit
ers.
several messages simultaneously over
a wire on the harmonic plan, and
his famous caveat of February 14,
1876, contains the first written description of the speaking telephone.
The first speech transmitted over a
wire was with instruments similar to
those described in that caveat, and
so perfect is that description of the
form of the telephonic current that

—

1

1

In connection with the subject of gas explosions
conduits, it is said that the Chicago Arc Light
& Power company has had several burn-outs in
manholes, and no explosions have resulted.
'Phis is explained by the fact that the wires
were raised in the manholes, and the gas was
lodged in the bottom. Advocates of the theory
of spontaneous combustion cite this fact in support of their views, and also point to the fact
that in many cases, where examinations of the
conduits and wires were made after an explosion,
no cause could be discovered the wires were
in

—

Electrolytic

The chemical method

or

writing

entirely overcome by the
system of treatment. The
cost, as far as can be judged, is much
less. The expense of chemical treatment is not accurately known, but
varies in different towns from 30 to
fects are

electrical

70

:

4S
^JB|
~

Manhole Explosions.
of New York

!0^-

W. Langill

has
suggested to the Board of Electrical
Control of that city a scheme for

summer

the air in the chamber becomes hot,
and, as it expands, forces the heavy gases out
of the manhole, and in winter the cold airsinks
to the bottom, and thus forces out the gases.
This keeps up a constant circulation, and, Mr.
Langill thinks, will prevent the danger of explosions.

City Electrician Barrett of Chicago, who has
of the question of ventilating conduits, says the proposed scheme will not serve
the purpose.
"I tried that right out here," he

made a study

gallons,

-

.-

Honneur.

ventilating underground
conduits,
by which he hopes to prevent gas explosions in
the subways.
The plan is thus described: An
air chamber is constructed beneath the covering
of the manhole.
A tube leads from this chamber to the lower part of the manhole, where
the heavy gases settle, and another tube leads
directly from the manhole under the pavement
to a vent in the gutter.
The temperature of the
plate covering the manhole, it is claimed, varies
at all seasons of the year from the temperature
of the gases in the bottom of the manhole.
In

1,000.000

actual cost of working, not including
interest and depreciation, or including this, which will vary according to
the make of engine and machinery,
say, not over 20 shillings per i,coo,ooo
gallons.
Mr. Webster, therefon
culates that for the actual cost of
working, the amount for purifying
the total London sewage will be about
,£,36,000 a year. When it is remarked
that the authorities have been considering the
expenditure of over
^100,000 a year for this purpose by chemical
means, the saving of the electrical process can
be seen at 'once.
Even calling it ,£50.000 or
,£"60,000 a year, this would be one-half the expenditure proposed, and even cost for
better effect would be produced by the electrical
process.
Mr. Webster conceived the idea that the pre-

g|

1878 was honored at
with the red ribbon of the

T.

per

shillings per 1,000,000 gallons for the

&5v

^!S

SHgfcl

position

d'

shillings

whereas Mr. Webster calculates that
the electrical system will cost only 13

and
the Paris Ex-

Legion

is

icals;

of the faculty of Oberlin College,
in

work

at

the great expense for chemanother is the actual labor in
mixing; moreover, the precipitation
accomplished, the effluent has still
to be oxidized or purified, and the
addition of chemicals to the water
still tends to a prejudicial effect by
reason of its alkalinity. These de-

one

telegraph,

wonderful invention he
again displays the most remarkable
genius and individuality.
He has
his laboratory at Highland I'. irk. 111.,
where he resides. He is a member

is

several towns in England, but is
unsatisfactory for several reasons:
in

to this day.
The professor has been occupying
himself for some years past with his
in this

Sewage.

-

it

and

of

question of disposing of sewage is one of
growing importance in every great city, and
many plans have been proposed for the solution
of the problem.
One can scarcely glance overa
paper in any large city without finding
; dis
complaint of the existing method
posal.
In the Western Electrician of February 18,
William
that
1888, it was stated
Webster of London had devised a process for the
electrolytic treatment of the waste of cities. Mr.
Webster is a contractor who has had an extensive experience in dealing with the drainage
problems of the English metropolis. In the latter part of March representatives of the press
were invited to inspect the experimental works
which have just been completed at Crossness.
The plant was built by Mr. Webster
to demonstrate the feasibility of his
plan.
From the London Electrician
and Electrical Engineer the following
descriptive matter and accompanying cuts are taken:

nothing important has been added to

telautograph

Treatment

The

m!
I'M'F,

ELISHA i:n.n

.

was spontaneous combustion. The burn-outs in the manWhen men are workholes are thus explained:
ing in the conduits they often jump on the
cables, and stand on them, and frequently they
crack the insulation.
This accomplished, the

all right,

and the only explanation

rest naturally follows.

Eckhardt-Baker Telephone
A

Springfield,

III.,

Bill.

dispatch, dated April tith,

Another attempt was made in the house
afternoon to take up the senate telephone

says:
this
bill

out of

its

regular

order.

Several of

the

younger members had put their heads together
and concluded that the bill should be agitated,
and it was Mr. O'Toole of Lake who made the
motion to suspend the rules.
But Mr. Merrill
at once denounced the movement, and said thai
it was freighted with suspicion, and
a roll call
being demanded, the house refused In suspend
the rules by a vote of 66 to

4,;.

1

cipitation might be brought about by electrolysis.
and made some experiments to carry out this
process with carbon plates: but it was not until
about three
irs ago that the idea of using iron
plates as el< ctrodes, which has made the p:

a success, occurred to him.

On Wednesday, Mr. Webster showed some
experiments with test-glasses oi sewage, h<
by electrolysis, with iron electrodes, to illustrate
the action which takes place in his system. S
eral tall glasses were tilled with sewage of varying strength, taken from the pumping station
Wire.-, were led from the dynamo
the day before.
to a pair of electrodes, which consisted of three

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
long strips of iron on a wood frame; and when
simple arrangement was placed in the vessel
and twisted about ebullition at once commenced,
the matter in suspension became flocculent and
In a few minutes the
rose in a scum to the top.
absolutely black and opaque liquid became varparticles became detached, and
iegated, the
this

shortly the liquid became more or less clear,
The scum and
with the solid matter separated.
solid matter rises at first with the ebullition of
hvdrogen to the top. but afterwards subsides,
and the effluent can be run off. The reaction is
supposed to be as follows: At the positive pole

FIG.

was shown by the action of the same current upon a tube of water tinted with an
tated,

dye,

taken

out

the

bv

first tiie

method adopted was similar

1

to

much

larger scale.
Huge tanks woo era ted, and plates of iron were
onnei led and placed 111 these tanks; the whole

that of the test-tubes on

.1

quantity of sewage was heated and then drawn
off to settle while a second lot was run into the
tanks.
It was found, however, that a continual
motion of the electrodes was required to get sufficient contact with the liquid, and it was decided
to abandon the tank system and adopt the

method

of having the liquid
of the plates.

The system now

at

work

in

at

motion instead

Crossness consists,

speed of the dynamo

color of which
the
action.

was

The

rapidly
effluent

down

itself,

having been pumped up by the pump at one end,
shown in Fig. 1. All along this shoot are placed
the electrodes in groups of fifteen plates each.
The arrangement of the plates on the shoot is
shown in Fig. 2, the plates lying along the direction of the current.
There are 22 sets of 15
plates each in parallel, and six such sets in series.

The

the electrodes is
therefore six times
this, and allowing a certain loss in the leads,
makes the pressure at the dynamo to be 20 volts.
The manner of connection between the sets in
electrical pressure across

2.8 volts; the total pressure

is

by the diagram, Fig. 3. The
wood, but in any permanent work it
would be of brick, concrete, or iron, and the bottom would be lined with asphalt or other suitseries

is

illustrated

shoot

is

of

able

material.

then lowered to give the

The experiments

at

Crossness have proved

that with 27 horse power it is possible to treat
1,000,000 gallons of sewage in 24 hours. These
figures relate to London sewage, where the rainfall is mixed with the sewage.
For towns where
the rainfall is distinct, less power would be required, for the stronger the sewage in chlorides,
etc., the less the electrical- resistance.
As to the cost of the engine power, we need
hardly state that the newest type of engines suitable for driving dynamos may be taken to con-

fig. 3.

a long shoot doubled twice upon
which the sewage gently flows after

in effect, of

is

usual pressure.

ELECTROLYTIC TREATMENT OK SEWAGE.

I.

nascent chloride and oxygen are given off, formThis hypochlorite of
ing hypochlorite of iron.
iron is precipitated by the ammonia, soda, etc..
at the negative pole, and forms hydrated ferrous
This particular oxide has the property
oxide.
of combining with organic matter, and flocculent
particles are formed, which carry away the whole
The organic matof the matter in suspension.
ter in solution is oxidized, and with proper care
the water may be drawn off perfectly pure and
T hat the matter in solution is precipibright.

aniline

At

April 20, iS

The

plates

at

present

are

of

sume two pounds
and

of coal per horse-power-hour,
according to the price of the coal will be

The experiments carried out
the working cost.
with reference to the amount of iron consumed
by this process tend to prove that the consumption in continuous working should not be more
Here, again, the
than two grains per gallon.
cost entirely depends upon the district in which
the works are situated, with regard to the price
The plates are one inch thick, and
of pig iron.
if

used

in sufficient

numbers would

last for

many

For instance, a town
years when once fixed.
with a flow of 10,000,000 gallons of sewage per
day, corresponding to a population of 333,000
at 30 gallons per head, will require to treat this
amount of sewage a consumption of iron not exceeding 464 tons per annum. On calculating
the amount of mechanical power required per
head of the population, Mr. Webster finds it re-

but for ordinary work would be
cast out of ordinary pig iron.
The sewage as it comes in flows along the
upper shoot and back again twice, all the while
passing between the electrodes; every particle
comes in contact with the plates and becomes
electrolysed.
By the time it has got to the outfall, a few minutes only, it is sufficiently treated;
it is run into one or other of
the settling tanks
and allowed to settle for an hour, perhaps two,
and the effluent is then run off into the river.
Such is Mr. Webster's system of electrical treatment of sewage, a simple and eminently scientific
method, which cannot fail to entirely revolutionize the systems of town disposal of sew-

wrought

iron,

age.

The dynamo used is an Kdison-Hopkinson,
working al a pressure of .to volts, and capable
of developing an energy of 43-horse power.
not at present utilized, about 500 amperes being the quantity now
employed. The dynamo is driven, by means of
r-shafting, by an engine ol old type, made
- years ago, of 20-horsc power.
he pe,, of the dynamo is regulated by a
Rung's pneumatic speed indicator, connected
with the dynamo, but placed beside the engineThe regulation of the strength of eurdriver.
or the different qualities of sewage is very
All that is required
simple.
to keep the voltIt the
at 2.8 volts across-the electrodes.
rain falls, the voltmeter immediately goes up to
I

1

.'.hole

of the current

is

'

irificd,

.

id

-

but has

remains a
ing quality

illuslr.v<

mell of
lalcing

rapidly

I

1

oi

resistani

e,and

thi

NA'ITONAI.

GALVANIC CELL.

presents iVn ol a horse power, or 8 horse power
per 10,000.
the above plant is pracIt
will be seen that
tically in lieu (jf the mixing-tanks, machinery
and chemicals employed in chemical processes
for the treatment of sewage, and if such electrical plant is designed to meet the peculiar requirements of any particular district it should
cost much less and have a greater efficiency
than any other process known, for not only docs
this electrical

method

precipitate the matter

in

removes organic matter
in solution, and forms a precipitating and disinfecting process n one operation.

suspension, but

it

also
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The

present works where the system is shown
operation at the rate of 12,000 gallons per
hour have cost Mr. Webster some ,£5,000 to
erect and carry on.
The average of 20 analyses taken at Irossness
during 1888-9 show that of raw sewage, very
turbid and opalescent, containing 33.35 parts of
in

—

(

Davis Motor in a Press Room.
The employment of electric motors in printing
establishments is constantly growing.
The
motors arc so admirably adapted for the work
that printers are beginning to wake up to the
advantages which attend their use. Journals
devoted to the printing trade have in many in-

DAVIS

suspended matter

100,000, the effluent
clear, containing 1.56 parts per 100,000.
in

was

New Electrolier.
Incandescent lights possess many points of
superiority over gas, and not the least important consists in the fact that the lamps can be
employed for ornamental purposes with striking
The utilization of incandescent lights
effect.
for decorating purposes has opened a field in
which much excellent work has been done.

bar

MOTOR

IN A PRESS

:

g to Fig.

2.

the

whi

ring in

mind

••out
that the

ROOM.

stances taken up the question, and a number of
interesting articles on the subject have already
appeared.
In speaking of the use of motors in
printing establishments, a gentleman said a few
days ago: "This is to be a great field for the
motor men. The attention of printers has not
been directed to the matter particularly. I only
wish they could have a chance to read the electrical papers."
The accompanying cut gives a
view of the establishment of Razall & Co.,
printers
in
Cincinnati.
An S horse power
Davis motor, manufactured by the Queen City
Electric company of Cincinnati, furnishes power.
The installation has given great satisfaction, and
it
has been inspected with interest by a great

many

magm

direction of rotation of the armature of a series
current motor is not affected by
a change in the direction of current, and also
that like poles of magnets repel and unlike poles

wound constant

printers.

Lamp Cut-Out
Many

for

Motor

Circuits.

the arc electric light companies
throughout the country, while perhaps not yet
engaged in the electric power business, are,
nevertheless, watching with considerable interest
the progress and development of the constant
current systems of power distribution. The fact
that motors can be successfully run on circuits
with arc lamps has been fully demonstrated, and
of

companies running day circuits find in the muchmaligned arc motor a source of revenue not to
be neglected. Those, however, operating arc
light plants in places where the demand for day
FIG.

I.

[.AMP

CUT-OUT

I'OR

MOTOR

CIRCUIT?".

Among
are

the latest electroliers of artistic design
several put on the market by the Horn,

Brannen

&

Forsythe

Manufacturing company

of Philadelphia.
One of the number
trated in the accompanying cut.

is

illus-

Tests have demonstrated that it does
not polarize rapidly, and that it recovers rapidly.
The battery is made by the National Galvanic
company, New York.
teries.

It

so

is

motor

for

National Galvanic Cell.
The perforated cup of the National battery is
shown in the accompanying cut. It is claimed
to be one of the most efficient open circuit bat-

tt

not sufficient to warrant investment in a
day circuit, are in many cases, from the necessaiily gradual growth of the business and the
fact of their having to lay another circuit for
motors alone, unwilling to make the venture.
The device illustrated in the accompanying cuts
was designed with a view of making existing
circuits for night lamps available during the day
lights

circuits.

consists, Fig.

wound

matter

what

of an electro- magnet, M.
passage of the current, no
direction may be, will always
1,

the

that

its

produce

like poles at the extremities of the magc, north and north or south and south.)
This electro magnet, J/, is connected directly in
the main circuit, as shown in Fig. 2.
Beneath

net

this

(/.

magnel

I/,

and pivoted

at

/>',

as shown,

is

a

PIC. 2.

I.

AMI' CUT- 01

r

KOK MOTOR CIRC!

each other, the operation of the device
and its application may be readily understood.
Where every lamp on a circuit has been fitted
with one
these cut-out switches, the dynamo
lender can keep the motors running and
the lamps to burn or not. just as he wishes, by
attract

A
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simply sending the current through the line in
As the electro-magnet of
the proper
the cut-out is connected directly in the main
and carries the full current so long as it
polarized armais on the line, its action on the
Many
ture is a matter of great importance.
t

apparatus, where a polarized
connei tion with an electroet, would lie rendered useless if subjected
to the action of the current for any length of
In this device permanency is secured by
time.
the peculiar winding of the ele< tro-magnet and
lectrical

armature

is

used

in
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out the entire current must pass through the
shunt, the resistance of winch immediately falls,
by the action of the heat upon the compound, to
practically nothing; and the compound being
softened by the heat, the metal pieces are
brought into direct contact with each other by
the action of a powerful spring, so that, actually,
double provision is made against opening the
circuit.

The lamp socket is so constructed as to provide against opening the circuit through failure
An important
of the lamp or by aci ident

Complimentary Dinner

in

Honor

of F.

Sargent
It was a jolly party of Edison men that gathered in the "gold and silver room" at Kinsley's
April 11th, and sat down to partake of a complimentary dinner in honor of F. Sargent, the
general superintendent of the Chicago Edison

company, who

is about to leave the city to accept the position of chief mechanical engineer
and superintendent of construction with the

Edison United Manufacturing company in New
When the gentlemen had done justice to
York.

QM-omir
ne

FIG. 6.

7.

BERNSTEIN SERIES INCANDESCENT SYSTEM.
its

arrangement, as shown, relative to the per-

manent bar magnet.

The device is the invention of Frank I.. Perry,
electrician of the Baxter Motor company of ChiIt has been practically tested on arc cir-.

and has worked

satisfactorily.

Bernstein Series Incandescent System.

feature of the socket is the use of insulating
material for all the outside parts for the purpose
of securing absolute protection from shocks.
Figs. 2 and 3 show the complete socket ready for
the lamps and the socket with insulating cap re-

moved.
Experience having shown that special switches
were required in using incandescent lamps in

Among the forms of incandescent lighting
which have attracted more than usual attention
during the past few months is the system of connecting the lamps in series, and the number of
lamps used in that manner is now very large,
and is constantly increasing. The accompanying
cuts illustrate the series system of the Bernstein
'.

ric company of
Boston.
The company
rded the use of electro-magnetic mechanism
-oviding a path for the current around the
ed lamp, and now relies solely on a very
ievice which is contained in the lamp

the good things provided by mine host Kinsley,
and cigars had been lighted, Toastmaster L. A.
Ferguson introduced the following gentlemen,
who responded in a happy manner: J. H.
Goehst, W. G. Whitmore, John Meadon, W. L.
'Inarch, J. F. Gilchrist, J. R. Uishington.
Mr. Sargent was then called upon. He gave
a glowing prophecy of the "future of the Edison
business."
After the postprandial exercises,
the toastmaster, Mr. Ferguson, with appropriate
remarks, presented Mr. Sargent a very handsome umbrella as a souvenir from his Chicago
Edison friends. During the evening interesting
violin selections were rendered by E. C. Freeze,
with piano accompaniment by H. E. Niesz.
F.
N". Armour, C. S. Kaufman, D. W. F'uller and
H. A. Githens added to the evening's entertain(

ment by interesting stories.
That Mr. Sargent was
electrical and mechanical
etc

4

hernstein serifs

1

a

favorite

staff of the

with

the

company

5

v ^ndescent system

switches shown in the cuts were
designed.
They are constructed for the purpose
of destroying the arc which must form between
the switch terminals whenever several incandescent lamps are thrown into the circuit by a
single switch.
They are al present made in two
forms the simple "shunt" switch, Figs. 4 and
Figs.
5, for a few lamps, and the "cut-off,"
6 and 7, for use on the outside of buildings, for
entirely disconnecting the main line from the
ii.
The peculiar feature of the switch is
the introduction of an electro-magnet, which is
so placed that its coil is always in the main circuit and the opening between the switch termi
rials in its magnetic field.
Upon the formation
of an arc, when the switch is opened, the lines
and so prevent the
of force al once destroy
1results which would follow any
of the arc.
The company has recently
introduced a street fixture for using its series

series, the

—

il

11

1

n

lis

idescenl lamps for streel lighting.
Figs. 8
and i) show the fixture in use, and also with the
ed as when renewing the " contact."

by
ed from

rtccl

pany has largely increased
having just moved

Tin

(lilies,

11

allj

has equippi d

adapted
'.wile

other

K1G. 9.

•

cle<

tri-

li<-.,

to

and

HERNSTEIN SERIES INCANDESCEN'I SSSTKM.

was evident,

lie has proven himself a friend to
those with whom he was associated in business,
and bears with, him their best wishes.
Last Thursday Mr. Sargent was again enter.
tained by a company of Ins friends at Kinsley's.
Alter a dinner he was presented a silver tea and
The salver bore the inscription
coffee set.

"Frederick Sargent, froma few friends, Chicago,
\mong those who were present were
Barclay, John II. Shay, W, II, Pearson,
I,,
J,
M, Barclay and M r, libson.
'

1

rj

(

'.

(

'
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Storage Batteries for Street Cars.
"Edco," the new storage battery street car of
the Electro-Dynamic company of Philadelphia,
made a very successful trip last week over the
Darby branch of the Traction line. This particular road was selected for a trial trip owing
to the long, steep grades and sharp curves with
which it abounds.

When the car noiselessly glided out of the
depot at Forty-ninth street and Darby road it
contained a dozen persons, among whom were

Ayrton and Perry's Secohmmeter and
Secohm Standard.
Profs Ayrton and Perry will shortly
Secohm on the market as an accessory

pul
to their

I

meter,

when

1

sc<

meter.
Tin- advantage of such a standard is evident,
it reduces the manipulations with the secohmmeter to
of a simple character, and di penses with the us*
tachometer.
The standard secohm will he used mu
the same way as any standard resistance would be u«
the Wheatstone bridge; in fact, the secohmmeter is nothing more than a very nicely cons!:
mutator.
le-criptions of the secohmmeter have been
lished. but nothing has been said about the use of the

l

the

I

.>ncc.
t-

Attach

to the committal
and join up the

being

r
of self iodu
values of the three rjoi
aces that give balance with a steady current. K
onvenient speed, causing
ttor spindle to make « rcvolu
econd,
i=erve the steady defle
meter.
immeter, and h
iiminish one
of the
r,.
for example, by a small an.
ohms, obtaining a steady deflection. ./., of the galvanometer
with the battery previously used; then

in big. 3,

/.

:.

.

,

secohms, approximated.

/

this

1'or

AYRTON

.<v

speed was noticeable in
ascending the steep grade just beyond the
depot, and when on the level the car easily ran
at ten or twelve miles an hour.
It was
started
and stopped with the greatest ease.
On a particularly bad piece of track, a sharp
curve on a hillside, the car left the track, but by
slightest decrease of

more power from the
backed the car into place
on therails, and the trip was resumed with but
little delay, and without blocking the road.

the application of a
batteries the motors

little

The experimental car is a trifle heavier than
The two electric
that of the ordinary street car.
motors, with the necessary gearing, weigh about
The battery consists of eighty-eight hard
a ton.
rubber cells, and is arranged under the seats of
This
the car.
It weighs one and a half tons.
supplies the current for two electric motors, each
geared to a separate axle of the car. The
motors are made to give 1,000 revolutions a
minute, with the full power of the battery, but
by the use of gear wheels this is reduced so as
to run the car at the ordinary speed of eight to
ten miles an hour.
Each of the motors will give
13-horse power when the full force of the battery is applied, and this is ample for any work
which they may be called upon to do. The company claim that sufficient energy is contained in

instrument.

From James W, Queen

..V
Co., agents for
instruments, the appended description,
explanatory of the mode of using the secohmmeter for determining absolutely or comparing the coefficients of self
induction, has been received.
The instrument, as well
known from former descriptions, consists of two rotary
commutators, each with four stationary brushes. The
commutators are on the same spindle, one at the front and
the other at the back of the secohmmeter, but for convenience they are shown in the accompanying symbolic
figures as if they were in the same horizontal plane; in
/'
reality, however, the brushes, 6 U A,, /<
are at the top
4
One commutator, G C, is for periodof the instrumenl.
ically reversing the galvanometer connections, and the
C, for reversing the battery connections.
other,
An adjustment is provided for enabling the relative positions of
the two commutators to be varied, so that both reversals
can be made to occur simultaneously, or one a little before
or after the other, or one reversal midway between two
successive reversals of the other.
The commutators can be driven at one or other of two
speeds relatively to that of the driving handle, //.
With
one arrangement there are rather more than eight reversals
of both the galvanometer and of the battery for one revolution of the handle, and with the other twenty-four reversals
of each for one revolution of the handle.
The secohmmeter can be conveniently driven by hand so as to obtain a
steady speed of 300 to 6,000 reversals per minute of both
the galvanometer and the batter)
To shift from one speed tatio to the other, press down
the end of the locking lever at the right of the secohmmeter, and slightly push in or pull out the handle, turning
it slightly to assist the toothed wheels engaging properly;
when engaged, let go the end of the locking lever.
1.
To compare two Coefficients of Self-induction. Join
up the apparatus as shown in Fig i, 1 if the resis ances,
i\ and r.,, of the non-inductive branches of the bridge be
adjusted to give balance with a steady current, balance will
also be obtained on rotating the secohmmeter, when

Ayrton

&

l'errv

;(

,

relative

po-itions

of

two com-

the

mutators is unimportant.
They may be a_s in bigs. 1 and
2, in which case the reversal of the galvanometer occurs
midway between two consecutive reversals of the battery,
or they may be as in Fig. 3, in which case the reversal of
the galvanometer just precedes the reversal of the battery.
The greater the value of «, the greater will be the de-

PERRY SECOHMMETER.

E. A. Scott, superintendent of the Electro-Dynamic company, several railway men and representatives of the press.
The car started off at a
speed of about six miles an hour, and not the

the

test

,

B

7

.

—

;

,

^-<.,>- >
FIG

COEFFICIENTS OF SELF-INDUCTION

3

flection,

>t\,

and the more accurately can

IN

SECOHMS.

be read, but the

it

speed must not be too great to prevent the currents reaching their steady values between two consecutive re
Whether this condition be fulfilled or not
of the battery.
can be best ascertained by seeing whe'her the same value
obtained
for
is
/., for a speed considerably smaller than //.

More Sensitive Zeto Afcthod.- -Instead of obtain(/>)
ing two deflections, the resistances, /,. r, r3 are first adjusted to give balance with a steady current, and then one
of them, say r\, is altered by an amount cr ohms, so that
there is still no deflection of the galvanometer when the
commutatcr spindle makes, say n revolutions per second:
t

en

L

=—

r,

_

-. secohms, approximated.

a constant depending on the relative poThe value of the constant,
of the commutators.
most accurately ascertained, once for all. for a given relative position of the commutators, by experimentally de-

where k

is

termining the value of

known

—

c,

that produces

balance

for a

when the commutator
some unknown number of revolutions

coefficient of self-induction,

spindle is driven at
per second.

Kor this test. &, it is necessary that the commutators be
so placed relatively to one another, that the galvanometer
two cons;:
is not reversed exactly midway between
reversals of the battery, since with this latter adjustment
no variation in the resistance of any of the arms of the
bridge can counterbalance the effect of the self-induction
on rotating the secohmmeter handle; in fact, the
nearly the commutators are placed in the midway adjustment, the smaller will be the value 0! 6, and, the

HO.

I.

COMPARING TWm

OoFl- H<

1

T

NTS

ol-

Sl-M.l-

COMPARING TWO

INDUCTION

the eighty-eight cells to run the cars sixty miles,
under ordinary conditions. The batteries used
are manufactured by the Electrical Accumulator company of New York, which
has been
making extensive experiments in this line.

The conduit of the National Conduit company, of New
York, has been adopted by the New England for all its
permanent work. Next month conduits will be built in
School and Milk streets, Boston.

/,

_

CAl'ACI

I'll.--.

the larger the value of

Z,

ind

Zh

Li, being the coefficients of Felf-induction of the inThe speed at which the secohmmeter is
ductive branches.
driven need not be known, but the greater the speed the

more sensitive the test; the rate of reversal must not, how
ever, be too great for the currents to reach their steady
values between two consecutive reversals
/'' Compote Two Gi/>aritirs.
2.
Join up the appa

—

iThc continuous lines represent the pcrmanci
secohmmeter itself; the dotted lines
outside the instrument,

~v, to produce balance

r,

connections in the
temporarily made

;.

/'

'/.

.'.'

Replace the

coil

having self-induction in ig. 3, by
commutators so that
I

larizable electrolyte; adjust the

ilvanometer is reversed just before the battery, and,
using the higher speed ratic lor the gearing, rotate the
secohmmeter at the highest convenient speed. Then, if 1
be the true resistance o\ the elect:

S
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The marvelous

which

exists in the
the fact that on
April 9th fifty-three patents relating to elecThe list which
trical inventions were granted.
appears elsewhere is well worth a study.

world

activity

is

shown by

As excellent portrait of Prof. Elisha Gray,
reproduced from a recent photograph, accompanied by a brief biographical sketch, appears
Just at the present time, when the
telautographic system is to be put
into practical operation, the article will be read
with especial intei
in this issue.
-

motor
in

and the other

this

:-

in a press

mom.

installations

are
on a drawbridge
In both

inst;
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good advantage

in
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rganization.
hows that
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Ax

an electrolytic method
which has been recently
tried with great success in England, appears in
another column.
It is admitted
that hitherto
no promising results have been obtained by
chemical processes.
Unless the representatives
of the press, who investigated this system of
Mr. Webster are greatly mistaken, the process is
in all ways practical, and can be readily utilized
in solving the vexatious problem of sewage disThe first question which
posal in London.
naturally suggests itself in connection with a
process of this kind is one that relates to exThe estimated cost of the purifying
pense.
process, according to Mr. Webster, is $3.25 per
This figure does not
million gallons of sewage.
include, we believe, anything but actual working
expenses. At this cost the process is thoroughly
carried out, and the effluent, experts find, is remarkably pure. The total sewage of London is

congress

A great many street car managers throughout the country have been watching with interest the trial of the several electric systems by
For over
the West End company of Boston.
three months the road has been equipped with
electric motors.
It is a satisfaction to read in
Boston paper in an article which reviews the
.1
brief history of the new system, that "the result,
as a whole, has more than met the most sanguine
*
*
*
expectations of President Whitney."
"The electric cars are undoubtedly popular.
It is seldom that both the electric
and towed
cars are not well filled, and many people allow
the regular horse cars to pass by for the sake of
riding in an electric car.
The heavy grade on
Cambridge street, Boston, is easily surmounted
by the electric train at a rate of six or seven
miles an hour, and it is a pleasure for passengers to reflect that in ascending the hill horses
are not straining themselves to haul up a car
with from 25 to 80 or 90 passengers. One good
thing about these ears is the fact that teamsters
are rather shy of them, and are more prompt to
get out of the way, ami not so apt to drive
directly across the track in front of them, as is
the case when horses are in advance of the car."

was

1

interesting paper at
J. W. Gwynn read an
Mansfield, O., before the recent convention of
the Ohio gas companies.
His subject was "Oil
as a Fuel under Boilers," and he treated it in
a practical manner.
He had made numerous
experiments to determine the relative merits of
crude oil and coal as fuel.
Each was used
thirty-one consecutive nights, with conditions as
nearly similar as possible.
The consumption of
coal was sixty-five and one-half tons in the

thirty-one nights, and of oil 251 barrels during
the thirty-one nights following, showing that a
little less than four barrels of oil had performed
the work of a ton of coal.
He found a saving
°f $36.52 in favor of oil, and says:
"A safe rule
is, wherever and whenever
four barrels of oil
can be bought for less money than a ton of coal,
the oil is the cheaper."
Moreover, he says, "no

fireman is needed," and this means another saving in using oil.
There are many other points
in favor of using oil:
"It need not be shoveled
from the car to the cart, and from the cart to
the Stock house, and again to the boilers.
Oil
transports itself, and dumps itself into storage
tanks at the works; is pumped up daily into a
feed tank on which is a registry of consumption,
and from the feed tank it flows under the boiler
in quantity regulated by the
engineer.
The
degree of heat can be nicely regulated, and
wlen the valve is onee set to a proper supply it
need not be touched for hours, and the hand on
the steam gauge will stand as immovable as
'a painted hand on a painted dial.'
It responds
more promptly to the demand lor steam than
coal.
There is no opening of doors for the
introduction of fuel, therefore no fluctuation of
heat, no sudden chanj
mi pressure, no
n 'hilling of Hues and
boilers.
Elei ti
owner- and operatives know how essential tins
is to thi
Hon of steady light, and to the
of the boiler.
N'exl tocoal miner
light
ei trii
rial
are the dirtiest
and l.l.e kc oi tin son ol toil; but with oil
1
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article describing

of purifying sewage,
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electrical

great that it is thought
will seek to confer it.

as neat as

rance of a geranium, it is neither offensive nor
Your fire is clear pure white; withunhealthy.
out ashes, smoke, cinder or soot; nearly free
from sulphur and other injurious substances;
needs neither stirring nor encouragement, but
burns as evenly as a gas jet, as hot as Africa,
and safer than natural gas."

A
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room can be kept

and the operatives as clean as dudes.
Though the odor is not precisely the fragparlor,

I
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fuel the boiler

Itidge Brown in the United
The decisi
States Circuit court at Detroit, on the question
whether an inventor who has applied for a patent
can maintain a bill for an injunction before the
issue of a patent, is one of much interest and
resume of the decision is given
importance.
Under the law, as it is at
in the Detroit letter.
present, the courts have no jurisdiction in such
a case, according to Judge Brown, so that the
inventor must look elsewhere than to the patent
law for anv protection he desires in advance of
The practical
the actual" issue of a patent
difficulties, which Judge Brown points out, in
the way of a court assuming jurisdiction are so

I7-K*.

-

-

CHICAGO.

-

Telephone
VV,

would be served from Kinsley's restaurant. The
work of adapting tin; rooms to the necessities of
the club will now be taken up, and will proceed
This news will lie interesting, we
rapidly.
think, 'to a large number of the electrical fraternity, besides those who are members of the club.

vsli:atic" offices:

6 Lakeside Building.
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At several times the
78,000,000 gallons per day.
estimated cost, the treatment by Mr. Webster's
process, would be less than the cost of the
chemical treatment.
Several contemporaries
have predicted that Mr. Webster's process will
revolutionize methods of dealing with sewage.
This prophecy is scarcely warranted perhaps,
but certain it is that the new process gives
promise of solving a most serious problem.

Judge Wallace's opinion in the
Western Union company

injunction
against the
New York Board of Electrical Control, is given
in another column.
The question decided has
more than a local significance, and it will undoubtedly be quoted extensively in future suils
involving the burial of wires.
Briefly stated,
Judge Wallace holds that the Western Union
must obey the Board of Electrical Control in
respect to removing its poles and wires from the
streets, but that the company's use of the elevated
railroad structure to string its wires on must not
be interfered with.
Judge Wallace sustains the
company's contention that it is a business agency
of the national government, having complied
with the law' in erecting its poles and wires in the
streets of New York, and in stringing wires on
the elevated roads, which are also district post
roads of the United States. The company is
therefore protected from state encroachments on
its right to occupy its lines. But it is not beyond
the operation of the reasonable police regulations framed by the state for the health, comfort and convenience of the public.
It can obinterferes
ject only to such legislation
as
materially with its business and incapacitates or
unreasonably impedes it in the exercise of its
Though the comFederal privileges or duties.
pany may be subjected to expense and incon-

suit of the

venience by burying its wires, Judge Wallace
holds that the grant of congress is no more invaded, when the regulation requires the wires to
be placed in conduits under ground, than it
would be if they were required to be placed in
conduits along the surface of the streets; and
when this becomes necessary for the comfort ami
safety of the community, such a regulation is as
legitimate as one would be prescribing that the
poles should be of a uniform or designated
height, or should be located al designated places
along the streets. But it is another question when
the right to maintain wires on the elevated railis attacked.
Tin- power to rethe wires altogether from these structures
and to refuse to permit them to be kept there
under any circumstances is not regulation, but
denial of the privis equivalent to a complete
ilege.
The decision is considered a great vic-

way structures

move

tory by the members of the Hoard of Electrical
It is slated thai the underground work
Control.

A New Vorkgentleprogress rapidly.
has made the estimate that over $3,000,000 will be expended forcible in the next year.
will

man

now
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Electric

Motor on a Drawbridge.

One

drawbridge.
The motive power

been given both by bridge and electri
men, but it was not until recently that the
motor for this purpose supplanted steam, and

a train of gears, the last
shaft formerly operated

mm

tion has
cal

the slow laborious

method

of

the

long

lever

rotation

the speed and direction of the

of the latest appliances of the electric
motor which has excited
h interest not only
from its novelty, but also the excellent e of its
operation, is that of the turning of drawbridges.
This is a matter to which a good deal of atten-

The Chicago
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furnished by a 7
Houston motor, securelj
is

power Thomson
ened to the draw by
cud of the motor Shaft is

Stallation

is

complete
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is

entirely

braces.
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successful.

many
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detail.
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Patent

men

of informal conference
an electric club in

lie

ing

prom

die

intc

ursc,

ig

the

tie

tl

nterestcd in electrical matte
the convenie
ion was made to the secretary 01* the
-7. the
lis for a charter, and on M:
was issued to the following named incorpor;

h

inn

I-

same

iectric comCharles J. Van
pany; Franklin S. ferry of the Electrical Supply company;
Charles A. Brown of the Western Electric company; William J. Buckley of the fort Wayne lenney Electric Light
I

company; Aaron K. Stiles of the Van Depoele Eh
company; W. J. Armstrong of the Western Electric comW. A. Kreidler of tbe Electrical World;
A. Beach
of the Central Union Telephone company: J. I\ Barrett of
the Citv fire Alarm department; Charles L>. Shain of the
United States Electric Lighting company: B. E. Sunny of
the Chicago Telephone company; Joseph Lhrig of the
Western Union Telegraph company.
Following the receipt cf the articles of incorporation
several meetings were held in an office in the Lak
building the organization of the club effected and the folpany;

I

lowing officers elected.
Later on the various committees
were added, as occasion required:
President
General Aaron K. Stiles.

—

Vice-Presidents.

— C.

A. Brown,

J.

1'.

Barrett,

B.

E.

Sunny, F. G. Beach.

— W. A Kreidler.
Treasurer. — Franklin S. Terry.
Managers. —
A. Brown, chairman;
Secretary.

('
F. S. Terry. W.
W. A. Kreidler, B E. Sunnv, E. B Chandler.
G: A. BeedK II. Ward Leonard, W. J. Armstrong. W.
P. Barrett, Chas. D. Shain. Wm. L Lloyd,
T. Buck'ey,
F W. Cushine, Ceo. H Bliss, S. A. Treat.
Membership Committee
C. A. Brown. W. J. Arm-

A

Stiles.

1

—

W

A. Kreidler. Chas. D. Shain, F. S. Terry
Entertainment Committee.
II. Ward
Leonard. A. II.
Brown, J. L Barclay, Chas. D. Shain, C. C. Has'..
Executive Committee.
C. A. Brown, chairman; F. S
Tciry, C. I'. Shaia, H. Ward Leonard.
A. Kreidler.
House Committee. F. B. Badt, chairman; F. W. Cushstrong.

—

—

W

—

ing,

Fiank Stewart.

ELECTRIC MOTOR

One installation,
worked by two or three men.
the details of which are shown in the accompanying cuts, has recently Seen made at Bridgeport, Conn., by the New England Electric SupThe drawbridge is 180 feet long,
ply company.
It
was
60 feet wide, and weighs 320 tons.
formerly operated by three men, but this method
was found to be open to serious objection and
attended by considerable expense, as it necessitated the constant attendance of the men, and
under the most favorable circumstances it took
six minutes to open and close the draw, which
caused a jam on both sides and seriously interThe problem of applying
fered with traffic.
electricity as a motive power has been worked
out to the satisfaction of the city officials and
The draw can be opened
the bridge builders.
and closed in two minutes, and the expense is
limited to the hiring of one man and the monthly
charge of the electric light company.

devices used have been applied for.
The
England Electric company expects to
several installations of like character.

Electric

Lights for the

New
make

Chesapeake &

Ohio Railroad.
J.

B. Haller, electrician of the

Ohio railroad system,

is

at

—

Committee
Frank Stewart, F. S Terry.
regular meeting was held at the Grand Pacific
hotel on Thursday evening, June 2, 1SS7. General A. K.
Stiles presiding.
A week later a meeting was held in one
of the parlors of the same hotel, at which twenty-nine
members were present, and it was unanimously resolved to
hold a banquet at the Grand Pacific on the evening of
June 1 3, 1SS7. To this feast, prepared under the skillful
direction of H. Ward Leonard, J. L. Barclay and A. H.
Brown, forty-eight members and guests sat down, and a
pleasant and profitable evening was passed, and all present
pledged themselves to insure the success of this, the fourth
electrical society started in Chicago.
hi July 1, 1SS7, the club lost its first member in
the
Billiard

The

Chesapeake &
111., where

Pullman,

1'ol'le

first

1

The details of construction are as follows:
The current is conducted to the motor through
two submarine cables, the core being equal to No.
4 B. & S. copper wire, protected from lightning
by two Thomson-Houston lightning arresters.
The shore ends are connected to the incandescent lighting current of the Bridgeport Electric Light company by a double pole switch,
so that the current may be shut off at the
The other ends
pleasure of the draw tender.
are connected to vertical stationary posts which
are carefully insulated from the structure, and
which carry on their upper ends a pair of brushes
which are in contact with two insulated copper
bands attached to the circular suppoit of the
A rheostat is used
draw, and moving with it.
to regulate the speed of the motor, and a reversing switch to change the direction of the movement of the armature. The armature rheostat
and field are connected in series. The double
switch, fuses, reversing switch and rheostat are
inclosed in a water-tight box in the frame work
of the bridge, and are easily accessible from the

The bridge tender

has everything
under complete control, and can easily regulate

road bed.
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number of coaches are being built
company and fitted with electric lights.

a large
his

June

1st

llii'

cars lighted

(',

.\

I),

hopes

by electricity

to

have

on

its

for

On

fifty-seven
road'.

The

Eichemeyer dynamo, Brotherhood engine, Electrical Accumulator company's batteries and the
Sawyer-Man incandescent lamps have beei
adopted.

as that

in

I

-

i

PR

\\\

ItRlDGK.

.1

The system

will
be practically the
operation on the Santa
c and
Pennsylvania roads, already described in the
Western Ei ec rician.
-.inic

A

death of the popular voung electrician. A. C. Holland, of
the firm of Johnson, Holland & Go., who was accidently
killed wh'le in the discharge of his duty in the imni<
vicinity of the present quarters of the club.
On M
evening. Inly nth, the club met tor the first time in what
may possibly be termed its own home, bi
room on the first floor at 225 Dearborn street. Xoattcmpt
was made toward improving
ting it. as evefelt that ii was merely
sojourning place.
presided, and to our present cltetodian, C. C. Ilaskins
belongs the lienor ol preparing and reading the first pajKr
lAI-li.

i>f

paper

ii

1
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The title was " I'nworked Territory," and called attention to the little that had been done
Following;
in the matter of shore and vessel illumination.
the discussion of this paper, H. Ward Leonard opened an
an on the physiological effects of the
at its close Prof. F. B. Badt was rested to prepare and present a paper on the same sub-

stated that the membership had increased to 201, an actual
last meeting. Does
se of nineteen membi
work done in those
not thU speak volumes for
than seven months'
days? Over 200 men:
At this meeting Geo. EI. Bliss read an interesting and in^

ng ta the hot weather and the absence of many of
in attendance at the different electrical conqs in the east, the next meeting did not take place
ist
22, ESS7, General
Moi
for seven weeks later
A K. Stiles presiding. Considerable routine business was
transacted, and then the able paper on "The Danger to

and later on in the technical journals.
I,
the meeting held on Monday, Sept 5th, 1SS7, Prof.
B. Badt presided, and C. C. Haskins read a paper on
the "Peculiarities of Electric Currents," containing valuta, and being a continuation of the subject clisat the two previous meetings.
C. A Brown opened the meetingoo Monday, Sept 19th.
long discussion on the desirability of new quarters ended
in the appointment of a committee, composed of W. J
Bucklev, W. A. Stiles and Charles D. Shain, to select a
Elmer A.
suitable and permanent home for the club
Sperrv then read an interesting and exhaustive paper on
the "Protection of Dynamos From Lightning," showing by

The club had
d.
Thus th
of degrees
held thirteen regular meetings; had given one banquet,
technical knowledge
and had aided in the dissemination
by the individual preparation and presentation of ten
papers on various suojects.
The present club rooms were formally opened January 7th
The entertainment was in the hands of a committee conBarclay, A. H. Brown,
sisting of H. Ward 1 con., id,
The evening was
C. C. Haskins and Charles D. Shain.
programme
was presented,
A musical
pleasantly passed
after which the members enjoyed a supper.
On January 16, iSSS, C. A. Brown read an able paper
on Pa'tent Law. At the meeting of February 6th, Dr.
George Whitefield gave an interesting description of the
He spoke of the
electrical appliances used in dentistry.
fact that when amalgam and gold fillings were used as fillgenerated
was
which was
current
electric
ing material, an
At this meeting a committee of
destructive in its effects
ten was appointed to entertain such delegates of the
National Electric Light association as might stop in ChiIt is needcago on the way to the Pittsburgh convention.
less to add that the committee discharged its duties ad-

a series of experiments what had been and was being done

mirablv.

in that direction.
sident A. K. Stiles presided at the

On March 5, iSSS, C. A. Brown presided, and the club
had the pleasure of listening to the first of a series of

read before the club.

-

:

the
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13.
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structive paper on "Automatic Temperature Regulation,"
showing both the sanitarj and economical value of devices
that keep the temperature of rooms al the desired number
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twenty-three
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L.
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papers discussing the relative merits of the alternating and
the continuous currents for central station lighting
H.
Ward Leonard, then connected with the Edison company,
opened the discussion by reading his valuable paper on
"The comparative value of the continuous and the
alternating current systems for the commercial distribution of electricity
Mr. Leonard was paid a high compliment "in being greeted by the largest assemblage of
members and guests thai had gathered at any stated liter"
ary meeting of the club since its origin
'

Two

weeks

M

March

M

Slattery of
M.
igth,
Electric Light company, in a paper
g the formal title of 'Alternating versus Continuous
Currents," pnsented the leading advantages of the alternating system, or rather, replied to Mr. Leonard's able
1!

later,

Wayne Jenney

:
Monday, April 2d,
nd the
hip

at

C.

ability of

177
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fourth of this series of papers was presented to the
club on the evening of April 23d, President A. K. Stiles
presiding.
Prof. F. B. Badt, then with the United States
Electric Lighting company, read his eminently able paper
on "The comparative value of the alternating transformer
and continuous current systems for central station
lighting."
The professor defined his position at the outset in saying:
"I do not believe, by any means, that the
alternating transformer system will be substituted for
isolated lighting, or for lighting wiihin moderate distances,
but I do believe that for an economical central station
lighting system, the alternating transformer system is the
best in existence."
April 16, iSSS, C. A. Brown presided, and the board of
managers reported that it was deemed "best for the club to
remain in its present quarters, and to lease the whole floor
at $1,500 per year, and that some arrangements tending to
Vicethe reorganization of the cafe had been effected."
president Brown then called the secretary to the chair, and
offered a resolution endorsing the patent legislation then
before congress
Discussion resulted in the resolution
being unanimously adopted.
C. H. Rudd then read his
paper entitled "A device for testing arc light circuits to
discover leaks to earth," giving a highly interesting description of a scientific but simple device applicable under
all circumstances.
Monday evening, May 7, 1888, the secretary reported that the membership had fallen to 120, a loss
This lo s
of nearly 100 members in four months.
was readily traced to the location and to the wretched
cafe service, and steps were again taken to improve the
latter.
At this meeting an amendment to the by-laws was
adopted, fixing the initiation fee at §10 and the annual dues
at $16.
It was also voted to hold the annual meeting on
the third Thursday in June.
The club then listened to the excellent and interesting
paper on "The Continuous Current, Limited, vs. The
Alternating Current, Unlimited," prepared by George Cutter of the Thomson-Houston Electric company, being the
fifth of the able papers of the series.
Mr. Cutter proved
himself an able advocate of the alternating system, believing its advantages unlimited.
Two weeks later. May 21, 18S8, Elmer A. Sperry of the
Sperry Electric company read the sixth paper bearing on the
subject of "The Continuous Current -us. the Alternating Current," presenting the same under the title, "Motors and
Alternating Currents."
Mr. Sperry was confident that
motors could be constructed which could be operated on
alternating circuits.
The annual meeting of the club was held June 21st. The
secretary read his report showing the excellent work which
had been accomplished during the year. He referred to
the importance of maintaining the club, and adverted to
the social, scientific and business advantages which accrued
to its membership.
Treasurtr Terry's report showed that
the organization was on a sound condition financially. The
following officers were elected:
President, L. A. Barton.
Vice-presidents, first, C. A. Brown; second, J. P. Barrett; third, B. E. Sunny; fourth, H. Ward Leonard.
Secretary, W. A. Kreidler.
Treasurer, F. S. Terry.
Managers: C D. Shain, F. E. Degenhardt, E. B.
Chandler, J.
Reid, Theo. P Bailey, A. K.Stiles.C. C.
Warren, W. J. Buckley,
A. Knapp, George L. Beetle.
Membership Committee: C. C. Haskins, J. W. Clark,
George Cutter, W. H. McKinlock, F. W.
On July 30th the newly elected president, S. A. Barton,
spoke of the advisability of establishing an electric exchange similar to the New England Electric exchange at
Boston.
B. E. Sunny, C. A. Brown, C. D. Shain, J. P,
Barrett and F.
Home were appointed a committee to
consider the matter.
At the meeting October ist, S. A.
Duncan, president of the National Electric Light association, was present, who spoke of the necessity of securing a
On October 29th C. C.
permanent home for the club.
Haskins read a paper on the "Universality of Vibrations,"
and at the meeting of December 17 Dr. George W. Whitefield read an interesting paper on "Injurious Influences of
Dissimilar Metals used as filling material in the mouth."
Thus ended the year 1S8S. During the last half of the
year only three regular meetings had been held. A number
of the most prominent merbcrs had resigned, and the
membership had decreased to about 120. There was a deficiency of %ico in the club treasury.
During the summer C. C. Haskins was appointed
the custodian of the club, with power to collect and receipt
for all dues, to have general charge of the rooms, and to
take such steps as will advance the interests of the club.
The wisdom of his action was at once shown in improvements that followed.
But though the outlook for the new year was not as
bright and prosperous as at the beginning of the preceding
year, yet never did a club rally in better shape, or display
more energy in doing so. On the three first Mondays in
ai the club met and discussed the important question
of "Insulation," and listened to the reading of valuable
papers thereon. So important was the subject, and SO
thoroughly was it handled, that the technical journals both
Europe freely commented thereon
in this country and in
and made copious extracts from the printed proceedings.
What has occurred since then, with all its importance, is
too fresh in your memory to need any recall.
The club membership stands to-night as follows: Resident members, 124; non resident members, 23; members
who are yel to qualify, 23; giving a total membership of
i;o.
Including unpaid dues, there is a balance on the
right side of the cash book of $100, after allowing for all
These figures, coupled
indebtedness incurred to date.
with the fact that nine applications for membership were
ived during the past week, indicate the prosperous
Your worthy president
condition the lub now enjoys
p iken earnestly and often in behalf of better quarters,
and when the mists of April shall have cleared away you
1

<
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gather in a home worthy to hold a club that has now
the good name that you have gained a club that won its
spurs in the first year of its existence.
In that new home you will have full and free entrancethrough your own rooms into the finest restaurant in the
west; or, if you prefer, you can be served in your own
rooms with all you desire. You will have apartments
furnished in harmony with your tastes.
Let us become so bound up in the interests and the welfare of the club that it shall become part of ourselves, and
our new home will then become the point to which we
shall constantly be drawn, and the club, as a club, will
continue to be a financial, a social and a literary success.
It will become a power among men, and will exert a might v
influence for good in educating the business public to
rightly app-eciate the value of electricity, in all its branches,
as a practical and profitable medium for the safe invest-

will

ment

—

of capital.

For your city is fast becoming the great city of the
world, and will soon be the Mecca towaids which all
and then the greatest arrong these
wise men will gladly kneck for admittai ce at the door of
your club, and will add their influence and their labors to
yours in promoting the welfaie of your club, and so the
scientists will travel,

good work

go on through

shall

Victory of

all

time.

the Board of

Electrical

Control.
Judge Wallace, in the injunction suit of the Westi rn
Union Telegraph company against Mayor Grant and the
New York Board of Electrical Control, decided April 12th
that the plaintiff must remove its poles and wires lrom the
street,

but that

its

use of the elevated railroad structure

must not be interfered with by the defendants
The' claims of the Western Union Telegraph company
Those claims,
raised questions of more than local interest
briefly stated, are that its contract with the United States
interference
by the city
government exempted it from any
or state, and that its long-continued occupancy of the
streets gave it an easement which amounted to actual
ownership, affeciing every city which may attempt to bury
The first claim was
or otherwise regulate telegraph wires.
based upon an act of Congress, "to aid in the construction
of telegraph lines and to secure to the Government the use
of the same for postal, military and other purposes." This
act provided that any telegraph company then organized,
or which might be organized, in any state, which should
the terms
file with the Postmaster General an acceptance of
of the act, should have the right to construct lines along
any post road in the United States declared by law to be
The Western Union company claimed that, having
such.
complied with all the terms of the act of 1866, its right was
clear over all post roads in the United States, including all
the streets in New York city, the latter being "duly designated letter-carrier routes.''
The purely local features of the Western Union company's complaint were: First, that the Consolidated Telegraph & Electrical Subway company, being a monopoly,
was not legal, and that the subways therefore have no existence in law; second, that the conduits are inadequate

because of mechanical defects.
The legal points were reviewed at length by Judge Wallace, who introduced his opinion with this statement:
This case presents the general question whether certain
acts of the municipal authorities of the city of New York
respecting matters of grave local concern, done or about to
be done pursuant to powers devolved upon them by the
legislature of the state, are such an invasion of the paramount authority of the National government as to render
them unwarranted. The mere statement of this proposition shows that the complainant has properly invoked the
jurisdiction of this court, and has a right to rely upon its
interposition by injunction, if the acts of the defendants
are thus unwarranted, arc injurious to the complainant,
and are of a nature revocable by cause of equity.
Fie then reviews the conditions under which the telegraph company exists, and sustains the company's claim
that all streets are post roads in the meaning of the law,

and defines the status of the company as follows:
the same relation to commessages that a railroad company
Both companies are instrudoes as a carrier of gcods.
ments of commerce, and their business is commerce itself.
Telegraph companies are subject to the regulating power
of Congress in respect to their foreign and interstate com
merce, and this power resides exclusively in Congress.
The complainant has been engaged in interstate and foreign
In the course of its operations the complainant
commerce
has lawfully erected its poles and strung its wires in and
of New York city, which, as has been
streets
along the
stated, are post roads of the United Slates, and it has also
put up and now maintains over and along other streets a

A telegraph

merce as a

number

company occupies

carrier of

of wires

upon the structures

of

the

Manhattan

Railway company, an elevated railway of the city, also a
post-road, pursuant to a lease from the railway company.
The defendants (the Mayor and Board of Electrical Control), assuming to proceed by the sanction and mandate of
certain acts of the state legislature have compelled the complainant to remove its poles and wires from some of the
streets, and have notified it to remove them from other
streets, and to remove its wires from the stiucluies of the
elevated railway, and they purpose if the complainant fails
to comply with these requirements to remove the poles and
Under these circumstances the comwires themselves.
plainant asks this court to examine the authority under
which this destruction of its property is threatened, and
determine whether there is any justification in law for acts
which apparently invade the privilege to maintain and
operate its lines upon the post-roads of the United Slates,
interfere with its operations as a Government agent, and
interrupt and impede the discharge of Us functions
instrument of interstate and foreign commerce.
Judge Wallace rules that the company is therefore en
titled to national protection against any encroachments of
the state authority upon the rights or immunity granted by

acts of congress, Ian quotes from a decis
States Supreme court in the case of the Pen
graph company vs. the Western Union Teleg
pany, in which this language is used, relating to
ilege conferred

ttai

by cong

cvci

gives no foreign corporation the right to enter upon
private property without the consent of the owner and erect
necessary structures for its business, but it d
that whenever the consent of the owner is
state legislation shall prevent the occupation of posi
for telegraph purposes by such corporations as arc
[t

to avail themselves of its privileges.
Authorities are cited to show that the states have no
power by taxation or otherwise to retard, impede, burden
or in any manner control the agencies of the Federal
ernment, and they are exempted from the effect
legislation so far as that legislation may interfere with or
impair their efficiency in performing the functions by which

Continuing.
they are designed to serve the government.
the decision s;
Nevertheless, persons and corporations enjoying
and privileges from the United States, exercising Federal
agencies, and engaged in interstate commerce, are not
beyond the operation of the laws of the state in which they
reside or carry on their business; and it is only when these
laws incapacitate or unreasonably impede them in the exercise of their Federal privilege or duties and transcend the
powers which each state possesses over its purely domestic
affairs, whether of police or internal commerce, that they
invade the natural jurisdiction.
The state laws bearing upon the subject of burying wires
are reviewed and the powers conferred thereby analyzed,
and the conclusions reached by the court are set forth as
.

follows;
It was said of the acts of 1SS4 and 1SS5 by the Court of
Appeals (People vs. Squire, 107. N. Y.. 593) that they
sprang out of a great evil which in recent times has grown

up and afflicted large cities by the multiplication of rival
and competing companies, organized for the purpose of distributing light, heat and water, the transportation of
freight and passengers and facilitating communication between distant points, and which require iu their enterprises
the occupation of not only the surface and air above the
This evil had
streets, but indefinite space underground.
become so great that, every large city was covered with a
network of cables and wires, attachtd to poles, houses,
buildings and elevated structures, bringing danger, inconThe necessity for
venience and annoyance to the public.
a remedy for these public annoyances had long been felt,
and it finally culminated in the enactment of the several
statutes referred to. These statutes were obviously intended
to restrain and control, as far as practicable, the evils alluded to, by requiring all such wires to be placed under
ground in such cities, and be subject to the control and

supervision of local officers who could reconcile anu harmonize the claims of conflicting parties, and obviate in some
degree the evils which had grown to be almost, if not quite,
intolerable to the public.
The act of 1887, by validating the contract between the
commissioners and Subway company, in effect incorporated
But the
the terms of that contract into its provisions.
statute is none the less an exercise of the police power and
within the competency of the legislature, because of the
It has
special privileges given to the Subway company.
been urged that in effect this statute confiscates property
rights of the complainant and other companies owning
electric wires, by depriving them of their easements for the
benefit of the Subway company, and, therefore, cannot be
But in the
sustained as an exercise ot police power.
Slaughter House cases (16 Wall, 36J the Supreme court
upheld a statute far more obnoxious to these objections
than the present act.
In dealing with the claim by the company that a monopoly had been granted the Subaay Construction company,

fudge Wallace says:
It has also been objected

to the act of 1SS7 that it contravenes section 16 of article 3 of the state constitution prohibiting the legislature from passing any local bill granting
to any corporation any exclusive privilege, immunity or
franchise. Without intending to intimate that such a question is properly to be considered by this court in the present
case, it is proper to say that the objection seems to be withThere is nothing in the contract with the
out substance.
Subway company that precludes the commissioners from
building subways or entering into contracts with other
companies for building them, similar to the one made by
The contract only extends to such
the Subway company.
subways as the commissioners shall direct the Subway
company to build, and it provides in exp-ess terms that
nothing in it shall be construed as granting to the Subway

company any

exclusive privilege o: franchise.

The

question is whether or not these statutes unreasonably abridge or burden privileges and immunities which the
complainant derives from the general government. In
whatever language a statute may be framed its purpose
must be determined by its natural and reasonable effect,
and these statutes arc to be judged by the extent of the
powers which they confer, and treated as police regulations
only to the extent to which their operations can be justified
Undoubtedly, in carryby the police power of the state.
ing them into effect, the complainant will be subjected to
great expense, temporary interruption of its business, and
possibly to permanent inconvenience and loss in conducting
But, after all, the question is merely
its business.
the reasonableness of the regulation, and whether the
losses and inconveniences to which the complainants may
be subjected are not such as may justly be exacted of every
It
citizen or property owner for their common good.
is a
settled principle, growing out of the nature of well-ordered
society, that every holder of property, however absolute
and unqualified may be his title, holds it under the implied
liability that his use of it shall not be injurious to the equal
enjoyment of others having an equal right to the enjoyment
of their property, noi Injurious to the

rights of the

com-

munity.

This

liability is quite irrespective of the

source or char
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Thus the tyrant is no more invaded when the
require
be placed in conduits under ground
than it would be if they were required to be placed in
duits a'ong the surface of the streets; and when this becomes net tssary for the comfort and safety of the community such a regulation is as legitimate as one would be
prescribing that the poles should be of a uniform or designated height or should be located at designated places
along the streets. As is said by the court in the cas
"The police power cf
Kidd vs. Pierson (128 U. S. 1):
the state is as broad and plenary as is its taxing power,
and property within the state is subject to the operation of
the former so long as it is within the regulating restrictions
of the latter."
In Telegraph company vs. Massachusetts
It could never have been
(125 U. S. 54S) the court says:
in'ended by the Congress of the United States, in conferring upon a coproration of one state the authority to enter
'

the territory of any other state and erect its poles and lines
therein, to establish the proposition that such a company
owed no obedience to the laws of the state into which it
thus entered and was under no obligation to pay its fair
It is not
proportion of the taxes necessary (o its support."
apparent how the regulation proposed impairs in any just
sense the privilege granted to the complainant by the law
of Congress.
Relating to the claim that the Board of Electrical Control
and city have no right to interfere with wires od the elevated railway structure, the opinion says:
There is serious doubt whether the powers conferred by
the statutes in the case are not migratory to the extent
that they permit the complainant to be deprived of its right
to maintain its wires upon the structures of the Elevated
railway.
That railway is an independent post-road of the
United States, in legal contemplation, carved out of the
streets up:n which its structures are erected; and state

under whatever power it may be classified, is
impotent to destroy the privilege given by the act of Congress.
The power to remove the wires altogether from
these struciures and to refuse to permit them to be kept
there under any circumstances is not regulation, but is
equivalent to complete denial of privilege.
After alluding to the charges that the subways are insufficient, which the judge says is denied by the defendants, the opinion concludes:
The well-settled doctrine concerning the exercise of
duties by public officers is that so long as they confine
themseives to such as are confided to them by law the
court will not interfere to see whether they are acting
legislation,

An

wisely or judiciously.

order will be entered denying

an injunction and vacating the stay heretofore granted as
respects the removal of the complainant's poles and wires
from the streets, and granting an injunction against any
interference by the defendants with the complainant's use
of the structures of the Manhattan Railroad company for
operating and maintaining its lines.

Julien Storage Battery Cars.
Julien Electric Traction company has just made
public interesting data concerning the operation
storage battery cars on the Fourth and Madison Avenue
The last car which was put on the
line in New York city.
During
line makes five round trips, or 57)^ miles, daily.
the forty days in which it has been in operation its receipts

The

1

cash have been $ggS to, an average of $9,106.75 per
The average earnings of horse cars on the line are
S6.3S7.50 per annum, or $2,719.25 less than the electric
car.
r\U< 'A tng sj a day for the driver and conductor.
§3.60 per day for motive power, wear and tear and royalty,
$360 per year interest, the net earnings would be $5.These net earnings will move than pay the entile
972.75.
cost of the ear and its equipment at the end of the first
During the time the car has been in operation neither
year
of the batteries nor the motors have required attention nor
the expenditure of one dollar for repairs or renewals.
Even the brushes have not been changed nor do they show
any wear. Car No. 1 on Fourth Avenue line commenced
service on September 3d, and on April Sth its batteries were
in

year.

examined

for the

first

time.

They had

not in this period

from the cells to be cleaned or inspei
They were found to be in as good condition as when they
were put in service not a single plate in the whole
At one
battery showing any wear, injury or depreciation.
time it was thought that the handling of the batteries would

been

lifted

I

—

be a serious obstacle, but the company has now a Kitteryshifting device whereby, in the length of the car bodv and
on either side of the pit over which the car stands in the
station, sufficient batteries are stored and manipulated to
:s which contain the
do the work
batteries, and the hoists which are tun by two small stationary motors, -.\o not, in all. cover as many cubit f<
By aid of this device batte-.',
two tft-fool cars.
In actual lime,
changed in less than three minutes.
than five minutes are required to inspect the car thoroughly

and change the battery.
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committee representing the creditors. It will make
port Wednesday evening at a meeting of creditors,
Astor house.
A special meeting of the
evening; at 30

tst

New York

Temple

by a

its re

when

increasing the membership and usefulness of the organization

This society

was

and

in the electrical field,

The annual

becoming prominent

is

the Electric club will

election of officers of

take place Thursday, April iSth An excellent programme
has been arranged for the entertainment of the members,

and an elaborate dinner
Schuyler

S.

Wheeler, the expert of the Board of Electrical

Mayor Grant

Control, reported to

part of the

early

the

conduits in Broadway. Sixth

week, that the wires in the
avenue, and Twenty-third street, which have been operated

bv the United States Illuminating company
Friday night are

and seem

to

since

when

better condition than

in

sive ever

that "the

the underground system

progressing with gratifying speed

is

will

Chauncey M. Depew, president of the New York CenRailway company, has informed Mayor Grant that the
avenue
tire department may place its wires in the Fourth

exchange, should the owner of

At a meeting of the Board of Trade and Transportation
of the legislative committee and the

yesterday, the report
failure of the

Hamilton

of thetelephone in

The

reducing the price of the rent

bill

New York was

city,

which has

been transferred to the legislature at Albany, is still occupying the attention of New-Yorkers. Mayor Grant's bill
will

come up

dulged

in

Tuesday for a third reading.
Tuesday the members inand gave little attention to the

in the senate

In the discussion on the
personalities,

bill last

doubtful

merits of the proposed

bill.

amended

though strenuous

be

in the senate,

made

Brooklyn senator

It

is

It

likely

is

—

April 13.

it

is

so

or

surface

gave

roads

excellent

could hardly be expected that the people would

continue to tolerate the dirt and smoke they occasion. The
cable system has long ceased to be considered practicable

trical S3

apparent that in the development of the elechere hope for improvement over

the existing systems.

The

prospects for electric railways

VA-Jng brighter each day.
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in

the

the decision of Judge
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injunction

action, in

which the

a substantial victory.
undoubtedly appeal the
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comparison,
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35

asked

the

organization,

this

same men went before the committee on merand demanded that such incorporation be

granted, as

would increase security against

it

and decrease danger to

to be intrusted with the installation of electric

A

ances.
parties

further appreciation

shown by

best

is

risks

fire

and limb, feeling that any one
from this exchange was a man

life

that could secure a license

an

McQuaide, secretary and

P.

J.

Conduit company, has been in

treasurer of the National

underground

the city superintending the construction of the

The system

cable system

to be

is

used for arc lighting by

Western Electric company. The Standard Underis
expected that the
It
ground cable will be used.
system

The demand for
boom compelling

double

company

the Badger Electric Light

present running

Thomson-Houston system,

city.

Milwaukee has taken

electric lighting in

It is at

plant.

its

extended throughout the

be

eventually

will

furnishing

330

to

dynamos,

nine

Two

lights.

incandescent dynamos will soon be added to this system by
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extended 50 years.
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In review-
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on

a paper
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for Electric

Detroit, Mich.
Detroit, April 13
In a bill of complaint filed some
time ago in the United States Circuit court for the Eastern
District of Michigan, Asa W. Straight asked that Clayton
Co. be restrained from producing a furnace
in

many improvements

it

manufactured by

furnaces

all

"Patent applied for."

case was argued, held that
diction

been issued, notwithstanding an application

On

a patent.

still

pending

in the patent

important question was,

this case the

bill for

whether

an injunction before the

point the judge said:

this

of the court to deal with patents

now

is

"The

regulated

by the patent act of 1870, from the provisions of which it
is impossible to deduce any power to grant an injunction
before the right has

There are

suming

been

actually

secured by patent.

also certain practical difficulties in the

jurisdiction of

a

way

of as-

one under considera-

the

bill like

Courts of justice have no original cognizance of the
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subject of

inventions.
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is

impossible
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but proper that
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New England
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a patent be issued any one of
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issued covering (\ve different claims, jet

you who are here to-day

will

ance whatever that

remember the meeting held the 9th day of April
last year, the difficulties we had in laying out the work of
this exchange, and the hopes and fears that were expressed
In the first few months of our existence the
for its future.
doubtless

claims

be allowed

will

couched.

if

patent will be

we have no

that
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court of equity has no juris-
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same had been made was
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the words,
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meeting
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April

Electric

company

r,20o

will install a

light

plant in the Spaulding house at Duluth, Minn.

The Miama Valley Electric company of Dayton,
has been incorporated with $30,000 capital stock.

The
Pa., is

<>.,

light

electric

station at

Tacoma,
greater

The

W. T was deof the mawas $2,500, and
,

part

loss

The Topeka Electric Light company, which was awarded
the

contract for

Mo., has

failed to

furnishing the public lights for Sedalia,
file the necessary bonds, and it is probnow be awarded the local company.

able the contract will

Louis has taken possession of the
begun the erection of a
The improvements will cost $50,000
fireproof building.
The plant will be enlarged to supply the increasing demand

James Green

of St.

Sedalia electric light works, and

for light.

was lit up April 12th for the first time by
Fojr arc lights illuminate the square, one
electritity.
They have been placed in
each
corner.
being placed on
A band celebrated the
nearly all the business houses.
occasion by giving a concert in the public square.
Virginia,

111.,

Rushville, Ind.,
three-wire system.

is

to be lighted

by Edison

lights

on the

Leonard & Izard secured the contract,
and will install lights equal to 500 16-candle power lamps.
probably be 24 and 50-candle power.
lamps
will
of
the
Most
No two street lights will be more than 240 feet apart.

Among

recent sales of the Western

company,

Electric

Gaynor Electric company,
Chicago, are the following:
Louisville, Ky., one 6-light low tension arc outfit; Alliance
Gas Light company, Alliance, O., one 35-light high tension
arc outfit; City of Dunkirk, N. Y., one 35 low tension
arc outfit.

Ealkenberg -S: Foster are establishing an arc light plant
on Thirty-first street, Chicago. The power house is already
completed, and the work of placing the dynamo, engines,
A 60-arc light plant
position is well under way.
complete, of the Thomson- Houston company's system, has
been purchased.

etc., in

The Baton Rouge,

La., lighting interests

—have been consolidated.

—gas and

1

installed.

on early

presumed that the current
May.

It is

in

will

be

turned

S. Dak., Electric Light & Power company
has just completed the installation of a 400-light incandescent dynamo of the Thomson-Houston make, which is
operated, in connection with the arc plant already established.
The new incandescent machinery was put in by
Charles M. Allen, one of the experts in the service of the

The Huron,

Thomson-Houston company.

Among the recent sales of the Thomson-Houston comGrand Forks, Dak.,
are the followiog:
50-arc light plant; Benton Harbor & St Joseph Electric
Light company of St. Joseph, Mich., 50 arc light plant;
Aberdeen, Miss., 35-arc light plant; Cadillic, Mich., 50-arc
light plant; St. Paul, Minn., 130 arc lights, 1,200 incandescent alternating lamps and 450 direct.

pany of Chicago

Waterhouse arc lighting installations are reported as folCentral
Westinghouse Electric company
Huntington, W. Va., Electric Light & Street
stations
Railway company, 70 lights; Ashland, Ore.. 35 lights;
Isolated plants
Corning. la., Electric company, 35 lights.
lows by the

:

—

—Sacramento,

Cal., Southern

Cosmopolis,
pany, 35 lights.

lights;

Wash

Pacific

Railroad shops, 40

Ter., Gray's

Western Union money orders.
Beginning May
dispatch from Lansing, Mich., says:
Western Union and Postal Telegraph companies
charge uniform rates for messages, the Western Union
lowering its rates in some instances and the Postal raising
its tariff to many points to correspond with the Western
Union's prices.
This action is probably safe so far as the
legislature is concerned, as the two bills which seek to lower
the rates are smothered in committee.
the

A dispatch from New Haven, Conn., April 10th, says:
United Mates Marshal Preston to-day attached all the
offices of the Postal Telegraph company in Connecticut.
This is
Keepers are now in charge of the various offices
thought to be the rc-ult of a decision recently rendered by
Judge Shipman at Hartford in a suit growing out of some
transactions of the company that preceded the United
The offices are acLines and Bankers' and Merchants'.
cepting telegrams
The following news dispatch from Indianapolis, dated
In connection
April 13th, is given for what it is worth:
with the westward inspection trip of A. B. Chandler, president of the Postal Telegraph company, and George B
Ward, president of the Commercial Cable company, who
were in Indianapolis to-day, the report was published here
that arrangements have been made for the consolidation of
Western Union and United Lines telegraph compaThe local representatives of the two companies say
is no truth in the rumor regarding a consolidation,
but admit that an agreement has been entered into affecting rates, and it will go into operation May 1st, but they
decline to give any information as to the details before
publication of the matter is authorized by the general
officers.
From what can be learned, it is believed that in
consideration of the United Lines advancing rates to many
points the Western Union will withdraw the old Mutual
Union from the field as a competitor.
the

nies.

there

Miscellaneous Notes.
The

executive committee of the National Electric Light
association has fixed upon August 6th, 7th and 8th as the
dates for holding the convention at Niagara Falls.

A

before the United States senate authorizing the
to sit during the recess of the senate
to inquire into the condition of the present system of issuing patents and the cause of delay in granting the same.
bill is

committee on patents

A dispatch from Sharon, Pa., says: An important test of
an electric brake was made yesterday in the presence of
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern railroad officials by the
inventor, Jacob Harrington.
The brake is controlled by a
dynamo on the train, and a mere touch by the operator
brings the train to a dead stop almost instantly.
In case a
train breaks in two a separate motor automatically stops
the train.

The

railroad

men

predict

the instant

success

and adoption of the new brake, which may be used also
upon electric street railways.
The Westinghouse Electric company has recently issued
a neat agents' circular containing a list of the patents con
It shows that the company controlled by the company
trols 554 patents, and in addition has an interest in several
Of the number 203 belong to the Westinghouse
others.
company, and 294 to the United States Electric Lighting
company, 49 to the Consolidated Electric Light company
and Sawyer-Man Electric company, and S to the National
Electric Light & Power company.
The Westinghouse
Electric

company

is

was

the electric street railway at Stillwater, Minn.,

in

J, P.

New

City.

June 1st is the date set for opening the
between Rochester and Charlotte. N, V.
Houston system will be employed.
Pasadena, Cal., demands rapid

transit,

electric

railway

The Thomsonbut owing

to

extensive scale on which it will be introduced, it is
probable that the trustees of the town will await the result
of experiments in New York and other cities before adopting any particular system.
the

Chicago

last

McQuaide

York, was

in

the lessee of these companies.

company

week
of the National

Chicago

last

Conduit company of

Monday.

L. A. Scovil has resigned his position as foreman of the
underground department of the Chicago Edison company,
to accept a position with the Sprague Equipment company of Cincinnati

W. W.

Driscom. president of the Electro-Dynamic company of Philadelphia, was in Chicago Monday. Mr. Driscom is also a director of the Electrical Accumulator company of New York.

The
an

will of the late E. P. Allis of Milwaukee disposes of
estate estimated in the millions, almost entirely invested

of

in the Reliance Iron Works, with the exception of about
$500,000 of life insurance. The main objects of the will
are to keep the property intact, and to provide for the
growth of his immense industrial enterprise. In the document he said: "It has long been a cherished idea of mine
to convert these works into some sort of a co-operative or

its

profit-sharing institution, but the proper method and time
have never been clear for me to do so with a surety of success
I believe such an arrangement is the proper one for
all concerned in its management and operation, and that it
will soon lie feasible, and I cimmend its careful
investigation and, at the proper time, its adoption by my trustees."
No public bequests are made, and in explanation of this
"In this will I have made no outside
the testator says:
bequests, deeming the size of my family and the central
idea of a great and publicly beneficial Milwaukee industrial
institution with ample means and the family name as pre
eluding and taking the place of any other bequests."

One of the most recent contracts among the large railway companies which have decided to adopt the electric
railway system, is that of, the Buffalo Street Railway company with the Sprague Electric Railway & Motor company
New York. The Buffalo company carries 11,000,000
passengers a year, and its indorsement of the electric railway system is regarded as a great triumph for electric
power. This contract was awarded after a most thorough
and careful investigation, extending over a period of
several months, by President Watson and the directors of
the road.
Although the contract calls for a comparatively
small number of cars at first, it is the intention of the
company, it is understood, to increase their electric equipment and extend the system throughout their entire line
when the necessary franchises and consents can be secured
This contract was secured by the Sprague company through

agent at Buffalo, Edward

E

Iliggins.

styles— Fre-.

all

English and

Thi

rican

have

unique, origina

A

will

Personal Paragraphs.

is to furnish
10,000 feet of
simplex wire for the Metropolitan Street Railway plant in

in

makes a
of late gol

Brainard Rorison of the Indianapolis Jenney

was commenced last week.
George Cutter of Chicago
Kansas

i

In Chicago last week a sharper succeeded in defrauding
a number of innocents by inducing them to cash

1st

h he

:nerous style
upon the ma

:

Harbor Mill com-

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
Work on

'rical

THE TELEGRAPH.

elec-

The new title of the company is that of the Baton Rouge Gas, Electric Light &
Power company. The capital of the consolidated venture
is fixed at $60,000, and a new electric plant is now being
tric

in

a ^ain of 594 subscribers' stations during last year

The Electric Lighting committee of the St. Louis Board
of Public Improvements is engaged in preparing a scheme
for lighting the public buildings by incandescent lamps.

The

Business Mention.

The telephone system of Omaha is being improved
many important particulars.
The lolorado Telephone company's annual report

Castle Shannon Railroad company of Pittsburg,
considering a plan for building an electric railway.

The
stroyed by fire recently.
chinery was saved, however.
there was no insurance.

219

THE TELEPHONE.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
The Mather

ELECTRICIAN.

han ordinary attention.

James

W

Queen

0.: Co. of Philadelphia, sole
age:/
the Ayrton & Perry instruments, report that they have
already received orders for the new hotwire voltmeter, which
was recently described and illustrated in this paper. The

firm is also selling new and cheapsr ammeters and voltmeters, manufactured in their factory.
They are simple
in construction, and do not contain permanent
ma,
and, therefore, can be made at a comparatively low price.
The tirm has made arrangements to make experimental
work and to construct special instruments. The department will be under the supervision of Richard O. Heinrich.

The spacious factory of the Horn, Brannen i: Forsythe
Manufacturing company, located at Broad and Noble
one of the most complete works of
its kind in the United States.
This firm is one of the leading houses in the manufacture of electroliers, gas and combination fixtures both in brass and wrought-iron designs,
and their well-known goods are becoming deservedly more
popular year by year.
The location of their factory is verv

streets, Philadelphia, is

convenient.
The tracks of the Philadelphia & Reading
railroad are on the south side, and the Pennsylvania railroad's freight depot is but a few squares away.
Facing
Philadelphia's favorite boulevard, Broad street, the lofty
five story building can be seen by any approach, presenting
an imposing appearance
On the first floor are the offices,

show room, warerooms and shipping rooms
The show
room is magnificently decorated with every style of fixture
known to the maker's art, and $30,000 would hardly replace the exhibits, if once destroyed.
One particular room
devoted to the finer grade of fixtures with the glass pendant, and the slight vibration caused by the visitor's footfall makes a harmonious tinkling that is most pleasing
The upper floors are devoted to manufacturing purposes,
and it is here that the arlistic designs, which have brought
the firm fame and substance, are fashioned.
Always on
the alert for something new and pleasing, thisfirm has ever
the latest "wrinkles" in artistic fixtures, sending out more
new designs than probably any other similar house.
Among some of the buildings which have been fitted up
with their fixtures are the Chamber of Commerce building,
Cincinnati, C; Postoffice building, St. Louis, Mo.; Post
office building, Philadelphia, Pa.; Ryan Hotel building,
St
Paul, Minn. ; besides numerous private residences,
halls and buildings of more or less note in the west and
is

southwest.

Electrical Patents.
Issued April

qt/i f

1SS9.

400, S90

Regulation of Electric Motors.
Foree Bain,
Chicago, III.
This invention relates to that class of cloth-cutting
machines embracing a reciprocating knife and electric
motor for actuating the same, the machine being
adapted for use in cutting a number of pieces of cloth
to a common pattern, as is desirable in the manufacture of ready-made clothing.
The claims follow:
"1. In a cloth-cutting machine, the combination,
with a reciprocating knife and a motor connected with
and actuating the same, of a handle for controlling
the movement of the machine, resistance coils for regulating the flow of current to the motor and an automatically acting switch or contact device located in
position to be acted upon by the operator in grasping
the handle of the machine, and operating to throw the
said resistance coils into and out of circuit with the
magnet and armature coils of the motor.
"2. The combination, with a frame of a cloth cutting machine, of a reciprocating cutter thereon, a
motor for actuating the cutter, a handle attached to
said frame for controlling the movement of the machine, a switch bar movably connected with the
handle, a resistance coil, contact points upon the

switch bar and

handle, and

conductors connecting
and with

said contact points with the resistance coil
the field and armatuie coils of a motor.''

Telephone Support

400,911,

*hilo

Hall.

Detroit.

Mich
Current Collecting
400.916.
levice for Electric
ways.
Rudolph M. Hunter. Philadelphia. Pa.
I

Thermal

400.917.

mand

C. twanowski,

Closer for Fire

Moscow,

Electric Railway.

400,926

V

Circuit

Alarms.

Rail-

Ar-

R

Robert Luodell,

New York

V.

The

first

"1.

The combination,

and

claims are appended:
with an open slot conduit, of
conductor laid therein, in the upper
part thereof, and a service conductor arranged in said

an insulated
conduit,

last

line

subdivided

into sections, and said
said insulated line conductor.
"IS. In an electric railway, the combination, with
an open slot conduit and a conductor laid therein beneath the slot, of a motor car and a collect
-

om

.-,:
carried by said car and It..
slot, with its
periphery riding upon and in conductive
said conductor and mounted to turn in a bearing
above said slot, whereby the wheel may be lifted out
of the slot at will."

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Circuit

Electric

400951.

Miner Rob-

Testing Device.

Newton, Mass.

inson,

Leading-in Apparatus for Conduits.
N. Y.

400,95s.

John A.

Seely, Brooklyn,

Spring Jack Switch.
Y.
York.

400,969.

Harrv B. Thayer,

New

N

The invention consists in building: up the springs
or contact pieces of the switches in banks or layers
with rubber strip interposed between the different
layers, so that the different contact pieces of each
switch will be properly insulated, and at the same
rime brought within as small an area as possible.
Claim 3 is given:
"3. Thecombination in a spring jack switch, of
three springs or contact pieces placed in different
parallel planes one above the other, the upper one of
said springs being connected with the test piece or
socket of the switch and the central spring normally
resting against a point of the lower spring, and a
plug which, when inserted, lifts the central spring
from its normal contact with the lower spring and
forms connection therewith, while the test piece is at
the same time connected with the shank of the
Alternating

Motor.

Current Electric

Elihu

Thomson, Lynn, Mass.
invention consists in a motor in which the reaction between an alternating current field and the
currents electric and magnetic induced thereby in a
closed circuit armature are employed to impart movement to either or both elements of the apparatus.
"Claim 4 In an alternating current electric motor
having a closed electric circuit for induced currents,
bv the reaction of which on an inducing alternating
field the motor is operated, a laminated external ring

The

magnet, in combination with a laminated internal magnet formed, as shown and described, with a central
reduced portion for the coils and enlarged polar portions conforming to the circular internal line of the
outer ring magnet, bo'h said magnets being wound
with suitable coils, one set of which is closed on
itself."

Induction Coil and Self Inductive Apparatus.
Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

400.972.

Armature for Dynamo
Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

400973.

Electric Machines.

Elihu

The object of the invention is to obtain a ring
armature in which the core may be a laminated structwhich the magnetic circuit shall be almost
perfectly closed, facilitate the work of construction by
permitting the coils to be formed and afterward placed
on the core, to permit easy repair to the winding or
insulation, and to produce at the same time an armature structure which shall be symmetrical from projection from its core.
The first claim is appended:
''In a ring armature for dynamo electric machines
or motors, a laminated core having a notch or gap at
one side for the insertion of the coils closed magnetically by a laminated plug or bundle fitted tightly into
the notch or gap to complete or restore the magnetic
circuit after application of the coils, in combination
with suitable fastening devices for holding said plug
against displacement by revolution of the armature."
ure, in

400,975.

Electric

Heating Apparatus

Henry E. Watts,

Sandusky, O.

The

invention consists of electric cores surrounding
magnetic cores and metallic plates placed in inductive
relation with said cores.
When alternating currents
flow in the coils, the metallic plates, by reason of the
induced alternating currents generated therein, are
raised rapidly to a high degree of temperature.
This
is utilized in a manner best suited to the purpose for
which it is required.
3o.

Affonso
Insulating and Coating Compound.
401,014.
de Figaniere, Philadelphia, Pa.
The claim reads: "The hard, fusible, insulating
and coating composition, consisting of pulverized
coal, lime and coal-tar pitch."

-.,

Tangent
Xewark, X. T.

Edward

Galvanometer.

The

invention relates to that class of galvanometers
tangent of the angle of deflection of the
magnetic needle is proportional to the strength of current traversing the coil or coils of the instrument.
Claims 1 and 4 read;
"I. In combination with an electrical instrument
rating index mirror, a curved surface
exten::
A4 mirror and concentric with the
axis of vibration thereof, and a scale upon said surface for showing the angular deflections of said mirich the

an

instrument
mirror, a curved surface
aid mirror and concentric with the
nd a scale upon said surelectrical

:

ving the deflections of said mirror, the
ero points marked,
tnl forty-five dethe point at which a
enter drawn perpendicular to
ten no current

being laid
from each of said
calc

.

J.

401,059.

Galvanic Battery.

H.

James

401,244.

Winding for Torsion Pendulum Clocks.
Heinrich Rabe, Hanau, Germany.
Circuit Connecting Device.
John C. Reilly,
401,067.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Elihu Thomson, Lynn,
Lightning Arrester.
401, 0S5.
401,065.

Mass.

and Arthur Latch, Biddick Hall, South Shields,
County of Durham, England.
401,120.
Manufacture of Incandescent Lamp Filaments.
Turner D. Bottome, Newark, N. J.
Claims 1 and 2 are given:
"1. The process of manufacturing filaments, consisting in saturating a carbon filament with a tungsten

compound and reducing such compound

metal

to

tungsten.
"2. An incandescent filament composed of metallic
tungsten and carbon in varying proportions."

Armature for Electro Magnets. John Geary,
401.152.
Philadelphia, Pa.
The invention consists in constructing an armature
of two sections of the same degree of conductivity - a
light one hinged or otherwise secured in the face of a
heavier section
The lighter section, being in the
field of attraction of a single magnet and more sensitive than the heavier one, is drawn to a point very
near to the magnet poles, where the attraction is sufficiently great to cause the lighter section to draw the
heavier section into the field and into contact with
said poles with very great force, allowing of the
movement of said heavier section to a very much
greater extent than with the ordinary solid armature.
Electric Gas-Lighting Burner.

Tube or Conduit. George
401.154.
C. Gillette, New York, N. Y.

John Geary.
and King

H.

Gillette

Gillette

material, as glass, provided with tapering longitudinal
openings, said sections being arranged and secured
one after another with the larger ends of the openings
in the succeeding sections adjacent to the smaller ends
of the openings in the immediate preceding sections "
Static Induction
401,156
Machine.
Vienna, Austro-Hungary.

Hermann

Glaser,

The invention relates to an improved electric
machine; and it consists, chiefly, in that the electric
generator is composed of two hollow drums of idioelectric material, of which the smaller is arranged airtight within the other and both arranged to rotate
around a common axle, but in opposite directions.
Combustion Thermo Dynamic Motor.
James Hargraves, Farnworth, County of Lancaster,
England.
Internal

Electric Meter.
401,191.
delphia, Pa.

Albert

II.

Manwaren, PhilaWilliam E. Norris.

Waterbury, Conn.

Combined Mechanical and Electro-Magnetic

Motor.

Charles A. Randall, London, England.

Electric Railway.

H.

Sidney

Denver,

Short,

Colo

The object of the invention is to provide, in connection with the conductors of a series electric road,
means by which the main and return wires may be
placed in parallel with one terminal of the generator
and the track in connection with the other terminal,
with electrical connections from the rails of the tracks
to the motor and from the motor to the conductors of
the scries system, whereby the cars during a break in the
circuit may be run in multiple arc upon either side of
the break.
'

Apparatus for Laying Electrical Conductors.
Walter !*. Smith, Philadelphia, Pa.

(01,225-

Meter.

401,22)

401 25 5
,

C. Basel,

Galveston,

.

System of Transmitting and Distributing Elec-

Stanley C. C. Currie, Philadelphia, Pa.
claim is appended: "5. The method of
distributing and transmitting electricity, consisting
in producing two or more currents of low electromotive force, transferring such currents at intervals
of time to reservoirs disconnected from the generator circuits, again transferring such currents to reservoirs connected with a main line and combining
the said currents to form a current of high electro
motive force, then conveying said current of high
electromotive force over the main line and dividing
it into currents of lower electromotive force, then
transferring such currents to reservoirs connected to
the main line, and finally transferring said currents
at intervals to distributing reservoirs disconnected
tricity.

The

last

from the main

line."

Switch or Circuit-Changer. William W. Griscom, Haverford College, Pa.
The second claim reads: "The combination, in
a switch or circuit-changer, of two pieces of conducting material respectively pivoted at pomts midway between their extremities to reciprocating bearings and normally held in contact at two points by
spring-pressure, with a plug or wedge consisting of
two strips or conductors insulated from each other
and adapted to successively separate said two con"
tact-points by a continuous advance movement
Secondary Battery. William Main, Brooklyn,
401.289.
N. Y.

401,270.

401.290.

William Main, Brooklyn,

Secondary Battery.

Of the thirty-eight claims we give the first and

sev-

enth:
"r. In a laminated secondary battery element, two
or more layers of material active in the battery, having between them a layer of carbonized cloth or other

"7. In a battery

Walter F. Smith, Philadelphia,

cell,

a set of negative elements, a

and a rack formed of vertical
plates of insulating material connected by rods for
supporting the elements; also of insulating material
adapted to receive the set of negative elements on one
side and the set of positive elements on the other side
thereof."
set of positive elements,

Processof Preparing Electrodes for Secondary
401.291.
Batteries
William Main, Brooklyn, N. Y.
The first claim is given 'The process of preparing
a secondary battery pole-piece, which consists in subjecting a layer of granulated zinc to the action of an
electrical cu rent in an electrolyte and in the presence
of mercury, thus causing a spongy formation of the
zinc and mercury upon the granules of said layer."
'

:

Electrical Call Bell.
401,296.
Yr ork, N. Y.

Joseph G. Noyes,

New

Device for Supporting and Operating Electric
401,304.
Lights.
Charles W. Russell and John I. Drake,
Providence, R.

Dynamo

I.

Magneto Electric Machine. Edward Weston, Newark, N. J.

401.317.

Electric Valve Controller.

401,207.
401 221.

John

fabric.

Conduit for Electrical Conductors. George H.
and King C. Gillette, New York, N. Y.
The second claim reads:
"A conduit comprising a series of non-conducting

401.155.

401,200.

Splicing Device.

Tex.

Electric

Lightning Conductor for Wire Fences.
Fremont E. Wood. Yucca, Ariz.
Batchelor,
Wire
Cable
Telford
C.
8
Barons
401,112.
Court Road, West Kensington, County of Middlesex,

401.153.

Chas.

in recipro-

cating electric engines for the operation of mining
and the like, and for other purposes where a
reciprocating motor is required.
The first claim follows:
"An electro-magnetic
reciprocating engine system, comprising a generator
adapted to produce independent current phases, a
reciprocating electro- magnetic engine having two
or more motor-coils, and independent circuits extending between the coil or coils and the generator/'

New

Phalan,

Haven, Conn.

Reciprocating Electric Engine System.

Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.
The invention relates to improvements

drills

John J. Lewin,
Electro-Medical Apparatus
San Francisco, Cal. Claim I reads:
apparatus,
the core com"In an electro-medical
posed of fine parallel wires extending horizontally and
having the ends upturned, in combination with the
insulated wire wound around said core from end to
end and upon the upturned portion."

Pa

E

401,231.

401,041.

401,161.

Standard

according to the rise or fall of potential in the main cir
cuit, and prevent sparking in the brushes of the main
armature "

Emil

Apparatus.

Electrical Night Signaling
401.035.
Kaselowsky, Berlin, Germany.

401,095.

plug/'
400.971.

April 20, 1889

or

For the usual wire coils in each division of the arm
ature are substituted diametrically oppositely-placed
insulated conducting bars or strips of considerable
area in cross-section combined with insulated conducting disks, or plates, at the ends of the core,
which serve to connect the bars. The bars and
disks, or plates, with which the armature is thus
provided being connected, one with the other.
Second and third claims: "2. An armature coil
composed of longitudinal bars or strips, combined
with cross-connecting disks which at one end of the
armature connect the two bars of one set and at the
other end of the armature connect the terminal bar
of one set with the initial bar of the next succeeding set, the latter di?ks being connected up with the
commutator.
"3. In a revolving armature, a conducting coil
whose longitudinal portions are united at the end or
ends of the armature by a disk or plate connection,
substantially as and for the purposes hereinbefore
set forth."

.

Mechanical Telephone.
401,227.
York, N. Y.

England.

(

icorgc

Thomas. New

.

e

to

com-

ngine room of a
a

for

01

Dynamo

Electric

Machines.

Charles J. Van Dcpocle, Chicago, III.
Claim
reads:
"The combination of a generator
armatures within its field of force, one
supplying the main working circuit, the other being in
circuit with and supplying current to the field magnet
the generator, and a motor for automatically
adjusting the commutator brushes of both armatures
and arranged to raise or lower said commutator
ncrcasc or diminish the output
1

Vi

ml Rail Icy,

M. Tin-

•

field

magnet

circuit,

401.318.

Dynamo

Electric Machine.

Edward Weston,

Newark, N J.
The object of the invention

is to facilitate the circulation of air through the armatures, whereby the
core and the coils, or conductors, wound upon the
core are prevented from heating.
To effect this
purpose the conductors or coils arc applied lo the
core in such manner that the former will besepa
rated from the core, so us to leave air spaces entirely

around them.
Apparatus for the Application of Electricity
Frank Wynne, Westminster,
to Propel Vehicles.
County of Middlesex, England.

401,322.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

April 20, 1889

ELECTRIC
SPERRY
Clinton
196 and 198
194,

PERRY,

D. P.

With
in

the Sperry

St.

CO.
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make and
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buidlo, mode entirely)
prLog
en terlDg into it b confltnjctlori
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St.,

CHICAGO,

V. P. and Gen'l Mgr.

A DEPARTURE IN
INCANDESCENT SWITCHES
.

ILL.

there

PAISTE,

H. T.

Improved System of Arc Electric Lighting, power ia consumed only
number of lights actually required, and a 40-light dynamo can be as

proportion to the

1206 Chestnut

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

St..

readily and as economically operated with only five lights burning, as with full capacity.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insulation

HEW EKGLAM)Electric
EX< M HI\ E:
Soppl7 Company,
New England

STEW

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

YOKK

John

84

CITY:

T. F. Hunter

CHICAGO,

II.I. :
Electrical Stipply

&

Street, Bridgeport,

Conn.

Co., 37 Church Street.

Company,

171

Randolph Street

Electrical Testing Bureau,
JOHN HOPKINS UNIVERSITY,
In n letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March
Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable Wire in Kvery Respect."
he saya
The rubber used In Insulating our wires and cables 18 specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme eold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation Is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent, lire proof.
We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
Our insulation will prove durable when all others fail.
gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stoen. Cables made
29, 1886,

:

"A

ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,

""'EASTERN

61 and 63 Hampshire
BENKY
H.

A.

CLARK,

General Manager.

Street, Boston, Mass.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS.

Resistance Colls determined with or without temperature co-efficienta.
Insulation Resistance of Cables, etc., measured.
Efficiency of

Dynamos and Motors determined.
Primary and Secondary Batteries tested.
Curves of Magnetization of Iron and Steel furnished from Samples.

Etc., Etc.
Circulars and Information

W.

S.

regrdmg

the

Methods Used, Prices,

etc.,

Sent on

Application.

E.

M. IZARD.

-ADDRESS AS ABOVE.

Electrician.

WARD LEONARD.

Baltimore, Md.

Ammeters, Voltmeters and Condensers Standardized.

ANDREWS.

CONSULTING AND CONTRACTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
Systems of Electric Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Electric
Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.
Plans and Specifications for all Kinds of Electrical Construction Work.
A full line of Commercial Supplies carried at all times for Plants described above.
For any or

all

THE ROOKERY, Room

Branch

Offices

:

425, Telephone 694,

The Lumber Exchange, Rooms 6 and 6, Minneapolis, Minn.

;

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Block, Room

115,

Telephone

1256,

Milwankee, Wis.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

vlON/>

Electric Light, Telephone and Telegraph,
Manufactured for Aerial, Suiomariiio and Underground Use
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

... 13 Park Row, NEW YORK.
THE OKONITE COMPANY,
DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
TBADE

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES, 0K0NITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

MARK.

BRANCHES:

Chicago,

Boston,

Philadelphia,

Omaha,

Minneapolis,

Cincinnati,

Louisville.

MANSON PROTECTING

Kansas

City,

and

TAPE.

San Francisco.

INCLUDING

MANUFACTURERS OF

BUILDERS OF

Fleetrie ^upplie5

Medical Batteries, Skeleton, Iron and Box
Bells, Burglar Alarms, Hotel and House
Annunciators, Fire Alarm Boxes, Pins
and Brackets, Insulated, Magnet.Telephone and Electric Light Wire.

AND ALL APPLIANCES FOR CITY

fisher's [lectric

AND SUBURBAN

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS,
DETROIT. MICHIGAN.

General Offices and Works.

"he

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
^MANUFACTURERS OFH

Automatic
IN

E leetrie

ALL SIZES FROM ^iE-HALF

H.

P.

Motors,
UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,

Remarkable

Dynamo

Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Electric ITJachines,

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

The Eddy

Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.

—

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

WE PATENT AND

EXPLOIT

In Foreign Countries first-class Electrical Inventions which, are new and operative, and have been
Illustrated by mceis and drawings, but not published in this conntrv before being patented
abroad. No expense to the inventor ca I or write.
:

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING
7

007 Opera House

FRANCIS W. PARKER.

ilwell's Patent

Removes
Entirely

-

Electric light work a Bpeclalty. Existing plants
extended or thoroughly overhauled.

Solicitor.

The

H. M.

Pneumatic, and

Oral, Electric,

Steam

CO.,

g

Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS

Electrician

liite

njrXjXj

-DEALER IN-

W.

SPECIALTIES
OF MEBIT.
ELECTRICAL
CHICAGO,
SO Adams

ILL,.
Street,
My Friends. —
After years of work as leader In the electrical departments of the Thomson- Houston Electric Co., I have broken loose from my old friends as employe, and have opened
an office and experimental shop on my own account.
As electrician I felt the certainty of the coming change from poor wires and poor
I decided to'organize a distribution point
•work to first-class wires, and first-class work.
for the necessary articles for first-class work. I learned by hard knocks and much
repairing of bid circuits, that the SIMPLEX WIRES stood the test of time against
the weather, and that they were the only wires that could withstand the severe tests of
Nature's lahoratorj— the only laboratory that has facilities to properly test an insulation for weather proof qualities.
I have secured the handling of other specklties, and will send information of same
to those who favor me with their address.
&
Having arranged to be Western Representative of PETTINGELL,
CO., I am preparad to supply without delay the many good things that this firm

2
*

Send

New Catalogue,

for

1

,

out August

American

.A-I.T77-.&.-ZS

stock.

tit

OSTRANDER &

R.

23 and 25 Ann

Factory, 1461 and 1463

:

CO.,

New

St.
DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

York.

1st.

\\fop^s,

j+lee^pieal

PROVIDENCE,

R.

I.,
EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OP THE

l

FARADAY CABLE
—FOR

ANDREWS

control 5

in

Catalogue on application.

SPEAKING TUBES nl WHISTLES,

1

GEORGE CUTTER, Consulting

SCALE

DAYTON, OHIO.

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poles,
Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled Promptly.
Oflice and II 11 at Oscoda, nidi.
Exclusive Selling Agent: G. A. Hirmount. Western
Agent Electrical Department New Haven Clock Co.,
315 Wabash Avenue. Chicago

1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

Purifier.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

LOUD & SONS LUMBER CO.
MAN UFACTU HERS OF

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF V 3.
ELECTSJCAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

1889

Impurities.

all

prevents

Boilers.

ILL.

FRANCIS W, PARKER,

A Note to

Steam-Feed Water

Live

ELECTRIC LIGHT INSPECTOR,
CBICACO. Ibl/.

8 Faciflc Ave.

CO.,

CHIC A GO,

Block,

O. M. STONE,
ELECTRICIAN, CONTRACTOR

April 20

Telegraph, Telephone and lectric Light.
Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity

.

K.

ErUYARDS.

of

LUNG EN.

A.

New York

& CO.,

EDWARDS

Electricians.
Door Opene rs.
Electric Annunciators.

Thermostats

Gas Lighting Apparatus,

We

and 144th

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, KVJfiKBtuRER.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICACO.

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

etc.

St.,

YORK.

New York Carbon Works,
send for

BEANCH, 5 &

7

DEI

Price-List.

|

8 Cortlandt St. f Telephone Building, N. Y.

ST.
J.

respectfully call attention to our

Patent Electric Coor Opener.
It ii Simple, ritrong, Compact, and Positive
in operation.
It will stand hard usage.
Heavy preesure
applied to the door doeB not interfere with its

LESTER WOODBRID9E.

WOODBRIDGE
AND

perfect working.

has been thoroughly tested and

It

Asrp.ir.

Pattern Making, Etc., Etc

:foh.:e2:e3 zo/xtjst.,

Patent Electric Bells.
Automatic Burglar Alarms.

ESTABLISH8I) 1872.

the Market.

ACKERMAN,

P. C.

Manufacturing

NEW

in

18 Cortlandt Street.

General Machine Job-Work,

Electric Light Repairing,

Office and Factory, 4th Ave.

any Cable

Office,

is

giving

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
AND CONTRACTORS.
l

ELECTRIC

TURNER,

satisfaction.

EetimateB and prices promptly furnished.

1

ight and

Power Stations.

Ra ilway Construction.
Light Wiring.

7 Cedar St., NewYork.

THE EUISOU MACHINE: T5TORKJ3,
SCHENECTADY, N.
Y.,

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords and
JAMES

KELLY. Ceneral Sales Agent,

F.

ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE.
TERSE HAUTE. IND.-A

SCHOOL OF EN01HEEBINO.
f

M,

-

i.-iiM:

!

-

-

i GAS

Combined Rosette and Cut-Out.
For Flexible Pendent Electric Lights,
Patented Sept. 13, 1887.

"31
||

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.
S.Mr,

row Catalogue.

LIGHTING, ETC,

POROI

s

»

I

KG REQUIRED.

DEALER

•J SIMPLE. CLEAN, DURABLE.

THE NATIONAL
GALVANIC BATTERY

H.

IN

Electrical Securities.

BLISS,

Hum

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple

DEARBORN STREET.

1

Inventions.

Court,

CHICAGO,

pivw-nl

It Ik

i

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical

In limtall
.

CO.

225

ii ihirI. mill arllHtlc appoarmay c<mi 1hkh, they require mow
found In practice about three to
ODOi 1. ». while a workman places twenty ordinary
Cul, unlit ho cm plBCO Sixty Of tD08e, thus inakliiu a hiivTIjIh would roproliiK nf two-thlnlu til,) COHt of labor,
mini a imvlni: "f two 'inlliirH per <lny on pooh workman
Thin llddH ton
nrililoyi'rt nl thioo dollars por day.
ib of the choapor Cut-outs for
1n- iHlviHitJiK'' oT having Hlxty
extra labor aiono.
ho tltuo hut IWOnty iiro read?
providearoi
!i S bi
for DBO, In OfttUDO
or HoMiittOH are nouerally
Anniii. extra Da

Thi'sti ''nt nut.i

[men, and while others

ELECTRICAL EXPERT

IV

Will LAST A LIFE TIME.

York.

BOILERS, ETC.

GEO.
< ALW/

Co.

Automatic Engines

BELLS-TELEPHONES.

New

THE STODDARD PATENT

EUILDERS OF

BUTTERY

UNEQUALED FOR
I

19 Dey Street.

MASSILLON, OHIO,

THE NATIONAL

BILYHC

&

Russell

.n,.i .y

,

Cables for Telephone, Telegraph

ILL.

1

required for other cut-outs.
A coiiMiiiiIiik Hnvinjt in in filler of renewals, repaint
anil replacing f "Hlhlo Strips, all K" to make up an nr
(rreiratloa of advantages, which )u»h induced some
UMTS toiitnto Hint thoy "prnfor the Htoililanl Cut-outs
ul lliolr prlCO, OS mciilniit any olhor at loan price."
MANIlKACTIUtKli JIV TUB
ENGINEERING CO.. Detroit, Mich.
For Solo by all Electrical Supply Companies

MAHKLE
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
CELE-

he

'l

SKATE l> WATDII
on account

and

of

IV1IJBKJL

remarkably

its

threat Efficiency, and
the |*«m er

double

being

number

of the !eadii
of water it is wii

ful effcci

[nan

TI

cznu ol use-

KOB CATAMMit'R AND PARTICTXAKM.

Our Horizontal "V;
it

ing ihc highest p*rr

eriiarantecd.
fsl.M>

and

motion, Iiiirh Speed
lar^e Capacity, foi tsdiameter,
*.(«*a«lv

can be belted dir

recommended, as no gca»* are

,-

lam'o.

The accompanying

nts a pair of
nlal shaft, with

ItlSIAIOS an

Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft,
a substantial cast-iron bed plate.

r.

rc<

VICTOR

inch

Cast-Iron Flun

g Pulleys complete,
entire arrangement

a::

.

We

every particular.
are now prepared to furn:
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the
strictly first-class in

admits of their use. wc recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO.,

-

DAYTON, OHIO.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDZNS.
HAXI'FAl'TI'ltEKM

OK

BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.
andso
finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire. Flexible Silk and Worsted
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely
Dper Bars
E
for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure WireCords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper

a

PATENT

LINE WIRE

K K"

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE LINES.
FACTORIES: WATERBURY, CONN.

BARCLAY,

J. L.

THOS.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICACO,

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.
makers <* high-grade

L.

ILL.

/M /M"5C rADDfiN

CO.,

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,

4.O N/>

310 N.

THIRD

ST.,

SAINT LOUIS, MO.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS AT BOTTOM FICURES.
Okonite Wires, Cables, and Tubing, Weatherproof Line Wires, Manson and Okonite Tapes.

MARK.

TRADE

IT

t=»

A-v*a

TO

THEI

ODE3T

T?H.Y TJS.

IB'BHSBT.

T ELEPHONE S
675 DECREES

VALVE-OLEINE:

For Private

MASTEil MECHANICS, Purchasing Agents, Engineers and Practical Builders of
costly Bteara plants will be pleased to know that a Lubricant is now prortuced" of such
extraordinary hi«h tire test as t" make it proof against the great beat to which it is
lubricator where products of lower grade and
subi.-cteil and Is therefore a
Ore tests pass off at once, leaving the parts subject to wear, or greatly increasing the

PERFECT

consumption of oil.
Is en"Valve-Olelne" is a product in the highest suite of nitration, is of the greatest viscosity,
doubt the finest and most thortirely free from all acids and absolutely non-corrosive, and without
pku cent.
Cylinder
Lubricant now on the market and will naturally lubricate 2fto to:
oughly reliable
most
lubricant.
but
economical
best
the
inure than products of lower test. tyis not only the
Manufacture and sale controlled exclusively by RELIANCE OIL & GREASE CO.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Samples of one to ten barrels shipped on request. Correspondence invited. Resident anenis wanted.
',1.10

I

I
I
I

teett*

liaB stood.

and he d out and given satisfactory

Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
BADT, SI.OO.

service for the vast eight years.

I

[

Send

for

Illustrated

Catalogue

and

Hand-Book,

BADT, SI.OO.

I-ines.

The only Mechanical Telephone which
the

Hangers'

Bell

Prices.

BLECraCALGOODSOE EVERY DESCRIPTION.

ELEMENTS Of ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
ATKINSON, Si. 50.
All three

BookB, to

one addrcse,
order, £1.00.

Elgin Telephone and Electrical Supply Co.,

cash

with

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO..
Room

7,

Hubbard

$
I.

D.

B.

6 LAKESIDE BUILDING. CHICAGO.

A.

Electrician
i

.00.

COLBURN & CO.,

W.
1

III.,

Circuit Batteries of the World.

The Standard Open
Western

Blk., Elgin,

74 Main

St.,

FITCHBURG. MASS.

TRADE

GONDA
MARK.

llmliiiM'K for

KlCCtriC

Are

l.i- In

»

:inil liiciinrf^Hcent
l-:irrl 1 o I'hil in-

ji^;.

and Axperimeiitnl Use.
Send for largo Illustrated CntuloKue, bIso llandbook of Readv Reference, v*et-pocK*»t pdttion.
WKSTBKitfllRAACH NEW
Wuhash Avenue,

No. 315

HAVEN CLOCK CO..

CHICAGO, ILL.

'

Gonda "

Battery.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO..
149 West 8th St., New York.
1

'

Gonda Porous Cup " Battery
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CENTRALWEELECTRIC
CO.
HAVE THE
Largest

£t:n.ci

Best StocK of

ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL GOODS.
Our Large and Increasing Trade
Proves

this,

immense advantage we give our customers in prompt shipments,
low prices, and intelligent interpretation of their orders.

besides the

42 LA SALLE

CHICAGO.

ST.,

Thejrush ( lectric (Jompafig

The

EMPIRE CITY ELECTRIC CO.

-OF-

1

5

Dey

New York.

Street,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Electrical Supplies

BRUSH ARC

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Send for

-AND-

NEW CATALOGUE.

Estimates Cheerfully Fnriiisliei

THE HORN, BRANNEN & FORSYTHE MFG.

CO.,

DESIGNERS AND BEAKERS OF

Designs in Brass

Artistic

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS, ETC.

ml W101M

ELECTROLIERS,
Gas

and

Combination

Fixtures.

FACTORY AMI SALESROOMS:

Nos. 429, 431, 433 North Broad St„

CHICAGO OFFICE,
Wo. ISO

Washington

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,

Htreet,

AlEUIDKK K F1I FT,
Special Agent.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

No.XOl Journal Building,
O. C.

STEELE,
Special Agent.

Iron

Designs and Estimates Furnished.

/

|

^W^-A&JI

.

April

:o,
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THE JULIEN ELECTRIC
TRACTION COMPANY,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Dear

NEW YORK, APRIL 13,
Sir:

jour attention to the present slate of our system of Traction on Fourth and Madison Avenues in this city.
The last car which we put into actual passenger service (Car No. 7), and which is the standard type of car that we have finally adopted,
between Eighty-sixth Street and Madison Avenue and the Postofflce, or 57 J 2 miles daily. This is a ear-day's work on that line.

We

beg

1889.

to call

Is

making

five

round

trips per

day

the past forty (40) days its receipts in cash have been $098. 10, exclusive of 008 transfers, for
which it gets no credit; this is at the rate per annum of
$9,106. S
6.38 7.50
The average earnings of horse cars on the same line are
System
the
Julien
$2, } 10.25
Difference in favor of
Deducting from gross earnings $4.00 a day for driver and conductor, and $3.60 per day for motive
6.332. 75
power, wear and tear, and royalty, would leave, per annum
battery-racks,
interest
on
the
car
with
stationary
motors,
per
cent,
$6,000
(cost
deducting
6
of
Further
360.00
switches, etc.),
$5,072.75
Leaves net earnings

During

<*

These net earnings will more than pay the entire cost of the car and Its equipment at the end of the first year.
DurlDg the time the car has been in operation neither the batteries nor the motors have required attention nor the expenditure of one dollar for repairs or renewals. Even
the brushes have not been changed, nor do they show any wear.
Car No. 1 on Fourth Avenue line commenced service on September 3d ultimo, and on April *th her batteries were examined for the first time. They had not In this period
been lifted from the cells to be cleaned or inspected. They were found to be in as good condition as when they were put in service not a single plate in the whole battery
showing any wear, injury or depreciation.
At one time it was thought that the handling of the batteries in our system of traction would be a serious obstacle, but this Company has now a battery shifting device
whereby, in the length of a car body and on either side of the p't over which the car stands in the station, sufficient batteries are stored and manipulated to do the work of
one hundred and thirty-five horses. The racks which contain the bitteries and the hoists, which are run by two small stationary motors, do not, in all, cover as many cubic
By aid of this device the batteries are changed in less than three minutes. In actual time, less than five minutes are required to inspect the car
f^et as two sixteen-foot cars.
thoroughly, and change the battery.
An additional and important feature of this system is that a street railway need no longer have its own generating machinery, as mtst he the case with cables, over-head
wires, and conduit systems. In every town and city where there is a central lighting station, power for charging the batteries may be purchased for about two cents per
So that the plant of our system will be reduced to the simple devices of one battery- rack, as above described, for each set of fifteen cars and switch-boards
horse 'power.
Can anything be more simple?
for governing the distribution of the current.
The cost of motive power for a car d*y of sixty miles we esiimate at $3.10. By motive power, we mean cost of energy at two cents per horse-power, and $700 per annum
To those who may think two cents per horse-power is a low estimate, we
for maintenance of batteries and motor. These figures are the result of our present experience.
may say that we have offers from electric companies to furnish power at that figure. Indeed, it is furnished for less in some cases.
will
service,
and
we
agree
to
maintain
motors
and
batteries
for a fixed annual sum.
do
efficient
our
cars
to
We guarantee
Our new cars, thirty of which are now under construction by the Stephenson Company, will weigh but a fraction over six toes, or, in other words, but little more than
the cars of the overhead system.

—

The

following

is

a statement of mileage, passengers carried, etc.

:

Record of Julien Storage Battery Cars on New York
Number

& Harlem

of Car.

E.ECOT2.ID

Railroad City Lines,

New York

City, to

March 31, 1889,

Miles Run.

Passengers Carried.

3,057}*
1,276}*
1,922;*
1,875;*

27,07 6
11,097

inclusive.

16,040
16,782

OF Car No.

7.

This new car was put into regular service on February 23, 1889, and has since been run on a special schedule of 57}< miles
per diem, exclusive of Sundays.
Date.

April

1

»
"
"

2
3

"

5

"

6

"
«
"
"
"
"

4

7

8

9

10
11
12

Passengers.

Transfers.

Mileage.

Trips.

Cash.

Remarks.

445
520
537
517
570
554
Sunday
536
529
561
594
533

26
34
26
13

57}*
57}*
57}*
57 }*
57}*
57}*

5

S22 25
26 00
26 S5
25 85
28 50

Rain
Fair

8

48
26
26
13

33
15

57}^
57}*
57}*
57}*
57}*

5
a
»
i)
•>

.)

5
5
)
>

«
.

7

70

(t

26
26
28
29
26

so
45
05
70
65

n

2

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION CO.

120 Broadway,

• •

i.

a
a
Rain

!

NEW YORK.
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Forest City Electric 'Worls.s
Manuiaciurers

oi

CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

SEND FOR

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES.

NEW PAMPHLET

Quick Make and Break Uncontrolled

OF

RECORDING

by the Handle.

Pressure Gauges.
Correspondence

Electric

J/tfvis B. EosofJ,

with

Solicited

145 Broadway, N. Y.

Light

Companies.

W.

B.

CLEVELAND;

Proprietor,

183

THE CURTIS

a

SENECA STREET. CLEVELAND,

PATENT RETURN STEAM TRAP.

George

P. Barton,
LAW OFFICE,

IT

no'iseless, positive, rapid, will return all condensation back into the
'
boiler, and works equally well in connection with reduced pressure or
exhaust steam, also when the return is below the water line of the boiler.
is

THE CURTIS REGULATOR COMPANY,
BEVERLY

ST..

BOSTON, MASS.

GENERAL AGENCIES.

CHIGACaO, ILL.
225 Dearborn Street
PATENT AND TRADE MARK CASES.

NEW YORK,

109 Liberty

CHICAGO. 218

St.

PHILADELPHIA, 2035 N. Front
MINNEAPOLIS. 210 S. Third st.

st.

Lake

st.

ST. LOUIS, 707 Market

NEW ORLEANS

21

st.

Union

DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK
Price, Postage Prepaid to

any address

United States or Canada, $1.00.

in the

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 Jja1s.eslde Building, Chicago.

ARTISTIC ELECTRIC LIGHT
COMBINATION FIXTURES
A.NT3

BERCMANN * COMPANY, NEW YORK,
Call the attention of the

added another large and

Public and

the

Managers

of Electric Light Companies

Well-Equipped Factory Building

to their

they have
This addition has been

to the fact that

former premises.

by the unexampled success and favor with which their Work and Prices of Electric Light and
met; and in soliciting the favor of an opportunity to bid on all kinds and classes of
such goods, both for Public and Private Use, they confidently refer to their past customers, and solicit the closest
scrutiny of the Artistic Excellence, Mechanical Execution and Low Prices of their Samples and Designs which will be furnished on application to any one desiring Electric Light and Combination Fixtures.
Being the Pioneers in the business of manufacturing both Fixtures and Apparatus for Electric Lighting,
Bergmann &. Co. have at once the Longest and most Varied Experience in all the requirements pertaining to
such manufacture, and the most Complete Facilities for securing that perfection of the Electrical Details of the

necessitated

Combination Fixtures have

same, -which

and

is

necessary to Fill these

Requirements

in such a

way

Danger Consequent to the Users of Electric Light

therefrom.

Prevent the Continual Annoyance
Combination Fixtures on any variation

as to

and

SHOW

NEW

ROOMS, NO. 65 FIFTH AVENUE,
YORK.
PRINCIPAL OFFICE AND WORKS, Noa. 292. 204, 2U<> and ii!>S Ave. B, and 539 E. 17thSt.
ANNEX FACTORY, Noa. 457, 439 and 101 First Avenue, New York.

ADDRESS

BERGMANN &
T.

CO.,

W WILMARTH

<fc

29? Avenue

CO.,

227 STATE

ST.,

B, New York.
CHICAGO, ILL.,

Agents for our Fixtures in the Northwest.

St.
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The Pioneer

in

the Development of the Incandescent Electric Light

System?

FACTS OF THE PRESENT CONTROVERSY.

THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC MANUF'G CO.
HOLDS THE KRY TO THE SITUATION.
BEWARE OF IMPOSTORS.

"STJTJEI CUIQXJE"
TO USERS OF ELECTRIC LIGHT APPARATUS:
The Edison and Sawyer-Man Electric Light Companies
have recently deluged the country with circular letters and
bombastic advertisements, setting forth that they have patents,
which cover the fundamental principles of electric lighting;
and that their patents have been sustained in the Supreme
Court giving the exclusive right to manufacture and operate
Nothing could be more misleading than
incandescent lamps.
such statements.
Since the combination of the Westinghouse, SawyerMan, and the United States Electric Lighting Companies,
and the Supreme Court decision in the Bates Refrigerator
case (which the Edison Company endeavors to make capital
of), these concerns have endeavored to completely submerge
their competitors, by flooding the country with literature of
such character as to mislead the public.
In order that prospective purchasers may become better
acquainted with the true inwardness of this electric light controversy, and the history of the invention, we deem it no
more than reasonable that we present a few facts, viz.:
1.
Thomas A. Edison has not, nor ever had, the remotest possible claim to the priority of invention of the incandescent lamp, and his position is simple a pretense.
2.
Walter K. Freeman was the original inventor, and
made and sent to Thomas A. Edison the first incandescent
lamp, with a high resistance carbon filament, that he (Edison)
ever saw.
Edison never had a patent covering broadly the lamp;
3.
therefore, no such patent could be sustained in the courts.
The United States Electric Light Company has no
4.
claim for a patent; the only claim it ever had was based upon
a contract with Walter K. Freeman, dated June 21, 1S80, and
which is now in litigation.
The patents they quote are not
essential or necessary for the successful manufacture or operation of incandescent lamps.

GET THE BEST.

The Sawyer-Man patent, number 317,676, was not a
discovery, nor does it cover features necessary to tin
manufacture of an incandescent lamp.
All of the claims which these concerns make for patents,
covering broadly the incandescent lamp inventions, are senseless and false, because the incandescent lamp did not originate
with either of these companies, nor with any person or
persons connected with them; they, therefore, have no rights
in the premises.
very pertinent fact regarding the successful operation
of the present incandescent electric light system, viz.: The incandescent lamp itself, and the converter system of electric
lighting, are the results of a series of experiments conducted
by Walter K. Freeman, at Racine, Wis., where he had in
operation, and continued to operate for more than twelve
years the inventions that were then made, covering this
method of lighting, thereby preserving the validity of his
claims to such benefits as may be derived from his researches.
His applications in the Patent Office, for patents covering
broadly the idea of the alternating system, and the incandescent lamp, must be disposed of before any company can sustain its patents, or collect damages of any user of electric
light apparatus.
This company takes the position: First, to defend the
users of its apparatus against loss accruing from its use;
second, to vigorously and determinedly prosecute Walter K.
Freeman's claims for patents covering these inventions.
Our apparatus is of the highest efficiency mechanically
and electrically.
are prepared to guarantee its operation
5.

new

A

and defend our customers.

We

are in this business on a business basis, for a manuhaving all modern facilities for the production
of first class apparatus.
solicit the patronage of electric
light users, believing we can furnish the best.
facturer's profit;

We

Representatives wanted in
evert/ State in the Union.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG.

—

We

CO..

)

GET THE CHEAPEST.

)

Eau

Claire, Wis., U. S.

A
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WOODWARD
G. H.
S. A.

H. H.

G.

ALGER.
H. GALE.

S.

A.

{GEN.

GALE, PRESIDENT.

plummer, Vice-President.
HUMPHREY, TREASURER.

R. A.

PLUMMER.
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ELECTRICAL CO

BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
E. C.

BROW

\.

T.WILLIAMSON.
F. B. TROUT.

WARREN.
THOMPSON.
H.H.HUMPHREY.

J

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, SECRETARY.
FRANK B. TROUT, SUPERINTENDENT.

C. A.
C. H.

!

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT STORAGE BATTERY,
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

in

construction,

has

now been found
to many

PECULIARLY ADAPTED

to

be

uses in

SE'ECX.A.XjX/2"

THOROUGHLY

RELIA.BLE and DURABLE, and

which other types of

batteries

have

ADAPTED

Steadying Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,
Propelling Boats,
Burglar Alarms,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station Lighting,
Street Cars,

Is,

owing

to Its design,

failed.

TO

Isolated Lighting,
Auxiliary Central Station

Work,

Medical Purposes,

Running of Small Motors,

s Detroit Storage Battery,
BATTERY

HKUTIOSI

OF BATTERY PLATE.

MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS CRANTED TO C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
BEEN DULY ASSICNED TO THIS COMPANY,
Is positively the only Secondary Battery which will not Buckle, or which will
withstand uninjured the Highest Bates of Discharge..

the only

SUCCESSrTJL STOKAQ-E
IS

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE

The Woodward
St.,

BYI

Electrical Co.

OFFICES:
69 Griswold

BATTLE?
PACTOBYs

Campau

Building.

F.

B.

DETROIT, MICH.

TROUT,

Corner 13th and

General Manager.

Howard

Streets.
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The Thomson-Houston
Eleetrie Railway System.

Twenty-six Roads in Daily Operation, and Sixteen Now in Process
of Construction Under the Thomson-Houston Patents.
ALL MATERIAL 18 NOW MANUFACTURED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.
The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior

to all others

for railway work.
Only one pair of brushes for each motor.
Brushes self-feeding.

The current is controlled, the car xaversed, and the
brakes applied from either platform.
Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
above the floor.
Direct gearing is used.
The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the

Bearings self-oiling.
No change of brushes for change of load or change in Thomson-Houston patents.
direction of rotation of the armature.
Contact with overhead conductor is had by means
trolley pressing against the wire from below.
The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

of.

MOTORS i ELECTRICAL E QUIPMENTS FORNISHBD FOR MINING £ OTHER SPECIAL WORK.
For Full Information and Estimates

_A_ddress the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
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MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.
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Standard Testing

PERFECT PROTECTION

Set.

WHEATSTONE BRIDGE AND
GALVANOMETER COMBINED.
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''jghtning Arrester.
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Every station should have one. See our
Electric Light Catalogue— page 134— for full
description.

I

OTTIR,

Illustrated Electric Light

Catalogue.
ZW

You

a

C

A

C

61 our Electric Light Catalogue,

T

R

not— we would remind you that
"delays are dangerous"— see page

If

will be interested

rt

P,

a,d

and

B.

repaid.

and telegraph us to forward by express as many Lightning Arresters
as you find necessary for your station. Storms are expected.

Weatherproof.

and
CD

3

Write us

n

-O

for full information.

Facts are more substantial
than mere words.

P

A
N

"33
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M

EL
CD

RANDOLPH
L
Y
e-H-i-e-A-o-o.
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FACTORIES:
Ansonia, Conn.

STREET,

BRANCH OFFICE:
505 Delaware

Ave-,

Kansas

Ciiy,

Mo.
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"C.

& C." ELECTRIC MOTOR

CO.
YORK.

NEW
Efficient Electric Motors
402-4 Greenwich

St.,

MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
WESTERN

NEW ENGLAND OEEIGE: 19 Pearl St., BOSTON.
OFFICE: 139 and 141 Adams Street, CHICAGO.
PHILADELPHIA OFFICE: 301 Arch Street.
SOUTHERN OFFICE: 25 Carondelet Street, NEW

JOHN STEPHENSON
NEW YORK.

OELEANS

CO.,

i_iMrr:ErD,

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

SCHUYLER ARC LIGHTING SYSTEM
CP
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FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC

COMPANY,

LlfiHT

Port Wayne, Inaiana.

Manufacturers of the

INDUCTION

SLATTERY

SYSTEM

out

The Most Carefully Workedand Complete Alternating

System of Electric Lighting

OP

in

Existence.

INCaNDESCENT UGHTING,

AND THE

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Lamps

ARC LIGHTING.

Converters

12—16 Candle Power

Guaranteed.

OF

and

Horse

to the Mechanical

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK
115

OFFICE:

BROADWAY,
Boreel Bldg.

SLATTERY DYNAMO,

LAP

AND CONVERTER.

JENNEY ARC DYNAMO IND LAMPS.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS.

FORT WAYNE,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

IND.

907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

CHICACO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome

St.

City of Mexico Office,

F.

ADAMS, Successor.

Van Depoele Electric Manufacturing
MAKTUPjiCTUIlEIlS

ARC

m INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC
And

LIGHT APPARATUS

Electric Light Supplies of All Kinds.
THE

THE

Mayo

Co.,

OP

Incandescent

Van Depoele Arc Light

SYSTEM.

SYSTEM.

DIRECT OR SERIES.

HIGH OE LOW TENSION,
DOUBLE OE SINGLE
CAEBON LAMPS.

ONLY
ABSOLUTELY
AUTOMATIC
DYNAMO.

MACHINERY
SIMPLICITY

LAMPS
Never Blacken, and

Long

Life

ITSELF.

Dynamos or Lamps

:i

is

Made

GUARANTEED.
Send

for Catalogue.

NEW YORK
EDWARD

OFFICE,
E.

234 BROADWAY,
BRITTON, Manager.

to Suit any Curreut

or System.

Send
GENERAL OFFICE AND FACTORY,
15 to 21 North Clinton Street,

for Catalogue.

Al

I

f|

AA

bn 10 A III

1

.

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

CHICAGO, APRIL

Vol. IV.

SCHAEFER ELECTRIC MFC. CO.
Incandescent

Lamps from 10

to

100 Candle-Power.

No.

This

is

Estimates Furnished on Application.

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

THE WARING

DUST PROOF WASHER

the

House Furnishings

32-34 Frankfort

-

NEW YORK

8treet,

NEW YORK.

-

-

BELTING AND PACKING CO.
John
Cheever,
H.

Treaa.

in

the United States

Mechanical Purposes.
RUBBER BELTING, PACKING & HOSE.
MA< HL\I, BELTING

With Smooth Metallic Robber surface for use
Dynamos and swift running machines.

D DAMP
nCCirCC i New fork, 18 Cortlandt St., G. I» Wiley, M'g'r.
M " LI Urr
" °* (CMcago,139E.Ma^»onSt.,F.E.Degenlmrdt,M'g'r.

BRANCHES:

Boston, Fmtladelphia.
Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago, Cincinnati,
Minneapolis Denver, San Francisco.

.

Back

Noiseless

Insulation.
Its merits proved
quarter of a century. Adapted to
and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,

Electric Light

B.

Submarine Use
.

McCLEES, General Manager,

1LECTRIC

Concealed Wiring

16 Dey

THE ASHTON YALYES

ok.

Safety "\T»,X-«7-©,
Relief Vulve.

"\7\7"«--t«r-

Have

a wide reputation as being the
their kind.

THEIR SAFETY YALYES
THEIR WATER RELIEF VALYES

St.,

in all Locations.

271

Co.,

FMIin St., Boston,

Sols Manufacturers of

^l£&8,jf?i^'&?w& %«K
<

I

COWLES' PATENTED

DYNAMOS.
AHI JIANTTFACTUBERS AND TANNBBS OF

OAK TANNED LEATHER BELTING AND LACE LEATHER.

SOUTH CANAL STREET. CHICAGO.

B

Danthl "W. Marmon, President.
Addison H. Moedykk, Ylce-Presldent.

Charles D.

Proof

B

A

7/MMM^^;sy"^//<y///////"<
—

CUT SHOWING STYLE OF INSULATION.

A. Copper Wire,
Saturated with a Slack,
trie

ILL.

S. B.

W

— Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation.

bather-Pro of Composition.
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters.
Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

WAREROOMS:

19

and 21

C— Braided Co (MS*

Samples furnished upon application.

Cliff St., New York.
St., Chicago, Ills.

64 Washington

all

Ptrr* Klsa*

FACTORIES:
ANSONIA. COfHL

J en key, Electrician.

Brainarp Korison, becresai;,.
Alios K. Hollo waix, TreaciLrac

Jenney Electric Company,
Bole Owners of

.

„

and Weather ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.
C

46

&S£&£2

Fire -Proof

GUARANTEED FOR

8c Co., (Mfrs.)

f£ m

in construction,

ANSONIA BRASS & COFFER COMPANY,

PERFORATED BELTING!!!

Schieren

of

now in the market.
Automatic in action, Perfectly Controlling the Pressure of the hose at whatever speed the engne or pump is working.

Simple

new york. MtonTnlTe

Prevents Air Cushions.

Chas.

moot perfect

Give perfect security aealnst boiler explosion,
whether Steamboat, Locomotive or Stationary.
p
s

Subterranean Use,

"'trrrCn,, ^ad Encased W,ret
E.

of over
electrical purposes.

Aerial Use,

All Sizes

Tli© ^.sliton

and high

by a record
all

St. Locifl,

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Iiooomotlve
Safety *\7"«,lx7'o,
Tlxe ^aliton Lo
for durable

i

«

VULCANITE EMERY WHEELS, RUBBER
MATS, MATTING AND STAIR TREADS.

°

The acknowledged Standard

of

VULCANIZEDfor RUBBER FABRICS

PITTSBURGH, PA.

AVE.,

IT.

HAZAZER & STANLEY,

Standard Underground Cable Co., Mf'rs,

PENN

WITHOUT

Bells

Oldest and Largest Manufacturers

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES AND CABLES.
General Offices, 708

17.

EUECTEICAI

FACTORY AT CAMBRIDGEPORT.

BOX 3068, BOSTON, MASS.

O cents per Copy.

27, 1889.

Buy no

COMPLETE INSTALLATION OF INCANDESCENT PLANTS.
P. 0.

I

the PateutB and Inventions of Cbarlea D. Jenney (known aa the Jenney System) and Sole Owners and Manufacturers of his

Improved Dynamo, Camp

$

Electric Motor.
In all desirable features of Arc and Incandescent Lighting
Simple, durable, economical,
the Jenney System leads.
In tboso essentials It chalsteady, brilliant and penetrating.
lenges comparison.

Estimates Promptly Furnished for Erecting Electric Lighting
Plants lor Cities. Companies or Individuals.

Prices Furnished for the Jcnncy Arc or Incandescent Systems, or for both combined.
Incandescent Dynamos are self -regulating,
The Jenney
and permit the turning on and off of cue or nil of the Lamps
nt will.

This

Oompanp
-,

or

(jirfs

qMCfaJ mtrndon to fumUhitxg JftUt,
Ih&tottual Plants.

01c., tclih

S[|| |[| HUfiitl miSTIItlli III lEStllllll TIE STSUI.

-«

office and vtobeb:

Cor. Kentucky Ave. and Morris St.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.
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Electric Bo.
WESTERN OFFICE:

EASTERN OFFICE:
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON,
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MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.

SOLE OWNERS AMD MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM
-OF-

Electric Hrc-[ighting
IN THE WORI_I>.

SERIES LAMPS
FOB

m

i

Hrc-Circuits.
These Lamps have repeatedly
their superiority under

shown
test.

Medal

:

First Prize

:

First

Best Arc-Light, Louisville, 1883,
BeBt System of Arc-Lighting,

Crncrona-.t Industrial Exposition, 1883.

This

Company was

given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions
at London,

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

August

1

1,

1885,

FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
dynamos

are automatic

m their

regulation
durable.

and

will

FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

LIGHTING.

No other Incandescent
maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit.
are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

Our Incandescent systems

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all

Power. Plane and estimates for
and Incandescent Lighting and Power Plants.

sizes for the transmission of

all

Exhibition

.

kinds of Arc

Lamp

is

so perfect an
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SIMPLEX LINE WIRE 0«EfN
All

Who Have Used

it

Pronounce

it

,

Mali>kn, Mass., Feb.

MANCFA.C1 URER8 OF-

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.

the Ideal Line Wire.

Malden Electric Co

CITY ELECTRIC CO

TWO

8, 188H.

Simplfx Electhical Co., Boston, Mass.:
Gentlemen :— I tiike great pleasure In recommending moat heartily
the Simplex wire for the purpose of electric light construction. We
are UBing over 160 milen of this wire in tne territory of Maiden, Melroeo, Everett and Mecllord.
We believe it to be far better than any
other in the market, and In the end raOBt economical fur onr purposes.
We have made caTef ul teBts of it in comparleon with other wire, and
should be unwilling to use any other where treea are numerous and
tte foliage la denee, or, indeed, Jor any general construction.
Yours very truly, II. A. ROYCE, Treua.

FIRST PRIZE COLD MEDALS 1888.
MOST EFFICIENT.

MOST

FFICIENT.

E

CORRECT VIEW OF A TREE LIMB CHAFED BY THE

Simplex T. Z.
irsro.

R.

Wire.

Insulated

1 iiTSTJXiA.Tronsr.
read the following:
Nkwton Electric Light and Power
Newton. Mass..

Ma. A.

Co.

Sept. 20, 1888.

DYNAMO
25 to 500

Mason, Gen. Manager the Sia plex Electric Co.,

P.

Boston, Maes.

We

have in use sixty-three miles of your Wire No. 1
D'*ar Sir :—
insulation, nine-tenths of which is through eolid towb of trees.
Your InBulnlion wears smooth and gloesy without cutting through
where It chafes against small limbs. I consider it better lor tree
work than any oilier in the market at any price.
YourB respectfully,
JJ. H. CUTLER.
Superintendent.
(Signed)

CAPACITY.
—AND—

ECONOMICAL.

ISOLATED PLANTS and

While I am recommending your wire for out-of-door work, through damp cellars,
laundry weshroomB, kitchens, and other moist places, and expect to eee it put. In the
course "of the season, into a brewery where ammonia ie used for manufacturing ice,
understand, I am only too glad to accept it for all ordinary ineide work where 'UnI am, sir, youre respectfully,
derwrltera" haa up to date had ita beEt hold.
C. C. HASKINS, Electric Light Inspector.
(Signed)

ELEVATORS,

We
and

THE SIMPLEX ELECTRICAL COMPANY,
BOSTON. 58
620 ATLANTIC AVE.,

1

DTSULATHSTQ COMPANY.

INSULATED WIRES md CABLES
FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

W,

It,

F.C.S.,

CITY.

London, Chemical Engineer, General Manager.

supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

Electric Light, Telegraph and

Telephone Companies,

to

United States Vessels,

Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other services wherever a First-class Electrical Installment is Required.
Our
Materials and Workmanship are Guaranteed

and correspondence
articles.

is

solicited from

& 60 Longworth

St.,

CINCINNATI,

0.

Electric Co.,
chicago.

The only Company

using Safe
Currents in the operation of Street

Speed,
Endurance,

Economy.
The Daft Motors for Power

FOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We have

Workmanship

OFFICE, FACTORY A>\» SALESROOM,

Specially

Samples on Application at

NEW YORK

PUMPS AND GENERAL MACHINERY.

Efficiency.

Ohemioal Works, Eto.

FRONT STREET,

MEW,

FANS,

Railways,

Guaranteed to Give Satisfactory Services Underground and Overhead.

m

FULLY ERECTED.

give an Absolute Guarantee regarding Materials,

new yo rk and

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

No.

C ENTRAL ST ATIONS

READY.

The Daft

M
for Mines,

Power.

Motors for Running

stood the teBt nobly.

Prices and

Horse

I

I

Adapted

50

EVER

j

Bince

1-8 to

LIGHTS'

Fire Department. City Teleubaph.
Sup't Office, July ?5, 188T.
determined to gire Hie "Simplex Wire" a severe test. I
of lengths immersed in water for
couple
made a test for leakage by keeping a
twenty-t.wo days, and at the end of that lime I could get noevid<nce of leak through
I then made some sharp bends in the wire, but could not find that
the insulation.
this opened the covering In the least. I suspended a sample vertically in a hot boiler
room, to test the runnioer qualities; for some samples < f another wire which I bad
been Btronglv recommended to use were surrounded with an Insulation which would
—did— cook out, and I had nodeaire for further experience in that line. Your wire

Citv of Chicago.

Some months

M OTOR

tribution are unexcelled.
Send for Circular Matter.

New York Office
BOREEL BUILDING,

the Very Best,

companies and architects requiring our

Dis-

115

BROADWAY.

Please Mention the Western Electrician.

:

!
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THEmTIOlSAli CARBON
CleTrel&».d., Ola-io.

mm

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

BATTERY MATERIAL.

CAR]
ELECTRIC LIGHT_....
.__..

«

and
nniin R IIU

«j

bUMPANT,
ENG1NEEK
LIBERTY
OLIVER
81 LAKE ST.,
ST.

61

boston.
H. A.

1

I

CHICAGO.

I

ST.

109

I

new york.

CONTRACTING encineers for erectinc comP
T
N S OR

E iectric cTgVt

^Vpo i| er

Stations

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screening!
NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

SYisro^riAL
and. Cylinder Oils-

XDynamo

Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
to none.
Adopted by the largest
machinery.
By refiltering can be used continually.
Electric Plants of the West.

Second

S.

43 River St.,
WRITE for prices and samples.

TAUSSIC, Agent,

CHICACO.
.

"THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY."
By FRED H. WHIPPLE.

A

new and

original book, designed to Inform a practical public without the use

ex a. justifying technical terms.

THE "LITTLE WONDER' DYNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINE

Plating Machines
requiring a speed
of from 1800 to
3600 reuolutionsper
minute, are only fit

Please send for Catalogue of 1889.

Utilization

of

Electricity

The largest manufacturers
of Nickel Platers' Supplies,

for

Lacquers,

Application to the Propulsion of Cars.
The different systems described, with Illustrations Showing their Methods of
Operation.
and
LotiEtruction
Where and When and How These Systems Have Been Applied.
Comparison of Electric Propulsion to Other Methods.
What does it cost to build an electric road; cost to operate; what are the advan-

History of

in Successful

for toys.

CONTEITTS:

The Mechanical Production, Transmission and
power Purposes.

LOSS

Over

its

etc.

Van Winkle

Hanson,

Ho..

NEWARK,
NEW YORK

N. J.

OFFICE:

tages?

Application of Electricity to Elevated Railways and to Stationary Power.
Overhead systems, conduit systems, storage batteries, etc., etc., described and
frustrated.
Cost of Producing Electricity; of

its

Transmissions; of

Its

92 and 94 Liberty St

Utilization.

Steam and Water Power and their application to the Electric current.
Price, bound in paper, $1.00; bound in flexible Russia, $2.00.

rutolisliocl toy

FRED

H.

WHIPPLE,

Stored

Detroit,

Michigan,

System.
Edco
Electricity.
DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

Central Station

Elsclrici! Accumulators

Batteries,

Voltmeters

or Storage Batteries,

And Complete

Isolated Lighting,

Railroad Car

For Towns,

Street
Displ

Long Distance

THE ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATOR
44 Broadway, New York.

Tie

CO.,

Oldest aid

Most Experienced Electric Motor Company

91

Main

224

Office,

Carter

St.,

Annunciators,

Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries,

ceaIiErb

Works

Philadelphia.

OIE-

IVt

Bells,

World.

OF PHILADELPHIA.

CRISWOLD STREET

The K napp 4.NUPACTURBR8
E lectrical
Magneto

in the

THE ELECTRO-DYNAMIC COMPANY

DETROIT OFFICE

CHI C AOO OFFICE

PHCENIX BUILDING.

Cars Equipped
for Electric Propulsion.

Lighting.

I

Offices, Residences, Factories

Theaters, Etc

Lighting,

Which Compkttlj

Eleetric

POWER PLANTS

LIGHT

Especially Adapted to

THE ONLY SYSTEM

and Ammeters,

SWITCHES,

Lighting,

New York

Office,

44 Broadway.

.

Push Buttons, Etc,

iist

EVERYTHINGELECTRICAL.
AGHNT8
OFOn

T3EXX

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A Full Line of their Celebrated

Wires,

Buy your Goods

Cables and Tapes

of the

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

-

-

-

CHICAGO.

"
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Q.

3
N
O

CO

UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS.

DRY BATTERY

DR. GASSNER'S

Experts acknowledge it to be the best open circuit battery in the market, most durable and conBell
Telephone, Railroad and Fire and Police Signal Companies use them largely.
hangers say it kills their trade, as they cannot charge for renewals. Physicians love them. High-

venient.

est testimonials.

For Sale by THE

Write for

Circulars.

WESTERN ELECTRIC

CO.,

CHICAGO,

And CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS, San

VITAI.IS linmKlt. Manager.

DYNAMO
PULLEYS.
SECURE
BEST RESULTS,

If

you would

Use

The following le the reeult of a teBt recently made ai
the Franklin Institute, Bhowins the relative value of
Paper Pulleys over Iron in the transmission of power:
Transmission, Iron, 34 lbs. Paper, 144 lbs., witn equal
tension of belt.
Tension, Iron, 150 lbs. Paper, 39 lbs. for equal trans
mission.
Width, Iron, 12 inch; Paper, 3 inch (unsafe for belt).
Diameter, Iron, 48 inch; Paper, 24 inch for equal tension.
Contact, 90° on 24" Paper equals 1S0° on 36" Iron.
S5i?~TheBe Pulleys are need and indorsed by the leading Electric Li^ht Manufacturing Companies.
For Price Lifts and discounts write to
;

;

AMERICAN PAPER PULLEY

CO.

Indianapolis, 111.

111

Chambers

NEW YORK.

St.,

Cleverly Electrical works

the

PAPER PULLEYS.

SCHOYERLING

f\ m

ILL.

Francisco, Cal

loisChestnut St. Philadelphia

1.

1*1 II

MBGtrlCB* aQVT*
H-A-Cleverly -Manager

Western Agent,

W

G. A.

Philadelphia

BAXTER ELECTRIC

Department^

MFG& MOTOR

CO.

Harmount. 315 Wabash Ave.. Chicago.

The

f*A

MflROlTi

Electrical

MP

Construction Co.
CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF

^k

Light

Electric
"If you have any
a reasonable price.

All

Lamp

Complete.

Plants

Spools to re-wind, send them to us, and

Classes of

HOUSE WORK

we

will

do

It

foi

a Specialty.

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING &MT'G GO,
ROOMS, 200 and 202

IS

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST. mOTTIS.
UNIFORM

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

BALL DYNAMOS

"2

LAMPS

FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
This system is mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a steadywhite and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required

IN QUALITY,

LONG LIFE AND GOOD LIGHT

POV7EE E^Ei-A-USTTS
COMPLETE
A
Specialty, comprising

IDEAL

or

ECLIPSE C3KLISS ENGINES,

Plain Tubular or Water

BOILEES.

Tube

and the cost of repairs.
For descriptive circulars or testimonials, address

CHARLES W. RAYMOND,

Western Agt.

39 Dearborn Street, Tremont House,

CZEaZIC^Gr-O.

XX-.JL..

PATENT FURNACES
Worthlng-ton Pumps, Injectors and
Fe ed Water Heaters. Hill Friction Clutch
Pulleys, Dodge Patent Wood Split Pulleys.
Shafting.

Belting,

CONTEACTQTG

Pipe,

Fittings

and Valves.

EjSTOIlsnE

COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO,
THE STANDARD CARBON
Manufacturers of
ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.
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SOLE BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improved Odrliss Engine
of

IT IS TJNEQTTAXED

FOB ECONOMT OF FUEL. REGULARITY OF
AND DURABILITY IN USE.

JMJ

CUTLER,

FRANK

Treasurer and Manager.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO.
Cor.

FRANKLIN

S.

CARTER.

CIIA.S.

M WILKINS.

ESTABLISHED

E

WARD WILKINS

1S67.

IPARTR1CK SCARIER,
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS

IN

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

NEW YORK OFFICE:
150 NASSAU ST.

JAY AND PLYMOUTH STS.,

BROOKLYN,

Id

Pulleys, Cears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

Write for our Catalogues

BAKREI'T,

Vire-Pres-Hnd ConBullIng Electrician.
A. PERRBT, Electrician.

President.

£. H.

H.

& CO.,

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Manufacturers of and Dealers

MOTION.
W. D. SAiiGENT,

ALUS

RELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

Is

P.

N. Y.

—MANUFACTURERS OF

THE PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS
AND DYNAMOS.
SMALL SIZES
(1

jLMiiMii jyriLiw.
SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF
BELLS, D1SQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LIGHTING APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.

8 TO 2H. P)

We

A SPECIALTY.
Distinctive Features,

publish Catalogues of all our Manufactures! and will forward to" any address upon
application.
N. B. —When applying for Catalogues, please sti'te whether " Electric Bell" or " General
Supply" Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trade inrrlost: business card* for discounts.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

114 South Second Street.

L.tlllSIATKu

FIELD MAGNETS,
LOW

RESISTANCE.
No Sparking Under
Changes

of

Load.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO
INCANDESCENT LAMPS
FO«

EVCKLIKXT

WORKMANSHIP.
Efficiency.

In

Regulation, Simplicity

MACHINES

OUR

SHOW

Carefol Investigation Invited.

and Durability

GREAT

ARC-LIGHT CIRCUITS.
SIMPLE RELIABLE. DURABLE.

SUPERIORITY.

Catalogues Turnip hed on Application.

The only
parts.

VALVEOLEINE:

;>**

R

MAsTEK MECHANICS,

-;-

fire tests

Mnc"

I

_

~t]

pa.^ oil at once, leaving the parts subject to wear, or greatly inrreaslng the

mpUon

I

I

for Illustrated Catalogue.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

BOSTON,

MASS.

-

I

POWELL'S PATENT "oJGMAL"

I

of oil;

'•Valve-Ol
a product in the highest state of filtration, Is of the greatest viscosity. Is enttflj fre* from all acids and ab-olutely n<m-corroslve. and without doubt the finest and most thorought)
Lnder L nbrlcaal riow on the market and will naturally lubricate lion toHOOpKR cbnt.
,
in pn>l
^"Is not only the 1>pbI but the most economical lubricant,
Manufacture a nd sale controlled exclusively by RELIANCE OIL & GREASE CO.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Mpped on request, Correapondenre invited. Kesldent agents wanted.
i

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
I

and the only

I

'

I

Send

620

675 DECREES
if=?h:

Purchasing Agents. Engineers and Practical Bulldei- ..
:im plants win l* pleased to know that a Lubricant is dow produced of such
extraordinary high fire test as to make it proof against the great heat to which It Is
subjected, and la therefore a PERFECT lubricator where products or lower grade and

safe socket for series lamps,

socket having insulating material for the outside

Dynamo
THE BEST

IN

Oilers,
THE MARKET.

Sight Chamber Is fitted with square window
panes, which are secured by brasB end plates, and
can he removed for Inspection, cleaning or repairs
at nny nine, without stopping the oil feed, while
the machine Is ruDnlng.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE WM. POWELL
NOS. 50. 52 AND 54

CO.,

PLUM STREET.

8 Cortlandt SL, Telephone Building, N. Y.

SB
Fb*

ELE&f0e%L Purposes

TUB IMC ALL^SfjjeS OOOOooo

Pure Sheet Rubber Etc. «
Samples and prices upon application,
^re.* the B.F.GOODMCH
CO.
AKRON
,

RUBBER WORKS

^ JfiOODWClH^'RSlMK (?•
Atonuf oarers

of*

Specialties of all kinds to order

Send

for "Gtau-osue.

I

"
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Established in 1861.

BAGGOT,^:
:

«<BERG1AHN & CO.t»

E.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

t'-~

IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

ILECTRIC
ELECTRIC LIGHT GAS AND
FIXTURES.
ELECTRIC and GAS GLOBES,

-A NED-

SHADES,

Etc., Etc.,

Madison Street and Fifth Avenue,

Combination Fixtures.

CHICAGO.
-BHASCH STORE-

2134 Michigan Avenue,

Adapted

to

any System

of

Incandescent

Lighting.

Sioux City Engine Works,
—BCTLDEKS

OF THE—

SINGLE VALVE

AUTOMATIC ENGINES,
Well known East as the "Russell.
Especially adapted to

ALL APPLIANCES FOR

ELECTRIC LIGHTING,
Milling, Manufacturing, Etc.

TEE EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT.

Steam Power

Outfits for Lighting Stations

and Elevators a

Specialty.

GEN'L WESTERN WrTfafflfflEffiJN»™ I
ENCINE WORKS
LARCEST
C. M. GIDDINGS. Gen'l Manager, Sioux
West ol'tlii- lli--issippi.

"^

City, Iowa.

-

and

Illustrated Catalogues, Designs

Estimates furnished on application.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Office

& Works,

292-298 Ave.

Show Rooms, 65

B,

Fifth Ave.,

INDORSED

NEW YORK.

BY

Thomas

Elihn Thomson,

A. Edison,

H. S. Possons,

Edwin

J.

Houston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

T.

W. WILMARTH

227 State

St.,

-

&

FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELERS.

CO.,

CHICAGO,

Agents for onr Fixtures in the Northwest.

Send

ILL,

for

Pamphlet "ARE YOD POSTED?" to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH
177-179 Broadwav, W. Y.

CO.,

'

.

:
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mCROWDUS UNIVERSAL BATTERY
HARD OPEN CIRCUIT SERVICE.
INTERMITTENT CLOSED CIRCUIT SERVICE.
SOWSTANT CLOSED CIRCUIT SERVICE.

Perfection for

An

E.

M.

Original Departure in Primary Batteries,

Based on Correct Chemical

OLms

F. 2.1 Volts. Inter. R. O.l to 0.2

\

Principles.

Cell round. 5xS inches,

with soft rauber

stopper fitting cover.

I

in all forniB of Leclanche elements, Increasing their E. M. F. and lowering their Inter. R,
Our escitaDtf nsed in this cell la a superior substitute for sal ammoniac
clean and freshly amalgamated. Sample can by mall :iOc, contains three charges for Leclanche cell.
ins no crjs tall z able salts, and keeps the zinc
It contains
r.

THE ELECTRIC FARE BOX

ADDRESS:

.

ENGINEERING CO.,
707 and 709

POND

Market

31 Waterworks

Kansas

Building,

-\NI>

Building,

Combination

Blake Pump, Korting Injector, etc.

Poles, Wires, Cables, Conductor Cords,
Pins, Brackets, Insulators, Cross
Etc., Etc.

Iron

Arms,

CARBONS AND GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.
Annunciators and Everything Electrical*

Correspondence Solicited

Fixtures.
tr

Nos. 429, 431, 433 North Broad St„

PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

PRICES LOW.
.

FACTOR* AND SALESROOMS

F.

ANNETT,

Prest.

.

F.

FENTON,

f\ QfeJS^ASUoi

S'MlR

||=^\\

Vlce-Prest. and Treaa.

CHAS. SLDtJEY SMITH, Seo'y

Hotel and House Annunelatura.
Electric Gaa Lighting.

The United

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

PHILADELPFjlA, PA.

Filter,

SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRIGAL SUPPLY CO,
^^.KTS^.S CITY, MO.

CO.,

Bells, Batteries*

and

Lowe Ileater, Hyatt

8END FOR LATEST CATALOGUES.

Omaha.

ELECTROLIERS,
Gas

111.

Erected Ready for Service.
SPECIALTIES :-The Arminffton & Sims Engine, Steel Boilers, Ireson Link Belt. Stand-

City.

.

ai ffioiM

Chicago,

Dallas, Texas.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.

A
tea

MAKERS OF

Designs in Brass

Artistic

CLOWES & HARRIS,

ard Rocking and Sheffield Grates,

319 Ramge

THE HORN, BRANNEN & FORSYTHE MFG.
DESIGNER:?

EUFF ELBCTKICAL WORKS,

AGENTS-

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

St. Louis.

St.,

CO.,

Nashville, Tenh.

-

|— SELLING

ROBIXSON ELECTRICAL, WORKS. Albany. X.,
li.

Round, 5xS inches.

Street,

4:18 CEJrLfiJR
WOLFE
& CO Omaha, Meb.
W.

\

Electric Go.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

@BS

Apparatus and Supplies,

Electrical

Electric Lighting.

Telegraph Instruments.

SALT LAKE

"Wire and Batteries.

Desi&ns and Estimates Finished.

^ ADDON CO.,
THE JULIE N ELECTRIC

MAKERS

stora

CO.,

TO

1

WIGH -GRADE

Etoi °

CO.,

20BroacL-^ray, ISTe-w

all the machinery, unfinished stock and
good will of the manufacturing btisiness of Mr. A. L.
Russell of 100 Court Street, we are prepared to
jilt orders promptly for the goods formerly manufactured by him.
onlc-«
I

I

AIM

H

and NnleroomH,
HI Itl.l.
ICOMTO.V

Factory at
llltooii LINK,

I

MASS.

HOLTZER * CABOT,
MANUFACTURING ELECTRICIANS.
The

Holtzer Cylinder Battery has fewer parts

and

greater generative power than any other.
II'

'.
!

LTV OP MANI'RAC'iTHI.VO

Strong Generators For Testing Electric Light
I.clo.n

Bnalno.a Gold «nd Sond for onr N<

w

111c

Unite

<1

Circuits,

CatnlcRnc, 2Ji6

f'..

(

.

„.

Tra

ancl

^

Storage Batteries.

"2"or3s.

Having purchased

I

UTAH.

-

H^ &g

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION
OFFICES;

<>f

CITY,
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His Patents Sustained

Supreme

by the United States
Court.

THE EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
Takes pleasure in announcing to its patrons and the general public that the decision of the
Supreme Court of the United States, filed on the 21st ult., in the case of the
Bate Refrigerator Company, is in fact a decision

SUSTAINING THE EDISON PATENTS
In the many suits brought by the Edison Company, in the lower courts, against infringers of the Edison patents, the
defendants have evaded the merits of the controversy, thus tacitly admitting the fact of infringement, and ha've interposed a plea alleging that our patents have been voided by the expiration of patents previously granted in foreign
countries.

Hence the delay in establishing our rights. In the meantime, other electrical companies have been indiscriminately
copying our devices and methods, not even assuming that they themselves were the original inventors, but simply relying upon the construction of a statute by the lower courts invalidating our fundamental patent. In pursuance of our
expressed determination to secure a decision upon the point of law involved, we have had the Bate Refrigerator case
(covering the identical question) argued before the TJ. S. Supreme Court, with the result announced above, thus

Completely Deprivingthe Defendants of their Main Defense.
We have now only to

prove the fact of infringement in order to secure prompt injuncand damages from, those who have been so long using with impunity that
HIGHEST AUTHORITY now concedes to Jmve been ours, exclusively from

tions against,
which the
the beginning.

,

This

is

simply

to establish

A QUESTION OF FACT.
Was,

or

Was

Not, Edison the Original Inventor ?

This question has been decided in his favor a great many times, primarily by the U. S.
Patent Office, which granted to him Patents bearing earliest dates; then by the various
courts of Europe, through the crucial examination of which the question has many times
passed.

Thus the

QUESTION OF LAW having now been settled by the Supreme Court of the
and the QUESTION OF FACT by tliehighest experts of the world, this com-

United States,

pany now notifies the Public of its intention to call a
trespass and abuse of its rights in

halt

and demand a reckoning for the

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT
16

AND18 BROAD

ST..

NEW YORK. By EDWARD H.

CO.,
JOHNSON, President.
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WESTIN6H0USE ELECTRIC

CO.

J

THE PIONEERS IN INCANDESCENT LIGHTING

ALTERNATING CURRENTS
AND OWNERS OF

FUNDAMENTAL PATENTS PERTAINING THERETO.

COMPLETE CENTRAL STATION

OUTFITS.

Alternating Current Apparatus,

Direct Current Apparatus,

Arc Lighting Apparatus,
Electric Motors,

Electric Meters.

150

CENTRAL STATIONS
OFFICES

IN

IN

OPERATION.

ALL LEADING CITIES.

150

!
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

CO.

THE DNITED STATES ELECTRIC LIGHTING
Sales Department, 120 Broadway,

(LEASED

AND

OPERATED

THE

BY

NEW

CO.

YORK.

WESTINGHOUSE

ELECTRIC

CO.)

Arc and Incandescent Apparatus
ron

ISOLATE D
Efficient

XjI O-X^TTIbTGh-

Apparatus!

Economical Lamps!
ngenious Devices

THE SAWYER -MAN
510 West 23d

Street,

ELECTRIC

CO.,

NEW YORK.

Incandescent Electric

Lamps

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC WORK.

ELECTRIC AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.
CORRESPONDENCE WITH DEALERS INVITED.
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BADT TESTINB SET.
The

illustration

shows

this

new

testing

set,

designed

specially

for

DYNAMO TENDERS
--A.3NTD

BELL HANGERS.
It

Consists of a Highly Polished Cherry Box,
containing a small dry

DETECTOR GALVANOMETER
Of 500 Ohms' Resistance,

CONTACT KEY AND TWO BINDING POSTS.
Tae external dimensions of the box are 6 3-4x3 3-4x2
Total weight, one pound and fifteen ounces.

7-8.

The Galvanometer, Key and Binding Posts are mounted on a sliding Shelf, beneath
which is the dry cell. By opening the end of the box, the shelf can be drawn out for inspection or repairs. The standard resistance of the coil is 500 ohms, but we will make them of
any resistance to order. One ceil will deflect the needle a few degrees, even through a
resistance of 15,000 ohms.

PRICE FOR THE SET COMPLETE, $15.00.

We

are sole agents for the sale of Kerite Wire for the Western States. This wire has been tested
service and stands at the head of goods of like character.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO,

by years of

actual

CHICAGO.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO, APRIL

Vol. IV.

The Western

Electric

Incandescent

Lighting System.
The Western Electric company

of Chicago
has introduced recently an incandescent lighting
system of its own manufacture and design, which
The
possesses new and interesting features.
type of field magnet frame utilized in its arc
system is not used for the incandescent dynamo,
but a simpler form, and one better adapted to
Figs. 1
this class of work, has been adopted.
and 2 illustrate the complete incandescent
dynamo, while Fig. 3 shows the field magnet
and pole pieces. The whole iron base is cast in
one piece. The cores of the field magnets are
made of soft iron, and pole pieces are cast upon
The lower ends
the upper ends of the cores.

bringing the armature shaft at a convenient
height from the floor, but not so high as is
usually the case in dynamos having this type of
field magnet, while at the same time it permits
the use of the sliding carriage for adjusting belt
tension without raising the dynamo or rendering
On the top of the pole pieces is
it unstable.
secured a hard-wood board, on which the field
and main binding posts are mounted.
The rheostat, Fig. 4, is non-combustible. It
consists of a cast-iron frame provided with
porcelain insulators, to which the German silver
The front of the
wire coils are attached.
rheostat, too. is covered with glass, preventing
dirt and dust from entering the box, and at the
same time allowing ready inspection.
in

FIG.

of the cores are bolted

There

are, therefore,

to

the

only two

cast iron

magnetic

base.
joints
coils

in the whole system.
The field magnet
are connected, shunting the armature.
The
automatic regulation thus secured is practically

Any number

of lamps may be cut in
or out without visibly affecting the candle power
or brilliancy of the lamps throughout the system.
The armature is of the drum type, and is wound
perfect.

in a very simple and peculiar way, avoiding all
joints in the wires but two.
The electrical and

commercial efficiency of the dynamo is very
high, while in its mechanical construction it is
above the average. There is a self-adjusting
hearing on the pulley side.
The peculiar form of the cast iron base results

No. 17

27, iS

I.

Figs.

multiple safet;
.-'.aboard.
Figs. 10 and 11
show the ceiling cutouts. Fig. 12 illustral
branch block.
These instruments arc all
mounted on wood or porcelain.
The multiple safety cut-out board
where wires are run to central distributing
located in closets.
All the safety devices
provided with glass covers to keep out the
and at the same time allow of ready inspection.
The whole system is carefully worked out to
the smallest details, and the best experieno
been brought to bear to construct the most perfect apparatus.
;

Chicago Electric Club.
The annual meeting

of the

Chicago Electric

THE WESTERN ELECTRIC INCANDESCENT SYSTEM.
5

ammeter.

and

represent the voltmeter and
instruments are dead beat, and
the circuit permanently without
6

The

may be left in
overheating.
The lightning arrester, Fig. 7, is very simple,
and requires no automatic cut outs or safety
strips for the operation of short circuits.
The
jaws of the lightning arrester are made of caibon
plates.
If the dynamo current should follow a
discharge of atmospheric electricity an an- may
be set up, but this will burn away some of the
carbon points, and thus free the dynamo of the
Such a carbon lightning arrestei
short circuit.
can, of course, only be used
for
low tension
dynamos,
Fig. s represents a

club was held Thursday evening. April iStll,
President
The principal
Barton presiding.
business of the meeting was the election oi
Messrs. Kempt
offii rrs for the ensuing year.

and He land were appointed tellers, and the
Only one
polls were open from 7 to 5 "'clock.
ticket was in the Held, and it received the unani111.

hi-

were

Fig. 9

.1

ted for the ensuing

Alex.

I

M.

1st,
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Keinp
v

Man

gi

1

A. Barton

-
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|d,

,|th.

:

.

II.
I>.

W. Leonard.
P

2,1,

F,

'
I

Terry

Krcidlcr.
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Terry.

s.

V. E. Dcgcnhardt. M. A
A. Glasier, Win. Zimmerman, YV
[.enhart, Geo. B. Bailey C. K Giles, E. A. Sperry

Knapp

main switch, ami

The following named

vote.
elei

I

.

Sunny,

H
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C. Haskins, W. H. McKin\V. Parker, J.
Shay.

H

new rooms was again disand it was decided to assess each member Sic toward furnishing the new club rooms.

The

question of

I,

stated that fifteen members would con- :o
each, and other members would
It was
than the regular assessment.
that the lease of the old rooms would
May 1st, and that the club would give up
quarters at that time.
veiling a lunch was served, and
the occasion.
ly enjoyed
all pri
President Barton expressed the hope that durhe next twelve months the club would progress rapidly, the membership increase, and the
s

:

>

interest

in

the

proceedings, which had been
would be renewed. He antici-

it

in

New York.

1

and the

authorities

-ed

in

electric

companies have been

a controversy over the question of

Shi rtl) alter Mayor ('.rant's
burying the wires
inauguration he began an active warfare on the
companies, and so persistent was he that the

company,

Union Telegraph

Western

fearing

appealed to
merely delayed the final
The
a< tion, for the court sustained the mayor.
order of Judge Wallai e vacating the temporary
injunction obtained by the Western Union comhe should take
This
the courts.

lest

pany
was

down

wires,

its

against the mayor and the city
Tuesday morning, April 16th, in the

in its suit
filed

WESTERN Ml'

Electric

clerk's office ol the

pn

and

the history

in

t in electrical circles
sensation
of New York in
is the action of Mayor Grant
ordering the poles carrying electric wires in the
For two years the city
metropolis cut down.

The

["HE

that the

Taken Down

Electric Wires

April 27, iS

a certified

1

INCANDESCEN'l

I'RIC

nited

to

Mayor Oram's

a few minutes after 10
the following order was
issued to the commissioner of public works:

private
11

rimcnts have dcmstreets

proo

k,

secretary

at

whereupon

arc hereby directed to remove forthwith from the
ami avci
named poles and wires, also named
--;,
ni c with chapter 716 of the laws of
1

"The
acting

On

Sixth avenue, from Twenty Ihird streel to
all poles and wires, except thi
In
ih company
upon the clo-

of the Western

:en the
!

he

ture,

medium

m

m

in sulphuric

i

va

from Fourteenth street to Fortyexcept the lire department

Thil

permits

street; then on Twenty-third street, from Broadway to
Sixth avenue; then on Broadway, from Twenty-third street
to Twenty-fifth street;
then on Twenty-fifth street,
from Broadway to Sixth avenue; then on Sixth avenue,
from Twenty third street to Fifty-eighth street; then on
Broadway, from Twenty-fifth street to Forty-fifth street;
then on Forty-second street, from Sixth avenue to Madison
avenue, the poles and wires referred to; then on Fiftyeighth street, from Sixth avenue to Fourth avenue.

The

electric light

',

from Sixth avenue

to

from Sixth avenue

to

\\

tity lifth

street,

companies were

notified to

turn off their current, and a force of twenty men
was set at work. The first pole to be cut down
stood on the west side of the park at Union
It was a Western Union pole, and had
square.
a dozen Western Union wires on it.
They were
practically dead, anyhow, having been replaced

in the subway.
The workmen were a
nervous or feeble, and their implements
were not all highly civilized, and it took about
fifteen minutes to get a pole down.
The appearance of the workmen in Union square and
the extremely novel work in which they engaged
drew an immense crowd, which interfered materially with the progress made.
Police were
sent for, but they allowed crowds to gather as
before, and vehicles and foot passengers to pass
under the falling wires, and merely stood around
and watched the pules come down. The gang
at work on the east side of Broadway had easy
work of
up to Seventeenth street, as the poles
were burdened only with the few Western Union
wires.
All the poles except one on the west
side of the park had been cleared off before
noon, and at a lew minutes before that hour the
workmen buried their axheads in the root of the
last. one.
This pole was standing directly oppo-

by wires
trifle

ii

line.

ch

are further directed to take up the removal of
and wires as described in the following order:
Beginning on Broadway, at the intersection of Fourteenth
street, and to continue up Broadway to Twenty-third

MM.

.

States Circuit court,

copy was given

And you

said poles

-

from Sixth avenue to
:cepl a pole on the
,

enuc,
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Sixteenth street, and the wires having been
was supported only by the guys attached to
Only a few blows of the axes had been
it.
It
dealt when it began to sway dangerously.
was not a sound pole, and would probably not
have stood long, anyhow. Orders had been
given to the police to clear the street, but
nevertheless they allowed Broadway car No. 333
The pole
to pass up right under the pole.
came down unexpectedly actually fell between
the horses and the front platform of the car. A

site

cut,

—

FIG.

'

.

—

r

-

'

ai tlO

i

;

•able

ami-

>)

many bush
darkm

ight,

irsl

but

alr<

bury:
trie

in

tic

companies that

'

are congratulal

s
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5.

vestigated the condition of the other pole

No difficulty was experi
found them rotten.
enced in punching holes into them with canes
and the ends of umbrellas. They will all prob
ably have to be removed with shearing poles.
Mayor Grant sent up word at noon thai he
warned the big pole at the junction of Broadway
and Fifth avenue, in front of the flatiron buildThis pole was supposed
ing, removed al once.
to be the tallest in the city, and also the ugliest
and biggest around.
It has been an eyeson foi
years. More than roo wires, forty-one of which be
longed in iln- Metropolitan Telephone company,
were connei ted on it. All the city's men were
drawn from the various places at which they

foot to the right and it would have struck the
horses, and a foot to the left and it would have
struck the driver.
No further accidents oc-

Thursday, when two accidents
community. The first accident was
on Sixth avenue, south of Twenty-fourth street.
Michael Early and Hugh Reilly, while holding
the end of a guy-rope attached to the top of a
70-foot pole, were pulled from a third-story
window, and dashed to the ground. Early was
killed instantly and Reilly suffered internal injuries, besides fracturing his left leg and crushing his right foot. Contractor Busby and Foreman Roth, who were in charge of the work,
were arrested on the charge of criminal negligence, but were soon liberated, as there
appeared no reason for detaining them.
The second accident occurred at the southeast corner of Thirty-fifth street and Sixth
curred

until

INCANDESCENT SYSTEM.

startled the

A

avenue.
there,
store.

tall

directly

The

&

telegraph

in front of

pole

M.

was standing

C. Cherry's trunk

pole had been erected by the

old

Telegraph company, and it is
alleged, was twenty-one years old.
About a
dozen fire wires remained on it, the Western
Union wires having been removed to the elevated road. Shortly before noon James Darney,
Atlantic

Pacific

and the others
wires

Darney was well up. Every one expected to
see him dashed to pieces on the stones, but
fortunately the top of the pule fell over against
the building.
Darney, who had been descending hastily, jumped just before it struck, and
landed safely on the walk.

The

contractor

in-

in.

Many amusing

incidents occurred in connecthe wires. A well-dn
old gentleman with gray hair, who walked along
the extreme eastern walk of Madison Square
park Tuesday night, with his wife leaning on his
left arm, was conspicuous even in the darkness
of the park, because he carried an old-fashioned
square lantern with an oil lamp inside.
A
crowd that stood in front of Barnum's circus
gazed at the old gentleman in astonishment, and
some in the crowd laughed. But the old gentleman, without heeding the sensation he created,
kept on his way, swinging the lantern as if he
were on a country road on a dark night. At 8
o'clock a dapper little man of thirty, with a light
overcoat and a moustache to match it, had a
crowd at his heels as he came down Broadway
swinging a lantern.
The Western Union Telegraph company did
not stop fighting when Judge Wallace granted
tion with taking

('IO. 4.

THE WESTERN ELECTRIC INCANDESCENT SYSTEM.

had been working, to aid in taking this pole
down.
For more than three hours a crowd of 10,000
persons gathered around this corner, one of the
most crowded spots in New York, and watched
the men at work. Police Commissioner McClave
arrived at the beginning and took charge of the
At his orders a line of
police arrangements.
policemen was stretched across Broadway and
Fifth avenue, and for nearly an hour no cars,
vehicles or foot passengers were allowed within
the block between Twenty-second and TwentyAll the wires were
third streets on Broadway.
The cross-pieces were
cut before 5 o'clock.

I'HE

a lineman in the employ of the subway, climbed
up the pole and began cutting the wires. Two
had been cut when, without any warning, the
pole toppled over, having snapped off short at
the sidewalk. The pole was forty feet high, and

stirring themselves to get their

WES

I

1

KN

11

I

'

Kl'

I

I'm

VNDESI EN

I

-'>

I

I

M.

and a shearing pole was erected.

then sawed off,
It took four able-bodied men ten minutes to
chop through the pole at the bottom. It was
safely lowered at 7 o'clock.
Just after the work had been begun the first
day it was found that there were many live
wires, and investigation proved that they belonged to the brush company.
At the offii e Ol
the Brush company it was staled that the com10 o'clock that the wires
pany discovered it
were being cut. The work had then been in
,

1

1

:

down

the order vacating the injunction it had secured:
on the contrary, it seemed to take a fresh start.
The company, it is charged, persisted in cutting

wires attached to the elevated structures for the

purpose of holding up rotten Western Union
hie of the latter at the southeast corner
polo,
of Fortieth street and Sixth avenue look.
dangerous that two guy wires were run from it
to the elevated structure, and when the
choppers arrived Saturday morning the guy
By Commissioner Gibbeus'
wires had been cut.
t

—
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city, but he has public opinion with him,
and, as a matter of policy, ould not have done
a wiser thing. Broadway has been disfigured for
Scraggy does
years bv poles— and such poles!
Any one going from Chicago
not express it.
to New York can appreciate the fact that poles
and wires disfigure streets. State street, Chi-

York

order the severed wires were replaced and an
On this
officer stationed there to watch them.
particular pole a squad of

men employed by

•

the

company, which is
owned bv the Western LTiion. were at work sev;

April 27,

-

been killed, it is
Gibbens' precaution.

1

<)

control a notification was sent to the Board of
Electrical Control, saying that the company was
ready to comply with all the rules and requirements of that body. Now, if this company
desires an extension of time, or anything reasonWhy? Because it showed
able, it can get it.
the proper spirit.
It
submitted gracefully
showing that its managers were business men
and not fools. As soon as the people of New
York see the advantages of having wires buried
they will wonder why they tolerated this nuisance of overhead wires as long as they have."

Electricity

on Wai ships.

war is purely an Ameriand was first tried on the United
States steamer Trenton in iSS_$, says the New
York World. Soon after the system had been
tested the vessel sailed on a three years' cruise,
and attracted much attention as the first war
The
vessel afloat to be lighted by electricity.
success of the Trenton's experiment practically
Electricity on ships of

can

1

in:

WESTERN ELECTRII

The Western Union company has thus

attracted

more attention than would otherwise have resubway comssioners have apparently devised a means of
heading the company off. Judge Wallace ensulted, and. as a consequence, the

I

V

\\l>l

51

I

N

1

SYSTEM.

cago, and Broadway, New York, are different
looking thoroughfares, and those who have seen
both can appreciate this comparison."

idea,

settled the question in naial

circles.

Through

oined the city from interfering with the Western
structure, but refused to embody a clause providing for running
the wires to and from the structure. Two cables
connecting branch offices with the main office
via the elevated structure were severed by order
of the commissioners Saturday.
The first was a four-circuit loop running into
the branch office at 664 Sixth avenue, and the
other at the southeast corner of Sixth avenue
and Thirty-fourth street, where a cable of five
Both
conductors ran into a broker's office.
cables ran over the sidewalk from the elevated
structure, and were regarded as coming within
the meaning of the law providing for burying
There are a score or more Western
the wires.

Union wires on the elevated

Union branch offices dependent for communicamain office upon the cables running
on the elevated structures, and as the work of

FIG.

tion with the

clearing the streets progresses these connections
doubtless all be severed, and the Western

will
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trifle

"No.

He

ample

gave the companies
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ELEi TRIC

not think that Mayor Grant was a
hasty in ordering the poles chopped down?"

"Do you

time,

the exertions of Lieut.-Commander R. B. Bradford, who was the Trenton's executive officer,
electric lights were placed on the Vermont, New

Hampshire, Omaha, Dolphin and Chicago. The
Baltimore, Charleston, Yorktown, Bennington
and Concord will be supplied with the latest
improved plants, and there is nothing afloat that
can excel
the
system.
Each cruiser has
about 500 lights, and the gunboats about 250,
with sufficient supplies to iast three years.
All
the cut-outs and switches are made watertight,
and tested by turning a stream of water on any
part of the circuit.

There are innumerable devices by which elecmade useful on board ship. The value

tricity is

of the search light cannot be estimated, as scouting parties, torpedo boats or swift steam launches

can be detected a mile away on the darkest
night.
As a motive power for small machines it
is invaluable, and on the Chicago will be brought
into play for training the
It is used also

huge guns of the main

for discharging the
ordnance, and the entire system is under
the absolute control of the commander from his

battery.
rilled

position in the fighting tower.
He requires no
uncertain assistants to place him in communication with the various departments of the complex machine. Electrical devices perform all the
duties, transmit the orders and control the movements with far greater accuracy and safety than
would be possible by the old methods.

The simple

pressure of a button

endows the

and activity, causing
10,000 tons to glide smoothly through the water
At the touch of a
at a speed of twenty knots.
second button the great shields swing noisedislessly aside and the huge apertures are
huge monster with

closed,

EM
under

gri

,1 EM.

and repeatedly warned them.
For two years
the demands of the public have been disrein'' made a
mistake in
garded.
pursuing this course, and they have no oni to
I, lam.
were found unpre
'I

Prof. Barrett

on Mayor Grant's Action

pared.

Thi

tified
.

in

tli'.-

publii

I

'

<

oni

I;

bow, stern and broadside respond

terrifil

roar, and, crash!

no

'neath

the

In-

pti
-

ourse

1

nexl instant by powerful

'I

here

I

nited

d

that,

is

State;

but

as

ompany assumed

rilled

There is a hush, a moment of
breech-loaders.
expectancy, as the commander peers through
the little slot on a level with his eye in the tower,
touches a third button, and the cruiser vomits
The long steel shot dart
forth sheets of flame.
through space at the rate of 2,000 feet in a

New York know
.11

fighting

the

filled tin-

life

simultaneous

the

fabric

explosion

in

one

trembles
of

fj,ooo

pounds of powder, and 12,000 pounds of metal
are sent whizzing through the air by means of
ctric slave of the dynamo.
-

1
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The merest motion
directly

front

in

of

of the little polished lever
the capstan brings the

powerful search light into action, and sends a
dazzling beam through the dark void.
To tinleft protrudes still another
concave innocent
appearing globe, which controls a silent, though
potent, and death-dealing auxiliary.
A slight
click is heard, a pull of white smoke, and
the
Whitehead torpedoes glide from their smooth
tubes, and are driven through the water at the
An electric bell
rate of thirty miles an hour.
signals the officer in charge of the quick-firing

and machine guns when

to

gong has ceased

to

play his part, and
vibrate thousands
upon thousands of explosive projectiles are living through the air at the rate of 1,900 feet per
second.
The latest electric appliance is a system' of
ere the

r:,;
-

i

--^4:

:
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strength of the immense engines, with furnai es
glowing and steam hissing, the cruiser rushes
straight onward, prepared to crash into its op
ponent.
"

Testing Set.

A complete and

portable testing set

is

shown

It consists of a sensipanying cut.
tive detector galvanometer, set of resistance
coils and keys.
Each coil is separately standardized,
'the resistance coils are arranged in
four rows c.l ten coils each.
There are 10, ico
and 1,000-ohm coils in each arm of the bridge,
thus giving an extreme range of measurement
from 1-100 Id 1,110,000 ohms. The arrange
ment is such that only six plugs are needed in
the set
one in each arm of the bridge, and one
in each row of coils.
The galvanometer can be
turned and placed in the meridian line without
moving the set. Means are provided for retaining the proper bridge connections when the
galvanometer is moved. A needle lifter is pro-

in

the

,1

—

vided, so that when the set is not in use the
center pin will not be injured.
The instrument
is put on the market by the
Electrical Supply
company of Chicago.

The New York Subways.
New York

Just at the present time the
ways are attracting an unusual

amount

sub-

of atten-

With their overhead lines disabled by the
axes of the hoard of public incumbrances, the
companies are obliged to make use of the subways whether they desire to do so or not. The
tion.

accompanying

cuts, which are reproduced from
the Scientific American, illustrate interesting
features of the system.
Fig. 1 shows the brick
manhole. The manholes are capped by a heavy
iron curb, and provided with a double lid.
The
lower lid is held down in place by a gun-metal
cross-bar and screw, and is provided with a
tubular India rubber gasket, which is held in a
groove and never leaves the lid. This gasket
bears against a lip on the curb, so that when the
lid is in place and the fastenings
screwed, the
hole is almost or quite hermetically closed.

FIG.

I.

and thence distributed where needed. The back
yard system, shown in the cut, Fig. 2, inv olves
the erection within the block of a single dis-

NEW YORK SUBWAYS.

engine-room telegraph, invented by J. B. Wallis,
an Englishman.
It has been thoroughly tested
in the royal navy, and adopted on her majesty's
ships Camperdown, Rodney and Aurora.
It is
also being fitted to the Magicienne and the
Marathon, two second-class twin-screw cruisers.
The Wallis system comprises an engine room
telegraph, a revolution order telegraph and a
steering telegraph, the principle being the same
in

each case.

The engine room

telegraph

con-

combined transmitter and reply indicator, inclosed in a case mounted on a pedestal.
This instrument has a dial, around which the
orders to be transmitted are distinctly marked,
and a handle at the back turns a pointer to the
sists of

a

command.
The moving of the handle

desired

or lever gives the
"attention" signal to the engineer.
The engineer putting his lever over causes a bell to be
sounded on the bridge, which calls attention to
the fact that he is acknowledging the order and
repeating it back.
The revolution telegraph is
a simple means of transmitting to the engineer
the number of revolutions at which the commander wishes the engine to run. The admiral
may signal to the fleet that he is going at
seventy revolutions, which signal has to be repeated to the engineers, in order that all the
vessels may keep in line with the flagship.
The
steering telegraph is another application of the
same principle. The transmitter and receiver
are similar to those of the engine room telegraph, the latter being ingeniously attached to
the rudder, which makes the record automatically.

In connection with the steam steering wheel,
in the fighting tower of an iron-clad
is
directly under the commander's control, he has

which

at his disposal a terrible

once

put

and decisive weapon

Projecting a number
of feet in advance is the ram attachment, its
proportions and deadly qualities
concealed
under water.
Emerging from whirling clouds
of battle, guided by the will of the commander,
the great fabric, impelled by the combined
it is

in

motion.

NEW YORK SUBWAYS.

Above

this inner lid

comes

the second

lid,

which

and which lies (lush with the pavement
of the street.
These manholes are placed about
250 feet distant from each other. They average
one for each street block. Fig.
also shows
the method of splicing wires and connecting
is

loose,

1

cables.

The cable is brought to it from
tributing pole.
the manhole, preferably by an underground and
cellar route, ami carried up to .1 distribution box
shown in the same cut. Entering this box the
cable is opened and its wires distributed and
carried to the cross arms "i the pole, and thence
to the houses requiring the service.

—
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Ax English critic takes exception to certain
statements in G. E. Fish's article on a "Standard
He
of Resistance for Electric Light Circuits."
thinks the standard which Mr. Fish proposes in
He also
order to protect human life too low.
presents some practical suggestions to make assurance doubly sure. The communication appears in this issue.
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It will be noticed that the Kansas City correspondent claims that the city will soon be
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electric railways.

The

Wisconsin legislature adjourned last
after holding the longest session since war

week

The members' wrangling over telephone
and telegraph bills came to naught; none of the
measures came to a vote.
times.

-

I1.1

newspapers

are often
picture in a Chicago

in
I

en, in

a view of an incandescent lamp
which the wires arc- sei n to enter the
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last
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will

be
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"Imag-

"the impact of a shell from a 120
It would be,
ton gun being reckoned in watts!
as some one has previously remarked, like summing up our national debt in continental small
change."
ine,"

it

says,

A wheel armature dynamo, patented by a
Berlin firm, was recently illustrated and described
in the Western Electrician.
German and
English papers stated that it had many novel
points and it possessed marked efficiency. Within the last few weeks letters have been published
denying both these statements. At least two
inventors have claimed that they antedated the
patentees of the wheel armature dynamo, and an
English electrician in a communication, while
admitting that the machine is ingenious and
original, slates that in his opinion its excellence
has been over-estimated.
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W. H. Preece recently stated at a meeting of
the London Society of Arts, that he objected to
the use of the term horse power for an arbitrary
unit.
He said he Imped to live long enough to
see the term horse power discarded altogether.
Power should be spoken of only in watts, he
tin night.
An English paper says it fears Mr.

.'.',. thi

In its comments on the recent convention of
the Ohio Gas Light association, Progressive Age
says editorially:
"The recent meeting of the
Ohio Gas Light association was remarkable at
least in one particular, the amount of time given
in the subjects of incandescent lighting and fuel
gas.
A very few years ago these matters were
untalked of, at the assemblies of gas engineers;
now with the electric light, they are (as evidenced at Mansfield) the engrossing subjects.
The president's address, after the customary
opening sentence, is devoted entirely to them."
It might be added that it is only quite recently
the gas journals recognized electric light as a
competitor, and pooh-poohed the idea until they

were obliged to admit the fact that electric
lighting was making giant strides and promised
soon to outstrip them.
R. G. Dyrenforth of Washington, who was
connected with the patent office for almost
twenty years prior to 1885, has been interviewed
by a Detroit paper concerning the work of the
patent department.
After stating that the
United States patent system is the grandest in
the world, and that it protects the most ingenious and practical inventors on earth, Mr.
Dyrenforth speaks thus of the methods in
vogue:
"There is certainly more absurdity
than in any other bureau of the government, and if any firm or private corporation
employing 500 people were to permit business
to be done as it is done in the patent office, or
to allow methods to obtain which obtain
there, such firm or corporation would be bankrupt before the end of six months."
He also
makes this criticism: "A more trifling set of
little
pests than is sprinkled through the examining corps
ivould be hard to find, and their
harass the inventor and
beat him down and haggle, until, if a claim is
allowed at all, it is so limited as to be of no
It appears
that these little creatures,
it
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their duty to defeat an applica-
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on pertains, and by

all the multitudinous technicalities made
possible by the complex, intricate and unnecessarily voluminous rules of the patent office, even
when forced to acknowledge the existence of an
invention of great scope, will do all in their
power to outwit the inventor or his attorney."
Mr. Dyrenforth makes no particular suggestions for the improvement of the office, but
merely says: "The patent office needs weeding
of old moss as well as of young sprouts."
He
has a good word for the new commissioner of
patents, and says: "I am sure that he will make
a just and an able commissioner, and that he
will not let the examining corps ride him nor let
each examiner set up a little patent office of his

raising

own."
It will be remembered that in Prof. Forbes'
paper on "Central Station" lighting, which was
published two weeks ago, a reference was made

underground lead cables in Berlin. It
was stated that they were destroyed by electroto the

lytic action within three

years of the time they
quite a
stir in English electrical circles, and the truth of
the assertion was questioned.
A flutter was
caused in several English companies which are
considering the underground question.
The
matter was brought before the Berlin Electrotechnical society by Dr. Werner Siemens, who
emphatically denied Prof. Forbes' statement.
He stated four failures had occurred in the Berlin underground mains, and that these had been
due to mechanical injury. Owing to the want of
proper supervision, and especially owing to the
impossibility of performing frequent tests where
the mains of different districts are all coupled
together as in Berlin, the faults were not detected
in time to prevent failure.
It had been necessary to replace less than one-sixth of 1 per cent.
of the cables.
Dr. Siemens took up another
interesting subject.
He gave it as his opinion
that in a short time the available space under the
streets of large towns will not suffice for the
accommodation of the various cables, gas and
water pipes, and sewers, nor will the surface of
the streets suffice for the increased traffic, and
he looks forward to the rearrangement of large
towns, where there will be streets on two levels.
The new streets, either over or under the existing ones, are to be exclusively used for express
service with electric tramways, and for the placing of the various conductors for telephony,
telegraphy, light and power, gas, water, compressed air and steam.

were

first laid.

The statement caused

Last week was an eventful one for electric
companies in New York city. Mayor Grant
made good his threat to remove overhead wires,
and workmen have been kept busily engaged in
chopping down obnoxious poles.
We have
taken some pains to ascertain the views of Chicago electricians in reference to Mayor Grant's
action, and their opinions seem to be of a com-

mendatory character. They think that the New
York companies had been given ample time to
bury their wires, and it was necessary for him to

What will be the effect
of the events of the week throughout the country?
Certain it is that the daily press has heartily
commended Mayor Grant's action. In several
cities the papers have held him up as an example
which the local authorities would do well to imiadopt heroic treatment.

This

is true in the case of cities in which
apparently no good reason why the
underground question should be
violently
agitated just yet.
A gentleman, a day or two
ago, thus formulated his fears on the subject:

tate.

there

is

"Mayor Grant was
I

believe he

not hasty in

was thoroughly

his

justified

action,
in

and

adopt-

ing extreme measures, but
am afraid of the
influence of his action throughout the country.
Every mayor will begin to think it is necessary
for him to imitate Mayor Grant's example.
In
small towns the overhead system is by no means
objectionable, yel the authorities, thinking their
little places are to grow
into cities like
New
York, will lie mm lined to force companies to
bury their wires, so as to begin right. Another
effect
am afraid the New York mm idenl will
have, relates to the companies.
It will tend
to
make them too cautious about extending their
overhead circuits, for fear that an underground
ordinance may cause them to remove heir wires
in a comparatively shorl time."
I

I

I
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Electric Railway at Akron, Ohio.
The accompanying engraving gives a view of

Sprague

the Sprague electric cars on the Akron,

(

rail-

».,

This road has been in operation aboul
three months, and has given great satisfaction
The manever since it was put in operation.
agement have felt so well pleased with their
electrical equipment that they have ordered a
similar equipment for the principal railway at
Erie, Pa., which is owned principally by the same
way.

stockholders.

Detroit Storage Batteries for Train
Lighting.

The Woodward

Electrical

company

of Detroit,

Mich., has fitted up a passenger coach on the
Michigan Central railroad, and is testing its

system of train lighting. Thus far-it has proven
satisfactory.
The coach is run between Detroit
ami Chicago on the night train, and the system
Fourteen Edihas been given a thorough test.
son lamps are arranged in this car, and on the
platforms, and they furnish a brilliant light.
Current is supplied by Detroit storage batteries,
which are charged at Detroit for each round
trip.
Twenty-two cells are used in each car.
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so long as nothing comes along to disturb it. The n,
g.OOOU is, all things considered, a rather low value
as the normal hand-to-band resistance of tin- body
///(• hands an' dry.
My own tests are higher; but it is
a fact that if the hands arc moist— if the high skin
ance is partially neutralized the resistance falls to v
50OU, and in this case Mr. Fish's first value would he
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e efficiency of

2 amperes.
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To my

mind, a provision which depends upon an uncertain
and extremely variable physical condition, upon the nature
of the contact made, and upon other considerations which
it is not necessary at present to discuss, is by no means satisfactory,
The matter is an important one, but as the question really deals with workshop practice, not calling for any
elaborate theories, would it not be best met by taking
means to insure the invariability of K within reasonable
limits?
This might be done with less trouble than is now
entailed by the precautions governing the safety of coal
miners, and if insisted upon by those having control of
electric light and power enterprises, should procure immunity from danger for those engaged in praciical work.
Suitable clothes, etc., should be worn, and the hands and
wrists soaked in a non-conducting oil or composition, or
frequently dried with a naphtha or paraffine rag.
Btfore
engaging in any possibly dangerous work the resistance of
the operative? should be measured.
In this way the risk
would be greatly minimized. You would not venture to

place a

m.

e.

f

.

delicate

instrument in circuit with an unknown
you, then, venture a human life

why should
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departmi
h had kept ste;
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con fir mid by our pra<
us to doubl the claims made by less advocates of elei
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1

best results are

more

likely

to

be

si

equipped, well managed gas company at the hi
A satisfactory result of
side of it.
Here we are getting in
gas furnished to the street lamps, with the
ing and waiting for something better.
With
situation is changed, and our relations to "the powers that
be," municipally, have been more pleasai
While the results in our plant have been fairly rerr.
live, we incline to the belief that an independent company,
operating an electric lighting plant in any of our cities, cannot develop equally favorable financial results comparewith those of a carefully managed gas con
good gas at fair prices and in competition, woul
be the worse sufferer, yet, a combination of
1

'.

consequent economy of
serves and

service and management,
secures the interest of each, and should si

fair profit.

We

started our plant in November, iSS?. using <•
erable care in construction, with consequently a minimum
item for repairs, and for the year closed have ha
manufacturing profit on the business.
In view of what might be inferred from the subject assigned to me. I may have indulged in, perhaps, too general
statements, many of which have been previously considered
and weighed; but, while considerations that doubtless suggest themselves hardly permit a statement here of operations, we shall be glad to give all information possible to
tho e considering their interests, and w; wish to add the
confirmation of our experience to that of those who preceded us in the plan of combination and found it the path
to peace and prosperity.
:

Disturbances Arising From the Use of
Earth for Electric Lighting Purposes
1

.

By W. H. Preece.
The magnetic

field produced by a current flowing in a
and returning through the earth, extends to
such distances that it is quite impossible to say where or
when or how a telephone circuit in that field would be disturbed by any changes in that current.
It is quite certain
that if a single conductor between Deptford and London
were subject to rapid altercations under a potential difference of 10,000 volts the current returning by way of the
earth
every telephone circuit in the metropolis would be
disturbed and probably rendered unworkable.
The law
determining the distance to which this influence extends
was given by me in a paper read before the British association at Manchester in 1SS7.
It is given in the following

straight wire,

—

—

equation:

c.-.EL-'xm:
«-

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC R \ILWAV AT AKRON,

They

arranged in four boxes underneath
the car, and can be charged without being removed from these boxes. The objection to the
weight of these cells, it is said, is groundless.
are

scarcely felt, it is said.
Electrician Stiley
of the Woodward Electrical company, who
superintended the installation of the plant, was
in charge of the car during the first trip, but his
services were not required.
He said the lights

blindly?
If a law were passed prohibiting the employment
of workmen whose hand-to hand resistance should at any

time

during working hours be less than ten times the
way would very soon be found out of the diffi-

voltage, a
culty.

It is

burned brightly, and were admired by all who
saw them. The officers of the road are well
pleased with the operation of the plant, it is
and will soon extend it, lighting all of their

said,

principal trains.

Standard of Insulation.
In Vol. IV, No. 4 of the Western Electrician appeared an article on "Standard of Insulation for Electric
Light Circuits," by G. E. Fish, of Chicago.
The article
was copied into several of the English electrical papers. A
correspondent of the London Electrical Engineer who
signs himself "Querist,*' writes to that paper as follows:
I have read Mr.
Fish's paper in your last issue with
much interest, but I find it impossible not to take exception
to his first conclusion, as to the standard of insulation to
be adopted in order to obtain immunity from danger lo
^

human

life.
I object to it principally for two reasons:
(1)
R is a variable and not a fixed resistance, and (2) the
value of C as a death-dealing factor is not known with sufficient accuracy.
Mr. Fish having obtained 4,ooow to
)5,ooo(.) as the hand-to-hand resistance of several persons,
takes a somewhat curious mean of 5,ooo<-> a hard and fast
mean, be it observed and proceeds to calculate the value
of C in each case, assuming F. and K to be fixed quanti-

That

—

—

The Results

of the Adoption of Electric
Lighting by a Gas Company.
1

BY

L.

A.

STRONG,

On broad business principles, the sentiment and action
of the day are in the direction of the consolidation of kindred interests, prompted by considerations of economical
administration and efficiency for resultant gain.
On all
sides and in every department of the business world we note
conspicuous examples and great successes.
In this point
of view, with similarity of purpose, there seems nothing
more natural and inviting than the practical consolidation
of the rival lighting interests (gas and electric), a combination of business with best conditions for securing economy
and efficiency of service. Recognizing the presence of
electricity in the field of illumination, with its wonderful
power backed by a popular demand that must be met, it
seems to stand before the gas interest as its "best friend or
These considerations prevailed with us here
dearest foe."
[Mansfield], and induced a consolidation of the gas business with a local electric lighting company, which was
struggling along under indifferent, unsatisfactory results in
its independent capacity.
We may spread and cover pages with theories, but it is
the condition of satisfactory returns that interests and convh is; and while it may be questioned if here, we have had
experience long enough to determine and settle definitely
the doubts of conservative inquiring minds, so far the consolidation has met the moderate expectations entertained
when we determined our action.
1

Read

;it

the convention ol

the Ohio

Gas Lighi

r„

C, being the primary current, Ci the secondary currei
the length of the primal y, d the distance between the
wires, r., the resistance of the secondary, M a constant
dependent on the frequency of the primary currents and
the rate at which they rise and fall.
It follows from this formula that currents of rapid
frequency on a conductor ten miles in length, carrying
amperes, might be evident at a distance of nineteen miles.
It becomes, therefore, important to decide to what extent
disturbing influences can be eliminated.
It is well known
that if either the disturbing circuit or that disturbed be
structed of two wires so close to each other and so erected
that the mean average distance between the disturber and
the disturbed is the same, no inductive effects are evident,
ior the influence on one wire is entirely neutralized by the
equal and Opposite effect on the other.
But if this mean
average distance is not equal, or if the equality of the two
currents be departed from, then a disturbance will arise
which will depend on the difference between tl

rents and their relative distances.

Hence the most perfectly silent telephone circuit becomes noisy when
leaks
occur in the insulation, and hence it is that the earth
such an important part in the efficiency of the system.
It was reported in tlietcchnic.il papers that the London
Electric Supply corporation contemplated laving a
centric conductor between Deptford and
ondon, with the
external copper conductor in contact with the earth.
As
it seemed to the postoffice authorities very doubtful whether
such an arrangement would be free from disturbance.
experiments were made to test the point.
The experiments
were made by me in an open space ol two or three acres in
1

A concentric cable was constructed so that the
outside or enveloping conductor could be insul;
The inner conductor was composed of a strand of nineteen
15.
W. G, (72 mils.) copper wires.
The outei
ductor completely surrounded the inner, and cons
twenty-four N-». 10 B. \V. G. (65 mils.) coppei
extent.
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Electric Wiring of Buildings
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4.
C and D, were not connected by the wire attached to the earth bars, a telephone
Disturbances almost as loud as on
being inserted at D,
the circuit. A. E, were heard.
iW. 5. The wire. C, D, was disconnected
the earth bars, and a metallic circuit foiming an apThe interproximate square was made up (1 on diagram).
ference was still heard, but was only about half as loud as
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points for considi ration in devising a wire syslighting are, what contingencies will be

tem for electric
met with that

system, and what faults will
Throughout past experi
arise in it after its introduction,
the
practical pressure of elec
that
ences it has been found
within fifty per cent, either
tricity for electric
way, about 100 volts the 100 volts being most generally
adapted.
The chosen conductor is copper, and the most
widelv adopted insulation is India-rubber in many modified
forms.
The insulated conductors are usually protected
need hardly
and held in position by wooden casing.
question the object of the conductor, but what is the
object of the insulation ? The c< inductors, if held in good,
dry wood casing only, would be protected from interference.
Its object is to meet one of the worst contingencies
moisture or water, which is an ever working evil on
If you place a copper wire in water
elec<ric light wires.
with electricity passing along it, the copper will be removed
electrolytically from the part of the wire where the elecThe same
tricity enters, and deposited where it leaves
process goes on where uninsulated or badly insulated electric light wires lie in water or surrounded by moisture.
Even though no electricity is flowing through a copper
wire exposed to moisture and the atmosphere, it is acted
upon chemically. The result of the electrolytic and
chemical actions on electric light wires is to thin them and
make them insufficient for carrying the current, and con< h the result may
sequently they become heated
be that
the wire is eaten through when an electric arc is produced
will affect the

—

We

—

This effect or fault is called an opening circuit, and is
about the most difficult and dangerous fault to contend
with.
It is usual to lay the electric light leading wire in a
groove in the casing neighboring and parallel to the return
wire
Water often saturates the casing between them, and
when the insulation is poor the electricity will pass
through the moistened wood and char it, often setting it in

earth was used at C. 0.
Experiment Xo. 6. The insulated outer conductor, 0,
substituted
in place of ihe lead sheath as the return
was
wire, and the disturbances in the loop, c, D, cea*ed

when the

—

entirely.

7.— The outer conductor, o, and the
lead sheath, L, were coupled together, forming jointly a
The disturbance in
return wire in contact with the earth.
the metallic square, 1, reappeared, but was reduced in loudness to about half that in the fourth experiment.
The cable was next laid out straight
Ex:
S.
the telephone wire being parallel to it. When
from A to
tie lead sheath was used as the return wire, loud disturbance was heard in the telephones at a and E. When the
lead sheath and outer conductor were jointly used as the
return wire, the noise in the telephones was greatly

—

I'.,

reduced

(to

about one-fourth).
To prove that the result obtained
experiment was due to earth conduction, a
in diagram) was formed, and the distur-

Experiment Xo. g
in the last

—

bance in the telephones disappeared.
It follows from these experiments that the disturbance of
the potential of the earth at a and 1: and the establishment
between these two pointsof a potential difference cause cur
rents to flow through the earth between a and u which destroy the equality between those in the inner and outer conductor of the concentric cable upon which equilibrium
It is, therefore, quite clear that the use of the
depends.
as part of the conductor in contact with
externa
the earth is quite out of the question; whereas, if the
enveloping conductor be insulated it is quite innocent of
mce, and would not interfere with neighboring telephones.
The question has arisen as to whether the currents
experimented with (viz. those produced by a Wheatstone
•:ie same character as those produced by
-mating current machine. The frequency in the two
riay be alike.
Taking the frequency at ioo, it will
each current, whether it be of the Wheatstone
transmitter or of the alternating current machine, will rise
11m and fall from maximum to zero in
Mrength of current generally used in
res, while that
to
ioo
;rrent machine may amount
'heat stone circuits in this
which the resistance and
dent that in
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irrent machines than
he fact that
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Faults such as this where a great leak is taking
plate between the wires are called partial short circuits,
and are equally difficult to avoid and as dangerous as opening circuiis.
The study of the insulation of the wires is
therefore obviously of great importance.
After describ ng the process of covering wires with
India-rubber, Mr. Andrews continued:
The next contingency that has to be contended with is mechanical damage.
The wires being more or less llexible and the covering
soft, they are easily damaged.
This difficulty is usually
met by casing the wires in wood, and it being necessary to
employ two conductors for electric lighting, the casing has
two grooves, one for each conductor, a cover being fixed
over them.
Wood casing has the disadvantage of harboring moisture
Another method of protecting the wires is
that of sheathing them with an outer covering of wire.
This method protects the wires much more eifiectually
than casing, and does not harbor moisture
Iron pipes
have been used
many cases, and are an excellent protection; but moisture collects in them, and if there should
be a fault in the insulation it is sure to find it.
There is
another fault besides the opening circuit and partial short
circuit not yet touched upon, namely, a dead short circuit,
or a direct contacl between the opposite conductors.
This
is the most frequcnl fault, and if ii were not that'therc is a
simple appliance called a fuse to meet it, it would also be
the most dangerous fault.
Short circuits usually happen
in the fittings where the opposite conductors are necessarily
h, other, and al
these points the insulation
is
generally much
Short
thinner and poorer.
also
often
happen where the wires ci OSS,
frequently
by
contact
with gas and water
which make very complicated faults because the
sually touch the pipes a distance apart.
There is. however, objection to the multiplication of fuses.
They an
sometimes, such as in the
of a partial shori circuit that docs not increase the
tilfuse, but quite sufficicnl
flames.

m
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inflammable
continue in

fuses,

ii

the care of an attendant for their prevention.
We
will consider later how this, to a certain extent, can be
achieved.
In the foregoing we have considered mainly
tin
tmtingencies or dangers arising with the introduction
of electric light into buildings, and we may summarize the
main points as being an opening circuit, a partial short
circuit, a dead short circuit, and the fuses.
have considered the dead short circuit to be met by the fuse,
although a new element of danger is introduced, which,
however, is much less in degree. This new element of dan
ger -an be reduced to one-half by connecting one of the
leading wires say the positive to the earth and the "gas
and water mains, it being only on account of the latter that
it is otherwise necessary to provide a fuse on
each wire.
This method of connecting one of the wires to earth is best
called the earth system,
It is however, often called the
single-wire system, because in its application to ships
the hull of the ship is used as the return wire.
In buildings, however, two conductors are required, and. as it
is important always to be able to distinguish
between
the negative wire, in which the fuses are inserted, and
the positive wire, which is connected to earth and all the
electrical fittings, the positive wire is colored red, and the
negative wire black.
The object of connecting the
positive wire to earth is, that red colored wires are
usually inferior in insulation quality to black wires,
and it is not so important that the return or earth
wire should be so highly insulated as the leading wire
now come to the consideration of means for minimizing those most dangerous faults, opening and partial
short circuits.
Except the means proposed by the writer in
the following paragraph, no attempt has been made to
treat these faults, except by good workmanship and
material.
The proposal the writer makes is to universally
adopt the sheathed or armored wire system devised for
use in the exposed and clamp places on board ship, using
the earth wire system, and now extensively used for that
purpose.
The virtue of this system is that all faults,
partial short circuits and opening circuits, are reduced to
dead short circuits.
It will be understood that the copper
wire is the lead and the iron wire the return.
It
was
assumed in devising this system that the opening circuit in
the outer conductor was very unlikely to take place, and so
it has been
found in pracuce. It is, however, possible
that the inner conductor, through undue strain or .a flaw,
might have an opening circuit in it; and if such were to take
place the immediate result would be that the heat generated wou d destroy the insulation between the two conductors, and at once effect their fusion together and a short
circuit.
As a matter of fact, however, short circuits in
this system have in practice been many fewer, and there
have been no opening circuits or partial short circuits.
I low many of the short circuits were due to such
faults is
difficult to say; the causesof some were doubtful.
In addition to the advantages above referred to, there is
another, not of least- importance
The electricity being
entirely inebsed within the outer conductor, and the electric pressure being only from the center point to the outtr
conductor, it is impossible to get a shock through anything
more than a very small part of one's flesh, such as the
linger end, except by wilful contrivance.
With any system of supply embodying the series system
I may generally say it is not advisable to employ an earth.
I have expressed this point broadly, as it
involves complex considerations which would take long to make quile
clear.
But wdth all systems on the parallel system there
are many points favorable to an earth connection, some of
which can be gathered from foregoing descriptions. There
is one other circumstance worthy of mention in favor
of
earth connection.
Should the wire system at any time be
struck with lightning, there is at once a safe connection to
earth, instead of having to pass through a highly insulating material, as when there is no earth connection.
Lightning has already been known to strike overhead electric
light wires and discharge itself through
the dynamo to
earth, to the imminent danger of the machine.
<
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&

in the

Waterproofing com-

Wednesday afternoon

creditors last

Mouse, the committee which was appointed

Astor

at the

former meet-

at a

ing to investigate the condition of the affairs of the company,

made an unfavorable
bad shape

thai

The books

report.

was impossible

it

The committee

information

dem

reported

were

any

to obtain

in

and

U. Burdick of Chicago for that position.

tion

was granted

Morgan

company, have been
books are

in their

prospcel of

iV

retained

hands.

the creditors

Al:

by

Mr.

present

there

counted

sum

for,

ol

is

for the

and the
very Utile

Tin- creditors
It is

mmored

money has disappeared which cannot

and the sudden deparl

lender for Europe doi

The

evi-

recommended
The applica-

liurdick,

much.

receiving

such

view of lhes3

Worlhinglon, counsel

are bringing suits and obtaining judgments.
that a large

in

satisfactory

Had found

it

and great carelessness, and

e Ol errors

facts the creditors applied for a receiver
J.

S

nol

make

tire

of president

be

Cal-

the mailer look any better.

creditors have been patient, but since the latest devel-

opments pointing t<> irregularities, they have; become indignant and determined to bring i" lighl the manner in which
ic

Philn

April 20.

pany are unsatisfactory, and ugly rumors are in circulation.
William M Callender, president and treasurer of the company, is said to have returned to England. At the meeting

especially

danger

York,

failure of the Callender Insulating

.'11

ng

1889

Calli udei

1

lui

ted thcii

The annual meeting

<>(

the

l"i

i

Eleclric

club was held

lasl
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April 27, 1S89
Thursday evening, and the following

]

Kansas
Kansas

W

Lyman

members.

the

an

is

elec-

and novel invention.

interesting

was large and the outlook

1 he attendance

enjoyed by

music by an

included instrumental

It

piano, which

iric

the club

for

now as a
company

is

(Irani in causing the removal of the

Mayor

poles from streets in which there are conduits caused quite

Considerable progress has already been made

a sensation.

the streets are scarcely recognizable
in this work, and
where the work has already been completed. One would
scarcely believe that so great a change in the appearance of
The streets seem to
the thoroughfares could be possible
It is
have broadened to twice their former dimensions.
expected that all the stree's will be cleared in time for the
Centennial celebration, and it will be a great advantage for

Connection

the parade.

once be made with the con-

will at

electric lights will

and the

duits,

be

undertaken for
removal of the poles and wires
ihe completion

of

company seems

to be the

the

not in the least retard

will

electric

They

mayor's action.

illumination.

The Brush

sufferers

through the

principal

soon have arrangements com-

will

pleted for supplying their

patron?.

It

to be regretted

is

that the removal of the poles entailed the loss of
is

time for

in full blast in

Very elaborate preparations are being
illumination during the Centennial, and the

celebration.

the

and it
and

life,

that this accident will prove a warning,

hoped

to be

that greater precautions

now be taken

will

in order that

Mayor Grant's rapid
buried.

It

of course, possible that

is,

legislature, but

by the present

moment
of the

selected for

bill, its

has been practically

transit bill

making an

may

it

not

is

it

be considered

At

probable.

effort to secure the

the

passage

themselves to be entrapped

friends allowed

and did not discover their mistake until it was too late to
It had been agreed to consider the bill last
rectify it.

was made a special order, but before the
hour for taking it up had arrived, the senate went into a
secret executive session to consider the nominations preTuesday, and

it

sented by the governor for a few

opponents of the rapid transit

New York members
until

was time

it

New

York

succeeded

bill

getting the

in

and kept the

into a discussion,

The

offices.

light

which, of course, threw the

to adjourn,

up

bill

back with others of its kind, and now there are fifty ahead
be brought
It is hardly possible that it can again
of it.

up

Residents of this city

for special consideration.

in

allowing themselves to be thus duped

Another measure which has been virtually
Albany, in which the people of this city were

killed

at

interested,

was the Hamilton telephone bill, regulating the charges for
Every effort was made by the advo-

-the use of telephones.
cates of the

to secure

bill

its

passage the services of

up

sergeant-at-arms were enlisted to hunt

who were
hills,

not present

when

the

was

bill

called

committee rooms, etc, were scoured

the

members

the

the

up,

absentees,

for

and the roll was repeatedly called, but all to no purpose.
It was impossible to secure the requisite number of members, and the bill was shelved for this session.
The Baltimore Automatic Transit company is conducting
experiments

in the interests of rapid

press, mail,

and other

length

miles in

has

been

A

and

an

Edison

projected for

the

is

it

is

YORK,

Judge

April 22.

Bartlett in the

Railwaj company has derided to build an electric
the very heart of this city east

from removing any of the
This
Hamilton avenue.
by

the

company, and

cess of

hoodwinking

carried

out

Since the

by

was

there,

it

from

of

the

the

iS,

to

remove

and Woodland avenues,

The

avenue.

Highland

east of

The

week.

last

of

company,

old

the

Blue

two years has been negot ating with the
Union Cable company ti run the eastern end of the line
:

for the last

now

Bids are

being received

The

part of the road.

construction

for the

of

that

power house has not

location of the

nor has the system of electric

been decided upon,

company, who own the Vine
C. S. Ruststreet line, have arrangements all completed.
ling, agent for ihe Thomson Houston company, has secured
the contracts for furnishing the electric system, and it is to
be ready for operation June 16. Three carloads of material
This road is to
for the Armourdale line arrived last week.
Single cars will be used, while

1.

days before

line for thirty

two cars

line trains of

Thomson- Houston company
it

will

The

be run.

operate the Vine street

will

be accepted by the Citizens'

will

Two

Investment company.

along the road

or three lots

have been considered as a location for the power plant, but

The

neither has been selected.

improvements

electric

The

ire.

;

ol

\V.

1

and make an appeal to the

leg

The committee

phone company

i

who

Kingston,

J.

mattei

of

g

rence and

arrive

and was given a special h
senate committee, having the telephone bid i:i

on the noon

train,

The line, which is two miles long, is now in
The road will be exoperation as a steam-dummy line
tended
The extension will be made if property holders
south of Springfield avenue will give a bonus. The amount
amount

of this has not been definitely fixed, but the

will be

neighborhood of $20,000, and the matter must be

settled this

The

week.

made between

the

electric line will continue the

dummy

con-

and the Metropolitan

line

The

cable roads for a transfer system.

them

service.

They regarded

the

to return to

the

§36

be

as radical cuts not likely to

bill

prod:.'.

That night Mr. Dempsey, the authoi
bill, appeared before the committee and made an argument
The committee will
in favor of its passage.
report a substitute, compromising the rate between that

good

results.

proposed by the Dempsey

and the present

bill

electric

Omaha, Neb.
Omaha,

line

will

April 19.

— The

companynow it is thought
Manager Low said

telephone

local

ness has been extending rapidly, and
there are 125 miles of wire operated.

"We

recently:

number

will

have at present 330 subscribers, and this

be increased to 403 before the end of the pres-

ent year, judging from the

We

now coming in.
wires on the

way

which applications are

in

busy just now replacing the

are so

Upper Broadway

poles

that

we have

New

wires have tobe

time to attend to these applications.
put up every

A

little

while,

and

it is

quite a job."

electric

motor

line

in

the

of

front

Ogden

fell
across the main wire, and whenever
end touched the r<dls a report like the crack of a pistol
followed, accompanied by flashes, making a brilliant scene.
The line was repaired immediately.

the

The proposed new motor line is receiving encourageThe southern part of the city desires direct and
cheap communication with Omaha, and a large portion of
ment.

the city lying south of

Broadway

The

is

equally anxious for

the east side of the park, where the line will have a station,

along certain streets indicate that the

rate telephone bill passed the lower

house of the

Missouri legislature by a reported vote of

73 to 65.

quired 71 votes to pass the

remarkable

and not

accounted

easily

who were

into
city,

kept

tally

on the ayes

and made th: ayes only

noes, as they were called,

67,

was consequently considerab'e when the
Two or three legislators were
result was announced.
found, who, after comparing their vote as recorded with
their surprise

their recollections, stated

that

vote was opposite to

their

that indicated by the roster, but only one could be

who possessed

found

stamina to make the necessary

sufficient

to use the Union Pacific bridge for crossing the
and from the approach to that bridge will run up
the city, thus accommodating the southern part of the

which

is

company

states positively that he

by the

Kansas Telephone

iV

do business

not

will

at

$4.00 per month for
instruments inside the limits of cities having over 100,

the rate indicated

bill,

which

is

line

to 10 cents.

It is

more largely inci eased, and at ihe
accommodated. If a fi..:
granted the new company, the new f-cciit train may be

could doubtless be

same time

still

the public belter

casionally.

The Omaha
calls attention to the
mand for underground conduits in large

22

bill

that."

been
i

bill.

"I

"that that body will not, at

The

the

room.''

if

the

Superintendent Smith was asked

alleged,

pro-

the consequences

would also pass the

is

successfully

low-rate

talk

almost

least

not

positive," he said,
in

its

1

will

be the consequences

"We

will

go out

Kansas City patrons,

however;

h

more

to operate the plant

the

bill

will drive us to

than

have

it.

"'In the

very near

nough

to

tS

hold telcg

and sewerage conduit

to

as

would be returned

future

to construct Sul

to

be an extensive move,

bill

/-.

and says:

a tunnel with a

with the greatest

tramway
facility,

street or alley crossings

that the de-

fact

cvei

ty

principal

.

and water

-

Subway

will

1

bo practically

to convey pipe-- and m
an! with exits an.;
While the construction ^i such

subways would necessarily involve an outlay
.is, it would f

up of paveme

will

th'

of thou v.
cutting

cheap

is

,.

lighting wires, steam heating

parses

from there continue

The 10-cent rate
who go backwards and forv.

is

of business or transfer our

will

but the passage of the

If

is

present form

now in the hands of a committee, and there
of amending it but
am not able to speak as

"What

costs

he thought the senate

if

am

plant to Kansas City, Kan., and

it

should pass.

bill

is

both houses?''

serve

suffer

will

tw>'

motor is paying well. With the increased travel which
cheap trains morning and evening would
profits

the case, so that the

the

suffi-

stated that at 10 ccntsthe

agitators

that

patronized

brought down the fare between the

probabilities are

•

line.

watchmen and ticket takers.
It seems quite likely that the new motor company can
With the starting of a new
lease it at a reasonable rate.
company it is not unlikely that the greatly desired 5-cent
trains, morning and evening, may be secured.
The building of Broadway bridge and the starting of the el<
from 25 cents

President Mulvane of the Missouri

motor

electric

Broadway bridge the wagon

ciently to pay the expense of

motor

passed.

the

portion of the Union Pacific has not been

made

bill

too far from the present

Since the completion of

complaint to the house, and have the proper alteration

This reduced the majority by one, but the

in-

way asked for
new company is

river,

fact

house at the time

in the

a

is

of

right

planning

several interested parties

It

bill.

for, that

It re

the

broke

house,

recently,

creased accommodations.

The low

barely

cross wire supporting the overhead circuit wire of

the public to believe that such will be

company

rate of
P.

for those

to

te^

ai

pass by Troost Park, and an entrance has been secured on

and
and

1

Kansas City on tl
The object of the committee was to opp
the bill on the ground that it would impair the

to permit

will

cost $50,000.

tract

by

I

Citizens' Investment

be in operation by July

in the

bill

iy,ii

1

1;.

barges.

motor power been chosen.

The

assist.

part of the conditions.

20 and

have

Independence

at

granted the company the right

city council

way along the proposed route
Valley company is a reorganization

some

efforts

The

line begins.

is

one block

just

ter-

and Walnut, where

at Eifih

is

of

yet

one

enough

the

said

famous "secret

ear line

western

present

the Metropolitan long Fifth street cable

occupied

company

The

eastern terminus of the horse car line

building

was

from the Metropolitan Stieet

line

for $75,000.

minus of the horse

Indepen-

the

I',.

.

J

made a

some of the fixtures, but Ken
Johnson objected, and the injunction proceedings were the

made

Railway company

the

the stockholders

means

collapse of

fixtures

company has purchased

Blue Valley

''

read fron

mitlee

dence Avenue horse car

Saturday

injunction to restrain the Electric Sugar Refining

from

line

distant.

which

an

Al

point about five miles

a

to

l

the contra

all

Brooklyn, for an

court,

Vine

build the

will

let all

000 population, and 15 cents for each live minutes' talk
It is, however, almost impossible to induce
over toll lines

greatest con-

— Application was made

The

used.

Kansas City, Kan., electric line has been
some time, and now the Tine Valley Street

somewhat by

Supreme

u

I

univer-

ception since the telegraph.
Ni:\v

A

about ready to

M

.1

Street Railway

present

upon

and Thos. A. Edison have both passed
scheme as entirely practicable, and Mr. Edison
sity

have declared enthusiastically that

two

circular track

constructed,

dynamo and Sprague motor are emplojed in the
experiments. Prof. Rowland of the Johns IB pkins

to

electric line, is

Sttt el

transportation of ex-

light freight.

shoM time K

a

company, which

Citizens' Investment

are

indignant at the stupidity displayed by their representatives

— In

The Metropolitan

cable line city.

on the Vine street

there will not be a repetition.

City.

20.

Mo., April

'ity,

a
is building a line in Armourdale,
suburb, the Thomson-Houston system being

The

action of

an

his

T.

II.

City will become as noted as an electric railroad city

promising

The

<

the wcrk.

pleasant entertainment followed, and was

A

Bartlett reserved

Justice

Theo.

lickerson,

,

I>.

machinery was

the

claims that

W.

V

K

Goodyear, 11. I.. Storke,
Board of Managers - M.
A. H. Patterson, Cyrus O. Taker, Jr Henry A. Reed, C,
A. Seeley, W. II. Johnstone, Geo. U.
][. Harney, John
Coggeshall, J. C. Tomlinson, Chas. W. Spear, II. I'
Stanley, C. E. Stump.
Committee on Membership- -Henry Mine, Lieut. F. W.
Toppan, U S. X.; Geo. T. Manson, Geo. Worthington,

Henry

The company

result.

worth more than $100,000-

1st:

President— E T. Gilliland.
Vice Presidents— O. K. Madden,
N. Vail, II. C. Davis.
Secretary— Chas. W. Trice.
Willard I.. Candee.
Treasurer

—

were elected

officers

May

ensuing year, beginning

for the

tvatcr

and

Ii

In

the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
means

accessible

p.ln j es

now

keeping: in repair the pipes and wires that

annoyance and danger

source

of

constitute a

April

Ground has already been broken
and the work of construction will soon begin.

30,000 feet of ground
for this site,

aiplates the placing
insulate

resin

ls

day and night

the

.[

ght-of-way franchises
at

now have

the use of our streets
ti

.

r

maintaining the tunnel

subway

the city to

bj

1

be cheerfully

will

It

not

is

must be cleared of

m

i

dynamos, lamps,

every

but the

street,

obstructions overhead, and the

outfit.

changing

on

to be presented to the council, regulating the

an

to

company

the street car

CO.— Colonel George

Kerper's

B.

Wednesday,
The trip was made from the cable
and gave satisfaction.
ig station along the line of and to the terminus of the
•

reet

was started on a

trip

trial

The

branch of the road.

an

agreement

—a distance of over a mile.

He

will

begin build-

in the city yesterday inspect-

ing the electric street railways.

Sawyer has attached the wires of the United
Lines Telegraph company in Cuyahoga county in obedience
This
to an order from the Superior court at Cincinnati.
line consists of six wires

extending a distance of sixteen

miles along the Cleveland

&

Canton Railroad and terminat& Co 's woiks on Canal street.

which aggregate ninety-six m les in length, were
The order, which was made in the

appraised at £1,440.

Telegraph company, directed the
office furniture

Telegraph company

American Rapid

receiver of the

to attach

sheriff

owned by

in this county,

in-

all

i:s

An

electric light

company has been organ'z^d

Berke-

at

Va.

ley,

An

Ches-

at

An

plant

light

electric

be

to

is

installed

Mount

at

its

Klectric

,

Light company

will

Lines

H. Blumenthal
Christi,

Newton, Ga

A company

is

,

considering electric

introduce an electric light plant in

will

Tybee

be installed at

has been organized to operate an electric
Ark.

company has been organized

to

operate

an

electric

light station at Vorkville, S. C.

Albany Ga., will soon be il uminated by electric
when a grand celebration will take place.
The State lunatic asylum at Columbus. S. C
lighted by the Weslinghouse system hereafter.

The

Harland has secured a verdict for £225,000 for the alleged
rent of lines between Cleveland and Chicago, and this atMcD.
tachment grows out of this judgment.

lights.

will

company has

Light

Nelsonville, 0., Electric

be

filed

articles of incorporation; capital stock, $25,000.

Citizens' Gas Light company of Jackson, Miss.,
soon increase the capacity of its station.

The
will

An

electric light

W.

mont,

company has been organized

at Pied-

Ya., with a capital stock of $20,000.

A
April 20.

wiring of the

to the
tall

the

The

— G.

also reports the sale cf a 10-light arc

Wcodward Tiernan
Hawkey c system.
ectric

ape

He

Printing company.

The company

using meters on

will
in

|0 fett.

will

used

A

Birmingham, Ala., has
an electric light

install

the St. Louis

run by tre
,

while

franchise has been granted to an

pany

in

Metropolitan stare

of

will

California Electric Light company has placed anoth
40 to 45 light 1,200 candle power Brush arc

The

of

be

Thomasviile, Ga.

electric

light

A Thomson-PIouston

complant

Capital Electric Light company has been organized
Nashville, Tenn. Adolph Oahlgren, T. A. Atchison and

II. Ambrose arc interest"
Ex-Mayor O'Brien "f Boston has been appointed receiver
for the Brush Electric light company of that city, which
was recently dissolved by order of the Supreme court.

J.

John E. Kidall recently placed orders with the Brush
company lor two No. 5 1200 candle power arc
These machines will be used in Pennsylvania.
machines.
Electric

n,

Ifrush

.

icclric light

lighting

the

L

light the

the

company has been organized

franchise
in

at

<

oncord,

COntl tCl signed with the commissioners to
for twenty years, exclusive franchise
being

town

an electric light
The plant must be
pays for four

granted

Blue

Board

running

twenty

operation by lanuary

i
I

.

r,

The

1890.

city

Lighl
ompany, at Chi a
irporatcd to furnish eli
orporators,
13.
Uhrig, John
-

-

I'

1

ill

be-

..
lei

ted

The Fort Scott, Ark.. Electric Light compiny has made
a bid for a two years' contract, with the privilege of fne
years; not less than fifty arc lights, at $15 per month for
two years, at $12.50 per month for all required over that
number, or $10 per month for not less than fifty ligh s,
and p) for all over that number, on a five years' concract.
Amor.g the recent sales of the Thomson- Houston company of Chicago are the following: Columbus, O., Electric
Light & Power company, 50 arc lights, increase; Iowa
City, la. 35 arc lights; Marceline, Mo., 35 arc lights;
Tacoma, Wash Ten, 50 arc lights; Sparta, Wis., 600
alternating incandescent lamps; Spache Milling comrany,
Alton,

111.,

50 light incandescent plant

lighting

for

their

At the last meeting of the council of Phillipsburg a franwas granted the Silvey Electric Light company of
Lima, O., to erect and maintain poles in the streeis and
alleys of the borough, and the terms offered for a five
years' contract were accepted.
The company will put up a
plant and carry out the contract if 600 incandescent lights
and 10 arc Hghls in addition to the 25 guaranteed by the
council, are subscribed for.

The Westinghouse

Electric

company, during the

first

month, received orders for alternating
current apparatus aggregating 10,750 lights.
These included initial orders from St Joseph, Mo 3,000 lights;
Newburgh, N. V 1,500 lights; Decatur, III., 750 lights;
Oxford, O., 1,000 lights and a 50 light Waterhouse arc
outfit; Wyoming, O., 750 light; the Safety Light, Heat
& Power company, New York, 3,000 lights; increase of
existing plants in Washington, Pa., 750 lights.
A year
ago stventy nine central stations were using or erecting
Westinghouse alternating plants. On the 15th inst. the
number had reached 1G0, with an aggregate capacity of
300,000 16-candle power lamps.
half of the present

,

,

A

peculiar boycott is at present being carried on in Danbury, Conn., in which the leading merchants and consumers of gas and electricity are arrayed against the only
gas and electric light company of the place. The largest
stores on the principal streets are illuminated only by dingy
from the ceilings. The difficulty
oil lamps suspended
began when, several weeks ago, the gas and electr c light
company announced a marked increase in its rates. The
larger consumers raised an objection, and set out to devise
a means of avoiding the payment of the increased prices
The first step was to order the removal of the electric
lamps and appliances from the stores, the merchants sign
ing a set of resolutions denouncing the action of the company. The company remained defiant, and the merchants'
syndicate ordered the shutting off of gas and substituted
They established a joint stock comoil without a murmur.
pany of their own under the name of the Merchants' Electric Light company, and have applied to the legislature for
The old company is making a strong light
a charter.
against this proceeding, and until the matter is settled the
merchants will burn kerosene.

The Westinghouse

installed.

The
in

c

and

machine.

ompany has removed two
if

of

plant

er order for a

will

to be

its

plant.

build a three-

which they

^'V.l.ts

company

Light

L W. Neal, T. W. Cro/ier and others have been granted
a franchise to operate an electric light plant in Roanoke,
Va.

50,000

will install

It is

emulator company

'

Incandescent

recently decided to enlarge

issued §100. 000 bonds,
is

cent per lamp-hour as the basis.

The

Grand Korks, Dak.,

The East Lake Land company

Light company's new station
iystem.

paper in Long Pine, Neb., says an electric light plant
one of the possibilities in the immediate future.

The Northwestern
has completed the

J. Percival

Polytechnic building for 400 incandescent
ival

plant

is

Louis, Mo.

St.

The Souihern Electric company of Bal imore, Md has
been incorporated by Jas. F Morrison, D Howard Tuxwonh, Franks. Marr and others, for the manufacture of
electrical machinery, erecting plants, constructing overhead and underground lines, etc
The capi al stock is
$ 1 00,000.
O. J. Linco'n and P. R. Hinds have petitioned the Santa
Cruz tiustees for an incandescent electric light"" franchise.
They want to lea c e the city light plant for forty five jears,
and offer to furnish forty arc lights free during the fortyfive years.
The city is now running its own arc plant, and
may put in an incandescent plant.

Tex.

light station at Elberton,

but the sheriff was un-

able to find anything to attach except the wires and poles.

soon

plant.

An electric light plant will soon
Island, near Savannah, Ga.

A

The electric light company, recently organized at Hagerstown, Md., has elected the following officers: President,
C. E. G. Mclvee; secretary, Geo. W. Smith; treasurer, T.
B Cushwa. The company will probably secure the Schuyler plant now in operation there.

chise

Ky.

The city council of
lighting for streets.
Corpus

The Electric Light company at Chillicothe, O., recently
placed an order with the Brush company for an arc light
dynamo with capacity of from 40 to 45 lamps of i,2Co candle power each Lamps were also ordt red for the machine.

mills.

C.

Sterling,

[.

be installed shortly

electric light plant will

ter, S.

,

the Mutual

Neb.

streets by elec-

tric, ty.

Sheriff

struments and

M.

electric light plant is to be installed at Milford,

increase

ing near Sherwin, Williams

con-

to

from Crown Hill cemetery to Garfield Park, a

The Gadsden, Ala

ing the road at once.

Edward Harland,

night's sessio.i of the council,

electrical street railway

an

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
An

road to

of the pike from the present terminus of the cable

case of

Monday

next

Amer.eus Ga.. contemplates lighting

The Barton aldermen were

No

way.

half

it

distance of about seven miles.

be overcome.

Montgomery pike whereby
his electric road will be run out the Montgomery pike as
For the sum of Stand other considerfar as Norwood
ations he secured the right of way 1o six feet on either side

wires,

met

only difficulty experi-

Yesterday afternoon Mr. Kerpar closed

The

at

a franchise to

struct a line

with the stockholders of the

Norwood

his

it

city

line

to

was adopted by the council Monday night
an ordinance, to

resolution

granting

enced was in crossing the flat rails of the cable road. Here
the cars did not run so smoothly, but it is expected that
thf evil will

stateJ th

go ahead, provided the
report was agreed upon
to

The city council of Shelbyville, Ind., has contracted
with the Howe Electric Light & Power company for fortyeight arc lights, of 1400 candle power each, at $85 per
light per annum, for a period of five years.

,

mule car

Crown Hill, a dis
Manager Schaffer of
company was willing

from Union Statioa

Illinois street

be presented
r

electrical line of the present

tance of something over four miles.

A

April

necessary

lights,

arc

75

,

South Pittsburg, Tenn., 35 arc light

;

authorizing the city attorney to draw up

Cincinnati, O.
;.

etc

an ordinance,

companies."

.

Marietta

apparatus,

arc

companies

the streets that have the heaviest

all

,

all

permauent regndless of water, gas

[e

past week.

a large

At Saturday night's meeting of the counc-l and aldermanic committees, appointed to investigate and dra.v up

expected that any city can
ler

when

:

booked

could very

by

i)

,\

inchises.

any

20.— The Jenney Electric company
number of orders during the
Among them are: Sharpsburg, Penn sodight

[NDIAN'AI'OLIS, April
of this city

city

include part of
nnel,

Indianapolis, Ind.

and trenches could
a tunnel, in which

-

dered two Brush incandescent machines with capacity of
150 lamps each, together with lamps, etc., to be used in
Wisconsin.

B.

the public.

to

:83 v

Lhe Urush Elea
machines to furhe appara us
mpl ii.v also or-

ol

for six

300

,

1

1.'

Electric company has begun an action
United States court at Albany, N. V., against the
Manhattan Electric Light company of New York, which
operates the Fort Wayne Jenney system, for alleged infringement of a patent just granted the United Stales
Electric Lighting company on an important improvement
in armatures made several years ago by Edward Weston of
Newark, N. J. George Weslinghouse, president of the
Westinghouse Electric company, has issued the following
notice:
The public are notified that from and after this
date the unauthorized sale or use of dvnamo-electric generators and motors provided with sectional armatures built
up of iron plates which are separated by interposed insuin the

lating material, will be held to be in violation of Letters
Patent Nos. 4or,668and 401,669, issued April 16, 1889,
to the United Stales Electric Lighting company, assignee
Newark, N.
oi 'I" original inventor, Edward Weston of

The claims of these patents broadly cover the core of
an electric generator, subjected to inductive action when
ompO led "f alternate sections of magnetic and of insulating material in combination with lhe conductors wound
This notice does nol apply to the sellers or
thereupon,
users of dynamo-electric generators or electric motors
which embody sectional armatures manufactured by the
Edison Electric Light company, our licensees under these
A I! other parties arc hereby warned against
patents,
making, selling or using Mm: invention covered by the above
mentioned letters patent."
J.

April 27,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
An

contemplated

electric railway is

at

Athens, Ala.

that an electric road will probably be built at

It is stated

There was
lighting a building by the same method.
siderable apprehension by many people here as to whether
they could with safety live in a town where the 'deadly
current' was passing along an uninsulated cable, but all
these apprehensions have subsided since repeated
have been received by employes without the slightest
injurious effects.
And even the 'watch crank' no longer

.

I

-

Keokuk,

la.

The Vicksburg, Miss., Street Railway
cided to operate by electricity
The proposed Walla Walla, W.

T.,

company has

de-

talks

street

railroad will

be equipped with electric motors.

The street car company of Charleston, S.
plates adopting electricity for its road.

The

Raleigh, N.

C,

Street

Railway company

motive power on

electricity as a

C, contem-

its

will

use

road,

about his watch being mined by magnetism

Sr,

far

the difficulties encountered have none of them been of a
serious character, and were easily overcome; and wi
prepared, after four months' careful watching, to state
that we beiieve that with the same care and attention given
a motor that is bestowed on other machinery, that
an be "pirated by electiic power with ease and
economy, and to the entire satisfaction of an exacting

cinnati arc

:

1

..

The Americus, Ga., Street Railway company, recently
organized, will build an electric road eight miles in length.
railroad at one point
This is the longest electric

It is said that the Seattle electric

.

company has asked the city council of WytheVa., (or a franchise enabling them to operate an
electric light plant and an electric railway.
local

The Thomson Houston company of Chicago reports an
demand for motors in Chicago. They sold ten

increasing

week

last

for operating printing presses

,

Weir Frog

Telephone company has been

in-

The Des Moines, la., Electric railway company recently
ordered s'x new motor cars from the Thomson-Houston
company of Chicago. The railway company expects to
open four more miles of track shortly.

A

The common
dispatch from Adrian, Mich says:
council is holding nightly sessions now considering matters
connecte 1 with the electric belt railway, which is ready- to
begin track laying as soon as grades can be established.
,

The Fort Worth, Tex., Loan <$: Construction company
has purchased the street railway franchises at Gainesville,
The same
Tex., and will introduce an electric system.
company will operate the San Antoine, Tex., street railway which it recently purchased, and will introduce an entirely new electric system.
The Thomson-Houston company of Chicago has just
received an order from the Omaha Electric Railway company for ten 30-horse power double motor trucks and three
This makes twenty-six 30So horse power generators.
horse power double motor trucks and six So horse power
generators used on this road, of the Thomson- Houston
pattern.

An Omaha paper says: At a meeting of directors of the
Omaha Motor company, it was decided to purchase a 400horse power engine in addition to the one of 250-horse
power already ordered, and which will be here about May
The purchase of twenty additional cars, and the
15th.
expenditure of .$50,000 additional for electric appliances,
was also ordered. The company already has ordered
twenty six cars which will bring the number up to fortyThe amount previously expended for electrical apsix.
The officers estimate that the compliances was $51,000.
pletion and improvement of their routes will necessitate an
W. L. Adams
expenditure of half a million of dollars.
was made superintendent, and a house at the end of each
line was ordered, so that early cars can start at the same
The company now has a force of
hours from all points.
2,000 men constantly at work on improvements. Aside
from this number, it now requires 300 men to operate so
much of the line as is now completed.

The Thomson-Houston company
following

the

ceived

Moines
of

operation

Thomson-Houston company
refrained

Chicago has

of

re-

complimentary

Electric company,
the electric street
in

letter
from the
relation
to
the
railway built by the
that city:
''We have
in

from writing you fully concerning the operayour system of electric street railway, for

tion of
the reason

that

we

desired

to

give

it

such a

test

as

remove any doubt as to its complete
efficiency.
This test has been given. Our lines present
every obstacle to easy street car operation; we have two
grades, each five per cent, and abou 500 feet in length,
would

forever

The

Hell

wires

in

work

will

Telephone company has decided

the

principal

of

streets

to bury its
Rochester, N. Y,, and

be begun immediately.

New

to take charge of the telephone exhibit at the Paris exposition, sailed on the "La Gascogne" April 13th.
number

A

of his associates in the telephone field united in giving him
a complimentary dinner at the Electric club of New York
on the evening of the nth inst.

The convention of the National Telephone association
commence in Minneapolis Septerber 10th, at the

West

hotel.
Negotiations are pending for a special \-estibule train, with dining and other conveniences on board,
to convey the delegates from the eastern states, which it is
proposed shall run through without change, from New
York to Minneapolis, on limited time.

The

officials of the

American

seen the slightest indications of the lack of power in the
are operating six and seven cars on our five
motors.
miles of track with one 80-horse power generator, with a
voltage of 500, and any speed can be made that is desired.
The cars have been in operation without delay or suspension since the initial trip in December, and the commutators, with the use of non-sparking carbon brushes, do not
show a particle of wear. The wooden trolley arm, with
the self-adjustable traveler, will make any curve in the
overhead wire at any speed at which the cars may be run.
We consider that your motors will do everything which has
been claimed for them by you, and feel justified in saying
that the cost of operation per car is not one-half the cost
of operating by horses, while each car makes at least
consider the operation of electric
ninety miles a day.
street cars, by your system, no more of an experiment than

We

We

,

conducted by Prof. Mendenhall for several

when he was connected with the

THE TELEGRAPH.
The Western Union Telegraph company has
to have the trial of the action of the

petitioned

Business Mention.
C. D. Shain of the Westinghouse Electric company will
open the Cincinnati office on May :st, in the Mitchell
building, 99
Fourth street.

W

George Cutter, who has just opened an office of his own
in Chicago for the sale of electric light specialties, has sold
500,000 feet of Simplex wire in the last three weeks. One

"Mr. Cutter is as enthusiastic
nowadays over business matters as he has been heretofore
over scientific problems."
of his friends remarked:

It is stated that the factory of the Sprague Electric
Railway & Motor company is overcrowded with orders for
motors, both for stationary and railway work.
The large
number of railroad companies which have ordered the new
30-horse power motor car equipment and improved
Sprague motors, would have been sufficient alone to have
kept the business of the Sprague company devoted ex-

to that branch of the electric power field.
But
the attention of the Sprague company has not been devoted
entirely to this class of work. They have recently received
a number of large orders for stationary motors, including
one to operate a mill in Nebraska by electricity, using
more than 100 horse power of motors, with the generating
station more than three miles away.
In addition to this
order they have received a number of others for less individual capacity, but making a very large aggregate.
Several other mills have ordered complete electrical equipments, and a large number of orders for stationary motors
have been sent in from all directions.

clusively

commonwealth against

Electrical Patents.

Adispatch from Philadelphia dated April 16th, says: The
suitof Frank J- Primrose to recover heavy damages from the
Western Union Telegraph company rising from an excessive
purchase of wool in June, 1SS7, owing to a mistake made
by a receiving operator in a cipher message, ended in favor
of the defendant in the United States Circuit court to-day.
Judge Butler delivered an oral opinion upon the question
whether a non-suit should be granted. He dwelt at length
upon the agreement printed on the back of the telegraph
blanks, which stipulates that upon the payment of an extra
charge of half the price of sending a message it can be repeated, and the danger of mistakes avoided.
This was
The decisions rendered in
not done in this instance.
numerous similar cases were also referred to by the judge.
Judge McKennan, who sat beside his colleague, concurred
in the decision.
Judge Butler instructed the jury to return a verdict for the Western Union, and this was done.

Issued April idth, 1SS9.

Automatic Cut-out for Secondary
401,332.
Stanley C. C. Currie, Philadelphia, Pa,

The
main

invention consists essentially in combining the
dynamo electric machine of an ac-

circuit of a

by the armature

trolled

P°l e °r Tower.
Ontario, Canada,

Miscellaneous Notes.
72

—

The Darche Electric company— capital, Si 0,000 has
been incorporated at Chicago, to manufacture electric appliances and hardware specialt es, and engage in electrical
construction; incorporators, G. C. Darche, E. T. Darche
and G. D. B. Dods.

The National Railway,

& Industrial Expohas filed articles of
a capital of $t, 000,000,

Electric

Mo

The company has

,

and proposes to have an agency in every
in the Union, and in foreign countries.

state

and

territory

Harry A. Kinney gave an interesting lecture April 12th
before the V, M. C. A. of Omaha, on "Electricity: its
Sources, Characteristics and Appliances."
Mr. Kinney
by a large number of experiments,
obtaining current from a Pumpelly storage battery,
illustrated his lecture

"

John

Patrick

\V.

B.

Daw,

Delanv,

Kings

New

I

York,

N. Y.

The

The Ohio Electric Service company of Cincinnati has
been incorporated, with $25,000 capital stock.

incorporation.

Telegraphy.

401.334-

will give a reception at

Batteries.

cumulator; a coil of comparatively thick wire influencing a magnet and an armature controlling the main
circuit, but energized by a separate coil of comparatively line wire in circuit with the dynamo.
Of the eight claims the fourth is given:
"The combination set forth, of the main circuit
coil, the branch circuit coil coincident therewith, the
permanent magnet and the soft iron armature both inclosed by the coils, and the main circuit switch con-

40L333-

sition association of St. Joseph,

have been

y.

signal

tions.

removed from Philadelphia.

The Chicago Arc Light club
North Clark street April 30th.

r hool,

service and continued since his separation therefrom under the direc
the chief signal officer.
The idea of making researches
was to determine whether or not there was anything in the
pheromena of atmospheric electricity that could be utilized
in making more certain the prognostications of the weather
bureau.
Prof. Mendenhall reports as a result of his investigations many interesting facts, but none of them of a
practical benefit to the signal service.
The noticeable
electrical phenomena, he said, are contemporaneous with
the duration of storms, and valueless in the line of predic-

Telephone company
committee on mercantile

appeared before the legislative
affairs at Boston April iSth and presented their petition,
asking that they be allowed lo increase their capital stock
by $10,000,000. George O. Bruce conducted their case,
lie said the company had work which it was necessary to
do, and the additional capital was asked for that purpose.
The present capital, he said, was $10,000,000, and the
company had established 721 exchanges, distributed all
over the country, representing 170,000 miles of wire, over
which an average of 1,055,000 messages were transmitted
daily.
It had been considered proper, in order fully
to
meet the requirements of the public, to ask for another
$1 0,000,000 of capital, mainly for the purpose of perfecting the longdistance system, by which a message could be
sent as easily Soo miles as it formerly was to communicate
over a distance of ten miles.
In the three years ended
January I the company had expended on the long distance
system $2,337,856.31.
The line between Boston and New
York cost $633,795.76. In the next four years the company proposed to build a double line between Boston and
Chicago, and in these four years it would have to expend
In addition the company s
$10,000,000 in construction.
building in Boston when completed will have cost $Soo,Two
000.
millions in bonds mature in the next two years,
and in the present year $600,000 will be expended upon
the lines to Providence and to Washington.

it

Among the papers read before the Nation:.!
Sciences at Washington, April 1 3th. was
C. Mendenball, president of Rose
Terre Haute, Ind., giving the result of recer,
into atmospheric electricity.
These researches

Bell

.

curves of not exceeding thirty-three feet in radius
where the grade is three per cent. The cars mount these
Our open cars
grades and round these curves with ease.
loaded with as high as 100 persons stop and start without
difficulty on these grades and curves, and we have not yet

c

!

-

I

manager of the New York &
Jersey Telephone company, who has been appointed

r

with

and

corporated, with $10,000 capital stock.

will

The Portland, Ore., city council has granted the Metropolian Street Railway company a franchise to build an
electric railway from the foot of Columbia street to the
southern boundary of the city.

J

.

THE TELEPHONE.
The Lexington, Va

and coffee

mills.

Des

1

tor;

\V. D. Sargent, general

ville,

motors

.

''

has asked

The Coliseum Street Railway company of New Orleans
proposes to introduce the storage battery system.

A

:

I

public.

City Electric Railway company
permission t) construct a line in Dallas, Tex.

The Queen

has a grade of 1 t J^ per cent.
railway in the northwest.

V:-.--

1

and

claims are given:
"1
The combination of a line, a battery at, each
end thereof, with which the line is normally connected.
transmitting and receiving devices at each end of the
line, and line opening devices at each end of the line,
said devices consisting of separable contact:
in the line, one of which is disconnected or insulated
from the other and from earth when the
are separated, and contact-separating devices controlled
by the relay, which momentarily separate said contacts
and leave the line open or disconnected from earth and
battery for a brief period after each inter uption of the
first

fifth

1

main

circuit.

The combination of a line having terminal and
intermediate stations, a battery with which the
normally connected, transmitting and
and line-opening
:s
at each end of the line,
devices at each end of the line, said devil
of separable contacts included in the line, or
.s disconnected or insulated from the other and
"5.

line is

;

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
from earth when the contacts are separattd, and contact separating devices controlled by the relay, which
momentariiv "separate said contacts and leave the
line open 'or disconnected from earth and battery
for a brief period after each interruption of the

cir-

Process of Making
Fair, Boston, Mass.

Battery

:.;-5.

Zincs.

Hiram G.

Charles A. Gildemeyer,
Electric Wire Nail,
43
Hacdonneld. X. J.
Attachment for Electro Magnetic Thermo401. 34S.
-.
Henry J. Haight, New York, N. V.

The

tent for

ape;:

Chauncey V. Osborn, Chicago,

Galvanic Batteries.

111.

The

combination, with a weighted rod
Claim 7;
and rock shaft of a graduated scale, circuit wires, and
a switch lever for lhrowing into circuit any one of
several contact springs having different rates of rup
'

ture."

Rheosrat.
401,405.
Russia.

Nicholas Benardos,

St.

Petersburg,

i:
"A rheostat comprising a holder or recapable of being comcompacted:
and an adjustable metallic folor
pressed
lower or piston arranged to operate upon said materia!,
in combination with a support for the rheostat, conof a metall c band, bar or strap of T sbape,
provided with a bearing for the piston rod in its ver
tical branch and w'th recesses in the outer edges of
the horizontal branch or branches."

Claim

ceiver, a conductive material

Leak Detector

401,409.

New

for

P

pes.

Andrew W. Brown,

X Y

York,

Gurdon

n
"The process for treating magnetic iron
ore, which consists in exposing the ore after having
been crushed to the action of a succession of magnets
of graduated intensity in relation to the mass exposed
to their action, and finally collecting the iron particles
attracted by the several magnets in separate heaps or
Ciai

:

receptacles."

Gurdon Conkling, Glens
Magnetic Separator.
N. V.
Combined Lamp Shade or Reflector and Guard.
401.416.
Charles A. Cooley, Montreal Quebec, Canada.

401 41^

Falls.

'

E.

Electric Lantern

Van Dyke,

Charles

W

Cox and Thomas

Philadelphia, Pa.

Process of Determining the Center of AttracAdolphus Gipperich, Richtion in Polarized Bodies.

401,423.

mond
The

\ a.

process consists in neutralizing such bodies
against the influence of terrestrial magnetism, by loading the poles of the body.

Claim 1: "The mode or process of determining
the center of attraction or point of leverage in a polarized bodv, which consists in neutralizing such body
against the influence of terrestrial magnetism, loading
Ihe poles of the body with a substance capable of being attracted and held thereby, removing the load
from one of the poles, weighing such load, and suspending an equal weight from said pole at a point
where it will equilibrate the load at the opposite pole."

Hermann Lemp and
Incandescent Lamp401,414
Merle J Wight man, Hartford, Conn
leading-in
wire
for an incandescent
Claim I. "A
electric lamp and a conductor tlattened through the
portion witnin the glass of tie globe, the flattened
portion having rounded edges.''
'

Secondary Battery. John S. Sellon,
County of Middlesex, England.

Hatton

'dens

The claim reads: "In a secondary battery, a plate
mducting material containing a series
of uniform holes or perforations separated and sura double-bevel
i by walls or partitions having
cross section so arranged that the areas at the surfaces are substantially equal, but greater than the
area at an intermediate plane, in combination with an
acti%'e material located within such holes or perforain the form of a series of equal truncated cones
-amids united at their apices."
Theodore
Railway Track Alarm.
.

larville,

Cal.

pparatus for

tem*

revolving support for one of the clamps, an armature
carried thereby, an electro-magnet outside of said case
for revolving the armature, and a spring acting in opposition to the longitudinal pull of said electro-magnet."

circuit

Inasysternof

"2.

lighting, the combina
lamps arranged in series

electric

lion of a circuit containing arc

Mai

for the different electromotive
several cross iri

forces existing

Syracu-.e,

X

Railway SysY.

.^nd eighth are given:
iihan eLctrically-propclIed
continuous current from stationary
ilh of the vehicle and a
terminals con*
stationary conpole
erving current
motor propelling the
tor, a portion of the
rrcnt therein alternated

Edward P. Thompson, Elizabeth, N. J.
The object of the invention is to provide means for
expelling all the oxygen which may be absorbed by
filaments and by the moulds carrying them after the
the filaments are partially carbonized by scids and before they are subjected to heat for completing the
carbonization. The claim follows: The process of pre
paring filaments for incande cent electric lamps, which
consists in winding the filaments upon carbon blocks, displacing the. occluded gases in the blocks and filaments,
filling the pores of the blocks and filaments with an
inert fluid, and carbonizing the filaments/'

said

at

<

Wiring Structures for Electric Lighting.
H Tohnson and Edwin T. Greenfield,
York, X. V.

401,498

wan!

Ed-

New

The object of the invention is to facilitate wiring
houses andoth. r structures for electric lighting so that
any wire in the building may be readily removed and
replaced by another when necessary, and also to
furnish protection from fire due to crosses or leakage
on the wires. Claim 2 is appended:
"In house-wiring for electric light, the combination,
with the building or structure, of a system of insulating pipes extending throughout the same, and comprising main and branch pipes, a pair of wires in each
pipe, insulated from each other and placed in close
proximity to each other, and each forming one side of
an electric lighting circuit, and safety catches interpolated in the circuit."
Underground Conduit for Electrical Railways.
401,515.
Fred H Re;d, Jersey City, N. J.
Method

401, s20.

—

New

pended
"i.
The combination, in a system of electric
of a main or principal circuit, a local
or independent circuit, interposed apparatus for transforming the electric energy in the main into electric
energy in the local without contact between the circuits,
a lusible plug or safety strip in the connection from
the ma n to said apparatus, and means, as described,
for rupturing an arc at the fusible plug.
"7. The combination of a furnace structure, a main
boiler resting on the front furnace wall, the columns
having a girder provided with pendent bolts by which
the rear end of the main boiler is suspended."
distribution,

:

Electro-Magnetic Motors
York, N. Y.

1.

EdIndicating Device for Charging Furnaces.
ward Walsh, jr., St Louis, Mo.
"CI -dm 2. In an indicating device for furnaces, the
combination, with the magazine of a pivoted lever,
one arm of which projects into the magazine and is
operated upon by the material therein, an eleciro-magnet operating upon the other arm of the lever, and an
electric alarm circuit in which the electro magnet is

401,521.

—

Meriden, Conn.

The

Lamp

Exhausting Electric
Packard, New York, N. Y.

James W.

of

ratio."

401.632.

—

or the other of the oppositely revolving pulley wheels."
Electric Alarm
berg, St. Louis, Mo.

Advance

Harry Kiesen

Car.

Dynamo

Armature.

Carl O. C. Billberg, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

The

invention consists of means of avoiding the
production of eddy currents and retain the polar projections or teeth on the armature core arc.
The claims are:
"Claim r.
An armature core
for a dynamo-electric machine or electric motor, having
an iron core with polar projections or teeth, and a
divided iron sheath around the outside of the armature
throughout the length or part of the length of the
polar projections.
"_'. An armature for a dynamo-electric machine or
electric motor, having a divided iron core with polar
projections and a divided iron sheath composed of
iron wire wrapped around the armature circumferentially throughout the length or part of the length of
the polar projections."

Pro:ess

401,639.

Coffin, Detroit,

The

of

Welding.

Electric

Charles

L.

Mich.

invention consists in submitting the joint to be
to the action of manifold arcs

welded simultaneously
instead of a single arc.

E lectric Lamp
7 homas A.
I ncandesci ng
40 1 646.
Edison, Menlo Park N. J.
sealed
incandescent
"Claim
An exhausted and
electric lamp provided with a lube or vessel containing
a gas absorbing material
such as charcoal such tube
or vessel being connected with the exhausted chamber
of the lamp, and embedded in the base of the lamp."
.

Valve Actuating Apparatus. James W. Packard, New York, N. Y.
The invention consists in an automatically operated
valv.e for attachment to mercury air pumps.
"Claim 2. The combination, with a two-way cock
which connects an air tight chamber alternately with
the atmosphere and with a vacuum pump, of an electrical switch,
a pressure gauge connected with the
electrical switch and operated by the varying pressures
in said air-light chamber, opposing magnets alternately
excited by currents under control of the said switch,
continuously and oppositely revolving pulley wheels,
and clutches operated by the opposing magnets which
throw the two-way cock alternately into gear with one

501,591.

last

Forming Curved E'ectrotypes.
Gilbert H.
401.631.
Benedict, Ellenville, and Patrick M. Furlong, Troy,
N. Y.

Bulbs.

401,582

AnthonyC.

"5, In an electrical measclaim follows:
urement apparatus, the combination of a direct reading voltmeter, an adjustable shunt therefor containing
a series of resistances in geometrical progression with
the number ten for a ratio, an additional circuit terminal electricallv connected with the said shunt circuit, and a high resistance included between the said
shunt and the said extra terminal, the said high resistance having such a value that when added to a determined one of the shunt resistances the sum shall be
one thousand ohms, or a greater or less number in the
same geometrical progression, and having the same

—

Method

Measurement Apparatus

White, Boston, Mass.

located."

EdCut-Out for Incandescent Electric Lamps
win R. Whitney, St. Johnsbury, Vt.
Claim I is as follows: "In combination with an incandescent electric lamp, an independent glass lamp
bulb, contact pieces, and carbons of a higher resistance than that of the filament in the lamp proper, inclosed in such independent bulb, connectionsof carbons
and contact pieces with main wires, a wire inclosed in
and suspended from top of said independent bulb, a
fusible strip forming part of such wire, to which said
carbons are connectej, and a drop-plug carried by said
wire and adapted when dropped to rest on said contact
pieces and form a circuit through them."

Electrical

401.617.

40', 527.

40i,.sSo.

System of Electric Locomotion. Frank Wheeler,

401.616.

The method

of operating an alternating current motor herein described by first progressively shifting or rotating its poles or points of greatest
attraction, and then, when the motor has attained a
given speed, alternating the said poles.
"2. The me hod of operating an electro-magnetic
motor, which consists in passing through independent
energizing circuits of the motor alternating currents
differing in phase and then, when the motor has attained a given speed, alternating currents coinciding
in phase.
"3. The method of operating an electro-magnetic
motor herein described, which consists in starting the
motor by passing alternating currents differing in phase
through independent energizing circuits, and then,
when the motor has attained a given speed, joining
the energizing circuits in series and passing an alternating current through the same."

"Claim.

Distribution of E'ectric Currents. Elihu Thom401.608.
son, Lynn, Mass
The first and last claims are ap-

of Operating

Nikola Tesla,

Manufacture of Incandescing Carbon Filaments.

401.607.

oi multiple arc circuits taken
from different points between the arc lamps and incandescent electric lamps located in said independent
cross circuits and adjusted by number and capacity

All the claims but the last are given:

401,414. Process of Treating Magnetic Iron Ore.
Conkling, Glens Falls. N. Y.

401.417.

the arc lamps, the shunt circuit or circuits being taken
less than the total number of arc lamps in

around

with a number of cross

cuit."
_;
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.

—

George C. Steen-

Railway Track-Instrument.
401,664.
bergh, Syracuse N.

Y

401.668.

Dynamo

Newark,

The

N

Electric

Edward Weston,

Machine.

J.

invention

relates

armatures of

to

the

class

which are wound longitudinally and caused to move
in a magnetic field at right angles to the lines of force
and consists in the combination, with the shaft, of a
cylinder or hub of insulating material secured thereon,
iron plates or rings strung over said hub, and plates
or sheets of insulating material interposed between
said rings.

.

JOI.OOO,

lor

wherc-

J.
in first

in

..

being
in
it

If

causing

it

lhrowing

off the loose

1*.

it is

incandescent;

particles while

it

is

of a static current or charge;
pl-icing the filament under torsional strain,
is desired, at the same time under tension,

to break, thus giving a

401.669.

Dynamo

Newark, N.
washing the carbon-

ized filament with an inert gas while

ing its primary

Edward

Manufacture of Carbon llamc-nts.

Thompson, Elizabeth, N.
The invention consists

permanent

sti 10 its

afterward building up and forming the
the required shape.
The first and last

Electric

Edward Weston.

Machine.

J.

claim is appended: '3 A core for electrical
generators op rating by inductive action, composed of
ir.»n sci lions, plates or disks, with interposed plates or
sections of insulating material, in combination with
means for binding and holding the same together and
insulated coils wound thereon at right angles to the
planes or lines of the insulating sections."

The

last

I

a

(

,:ivcn.

The pro"

"1.

1

.,

I

1

lament

of

treating filaments, whicl
nc by a current of inert gas,
while being so washed, and in
said filament while being so
1

en

of clec-

rranged

"7

1

laments for incanwith an Inng the filament, a

i;

ination,

Caspar Brust,
Electro Therapeutic Spectacles.
Munich, Germany.
Magne'ic Ore Separator, ('handler C. Coals,
101,688.
Newark, N. J.

401,682,

The

invention relates to that

class

of

ore separators

in

which the revolving wheel carrying the magnets Or
electro magnet s is combined
with a belt passing
around the wheel, and also around another non
magnetic wheel or drum, so tint the attracted particles of

metal arc carried

off.
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A DEPARTURE IN
INCANDESCENT SWITCHES

TELEPHONES F OR P RIVATE LINES.

An instantaneous make and break m
trollcdby the handle, m&'Ut entirely <>'.
braee), the latter Dot en teriDg Id to Its construction :lb<jr<:
fort-, though it may be boated by j>oorojntw:
f:orroHiun or dirt, i'a oeefalneea will n r >: be aff-;ct^l

teetB and held out and Klv?n satisfactory eervlce
f&rSeiul for Illustrated Catalogue and Prices,

The onlv Mechanical Telephone which hae etood the
for the pa9telybt yeare.

f

H.HTrlll'AI.

LOOKS OV

\

I

It

I

»'.»<

I

II

I

I

'I

Elgin Telephone and flectrical Supply Co.,

\

I

Send for illustrated circular and

1

206 Chestnut

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

St.,

A5S1TOITS
NEW ENGLAXDKl-EXtUXIVF:

THE "CLARK" TOTRE.
Insulation

PAI8TE,

H. T.

Elllll, 111, U. S. A.

-

pr.

:

New Enplan'l

trl

84

John

Street, Bridgeport,

CITY:
NEW YORK
Co.,
T. F. Hnnter

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

CHICAGO,

&,

37

Church

ConD.

Street.

ILL.:

Electrical

Snpply Company,

171

Randolph Street

Electrical Testing Bureau,
In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March
Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect."
he Bays :
The robber used In Insulating our wlreB and cables la specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and
will
waterproof,
to be
and not affected by heat. The Insulation Is protected from mechanical In]ury by one or more braids and the
whole Bllcked with Clark's Patent Compound, which Is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent. Are proof.
We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
Our insulation will prove durable when all others fail.
gauges and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocK. Cables made
39. IB86,

"A

JOHN HOPKINS UNIVERSITY,

Resistance Colls determined with or without temperature co-efficients.
Insulation Resistance of Cables, etc., measured.
Efficiency of

"EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 63 Hampshire
ffENKY A. CLARK, General Manager.

H.

Street, Boston, Mass.
HERBERT H. ETJST1S,

Dynamos and Motors determined.
Primary and Secondaiy Batteries tested.
Curves of Magnetization of Iron and Steel furnished from Samples.

Etc Etc.
,

Circulars and Inlormation

regrding

Electrician.

«]

W.

WARD LEONARD.

Baltimore, Md.

Ammeters, Voltmeters and Condensers Standardized.

S.

the

Methods Used, Prices,

etc.,

Sent on Application.

ADDRESS AS ABOVE. t>

ANDREWS.

E.

M. IZARD.

CONSULTING AND CONTRACTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
Systems of Electric Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Electric
Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.
Plans and Specifications for all Kinds of Electrical Construction Work.
A full line of Commercial Supplies carried at all tlmea for Plants described above.

For any or

Branch

Offices*

all

Room 425, Telephone 694, CHICAGO, ILL.
THE ROOKERY,
Minneapolis, Minn.; Northwestern Mutual JAfe Insurance Block, Room
Rooms

The Lumber Exchange,

5

and

115,

fi,

123S,

Milwaukee, Wis.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

aO N/^

Electric Light,

Telephone and Telegraph,

Maiiulaottirocl for Aortal, Subiuarlno

THE OKONITE COMPANY,Omaha,
Chicago,

Boston,

-

-

13 Park

-

Minneapolis,

Philadelphia,

and TJudergrouud

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF
OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,
BRANCHES:

Telephone

Ci ncinnati,

Louisville,

MANSON PROTECTING
City,

Chicago Office,
N. Y. Office, 35

Broadway.

I

I

TAPE.

NEW YORK.

Row,

Kansas

and

San Francisco.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC
MANCHESTER,

XJ»o.

CO.,

OOKTJST.

Metropolitan Block.

Boston, 105

Summer

St.

Cincinnati, Carlisle Bldg.

THE MATHER INCANDESCENT SYSTEM.
Superior

to all

others

in effi

iency and reliability of

Lamps and Dynamos.

From one-half horse-power upward, for constant potential circuits, perfe ctly selfregulating without special mechanism. Motors also for constant current circuits. Motors
wound for any desired potential.

"he

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
MANUFACTURERS

Automatic
IN

OFH

E lectric

ALL SIZES FROM ^iE-HALF H.

P.

Motors,
UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,

Remarkable

Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Djjnamo Electric ITJachines,
For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

The Eddy

Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

WE PATENT AMD

EXPLOIT

ill

In Foreign Countries first-class Electrical Inventions which are new and operative, and have been
illustrated by mo' elB and drawings, bat not published in this cocntrv before belns patented
abroad. So expense to the inventor; ca lor write.

foreign'patent EXPLOITING
7007 Opera House

FRANCIS W. PARSER,

Removes

in Steam
Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

Solicitor.

The H.M. LOUD

STILWELL & BIERCEMFG.

& SONS LUMBER

CO.

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poles,
Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled Promptly.

SPEAKING TUBES

and M1H at Oscoda, Midi.

Office

Oral.

Habmount. Western
Agent Electrical Department New Haven Clock Co.,
315 Wabash Avenue. Chicago

Exclusive Selling Agent

7007-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

:

G. A.

-WESTERN AGENCY-

W.
2

test in the weather, with clean record.

ammonia, or packing-house vapcie.

The wire

that

An insulation
makes

1

OSTRANDER &

R.
.

23 and 25 Ann

Factory, 1461 and 1463

Send

for

New

Catalogue, out August

STOCK

CO.,

New

St.
DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PROVIDENCE,

n
1

-"- j///

York.

1st.

f+iecMcal Wor^s,

(American

^

SIMPLEX WIRES.

WHISTLES,

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS,

B^"

SO Adams St.,Ghigago,

and

Pneumatic, and Mechanical

Electric.

^CTXjXj XjXCTE .&.IJ-TO-.&.-ZS IET

George Cutter,
CONSULTING ELECTRICIAN,

CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

MANTJFACTUBERS OF

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF U. S.
ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

Tears of

SCALE

prevents

Entirely

Purifier.

Impurities.

all

ILL.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

R.

I.,

PAR AB AY CABLE

-

—FOE—

Telegraph, Telephone and lectric Light.

tuit rfBlsts aferaeiin, acid famep,
man hippy, and tie repair

the responsible

Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity
of any Cable in the Market.

WE3TEKH EEPEESEHTATIVB
PITTINGELI, ANDREWS
CO.. Boston, Mass.

account

Steam-Feed Water

well's Patent Live

CO.,

CHICAGO,

Block,

April 27, 1?

light.

New York

<fc

18 Cortlandt Street.
ACKERMAN, Agent.

Office,

P. C.
General Machine JoD-Work,

Electric Light Rehiring,

EDWARDS

* CO.,

Manufacturing :- Electricians,
PATENT ELECTRIC BELLS,
AUTOMATIC BURGLAR ALARMS,
DOOR OPENERS,

iFOIFUTF?

Office

and Works: 76

Office

and Factory

:

4th Ave.

& 144th

St..

,

ST.,

CHICACO.

Ammeters and Voltmeters

ot all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRINC.

ETC.

New

MARKET

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,

ELECTRIC AKNUNCIATORS,

THERMOSTATS, GiS LIGHTING APPARATUS, ETC

Pattern Making. Etc., Etc.

ATJXT,
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Bfi»8»8tuR E R.
"Ft

CARPEKTIEB, HABTMASfSJ &

York.

CO.,

Branch, 5 and 7 Dey St.
Galvanometers, Bridges and Rheostats by

THE LUNGEN BELL.

James

(PATENTED.)

XEW

E\TIREIiY

The Ba«e and Cover are Btdmpecl, and having ribbed
£vi ry piece is Ined^fa are e-trong, H«ht and compact.
terchangeable, special machinery being used in its manuThe Armature, Hammir and its Rod and Adjusting
Springs are combined so th-.tthey cannot work loose.
The Adjusting Screw is held firmly by spring nut, and always remains as set. The baee and metal parts are Nickel
Plated. The Cover is made to spring on and ie<inires no
fastening. The hammer rod paeets through the Bide of.
base, thereby filling opening, making it JUuet and Ineect
Proof

w
All.

.

LESTER "W00DBR1D8E.

WOODBRIDGE
AND

.

1ST.

Queen cfc Oo.
St.,

Philadelphia.

ELECTRICAL ENCINEERS
AND CONTRACTORS.
ight and

I

ELECTRIC

TURNER,

SCHENECTADY,

the Prominent Makers.

AXD EXAKISE.

924 Chestnut

YS COKSTRI.TCTION.

facture.

«

all

I

Power Stations.

Railway ConstructionLight Wiring.

NewYork

7 Cedar St.,

Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Insulated Wires,

Flexible

JAMES
o.

z..z.

fir-

Ave

.

KELLY. Ceneral Sales Agent,

stc::e,

Klf rtrloian. Contractor and Electric
i.i -iu Inspector,
S Pari

F.

Cords jndjables

....

ork

a

.

l,icac»

III

Eiiating
rnaaleo

specialty.

&

Russell

19

for Telephone,

Dey Street,

New

THE STODDARD PATENT

Co.

For Flexible Pendent Electric Lights,
Patented Sept. 13, 1887.

MASSILLON, OHIO,

.

THE NATIONAL

PvJ

EUILDERS OF

3HLVHHIC BUTTER!

Automatic Engines
BOILERS, ETC.
Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.

UNEQUALED FOR
BELLS.TELEPHONES,

S*xi, for

Catalogue.

ETC,

GEO.

i
-

I-OIHM sill'.

DEALER

'WTLV,

WILL LAST A LIFE TIME.
CLEAN, OURABLE.

THE NATIONAL
GALVANIC BATTERY

H.

BLISS,

ELECTRICAL EXPERT

REQUIRED.

:

York.

Combined Rosette and Cut-Out.

1

GAS LIGHTING,

Telegraph

IN

Electrical Securities.

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Templo

Inventions.

gregauon

Court,

or advantages,

which nan

induced nemo

users testate that they "prefer the SLoddani out-outs
at thelf prlCO, an against any other at lean price."

CO.

'.*T1, 0.
•

Those Out-OUtfl present a neat and artistic appearance, and While Others may COSt I<wh, tlmy rorinlro more
time to Install. It In found in practtco about three to
One, I. e„ while a workman place* twenty ordinary
Out-outa ho can place nixty of these, thus making a savins Of two UilrdH the coat of latior.
Thin would roprosent a Havlmrof two dollars per day on each workman
employed at three dollars per day. This addH ton
cents to tlio cost of each Of the choapor Cut-outs for
extra labor alone, whiin the advantage of having nixty
IIkIiIh provided for In the time but twenty are ready
for uho, ISOfttlmeBOf Vital Importance.
Airaln, exlra UaMH blocks or KouoUoh are Konorally
required rorothor (luL-outf).
A contlnuliift HavliiRln mutter of renowalH, repairs
and replacing fu/dhlo strips, all njo to mako up an an-

225

DEARBORN STREET.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

MARKLE ENGINEERING
For Sale by

all

CO., Detroit, Mich.
Electrical Supply Companlos
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The

attention of

ELECTRIC COMPANIES

is called to this
particularly adapted to

as
BRATED WATER WHEEL
remarkably >i«*a«Iv

on account of

and groat
being

its

double

Efficiency, and

iroetcr.
the I*<»\> f-r
of the leading electric companies with great
ical use of water it is without an an equal, producing the highest

number

ful effect

Guaranteed..

SKXD FOB CATALOGl'E AND

Our Horizontal

"Victor"

is

CEIJ;.
I

motion. Iiiirh Sj>*-«'<1
lar^e Capacity, for its diameter,

highly

It is

pr

ti

cent, of use-

I'AltTK I TAItS.

recommended, as no gea>J are

r

can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch
'l'I ICI6I.>ICS arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-iron Flu:
Tubes. End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mour iti
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very com]
strictly first-class in every particular.
are now prcpar'-d to furni
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the
admits of their use. we recommend them.

and

it

VICTOR

We

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO.,

-

DAYTON, OHIO.

Sc
FACTORIES: WATERBURY, CONN
MAXIFACTIREKM OF

BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible
Worsted Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire

PATENT
For

Electric

Light,

Electric Railways,

J. L.

BARCLAY,

TBADE

MARf

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LICHTINC.

THOS.

THE ROOKERY, CHICACO,

sLOW/^

Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Motors,

Selling Agent,

Cotton and

LINE W,RE

K. K.

ACENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON

Silk,

L.

ILL.

SCOV1LL, New York Agent,
25 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,
310 N.

THIRD

ST.,

SAINT LOUIS, MO.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS AT BOTTOM FICURES,
Man son and Okonite
THE1 BUST. mt-'ST TCfS.

Okonite "Wires, Cables, and Tubing, Weatherproof Line Wires,

IT T^AY

fit

TO QET

Tapes.

LAW BATTERY.
FOR ALL CLASSES OF OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.

In the latest form the negative element is a Double Cylinder, one within
tile Other, having more surface and quantity than any other negative element in the
market. Its efficiency and durability surpass all its rivals, and it is guaranteed
for ten years. As now made both elements are secured wholly beneath the cover,
The cover is of blue glass and
instead of passing through the cover, as heretofore.
locks tight to the jar, absolutely preventing evaporation of water and creeping of salts.
Both binding posts are permanently attached to cover, and thoroughly protected
against corrosion.

THESE

IMPHOVEMBNTS.

ATlT! SXiCIDIlI}

buy a Prism, Porous Cup, or other perishable negative element battery,
EVERLASTING. And do not waste
Is
when
money by experimenting with any of the numerous new and untried batteries which are constantly
the test of eight years.
which
stood
the
Law,"
has
buy
and
going,
but
coming

Do

not be so foolish as to
one can be had which

PRACTICALLY

'

'

LAW TELEPHONE

CO.,

Sole Agent for the Pacific Coast

HCNAS.

A.

STRELICER &

CO., DETRO.T, MICH.,

:

112 Liberty St.,

NEW

YORK.

GEO. L. HENZEL, San Francisco, Cal.
SOLE AGENCY FOR DETROIT ANO VICINITY

^^
\tfV
£1*7-';

K®S

.^!^S22& S

OF
7}
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OKONITE" BOY

THIS
Can
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afford to smile at his competitors

when

he thinks of the immense advantage Okonite
has in the race for perfect insulation for all
kinds of Electric Conductors.

A FULL STOCK ALWAYS ON HAND.
/

CENTRAL ELECTRIC

CO., 42 La Salle Street,

FISHERRAE ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM
For Street and Suburban

Traffic.

Embraces neiv and valuable improvements which are
operation,

and high

requisite to economical

The

efficiency.

HI SUCCESSFUL SYSTEM DIE UNDERGROUND CONDUCTORS.
8

MILES OF CONDUIT IN ONE ROAD AT SAN JOSE, CAL.

Overhead Conductors.
IMPROVED TROLLEY AND TROLLEY SUPPORT
sign.

Avoids "fiishlng" at wheel or

line of neatest de-

line contact.

The Flsher-Rae Electric Railway System
Contains

new

features that will

Riilway Managers looking for

coaimend

it

POINTS OF SUPERIORITY.
A SINGLE MOTOR GEARED TO BOTH AXLES WITH
IMPROVED NOISELESS CEAR.
BETWEEN MOTOR AND CAR AXLES,
INSURINC CLOSE MESH AND PREVENTING
BREAKINC FROM SUDDEN STRAINS.

FLEXIBILITY

to the careful attention of Street

reliable, easily

operated and efficient electrical

apparatus, designed to stand the test of work.

The use where desirable of a sepirate motor truck, making a six wheel car, securing greater comfort to passengers; motor trucks easily and quickly detachable, ena-

The Fisher-Mae System
Can bs placed upon
and upon cars

in use

bling change of motors from closed to open cars.

CORRESPONDENCE solicited,

existing roads without alteration of track or roadbed,

without interruption to

traffic

of road.

to

important roads

now

estimates furnished, and references given

in successful operation.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
Woodbridge

7th and
FOIt

Western

I

II

DETROIT. MIGH.

Streets,

THE FIRST REAL IMPROVEMENT

I

ira

Electrician

SI. 00.
I.

W.

COLBURN &

I7< Ulln

St..

POROUS CUP BATTERIES

CO.,

FITCHBURO, M*SS.

Since the Invention of the Lcclanebe.

Mn/-hln«-« fnr \rr nnrt nrrtnil*-'" ' D
Kfeetrlc l.iahtine. Kir-r-ftn rinilne
tail »l[>rrlnrntnl i mf
1

'7

K*f

t

Send

for Circular of

the Axo Battery-

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY

VO.,

I

BO, M.I..

Axo

Battery Complete.

149 Wo«t 18th

St.,

N<>w York.

Porous Oup Alone.

5
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1

MIEN
ELECTRIC
TRACTION COMPANY,

THE

PRINCIPAL OFFICE, 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

NEW YORK, APRIL 13,

Deiar

Sir.:

your attention to the present slate of our system of Traction on Fourth and Madison Avenues In this city.
The last car which we put into actual passenger service (Car No. 7), and which is the standard type of car that we have finally adopted,
between Eighty-sixth Street and Madison Avenue and the PostofHce, or 57' miles daily. This is a car-day's work on that line.

We

beg

1889.

to call

U making

five

round

trips per

day

.,'

the past forty (40) days its receipts in cash have been $098. 10, exclusive of 998 transfers, for
which it gets no credit; this is at the rate per annum of
$9, 106. 75
0.387.50
The average earnings of horse cars on the same line are
$2,7 19.25
Difference in favor of the Julien System
Deducting from gross earnings $4.00 a day for driver and conductor, and $3.00 per day for motive
6.332. 75
power, ivear and tear, and royalty, would leave, per annum
Further deducting 6 per cent, interest on $6,000 (cost of the car with battery-racks, stationary motors,
300.00
switches, etc.),
$5,972.75
Leaves net earnings

During

These net earnings will more than pay the entire cost of the car and its equipment at the end of the first year.
DuriDg the time the car has been in operation neither the batteries nor the motors have required attention nor the expenditure of one dollar for repairs or renewals. Even
the brushes have not been changed, nor do they show any wear.
Car No. 1 on Fourth Avenue line commenced service on September 3d ultimo, and on April Sth her batteries were examined for the first time. They had not in this period
been lifted from the cells to be cleaned or inspected. They were found to be in as good condition as when they were put in service not a single plate in the whole battery
showing any weir, injury or depreciation.
At one time it was thought that the handling of the batteries in our system of traction would be a serious obstacle, but this Company has now a battery shifting device
whereby, in the length of a car body and on either side of the pH over which the car stands in the station, sufficient batteries are stored and manipulated to do the work of
one hundred and thirty-five horses. The racks which contain the batteries and the hoists, which are run by two small stationary motors, do'not, in all, cover as many cubic
By aid of this device the batteries are changed in less than three minutes. In actual time, less than five minutes are required to inspect the car
feet as two sixteen-foot cars.
thoroughly, and change the battery.
An additional and important feature of this system is that a street railway need no longer have its own generating machinery, bs must be the case with cables, over-head
wires and conduit systems. In every town and city where there is a central lighting station, power for charging the batteries may be purchased for about two cents per
So that the plant of our system will be reduced to the simple devices of one battery- rack, as above described, for each set of fifteen cars and switch-boards
horse-power.
Can anything be more simple ?
for governing the distribution of the current.
The cost of motive power for a car d»y of sixty miles we estimate at $3.10. By motive power, we mean cost of energy at two cents per horse-powtr, and $700 per annum
To those who may think two cents per horse-power is a low estimate, we
for maintenance of batteries and motor. These figures are the result of our present experience.
may say that we have offers from electric companies to furnish power at that figure. Indeed, it is furnished for less in some cases.
We guarantee our cars to do efficient service, and we will agree to maintain motors and batteries for a fixed annual sum.
Our new cars, thirty of which are now under construction by the Stephenson Company, will weigh but a fraction over six tons, or, in other words, but little more than
the cars of the overhead system.

—

The

following

U

a statement of mileage, passengers carried, etc.

Becord of Julien Storage Battery Cars on New York
Number

& Harlem

Railroad City Lines, New York City, to March 31, 188!), inclusive.

Miles Run.

Passengers Carried.

1

3,057J4

2

1,276^
1,922^
1,875#

27,076
11,097
16,040
16,782

of Car.

3
7

Record ccf Car No.
This new car was put

Date.

April 1

"
"

2
3

«

4

"
"
"
"

5

"

«
"
"

(5

7

8

9
10
11
12

7.

into regular service on February 23, 1889, and has since been
per diem, exclusive of Sundays.

run on a

special schedule of

57#

miles

Passengers.

Transfers.

Mileage.

Trips.

Cash.

Remarks.

445
520
537
517
570
554
Sunday
536
529

26
34
26
13

biy2
57^
57 y2

5

$22 25
26 00

Rain

57J4
57><
57>4

5
5

5

561

13

594
533

33
15

57>4
57}4
57 y2
biyi
hlyi

8

48
20
26

5

9
5
5
•>

«
a
a
a

26 so
26 45
,'s 05
29 70
26 65

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION CO.

120 BROADWAY,

Pair

26 S5
25 85
28 50
27 70

(t

n
..
..

Rain

!
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M ELECTRIC

1?

CO.,

THE UNITED STATES ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
The

public are notified, that from and after this date, the unau-

Dynamo-Electric Generators and
Electric Motors, provided with sectional armatures, built
thorized sale or use of

iron plates which are separated by interposed insulating material, will be held to be in violation of
up

of

Letters Patent Nos. 401,668 and 401,669,
Issued April 16, 1889, to

THE UNITED STATES ELECTRIC LIGHTING

CO.,

Assignee of the original inventor, Edward Weston, of Newark, N. JThe claims of these patents broadly cover the core of an

electric generator subjected to inductive action, when composed of alternate sections of magnetic and of insulating
combination with the conductors wound thereupon.
This notice does not apply to the sellers or users of

material,

in

DYNAMO-ELEGTRIC GENERATORS OR ELECTRIC MOTORS,

which embody sectional armatures manufactured by The Edison
Electric Light Company, our licensee under these patents.
All other parties are hereby warned against making, selling or
using the invention covered by the above mentioned Letters Patent.

THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
April

[6,

1889.

Geo. Westinghouse,

Jr.,

President.

WHO

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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The Pioneer

in

the

Development

of

Iv^

the Incandescent Electric

Light System?

FACTS OF THE PRESENT CONTROVERSY.

THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC MANUF'G CO.
HOLDS THR KEY TO THR SITUATION
BEWARE OF IMPOSTORS.

"SXJXJM CXJIQUE"
TO USERS OF ELECTRIC LIGHT AP PAR ATT S;
The Edison and Sawyer-Man Electric Light Companies
have recently deluged the country with circular letters and
bombastic advertisements, setting forth that they have patents,
which cover the fundamental principles of electric lighting;
and that their patents have been sustained in the Supreme
Court giving the exclusive right to manufacture and operate
Nothing could be more misleading than
incandescent lamps.
such statements.
Since the combination of the Westinghouse, SawyerMan, and the United States Electric Lighting Companies,
and the Supreme Court decision in the Bates Refrigerator
case (which the Edison Company endeavors to make capital
of), these concerns have endeavored to completely submerge
their competitors, by flooding the country with literature of
such character as to mislead the public.
In order that prospective purchasers may become better
acquainted with the true inwardness of this electric light controversy, and the history of the invention, we deem it no
more than reasonable that we present a few facts, viz.:
Thomas A. Edison has not, nor ever had, the re1.
motest possible claim to the priority of invention of the incandescent lamp, and his position is simple a pretense.
Walter K. Freeman was the original inventor, and
2.
made and sent to Thomas A. Edison the first incandescent
lamp, with a high resistance carbon filament, that he (Edison)
ever saw.
3.

Edison never had a patent covering broadly the lamp;

therefore, no such patent could be sustained in the courts.
The United States Electric Light Company has no
4.

claim for a patent; the only claim it ever had was based upon
a contract with Walter K. Freeman, dated June 21, 1880, and
The patents they quote are not
which is now in litigation.
essential or necessary for the successful manufacture or operation of incandescent lamps.

GET TBE BEST.

(

I

The Sawyer-Man patent, number 317,676, was not a
discovery, nor does it cover features necessary to tlv
manufacture of an incandescent lamp.
All of the claims which these concerns make for patents,
covering broadly the incandescent lamp inventions, are senseless and false, because the incandescent lamp did not originate
with either of these companies, nor with any person or
persons connected with them; they, therefore, have no rights
in the premises.
very pertinent fact regarding the successful operation
of the present incandescent electric light system, viz.: The incandescent lamp itself, and tie converter system of electric
lighting, are the results of a series of experiments conducted
5.

new

A

by Walter K. Freeman, at Racine, Wis., where he had in
operation, and continued to operate for more than twelve
years the inventions that were then made, covering this
method of lighting, thereby preserving the validity of his
claims to such benefits as may be derived from his researches.
His applications in the Patent Office, for patents covering
broadly the idea of the alternating system, and the incandescent lamp, must be disposed of before an)- company can sustain its patents, or collect damages of any user of electric
light apparatus.
This company takes the position: First, to defend the
users of its apparatus against loss accruing from its use;
second, to vigorously and determinedly prosecute Walter K.
Freeman's claims for patents covering these inventions.
Our apparatus is of the highest efficiency mechanically
and electrically.
are prepared to guarantee its operation
and defend our customers.
are in this business on a business basis, for a manufacturer's profit; having all modern facilities for the production
solicit the patronage of electric
of first class apparatus.
light users, believing we can furnish the best.

We

We

Representatives wanted hi
every State in the Union.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG.

—

We

CO.,

\

GET THE CHEAPEST.

)

Eau

Claire, Wis., U. S.

A
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WOODWARD
G. H. GALE. PRESIDENT.
S A. PLUMMER. VICE-PRESIDENT.
H. H. HUMPHREY. TREASURER.

f
\

Gen. R. A. ALGER.
G. H.

IS. A.

GALE.

PLUMMER.
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ELECTRICAL CO.
BOIIIII

OF OIRKCTOBK.

BROWN.
T.WILLIAMSON.
E. C.
F. B.

TROUT.

WARREN.
THOMPSON.
H.H.HUMPHREY.

}

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, SECRETARY.
FRANK B. TROUT, SUPERINTENDENT.

C. A.
C. H.

}

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT STORAGE BATTERY.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

in

construction,

has

now been found
to many

PECULIARLY ADAPTED

to

be

uses In

^^TlOX^JXJUir

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE
which other types of

batteries

DURABLE,

and
have

ADAPTED

Steadying Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,
Burglar Alarms,
Propelling Boats,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station Lighting,
Street Cars,

and

Is,

owing

to Its design,

failed.

TO

Isolated Lighting,
Auxiliary Central Station

Work,

Medical Purposes,

Running of Small Motors.

HATTKItV

SECTION OF BATTERY PLATE.

*== Detroit

Storage Battery,

MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS GRANTED TO C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
BEEN DULY ASSICNED TO THIS COMPANY,
Is positively the only Secondary Battery which tvill not Buckle, or which will
withstand uninjured the Highest Bates of Discharge.

SUCCESSFUL
IS

STOEiiC^E

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE

The woodward
St.,

BYI

Electrical Co.

OFFICE**:
69 Griswold

BATTEKT
FACTORY:

Campau

Building.

F.

B.

DETROIT, MICH.

TROUT,

Corner 13th and

General Manager.

Howard

Streets.
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The Thomson-Houston
Electric Railway System.

Twenty-six Roads in Daily Operation, and Sixteen Now in Process
of Construction Under the Thomson-Houston Patents.
ALL MATERIAL 18 NOW MANUFACTURED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.
The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to

all

others

work.
Only one pair of brushes for each motor.
Brushes self-feeding.

for railway

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the
brakes applied from either platform.
Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
above the floor.
Direct gearing is used.
The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the

Bearings self-oiling.
No change of brushes for change of load or change in Thomson-Houston patents.
direction of rotation of the armature.
Contact with overhead conductor is had by means
trolley pressing against the wire from below.
The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

ol

MOTORS 1 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENTS FORNISHED FOR MINING & OTHER SPECIAL WORK.
For Full Information and Estimates

_A_ddress the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.
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The Electrical Supply Co
MVM*«W#a

THE SURE CALL ELECTRIC ALARM.

PAT.-GOOD MORNIN,' MIKE.

SOMETHING NEW AND SOME.
THING NOVEL, NEVER FAILS

YOU'RE LATE

MIKE.— I AM THAT! I OVERSLEPT MESELF.
PAT— BEGORRA. YOU'LL BE
LATE AT YOUR OWN FUNERAL

TO RING.
FIT

FOR

HOVEL.

PALACE
ERGO:

OR

"JUST

THIS MORNIN'

AGAIN.

FOR
THE

SOME DAY.
MIKE.— I WILL NOT THIN. I'VE
JUST GOT A SURE CALL ELECTRIC ALARM.

THING."

No. 2825.

THIS

THEM
•ONE
STOP

ALARM IS JUST WHAT IS MOST NEEDED BY "THE MILLION," AND WE ARE PREPARED TO FURNISH

LARGE OR SMALL QUANTITIES. NO CHANCE TO OVERSLEEP. JUST AS YOU TURN OVER FOR
MORE SNOOZE" THE ALARM GOES OFF, AND RINGS AWAY MERRILY UNTIL YOU GET UP AND
IN

IT.

AN AID TO THE ENERGETIC MAN, A NECESSITY TO THE LAZY ONE.

DIAMOND

"O. * U."

Wood Box
THE

CAHBOIBATTKHT.

Bell.

HANDSOMEST

BELL

MADE OF ANY
OFFERED.
KIND OF WOOD. AN ORNAMENT TO ANY ROOM.

THE GREAT,
THE ONLY,
THE UNIQ,UE.
TRY

CAZE ON THIS PICTURE.

IT

AND BE CONVINCED.

THEN ON

THIS.
No. 67

NNUNCIATOR WIRE, AND SOME SCREWS, TAPE AND STAPLES, AND YOU HAVE THE HANDSOMEST AND
MOST DURABLE BELL OUTFIT IN THE WOULD.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND INFORMATION.
REMEMBER THESE

17

FACTS.

SOMETHINC NEW NEXT WEEK.

RANDOLPH STREET,

C-H- I-C-A-Gr-O.

FACTORIES:

Ansonia, Conn.

BRANCH OFFICE:

505 Delaware

Ave.,

Kansas

City,

Mo.

April 27,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

li

"C.

&

C." ELECTRIC

MOTOR

CO.
YORK.

NEW
Efficient Electric Motors
402-4 Greenwich

St.,

MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
WESTERN

NEW ENGLAND OFFICE: 32 Oliver St., B03T0N,
OFFICE: 139 and 141 Adams Street, CHICAGO,
PHILADELPHIA. OFFICE: 301 Arch Street.
SOUTHERN OFFICE: 25 Carondelet Street, NEW

JOHN STEPHENSON
NEW YORK.
j—nvrrr-ErD,

r—HKlWEST END

St.

ORLEANS

CO.,

RAILWAY!—;

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

ThejrushjjlectriDfompany

Th.

EMPIRE CITY ELECTRIC CO.
1

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
-AND-

5

Dey

Street,

New York.

mr Electrical

Supplies

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Send for

NEW CATALOGUE.

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished.

IrateCuie

Electric

Litii

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS,

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,

CHICAGO OFFICE,
Ho. ISO

Washington

A

ETC.

Street,

HI ASII IK KMfT,
Speelal Agent.

No. 201 Journal Halloing,

O. C. MTKKI.K.
(!*l»*M'liil

A(«Bt.

-

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

m
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JENNEY ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
jF*ox»t TTVayss.©..

Indiana.

Manufaciurers ofihc

SLATTERY

INDUCTION

SYSTEM

out

The Most Carefully Workedand Complete Alternating

System of Electric Lighting in

OF

Existence.

IMCaNDESCEHT LI6HTUG,

AND THE

—

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

Lamps

OF

ARC LIGHTING.

and

Converters

12—16 Candle Power

to the Mechanical

Horse

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK
I

X:JZ

15
,...aj

OFFICE:

BROADWAY,
J^J

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS,

FORT WAYNE,

IND.

*"-;

Boreel Bldg.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,
907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.
OFFICE, 217 Sansome St.

SAN FRANCISCO

City of Mexico Office,

F.

ADAMS, Successor.

SCHUYLER ARC LIGHTING SYSTEM
CD
53'

OJ

|#

13

CO

=

G3

CD

£? »"
00
co
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CO
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o

X*

CT3

W
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X

CO

GO
CO
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CO
co
CO

-C3
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S
=
CO

KJibi

THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

cd
OO.

cu

CO.,

m *k™ m

$3 per Annum.

EVERY SATURDAY.

Vol. IV.

CHICAGO,

Ireson's

Leather-Link

Self-Adjusting

MAY

Patd.

Nov. 16, 86.

Belting.

Send for Ireson's
trated Treaties on

Especially adapted for

purposes and
other high-speed machin-

Self-

tuitously.

Every Belt guaranteed.

Manf'd by

Illus-

Adjueting Leather Link
Belting, furniBhed gra-

all Electric

CHARLES

IRESON. 97 Hiqh

L.

St..

No.

4, it

This
*

Boston. Mass.

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

Buy no

WITHOUT

Bells

ELECTEICAL

House Furnishings

32-34 Frankfort

-

Street,

ELECTRIC

^

™

Yor
WU
r
**;
BRANCH OFFICES: \ "*?
f' "
rJ^'t
E. Madison St., F. E. Degenhardt,
Chicago, 139
M'g'r. BRANCHES:
(

-

PLANT

-

BOILER,

Adopted by the Kills on Electric

Light Com-

at Philadelphia, Detroit, St. Paul, Columbus,
and Cincinnati also the Braah Electric Light Co., of
Louleville, and others.
;

28 Cliff Street,

-

Aerial Use,

Branches of Signaling.

All Sizes

Subterranean Use,

.
Fncassd wire
rf tincasQa
Wires
L6aa
*

Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia. Roohester and

Submarine Use
Concealed Wiring

in all Locations.

Tlie

B.

McCLEES, General Manager,

16 Deyst,

in construction,

new york.

Ashton TalTe

Prevents

Air

DYNAMOS.

&

SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO,

now in the market.
Automatic in action, Perfectly Controlling the Pressure of the hoee
pump is working.

Co.,

271

Mi

St.,

Boston,

Owners of

all

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

CHICAGO OFFICE AND WARER00MS

REMOVED TO
NEW

ILL.

the Patents and Inventions of Charles D. Jenney

what-

^^es^^^'^^-'vVk.

1

19

AND

133

AND

135

WABASH AVENUE.

YORK:

FACTORIES

21 CLIFF STREET.

ANSONIA, CONN.
Bbaixaei. Rorison. 8«retar7.
AllOS K. HOLLOWXIX, TrCAIOIW

Electrician.

Jenney Electric Company,
Sole

at

FIRE-PROOF AND WEATHER-PROOF

CHAELE3 D. Jenney,

Daniel TV. Maemon, President.
Addison H. Nobdyke, Vice-President.

V«.l-cr©,

ater Relief Valve.

\A/

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF COWLBS' PATENTED

Co., (Mfrs.)

AND MANUFACTUEEBS AND TANNEKS OF
OAK TANNED LEATHER BELTINC AND LACE LEATHER.

Ashton

ANSONIA BRASS AND COPPER

Cushions.

GUARANTEED FOR

46

Pi-loa ns ,

ever speed the engine or

ELECTRIC PERFORATED BELTING!!!

Chas. A, Schieren

New

THE ASHTON YALVES *™™*°w«^™™»*«»™* *<>*>*<*
THEIR SAFETY YALYES %Mg$&£^U^™&®£!r
THEIR WATER RELIEF VALYES §££fg&$£L2g&&
Simple

E.

York.

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back

The acknowledged Standard for durable and high
Insulation. Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.
and Power,
Telegraph and Telephone.
Railway and all other

New

ROOT SECTIONAL SAFETY BOILER.

.'

Noiseless
DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. IiooomotlTe Safety
Valve,
Tile Asliton Looli Safety

Electric Light

Durable.

*:ABENDR0TH & ROOT MFG.CO,

PITTSBURGH, PA.

andt

Economical

panies

Standard Underground Cable Co., Mf'rs,
-

Hare

AN EXCELLENT

:--

-

NEW YORK.

-

-

ROOTS WATER TUBE BOILER.

rr^j.

AVE.,

IT.

HAZAZER & STANLEY,

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES AND CABLES.
PENN

18.

DUST PROOF WASHER

is the

THE WARING

General Offices, 708

O cents per Copy.

1

(known as the Jenney System) and Sole Owners and Manufacturers of

his

Improved Dynamo, [amp

$

Electric Motor.
In all desirable feniurcs of Are and Incandescent Lighting
Simple* durable, economical,
the Jenney System loads.
'" these csaentlala It chalsteady, brilliant and penetrating.
lenges comparison.

Estimates Promptly Furnished (or Erecting Electric Lighting
Plants /or Cities. Companies or Individuals.

Prices Furnished for the Jennev Arc or Incandescent Systems, or for both combined.
Inoandesceni Dynamos are ^elf-regulating.
permit the turning on and oil of one or all of the Lamps

The Jenney
iiiid

at will.

This

Company

Shopi. Factories,

vr-

seib

m

girts special attention to
etc., trti/i

piupmi luismmc

omc*

furnUMng MUU,

ln.U\(>tual Plants.

m

lutiiuit

nt smu. -*i

ami work*:

Cor. Kentucky Ave.

and Morris

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

St,
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May

4,

omson-MeHston Electric Bo
WESTERN OFFICE:

EASTERN OFFICE:
ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON.
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520

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

SLY

TOMATIC SYSTEM

PERFECT

Electric flrc-tighting
TJST

THE

-HrORLID-

SERIES LAMPS
FOE

Arc-Circuits.
These Lamps have repeatedly
their superiority under

Shown
test.

.

Ftrrt Medal

:

Flret Prize

:

CtndonaM

This

Beat Arc-Light, Louisville, 1883,
Beat System of Arc-Lighting,

Industrial Exposition, 1833.

Company was

given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions
at London,

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

August

1

1,

1885,

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
dynamos

are automatic in their regulation
durable.

and

will

FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

LIGHTING.

No other Incandescent
maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit.
are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

Our Incandescent systems

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all

Exhibition,

FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

sizes ifor tho transmission of Power. Plans and estimates for
and Inoandascent Lighting and Power Plants.

all

kinds of Aro

Lamp

is

so perfect an<

!

May

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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4,

THE MITCHELL VANCE
AX
r< to 91 I'M

tHcirr

'

II K.I. I..

I

V.

A

<

CO.,

«>.,

DESICNERS AND MAKERS OF
ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS

AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.
Architects' and Decora-

Having no Special Agent
Chicago for our

in

we

Goods,

tors' Designs

S1MPLEXJJNE WIRE
An

Insulation that resists Abrasion, Acid
/fumes, Smoke, Ammonia, and Pack-

ing House Fumes.

and

Correct View of a Tree Limb

Solicit Cor-

CHAFED by

the

Suggestions Carried Out

respondence from

with Fidelity

Buyers, which
given Motive.

to the

Simplex T.

Z. R.

we Promptly Answer.

Insulated Wire
Insulating Joints,

Combination Fixtures,

and

Electroliers, Brackets,

No.

All Fittings for

INSULATION.

E^T* The following
favor of

is

a sample of

many

unsolicited

letters in

"SIMPLEX," and shows the benefit of a good

Incandescent Lighting.

Pendants, Reflectors,

1

when well put up.
The insulation was

reliable in this case,

and

it

wire

must have been

well tied to the insulators:

[COPY ]
The Standard Light and Power Manufacturing Co.,
MOXTPELIEIi, VT., April 18th, 188«.
The Simplex

Electrical

Company.

Boston, Mass:

—

Gentlemen The wires we purchased of you last fall we used on
cur Barre Circuit, on which we run 38 arc lights, the nearest lamp being
Some of the poles we are obliged
over four miles from our station.
Last night the high water wa bed
to stt on the very bank of the river.
two of the poles out, and in falling carried the wire with them in*o the
river, so that there was about 180 feet of both wires (being a return
circuit) submerged all night, but we ran the 38 lights until shutting down
Yours Respectfully,

time at 11 o'clock, four hours.

SALESROOM,

MANUFACTORY,
24 and 25th

St.

and

I

Oth

Ave

[Signed]

836-38 Broadway and 13th

NEW YORK

E

D.

BLACKWELL,

Treas.

St.,

GEORGE CUTTER,

CITY.

West.Agt., 80

Adams

St.,

CHICAGO.

The Daft
Electric Co.,
INSULATING C0MPA1TY,

new yo rk and

chicago.

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

INSULATED

WIRES and

The only Company

CABLES

using Safe
Currents in the operation of Street

Railways.

FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.
Guaranteed to Give Satisfactory Services Underground and Overhead.

Speed,
Endurance,

Specially

Adapted for Minos, Chemical Works, Eto.

Prices and

No.

m

W,

I

Samples on Application

FRONT STREET, NEW YORK

ilABIRSHAW,

P.C.S., London, Chemical Engineer,

Economy.
The Daft Motors for Power

at

CITY. tribution are

General Manager.

TOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We have

supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

and Telephone Companies, to United States Vessels,
Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other serv-

Electric Light, Telegraph

ices

wherever a First-class Electrical Installment

is

Materials and Workmanship are Guaranteed

and correspondence
articles.

is

solicited from

Required.

Dis-

Our

unexcelled.
for Circular Matter.

Send

New York Office
BOREEL BUILDING,

the Very Best,

companies and architects requiring our

115

BROADWAY.

Please Mention the Western Electrician.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

THE NATIONAL

May

4, iS

CARB''0N'CO:

MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARB ONS a™ BATTERY MATERIAL.

JABVB
Dynamo and
Second

By

machinery.

8.

109

ST.

61

BOSTON.
H.

A.

power Stations

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,
v is BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screening,
NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

NEW YORK.

CHICAGO.

I

Electric [ight and

J

ST.

l

ii ii

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

Cylinder OiLe=

or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
Adopted by the largest
refiltering can be used continually.
V.lectric Plants of the West.
Electric

Free from

to none.

ENGINEER!! COMPANY
LIBERTY
181 LAKE ST,,
OLIVER

CONTRACTING ENCINEERS FOR ERECT1NC COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

gum

CHICAGO.

43 River St
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

TAUSSIG, Agent,

"LITTLE WOND

i

"THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY."
By FRED

H.

WHIPPLE.

A

new and original book, designed to inform a practical public without the use
of mystifying technical terms.

'
I

DYNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINE

Plating Machines
requiring a speed
of from 1800 to
3600 revoiutionsper
minute, are only fit
for toys.

Over 1,000 in Successful

OPERATION,
Please send for Catalogue of 1889.

CONTENTS:

The Mechanical Production, Transmission and
Power Purposes.

The

Utilization of

Electricity

Lacquers,

Application to the Propulsion of Cars.
The different systems described, with Illustrations Showing their Methods of
Construction and Operation.
Where and When and How These Systems Have Been Applied.
Comparison of Electric Propulsion to Other Methods.
What does it cost to build an electric road; cost to operate; what are the advan-

History of

largest mannlactiirers
Platers' Supplies,

of Hicfeel

for

its

etc.

Van Winkle

Hanson,

Ho,.
TCWABK,
NEW YORK

Iff.

J.

OFFICE;

tages?

Application of Electricity to Elevated Railways and to Stationary Power.
Overhead systems, conduit systems, storage batteries, etc., etc., described and
nitrated.
Cost of Producing Electricity; of its Transmissions; of its Utilization.
Steam and Water Power and their application to the Electric current.
Price, bound in paper, $1.00; bound in flexible Russia, $2.00.

Fubllsbed
FRED

H.

WHIPPLE,

and 94 Liberty St

ff^scJ

t»y
Detroit,

Michigan,

Stored Electricity.

DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

Central Station

Electrical Accumulators

Voltmeters

Batteries,

cr

Storage latteries,

And Complete

Isolated Lighting,

LIGHT

Especially Adapted to

Railroad Car

and

For Towns,

STREET CAR PROPULSION.

Street
Wtich romplftflv Displaces

Long Distance

THE ELECTRICAL ACG0MULAT0R
44 Broadway, New York.

i

Most

91

Cars Equipped

Experieiiceil Electric

Motor Company

in tie

World,

THE ELECTRO-DYNAMIC COMPANY

CO.

OF PHILADELPHIA.

DETROIT OFFICE:

CHICAGO OFFICE:

PMCZNIX BUILDINC.

Offices, Residences, Factories

for Electric Propulsion.

Lighting.

Gas.

Electric

POWER PLANTS
Theaters, Ef,

Lighting,

THE ONLY SYSTEM

and Ammeters,

SWITCHES,

Lighting,

CRISWOLD STREET

Main

224

Office,

Carter

St.,

Philadelphia.

New York

Office,

44 Broadway.

The K napp ft.NUPACTURBRS
E lectrical Works.
OX*

1S/L

Magneto

Bells,

Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries, Push Buttons, Etc„

DEALEns

IIST

EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL,
AGHNTS FOR
TTT]

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A Full Line of their Celebrated Wires,

Buy your Goods

Cables and Tapes

of the

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

-

-

-

CHICAGO,

.

May

4,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND MOTOR COMPANY.
For Stationary or Railway

Work

Mining or Engineering Operations, the Sprague Motors are Unexcelled.

for

Upon

List of Street Railways in Operation, or in Course of Construction
Akron Electric R. R., Akron, Ohio,
Asheville Electric R. R., teheville, N. C.
Buffalo Street R. R., Buffalo, \. V.
Carbondale

&

Jermyn R.

R.,

the

SPRAGUE SYSTEM,

People's R. R., Scranton, Pa.
Inclined Plane R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Lafayette Electric R. R., Lafayette, Ind.

Central R. R., l)avenport. la.
Chattanooga Electric R. R., Chattanooga, Term.
Erie, Pa.
City Passenger R. R
City R. R., Wilmington, Del.
City R. R., Ext'n, Wilmington, Pel.
East Cleveland Street R. R., Cleveland, O.
East Reading R. R., Reading, Pa.
East Reading R. R. Ext'n, Reading, Pa.
East Side btreet R. R., Brockton, Mass.
Eau Claire Street R. R., Eau Claire, Wis.
Hartford & Wethersfield R. R„ Hartford, Conn.

Marlborough Street R.
Minneapolis Street R.

,

Naumkeag

St.

P.,

R.,

':nn.

Pa.
'

ma,
.mond. Va.

[nion

Marlborough, Mass.
Minneapolis, Minn.

'.,

St.
n,

Avenue

St. R. R..

T.

Mo.

Joseph.

\fass.
•lass.

Joseph, Mo.

R'y., St.

Tacoma, W.

an

R. P., Wichita, Kan;
ri/an K. P.. Willtesbarre, Pa.

I

Passenger P. R., East llarrisburg, Pa.
Passenger R. R. Extension, Harrisburg, Pa.
Pennsylvania R. R. System, Atlantic City, X.
People's R. R., St. loseph,

\\*.

Richmond. Va.

n ion,

R. R., Salem, Mass.

Northern Division Wvatt Park
Pacific

R. P.. SteuU-nvi

trie

Loop Extension Wilkesbarrc & Suburban R. R. Wiik^sbarre,
Main Street Line Evt'n U. P. Railway, St. Joseph, Mo.
Manchester and Richmond R. R., Manchester, va.

Carbondalc, Pa.

April 25, 1889:

Willimanii<_- Bridge R. R., Portland,
Wyatt Par)
Mo.

(

'regon.

.

J.

Mo.

EACH OF THESE REPRESENTS A SEPARATE BONA FIDE CONTRACT FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAY APPARATUS.

16

BROAD

FOR CIRCULARS AND FULL INFORMATION, ADDRESS

lO

^LINTID
A. A.

McGreary's Reflector Shade

ST,, nXTJSXV
The GOULD PACKING COMPANY,
30 Cambridge Street,

(PATENTED.)

EAST CAMBRIDGE. - MASS.,

BEAUTIFUL AND DURABLE.
COMFORTABLE TO THE EYES.
NO DIRECT RAYS.
LAMPS INCREASED MORE THAN DOUBLE
IN ILLUMINATING POWER.
5

SIZES

for 10 to

MANUFACTURE TUE

Gould Steam and Water Packing

100 C. P. Lamps.

The Original Ring Packing. Pat. June

SUSPENDED BY FLEXIBLE CORD.
NO FIXTURES REQUIRED.
18and20Cortlandt

NEW YORK,

Street,

Send for Circular

IE.

AHEARN & SOPER.

Messrs.

ALBION CHIPMAN, Treasurer.

OTTAWA, ONTARIO.

-

All similar Packings are Imitations and calculated to deceive-

DYNAMO
PULLEYS.
SECURE
BEST RESULTS,

If

you would

GleVerly Electrical works

the

Use PAPER PULLEYS.

oisChestnut

The following is the result of a test recently made at
the Franklin Institute, showing the relative value of
Paper Pulleys over Iron in the transmission of power:
Transmiaeidn, Iron, 84 lbs.; Paper, 144 lbs., with equal
tension of belt.
Tension, Iron, 150 lbs.; Paper, 39 lbs. for equal transmission.
Width, Iron, 13 inch ; Paper, .J inch (unsafe for belt).
Diameter, Iron, 48 inch; Paper, 24 inch for equal tension.
Contact, 90° on 24" Paper equals 110° on 36" Iron.
^^"These Pulleys are used and indorsed by the leading Electric Light Manufacturing Companies.
For Price Lints and discounts write to

AMERICAN PAPER PULLEY

CO.

1880.

Beware of Infringements and Imitations.

Agents for toe Oanadaa,

3

1,

Superior to any Packing in the market for Steam, Water
or Ammonia. Self-Lubricating, does not corrode the rod.
never grows hard if directions are followed. Sent on thirty
daye' trial. Satisfactory or no pay. None gennine withont
(his trade mark and date of patent stamped on wrapper.

Indianapolis,

M

St. Philadelphia

^•lECtrlCB*

VjUrF

H'A-Cleverly -Manager

Western Agent,

&

G. A.

-Mil MfllfDK
Philadelphia Department**

BAXTER ELECTRIC

MFG& MOTOR

CO,

Harmount, 315 Wabash Ave.. Chicago.

The

Electrical

Construction Co.

%•

CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR THE ERECTION OF
"If you have any
a reasonable price."

All

Lamp

Complete.

Plants

Light

Electric

Spools to re-wind, send them to us, and

Classes of

HOUSE WORK

we

do

it

for

a Specialty.

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING &,
ROOMS, 200 and 202

18

will

MTG

CO,

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST. IDOTTIS.
UNIFORM

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

BALL DYNAMOS

^LD

LAMPS

FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

IN QUALITY,

LONG LIFE AND GOOD LIGHT.

Automatic High Speed
ideal

(ENGINE

This system is mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a steady
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required
and the cost of repairs.

For

descriptive circulars or testimonials, address

CHARLES W. RAYMOND,

THE BEST FOR

Western Agt.

39 Dearborn Street, Tremcnt House,

LECTRIC LIGHTING

ILL.
CHICAGO.
THE STANDARD CARBON
COMPANY, CLEVELAND,
manufacturers 01
-

-

-

Send

for

our

New

Catalogue.

OHIO.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

May

EDW.

Improved Cobliss Engine

P.

ALUS

RELIANCE works.

especially adapted for electric plants
of all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

Manoiacturere of and Dealers In

Pulleys, Cears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

FOR ECONOMY OF FUEL, BEGDLARITY OF

AND

& CO.,

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Is

MOTION,

1889

SOLB BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

IT IS TT>-pqTT AT.1?Tl

4,

DITRftBTTiTTY IN USE.

ite for

our Catalogues*.

FRANKLIN

S.

CARTER.

CHAS.

M WILKINS.

ESTABLISHED

E.

WARD

WILKINS

1S67.

PARTRJCK& GARTER,
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS

';':

IN EVERY- CESCRIRTION OF

.

S1I

ELECTRICAL

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS.
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF
BELLS, DISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LIGHTING APPARATUS
AND A FUtL LINE OF

ST.LOIHS.MO.

-V-V

Also Rawhide Lace Leath

—IAGENTS

IN

ALL CITIESh

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.
publish Catalogues of all our Manufactures, mid will forward to any address upon
application.
"When applying for Catalogues, please sta to whether "Electric Bell" or " General
B.
N,
Supply" Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trade inclo^f business card for disc'ouuis.

We

—

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

114 South Second Street.

Clutch Works,

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC GO.

CLEVELAND, O.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

EASTERN OFFICE:
18 Cortlandt Street, -

NEW TORE.

CUICAOO:

MINNEAPOLIS:

2S50 Caaal St.

305 Kaaota Building.

ARC-LIGHT CIRCUITS.

KANSAS CITY:
1221

FOK

and V&i Union Avenne.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

SIMPLE RELIABLE. DURABLE.
.

Designed, Erected and Furnished.

Send for new Catalogue, Power
Tranemieeion Machinery.

COPYRIGHTED BY

H. W. HILL.

The only
parts.

R
'

UECUi

""'1^1

«

.

i»-:

<

;i>

PERFECT

and the only

for Illustrated Catalogue.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

BOSTON,

teis

stf-aiu plants

/extraordinary high

efi^J

'ii^e:

chasing Agents, Engineers and Practical Builders

led to know that a Lubricant Is now produced of such
to make it proof againtt the great heat to which it Is
"
sutd*' c ;(1 and lB therefore a
"obrlcatur
where products of lower grade and
lab..
Ire icsw pass on" at once, leaving the parts
~s subject
s
to wear, or greatly Increasing the

.] costly

Send

620

675 DECREES -

consumi'li-m
xmsampt
of oil.
,i]\ <-oiri n <"
a 1 redact in the highest state of nitration, Is of the greatest viscosity, lsenFree from all acids and absolutely nun-corrosive, and without duubt the finest and most thorough' J reliable Cylinder Lubricant now on the market and will naturally lubricate 200 toliOOPER cent.
.an prwlucwof \Owei test. fWi& not only the beat but the most economical lubi leant.
Manufacture and sale controlled exclusively by RELIANCE OIL & GREASE CO.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Samples of one to ten barret* ^hipped on request. Correspondence Invited- Resident agents wanted.

\

|

VALVE-OLEINE:
Yn MASTEK

safe socket for series lamps,

socket having insulating material for the outside

-

MA.SS.

I
I

|
|

i/

1

THE FOREST CITY PACKING COMPANY,
CLEVELAND, OHIO,

U. 8. A.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

CARBON PLATES, Patent

MADE ESPECIALLY FOR ELECTRIC LICHT

FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
I

8 Cortlandt St., Telephone Building, N. Y.

High Speed Packing,

Miyered Free

on

60

Days' Trial,

Satisfaction

ENGINES.

Guaranteed,

or

no

I J^&OODRI^HAKD^BBrlR G
El

Pott
TUBINC ALL'

Purposes

_JL

Pure Sheet Rubber

Samples and
*Hre»*

prices

Etc..',

upon application.

we B.F.Goodrich Co.
PUB BE
WORKS
AX ft ON

ft

IT

e*

™

www

/'/"

fw/iw

'
1

.

\\ Specialties of all kinds to order
J^> Send for "Gtalosue. \

m

'H*?

Pay.

-

May

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

4, iS

Established

^BERGMANN

in

1861.

<:

& C0.>>
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

sf

IN

,

J

.'A

$/%/

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

j

.,1^'//''

-"'

ELECTRIC LIGHT CAS AKD ELECTRIC ^PlP

:

FIXTURES.
ELECTRIC and GAS GLOBES,

-ANZD-

SHADES,

Etc., Etc.,

Madison Street and Fifth Avenue,

Combination Fixtures.

CHICAGO-BRANfrll STOIIE-

2134 Michigan Avenue,

Adapted

to

any System

of

Incandescent
14 YEARS.

Lighting.

SEND FOR

NEW PAMPHLET

OF

RECORDING

ALL APPLIANCES FOR

Pressure Gauges.

TEE EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT.

Jtfvis B. EosofJf
145 Broadway, N. Y.

Illustrated Catalogues, Designs

and

Estimates furnished on application.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Office

& Works, 292-298

Show Rooms, 65

Ave. B,

Fifth Ave.,

INDORSED

NEW YORK.

BY

Thomas

Eliha Thomson,

A. Edison,

—

H.

S.

Possons,

Edwin

J.

Houston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

T.

W. WILMARTH

&

FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELEES.

CO.,

Send

227 State

St.,

-

CHICAGO,

Agents for our Fixtures in the Northwest.

ILL.

for

Pamphlet "ARE YOU POSTED?" to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH
177-179 Broadway, H. Y.

CO.

5

May

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Sdward S.

C. H. Jackson, Presl.

4,

1

Jas. P. McQttaide, Sec'y and Treafl.

Pebot, Vice-Prest.

THE NATIONAL CONDUIT MFG. COMPANY'S

WROUGHT IRON CEMENT-LINED PIPE
For Electrical Sub-ways.
IHI

by the Metropolitan Telephone & Telegraph Company of New York;
by the Bell Telephone Company of Buffalo; by the Police and Fire
Departments of New York and Chicago, Etc.

In use

DISTRIBUTION.
THIS SYSTEM IS PARTICULARLY ADAPTED FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT TRUNK AND

TELEPHONE BUILDING, NEW YORK.

Address the Company,

ENGINEERING CO.
707 and 709

Market

St.,

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.

St. Louis.

Erected Ready for Service.
31 Waterworks

319 Ramge

Building,

Building,

Kansas

City.

Aimirjgton & SimB Engine, Steel Boilers, Ireson Link Belt. Standard Rocking and Sheffield GrateB, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pump, Korting Injector, etc.

SPKCIAI.TIEB:-The

Omaha.

THE HORN, BRANNEN & FORSYTHE MFG.
Designs

in

^^.3NTS^.S CITY, TUCO.

Brass sni

Yinttt

Combination

and

Fixtures.

Poles, Wires, Cables, Conductor Cords,
Pins, Brackets, Insulators, Cross
Etc., Etc.

Iron

'

ELECTROLIERS,
Gas

>,

,

.

FACTORY AMI SALESROOMS

Bells, Batteries,

^j3&

Annunciators and Everythinq Electrical-

Correspondence

SS

3

Arms,

CARBONS AND GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

.

F.

ANNETT,

S. F.

frest..

Solicited.

PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

PRICES LOW.
^aj g

CATALOGUES.

I.4.TEBT

SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO,

CO.

DESIGNERS AND 3IAKEII

Arlistic

FOB

HF.\I>

FENTON,

CHAS. SIDNEY SMITE, Seo'y

Vice-Prest. and Treas.

Hotel and House Annunciators.
Electric

Gas Lighting,

The United

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electric Go.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electrical

Electric Lighting.

Apparatus and Supplies,

Telegraph Instruments.

ADIT rAD'RQN CO.,

I

American Electrical Directory
B. D.
Price, $S.OO.
For 1889.

of

i

=

^

W.

Fort
D.

Wayne,

SARGSNT,

Pras.

makers "Nigh -grade

BRAIDED WIRE.
NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE
t

TOWER COMPANY

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL DIRECTORY,

UTAH.

-

Safe and Reliable.

graph and Telephone companies.
This year's issue enlarged and improved.
Lists and reports of Electric Light and Power companies, reports of National
Electric Light association, useful tables, etc , etc.
S^nd orders for copies of books, and for advertising space to

STAB. IRON

CITY,

THE POPULAR WIRE FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

The best and most permanent medium for advertisers in the electrical field. Tbis
work reaches every Electric Light and Power company in the country, besides Tele

Publishers

SALT LAKE

"Wire nnd Batteries.

Desips and Estimates Faraished

W.

I

B.

CO,,

649 & 651

Central St., Boston, Mass.

Broadway.

GALLAHER, Secy.
J. W. GODFREY, Gen'l Mgr.

DOWSE,

R

Gen'ISupt.

E.

Ind.
J

NO. A. BARRETT. V

Pres. and Cons. Elec.

E. H.

CUTLER,

Treas. and

Mgr

FRANK

THE ELEKTRON MFC.
Cor. Jay

and Plymouth

Sts.,

A

PERRET,

Elec.

CO.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

MANUKACTKRKRS OF TUB

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS and DYNAMOS
Small Sizes a Specialty (1-8 to 2
The
ture

"^^t"V'

\S

i

~"?v^**

oSi

Distinctive Features are:

Resistance,

HP.)

Laminated Field Magnets,

No Sparking under t'hangesof Load,

Low ArmaWork

Excellent

manshlp.

InEFFICIENCY, RECU LATION, SIMPLICITYand

DURABILITY

"Ufl

MACHINES SHOW ORCiT SUPEKIORITY.

Fan Outfits arc very handsome and run very

iiur

GBijjj

still.

CAREFUL INVESTIGATION INVITED.
Catalogues Furnished on Application.

LAMINATKO

Kiki.m Maoniit, hy

Mm

possible otherwise,

ueo of which

May

4,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

His Patents Sustained

by the United
Supreme Court.

States

THE EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
Takes pleasure in announcing to its patrons and the general public that the decision of the
Supreme Court of the United States, filed on the 21st ult., in the case of the
Bate Refrigerator Company, is in fact a decision

SUSTAINING THE EDISON PATENTS
In the many suits brought by the Edison Company, in the lower courts, against infringers of the Edison patents, the
defendants have evaded the merits of the controversy, thus tacitly admitting the fact of infringement, and have interposed a plea alleging that our patents have been voided by the expiration of patents previously granted in foreign
countries.

Hence the delay in establishing our rights. In the meantime, other electrical companies have been indiscriminately
copying our devices and methods, not even assuming that they themselves were the original inventors, but simply relying upon the construction of a statute by the lower courts invalidating our fundamental patent. In pursuance of our
expressed determination to secure a decision upon the point of law involved, we have had the Bate Refrigerator case
(covering the identical question) argued before the TJ. S. Supreme Court, with the result announced above, thus

Completely Deprivingthe Defendants of their Main Defense.
We have now only

to prove the fact of infringement in order to secure prompt injuncand damages from, those who have been so long using ivith impunity that
HIGHEST AUTHORITY now concedes to have been ours, exclusively, from

tions against,
which the
the beginning.

This

is

simply

to establish

A QUESTION OF FACT.
Was,

or

Was

Hot, Edison the Original Inventor ?

This question has been decided in his favor a great many times, primarily by the U. S.
Patent Office, which granted to him Patents bearing earliest dates; tlien by the various
courts of Europe, through the crucial examination of which the question has many times
passed.

Thus the

QUESTION OF LAW having now been settled by the Supreme Court of the
and the QUESTION OF FACT by the highest expertsof the world, this com-

United States,

pany now notifies the Public of its intention
trespass and abuse of its rights in

to call

a halt and demand a reckoning for the

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT
16

AND 18 BROAD

ST..

NEW YORK.

By EDWARD

H.

CO.,

JOH.XSON,

President.
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WESTINGHOOSE ELECTRIC

CO.

J

THE PIONEERS IN INCANDESCENT LIGHTING

ALTERNATING CURRENTS
AND OWNERS OF

FUNDAMENTAL PATENTS PERTAINING THERETO.

COMPLETE CENTRAL STATION

OUTFITS.

Alternating Current Apparatus,
Direct Current Apparatus,

Arc Lighting Apparatus,
Electric Motors,

Electric Meters.

150

CENTRAL STATIONS
OFFICES

IN

IN

OPERATION.

ALL LEADING CITIES.
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CO V
THE UNITED STATES ELECTRIC LIGHTING
Sales Department, 120 Broadway,

(LEASED

AND

OPERATED

BY

THE

NEW

CO.

YORK.

WESTINGHOUSE

ELECTRIC

CO.)

Arc and Incandescent Apparatus
FOR

Efficient

Apparatus!

Economical Lamps!
Ingenious Devices

THE SAWYER-

MAN

510 West 23d

Street,

ELECTRIC

CO.,

NEW YORK.

Incandescent Electric

Lamps

AND
SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC WORK.

ELECTRIC AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.
CORRESPONDENCE WITH DEALERS INVITED.

—
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CO.,

CHICAGO.
MANUFACTURE

HIGH

AND LOW TENSION SYSTEMS
— »
— OF*
#—
'

ARC LIGHTING.
Arc lamps of 2,000, 1,500 and 1,200 Candle Power.

»»'
SYSTEMS OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
COMPLETE X3ST EVEET EESPECT.
The Western Electric Company

is

the only

company

in the United States

manufacturing and

erecting every electrical device necessary for domestic comfort and safety.

We

contract for wiring only,

if

desired, or

we make

proposals, including the

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS COMPLETE,

Catalogues and Estimates Furnished on Application.

=

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO,

Vol. IV.

Electric Lights in Tunnels.
tunnels and other underground work contractors have heretofore experienced considerable difficulty in securing
The miner's
light to enable their men to work.
lamp, which was formerly used, did not fill the
There were numerous objections
requirements.
to it, and when incandescent lighting was introThe
duced, numerous experiments were made.
first successful work is said to have been accomplished in the building of Hyde Park tunnel
An electric light plant, consistfour years ago.
ing of a United States dynamo and 100 lamps,
was used then. The new tunnel, now in course
of construction at the foot of Park Row, ChicaIn July last
go, has an interesting installation.
^
A. Onderdonk, the con- „
_-^ ~
In the construction of
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No. 18

18

The bright
in the work under consideration.
glow of the incandescent lamp is in striking contrast to the flicker of the dim oil lamp which was
formerly used.

The arrangement of the lamps along the wall
of the tunnel is shown in the cut which represents the main drift now in course of construcunder the

viewed from the bottom of
the shaft.
The lamps afford an excellent light,
and the tunnel at all times presents an interesting appearance.
It is one of the most interesttion

ing installations in Chicago.
The plant is in
charge of John Andrews and Elmer Cook, and
they are both very proud of it.
Both say that
while the excavations have been through clay
and quicksand, and the wires have been roughly

dissatis-

progress
lamps,
and secured the plant now
fied

with

the

made by using

re

The work is progressing rapidly, and
committees are enthusiastic over the

lights.

the
pect.

lake,

—

became

tractor,

furnishing committee will be

actively in its work as soon as this work is
pleted.
Leonard & Izard have a force of men
at work
wiring the rooms for incandes

oil

Electricity in China.

Two

distinguished looking Chinamen, in the
picturesque costume of their country, cut quite
a figure at the Palmer house, Chicago, last
week. They were accompanied by an attendant
whom they had imported from the Orient. The
only apparent duty of this attendant was to receive attention from curiosity seekers whom his
masters did not wish to
while
the visitors
see,
labored under the impression that they were
being entertained by a

in use.

Chinese nobleman.

This plant consists of
a United States dynamo,
the same used in the

Ku, Koo
and Glu
were the names of the

building

of

the

and

tunnel,

Park

Ku is secretary of
the board of punishments
of China and his imperial Chinese majesty's
commissioner to Amertrio.

Hyde
75

Thus far 6,200
lamps.
feet of wire has been utilThe
ized in the work.
dynamo is located in the
engine room at the opening of the shaft, and is
driven by a 12 horse
power engine, which also
runs a dummy used for
hoisting trucks, transporting material and removing earth as it is dug

ica.

V

shaft is 86 feet
deep and 14 feet in diam-

SBT"

Three tunnels open
That illustrated
into it.
in the accompanying cut
leads from the shaft to the
water crib, and extends
1,700 feet under the lake.

knowledged,

~T

I

•

I

/

eter.

eight feet in diameter
the opening in the
shaft, and extends out 300
feet.
At this point two
in

diameter, lead from this
tunnel to the crib. These
tunnels, however, are not
yet completed.
Two land tunnels lead from the shaft one to
Harrison and Desplaines streets and the other

—

to

Indiana avenue and Fourteenth

At

street.

points are the main pumping stations,
both land drifts are completed. Besides lighting
the tunnels and the shaft, the lamps can be removed from one point to another by the workmen, thus giving them excellent light for their
work.
The additional cost of lighting a tunnel

these

by electricity

is

more than compensated,

it is

The men can work better and accommore. The light furnished by incandescent

claimed.
plish

lamps

is

far superior to that

he

is

not

that

the

object of Mr. Ku's

visit

this country was to
obtain information about
the system of electrical
execution recently adopted in New York and now
under consideration in
many other states. In
China, Mr. Ku explained
through the agency of
Mr. Koo, who acted as
interpreter, they still adhere to old methods, decapitation being the penalty for murder and hanging for theft. Both agreed
that hanging was a step in advance of decapitation, while Mr. Koo expressed the belief that
electricity was preferable to either of the other
methods. Commissioner Ku will recommend,
on his return to China, the substitution of electricity for the present methods of execution.
He has visited Brazil and other countries, and
will remain in Japan about 100 days before reMr. Ku has not confined
turning to China.
himself to a consideration of the systems of executions in vogue in the countries in which he
lias traveled, but has noted carefully the princi-

to

It is

feet

I.

proficient in the language.
He explained to a representative of the Western

Electrician

at

six

S.

is

missioner.
Mr. Koo was
the only member of the
party who could speak
English, and, as he ac-

The

each

Koo

ber of the trio is plain Mr.
Glu, servant of the com-

away.

drifts,

Mr.

Euland Koo, of the Chinese legation at Washington, and the third mem-

of

any

oil

lamp

in

the market.
By using electric lights the objections to miner's lamps are removed.
There is
no smoke or heat generated. A miner's lamp,
moreover, consumes as much air as two men,
and at times it became impossible to continue
the work when they were used.
In fact, the air
often became so foul that the lamps would not
burn. None of these difficulties are experienced

ELECTRIC LIGHT IN TUNNELS.

handled at times and covered with moisture,
they have never experienced any trouble with
the installation.
The plant is kept running constantly as work is in progress both day and
night.

Superintendent Onderdonk says that electric
is far superior to all other forms of illumination for tunnel work, and looks forward
to the time when it will be universally used.
lighting

Chicago Electric Club.
The committees of the Chicago Electric

club,

charge the work connected with
The
the new club rooms, are hard at work.
finance committee reports that with the assessments and subscriptions it has a fund of §3,000
available for rearranging and furnishing the
new rooms. The committee on furnishing is
A
securing estimates on furniture and carpets.
force of men is engaged in the rooms in the
High building, removing the partitions. The

which have

in

features of industrial advancement.
Both
Messrs. Ku and Koo are deeply interested in
electrical development, and
naturally visited
Chicago 10 secure information on this subject.
According to their statements, China is ahead
ian in these matter.
"Three years ago. when 1 left China." said
pal

\li

Koo.

''electricity

had been used

for street

I

May
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itroducing incandeses, residences and
quite extensively used in

light;,
j

cent systems
workshops.

manv

for

-

It is

Canton and other
tric

lights.

I

i

.

H mg Cong, Shanghai,

have a great many elecChinese papers that
in

cities

read

ing general in all the
lining a foothold in the
Mr. Ku confirms these state-

electric lig!

large

now
Pek

districts.

cities,

The Kapp Regulating Transformer.
vantages possessed
Among the va

is

l

One

and we illustrate herewith one of these regulating transformers, as fitted to the electric light
installation at the town house of Sir David Salo-

tions;

by

urrent distribution,
the system of alt<
Industrie!
that of facility of regulation, says

London

mons, Bart., which is supplied with current from
The whole apparatus
the Grosvehor Gallery.
is placed on a board, and fixed against the wall,
the transformer occupying the lower part, and
the multiple contact switch the upper part of the
In this particular case it was desired to
board.
have means for either raising or lowering the
pressure in the lamp circuit, and the secondary
the transformer has therefore been
coil of

ol

important cor.ditions

'Si

station lighting, is that
in any system ol
of conof keeping the pressure at the points
sumption as nearly as possible constant. In the
over
direct current svstem. equality of pressure
the area supplied from a central station by
of
feeders is generallj obtained by the insertion
rheostats into these feeders; but this plan, be1

4, iJ

il

sides entailing a considerable amount of watchfulness and labor on the part of the attendant,
has the disadvantage of wasting energy. With an

alternating current supply on the feeder system,
the problem can be solved in a far more simple
and less wasteful manner. Constant pressure

and for all
by the insereach feeder,
which raises the pressure at the station end of
the feeder by the exact amount which is lost on
the way in consequence of the ohmic resistance

at the feeding points, at all times
loads, can in this case be obtained
tion of a small transformer into

The primary coil of the regulatof the feeder.
ing transformer is connected with the terminals
of the dynamo, and the secondary coil is subdivided into a number of sections connected
The current
with a multiple contact switch.
flowing to the feeder is led by means of this
switch through one, two, or more of the sections
WE5TEHNELEC7RICIAN.-CHI

FIG.

2.

NEW ACOUSTIC TELEPHONE.

iKTm.filflf
FIG.

I.

NEW

ACOl'STIC TELEPHONE.

that electric railI have no doubt
ments.
roads will soon be introduced into China, now
that they have both railroads and electricity."
Mr. Ku returned to San Francisco Thursday
evening, accompanied by Mr. Glu, but Mr. Koo
remained in Chicago until Sunday evening,
when he returned to Washington to resume his
Mr. Ku will embark for Japan
official duties.
immediately, and then return to China and

make

his report.

New Acoustic Telephone.
The accompanying cuts represent the

I'TG.

3.

NEW ACOUSTIC TELEPHONE.

coil, and receives there an additional e.m.f. proportional to the number of
The regulating transformer
sections inserted.
its
is so proportioned that, when the whole of

of the secondary

coil is inserted, the increase of pressure is just sufficient to make up for the loss due
If the
to the ohmic resistance of the feeder.
current flowing out is below the maximum, the

secondary
"Little

telephone, manufactured by H. A. Leach
This device is a new
of Sparta, Wis.
acoustic telephone just introduced, and is ad-

Gem"
& Co.

divided into seven sections, five of which are
traversed by the lighting current in one direction, and are used for raising the pressure, while
the remaining two are traversed in the opposite
direction, and are used for lowering the pressThe switch has accordingly seven conure.
When the handle is in the position shown
tacts.
in the diagram, the whole of the secondary coil
is cut out"
and the pressure supplied to the
lamps is that given by the secondary coil of the

main transformer, which serves this installation.
If the switch handle be moved to the right over
the contact marked 1, the current in the lamp
circuit is caused to flow through one of the opposing sections of the secondary coil, and the
available pressure at the lamps is reduced by 2
volts.

the switch handle be further

If

moved

to

mirably adapted, it is said, to factory use and
private lines. It can be operated five miles, and
It
is not affected by the weather, it is claimed.
is both neat and durable, and is highly efficient.
It is also an economical device, and can be kept
in repair without any trouble or expense.
In the accompanying cuts are represented
Fig. i represeveral styles of this telephone.
sents a transmitter, receiver and magneto bell,
while Fig. 2 shows the transmitter and receiver

i

KI.KI'HONE.
II

ted

and push butin Fig, .5. and
iver and
ipany,
to the west-

•

IV ESI

1

I".

quite
'.
'

11

I

idea

(

I

1

i.i

I

.

1

in all

ii

This principle of

cd
primarily «
light-

l

applii ation in
hi

Kapp,
1

entral

Hating the

tabli
-

regula-

by Gisbert

in

rkANSI'OUMEk.

II.'.

ntermediate point, so hal
the distant feeding

private installa-

the righl over contact ;, the second section is
brought into circuit, and the e.m.f. is reduced by
111 the other hand, if the switch handle
volts.
be moved to the left, those sections of the
(

I

ondary oil in which the e.m.f. is additive
arc successively brought into circuit, each step
adding • volts to the available pressure at the
I

1

May

by moving the switch handle
marked 5, an increase of
over the pressure given by the main

lamps, so

round
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that

to the contact

10 volts

The connections are
obtained.
The service leads from the main
as follows:
transformer are brought to two terminals, to
which the main lamp circuit is connected. Into
one branch is inserted the regulating trans
former, connection being made with the cables
transformer

A

is

One

terminal T, of the primary coil
of the regulating transformer is connected with
one of the main terminals of the supply current,
and the other terminal T„ is connected by means
of the switch s and wire b with the cable 1' coming

and

P.

pressure, but the effect would in either case 1,.
influenced by the number of lamps in use at any
time.
With the apparatus above described, the
increase or diminution of pressure is, however.
quite independent of the number of lamps in use.
and the consumer is able to burn his lamps with
either a higher or lower voltage than
plied from the central station.

that

1

1

ear
hand!'
1

Bentley-Knight Double Motor Truck.
The ai companying cuts exhibit the construi
tion of the Bentley-Knight
Each
double motor truck.

company's standard
motor is 15 horse

y height.
gle lever at the
of -'line! h
instantly, 1.;,
-

sup

and

11

be ap
the

-tructed that the
Somatically

em

A

ire

of the

BENTLEY-KNIGHT DOUBLE MOTOR TRUCK

from the other main terminal. The switch s
inserted so that the primary can be cut off if the
instrument is not required. The cable P is connected by a fuse and lead B with the inner contact C of the multiple contact switch S, and the
cable A is similarly connected with the middle
contact of the switch by the lead
other contacts of the switch are
connected with the different sections of the
secondary coil in the manner already explained.
The advantage of this regulating apparatus is
that without appreciable loss of energy, and by
merely setting the switch to one. or other of the
contacts, the brilliancy of the lamps throughout
the whole house can be regulated, while the
regulating power is the same whether only a few
lamps or the whole of the lamps in he house
A rheostat or a choking coil could
are alight.
be used to lower (though not raise) the available
or
D.

zero

The

I

PLAN AND SIDE VIEW.

These trucks are the heaviest yet built
power.
and operated for electric tramway service, and
are an improvement upon those which have for
the past year and a half been in operation on
the Observatory Hill Passenger railway at Allegheny City, Pa., equipped by the BentleyKnight company. Trucks, such as are shown,
are

now running on

the

West End

Street Rail-

line in Boston, where they pull
two cars every day and three cars on Sunday.
They are adapted equally well for use with
either elevated conductors or with the conduit
In the cuts they are shown equipped
system.
for use with the conduit, of which latter a side
view, showing construction and all necessary at-

way company's

tachments,

is

ami

durability

struction is the manner in which the motors
themselves, together with all their gearing, supported outside the space between the axles of
the car, thereby giving the greatest ease in reaching all wearing parts, whenever necessary. The
motors are thus carried in the position where

they are least in the

in

commercial

use

way and

least

exposed to

mud and

water from the wheels.
The spring support given each motor, makes
the wear on working parts and on the trucks extremely light, while allowing the motors to have
a yielding impact on the load at starling.
Cul gear is used throughout; all journals are
held in rigid castings and the gearing is practhe splash of

tically noiseless at

brushes arc fixed

given.

The motors herewith shown are fitted with
every appliance to insure simplicity of parts and
economy

IJ

MM

JH

is

I

all

times.

in position

The commutator
when the motor is

no adjustment
first lested. and thereafter need
either for change of load or direction oi rotation.
While the Bentley-Knight company has care-
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investigated the question of conduit conand has operated conduits successfully,
confines its attention to such
it by no means
The Bentley-Knight
se a conduit.
company has to-day in operation an elevated
stood the test of two
winters with success, the road at Allegheny City,
The grades, curves and general difficulties
Pa.

meet the steep pitches and constant curves of

to
is

of the cars to be sent to this line
to tow another car after it, at fifteen

Each

this line.

struction,

guaranteed

miles per hour. This line in all comprises twelve
miles of elevated conductor, which will be partly
suspended across the roadway from poles at the
curb, and partly operated from elevated conductors bracketed off from poles set at the side of

May
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Gn one occasion some line
work at Third avenue and Eighty-sixth street
was stopped, and the production of the permit
demanded. The officer was told that the supervarious subterfuges.

the street.

Perkins Incandescent Lamp.
vice-president of the Perkins
has established the
headquarters of the western agency of the com-

W. G. Halm,

Lamp company,

Electric

pany at 54-56 Franklin street, Chicago, and has
assumed personal supervision of this department.
The Perkins incandescent lamps, which
are manufactured by this company, have a wide
reputation for their efficiency and durability.
Little attention has heretofore been given to the
western trade, but special efforts will now be
made to develop this territory. It is claimed
for the new Perkins lamp, which is herewith
high
illustrated, that it possesses not only
efficiency and durability, but also is free from

discoloration.
Under similar conditions, it is
asserted, it will yield as much light the thousandth hour as the first, thus making it desirable

for factory work.
In the accompanying cuts
the special features of the new Perkins lamp are
illustrated.
Fig. 2 shows the 16-candle power
lamp, while Fig. 5 represents the 32-candle
power lamp. The interior of the lamp and
socket switch combined is illustrated in Fig. 1,
and the standard socket switch in Fig. 3. A

PERKINS INCANDESCENT LAMT.

road are. the company claims, greater
than those of any road which has so far employed electricity.
In Boston the BentleyKnight motors, while running over three miles of
conduit, are also employed over twelve miles of
elevated conductors.
The Bentley-Knight company neither advises nor desires the construcof that

FIG. 4.

PERKINS INCANDESCENT LAMP.

intendent at the other end of the line had it.
When the other end of the line was reached the
officer was told that the foreman had gone home

PERKINS INCANDESCENT LAMP.

device for burning the lamp with one or two
filaments is shown in Fig. 4.
The company has
received numerous testimonials from persons
who have used their lamps, in which they state
that they have exceeded the promises made for
them.

New York Board

of Electrical Control.
At the meeting of the New York Board of
Electrical Control on the 24th ult, the Centennial celebration committee applied for permits
for temporary wires along Broadway and Fifth
avenue for the purpose of furnishing lights during the time of the celebration.

The

application

was favored by Commissioners Hess and Gibbens, but the mayor emphatically opposed it. In
the first place, he objected to granting privileges
to corporations which had deliberately and designedly broken faith with the board, and hetherefore wauled much better reasons for granting permits than any that had been stated. He said this
with the fullest wish to do everything reasonable
in the way of giving the city sufficient light during the centennial.
It
transpired that several

been

had

wires

strung since April 15th, and
his determination to find
out forthwith which the delinquent companies
ed to secure the desired information from some of the companies which had

Mayor Grant expressed
1

'

1

1

1

ves

al

meeting, but did not sui
Permits had been granted for

the

emu

1

ifficulty

rl

lr '>«>

and

""l

Murray,
1

•,

where

by a reporl
which showed

to this action

tti
;

ave

First

thoul permits, and the
whether the suspei ted
lei the permits or not.

.

mpted

ers ol

to

hoodwink

the board by

IIO.

5.

PERKINS

1

ANDESCENT

I

AMP.

ami had taken the permit with h mi.
It was
finally produced, but
t
proved to be a lapsed

sick,

permil of a year ago.
["he workmen said it had
been renewed, but this was false. Co nimissioner
Gibbens suggested that a committee consisting
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of the mayor, a member of the commission, and
the superintendent of lamps anil gas should be
appointed to consider the matter of lighting the
districts which are now insufficiently illuminated.

This, however, the mayor declined to do, and he
said that he would take no step that would lead
directly or indirectly to the grant of privileges

any company which had attempted to thwart
President Moore of the Brush company asked to be heard, but the mayor declined
to listen to him, saying that of all the companies
that had acted in defiance of the law, the Brush
company most deserved punishment, and a punishment that should certainly be meted out to it,
for having allowed a deadly current to remain
on its wires while the operation of taking them
off the poles was in progress.
Commissioner Gibbens tried to modify the
mayor's views, and said he saw no reason why
the punishment of the sins of the Brush and
other companies should fall on the Centennial
committee, and he thought temporary measures
might be adopted that, without prejudice to the
to

the board.

present or prospective position of the board,
would give the city light during the Centennial.
The expert, Dr. Wheeler, was instructed to find
out what companies had strung wires without
permits, and report to the board the following
day, and the mayor stated that he should favor
the granting of the exclusive right to make arrangements for temporary lighting to the com-

ELECTRICIAN.

The mayor then asked Mr. Stroller of the
United States company if his company

ery sharp curve

Mr. Stroller said it
Madison Square.
could, and could be ready to light the lamps by
light

11

Saturday night.

Commissioner Gibbens moved
art

be

given

permission

to

that Mr. Stew.

light

the

arch

at

Fifth avenue and Washington Square lor ten
days.
The mayor said he should vote for tin
resolution, for the Edison company's represent
ative had frankly acknowledged that a wire had
been stretched to the arch without permission,
but had been since removed.
Commissioner Gibbens asked the mayor if he
would vote for a resolution giving Mr. McCormick authority to issue permits to electric light
companies to put up temporary wires during
the Centennial celebration.
The mayor said he
would give such a permit to the United States
company, but no other. It was eventually decided to appoint a committee, consisting of the

mayor, Commissioner Gibbens and Superintendent McCormick, which should have authority
to grant to the United States company power to
string temporary wires for the lighting of Madison Square and other places.
A petition of the Metropolitan Telephone &
Telegraph company for permission to string
house-top wires from the Western Union building at Broadway and Twenty-third street, to
supply customers in the Fifth Avenue hotel, the

itly

and

without

'an\

ri

delay

a

The

the road.
the Phi:
1

I

larby branch of

lion co

e,

running,

a

is

on

which

particularly

thi

51

the

si.
and sharp curves wil
abounds, and was selected
on that account, but it is said that the run to
'.in'', and back has been
made two or
times, together with several shorter trips, with
but one harge of battery and without exl
ingit.
When fully charged, the batterii
apable of running a loaded car for sixty
I

I

'

1

;

it

said, before

is

it

becomes necessary

ti

charge them.

The

Electrical Accumulator company has two
of applying the power from its batteries
for street car work: The one where the batteries
are carried on the car itself, and the otherwhere
they are placed on a separate car, about nine

methods

feet long, seating

about ten persons and suitable

smoking or second

for a

class car, the smaller
car being coupled to the passenger car.

Extending Chicago's Electric Light Plant.
The operation of the city plant in Chicago
has proved eminently successful, and there is a
universal demand for the immediate extension
of the system in all directions.
'Taxpayers in
every portion of the city are clamoring for electric

EDCO STORAGE BATTERY CAR

pany that had not violated the rules of the

Hoffman house and other

board.

long'

The board sat again on the
The expert's report was read.

following
It

day.

was decided that

the Brush company, were owned by the Manhattan Electric Light company, and that the accusation that the Brush company had run wires

on Twenty-fifth street since April 15th was not
substantiated.

The mayor
some

said:

"Mr. Wheeler informs

me

these cases he has had people
arrested who were stringing wires without a
permit, and when arraigned before a police magistrate they were discharged with a reprimand.
I wish now to give public notice that should any
such case occur again, I desire to have the information brought to me, and I will bring the
matter to the attention of the grand jury, and
ask to have the accused persons and companies
indicted.
I don't regard
it
as a wise thing to
have the expert and the engineer of this board
going before a police magistrate with such cases,
and then to allow the delinquent companies to
go on stringing wires."
Dr. Wheeler continued his report which stated
that the East River company had been placing
lamps on circuits in contravention of the law.
Mayor Grant said: "Is there any company
against which there is no record in your office
as having strung wires in bad faith and contrary
to the rule of this board?
That is what I want,
to know.
I believe from my investigations that
there is only one company that has not violated
the rules, and that one is out of existence, or
rather is under new management.
1 mean the
United States company.
II
this is so, this company ought to be rewarded with a permit of

some

sort."

of

it

should be laid over.

showed that

Edco Storage Battery Car.
The experimental storage battery car "Edco,"

the wires in First avenue, supposed to belong to

that in

buildings, provoked
and earnest discussion, and eventually it

which has been running successfully

in

Phila-

accompanying cut.
The illustration is taken from the May number
of the Street Railway Journal, from which paper
delphia,

the

is

illustrated in the

following description

is

also

taken:

The

which was built for the Electro-Dynamic
company of Philadelphia, is equipped with accumulators supplied by the Electrical Accumucar,

company of New York.
The engraving is made in such a manner

lights

and many of them

lator

New

as

render transparent those parts of the car
which would otherwise hide from view the motors, gearing or batteries, and all the working
parts, with the arrangement of the batteries, are
thus clearly in sight. The car is slightly heavier
than the ordinary street car, and its two electric
motors with its necessary gearing weigh about a
ton.
The batteries, which weigh about one and
a half tons, consist of eighty-eight hard rubber
cells, hermetically sealed, and are located under
to

The motors are made to
the seats of the car.
3,000 revolutions a minute with the full
force of the batteries, but by the use of gear

give

wheels this is reduced so as to run the car at
the ordinary speed of eight or ten miles an
hour.
The commutator box is so arranged that
the cells may be put in series or into parallel,
according to the character of the work to be
done.
The driver controls the application of
the power by means of a suitable wheel.
motors will give 13-horse power
I. ,u li of 1I1.
when the full force of the batteries is applied,
and this is ample for any work which they may

on their

streets,

and

all

want them

immediately.
This is certainly an indication of
confidence in the new departure, and is flattering to Prof. Barrett, the city electrician, but it
imposes upon him the necessity of explaining to
each of these applicants for favor that, while
there is no question as to the justice of his
claim, it may be necessary to give way to others
of more pressing importance.
Considerable
work will be done, however, in this department
during the approaching season. As soon as
Mayor Cregier can dispose of the armv of office
seekers who hound him constantly, he will devote his attention to the problem prepared for
him by City Electrician Barrett. It will prove
an interesting subject.
There are between
$300,000 and §400,000 to be expended next
summer, and the amount will depend largely on
the length of the season.
Work will be continued as long as possible.
Prof. Barrett has been examining a number of
desirable sites for power houses, but thus far
none have been secared. The present station
will be enlarged, and additional stations will be
required on the north and south sides.
It is
expected that the south side will be lighted bv
electricity as far as Twelfth street, and that
double the present number of lamps will be
erected on the west and north sides.
The
work this year will not cost proportionately as
much as it did last year, for the conduits then
constructed were designed for future utilization,

George
last week

will

now come

into

use.

Cincinnati Central Station.
Card of Cincinnati was in Chicago

F.

for several

days, inspecting central
Cincinnati Gas company proposes to erect a large electric light station, and
Mr. Card is traveling on a roving commission in
search of information which will make the new
station a model plant.
He has visited Columbus, Pittsburgh, Cleveland. Detroit, Fort Wayne
and Indianapolis. The new plant will have a
capacity of from r,ooo to 3,000 horse power.
About 1,000-horse power will be utilized at first,
and particular attention will be paid to arc
lighting at the outset.
Eventually the company
will employ a large number oi incandescent dystations.

The

and will distribute power on a
Neither dynamos nor engines have been
decided upon, and work on the new plant will
not be begun for several months vet. Overhead
Circuits will be employed, though it is pro:
to make a number of experiments with underground cables. There are already four central
Stations in Cincinnati, and lively COmpetitl
anticipated when the new plant is completed.
namos,

scale.
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San Francisco

published this week
indicates that business in the electrical field is
unusually active just at the present time.
letter

An exchange says that electric motors have
done much to make the labors of the Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals less
arduous, although it hastens to assure the
representatives of the organizations that their
work is not vet done.

Tin, fact that gas companies are
I in electric lighting

ently

mentioned
istration

is

these

in

given

in
n

ill

from

.

Centennial

the

before

done

in

New York

state.

When

representatives of eastern nations are
search of electrical knowledge, they start
A number of illustrastraightway for America.
tions have been mentioned in the last year, and
in the present issue another case in point is
given. A Chinese dignitary is traveling through
the land in search of information relative to
A brief interview with the
electric executions.
Chinese representative appears in another place.
The Chinese have two death penalties at preshanging for thieves and beheading by the
ent
sword for murderers. A uniform penalty is
wanted, and the commissioner proposes to investigate the claims of the electrical method.
Whether he will be on hand at the time of the
first execution under the new law in New York
remains to be seen.
in

—

rse

becoming
been

has

column-

another

\

pl.i

lany is about to
have a capacity of

power.

In another column

is

outlined

comprehen-

a

Chicago. The
system of elevated roads which is described
would invohe an expenditure of about $18,000,000.
Chicago has been considering elevated
railroad schemes for a year or more, but all the
plans have come to naught up to the present
time.
There is unquestionably a demand for
better facilities for transportation than such as
are afforded by existing lines.
The west and
north sides have wretched street car facilities.
The south side can boast of far better transit.
It seems to be generally conceded that
in
the
near future elevated roads will be built, but
whether the structure will be as lofty as that
advocated in the article presented in another
column is another question. It has been frequently urged against the elevated road system
for rapid

sive plan

transit

in

that its unsightly structure mars the appearance
of every street through which it runs.
An elevated road built over the roofs of houses, as

suggested by Mr. Stoltenberg in his article,
might not make any one street unsightly, but it
jiiestion whether
ii
would not mar the
general appearance of a city.
Nothing is said
about motive power for the proposed elevated
but mi one, in view of the recent advances
in propulsion by electric motors, can
question
that the motive power will be electricity.

ected be-
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bills
tin-

have been

the cause of

Illinois legislature

during

the last few days.
At the meeting of the committee on municipal corporations April 24th the
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acrimonious dispute, prevailed.
The Eckhardt-Baker bill, which regulates telephone rates throughout Illinois, met the same
April

A

24th that

motion

it

sustained the previous

suspend the rules and take
up the bill failed by a vote of 63 to 59. Senator
Eckhardt is quoted as saying: "I am sorry that
the house has not seen fit to pass the telephone
bill, and I doubt
if
it
will this session, as the
votes this afternoon appear to be almost deweek.

The Michigan house of representatives has
taken a step toward the restoration of the death
A bill has been passed
penalty in the state.
providing for the infliction of capital sentences
Before the death
by hanging or electricity.
penalty can be inflicted each juryman must sign
a verdict recommending it, and the presiding judge may, in his discretion, sentence the
prisoner to death or life imprisonment. A clause
in the bill provides that no newspaper reporters
This provision will
shall witness executions.
probably stir up trouble in Michigan, as it has

4,

not extend that principle to everything else?"
On the following day it was moved to reconsider
this action.
Mr. Chott made the motion, stating
that after making a careful examination, he had
come to the conclusion that it would be exceedingly unwise to vest the regulation of telephone
rates in any such body as the Chicago common
council.
The motion to reconsider, after an

fate
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Regulator, Illustrated
Electric Railways, by

just

time,

celebration.
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New

Mayor

letter.

New York.

Trade Supplied by Western News Co.
COPTRIQHT. — Not onlv tlte title, but the entire con/ruts

CORRESPONDENCE relating

New York

the

is

unfortunate

Business Manager.

in

poles in New York
the progress

week, and

last

by no means well disposed toward the
The report of the meeting
electric companies.
of the New York Board of Electrical Control
shows that he is determined to maintain strictly
He will not
the position which he assumed.
His interconsider any form of compromise.
ference with the wires was commenced at a rather

Grant

fuelicatioh offices:

noted

is

down

of taking

was continued

May

to

cisive."

The

effect of

Mayor Grant's summary

treat-

refractory electric companies in New
city is noticeable in Philadelphia.
A dispatch dated April 24th, from the latter city,
states that it is proposed to follow New York's
example. The message is as follows: "The
subject of removing the poles and wires from
the streets of the city came up for consideration
to-day before a sub-committee of the committee
of councils on law, to which had been referred
the resolution offered in select council, 'desiring
the commissioner of public safety to notify the
several telegraph, telephone and electric light
companies to remove all the poles and wires
from the streets in the built-up portion of the
city by the 1st day of October, 1889.'
Representatives of the various companies were present, and contended that it would be impossible
to place the great number of wires underground
in the limited time allowed by the ordinance. It
was further claimed that underground systems
had generally been found impracticable. No
action was reached by the committee, which adjourned subject to the call of the chairman."
Unquestionably such an ordinance as the one
outlined in the dispatch would be in the highest
degree unjust. Six months is decidedly too
short a time in which to bury the wires of a city
the size of Philadelphia.
There will be, undoubtedly, in the next few months a number of
cases in which companies will be called upon to
commence underground work at short notice, as
a result of the New York incident.

ment
York

of

The

fact

that

the

American

company was seeking

phone

to

Bell
Teleincrease its

stock
has
been referred to.
The
is
object
to
secure funds for
the extension of its long distance telephone
system.
The Boston Herald, in an article on
the subject, says: "When the time comes that
a merchant in Boston can call up and converse
in a minute's time with a business man in New
Orleans, St. Paul or San Francisco, that is,
when he can obtain telephonic connection and
converse as readily over these distances as he
capital

company's

now can by telephone between
of a fellow-merchant

whose

his office

and that

few blocks
off, then a trade gain will have been secured,
the value of which, both social, political and industrial, it would be difficult to over-estimate.
For some time to come the expense of carrying
on conversation over these long distance telephone lines must be so great as to limit their
use to a comparatively few persons, whose business transactions have an importance and magnitude which warrants them in going to a considerable expense in putting themselves into
immediate communication." After speaking of
improvements in telephonyand of the expiration
of

the

office is a

continues: "If it can, in the
a great system of long-dis-.
tance telephone lines, connecting together all of
the cities outside of
he Rocky mountains, it
serins to us that the public is destined to gain
goat advantage from this construction, if not
immediately, at least when, by the lapse of
patents, the company is forced to materially
lower its tolls in order to hold its field against
ai tive
ompetitors.
We trust, therefore, that no
opposition will be thrown in the way of he procapital stork, and that the
i<" ed ini rease of
company may enter without delay upon its propatents,

it

meantime, construct

1

1

I

posed work."

May

4,

i
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Rapid Transit for Chicago
fruit-

To
of discussion in the last year.
the plans which have been proposed
for the solution of the rapid transit problem, innumerable objections have been made. In the
ful

topic

almost

But we know of no other arra
ment whereby an elevated railroad that will not
obstruct in any way the streets nor inti
with navigation, and that will at the same time

right of way.

Elevated roads for Chicago have been a
all

I

transport passengers from the south or north or
west sides, can be successfully engineered and

It
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The additi
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mstrui ting and runnin
placed using stairways exclusively w

RAPID TK.

Railway Gazette ap-

peared an article by H. A. Stoltenberg on this
An abstract of this article is given
subject.
herewith, together with the cuts which also apAfter speaking of
peared in the same journal.
the probable growth of Chicago and the necessity for rapid transit to accommodate a rapidly
increasing population, Mr. Stoltenberg takes up
the objections which would follow the introduction of an elevated system similar to that of New
If the roads carried passengers only as
York.
far as the river they would be exposed to the
same delays at bridges, which, while navigation
is open, now prove a serious annoyance, to the
If
residents of the west side particularly.
bridges were built at the ordinary height they
would interfere with shipping. The dirt, noise
and smoke, and unsightly appearance of the
elevated roads are also alluded to. Mr. Stoltenberg thinks the proposition to construct the elevated road in alleys has some advantages, but
the fact that costly buildings must be removed
and large amounts for right of way must be paid

On account of the great danger 111
operated.
case of fire, and because the streets would be
too much darkened by the structures, restrii
tions as to the maximum height of buildings

1

1

ild

'

ETLEVATIDN.

CHDS5SEGTIDN.

\N^I

doubtless be introduced in Chicago in the
near future. The construction of elevated railroads on this principle appears at first wild and
fantastic, but on closer examination the objections relative to costs, etc., as well as danger.

PLAN.

1

I'M;' HICAGi

'.

the total cost materially, but owing to
their great convenience they would considerably
increase the volume of traffic.
In the business portion of the city there
should be one station to every three or four
blocks, while further out one at every section or
affect

half-section street

would

suffice.

For instance,

Canal and Halsted streets and Center and
Ashland avenues, etc.
An elevated road of this description, built as
an uninterrupted whole, would enable passengers to travel in every direction unmolested by
navigation and without change of car, continat

ues Mr. Stoltenberg.
Ordinary elevated roads cost, Mr Stoltenberg
says, $500,000 per mile. The cost of the structure which he proposes would be §900,000 per
mile.

The enormous
roads are referred

FIG. 3.

RAPID TRANSIT FOR CHICAGO.

Although the project has been careexamined and criticized by several competent engineers, no objections have been set

preclude the immediate construction of such a

disappear.

road.

fully

A

perfect system of reliable transit can only
he says, where the entire road is constructed in one disinterrupted whole, for only
then can the different sections of the city receive
direct communication with their center and be-

exist,

In
forth as to the practicability of the scheme.
the northern part of New York city the elevated

earnings of the

New York

The concluding

idea in
the article is set forth in the following paragraph:
"The successful operation of elevated railroads in the east leaves the final merits of an
investment of this kind entirely beyond doubt,
Why should not the city of
as above indicated.
Chicago take a lesson from the eastern cities,
and take upon itself the construction and equipment of elevated railways? Only when planned
by the administration of the city, with the interests of the public solely in view, can the enterprise be executed in accordance with the
demands of the public, and only by persons
taking this higher point of view, can they be
to.

tween each other.
These advantages could be best obtained by
an underground road constructed under the
river; but roads of this kind are always damp
and poorly ventilated, so that in London the
old-fashioned omnibus is preferred by many
Mr. Stoltenpersons, even for long distances.
berg then explains his own proposition as follows: "All the before mentioned disadvantages
and objections to the underground and ordinary
elevated roads, can be obviated by securing elevated roads at such a height that they will permit the passage of vessels beneath them without
The highest point
interruption of the traffic.
that would have to be reached would be about
130 feet above the high water level of the river,
or 120 feet above the level of the streets, as
shown in Fig. 1.
Very little noise would be
apparent from the operation of an elevated railway built" at such an altitude, neither would the
But instead of
structure darken the streets.
running the road through the center of the
streets, we would suggest that the structure be
carried above the roofs of the houses and across
the blocks, although, undoubtedly, no little difficulty would be experienced in securing the

KtG. J,

RAPID 1'RANSIT FOR CHI

roads are built at an altitude nearly suitable for
Chicago, owing to the unevenness of the surface, and trains run in this case in straight lines
and sharp curves with the same safety as in
the southern part of the city on the regular
level.

n
such a manner that they will
constructed
prove to be for the best interests of the
munitv at large. At the same time, the steady
increase in revenue gained thereby would e:
the city to meet larger expenditure in other
branches of public improvements."
1
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Electric Effects in a Theatre.

During

last

week, when

opera company was

at

and the water pressure

Metropolitan
the Chicago opera house,
the

a number of pretty electric effects added brillAmong the numiancv to the stage settings.
ber was a stage anvil, which was connected in an
electric circuit.
The arrangement of wires is
such that when the artist begins to forge a sword
and pounds vigorously on the anvil a succession
A rainbow was
of brilliant sparks is produced.
produced bv the skillful arrangement of incanA rather pretty
descent lamps behind canvas.
"Within a shell
effect was the "lump of gold."
of tinsel lamps are concealed, which cause the
gilt to sparkle with striking effect. Other effects
were produced which illustrated the great advantage attending the use of electric lights on
the stage.

Curtis Pump Pressure Regulator.
The accompanying cuts illustrate the pump
pressure regulator recently introduced by the
Curtis Regulator company of Boston, Mass.

is

May

by turning

regulated

or in on the top handle of the regulator
pressure is obtained.
until the desired water
When once set at a given pressure the pump
is
will maintain that pressure until the handle

down

changed, whether much, little or no water is
Turning down on the handle will set the
used.
regulator at a higher pressure, and turning back
it
at a "lower pressure.
lators are in general use, and ai'e

will set

These

regu-

highly

satis-

4, i?

Outside of the higher olflces, experience has shown that
the regular horse car drivers and conductors prove the
best electric car drivers.
Their judgment in regard to
handling their car counts for more than mechanical experience on the part of others
What little mechanical skill
and electrical knowledge is necessary to simply operate the
car, the ordinary, intelligent horse car driver soon masters,
it is, however, true, that he must exercise better judgment,
give more attention to the handling of his car in looking

factory.

Electric Street Railways.
BY FRED.

11.

1

WHIPPLE,

Street railroad men should not think that electric rail
is analogous with horse car railroading, for such is
not the case.
The higher rates of speed which it is possible to maintain, the greater loads which it is possible to
carry, and the additional weight of the motor and the running gear, ail combine to render necessary additional attention and care, not only in construction of new road but in
Experience so far, seems to
the maintaining of old road.
have clearly demonstrated that by far a large majority of

reading

the street roads which have been equipped electrically have
been done so with accompanying annoying circumstances.

EMMSTOM,

GHKGAdO

CURTIS PRESSURE REGULATOR

and

out for pedestrians and vehicles, and, in many other directions, exercise caution and control over himself.
fn the maintenance of the cars, naturally more skilled
labor is required, and here the saving of a few dollars in

ENV/HONS
1889.

wages would result disastrously
Intelligence is the prime
factor and this can only be obtained by paying for it.
The superintendents, and even the managers, of electric
roads, must of necessity become familiar with the details of
their system, and one hundred and one small rules and

Tjo/J'JjZlezrtteJIt.Il^

for t/tc /jrejent «»^tw#—

which they have mastered in the handling of their
horse car system will have to be thrown aside and be supplanted by new ones attained by thought and study of the
new system. In many cases, no doubt, good horse car
superintendents will lose their situations, but in the general
march of progress disaster is inevitably to come to some.
Throughout the entire electric system, it therefore seems,
that a better class of men will be required.
Whether this
will have any direct influence upon the labor problems
which always harass and bother street car management, I
cannot say.
I am inclined to think that it would have a
details

beneficial effect.
It seems to-day as if steam railroad practice must be
studied into to give valuable hints and assistance in the
management and operation of the electric street roads. It
does not necessarily follow that rules applicable to them
are always applicable to street car systems, but a combina-

tion, rather, is

what

is

desired.

The propelling system is mechanical, and yet the locality
wherein the system is used is such that many rules governing street car propulsion must still be observed.
It is,
however, an upward tendency. It is the lifting of the
street car business out of the lower ruts of animal power to
the higher plane of mechanism.
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tracks have spread, sunk and curled up, and in several
complete reconstruction was the only remedy.
It
must not, however, be thought that this, in all cases, is ably

:

I

The

Throughout the country there has been
a most derided improvement in track
and the roads which have bet n built within
year or two, no doubt, will stand the additional
essential.

the past few years
i
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PRESSURE REGULATOR,

In the tremendous increase of street car business which
the electric system is destined to bring about, no expense,
time, laboi or care should be saved
The electric railway
system of the future is to exert a mos powerful influence
I

upon the progress of the nation
In carefully examining
statistics and the tcndi ncies "I the times, it seems as if the
street cars were destined to play the most important part
ol all
lit
iiidusliics in the development of the country.
There an- today over forty cities having a population of
50,000, and the general tendency of the people is
<

l

i

toward the

cities.

May

Since
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l88 9-

4,

it

is

car exerts

that the street

in the cities

its in-

must be true that in keeping with its
gradual tendency must the street car systems be improved.
predict
that within the next decade there will
I venture to
be such an extraordinary application of the electric power to
fluence,

surely

it

the propulsion of street cars that the use of horses will be
a rare sight.
In some of the largest and most conservative cities of
the Union, an application has already been made by the
company controlling the entire system of the city for perfect freedom in operating its cars by the electric current
If the West End railroad
taken from the overhead wire.

Boston get the right, and it certainly looks as if they
would, the largest street railway system of the world will
have endorsed the practicability and the perfection of the
electric system.
Wonderful as have been the achievements of science in the
present century, there seems to be nothing which will be
of

comparable with

this

The most

promised application.

mysterious force which man has yet brought within his
powers is to be applied in a common commercial way in
every street of our great cities.
Every man throughout the country engaged in the street
railroad business feels the tremendous impulse which this
application is giving to his business, and it docs not become
any party to rashly predict a dismal failure.
In the words of one of America's greatest philosophers,
Emerson, Our duty is plainly not to throw ourselves across
the track, not to block improvement; not to sit still until
we are stone, but to watch the uprise of successive mornings and to conspire with the new works of new days."
'

Lamp

Lighting Schedule- Moonlight

System.
May.
Day

of

n,

Month.

..

61

il.

7.30
8 30

9.20
10.10
11.00
11.50

6

12.20
1

.00

30
2.00
2.30
1

No
No
No

12.

13
14

1718.

7.40
7.40
7.40
7.40

19.

7

20

7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50

LS
16

31.

22
23-

24
2536.

27
2S
29

40

Numbrrof
Mmirs.

4.00
4 00
3-50

7

6

3-5 rj

5

3-5Q

4

3 -50

4

3-5°
3-50

3

2.50
2.20

3. to

1-50

3-50
3 So

31-

Total number of hours,

The new printespecially adapted to this class of work
ing and lithographing house of Edbert, Fidler & Chambers
will be run by one 10-horse power and one 3-horse power
motor of the Thone type, the current being taken from the
company's plant.

The Hawkeye company has just secured a contract for
lighting the streets of Pierre, Dak.
The installation consists of a steam plant complete, 50-horse power engine
and boiler capable of carrying eighty pounds of steam,
one Thone improved arc light dynamo with fifteen arc
lamps, five miles of arc light lines, one Thone incandescent automatic dynamo capable of running 300 16-candie
power lights, with all the necessary appliances and wiring
for delivering light and power to public buildings, and
also to private individuals.

0.00

9.10
10.00
11.»0

1.30

.00

York, April

27.

— Mayor C.rant

he

is

now he

Just

fact that

own

he has ideas of his

and he proposes

the conclusion that there
they are accordingly

ing as

much

154.00

will

The Hawkeye Electric Manufacturing company of Davenis now officered as follows; President, Maj. M. L.

Marks; vice-president, E. P, Lynch; secretary, Lee E Cole;
Walter Chambers; general manager, William
Bowen; electrician and superintendent of the shops, Frank

treasurer,

the company also include:
P. Thompson, president of the First National Bank;
L. P. Best, general manager of the Glucose Manufacturdirectors

of

ing company; Jens Lorenzen, wholesale crockery merchant.
and James P. Donahue, vice-president of the Waterworks
company.
The company was incorporated Oct. 26,
1888, succeeding the Hawkeye Electric company of Oska
loosa.
Since its incorporation the company has moved its
shops to Davenport, where it has a large and commodious
factory with all the latest improved machinery for manufacturing dynamos, motors, lamps, sockets, wall switches
and other improved devices for electric lighting and power,
all of which are made under patents granted to Mr. Thone.

The company has made

installations at

is

T

fr im

ie,

tl

vent y-thh

.'.ires.

'.'.:

1

>urth street, fron

pole

electric lighl

I

'

I

'n

avenue,

Eighth

1

from

I

telegraph and telephone

'

all

and

poles

wires.

On

5.

Fifty-eighth

avenue,
All

6.

The Harlem
burned

from

street,

Bi

and wires.
dead poles and wires.
poles

all

Electric Lighting

company's old plant was

The machinery was almost

week.

this

entirely

destroyed.

After two days of

United States

the

trial

Illuminating

company yes'erday effected a compro-nise of a suit for
>rin
$50,000 damages brought against it by
D Ski lings.
Skillings is a painter, who was at work one wet day in
1

January, 1886, on the elevated structure

Church

He came

street.

I

Park place and

at

contact with

in

a

him up.

sustaining a shock which doubled

wire,

live

After writhing

for a while he fell to the street, injuring his left

His

hip.

hand was badly burned.
Considerable interest has been manifested

telegraph

in

circles over the reported deal

between the Western Union
and United Lines, which, it is said, will go into effect May
1st.
The report says: The terms have been reduced to
writing, signed by the proper officers of both companies,
and a forfeit is in the vaults of the Chemical bank. The

Indianapolis

tele-

the situation, sav-

of

In this race

city the best interests cf

between

the

taxpayers

the

The

be accomplished.

mond, Charleston and Savannah
line is

permits to

comply

to

The assembly committee on

cities

has

giving the com-

bill

New York power

remove

to

poles and electric wires fiom the streets at the

expense of

The mayor's

first

order in reference to

poles and wires has been executed.

Not

removal

the

of

a pole remains on

This instrument provides

the final details of the compact.

May

beginning

that,

be equal by both

1st, all rates to

lines, the

common

is

cleared of

all

Mayor Grant was informed

but the telephone poles.

of the progress

made Tuesday

he issued the following order to the commissioner of public

"You

are hereby

directed

from Broadway, beginning

at

to

remove

Park place,

all

wires of telegraph and telephone companies to

and from Fourteenth

street

poles and wires except the poles

department."

mentioned

The

in this

reason

order

is

electric

to

forthwith

the poles and

Fourteenth

Fifty eighth

street

and wires of the
light

wires

that the conduits are

are

not

lire

not

ready

As

forever out of existence.

a distinct corporation

large cities.

all

No

offices April 30th.

Special

has

orders

cable cuts are to be made.

each other credit.

offices are to give

company

lated that each

make an

shall

is specially

It

incorporated, stipulates that

maintained in that

two

all offices

Local
stipu-

extra effort to

vent any ideas of the consolidation or

monopoly.

pre-

Since

Mutual Union was
perpetually be

shall

both companies will unite to main-

state,

The messenger companies are not to be
One company receiv-

offices.

used to injure the other's business.
ing a message for points not on

its lines

delivers

them

to

the other.
It is

also stipulated that neither

lines,

May

not

now

iSoo,

t.

building or

by

except

company

shall const

under contract,

mutual consent.

the press.

until after

Rat

leased lines are to be raised, and equal facilities

s

furnished

Joint meetings of the governing officers are to

be held quarterly.

None

of the present employes are to be

must be maintained, and
managers are forbidden to appear unduly friendly.
The Julien Electric Traction compan.
with its system of electric cars in crowded thoroughfares.
The latest report shows a steady gain in earnings. The

discharged.

Separate

offices

local

advantage of the steady

A

they ordered cars from the Julien

passed from the electric light wire to the telegraph

has

it

Union

have been given to remove the Mutual signs and close the

them in the lower part of Broadway.
While a gang of "choppers" were at work Thu
afternoon on Broadway they were reminded of their danger
and immediately desisted. While one of the workmen was
on a pole a United States Electric Light company's wire
was brought near a dead Western Union company's wire,
and the electric light wire grounded on the telegraph wire.
to receive

shall

the lower

its tariff to correspond with the higher.
The
Mutual Union company, which has been used by the
Western Union company to cut rates with, shall pass

any

Sixth avenues

F'orty fifth

points

company now having

rate to raise

When

Twenty-third

Broadway between

This

When away from New York recently, it is said, Jay Gould
and W. B. Chandler of the United Lines met and arranged

tain

between

avenue

flash

Orleans.

the South.

and Fifty-eighth
and Twenty-third
streets; Fifty-eighth street has been cleared between Fourth
and Sixth avenues; Forty-second street between Madison and
Sixthavenues, and Twenty-third street between Fifth and

all

New

intended to secure the big cotton cable business of

the Pennsylvania law, under which the

the companies operating them.

street,

to

and

Nashville

Galveston via Rich-

to

maintained the Mutual in

says that he will not vote to grant

with the law.

works:

Louisville,

He

agreed to report favorably upon the

streets;

via

New York

been dead for several years, but the Western

any company that has not shown a disposition

Sixth

Atlanta

to

Knoxville, and one from

very bitter in his opposition to the electric com-

panies.

Montezuma, Storm

Lake, Muscatine, Davenport la.; St. Louis and Kansas
Mo.; Morton, Kan., Havana, Cuba. The company
has introduced several plants in New York city, and has
recently completed a large installation for J. Ii. Clow &
Son of Chicago. The corporation has on hand a number
of very large contracts, including a large power plant at
Denver, a 50 horse power dynamo for the Electric Street
Railway company of Des Moines, and motors in Des
Moines aggregating over 40 horse power. It has also in
process of installation large power plants in St. Paul and
in Kansas City.
An installation of 350 incandescent lights
at Reed Springs hotel, near Kansas City, has just been
completed.
The company has just finished a fine instalCity,

question,

The

be served, the wires will soon be down, and the work

mayor

port, la.,

The

and
by

compromise, and

for a

making the best

missioner of public works of

Company.

I

companies with the

respecting this

no hope

is

wire as possible.

companies and the

foregoing schedule is practically good for the United States
time for commencing to light is calculated at one-half hour
after sunset, or one hour before moonset; the time for extinguishment
one hour after inoonrise, or one hour before sunrise.
The time for lighting or extinguishing is given for the day on
which the night commences.
The time up to 12 o'clock midnight is shown by bold face type;
after midnight by light face type.

Thone
James

city,

graph, telephone and electric light companies have come to

The
The

Electric

electric

opponents

his

to see that they are executed.

of operating in the subways will

The Hawkeye

the

rare

impressing the Board of

is

Electrical Control as well as the electric

3-3o

avenues, in

:

—

with

surprising his friends as well as

his tenacity.

50

3 20

.-.

I

are at present constructing in that field, so long exclusively

displaying

is

telegraph and telephone companies in this

light,

1.50

Mayor

is

remove pole

to

''.' en

tl

I

Jay Gould's, an average of ten miles of line a day one
line extending from St. Louis to New Orleans, one from

Notes.

qualities as a fighter in his controversy

2 20
2.

New York
New

12.10

This

1.

pede

they

e

consummation by the vigor with
which the United Lines people invaded the South.
They

CORRESPONDENCE.

light.

men knocked
tide of

deal was hastened to a

light.

7 50
8.10

30

is

light.

1

ro

supplied with two or more incandescent la
while in the office, parlor, dining room and halls th<
produced by the 32-candle power lamps used in this part
of the house is striking.
On laM Friday evening the cui
rent was turned on for the first lime in the Burtis
house, which adjoins the Kimball house on the north
The entire theater is lighted from current supplied by the
Kimball house plant.
The fifty lights in the dome are
arranged in eight groups of tivr lights each, the center of
the dome being lighted by a cluster of ten lamps.
There
are eight [6 candle power lamps in the upper gallery along
the wall, fifteen 16 candle power lamps on the front of the
upper gallery, ten lamps along the wall in the rear of tinlower gallery.
Four 3-light brackets light the stage from
the sides, while there are eighteen foot lights, fifteen in the
Hies, twelve in the dressing rooms, besides some
tv
U\-^ more below the *tage in the hallway and around
the
lights
are
very
finely
entrance of the building.
The
displayed, and the effect produced by the illumination is very
line indeed, and reflects credit on
Mr. Thone, who has
given the wiring of the building his especial attention
The rheostat for controlling the stage lights is circular in
The current for
form, and contains seventy coils of wire
the entire installation in the Kimball house and opera
house is furnished by two 235 light incandescent dynamos
of the Hawkeye make, driven by a Meyer 40 horse power
All the switches, voltautomatic high-speed engine.
meters, ammeters, sockets and other appliances used in
the installation were made by the Hawkeye company under
The lamps are furnished by the
Mr. Thone's patents
Mather and Sawyer-Man companies. For sometime past
a 4-horse power Hawkeye motor has been in use in
N. Kuhnen's cigar factory, where it runs four cigar-making
machines.
Owing to its perfectly uniform speed, it is
the hotel

street car

\i

Every

Davenport.

lation at the Kimball house in

241

sought by those

mayor
lett,

who

electric light

ride

in

street

used in their cars
cars

night.

at

is

The

some of the aldermen and Mr. Bartmanager of the Union Railroad company of

of Providence,

general

Providence were

working

at

New York

of the Julien

las;

Saturday

to inspect

ens on Madison avenue.

so well satisfied with the result of their investigation

company

to

the

Tinthat

equip their
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The aldermen

street railway.

of Boston were

Mon-

here

day upon a similar errand, and express their satisfaction
The
with the Tulien system for crowded thoroughfares.
thirty cars

which the John Stephenson company is buildabout May

W. H. Johnson was

re-elected inspector of electric lights

meeting of the

at the last

of the American Institute of

Engineers for the election of

trical

the ensuing

officers for

year and the transaction of other business will be

American Society of

the house of the

East Twenty-third

127

May

evening.

New

street,

York, on

The morning

21st. at 3 o'clock.

held at

Engineers

Civil

St. Louis, April 27.

Elec

at

Tuesday
of

session

— In the municipal

assembly Tues-

was introduced authorizing the Broadway
and Seventh Street Railway company to construct an elevated road from Meramec street and Broadway north on
day night, a

bill

Broadway to Seventh street, thence north on Seventh
to Broadway again, and thence north on Broadway and

the general meeting for the reading

the Bellefontaine road to Calvary cemetery,

fessional papers will be held at

operated by cable, steam or electricity.

May

at 10 A. m..

A

22d.

collation will be served at

which the meeting

m., after

and discussion of prothe same place, beginning
then reassemble

will

New

afternoon session at the College of the City of
17 Lexington avenue, where suitable

the

York,

apparatus

electrical

The

P.

I

for

will

be provided for experiments.

nave

will

be read by the authors:

which

Nature of the Electric Current," with experiments by Prof.
H. A. Rowland; "The Inherent Defects of Lead Storage

Duncan; "The Regulation of
Dynamos and Motors." by Dr Schuyler S. Wheeler; "The
Measurement of Telephonic Currents," by Prof. Chas. R.
Cross; "A Series of Tests on the Life and Efficiency of
Incandescent Lamps," by W. H. Pierce of the C. B. &
Batteries,"

Q. R. R.;

by Dr. Louis

"Some

Results with Storage Batteries

Train

in

preparations for the electrical display at the Exposi-

to

make

cover the entire

will

The booking

development.

W. H.

the hands of D.

Exposition

of the

electric

railway was begun more than twelve months ago, and a

double track soon connected the eastern and

rive mile

western limits of the
the

way by

In spite of obstacles thrown in

city.

injunction

a

suits,

force of laborers

large

pushed the work through to supposed completion. The
dswn and all the pavement was replaced, when

track was
it

occurred to the CDnstructing company that wires con-

necting the

rails

would be necessary.

up again, and much time was
have now been ready

lost.

The street was torn
However, the tracks

for the cars for several

the trucks could not be obtained,

The

were overrun with orders.

as

months, but

manufacturers

the

trucks have been received,

and even-thing is now in readiness for operation. The
new road is to traverse Green street from east to west,

The

Louisville Electric Light

company has

placed

just

two Westinghouse alternating machines of 750

first

application of

ventilating pur-

to

electricity

made in the Louisville Banking
The Gay nor Electric company is

poses in this city will be

company's

building.

now engaged

in installing the

Lexington. Ky.,
electric fire

The

Electric arc light

will

apparatus.

making extensive improvements

Water company
plant

for

the

is

Western

installing a

purpose of lighting the

pumping

The Phonograph company
,

Eight lights

station.

an-J

is

organized

r.ent of

this

week, has

ali

up twenty-five per

I

in

the

The

been engaged.

Ken-

of

is

to

stock has

cent.

ace an electric light

plant

1

le
r.

state

instruments, which

lie",--

of

.

The

week with a

last

licensed to sell Edison phono-

graphs and the Bell graphophones

the

in its

be used day and night.

arrive

F

New York

daily conferences

similar

for

apparatus

Five thousand square
Ernest

own and

Ky.,

>reen,

their

work

in

d

Tcnn.,

is

power and space

for the

and

of Middletown, Conn., will

The

ing electric lighting apparatus.
St.

Louis

show

will

duplicate

a

company

Heisler
of

The

electric

its

The West

of

plant

practically the transmission of electric power.

show

also

ing apparatus.

F.

This com-

a complete set of testing and indicat-

M. Sporrow,

Boston, will exhibit

of

automatic electric devices for regulating the supply in
steam heating apparatus. The National Carbon company
of Cleveland, O., will exhibit carbons for arc lights.

The

Ilawkeye Manufacturing company of Davenport, la., will
show its electric lighting system. The Elgin, III., Tele-

phone comtany

The

Detroit

tors

and other

will

exhibit

Electrical

short-distance

its

Works

will

show

its

telephone.

manner

in

and

comply,

will

company has been asked

switch-board and exhibit

which the interchange of messages
if

the

effected,

is

practii able.

number

ted that a

It is a

recent

war

lies

crhcad

will

clccti
I
1

tend

to

nglish

Telephone system

foreign

be

will

and

on, Prig,,

hen

I

a

exhibited.

number
Mcl.

A new
Vallejo

of

r
;-

>t

that

m

n

md

thi
f*c

in

i

this

the
1

new

This

out.

estab-

D.

ratchet burner.

sale

company has been incorporated at
lights at Vallejo and Mare Island,

furnishing

but the committee

appointed for purchasing apparatus has

The Sprague company has
equipping an

and using

five

received

for

Willamette Bridge Railroad

for the

cars,

company of Portland, Ore.
The city council of Berkley, Cal
enlargement of the

the contract

road one and three quarter miles long,

electric

contemplating an

is

,

city electric light plant,

and

is

making

provisions for placing the necessary bonds.

The

Electric

Improvement company

light Slattery alternating

plant at

is

installing a 1,000

Palace hotel,

the

San

Francisco.

The Brush

Electric Light

company

of Eureka, Cal., has

received the contract for lighting that city.

The Mather Electric company has almost completed the
new California theater, having had a force of
eighteen men, under the supervision of W. Thomas of Chiwiring of the

cago, hard at

wire

is

work

for the

used throughout.

The

furnish the power.
L. P. St. Claire

of

last

weeks.

three

Grimshaw

Payne engines and Root
theater will be opened

Bakersfield,

Cal., has

boilers

May

13th.

been granted

a franchise for electric lights.

booming in Los Angeles. The
company has been given permission to change
system, and the Vernon street company will soon con-

Electric railroads are

Pico street

tract for

The

an

electric system.

company has

Pacific Electrical Storage

for lighting the state

insane asylum

at

contracted

Reno, Nev., with

100 lights, using a United States dynamo for charging.
The power will be furnished by a Pelton wheel.
The Pacific Postal Telegraph company expects to have a
wire in Los Angeles within two weeks.
authorities of the city of

alarm system for that

Fresno are contemplating a

city.

S. H. Taylor, general agent for the Thomson-Houston
company, has left for an extended trip through the east.

The Thomson-Houston company
wiring the addition

300

to the

has received the con-

Hughes

hotel, Fresno,

lights.

Electric Light

The

California Electrical

sued for an injunction

ity

In \\ ilkc: barrc,

ir,

and put

light

& Power company

has re-

ceived the contract for city lighting.

-

arc so high

tti

mean

the

for

not yet decided on a system.

tract for

others will nol adop
.

electric light

for

The Pasadena
numerous

arc

be

will

It

be used

will

Portland to furnish 31 arc lights at $15 each pe
month, and 730 incandescent lamps for a total of $1,782.62
per month.
The contract will run for two years.

elec-

Philadelphia, Pa.

.

and the top story

city of

for

i

has

—

The
of large

send interesting devices for exhibi-

;

The company

San Francisco, Cal.
San Francisco, April 20. The Willamette Falls Electric company of Portland, Ore., has contracted with the

lire

Tr«

time

distant

building on Market streat, above Fourth.

lishment also has a patent

dynamos, mo-

American Watch Tool company, by the
American Electrical Regulator company, by the American
my, and oilier similar concerns.
Electric
its

no

at

will

The system acts admircommenced the erection of its

wires underground.

ordinary desk button to

Exhibits will also be

by the

Missouri Bell Telephone

Telephone company

Bell

all its

H. A. Cleverly of the Cleverly Electric Light works has
upon a new automatic burner which requires but one

its

electrical appliances

houses

100

a patent

Side Electric

of New York has arranged to excomplete electric lighting plant, and to demonstrate

will

company has about

Electric

telephone exchange.

& Power company

Light

pany

The Central

under contract to wire.

it

fill

use 500 square feet of space and 100-horse power in show-

The

lecp in-

St.

bring several dynamos and mo-

It will also

The Schuyler company

ii

poinl

space have been

superintendent of the

for 10-horse

one used by the

Storage batteries are used as the source of power.

parties will be

of a complete set of telegraphic apparatus

appliances.

in;; a

tWO

also ar-

is

eastern exhibits

up a section of

thc

holding

is

which he will secure.
The Bunnell Electric Manufacturing company of New

exhibition

respects, the

company about a year

ago, but the
machinery has been considerably modified and other objections overcome, so that the car is about as perfect as
may be expected for the uses for which it is intended.

of the

of most interesting electrical

Bagnall,

J.

Avenue

four stories high,

management and
purpose.
John

feet of

many

car resembles, in

Ridge

Electrical

Louis Brush Electric Lighting company, and he will
with his

given

midsummer.
1,

line

He

and both

privileges,

by a long

The

new

to get electric

builder,

street car

company, and

Louis and

St.

and also

people for this

represented

taken by

the

Exposition

the

New York

Stephenson, the

ranging

with
railway

street

the

by the Traction

the Forty-ninth street depot and Darby, about five miles.

ably.

The

railroads.

street

and

favorable

for the use of the Electro- Dynamic

these will

arranging to place an electrical

is

car recently put in commission

people

the

of

compel companies to adopt the only
cheap locomotion- -electric motor power.

A new
company

slowness.

for

will

many

be

will

Among

with

in the Exposition,

on various

cars placed

with

connected

is

resi-

doors

the

Perhaps they

city

demands

the general opinion that the

It is

have

The New York Accumulator com-

companies

system

street car

hibit a

caisson at the

who

up the reputation of the

desire to keep

S.

pany will also show its various electrical illuminating and
power appliances in full operation. W, W. Griscom, of
Philadelphia,

such a vast area that

car companies to adopt the electric system.

the request

dynamo and one

a road wagon propelled by a

operated at the Paris Exposition.

alarm system.

Louisville

unfinished

is

at

be the phonograph and writing telegraph.

tors.

lights capacity each

The

the

for

novelties displayed in Exposition hall.

York has contracted

nearly parallel with the river.

in position

work by W.

for this

company,
management. There

Rogers, local manager

rapid

city extends over

dents in the suburbs are constantly knocking at

in

is

Harris of the Western Accumulator

J.

company, who has been detailed

hibit

T.

Louisville, Ky.
on the Louisville

of electrical

field

and assignment of

space for the electrical department of the Exposition

accumulator batteries.

— Work

of exhibits

Storage Battery Accumulator company has arranged to ex-

Lighting," by Alexander S. Brown of the P. R. R.

Louisville, April 30.

entire north

devoted to the exhibit of electrical devices,

be

expected

is

it

The

noteworthy success.

a

it

is

The

operated by electricity, makes almost daily trips between

on a much more extensive scale than is generally
believed, and the managers of this department evidently

will

The following papers
"Modern Yiews as to the

the line to be

tion are

mean

question which exercises the public mind

of councils for the adoption of

Louis, Mo.

St.

The annual meeting

1889

some method whereby they
can get to their places of business in a reasonable time.
There is very little disposition on the part of the street

A.

city council.

ing for the Tulien company will be completed
15 th.

The

4,

transit.

thoroughfares.

in the principal

head

be over-

Before long no telephone wires will

been used.

May

of
7

is

where

works of San Francisco has
George L. Ilen/el from

restraining

infringing OB their gas lighting apparatus.

The Thomson-Houston company has completed instalroo lights in Spcrry & Co.'s flour mills at Stockton,

ling

-

>
1

1

-

horn
pci

per

horse

11

month

1

foi

a

ci

horse

.-md also

500 lights

--1

The Oakland Gas

the Hotel Pcralta at Berkley, Cal.

Light & Heat company is moving
which is one of the most substantial
buildings used for the purpose on the coast.
The power
in its

new

station,

-

May
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i£

4,

will be furnished by a Hamilton Corliss tandem compound
engine of 500 horse power, one Meyer cut-off engine and
one Armington & Sims engine; Hill (.dutch pulleys will be

used throughout.
light

Thomson- Houston

and two 750

arc

Westinghouse dynamos are used.

The Stockton Gas company
tery alternating plant,

and

is

is

installing a

increasing

600

light Slat

by

its city lighting

Sx lights.

The Westinghouse company
plant for the Southern
latter's

shops

is

installing

a 750

Railroad company

Pacific

at

light

the

Sacramento.

at

The San Louis Obispio
ling a

dynamo

company is instalThomson-Hous-

of the

company
new station.
the new Brush

California Electric Light

parations for

moving into

making

is

pre-

The company

its

will install a large plant of

alternating sys-

tem.

Joseph

L

Jayne, agent

the

for

Sprague company, ad-

San Francisco Electric society last Monday
night on "Electro-Motors and the Transmission of ElectricPower." The society now numbers nearly 100 members,

dressed the

and

is

constantly adding to

The town

of

concentric conmains with
to lay down
six
ductors between the I >cptford generating station and
from Deptford to
the distributing station in London
London bridge.
They were carried in brackets along the
railway.
These east-iron brackets are provided with India
rubber or porcelain supports, on which the cables can be laid.
Each main will carry 100,000 ten-candle lamps, so thai
there will be a carryingcapacity of 6r 0,000 lights, although
In the hr^t
it is not intended to work up to that capacity.
place, there will be an enormous margin in the mains.
Later on it may be found desirable to have less, but it is
always proposed to have a considerable margin in the mains.

going

—

The mains

its list.

Pomona wants

zens are endeavoring to form

electric lights,

a

company

and the

W.

demand.

citi-

to supply the

G. C.

City Electric Light company of
O., has been organized with $30,000 capital stock

The

Electric Light company has obtained a tern
porary injunction restraining the mayor and the board of
city works from interfering with its operations.

The incorporation is announced of the Franklin Electric
company at Chicago, capital stock $5,000, for the manufacture of electrical supplies
rators, E. E. Flora, Philo R.

and appurtenances; incorpoHoy and Edward J. Tooze.

The Light & Fuel company of the city of Bloomington,
has been formed to furnish
III.— capital stock, $15,000
light and fuel to the citizens of Bloomington and Normal;
incorporators, James A. Wilcox, G. W. Funk, and T. F.
liar wood.

—

—

The Pana, 111., Electric Light company capital stock,
$10,000 has been incorporated to construct and operate an

—

Corman, L. Schlierbach, Robert Johns, William H. Newcomb, and George
electric light plant; incorporators, A. B.

V. Purcell.

A dispatch from Tiffin, O., dated April 20th, says:
This has been a great evening for Tiffin. The city was
illuminated for the first time throughout by electric light,
Brass bands w.ere
the new plant being finished to-day.
out, and thousands of people were on the street.
Springfield, Mass., will have electric lights for its streets.
city council has decided to award the contract for 300
arc lights to the United States company, reserving the
privilege of increasing the number at any time at the conThe contract will
tract price, $83. 33^' per light per year.
be for five years.

committee of the Michigan senate has reported adversely on the Wisner bill to reduce the rental
charges for telephones to $2.50 and $3 per month, and the
bill

The Rocky Fork Town Electric company has been or
gaoized at Llelena, Mont., with a capital of $t, 000,000, to
operate in the new country just opened up by the Rocky
The incorporators
Fork branch of the Northern Pacific.
are S. T. llauser, Samuel Ward, II. Barbour, I. L. Piatt
and John W. Buskett

Among the recent sales of the Western Electric company
Belknap & Dumesnil Stone
of Chicago are the following:
company, Louisville, Ky., 1 6— light arc plant, low tension
system; Ashland Iron Mining company, Ashland, Wis., 1
12— light low tension arc plant; Forristal Crematory & Garbage Works, Milwaukee, Wis., 100 light incandescent outfit,
complete.

A

Minneapolis paper contains the following; "The special
council committee on conduits considered that knotty
problem again yesterday. Ordinances tor the ThomsonHouston ana Edison companies wtre submitted for approval.
The Thomson-Houston people agree to put their
wires in the Dorsett conduits as fast as the system can be
extended.
This ordinance conflicts with the city ordinance in that the latter does not allow the erection of poles
inside the fire limits.
The ordinance submitted by the
Edison people conflicts in one particular that it applies to
territory outside of the four-foot limit.

—

At a recent session of the board of trade in London, Mr.
Ferranti gave the following information concerning the
Deptford Station: Excavations covering a space of 200
feet square were made, and in that buildings were erected
to contain the plant capable of working up to 40,000 horse
power.
They had just completed the erection of two engines, each of i.soohorse power.
Two larger engines,
each of 10,000-horse power, are now being erected
He
had seen one of the engines of 1,500-horse power running,
and believed the second had been running as well.
Each
of those sets of engines is easily capable of generating electricity for 25,000 lamps of 10-candle power.
In November
next there will be a 10,000 horse power dynamo ready and
another of a similar size in December, when the machinery
will be capable of an output of 250,000 lamps.
The company have also contracted for erecting further plant, which
will give, with that already spoken of, a total output of
He saw nothing remarkable or extraor450,000 lights.
dinary in the size of the engines of the company
in
fact,
he was rather
disappointed that they had
not got
larger engines, considering the
way steam
ships had increased the size of theirs.
They were
;

railroad

was tabled.

An

ordinance granting the Chicago Telephone company
the right to erect poles and maintain and operate telephone
lines along the public roads of the county outside of incorporated cities, towns and villages, under such regulations as the board may prescribe, has been recommended
for adoption by the Cook county board.

The Paris Telephone company, which owns the Edison
transmitter patent in France, began an action
The Tribunal de la Seine
against several infringers.
decided that the carbon transmitters in question were no
infringement on the Edison patent.
The action of the
Paris Telephone company was dismissed, and the Edison
patent for the carbon transmitter on the continent appeared
thus to be valueless, says an English paper. This decision
will no doubt have a great influence on other tribunals on
In Belgium the Ediion-Gower-Bell comthe continent.
pany, together with the Consolidated Telephone Construction & Maintenance company, both of London, commenced a similar suit in 18S6 against the different Bell
telephone companies as supposed infringers of the Edison
patent, but thus far there has been no decision.
carbon

The

be commenced at once on the electric street

will

railway at Warren, Pa.

The Waterloo,
rangements

stieet-eir

la.,

to run its cars

by

company

is

making

ar-

electricity.

Work
to

has been begun on the new electric street railway
be operated from Attleboro to Plainville, through North
Mass at the northern terminus towaid North

Attleboro,
Attleboro.

,

Boston city officials and electrical experts have been examining the experiments in New York, Cincinnati, Detroit,
Cleveland and other cities, in the matter of adopting electricity for propelling street cars.

The Omaha

Electric

Motor company is making rapid
work on its new lines. Judge

strides in completing the

Doane has

denied

straining the

company from proceeding, and before many

days

its

the

applications

work of extending tracks

for

will be

injunctions re-

completed.

The Sprague

Electric Railway & Motor company has
received orders during the week for twenty cars and ten
miles of roadway, for St. Joseph, Mo.
All the St. Joseph
street car lines are now equipped with the Sprague system
and they are giving entire satisfaction, in fact the old lines
have ordered additional cars.

A

dispatch says: The Decatur Electric
laying two miles of street railway
put in a plant to cost $100,000.
Detroit
and Louisville capitalists are furnishing the money. The
Citizens' company, operated by Decatur capital, will run
its street cars by electricity by July 4th.

Decatur,

111.,

company has commenced
track,

and

will

The Rodondo,

Cal.

,

The

'
.

.;:-.'

C

'/

feet

and

b

or

22

:.

lift.;,

pel

if

jury.

uilt
I

';;is,

1

.'
I

by Edwai
one of th
tion in

their

I

-

Railway company has been or-

ganized, with a capital stock of $500,000.

The

During lasi week the Sprague Electric R
compaii
ping the electric railway at Sail
ipany will immediately cnlci
The equipment calls for ten cars with the
proved motors, and all the latCSl

Sprague company upon

directors

G. Ainsworth and H. II. Thompson of Oakland,
and W. H. Bonsall, L. T. Garnsey, S. O. Brown and D.
are J

McFarland of Los Angeles. The company represents
$10,000,000 capital, and the directors are determined to
make it a success. The Los Angeles electric railway has
been purchased by this company, and will be extended to
Redondo.

ductor,

press dispatch of last Saturday from Des Moines, la.,
says: The sale of the Des Moines Street Railway company's
lines to a Cincinnati syndicate is announced to-day.
The
principal purchaser is George B. Kerper, who is at the head
of one of the cable roads of Cincinnati.
It is understood
that the syndicate that takes the road is compose
ol
Standard Oil people, who are largely interested in street
railways in several cities.
The road at present has the
1

The overhead
bronze wire as a w

roads.

5

and the Sprague patented connections.

Miscellaneous Notes.
At the meeting of the Electrical Society of Buffalo
16th, Frank G. Raichle of the Thomson-Houston company
presented a paper on arc lights:
He spoke of their superiority for illumination, and gave a number of interesting
experiments

An electrical apparatus for warning travelers of an approaching train at unguarded road crossings has been
adopted by German and Holland railroad companies.
By
an electrical arrangement a bell begins to ring violently at
the crossing when the train is 1,500 yards therefrom, and
continues r'nging until the train has passed.
The apparatus is particularly intended for the light or second-class
railways in Germany.

An opinion was handed down last week by the judges of
the Appellate court, Chicago, in the case of the Callender
Insulating & Waterproofing company, of New York,
against Alpheus C. Badger, an action growing out of differences of opinion in regard to the value of a quantity of
wire.
It was conceded
that the same considerations
governed this case as in the suit of the appellant company
against Sherman S. Badger, and the judgment of the lower
court in favor of Badger was affirmed

A

Boston dispatch says: "It is learned from a private
from Paris that the American representatives to the
conference which is endeavoring to straighten out the copper situation desire to fix the price of the metal at from
£40 to £45 per ton. The Rio Tinto people want i'35, and
the bankers interested desire as much as £50.
There are
hopes of having the accumulated supply of copper held for
six months, and curtailing the output.
M. Secretan atletter

tributes the collapse of the syndicate to the
insisted on a high price for copper."

bankers,

who

The following dispatch was sent from New Brunswick,
Me.: M. L. Hussey of Menlo Park employed A. F. W.
Mueller of this place, recently, to make a peculiar balance
wheel, suitable for an electric watch.
The wheel was comyesterday,

and

it

was exactly

the thing that

Mr.

Hussey had long wanted. Mr. Hussey said to night that
he was a friend of Edison, and for eleven years had been
experimenting on clocks and watches, with the idea of
running them by electricity
The motor for watches is in
a metallic case, which is about an inch long and is attached
to the watch by a chain, which may be of any metal, but
which is so constructed as to carry the current
Prof Van
Dyck of Rutgers college thinks the invention valuable.
Another inventive genius has turned his attention to the
subject of harnessing Niagara.
His name is D. N. Long,
of Williamsville, Ontario, and his scheme proposes not
only to furnish power, but also drainage for the city of
Buffalo
By his scheme he proposes to furnish light for
the city by means of electricity, also power for eighteen
miles.
About fifteen miles will be a surface ditch, and
three miles a tunnel.
The tunnel portion will be at the
falls, and the southern section will be used for motors, etc.
The Buffalo vv Niagara Water Power & Drainage company
has been organized to carry the scheme into effect, and the
New York legislature has been asked for a charter. The
capital stock is $5,000,000, and half that, it is stated, will
be used to build the ditches and tunnels.
It is planned to
have all the trunk sewers in Buffalo empty into the
channel.

Many novelties in the way of phonographic tovs have
been recently produced, and others are now being pre
M. P. Handy, the European manager, recently
said:
"Much more interesting than the phonographic
animals are the phonographic birds; we have secured the
melodies of the lark, the linoet, finch, robin and canary
bird, and can reproduce them indefinitely
With canary
birds the success is notable.
We have preserved in
the entire repertoire of a number of the finest bred and
highest priced birds in the market, and by combining the
song of two or three into one whole, we have an artificial
canary that will out sing any natural one whatever.
The
phonographic orchestra and the phonographic miniature
theater are other novelties to be soon produced.
In the
former a band of little images, dressed up in glaring military colors, are seated on the stage as in some great concert, or stood around a drum-major as on a parade.
The
pared.

moment the phonograph is set going, each little mus
his hands and instruments the natural style, while
the cylinder inside reproduces the music of a full o:>
In the theater we can reproduce all
with startling fidelity.
the spoken parts of the play
Another novelty that is half
a toy and half a luxury will be a great boon to all mothers
whose young children insist on bein
It is a phonograph into which a lady
to sleep.
has
her Inst songs at her leisure, and which is placed near the
A mere touch upon a spring starts the macrib or cradle.
moves

A

its

will include the small silicon

pleted

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
Work

-

.

of

THE TELEPHONE.

Bryan,

The Brooklyn

any one

so that to have a total failure of lighting there must bv a total
breakdown of both engines and mains at the same time.
There will be two mains at least in each distributing station, supplied from two separate dynamos, so that the supply is in duplicate, and to have a failure of current from
the di tributing station both the sources would have to
fail.
If one only failed from any cause, the other would
In the
be of ample capacity to supply the whole demand.
event of a breakdown in the converter the current would be
thrown over by a switch to the other supply, and the converter itself will be cut out by its own fuses automatically.
The loss of potential in the Deptford trunk mains he calcuWith respect
lated to be one-fifth per cent, per mile run.
to the insulation between the inner and outer conductors,
he had tested the insulating capacity in a number of lengths
up to 1,000,000 volts without getting through or injuring
insulation in any way; therefore, with the pressure at
which it was proposed to work that would give a safety
margin of 100 to r

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
The Fountain

them may be
connection with any other of them at Deptford,

are so arranged that

thrown into

Electric Light

600 light alternating

ton system.

The

.

May
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chinery, and gives the child as much music as he or
singular feature of the phonograph is
mav want.
fact that if the speed of the mechanism be increased
pitch of the voice it reproduces is heightened, and on
At
other hand if it be slowed the pitch is lowered.
same time, the character of the voice is not changed in

A

she
the
the

the
the

logue.

factories are

and Chicago

dispatch of April 23d from Dallas, Tex., says: T. L.
Manigan, a plumber, who recently came here from Memphis. Tenn.. and went into the employ of Tozier & Mc
Quirk, met his death to-night at 7: if in the engine room
new pump was being placed in
of the Windsor Hotel.
the engine room to be run by a dynamo instead of steam,

A

which furnished the power used heretofore. Manigan was
standing on the pumping machine connecting the pipe
from the tank with that of the pump. While thus engaged
he lost his balance, and to keep from falling he uncon
sciously grasped two arc light wires just above his head,
with the result of being doubled up and thrown violently
against the ceiling, from which he fell to the floor and ex-

He did not lose consciousness.
pired within rive minutes.
As soon as he had fallen to the floor he remarked to the
a
dead man." These were the
guess
I
am
'I
engineer:
ords he spoke. Medical aid was instantly summoned,
but nothing could be done to save the poor fellow's life.
.

THE TELEGRAPH.
While George Kennan was

week ago he
York, who was

in Cincinnati a

received a call from C. W. Price of New
associated with Kennan in the first expedition through
Both men were expert telegraphers, and their
Siberia.
trip was in the interest of capitalists in this country, who
desired to connect the two continents by telegraph by way
This was before the successful laying
of Behring straits.
At the end of the trip Price and Kennan
of the cable.
Price is
separated, and had not seen each other since.
now engaged in electric street railways, and Kennan's
It
is
career is too well known to require recounting.
scarcely necessary to say that the meeting, after so many
vears, was thoroughly enjoyed by both.

Personal Paragraphs.
George Cutter of Chicago

Boston on a business

was

in

Chicago

Pettingelt,

Andrews & Co. of Bos-

week.

last

son-Houston Electric company.

Francis W. Parker of Chicago will be at the Paris ExpoHis address will be Box too,
during the summer.
Section, Produits Divers.

sition

Daniel B. Stedman, jr., has retired from the Chicago
department of the Thomson-Houston company, and will
B. E Sunny and John
return to his old home in Boston.
L. Martin will direct Mr. Stedman's department in addition to their former duties.
press dispatch from Paris says: Thomas A. Edison,
who has come to Paris to superintend the arrangements for
his exhibit of electrical appliances at the coming exhibition,
has been received with extreme cordiality by President
Caraot, with whom the inventor has had a number of interviews.

A

Business Mention.
The

Detroit

Motor company has opened a Chicago office

Rookery building.

at 320

W.

S.

Armour

agent.

is

factory of the Standard

New

York and

The

1'nderground Cable comsupply cable for

kept running night and day to

is

vicinity.

-

.

133 and 135 Wabash
creased facilities in

H. A. Kinnev and A.

H

Zcnnur of Omaha have orcompany, with headquarters

:!ric

21

Farnatn

Omaha.

street.

makespecia/

The new company

will

battery. Sncan-

>ragc

invention is designed to reduce the heating and
This is acconsequent loss of power to a minimum.
complished by making the cores of the field magnet as
well as of the armature of a series of thicknesses of
sheet iron, which are placed side by side and united
by suitable devices, said pieces of sheet metal having
notches to receive the wires.

1S89.

.

Piece Guard for Phonographs or TeleWillard L. Candee, Brooklyn, N. V.

phones.

Webster

Telephone Transmitter.
401.743.
John, New Brunswick, Canada

The

invention has

W.

William

Secondary Battery.
401.744.
Ilaverford College, Pa.

St.

Gillett,

The

third claim is appended.
"In a
machine, the combination, with an
provided with notches, of insulating
notches, tongues at the open ends of

Griscom,

tric

reference to the ar-

particular

rangement of the plates in the cell whereby they are
supported free from the bottom, so that one element
may be removed without disturbing the other, and so
that the plates may be held at a uniform distance from
one another.

The

last

An

"6.

claim reads

and cross pieces

two

cells of battery,

the sections together."
Combined Motor and Electric Generator.
401,761.
F. Shawhan, Dayton, Ohio.

Every wire of the system by means of

may

Jabea

this invention

be' tested either silently or audibly.

Sidney H.

Railway System.

Electric

401,706.

Short,

Columbus, Ohio,
Claim 2 follows: "In an electric railway system of
overhead conductors, the combination of two posts, a
chord connecting the upper portions of the posts, tie
rods connecting the chord and posts, insulated hangers
supported upon the chord and ties, cables supported
upon the chord, a second set of insulated hangers suspended from the cables, and conductors supported
"
upon the hangers

System of Elevated Conductors for Electric RailSidney H, Short, Columbus, Ohio.
The invention relates to the means of forming a
connection between the elevated conductors and the

401,797-

The
tors

David

Commutating Device.

401,801.

W. Thompson,

111.

invention relates

and brushes, more

in commutaespecially intended for use in

to improvements

lemperature regulating apparatus of that class embracing a valve or damper, the opening or closing of
which affects the temperature of a room or apartment,
a motor actuating the said valve or damper, a thermostat, and electrical connections between the thermostat and the motor, whereby the latter is controlled

from the former.
reads:
"The combination of a commutator
consisting of a cylindric metal body having insulating
sections extending radially outward beyond the cylindric surface of the body, and brushes bearing upon
said commutator."

Claim

1

Electric Meter.

401, S03.

EHhu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

The

invention consists of the method of obtaining,
in an electric translating device, actions or effects in
direct proportion to the current Mowing in another circuit or portion of the circuit, consisting in admitting
current to said translating device in proportion to the
square root of the current in such circuit.

Charles H. Grimley,

Electric Belt.

New

York,

N. Y.
401,927.

for

Electric

401,^36.

Distribution

of

jr. Philadelphia,

the

Pa.

Conductor.

Thomas

Wires.

Electric

New

Egleston,

York. N. V.

The

"A

claim reads;

wire or conductor having applied directly to its surface an insulating covering of fibruos material impregnated with a liquid (ireproofing material consisting of a hydrated silicate of
an alkali or alkaline earth and a binding material, the
first

impregnated fibrous material forming of

itself

onipany of
easing
,

,

Brooklyn, N.
business has
and in order
trans-

1

|OI,Q53

the in-

Secondary

The

C

the

Perkins

top.

Incandcs-

.Mimed

a

Kookogey,

V.

arranged in pairs with insulating material between them, the positive plate be
series of plates are

oklyn.

\V,

William

Battery.

oklyn, N. Y.

1.

The

surfaces of the plates are divided
sections being substantially isolated
far as the liquid is concerned.

from each other so
!

1

Motor

(or

Tramway

Vehicles.

William

D. Sandwcll, London, England.
I

402,006.
1

Secondary Uattcry,

Camillc Dcsmazurcs, Paris,

ranee.

ombincd
Thin

th

porous

pu

metallic plal

lope

1

1

foi

employed who
.

1

1

1

I

ti
.

»ml>cr.

I

ablcs,

said

plates,

c oxide

'I

William

homa

Henderson, Philadel-

railway, of a main track having a grade, an auxiliary
track at the grade, a passenger car adapted to run on
the main track, an electrically-propelled dummy car to
run upon the auxiliary track, a coupling between the
passenger car and dummy, and a source of electric
supply to the motor on the dummy.
"17. The combination of a main track having a line
conductor, a parallel auxiliary track having a longitudinal conductor, a source of electric supply for said
conductors, and a regulator to control the current passing to the conductor of the auxiliary track."

Printing Telegraph
Munier, Paris, France.

402,099.

1

Marshall,

System.

Claude

J.

A.

The invention relates to a new system for telegraphing by printing instruments such, for example, as
that of Hughes
and the new appliances used therein.
It enables several printers to
be operated over the

—

—

same

wire.
sixteenth claim

is given:
"The combination of
the polarized relays connected in pairs of opposite
magnetic multiple circuit controllers having polarized magnets connected in pairs of
opposite polarity, the branches connected with the circuit changers of the relays, and the sub branches connected with the branches and the circuit changers of
the multiple circuit controllers."

The

polarity, the electro

Galvanic Battery.
402,104.
Heights, N. Y.

Robert

J. Pratt,

Greenbush

Process of Welding Together Sections of Pipe
Elias E. Ries, Baltimore, Md.
The process consists in backing the interior of the
sections about the contiguous ends by means of an unyielding core, and then raising the said ends to a welding heat by means of a current of electricity, and
upsetting the plastic metal to complete the weld.

402.107.

Electricity.

Process of Welding Together Sections of Pipe
Elias E. Ries, Baltimore, Md
The process consists in heating the contiguous ends
of the sections of pipe to a welding heat by the action
of an electric current in the presence of a Muid pressure
within the said sections.

402.108.

by Electricity.

Universal Upward Pressure
Contact
Arm.
402,117.
Charles J. Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.
"1. In electric railClaims 1 and 16 are given:
ways, the combination, with the suspended supply
conductor and a moving vehicle, of a contact-carrying
device suitably supported upon the vehicle and comprising extensible members pivotally connected at
Ihcir upper ends and provided with a contact device.
"Hi In the described contact making device, having upper and lower members, the spring connection
for said lower members consisting of a plurality of
parallel springs attached at opposite ends to pieces
pivotally connected to the lower members."

Message and
402.120.
Boston, Mass.

"In an accumulator, the
quid and pure poro
-

W.

Incline Electric Railway.
Rudolph M. Hunter,
402, 0S4.
Philadelphia, Pa.
The object of the invention may be stated to be the
provision of an electric railway having line conductors
with an electrically-propelled dummy or hill motor
car, whose duty it is to assist the passenger car up the
grade.
Broadly considered, the invention contemplates the employment of an electrically-propelled
dummy or motor car in a railway having a grade to
assist the passenger car (also preferably electrically propelled) up the grade, when provision is made to allow
the passenger car to pass the dummy or motor car.
"9. The combination, in a
Claims g and 17 are:

by

Box

John

provision for lateral movement, and an electric motor
supported by said motor-supporting frame.
"23. The combination of two axles, a worm wheel
on each axle, a worm for each worm wheel, a frame
for holding the worm to the worm wheel, a detachable
motor frame connecting the frames for the worms to
hold them in place, a motor secured to the motor
frame and movable with it, and a detachable connection between the motor shaft and worms."

Frank H.

Burglar Alarm and Testing System.
401,789.
Nutter, Maiden, Mass.

pieces in said
said notches,

The first and last claims are given: "1. In an electrically-propelled vehicle, the combination of two
axles, an axle frame journaled upon each axle, a motorsupporting frame hung from said axle frames with

connector

electrical

elec-

insulating pieces."

consisting of two complementary sections of conducting material connected,
respectively, to two battery elements and united to
form a cone or cylinder having a smooth surface,
guides upon the meeting surfaces to produce accurate
registry, and a suitable device for clamping or holding
for uniting

dynamo

armature core

for retaining the wires in place in the

Electric Car.
402, 0S0.
phia, Pa.

sulating covering for the wire or conductor."

The

Will

Carl Coerper, Ehren-

near Cologne on-the Rhine, Prussia.

feld,

Mouth

401,732.

David Brooks,

opper company has removed to
avenue, Chicago, and has greatly inits new quarters for supplying the

Boston,

The

401,882.

The
pany

Trolleys.

Dynamo Electric Machine.

402,066.

Electrical Patents.

Englewood,

Dr. A. F. Mason of the Simplex Electrical company of
Boston was in Chicago last week.

Motor

Switch for Electric
Christy, Akron, Ohio.

electric car.

Thom-

C. C. Warren has resigned his position with the

Stuart,

402,064.

pn

ways.

F. E. Pettingell of
ton,

left for

week.

trip last

John M.

1889

Mass.

least.

A

Annunciator Drop.

402,043.

New York

In addition to other cuts, views of the

the

This odd peculiarity enables a man to hear how
his voice would sound if he had been born a high tenor like
Campanini, or the young girl if she had been born a bassoprof undo."

of the Western Electric
illustrated in a new cata-

The new incandescent system
company is also described and

4,

402.121.

Telephone,

The

Time Recorder.

John C. Wilson

Edward A. Woelk,

Belleville,

III,

claim follows:
"In a telephone, the combination, with the diaphragm and the two separable
contacts supported independently of each oilier, and
moveat h movable toward and from the Oilier, of a
able -.top for the lii si of said contacts with which it
engages when the contacts are separated, and a stop
for the other contact, limiting its movement,"
first
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A DEPARTURE EN
INCANDESCENT SWITCHES

FOR SALE CHEAP.
With

7-20 Light Sperry

Dynamos,

150 Sperry Lamps,
Complete.

I

"

"

"

1-12

f

In

good condition and

as valuable as Sperry

Apparatus can poeslMy

LIGHT
BALL ELECTRIC
CHU.
W. H.%1 HOHD,

By

30 Dearborn Street,

1

».-in

-

THE "CLARK"
Insulation

.ntaneorjB make aci •;
the handle, mtu
latter, not entei Inginl

kit ma)

be.

GO.

or dirt,

:

it

DMfnlneflc will

n

-

St<nd for Ulaetrated rir

PAISTE,

H. T.

CHICAGO.

1206 Chestnut

SEW

TcVIRE,

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

St.,

KSf;l>AM> KX<
England

SEW YORK

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

Eli

8-1

I.I

SIVK:

trti

John

i

;

»nj,

Street, Bridgeport.

<!1TY:

T. F. Hunter

CHICAGO,

&

11,1/.:
leal Supply

Co., 37 Chorcn

Company,

171

SI

Randolp

Electrical Testing Bureau,
JOHN HOPKINS UNIVERSITY,
In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters* Union, under date of March
Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect."
29, 1886, he sayB :
The rubber used in Insulating our wires and cables is specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation Is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids and ihe
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which is water, oil, acid and. to a very great extent, fire proof.
We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
Our insulation will prose durable when all others fail.
gauges and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocn. Cables made

"A

Resistance Colls determined with or without temperature coefficients.
Insulation Resistance of Cables, etc., measured.

61 and
H.

A.

CLARE,

6.3

Hampshire

General Manager.

Street, Boston, Mass.
HERBERT H. ETJSTIS.

Dynamos and Motors determined.

Efficiency of

Primary and Secondary Batteries tested.
Curves of Magnetization of Iron and

"EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
BENRY

W.

Sleel furnished

from Samples.

Etc., "Etc.
Circulars and Information

regrding

the

Methods Used, Prices,

etc.,

Sent on Application.

OADDRESS AS ABOVE. >

Electrician.

WARD LEONARD.

Baltimore, Md.

Ammeters, Voltmeters and Condensers Standardized.

S.

ANDREWS.

E.

M. IZARD.

CONSULTING AND CONTRACTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
Systems of Electric Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Electric
Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.
Plans and Specifications for ail Kinds of Electrical Construction Work.
Afollllneof Commercial SnpplieB carried at all timea for Plants described above.
For any or

Branch

n
Offices :

all

Room 425, Telephone 694, CHICAGO, ILL.
THE ROOKERY,
Minneapolis, Minn. Northwestern Mutual
Rooms
Insurance Block, Room

The Lnmber Exchange,

TRADE

5

and

6,

115,

Telephone

12o«,

Milwaukee, Wis.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
Electric Light, Telephone and Telegraph,
Mnuuiaoturod for Aerial, Submarluo and Underground Use.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

...

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES, OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

MARK.

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
BRANCHES:

Ijife

;

Chicago,

Boston,

Philadelphia,

Omaha,

Minneapolis,

13 Park

Cincinnati,

Louisville,

MANSON PROTECTING

NEW YORK.

Row,

Kansas

City,

TAPE.

and

San Francisco.

PECKHAM'S PATENT INTERCHANGEABLE

ELASTIC STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS

THE ONLY INTERCHANGEABLE STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS THE ONLY ELASTIC STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS THE ONLY NOISELESS STREET CAR WHEEL.

Can be Renewed

IN

at

any Car Stable by any Ordinary Laborer, and without Removing Motors from Axles.

USE ON THE FOLLOWING ROADS:

Brooklyn City Railroad. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Baahwlck Railroad, Brooklyn, N
New Williamsburg k Flatbnah Railroad, Brooklyn. N.
Broadway Railroad, New Tort.
Houston, WeBt Street and 1'avonla Ferry Railroad, New York. Third Avenue Railroad,
North Hudson County Railroad, Hol.okon, N. J.
Jersey City & BergMI Railroad. Jersey City. N.
Cincinnati Street Hallway CO., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Omaha Cable Railroad Co., Omaha. Nebraska.
West End Electric Railroad, Boston, Mass.
Scranton Electric Co., Scrantoo. Pa.
Port Huron Electric Co., Port Huron. Mich.
Cilizens Railway Co., Elkhart, Ind.
Chihuahua Railroad, Chihuahua, Mexico.

J.

Descriptive Circular and Price List Furnished 1'pon Application to

THE PECKHAM STREET CAR WHEEL & AXLE

CO..

239 Broadway, N.

Y

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
^-'MANUFACTURERS OFH

Automatic Electric Motors,
IN

ALL SIZES FROM OiSE-HALF

H.

P.

UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,

Remarkable

Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Djjnamo Electric Headlines,
For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

The Eddy

Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.

May
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WE PATENT AND

EXPLOIT

first-class Electrical

In Foreign ConntrieB

Inven-

tions which are new and operative, and have been
llin.trated by morels and drawings, bnt not published in this country before being patented
abroad. Xo expense tot he inventor; ca lor write.

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING

T ELEPHONE S

Removes

For

FRANCIS W. PARKER.

in Steam
Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

the tests and held out and given satisfactory
service for the past eight years.

Purifier.

SCALE

prevents

Entirely

i5

Impurities.

all

Pi-irate Lines.

The only Mechanical Telephone which has Btood

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL

7007 Opera House Block,

Steam-Feed Water

lilweN's Patent Live

4

Solicitor.

Send

and

Catalogue

Illustrated

for

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

Prices

ELECTRICALGOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

SOLICITOR Of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF TJ. S.
ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

El^in Telephone and Electrical Supply Co M

SPEAKING TUBES
Oral.

Ruoni

1001-8-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

Hubbard B1L,

7,

Elgin,

,

U.

S.

CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

1

W**aL

W.

¥ "^^

2

1

Send

for

New Catalogue,

out August

(Imericam
I

-WESTERN AGENCY-

stock.

iht

OSTRANDER &

R.
,

23 and 25 Ann

Factory, 1461 and 1463
"

SO Adams St.,Ghigago,

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS,
|PTJLL LIUEAL'TO-A'SS

George Cutter,
CONSULTING ELECTRICIAN,

WHISTLES,

anil

Pneumatic, and Mechanical

Electric.

CO.,

New

St.
DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

York.

1st.

^op^s,

j£lectpical

PROVIDENCE,

R.

I.,
EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

,

SIMPLEX WIRES.
Tears of

r4
Telegraph, Telephone and lectric Light.

with clean record.
An insulation that reslstB abrasion, acid fames
The wire that makes the responsible man happy, and the repair

test in ihe weather,

ammonia, or packing-house vapois.
account

WESTERN KEPBESEITTATIVS
PETTINGELL, ANDREWS & CO.. Boston, Mass.
light.

Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity
of

New York

any Cable

P

in the

Market.

18 Cortlandt Street.
C. ACKEKMAN, Agent.

Office,
D

Pattern Making, Etc., Etc.

General Machine JoD-work,

Electric Light Repairing,

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, H^aSyurer.
OfTico and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.
2134

to

Manufacturers

of

2140 DeKalb

ST. LOUIS, MO.

-

St..

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,
ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS

ana

Second

to

Long

All.

Life,

Uni-

CARPESTIKB.

Cuarante d

Jam.es

MATHER ELECTRIC
Metropolitan Block, j
°°™
OFFICE:.; F ¥La
*J> and KandolpK St8.
^ulic
)

H

S.

TURNER.

J.

S

.

THE BEST SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

MANUFACTURERS OF

JAMES
O

Z/l.

F.

Cords

....

III

Russell

BELLS-TELEPHONES.

j

<

17

Cedar

Power Stations.

Light Wiring.

St.,

New York.

Y.,

_ajjd_ Cables for Telephone,
Street.

New

Telegraph

York.

THE STODDARD PATENT

Co.

Combined Rosette and Cut-Out.
For Flexible Pendent Electric Lights,
Patented Sept, IS, 1887.

Sinr, won

Catalogue.

ETC,

1

1-

DURABLE.

H.

Thono Out-outa present a nuat anil artlntle appoarance, ami wbiiootiiorn may coat loss, they require niore
time tO liiHtall. II In found lu practice almuttbnin to
0D0, I. 0„ wldlo ji workman places twenty ordinary
Otlt-OUta lio can placo Hlxty of tfieae, Mum making a Having or two-thirds the cost or labor,
Tula would roprowill a MLVlBff Ol tffO dollam pur day on QUOD workman
omptoyod ol throe dollara per day. tiiIh addH ton
oonl to the -".I or each or the cheaper out-outa tor
OXtTft labor alODO, wblln tuo advantnuo Of liavlnc Hlxty
llantB provided Tor 111 Urn thno ttut twonty aro ready

BLISS,

ELECTRICAL EXPERT

MIRED.

* LIFE TIME.

V

ELECTRIC

ight and

Railway Construction.

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.

DEALER

MMTLV,
'

I

BOILERS, ETC.

GEO.
.->>-..< s

Co.

K ngine S

Automatic

GAS LIGHTING,

cfc?

Philadelphia.

BUILDERS OF

BHTTERY

UNEGUALED TOR

St.,

MASSILLON, OHIO,

THE NATIONAL

mW

&

and Electric

Klght. Inspector,
iin.ii-:o
H I'aclflr Avf.

]ST.

Q-u-oen.

.

KELLY. Ceneral Sales Agent, 19 Dey

3TOTIIC

Electrlelam, Coatraetov

the Prominent Makers.

ELECTRICAL ENCINEERS
AND CONTRACTORS.

TURNER,

SCHEISTECT^DY,
Flexible

LESTER W00DBRID9E.

CO., WOODBRIDGE
AND

RRlJ> Manaffer

.

924 Chestnut
W.

Insulated Wires,

W

all

CALL AND EXAMINE.

None.

'

HABTMAm & CO.,

Galvanometers, Bridges and Rheostats by

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.
CHICAGO

of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRINC.

Our "Black Diamond" Points Outshine Them
form Size, and Superior Quality.

Ammeters and Voltmeters

CARBON SPECIALTIES.

IN

Electrical Securities.

THE HATIOHAL
GALVANIC BATTEhf CO

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple

INATI.O.

225

DEARBORN STREET.

Inventions.

Court,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

for DBO, isofttlmOBOf vital Importance.
Attain, oxtra Mn.Hn iiiockit or iuhoIIoh are ffonorally
rcqolrod forotlior Ont-outa.
,\ continuing navinic in matter or
nmowaiH, repairs
ami replacing fuidblo ritrljm, all ko to mako up an anirrigation ol ailvaiita^OH, which had Induced HCin*
inioni EOSttUOthfit tlioy "pndor tbo Hloddurd (Jut-nut ft
at tbolr prlco, as against any oitior at iohh price."

MARKLE ENGINEERING
For Sale

l>v all

CO., Detroit, Mich.
Companies

Electrical Supply
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The

me

attention

of El

and

crreat Efficiency,

•:'.

double the Power ol

hiring

number of the
ical use of
ful effect

leading

water

it

motion,
lary«* Capacity*

lanics with grcal
:quat, producing ih«

«

is wit

Our Horizontal

TI

it

can be belted

"Victor"
clirc< tly

I

VIES.

[,

dynamo.

IC

represents a pair of 12-inch
arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-Ir
Bearings fot Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all

ltl\l>

plate.

The

entire

rc<

VICTOR

The accompanying engraving

Tubes, End
a substantial cast-iron bed

Speed

diameter,

recommended, as no gcz*z arc

highly

is

to

hitrli

':.:

(znaruntecdi
Sl.\l> FOB tATAI.fM.IK \M> I'AItTK

and

i:i\i;-

<

\ 1 i:i> \\ vm-;k \\ 111:1:1.
on account of its remarkably st«-n«lv

1

.

arrangement

We

every particular.
are nov.
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal sliafts, and where
admits of their use. we recommend them.
strictly first-class in

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO.,

-

DAYTON, OHIO.

HAYDENS,
&
BOOTH
HOLMES,FACTORIES:
WATERBURY, CONN.
JIAM FACTIRKKS ©I

BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.
finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire. Flexible
andso
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely
Worsted Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

Silk,

Cotton and

1

I

a

PATENT

"If

K." LINE

WIRE

For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.
AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON CO., CIRBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.
J. L.

BARCLAY,

THOS.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICACO,

mm

L.

ILL.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,
310 N.

THIRD

SAINT LOUIS, MO.

ST.,

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF ALL KIND3 AT BOTTOM FICURES.
Man son and Okonite
"Cfg.
IBTHJST.
TItY
THE1
G-'EJT
T».A."5r»
Okonite Wires, Cables, and Tubing, Weatherproof Line Wires,

IT

Tapes.

TO

THE MOST DURABLE, SIMPLEST AND BEST
OVERHEAD WIRE SYSTEM.
-

Knight Electric Railway

25 * 27 Tenth Ave.,

NEW YORK

Co.,

CITY.

The ONLY Conduit System.
:

-

c^
I

yg
wxg.

4VF

W-

Sen<ffr(i\mU)QlfE.

May
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THIS "OKONITE" BOY
Can

when

afford to smile at his competitors

he thinks of the immense advantage Okonite
has in the race for perfect insulation for all
kinds of Electric Conductors.

A FULL STOCK ALWAYS ON HAND,

CENTRAL ELECTRIC

CO., 42 La Salle Street,

CHICAGO.

SYSTEM

FISHER RAE ELECTRIC RAILWAY
For Street and Suburban

Traffic,

Embraces new and valuable improvements which are requisite
operation, and high efficiency. The

m

SUCCESSFUL SYSTEM

DIE

Overhead Conductors.
IMPROVED TROLLEY AND TROLLEY SUPPORT
Avoids "flashing"

wheel or

at

line of neatest de-

line contact.

The Fisher-Rae Electric Railway System
Contains

new

features that will

IUilway Managers looking for

commend

it

UNDERGROUND CONDUCTORS.

test of

POINTS OF SUPERIORITY.
A SINGLE MOTOR GEARED TO BOTH AXLES WITH
IMPROVED NOISELESS GEAR.
BETWEEN MOTOR AND CAR AXLES,
INSURING CLOSE MESH AND PREVENTING
BREAKING FROM SUDDEN STRAINS.

FLEXIBILITY

to the careful attention of Street

reliable, easily operated

apparatus, designed to stand the

and

efficient electrical

work.

The

and upon cars

in use

use where de3irable of a sep irate motor truck,

making a

sis

wheel

car, secur-

ing greater comfort to passengers; motor trucks easily and quickly detachable,

The Fisher-Rae System
Can be placed upon

economical

MILES OF CONDUIT IN ONE ROAD AT SAN JOSE, CAL.

8

sign.

to

ena-

bling change of motors from closed to open cars.

existing roads without alteration of track or road bed,
without interruption to traffic of road.

CORRESPONDENCE solicited,
to

important roads

now

estimates furnished, and references given

in successful operation.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
Woodbridge

7th and
The H.M. LOUD & SONS

LUMBER

DRTROIT. MIGH.

Streets,

The Standard Open

CO.

Circuit Batteries of the World

UJrUTACItTBSM OF
Telegraph and Telephone Croat Arms. Cedar Poles,
Tiei.
Large Supply of Dry Cross Arm»

PmUi«4

Lumber kept

In

Hock.

Oscoda, Bleb.

,

:

W%*i*>h A«»nn»,

<>-.,

(ITilrag't

COL BURN & CO.,

|7W.

174 Hi-.

SI..

a£-*fe

'.Vetera

,

en
?.\U

fi

Orders Filled Promptly.

(HBuiidXIUat

/

TRADE

FIICHBURG. MASS.

GONDA
MARK.

TtK'-hlnrii fnr
Kleetrlfl
n<1

»

t

[i*r

\

r r

nn

«1

1

ri f ;\ 1

i

rl *•

hrr n t
Int:

Blectro- Pint

lm»nf nl

I

The LECLANCHE BATTERY

»*.

'
'

'»'»,

11,1.

f.ond> " Battery.

149

West

18th St.,

Now

CO.,
York.

'

Conila Porous

Cup " Battorv
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Forest City Electric IXTorl^s,
HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
809 to 81 7 S. 7th St., St. Louis, Mo.

Manuiacturer,

oi

CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

GANG SWITCHES, FROM

5

TO 40 AMPERES,

Manufacturers and Patentees of

Quick Make and Break Uncontrolled by the Handle.

The Long Distance

INCANDESCENT

Electric Light

Correspondence
Solicited

SYSTEM.

Electric

with
Light

Companies.

Patented in all Civilized
Countries.

The

INCANDES-

only

CENT SYSTEM

Central

for

suited

W.

especially

B.

CLEVELAND,

SENECA STREET. CLEVELAND,

183

Proprietor,

a

Station

work, combining the SUCCESSFUL ILLUMINATION of
the STREETS with the universal supply of light for all COM-

MERCIAL

DOMESTIC requirements.
ECONOMICAL SYSTEM in every respect.
the BRILLIANCY aad BEiUTY of the light.
and

The most

Noted for
Having the simplest mode of w.ring, the greatest production of
C. P. to the H. P., and a number of other important advantages.
Its practical

and financial success has been demonstrated by

CENTRAL STATIONS which have adopted the
HEISLER SYSTEM within the last three years.
Our system is the only PERFECT AUTOMATIC, adjusting

numerous

load correspondingly with the

its

number

of lights.

We furnish lamps from 10 up to 100 C. P. to any desired
distance from the Central Station on a single wire, No.
American gauge.

We guarantee the lamps not to blacken

and

to maintain their

brilliancy superior to all other systems.

!

;

Both Advertiser and Publisher by men-

Over 5,000 of our incandescent lamps of various candle
powers have been placed for illuminating the streets and bottlevards, connected by more than 1,500 miles oi line wire circuits.

COMPOUND.
IS Sizes, 5 to 500 H. P.

ITot yet

tioning the

when

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED
17 Cortlandt Street,
NEW YORK,

CONDENSING OR
NON-CONDENSING.

equaled by any form of Engine

3,000 in nse in all

JUNIOR.
AST

13 s ze s

ST. LOUIS.
KANSAS CITY,

n S,0 k -

6 Sizes

in

stock 5 to 50 H

AUTOHATIC MIGI1IE CHEAPER THAI! A SLIDE VALVE.
Economical,
Over 300 sol d the first year.
Reliable.

Well Built,

All the above built strictly to
Repairs Carried in Stock.

J.

HtL

Gauge with Interchangeable Farts.
Send for Illustrated Catalogues.

B.

YOUNG, President and

PINE BLUFFS, Ark

SALT LAKE CITY.
~"TTE, MONT.
N FRANCISCO,
RTLAND. OR.

ARLOTTE,
TheWestinehouseMachineCbn LANTA,
GA.
LLAS. TEX.

N. C.

B. K.

Treas.

SOLAR CARBON

* MFC.

&

259 S. Main St.
E. (irauiteSt.
21

Utah

(

f

audi! Fremont

33,

35 N\ Front St..

2&g&

& Montana

Machinery Co.
Parke i Lacy Co.
Parked Lacy Men. Co.
St..

}TheD.A.TompkinsCo.
& Mch Co.
C. E. James A Co.

Keating Imp.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.A.
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'

OMAHA,

p

building,
\Ve-stiu£hou?e Building, f
156, 15a Lake Street,
J
608 Chestnut St.. M. R. Muckle, Jr. A Co.
302, 304 Washinffton Ave.
r „. K „„i^.
312 Union Avenue,
I
™ uo
1330 Seventeenth Street. I
1619 Capitol Avenue. F. C Aver.
Sons.
Geo. M. Dilley
i

DENVER,

5 ,o 2 5 b H p
parts of the Civilized World.

STATES,

Hathaway

BOSTON.
PITTSBURGH,
CHICAGO,
PHILADELPHIA,

for

HIGH FUEL DUTY ANO SIMPLICITY.

STANDARD.
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writing to advertisers.

JAMISON, Vice-President.
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COMPANY

S?

69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Process Patented.
CARBONS made from Natural Gas.
BATTERY CARBONS OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTY.

-

Office, No.

\

,GG

Well Selected and Good
Western

Office,

1

75 Randolph

Special Discounts on Large Orders.

Street, Chicago.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
CHICAGO.

BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK,
DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK,

BADT,

$1.00.
ELEMENTS OF ELECTRIC LIGHTING,
A.TK.iTNrs!o:ixr, si.so.
All Three Books to One Address,
Gash with Order, $3.00.

ELBCTBXCXAXT PUBLISHING

CO.,

6

Lakeside

Building,

CHICAGO.

AND THE

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,
NEW YORK.
A

jenr'N
for
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Send your orders

.TonriiHl*

to lofl

\ll»lllt> KLKCTKICIAS.
6 Lakeside Building. CHICAGO.

GEORGE

LAW

P.

BARTON,

OFFICE,

225 Dearborn Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Patent and Trademark Cases.
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THE WESTINGHODSE ELECTRIC

4,

1889

CO.,

THE UNITED STATES ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
The

public are notified, that from and after this date, the unau-

Dynamo-Electric Generators and
Electric Motors, provided with sectional armatures, built
thorized sale or use of

up of iron plates which are separated by interposed insulat-

ing material,

will

be held to be

in violation of

Letters Patent Nos. 401,668 and 401,669,
Issued April 16, 1889, to

THE UNITED STATES ELECTRIC LIGHTING

CO.,

Assignee of the original inventor, Edward Weston, of Newark, N.J.
The claims of these patents broadly cover the core of an

when commagnetic and of insulating
the conductors wound thereupon.

electric generator subjected
posed of alternate sections of

material,

in

combination with

to inductive action,

This notice does not apply to the

sellers or users of

DYNAMO-ELECTRIC GENERATORS OR ELECTRIC MOTORS,

which embody sectional armatures manufactured by The Edison
Electric Limit Company, our licensee under these patents.
All other parties are hereby warned against making, selling or
using the invention covered by the above mentioned Letters Patent.

THE WESTINGHODSE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
April

i6,

1889.

Geo. Westinghouse,

Jr.,

President.

May

4,

WHO IS
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

The Pioneer

in

the Development of the Incandescent Electric

Light System?

FACTS OF THE PRESENT CONTROVERSY.

THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC MANUF'G CO,
HOLDS THE KEY TO THR SITUATION
BEWARE OF IMPOSTORS.

"STJXJM CXJIQXJE:"
TO USERS OF ELECTRIC LIGHT AP PAR ATT S:
The Edison and Sawyer-Man Electric Light Companies
have recently deluged the country with circular letters and
bombastic advertisements, setting forth that they have patents,
which cover the fundamental principles of electric lighting;
and that their patents have been sustained in the Supreme
Court giving the exclusive right to manufacture and operate
Nothing could be more misleading than
incandescent lamps.
such statements.
Since the combination of the Westinghouse, SawyerMan, and the United States Electric Lighting Companies,
and the Supreme Court decision in the Bates Refrigerator
case (which the Edison Company endeavors to make capital
of), these concerns have endeavored to completely submerge
their competitors, by flooding the country with literature of
such character as to mislead the public.
In order that prospective purchasers may become better
acquainted with the true inwardness of this electric light conand the history of the invention, we deem
more than reasonable that we present a few facts, viz.:

troversy,

it

no

Thomas A. Edison has not, nor ever had, the re1.
motest possible claim to the priority of invention of the incandescent lamp, and his position is simple a pretense.
Walter K. Freeman was the original inventor, and
2.
made and sent to Thomas A. Edison the first incandescent
lamp, with a high resistance carbon filament, that he (Edison)
ever saw.
3.

Edison never had a patent covering broadly the lamp;

therefore, no such patent could be sustained in the courts.
The United States Electric Light Company has no
4.

claim for a patent; the only claim it ever had was based upon
a contract with Walter K. Freeman, dated June 21, 1880, and
which is now in litigation. The patents they quote are not
essential or necessary for the successful manufacture or operation of incandescent lamps.

GET TBE BEST.

The Sawyer- Man patent, number 317,676, was not a
discovery, nor does it cover features necessary to th:
manufacture of an incandescent lamp.
All of the claims which these concerns make for patents,
covering broadly the incandescent lamp inventions, are senseless and false, because the incandescent lamp did not originate
with either of these companies, nor with any person or
persons connected with them; they, therefore, have no rights
in the premises.
very pertinent fact regarding the successful operation
of the present incandescent electric light system, viz.: The incandescent lamp itself, and the converter system of electric
lighting, are the results of a series of experiments conducted
by Walter K. Freeman, at Racine, Wis., where he had in
operation, and continued to operate for more than twelve
years the inventions that were then made, covering this
method of lighting, thereby preserving the validity of his
claims to such benefits as may be derived from his researches.
His applications in the Patent Office, for patents covering
broadly the idea of the alternating system, and the incandescent lamp, must be disposed of before any company can sustain its patents, or collect damages of any user of electric
light apparatus.
This company takes the position: First, to defend the
users of its apparatus against loss accruing from its use;
second, to vigorously and determinedly prosecute Walter K.
Freeman's claims for patents covering these inventions.
Our apparatus is of the highest efficiency mechanically
and electrically.
are prepared to guarantee its operation
5

new

A

and defend our customers.

We

are in this business on a business basis, for a manuhaving all modern facilities for the production
of first class apparatus.
solicit the patronage of electric
light users, believing we can furnish the best.
facturer's profit;

We

Representatives wanted in
every State in the Un *JZ\

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG.

—

We

CO.,

GET THE CHEAPEST,

Eau Claire, Wis.,

I).

S. A,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

WOODWARD
f GEN. R. A. ALGER.

G. H. GALE, President.
S. A. PLUMMER. VICE-PRESIDENT.
H. H. HUMPHREY, TREASURER.

G. H. GALE.
(S. A. PLUMMER.

i

May

4
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ECTRICAL CO.

BOARD OF BIRBCTOB8.
BROWN.
T.WILLIAMSON.
E. C.
F. B.

TROUT.

H.

J

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, SECRETARY.
FRANK B. TROUT, SUPERINTENDENT.

WARREN.
THOMPSON.
H. HUMPHREY. }

C. A.
C. H.

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT STORAGE BATTERY.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

in construction,

has

now been found
to many

PECULIARLY ADAPTED

to

be

uses in

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE
which other types of

batteries

Steadying Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,
Burglar Alarms,
Propelling Boats,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station Lighting,
Street Cars,

DURABLE,

and
have

and

is,

owing

to its design,

failed.

Isolated Lighting,
Auxiliary Central Station

Work,

Medical Purposes,
B,unning of Small Motors.

HATTKKY

SUCTION OF BATTERY PLATE.

Detroit Storage Battery,
MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS CRANTED TO C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
BEEN DULY ASSICNED TO THIS COMPANY,
Is positively the only Secondary Battery which will not Buckle, or which will
tvithstand uninjured the Highest Bates of Discharge.

THE ONLY

STTCCESSIFTT:!-.
IS

STO^^-CrE

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE

The Woodward
St.,

BYI

Electrical Co.

OFFICE**:
69 Griswold

BATTEIST

FACTORY:

Campau

Building.

F.

B.

DETROIT, MICH.

TROUT,

Corner 13th and

General Manager,

Howard

Streets.

5

May

4,
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The Thomson-Houston
Electric Railway System.

Twenty-six Roads in Daily Operation, and Sixteen Now in Process
of Construction Under the Thomson-Houston Patents.
ALL MATERIAL 18 NOW MANUFACTURED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.
The current is controlled, the car laversed, and the
The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others
brakes applied from either platform.
railway work.
Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
Only one pair of brushes for each motor.
above the floor.
Brushes self-feeding.
Direct gearing is used.
Bearings self-oiling.
The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the
No change of brushes for change of load or change in Thomson-Houston patents.
direction of rotation of the armature.
Contact with overhead conductor is had by means of.
trolley pressing against the wire from below.
The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

for

MOTORS « ELECTRICAL E QUIPMENTS FURNISHED FOR MINING i OTHER SPECIAL WORK.
For Full Information and Estimates

_A.ddress the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.

May
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OUR

We

call the attention of Electric

Companies

_

our

to

Light

Electric

Illustrated

This catalogue will be found
of immense advantage when ordering.
Please refer to stock number or page
as much as possible, and help us avoid

Light Catalogue.
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M
Bare Copper Wire
and
Galvanized Iron Mire

See page 5.

Brass Wire,

German

Vulcanized Fiber

For Line Material

WILL

and

(Complete Assortment)

COST

Hard Rubber Goods.

See pages

See pages

35, 36, 37, 38, 39

IT

Silver Wire,

Phosphor Bronze
Wire,
Platinum Wire.
7.

YOU
NOTHING

26, 27

and

and

28.

P.

See pages

1'.

7,

8 and

9.

40.

ELECTRICAL

Etc., Etc., Etc.

See pages 41 to

51.

Order
Kerite

Weatherproof

Wires and Cables.

is

See pages
10, 11

BEST.

and

12.

TO

P. and B.
Electrical

WRITE
US.

Read pages

Compounds

54 to 66.

See pages
52 and 53.

o
Flexible Cables

Conductor

C
A

Electric Light

of

Cords.

Various Kinds

See pages 13 and

Tools,

SUPPLY

See pages
15, 16

G
H
T

u

Sleet-Proof Pulleys,

Insulations.

I

1

Glass Insulators,

BGtri

L

Study

Porcelain Insulators,

and B.

THE

1889

misunderstandings.

See page

and B. Pressure
Wire,
LT nderwriters' Wire,
P. and B.
Weatherproof.

4,

and

17.

14.

German

Magnet Wire.

Silver

Resistance Wire.

and

18, 19

See page

20.

21.

WE
ARE
ALWAYS
READY

Etc., Etc.

See pages 75 to 115.

Supplement

Supplement A,
Pages 119

to 134,

is

Specially

B

Contains illustrations of

numerous new devices,
It

will save

you money.

Pages 130 to 184.

Interesting.

MAKE
Roll

and Sheet
Metals,

for

Dynamo

lirass

Brashei

page

and Copper

QUOTATIONS
OR

P. and B.

Weatherproi

CO.

Sundries.

See pages

T.
'7

2

I

and 25

o
o

KILL

ORDERS.
;;.

550 B

and a careful perusal of

TO

Copper

I

The

Best.

FOR THE

"B"

RANDOLPH STREET.

-H -I-C-^V-Gr-O.
FACTORIES:
Ansonia, Conn.

BRANCH OFFICE:

505 Delaware

Ave.,

Kansas

City.

Mo.

May

4,
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"C.

& C." ELECTRIC MOTOR

CO.
YORK.

NEW
Efficient Electric Motors
402-4 Greenwich

St.,

MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
WESTERN

NEW ENGLAND OFFICE: 32 Oliver St,, BOSTON.
OFFICE; 139 and 141 Adams Street, CHICAGO.
PHILADELPHIA. OFFICE: 301 Arch Street.
SOUTHERN OFFICE: 25 Carondelet Street, NEW

JOHN STEPHENSON
NEW YORK.

ORLEANS

CO.,

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

Thej}rush(-iectricpompany
-OF-

The

EMPIRE CITY ELECTRIC CO.
1

5

Dey

Street,

New York.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Electrical Supplies

BRUSH ARC

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

-AND-

Incaniescence

Electric

Lpi

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS, ETC.

CHICAGO OFFICE,

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,

Ko. 1IO Hn.lilngi on street,

tLEXAaDKK K MU IT,
SpeelAI Agent.

Wo. 20I

Jonmtl

KnlldlnK,

O. C.

»TK Kl.K.
Special aipdi.

Send for

NEW CATALOGUE.

r

>

WESTERN

May 4, 188^

E.-2CTRICIAN.

FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
IF'ox't "Way3X<e>. Xxica.lekX3.ci.
Manufacturers of the

SLATTERY

INDUCTION

The Most Carefully Workedout and Complete Alternating

SYSTEM

System of Electric Lighting in

OF

Existence.

JKMDESCfflT LIGHTING,

AND THE

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Lamps

ARC LIGHTING.

Converters

12—16 Candle

Power

to the Mechanical

Horse

Guaranteed.

OP

and

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK
I

15

OFFICE:

BROADWAY,
Boreel Bldg.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS,

FORT WAYNE,

C ICACO OFFICE, 185 Dearborn St.,
W. J. BUCKLEY, Manager.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

IND.

907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

First Floor,

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome

St.

City of Mexico Office,

F.

ADAMS, Successor.
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EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

CHICAGO,

Vol. IV.

MAY

SCHAEFER ELECTRIC MFC. CO.
Lamp

Incandescent

from 10

to

100 Candle-Power.

is

the

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

is

f.a.xi:e£

Branches

All

of Signaling.

Sizes

BRANCHES:

Boston, Philadelphia,
Cleveland, Detboit, Chicago Cinciknt:.
St. Louie, Minneapolis. Denver, San Francisco.

and high

of over
electrical purposes.

Iiooomotlve Safety ~S7"a,l-v&,
Tlie Ashton Locli Safety Valve,
Tlie Ashton
ater Hellef V«lTe.
THE ASHTON YALYES f™*^ »*>»**>* ntolng, to mo*t pert,*

w

ot

QAPFHTY
XjJ3
1 1 VAT.VT?S
» AJU
H i33.JP
THEIR WATER RELIEF VALYES I&,ftS^&
now
market.
nPtrFTT?
1 Hill

Submarine Use
in all Locations.

B.

McGLEES,

General Manager,

16 Dey

St..

Ashton YalYe

OAK TANNED LEATHER BELTING AND LACE LEATHER.

46

SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO,

Boston,

^^

1

s

-.\

T^^

all

CHICAGO OFFICE AND WAREROOMS

REMOVED TO
NEW

ILL.

the PatentB and Invent Ions uf Churlea D. Jenuey

CO.,

ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE.

19

AND

133

AND

WABASH AVENUE.

135

FACTORIES

YORK:

ANSONIA, CONN.

21 CLIFF STREET.

BRAINARP Rorison. bocreLA..
Alios K. Hoixowxix, Trcunr*

Electrician.

Jeimney Electric Company,
Sole Owners of

Z&\%k.

FIRE-PROOF AND WEATHER-PROOF

Chaelks D. Jennet,

Danikl "W. Marmon, President.
Addison H. Nurdyke, Vice-President.

St.,

what-

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OP COWLES' PATENTED

&

Schieren
Co., (Mfrs.)
MD MANUFACTURERS ANB TANNERS OF

271 FranMin

Co.,

at

1

ANSONIA BRASS AND COPPER

Prevents Air Cushions.

Chas.

£?£.«!

.

in construction,

BR

ELECTRIC PERFORATED BELTING!!!

DYNAMOS.

»

JCi

in the

NEW YORK.

GUARANTEED FOR

Give perfect Becnrity aealnst boiler explosion,
whether Steamboat, Locomotive or Stationary.
d

Automatic in action, Perfectly Controlling the Pressure of the hose
ever speed the eng ne or pump ie working.

Simple

E.

I

VULCANITE EMERY WHEELS. RUBBER
MATS, MATTING AND STAIR TREADS.

Noiseless

by a record

Concealed Wiring

tt.

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back

Subterranean Use,

d Encasgd Wlret

L

jst.

the United States of

MAiHIM, BELTIN6

Aerial Use,

and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone.
Railwa, and all other

In

With Smooth Metallic Robber surface for use on
Dynamos and swift running machines.

kDAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
Electric Light

no-w,

For Mechanical Purposes.
RUBBER BELTING, PACKING & HOSE.

'

for durable

CO,

VULCANIZED RUBBER FABRICS

PITTSBURGH, PA.
PENN AVE., - 18 Cortlandt St., O. L. Wiley,M'g'r.
New
York
RR fl WOH UrriOCO.
flFFIPF^'
DtlAnUn
^ OMca g 0tl3 9E.Maai«onSt„F.E.Degeiiliarat.M'g 'r.

all

NEW YORK.

-

n. Citeeyeb, Treas.

General Offices, 708

The acknowledged standard

-

-

BELTING AND PACKING
John

Standard Underground Cable Co., Mf'rs,

Insulation.
Its merits proved
quarter of a century. Adapted to

House Furnishings

Oldest and Largest Manufacturers

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES AND CABLES.

'

IT.

ELECTRICAL

NEW YORK

THE WARING

Ill

WITHOUT

Bells

HAZAZER & STANLEY,
32-34 Frankfort Street,

Estimates Furnished on Application.

19.

DUST PROOF WASHER

Buy no

FACTORY AT CAMBRIDGEPOBT.

BOX 3068, BOSTON, MASS.

No.

1889.

This

COMPLETE INSTALLATION OF INCANDESCENT PLANTS.
P. 0.

n,

O cents per Copy.

1

(known

as the

Jenney System) and bole Owners and Manufacturers of

bis

Improved Qynamo, [amp

$

Electric (Ijotor.
Iu am desirable features of Arc and Incandescent Lighting
a,
s
durable, economical,
the Jenney System lead
In these c«endaU ti chalsteady, hriiitam and penetrating.
lenges comparison

Estimates Prompily Furnished lor Erecting Electric Lighting
Plants for Cities, Companies or Individuals

Prices Furnished for the Jcnncy Arc or Incandescent Systems, or tor roth combined.
The Jenney
:«

nil

at

Incnndwcrni Dynamos are self-regulating,
and oB ol one or dl ^t tho Lamps
o

permit the Earning

i

will.

to furnishing ItlUs,
Wants.

This C

nr

"I

SEII FOB PIUPILtT IlllSTSIIiK

HI

UStllllK TK STSTtl.

-*J

OFFU

Cor. Kentucky Ave. and Morris St.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

1

May
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The Thomson-Houston

it,

1889

Electric Go.
WESTERN OFFICE:

EASTERN OFFICE:
148

620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON.

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

Electric irc-Qighting
I3ST

THE

"KTORI-ID.

SERIES LAMPS
FOB

flrc-Circuits.
These Lamps have repeatedly
Shown their superiority under
test.
Ftrtt Medal : Best Arc-Light, Louisville, 1883,
First Prize : Beat System of Arc-Lighting,
Cmclnns:! Industrial Exposition, 18S3.

This

Company was

^V^vsswSSSSS

given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions
at London,

•ISO MANUFACTURERS OF

August

1

1,

1885,

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
dynamos are automatic

Exhibition,

FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

in their regulation

durable.

and

will

LIGHTING.

No other Incandescent
maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit.
are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

Lamp

is

so perfect

Our Incandescent systems

m
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the transmission of Power. Plans and estimates for

and Incandescent Lighting and Power Plants.

all
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SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
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£

Queen City Electric Co j
;r8

ok-

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
TWO

FIRST PRIZE COLD MEDALS 1888.

ONE F^OFR

MOST EFFICIENT.

DYNAMO
25 to 500

f/OST

FF CIENT.

[

M OTOR
1-s

((I

r,ii

LIGHTS'

CAPACITY.

INDORSED

SAFE
— AND—

ECONOMICAL.

BT

Thomas

Elihn Thomson,

A. Edison,

Edwin

H, S. Possons,

J,

Horse

Power.

F.VF.B

READY

Houston,

ISOLATED PLANTS and C ENTRAL ST ATIONS FDLLT ERECTED.

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRIC'ANS.

Motors for Running

FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELEES.
Send

PamphM "ARE YOU POSTED?"

for

ELEVATORS,

We
to

and

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH

CO.

I

GENERAL MACHINERY.
Workmanship

Efficiency.

Ol'FICE,

58&60

177-179 Broadway, W. Y.

FANS, PUMPS AND

give an Absolute Guarantee regarding Materials,

FACTOR! A*» SALESROOM.

Loneworlh

St.,

CINCINNATI.

0.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.

INSULATING COMPAFT,
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

INSULATED WIRES and CABLES

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.
Quaranteed to Give Satisfactory Services Underground and Overhead.

Adapted

for Mines,

Prices and

No.
W,

m
11,

Chemical Works,

Specially

Etc

Samples on Application

at

Central Stations for

FRONT STREET, NEW YORK

.M3IKHAW,

F.C.S.,

Power

Distribution

CITY,

London, Chemical Engineer, General Manager,

STATIONARY MOTORS.
FOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We

have supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

Electric Light, Telegraph

and Telephone Companies,

to

STORAGE BATTERIES,

United States Vessels,

Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other services wherever a First-class Electrical Installment is Required.
Our
Materials and Workmanship

and correspondence
articles.

is

solicited from

are

Guaranteed

the

Very Best,

Execulive Offices:

115 BROADWAY,

companies and architects requiring our

Factory:

JERSEY CITY. N.J.

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

May

;

r,

the: TVATroj^ikBTCi^eR..
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBOMS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
OMPANY

ENGINEER

JARVIS
SYNOVIAL

OLIVER ST.

61

LAKE

181

BOSTON.
H. A.

dynamo and
Second

to none.

8.

CHICAGO.

NEW

I

Electric [ight and

power Stations

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screenh.gi
NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

LIBERTY ST.

109

YORK.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

Cylinder Oils.

gum

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES

TAUSSIC, Agent,

CHICAGO.
.

"THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY."
By FRED H. WHIPPLE,

A new

1

5

or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
Adopted by the largest
refiltering can be used continually.
Electric Plants of the West.

Free from

By

machinery.

ST,,

CONTRACTING ENCINEERS FOR ERECTINC COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

and original book, designed

of mystifying technical terms.

to

THE "LITTLE WONDER" DYNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINE

Plating Machines
requiring a speed

of from

1800 to
3600 reuotutionsper
minute, are only

Inform a practical public without the use

Over 1.000 in Successful

fit

OPERATION,
Please send for rata-

for toys.

CONTEiTTS:

The Mechanical Production, Transmission and
Power Purposes.

loftue of 1889.

Tbe

Utilization of

Electricity

Application to the Propulsion of Cars.
The different systems described, with Illustrations Showing their Methods of
Construction and Operation.
Where and WTien and How These Systems Have Been Applied.
Comparison of Electric Propulsion to Other Methods.
What does it cost to build an electric road; cost to operate; what are the advan-

History of

largest manufacturers
Platers' Supplies,

of Nickel
Lacquers,

for

etc.

its

Van Winkle

Hanson,

Ho,.
KEWABfi,
NEW YORK

N. J.

OFFICE:

tages?

Application of Electricity to Elevated Railways and to Stationary Power.
Overhead systems, conduit systems, storage batteries, etc., etc. described and

92 and 94 Liberty St

,

illustrated.

Cost of Producing Electricity; of its Transmissions; of Its Utilization.
Steam and Water Power and their application to the Electric current.
Price, bound in paper, $1 00; bound in flexible Russia, $2.00.

F-u.l3llsla.ocl toy

FRED

H.

WHIPPLE,

Detroit,

Michigan,

System.

Stored Electricity.
Electrical

DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

Central Station

Accumulators

Voltmeters

Batteries,

or

Storage Sattsriss,

And Complete

Isolated Lighting,

LIGHT

Especially Adapted to

Railroad Car

Street

Long Distance

THE ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATOR
44 Broadway, New York.

Oldest

CO,

mi

9t

Cars Equipped

Most Experiencei Electric Motor Company in

He

THE ELECTRO-DYNAMIC COMPANY
OF PHILADELPHIA.

DETROIT OFFICE:

PHCENIX BUILDING.

POWER PLANTS
Offices, Residences, Factories

for Electric Propulsion.

Lighting.

Ompl't'ly Displace! Gas.

Electric

Theaters, Eto

Lighting,

THE OHLY SYSTEH
Whku

i

For Towns,

BMCttEROmSE

and Ammeters,

SWITCHES,

Lighting,

CRISWOLD STREET

Main

224

Office,

Carter

St.,

Philadelphia.

New York

Office,

44 Broadway.

LAW BATTERY,
FOR ALL CLASSES OF OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.

In the latest form the negative element is a
Cylinder, one within
the Other, having more surface and quantity than any other negative element in the
rnarkfit.
Its efficiency and durability surpass all its rivals, and it is
for ten yearn. As now mad,: I, oil, ,•], -merits are secured wholly beneath the cover,
instead of passing through the cover, as heretofore.
The cover is of blue glass and
locks tight to the jar, absolutely preventing evaporation of water and creeping of salts.
Both binding posts are permanently attached to cover, and thoroughly protected
against, corrosion.

Double

guaranteed

THESE AHE DEOIDHD

I3VXr»HO-^r33IVtE53NrTS.

m

Do

n„t be SO iooIIhIi
to buy a Prism, Porous Cup, or other perishable negative element, battery,
when one '.an be had whicn
And do not waste
J,
money by experimenting with any of the numerous new and untried batteries which are constantly
coming and going, but buy the " Law," which h<i» stood tin- test of eiglU yea/re,
I

PRACTICAL V EVKKLASTINO.

LAW TELEPHONE

CO.,

CHA8.

A.

STRELINCEfl & CO.,

112

Liberty St.,

NEW

YORK.

HENZEL, San Francisco, Cal.
DETROIT, MICH., SOLE AGENCY FOR DETROIT AND VICINITY

Sole Agent for the Pacific Coast

:

GEO.

L.

May
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1889

ii,

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND M0T9R COMPANY.
Work

For Stationary or Railway
List of Street

for

Railways in Operation, or in Course of Construction Upon the

Electric R. R., Akron, ( Hiio.
Asheville Electric R. R., Ashevllle, N.
iiy Strcci Railway, Bay City, Mich.
Baj
Buffalo Sircut R. R., Buffalo, N. Y.

<

: -

1

&

R., Carbondalf,
Central R. R., lJavcnport. la.
Chattanooga Electric R. R., Chattanooga,

Mo.
Loop Extension Wilkesbarre & Suburban k. R.Wilkcsbarre,
Main Street Line Exi'n U. P. Railway, St. Joseph, Mo.
Manchester and Richmond R. R., Manchester, Va.

Pa,

Jermyn R.

Tcnn.

1

'nion

|<. (

Union Passenger

People's R. R.,

St.

Joseph,

I

.

Richmond,

R. k. Extension, K

Mo.

,

Street R. R., Marlborough, Mass.
Minneapolis Street R. k„ Minneapolis, Minn.
Naumkeag St. k. R., Salem, Mass.
Northern Division Wyatt Park Ry., St. Joseph, Mo.
Pacific Avenue St, R. R., Tacoma, W. T.
Passenger R. R., East Harrisburg, Pa.
Passenger R. R. Extension, Harrisburg, Pa.
Pennsylvania R. R. System, Atlantic City, N. |.

Wethcrsfield R. R., Hartford, Conn.

&

April 25, 1889:

.

Pa.

Marlborough

City Passenger R. R, Erie, l'a.
City R. R., Wilmington, Del.
City R. R-, Ext'n, Wilmington, Del.
East Cleveland Street R. R., Cleveland, O.
East Reading R. R., Reading, Fa.
I'.ist Reading R. R. Ext'n, Reading, Pa.
Easl Side street R. R„ Brockton, Mass.
Eau Claire Street R. R., Eau Claire, Wis.
liaitford

SPRAGUE SYSTEM,

People's R. R., Scranton, Pa.
Inclined Plane R. k,, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Lafayette Electric R. k., Lafayette, Ind.
Lindell Avenue Street Railway, St. I.ouis,

Akron

Carbondalc

Mining or Engineering Operations, the Sprague Motors are Unexcelled.

n,

Mass.
Boston, Mass.

irban k. k., Will

Wilkesbai
Willimanli
Wyatt Park

I-:,

i:..

K., Portland,
[oseph

St,

On

Mo.

EACH OF THESE REPRESENTS A SEPARATE BONA FIDE CONTRACT FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAY APPARATUS.

16

XO

-A-IXTD

FOR CIRCULARS AND FULL INFORMATION, ADDRESS

IO

ST\,

CyJS^TD

IINriE'OT

UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS.

GASSNERS DRY BATTERY

DR.

it to be the best open circuit battery in the market, most durable and conBell
Telephone, Railroad and Fire and Police Signal Companies use them largely.
hangers say it kills their trade, as they cannot charge for renewals. Physicians love them. High-

Experts acknowledge
venient.

est testimonials.

For Sale by THE

Write

for Circulars.

^

WELTER, ELECTRIC CO
j

t

I

And CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS, San

T ills UliniKBt. Manager.

\

DYNAMO
PULLEYS.
SECURE
BEST RESULTS,

If

you would

Use PAPER PULLEYS.

ioi&Chestnut St. Philadelphia

t iBOt HCfl'

;

sion.

O

H'A'Cleverly .-Manager

Western Agent,

Contact, 90° on 24" Paper equals ISO" on 36" Iron.
|^~ These Pulleys are need and indorsed by the leading Electric Light Manufacturing Companies.
For Price Lints and discounts write to

AMERICAN PAPER PULLEY

Chambers

St.,

I

IM

C

5

NEW YORK.

-

€1 eVerly Electrical WorRs

the

The following 1b the result of a test recently made at
the Franklin Institute, showing the relative value of
Paper Pulleys over Iron in the transmission of power:
Transmission, Iron, 34 lbs. Paper, 144 lbs., with equal
tension of belt.
Tension, Iron, 150 Ibe.; Paper, 39 lbs. for equal transmission.
Width, Iron, 12 inch ; Paper, 3 inch (unsafe for belt).
Diameter, Iron, 48 inch; Paper, 24 inch for equal ten-

\\\

Francisco, Cal

SC H O V E R L

feltTlI

"»

Mfllf D iVn

Philadelphia Department**

BAXTER ELECTRIC MFC &MQT0R CO.

Harmount, 315 Wabash Ave.. Chicago.

G. A.

III.

Brushbs
Commutator
FOR HLL SYST6MS,
•?•

CO.

Hi-ii.I

we

iim

stob and give length or brush, and

make

will

i

lit

in

if

wa have

ii't

(hem

The

Electrical
(ftf

Construction Co.

HARTER,

C. A.

in stork,

np.

175 Randolph

Mgr.,

St.,

Chicago,

HI

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING & M'F'G GO.
BOOMS, 200 and 2<)U

mmm

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

)

ST. liOTJIS.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

BALL DYNAMOS

A D

JL

LAMPS

FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
This system is mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a steady
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required
and the cost of repairs.

For descriptive

UNIFORM

IN QUALITY,

LONG LIFE AND GOOD

LIGHT.

POWEE FEx^-lSTTS
COMPLETE
A
Specialty, comprising

>

ECLIPSE CORLISS ENGINES,
Tubular or Water Tube

ILEAL
Plain

or

BOILEES.

circulars or testimonials, address

CHARLES W. RAYMOND,
39 Dearborn

Street,

CHIOiLGO.

Western Agt.

Tremont House,
-

-

-

IIL.IL.-

PATENT FURNACES
Worthington Pumps. Injectors and
Fe ed Water Heaters, Hill Friction Clutch

Pulleys. Dodge Patent Wood Split Pulleys.
Shafting. Belting. Pipe. Fittings and Valves.

OOlSTTIR.^OTinSTGr

ENGI1TEEES.

COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO,
THE STANDARD CARBON
IVCaxLufacturers of
ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.

.

May

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

SOLE BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.P.ALLIS&CD.

Improved Corliss Engine

RELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
of all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.
Is

IT IS TJTTEQUALED

1889

it,

MILWAUKEE,

WIS,

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

Pulleys, Cears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

FOR ECONOMY OF FUEL, REGULARITY OF
AND DURABILITY IN USE.

MOTION,

iVritefor our

CHICAGO BRANCH,

Catali'STnt-*

fKI,IN S, CARTER.

41 aid 43 SOUTH JEFFERSON ST.

WILKINS
B:L SH E D IS 6 7.

rBBffnffii

CIIAS. M.

?E S>T A

I

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.
"

MANUFACTURERS, OF'AND DEALERS'IN EVERY. DESCRIPTION

"

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
ARC-LIGHTCIRGDITS.
PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND. :B'MGLA'R. ALARMS,

SIMPLE. RELIABLE. DURABLE.
The only

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF
BELLS,. DISQUE/'LE'CLANCME .BATTERIES,' GAS;-L.IGHTING
AND-A FULL LINE.OF

and the only
socket having insulating material for the ouuide
pans. Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

620

safe socket for seiies lamps,

S U P P L ES "FOR; E LECT R C
I

We

publish Catalogues

.of- all

-

.

MASS,

-

Hot yet

HIGH FUEL DUTY

.

.

J

,

114 South Second Street.

Sto ck

NEW

ST. LOUIS,

302, 304 Washington Ave. J
,
.
,-.
Fairbanks
812 Union Avenue.
t
tj0
1330 Seventeenth Street, |
Capitol
OMAHA,
1619
Avenue, F. C. Ayer.
PINE BLUFFS, Ark.
Geo. M. Dilley
Sons.
SALT LAKE CITY, 259 S. Main St.
Utah
Montana

KANSAS

-

Vtcflsi, H p
3,000 in use in a ll parts of the Civilized World.
6 Sizes

AOTOILATI: EHSniE CHEAFEB
Economical.

Reliable.

Stock, 5 to 50 H.
THAN A SLIDE VALVE.

in

Over 300

.

CITY,

"

DENVER,

above built strictly to Gauge with Interchangeable Parts.
Eepairs earned in Stock. Send for Illustrated Catalogues.

TheWeslinghouselkhineCo.

BUTTE, MONT.
SAN FRANCISCO,
PORTLAN D, OR.
CHARLOTTE, N.C
ATLANTA, GA.

E. GraniteSt.
Machinery Co.
f
and 21 Fremont St., Parke X Lacy Co.
33, 35 N. Front St., Parke * Lacy Mch. Co.

21

fapSrlt:

DALLAS, TEX.

PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.A^
w

D.

SARG

1N0. A. BARRETT,

-NT. Prss.

V. P/es.

E. H.

CUTLER,

}TheD.A.TompkinsCo.
Keating Imp.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

and Cons. Elec.

C. E.

Treas. and Mgr.

FRANK

THE ELEKTRON MFC.
Cor.

Jay and Plymouth

Sts.,

-

&

&

I

P.

sold the first year.

I All the

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
YORK,
17 Cortlandt Street,
Westingriouse,
BOSTON.
Hathaway liuilding;,
Church, Kerr
PITTSBURGH,
Westtngliouse Building,
&Co.
CHICAGO,
15(3, 158 Lake Street,
PHILADELPHIA
60S Chestnut St., M. E. iluckle, Jr. & Co.

CONDENSING OR

NON-CONDENSING.
equaled by my form of Engine fop
AND SIMPLICITY.

STANDARD,
JUNIOR.
AS

WO R K

1

COMPOUND.
IS 3i;e:, 5 to 300 2. P.

EL L

F3

our/ Manufactures,;, mid. will forward to

any address, upon
- :
application.
:
N. B.— When applying for Catalogues, please, state whether- "Electric Bell" or "General
Supply Catalogue is.wante.rt, and if in-tlic trade iucIosl business card for discounts.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

BOSTON,

1

APPARATUS

&

Mch. Co.

James

A.

& Co.

PERRET.

Elec.

CO.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS and DYNAMOS
Small Sizes a Specialty (1-8to 2
The
ture

H,

P.)

Laminated Field Magnets, Low ArmaSparking under Changes of Load, Excellent "Work

Distinctive Features are:

Resistance,

No

manship.

InEFFICIENCY, REGULATION, SIMPLICITY and

DURABILITY
Our Fan

OUR MACHINES SHOW GREIT SUPERIORITY.

Outfits are very

handsome and run very

still.

CAREFUL INVESTIGATION INVITED.

—
*
i-j_Catalogues Furnished on Application.
*-»

Fo*

El

TUSINC ALL

,,.z.

Purposes

0000OOO«»»>"

Pare Sheet Rubber

*m

i

M

4 *&ood:rich
M\
JKlBi^QetMrerS
\

„

WHA

„, lhe me ofwlllch
D
higher eillciency Is obtained than in
o
eibio
otherwise.
3
P

L4MntA

1

-

D TIMBER

G

°/

I

Etc.

Sarnples and prices upon application;
*Hre** THE Br.CoODfflCH
CO.
A Kit OH HUBBen WOHKB
4fc

*

,

^m^

/^iiiw-""""''"im/|""
_
SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS TO ORDER
•!'

'//ir//i^-.

Send

i

for "Gtmlogue.

May

i

[,
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i88<i

Established r

&

EDWARDS

CO.,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

Manufacturing
Electricians.
Patent Electric Bells.
Automatic Burglar Alarms.
Door Open> rs.
EUc'ric Annunciators.
Thermostats.
Gas Lighting Apparatus, etc.
Office

and Factory, 4th Ave. and 144th

NEW
ESTABLISH F.]>

St.,

YORK.
BRANCH,

1812.

We respectfully call

5

& 1 DKYBT.

Strong, Compact, and Toeltlve

Heavy pressure
It will stand hard usage.
applied to the door does not Interfere with its
perfect working.
It has been thoroughly teeted and is giving
satisfaction.
.Estimates and prices

promptly furnished.

CARBON PLATES,
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

8 Cortlandt

I

St.,

Telephone Building, N.

VALVE-OLEINE:
MASTEK

I

ELECTRIC and GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,

Madison Street and Fifth Avenue,

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH STORE-

2134 Michigan Avenue,

Y,

^L

Etc., Etc.,

City Engine Works,
-

-f1!iIi

'

SINGLE VALVE

AUTOMATIC ENGINES,

1

>

Well known En.Ht ns the "RttSGeU."
Eapuciully udupti'd to

1

fl

BUILDERS OF THE—

GIDDIN C^ S3

0E

of the greatest viscosity is enMem e"Ts a''°ro!luc t In tbe highest stole of filtration, Isdoubt
the finest and most thor««JS!,.tr»m all adds an ah-"lutely non-corrosive, and without
naturally lubricate ZOO to.»»ip»R CENT.
'an. now on llie market and will
reVabTcy nder I, u
„
lub.icant.
Ire ih n nrod c s of lower test. r«-|s not only tbe beat but the most economical
RELIANCE OIL & GREASE CO Cleveland. Ohio,
Manu lac u e and sa e controlled delusively b> Correspondence
invited. Resident aRenlswanted.
,

K3 y

GAS AMD ELECTRIC
FIXTURES.

1

n

ft

COMBINATION

Agents. Engineers and Practical Builders or
a Lubricant Is now produced of such
CMt&ste™ Santa will be pleased to know mat against
tbe greal heal 1.. which It Is
eSior Una V bleb lire lest as to make It proof
products of lower grade and
BuMeMed an Is therelure a PEHFBCT lubricator wbere
greatly Increasing tbe
Are tests pass olF at once, leaving tbe parts subject to wear, or

MECHANICS. Purchasing

%BJ

IN

ELECTROLIERS,

New York Carbon Works, Sioux

Bend for price-Lint.

.

attention to our

Patent Electric Door Opener.
It i* Simple,
in operation.

B7XGGOT,

E.

I,

1

'larrels shlliped

ELECTRIC LIGHTING,

on request.

Milling. Manufacturings Etc,

Steam Power

Outfits for Iji^htins Stations

Both Advertiser and Publisher by mentioning the

when

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

writing to advertisers.
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WORKS
THE KHAPP ELECTRICAL
WE MANUFACTURE THE
_A_Gr:E::rxrTi3

NEW YORK

ifoh. thie:

INSULATED WIRE

CO,,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Grimshaw White Core
UiTSTTLA-TEID

CABLES
AND TAPES
We

Carry a Full Line of these
Goods at Factory Prices
Write for Quotations.

WE CLAIM FOR THESE MOTORS:
SIMPLICITY, REGULARITY,
HIGH EFFICIENCY, AND

UNSURPASSED WORKMANSHIP.
MANUFACTURED FOR

EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL.

54 and 56

Frank/in Street,

Arc and Incandescent

Circuits.
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battery
universal
tbeCROWDUS HARD
OPEN CIRCUIT
SERVICE.
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Original Departure
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M.

Primary Batteries, Based on Correct Chemical Principles.

contains no crjslalizabie

salts,

salammonlae in all
and keeps tua zinc clean anl ireshly amalgamate J.

707 and 709 Market
51 Home Insurance

St., St.
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Building.
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ard Rocking and Sheffield Grates,
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CO.,
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III.

Texas.

Italia-..

Lowe Heater, Hyatt

Filter,

StandBlake Pump, Kortlng Injector, etc.

SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY

CO.
HK-^-KTS-A-JS CITY,
Poles, 'Wires, Cables, Conductor Cords,
Pins, Brackets, Insulators, Cross Arms,
Etc., Etc.

MO.

nl WioiM

CARBONS AND GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.
Bells* Batteries*

and

i

SEND FOR LATEST CATALOGUES.

ELECTROLIERS,
Gas

1

Erected Ready for Service.
SPECIALTIES :-The ArmlDgton * SimB Eneine, Steel BoilerB, Ireson Link Belt.

ty.

DESIGNEES AND MAKER? OP
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1

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.

Louis.

THE HORN, BRANNEN & FORSYTHE MFG.
DBsips

inches, with ho ft rubber
li
over.
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ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

Building, Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building. Kansas C
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Cell round,
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THE ELECTRIC FARE BOX CO.,
KASHYILLE, TENH.
CEDAR STREET,
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\

) elements, lnTenetDS tbeir E. M. F. and lowerinc tPeir Inter. R.
Simple can by mall ;J0c, contains three chargeB for Leclanclie cell.

foroiB of Lerlaoch

in thie eel! 1b a superior substitute for

address

KoaDd, 5x$ inches.

Ohms.

T. 2.1 Volts. Inter. B. O.l to 0.2
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in

INTERMITTENT CLOSED CIRCUIT SERVICE.
CONSTANT CLOSED CIRCUIT SERVICE.

Annunciators and Everythinq Electrical.

Correepoudeuoe

Fixtures.
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FACTORY U'D SALESROOMS

ANXETT,

Prest.

S.

F.

Solicited.

PROMPT SHIPMENTS-

PRICES LOW,
FENTON,

CHAS. SHTOEY SMITH, Seo'y
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Hotel nod House AnnunciatorB.
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Electric Gas Lighting.

The United

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Electric Go.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Apparatus and Supplies,

Electrical

Electric Lighting.

Telegraph Instruments.

Designs
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SALT LAKE

Wire mid Batierles.
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aood will of the manufacturing business of Mr. A. L.
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fill orders promptly for the goods formerly manufactured by him.
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II

NnlcroomH.

Factory at
JIAHN.
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ItlCOIIUI.IVI

HOLTZER * CABOT,
MANUFACTURING ELECTRICIANS.
The Holtzer Cylinder Battery has fewer parts and
greater generative power than any other.
I'M IAI.TY

OF MANUFACTURING

Strong Generators For Testing Electric Light Circuits,
I.<
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His Patents Sustained

by the United
Supreme Court.

States

THE EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
Takes pleasure in announcing to its patrons and the general public that the decision of the
Supreme Court of the United States, filed on the 21st ult., in the case of the
Bate Refrigerator Company, is in fact a decision

SUSTAINING THE EDISON PATENTS
In the many suits brought by the Edison Company, in the lower courts, against infringers of the Edison patents, the
defendants have evaded the merits of the controversy, thus tacitly admitting the fact of infringement, and have interposed a plea alleging that our patents have been voided by the expiration of patents previously granted in foreign
countries.

Hence the delay in establishing our rights. In the meantime, other electrical companies have been indiscriminately
copying our devices and methods, not even assuming that they themselves were the original inventors, but simply relying upon the construction of a statute by the lower courts invalidating our fundamental patent. In pursuance of our
expressed determination to secure a decision upon the point of law involved, we have had the Bate Refrigerator case
(covering the identical question) argued before the U. S. Supreme Court, with the result announced above, thus

Completely Deprivingthe Defendants of their Main Defense.
We have now only

to prove the fact of infringement in order to secure prompt injuncand damages from, those who have been so long using tvith impunity that
HIGHEST A UTHORITY now concedes to have been ours, exclusively, from

tions against,
which the
the beginning.

This

is

simply

to establish

A QUESTION OF FACT.
Was,

or

Was

Not, Edison the Original Inventor \

This question has been decided in his favor a great many times, primarily by the JJ. S.
Patent Office, which granted to him Patents bearing earliest dates; then by the various
courts of Europe, through the crucial examination of which the question has many times
passed.

LAW

Thus the QUESTION OF
having note been settled by the Supreme Court of the
United States, and the QUESTION OF FACT by the highest experts of the world, this company noiv notifies the Public of its intention to call a halt and demand a reckoning for the
trespass and abuse of its rights in

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
44 Wall Street,

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
By HDWARD H. JOHNSON,
New York.

President.
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THE PIONEERS IN INCANDESCENT LIGHTING

ALTERNATING CURRENTS
AND OWNERS OF

FUNDAMENTAL PATENTS PERTAINING THERETO.

COMPLETE aCENTRAL
STATION
^^H^
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OUTFITS.
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Alternating Current Apparatus,
Direct Current Apparatus,

Arc Lighting Apparatus,
Electric Motors,

Electric Meters.

!50

CENTRAL STATIONS
OFFICES

IN

IN

OPERATION.

ALL LEADING CITIES.
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!
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westinghouseIlectrig

CO.,

THE UNITED STATES ELECTRIC LIGHTING
Sales Department, 120 Broadway,

(LEASED

AND

OPERATED

BY

THE

NEW

CO.

YORK.

WESTINGHOUSE

ELECTRIC

CO.)

Arc and Incandescent Apparatus
i«

Efficient

on

Apparatus!

Economical Lamps!
Ingenious Devices

THE SAWYER -MAN
510 West 23d

Street,

ELECTRIC

CO.,

NEW YORK.

Incandescent Electric

Lamps

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC WORK.

ELECTRIC AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.
CORRESPONDENCE WITH DEALERS INVITED.
I
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CO.,

MANTTFAOTTTRE

HIGH

AND LOW TENSION SYSTEMS
&
w
O^" ——_^___

ARC LIGHTING
Arc lamps of 2,000, 1,500 and 1,200 Candle Power.

SYSTEMS OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
COMPLETE I^T ET7"EE"2" EESPECT.
ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS PUT IN COMPLETE, WITH OR WITHOUT POWER.

CONTRACTORS FOR ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL WORK.

Electric Light Wiring
OF OFFICE BUILDINGS, THEATERS, RESIDENCES.

We

We

Carry the Most Complete Stock of

are sole agenta tor the Bale of Kerite
service,

Wire

and stands

all

Kinds of Electrical Supplies.

for the Western States. This wire has
at the head of goods of like character.

been tested by years of actual

Catalogues and Estimates Furnished on Application.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO,

Vol. IV.

John

P.

Barrett.

The prominence which Chicago has

attained
in electrical circles the world over is due in a
large measure to its underground system of
has been introduced
electric lighting which
through the efforts of its city electrician, John
P. Barrett, whose portrait is herewith presented.
Prof. Barrett is an earnest advocate of underground wiKS for large cities, and is proud of
the success which has attended the operation of
He is a thoroughly practhe Chicago system.
tical man, and as he has demonstrated to his own
satisfaction that electric wires can be operated
in subways, he believes in underground conduits,
and advocates the burying of wires in other large
He is outcities wherever his advice is sought.
spoken in his views, especially on all public
matters, and independence has been a prominent
This may be
feature in his character.
attributed to his experience in early
life, a sketch of which will prove interHe was born in Auburn, N.Y.,
esting.
in 1S37, but when seven years of age,
removed with his parents to Chicago,
It
which has since been his home.
was not his privilege to enjoy an extended education, though he was fond
of books and made excellent use of his
At the age of twelve
time at school.
years he went to sea, and from a ship's
boy rose to the position of an able seaman. In a storm off the coast of Chili
he met with an accident which, it was
He
feared, would cost him his life.
was flung from a masthead, and crippled for life.
Two other sailors who
were with him were killed, but after
nearly two years' suffering in a San
Francisco hospital, Prof. Barrett regained his health, returning to his
home in Chicago in 1865.
It
proved
the turning point in his life.
He was
appointed fire watchman in the glass
tower on the City Hall, which commanded a view of every housetop in
the city, and it was his duty to sound
the alarm at the first indication of a
conflagration.
This was his first public service, and the fire department
of
the city of Chicago has been greatly
benefited by his connection with it. In
fact, the whole world is indebted to
him for developing the fire alarm telegraph system which is now in general

MAY
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studiously applied himself to the duties of his
new position, and not only became an expert
operator, but continued his studies and experiments, introduced new ideas, suggested many
improvements, and soon became recognized as
the authority of the office.
In those days practical electricity was in its infancy, and
Prof.
Barrett succeeded in improving the service materially.
When he was appointed chief of the
electrical branch of the city service he was given
a better opportunity to put his ideas into practice

experiments on a more exentire fire alarm service was
the new chief's ideas introduced.

and conduct

tensive scale.

remodeled, and

his

The

first revised and much time
was saved by the improvements introduced.
For instance, a device which Prof. Barrett termed
a "joker" was utilized, by which the alarms are

The box system was

station in tin- city hall.
The establishment of a
factor) for the manufacture of all electrical sup-

the municipality is also receiving a
large amount of his attention.
All of his numerous inventions and achii

plies for

ments, however, are insignificant in his cwn
mation in comparison with the system of electric
lighting which he has introduced in Chi
It was a great project and
involved more than
can be realized at a glance.
For years the
people had been clamoring for electric light.
Chicago saw her sister cities brilliantly illuminated, while her streets were poorly lighted by
gas and oil. To all the demands for electric
light Prof. Barrett turned a deaf ear until he
was satisfied he had solved the problem. Before introducing his system he caused the removal of poles and wires from the streets, and
in
this movement Chicago led
the
world. To-day its streets are no longer
disfigured by unsightly poles and a net-

work of

and no one

in

Chicago
the

by
an
has

been established. The plant will be
enlarged each year until the entire city
is lighted by electricity.
The features
of this system are familiar to readers
of the Western Electrician.
There is no question that Chicago's
example had much to do in bringing
about the decisive action of Mayor
Grant in ordering the burying of electrical wires in New York.
Chicago
set the example and other cities follow.
Philadelphia, Boston and San l'rancisco and even smaller cities are now
considering the subject. Electric companies generally do not look with favor
on the present movement, and many
prominent electricians say the time has
not yet come for burying wires, but to
all such Prof. Barrett says:
"Results
prove your fears groundless. You say
electric light wires cannot be operated
under ground. Come to Chicago and I
will convince you that they can.
If
you really want to be convinced, if you
are honest in your search for information, I will give you all the assistance
in my power, and I think I can convince you that electric light wires can
be operated under ground."

P^
JOHN

P.

I5ARRETT.

use.

The accident which unfitted him from following his original occupation gave him an opportunity to prepare himself for his new field of
labor.
During his confinement at the San Francisco hospital he studied diligently and made remarkable improvement. He continued his studies
while in the service of the city, and when his
faithful performance of duty had won the confidence of his superiors he was prepared to perform the duties of a higher office, the promotion
to which his intelligent service had entitled him.
When the fire department was organized on the
metropolitan system and telegraphy was employed as the means of communication between
engine houses, Chief U. P. Harris, who had been
attracted by Prof. Barrett's faithful work, appointed him battery man and assistant operator.
Despite the objections of the fire commissioners
to his appointment, because of Prof. Barrett's
inability to operate, he was retained upon Harris' recommendation, and the hitter's belief in his
protege's ability to master the business.
His
confidence was not misplaced.
Prof. Barrett

wires,

question the

statement that
city is improved in every respect
the change.
The foundation for
extensive system of public lighting
will

received in the engine houses simultaneously
with their arrival at the central station, the
horses are released, and the firemen made aware
With the
that their services are required.
growth of the city came new obstacles, but these
were overcome as they presented themselves.
It became necessary to
employ a device by
which only those companies whose services are
For this purpose
required may be called out.
Prof. Barrett introduced his still switch which
serves the purpose admirably.
But the fire alarm system did not employ all
He devoted himself to the police
his attention.
patrol system, the underground telegraph system,
the bridge telephone system, the scheme for
lighting the river by electricity and numerous
His ideas have been copied throughout
others.
the United States and Kurope, and the electricians of the world make pilgrimages to Chicago
He is
to study the minutiae of his department.
still on the march onward and is now projecting
a scheme by which all the bridges will be opened
and closed by electric power from the main

Telephone

Bill in the Illinois Legislature.
Mayor Cregier and a number of municipal

officers of
in

Chicago

visited Springfield

order to exert their influence

in

May

favor of

2d
the

Their efforts
The Eckwas reached by the

Eckhardt-Baker Telephone

bill.

did not meet with success, however.

hardt-Baker telephone bill
house in the afternoon on

the order of senate
reading, and after discussion, participated in by the leading members on both sides.
it was referred to the committee on corporations.
There is now every reason to believe that the
bills 011 first

cither remain in committee ui til its
abandon it or that it will be radically
amended. Senator Eckhardt, Mr. Maker. Mayor
Cregier, and others were willing to fix the maximum rale for telephones in Chicago or cil
over 50,000 population at §8 per month if the
reading, where it could
bill was sent to second
be so amended, but there was a working majority against them, and they failed to carry a single
bill

will

friends

prevent the house from
measure on the table. Even then
was only the narrow margin of four votes
Mr. Crafts made the motion to
eir favor.'
the bill to the committee on corporations.
which Mr. Brokoski moved as a substitute
go to the judiciary committee, and in opng a reference of any character, Mr. Baker
in

t

He
a passionate appeal to the house.
ged the enemies of the bill with deliberately
attempting to strangle it by sending it to the
made

committee on corporations, the chairman of
which he knew to be hostile to it, and sooner
than have that occur he would rather intrust the

progress

marks the

Nothing

of

electrical

for
is the demand
supplies of improved
construction, and involving principles which,
though of recognized value, have not hitherto
The system of instantaneous
been ^adopted.
movement switches shown in the accompanying
cuts is put on the market by the Electrical
Supply company of Ihii ago The switches were

engineering so unmisl
instruments, apparatu

lai

'I

I

designed to meet a growing demand
switches.

arcing

It

generally

is

movement

that a switch in which the

1

1,
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The Copper Market.

Arc and Incandescent Switches.

other than to

g the

for
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for nonunderstood

arm

of the

performed instantaneously has a great advantage over the ordinary switch, as arcing tends to
burn and consequently destroy the contacts.
The system shown in the accompanying illustrations fully meets every requirement of light
central station incandesi cut work, and also every
requirement of arc installations. These switches
is

So many conflicting statements have been
made recently about the copper market and the
recent conference of interested capitalists in
Paris that it is difficult to ascertain just what
the situation really is.
In the first place came a
report to the effect that negotiations had been
suspended owing to a failure of the several
interests represented to act in harmony, but this
report was denied immediately by representatives
of the New York and Boston daily papers, who
investigated the rumor.
Scarcely had these
contradictory reports been received, and w-hile

copper men were

still

debating as to which was

are suDstantially made of the best material; all
wearing parts are of steel, and steel springs are
used.
The snap has a positive mechanical
movement, and does not depend upon friction
or upon passing of dead centers.
illustrates a single point snap switch
Fig.
1

lighting.
This switch
has an opening of two inches, and the movement of the arm is instantaneous in both
directions.
It is mounted upon a finished black

for arc or incandescent

FIG.

I

ARC AND INCANDESCES! SWITCHES.

measure to the committee on judiciary.

In

FIG. 4.

plying to this Mr. Crafts cited the favorable
action of the judiciary committee on a similar

and thought this one ought to go to another
committee, the members of which would give a
hearing to the telephone stockholders, who were
ready to make a complete explanation of their
Mr. Allen of Verreceipts and expenditures.
bill,

million, the chairman of the committee on corporations, stated that he had been petitioned by
his constituents to oppose the passage of the
Notwithstanding this, he said he had as a
bill.

of the judiciary committee and through
friendship for Mr. Baker, voted to send the bill
out of that committee, so that the house might
have an opportunity to discuss it. It was by
his vote that a favorable report on the bill was
ordered, and he considered it the basest ingratitude for Mr. Baker to accuse him at this stage
Several
of the proceedings of trying to kill it.
other gentlemen spoke for and against the measure, and the previous question having been ordered and carried the roll was called, resulting
in the reference of the bill by a vote of 69 to 67.
On May 3d the house voted to place the
Eckhardt-I'aker bill on the calendar for a first

member

reading.

Chicago Electric Club.
The committees which have in charge
work

of furnishing the

report

club

the
of the l.'hicathat they are making

new rooms

ARC

KIG. 3.

AN1I

INCANDESCENT SWITCHES.

walnut base, stayed at both edges to prevent
warping, and furnished with an ebonized handle.
The metal parts are dipped and lacquered.
represents a switch substantially the
the exception that it is
1, with
made double point, and is used for transferring
circuit connection from one lead to another. The
transfer in both directions is effected instantaneously.
These switches are non-sparking.
Fig. 3 represents a switch similar to that
shown in Fig. 1, with the exception that the
parts have an extra long sweep of
five inches.
Mica is provided upon the base. The foregoing
single pole switches are made in two sizes
first
up to 15 amperes; second, from 15 to 30 amFig.

same

2

as Fig.

ARC AND INCANDESCENT SWITCHES.

when

the Boston Herald published an
extended cable reiterating the statements that
the conference had failed to agree, and that the
American representatives had left Paris in disBut
gust, despairing of securing a settlement.
this, too, is denied, and a Paris paper says every
detail was satisfactorily settled.
It is probable
that the truth of the matter will not be learned
until the arrival of the American representatives.
The representative of the Boston Herald
speaks as one in authority, and insists that his
information is correct and authoritative.
He
says when the Americans reached Paris they
found 175,000 tons of copper held as security
The problem has
for loans to the copper trust.
been how to dispose of this copper and get back
the money advanced, reimburse losses, and still
keep up good prices. In view of the fact that
American and English owned mines have large
stocks ready for the market, to glut the market
by unloading these 175,000 tons, and without in
some way curtailing the output of the mines for
correct,

re-

a longer or shorter period, meant ruin to many
and serious loss to all concerned, from employers
the great
in mines and metal industries up to
financiers.

Conferences were arranged between

the American representatives and the Frenchmen.
Day after day in the parlor these gentlemen met
and discussed the situation. There wasso much
discussion the Americans grew weary.
The
Frenchmen talked and talked, talked and talked,

—

peres.
Fig. .( represents a double-pole, single-point
switch for use on incandescent or other service,
in which both poles are severed simultaneously.
The movement in both directions is instantane-

ous.
Fig. 5

illustrates

represented

made double

is

:

one

a

similar

switch

that

to

Fig. 4, with the

in

exception that
double point, and

pole and
inn both

poles of

a

line

it

is

from

The movement

here is
instantaneously, and the switch is
non-sparking.
By non-sparking it should be
rsl
occurs at the switch
ither.

lo

I

1

1 1

1

1 1

the

ferred

'

low

d of

made

are also
vill In:
1

1

is
transurrenl
resistance.
The

,

and

in

two

Ihc

sizes

so.

ond

from

Freni

will.

•

aftci
.
1

Wylhcvil

switches.

hmen

am and

operate

the franchise to erect
an electric railroad at

1

-

1

They

were profoundly
They agreed sonic
ourteous; it is their habit.
thing ought to be done, bul did not agree how
They expressed great surprise at the
to do it.
collapse of the opper syndicate and the fall ol
copper market, and couldn't understand why
as

'
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Then
their nicely laid plans went wrong-.
they adjourned for dejeuner, to meet again and
go over the same old ground of argument and
surprise; then they adjourned for refreshments.
In the middle of the afternoon they returned to
for
talk it all over again, and then adjourned
dinner, only to come back and repeat the previous performances. A fortnight went this way.
the Americans clearly not disposed to assist in
forming another copper syndicate, or to play
into the hands of the European speculators.
The Europeans were anxious to get rid of the
copper on hand, but couldn't advantageously
without the assistance of the American comall

mittee.

These meetings began

to

grow monot-

Electric

Among

ELECTRICIAN,

Welding of Sections of Pipe.

lust week wen
granted to I. lias E. Hies, of Ualtimore,
welding together sections of pipe and othi
low metallii articles by electricity. The sei
of pipe to be welded, according to om

the patents issued

for
'

1
:

ire

pi

patents, preferably, though not necessarily,
the ends about to be united slightly tapen
reduced in thickness, in order to ini
electrical resistance at this point and promote

I

:rrent until

the fusion of the metals under the heating
action of the current.
A removable ore ot re
fractory insulating material is inserted into the
pipe at the commencement of the process, so as
to fill the space immediately below and for a
1

interi

e,

and the

iparatus, with

pipe

in

v

The

1

tw

position to be «

The method

just

de

plicable to the welding of
irregular form, into ivhii h if wo
to introduce a solid core.
pipes, such as those used foi feed .'..
tubular boilers, refrigerating apparatus.
1

I

I

an Indesired
1

readily
length,

and economically made

in

any

without a sin^
aible
joint.
It will
be obvious also that the same
principle can be utilized for the purpose of extending sections of pipe and other hollow articles heated by the electric current.
It is si
that Mr. kies has other important applical
pending on various modifications of his pri
as applied to the working and shaping of mi
by electricity.

ELECTRIC WELDING Of SKCTIONS of

onous, and J. B. Haggin, who was present,
astonished the Parisians by gently informing
them that they had talked enough, and if they
meant business it was time for them to come to
a.settlement.
Unless they did so he determined
to return to America and put his copper on the
market It was evident that Mr. Haggin meant
every word he said, and this impressed the

An agreement was

Frenchmen.

finally

Electric Lighting of the City of London.
The authorities of London have finally waked
up to the necessity of lighting the city by electm ity, and specifications for the work have been
The district which it is proposed to
issued.
light is shown in the accompanying map. which
is reproduced from the London Electrical J
An English paper gives the following
ncer.
facts:
The mains, which must be laid underground, whether for public or private supply,
may be removed at the option of the commission, if it is thought that they are dangerous to

PIPE.

short distance on either side of the joint to be
formed, so that when the sections are forced together as the metal fuses the upset or softened
metal will be forced to the exterior of the
pipe, thus leaving the interior of the welded
pipe or other article perfectly smooth and free
from obstruction.

public

safety.

The

contractors will certainly

have no easy time of it; they have to prepare
ordnance maps, in which must not only clearlv

made,

moment Manager Doetsch of the
Rio Tinto mine of London refused to sign, and

but at the

last

numerous delays the Americans sailed for
home. This is the story of the Boston Herald
correspondent, and he speaks with the assurance
of one who possesses facts.
The report is a
after

source of much speculation among persons interested in the copper market in this country, and
the arrival of the American representatives will
be awaited with no little impatience.

The Phonograph Ready

for the Market.

Frank Z. McGuire of the Illinois and Indiana
Phonograph company of Chicago has been in
.New York during the last week completing
arrangements for putting the phonograph on
tthe market in the west
It
was
immediately.
anticipated that the phonograph would be
'introduced last fall, but the delay was occasioned
by the anxiety of Mr. Edison to complete a
number of valuable improvements, and give
them ample test. He has done so, and has
'found the
new improvements satisfactory.
Accordingly, arrangements have bpen made at
the factories to get the orders now on hand
ifilled at the earliest possible moment, and a large
iforce of men is working incessantly in order to
proposed that the, phonograph will be placed on the market in Chicago
and throughout the west at an early day.

•accomplish

this.

It is

Marcel Deprez has recently patented some
types of resistances and switches for use

mew

with high tension currents, such as for the
transmission of force.
In these lie uses pure
water as the connection, and the metals themselves never touching, there is no spark on

breaking contact.
Pure water is preferred for
high tension currents, acidulated or salt water
is only used for low tension and
large quantity.
The contacts can be made of ordinary iron or
lead.
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This process is applicable to the electric welding of tubes and pipes of all kinds, and is espe
cially adapted to the construction and laying of
pipe lines, in which case a specaal form ol ex
pansible core is used.
Joints formed in this
manner are not only much stronger than ordinary pipe joints, but they have the advantageol
being absolutely proof against leakage, and
permit the construction of a line of pipe the

in-

which is perfectly smooth ami unbroken
throughout its entire length.
In the second patent Mr. Ries employs an in
terual gas or fluid pressure to prevent the formation of an interior burr or projection during the
electric welding operation.
The abutting ends
terior of

1

1.1

_-.>.->

.

I

news
]

:

be shown the proposed positions of the ell
lamps. Imt also those of the exis
they must enter into complete technical details
of the lamps, and also demonstrate by plan
section the relative intensity of their
.
pared with gas; the positions of mainare to be distinctly shown; the lamps must
always be in readiness for fogs, and ordinarily
'

kept alight from sunset to sunrise; any
ations in the arrangements which the commission may think necessarj aftei the en
the plant, must be carried out; the commiss
at all limes empowered to test the mains in any
manner deemed desirable: and. with a multiplicity of other items, those
who tender will
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lighted by forty-eight arc lamps, requiring about
There will, however, be a
250-horse power.

have enough to do. The period of twenty-one
years is given as the term for public lighting
allowed to the contractor, after which time he
may be granted further license, or the commisHe is,
sion may exercise its right to purchase.
however, allowed to continue the supply of elecv for private purposes, provided the contract has not been determined for other reasons,
such as inefficiency,

May
writer of the article quoted above, after attempt
ing to show that underground wires cannot beoperated, says:

second fountain lighted by eighteen 60-ampere
mates that the
arc lamps.
61. Fonl
aggregate candle power will be about 1% mil-

" A company was soon found that rejoiced
in
the present state of affairs.
They admit that
many of the wires now in use cannot -work in
damp or narrow conduits, but they assert that
they can provide a seamless rubber coating that
is forced on under the
pressure of ten tons tp
the square inch and then vulcanized, covered
with a secret compound, and finally with a leaden
tube, three-hundredths of an inch thick.
This
system has been adopted by the Manhattan
Electric Light company, and a contract is being
made with the Police department."
The company referred to is one of the standard companies of the country that not only
puts its cables underground, but also warrants
them for a number of years.
In Boston, Philadelphia, San Francisco and
Salt Lake City the agitation for underground
system continues. The Citizens' association of
Boston is urging the creation of a Board of
Electrical Control, to whom shall be given the
general power and supervision overall overhead

lions.

Underground Wires.

etc.

The work

of cutting

down

the poles

in

New

bv order of Mayor Grant was continued last week, although interrupted temporarily by a wind storm, and again by the CenThe main portion of the
tennial celebration.
business center of the city has been cleared, and
the choppers will hereafter devote their atten-

Electric Light at the Paris Exhibition.
At a recent meeting of the International
Society of Electricians at Paris M. Hippolyte
Fontaine read a paper on "Electric Light at the

York

Paris Exhibition."
The following facts are
taken from the paper, and the accompanying-

city

wires, and whose duty it shall be to see that dead
wires are removed, overhead wires are properly
arranged, straightened, grouped and so hung as
to disfigure streets and endanger life and property as little as possible, and place wires underground as soon as that-can be safely and properly
done.
FIG.

London:

which preparations for
receiving the wires in the conduits have been
made. The course of the mayor in this matter
is generally commended, though there are some
who persist that it was hasty. A New York correspondent of a Boston paper presents the following interview, which is given for what it is
tion to other districts in

round numbers, 50,000 exhibitors,
each will spend on an average §600,
representing an additional outlay of §30,000,000,
so that the whole cost of the exhibition may be
roughly estimated at §,40, 000, 000. The total
earning capacity of exhibitions depends, among
other things, upon the number of hours during
which the public has access. If no artificial
lighting were used the total number of hours
would amount to 1,620; but by the adoption of
the electric light this number has been increased
to 2.520, reducing the cost of the exhibition per
hour from nearly S-5, 00 ° to a little over $15,Although this is a substantial gain wholly
000.
due to electric lighting, the administration has
not cared to erect the necessary plant at its own
cost, or to pay for the light at a fixed rate, as it
does with steam, water, gas, etc. but it has
agreed to hand over to the purveyor of the light
one-half the entrance money received from
visitors in the evening, and which is fixed at
2 francs on week days and r franc on Sundays.
The electric lighting plant has been provided
and will be worked by the Electric Lighting
syndicate, which has been formed with a view to
make the lighting an international undertaking.
The lighting has been divided between a number of firms and systems, and this will afford an
The
excellent opportunity for comparisons.
machinery hall, which has a floor space of about
nineteen acres, and a volume of 2,000,000 cubic
metres, will be lighted by arc lamps of various
gest lamps are those arranged in
four.
twelve lamps close under the
These will be 60-ampere
lamps, and will burn 25mm. carbons. They are
indicated on the plan by blai k dots clustered
The other black dots, which are
together.

There

of

The war in Salt Lake City is not favorably received by the local press which very sensibly
realizes that Salt Lake City is not as large as New
York, and that it is not necessary to bury the
wires there.
In relation to a petition to the city
council, the Salt Lake City Herald says:

ELECTRIC LIGHT AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.

I.

cuts are reproduced from Industries of
are, in

whom

It is

buried.

common sense that the wires
The streets are narrow, and

in

New York

city

be

all the space is rethe wires are in the way of the firemen, the poles are unsightly, and the whole thing is a
nuisance.
Accidents are constantly occurring on account
of the posts and wires, and since the inauguration of the
system of electric lighting, many people and horses have
been killed by coming in contact with the charged wires.
In Salt Lake it would be very nearly ridiculous to demand
the burial of the wires.
have one wire to perhaps a

quired for the

worth:

"The other day I called on Professor Morton,
the president of the Stevens Institute in Hoboken, who has recently been asked to contribute
an article to the series of electrical papers in
Scribners Magazine.
He tells me that the conduits already put down are damp, badly constructed, and already half full of water.
It has
never yet been shown that the electric light wires
for the arc light can be conveyed in conduits

traffic:

We

hundred

in

New

York; our streets

will

average

width

in

very nearly twice that of the streets of New York, and it is
possible that traffic here is a hundredth part of that on the
streets of the city named.
The wires in Salt Lake are
little, if any, hindrance, and if sightly poles are erected,

;

farther apart, represent the distributed lamps.
Of these eighty-six are 25-ampere lamps distudinal rows, and suspended
tributed ir.
about 15m. from the floor. The side galleries
hinery hall and the stands adjacent to
them will be lighted
tmpere arc lamps
5m. from the floor.
enl

1
1

fhich ten will be

remainder

eight

The

anr,.

lo railway exhib
-!'

sur-

large
forty-eight glow-

ihirt;.

lamp
and
tions
lily

re

hkoff can

irs;e

In

be

lamp

fountain will be

• ft

1
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any kind. Edison's can be, but they are inandesi ent lights only, and convey a very slight
amount of electrii power. The example of Chiquoted, and Professor Morton gives me
ecret of the singular success with 'buried'
wire in that city.
There, after the great lire,
most of tin- streets were raised nine feet, walls
to tins height were buili each side of the
road
way, and m Lhi spaces thus formed the wires
,[
In
a
ui li
tunnel any elei trii wires
in with perfect
safet)
In Berlin, two 01
-.
three years ago, an lig
put through con"i
1

duits
for a single line."
il

1

I'rof.

two

01

three thousand

dollars

the appearance is not objectionable.
Furthermore, we are
of the opinion that an order to put the wires underground
would be followed by the withdrawal of the telephone,
telegraph and electric light companies from the city, as the
business of the place would not justify the expense involved
by the change. The time may come when Salt Lake will
find it necessary or expedient to require the removal of the
overhead wires, but that time will not arrive in this generation, even if the city shall "boom" beyond the expectation of the most enthusiastic boomer of to-day.
Willi 132
feet of street width, and so much ground that high buildings will never be the rule, then- will be plenty of room for
poles and wires.
There is one tiling, however, which the
city can properly do, that would improve matters:
It can
require Hie poles to be placed in the center of the street,
and ompel the use of larger and longer poles than are ieen
in some parts of the town,
1

Barrett,

cian of

hi< ago, says:
,,f
ih K
ecre
n< edless
to say the
tunnel referred to exists only in the imagination
Of I'rof. Morton, or the correspondent.
The

I'rof.

h

ELECTRIC LIGHT AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.

2.

Morto

.

(

,

|

1

-

The bureau of navigation of the navy department is
about lo begin the preparation of plans and specifications
lor lighting by electricity the ships for which purpose trie
last Congress appropriated #55,000.

;

May
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Peckham
The Peckham
the

Elastic Motor Wheel.
elastic

motor wheel

is

shown

Quartz as an Insulator
in

accompanying cms. II is peculiarly adapted
and electric motor work. It con-

for street car

four pieces in addition to the holts by
held together.
The central portion
or hub, shown at the left of Fig. 1, is made ol
the best quality of steel castings, and is turned
on the outside to receive the rubber that comes
between it and the wheel proper or web. The
latter is made of the best quality ol selected
charcoal iron, and is bored and faced accurately
sists of

which

it is

tricity

A

paper was recently read in England by C.
V. Hoys on the value of quartz as an insulator.
Mr. Boys found that quartz is under any circumstani es
better insulator than glass, and
that under the ordinary atmospheric conditions
This
there was no comparison between them.
was very will shown in an experiment which Mr
Hoys made.
A pair of gold leaves had been
suspended by means of a hook formed out of a

'I

.1

thick quartz liber inside a

and had been

case-

about

electrified

as a Motive Power.

!

I.OUis

':.

kins

1

>

i

of the T.ho

A.

S

'

''oil

and
In.

i'.

with glass
hours before

mud

five

to the

railroad

electric

and

Bracken of

I

ti

advantaj
from the utilization

and referred
trie

linn

I

of the great

h

1

William

motors
st
be

bility

i

work.
musl

apt.

<

efficient.

Griffin

-aid

four

quali

all

1

He showed

that
per car on eleven
than .$2.50 per day.
ould nol be doubted, ai

reliable.

expense

of

re-

till

The

relia-

ited instances of
cars running on time in
heavy snow storms. As to durability, he sip
that practically no repair shops were require
no accidents happened, and the only tools
needed were a monkey wrench and a pie
sand paper. As for the objection to the appearance of the wires, he said one might cross the
streets of Boston many times and never realize
that there were wires overhead.
Railway wires
were the least objectionable wires he thought.
Mr. Bracken of the Julien Electric 'fraction
company spoke of the employment of storage
batteries for street car work.
He gave in simple
terms an explanation of the construction of
1

l'ECKHAM ELASTIC MOTOR WHEEL.
to templates so that all the parts are

thoroughly

interchangeable.
In putting the wheel together the rubber is
the hub is put
first placed in the web, and then
in and the whole securely bolted, a front plate,
not shown in the engraving, serving to hold the
rubber back in position. The wheel is pressed
on the axle in the same way as the ordinary
wheel.
Fig. 2 shows the wheel as used in connection
It is claimed
with the Bentley-Knight truck.
that with this wheel the car rides more easily,
that there is less ring to the wheels, and that
there is less wear on the electric machinery attached to the axles.
The principal advantage claimed for the wheel
With the ordinary
is
its interchangeability.
equipment, when a wheel is worn out, all of the
electric machinery must be removed from the
axle, and the wheels sent to the maker to be
With the
taken off, and new ones substituted.
Peckham wheel, however, it is merely necessary
to roll the wheels from under the car, raise the
the bolts, pry off the web,
axle, take out
slip in a new one in the place of that taken off,
tighten the bolts, and the axle is ready for the
This work can be done by any uncar again.
skilled laborer, anil will

occupy him

for

the time of meeting.
In order to make the conditions as unfavorable as possible, the air within
the case was kept moist by placing a glass dish
filled with water inside it, and the quartz hook
was made very short. When the experiment
was exhibited, the deflection of the gold leaves
had only diminished by about one-fourth of its
original amount.
If glass had been used as a
support for the leaves, the electrification would
have been entirely dissipated in considerably
less than a minute.
As quartz, when once it has
been melted, can be worked very much more

than glass, it is said, this discovery
Mr.
Hoys
ought to prove of great

easily

of

value in the construction of electrostatic instruments.
Every electrician knows the annoyance

storage batteries, and then described at considerable length the Julien system on the Fourth
avenue road in New York city.

Central Station at Milan,

Italy.

Editor Western Electrician:

As you were

kind enough to refer to the Milan central
April 6th, it may be of interest to
to be informed as to the present

station in your issue of

your numerous readers
capacity of the plant.

We have now installed in this station 10 Jumbo Edison
dynamos, each of So, 000 watts capacity (750 amperes, no
& Co.'s alternate current dynamos, each of
So.ooo watts capacity (40 amperes and 2,000 volts), and S

volts); 2 (ianz

about

one-half an hour per wheel.
The wheel is manufactured by the Peckham Street Car Wheel &

Axle company of

New

New York

city.

Electric Railways.

Electric Railway & Motor company has
closed a contract during the past week with the I.inde
Avenue Street Railway company, of St Louis, Mo. This
contract calls for 10 cars of 30 horse power each, to be
The overhead system
operated over five miles of track
The line covers some of the principal streets
will be used.
The contract of this company with the
of the city.

The Sprague

I

Sprague company calls for a complete equipment including
The Sprague company
dynamos and full station outfit.
has also made a contract with the Wilkesbarrc and West
Side Railroad, of Wilkesbarre, Pa. It will be remembered
that the Wilkesbarre and Suburban railway was one of the
first to equip with electricity, and since this road has been
put into operation its success has been so great that its
management has ordered an additional number of cars.
The installation of this second line in the same town with
the other lines is a most gratifying indication of the success
which electric railways have gained. This line will extend
over four miles of track and the equipment will include
The Pay City Street Rail
three complete Sprague cars.

way company has also contracted for electrical apparatus
during the past week, and this equipment calls for eight
cars

and

live

miles of track.

In a recent communication to the common council of
Brooklyn, Mayor Chapin discusses the question of public
illumination, and presents facts to show that the city is
now paying less than it did in 1S75 for lighting its streets.
In SSS the estimated population of Brooklyn was Soo.ooo,
levy for city purposes $8,284,330 25, and the cost
its tax
In 1875, however, when the
of public lighting $t So, 000.
population was only 484,616 and the city tax levy $4,849,In
6, the cost of lighting the streets was $575,000.
1875 the city was illuminated by gas; in iSSS it was
lighted
by
electricity.
appropriation
largely
The
for 188S
has not yet been exhausted
1

•

PECKHAM ELASTIC MOTOR WHEEL.
caused by the necessity of employing sulphuric
acid to dry the air surrounding the insulating
supports, and this precaution need not be taken
when quartz is used instead of glass. Mr. Hoys
stated that even if the quartz was dipped into
ammonia, or boiled in a solution of potash, it
only required washing with water to completely
restore its insulating properties, and even when
it was raised to a red heat these properties were
recovered on cooling.

The electric lighting question at Jamestown, N. V.,
seems now to be settled by the meeting of citizens las!
A contract is to be made with the Jamestown Elec*
wetk
.ight & Power company for lamps for $6 per lamp per
trie
1

month

The

common

council to

now

before

the legislature, allowing the
the city to put in an electric light
plant, will be allowed to become a law.
The local company claims that at the rate of $6 if it can come out whole
bill

on the contract

Thomson-Houston arc dynamos, of a capacity
candle power lamps each.
We are at present operating from this station 1,400 Edison lamps of various types, from S candle power ti
candle power; 260 rhomson-liouston loampcrcarc
and 200 Siemens arc lamps of various tvpes from 4'\ to 40
amperes, and in electric motors, Sprague and " C\
of capacities varying From
10 10 horsepower.
The
Siemens' arc lamps and the motors arc all operated
tile
[0 volt incandescent lamp circuits.
We have in construction a new station for the municipal
arc lights, with a cap
ampere lamps. All the main streets of Milan are
by arc lamps, and a large number of public building
c'uding the famous cathedral, Gal'eria Yittorio Emanuelc,
In all. seven theaters
Tcatro a Scala, city hall, etc etc.
arc supplied with current from the Milan station.
Two of
them over a mile distant are lighted by Zipcn
!

j;

1

,

I

converters.
.Mil an. Italy, Api

.

j.

W.

bond

will) the city,

it

will

be

satisfied.

The English electrical papers note the complaints of ihe
underground railway company of 1 ondon, in that passengers arc in the habit pi' stealing the incandescent Lai
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Pennsylvania legislature will [-ass a law reducJ for the use of
ing the amount of ren
Altera year's trial
telephones to $3 a month.
of the law not onl) the tel phone companies but
The
ried aloud for its repeal.
all Hoosierdom
people of Pennsylvania would never cease to
regret the day that they allowed suGh a law to
i
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anxiously awaked by persons interested in
The reports received from
the copper market.
Paris are conflicting and contradictory in fact,
and until the arrival of the Americans nothing
Elsewhere appears a
can be said definitely
is

resume

of the negotiations.

Thkrf

has been some dispute in Pennsylwhether electric light companies are
manufacturing concerns or not. This is eviA San
dently not a mooted question in Texas.
Antonio correspondent of a Galveston papfir devania

scribes at considerable length a new artesian
well in the former city, "which furnishes enough
power to run an electric light factory in addition to supplying the neighborhood with water."
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maintaining an arc

on an open car. When a wreck ocany point on the road, the car is imme-

diately dispatched to the spot.

artalready claiming promirailway centers. Cincinnati will
the first position. Tn
make a stro
the fall, it is stated, thirty miles of electric railill be in operation in the city.
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issue.
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week.
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ne used
little excitement
last
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iilcd

is

P. Barrett,

J.

presented

this

in

liarrett's

offer it."

In the discussion on arc lamps which took
place recently in the London Society of Arts,
Mr. Mordey said that lamp manufacturers
should keep before them the desirability of

making one lamp which would do

for every
of the lamps described in Prof.
Thomson's paper, excellent as they were, were
only suitable for use under one set of conditions.

purpose.

nent-

T11

Prof.

of

Chicago,

fall.

light plant
at

portrait

great point of belief is
the underground system, and his confidence in
its efficiency and durability is bringing him into
prominence, especially at the present time. The
work of Mayor Grant's pole choppers in New
York has caused many companies to experience
a realizing sense of the fact that they, too, must
soon cope with this question.
Prof. Barrett is
the man to whom many of the companies have
already appealed for practical information on
the subject.
As he said at the convention, "If
you are in a condition to receive information
about underground conduits, I will be glad to

250

I'ndc-crround Conduits and Electrical Conductors, by

excellent

city electrician of

249

240

Illustrated

An

249
240

Editorial
a.

Persian company, a corporation formed
capitalists,
intends to modernize
Persia.
It is stated that the company proposes
to revolutionize the stale of affairs in Persia by
substituting modern railroads for camels, dromedaries and horses, electric lights for tallow
candles, artesian wells for primitive ditches, and
a national bank for the present financial system.
Electric light privileges have already been
granted by the Shah.

247, 24S

Illustrated

..

Thk

by eastern

with vigor.

He
able

thought that a good arc lamp ought to be
to burn in series, in parallel, in multiple

with constant current, with constant
electromotive force, and with an alternating
scries,

current, or a continuous one.
Manufacturers
should be able to make one lamp which would
do all these things with 'only slight modifications

in detail.
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Buffalo Times to the following expression: "One
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too, for that matter, is the underground district,
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zens of that village to oppose anything and everything of a progressive character which they cannot ontrol.
They do nothing themselves, and
they are not willing that others should: They do
not seem to have aspirations above Indian gew
gawSj etc." The question df utilizing the iiriniense water power of Niagara is attracting considerable attention ever! in Erigland, but it is
ndt likely that any of the plans thus far proposed will meet with public approval. There is
unquestionably a deep-seated prejudice throughout New York state, with the exception of a
district of which Buffalo is the center, against
employing the force now going to waste for any
useful purpose.
If the truth of this statement
is questioned, an appeal to almost
any New
(

Yorker will establish its correctness. It will
take a great deal of persuasive reasoning to convince the average resident of the Empire state
that the location of machinery in the neighborhood of the falls would not in some way detract
from the grandeur.

The phonograph continues to excite the
speculations of the fanciful and humorous.
A
recent writer is responsible for the following conceit:
"Theatrical managers and playwrights
are presumably on the alert, for the first phonograph that is effectively used in a drama will
make a brilliant success.
That will be the way
to checkmate a villain!
Let the instrument, of
whose presence he was, of course, ignorant, repeat in his own voice the plot he has devised,
and so afford unimpeachable evidence of his
guilt and the hero's innocence.
Perhaps, in an
earlier act, owing to the machination of a ventriloquist, who is in league with the bad people,
the voice of the hero will apparently be heard,
so that what seems to be incontrovertible evi=
dence will be forthcoming against him.
Then,
again, there is a chance for the extension of the
singing master's profession.
He can live in
London and give lessons to a pupil in Devonshire, for the instrument will
faithfully reproduce every inflection in the songs she sings into
it, and she, if it be a she, can send
the melody
by post to her professor, who will tell her where
she was wrong, and send it back again to her
that she may the more distinctly understand his
remarks.
The critic, too, need not go to a concert.
He can have the \arious performances
phonographed,

sit

comfortably

in his

room, and

write his notice at his ease as the items
programme are reproduced."

of

the

No progress was made last week by the advocates of telephone legislation in the Illinois
legislature.
Mayor Cregier and a pa ty of influential Chicagoans visited Springfield last week
and labored with the representatives, but without success.
The effort to advance the Eckhardt-Baker bill, which reduces telephone rates,
was a signal failure. The following is an interview with Mayor Cregier, which shows the attitude of the new executive head of Chicago:
"1 have not yet given up hopes of the passage
of the Eckhardt bill.
It may require some
amendment to allay some of the opposition. I
am not one of those men, however, who think it
it is right to jump on every
business enterprise
having the name of corporation associated with
it.
Neither am I in favor of allowing monopolies if, accept franchises from the people and
leave the people without any rights.
I
do not
favor the lord bill, or any bill that gives power
to city councils to regulate telephone charges.
think the Eckhardt bill fixing maximum rates
would be much more satisfactory to the people,
as it would take the question entirely out of the
I

hands of the
hardt
or

bill

three

city councils.
believe the Ecka good bill, and with probably two
small amendments would meet the
I

is

wants of the people.
have been thinking over
this matter, and have heard some discussion as
to rates.
There has been some talk of $ S a
month being the proper maximum rate for
Chicago, bnl
think about $80 a year would
perhaps be more satisfactory to the people.
should favor such a change in the Eckhardt
bill."
Mayor Cregier is certainly more liberal
than man)' of the municipal officers of Chicago,
who proposed to cut telephone rales in a ridiculous fashion, making them about one-quarter of
I

I

I

-

1
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Berlin Central Station.
George Forbes' paper on electric lighting
stations in Europe is given a description of the Kcrlin central
station.
An abstract of the description which he ^^.\ > ol
the station follows: The Berlin mains supply 36,000 lamps
=
amperes.
df 16-candlc power, and 144 arc lamps of
THe conductors arc all laid an lerground. There are thrfe
central stations at work, and two more of improved type
In

Prof.

I

The foundation of the
are in process of construction.
station on Margrafen Strassc are "l concrete, in iron boxes
There are six
built up with I rickwork and cement.
engines of 160 horse power each, each driving I'M son
are
four
engines
of
also
400 horse power
dynamos. There
each, each driving a new type of dynamo direct at eighty
revolutions per minute. These are compound tandem !orliss
The attached dynamos are by
condensing engines.
Siemens and llalske. The Electric company of Berlin are
The cut shows
also making a machine somewhat similar.
this dynamo and the engine combined, the height of which
The continuous current dynamos are
is twenty-three feet.
worthy of some notice. They may be described as multipolar Gramme machines, the poles being radial and the
ring armature external to the poles.
There are leu poles on each machine. The armature is
'

}

metres

dianleter.

ill

diameter, the commutator

There

are ten

brilsh

is

holders.

lj>£

metres

Each

pair

Plugs can be inserted for varying the resistance on the
The ammeter is placed above these switches
machine, and a voltmeter can be attached
one
them as
mired.
for each

!
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.
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My
ing

is

object in bringing this subject before yon this
to prottiote an interchange of opinion and experience

concerning one of the few remaining

problems con net

-.

led

with the general distribution of electricity in our cities.
Since
began to write this paper on my leturn from America, much information has appeared in the electrical press,
and the close attention now being paid to the matter in
America is equaled by a like spirit of inquiry here.
he
outcry against overhead wires has been gaining in force,
and although the numerous objections urged are devoid of
solid grounds, there is a general feeling that am consider
able extension of overhead cables for electric lighting is
impossible, both on account of the difficulty, and no incon-
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during any continual disturbance
rcial interest mi
ors
such occurring.
The expense of openin
thoroughfare to lav underground cables is ii
great as the cost of whatever is being lai I, whi
sing a
duel this expense, once incurred, should not be
necessary.
Again, if the cable be laid in the ground with
out a duct, it is necessary to armor it, and lay it down at
first equal to all possible requirements otherwise any ex
tension of the lighting beyond the capacity of the cablewould necessitate a repetition of the whole original workIn this case, the first cost of such a large cable
nearly as great as the smaller cable and duct together.
Finally, the life of the best cable for high tension currents
cannot at present be predicted, and this, together with the
other reasons, undoubtedly prove that a conduit with :t
drawingin and-out systtm is eminently desirable.
An ideal system for underground work is a brick ful
weil drained and ventilated, and of sufficient size l<

of elect:

in

of

poles and the corresponding part of the armature, With the
corresponding pair of brush holders constitute a section
All these sections are
which is virtually one machine.
The held magnets are not seen id the
joined in parallel.
Two handles are
drawing, being inside the armature.
provided, one of which adjusts all the brushes at the same
Each brush
time; the other puts them on altogether.
A similar dynamo is being
holder carries four blushes.
Berliner
Elektricitats-Werke,
in
which the
made by the
I believe
radial poles are external to the armature.
that
this type of multipolar machine is a good design where the
object is to get a large output with a slow speed.
At this station the boilers are fed automatically by means
The water for condensing is
of a hydraulic accumulator.
drawn from fifteen artesian wells, which have been sunk
Steam is used at a pressure of 115
for this purpose.
pounds, and it is claimed that 15.5 pounds of steam only
This is probably
are required per electrical horse power.
the most economical production of electricity for central
station work in the world, and the engines and dynamos,
though expensive, must certainly have a very low depreciation.
The maximum work which this station can do is to
generate a current for 20,000 lamps of 16-candle power.
It is found that the maximum number of lamps in use at
any one time is about 06 per cent, of the total number of

man working in it; failing tbis Utopian arrangttmnt.
what conies next best? In New York, where the n
has been placed in the hands of a Hoard of Electrical
trol, they start out by saying that a conduit or subway for
electrical conductors is nothing more than a mechanical
protection for the wires within it, and a convenience for
placing or putting them underground.
In their experience
of three years the I3oard of Elect- ical Control have naturally tried and abandoned many conduits.
In a room of
the telephone budding. New Ycrk, occupied by the Subway Construction corporation, there is a heap of experience
experience gained at no little cost— that it would be of
advantage for engineers who lightly propose undertaking
Wooden conduits, bi
such woik to see and meditate on.
tumen conduits, asphalt conduits, earthenware conduits,
samples of underground conductois, all are here in what is
termed the museum, and afford a collection of failures
most instructive as to what not to do
In many in-tances, however, the conditions there would
not apply to England
At present we have no system of
steam-heating with leaky pip s, causing trouble wherever
Again, here we have not those great extremes of
they go.
heat and cold, the frost compelling conduits to be laid at
an average depth of 4 feet, and the heat causing various
At the
troubles with asphalt and bitumen conduits.
time from the numbeis of miles of cor duits laid down
there should be something to learn, and I therefore pro
conduits
1 p >rtat>t
pose instancing some of the more
known in America and elsewhere.
Conduits are divided into two classes: The so-called solid
conduit, and the hollow conduit.
Solid conduits are useol a

Iarhp5.

The thing which strikes one most in this station is the
enormous mass of copper. The conductors inside this
station consist of eight strips of copper six inches wide and
one third of an inch thick. These are laid into the rocm
These strips, before entering this
for cable terminals
room, are interrupted by a gap. and a junction is made by
punching seven similar strips, about eighteen inches long,
between the strips and the intenupted ends, the seven
Thus, in case of any serious
strips being placed between.
accident, the whole of the mains can by one turn of the
screw be disconnected from the dynamos, the interlapping

—

The only exception is in the case
pi ces all dropping out.
of theaters, where, to prevent panic, a separate connection
In the cable terminal room
is made with the dynamos.
the positive and negative mains run horizontally, and vertical rods come down to the different
cables
There are
eighty-four of these cables, forming forty-two pairs of
feeders supplying the network of mains with current on the
two wire system. These cables are generally of large size,
They
being frequently three inches in diameter complete.
consist of stranded cables covered with jute prepared with
bituminous compound, inclosed in lead, then covered with
tape and presertative compound, and finally armor plated
The system of
with two crossed spirals ot iron libbon.
feeders and mains is one of the features to which I wish to
direct the special attention of English engineers, since the
principle has been adopted of trying to produce as small a
This is
variation of pressure in the mains as possible.
The
accomplished by having a large number of feeders.
cost of the underground cables has hitherto amounted to
this
being
spent
in mains and half
about €90.000, half of
The greatest variation of pressure allowed in
in feeders.
The loss of pressure in the
the mains is 1^ per cent.
feeders during periods of maximum supply is lifteen volts.
A man of high training, accustomed to the use of scientific instruments, is always in attendance and looking after
the amperes and volts from the different machines and
One of the
pilot wire, and recording the measurements.
most interesting parts of this central station is the switchboard, with the special means for introducing a fresh
dynamo in parallel or cutting it out. This also is a point
to which sufficient attention has not generally been given
in England.
In all foreign stations that I have ever seen,
when a current of over 100 amperes is switched in or out,
it is found necessary to make use of an auxiliary load in the
form of resistance, a bank of lamps being generally emWhen
ployed as being the cheapest resistance available.
a new dynamo is going to be introduced in parallel it is
first worked on an artificial load, and the exciting current
regulated until the volts and amperes agree with those of
the other dynamos with which it is to be put in parallel.
As soon as this equilibrium is attained the mains are
switched into connection with the new dynamo and its
load.
After that the load is taken off.
Tl is prevents the
possibility of the dynamo thus introduced being caused to
run as a motor in the wrong direction by the current from
the other dynamos; and prevents too violent a sparking at its brushes. The switch-board at this central station
for the four large dynamos with the accompanyingartificial
load or resistance, and witli its ammeters and voltmeters,
is very perfect.
Facing the operator, the switch-board is
in four sections for the four dynamos.
Each dynamo has
three massive double-pole switches
one for the dynamo,
pne for the artificial resistance, and one for the mains.

i

artificial load.

i

they practically consist of
in asphalt
or bitumen, which means ripp
the ground, and breaking the inclosing mass if alterations
With hollow conduits, the difficulties to be
are required
encountered seem to be to provide a smooth channel with
less considering here, as

1

bedded

]

[

R
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I
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CENTRAL STATION.

siderable expense, in procuring wayleaves, and also the attitude taken up by the Eoard of Trade and others to put
Overhead wires in tbis country may
a stop to them.
therefore be simply considered as a temporary measure to
admit of the electric supply companies getting to work, and
permitted only on the distinct pledge of the removal of
such wires within a certain period.
The time allowed for the execution of underground
works in provisional orders and licenses, although as long
a period as could be obtained, is all too short, and a thorough discussion of the subject at the present time, in its
numerous aspects, is highly advisable to enable it to be
afterward promptly and adequately dealt with
In three months we may reasonably conceive that certain
electric supply companies will be under legal obligations to
at once face the problem of putting high-tension electric
conductors underground.
It will be no petty attempt narrowed down to a small area, but in two special instances
undertaking
is
proposed
to be carried out on a large
the
scale by companies of adequate financial resources, and
with supply stations already erected, or in process of erection.

"Is failure probable?" may seem a singular question to
put here, but it is a necessary one, leading up to the various difficulties to be encountered, and in view of the
alarmist statements at the recent electrical convention in
.vnch's
Mr.
Chicago, one that deserves prominence.
paper, giving the results of the working of underground
cables, and which was practically the only part of the meet
ing reported in the English papers, showed but one side of
the case, and from the discussion following it much was to
Many of the companies operating underbe learned
ground cables had for Some cause or-other not given their
opinions, and the failures alluded to were in several
I

instances traced to defective conduits, insufficiency of insu-

convenience for drawing in and out to prevent explosions
thrcugh accumulation of gas, and to keep them reasonably
dry and water-tight.
In the discussion at Chicago it was stated that in one
instance it was necessary to keep a blower going to ventilate an iron conduit, while several authorities appear to consider it advisable on dry days to take oil the manhole
Accidents have, of course, occurred from conduit
covers.
explosions, and the engineer of the United Stales Electric
Lighting company instances one where the manhole
of the conduit were blown over the roof of a four-storied
Hut in England, again, the work done by the
building
gas con panies is far bet er. and the leakage in oir. si
1

not in any way to be compared with the quantity of il
luminating gas which wanders fancy free through the soil
of many cities in the United Slates.
conduits should be ventilated;
It appears desirable that
and the form adopted, where possible, is 10 ventilate them
by means of a pipe tunning into the base or up
With regard to keeping them
of the str< et lamp-posts.
ai
water-tight, this is another
question,
capable of being properly dealt with.
Creosotcd wood conduits have been extensively ised in
the States, and have been a leading cause e f trouble and
A chemical
failure with lead covered cables.
place between the crude creosote and the w
free acetic acid and carbonic acid gas. which.
pipe, converts its surface into a film o( acetate of
lead; the action continuing until the entire si
converted into carbonate oi lead or white
is

.
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It has been suggested some time ago that the curb stones
should be removed from busv thoroughfares and replaced
with a hollow curb edged with cast steel, and the suggestion may bear fruit in the future
As I still have to deal with electrical conductors, I can-

the joints, there is a difficulty in excluding dampness unless
it is practically airtight, as damp air enters the conduit and
lenses on it.

Several conduits have been made, however, with a view
mechanical protection to the
cables.
The Callender bitumen conduit, for instance, is
well known here.
It is being extensively laid down by the
=ea Electric Lighting company, and 500 yards of it is
g ^ried by the Metropolitan Electric Supply company.
For high-tension currents its use is doubtful, but, perhaps,
;;scussion something may be said on this point
Vitrified 3 inch sewer pipes laid in concrete with cement
have been used in some instances for underground
to afford electrical as well as

Pipes of glazed earthenware with several ducts form a
mechanical protection, being capable of resisting
g
siderable crushing pressure, while the glazing both
e and outside provides also, under certain conditions,
Tf it be desirable that
a first-class electrical protection.
the conduit should be formed of a non-conductor, than
nothing could be better than such glazed earthenwire,
The difficulty of maintainb also is of no great cost
nts with earthenware pipes has been referred to
g g
some time ago in connection with conduits for telegraph
purposes, several instances having been given by Mr.
Preece and others, of roots of trees, branches, and other
vegetation having made their way through these joints. Is
ipable of being overcome by a flexible joint, which
at any rate prevent joints giving through expansion

not here refer to the general cost of laying conduits, as at
The principal cost, however,
I proposed doing
of laying them is in making good 3nd this depends on the

one time

material of the road, the cheapest being macadam (varying
from 5s. per square yard), whereas asphalt would be
nearer 20s per square yard.
The difficulty of laying any form of conduit in some of
our London streets must, as I have already said, be very
great.
The last comer will of course feel this the most,
and, although the Hydraulic Engineering company may
have recently had much trouble to find room for their pipes,
the Electric Supplv companies again will have an easier
task than the Telephone company, who are putting off the

1

I

-

;

zontraction?

The

great disadvantage, however, to the use of earthenin many places in a city like London is the
amount of space required for them; in fact, the difficulty of
ng anv conduit at all in some of our streets will be

ware pipes

simply enormous.
immaa
it
is
mechanical protection only,
whether the conduit be a non conductor or not.
simplest
form of such a duct is, of course,

I

As
terial

The
an

iron

and

pipe,

the
others,

company, among

Union

Western

Telegraph

have laid cast iron
pipes
four inches and five inches diameter, with manholes at a distance of about 450 feet apart.
In the majoritv of cases, however, the plan has been to lay a number
of separate iron pipes in a concrete bed, by which arrangement the pipes can be crowded, or curved, or kept apart,
v best overcome any difficulties or obstacles met with
underground- For instance, four pipes may be laid on the
same level in two layers, or where only a narrow excavation can be made, the pipes can be curved round so that
two pipes are abreast in four layers. In this way the
trenching is often materially diminished.
Screw jointed,
Ited, wrought
iron pipes of two or three inches
:ter, laid in hydraulic cement concrete, are said to
prevent the greatest tightness of duct against gas and
water, together with the greatest strength.
Cement-lined sheet iron pipes, however, possess some
advantages, such, for instance, as smooth interiors, and
ige of an iron inclosure, without the cable beought into contact with it, and on the sheet iron beiten away, the cement still retains the pipe form.
again have been used, but are liable to be
in, and asphalted concrete is often preferred to
hydraulic cement concrete.
itever system of pipes be used it is important that
they should have smooth interiors and close joints, and
every conduit of whatever kind must be thoroughly well
I.
so as not to be liable to displacement from above.
Mr. Verity then went on to describe the Chenoweth, the
ine Iron, the Irish, and J. E II. Gordon's system as used by the Metropolitan Electric Supply company,
:h the cables are drawn into an iron pipe, and
r iron pipes are led from the house junction boxes to
Lhe wires for house lighting.
Testing boxes of a
and built of brick, are provided at intervals.
a lmitted that an important point in under-

May

evil day.

As to what form of conduit
and our provincial cities there

most suitable

is

London

for

be differences of opin
following will narrow it
down to a small issue, upon which such work can be undertaken with a tolerable suiety of its lasting success.
There is really sufficient subject matter for a paper on
conduits alone and in taking up the question of underground conductors, I propose to ch'efly restrict myself to a
consideration of conductors for high-tension electric lighting circuits.
With regard, also, to underground conductors for low
tension work, I feel that the Edison system as at present
laid down, is thoroughly capable of filling all the requireMany companies
ments of house-to-house distribution
in the States and elsewhere are using it, and at the downtown station in New York it has been at work for the past
six years successfully.
In the recent discussion on Prof.
Forbes's paper several points of interest concerning the
the Edison underground conductors were explained, which
repeat
full deit would be unnecessary for me here to
scription of the latest developments of this system, with
samples of the improved form of conductors, etc are now
on the ocean, and in the event of it being possible to provide another evening for a continued discussion of this
paper, I shall be most happy to show and explain them.
Everyone must acknowledge the foresight shown in devising such a complete system of underground mains so
long ago, and which, in spite of the all-round developments of electrical engineering not only holds its own, but
ion, but

I

will

trust the discussion

A
,

in completeness

ahead

far

is still

any system

of

low

for

The Westinghouse company
tension underground work.
have, I understand, acquired the rights for Great Britain,
and, presumably, will use it in donnection with large transformers for sub-centers.
It may be also interesting to
note that Messrs. Siemens have made concentric three-wire
cables, which are being successfully used at Elberfeld,
Geneva, and Muthausen. and they state that the troubles
fiom what would appear very complicated jointing have
been satisfactorily overcome.

several of the

companies were well represented. The "C. & C."
Motor company. the Sprague Electric, the John Stephenson
electric cars equipped with the Julien storage batteries,
Chas. A. Schieren & Co. with their immense belting for
dynamos all had magnificent displays.
electric

—

V. R. Cruger directed

Col. S

and

the civic

military

parade by means of a special telegraph wire that he leased
from the Western Union. Stations were erected at differ-

and equipped with an

ents points of the route,

When Mayor

corps of operators.
president an

the

Grant turned

efficient

to

address

dispatch announced the fact to

electric

the officials at Governor s Island through the time ball

on
Western Union building, and the salute was fired at
that Mayor Grant handed the address to the
president
All the movements were directed through the
means of this telegraphic communication, and many diffithe

moment

the

overcome.

It was a happy thought.
week in the Western Electrician, telegraphic rates are finally equalized, and the
contract between the Western Union and Postal Telegraph
companies has done away with the Mutual Union com-

culties entirely

As foreshadowed

pany.

denied that there

It is

companies, but
stop

last

it is

which

competition,

to

a consolidation

is

admitted that the agreement
is

of the

put a

will

the Postal Telegraph

all

company was seeking. There are prominent Wall street
men who do not hesitate to say, however, that the two
companies are

virtually consolidated,

Union only permits
Telegraph so as

new

company

to

the

and that the Western

separate existence of the Postal

have an instrument for fighting any
might be organized. There is a

which

reduction of rates on long distances,

between

principally

the Pacific coast and the country west of Indiana and the
Mississippi River, and between points north and south.

The

reductions vary from

The

of

rates are for short distances.

in

New York

between

rate

on messages

25 cents

to

5

The advances

ten words.

and Chicago

raised to 40

is

cents.

The work

of cutting

down

the poles continued yesterday.

Inspector Busbey and his men,
spector Hess and his men, had
Fifty seventh street

connection

in

all

thep

with In-

jlesin the vicinity of

and Eighth avenue removed

last night.

They resume work to day through Fifty-eighth
Sixth avenue, and will experience a difficult task,
are about 100 wires attached to each

pole

street to

as there

the

in

street.

Inspector Reilley removed the poles of the Western Union
on Eighth avenue, in the vicinity of Forty-second street.
but the electric light wires were

CORRESPONDENCE.
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of the

column on

the arch upholding in

spans

Washington

statue of

With an immense

design show forth.

which

either side of the street, across the tops of

center a

its

of heroic size, lighted

and
with over 300
pedestal

incandescent lights arranged so as to bring out the grace-

secured a

dis-

and

Hussey

L.

patent

for

of

Menlo

a watch to run by electricity, has

almost completed the formation of a company to

manuand watches, and the woik will
commence in a short time. Mr. Hussey has been eleven
years at work on his inventions and has secured patents
facture his

electric clocks

on thirteen appliances necessary

in the manufacttre of his
There are four of these, including a
marine clock.
The pecul arity about them is the gravity
movement, which, aided by a small electric current, moves
the pendulums of the c'ocks and the large balance wheels

and watches.

clocks

The

of the watches.

and with

it

batti ry is inclosed in the

any attention.

In lime

it

is

expected that five-year watches

and clocks can be manufactured.

The new watches and
many parts as the ordinary

clocks contain only one-third as

and the designs were varied and beautiful. Some of
the most noticeable were the Edison offices on Fifth
avenue, below fifteenth street, where the entire front of
the building was brilliantly illuminated with bands and

reach an agreement in Paris has led

tion,

Brothers on

incandescent

Twenty

displaying

Shield
I

ifth

the

avenue clubs had

national

and admiration of

all.

colors;

of

instrument

The

recent statements of the failure

The

commanded

Union

the attention

arranged on long

globes,

from

the

first

story

to

There were several hundred

1

men

to

York operators to
consider the idea of getting up an American copper trust.
Such an organization may be formed on the arrival of the
Servia, which carries the Americans,

they

that

French

should

it

transpire

unable to make an agreement with the

were

W.

capitalists.

T.

II.

Detroit, Mich.

of the

all

the

but

building was radiant with red,
11!

of copper

New

which was a

nearly

line illuminations,

street

Stem

of

brilliantly illuminated

feature

central

Thirty-ninth

at

c

was

third street

with electric lights, the

building

the

light;

watch case,

the timepiece will run for a whole year without

and decorations, one entrance to Fifth avenue
from Washington park is in fact a most magnificent sight.
The whole city was brilliant with electric light illuminalines

ful

retched

1

was

the great celebration, and

for

ous*

lined pipe

in the
It

marble as a lasting memento of the

in

.

Ql

Washington square.

at

designed and constructed
will

most beautiful sight

arch, the

spans Fifth avenue

city,

when an
hand

•

The triumphal

scale.

,

time afterward

Washington as the first President of the United
was celebrated during the week on a magnificent

States

M.

Inventor
the inaugura-

4.

of

tion

stars of the

water,

/

York, May

I

emeni
;e

New York Notes.
— The centennial of

New

the

of the

DETROIT,

May

4 —Articles of association of

mercial Electric company, capital

with the county clerk.

The

the

Com-

$20,000, have been

officers

are;

President,

Moore; vice-president and treasurer, W.
secretary, Geo. E. Fisher.
The company

B.

Fitzgerald;

II.

will

manufacture and furnishing of machinery for

filed
[

go into the

electric

light

'

were so manipulated that only the red

tiny glo

'

and

finally

white,

a dazzling

of the lights
:

by the breeze.

Brush company

An

addi-

years past, and resigned his position

fall

An

Mary,

The

the

lights

enthusiastic

movement

backwoods'
'

fingo,

tl

the

unique design
Vfacy's and

roxn

the electric

above
lion.

the

new

of the

in this city

organization.

as

connected

superintendent

with
for

the

several

a week ago to enter
Mr. Fisher was formerly manager

Accumulator company, The Cole Conduit company
this week
It will introduce a new

was also organized

form of conduit of the wooden pipe order.

bells."
flagstaff of

been

blue,

ompanion:

three

has

Fitzgerald

and afterward the

by the swaying

,

Mr.

plants.

Ulumina

Just at the outset there appears to be

ing between the inventor
askt> the court to

and Charles

JJ,

and

exploiter.

a

misunderstand-

George W. Cook

terminate the partnership between himself

Cole.

Mr. Cook claims to be the inventor

!

May

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

11,

of the conduit, and asserts that Cole has not kept his agree-

over the wires where they are strung close to telegraph and

money to push its sale.
The Detroit Boat Building eompany is now fitting up a
Should
small boat with the Woodward storage battery.

electric light wires.

the experiment prove a success, other and

John R, Mulvane, president of the Telephom
and also of the Topeka National Bank, has received a
letter from the general offices of tin- Bell Telephone compmy, requesting him to send young Stockwell lo Boston a!
once, with his induction killer, and it is probable that the

ment

regard to furnishing

in

and

a

authorizing gas companies lo

bill

it

be built at once.

is said, will

The

larger boats,

and

sell electricity

electrical

produce, furnish

passed the house by

light,

C.

vote of 54 to 15.

Kansas City, Mo., May

— The

4.

phone company scored a victory

all

the

same

the Topeka, Kan., Water,

and

for injunction

for

who

for infringement of patent,

United States

annul the

Judge Brewer of the

patents.

latter's

He

United States court denied this motion.
as long as the

decided that

patents stood, there was nothing in

Bell

common between

San Francisco,

city.

and expected to operate until the determination of the
suit which might not be for a year or so yet.
Mr. C. II. Cone, representing the Electrical Supply com-

also

the

Massachusetts

been

of Chicago in this city, has

in

Louis for

St.

General Manager Bates of the Western Electrical Con-

company has returned from

month's stay

a

in

The newspapers have been

Charles D. Jenney, formerly of the Fort Wayne, Ind.,

Jenney Electric company, has been visiting in Kansas City.
Mr. Jenney is now devoting his attention to a new electric

company

is

Wood.

J. J.

B. Wallace of

J.

with the Jenney

successor in his position

F. S. Terry of the Chicago Electrical

and

new

its

station

Supply company,

Ansonia company, were

the

subject

articles a

demand

ports the

to be greater than

one

exception,

Having been refused a franchise by the board of
obtained an injunction restraining the

it

police from interference, and, putting

men, started

putting up poles

in,

authorities are

now endeavoring

super-

chief

on a large force

and

The

lines.

to secure

supply companies

local

company is now operating
new power house at Seventh
Three more machines of the same ca-

streets.

Work has begun on

fall.

the

power-house of

G. C.

Louisville,

May

firm

make

to

4.

an order

eighty-five

company

alarm and police signal

has

secured the contract for a 50 arc light plant at Troost park.

W.

general agent of the

J. Clark,

railway department,

Harry

was

in the city last

Lasell, brother of

and

tions,

thirty

gun while standing

in a boat

He was

of age.

superintendent of the Southwestern com-

pany's warerooms.

manager of the Sawyer-Man
Electric company of New York, was in the city last week.
The Missouri Phonograph company has announced that
P. IT. Alexander, general

it

is

ready to supply machines.

W.

Mr.

Grimes,

B.

of

both the Kansas

City and Edison Electric Light companies,
for

New

Mr. F.
Mo.,

He

Mexico.

ranch which

is

left

spend a few days on

will

hundreds of

A

last

week

his father's

J. Pilgrims,

has recently purchased the plant

He

.from its former owners.

soon begin the construc-

will

tion of an electric light plant at Monett, Mo., the

having secured a twenty years'

franchise

company

from the

first,

motor line to Ivanhoe park, a distance of about one
mile from the city limits.
It is expected that the change
earn to electric

power

will

between June 15th and July 15th.

be made on this line
All of the right of

way

within the city limits has been secured.

M. D. Wood,

the local

manager

of the

Western Union,
in the

upper house of the council.
O. Stockwell,

who

in his friend's

bell

1st the

room, the

Kansas \ Mis-

ar-

Mr.

He

have an exchange
ville's

in operation in

new exchange was opened

exchange

is

New
April

He

big

The

to put in incandescent electric

closed a contract with the drummer.

and showed the

will

be used.

by

electricity

work of the tower

fine

Aurora,
Aurora, May
company,

to advantage.

passed

Albany and Jeffersonville

month

which

is

similar organization
nections,

and

it is

in

move about

plant
is

is

the

15th of the

to be an entirely

present month.

The Hazle-

one.

Two

200 horse power.

of

new

100 horse-power

Westinghouse compound condensing engines with Dean
condensers, will be employed.
The entire constructing

and

up of the plant

fitting

W.

vision of

under the immediate super-

is

Meridith, superintendent of the companv.
L.

i.

—A

&

C.

dispatch from Fargo. P. T.,

Electric

for lots adjoining the gas works,

company have contracted
and

will at

solid brick building for the incandescent
will consolidate the incandescent

Jefferson-

The

W.

Minneapolis, Minn.
Minneapolis, May
says:
The Fargo Gas

once erect
plant.

light

and gas

plant,

through the residence portions of this

city

and Moor15th.

R.

Louisville

Subscribers in

,1

It

increase

The new machinery has already been coir
and the new building is to be completed by May

Knoxville, Tenn.

bill,

New
per

KNOXVILLE, May
an

4.

— Knoxville,

The

road.

electric

Tenn.,

soon have

will

following residents have incorpO-

rated the Riverside Electric Street
Railway company:
John M. Brooks. W. A. Park, C. A Fellows, W. W. DenA charter
ning ami t.. YV. Arthur.
anted.

company has completed

to

its

connect Louisville and Cincin-

cities into closer
is

Indianapolis
the

two

The

negotiating with a
for

telephonic con

cities

speaking

ol

connection.

will

soon

be

facilities.

The

road

ol"

lines

2,

100 subscribers give Louis-

than

any other

city in the

In

construction
ville

of

Ol

reference

rapidly

adv:

"Thai

road will be very beneficial to KnoxIt will

bring about the

the

sett:

of the country to the west of

river shore.

That portion of

develop into one of the

and the building
it

the

a distance

the

portion

and along the

Lyons View,

Knoxville

need not be said.

that

to

to

the

road,

the

rough

neai

West Knoxville

miles.

six

from

ville's

Its

start

will

Knoxville and

killer,"

exchange more

decided to

it

The company

use exclusively.

i

likely that

in the west.

own

nec-

it

present capacity.

its

the power, and, as soon thereafter as possible, extend their

and only the construction of the Cincinnati company

needed to bring the

plant to double

nearly completed a substantial brick building, into
will

it

The steam

for

Albany.

now be charged $4

will

Valley Telephone

half of the line
nati,

which

& Power

is

for local service.

The Ohio

its

present station entirely too small,

its

now

has

will

Williams telephone

the

which has been recently repealed.

is

Finding

111

Aurora Electric Light

a successful year's work, has found

after

already connected with each city by six trunk-

legislature

—The

4-

essary to increase

soon bring

Kan.,

was

off,

tl

Superintendent J. C. Mercer stated that the lamp
would be of 2,000-candle power. The effect was beauti

portions,

at Burlington,

what he calls an "induction
which prevents the humming, roaring noise made

boarders blowing out

week.

complete

Telephone company's exchange

it

to save

his

court house tower was lighted

recently took out a patent for

souri

by

and the Westinghouse system

The recent improvements of the Ohio Valley Telephone
company have made its system one of the best and most

J.

caused

The proprietor

lights.

way

assured the proprietor that the only

bills

instead of turning

which are carried across the bridges to the respective
cities.
These cities had exchanges before the

lines,

A

had blown out the gas on retiring the night before.
Marr company was stopping a

lights

1st.

a

head.

Ohio Valley Telephone company

linked together with the besl

has charge of the

He

last

Ohio Valley Telephone company

has announced himself a candidate for membership

morning of April nth

the

hotel. Minneapolis, discovered the

representative of the

dollars.

not yet ready to reveal his discovery.

street

s'

annually

be an improvement and a saving of material.

Indiana

from

city

Buckle claims to have invented an electric battery which
will

and will light the hotel
with incandescent lamps, using same system of storage
batteries, charging them from the central station.
Arrangements are now being made to extend the Vine
10 arc lights at

the great majority of false

rangement being such that an alarm would be sounded if
The plan worked admirably;
the cote door was disturbed.

Indiana

will start

Construction

a

odor of gas issuing from a room occupied b\
from the rural districts. The occupant, when found,
nearly dead, but after a time was restored to conscios:-

ton boiler

thought that

It is

officer.

which cost the

fire stations,

nected the cote with a

city.

They

will prevent

was detected here

thief

By May

formerly manager of the Rich Hill,

On

Windom

servant in the

received

lately

peculiar circumstance.

thereby afford-

city,

week by an ingenious
scheme improvised for the occasion by George Buckle.
One of Buckle's friends had been very much annoyed by
raids made nightly upon his pigeon cote.
Buckle con-

located there.

electric light station,

and be the means of saving money

the thief was detected, and fined in the police court.

secretary

jr.,

new system

increase the

will

it

proposed that the central police station

ing communication with every
the

a

says that

be connected with every "beat" in the

It is

alarms sent to the

fired

city

erect a building for its

He

efficiency of the force,

while on a fishing expedition at

He

this

combined, and strongly

station

week.

and the recoil caused him to fall into the water. As he
was unable to swim he soon sank. He was just 21 years

pany of

Pittsburg, Pa.
May 4. — The Iron

.

registers.

signal

urges their adoption

western Electrical Supply company, was drowned

north of here.

alarm

lire

to the city.

last week
Bean Lake, a few miles

rg, Pa

:i

20,1

subscribers.

Col.

Thomson-Houston

Secretary Lasell of the South-

I'll is.

About

becomes necessary.

ii

made by

daily

sta-

alarm and police

Thomson-Houston agent,

the

used, but the metallic circuit system will

whenever

week from a Milwaukee

last

fire

$300,000.
Rusling,

being rapi

steel wires are

of

Wood, chief of the Louisville police, has recommended to the municipal government the use of a new fire

Charles

and

iron

L.

— The Gaynor Electric

Kansas City Electric Light company. The horsepower will be increased from Soo to 1,300. The capital
stock of the company has been increased from $200,000 to
the

now

ful,

Louisville accepted

the addition to

ght and

Louisville, Ky.

its

by

pacity will be in operation

much as poi
away from the

as

gas.

an injunction to

report business booming.

all

the residence portion ol

In

alleywa;

of
city

company, but thus far it has not been granted.
The Simplex Electrical company of Boston has appointed
Samuel H. Taylor as its representative on this coast.

The

In the suburbs ne

painted.

of

restrain the

in the

those

al!

house, and on learning the circumstance took -occasion to
impress on the landlord the advantages of electricitv over

Electric Light

three 1000-light machines in

and Wall

re

meet.

to

W.

The Edison

I

second

a

able

week.

city last

and

The company
is

nicely

of

substantial

installed

it

in the conduit.

The

making decided progress with

on the sea wall, having

be imp:

but

new copper ones, and shortly none but
be used by the company.
Only the sin-

the

capitalists, ignoring, with

is

bu-

will

ll

lines

I".

believe, all the practical electricians of the city.

The American company

.

to be;

'

basis they interviewed the leading lawyers of the city,

several

oi

pelic

¥-5.'

Cal.

agitating

underground wires, and to give their

visors,

Boston.

The

of

—

50 light 2,ooocandle power dynamo.

several days on a business trip.

motor.

exchange have been offered
on an improved fire alarm signal.

w

two suits, here and in Massachusetts,
any reason for the one to depend upon the decision
This ruling of the judge was a great surprise
of the other.
to the defendants who felt confident of a favorable ruling,

struction

and two

alone,

cities

an

device he has

S\s Fr
[Si 0, April 30.
The Westinghouse Electrii
company, through its agent, W. C. Clark, is installing
another 750-light alternating plant, and a 65-horse power
Westinghouse compound engine at the Bolivia hotel of this

to give

pany

two

in

has received

electrical

the attaches of the
a patent

will re-

eption

.

•owed away,

W. W. Smith
an

|

-.

.

his discovery.

for the use of

ir.

1

week,

this

is

An annual

priviic]

leaves for the east

invented and patented

in

the Bell com-

the federal courts of Massachusetts against
lo

against

$15,000

parisoi

number

in

to hold the case in abeyance until a

decision had been given in the suit of the

pany

it

offer of

men

its

from royalty.

district, free

General Superintendent

Tele

Hell

United States court

& Telephone company

Light

damages

moved

the defendants

American

in the

own

in their

handsome sum from

alize a

In the suit brought by

week.

in this city last

Mo.

City,

helps

such patents, reserving only the

ing

lucky inventor,

Kansas

The company

many

the

cit)

beautiful residence

of the electric

about."

All the right of

way has been secured except through

the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
University grounds, but no trouble

instituted

May

ST. LOUIS,

Il-

4.

—

Atwood

the

.\n interesting; trial of

made

railway headlight was recently

It

was

at-

The

light

was

The engine and dynamo were connected

engine are the work of L. C. Atwood of this

formerly

city,

Thorasoi- Houston

intendent of the St. Louis

com-

.

ing poles and wires oq several

The company

model one.

npound engines,

The

St.

ooo-horse power of

5
5,

erect-

be a

will

50,000 Westing-

installing

is

is

The plant

streets.

house incandescent dynamos,

& Wilcox

& Tower company

Electric Light

The Missouri

ooo-horse power

West-

Babcock

boilers.

Louis Illuminating- company

is

installing another

power 4- valve Russell engine, making three
engines and one Buckeye engine, and eight 500-

125-horse

machines now

light

in the plant.

1!.

Pine Bluffs, Ark.
May

Pine Bluffs, Ark.,

4.

— The

contract

cily

has been awarded to the Water

lighting

street

&

for

Light

company, an organization which has been operating here
The contract is for seven years, and
since last December.
provides

business part of the city with

the

lighting

for

Thomson- Houston arc lights and the residence parts with
The lighting dis25-candle power incandescent lights.
includes the whole city, and will require liberal
trict
extensions to the plant already in operation. The company
is pushing its work, placing new boiiers, engines, dynamos
The
and other machinery, and extending its street lines
alterations and extensions are being made under the
supervision of the Pond Engineering company of St. Louis,
It is expected about June 1st the system will be completed.
M.
St.
Si

was held

at

of which

was

Joseph, Mo.

Mo. May

fOSF.PH,

1

Mich., has made a contract with
Electric Light company for iS arc lights for
The lights are to be so placed that all
street lighting
parts of the city will be benefited.

The

The engine and dynamo occupied a space 2x4x2
The lamp works admirably. The dynamo lamp and

feet.

used, but further
sysl
investigation led the city fathers to hange their minds, and
they have decided to have their town lighted by the Heisler
system of incandescent lamps.

derstanding that an arc

the

Mo.

to a Missouri Pacific freight engine.

and white.

clear

Work

road.

and pushed forward to completion

St. Louis,

C

new

ssible.

-

I

from

anticipated

is

as everybody wants the

uarter,

4.

— An

Tootle's opera

immense mass meeting

house

last

wetk, the object

May

city of Cadillac.

Cummer

Francisco Underground Conduit Electric Light,

The San

Telegraph & Telephone company has applied for a franchise to construct underground conduits for the conveyance
of electric iight, telegraph and telephone wires.

The new incandescent electric light plant at Omaha,
Neb., was started up recently, and worked splendidly.
There is but one dynamo yet in operation, that being the
The 1,500 light machine will be
smaller one of 750 lights
started as soon as the remaining boilers are set. Until that
time only the lights on Middle Broadway will be lighted.
Pittsburg, Pa., boasts of having not only
A
but also the best lighted in the country.
citizen recently interviewed by a New York
idea
of
how
gather
some
said:
"You may
and protection of life is looked after when I
four years ago there were 300 electric lights
and now there are 30,000."

Richmond, Ya.,

a clean city,
representative
S/<ir

reporter,

you that

tell

Pittsburg,

in

lighting the
its own electric light plant, and
After the city council's tubentire city with electricity.
committee on finance and electric lights had had a discussion upon the advisability of such an important change in
the city's illumination, the matter was continued a month.
In the meanwhile the cost of erection of the plant and

operating

other details will be looked into.

A

The elecJamestown, N. Y., correspondent writes:
question is again brought forward by the proposition of a representative of the Western Electric company.
tric light

The company

offers to put in a plant capable of operating
ico arc lamps of 2,000 candle power each, and 15 miles of
wire for not to exceed $15 000, the city to furnish building
and site.
Bonds are to be given by the company that the
operating expenses will not exceed $4,650 per year.

Electric light in street cars by means of the incandescent
lamp is certainly a vast improvement upon kerosene oil,
says the Street Railway Journal, which, no matter how
carefully looked after, persists in smoking, smelling and
leaking; and we hope at no distant day to see all street
cars, whether propelled by the electric current or other
forces, provided with this beautiful light by means, perhaps, of storage batteries, which in some methods of
traction could have their charge of current replenished
during the daylight running of the car.

promote the

interests of a

moth mechanical exposition here
rators of the enterprise are

among

enterprising residents of the city,

assurance

gives

of

ample

this

proposed

The

fall.

mam-

incorpo-

the wealthiest and most

and the large attendance

financial

backing,

creating

contidence in the project, which promises to be one of the

most extensive projects ever suggested

The common
Globe

met

council

in the west.

week

last

and

correspondent,

in

a

New

devoted to booming

letter

Birmingham, Ala writes: An electric light plant, costing
The poles are being erected
§25,000, is nearly completed.
and wires placed in hotels and business houses.
It is the
Westinghouse incandescent system, and is owned and will
be operated by the New Birmingham Electric Light,
Street Railway company, of which M.
Mather
of Austin, Tex., is president, and J. W. Needles of Phila
delphia, secretary.
There are also two street railway lines
chartered, one to be operated by steam, and the other by

>uring the latter half of April the Westinghouse Eleccompany received orders for alternating current outfits
as follows: Jonesborough, Ark., 750 lights; Westerly, R.
I

I'nion line

The

is

now running

its electric

cars to Fifth

rles streets.
'.ay will

!

be running cars by

electricity

This company has accepted the "corkscrew"
franchise and bought ground for a power house near the

by July

1st.

Edmond
operation July

street for £ro, 000.

plant will be in

1st.

'Lis,

I).

of

Thomson Welding com-

an electric welding plant to cost

in

I., 500 lights; Newark, N. J., 750 lights; Ottawa, Kan.,
7511 lights; Ashland, N H., 500 lights; Minneapolis, Minn.,
600 lights (increase); Auburn, Me., 750 lights; Traverse
City, Mich
500 lights. The total of orders for the month
of April aggregate 15,850 16 candle power lamps capacity.
About one-third of the central station companies using the
Westinghouse system have increased their capacity since
starting, in most cases at least doubling their original
,

output.

Indianapolis, Ind.
May 4. — The Parry Cart company

contracted with the
for

The

the neigh bor-

A Cincinnati paper says: The Lockland council met
Wednesday night for the purpose of considering the light
The Central Thomson-Houston company and
Wyoming Water, Heat, Light & Power company were

question.

before them

•

with

their

and

propositions

requesting the

way to construct their wires through the streets.
After some lengthy discussion
was decided that both
should be given the right of way, and the solicitor and
light committee will prepare an ordinance accordingly, and
right oi

>mpany of

Si

it

Tic
hinery for

company
street

for

1

the

illumi-

maximum purr
The Thomson-Houston company

also stipulate the
:hart

and

Laportc

indi-

lephone company
;!.

guaranteed to throw alight 1,700 feet in every direction.
Care has been taken to so place the towers, each of which
contains four lamps, as to almost encircle the outskirts of
the city with a continuous chain of lights, and if the lamps
perform the work guaranteed, then the extreme limits of
the city will be almost as well lighted as the heart of the
town
The single ghts are placed at alternate corners,
each lamp being expected to illuminate four blocks, one in
each direction from the lamp.

The Illinois Valley Electric Light & Power company
has been organized at Ottawa, III., to operate in the cities
of Ottawa, Marseilles and Seneca, all located on the Illinois river.
In view of the fact that the water power
privileges at Ottawa are controlled by rival companies, the
promoters of the new enterprise were compelled to look
elsewhere for a location.
The next best point being Marseilles, it became necessary to select a system which could
be operated successfully at this distance. After some
months of investigation the company closed a contract with
the Heisler Electric Light company of St. Louis.
Ottawa
is located near the center of La Salle county, and is eight
miles from Marseilles.
Seneca is located near the county
line, and is three miles from Marseilles and thirteen miles
from Ottawa. The amount of water power available at
Marseilles is practically unlimited.
The plant now being
installed will be of a capacity of about 700 30-candle power
lamps, but it will soon be increased to 2,000.
It is expected that this capacity will be required for the public,
commercial and domestic lights in the three cities.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
An

electric railway is

The Windsor,

contemplated

at

Ont., street car line will

Ludington, Mich.
be operated

by

electric motors.

The

Appleton, Wis.,

electric

road

is

to be

extended to

In

probability an electric railway will be constructed
Pa., to Ilollidaysburg, a distance of four

all

from Altoona,
miles.

The City Railway company of Sioux City, la has been
given a fifty years' franchise to operate its lines by electric motors.
,

The trial trip of the electric motor car on the Crescent
City Railroad company's road in New Orleans was made
last week.
The experiment was in every way successful.

electricity.

tric

::

pany

D

Power &

passed the

electric light ordinance.

The

A

St. Joseph, Mo., paper of April 26th thus speaks of
the progress which is being made toward completing the
plans for the city electric light plant:
Last Friday night
the city's electric light committee met and decided on the
location for the towers and single lights that are to be used
hereafter in lighting the city, and appointed the mayor,
city engineer and chairman of the finance committee to select the location for the power house
A piece of ground
near the Union depot has been selected, but it has not yet
been fully decided to accept the location.
The towers are

Appleton Junction.

A

,

to

half the night through by the light of one tallow candle.
Now a 20 candle power light scarcely suffices for the task."
The gas official in question admits that in great centers of
population electric lighting is far more economical than
gas, and its superiority over all other forms of illumination
is, of course, conceded
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Maxson

of St. Louis

is quoted as saying:
"I
be another cable street railroad
constructed in St. Louis.
I think it is
rendered improbable by the rapid progress being made in the overhead wire
electric system."

John

II.

do not believe there

will

A

delegation of officers and stockholders of the National
Tramway & Lighting company of Victoria recently
visited Seattle, W. T., to inspect the plant of the Seattle
Electric Power & Motor company.
The Victoria company
intends to put in an electric railway in that city.
It is
likely the plant there will be made a duplicate of the Seattle
railway.
Electric

The Union

Pacific

management has not abandoned

its

idea of running a motor line across the bridge from Omaha
to Council Bluffs, and according to the statement made by
an official, will abandon its Broadway depot in the latter
city, and run to the Main street depot, leaving its
Union
avenue line for a motor line. The management believe
that in the future the north side travel will be sufficient to'

make

the project a paying one.

The

us that this is an age of electricity,
a gn
nistaki
who assumes that
electric illumination is supplanting 01 evei
will
supplant
arlj n ady to set;
is
it
ndant."
The Philadelphia /.
a prominent gas tm.hi in attendance at
the confi
enlists

but any one

It is stated that the Des Moines
street railway, which
George B. Kerper of Cincinnati recently purchased will
be operated by electric motors, but the system has not
been determiner!.

and

<
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human

knit

the
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to

race
brightci

fltoi

Salt Lake City Herald s;iys the Sprague Electric
railway will be in operation in that city about July 1st.
It
quotes a representative of the street car company as saying-.
"The cars are now being built by the Stephenson
company, and they will be far in advance of anything of
They will be sixteen feet in>
the kind ever seen here.
length, and capable of seating al least thirty passengers
comfortably
They will be built on the newest principles,
and the equal of anything run in any other city la the
"
world

The
bus,

project of constructing a street railroad from Columto Worthington r-. becoming ol more and more in

i).,

teresi to property owners in these places, and is also atapitalists.
Men of experience in
constructing and operating both cable and electric roads
have been consulted, and from estimates which have been
made it is believed an electric slrcel railroad could be built
from North Columbus to Worthington, a distance of almost
five miles, for $5,000 a mile, and the cost to operate il
would be from $10 to $1 pel day.
The property owners
along the proposed line have signified their intention of
ubscriblng to the enterprise.
H is thought thai subsidy
can be secured for the entire line, and thai residents of
Worthington and also along the line will become sufficiently

tracting the attention oi

1

\

May
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i r,

interested in securing the right of way and otherwise aiding the enterprise so that the road can be pushed through the
coming season.

week the Sprague Electric Railway at AtCity was started, and the operation of the road on

During
lantic

last

the trial trip of the cars was perfectly successful, and the
cars ran over the entire distance of the road at a speed
exceeding 15 miles an hour, drawing another car behind
A number of the officials of the road were present
them
and expressed great satisfaction at the operation of the
cars, their case at starting, and in rounding the curves.
The equipment of this road includes new 15-horse power
This system of roads at Atlantic City, which is
motors.

now being completely equipped with
trolled

electricity, is

con-

by the Pennsylvania Railroad company.

Council Bluffs paper says: The city council have now
in hand an ordinance granting to a new company the use of
nearly all the now unoccupied streets for the occupation of
an electric system. Th's, if granted, takes in the southern
The present operating company is
approach to Omaha.
It has now two
enlarging its plans as rapidly as possible
Westinghouse engines, giving 250 horse power. It is addThe
power
generators
and
live
So
horse
two
more
ing
present capacity of the plant has not been necessary to op
erate the line as it now is, and with this increase, which is
fully threefold, the company can operate more than three
The extensions of the line
lines to the present mileage.
In
will in time include the Chautauqua assembly grounds.
fact, if the line is not extended to that point within a short
time, it is said the other company will secure the necessary
Thus Council Bluffs will
franchise and run a line there.
be adequately supplied with means of transportation in all

A

its

parts

The Omaha Herald editorially

refers to the street railroad

since the motor railway
company began building operations under the franchise
freely granted by vote of the people, there has been a disposition on the part of the Broatch administration, inspired
of course by rival street transit corporations, to harass and
right in that city as follows:

"Ever

The
delay the construction operations of the motor line.
aid has no special consideration for either Dr. Mercer
or his colleagues in referring to this neither is it blinded by
the sophistries of those who have sought to crowd him to
In expressing its views here it is moved purely
the wall.
by that desire for public good the lack of which, in the
It is not a
board of trade, it has censured so freely.
twelvemonth since the ability of the electric motor to comThe happlete their enterprise was generally doubted.
hazard, here-and-there efforts made last year to occupy
certa n streets and crossings, to the geneial discomfo t and
inconvenience of the public, made the enterprise a nuisance.
Coupled with this was a suspicion that the enterprise was a
purely speculative one, and that it would be speedily con
Twelve
solidated with either the horse car or cable lines.
months have demonstrated the fallacy of that theory. The
consolidation has been that of all the other lines against
the electric motor, and that consolidation, judging by the
actions of the city authorities, seems to have included the
municipal government. All the obstacles that could be
devised, from Broatch's raid on the poles to the board of
public works' refusal to grant permits to rush the work of
construction, have been used to hinder the completion of
But over all obstacles
this splendid feature of urban life.
Sufficient capital has
the motor railway is triumphing.
been secured, injunctions have been defeated, and the
work has been advanced sufficiently far to dtmonstrate the
success of the electric motor for purposes of rapid street

<

sion

is

car propulevidenced by the following

superiority of electricity for street

manifesting

itself,

is

from the National Car Builder: "The most objectionable and most expensive method of operating street
railroads is by horse power, and the prolonged survival of
this barbarous means of propulsion has been due in a great
measure to the want of a satisfactory substitute. It looked
for several years as if the cable system was destined to supply the most efficient and economical means of transmitting
power for the propulsion of street cars, but lately various
e'ectrical appliances have proved so much superior to the
article

cable as a substitute for horses that the indications now
are that electricity is the coming medium through which
steam engines will operate street cars. There are fewlarge cities that have not one or more lines of street railways operated by electricity, and the number of companies
that are substituting this form of traction in place of horse
power is very large. At present electricity is conveyed to
the motor which drives the car principally by conductors
leading from a central station where the electricity is gen
erated, but the experience with storage batteries indicates
that the practicability of each car carrying its own power in
The aldermen and other
storage cells is very promising.
officials comprising the municipal government of cities are
not displaying much disposition to encourage the development of electrical methods of operating street railways, and
many of them offer very active opposition. The opposition
to this line of improvement is decidedly discreditable to all
concerned, for the chan ;e from horse to electrical traction
It increases
is a benefit to the community in several ways.
the cleanliness of the streets, and makes them much easier
maintained in gcod order, and it greatly decreases the
noise of operating.
Cars operated by electricity are much
more comfortable to ride in than those pulled by horses or
cables, for there is none of the jerking in starting which
characterizes the latter means of applying power."

THE TELEPHONE.
taken from the London
"With the consent of the pastor
Electrical Engineer:
and deacons of the Congregational church at Tunbridge
Wells, the South of England Telephone company has
been experimenting with their instruments with a view to
perfecting the transmission of a religious service to distant

The

following paragraph

and scattered parts of a

is

locality.

Telephonic

communi-

of Toronto ha
prepare
the city.

long lime."
In the Delaware legislature last month the special committee on telegraph and telephone taxation reported to tin
house a substitute bill imposing a tax on telegrapl
telephone wirus of 60 cents per mile per annum for the first
wire. 30 cents f->r the second and 20 cents for each subsequent wire.
The bill reported was then taken up and
passed by the house, and is understood to be satisfactory
to the telegraph and telephone companies.

:

nent with the new <:
ing iocrd^nts attend the
graph and grapho;.

novel application of the telephone has been made on
the railway between Saint Valerie-sur-Somme and Caveux,
France, with a view to facilitate communication between a
train broken down on the line and
the nearest station.
The stations themselves are on this line already in telephonic communication by means of an overhead wire; and
the guard's van of an experimental train was fitted up with
a telephone, with battery of ten Leclanche cells and a call
One pole of the battery is put to earth by being
bell.
connected to the framework of the guard's van, and the
other is jo ned in the usual way to the telephone, the other
terminal of the latter being connected with a wire by
which connection with the existing telephone line can be
made at any point. To facilitate this operation the wire is
inclosed in a light steel tube, long enough to reach the
overhead wire from tie roof of the van. and provided at
the end with a hook for attachment.
Upon ringing up,
the stations in front and rear of the train receive the signal,
and conversation can be carried on with both simultane
ously.
The object of this arrangement is to enable the
guard of a train delayed or broken down on the line

;ro

between two stations to call for assistance. The apparatus carried in the guard's van is self-contained, inclosed
in a box and weighs only about twenty-five pounds.

THE TELEGRAPH.
During a thunderstorm
ning struck the telegraph
ator,

was

at

Jasper, Ala

lines,

,

last

week,

light-

and Frank Ilurd, an oper-

killed.

The Western Union company was recently compe led to
remove a line of poles in Milwaukee, as they seriously
marred the appearance of one of the streets.

A dispatch from Portland, Me., says: The Commercial
Union elegraph company of Maine has been leased by
Commercial Union Telegraph company of New V. ik.
I

the

In Judge Field's court in Kansas City, Mo., May 1st,
the attachment suit of E. L Martin against Ed S. Stokes
of New York was compromised and the case dismissed
By the terms of the compromise the controlling interest in
the Postal Telegraph company, representing 2,092 shares,
passed to William Mackay, the California millionaire, and
one of the proprietors of the Bennett- Mackay cable
March 1, 1SS8, E. L. Martin of Kansas City, president of
the Pacific Mutual and Pacific Telegraph companies, sold
to E S. Stokes, proprietor of the Hoffman House in New
York, 1,056 shares in the first mentiontd company, and
An agreement in
10,36 in the last named, for ^Sg,o6o.
writing was entered into between the parties. Stokes agreeing to pay $44,350 of the purchase price on or before
March 1, 1SS9. Whtn the note fell due Stokes refused
payment, and Mr. Martin began suit. A note for $21,159,
held by the Pacific Mutual company and payable to Stokes
on demand, was attached by Mr. Martin at the same time.
The stock of the Pacific Telegraph company was selling at
50, and the Pacific Mutual at 35. Mr Martin, who is president of the postal system west of the Mississippi, said last
evening that there would be no change in the officers of the
company. "The suit," hesaid, "was simply compromisedon

an agreement made between Mr. Stokes and Mr. Mackay,
by which the latter assumed the indebtedness and took
Mr Mackay now has control of the
charge of the stock
entire Postal Telegraph system and the Bennett-Mackay
cable

An

"

the increase in cipher telegraphy is
found in the statement of Sir James Anderson at the general meeting of the Direct Spanish Telegraph company,
illustration of

London. Eng
During the last six months this
company transmitted 2,000 more messages than in the prelimited, at

vious half year, but these messages contained 27,000 less
words.
This means, of course, a loss to the company
The comments on this subject continue: "The average
length of the telegrams has fallen about three-quarters of a
We are face to face with a natural desire of all
word.
merchants to economize all the money they can, and to
make their telegrams as short as possible
I do
not know
what they are going to come to, but it is quite obvious that
goon
reducing
the
length
of the messages to, say,
if they
only one text word, it will be impossible to pay anything.
an enormous number
I find on investigation that there are
of telegrams sent to the east consisting of three or four
words only, and a three-word message does not pay at all
Whether anything will be done to alter that at the coherence I cannot say, but it is remarkable that whenever I
come before you I have to say the same thing that the
messages are getting shorter and shorter, and that while
we are carrying more of them we are getting no more
There is a decrease of £305 in the traffic receipts
money.
compared with those for the corresponding period of the
That, however, is not owing to a falling
previous year.
off in trade generally, but through the failure of the fruit
This year the fruit was as bad as it could be, and it
trade
Formerly this would have
nearly all went rotten at sea.
been a more serious matter with us, because a few years
ago the telegrams were all about fruit and shipping, but
now, since the commercial treaty was framed, we have a
more miscellaneous class of messages."
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Miscellaneous Notes.

cation laving been established within the buildii
service on Sunday was listened to by about a dozen people
gather c at various points in the town.
One
doctors and chemists' assistants on duty at their respri
:
establ shments jo ncd with the congregation in the
as did also an invalid iady who has be<-.n hcilriddn,

other every reporter will
graph, says the Lino
man the laltcr's words will be

carr*.

1

I

of no

4

gentleman comes around in the morn::.,
canic eruption to explain that his language v
and all that sort of thing, the reporter can quiel
phonograph with ore hand and a gun with tl
1

ask him what he is going to do -bout it.
When
scheme can be successfully operated, a long. felt wai
be filled
As it is at preset, when a man gets into trouble
because of his remarks being faithfully printed
swears that the reporter mixed up his words with an egg
beater and then ran them in.
In such a manner the
less newspap r worker frequently gains a rcpulati
lying which he does not deserve.
:

The

taken from the Detroit /•'.< Press of
Last Thursday night there was a lire in the
one story brkk structure, 214 G ris wold sticet, u<ed as an
oil cup fac'ory.
There was an electric motor in the room
where the fire occurred, and the wires which supplied ihe
current were strung from the street along the ceiling of the
room and down a partition to the motor. Chemical N
2
with Capt. DeLancey Haven, Lieuts. C. II. Moore and
Baxter and others of Engine Company No. 3. were first at
the scene.
John McKinney of truck 3 wai the first to
attempt to cut the wires leading to the motor. Armed
with rubber gloves and gutta percha shears he aitacked
the wires.
At the first clip he uttered a yell and fell in a
heap, badly shocked
He left for home, and has since
been off duty and under the doctor's care.
Lieut. Moore
rubbed against a wooden partition, received a severe shock
and yelled lustily. At the same instant that Mcore touched
the partition Capt. Haven brushed against Me>ore, and the
latter was also sev. rely shocked.
There were hall a dozen
men in the room, and there were constant yells as each felt
the effects of the deadly current.
Everything they touched
seemed full of electricity. The floor seemed charged, and
the men danced an involuntary hornpipe.
They finally
got out with no more serious damage than that done
McKinney. The supposition is that the water dripping
from the wires had charged ail the woodwork in the room,
and al-o the floor, a new and exceedingly interesting phase
of electrical danger.
The men learned afterward that the
switch of the motor was half open.
It was at
first
the
intention of the men to put the pipe of the chemical
through a window, and had this been done, and the brass
nozzle of the pipe come in contact with the motor with the
result of the electricity following the cheraicd fluid bick.
there would doubtless have been three or four deaths.
following-

i

April 21st:

Business Mention.
A

Lewis, Chicago manager of the C. & C. Motor
company, has moved his office to room 405, Phoenix bu IdII.

ing.

John G. Bojd, formerly of the Queen City Eleciric company of Cincinnati, has accepted a position with the George
F. Card Manufacturing company of the same place.
F. E. D^genhardt, western manager of the Sfandard
Underground Cable company, has sold the We
Power company of Minneapolis, Minn., five tons of weather-

proof line wire.

Woodbridge & Turner of New York are rapidly completing the
construction work for the Sprague electric
railway at Chattanooga
This will complete the work on
the Sprague road at Marlboro, Mass.. June 1st.

The Fidelity Carbon & Manufacturing company has
commenced the supply of electric light carbons, with ottice
and factory at 2134 DeKalb street, St Louis
Their
"Diamond" carbon is well spaken of, and it is understood
its

sale

is

to be vigorously

pushed

The

Sperry Electric Mining Machine company of Chicago has been organized.
The officers are. President.
Albert L. Sweet; secretary and treasurer. Herbert E.
Goodman; electrician. Elmer A. Sperry
The headquarters of the

company

are at

room

35. 175

The Pond Engineering company
opened

Dearborn

of ^r

—

sti

Louis, Mo., has

a branch oihec in Chicago
Room -r. Home
Insurance building.
They also have a branch in K
'flic business of these
well-known eng neers
been rapidly extending. They now find an offit
City,

necessary.

On May 5th the National Conduit company of New
York will commence to lay underground three inch pipes
on Milk School, Washington. Commercial, Water and
India streets, Boston, for the conductors of the New England Telephone company.
Mr.
the company, has just invented a new distributing
which is said to possess main' valuable f\
1

i

.

George E. Fisher, formerly managei
York
Accumulator company in Detruit.'and William 11.
formerly manager of the Brush Electric company
tnizedthc Detroit Commi
general electrical supplies, and
*

.

company, which

will deal in
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a specialty of electrical engineering and conheadquarters will be at 53 and

make

will also

The company's
m.
55 Gratiot avenue.

1

condensation into the hot well.

The Westioghouse Machine company,

of I'ittsburgh.Pa.,

have the most extensive and thoroughly appointed
Ovei $700,000 are invested here.
works in the world.
Xearlv all of the large engine builders of America have
while the largest
establishment,
visited the company's
builders of Great Britain, it is said, have visited Pittsburgh,
The company seems
principally with this object in view.
to make no secret of its system of manufacture, so that all
~, even its mist prominent competitors, a e cordially
Its product consis's exclusively of steam en
received.
gines. whose distinctive feature is that they are capab'e of
In
power to actual work.
transmitting their entire
other words, one of their o>horse power engines will deicorequires
only
a
and
belt,
liver 100-horse power onto the
horse power bailer to operate it, and the regular consumppower.
tion of fuel necessary to produce 100-horse
Agencies are now in full opera ion in all parts of the
United States, Maritims Provinces of Canada, Mexico,
Central America, S:m:h America, Austn ia. Italy, Spain,
France, Holland, Denmark. Norway and Sweden, Russia,
and the Kingdom of Prussia, while agen:y contracts are
now in negotiation for England. India, Turkey, J pan, etc.
Despite the low wages paid in England and other European
countries the Westinghouse company tinds a ready market
there for its engines, though, of course, the home compaThis speaks well for the meiils
nies can underbid it.
of the machine.
i

to

1

Personal Paragraphs.
of the Western Electric com-

Enos M. Barton, president
pany. Chicago,

on May nth

left for

New

York May

Europe, and

for

will

1st.

He

will

be absent about

sail

three

months.

Frank L Tope of New York was in Chicago last week.
He testified in the case of LeRoy B. Firman against the
New Haven Clock company — an infringement suit relating
to the plaintiff

American

's

District

n

call

boxes.

National Electric Manufacturing
Claire, and Miss Daisy Isaacson, daughter
of General Isaacson of Eau Claire, were married last Sunday at the residence of the bride's parents. Mr and Mrs
Kammeyer are now on their wedding trip in the east.

Kammeyer
company of Eau

of

C.

the
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Great Southern
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67
116
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Bell
.'

Wisconsin
Bell of Missouri

Iowa Union
liri and Kansas

the coils of said magnet
"3.
The combination of a primary generator of
electricity located at one station a secondary battery

located at a second station, a charging circuit uniting
said stations, a working circuit for the battery, one or
more cells yielding a counter electromotive force to be
inserted and withdrawn with respect to the working
circuit, a circuit connecting points in the working circuit at one station with an indicator at the other
station, an electro- magnetic switch at the sub-station
controlling the counter electromotive force cells, and
an electrically independent circuit uniting both sta
tions and controlling the electro-magnetic switch."

Distribution of Electricity by Secondary BatGeorge B. Prescott, Jr. Newark, N, J.
The seventh and last claims follow:
"7.
The combination of a primary generator of
electricity located at one station, two or more series of
cells of secondary battery located at sub-stations, a
charging circuit uniting all said stations, a working
circuit for each series of cells containing translating
devices a series of cells for each working circuit
yielding a counter electromotive force with respect to
the battery, a switch or circuit changer for successively
introducing or withdrawing said cells with respect to
said working circuit, and means for automatically
operating said switch, consisting of an electro-magnet
in a circuit connecting opposite terminals of the secondary battery and an electro-magnet in a local circuit
having its armature connected with said switch.
'10.
The combination of a suitable source of electricity a working circuit therefor containing translating
devices, such as lamps, in parallel circuit with said
source of electricity, a suitable device in series with
said source of electricity between the batter}' and
translating devices for producing a drop in electromotive force, and a magnet in a circuit uniting opposite terminals of said source of electricity for introducing and withdrawing said device with respect to said

402.192.

1

117
1

53
25

67

circuit."

Pole- Piece

402,200.

G

John

Statter,

Dynamo-Electric
for
Machines.
London, County of Middlesex, Eng-

land.

Claims 1 and 2are: "1. A dynamo-electric machine
motor having one or more of its pole-pieces cut

or incised, intermediate of the extremities of said
pole pieces, to vary the length of the conductor acted
upon and keep constant the magnetism generated in
the coils passing under the brushes, whereby, when
said brushes are shifted, sparking will be obviated.
"2.
A dynamo-electric machine motor having
one or more of its pole pieces cut away or incised, intermediate of the extremities of said pole pieces, to
make the inductive effect of the field magnets equal to
the self induction generated in those coils of the armature passing under the brushes whereby the inductive
effect and the self-inductive effect will neutralize each
other, and no sparking will occur when the brushes
are shifted."
Electric Cut-out.
James L. Kimball
bert C. Wirt, Boston, Mass.

402,249,

Electrical Patents.

Multiple Switch

402,264.

Board.

and Her-

Charles E. McCluer,

Richmond, Va
Issued Apiil 30, 1889.
i«

,

Car.

Iowa

.

"In a car provided with an opening

2 reads:

opening, a catch or grapple
and adapted also to

roof, a cover for the
lo catch

be

Charles C. Gil man, El-

and hold

the cover

armature, an electro-magnet,

rclca

arid a wire circuit, in combination
means for operating the

with a circuit breaker and

The testing apparatus consists of a local circuit with
a battery and rheotome; this local circuit passes
through the primaries of induction coils at each board,
and the terminals of the secondary of each induction
coil are connected to the switch plugs of a flexible
cord, a testing plug being provided which is grounded
through a receiver.

Kinsey, Cincinnati, O.

ralvanic Battery.
lyn.

402,298.

William Burnley, North East, Pa.

William P, Kookogey, Brook

-

ilcs

lo tbc connection of the clcand to the packing or closof the IWjuid or

by

>'-

ondary Bat-

N

Newark,

'-.,

J.

Lribution of electricity
.

irran^cment of one

more
working
cd

<

from cither

crgy.
.

the fourteen claims, the following are given:

)f

"

N

The

Electric Motor.
Frederick Veiser, Tampa, Fla.
Combined Telephone and Telegraph System.

402,290.

'

tc

In a combined telegraphic and telephonic
system, the combination of undulalory current telegraphic transmitting instruments adapted to operate
and maintain a continuous current over a main line,
and telegraphic receiving instruments on said line,
with telephonic transmitting and receiving instruments
Operating over said main line, ami condensers tetween
said telephonic instruments am] said main line.
"11.
In a com billed telegraphic and telephonic
system, the combination of undulatory current telegraphic transmitting instruments through
which
over the main line can continuously
tclcgraphii receiving instruments on said line,
telephonic transmitting and receiving instruments
operating over said main line, and condensers between
imc instruments on said main line, with
extra or induced current vibrators adapted lo operate
f

.

ign ftHng apparatus.''

n

ing circuit

|02,31

i.l

Knginc.

rami. Ilampslead, County "f
-

leads,

each

1/attcTy

The armature

Sebastian Ziani
Middlesex, Eng-

of the electromotive engine

with the axle of the

is placed
wheels with its axis aligned
wheels; they are then coupled

and
and div

iHoW a limited amount of

rcuit,

necl

Engraving Machine.
402,316.
dence, K. I.

h

and

cl

>.f

the other,
imbination,

Ith the frame
an electric locomotive engine, of

Charles

II.

Field, Provi-

Electric Striking and Repeating Clock.
Alphonse M J. Tansen and Vincent f. A. M. Tansen,
San Willibrordo, Curacoa.
Electrical Gas Lighter.
Daniel C. Knowlton,
402,332
Boston, Mass.
Claim;
"A gas burner and a cock controlling the
passage of gas through the same, in combination with
a lever attached to said cock and pivoted thereby in

402,329.

said burner, a pair of electrodes attached to said
burner and said lever, a fixed pin, and a notched spring
attached to said lever and engaging said pin, one of
said notches being arranged to hold the cock open and
the other to hold it closed by engaging with said pin."

Thermometric Indicator.

402 347.

son, Chicago,

402,349.
teries.

William

R. Patter-

111.

Distribution of Electricity by Secondary BatMatthias Pfatischer, New York, N. Y.
invention relates to automatically introducing

The

and withdrawing an

artificial resistance

by

effects

due

to the presence or absence of the dynamo current, so
as to maintain a constant difference of potential at the

lamp terminals in the working circuit supplied by the
battery, and to do this whether the dynamo is charging the battery or

is

disconnected therefrom.

William L. Van Dorn, Brooklyn,

Electric Belt.

402,367

N. Y.
Automatic
402,39s.
Baltimore, Md.
402,40s.
Ore.

Frank

J.

John

T. Carter,

Crouch, Oakland,

Meter for Alternating Currents.
Davis, Salem, O.

Dela-

Electric

402,410.

more

Railway Signal.

Railway Telegraph.

L

Mark W. Dewey, Syracuse, N. Y.
Telegraphy.
Claims 1 and 3 are given: "1. In the art of reproducing written characters electro-telegraphically, the
method which consists in varying the strength of the
line current formed of rapid impulses and causing
such varying line current to actuate electro-magnetic
devices to control the flow of ink or marking fluid of

402.414.

the receiving instrument.
"3. In the art of reproducing written characters
electro-telegraphically, the method which consists in
transmitting over a line circuit rapid electrical impulses
of varying strengths, varying the strength of said impulses by the pressure exerted upon the transmitting
instrument, and operating electro-magnetic devices at
the receiving end of the line circuit by the varying
electrical impulses to control the flow of ink or marking fluid of the receiving instrument."

Telegraphy. Mark W. Dewey, Syracuse, N. Y.
Claims 2 and 10 read: "2. In a writing telegraph,
the combination, with the stylus or pen, of a variable
resistance attached directly to said stylus or pen and
moving with the same over the surface receiving the

402.415.

inscription.

"10. In a telegraphic receiving instrument, the
combination of a bar having an operative end capable
of universal movement within one uniform plane, a
stylus or pen carried on said operative end of the bar
and movable at right angles to the aforesaid plane, an
armature connected to the stylus or pen, and an electro magnet or solenoid for moving said armature."
of Expanding Hoops or Tires.
Mark
Syracuse, N. Y.
is given:
"The method of expanding a hoop or tire preparatory to setting the same, consisting in circulating uniformly or substantially uniformly within the entire circumference thereof, an electric current of large volume."

Method

402.416.

W. Dewey,
The

third claim

Insulating Cul-Off Joint.
Harry M.
Doubleday, Pittsburg, Pa.

402,420.

Double-

day and Russell

Incandescent

402,4Sr

well, Hartford,

Lamp

Socket. Frederick C. Rock-

Conn.

claim is given:
"The herein described
shell for Incandescent electric lamp sockets, formed of
paper, the surfaces of which are provided with a coating of insulating material of higher resistance than the
paper."

The

lirst

Containing Cell for Secondary Batteries.
Schoop, Zurich, Switzerland.

4,02,484.

Paul

Claim 1 is as follows: "The rectangular cell-body
for secondary batteries provided on its inner sides and
bottom with parallel-notched side racks and parallel
upwardly-extending bottom racks."
Magnetic Pocket book.

402,491.
1

Benjamin

1'".

Thomas,

>enver, Col.

The pocketbook
net

is

402.506.

is

flap,

and a mag-

John T. Carter,

Baltimore,

provided with a

secured in the Map.
Electric

Signal.

Md., assignor of one-half

to

(''rank

J.

1

filbert,

same

place.

>uplex
Sidney A.
Fire Alarm Telegraph.
402.507.
< lhase,
Lvari, Mich.
Of the ten claims the fourth is given: "4. In a
system of lire alarm signals or telegraphs, a duplex
signal transmitter consisting of a central metallic disk
and two Independent signal disks having the same
characteristic signal on each disk, but located at points
diametrically opposite each other, in combination with
contact springs.and circuit connections, whereby the
same signal may be sent twice in one revolution of the
I

land.
n

a dynamo electric machine placed between the driving
wheels of the locomotive, with its armature concentric
with the axle or axles of the wheels, and flexing
couplings between the axle and armature which allow
the frame of the locomotive and the dynamo which it
carries, to play up and down freely."

teries.

away

Col. S. G. Lynch, broker, 146 LaSalle street, Chicago,
reports the following quotations of telephone stocks

Chicago

primary generator of

of a

main station, a charging circuit,
a secondary battery located at a sub station, a working
circuit therefor, one or more cells yielding a counter
electromotive force to be introduced and withdrawn
with respect to the working circuit, a switch or circuitchanger controlling the position of said cells, an electro-magnet for operating the switch, and a separate
circuit connecting the main and sub-stations, including
electricity located at a

or

Telephone Stock Quotations.

Rocky Mountain
Cumberland

The combination

"1.

Anions the recent sales of the Curtis Regulator company is an 5-inch steam separator for the Tremont Nail
my of West Wareham, Mass This is the third
The company is
s.
large separator furnished
aUo making a 10-inch separator for the Alexander Bay &
Thousand Island Steamboat company, Carthage, N V
Each separator is provided with a balance trap that autcv delivers the

System of Distribution by Secondary Batteries.
George B. Prescott, Jr., Newark, N. J.
[aims are appended:
Firsl and third

402.191.

ignal wheel

"

May
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ii.

A DEPARTURE LN
INCANDESCENT SWITCHES

FOR SALE CHEAP.
7-20 Light Sperry Dynamos,

"With 150 Sperry Lamps,
Complete.

/

"

«

"

1_12

\

An

;.'ilc,

litter

In good condition and as valuable as Sperry Apparatus can pofslbly be.

BALL ELECTRIC LIGHT
By

30 Dearborn

<

II

or

CO.

lie

heal

neefnln^ei will

dirt, 1*8

Bead for

i:lufitra.i*='i

1206 Chestnut

< .:-

PAISTE,

H. T.

CHICAGO.

-

THE "CLARK"
Insulation

igh

br
ma/l<: cnllre

doi entering into

may

it

\M W. BATJIOSB. Agent,

Btreet,

make and

inetantarseona

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

St.,

KiKLAMI KXCI.ISIVi;:
NEW >'ew
England Electric Supply '.inpaor.

TKTIRE.

<

&4Joho

Street, Brld

DITY:
RBW YORK
Co.,
T. Y. Hunter

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

CHICAUO,

1M

&,

r;7

Church

B1

:

B metrical Supply Company,

171

Randolph Street.

Electrical Testing Bureau,
JOHN HOPKINS UNIVERSITY,
Underwriters' Union, under date of March
In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire
Thoroughly Reliable »n<l Desirable Wire in Every Respect.
29. 1886. he says
guaranteed
The ruhber used tn Insulating our wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, and is
and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack,
more braids and the
and not affected by heat. The Insulation Is protected from mechanical Injury by one or
extent, lire proof.
uhole slicked with Clark s Patent Compound, which Is water, oil, aeld and, to a very (Treat
all
Our insulation will prove durable when all others fall. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of
diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made
:

s

"A

Resistance Colls determined with or without temperature co-erBcienla.
Insulation Resistance of Cables, etc., measured.
Efficiency of

and

CI and

BENKY

A.

CLABK,

<>:$

Hampshire

General Manager.

Street, Boston,
HERBERT

H. EUSTIS.

Dynamos and Motors determined.
Primary and Secondaty Batteries tested.
Curves of Magnetization of Iron and

Etc Etc

"eastern electric cable company,
Mass.

Steel furnished

from Samples.

,

Circulars and Information

W.

S.

ragrding

the

Methods Used, Prices,

etc.,

Sent on

Application.

E.

M. IZARD.

< ADDRESS AS ABOVE. I>

Electrician.

WARD LEONARD.

Baltimore, Md.

Ammeters, Voltmeters and Condensers Standardized.

ANDREWS.

rZiLRD,
LEONART3
CONSULTING AND CONTRACTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
H.

<3c

Systems of Electric Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Electric
Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.
Plans and Specifications for all Kinds of Electrical Construction Work.
A full line of Commercial Snppliee carried at all Umee for Plants described above.

For any or

all

THE ROOKERY, Room

Branch

Offices

•

425, Telephone 694,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

The Lumber Exchange, Rooms 5 and 6, Minneapolis, Minn. Northwestern Mntnal Life Insurance Block. Room 115. Telephone 1254, Milwaukee, W is.
;

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

'j&fflfr

Electric Light,

Telephone and Telegraph,

IVIauulaotured for Aerial,

Bubmnrlne and Undersround

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF
OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,

XJ»©.

MANSON PROTECTING

TAPE.

3 Park Row, NEW YORK.
THE OKONITE COMPANY,Omaha,
BRANCHES:
PECKHAM'S PATENT INTERCHANGEABLE
-

Chicago,

Boston,

-

Minneapolis,

Philadelphia,

1

Cincinnati,

Louisville,

Kansas

City,

and

San Francisco.

ELASTIC STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS

THE ONLY INTERCHANGEABLE STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS THE ONLY ELASTIC STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS THE ONLY NOISELESS STREET CAR WHEEL.

Can be Renewed

IN

at

any Car Stable by any Ordinary Laborer, and without Removing Motors from Axles.

USE ON THE FOLLOWING ROADS:

Brooklyn City Railroad. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Hew Williamsburg & Flatbush Railroad, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Houston, West -Street and 1'avonla Fen? Railroad, New York.
North Hudson County Railroad, Boboken, N. J.
Cincinnati Street Railway Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
West End Electric Railroad, Boston, Mass.
Port Huron Electric 00., Port Huron, Mich.
Chihuahua Railroad. Chihuahua, Mexico.

I>eserlpttve Circular and Price List

Bu&hwick Railroad, Brooklyu. N. Y.
Broadway Railroad, Now York.
Third Avenue Railroad, "
Jersey City & Bersen Railroad. Jersey

City, N. J.

Omaha

Cable Railroad Co., Omaha. Nebraska.
Bcranton Electric Co., Scranton. Pa.
Citizens Railway Co., Elkhart, Ind.

Furnished Upon Application to

THE PECKHAM STREET CAB WHEEL & AXLE

CO..

239 Broadway

N. Y.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
^MANUFACTURERS OFH

Automatic
IN

E leetric

ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF

H.

P.

Motors,
UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,

Remarkable

Dynamo

Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Electric ITJachines,

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

The Eddy

Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.

—

,

1

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

WE PATENT AJ.D

HELP WANTED.

EXPLOIT

In Foreign Conntries firetclaea Electrical Inventlons which are new and operative, and have been
llln trated by mo els and drawings, but not published in tote country before being Tatented
abroad, ^o expense to the inventor ca 1 or write.

May

Steam-Feed Water

well's Patent Live

A g. od experienced Dynamo Man to run two
Brusu Machines and one Alternating Machine.
Write stating wages require d, to

Removes

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING
1

007 Opera House

CHIC A GO,

Block

FRA1VCIS W. PARKER,

A. A. FORMAN,
WIS.
EAU CLAIRE,

CO.,
ILL.

Solicitor.

The H.M. LOUD & SONS

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

LUMBER

STILWELL & BIERCEMFG.

CO.

Office

Oral.

Harmount. Western

G. A.

Agent Electrical Department New Haven Clock
315 Wahaeh Avenue. Chicago

7001-3-5-7 Opera House Block. CHICAGO.

SPEAKING TUBES

and Mill at Oscoda, Mich.
:

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS
jjXKTH -a.x.-ro'-.&.-s s ar stocs.
W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,

£-crx.Xj

21, 23 and 2 3
Factory, 1461 and 1463

J3^" Send

CONSULTING ELECTRICIAN,

SO Adams St.,Ghigago,

for

New Catalogue,

out August

American

account

CO..

— FOB

Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity
ol

Boston, Mass.

New York

any Cable

Oilier,

in

ACKEItMAN.

flND

*t4/f

FACTORY

ST. LOUIS, MO.

2134

to

2140 DeKalb

Manufacturers

of

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS

-

St.,

Agri'iif.

Pattern Making. Etc., Etc.

BAIN,

IFOIEIEIE:

9

X

tne Market.

18 Cortland! Stnet.

General Machine joD-work,

Electric Light Repairing,

0rncE

R.

Telegraph, Telephone and lectric Light.

P. C.

0W

Worlds,

FAR4BlkY CABLE

An

ANDREWS &

PETTINGELI,

York.

I.,
EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

insulation that resiste abrasion, acid fames
wire that makeB the responsible man happy, and the repair

The

New

St.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

ftlecfoical

"WE3TEE1T EE FRESE1TTATI VB

light.

,

PROVIDENCE,

SIMPLEX WIRES.
ammonia, or packing-house v apsis.

Ann

DeKalb Ave

1st.

-WESTERN AGENCY-

test in the weather, with clean record.

WHISTLES,

anil

Pneumatic, and Mechanical

Electric.

Oo.,

George Cutter,
Tears of

CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poles.
Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled PromptlyExclusive Selling Asent

SCALE

in Steam
Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

MANUFACTURERS OF

SOLICITOR Of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
TEE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF TJ. 8.
ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

Purifier.

Impurities.

all

prevents

Entirely

;

1

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, manufacturer.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.
Standard Electrical Test Instruments,

and

CARBON SPECIALTIES.

Our "Black Diamond" Points Outshine Them
form

and Superior Quality.

Size,

Second

to

Lons

All.

Life,

Ammeters and Voltmeters

Uni-

CARPEKTIER.

Cuarantead

None.

CHARLES

PA'iET.

J.

KINTNER,

PAGET & KINTNEH,
and

Ctiemical

and

Experts

Electrical

DOMESTIC AND FORE CN PATENTS.
TSJo.

Broad-cray,

-SL-S

PJ"ET7V

-

EI

Engineers.

Electrical

ARIJI A \\ &

II

Galvanometers, Bridges and Rheostats by

James

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.
LEOHARD

of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.
all

CO.,

the Prominent Makers.

CALL AXD K\ A.TI EM,.
"\7\7".

Queen cfc Oo.

924 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
W.

S.

TURNER.

J.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
AND CONTRACTORS.

LESTER W00DBR1D9E.

WOODBRIDGE
AND

Light and Power Stations-

ELECTRIC

TURNER,

TOHK.

SCHENECTADY,

2ST.

74 Cortland

Railway Construction.
Light Wiring.

St.,

New York.

Y,

HANTTFACTURERS OF

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords
JAMES
O.
EI*4 trifiun.

-.i

&

nntrarur and Klectrlc

<

Light

rvinc Avf

I

n

- j.i

-

.

-

i

r

-

i,

r

<

.

hirspo in.
E

Wr.rk a specially.

leiinj:

Cables for Telephone, Telegraph

KELLY, General Sales Agent, 19 Dey

F.

stc::e,

:.:.

jnd

Russell

Street,

New

York.

THE STODDARD PATENT

Co.

Combined Rosette and Cut-Out.
For Flexible Pendent Electric Lights.
i

THE NATIONAL

Ulli
?

BATTERY

UNEOUALED FOR
BELLS.TELEPHONES,

\ GAS

.i

i"ii

Sept.

1:1,

18KI.

MASSILLON, OHIO,
BUILDERS OF

Automatic Engines
BOILERS, ETC.
Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.
Ssmd

roil

Catalogue.

LIGHTING. ETC,

GEO.

DM CONNECTION.
.

POROI

s

BODY.
I

I

P.

A

LIFE TIME.

SIMPLE. '.LEAN, DURABLE.

THE NtTIOHAL
CtLVtHIC BUT EHr

(Jut-outs ho nan plow ulxty of th<tnn, Imih makliiK a Having of two-thlrda the eoat or labor,
Thin would represent a Bavlnsr of two dollars per day on each worltinan
employed at throe dollara per day. Thin addH tun
'•(
'J
of I'm h o| ii,.heapo, (Ju
toi
tfl
extra labor alone, while tin- advantage or having nixty
tiuhLi provided for in the tlmobnt twenty are ready
for use, ISOfttlmeSOt Vital Importance.
Airatn. exlr» iitum BloclfH or KoruiltOH are Knneralij
rcQnlrod for other Out-outs (
A coi.tiiiiiliiK navliiK In mailer of roriowalH, repaint
and roplaolns fnHlhIo nlrlpn, all k<> to make up an ar
uretratlnn of advantagon, wlih-li nun Induced hoijip
l

i

DEALER

AHTLV,
•

Those Cut-outs present h mint and artistic appearMice, and while Others may COBt lOBfl, theyroipilroiiioro
time to infiLall. It In found In practice about three tn
one, I. «.. whllo a workman plBCOa twenty ordinary

BLISS,

ELECTRICAL EXPERT

K6 REQUIRED.

ALWA.

H.

IN

Electrical Securities.

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple

Inventions.

Court,

i

i

iinem to male Mini tlioy "profor
at Miolr price, an avcaliiKt

CO.

any

225

DEARBORN STREET.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

MARKLE ENGINEERING
For Salo by

tint

Stoddard Out-out*

otlior at l0B8 price."

MANIIKM 'TllllKn
all Electrical

II

V

TJIK

CO., Detroit. Mich.
Supply Companies
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1
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
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number
ical

use
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double

being

Hteadv motion,
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ihc
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larfje
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,

ciiaranleed.

FOB

Sl'.M*

<

Our Horizontal "Vi
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AT\I.<M.I K
.

1

AMI I'AHTK Tl,\lts.
mmended, as no

;

gea*; arc

r

can be belted

The
'I I

Speed

diameter,

of ihe leading
'.1

ful effect

and

nicrli
I

a
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>

a substantial

presents a pair of 12-inch
•,,]
shall, with C

B ;«*

cast-

VM'TOIt

:

roi

Wc

strictly first-i

are

Turbines, either si
n horizontal
admits of their use wc recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

now
sliaii

DAYTON, OHIO.

BOOTH
<& HAYDENS,
HOLMES,FACTORIES:
WAT£RBURY, CONN.
CO.,

-

;SIANUPACTUKEBS OF

BARS AND INSULATED WIRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire-

PATENT "K

If" *-lNE WIRE

For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.
AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON CO., CJRBONS FOR ARC LICHTINC.
J. L.

BARCLAY,

THOS.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICACO,

m$m

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

L.

ILL.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,
310 N.

THIRD

ST.,

SATNT LOUIS, MO.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS AT BOTTOM FICURES.
TRADE

Okonite Wires, Cables, and Tubing, Weatherproof Line Wires, Manson and Okonite Tapes.

MARK;

IT

FAYS TO PET THH

TRY

IB HIST.

TJS.

THE MOST DURABLE, SIMPLEST AND BEST
OVERHEAD WIRE SYSTEM.
Bentley - Knight Electric Railway
25

fc

27 Tenth Ave.,

NEW YORK

Co.,

CITY.

The ONLY Conduit System.
w£*mK
c*

va

^^%kfe
S

290.

I^PteSi^2s

i&V*

9>

:>;'-'•

.:'

4153-

OF
HfCH cu>

)aiifr(faWG\J£.
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OKONITE" BOY

THIS
Can

May n,

when

afford to smile at his competitors

he thinks of the immense advantage Okonite
has in the race for perfect insulation for all
kinds of Electric Conductors.

A FULL STOCK ALWAYS ON HAND.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC

CO., 42 La Salle

SYSTEM

FISHER RAE ELECTRIC RAILWAY
For Street and Suburban

Street,

Traffic.

Embraces new and valuable improvements which are requisite
operation, and high efficiency. The

to

economical

I
8

MILES OF CONDUIT IN ONE ROAD AT SAN JOSE, CAL.

Overhead Conductors.
IMPROVED TROLLEY AND TROLLEY SUPPORT
sign.

Avoids "dishing" at wheel or

line of neatest de-

line contact.

IMPROVED NOISELESS CEAR.

The Fisher-Mae Electric Railway System
Contains

new

features that will

Railway Managers looking for

commend

it

to the careful attention of Street

reliable, easily

apparatus, designed to stand the

test

POINTS OF SUPERIORITY.
A SINGLE MOTOR CEARED TO BOTH AXLES WITH

operated and efticlent electrical

of work.

FLEXIBILITY BETWEEN MOTOR AND CAR AXLES,
INSURINC CLOSE MESH AND PREVENTING
BREAKING FROM SUDDEN STRAINS.
The use where de3irable of a sep irate motor truck, making a six wheel car, securing greater comfort to passengers; motor trucks easily and quickly detachable, enabling change of motors from closed to open cars.

The Fisher -Itae System
Can be placed upon existing roads without alteration of
and upon cars in use without interruption to traffic of road.

track or roadbed,

CORRESPONDENCE solicited,
to important roads

now

estimates furnished, and references given

in successful operation.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
Woodbridge

7th and
FUIC

Western

I
I.

11

t

DETROIT. MIGH.

Streets,

THE FIRST REAL IMPROVEMENT

r

Electrician

SI. 00.

W.

COLBURN &

174 Main

St..

POROUS CUP* BATTERIES

CO.,

Since the Invention of the Leclanche.

FITCKBURG. MASS.

Hftrhln^" fur Vrr nn
Iri'finrti-Ktciil
r r i«
I
l.lahinc. Kli-i
o 1*1 a tine
'1

I

(

»»<1

t

»

1 1

t[**-nm«-ninl

I

-

Send

•*•.

'»'•

MA.

for Circular of

tho Axo Battery

THE LICLANCHE BATTERY

n Ifknd'

Axo

Battery Complete.
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St.,

New York.

CO.,

Porous~Oup Alone.

May
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THE MATHER ELECTRIC
MANCECESTHR,

Chicago Office,
N. Y. Cffice

Boston, 105

35 Broadway.

OOKTN.

Metropolitan Block.

I

I

CO.,

Summer

St.

Cincinnati, Carlisle Bldg.

THE MATHER INCANDESCENT SYSTEM.
Superior to

others

all

in

tfficiency

and

reliability of

Lamps and Dynamos.

From one-half horse-power upward, for constant potential circuits, perfectly selfregulating without special machanism. Motors also for constant current circuits. Motors
wound for any desired potential.

T ELEPHONE S
For Private

EXPERIME NT

l.inr*.

LET THOSE SPECULATE WHO CAN AFIOItlJ TO.
AVOID CHARLATANISM IN BATTERIES.

The only Mechanical Telephone which haB stood
the te&tf and be d out and given satisfactory
service for the vast eight years.

Send

Illustrated

for

Catalogue

SPE CULATION

STICK TO THE LEGITIMATE.

and ^Prices

ELECTRICAL GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

The Patented Improved Porous Gup Battery
El^in Telephone and Electrical Supply Co M
Room

1,

Hubbard

Blk.,

Elgin,

III.,

D.

8.

-IS TIIE

The HICHEST TYPE of SAL

A.

BEST FORM OF-

AMMONIAC BATTERY KNOWN.

The improvements wrought

in this Battery arc the direct results of the studies of the expert who
first introduced and has continued the manufacture of the Leclanche Batteries in this country.
His
years of cloee and constant olmeivation up to this time (20 years) is the beet guarantee of the resolt.

Price per Complete Cell,

UI,W

M ADE ONLY

THE

'

SI. 00.

E. S.

Trade pricen and descriptive circular upon application to

GREELEY

MANI'FAITrnEBS

A N D IM

<fc

CO.,

TOBTEKS OF AND DEALERS IK

Nos. 3 »ncl V

TELECRAPH, TELEPHONE, ELECTRIC LICHT, ELECTRIC BELL, BURCLAR
ALARM AND CENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
IDoy- Street,

-

-

-

-

Ttf'Ei

W "yOUI^C.

BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK
103

PAGES, 97 ILLUSTRATIONS, FLEXIBLE CLOTH BINDING, TYPE PAGE 5ix3 INCHES.

$x.oo.

*

JUST THE BOOK for those engaged in Selling, Installing or Handling Electric Batteries.
Electric Bells, Elevator. House or Hotel Annunciators, Burglar or Fire Alarms, Electric
Gas Lighting Apparatus, Electric Heat Regulating Apparatus, etc., etc.

qcdox

-the:

cdf~

r^ZD

pciisiiz)

Dynamo Tenders' Hand-book.
By
First

Edition

of

copies

Moonlight Schedule
pages; 70

Designed
gineers.

for

for

now

Second

containing additional

Edition of

pages and

cloth

binding; size

of

type

page, 6x3 inches.

and Linemen, Stationary and Marine Ento learn how to operate and care for
The only book of the kind in the English language.
SENT, POSTACE FREE, ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

Just the book for

electric light installations.

ready,

1889.

illustrations; flexible

Dynamo

BADT.

Hundred copies exhausted.

Twenty-Five

One Thousand
100

F. B.

Tenders

men who wish

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.
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& CO.r» lEICKEMEYER

^BERGMANN
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DYNAMOS

-AND-

ELECT RIC MO TORS.

ELECTRIC LIGHT

(United States Patents, Feb. 22, 1887; Feb.

14,

1888.)

-AWED-

Combination Fixtures.
Adapted

to

any System of Incandescent
Lighting.

Machine Complete.

Combine the simplest Construction and Highest

ALL APPLIANCES FOR

Efficiency

yet obtained in Dynamo-Electrical Apparatus.

PERFECT ELECTRICAL

THE EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT.

Balance

in

ARMATURE

COILS.

NO RADIATION OF FIELD MAGNETISM.
There being no magnetism apparent
lines of

at

any exposed surface of the machine,

all

the

force are concentrated within the machine, and pass through the armature.

NO SPAKKING AT THE COMMUTATOR.
Illustrated Catalogues, Designs

and

Estimates furnished on application.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Office

&

Works, 292-298 Ave.

Show Rooms, 65

B,

Fifth Ave.,

NEW YORK.

Machine with one Bide and half the Held

These machines,

In

all

sizes,

coile

removed, showing the Inside arrangement of arinatuie
and coils.

and of any required capacity, are for general

sale

on

to the Trade, to Contracting Engineers, to Electric Liaht, Power, and Storage Battery Companies, and to
their merits

the public, without restrictions or royalties as to territory or patents.

Low Prices.
T.

W. WILMARTH

227 State

St.,

-

&

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET.

GO,,

CHICAGO,

Agents for oor Fixtures

in

Compact Machines.

the Northwest.

ILL.

J.

H.BUNNELL & CO.,
SOLE

100-108

.A-GMEIfcTTS,

LIBERTY STREET,

N. T.

May

ii,
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The Pioneer

in

I

the Development of the Incandescent Electric

Light System?

FACTS OF THE PRESENT CONTROVERSY.

THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC MANUF'G CO.
HOLDS THR

KE1Y

TO THE SITUATION

BEWARE OF IMPOSTORS.

"Sxjxjm: ctjique"
TO USERS OF ELECTRIC LIGHT AP PAR ATT S.
The Edison and Sawyer-Man Electric Light Companies
have recently deluged the country with circular letters and
bombastic advertisements, setting forth that they have patents,
which cover the fundamental principles of electric lighting;
and that their patents have been sustained in the Supreme
Court giving the exclusive right to manufacture and operate
Nothing could be more misleading than
incandescent lamps.
such statements.
Since the combination of the Westinghouse, SawyerMan, and the United States Electric Lighting Companies,
and the Supreme Court decision in the Bates Refrigerator
case (which the Edison Company endeavors to make capital
of), these concerns have endeavored to completely submerge
their competitors, by flooding the country with literature of
such character as to mislead the public.
In order that prospective purchasers may become better
acquainted with the true inwardness of this electric light con-

the invention, we deem it no
present a few facts, viz.:
1.
Thomas A. Edison has not, nor ever had, the remotest possible claim to the priority of invention of the incandescent lamp, and his position is simple a pretense.
2.
Walter K. Freeman was the original inventor, and
made and sent to Thomas A. Edison the first incandescent
lamp, with a high resistance carbon filament, that he (Edison)
ever saw.
Edison never had a patent covering broadly the lamp;
3.
therefore, no such patent could be sustained in the courts.
The United States Electric Light Company has no
4.
claim for a patent; the only claim it ever had was based upon
a contract with Walter K. Freeman, dated June 21, 1880, and
which is now in litigation. The patents they quote are not
essential or necessary for the successful manufacture or operation of incandescent lamps.
troversy,

and the history

more than reasonable

that

of

we

GET THE BEST.

The Sawyer- Man patent, number 317,676, was not a
discovery, nor does it cover features necessary to th:
manufacture of an incandescent lamp.
All of the claims which these concerns make for patents,
covering broadly the incandescent lamp inventions, are senseless and false, because the incandescent lamp did not originate
with either of these companies, nor with any person or
persons connected with them; they, therefore, have no rights
in the premises.
very pertinent fact regarding the successful operation
of the present incandescent electric light system, viz.: The incandescent lamp itself, and the converter system of electric
lighting, are the results of a series of experiments conducted
by Walter K. Freeman, at Racine, Wis., where he had in
operation, and continued to operate for more than twelve
years the inventions that were then made, covering this
method of lighting, thereby preserving the validity of his
claims to such benefits as may be derived from his researches.
His applications in the Patent Office, for patents covering
broadly the idea of the alternating system, and the incandescent lamp, must be disposed of before any company can sustain its patents, or collect damages of any user of electric
light apparatus.
This company takes the position: First, to defend the
users of its apparatus against loss accruing from its use;
second, to vigorously and determinedly prosecute Walter K.
Freeman's claims for patents covering these inventions.
Our apparatus is of the highest efficiency mechanically
and electrically.
are prepared to guarantee its operation
5.

new

A

and defend our customers.

We

are in this business on a business basis, for a manuhaving all modern facilities for the production
solicit the patronage of electric
of first class apparatus.
light users, believing we can furnish the best.
facturer's profit;

We

Representatives wanted in
ever;/ State in the Union.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG.

—

We

CO.,

\

GET THE CHEAPEST.

J

Eau

Claire, Wis., U. S.

A
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WOODWARD MCTRICAL
BOAItl)

G. H. GALE, PRESIDENT.
S. A. PLUMMER, VICE-PRESIDENT.

H. H.

HUMPHREY,

Treasurer.

BROWN.

C. A.
C. H.

TROUT.

H.

E. C.
T. WILLIAMSON.

(s. A.

F. B.

PLUMMER.

CO.

OF DIRKCTOIH.

f GEN. R. A. ALGER,
j G. H. GALE.

WARREN
EN.
THOMIPSON.

H.HUM1 HREY.

it, if

}

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, SECRETARY.
FRANK B. TROUT, SUPERINTENDENT.

)
}

J

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT ST0RA6E BATTERY.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

in

construction,

has

now been found
to many

PECULIARLY ADAPTED

to

be

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE

and

DURABLE,

and

is,

owing

to its design,

uses in which other types of batteries have failed.

S^ECI-^.H.XjTT

.A.&AJTED TO

Steadying Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,
Propelling Boats,
Burglar Alarms,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station Lighting,
Street Cars,

Isolated Lighting,
Auxiliary Central Station

Work,

Medical Purposes,

Running of Small Motors.

BATTERY

SECTION OF BATTERY PLATE.

Detroit Storage Battery,
MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS CRANTED TO
Is positive!]/

the only

C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
BEEN DULY ASSIGNED TO THIS COMPANY,
the only Secondary Battery which will not Buckle, or which
withstand uninjured the Highest Bates of Discharge.

STJCCESSrTJL
IS

STOKAQE BATTEET

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE

The Woodward
St.,

BYI

Electrical Co.

OFFICE*:
69 Griswold

ivill

FACTORY:

Campau

Building

F.

B.

DETROIT, MICH.

TROUT,

Corner 13th and

General Manager.

Howard

Streets.

J

May
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The Thomson-Houston
Electric Railway System.

Twenty-six Roads in Daily Operation, and Sixteen Now in Process
of Construction Under the Thomson-Houston Patents.
ALL MATERIAL 18 NOW MANUFACTURED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.
The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior

to all others

work.
Only one pair of brushes for each motor.
Brushes self-feeding.

for railway

The current iB controlled, the car laversed, and the
brakes applied from either platform.
Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
above the floor.
Direct gearing is used.
The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the

Bearings self-oiling.
No change of brushes for change of load or change in Thomson-Houston patents.
direction of rotation of the armature.
Contact with overhead conductor is had by means
trolley pressing against the wire from below.
The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

o(.

MOTORS I ELECTRICAL E QUIPMENTS FURNISHED FOR MINING 3 OTHER SPECIAL WORK.
For Full Information and Estimates Address the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
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647

No.

Catalogue

Electrical

of

Catalogue

Oar No. 647

reminds

poem.

It

already

know, and

you do not know.

is

a

House

Goods.

prose

you of what you
teaches you

Write for

what

it.

T
XT

XL

E
E
L
E COMPANY
G

No. 671.

Diamond Carbon Ettery.

No. 2825.
Sure Call Electric Alarm.

SUPPLY

T

DON'T FORGET

THAT WE
ARE

FOR ALL
THE LATEST

G
&

U."

Wood Box

IN

ELECTRICAL
HOUSE COODS.

ii

No. 610.
O.

IMPROVEMENTS

L

Bei

171

RANDOLPH STREET,

C-H-I-C-A-Gr-O,
FACTORIES:
Ansonia, Conn.

I

LL.

KANSAS CITY OFFICE:
505 Delaware

St.

May

ii,
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"C.£

MOTOR

C." ELECTRIC

CO.
YORK.

NEW
Efficient Electric Motors
402-4 Greenwich

St.,

MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
NEW ENGLAND

OFFICE: 32 Oliver St., B03T0N.
PHILADELPHIA. OFFICE: 301 Arch Street.

WESTERN OFFICE: Phenix
SOUTHERN OFFICE:

Building,

CHICAGO.

25 Carondelet Street,

JOHN STEPHENSON
NEW YORK.
T TTOTT
— —
i_ir*tfi-r:En>,
I

1

I

I

NEW ORLEANS

CO.,

«ffl>

i

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

Thejjrush glectricQompany
-OF-

The

EMPIRE CITY ELECTRIC CO.
1

5

Dey

Street,

New York.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Electrical Supplies

MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
-AND-

Incandescence

Electric

LUtii

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS,

CHICAGO OFFICE,

ETC.

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,

Ho. ISO Wellington Street,

ALKXAXIIKH KMI'T,
peelal Agent.

»». XOl Journal llnl ming,

O. O.

HTKKLK.

|

—

Special Agent.

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Send for

NEW CATALOGUE.

-
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ART WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC 11BHT COMPANY
Fort "VSTayaa.©, Indiana.

Manufacturers of the

SLATTERY

INDUCTION

SYSTEM

out

The Most Carefully Workedand Complete Alternating

System of Electric Lighting in

OF

Existence.

IMCflfiDESCMT LIGHTING,

AND THE

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Lamps

OP

ARC LIGHTING.

and

Converter!

12-16 Candle Power

Guaranteed.

to the Mechanical

Horse

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK
I

15

OFFICE:

BROADWAY,
Boreel Bldg.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS,

FORT WAYNE,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

IND.

907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 21 7 Sansome

St.

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.
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MIDD

CO.,

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

CHICAGO,

Vol. IV.

Patd. Nov.

Leather-Link

Self-Adjusting

Ireson's

Belting.

Send for Ireson's
trated Treaties on

Illus-

Self-

Adjusting Leather Link
Belting,

Manfd by CHARLES

L

IRESON. 97 High

Boston. Mass.

St..

is

the

Buy no

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

WITHOUT

Bells

House Furnishings

HAZAZER & STANLEY,
32-34 Frankfort Street,

NEW YORK.
ROOT'S WATER TUBE BOILER, gag-

-

ELECTRIC

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES AND GABLES.

^-r,
1=

Standard Underground Cable Co., Mf'rs,

RRANPH flFFIPES

•

i

AVE.,

New York

'

-

-

18 Cortland*

St.,

PLANT

-

BOILER,

KdJ*on Electric Light Com-

panies at Philadelphia, Detroit, St. Paul, Columbus,
and Cincinnati also the Brash Electric Light Co., of
and others.
;

Louisville,

JABENDROTH & ROOT MFG. CO,

PITTSBURGH, PA.

-

-

AN EXCELLENT

Adopted by the

PENN

IT.

ELECTEICAL

THE WARING

General Offices, 708

20.

DUST-PROOF WASHER

famished gra-

tuitously.

Every Belt guaranteed.

No.

18, 1889.

This

16, '86.

Especially adapted for
all Electric purposes and
other bigh-speedmachln,

MAY

O cents per Copy.

1

28 Oliff Street,

N ew York

ROOT SECTIONAL SAFETY BOILER.

G. L. Wiloy.M'gY.

BRANCHES

:

Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, Rochester and

New

Orleans

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back

Noiseless
DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Dooomotlve Bafety
Valve,
Tile Aajbtoii Locli Safety

for durable and high
merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

The acknowledged Standard

Insulation.

Bectrlc Light and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,
Railway and all other

Branchea

ol Signaling,

Its

Aerial Use,

.AH Sizes

Subterranean Use,

Lead Encased Wire*.

Submarine U,e
Concealed Wiring

in all Location!.

Tlie

Ashton

THE ASHTON VALVES

"\7"al-co,

"WTater Relief

~\7~m.X*vo.
Hajes^derepoUtlonaabelBethemortporf^*

THEIR SAFETY VALVES %$&S£^t<££S£^%^22rTHEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES $££%&!$&
2?Si&
now
in the market.
in construction, Automatic In action, Perfectly Controlling the Pressure of the hose at whatever speed the eng ne or pump is working.

Simple

E.

B.

McCLEES, General Manager,

16 Dey

St.,

NEW YORK.

Mton Talve

ELECTRIC PERFORATED BELTING!!!

DYNAMOS.
Chas. A. Schieren

&

Co.,

AND MANUFACTURERS AND TANNBBS

SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO,

J
|

218

Lake

St.,

CHICAGO.
NEW YORK.

92 Liberty St,

CHICAGO OFFICE AND WARER00MS

ILL.
Jenney,

19

AND

133

AND

WABASH AVENUE.

135

FACTORIES

YORK:

ANSONIA, CONN.

21 CLIFF STREET.

Brainard Rorison, secretary
Amos K. Bolxowkix, TreMors*

Electrician.

Electric Company,
Jenney INDIANAPOLIS,
USTZDIAJNTA.

Bole

Owners

of

all

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

NEW
I>,

OFFICES:

Boston,

FIRE-PROOF AND WEATHER-PROOF
REMOVED TO

Chables

Daniel W. Makmon, President.
Addison 11. Nokdyke, Vice-President,

St.,

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF COWLES' PATENTED

(Mfrs.)

OB"

OAK TANNED LEATHER BELT1NC AND LACE LEATHER.

46

271 FranMin

ANSONIA BRASS AND COPPER

Prevents Air Cushions.
GUARANTEED FOR

BRANCH
Co,,

the PatentB and Inventions of Charles D. Jenney (known as the Jenney Syatem) and Sole Owners and Manufacturers of his

Improved Dynamo, [amp
Electric

$

(Ijotor.

In all desirable features of Arc and Incandescent Lighting
Simple, durable, economical,
the Jenney System leads.
in tbeso easentlala It chalsteady, brilliant and penetrating,
lenges comparison

Estimates Promptly Furnished lor Erecting Electric Lighting
Plants for Cities. Companies or Individuals.

Prices Furnished for the Jcnncy Arc or Incanoescent Systems, or tor both combined.
TheJeuoej

Incandescent

and permit the turning on and

Dynamos
off

are scif-regutaiing,
all of the Lamps

of ono or

in trill.

Tht* Ctmtpantr gtws vpsetaJ a&ntton
Shops,

17-

F,i

to

furnishing JtUU,

Ptoiu*.

SEIO I1B PtUHlET ILLISTSITIIE 111 IESIIIIIIE Tit STSIE8.

-*J

Cor. Kentucky Ave. and Slorris St.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

May
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The Thomson-Houston

18, i!

Go

Electric
WESTERN OFFICE:

EASTERN OFFICE:

620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON.
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MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

TOMATIC SYSTEM

ONLY PERFECT

-OF-

Electric Urc-Qighting
I1ST

THE

WORI-ID.

SERIES LAMPS
FOE

Arc-Circuits.
These Lamps have repeatedly
shown their superiority under
test.
Tint Medal

;

First Prize

:

Beat Arc-Light, Louisville, 1883,
Best System of Arc-Lighting,

Cincinnati Industrial Exposition, 1883.

This

Company was

given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions
at London,

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

August

1

1,

1885,

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
These dynamos are automatic

in their regulation

durable.

and

will

Exhibition,

FOR ARC-LIGHTING.
FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

LIGHTING.

No other Incandescent
maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit.
are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

Our Incandescent systems

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
II size* for the transmission of Power. Plans and estimates for
and Incandescent Lighting and Power Plants.

all

kinds of Arc

Lamp

is

so perfect and

May

1

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

8, l

THE MITCHELL VANCE
<Sucres*»orK to 3IIT( IIKI.I.,

CO.

VASCKAtO.)

)

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.
Having no Special Agent
in

^Ej

Goods,

we

Architects' and Decora-

V

Chicago for our

tors'

Solicit Cor-

Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

respondence from
with Fidelity

Buyers, which
to the

we

given Motive.

Promptly Answer.

Insulating Joints,

Combination Fixtures,

Electroliers,

and All Fittings

Brackets.

for

Incandescent Lighting,

Pendants, Reflectors,

INDORSED
BY

Thomas

Elihu Thomson,

A. Edison,

H.

S.

Edwin

Possons,

J.

Houston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELERS.
Send

for

Pamphlet "ARE YOU POSTED?" to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH

SALESROOM,

MANUFACTORY,

CO.

24 and 25th

St.

and

I

Oth Ave.

836-38 Broadway and 13th

NEW YORK

177-179 Broadway, H. Y.

St.,

CITY.

I-RUI ELECTRIC LIGHT CO
INSULATING COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

INSULATED

WIRES and

CABLES

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.
Guaranteed to Give Satisfactory Services Underground and Overhead.

Adapted

for Mines,

Prices and

Specially

Chemical Works, Eto.

Samples on Application

at

Central Stations for Power Distribution.

FRONT STREET, NEW YORK CITY.
Manager.
iWM\l

No. 1*9
W,

I

F.CS,, London, Chemical Engineer, General

STATIONARY MOTORS.
FOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We have

supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

STORAGE BATTERIES.

and Telephone Companies, to United States Vessels,
Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other serv-

Electric Light, Telegraph

ices

wherever a First-class Electrical Installment
Materials and Workmanship are

and correspondence
articles.

is

solicited from

is

Guaranteed

Required.
the

Our

Very Best,

Executive Offices:

115 BROADWAY,

companies and architects requiring our

Factory:

JERSEY CITY. N.J.

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN KLECTRICIAN.

THE

May

1

8,

1889

TV-ATirO
FURERS OF-

-MANUF

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBO: S and BATTERY MATERIAL.
:

ENGINEER

JARV1S
SYNOVIAL
61

OLIVER ST.

BOSTON.

Dynamo and
Second

to none.

S.

81

ST,,

CHICAGO.

I

1

109

I

j

LIBERTY ST.

NEW YORK.

Cylinder

power

Electric [ight and

Stations

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,
IARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke
NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

Screenit.gi

SEND FOR NEW CATALOCUE.

Oilss,

or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
Adopted by the largest
refiltering can be used continually.
Electric Plants of the West.

Free from

By

machinery.

LAKE

CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

A.

H.

I

COMPANY

I

CONTRACTING ENCINEERS FOR ERECTINC COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

»um

CHICAGO.

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

TAUSSIG, Agent,

"THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY."
By FRED H. WHIPPLE.

STORED ELECTRICITY.

A

new and original book, designed to inform a practical public without the use
01 a.ystifying technical terms.

COITTEITTS:

The Mechanical

Production,

Electricity

its Application to the Propulsion of Cars.
different systems described, with Illustrations

Storage Batteries,

History of

Showing

their

or

for

Power Purposes.

The

Accumulators

Electrical

Transmission and Utilization of

Methods of

Construction and Operation.

Where and When and How These Systems Have Been Applied.
Comparison of Electric Propulsion to Other Methods.
What does it cost to build an electric road; cost to operate; what are the advan-

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO

tages?

Application of Electricity to Elevated Railways and to Stationary Power.
Overhead systems, conduit systems, storage batteries, etc., etc., described and
illustrated.

Cost of Producing Electricity; of

its

Transmissions; of

its

Utilization.

STREET CAR PROPULSION.

Steam and Water Power and their application to the Electric current.
Price, bound in paper, $1.00; bound in flexible Russia, $2.00.

I=*vi.t>lisljLo<a.

toy
Central

FRED

H.

WHIPPLE,

Detroit,

Station

Lighting,

Michigan,
Isolated

Lighting,

Railroad

Car

Lighting,

Clutch Works,
Long Distaace Lighting.

CLEVELAND, O.
THE ONLY SYSTEM WHICH COMPLETELY DISPLACES

EASTERN OFFICE:
18 Cortlandt Street, -

CHICAGO:

MINNEAPOLIS:

2350 Canal St.

305 Kaaota Building.

KANSAS CITY:
1221

CAS,

NEW YORK.

THE ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATOR COMP'Y,

and 1823 Union Avenne.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

44 Broadway, New

York.

Designed, Erected >nd Furnished.

Send for new Catalogue, Power
Transmission Machinery.

COPTBIOBTED BY

DETROIT OFFICE,

CHICAGO OFFICE,

30 Atwater

502 Phenix Building.

H. w. MILL.

The K napp aktupactuhbhs
E lectrical
oi-

ivr

Magneto

Bells,

Annunciators,

Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries,

DEAIjEHB

East.

Works
St.,

.

Push Buttons, Etc

IINT

EVERYTHINGELECTRICAL,
AGHNTS
-FOH TH]

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A Full Line of their Celebrated Wires,

Buy your Goods

Cables and Tapes

of the

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

-

-

-

CHICAGO.

May

18,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AN D MOTOR COMPANY.
The New Sprague Motor is Superior
LIST OF STREET RAILWAYS
Akron, Ohio.

Electric R. R.,
Asheville Electric R. R., Asheville, N. C.
Atlantic City E\teneion, Atlantic City, N. J.
Bay City R.R., Bay City, Mich.
Bay City Street Railway. Bay City, Mich.
Bay Ridge Eleciric R. R., Bay Ridge, Md.
Buffalo Street R. R., Buffalo, N. V.
|ermyn R. R., Carbondale, Pa.
Carbondale

Akron

&

Central R. R., bavenport, la.
Chattanooga Electric R. R., Chattanooga, Term,
Erie, Pa.
Citv Passenger R. R
City R. R-, Wilmington, Del.
,

City R. R., Ext'n, Wilmington, Di-1.
Colla.ro er Line, liast Cleveland, O.
East Cleveland Street R. R., Cleveland, O.
Bast Reading R. R., Reading, Pa.

Each One

16

of

to

any other Machine which was ever devised for the same work.

Va.
Marlborough Street R.

Marlborough, Mass.

R.,

UNDER

OR

OPERATION

IN

East Reading R. R. Ext'n, Reading, Pa.
East Side Street R. R., Brockton, Mass.
Eau Claire Street R. R„ Eau Claire, Wis.
Hartford & Wethersfield R. K., Hartford, Conn.
Inclined Plane R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Key City Electric Railroad. Dubuque, la.
Lafayette Electric R. R., Lafayette. Ind.
Lindell Ave. R. R., St. Louis. Mo.
Lindell Avenue Street Railway, St. Louis, Mo.
Loop Extension Wilkesbarre ik Suburban R. R.
Wilkesbarre, Pa.
Main Street Line Ext'n U. P. Railway, St. Joseph, Mo.
Manchester and Richmond R. R„ Manchester,

Minneapolis Street R.

CONTRACT MAY

Minnca]
Naumkeag St. R. R., Salem.
Northern Division Wvatt Park

1889.

9th,

R.,

I

1

Mo.

ngloi

R. R.. Tacoma, W. T
Passenger R. R., liast Harrisburg, Pa.
Passenger R. R. Extension, Harrisburg
Pennsylvania R. R, System, Atlanta
People's R. R., St. Joseph. Mo.
People's R. R.. Scranton, Pa.
Plattsmouth Electric R. R., Plattsmouth. Neb.
Salt Lake City R. R., Salt Lake City, Utah.
Steubenville Electric R. R., Steubenville, Pa.
Stillwater Street R. R., Stillwater, Minn.
Tacoma Avenue Street R. R., Tacoma, W. T.
L'nion Electric Railroad, Sterling, III.

Avenue

Pacific

St.

N. V.

.

.

tc and

'

:.

barre, Pa.

WilkesbaiTe

&

Wcsl Side

R. R,

Pa.

Willimanlic Pridg'- R. R.

Wyatt Park R.

R-. St. |0Scph.

Mo.

a Separate Bona Fid© Contract for Electric Railway Equipment.
FOR CIRCULARS AND FULL INFORMATION, ADDRESS

These Names Represents

IS

-A.3NTI3
A. A.

OJ^TD

McCreary's Reflector Shade

C3
ST"., INTENT
The GOULD PACKING COMPANY,
Cambridge
Street,

3fi

(PATEKTED.)

EAST CAMBRIDGE. MASS.,
-

BEAUTIFUL AND DURABLE.
COMFORTABLE TO THE EYES.
NO DIRECT RAYS.
LAMPS INCREASED MORE THAN DOUBLE
IN

MANUFACTURE THE

Gould Steam and Water Packing

ILLUMINATINC POWER.

The Original Ring Packing. Pat. June

5 SIZ?S for IO to 100 C. P. Lamps.

SUSPEND D BY FLEXIBLE CORD.
NO FIXTURES REQUIRED.
18 and 20 Cortlandt Street.

NEW YORK.

Beware of Infringements and Imitations.

ALBION CHIPMAN, Treasurer.

Agents Tor tuo Canadas,

AHFARN 4 SOPER.

All similar Packings are Imitations and calculated to deceive-

OTTAWA. ONTARIO

-

PULLEYS.
DYNAMO
BEST RESULTS,
SECURE

If

you would

*

the

Use PAPER PULLEYS.
The following 1b

1880.

t

Send for Circular B.
Messrs.

1.

Superior to any Packing: in the market for Steam, Water
or Ammonia. Self-Lubricating, does not corrode the rod,
never growe bard if directions are followed. Sent on thiriy
days' trial. Satisfactory or no pay. None gennine without
hie trade mark and date of patent stamped on wrapper.

the result of a test recently

made

GleVcrly Electrical works

loisChestnut St. Philadelphia

tahlll

at

the Frunblin Institute, showing the relative value of
Paper Pullr ys over Iron in the transmission of power:
Paper, 144 lbs., witn equal
TranBinietiiorj, Iron, 34 lbs.

Department^
^ lBGIflGB* -O " *
H-A-Clevei-ly -Manager
BAXTER ELECTRIC MFG&MQTOR CO.
Philadelphia

;

tension of belt.
Tension, Iron, 150 lbs.; Paper, 39 lbs. for equal transmission.
Width, lion, 12 inch; Paper, 3 inch (unBafefor belt).
Diameter, Iron, 48 inch; Paper, 24 inch for equal ten-

MfllfpKfi

Western Agent,

G. A.

Harmount, 315 Wabash Ave.. Chicago,

Bion.

Contact, 90° on 24" Paper equals 190° on 36" Iron.
EST" These Pulleys are need and Indorsed by the leading Electric Lig-ht Manufacturing Companies.
For Price Lints and discounts write to

AMERICAN PAPER PULLEY

CO.

Brushbs
Commutator
FOR HLL SYSTSMS.
•?•

Indianapolis, 111!

,\

brash, nn,i

Si-ihI as «tiil> anil slve 1,-nmii ot
r will in,,l.,' Ill, 111 up.

The
r
r

v4

we htve ut ihem

HARTER,

in Htork.

Electrical

Construction Co.

-i-

C. A.

if

175 Randolph

Mgr.

St.,

Chicago,

HI.

&MTG CO.

Tha PARKER-RUSSELL MINING
BOOMS, 200 ami U02

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST. LOUIS.
UNIFORM

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

BALL DYNAMOS ™ LAMPS
FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ideal

IN QUALITY,

LONG LIFE AND GOOD LIGHT

(ENGINE

This system is mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a steady
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required

and the cost of repairs.
For descriptive circulars or testimonials, address

CHARLES W. RAYMOND,

THE BEST FOR

Western Agt.

IC

39 Dearborn Street, Tremont House,

LIGHTING

CHIOAGO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO
THE STANDARD CARBON COMPANY,
of
-

-

ILL.

Send

for

our

New

Cato''~'? uo.

IVIauTi rncturorfii

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.

May

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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8,

SOLE BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine

P.

especially adapted for electric plants
of all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.
Is

&

ALUS

RELIANCE WORKS.

IT IS TncvQTT AT.T-n

1

CO.,

MILWAUKEE. WIS,

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

Pulleys, Cears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

FOK ECONOMY OF FUEL, REGULARITY OF
AND DURABILITY IN USE.

MOTION,

CHICAGO BRANCH,

Write tor our Catalogues

FRANKLIN

S.

CARTER.

CH-AS. M.

41 and 43

ESTABLISHED

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC

CI

SOUTH JEFFERSON

WARD

E

WILKINS.

ST.

WILKINS

1S67.

PARTRICK .& GARTER,

\

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS

IN

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

§!f::

FOR

ELECTRICAL

ARC-LIGHT CIRCUITS.

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,

SIMPLE. RELIABLE. DURABLE.
The only

safe socket for series lamps,

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF
BELLS, DISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LIGHTING APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF

and the only

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.

socket having insulating material for the outside
parts.

Send

620

for Illustrated Catalogue.

We

publish Catalogues of all our Manufactures, mid will forward to any address upon
application.
N. B. When applying for Catalogues, please stn.te whether "Electric Bell" or " Genera)
Supply" Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trade. inclose business card for discounts.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

BOSTON,

-

MASS,

COMPOUND.
16 Sirec, 5 to 500 H. P.

—

TT

CONDENSING OR
NON-CONDENSING.

Not yet equaled cy any form

of

Engine

3,000 in use

in all

JUNIOR.
adwhatic
a:;

Economical.

NEW

I

l"il>,

ST. LOUIS.

13 Sizes in Stock.
5 to 250 H. P.

KANSAS

302, 304

CITY,

DENVER,

OMAHA,

parts of the Civilized World.

PINE BLUFFS,

Washington Ave.

^

1

.

,„

,

Fairbanks
314 Union Avenue.
i
* La
1830 Seventeenth Street, |
1619 Capitol Avenue, F. C. Aver.
Ark
Geo. M. DUley & Sous.

SALT LAKE CITY, 259 S. Main St.
Utah & Montana
BUTTE, MONT.
E.Granite St. f
Machinery Co.
SAN FRANCISCO, 21 and 23 Fremont St.. Parke i' Lacy Co.
PORTLAND, OR. 33, 30 N. Front St., Parked Lacy Mch. Co.
CHARLOTTE, N.C. 30 College St.,
„
„ A. Tompkins
,.„„„„
lu D.
The
Co.
ATLANTA. GA.
40 S. lTior St.
f
I

6 Sizps

eitsine ceeapeb

Well Built.

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
YORK,
17 Cortlandt street,
1 w _. ^,
„„
tmghouse,
BOSTON,
Hathaway Huilding,
^),f
PITTSBURGH,
WestmgJmse Buillag, \ 01iu e Kerr
J, ^
CHICAGO,
188 Lake Street,
COB Chestnut St., M. R. Muckl6, Jr. & Co.
PHILADELPHIA

R»

A

for

HIGH FUEL DUTY ANO SIMPLICITY.

STANDARD.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

114 South Second Street.

Reliable.

All the above bnilt stnclly to
Bepairs Carried in Stock.

in

st ock.

5

to

50

H. P.

thah a slide valve.
Over 300

u

sold the first year.

Gauge with Interchangeable Parts. I
Send for Illustrated Catalogues. "

DALLAS. TEX.

PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.A.
W.

SARGENT,

D.

CHATTANOOGA, TEN N.

JN0. A. BARRETT, VPres. and Cons. Elec.

Pres.

H

E

CUUER,

.

Keating Imp.

Treas. and Mgr.

C. E.

FRANK

THE ELEKTRON MFC.
Cor.

Jay and Plymouth

Sts.,

&

Mch. Co.

James

A.

&

Co.

PERRET,

Elec.

CO.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS and DYNAMOS
Small Sizes a Specialty (1-8 to 2
The

HP.)

Laminated Field Magnets, Low ArmaSparking under Changes of Load, Excellent Work-

Distinctive Features are:

ture Resistance,

No

manship.

In

EFFICIENCY, REGULATION, SIMPLICITY and

DURABILITY
Our Fan

OUR MACHINES SHOW GREiT SUPERIORITY.

Outfits are very

handsome and run very

still.

CAREFUL INVESTIGATION INVITED.
!
A
Catalogues Furnished on Application.
>->

Fo*

El

TUBIMC ALLC

i

t-.

.l-

•

Laminati;o Field Maqnkt, by the tiae of which
blghet efficiency 1b obtained than Is
possible otherwise

Jl Purposes

OOOOoo«»»".

Pure Sheet Rubber
SaTTjples and prices

*Hre»*

,

Etc.

«,

<

upon application.

we B.F.Goodrich Co.
AKRON RUBBER WORKS

AKRON. OHIO.

llEMr
Specialties of all kinds to order
,S*/VD FOR "QtMLOBUE..

May

1

8,
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ESTABLISHED

E.

'.

i

BMGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

"mm

IN

ELECTROLIERS.
f

GAS AKD ELECTRIC
Leather?^*

FIXTURES.

STLLOUIS.MO.

'

Also Rawhide Lace

—lAGENTS

1

IN

ELECTRIC and GAS GLOBES,

ALL CITIESF

SHADES,

MATHER ELECTRIC

Etc., Etc.,

CO.,
CHICAGO OFFICE:] »J^ KBS^Sff* f* " "^ "*»**"

Madison Street and Fifth Avenue,

THE BEST SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING,

2134 Michigan Avenue,

CHICAGO.
BRANCH STORE

tgpwwrei.

<$m£ESS3fi&£w&
VALVE-OLEINE:
I

I
I

B. D.

675 DECREES
f*ii=?e:

Purchasing Agents, Engineers and Practical Builders of
)costly steam plants will be pleased to know that a Lubricant Is now produced of such
/extraordinary high lire test as to make It proof against the great heat to which it Is
subjected, and is therefore a PERFECT lubricator where products of lower grade and
fire tests pass off at once, leaving the parts subject to wear, or greatly increasing the
consumption of oil.
"Talve-Olelne*' is a product in the highest state Ot nitration, is of the greatest viscosity, is entlrely free from all acids and ab-olutely non-corrosive, and without doubt the finest and most thoroughly reliable Cylinder Lubricant now on the market and will naturally lubricate 200 to:»0pER cent.
more than products of lower test. &~ls not only the best but the most economical lubricant.
Manufacture and sale controlled exclusively by RELIANCE OIL & GREASE CO.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Samples of one to ten barrels shipped on request. Correspondence invited. Resident agents wanted.

MASTEK MECHANICS,

BRAIDED WIRE.
THE POPULAR WIRE FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

I

|

Safe and Reliable.
NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE

I

1

W.

1

B.

DOWSE,

LIGHT
ELECTRIC
AND

GALLAHER.Secy.
W. GODFREY, GenlMgr.

R. E.

BERGMANN &
Incandescent Lighting.

649 & 651 Broadnav

Central St., Boston, Mass.

Gen'l Supt.

Adapted to any System of

CO,,

F

J.

CO.,
Adapted

to

any System of

Incandescent Lighting.

COMBINATION FIXTURES
ALL APPLIANCES FOR THE EDISOI ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Illustrated Catalogues,

Office

T.

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
2-298 Aveiue

W. WILMARTH

i

B,

&

j

NEW YORK

(

j

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,
h Avenue.

CO., 227 State Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES IN THE NORTHWEST.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
C.

II.

May

Edward

Jackson, Prest.

S.

1

8,

1889

Jas. P. McQcalde, Beefy and Tress.

Perot, Vice-Prest.

THE NATIONAL CONDUIT MFG. COMPANY'S

WROUGHT IRON CEMENT-LINED PIPE
For Electrical Sub-ways.
&

Telegraph Company of New
In use by the Metropolitan Telephone
by the Bell Telephone Company of Buffalo; by the Police and Fire
Departments of New York and Chicago, Etc.

York;

THIS SYSTEM IS PARTICULARLY ADAPTED FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT TRUNK AND DISTRIBUTION.

Address the Company,

ENGINEERING

TELEPHONE BUILDING, NEW YORK.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

'->

707 and 709 Market St., St. Louis.
51 Home Insurance Building, Chicago.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

NI'W'I A I.TI F.N :-The Aimlngton & Sims

319 Ramge
J.B.YOUNG, President and

Building,

FOR.

Erected Ready for Service.

C'ty.

ard Rocking and Sheffield Gratea,

Engine, StPel Boilern, Ireson Link Belt. StandFilter, Blake Pump, Korting Injector, etc.

Lowe Heater, llyatt

SEND FOB LATEST CATALOGUES.

Omaha.

B. K. JAMISON, Vice-President.

Treas.

SOLAR CARBON

,«

COMPANY.

* MFG.

69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Process Patented. |J32
CARBONS made from Natural Gas
BATTERY CARBONS OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTY.

Office, No.

Well Selected and Good

i

Western

THE

Office,

i

75 Randolph

Special Discounts on Large Orders

Street, Chicago.

FOREST CITY PACKING COMPANY
CLEVELAND, OHIO,

American

Electrical Directory
r"or 1889.
Price, $5,00.

U. S. A.

The best and most permanent medium for adverdsers in the electrical field. This
work reaches every Electric Light an I Power company in the country, besides Tele-

3LANDTACTURER8 OF THE

Patent High Speed Packing,

graph and Telephone companies.
This year's issue enlarged and improved.
Lists and reports of Electric Light and Power companies, reports of National
Electric Light association, useful tables, etc etc.
Send orders for copies of books, and for advertising space to
,

MADE ESPECIALLY FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT ENCINES.

STAB.
Delivered

Free

on

Days' Trial,

60

Satisfaction

Guaranteed,

no

or

Pay,

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
809 to 81 7 S. 7th St., St. Louis, Mo.

Publishers

of

ZH.OXT

TOWER COMPANY

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL DIRECTORY,

Fort

Wayne.

Ind.

Forest City Electric Works,
Manufacturers

oi

CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES.
Manufacturers and Patentees of

The Long Distance

Quick Make and Break Uncontrolled by the Handle.

INCANDESCENT

Electric Light

Correspondence
Solicited

SYSTEM.

Electric

with

Light

Companies.

Patented In all Civilized
Countries.

The

only

INCANDES-

CENT SYSTEM
suited

for

especially

Central

work, combining the SUCCESSFUL ILLUMINATION of
STREETS with the universal supply of light for all COM

the

DOMESTIC requirements.
The most ECONOMICAL SYSTEM In every respect.
Noted for the BRILLIANCY and BEAUTY of the light.
MERCIAL

and

Having the simplest mode of wiring, the greatest production of
C P. to the II. P., and a number of other important advantages.
Its practical

and financial success has been demonstrated by

CENTRAL STATIONS which have adopted the
HEISLER SYSTEM within the last three years.
system is the only PERFECT AUTOMATIC, adjusting
numerous

J'.-,

load correspondingly with the

We

number

lamps from 10 up

of lights.

any desired
from the Central Station on a single wire, No. 8
American gauge.
furnish

We guarantee the lamps
brilliancy superior to

all

to

100 O, P. to

not to blacken and to maintain their

other systems.

Orel 5,000 of our Incandescent lamps of various candle
have been placeo" for Illuminating the streets and boulo.
cards, connected by more than 1,600 miles ol line wire circuits
I

W.

B.

CLEVELAND,

Proprietor,

183

SENECA STREET. CLEVELAND,

a

Station

Both Advertiser and Publisher by mentioning the

when

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

writing to advertisers.
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His Patents Sustained

by the United States

Supreme

Court.

THE EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
Takes pleasure in announcing to its patrons and the general public that the decision of the
Supreme Court of the United States, filed on the 21st ult., in the case of the
Bate Refrigerator Company, is in fact a decision

SUSTAINING THE EDISON PATENTS
In the many suits brought by the Edison Company, in the lower courts, against infringers of the Edison patents, the
defendants have evaded the merits of the controversy, thus tacitly admitting the fact of infringement, and have interposed a plea alleging that our patents have been voided by the expiration of patents previously granted in foreign
countries.

Hence the delay in establishing our rights. In the meantime, other electrical companies have been indiscriminately
copying our devices and methods, not even assuming that they themselves -were the original inventors, but simply relying upon the construction of a statute by the lower courts invalidating our fundamental patent. In pursuance of our
expressed determination to secure a decision upon the point of law involved, we have had the Bate Refrigerator case
(covering the identical question) argued before the TJ. S. Supreme Court, with the result announced above, thus

Completely Deprivingthe Defendants of their Main Defense.
prove the fact of infringement in order to secure prompt injunctions against, and damages from, those who have been so long using with impunity that
which the HIGHEST AUTHORITY now concedes to have been ours, exclusively from
the beginning. This is simply to establish

We have now only to

,

A QUESTION OF FACT.
Was,

or

Was

lot, Edison the Original Inventor ?

This question has been decided in his favor a great many times, primarily by the U. S.
Patent Office, which granted to him Patents bearing earliest dates; then by tlie various
courts of Europe, through the crucial examination of which the question has many times
passed.

QUESTION OF LAW having now been settled by the Supreme Court of the
United States, and the Q UESTION OF FACT by tliehighest expertsof the world, this comThus

the

pany now notifies the Public of its intention
trespass and abuse of its rights in

to call

a halt and demand a reckoning for the

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
44 Wall Street,

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
By HDWARD H. JOHNSON,
New York.

President.
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WESTINGHOnSE ELECTRIC

CO.

J

THE PIONEERS IN INCANDESCENT LIGHTING

ALTERNATING CURRENTS
AND OWNERS OF

FUNDAMENTAL PATENTS PERTAINING THERETO.

COMPLETE CENTRAL STATION

OUTFITS.

Alternating Current Apparatus,
Direct Current Apparatus,

Arc Lighting Apparatus,
Electric Motors,

Electric Meters.

Note that 170 Central Station Alternating Current
Plants have been sold by the Westinghouse Electric
Company in less than two and a half years.

OFFICES

IN

ALL LEADING

CITIES.

May
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

CO.

THE DHITED STATES ELECTRIC LIGHTING
Sales Department, 120 Broadway,

(LEASED

AND

OPERATED

THE

BY

NEW

J

CO.

YORK.

WESTINGHOUSE

ELECTRIC

CO.)

Arc and Incandescent Apparatus
E'on

ISOLATED
Efficient

XjI O-IEaiTTSTGK

Apparatus!

Economical Lamps!
Ingenious Devices!

THE SAWYER-

MAN

510 West 23d

Street,

ELECTRIC

CO.,

NEW YORK.

Incandescent Electric

Lamps

iND

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC WORK.

ELECTRIC AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.
CORRESPONDENCE WITH DEALERS INVITED.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

WESTERN ELECTRIC
Send

for

May

iS, i!

CO.

Catalogues of the following lines in which we are the
leading Manufacturers and Dealers:

ANNUNCIATORS,
Batteries

BELLS AND PUSHES,

and Battery Supplies,

PATTERSON CABLES,

Electric Light Apparatus,
TELEGRAPH INSTRUMENTS AND LINE SUPPLIES,
TESTING SETS,

BUILDERS' AHD REPAIRERS' TOOLS,

AND OTHER MISCELLANEOUS APPARATUS.

We

A. G.

are sole Western Agents for the sale of

DAY'S KERITE INSULATED WIRE,

Which,

after years of experience,

we

consider the best wire
for the purposes for which it is intended.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO,

Vol. IV.

Accumulator

Installation

in

a Chicago

Residence.

One of the most familiar questions to those
engaged in the accumulator business is this,
which is asked almost every day: What is the
use of the storage battery when a dynamo is required to charge it? Why not use the dynamo
and run the lights direct? A practical answer
to this question will be found in the plant recently installed at the residence of Potter
Palmer of Chicago, by the Electrical AccumuThis plant, which is the first of
lator company.
its type in the western country, presents a number
of novel features, which combine to make it almost an ideal plant for private lighting.
The generating plant is shown in Fig. 1,
which represents the gas engine and dynamo.
This engine is of the well-known Otto type,
rated at 20 actual horse power, and running at
160 revolutions per minThe engine drives
ute.
a counter-shafting, running at the rate of 800
revolutions per minute.
This counter - shafting
carries a fly-wheel weighing about 1,900 pounds,
which serves to steady
the otherwise slightly irregular motion due to the
fact that the engine does
not take gas at every

MAY
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manipulating the plant. The cells are arranged
in two series of 56 cells each, and are independent of each other, excepting where they are
brought together at the switch-board.
Each
series is provided with a five-point
non-break
regulating switch for varying the number of cells
in use, with an ammeter and a small indicator to

show the

direction of the current, and with a
small rheostat, by means of which slight differences in the working resistances of the two series
may be allowed for. Both series are provided with
one common over-discharge switch, which notifies the consumer at once when he is drawing upon the battery at too heavy a rate, and the switchboard is so arranged that a number of different
combinations can be made, if desired. First,
the lamps may be supplied directly from the
dynamo, the use of the fly wheel on the countershafting giving an absolute steadiness.
Second,

into the dynamo, if its
that of the battery for

is

taken

rest

the

amount of gas used
from 3 to 3% cubic
feet per lamp per hour,
which is certainly an
economical gas conis

all

night,

hours, day and
and a moment's

reflection

that to
plant

tiling,

and

in

order

further improve the insulation, each cell
Somewhat more
stands on. an insulated tray.
space has been given to the cells than is actually
required, in order to simplify the inspection of
them, and to prevent any possibility of leaks by
reason of moisture.
The battery room is provided with two lamps
suspended by flexible cable which may be used
Several standard
when examining the cells.
hydrometers are in use in each series, and in addition each individual cell is provided with an
By means of this the specific
indicating float.
gravity can be determined without trouble at
any time, if desired.
In Fig. 3 the switch-board is shown, upon
which are grouped the various devices used in

will

show

keep a direct

n
operation
twenty-four hours a
day for such work as
this, would be simply
out of the question.
A plant such as that
in Mr. Palmer's residence affords a solution
of the domestic isolated plant problem, as
the condition of the
case demands that

As

upon glazed

ever since
started,

the

at

of the Electrical Accumulator company's
These cells when fully charged
"15A" type.
have a normal capacity of 100 lamps for 10
The cells are
hours, or 130 lamps for 6 hours.
placed upon substantial shelving, the supports

which

current

sumption.
In a private house it
is of course essential
to have light available

cells

still

below

fall

The

and it
has been found that

plant

of the

exhaust from the
engine would make a
slightly unpleasant noise
if
permitted to escape
directly, it is led through
three exhaust pots, or
"silencers,"
into a 30
foot chimney, in consequence of which there
is almost no sound outside the engine room.
Fig. 2 shows a general view of the battery room, containing 112

to

should

guaranteed to do. A
record of the gas consumption has been

the

of

f.

pressure wires to the switch-board.
The plant was completed about the middle of
February, and its operation has been watched
closely ever since.
It has been
found, except
on special occasions when the maximum number of lights were required, that it was only
necessary to run the dynamo two or three days
a week, and the dynamo has never run at night,
excepting during the first charge of the accumulators, and for one or two special evenings when
a large number of lamps was required.
The capacity of this plant has been tested
several times, and has
been found fully equal
to the work it was

United States company's
make, is shunt wound,
and has a capacity of
from 75 to do amperes,
and from 125 to 140
volts. The engine, counter shafting and dynamo
are all mounted on substantial foundations.

m.

is conveyed from the switch-board to the ho
about 200 feet distant, by means of Patterson
underground cable laid in a wooden conduit,
which is filled up with a mixture of pitch and
sand.
This same conduit brings back a pair of

revolution.

The dynamo

e.

any reason.

i

electricity

and

power

should be available at

dynamo may charge

the battery and supply
Third, one series may
be charged while the other series is discharging.
Fourth, the accumulators may be used when
the

light at the

fully

same

time.

charged for supplying light independently
dynamo, and fifth, the accumulators may

of the

in conjunction with the dynamo when
a greater number of lights is desired than either
could supply alone, making the joint capacity
about 250 lamps.
When the cells are being charged the voltage,
of course, will rise, and, in order to compensate
for this, a rheostat is placed in the lamp circuit.
This, however, is used very little, as in general
the charging for this particular plant is done in
the daytime when but few lamps are in use.
The switch-board also carries a pressure indicator connected directly to the mains in the
house, and a voltmeter, which is used in throwing the dynamo onto the charging circuit.
The
dynamo is provided with the usual rheostat and
ammeter, and also with an automatic break
switch to prevent the battery from discharging

be worked

times.

all

When

the accumulators require it, a man. at
other times otherwise employed, starts up the
engine and charges the cells.
During the summer, while very little light is required, it will not
be necessary to run more than once in two
weeks.

Louis Telephone Company's Victory.
The Bell Telephone company of Missouri won
victory in St. Louis last week.
The first case

St.

a
involving the validity of the contracts between
the Bell Telephone company and its subscribers
made pending the late test case in the Supreme

court was disposed of by Judge Valliant and
judgment given in favor of the telephone comThe circumstances of the case are that
pany.
the Municipal Assembly fixed the telephone
rates at §50 per annum, which was ^50 less than
thi' rates fixed by the company.
Hie company
declined to recognize the ordinance, and when
its

officers

were arrested for violating

visions they appealed to the

Supreme

its

court.

pro-

A
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contract, however, was entered into with such
subscribers as desired to retain their telephones,
to the effect that if the Supreme court declared
the ordinance fixing the $50 rate invalid the
subscribers would pay the old rate of $100 per
annum, otherwise the company was to charge
Among the subscribers who signed
only §50.
He, however,
the' contract was M.W.Doyle.
afterward repudiated the arrangement, and the
company sued him for $25, the amount alleged

May

to do this, which amounted to a
The
of the sale of the phonographs.
bill declares that no consideration was paid by
Gilliland; that no sales of phonographs were ever
made by him under the contract, and that in

had a contract

monopoly

consideration of receiving the contract he agreed
it subject to Edison's pleasure and absolute control, and always to make and hold his
contracts of like nature subject to the same conto hold

18, iS

Gilliland as general agent, whereby Gilliland is
appointed sole agent.
The respective rates of

On

each phonograph the Edihave 20 per cent, of the cost as
royalty, and on the total sum thus obtained the
company is to have 35 per cent, profit. The difference between that and the price charged the
public is to be allowed to Gilliland for expenses;
profit are fixed.

son company

and

is

to

15 per cent, of the cost of the phonographs
is to be allowed to him as personal

to Gilliland

trol.

compensation. The selling price to the public
is to be mutually agreed upon by Gilliland and
the company; and Gilliland promises to buy from
the company and to sell each year a certain
number of the phonographs, this number to be
agreed upon by arbitration, if necessary. Any
way, every year for five years from the beginning of Gilliland's agency the number of phonographs he must sell must be increased 10 per cent.
Mr. Tomlinson was interviewed concerning

i_-^-^x

Z;
TIG.

to

ACCUMULATOR INSTALLATION

2.

The

be due for one quarter.

came

trial

up

The case had not probefore Judge Valliant.
gressed far when the judge gave an instruction
directing the jury to return a verdict for the
plaintiff on the ground that the contract between
company and Doyle was valid, and that the
Supreme court having held the ordinance fixing

the

the rate at §50 invalid, Mr. Doyle was liable for
Ed Heyd, a juror, protested and
the $100 rate.
refused to be governed by the court's instruction, but after the court explained to him that
the only question in the case was the validity of
the contract to abide the decision of the State
Supreme court, he joined the other jurors in
bringing in a verdict against Doyle.

Phonograph

A

bill in

equity was

Litigation.

filed in

the United States

Circuit court in New York city last Saturday in
the suit instituted by Thomas A. Edison, Ezra
Mr. EdiT. Gilliland and John C. Tomlinson.
vants the court to compel his old friends
to make an accounting to him
reveal the facts about the negotiation of

and

and agents

the
of the phonograph company and a contract
for the sale and use- of the invention.
In his bill Mr. Edison declares that he is an
:

inventor who has gathered about him many employes attached to him by ties of friendship as
well as of interest, who have given him their
faithful devotion, and have received his confiHe says that it has
and favor in return.
reward these persons by
inventions; and that in
in his
giving
particular he induced Mr. Gilliland to leave the
American Bell Telephone company, giving him a
much larger sum annually than Gilliland pre'-:

1:

that he found

John

C.

Tomlin-

aving an inconsiderable business
earning but a very small ini ome." and made
and placed him upon
him
the
lie habit of rewarding for scrvi<
I

I

tion of

!•

recites

'he forma

Mr. Edison then states that in May of
year Gilliland and Tomlinson agreed
to negotiate the sale of Edison's

icd all

but forty.

The
of

leral

agent.

Gilliland

Phonograph company;
was reluctant to
but was urged to do this

that he, Edison,
his stock,

J

by the defendants; but that finally
all the stock was sold to Jesse H.
Lippincott for $500,000. Then comes
the pith of Mr. Edison's charges. He
declares:

That during the progress of the negotiations for the sale of the said stock, and as a
part thereof, the said Gilliland and Tomlinson also negotiated with the said Lippincott
a sale of the said Gilliland agency contract,
and included a sale of said stock; that the
said negotiations for the sale of your orator's
stock and said Gilliland's contract were carried on by defendants, at the same time,
and the sale of both stock and contract conthe same day; that pending
said negotiations, the defendants informed your orator of their intention to sel!
the said Gilliland agency contract for the sum
of $250,000 in stock in a company intended
to be organized by said Lippincott for the
purpose of acquiring the phonograph pitent
rights for the United States of America, but

summated on
ihe

these defendants at the same time representee
orator that the stock aforesaid, t
be received by them under agreement for th
said contract, was of uncertain value, am
would not exceed, under the most favorabl
circumstances, a cash value of $75,000, where
as the fact is, that at the time of such reprc
sentation the defendants knew the same to b
untrue, and knew that they then held an ac!
dilional agreement contemporaneous with th
agreement between your orator and the sail
Lippincott, that it the sale of both sail
phonograph slock and Gilliland con
tract should be successfully accomplished
to your

1

he would repurchase from them, at thci
option, llie said $250,000 of stock at par
that the defer]
calcd from you
orator such additional agreement with sail
Lippincott and your orator was nol aware,
time of his signing and executing the
ci

part

of

1.

Ihe

ini

.tppincott that, as .1
transaction, the defend-

with

same

I

t

:

to

ition

L'ppincotl

its

done

macK

last

stock in the

ants were

the Pho

through Gillilam

A CHICAGO RESIDENCE.

IN

the suit, and made the following statement: "We
deny all the first part of these allegations in toto.
In a word, we deny that we are Mr. Edison's
beneficiaries.
Our connection with Mr. Edison
has resulted in a financial loss to both of us. Mr.
Edison got Mr. Gilliland to come to his side
when Edison was insolvent. Mr. Gilliland was a
capitalist, and he put hundreds of thousands of
dollars at Mr. Edison's service.
He was not, in
any way, Mr. Edison's puppet in the contract
business, as Mr. Edison says, but there independently, doing business for himself.
He gave Mr.
Edison
patents, which he controlled.
But
doesn't it strike you that Mr. Edison's complaint is
a very singular one?
Now, we deny absolutely
that we ever told Mr. Edison that our contract
was only worth $75,000. We sold it for $250,000 in the Lippincott stock, and resold this stock
to Lippincott at par, as we had a right to.
But
think of Mr. Edison stating in his own complaint
that he sold his stock for $500,000, when he believed that it was worth but a very small part of
that.
Now if you take the trouble to figure up
the percentages in the agency contract, you will
see that for every $12 of profit to the company,
Mr. Gilliland got $7. That is what it amounts

forcash,
if

he

would not ha
Appended to the
id,

sell

I

he

amc

wo ol
to said

dollai for dollar; that
hail
known the facts
1

ted the

bill is a

III'

agreement aforesaid,

copy of

flic

contract of

to.

We

sold

in

and $250,000."

marly

flic

A

same

Tll'l
ratio

.'

I

.

$500,000
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The Maquaire Arc Lamp.
At a recent meeting of the London Society of
Arts the Maquaire Alpha arc lamp was exhibited

The characteristic features of
for the first time.
the lamp are shown in the accompanying cuts.
The feeding of carbons in the lamp is actuated
by the motion of a small reversing electric

259

reversed; tins action is. moreover, of
siderable force, requiring a strong effort to stop
it by the hand, and such minor obstructions as a
so troublelittle dirt, rust, or roughness, often
some in lamps ai lated by gravity, arc- of very
little consequence when there is the force of the
is

Electrical

Course

in

Columbia College.

I

1

dynamo itself behind the motor.
The coils,
has been suggested, may be
The coil
divided into "brains" and "muscles."
it

I is a shunt across the arc, and acts as the brains
or directive force, without itself doing the work.
The field magnets and armature of the elei tro
motor are the muscles which, under direction of
On entering the
the brains, move the carbons.
lamp the current first traverses the series coils
of the electric motor, then going to the upper
carbon and across the arc to the lower carbon,
At the carbons,
and so back to the main wire.
however, a shunt wire leads to the contact, Q,

and

to the shunt coil,

I.

The

little

motor

is

wound

so that its armature is a shunt to the
field magnet, but is so arranged that it is a shunt
according to
or the coil
to either the coil
the contact made by the vibrating arm, M.
The shunt wire is shown in the diagram by
The wire of this shunt circuit is
dotted lines.
bared at the crossing between the coils, and is
connected at this point to the brush, G, of the
armature of the little motor; the other brush
being connected to the vibrating contact, M.
which, under action of the coil, can connect
O' is
either with N upward or O downward.
an insulating stud. The pull of the coil I upon
acting upon the
J is regulated by a screw, L,

H

H

1

core of this coil.
It wdl be easily seen that when the coil I acts
upon the piece of iron, J, the shunt current is
sent through the armature of the motor in one
touch
direction, while if it releases it, letting
at N, the current will be in the reverse direction.
In any electric motor, to reverse the current in
the armature, while the current in the field
remains the same, is to reverse the rotation of
the motor, and this action of the coil I upon the
keeps the motor almost convibrating contact
When
stantly in motion one way or the other.
the arc becomes long its resistance increases,
and more current goes through the shunt coil,
I; this moves lever M, sending a slight current
through the motor armature, which feeds the
carbons downward by almost imperceptible
Should the arc from any cause inmotions.
crease to too great an extent, the shunt coil
pulls strongly on the lever, M. causing it to
press together, by means of the insulating stud,
O', the contact points P, Q; this short-circuits
the arc through the other coil I thereby increasing the pull on the lever, and insuring good
contact between P and Q.
The lamp may be made to strike any desired
length of arc and feed at any potential by alterThe
ing the position of the contacts N and O.
potential on the armature of the motor is two

M

The following dethe mechanism.
scription is taken from the London Electrical
Engineer:
Both the detent action and the mechanical
motion of feed are controlled electrically, and
the feeding is thus directly dependent on the
needs of the lamps, the carbons being fed by
imperceptible movements, and only when the
motor

in

M

1

MAQUAIRE ARC LAMP.

FIG. 2

college on F. P. Crocker and Michael Pupier,
That the college has excellent
respectively.
ground for its selection is beyond question. Mr.
Crocker's work in the past is so well known as

hardly to need

recall.

Perhaps

nothing

has

done more to establish Mr. Crocker's reputation
as a clear and earnest thinker on, and a skillful,
practical adopter of. the principles of electricity

than his paper read before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, at its annual meeting last year, on "Chemical Generators of Electricity," which elicited the admiration of that
body. The latest tribute to Mr. Crocker's standing and attainments by the profession is his
election as president of the

New York

Electrical

,

volts.

The arrangement
striking the arc are

for starting the lamp and
in a plan at the top
can also be seen at the base

shown

of the diagram, and
The lower
of the lamp in the other illustration.
extremity of the armature shaft is pivoted at its

movable V-shaped yoke, X.
This, when the lamp is working, is attracted by
the field magnets completing their magnetic circuit, and at the same time throwing the worm
into gear with the wheel, which raises the carbons and strikes the arc. When the lamp is not
working the movable yoke is pushed back by a
spring, V; the worm being thus released from
the wheel, the rack falls, and the carbons come
lower end

in

a

Society.

Mr. Pupier, who co-operates with Mr. Crocker,
has the advantage of a brilliant record, and is
He has
highly spoken of as a mathematician.
secured the Tyndall Fellowship, while holding
which he worked in Helmholtz in Berlin. The
college has taken to itself an important and
enviable mission, and has the unanimous good
wishes of the electrical profession.

Flame Spark

Coil.

cut shows Pyke
nett's flame spark coil with continuous

The accompanying

&

Bar-

ai

together.

FIG. 3.

MAQUAIRE ARC

I,

AMI'.

requirements of the arc itself need the
feeding.
Fig. 1 illustrates the Alpha arc lamp
with casing removed, showing the small electromotor and brushes. Fig. 2 shows the regulating
mechanism. F'ig. 3 is a diagram of the con-

electrical

nections.

To understand exactly the action of the lamp,
we may follow the course of the current through
may be stated
l'irst of all,
the mechanism,
that there is a worm on the motor shaft, gearing

The burning of these lamps is extremely
regular; it is hardly too much to say that not the
slightest flicker is ever noticeable to the eye.
Lamps of this description have been burning
for some time past in Kensington High street,
near the Albert hall, run two in series on the
100 volt incandescent circuit, and have given
every satisfaction; and it is understood that
there are some hundreds of
exhibition.

them

in

the

Paris

it

the rod which carries the upper carbon.
When the motor turns one way, therefore, the
carbon is lowered, and it is raised if the motor

to

The Duluth Electric Light & Tower company ol Duluth,
Minn., lias increased the paid-in capital from $60,000 10
$75,000. The capital is now $200,000, and il is staled
thai extensions of the arc and incandescent system will hefore long absorb the entire authorized capital.
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The apparatus is made by \\
house & Rawson oi London, England. The
form which is shown in the cut is an imp
ment on the earlier design. It is more C0ni|
and the moving parts i'i the break, which is in
the recessed center on the coil, project above
rapid break.
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ready adjustment.

quite a new departure, and from its
certainty of action forms, perhaps, the most
valuable improvement in these coils. The prinA hammer,
ciple of its action is as follows:
mounted on a short, thick spring, is very rapidly
and vigorously vibrated by means of an electromagnet included in a shunt circuit, and the
main or coil contacts are so arranged that one
on the reof them being mounted on a spring
coil of the vibrating hammer it strikes against
the movable main contact, and causes a slight
and instant separation. The whole of the parts
are arranged for ready and rapid adjustment,
and the flat contacts are arranged on screws
which are readily removable for replatinizing.
The arrangement of the dischargers is also very
neat, and not so liable to damage as the old
The size of the coil, No. i, is five inches
style.
in diameter by a-S. inches high.

break
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more learned of the electrical
might seem presumptuous to hint

the

frater-

that at
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THE ELECTRIC MOTOK.

day there are many persons actively

engaged in "the various branches of the electric
motor business, who do not know how the armature of the machine is put in motion by the acThe steam engine with its
tion of the current.
many and complicated parts, doubtless, is readexplained, but the little
ily understood and
motor with its one moving part in how many
cases does it seem to be a mystery? The fear
y's," "x+y's," "lines of force," etc.,
of the "x
which enter so largely into current electrical litconviction that the
erature, or the popular
theory of electrical machinery can only be understood by those specially educated perhaps

—

—

—

FIG. ?.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

these tend to discourage many from making the
The object of the writer is not to go
attempt.

deeply into the theory of the machine, but merely to show the simplicity of its working, and
experiments which may
-t a few simple
to help those who wish to know just how
the armature is made to revolve.
In the winter of 1819-20, Prof. Jean Christian
Oersted of Denmark performed, before a class
dents, an experiment which clearly demonstrated that there existed a close relation between
The experiment was
electricity and magnetism.
A powerful current of elect ri< itj
a simple one.
through a wire held above and parOn the pas
allel ti
d magnetic needle.
I

irrent

on

swung

needle

the

right

at

angles

nent
-

many important

facts

for

.

-

itself

to the

may seem

it

which

inslari'

'•,

a small

north with the
hold it cli
light wire in ihi
the

..

1,2 and

3.

r8,
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posed and sent two copies to the officers and the
executive committee of the association, with the
request that they would retain one copy for
their information, and return the other with
their suggestion.
It became quickly apparent
that some persons were not members of the
association whom it would be very desirable to
have associated on the committee. In view of
this, it was thought best to nominate such per-

and invite them to become members of the
association at the time they were informed of
their nomination as a member of the committee
for their state.
As soon as a majority of the
lists were returned, a new list was prepared and
sent to the same persons.
When a majority of
the second lists were returned, a third list was
prepared for the information of the persons
nominated.
It is as follows:
sons,

B

PERRY.

L.

Fig. r, pointing to the north and at the wire. If
the current be passing through the wire, the
needle will set itself either as in Fig. 2 or as in
Fig. 3.
Should the north pole of the needle
move off to the left of the wire, Fig. 2, the direction of the current through the wire is as shown
by the arrow. If it should move in the other
the flow of current is as
direction
to the right
These simple
the arrow in Fig. 3 indicates.
facts show us that where a magnet pole and a
wire carrying an electric current are brought
near to each other, with some mysterious force
This influence, or
they act one upon the other.
what might be described as the push and pull or
pull and push of a magnet pole upon a wire carrying the current, is made use of in the electric
motor.
Every electric motor consists of two
an armature A, Fig. 4, and a
essential parts
The armature we may look
field magnet M.
upon as a cylinder arranged so as to revolve
freely upon its axis, and having insulated wire
wound around it, each turn parallel to the axis
-V, and so connected that the current delivered
will be caused to circulate
from the brushes
by the commutator C, through the armature
wires always in the manner as shown by the
arrow heads.
The field magnet of the commercial motor is
simply an electro-magnet, or, in other words, it
is a magnet made by the current circulating
through the coils of wire wound about it. For
the sake of simplicity we will, therefore, conthat is, built with a
sider the motor as in Fig. 4
permanent field magnet, and the electric current, therefore, circulating only through the
Returning to our experiment with
armature.
the compass, we note that when the current is
flowing down the wire, the north pole of the
needle sets itself off to the left, and when flowing up, it sets itself to the rig/it.
Now, if in the
first case, instead
of the magnet pole being
free to move, the wire was, we would see
that the wire would move to the right, although
the relative positions of the magnet and wire
would remain unchanged for the magnet pole
would still be to the left. Keeping these facts
in mind, and also that the action of a southpole on the wire is the reverse of that of a northpole, we turn to Fig. 4 and note the polarity
of each field and the direction of current through
the armature wires.
We can now readily see
how the
pole of the magnet would force the
wires on that side up in the direction indicated,
and how the S pole would likewise force down
past its face the wires on the left hand half of
the cylinder. As the wires are secured by bands
to the cylinder or body of the armature and the
commutator, as explained above, so connected
to the armature and arranged in regard to the
brushes that the curient is readjusted, as it were,
in its circulation every time the armature is
pulled far enough around to bring a new segment of the commutator under the brushes
a continuous rotation is produced.
While many forms of motors will be of a different shape and seem, perhaps, more complicated than the one illustrated, the reader wdl
find that a thorough understanding of the relation which the two essential parts, the armature
and field magnet, bear one to the other, how the
fields act upon the armature, etc., will enable
him, with little difficulty, to understand how any
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FIG, 3.

— Wm. Gesner, Montgomery.
Arkansas — Dean Adams, Little Rock.
California — Geo. H. Roe, San Francisco, 227 Ste3
phenson
Colorado— C. H. Smith. Denver.
Connecticut —
C. English. Bridgeport.
Dakota — Judge Stone, Fargo.
Delaware — C. Newbold Trump, Wilmington,
Alabama

1.

2.

street.

4.

J.

5.

6.

50

7

West Third
8.
9.

street.

Florida

— G. Stuart Smith

W.
— Judge H E. Champaign.
L. Nelson,
Indianapolis.
B.
Caren,
—
Iowa — Thomas Officer, Council Bluffs.
Kansas — M. Beebe, Hutchinson.
Kentucky — A. H. Barrett. Louisville.
Hart, New Orleans.
Louisiana — M.
Maine — Geo. Westcott. Portland.
Georgia

— S.

10.

Illinois

11

Indiana

12.
13.
14.

15.
16.

J.

J.

Maryland— Arthur
German street.
17.
18.

Augustine.
Palmer, Atlanta.

St.

Massachusetts

— F.

East

Steuart, Baltimore, 213

J

A.

Gilbert,

Boston, 17

State

street.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Michigan — !. E. Lockwood, Detroit.
Minnesota S. S Leonard, Minneapolis.
H. P. Hawkins, Greenville.
Mississippi

—
—
Missouri —
A. Corby,
Joseph.
Nebraska — Rigan, Omaha.
St.

J.

/S$

motor moves.
E

ELECTRIC MOTOR.

State and Municipal Legislation.
A. R. Foote, chairman

and municipal

state

of the

committee on

legislation of the

National

Light association, has been actively enorganizing the work since the February
The following circular from Mr.
convention.
Foote tells of the progress which has been
Electrii

gaged

in

made:

rj

ome
>

25.
26.
27.
28.

Nevada.

New Hampshire — Alonzo Elliott, Manchester.
New Jersey— Wm. II. Moore, Plainfield.
New York — E. A. Malier, Albany.
North Carolina — D. A Tompkins, Charlotte.

— A.

2(j.

Ohio

30.

Oregon— P.

31.

;iving effeel to the plans ol

desii

ommittec

To

secure the besl results and to avoid misunderstanding,
printed a list of all names proI

K. h'oote, Cincinnati.

F. Morey, Portland.
Pennsylvania- A. J. >c Camp, Philadelphia, 123
I

South Eleventh

The resolution creating this committee was
adopted so near the close of the Chicago coni/ention, that little opportunity was afforded in
which to make up its membership, or mark out
The first problem has been
its course of action.
how to secure a committee of able men identified with operating companies, each of whom
repre enl his state in whatever way might
bet

24.

street.

Rhode Island — M,

32
33.
34.

35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
|i.

J.

Perry, Providence.

South Carolina— Ceo. P. Edwards, Charleston.
Tennessee Robert I,. Morris, Nashville.
Texas David Hall, Calveston.

—

—
—
—
—

Vermont— M. J. Francisco, Rutland.
Maurice B. Klynn, Richmond.
Virginia
West Virginia Jno. B, Carden, Wheeling.
Wisconsin
Henry C. Payne, Milwaukee.
Washington, D. C. Ceo. TruesrUlc.
Washington Territory John II. IlHoUighton,

—

—

Ta-

coma.

This history shows that the
to be done is for all who

now
tin;

association, especially those

accessary thing
interested

,nmc
v;'

1

"

in

noriiiir.;uU-il

May
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the persons named, to use the full strength of
their influence to secure their acceptance of the

2O1

appointment, and thus complete the organization
While desiring most earnestly
of the committee.
to secure this end, the fact should not be lost
sight of, that it is better to have a vacancy, than
a name that represents only an address on which
time and money must be expended, without securing any yield of co-operative action.
In order that the nominees for the committee
may be advised as to the course the committee
will be expected to pursue, I prepared the fol-

forming tin- committee and giving shape to an
No argument is re
agreed basis lor its work.
quired to prove that the results which this com-

lowing:

who
I'LAN

i.

An

to see in

examination

what

will

particulars,

OF WORK.
be made of the laws in each state
if

any,

the

electrical industry

can be benefited by securing any practical change

in

such

mittee may achieve will be of great value to all
who are interested in any way in the elei
industry.
It ought to be as readily understood,
that the principal limitation upon its influence
and usefulness will be fixed by the manner in
which those co-operate with and sustain it,
to serve.
None
it
is designed
co-operate with this committee
should ever afterward be surprised if their isoto defeat or
ineffectual
lated efforts prove
change undesirable, or to obtain desirable, state
or municipal legislation.

whose

to

2.

be furnished to the chairman of the commitHe will then furnish the member of the committee
tee.
for that state such data, arguments and citations as he may

proposed

will

The Telephone Exchange

at

Grand

Rapids.

the Board of M
club was held a

ig of
1

the

f

room
In view

lory

ti

-

I

quai

vc the

ti

utmost

I

matters relating to tin- mai
ol tin- organization, including the eli
members, accepting resignations, e

after in

all

of this

policy, every resignation not heretol

interest

fail

laws.
All bills, affecting in any way the interests of the
electrical industry, that were introduced at the last session
of the legislature of any state, but which did not become
laws, will be examined to ascertain the tendency of legislation and to see if it is desirable that they should be passed.
3. Whenever any legislation is desired in any state, or if
legislation is proposed that is not desired, copies of the bill

Chicago Electric Club.

In this manner the time, since the adjourn
of the convention, has been occupied in

ment

assuming

liabilities.

I:;

acted upon by the full board, was
and formally accepted by letter or referred b
to the committee for further information.
Fifteen new members were elected at this
as follows:
F.
II.
Soden, J. Scribner, C. Cavaroc, Jr., Milton Thomas, J W. Taylor,
Ferguson, C. D. Haskins, T. P. Conant, W. II.
VVissing, lames Malia, \V. H. Mack.
Si
well, E. P. Meaney, Wm. Alcorn, A. R. Swift.
The meeting was enthusiastic throughout.
Plans were brought forward for increasing the
membership of the club, and the cheering news
was received that the telegraph people, who
have not been closely identified with the club
heretofore, were now preparing to come in in
large numbers, Col. Clowry having not only
subscribed one hundred dollars to help furnish
the new rooms, but promised to use his influence
in the direction of increasing the membership
from the telegraph fraternity. Similar information was received regarding the telephone fraternity, and the prospect for a large immediate
increase in the membership was shown to be
decided that hereafter
very good.
It was
all applications for membership be accompanied
It was also resolved that
by the initiation fee.
the entertainment and banquet dedicating the
new room be held about June 1st, and that a
large number of invitations be issued for that
Tickets to the banquet will be free.
occasion.
The rooms of the Chicago Electric club may
hereafter be considered the headquarters of the
They are conelectrical fraternity of Chicago.
veniently situated, handsomely furnished, and
compare favorably with any similar organization
The club will be served by the
in the country.
best caterer in Chicago, and all the other arrangements have been made on the same scale. Since
the new quarters were secured the prospects for
increased membership have improved, and members of every department of electrical development have become interested in the organization.
The future certainly looks bright, and
under the guidance of the present faithful and
efficient officers there is every reason to anticipate greater success in the future than has been
enjoyed in the past.
1

I

1

The new telephone exchange at Grand Rapids
has just been completed by the Telephone &
Telegraph Construction company of Detroit,
and the company has just moved to its new
quarters.
The operating room, of which a view

The Copper Market.
1EL1 1'IIONK

EXCHANGE AT

be able to provide, to enable said memb r to place information in the hands of proper persons through whom the
desired result may be secured.

work done

in one state will be kept in printed
can be used at once in any other state.
The work will thus become accumulative, and of such a
thorough character as to be practically irresistible.
4.

All

form, so that

I.

KAMI

RAPIDS,

It is

herewith presented, is on the sixth floor of the
new Blodgett block; and as it was designed esis

pecially for the
its

company,

it

is

complete

in all

details.

it

5. No legislative measure or economic principle will be
advocated in any manner in the name of the committee
without the approval of a majority of the whole number of
its members, nor will the committee undertake to secure
legislation in any state without the approval of the member
for that state, and then only when sufficient preparation
has been made to render success a reasonable certainty.

6. Each member of the committee will recommend to the
for his state, who will receive and
preserve for reference copies of all documents published or
approved by the committee, to the end that if at any time
it becomes necessary to employ
counsel in that state, or if
any special interest requires such service, said attorney will
have the desired information, and can represent the committee, or such special interest as may wish to employ him,
and have at his command much of the data necessary to
familiarize himself with the subject.
attorney
7. All other considerations being equal, an
residing at the capital of the state will be preferable.
S. The funds of the association are not to be used for
any of the expenses of this committee in any manner what-

chairman an attorney

ever.

Printed copies of the above were submitted to
the officers and executive committee of the association, and with them copies of the letters to
be used in inviting the persons nominated to accept the appointment as a member of the committee.

The room is 32 by 80 feet, and is reached by
both passenger and freight elevators, the latter
going clear to the cupola, the northern attic of
which will be used for storage purposes. Between
the rear entrance of the operating room and the
hall is a ladies' cloakroom, and back of this
apartment is the wire room in which are the
cross-connecting boards and other necessary
equipment.
The

switch-board, manufactured by the Deworks, is a splendid piece of
workmanship. It is 69 feet 10 inches long, 6
feet high, and is wired for 1,500 subscribers, but
its entire capacity is 2,400.
About 15,000 feet
of 50 conductor aerial cable has been used in the
transfer and re-running of lines.
The transfer
from the old to the new office was unattended
with any mishap or friction.
In fact, so perfect
was the service that the subscribers did not
know the change had taken place. The cost of
the new system is in the neighborhood of $20,Although the service at Grand Rapids
000.
has always been of the best, as is attested by the
continued growth of the business, the new equipment will, it is expected, make it as near per-

troit

Electrical

fection as

it

is

possible to attain.

now

generally conceded that the Ameri-

can representatives of the owners of copper
mines were unable to reach a satisfactory agreement with the French capitalists before leaving
Paris.
Advices from London intimate that
foreign financiers are beginning to realize that a
great mistake was made by the Frenchmen in
refusing to yield to the Americans.
F^uropean
capitalists begin to see that in all large financial
matters this country is destined to play an important part in the future, and they are consequently disturbed over the result of the conferIt is evident that
the new factor in
ence.
many
financial affairs is not welcomed, and
foreigners will not be convinced of the importance of American capital and its effect on finanAside from
cial affairs throughout the world.
these considerations, there is another important
feature in the failure of the syndicate to make a
satisfactory agreement, and one far more important to the country at present, at least.
It is
the fact that the breach between the American
and French financiers will probably result in
throwing an immense amount of copper on the
market, and eventually reduce the prevailing
This will be appreciated by Amei
prices.
in general, and the benefits will be enjoyed by
all.

The Schuyler company

has

made an

with a capacity for sixty arc
lights to Alexandria. V.i.. foi |
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diction to compel the relator to answer the question and furnish the telegrams demanded, and
that his committal for contempt on refusing to
comply with the requirements of the committee
was without jurisdiction and void, and that he

every saturday.

must, therefore, be discharged."
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Probably

the best lighted residence in ChiPotter Palmer's palatial home. Illustrations and a description of an installation which
was recently completed there are given in another column.
The plant has many interesting
features, and it affords an illustration of the
practical value of storage batteries.

cago

May

In the last issue of the Western Electrician
attention was called to the fact that public sentiment in the Empire state would oppose the
utilization of the vast water power of Niagara.
In this connection, the following editorial published in the New York Sun since the article in
question appeared, will be of interest:
"The
bill to authorize a Hydraulic Electric company
to erect machinery under Niagara falls, and to
use for that purpose the lands of the state
reservation, ought to be put to rest forever.
The people of this state have paid liberally for
the Niagara reservation.
Its purpose is to preserve the cataract uninjured as a public spec-

and to save its grandeur and beauty from
being destroyed by such uses as this bill contemplates.
We trust that the scheme will be so
promptly and so energetically rejected by the
legislature that it may never be offered again."
tacle,

An

invention of Edward Fales, of Philadelwidely commented upon during
It was stated to be a fuel
the last few months.
saving device, which was so efficient that a new
industrial era was predicted.
The wildest
stories were related, but investigation has revealed the fact that it is nothing more than a
commonplace invention. It is now stated that
the inventor, by a change of draft arrangements,
appears to be able to save a small portion of the
caloric which is otherwise wasted in obtaining
power from fuel, but that is all. An exchange,
in commenting on the alleged invention, says:
"It is difficult to say what will be the next
achievement in this march of progress, because
an intelligent guess at an improvement is half
way to its discovery. But the most inventive
minds of the age are at work on the problem,
and there need be no fear that they will not
succeed before long in eliminating a large part
of the outstanding loss of energy which now
occurs in every case where man attempts to
transform it or change the character of its
operation.
But the work will have to be done
by building up on what is already known as a
foundation.
The superstructure must be
achieved in the usual way by proceeding upward, not by beginning at the roof and working
down. To the latter kind of effort the alleged
discovery in Philadelphia seems to belong."
phia, has been

is

Will Cleveland's executive head follow
Mayor Grant's example, and remove overhead
wires?
The press of the city are urging him to
the step.
A Cleveland paper says: "The wire
nuisance should be abolished, and the only way
to do this is to stop talking and act.
It is over
a year since the ordinance providing for putting
the wires underground in the central part of the
city was passed, and yet nothing has been done
the streets, nor will
by the corporatio
anything be done until the city authorities show
that they are fully determined to enforce the
Then the dallying will stop and the
ordinance.
round."
'\e\ eland
can probably wait a short time, at least, before heroic
treatment of the p
essary.
..

(

j

The

several storms in the East and the tergales in the West played havoc with wires
of all kinds last week.
In Minneapolis considerable damage was done to the telephone
circuits by the crossing of the electric light
wires.
The fact that the electric light, telerific

graph and telephone lines were impaired in
several cities has caused the papers to renew
with vigor their warfare against overhead wires.
The St. Paul Pioneer Press takes up the matter,
and an extract from aneditoiial which appeared
in that paper is appended.
It is not presented
because the opinions which it expresses are
indorsed, but merely to show the effect which
the New York pole chopping is having throughout the country.
It says:
"The furious gale
which for the greater part of two days raged
through our streets, tossed and tangled the wires
into an almost inextricable confusion.
It was
impossible to prevent it in the network of iron
that now stretches between street and sky; and
it was equally impossible to make
any effort to
orrect the evil as long as these high winds prevailed.
As a consequence, the telephone service was badly demoralized.
Certain districts
oi the
ity were cut off practically from (ire pro
te
by the rippling of the fire alarm service,
and people who found that their telephones
1
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of all sorts can be operated
satisfactorily
through subways. We know that the companies
understand this, and are ready to take practical
measures for putting their wires underground
whenever they have to. And we know, moreover, that they will not do anything short of
compulsion.
New York worried over this same
question for years and years, appointed and
maintained to no purpose an expensive electrical
commission, and is just now settling the whole

business to the public satisfaction in the shortest
possible order by cutting down poles and removing wires without regard to supplication "or
protest.
The cost of undoing the work of the
wind in the last few days would pay a considerable share of the cost of maintaining subways; not to count the much more serious damage of sleet storms in winter. Yet, although
certain franchises have been granted by the
council, and others applied for, we see no more
prospect of having the wires underground in St.
Paul than there was five years ago." The editorial concludes with a criticism of city officials
who are derelict in their duties. While hasty
uncorciliatory opinions of this kind cannot be
approved, they are interesting as showing the
position which the press of the country is taking
an this matter.

In another place is given a short account of
the victory of the telephone company in St. Louis
in the litigation growing out of its controversy
with the city authorities.
When the municipal
assembly passed an ordinance reducing telephone rates from $100 to $50 the company
began to take out instruments as rapidly as the
contracts expired.
A compromise was effected
while an appeal to the courts was made, by the
terms of which subscribers agreed to pay $50
per year if the Supreme court found the assembly had the right to regulate the rates, but f 100
if the decision was in
favor of the company.
The telephone company's position was sustained
by the court, which found that the right to regulate telephone charges had not been delegated
to the assembly by the legislature. Some of the
subscribers, however, insisted on paying at the
$50 rate in spite of the decision, and a test case
came to trial last week. The suit did not go to
the jury, as the presiding judge found the law
so plainly in favor of the company that he
directed a verdict in its favor.
The Missouri
legislature did not see fit to pass the Dempsey
bill, which reduced so radically telephone charges
throughout the state. The senate, however,
last week passed a bill which is specially dear to
the St. Louis authorities.
It confers upon cities
and towns the power to regulate charges for
telephone service, and the conduct of the business.

It is stated that plans for inflicting the
death penalty in New York state by electricity
are substantially completed.
The condemned
criminal will be placed in a strong oaken chair.
His head will be covered with a metal cap, on
the inner side of which will be a sponge saturated
with salt water.
He will wear a tightly laced
pair of shoes, in each of which will be a damp
sponge.
The circuit will be closed for fifteen
seconds.
Apparatus for the infliction of the
penalty under the new law has been purchased,
and plants are to be installed at Auburn, Clinton and Sing Sing.
The report was sent out
from New York by the press associations that

dynamos

of a certain

make had

been

bought

purpose.. The statement was indignantly denied by the makers of the machine in
They asserted that the report had
question.
been circulated by rivals in order to injure their
business.
The explanation seems to be that the
dynamos were not purchased directly from the
manufacturers, but from a gentleman whose
name has been prominently before the public
in connection with testing the effects of deadly
currents on animals.
A dispatch from Buffalo has a certain ghastly
interest in this connection.
A message states
that William [Cremmler has been found guilty of
murder in the first degree, and will he the first
criminal executed by electricity,
There are a
for this

good many chances

for a

condemned

man

to

escape even in New York stale alter sentence
has been pronounced, bul the Buffalo correspondent speaks of the execution as a certainty.
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Company's

Standard Electric
The new

Electric

System.

Light

the

electric light apparatus of the Stand-

Electric

company

accompanying

of

cuts.

Vermont

Fig.

1

a perfectly
all the electrical features of
closed circuit armature is enabled to run in a

which

FIG.

I.

STANDARD ELECTRIC COMPANY

S

STANDARD

ELFe-flOc

intensely magnetized iron of the armaand are thereby subjected to the highest
possible inductive effect while passing under the

by

tlie

company

These results are obtained with
field magnets.
the simplest forms of construi lion, and without
the development of heat in the machine.
Fig. 2 shows the armature with the inductor
The bars are
bars embedded in the iron core.
separated from the iron by fireproof insulation.
The connectors at the ends of the armature bars
are separated by an' spaces, and require no in-

s

generated not only at a reduced speed, but with
a very greatly reduced weight of iron and of
copper wire in the field magnets. These features
are not derived entirely by the use of the multipolar field, but are partly due to the manner in
which the wires or conductors are arranged on
the armature.
The iron core of the armature
the
fills all the space embraced by the poles of
field magnets as closely as it can and have room
for it to revolve, thereby reducing the resistance
of the magnetic circuit to the lowest possible degree.

The copper conductors are embedded in narrow grooves, and are almost entirely surrounded

FIG.

F

FIG. 3.

of Vermont,

Conduits
uncil

Minneapolis,

in

Mi

of

At pre-

i.mies.

g of an
the Nation;
'met conduits.
It a;
as not carefully drawn, and,

over

nam

-

the right

1

1

STANDARD ELECTRIC COMPANY

3.

the magnetic circuit, as shown in Fig. 3,
there are six magnets round the armature, each
alternate one being of opposite polarity.
The part of the magnetic circuit between the
magnet and the armature is shown by the dotted
fills
lines /.
The iron core of the armature
the whole space between the pole pieces, and
the inductor bars are embedded in the armature
so as to receive the highest inductive effect
from the highly magnetized iron, as they pass in
Fig. 4
succession under the field magnets.
shows the Standard arc dynamo; the frame
and bed-plate of the dynamo are made of soft
In

ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.

force may be generated with much less speed of
It is stated that currotation of the armature.
rent to the full capacity of the armature can be

iny

!

sulation.

ELECTRIC IK. Ill SYSTEM.

multipolar field, and to deliver a direct and continuous current from a single pair of brushes,
the same as is obtained from an ordinary twopoled dynamo used for incandescent lighting.
The electromotive force generated is determined
by the strength of the magnetic field through
which the conductor or the armature passes, and
by the rapidity with which the inductive impulses
caused by the revolutions of the armature succeed each other: hence, by the use of a larger
number of field magnets, so arranged that the
effect of each is cumulative upon that of the one
preceding it, a given amount of electromotive

FIG. 2.
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ture,

is shown
in
shows the Standard incandescent dynamo, which weighs 1,350
pounds, and has a capacity of 300 16-candle
power lamps. The principal feature of the
dynamo consists in the methods of applying the
copper conductors to the armature, by means of

arc]

ELECTRICIAN.

The
ing through the magnets and pole pieces.
the
of
Gramme ring type.
is
armature
The wire is double covered, and the coils
each other to prevent
insulated from
are
The comthe possibility of a short circuit.
mutator is made of hardened copper with mica
The radial arms
insulation between the bars.
have grooved screw connections to admit the
armature wires, hence no soldering of the conThe brushes are adjustnections is required.
able while the machine is running, and the yoke
permits their free movement around the commutator for the purpose of adjustment. The

is

ELECTRIC LIGHT 5YSTEM.

claimed, did not confer on the company the
power to construct manholes. The city attorney, a week ago, was called upon to decide
whether the company had the right so to do.
In his opinion he says he can find no such
authority either in the ordinance approved Oct.
10, 1S87, granting a franchise to the National
Subway company, or in the general underground
wire ordinance, approved Dec. 10, 1SS6, for the
construction of manholes.
In the application
to the city engineer for space by the subway

company nothing

is said about manholes, and
no space was assigned for that purpose.

STANDARD ELECTRIC COMPANY

The bearings which
cast in one piece.
support the armature are bolted to the bedThe
plate; thus perfect solidity is secured.
magnets are secured to the frame by bolts passiron,

S

it

ELECTRIC Lieu

S

I

The

only semblance of authority, said the city attorney,
is a motion passed
by the city council Nov. .:. [SSS,
authorizing the superintendent of the lire alarm service to
give such time as may be necessary to see to the constructor! of necessary laterals and manholes in
connection with
the laying of the conduits, to permit the proper distribution ol city wires, and to see that the city's interests are
This did net authorize the construction
fully protected.
of the manholes which have been put in. as it referred
only to the making of proper pro\ ision lor the city wires.
The National Subway company seems disposed to postpone putting in any other manholes until some adjustment
of the matter can be made.
Hut inasmuch as this is a
question that will arise whenever any cables or conduits are
put under ground, 1 recommend that some plan be devised
regarding manholes and service bows, and that the general
ordinance be amended so as to provide for them in at
ance with the plan that may be agreed up

The

city

engineer

is

specifications submitted

examining

plans

by the Edison

Eli

and
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The

Light company for their conduits.

allow competition.

Gas and
John
Whether
a gas

man

Electricity.
a. Bri

i

i

1

on

or not the hitherto even-tempered existence of
shall become burdened with a load of volts,

an

important query, and
shou'd not be lightly dismissed, nor decided without a careTo one who
ful, unprejudiced and thorough investigation.
has been interested in the combination of gas and electricity
(a combination not effected without that searching inquiry
that was and is necessary), it may be permitted to speak
whereof he knows, and give his reasons why it is not only
eminently desirable, but economically certain, the best
course for a gas company to pursue.
Your practical gas man wants facts, not theories, and
his own judgments strengthened by these facts will put
him in a position to decide his own case without the intervention of any interested party.
There are many reasons why a gas company can operate
an electric light plant to the advantage of the stockholders,
and the mutual benefit of the consumers and company's

ohms, amperes and watts,

which

is

give a few:
An electric light station, to be properly conducted, needs
at its head a man of sound judgment, quick perceptive
faculties, a thorough knowledge of steam and its economical production, the tact necessary in dealing with people,
and withal that training in the hard school of necessity
that will not brook defeat all these, and more, are possessed
by your average gas superintendent.
The station should be located on the grounds of the
gas works, and should be built for a capacity double that
which at the time erected is thought necessary, as experience has proven that no electric light station ever built
and properly run was large enough. In all gas yards there
is more or less room, and the advantages gained are innumerable. There is an opportunity to utilize the byproducts, which in many cases are nuisances, and can,
under boilers, pay a large interest; this is particularly the
case where a company is operating the oil and coal processes; as coke breeze, generally unsalable, combined with
the residuum of oil, makes an excellent fuel; hot coke
drawn from the retorts makes an economical method of
Again, by the exercise of that economy
starting fires.
which is the patent right of a gas man, the many little
leaks, that the professional electric light man has achieved
a national reputation for, are stopped, and the pennies
saved become pennies earned- Your material is purchased
cheaper, or in a better market, because of your knowledge
of the matter of purchase of supplies, and of the men from
whom you buy. You are not out anything for clerks or
office expense; there is always a man or two about the
works who can be spared for an hour or two to trim lamps
and do other odd jobs that, with the separate station, mean
a man at a stated salary per month, %vhose time is not half
employed
These savings seem trifling, but summed up,
they are the foundation stones of a balance on the right
side of the ledger at the close of the year's business.
As an answer to the statement that gas consumers demand an opposition, and that gas and electric lights
operated by the same company only tend to the creation
of an opposition, I think it is sufficient to say that opposition is created in the main by the parent company, either
by high rates or poor service, or both. Given a company
operating with gas alone, or in conjunction with electric
light, and maintaining a thorough accord with its consumers by a service that would be expected by the company
opposition would not
if positions were reversed, and an
attempt to gain a foothold except for the purpose of blackmail, and this kind of an opponent is readily recognized by
the mass of people, and will and always has been allowed
to die the death it deserves.
Rates for electric lights are as a rule too high, and the
fault lies not so much with the companies operating, as it
does with the seller of the plants, who, to make a high
margin or profit apparent, knowing that because of its
novelty the light will be sought after, do when installing a
plant, make a rate that will appear to the purchaser as a
rich investment, and the purchaser, running it at those
rates, invites another company, perhaps represented by the
same man who sold him the first plant, to come in, and by
offering the light at a much reduced rate, and still at a
profit to himself, gives your consumer a chance for disinterest, of

plant,

a gas company, when installing an
would give to a consideration of rates the

same forethought

that

it

gives to a question of

gas rates,

many an opposition would be kept away.
The time has passed when a gas company
of independence; to

day it
with the merchant and make its wares attractive; this can
easily be done; accommodating clerks and collectors who
will attend to the wants of customers, a little forbearance
-! that man who
wants to know why his bill this
it
was last, although he has burned
month
tat
few dollars expended in the free distrirners, an inspection (immediate)
tain a spirit

of complaints of poor ligl
price thai will yield tbc
I

quality of ga
rate of profit on

same

er business possessing
warrant that your bug-

cad.
be an easy
not the electric light should
*cm that then
" have the elec

Ma-'matter to determin-:
be pushed a
be n'-

•hem

to

take it, and
oae
the

veil then
apply the

that have been

it

twenty-four hours.

The

result of its treatment.

that

indicates

test

results

which would have been considered impossible a year ago
are now possible, and that the electric motor considered as
a machine is stronger and more reliable than a steam
Some time ago, it
engine or any other power producer.
he would
will be remembered that Mr. Sprague said that
accomplish just such a result as has been shown in this
for twenty-five
test, and that after soaking the armature
hours in the water he would put it in a machine and work
the machine up to its load.

criminal

were the ex-

present

who

the porily Mrs. Olive E. Friend,
chief

conspirator

wife,

and Augustus and George

the

in

alleged to be the

is

sugar fraud, Howard's

electric

Howard have languished

except

Tombs, while

grand larceny were

for

Howard and
them

indict-

originally found against

One

co-defendants.

his

the

Michigan,

in

Three

because they could not get bail as he did

ments

them

All of

Ilalstead.

in the

ex-clergyman has grown brown and hearty

them charged

of

with obtaining $6, 500 by fraudulent repre-

jointly

Lawson N. Fuller.
This had been
new indictment in three counts, alleging
that the money was obtained from Mr. Fuller, from the
Electric Sugar company, and from President Cotterill and
Secretary Robertson.
Lawyer Howe, who appeared for
the defendants, demurred, on the ground that the new
from

sentations

replaced by a

indictment contained additional charges not in the indict-

and

count,

but

in the controversy,

was forced they fell in line. The officials
Union say they will get their cables in
have the wires in lower Broadway and Park place

the issue

second and

to decline to plead as to the

District Attorney Fellows said that the bail

Howard gave under the old indictment did
to the new indictment.
So Howard had

that

York, May 11. The board of trade has come out
flat-footed for Mayor Grant at last, and will support him
For a time a few members
in his war on overhead wires.

when

the promi-

Rev. William E. Howard, the father of his co defendant,

third counts.

Notes.

appeared disinclined to take part

who were

The

week.

in the

Among

6th.

i?

asked leave to enter a special plea of not guilty as to the

—

New

May

called

nent actors in this fiasco

first

New York

was

action

18,

ment upon which the lot were extradited from Michigan.
Recorder Smyth overruled the demurrer. Then Mr. Howe

CORRESPONDENCE.

not hold

good as

to fall in,

very ruefully, with the procession of his co-defendants and

march back with them to the Tombs. The following day
another hearing was given, and the defendants entered a
plea

of

guilty to the charge in the

not

first

count of the

of the Western

indictment, and as they refused to plead to the second and

time to

third counts, Recorder

Smyth ordered pleas of not
down for trial on May 20th.

buried at the expiration of thirty days' grace accorded the

entered and set the case

company, and then the clearing out of the poles and
In the meantime the work
thousands of wires will begin.

Stanford White's centennial arch over

down

of taking

and

the wires and poles on Eighth avenue

Forty-second street

The work

progressing.

is

Mayor Grant's

cost the city over $11, 000.

has already

providing

bill

that the comptroller shall be furnished a statement

expenses incurred

of the

the removal of the poles and wires

in

and, through the corporation counsel, shall levy upon the

property of
recover

and

companies owning the obstructions

the

had a

cost of their removal, has

full

become a law before the legislature
Mayor Grant told Commissioner Gibbens the

adjourns.

private telephone

other day, with a laugh, that his

The

had been cut on Fifty-eighth street.

Sixth avenue to Fifty-eighth street, where

ground and proceeds by pole

the

Seventy third

The

which has

bill

to the

wire runs under

emerges from

it

mayor's house

power by any
cars,

street railway corn-

intended

clearly

is

remarkable decision of the Court of Appeals

steam power
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well.

charters

senate

the

of

was

bill

in

is

railway

It

Jay

interest

has shown his great interest

looks as
(

the

of

the

in the

will veto

Albany

welfare of

It

as he

it,

New York

transit bill.

It

looked

was surely doomed, but through the efforts of
the governor it was resurrected and may yet be pissed.

as

if

the

The
the

bill

purchased three dynamos to be used

state has

murderers under the new law.

execution of

machines are

be installed

to

at

in

The

Sing Sing, Auburn and

The experiments conducted by

The

experts have just

guilty

proposed marble arch to replace

erection of the

Washington square,

now

is

Fifth avenue at

The

practically assured.

art

committee has appointed a committee of thirty-four to raise

money and

The

erect the arch.

question of material was

determined in favor of marble, which was in accordance
with Mr. White's design.

It

hoped

is

to raise $100,000
by popular subscrip-

for the erection of the triumphal arch

and $50,000 for embellishing

tion,

promised to

Mayor Grant
The committee

it.

undertaking.

assist in the

has
has

already organized and proceeded to business, electing the

Chairman, Henry

following officers:

Gen.

chairman,

Louis

Gilder; treasurer,

finance

committee,

Marquand;

J.

Fitzgerald;

Watson

vice-

Richard

secretary,

William Rhinelander Stewart;
Ives, Louis Fitzgerald, J.

Brayton

Hood Wright and

Charles S. Smith.

the committee

thirty-four

of

Three members of

subscribed for $1,000 each,

and several smaller subscriptions were received. The
Society of American Artists has begun a subscription to
Already a large sum has been raised, and the

the fund.

project

The illumination
command the

insured success.

is

much

the arch has done

to

admiring public, and the incandescent

the

deserves

making the arch

share of praise in

its

memento

the

if

lould to save

will reject the bill.

mayor's rapid
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passed the governor
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for
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street
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probably cover electric power as

will

no necessity

is

steam locomotives

to

use of horses, for the

the

to

railroads

street

is

in

just passed the senate, prohibiting

pan v now operating horse

power

wire

street.

the substitution of steam

confine

to

third reading

doubtless

will

Clinton.

could mainmust take rank

prominently before the public earlier

was allowed to remain for another
machine,
It was again placed in the
and after the commutator had been dried the motor was
worked up to over 33 per cent, above its normal load for
two to three hours without showing any defect, or bad
where

salt water,

If

satisfaction.

of a Motor.

In a recent test of one of the new Sprague motors made
Motor
at the factory of the Sprague Electric Railway &
company at Schenectady, N. Y\, one of the armatures was
placed in a tub of water, and allowed to soak for twentyfour hours.
It was then taken out from its bath and put
into position in the machine, and worked up to full load
After this treatment it was
without developing any defect
again removed from the machine and placed in a tub of

I will briefly

;

electric

A Test

ordi-

nance under which the Dorset company has
operated exclusively has been amended so as to

May

night of

at

attention

of

electric light

a permanent

of the great centennial ctlabration.

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the

New

England Telephone company directors were chosen, who
in turn elected the following officers:

Sherwin; vice-president, Henry

R. Driver; secretary, Fred

Thomas

President,

Hyde;

S.

Wm.

treasurer,

Boynton;

general manager,

Jasper N. Keller; executive committee,

Thomas Sherwin,
The treasurer's

Moses

G

J

Parker and John E. Hudson.

annual report showed that the gross earnings for the year

were $1,127,30740; expenses, $856,580.87; net earnings,
As compared with the report of 1887, there
$270,726.53.

was an

increase

but there was an

gross earnings,

of

increase of expenses greater in proportion than the increase
in

and the net earnings were correspondingly

receipts,

W.

less.

II.

T.

been supplemented by corroborative evidence of the most

John Maroney, a laboring man cmriver tunnel, slipped and fell against

decisive character.

ployed in the

Hudson

an electric light wire.

where

the

had

insulation

The

instantly killed.

blue mark

lie unfortunately struck

on

his

been

worn away, and was

only mark on his body was a

arm where he came

in contact with

little

the

wire.

The

St.

a portion

St. JOSEPH,
St

Joseph

number

is

May

Joseph, Mo.

II.

— The history of
progress.

of

a history

Kansas Telephone company.
apparatus at

lighting

electric

the

Union Square

new

the theater.

wires and substituted

On motion

>

of Attorney General

Faber, a judgment dis*

company was given by
S. Burnham Moflctt
the Supreme court,

solving the Electric Sugar Refining
Karrett in

30 long

civcr,
..

'I

he

.'iffair.

and directed to furnish a bond of
this
of
concern were broughl

is

charge since April

to the

and the number is
Mr. Ycnowinc the company has taken down

SCribers,

switch board, and

When

the

one

across

&

exin

to

night.

in

a

the country lo

Mr.

Kansas

control

the central office

When

the old

all

new multiple
Troy, Kansas and
in

company gained

employed

:<t

put

lines

toll

line

present

three operators were

the day, and

cables, has

built

Savannah, and a new
City.

Missouri

There are to-day 700 subrapidly increasing.
Under

1885.

I,

the

two and a half years 80

In

The management of the
now under W. W. Ycnowinc, who has been

change

1

company

when

ownership of

subscribers were added.

was burned out this week and about $500 damage
The fire was caused by a broken wire of the Bru«h
Electric Light ompany oming into contact with the wires
Manhattan Electric Light company, which supplies

theater

1883,

of subscribers had reached 200, the

the plant passed from the local

telephone in

the

In

only

— two

in

Ycnowinc took

—
May
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up

At
charge there were three in the day and one at night.
present there are nine day operators, one extra at noon,
and in the evening for relief, three from 7 to 9 V M M and

for putting

two the remainder of the night. This number includes the
operator, the latter having been
toll line operator and the chief

along the route over

The

added about two months ago.
necessitated the introduction of

increase of

business

of late, and

it is

expected when the operators become more

though

it

has not awarded

The

which the

line

extend, and

will

Leavenworth

Cuming, Sixteenth,

cludes Saunders,

The

now being made on

attack

right of the

company

the legality of

to build

legality of the issuance of

tin

That

my

is

When

cause.

and

duty,

am

I

all

$750,000.

for

made without good
it is much easier for

waiting for electric

may
consolidated company

numbers

than to answer,

called

know how busy the
no question but we can

They're talking now,' they will

St.

imJoseph lines are. There is
prove the service, but to do this the subscribers must help
They should above all things answer promptly when
us.
there

is

a

call,

and confine the use of the telephones

to

The Dempsey telephone
themselves and their employes.
the legislature, and I sent down a
bill has been defeated in
Moran, signed by over 100 of our submore essential
scribers, who said that good service was
than cheap service, and that the service in St. Joseph was
The service is now improving, and will be
excellent.
petition to Senator

hpttpr

"

May

will

City,

11.

— At a recent meeting of

been called east by the

illness of his father.

The Edison company

is

arranging for motor service and

furnishing lights during the day.

It

has been giving night

some time.
The Kansas City Electric Light company furnished 45

service for

arc lights for the

G

Imore jubilee

festival

Oklahoma

building.

It will also furuish

show with

15 arc lights next week.

at the

Exposition

Hill's

Wild West

The Southwestern Electrical Supply company's offices
have remained closed all week on account of the death of
Harry Lasell, brother of Edward Lasell, the treasurer of
the company.
The extreme measures adopted by Mayer Grant of New
York have set electric companies elsewhere thinking, with a
In speaking of
view of preparing for such an emergency.

R

Weeks, president of the National ElecLight association, said: "I do not think that Mayor
matter E.

Grant's course

is

the correct one, but

I

also

believe that

companies may be somewhat to blame in the matter.
side, I believe from what I can learn, has been somewhat unapproachable, and it does seem as if all the trouble

the

First Presbyterian church,

ompany

the Board

lamps

in lighting the city

carbon lamps,

it

all

was asserted, were infringements on patents
Mr. Bagnal, St. Louis
company, says that the company

will shortly institute

against

suits

double lamps, as well as against
differential

Mr

magnet

manufacturers of

all

companies

all

using

a

lamps, either single or double.

in their

necessary apparatus for lighting the

city, claims'

the

all

that

his

company has a written agreement, signed and sealed, with
the Brush company of Cleveland, whereby it is' authorized
magnet

carbon lamps, also

use

to

its

has been

The

After recent delays the overhead cables have been placed

on

Louis Battery Manufacturing company

ston,

Ten

would try to convince the
authorities that such was the case by putting down an experimental piece of conduit, and showing that I did my
I believe that the action of Mayor
best to make it work.
Grant caused as much trouble for residents of New York

to

operate

underground,

as the companies,

derground

and

I

will really delay the

adoption of unP.

wires.''

graph company,

is

making improvements
force

figur-

is

for

in

Union Telethe method of

use on telegraph

cir-

W. R Ryder, an employe of the Missouri Bell Telephone company, while at work on one of the company's
poles, received an electric shock and fell to the ground, a
His skull
distance of thirty feet, striking on his head.
was fractured, and he died before an ambulance arrived.
Ryder was 27 years

old,

and was a comparative

single,

St.

Louis Subway company has

plans were incomplete, as the

plans with

tiled its

Board of Public Improvements.

It

is

claimed the

company did not show

gas or water pipes, or even the

under

tunnel

railroad

the

The board refused to approve
were made much more elaborate

Washington avenue.
plans until they

The Board

of Public

and inspect the subways

Improvements

will

visit

the

The

company

there.

,

has begun an action to recover

$2,465 in the United States District court against the Red
Cloud Electric Light company, the Western Engineering

company, the Red Cloud National Bank, the National Exchange Bank of Kansas.City, and R. A. Jones. The bill
is

for wire,

reels

and other apparatus used

in

the

Red

Cloud Electric Light company's plant. The complainant
when the goods were sold to the Red Cloud
Electric Light company, the said company had a lease

avers that

the

building stands, and had the

right to certain quantities of

water conveyed fiom the Re-

upon the grounds where

Red Cloud Milling
Light company owned the

Electric

Kentucky Phonograph

of the

officers

H

elected:

Y. Loving, president; L.

Leonard, vice president; Oscar Fenley, treasurer and sec-

and

retary;

Campbell Scott, manager.

J.

Thomas G.

Gaylord, manager of the Louisville Electric

A.

Cincinnati.

is in

Topeka Kan.
Toi'KKA,

Kan

May

,

10.

— In the

United Slates Circuit

Tuesday Judge Foster gave an important decision in
the case brought by the American Bell Telephone company
against the Hutchinson Water. Light & Telephone company. This is one of the numerous controversies which
court

have arisen in the courts

company

various parts of the country for

in

The lelephcne

Hutchinson has been using the Cushman and

at

instruments which have heretofore been

other telephone

infringements on the Bell.

declared

further use and to recover damages.

Cushman compmy

Proceedings were

May

St. Louis,

11.

— The books for

Trust certificates closed Saturday.

have been signed, with 10,000
assures the success of the trust

controversy

between

still

Gas

the transfer of

About 50.000 shares
out.

This practically

and the ending of the long
A telegram was

companies.

the

received Saturday announc ng the acceptance of the option
on the Laclede property, and stating that £500,000 had
:

been deposited

Several of the projected electrical roads are meeting with
great opposition from the citizens along the lines, but that

did not prevent the presentation of a

new scheme

municipal assembly

start at the intersection of

to King's highway.

for

last

an

week.

The

Magnolia and

road will connect with and act

in

conjunction with the Missouri Railroad company, and one
fare will entitle a passenger to a ride over both roads.

The wiring

City for an order dismissing the

of the city, which was stopped a short time

case

came up

hearing before Judge Foster.

for

in favor of the Bell

gave notice

and report the

take testimony

to

the Bell

company.

The defendants

an appeal, and took exceptions to the decree.

of

The operation

of the decree

has sprung up

all

was stayed

June

until

10th.

Pittsburg, Pa.
May 11. A new class

—

of

craftsmen

over the country within the past six or

The

seven years.

spoken of

class

cal" or "special" plumbers.

is

known

as

"electri-

Their duties are to weld the

subway cables, and to do this successfully they
must not only be first class plumbers, but intelligent workmen, who can learn something about electricity and the
points of

necessity of perfect insulation of circuits.

preciate the important part the electrical

Few people who

Standard Underground Cable company, yesterday,
in the country,

The

but they are increasing with the

ing that

all

The steam was

turned on and everything tested to the satisfaction of the

gentlemen present, who are very well pleased with the

order-

been

must be placed underground, has earned an en(
amount of work to be thrown upon the half dozen underground cable companies in the country. They have been

a

Edison company's representatives.

was

laid,

The engines, boilers, pipe work and fittings which the
Pond Engineering company has been putting in for the
Edison Electric Light & Power company, Kansas City,
by

it

demand.

Mayor Grant of New York, in
wires upon streets where conduits have

recent action of

that they cannot

I

ap-

in the

ascertained that there are less than 100 electrical plumbers

to

and have been formally accept-.

plumber plavs

In a talk with E. G. Aeheson, electrician

matter.

a plan that will be acceptable to the underwriters

the

Judge

Telephone company, and reference was

made to Irwin Taylor
amount of damage due

appointed a committee to discuss this matter and settle on

company, and that the Electric

to await the deter-

Judge
Brewer overruled the application a few days ago. and the

unable to get

in position,

case

mination of the suit brought by the government.

ago by the president of the Board of Underwriters, will
probably go on, as the Board of Public Improvements

Mo., are

attorneys for the

have watched the placing of underground cables can

to bind the bargain.

proposed to

The

app'ied before Judge Brewer at Kansas

PITTSBURG, Pa.,

publican river across the property of the

machinery and appliances necessary in running the plant.
The Omaha Street Railway company has let the contract

following

company have been

B.

It is

Pa

Gaynor

the

Chicago.

in

R.

Tower Grove avenues, and run west on Magnolia avenue

of Pittsburg,

president of

SutclifTe,

Chicago

— The

Underground Cable

motive power.

Foster, after hearing the argument, granted the injunction

stranger in the city.

Omaha, Neb.
Standard

power

So-horse

will furnish the

brought before Judge Foster to restrain the company from

cuits.

electric elevated road in the

Omaha, May u.

Two

work.

cars will run on the two tracks.

John H.
company, is

Each

could have been avoided if proper steps had been taken by
If I had the
each side to secure a mutual understanding.
difficulty to deal with, and believed that it was impracticable

doing the

is

Thomson-Houston dynamos

will, in all

E. E, Vining,

infringements of the Bell telephone patents.

S Graber, electrician of the Western

The

and the road

railway,

street

Electric Light

generating electromotive

the

Green

the

probability, be in operation in a few days.

station pole lines.

ing on several large orders

H

by the disturbing element

differ-

in the city.

St.

-'
1

in its lamps.

company is rapidly comThe inside work is all done
by contract. The Keystone Wiring company and the
Porter Construction company are the contractors.
C. S. Sanderson of the National Carbon company

pleting

tl

in the charter.

of streets frequented

Light company,

the

said that

has decided to purchase

city

A number

Ayer, representing the Jenney Electric company of

Indianapolis, which will furnish the contractor with

is

are already lighted by electi

issued to C. E. Brush of Cleveland.

representative of the Brush

it

A

the site of the

erect an electric light plant there

will

made

is

and

1

the illumination of the principal thoroughfares of the city.

unless

double

company has purchased

tin-

'..

its

wherever desirable.

to furnish e'ectricity

it

of

The

they were manufactured by the Brush company, as

The Missouri

Armourdale electric railway, which is being constructed by the
Thomson Houston company, has arrived, and is being set
up in the power house of the Fifth street cable line which
belongs to the company operating the Armourdale line
the Metropolitan Street Railway company.
Charles Rusling of the Thomson-Houston agency has
for the

alurc i" change

will pel

authorizing

Louis, Mo.

notified not to use double

ential

Mo.

.lay

1

I'.

the Brush Electric

to construct double

Kansas

tric

trouble.

!*•

Kansas City, May 11.— The machinery

this

the

officers of

Improvement a formal notice was presented by
company of Cleveland. The board was

of Public

arr

Louisville, Ky.

It is

the change

ST. Lours,

company

in

L.

lines, that the litigation

St.

it.

can to improve the

I

are

people understand that

the operators to give the
'

doing

know many complaints

I

service.

remedy

The

them any

not cause

The

ti

were seen today and say, however, that the litigation

there will be an opportunity to

1

questioned as well as

is

bonds

who were

feared by property owners,

improvements

A

this

|th inst.

and cable roads was not unexpected.

solidation of the horse

The

of

increase

I]

made by persons who do not know how to use a telephone,
and many unreasonable charges a-e made. Manager Yenorecently: "If there
wine, in speaking of Ihe service, said
complaint I want subscribers to notify me
is cause for

Then

Pond

and Park avenue.

service or extensions of

direct.

the

for

in-

street

less
familiar with the use of the switch-board there will be
Many complaints of poor service are
for complaint.

cause

l

erec-

begun

been

tion of poles to carry electric wire has already

the multiple switch board,

which puts the operation of the exchange here on the same
The switch board has been in
plan with larger cities.
The service is greatly improved
operation about a month.

electric wire poles,

the contract for the electric system to be used.

1

all

the plumbers necessary to

who

(rdinary plumbers,

the

fill

bill

under most

number

gave

to this city

burg

In iSSa

sewer and

other

plumbers

gases,

The Standard company

is

common

tried to leach

and

Wm.

I

a
.

well-known electrician of PittsIroj
who was then electrician

Mel

,

nderground Cable company, seeing the
of having men learn this part of the busine

Standard
ity

wcrk.

them the business in New York, but the men
The honor of introducing this clasSoE ai

belongs

of the

trouble with most green

stand

streets.

of

up

it

The

do the

are good mechanics, arc not able

I
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266
making a

specially of

went

it,

plumbing shop

a

to

doing
plumber

nothing

learned the business, and have been

The

since.

salary' of

an

electrical

and

They soon

hired two of the best plumbers in this city.

else

about $5 a

is

H.

daw

Nashville, Tenn.

—

Nashville, May 11. Nashville's electric railway,
which was completed the 1st of the month, has since been
in successful

race

the

track.

Another

company operates

six

the center of the

in

The
Thomson-Houston

and the

cars,

to

city

be added.

half mile will

The new road

has been adopted.

system

miles in length, reach-

It is six

operation.

ing from the Maxwell house

did a thriving

E. E. Vining of
business during the Nashville races.
Boston, superintended the construction of the electrical
apparatus.

Knoxville

will

have an

electric

railway

and the

soon,

improvement is receiving encouragement on ever} hand.
smaller towns throughout the state are rapidly adopting the use of electricity for lighting and motive power
-

The

May

The case will be apapplication was denied.
Three franchises have already been granted to
San Francisc companies, and stock in these concerns is

20
20

but

the
pealed.

going up.

Complaint is made by shippers of electric light globes
from Pittsburgh to San Francisco that the railroads favor
the gas companies, and give gas globes a rate of $1.80
while they charge $3.10 a hundred for electric light globes.
Some of the electric light globe shippers have been trying
to get concessions, but the railroad people will not make
any.

Minn is not satisfied with its light as supplied
gas firm, and it is claimed that the town receives
poorer gas service than any other city in the northwest.
Therefore it is advocated by some that the city buy the
gas plant.
This, however, would be but a temporary
makeshift, as Duluth is a growing town and will within a
few years demand electric illumination.
Duluth,

by a

,

local

Edmund W. P. Smith, formerly United States consul at
Cartagena, Republic of Colombia, in an interview with a
Washington reporter, said that electric lights were needed
be
in that country, and an excellent opportunity would
The government

afforded American capital there.

posed to be
will

liberal

made

be

inventors,

to

and

companies

electric light

special

is

dis-

concessions

for twenty-five years.

50 arc; Kansas City Cable

arc; Peru, Ind.,

.

>.:>:

company,

arc.

Scranton streets were in darkness May 9th except in
the extreme suburbs, where they were lighted by naphtha,
the Scranton Electric Light & Heat companv having shut
off the 320 arc lights which
heretofore illuminated the
street intersections.
The cause of the dispute between the
city and the company originated some weeks ago, when a
New York electrical expert, who made secret investigations,
reported that the electric plant could not fill the requirements. Since then there had been objection to paying the
bills without deduction, and the councils also claimed the
contract with the company provided one free lamp in every
thirty paid ones, and it was determined to ascertain the
amount so overpaid and retain it from the bills due. The
company claims the city has not lived up to contract in
meeting the bills, February, March and April amounts
being unpaid, although the former month had been approved by the couocils, the city controller having withheld
signing the warrants on account of the dispute.
The bills
unpaid now reach $7,300, and the light company will not
furnish the illuminant tiil the amount is paid.
Meanwhile
the Electric city is without one of its crowning features.
Several councilmen declared this action of the company
was the entering wedge for the city providing its own
electric light.

II.

The Pullman

Palace Car company finished the coaches
ordered by the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad company last
week, and on Sunday last the first trips were made by

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
West

Dallas, Tex., capitalists

want

suburbs

to light the

with electricity.

A

Westinghouse 500-light incandescent plant

being

is

put in at Corvallis, Ore.

The common

The Thomson-Houston company

has petitioned

the

The Thomson-Houston company has

&

sold a 600 light

Auburn, Cal.

Bell,

The new $17,000 Thomson-Houston electric light plant
is now completed and in operation.

at Winchester, Va.,

The Westinghouse Electric company has obtained the
contract to put 500 Waterhouse arc lamps along the streets
of Philadelphia.
city council of Oil City, Pa.,

has decided to

light

the streets of the city with 100 arc and 600 incandescent
electric lights of the Thomson-Houston system.

A telegram from the City of Mexico says that the
municipal authorities propose to remove electric light
Telephone and telegraph wires will
poles from its streets.
also be buried.
The Philadelphia city council has petitioned the legislature to reject the proposed bill authorizing electric light
companies to erect poles and lay conduits without permission of city councils.
Electric Light company has inEleccapital stock from $250,000 to $500,000
advancing rapidly in public favor in the land of
the Mikado, especially for illuminating purposes.

The

Tokio, Japan,

creased

The

Baltimore, Md., councils have decided to renew the
the

The

Brush company.

lights will be of 2,000-candle power instead of 1,200, as
formerly, and the contract will be in force for one yeaf.

Electric Light company, limited, of
York, will decide, at a meeting of its stockholders on
the 20th inst., the question of increasing its capital stock
from $100,000 to $1,000,000, the additional stock to be
divided into shares of $100 each.

The Manhattan

New

A Grand Rapids pap2r says: "T. C. Harnish of the
Peninsula Electric company returned from St. Joseph,
where he secured the contract

for

installing

Plank's Tavern, the mammoth
building on the beach near that city."

lights in

400

electric

summer

hotel

In the Allegheny, Pa., select council May 9th, a resolution was adopted directing the committee on gas to
tise for proposals for a city electric light plant; the
plant to be erected and operated for six months by the
bidder, and then, if satisfactory, to be bought by the city.
Elei trie company controls the
The Fargo, Dak., Gas
gas and electric lighting plants in Fargo and Moorhead,
and intends immediately to extend its lines, so as to furnish all light needed, to both cities, and for that purpose
has recently closed contracts for large additions to its

The French military authorities are preparing for a series
of experiments with electric lamps specially designed for
Men of the service are to lie down on
ambufa
and into ditches. It will be
the field, crawl un-;aid of their
of
the
othei
cr, with the
duty
the
lanterns and

The

bill

these pretended

lightir:

wounded.

ns and vtllagi

aol

and

purer,;:

of

Chicago reports the

The Milwaukee city council has been considering the
underground conduit question and the disposition of privileges.

electric

light

in

.

,

.-.ill

bill

probably pass.

had the effect of giving
Francisco th<
I

1

'.

In 1SS3 the telephone company secured the franchise
it has not availed

for constructing conduits, and, although

the privilege, its franchise still
ger company wishes the city council to
chise, as the Western Electric company
phone company's conduits, and compete
company in the heart of the city. The
been asked for an opinion.
itself of

The Westinghoue

Electric

company

The Bad-

holds.

revoke

the franuse the telewith the Badger
city attorney has

will

report

the

follow-

ing sales of alternating current central station outfits during the first week in May: Asbury Park, N. J., 500 lights;
Galesburg. 111., 500 lights; Salem,
500
J., (increase)
The same company
lights; Batavia, N. Y., 1,250 lights.
recently took orders for Waterhouse arc lighting plants as
follows:
Fort Worth, Tex,, Electric Light company, 35
lights; Allegheny County Lighting company, Pittsburg,
lights;
Hartford, Conn., Light & Power company,
Pa., .so
30 lights; American Waltham Watch company, 3 lights;

N

State Insane Asylum, Columbia, S. C
5 lights and a 200
light direct current incandescent dynamo.
Two machines
of the latter class were sold, also,
one of 100 lights to
Huntingdon Hopkins company, San Francisco, and one of
150 lights to the Charlotte, X. C, Oil & Fertilizer com,

—

pany—for

pa

isolated plants.

the last meeting of the Buffalo, N. Y., Electrical
association, J. P. Chapin read an interesting paper on the
regulations which insurance companies require of electric
companies.
He asked: "Were so manv precautions
taken because of the damage which electric light had caused,
through
an unexplainable fear?" And again ht inor
quired:
are gas companies not subject to such
are they not obliged to submit samples
strict rules?
of their work to the board, and why not compelled to
attach an automatic switch to act in case of a leak, or of
Mr. Chapin urged the drawing
the gas being blown out?"
up of standard regulations by practical electricians, the
inspection also to be made by men of experience in that
line, instead of leaving the matter in the hands of lire
underwriters.
I le thought that the
work could be handled
far better by men acquainted with the business than by
those who sought only to protect their own interests.

"Why
Why

Among the recent plants installed by the ThomsonHouston Electric company of Chicago are the following:
Iowa City, la., 35 arc; Marceline, Mo., 35 arc; Taconia,
Wash. Ter 50 arc; Mason, Mich., 30 arc; Sparta, Wis,,
600 incandescent; Sparks Milling company, Alton, III., S"
incandescent; Livingston, Mo., 20 arc. and 600 incandes
cent; Fresno, Cal., so arc; Chicago Arc Light & Power
company, i,ooo incandescent; I'ontiac, III., 600 incandes
''»<
San Luis
Minn
incandescent
Obispo, Cal., Coo incandescent; N. K. Fairbanks & Co.,
.\<«<
Chicago, 750 ini andescent; Tarkio, Mo.
incandes,

,

ity

I

1

applied for an
rfcring,

;

Minn.,
Paul,
ncandi cent; St.
icandcsccnt; Western Sash
Kai
The fol
City, 50 incandescent.
Lo plants
already established by the

Vuburn, Cal.,
'

franchises.

discouraged the adoption of the electric
One of their engineers at the gas works has recently returned from a visit to various large towns, London, Hamburg Berlin, etc and is now preparing a detailed plan.
The portion of the town most likely to go in
for electric light would require one large or two smaller
central stations, but the corporation means to erect only
one station to begin with, so as to be better able to feel
its way.
The proposed station will have a capacity of
10,000 lamps, and it is the intention to build it so that this
capacity can be doubled when required.
The fact of the
corporation having taken the matter in hand will, no doubt,
put a stop to one or two private projects of some importance, of which there has lately been some talk.
In Chris
tiana the question is not so far advanced, although there,
too, detailed plans may soon be expected.
In Stockholm,
finally, the gas works have for the last year or two been
negotiating with the town about the conditions for their
erecting one or more large stations, but the ccporation
appears to move very slowly in the matter.
at least indirectly,

,

The Denver Republican
of surprise that the

streams near Denver

says, editorially: "It is a matter
water power developed by mountain
is not utilized as a motor force in this

This is especially applicable to electric lighting. It
to be presumed that the managers of the electric light
works in Denver know their business, but, possibly, they
have not looked closely into the question of securing the
power for their dynamos from some mountain stream rather
than steam
Coal is expensive, whereas water is cheap.
The power which now is used in producing electric light
comes from burning a great deal of coal. The power
which a mountain stream generates is born of the fact that
city.
is

natural for water to run down hill.
A dam could be
put in Clear creek above Golden or in the Platte above tbe
mouth of the canon, by which power enough could be generated to light i,ooo,ood electric lamps in this city.
This
is no wild dream.
There has been some talk of utilizing
a part of the power of Niagara Falls to light Buffalo and
other cities in this way.
The electricity generated by dynamos situated in Platte canyon could easily be conducted
by means of heavy wires to the city. The distance is not
There is hardly any limit to the power that
too great.
could be secured in this way.
It could be used for many
purposes besides that of electric lighting.
Small plants of
machinery could be operated by these means. But America is a country of steam, and the Americans have given
little attention, comparatively speaking, to the use of hydraulic power."
it is

At

,

the house at Sprin
reral amendments other than tho c
and the

time

company

The case of the Edison Electric Light company against
the Westinghouse-Church-Kerr company was closed a*;
Pittsburg May 9th, when arguments were submitted. The
action is brought for alleged infringement of the multiple
wire system of the Edison company.
The defendants
claim that there is no infringement whatever, and present
a number of patents going to show that the system is an
old one. "The defendants also claim that their patent is
entirely of different construction from that of the plaintiff.

its

tricity is

electric lighting contract with

Electric

,

Anniston, Ala., council for a franchise.

incandesdent plant to Hill

The Western

following recent sales:
Ashland, Wis Iron & Steel company, one 12-light, low tension arc outfit and steam plant;
city of Elgin. III. 40-light, low tension arc outfit; Miller
Brothers' dry dock, Chicago, 111., 125-light incandescent
outfit complete, in yards and dry docks; Steubenville, O
Electric Light iS: Power company, 40-light low tension and
60-light high tension outfit; town of Holly, N. Y,, 600light incandescent outfit and steam plant.
,

Electric Light company is
ing the question of enlarging its plant.

The South Omaha

consider-

will

light.

tricity.

council of Eureka, CaL, has authorized

the use of the Brush street light.

The

They are all lighted by electricity. An
Echemeyer dynamo, Brotherhood engine and Electrical
Accumulator company batteries are used. Flereafter all
passenger trains on this road will be illuminated by electhese trains.

Copenhagen and Christiana are contemplating the adopon a larger scale The Danish capital
probably be the one to first move in the matter, and in
both instances it is the corporation that is taking up the
thing.
The Copenhagen corporation owns and works the
two principal gas works of the town, and they have hitherto,
tion of the electric light

Thomso

I

Hi
,

inj

Ann Arbor,

ha --

been ordered

Mich., zo

Ma

arc; Missoula,

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
The new

A

it is

said,

S.

Dak., will be

is now successfully employing an
giving massage treatment.

Louisville physician

electric

motor

in

The Thomson- Houston company
motors in Denver, Col., nine
Paul last week.

The Richmond,

Ind.,

in

of Chicago sold seven
Chicago, and four in St.

electric

street

railway

opened

June 15th. This road
Thomson-Houston company's system.
formally

will

will be
have the

The citizens of Observatory Hill, Allegheny, recently
adopted a resolution at a mass meeting, urging the city
ouncil to vote for the franchise authorizing
Observatory Hill Electric railway.

1

the

extension

of the

Al a recent: meeting of the Council Bluffs city council,
the ordinance granting to an electric motor company the
right to construct a line front the Union Pacific bridge
upon certain streets of the city, was called up and passed.

iMning last week the Spra^ne Railway -V Molorcompany
Mew York contracted lo build an electric railway to
This will
cover the principal streets of Portland, Ore,
mike tin: third electric railway operated by the Sprague
tin:
two
on
the
Pacini
slope,
ompany
other
being al
Tacoma, Wash. Ter.
of

1

On May

9th lightning struck the wires of the Electric
at Omaha anil entered the power house,
dynamos considerably. It pul ;i Stop to all
power, leaving three trains "dead" on the track,

Motor company
injuring two

'

Watertown,
by July 1st.

electric railway at

in operation,

motive

May

1

8,
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repaired in about half an hour,

The damage was
trains

and the

resumed running.

Work on the electric railway at Rochester, N. Y is progressing rapidly, and everything will be in readiness for
the opening June loth, the date set upon for that event.
The track laying has been nearly finished, and the power
Poles are being erected and
house is well under way.
wires strung. C. A. 1 >eer and W. F. Sheaf of the ThomsonHouston company are in charge of the construction.

electric line

two years ago, and

opinion of the leading business
will be built.

it

,(,;

seems

men

to be the genera!
of the city that the line

i

Over a year ago the Spokane Falls Chronicle company of
Spokane Falls, Wash. Ter., decided to operate its presses
by electric power, and purchased a 2 horse power Sprague
motor for the purpose. Since that time' this motor has
been running a cylinder press and two job presses at the
same time, and is giving great satisfaction. The proprietor
of the Chronicle says that during this time not one cent for
repairs has been expended.

The Omaha Motor Railway company

of

Omaha, Neb.,

with an authorized capital stock of $1,200,000, has hied
articles of incorporation.
The stock is divided
into 12,000 shares, and it is provided that 50 per cent, of
shall
be
subscribed
and
paid
capital
up within sixty
the
The corporation is organized for the purpose of
days.
operating street railways by electricity and cable operated
by steam, compressed air or any other motive power except
The officers are Samuel D. Mercer, president, and
steam
W. B. Millard, secretary.

amended

The Plattsmouth. Neb.,
closed a contract with

Motor company

at

the

Railway company has
Sprague Electric Railway &

Street

Kearney, Neb., for a complete

In Einghamton, N. Y., the Washington Street & State Asylum Railroad company has closed a
contract with the Sprague company to equip its line with
the latest style of motors.
complete trucks.

C. D. P. Gibson, manager of the Gibson Electric company of New York, has just returned from New Orleans,
where he inspected the working of an electric street car
He gives a
equipped with the Gibson storage batteries
most flattering account of the working of the car and
The car is in commission, and is running regubattery.
A run of eighty miles was made in one day without
larly.

recharging the battery, the car making regular trips and
A run of 25^ miles was also made,
carrying passengers.
the electric car hauling two extra cars, at one time carrying
The gentlemen interested in
seventy-two passengers.
introducing the storage batteries into use in New Orleans
are very enthusiastic over the results attained.

The Thomson-Houston Electric company of Chicago
has been awarded the contract for constructing the
Eight motor cars, two Soelectric railway.
Decatur, 111
horse power generators, six miles of track and a 200-horse
engine
will
constitute
the
plant when it is ready for
power
The Ottawa, III street railway which
operation July 1st.
be one of the best
this company is constructing will
equipped electric railroads in the country.
It will have
five miles of track, two So-hose power generators and a
Twelve cars
200-horse power Reynolds Corliss engine.
are now being constructed, and the road will soon be
The power station, a substantial
ready for operation
brick building, will be a model of convenience.
,

,

of

London,

England, and Malcolm Sinclair, of Cumberland, Md.,
have recently instituted an action in the Superior court at
Baltimore against the Baxter Electric Manufacturing &
Motor company for $50,000 damages, for alleged breach
It is claimed that on March 9, iSSS, the
of contract
Baxter company entered into a contract with Messrs.
Cameron. Gemmell and Sinclair, by which the three
gentlemen were to organize in London a syndicate to purchase the patent rights of the company for use in Great
Britain.
The syndicate, it is claimed, was organized, and
$30,000 subscribed, when the negotiations fell through on
account of the complications in the business of the Baxter

company

last

Yesterday
Valley Street Railway company attempted to plant a pole
at the corner of Seventh and Liberty streets, at E. II.
Meyers & Co.'s place of business. Messrs. Meyers and
Succop ordered a suspens on of operations, but the men
replied that they at present knew no law except the command of their employers. The firm, when protest availed
not, sent one of their heavy wagons to occupy the place of
the proposed excavation, and told the men to gel out or be
run over
The men got, but subsequent y telephoned the
contractor, who came on the scene and ordered the firm to
vacate or be vacated by force.
The firm called out twenty
employes and told them to hold the fort and they held it.
As might have been expected, the street was soon crowded
and the nervous feared a riot, but Chief Bigelow and
Superintendent Brown were sent for, and they wrestled
with Mr. Meyers.
Under orders from Chief Brown, of
the Department of Public Safety, a force of thirty men
cleared the ground, but he refused to do more than preserve order.
The pole raisers gave over for the time
being, but shortly before noon resumed the offensive, and
the police were again summoned.
A parley was held, and
the dispute was compromised by the placing of the
objectionable pole alongside the telegraph pole at the
corner, some ten feet from the place originally selected
The poles are intended for the proposed electric motor line.

December.

Superintendent George Mulhern of the Woodland Avenue and West Side line, stood in the Public square yesterday watching Tom Johnson's men stringing wires for the
South Side electric road, says the Cleveland Leader.
"When will your company begin putting up wires?" was
'"Never, I hope," was the vigorous reply.
"Why,
asked
have you given up your idea of an electric road after the
"Well, hardly;
council has authorized you to build it?"
but we don't want to put up an outfit like this and then
You just have patience for two or three
tear it down.
weeks and your eyes will be opened You'll see an electric
car on Woodland avenue without any overhead wires or
underground conduits to bother about." "Do you mean a
"That's about it. We have a man
storage battery car?"
We're going to have
in the East getting things in shape
electricity, any way, but we will not use the wires unless we
Storage batteries are the motors of the
are obliged to.
future on the West Side road."

An Omaha paper says: "The ordinance granting the right
way through certain streets of the Consolidated Stteet
Railway company to Council Bluffs and Omaha has finally
passed, and the next move is to secure the right of way
across Union Pacific bridge.
The ordinance provides that
work must be commenced within six months, and a line
from the bridge up Ninth avenue to Fourth street, thence
to Broadway, must be completed within one year.
The

of

projectors of the road are confident that the Union Pacific
company will readily agree upon terms, and that work will
be commenced considerably inside the specified time.
The
principal benefit to be derived from the new line is a 5 cent
fare between the two cities, and it is claimed that this will
never be secured until there is another competing line.
The prospects for a new line are now much brighter than
was the prospect for the Broadway bridge and the present

THE TELEPHONE.
The telephone
by lightning and

building in
fire

Wahoo, Neb., was destroyed

recently.

During the storm of May gth in Minneapolis some of the
on the poles at the corner of
Fourth and Jackson streets and the corner of Fourth and
Minnesota streets were crossed with the telephone wires,
and caused considerable havoc. The electric light current
burnt out the telephone wires and set fire to the poles.
Some of the firemen from the central fire hall were sent
for, and quickly put out the fire, but it will be some days
before the damage to the telephone wires can be repaired,
as there were nearly 400 of them damaged, and there are
about 200 telephones rendered useless. A large force of
men were set at work on the poles and lines, but they are
in very bad shape, and some instruments
were totally
electric light wires strung

ruined.
It seems almost incredible that a person in Philadelphia
should hear a band of music playing in New York city,
the ringing of her church bells, the whistles of steamboats,
and the shouts of the populace in the streets as the civic
and military processions passed by, and yet this was the
experience of a lady in the Quaker city during the Centennial celebration.
She takes press news over the long dis
tance telephone, and, in order to facilitate matters and aid
in hearing distinctly the dictation of the news sender at the
other end, she wears a metal cap, attached to which is a
receiver that presses close to her left ear.
On Monday,
during the naval pageant that welcomed the arrival of the
president, she distinctly heard the whistles of the steam
craft, the roar of the artillery, and the chime of Trinity's
bells.
On Tuesday, during the progress of the military
procession, strains of music from the various bands and
the shouts and hurrahs of the witnessing crowds were
plainly borne to her ears. These phenomena were repeated
Wednesday during the passage of the civic parade.

THE TELEGRAPH.
Telegraph lines were reported down in Minnesota last
week, owing to the heavy wind storm
Only one wire was
working between Duluth and Eastern points Tuesday
night.

In an opinion handed down by Judge Simonton at HarMay 6th, he decides that the Western Union
Telegraph company has no right to remove its case to the
Circuit court of the United S ates.
He holds that as it is
brought to enforce a forfeiture for violation of state laws,
it is not a suit of
a civil nature.
He therefore retains
jurisdiction of the case, and refuses to permit it to be removed from his court.
risburg, Pa.,

Last week's storm did considerable damage
the country to telegraph and telephone wires.
ern Union suffered greatly, especially between

and Boston and

throughout

The West-

New York

New York

and Washington.
Something
like 10 out of 100 wires between New York and Washington
were uninjured, and about 5 out of 100 between New York
and Boston The telegraphic service between Washington,
Philadelphia and Baltimore was affected.

The

tl

g

to

but the

m

companies of the country are havRochester, N. Y., where the Gamewell company secured a footing a couple of years ago.
The Gamewell system has given satisfaction and has
worked admirably, but when the question of enlarging the
plant was considered, there was spirited opposition.
The
Municipal Signal company of Boston and the Gaynor
Electric company of Louisville, Ky., underbid the Gamewell company, but as the difference was only slight and
the introduction of a new system in connection with that
now in operation might decrease the efficiency of the working of the department, it is probable the contract will be

who

fully

e

it

i-;

room
the

eve

.;'--rc

is

arrai

investigated."

Miscellaneous Notes.
A

Williamsburg, N. J., church suffered recently from
several visits of midnight mechanics whi
ay the
contents of the "poor boxes." All efforts to detei
scoundrels failed until it was thought ad visa I
the door of each
box" to a burglar alarm in
'

Last week when the last visit was made, the pastor
was notified by the burglar alarm, and with a
ited the church and found the burglar at work on one of
the boxes.
He had already secured $S from one ol the

boxes which he had opened.
Senator John Raines of Canandaigua. N Y., championed the cause of the Hamilton bill in the New York
legislature, and said the objection to utilizing the pov
Niagara for electrical development was based on "driveling
sentimentality "
This aroused the press of the state and
they poured hotshot into the senate until they succeeded in
knocking out the bill. Discussing this scheme the Buffalo
Express said: "But we have met very few Buffaionians
who favor the Hamilton bill. In that case this city is but
the stalking horse for a company of outside speculators.
We are glad that the Hamilton bill received a set-back in
the senate on Tuesday night, and hope it will never be
brought forward again." The Rochester Herald quotes
this expression approvingly, and adds: "That is the prevailing sentiment of the state.
There ought to be some
way to put the Niagara reservation forever beyond the
predatory operations of legislative Phillistines, even if the
state has to take the trouble to pass a constitutional

amendment on

the subject."

A

Minneapolis newspaper has been securing the experiences of residents of Dakota during the recent storms.
gentleman living near Huron is responsible for the following:
"The stoves in the houses were so charged with
electricity that one could hardly endure the shock that
came from contact with them. If you touched your finger
to a chandt lier a spark came from it with a cracking noise.
Electrical phenomena of a remarkable character were reported on all sides.
The air was full of it. A gentleman,
who lives near Huron, told me that a barbed wire fence on
his farm became so charged with electricity that one dav
when the wire broke, and one end struck the dry gra«-s on
the ground, the grass at once took fire.
I do not
vouch
for this, and it hardly seems possible, but it was told to me
for fact
A representative of the Scientific American,
studying the nature of the winds at Huron, and the electrical phenomena which accompanied
them, advanced the
idea that the atmosphere was so charged with electricity
only
lacked
that it
two or three degrees of producing spontaneous combustion.
All over the territory, however near

A

may

the truth

be,

in the air to help

I

know

that there

along the

fires that

was enough electricity
were burning there

some weeks ago."

The following paragraph is taken from a St. Paul paper:
Mr. Hillman, the chief stenographer of the District court,
his first experiments yesterday with the phonograph,
which he is contemplating introducing as a feature of court
reporting,
In V e afternoon he talked and sang to the
wonderful machine, and his songs and remarks were repeated to an admiring audience with thorough precision,
even the intonations and the quality of his voice being
exactly reproduced.
Last evening Mr. Hillman took the
machine home with him and entertained quite a large
audience of friends with it.
Not only was conversation
poured into it, but Mr. Hillman's daughter played the
piano into it; two of the guests' boys treated it to a cornet
and ten r horn duet, and Mr. Hillman and one of the
other gentlemen stood b fore the mouthpiece and sang a
duet
All of these performances wer* accurately repeated
by the instrument, and in the duets both parts were distinguishable.
Mr. Hillman in his court work proposes to
dictate his notes of testimony to the phonograph, and
thus, while he is busy in court taking more notes, the
phonograph will dictate the testimony back to a typewriter,
who will pound it out on his machine. He has not made
any practic d experiment in that matter yet, but feels quite
confident that the phonograph is capable of performing all
made

required of it in this line, provided it is properlv
He discovered yesterday that, with the ex
ception of some stenographers in Washington, he is the
first to take a phonograph with this purpose in view.
that

is

managed.

Personal Paragraphs.

police telegraph

ing a lively

awarded

A

room

Williams says

r

arrangi

:

electric

The Pennsylvania Railroad company
railway equipment.
has been so well pleased with the operation of the Sprague
cars at Atlantic City, N. J., that it has ordered ten more

Angus Cameron and Thomas Gemmell,

May roth tells the following
morning men employed by the Pleasant

Pittsburg Dispatch of

story:

thi

led for the pool

,

The

.

nd the circuit

light at

to the

Gamewell company.

dispatch from Birmingham, Ala gives the following
account of the successful scheme of wire tappers:
"The
Western Union office is on the first floor of a four-story
building.
There is a basement under the office, and
through this all wires enter the room above. Some one
had attached a line wire to the Western Union wires in the
basement, run it through the outer wall, thence to the
roof, then down a chimney to a vacant room on the fourth
,

George Cutter of Chicago has returned from

his eastern

trip.

Frank B. Pond of the Pond Engineering company was
in Chicago last week.
II. F. Lufkin of the C. &
C. Motor company of New
York, was in Chicago last week.
P. C. Ackerman of the American Electrical
Providence, R. I
was in Chicago last week.

Work--

ol

,

C.

Jackson of

II.

company

of Pittsburg,

the

was

Standard Underground
in Chicago last week.

Cable

T. P. Conant of the Electrical Accumulator company,
Chicago, returned to Chicago last week after a three weeks'
visit in

Detroit.

Business Mention.
manager of the Standard
Underground Cable company sold two and a half t<
wire last week for the electric light plant to be installed at
lie also sold an order for N
Traverse City, Mich,
F. E. Degenhardt, Chicago
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B

Central Union Telephone

S. to the

is

disc

streets,

Chicago.

the
The fans,

New

II. Hicks, Detroit, Mich.
claim reads:
"In a system of electrical distribution and conversion, the combination of a source of high tension intermittent electrical i.r pulses of one direction, a main
circuit connected thereto, a derived local circuit containing translating devices, and a reaction coil raving
all or a portion of its helices in the main circuit and a
portion in the local circuit, both portions being in the
same magnetic field

York, are

gas lighting appa
ratus has been issued by A. L, Bogart of New Yoik, and
showing,
interesting
pan
phlet,
as it does,
it is certainly an
But this
the advancement that has been made in this line.
catalogue also contains much valuable information, and
fully explains the operation of the numerous devices used

Thomas

The

sale.

illustrated catalogue of

electrical

Sign.

402. 653.

proprietors of the Knapp Electrical works state that
the white-core wire lately furnished to the Colonnade hotel
in Philadelphia, has behaved so nicely that the hotel people
have written offering their congratulations upon the
The Knapp Electrical
exceedingly good results shown.
works are the agents for this wire, which is manufactured
by the New York Insulated Wire company, and are selling
It may be
large quantities of it throughout the west.
added that the Knapp Electrical works are doing an excelTheir factory facilities
lent business in all departments.
year or so ago this
are being extended constantly.
concern was in rather limited quarters on Randolph street,
Chicago.
To day they occupy entirely a large four-story

The

Hiram

street, and do not find
too large for their requireBesides being general supply dealers, they pay
panieular attention to special manufacturing, and taking
everything together, their business now is assuming handsome proportions.

from non-metallic substances.

Of

402,717.

Cumberland

The

305

31

33

39

40

40

4i

67
116
150
22

.

....

Bell of Missouri

Iowa Union
Missouri and Kansas

25
67

1SS9.

7,

John P. Cole-

Electric Signaling Apparatus.
Swissvale, Pa.

Method

402, 563.

Underground

of Treating

claim

is:

Frederick M. Locke,
John Lapp, Iloneoye Falls, N. V.

Victor and

Insulator.

402,752

Osborn

Cut out

402,753.

P.

Loomis,

Somerville,

Electrical

Conduits with Chemical Substances. Arthur E ColNew York, N Y
By means of an atomizer placed in the conduit and
drawn through ihe same, sulphuric acid is scattered
therein in such manner that all crevices and pores in
the wood may be penetrated.

The invention consists of a conductor located near
the filament or near the leading-in wires, which conductor is connected at one end to one of the line terminals, and has in connection with it a fusible wire,
which controls safety devices to cut the lamp out of
circuit when the filament becomes impaired.
When
the filament is so impaired, the cuirent is diveried
from the circuit to the aforesaid conductor, causing
the fusible wile to melt, and allowing the cut-out to
operate.
Automatic
Circuit-Controller
for
Electric
402,7^4.
Lights.
Osborn P. Loomis, Somerville, Mass.

ga'e.

claim reads:
"The process of treating the
electric conduits with a chemical substance, which
consists in throwing the same against the interior of
the conduit in the form of a spray."

The

v

first

George W.

Wires

Conduit for Electric
2,565
Detroit, Mich.
Distribution

The

of

Electrically Controlled Apparatus for Treating
Alexander Steinhoff, Briesnitz, near

last

Dresden, Saxony, Germany.
Wires.

William K.

Electric Bell.

402.61?,.

W.

Of the fifteen claims the third is appended:
"In a clock work mechanism, the combination, with
its motor, and a vibrating anchor
for controlling its movement, of a sliding staff and an
impulse- tooth carried thereby and arranged to be
successively engaged and lifted by the teeth of said
escape-wheel
402,82s.

Electrical Annunciator.

cago,

George

.

Electric Railway.
delphia, Pa.
The first

402,532

Testing

Apparatus

.
matic

for

C.

Wilson,

Fire

Alarms.

Boston,

John

III.

of the invention is to provide an auto
frequent intervals for fire alarm circuits
be reliable, and which will not interfere

test al

which
with

John

Relay.

Polarized

will

01 give

(hi

aatorr.

The combination

electric

.

a
ig

fire

alarm

mechanism

circuit,

of

operating

stated intervals, a high resistance annunciator

in

an
•'

the

of two

railway

tracks, a

and mechanione or more

and Holder for Electric Railways.
Byron Jennings, San Jose, Cal.
Electric or Cable Railway Car
Sumner A.
02, 00.
JJemis, Springfield, and Lou s P rings t, Boston, Mass.
Magnetic Separator. Gurdon ConkMng, Glens
402 904.
Insulator

1

Falls, N. Y.

The conveying aprons run in the same direction,
and are placed one above the other. These are used
in connection with a scries of transverse aprons and
magnets secured in proximity to each of t e trans
verse aprons, the aprons being driven by suitable
mechanism
1\
Rheostat,
Joseph B, Entrikin, Des Moines,
1

1889

and mechanism for throwing said spring into
and for reletsing the actuating mechanism of the notched wheel."
rest,

electrical circuit

402,929.

Telephone System.

Fred A. Holcomb.

Grand

Rapids, Mich.

The

given:— "In a telephone system,
the combination, with a recording mechanism, of a
make -and -break mechanism and a device for throwing
the same into electrical circuit and at the same time
setting free the recording mechanism."
third claim

is

Electric Bell.
402,960.
N. Y.

Richa-d B. Moffatt,

System of Linear
Ries, Baltimore, Md

New

Transformers.

York

Elias

E.

— "A system

The first claim is:
of electrical distribution and convers'on, consisting of line conductors
extending from the generating station to the farthest
point of consumption, charged by intermittent or alternating currents of high tension, one or more sections of conductors parallel and in inductive proximity
to the line conductors, and one or more working cir
cuits bridging said conductors at any desired point or
points."
Electric System of Communication.
402,986.
Ebenezer
B. Shafer, Ne*v York, N. Y.
The svstem comprehends the sending of the call or
notification by one instrument and the message by a
separate instrument, the signals or characters of
which are distinguishable from each other, using
either simple numbers or characters or combinations
of them, according as the call or notification message
demands, the ca'l being sent first by preference, after
which the message follows without repetition of the
call or notification; but of course the call may be sent
after the

402 990.

message,

if

desired.

Commutator Brush

Controller for

Electric

Mo-

William L. Silvey, Lima, Ohio.

The

invention relate to the peculiar devices for
holding the brushes on an electric machine, by which
it is possible to change
the direction of revolution in
the armature by changing the point of contact on the
t

commutator. This is accomplished in this device by
employing four brushes, and raising one set of brushes
and depressing the other.
403.009.
T.

J.

Slotted Conduit for Electric Conductors. Charles

Van

403.010.

Depoele, Chicago,

111.

Electric Connection for

Van Depoele, Chicago,
Electric Locomotive.

403.011.
Chicago,

Railway

Rails.

Charles

111.

Charles

J.

Van Depoele,

III.

Claim 3 rea 's as follows: "An electric locomotive
comprising a car or platform, a single pair of centrally located driving wheels, the motor located above
the driving wheels, an elongated box or bearing upon
the driving ax'e and supports extending between the
said box and the frame of the motor."
Automatic Governor for Electric Motors or
403.017.
D>namo-Electric Machines.
Schuyler S. Wheeler,
New York, N. Y.
The primary object of the invention is the maiulenance of a constant speed in spite of variations in the
toad, current, and other conditions which occur in
practice.

—

The first and eleventh claims are appended: "1.
In an electric motor or dynamo electric mach ne, the
combination, with the pole pieces and the arm iture
which are constructed to have their positions changed
with respect to each other, of a dummy armature or
magnetic substitute for the armature.
"11.
In an electric motor or dynamo electric machine, the combination, with the armature, of a supplementary or dummy core of greater magnetic
"
strength or capacity than the armature itself
Field Magnet for Dynamos.
403.018.
Schuyler S.
Wheeler, New York, N. Y.
Claim 1 is as follows: "A field iragnet for electric
motors or dynamos, made in the general form of a
triangle, with a core at the vertex capable of being
freely wound through the armature space and cores
near the base at the two sides and placed at an angle
to each other, so as to be freely wound without interference."

REISSUE,

conductors within the conduit."

Electric Arc Lamp.
Clarence B. Noble, CleveOriginal 374,1 -'9, dated Nov. 29, 1887.
land, Ohio.
Application for reissue filed Feb. 15, 1889..

It, 002.

The invention relates to automatically throwing the
current from one set of carbons to another when the
former have been nearly or quite consumed.
Claims 3 and 5 follow: —"3. In an electric lamp, a
slotted
core for the main and shunt magnets, a
slotted block sliding within the slot in the core, .1 pin
passing through the core and a slot in said block, an
arm connected with said pin, and a pair of contacts
adapted to be brought together by the movement
of said arm, the said contacts completing a circuit to
cut out the lamp.

,

Iowa.
Portable Galvanic Battery.

Germany.
Telephone System.

Albert Friediandcr,

rlin,

Rapids, Mich.
in

Rudolph M. Hunter, Philaand eighth claims are given:

slotted conduit arranged between them
cally connected to the said tracks, and

102,928,
1

I.

conduit.

lii

The clairr.
"The

George

of two tracks sloping downward and away from each other, with a slotted conduit arranged between them at the highest part, and
one or more electrical ((inductors arranged within the

102,9(5.

fal

indicati

Telegraphs

The combination

"1.

(6,

2 is jjiven:

for Railway Car
Hopkins, Manchester, N. II.

Coupler for Electric Conductors
Hopkins, Manchester, N. II.

Benjamin Smead, Chi-

*'A movabtcXoiitact device forming one terminal of
a circuit including'the armature magnet, and engaging
first the other terminal of the circuit, and on its further
movement breaking said circuit and engaging the
"
other terminal of a circuit including a bell magnet.

I.

402,829.

( >r

111.

"

Circuit Closer

"8.

New

Brooklyn,

an escape wheel,

Heaviside,

Raincy,

Emil G. Hammer,

Electric

N. Y.

leans, La.

4O2,0[26.

Electric Clock.

402. 825.

ively."

Electric Wire Insulator. Arthur
Newcastle upon-Tync, England.

Supporting and Cross-Connecting
William J. Denver, Boston, Mass.

402, Sio.

'

402,592.

Y.

Emphysema.

Electricity

claim is given:
The combination of a charging circuit contain7.
ing a suitable source of electricity, a secondary battery, an artificial resistance in amount equal to the
effect produced by the counter electromotive force and
resistance of said battery, and a switching device for
inserting and withdrawing said battery and said resistance with respect to the charging circuit, succharge.

its

N

Sign.

402,779.

Cook,

by Secondary Batteries. William W. Griscom, Ilaverford College., Pa
The invention relates to the construction and arrangement of apparatus for automatically including
and excluding a secondary battery with respect to the
charging circuit, depending for its action or control
upon the state or condition of the battery as legards

402 5S6.

Charles E. Manning, Waverly,

402,756.

8,

"7.
In a telephone system, the combination, wi h
a device for recording signals, of a block of non-conducting material, a spring secured at one end ihere o,
a notched wheel upon which this spring is adapted to

tors.

Mass.

Electrical Patents.

Mny

Burke,

ing the same end of such solenoid, the poles of the
other magnet being similarly arranged within and
without the other end of the solenoid, but in reverse
order of polarity."

69
117

65

Issued

G.

"The combination of a solenoid, two magnets applied to the respective ends thereof, a pole of one
magnet being partially within the solenoid at one end
and the other pole of said magnet partially surround

300
49
So

Wisconsin

Charles

is a sensitive telegraphic
receiver suitable for cables or other lines where feeble
electric currents are used.

Col. S. G. Lynch, broker, 146 LaSilIe street, Chi(
reports the following quotations of telephone stocks;

Michigan
Great Southern
Colorado
Rocky Mountain Bell

Instrument.

Richmond Hill, N. V.
The instrument described

Telephone Stock Quotations.

Central Union.

Telegraph

for

j

vice at the sender's station aiapte 1 to be opcated by
the sender for automatically recording at the dis'ant
station the number of the call of the sender.

402,971

we

give the first:
separating metals and nonmetallic substances, the combination, with approximating magnets or magnetic poles adapted to maintain
intermediate fields of force, of a hopj tr or receptacle
from which the material under treatment passes freely
through said fields of force and means for producing
rapid reversals or alternations of the polarity of the
fields or lines of force through which the material is
passing."
the nine claims

"In an apparatus

their present quarters at all

Chicago.

Maxim, Lon-

chief peculiarity of the invention consists in
the employment of moving magnetic fields for the
separation of gold, silver, copper and other metals

and basement building on Franklin
ments

S.

The

A

man

Charles E. Manning, Waverly, N. Y.

Magnetic Separator.
don, England.

402. 654.

in this line.

402,562.

coils closed

System of Electrical Distribution and Conver-

sion.

for the

Lake and Dearborn
which are manufactured by

Simonds Manufacturing company of

An

office

and a shunt around said
by the falling of the shutter."

circuit at the patrol station,

annunciator

corner of

fans at

having an extensive

for use

402,671.

Wissing has opened the western

\Y. II.

Wings
the

company

by the Springfield

111
All the wire used
of Standard make.

at Springfield,

exchange

May

The

Fred A, Holcomb, Grand

—

seventh claims read:
"1,
The
combination, with a telephone system, of a recorder
>il
at a distant station and a defit

.'

and

"5. In an electric arc lamp in which two sets of carbons are burned successively, the combination of arc
establishing and regulating magnets, a core movable
therein, clutches, an arm actuated by the movable cote,
and extending beneath the clutches, and a device engaging both clutches for holding them one at a lime,
'.hi of the way of
the arm when the latter moves up to
establish the arc."

May
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18.

A DEPARTURE IN
INCANDESCENT SWITCHES

FOR SALE CHEAP.
With

7-20 Light Sperry
"
"

Dynamos,

In good condition

150 Sperry Lamps,
Complete.

)

"

j. 12

f

and

as valuable as

30 Dearborn

<

II

1M

IV.

KAY1IOM).

CO.

may

it

<r

dirt.

Send for

1

luatrau-d circular and pr;

PAISTE,

H. T.

CHICAGO.

THE "CL ARK "
Insulation

.'

Aeent,

Street,

not entering Into lie coD"trr;ctlorj;th«rr(!
be h'-au^J by poor contact ca
Is tip^fnlneBB will not be aff^UMl

ihttar

Sperry Apparatus can possibly be.

BALL ELECTRIC LIGHT
By

An inntantarnionfl mako and break movement* nncontrolled by the handle, made entirely of *hret •

1

206 Chestnut

NEW

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

St.,

AGE1ICIEE

:

EKGI..AND F.XCMKI VK:

New Ent'lanii

Electric Snppl? '-rnpany,
*t.lohn btreet, Bridgeport,

TfiTIRE.

'

NEW YORK
«:ITY:
T. K. Hunter & Co.,
CHICAGO,

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

11,1. :
Electrical Supply

37

Company,

Chnrch
171

Conn.

Street.

BAnoolph

Street.

BEFORE YOU PURCHASE
Lighting Apparatus

Electric Gas

SEND

In a letter
29, 1886,

b« says

:

"A

The rubber used In Insulating our wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
flexible In extreme cold weather
be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidise or cracky and will remain
braids and the
and not affected by heat. The Insulation Is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more

paratus.

vhnir Hilcked with Clark's Patent Compound, which Is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent. Are proof.
We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
Our insulation will prove durable when all others fail.
Cables made
gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stoctt.

THE BEST COODS, THE CREATEST VARIETY.
REDUCED

electric cable company,

H.

A.

CLARK,

HEKBEKT

General Manager.

INCREASED DISCOUNTS.

PRICES.

(Catalogue Forwarded on Receipt

61 and 03 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.
BBNKY

FOI!

Containing everything necessary for fitting up private or Public
Buildings, Theater?, Churches, Etc., with Gae Lighting Ap-

to

""eastern

bogarts

Xj.
NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST
^a..

Boston Fire Underwriters* Union, under date of March
Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect."

from the Inspector of the

H. EUSTIS.

LEONARD
AND CONTRACTING
W.

WARD LEONARD.

S.

of

BUSINESS CABD.

NEW YORK

22 UNIOW SQUARE,

Electrician.

ANDREWS.

<5c

CONSULTING

E.

CITY.

M. IZARD.

XZiLRD,

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,

For any or all Systems of Electric Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Electric
Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.
Plans and Specifications for all Kinds of Electrical Construction Work.
A full line of Commercial Supplies carried at all times for Plants described above.

Room
THE ROOKERY,
Minneapolis,

Branch Offices The Linn tier Exchange, Rooms 5
•

6,

425, Telephone 694,
II

Electric Light,

ILL.
115,

Telephone

1258,

Milwankee, Wis.

Telephone and Telegraph,

ftlauufaoturod for Aerial,

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
Chicago,

Boston,

Philadelphia,

Omaha,

Submarine and Underground

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF
OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,

MARIO

BRANCHES-

CHICAGO,

Northwestern llntiml Life Insurance Bloc k. Room

inn.:

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

M N/>
TBADE

and

-

-

Minneapolis,

1

Ci ncinnati,

3 Park
Louisville,

"CTbio.

MANSON PROTECTING

NEW YORK.

Row,

Kansas

City,

TAPE.

and

San Francisco.

PECKHAEVTS PATENT INTERCHANGEABLE

ELASTIC STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS

THE ONLY INTERCHANGEABLE STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS THE ONLY ELASTIC STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS THE ONLY NOISELESS STREET CAR WHEEL.

Can be Renewed at any Car Stable by any Ordinary Laborer, and without Removing Motors from Axles.

IN

USE ON THE FOLLOWING ROADS:

Bnshwlcb Railroad. Brooklyn, N. ¥.
Brooklyn City Railroad, Brooklyn, N. T.
Broadway Railroad, New York.
Now Williamsburg & Flaibush Hail mad, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Houston, West Street and Pavouia I'em Railroad, New York. Third Avenue Railroad, "
North Hudson County Railroad, boboken, N. J.
Jersey City & Bergen Railroad, Jersey City. N. J
Omaha Cable Railroad Co., Omaha, Nebraska.
Cloclnnatl Street Railway Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Scranton Electric Co., Scrantoo, Pa.
Wi'st End Electric Railroad, Boston, Mass.
Citizens Railway Co., Elkhart, lnd.
I'nrl Huron Electric Co., Port Huron, Mich.
Chihuahua Railroad, Chihuahua, Mexico.

Descriptive Circular and Price List Furnished upon Application to

THE PECKHAM STREET CAB WHEEL & AXLE

CO..

23 9 Broadway, N. Y.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
^MANUFACTURERS OFH

Automatic
IN

E lectric

ALL SIZES FROM

r

>«£-HALF H.

P.

Motors,
UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,

Remarkable

Dynamo

Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Electric ITJachines,

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

The Eddy

Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.

—

WESTERN

WE PATENT AND

EXPLOIT

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING
7

007 Opera House

CO.,
CHICAGO,

Block,

FRANCIS W. PARKER.

ILL.

Removes

SOLICITOR Of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF U S.
ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO

8 Cortlandt

A

9

1-2 in. x 10 in.

45

h.

A.
*-£5

Xj. IXD3Z3

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS
W.
2

1

VJS

^

OSTRANDER &

55F~ Send

for

New Catalogue,

out August

2140 DeKalb

to

Manufacturers

York.

St.
DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

1st.

(American ^Elec^rical Worths,
PROVIDENCE,

R.

I.,
EXCLUSIVE MAN'CFACTUREKS OF THE

FARADAY CABLE
— FOE

"%

Telegraph, Telephone and lectric Light.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS

of

of

ST. LOUIS, MO.

-

St.,

New York

aM CARBON

OUR
BL&CK DMOND"

Long

Life.

Uniform

Size,

su'eiSrVality.
Guaranteed Second

THEM

P. C.

FOREE

in

the Market.

18 Cortlandt Street.

ACKERMAN,

General Machine Job-work,

Electric Light Repairing,

0DT8HESE

any Cable

Office,

SPECIALTIES,

POINTS

A TI^T,

T=t

Agr«Mi*_

Pattern Making, Etc., Etc

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, BHUSHStuMR.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICACO.

*"

to

ALL.

None.

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.
LEONARD PAGET.

C11AKLES

J.

Ammeters and Voltmeters

<

a iirivn i-:k.

ii

abtm aw &

GaWanomclcrs, Bridges and lihenstats by

and

Chemical

and

Experts

Electrical

Electrical

-

w

Engineers,

SCHENECTADY,

1ST.

CO.,

the Prominent Makers.

Q-uoen. efc Co.

.

924 Chestnut

UETip- TTOH.B:.

all

CALL AM. EXA31INE.

James

DOMESTIC AND FOREICN PATENTS.

45 Broadway,

of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.

K1NTNEU.

PAGET & KlifTHEH^
TNTo.

CO.,

New

23 and 25 Ann

Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity

2134

'

Office and Factory

R.
.

Factory, 1461 and 1463

Boston, Mass.

mmmunne Cot

WHISTLES,

anil

Pneumatic, and Mechanical

Electric.

r

ckWrt

ENGINE,

SON,

«*>

SPEAKING TUBES

light.

CO..

& SIMS

Chicago. lllipoiM

-WESTKKN AGENCY-

ANDREWS &

AMNGTON

p.

Reason for taking out, too small for increased requirements.
Cheap, if taken at once.

Third Avenue.

Oral.

with cleau record.
An insulation thit resists akraai 'd, acid fames
is.
The wire thit makes the responsible man h ppy, and the r. pair

CO.,

A BARGAIN. FOR SALE.
First-clasa condition. Good !i3iie\v.
for one week only.

80 Adams St.,Ghigago,
SIMPLEX WIRES.
PETTINGELI,

Steam

DAYTON, OHIO.

CONSULTING ELECTRICIAN,

test in ihe weather,

in

STILWELL & BIERCEMFG.

Telephone Building, N. Y.

St.,

George Cutter,
Years of

SCALE

Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

Can be seen running

account

PlirifieF.

Solicitor.

New York Carbon Works,

ammonia, "r packing-house vap

1889

Impurities.

all

prevents

Entirely

18

1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

1

Steam-Feed Water

Stilwell's Patent Live

CARBON PLATES,
se nd for prfce-List.

M ay

.LiCTRICIAN.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

In Foreign Countries first class Electrical Inventions which are new and oueiativ«, an-1 have bten

Uln tratedhymo els and drawings, but not published in thU country before being j atented
abroad. No expense to the inventor; ca lor write.

L.

St., Philadelphia.

Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Insulated Wires,

Flexible

JAMES
O.

F.

Cords

&

Electrician. Contract* r ana Electric
l

-

1

i; li

Pacific Ave..

i

I

.lor.

ii- p'

...

-

•

hicaso

111.

Li"bt Work a Bt^clalty.
E^i^lng
plants eif nded or thoroncbly ovprhsnJpd.

Cables for Telephone, Telegraph

KELLY, General Sales Agent,

STOIIE,

I/L.

jid

Russell

trie

19 Dey Street,

New

Chicago Electric Club.

Co.

There

Club.

Automatic Engines
BELLS-TELEPHONES,

•.

GEO.

(IT.

UST

A LIFE TIME.

SIMPLE, CLEAN, DURABLE.

THE NATIONAL
GALVANIC BATTERY
245 Main

St.,

18 CcrUamrl

CINCINNATI
St.,

NEW

street.

lowoil.

A SCHOOL Or ENQINEERIND.

IND.

»„11 on,

I

H.

DEALER

IN

Electrical Securities.

BLISS,

Sond

lor

llluslratod

Cataloguo

and

Pricos

Inventions.
Oil

i

OP EVERY

DESCRIPTION.

Court,
El^in Telephone and Electrical Supply

CO.
0.

YORK.

II, I'l

•'or Pr£Ta,te I.ineM.

BLBCTMCAL

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple

ulu,

Tlio only Mec.lmiilciil TelepbODe which Iiiib etood
the tent* unil bold out anil tflvnn nntlnfactory
service lor the l antoli:lityeurB.

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical

225

DEARBORN STREET.

»!''-

ilppnrtmiinto "I

T ELEPHONE S

ELECTRICAL EXPERT

MO SOAKING REQUIRED.
ALWAYS WORKS iHSTANTLY,
WILL

Adams

II, nil,

S«Hn fob Catalogue.

cmcrit

TOUCH

Chicago

ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE,

w.-ll

ETC.

PEf-FOfiATED BODY.
Tm]

Olj

TERRE HAUTE.

BOILERS, ETC.

" ClfiBOH CONNECTION.

Thu

I

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.

UNEQUALEO FOR
GAS LIGHTING,

be a meeting of the

20th, at 8

BUILDERS OF

SSLYBMIG BHTTERY

will

Electric Club Monday evening, Mny
o'clock, at the rooms of the

MASSILLON, OHIO,

THE NATIONAL

York.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Jliiom J, lluliliard oik.,

Elgin,

111.,

II.

B.

A.

Co.,

May

1 8,
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WATER WHEEL

VICTOR TURBINE

The

attention of

CELE-

OMPANIES

I
is called to this
Wlli;i;j. as particularly
of its
liiirli
*t«*a.<lv
Si>««*<l
<'
diameter,
foi
c: r Jlt Efficiency, and larjge
being <loul>l<- the
«>r of most wheels of same diameter. It is
number of the leading elc iric companies with great satisfaction. In the
ical use of water il is
pal, producing the highest prr ce nt « °i use-

BRATED UAXKII

I

remarkably

on account

and

I

motion,
Capacity,

Pom

i

ful effect

guaranteed.

Sl:\«

FOB CATALOGUE AM> FARTK LAHS.
I

Our Horizontal "Victor"

is highly recommended, as no gca*; are required,
can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch
lEItlAKS arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-Iron Flun
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounti
a substantial cast-iron bed plate.
The entire arrangement is very complel
strictly first-class in every particular.
are now prepared to fumisl
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.

and

it

VICTOR

Tl

We

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO.,

-

DAYTON, OHIO.

HAYDENS,
BOOTH
&
HOUSES,FACTORIES:
WATERBURY, CONN.
MANUFACTURERS OF

BARE AND INSULATE DWIRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Fiat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT
For

Electric

Light,

li

If

Electric

Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON
J. L.

BARCLAY,

LIN E WIRE

K.
CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LICHTINC.

THOS.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICACO,

L.

ILL.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,

^ON/^

310 N.

THIRD

ST.,

SAINT LOUIS, MO.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS AT BOTTOM FICURES.
Okonite Wires, Cables, and Tubing, Weatherproof Line Wires, Manson and Okonite Tapes.

irr

fays to qet

gyggjg

bbst.

th/st us.

THE MOST DURABLE, SIMPLEST AND BEST
OVERHEAD WIRE SYSTEM.
EJentley - Knight

Electric

25 * 27 Tenth Ave.,

Railway

NEW YORK

Co.,

CITY.

The ONLY Conduit System.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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OKONITE" BOY

THIS
Can

May

afford to smile at his competitors

when

he thinks of the immense advantage Okonite
has in the race for perfect insulation for all
kinds of Electric Conductors.

A FULL STOCK ALWAYS ON HAND.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC

CO., 42 La Salle

FISHER RAE ELECTRIC RAILWAY
For Street and Suburban
Embraces neiv and valuable improvements which are
operation,

and high

efficiency.

Street,

SYSTEM

Traffic.
requisite to economical

The

OB SUCCESSFUL SYSTEM DIE 11EB0I1 CIDHffi.
8

MILES OF CONDUIT IN ONE ROAD AT SAN JOSE, CAL.

Overhead Conductors.
IMPROVED TROLLEY AND TROLLEY SUPPORT
Avoids

sign.

'

'flashing" at

wheel or

line of neatest de-

line contact.

The Fisher-Bae Electric Railway System
Contains

new

features that will

Railway Managers looking for

commend

it

to the careful attention of Street

reliable, easily operated

and

efficient electrical

POINTS OF SUPERIORITY.
A 8INCLE MOTOR CEARED TO BOTH AXLES WITH
IMPROVED NOISELESS CEAR.
FLEXIBILITY BETWEEN MOTOR AND CAR AXLES,
INSURING CLOSE MESH AND PREVENTING
BREAKING FROM SUDDEN STRAINS.

apparatus, designed to stand the test of work.

The Fisher-Rae System
Can be placed upon
and upon cars in

use,

existing roads without alteration of track or road-bed,
without interruption to traffic of road.

The use where desirable of a separate motor truck, making a six wheel car, securing greater comfort to passengers ; motor trucks easily and quickly detachable, enabling change of motors from closed to open cars.
solicited, estimates furnished, and references given

CORRESPONDEHTCE

to important roads

now

in successful operation.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
Woodbridge

7th and
JO

It

Western

THE

The Standard Open

Circuit Batteries of the World.

Electrician

SI .oo.

il
I.

DB/TROIT, MIGH.

Streets,

W.COLBURN &
174 Main

St..

CO.,

FITCHBURG. MASS.

TRADE

GONDA
MARK.

11 *n nd pure n t
h np» for Arc an<1
KJprtrl* Metal I DC, Hie* ro-I'l fifing

II ft4

1

i

t

and Hpfrimpnlftl
.-

*

!"»«.
'

dltloiK

Wranr p
No. 315

Wabaab

Atotioo,

0H1CA8O, ILL.

Batter).

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,
49 West 18th St-, New YorkI

•

Goncla Porous

Cup"

Battory

May

1

8,
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EXPERIMENT

!r

SPECULATION

LET THOSE SPECULATE WHO CAN AFFORD
AVOID CHARLATANISM IX BATTERIES.
STICK TO

Til

TO.

LEGITIMATE.

i:

The Patented Improved Porous Cup Battery

la

P/iAj

THE BEST

-IS

iril
>> .„nMt

c

The HICHEST TYPE OF SAL

I'lHM OF-

AMMONIAC BATTERY KNOWN.

The improvements wrought

in this Battery are the direct results <>{ the Btodlea ol the exj rl
introduced and has continued the manufacture of the Leclancbe Batteries In this conn try.
yeare of cIobo and constant observation up lo this lime (20 yeare) Je the heBt yu&rantce of the
-

ilrst

Price per Complete Cell,

THE

(LIMITED.)

Queen Victoria

St.,

-

Nof 5 and V ZDoy

LONDON. ENG.

MANUFACTUIIERS OF

SWITCHES and CUT-OUTS
of

every description.

Write for

list

of the

The H.M. LOUD & SONS

"G" type.

8G varieties alone.

aiAONKTIC CUT-OUTS.

As us9d at the Lindon Stock Exchange. Fisheries,
Ilealtli and Inventions Exhibitions, and all the principal British installations; also largely on the ContlLlST "A": DOMESTIC ELECTRICAL
pages. Illustrated,
i.i

V. F.

\

»

SUPPLIES, 110
ibis paper.

Mention

25 cents.

Agents wanted.

ANXETT,

Prest.

S.

F.

FENTON,

GREELEY

E. S.

Street,

LUMBER

-

-

-

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

KTET^ YORK.

-

SEND FOR

NEW PAMPHLET

OF

RECORDINC

CHAS. SIDNEY SMITH, Seo'y

The United

CO.,

CO.

MANTJTACTUREItS OP
Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms, Cedar Poles,
Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled Promptly.
Office and 31111 at Oscoda, Mich.
Exclusive Selling Agent: Q. A. Habmocnt, Western
Agent Electrical Department New Haven Clock Co.,
315 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

Vlce-Prest. and Treas.

<fe

IN*

TELECRAPH, TELEPHONE, ELECTRIC LICHT, ELECTRIC BELL, BURCLAR
ALARM AND CENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPL IES,

Hoiel and House Annunciators.
Electric Gas Lighting.

Trade prices and descriptive circular upon application to

MANirFACTlBEHS AND IMTOBTER9 OF AND DEALERS

WO0DHOUSE& RAWSON.
11

SI. 00.

Ilia

Electric Go.

Pressure Gauges.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electrical

Electric Lighting.

Apparatus and Supplies,

Ji\r\vi$ B. EosofJ,
'NO

Telegraph Instruments.

Wire end Batteries.

W.

8.

TURNER.

.

146 Broadway, N. Y.

UTAH.
SALT LAKE CITY,
LESTER W00DBRLTJQE.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
AND CONTRACTORS.

WOODBRIDGE
AND
TURNER,

EXPERIMENT

George
LAW

Light and Power Stations.

ELECTRIC
74 Cortland

Railway Construction.
Light Wiring.

St.,

P. Barton,
OFFICE,
CHICAGO, ILL.

225 Dearborn Street
patent and trade mark

New York.

cases.

BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK
106

PAGES, 97 ILLUSTRATIONS, FLEXIBLE CLOTH BINDING, TYPE PAGE 5Ax3 INCHES.

PRICE

*

SIOO.

*

JUST THE BOOK for those engaged in Selling, Installing or Handling Electric Batteries,
Electric Bells, Elevator, House or Hotel Annunciators, Burglar or Fire Alarms, Electric
Gas Lighting Apparatus, Electric Heat Regulating Apparatus, etc., etc.

th:

THE
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DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
By
First

F. B.

BADT.

Edition of Twenty-Five Hundred copies exhausted. Second Thousand
copies of Second Edition now ready, containing additional pages and

Moonlight Schedule
ioo

pages; 70

for

1889.

illustrations; flexible

Dynamo

binding; size

cloth

of type

page, 6x5 inches.

and Linemen, Stationary and Marine EnDesigned for
Just the book for men who wish to learn how to operate and care for
gineers.
The only book of the kind in the English language.
electric light installations.
SENT, POSTACE FREE, ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.
Tenders

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

-

-

-

6 Lakeside Building, Chicago,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Ready June 15

May

18, iS

—A New Book.

INCANDESCENT WIRING INSTRUCTIONS
Pocket
1

size;

2x1 8 inches.

cloth

These

binding;

twenty-two cuts and

tables give, at

once and without

wire required in each case for any percentage

on

file

now.

five

of loss.

A

tables, three of

any

which are

calculation, the size of

timely book.

Get your order

Price, postpaid, $1.00, including tables, or the tables can

be had

separately at 25 cents each.

NOTICE THIS TABLE OF CONTENTS.
Wire Gauges.

Introductory.

Explanatory.

The Multiple Arc System.
The 3-Wire System.

Methods

of

Running Wires.

Table No.

1.

Table No.

2.

— Gauges Circular
— Electric Light Conductors.
in

Mils.

General Electrical Data.

Work.
Molding Work.
Concealed Work.
Cleat

Coulomb.

Ampere.
Volt.

a.

Wten

b.

In a Completed Building.

the Building

is

being Constructed.

Ohm.
Conductors and Insulators.

Ohm's Law.
Location of Safety Devices and Switches.

Conductivity.

Divided Circuits.

The Tree System.
The Closet System.

Calculating Sizes of Wires.

Devices.
Safety
J

Drop of Potential and Percentage of Loss of

Switches.

Energy.
Carrying Capacity.

Splices.
r

Explanation of Tables Nos.

Abstracts of Safety Rules.

4 and

5.

3.— 50 Volt Lamps.
No. 4.— 75 Volt Lamps.
No. 5.— 110 Volt Lamps.

Table No.
Table

Insulation and Testing for Faults.

3,

Table

Electrician Publishing Company,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

May

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

18,

The Pioneer

in

the

Development

of

x\x

the Incandescent Electric

Light System?

FACTS OF THE PRESENT CONTROVERSY.

THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC MANUF'G CO.
HOLDS THE

KEIY

TO THE SITUATION

BEWARE OF IMPOSTORS.

"SUUM CXJIQXJE

jj

TO USERS OF ELECTRIC LIGHT APPARATUS:
The Edison and Sawyer-Man Electric Light Companies
have recently deluged the country with circular letters and
bombastic advertisements, setting forth that they have patents,
which cover the fundamental principles of electric lighting;
and that their patents have been sustained in the Supreme
Court giving the exclusive right to manufacture and operate
Nothing could be more misleading than
incandescent lamps.
such statements.
Since the combination of the Westinghouse, SawyerMan, and the United States Electric Lighting Companies,
and the Supreme Court decision in the Bates Refrigerator
case (which the Edison Company endeavors to make capital
of), these concerns have endeavored to completely submerge
their competitors, by flooding the country with literature of
such character as to mislead the public.
In order that prospective purchasers may become better
acquainted with the true inwardness of this electric light controversy, and the history of the invention, we deem it no
more than reasonable that we present a few facts, viz.:
Thomas A. Edison has not, nor ever had, the re1.
motest possible claim to the priority of invention of the incandescent lamp, and his position is simply a pretense.
Walter K. Freeman was the original inventor, and
2.
made and sent to Thomas A. Edison the first incandescent
lamp, with a high resistance carbon filament, that he (Edison)
ever saw.
3.

Edison never had a patent covering broadly the lamp;

therefore, no such patent could be sustained in the courts.
The United States Electric Light Company has no
4.

claim for a patent; the only claim it ever had was based upon
a contract with Walter K. Freeman, dated June 21, 1880, and
The patents they quote are not
which is now in litigation.
essential or necessary for the successful manufacture or operation of incandescent lamps.

GET THE BEST.

I

The Sawyer- Man patent, number 317,676, was not a
discovery, nor does it cover features necessary to the
manufacture of an incandeicent lamp.
All of the claims which these concerns make for patents,
covering broadly the incandescent lamp inventions, are senseless and false, because the incandescent lamp did not originate
with either of these companies, nor with any person or
persons connected with them; they, therefore, have no rights
in the premises.
very pertinent fact regarding the successful operation
5.

new

A

of the present incandescent electric light system, viz.: The incandescent lamp itself, and the converter system of electric
lighting, are the results of a series of experiments conducted
by Walter K. Freeman, at Racine, Wis., where he had in

operation, and continued to operate for more than twelve
years the inventions that were then made, covering this
method of lighting, thereby preserving the validity of his
claims to such benefits as may be derived from his researches.
His applications in the Patent Office, for patents covering
broadly the idea of che alternating system, and the incandescent lamp, must be disposed of before an)' company can sustain its patents, or collect damages of any user of electric
light apparatus.
This company takes the position: First, to defend the
users of its apparatus against loss accruing from its use;
second, to vigorously and determinedly prosecute Walter K.
Freeman's claims for patents covering these inventions.
Our apparatus is of the highest efficiency mechanically
are prepared to guarantee its operation
and electrically.
and defend our customers.
are in this business on a business basis, for a manufacturer's profit; having all modern facilities for the production
solicit the patronage of electric
of first class apparatus.
light users, believing we can furnish the best.

We

We

Representatives wanted in
every State in the Uni::z\

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG.

—

We

CO.,

get the cheapest.

Eau Claire, Wis., U.

S.

A.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

\x

WOODWARD
G. H.
S. A.

H. H.

GALE, President.

I

PLUMMER. VICE-PRESIDENT.
HUMPHREY, TREASURER.

GEN. R. A. ALGER.

G. H.
IS. A.

\

GALE.

18, iS

ELECTRICAL CO

BOARD OF
E. C.

T.

PLUMMER.

May

DlltKCTORN.

P.KOWN.

WILLIAMSON.
TROUT.

F. B.

WARREN.
THOMPSON.
H.H.HUMPHREY.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON. SECRETARY.
FRANK B. TROUT, SUPERINTENDENT.

C. A.
C. H.

}

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT STORAGE BATTERY.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

in

has

construction,

now been found
to many

PECULIARLY ADAPTED

to

be

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE

SPECIilLLT

ADAPTED

Steadying Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,
Burglar Alarms,
Propelling Boats,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station Lighting,
Street Cars,

and

is,

owing

to its design,

TO

Isolated Lighting,

Auxiliary Central Station Work,
Medical Purposes,
Running of Small Motors.

BATTEKY

SECTION OK BATTERY' PLATE.

*** Detroit
Is

DURABLE,

and

uses in which other types of batteries have failed.

Storage Battery,

MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS CRANTED TO C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
BEEN DULY ASSICNED TO THIS COMPANY,
positively the only Secondary Battery which will not Buckle, or which
withstand uninjured the Highest Bates of Discharge.

THE ONLY

STJCCESSPUL STOEAaE
IS

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE

The Woodward
St.,

BATTLE?

BYI

Electrical Co.
FACTORY;

OFFICES:
69 Griswold

tvill

Campau

Building.

F.

B.

DETROIT, MICH.

TROUT,

Corner 13th and

General Manager.

Howard

Streets.

May

iS, iS

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

The Thomson-Houston
Electric Railway System.

Twenty-six Roads in Daily Operation, and Sixteen Now in Process
of Construction Under the Thomson-Houston Patents.
ALL MATERIAL 18 NOW MANUFACTURED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.
The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior

to all others

The current is controlled, the car laversed, and the
brakes applied from either platform.
Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
above the floor.
Direct gearing is used.
The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the

railway work.
Only one pair of brushes for each motor.
Brushes self-feeding.
Bearings self-oiling.
No change of brushes for change of load or change in Thomson-Houston patents.
Contact with overhead conductor is had by means
direction of rotation of the armature.
trolley pressing against the wire from below.
The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

for

MOTORS « ELECTRICAL E QUIPMENTS

FORMED

of.

FOR MINING i OTHER SPECIAL WORK.

For Full Information and Estimates Address the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

May

1

8,

ij

M

MANUFACTURERS.
Electric Light

and Power Plants

can save time and money by corresponding with

us.

Examine our illus-

trated Electric Light Catalogue.

The ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
171

CO

RANDOLPH STREET,

c-H-i-e-A-o-o.
FACTORIES:
Ansonia, Conn.

KANSAS CITY OFFICE:
505 Delaware

St.

May

1

8,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

"C.

4 C." ELECTRIC MOTOR

CO.
YORK.

NEW
Efficient Electric Motors
402-4 Greenwich

St.,

MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
NEW ENGLAND

OFFICE: 32 Oliver St,, B03T0N.
PHILADELPHIA. OFFICE: 301 Arch Street.

WESTERN

OFFICE: Phenix

Building,

SOUTHERN! OFFICE: 25

CHICAGO.

Carondelet Street,

JOHN STEPHENSON
NEW YORK,

NEW ORLEANS

CO.,

i—nvrn-EiD,

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECT RIC

MO TORS

CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

ThejrushglectricfompaiHj
-OF-

The

EMPIRE CITY ELECTRIC CO.
1

5

Dey

Street,

New York.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Electrical Supplies

MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
-AND-

Incandescence

Electric

Lpi

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS,

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,

CHICAGO OFFICE,
h£L Mo. l»o

ETC.

Wa.nincton Street,
ALHIAIIUICII

KPT,

Special Agent.

Ho. 101 Journal Uullalnff,

O. O.

STKKLK.
Special Agent.

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Send for

NEW CATALOGUE.

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

»

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

May

1

3,

1885

FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIBHT COMPANY,
Fort Wayne,

IncliarLa.

Manufacturers ol the

SLATTERY

INDUCTION

SYSTEM

out

OF

System of Electric Lighting

in

Existence.

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING,

AND THB

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Lamps

LIGHTING.

and

Converter!

12—16 Candle Power

Guaranteed.

OP

ARC

The Most Carefully Workedand Complete Alternating

to the Mechanical Horse

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK
115

OFFICE:

BROADWAY,
Boreel Bldg.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS,

FORT WAYNE,

IND.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,
907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.
OFFICE, 217 Sansome St.

SAN FRANCISCO

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.
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THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

MIDD

CO.,

0WN

HI

-

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

CHICAGO,

Vol. IV.

MAY

SCHAEFER ELECTRIC MFC. CO.
Incandescent Lamps from

COMPLETE
P. 0.

INSTAI/I/ATION

100 Candle-Poi er.

10 to

This

No. 21

1889

DUST-PROOF WASHER

is the

Buy no

OF INCAKDESCENT PLANTS.
FACTORY AT C1MBRIDGEPORT.

BOX 3068, BOSTON, MASS.

25.

Estimates Furnished on Application.

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

THE WARING

O cents per Copy.

I

WITHOUT

Bells

IT.

ELECTEICAL

House Furnishings

HAZAZER & STANLEY,
32-34 Frankfort Street,

NEW YORK.

-

-

-

BELTING AND PACKING
NEW YORK
PARK ROW,
CHEEVER,
JOHN
H.

CO.

N. Y.

Treas., 15

In the United States of

Oldest and LargeBt Manufacture re

VULCANIZED RUBBER FABRICS
For Mechanical Purposes.

ELECTING LIGHT WIRES AND GABLES.

. i

PENN

AVE.,

New York,

With Smooth Metallic Rubber fiurrace for use on
Dynamos and swift running machines.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

-

18 Cortlandt

St.,

G.

I*.

& HOSE

MACHINE BELTING

Standard Underground Cable Co., Mf'rs,
General Offices, 708

mm

biu,

rubber

'Wiley, M'g'r.

BRANCH OFFICES:] Chicago, 139 E. Madison St.,F. E. Degenhardt, M'g'r.

VULCANITE EMERY WHEELS. RUBBER
_k
MATS, MATTING AND STAIR TREADS.
BRANCHES:

Boston, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Detroit, Chicaao, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Minneapolis, Denver,
San Francisco.

VALVE
THETheASHTON
CO.
Blow Back
Ashton
Noiseless

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Iioeomotlve Safety \7 a.l ©,
Tiie Ashton Locli Safety
Til© Ashton YTater Relief
The acknowledged Standard far durable and high
-

-

-

\7

~\7"et,l-\r&.

Ill

Insulation.
Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposed.

THE ASHTON VALYES
rPTTT?TT}

Beclric Light

and Power.

Aerial Use,

Telegraph and Telephone.
Railway and all other

Branches

E.

B.

of

Signaling.

All

£

rf

Sizes

1.

Subterranean Use,

Encased W,res

Submarine Use
Concealed Wiring

McCLEES, General Manager,

16 Dey

St.,

in

all

Location*.

JBLXjAXIi

1 UTTV VAT
l;l}
iiaiLll
AVU VPS

fi

I

in toe

new york.

Prevents Air Cushions.

B

Sole Manufacturers of

SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO,

COWLES' PATENTED

'

\\(Cv<V

v -.vv"<

<

CUT SHOWING STYLE OF INSULATION.

—

B. B.

W

—Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation.

rather-Proof Composition.
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters.
Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

WARrennius
WAKtKUUlHS.

Charles D. Jennet,

m^mmmi

a\<W&X «VW'\

.'

A

9

New

anif 21 Cliff St.,

J

>

-j

64 Washington

St..

C— Braided Cott^

Samples furnished upon application.

of

all

Tim

COW.

uraixard Korisok, stucrev*r>
Alios K. Bollowkix, TreuaNr

Electrician.

IKTI^I-A.lSr^LI'OIjiIS, IKTIDI-a.Kr^..

Owners

Pur*

FACTORIES:
ANSONIA.

York.
Chicago, ins.

Jenney Electric Company,
Bole

.

•

B

B

C

trie

ILL.

^gEs^£r^^^ RK

ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE.

A. Copper Wire.
saturated with a Black,

OAK TANNED LEATHER BELT1NC AND LACE LEATHER.

I

and Weather - Proof

Fire -Proof

Co., (Mfrs.)

AND MANUFACTURERS AND TANNERS OF

Boston,

St.

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,

DYNAMOS.

Dantrl W. Marmon, President.
Addibon H. Nordtkk, Vice-President.

271 FranHin

Co.,

GUARANTEED FOR

46

Glve perfect Fecnrity aealnet boiler erploeloi,
whether Steamboat, Locomotive or Stationary.

Simple in construction, Automatic in action, Perfectly Controlling the Pressure of the hose at whatever speed the eng ne or pump is working.

ELECTRIC PERFORATED BELTING!!!

&

I

THEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES SS.'^X'.ES.fiS
dow
market.
Ashton ValTB

Chas. A. Schieren

~X7~a.l-vo.

HayeawWerepnUtIon.obeIn B .hemo.tperfc«^

Che Patents and Inventions of Charles D. Jeuaoy (known as the Jennoy System) and Sole Owners and Manufacturers of his

Improved flynamo, [amp

$

Electric Motor.
Iu all desirable features of Arc and Incandescent Lighting
si
durable, economical,
the Jenney System lends,
ulng.
In these cweutlals It chatsteady, brilliant and penetrating.
lengCH comparison

Estimates Promplly Furnish c d lor Erecting Electric Lighting
i

Plants tor Cities.

Ciompanies

or Individuals

Prices Furnished for the Jenney Arc or Incandescent Systems, oh tor both combined.
Incandescent Dynamo
The Jenney
und permit the turning on and off of our or
III

.'tinting,
ill

of tba

Lamps

will.

This
Shops,

or

Company

fftvu special attention to r'urnWting Mills,

!<

S£HD fOB PIUriUT

lUBSTMTIU 110 QEStllM.

Tit

SHttl.

-CI

OFFICE USD WORKS:

Cor. Kentucky Ave. ami Morris St.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

1
I

EL

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

The Thomson-Houston
EASTERN OFFICE:

May

25

188'

Electric Go.
WESTERN OFFICE:

620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON

148

MICHICAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

Electric IJrc-Qighting
IIST

THE

-WTORI-ID.

SERIES LAMPS
FOR

Arc-Circuits.
These Lamps have repeatedly
their superiority under

shown
test.

First Medal ; Beet Arc-Light, Louisville, 1888,
First Prize : BeBt System of Arc-Lighting,
Cincinnati Industrial Exposition, 1883.

This

Company was

given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions
at London, August
1, 1885, FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

Exhibition,
n,

1

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

I

NCAN DESCE NT DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
dynamos

are automatic in their regulation
durable.

and

will

LIGHTING.

maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit.
No other Incandescent
are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

Our Incandescent systems

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all

FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

sizes for the transmission of Power.

and Incandescent

Plans and estimates for
and Po'ver Plants.

Lluhtlnfc

all

kinds of Arc

Lamp

is

so perfect an

May

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

25,

QUEEN CITY ELECTRIC CO,
MANUFACTURERS OF

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
TWO

FIRST PRIZE COLD MEDALS 1888.
MOST EFFICIENT.

MOST EFFICIENT.

DYNAMO
25 to 500

M OTOR
1-8 to

50

LIGHTS'

CAPACITY.

INDORSED

:

BY

Thomas

A. Edison,

Eliho.

Thomson,

Power.

EYEB
—AND—

-

ECONOMICAL.

Edwin

H. S. Possons,

Horse

READY.

Houston,

J.

ISOLATED PLANTS and C ENTRAL STA TIONS FULLY ERECTED.

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

Motors for Running

FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELEES.
Send

for

We give

Pamphlet "ARE YOU POSTED?" to

and

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH

FANS, PUMPS AND

58

GENERAL MACHINERY.

an Absolute Guarantee regarding Materials, Workmanship

Efficiency.

OFFICE, FACTORY

CO.

177-179 Broadwav, H. Y.

Illl-ISKB

ELEVATORS,

& 60 Longworth

MD SALESROOM,

St.,

CINCINNATI, 0.

DAFT

1 HTTI-RIU ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.

nsrsuLATHTG company,
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

INSULATED WIRES and CABLES

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.
Guaranteed to

(jive Satisfactory Services

Adapted

for Mines,

Prices and

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

Underground and Overhead.

Specially

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

Chemical Works. Eto.

Samples on Application

at

Central Stations for Power Distribution,
No. 1*9 FRONT STREET,
W,

k

MBIRSHAW,

NEW YORK

F.C.S., London, Chemical Engineer,

CITY.

General Manager,

STATIONARY MOTORS.
FOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We

have supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

and Telephone Companies, to United States Vessels,
Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other serv-

STORAGE BATTERIES,

Electric Light, Telegraph

ices

wherever a First-class Electrical Installment
Materials and Workmanship are

and correspondence
articles.

is

solicited from

is

Guaranteed

Required.

Our

the Very Best,

Executive Offices:

115 BROADWAY,

companies and architects requiring our

Factory:

JERSEY CITY, N.J.

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

mm

May

25, iS

CleT^ela-rxd., OI1.I0.
MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
ENGINEERING COMPANY,
LIBERTY
OLIVER
181 LAKE ST.,
ST.

61

1

BOSTON.
H. A.

109

ST.

NEW

CHICAGO.

YORK.

CONTRACTING ENC1NEERS FOR ERECTINC COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

Electric [ight and

power Stations

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to burn Anthracite Coal and Coke Screeningl
NATIONAL ROCKING and SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

CLASIER. Manager Western Dept.

SYNOVIAL
Dynamo and Cylinder Oils.
Free from

Second

to none.
machinery.

S.

By

gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
can be used continually.
Adopted by the largest
Electric Plants of the West.

reflltering

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

TAUSSIG, Agent,

CHICACO.

THE HAWKEYE ELECTRIC
DAVBNPOHT, MANUFACTURING
IOWA.

CO.,

thi

iviatnit_tf^acz:ti-jt=?e:i=?s <3>K~

CELEBRATED THONE SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT AUTOMATIC APPARATUS.
Electric Motors,

Geaerators for

MecMcal

Motor

Circuits,

Automatic

Dynamos

for

LigMiDg

Plants,

Contractors for Complete Electric IF^lctnts.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
,

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING &M'F G GO.
ROOMS, 200 and '202

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST. XjOTTIS.
UNIFORM

IN QUALITY,

LONG LIFE AND GOOD LIGHT

:t?c>^7"e:r PLANTS
complete
A

mam

Specialty, comprising

IDEAL

or

ECLIPSE COELISS ENGINES,

Plain Tubular or

Water Tube

BOILEKS.

IZ2M2Z5

AVE

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

BALL DYNAMOS ™ LAMPS

PATENT FURNACES
Worthington Pumps, Injectors and
Fe ed Water Heaters, Hill Friction Clutch

FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

Pulleys, Dodge Patent Wood Split Pulleys,
Shafting. Belting, Pipe, Fittings and Valves.

CONTEACTTNG
.

LESTER W00DBRID9E.

WOODBRIDGE
AND
TURNER,

Tidf

This system Is mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a steady
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required

lEEtTGIO^TELEXlS-

and the cost of repairs.
For descriptive circulars or

ELECTRICAL ENCINEERS
AND CONTRACTORS.

ELECTRIC
74 Cortland

CHARLES W. RAYMOND,

Light and Power Stations.
Railway ConstructionLight Wiring.

St.,

testimonials, address

39 Dearborn

Street, Tre.nont House,

CHICA&O,

New York.

Knapp m E lectrical
A.TxrTjPA.CTunBns

Magneto

Bells,

Western Agt.

oje-

-

-

-

ILL.

Works

.

Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries, Push Buttons, Etc

DEALEHS IN

EVERYTHING FOUELECTRICAL.
AG-HNTS

TH]

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A Full Line of their Celebrated Wires,

Buy your Goods

Cables and Tapes

of the

in

Stock, at Factory Prices

Manufacturers at Factory Prices

54 and 56 Franklin Street

CHICAGO.

May

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

25,

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AN D MOTOR COMPANY.
The New Sprague Motor is Superior to any other Machine which was ever devised for the same work.
LIST OF STREET RAILWAYS IN OPERATION OR UNDER CONTRACT MAY 16th, 1889.
Electric R. R„ Akron. Ohio.
gsheville Electric R. R., Asheville, N. C.
Atlantic Citv Extension, Atlantic City, X.
Hay ity R.'R., Bay City, Mich.
Bay City Street Railway, Bay City, Mich.
Bay Ridge Eleclric R. R., Bay Ridge, Md.
Buffalo Street R. R., Buffalo, N. Y.

Akron

|.

i

i

Jermyn R. R., Carbondale, Pa.
»te
Central R. R., )>avenport, la.
Electric
R. R., Chattanooga, Tenn.
Chattanooga
Erie, Pa.
Citv Passenger R. R
Wilmington,
R.,
Del.
City R.
City R. R., Ext'n, Wilmington, Del.
Collamer Line, East Cleveland, O.
East Cleveland Street R. R., Cleveland, O.
East Reading R. R., Reading, Pa.
Carbondale

,

Each One

of

East Reading R. R. Ext'n, Reading. Pa.
East Side Street R. \<„ Hrockton, Mass.
Eau Claire Street R. R., Eau Claire, Wis.
Hartford & Wethersfield R. R., Hartford, Conn.
Inclined Plane R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Key 'in Electric Railroad, Dubuque, la.
Lafayette Electric R. R., Lafayette, Ind.
I,aredo City R. R., Laredo, Texas.
Lindell Ave. R. R., St. Louis, Mo.
Lindcll Avenue Street Railway, St. Louis. Mo.
Long Island City and Newton R. R., Long Island City, N. V.
I^op Extension Wilkesbarre 8c Suburban R. R.
Wilkesbarre, Pa.
Main Street Line Ext'n U. P. Railway, St. Joseph, Mo.

Manchester and Richmond R. k.
Va.
Marlborough Street R. R., Marlbon
Minneapolis Street R. R,, Minneapolis. Minn.
Naumkeag St. R. R., Salem, Mass.
Northern Division Wyatt Park k

Passenger H,

'

-.

Union Passenger R. R.

Mo.
Avenue St. R. R.. Tacoma, W. '['.
Passenger R. R., East Harrisburg, Pa.
Passenger R. R. Extension. Harrisburg. Pa.
Pennsylvania R. R. System, Atlantic City, N.

-' ...

lei

Pacific

|.

People's R. R., St. Joseph, Mo.
People's R. R., Scranton, Pa.
Plaltsmouth Electric R. R., Plattsmouth, Neb.
Salt Lake Citv R. R., Salt l^ike City, Utah.
Steubenville Klcctric R. K., Steubenviile, Pa.

]

Washington SI
ham ton, N. V.
West End R. R., iioston. Mass.
ila and Suburban k. K„ Wichita, Kan:
Wilkesbarre & Sulvrban R. k.. Wi
Wilkesbarre and West Side Kailw;
barre, Pa.

Wilkes
Willimantic Bridge R. R., Port
Wyatt Park k. k., St. Joseph. Mo.

i

lire,

I'...

These Names Represents

a Separate Bona Fide Contract for Electric Railway Equipment.
FOR CIRCULARS AND FULL INFORMATION, ADDRESS

16 AINTD XS

id

st,, unte^ot

UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS.
DR. GASSNER'S

DRY BATTERY

Experts acknowledge it to be the best open circuit battery in the market, most durable and convenient.
Telephone, Railroad and Fire and Police Signal Companies use them largely.
Bell
hangers say it kills their trade, as they cannot charge for renewals. Physicians love them. Highest testimonials.

Fo, Sale oy

MTAIJs

11 1 II

Write

for Circulars.

And CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS, San

n Kit. Xanagrr.

* Brushss
Commutator
FOR HLL SYSTSMS.
Send ns stoh and give length

we

will

make them
'Of

C. A.

if

we have

n't

them

in stock*

Francisco, Caf
|

111

Electrical
175 Randolph

Mgr.

St.,

III.

Carbon

Has acquired

NEW YORK.

Western Agent,

G. A.

Philadelphia Department**

BAXTER ELECTRIC MFG&HQTOR CO.

Harmount, 315 Wabash Ave.. Chicago.

Co.,

THE MICROPHONE CELL
Is warranted to be of

rights

stronger and longer life
than any other Sal-am-

Battery

all

-

».M|I Mfllrnw

^"f'

H-A'Cleverly -Manager

Chicago,

St.,

Cleverly Electrical works
loisChestnut St. Philadelphia

-THI

and privileges under letpatent No. 393,814,
authorizing the manufacture and sale of the celebrated Microphone Cell.

moniac battery made.

ters

electromotive force

imum; its internal
ance minimum.

is

Its

max-

resist-

Microphone Carbon Battery Co.,
12 LIBERTY STREET,
NEW YORK.

Microphone Carbon Battery Co.,
112

Chambers

•^•lwCtrlCB*

Construction Co.

HARTER,

Microphone

SCHOVERLING,

up.

The

W

ot brash, and

^

THE WESTERN ELECT** CO

LIBERTY STREET,
NEW YORK.

I

-THI

THE MICROPHONE CELL
Has

the

indorsement

of

Microphone

MICROPHONE.

the best authorities, who
proclaim it to be an efficient battery, and for all

open circuit purposes, one
of unexceptionable value.

Is

in

large

Co.

these

quantities,

will keep on hand a
stock at their warerooms, No. 112 Liberty
Street, New York.

full
Infringements of any kind upon these patents will
1'romptly be acted upon to the extent of the law.

Battery

manufacturing

cells

and

Carbon

.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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SOLE BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improved Corliss Engine
especially adapted for electric plants
of all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.
Is

&

ALUS

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.

FT IS

25, 1889

CO.,

MILWAUKEE.

WIS.

Manufacturers of am] Dealers In

Pulleys, Cears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather,
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill

Engine Supplies

UKEQUALED FOR ECONOMY OF FUEL, REGULARITY OF
MOTION. AND DURABILITY IN USE.

CHICAGO BRANCH,

Write for our Catalogues

FRANKLIN

S.

CARTER.

41 and 43

SODTH JEFFERSON

CHAS. M. W1LKINS.

ESTABLISHED

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC

Rubber
and

of Every Description.

1

WARD

E.

ST.

V/ILKIKS

S.6 7

ppmmm m carter

CO,
\

..

MANUFACTURERS

OF

AND DEALERS

"IN

'.

EVtrVV DESCRIPTION OF

'

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

mmmMimmMm

FOIt

ARC-LIGHT CIRCUITS.

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,

SIMPLE. RELIABLE, DURABLE.
The only

safe socket for series lamps,

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF
BELLS, DISQUE 1ECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LIGHTING APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF

and the only

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.

socket having insulating material for the outside
paits.

Send

620

for Illustrated Catalogue.

We

publish Catalogues of all our Manufactures,.-ind will forward to any address upo
Ij
application.
N. B. When applying for Catalogues, please-state whether- "Electric Bell" or " Geneva
Supply" Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trade inclose business card for discounts.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

IBOSTOKT,

-

MASS.

COMPOUND.

..---'.*-.-

,

—

114 South Second Street.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
YORK,
17 Cortlandt Street,
1 ttt„^.BOSTON.
Hathaway Building,
Tun^S
£25
Lh,u ch keIT
PITTSBURGH,
Wi-stiiiKh.n.K,- Building,
* co
iw, i.vsLak.'Siivi-t,
CHICAGO.
PHILADELPHIA, 608 Chestnut St., M. R. Muckh5, Jr. & Co.

CONDENSING OR

NEW

NON-CONDENSING.

.

!

16 Sizes, 5 to 500 H. P.

Hot yet equaled by any form

of

Engine

for

f

HIG H FU EL DUTY AND SIMPLICITY.

-

^Sh *

STANDARD.

ST. LOUIS.

8

KANSAS

AIT

<

in

Stock 5

to

50

Economical,

Reliable.

Over 300

CITY,

OMAHA,
PINE BLUFFS, Ark

SALT LAKE CITY,
BUTTE, MONT.
SAN FRANCISCO,
PORTLAND, OR.
CHARLOTTE. N. C.
ATLANTA, GA.

H. P.

AUTOMATIC ENGINE CHEAPEB THAN A SLIDE VALVE.

Well Built.
I

r Sizes

Washington Ave.
Union Avenue.

302. 304

DENVER,

3.000 in use in all parts of the Civilized World.

JUNIOR.

,-

,

sold the first year.

All the above built strictly to Gangs with Interchangeable Paris.
Eepairs Carried in Stock. Send for Illustrated Catalogues.

DALLAS. TEX.

PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.A.
W.

SARGENT.

D.

JN0.

Pres.

Elec.

Jay and Plymouth

,

.

*

-

&

I

E. Granite St.
Machinery Co.
(
and 23 Fremont St., Parke & Lacy Co.
33, 35 N. Front St., Parke & Lacy Mch. Co.

21

"SSEfE

The D. A. Tompkins CO.
Keating Imp. & Mch. Co.
}

C. E.

James

&

Co.

FRANK A PERRET,

E H CUTlER, Treas. and Mgr.

THE ELEKTRON MFC.
Cor.

.

Fairbanks
812
I
LO
1330 Seventeenth Street, |
1619 Capitol Avenue, F. C Aver.
Geo. M. Dilley
Sons.
259 S. Main St.
Utah & Montana

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

BARRETT. V-Pres. and Cons.

A.

J

~,

Elec.

CO.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

Sts.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS and DYNAMOS
Small Sizes a Specialty (1-8 to 2
The

Laminated Field Magnets, Low ArmaSparking under Changes of Load, Excellent Work-

Distinctive Features are

ture Keslstance,

No

H. P.)

:

manship.

In

EFFICIENCY, REGULATION, SIMPLICITYand

DURABILITY
Our Fan

OUR MACHINES SHOW GREIT SUPERIORITY.

Outfits are very

handsome and run very

still.

CAREFUL INVESTIGATION INVITED.
_

_

LA

_
Catalogues Furnished on Application.

Fo*

El

TUBIMC ALL'

V .L

,

«-.

.

.

-

, .

,

.

„-^

1EUJ

MA

„

higher olllclency

ia

th6UB6 0[ Wfllch

obtained than

postiue otherwise.

Purposes

OOOOoo»«>..

Pure Sheet Rubber

|

^^

-

Etc. <«

Saniples and prices upon application.
4«re»* THE B.F.GOODRICH
CO.
AHIfON RUBBER WORKS
AKRON.

OHIO.

Specialties o.f all kinds to order
— Send for "Catalogue. *

Is

!
May

25.
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His Patents Sustained

by the United
Supreme Court.

States

THE EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO,
Takes pleasure in announcing to its patrons and the general public that the decision of the
Supreme Court of the United States, filed on the 21st ult.,in the case of the
Bate Refrigerator Company, is in fact a decision

SUSTAINING THE EDISON PATENTS
In the many suits brought by the Edison Company, in the lower courts, against infringers of the Edison patents, the
defendants have evaded the merits of the controversy, thus tacitly admitting the fact of infringement, and ha\e interposed a plea alleging that our patents have been voided by the expiration of patents previously granted in foreign
countries.

Hence the delay in establishing our rights. In the meantime, other electrical companies have been indiscriminately
copying our devices and methods, not even assuming that they themselves were the original inventors, but simply relying upon the construction of a statute by the lower courts invalidating our fundamental patent. In pursuance of our
expressed determination to secure a decision upon the point of law involved, we have had the Bate Refrigerator case
(covering the identical question) argued before the TJ. S. Supreme Court, with the result announced above, thus

Completely Deprivingthe Defendants of their Main Defense.
We have now only to

prove the fact of infringement in order to secure prompt injuncand damages from, those who have been so long using with impunity that
HIGHEST AUTHORITY now concedes to liave been ours, exclusively, from

tions against,
which the
the beginning.

This

is

simply

to establish

A QUESTION OF FACT.
Was,

or

Was

Not, Edison the Original Inventor

This question has been decided in his favor a great many times, primarily by the U. S.
Patent Office, which granted to him Patents bearing earliest dates; then by the various
courts of Europe, through the crucial examination of which the question has many times
passed.

Thus

the

QUESTION OF LAW having now been settled by tJie Supreme Court of the
QUESTION OF FACT by the highest experts of the u-orld, this com-

United States, and the
pany now notifies the Public
trespass

and abuse of

its

of

its

intention to call a halt

and demand a reckoning for the

rights in

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
44 Wall Street,

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
By IDWABD H. JOHNSON,
New York.

President.

;

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Sdwakd 8.

C. H. Jackson, Prest.

jj

May
Perot, Vice-Prest.

Jaa. P.

25, 1889

MoQuaide, Sec'y and

Treaj.

THE NATIONAL CONDUIT MFG. COMPANY'S

WROUGHT IRON CEMENT-LINED PIPE
Subways.

IPor Electrical

&

Telegraph Company of New York;
In use by the Metropolitan Telephone
by the Bell Telephone Company of Buffalo; by the Police and Fire
Departments of New York and Chicago, Etc.
THIS SYSTEM IS PARTICULARLY ADAPTED FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT TRUNK AND DISTRIBUTION.

Address the Company,

ENGINEERING CO

TELEPHONE BUILDING, NEW YORK.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

,

707 and 709 Market St., St. Louis.
51 Home Insurance Building, Chicago.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas C

SPECIAI/TIE8 :-The Armington & Sims Engine,

319 Ramge

Building,

ty.

FOR.

Erected Ready for Service.
ard Rocking and Sheffield Grates,

Lowe Heater,

Steel Boilers, Ireeon Link Belt. Standllyatt Filter, Blake Pump, Korting Injector, etc.

SEND FOR I.ATEST CATALOGUES.

Omaha.

THE HORN, BRANNEN & FORSYTHE MFG.

CO.,

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OP

THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR
Desips

Artistic

Brass nil

in

WioiM

The Perkins Electric Lamp

ELECTROLIERS,
Gas

and

Combination

Fixtures.

.

W.

.

Co.,

HALM,

G.

VICK-PK ESI DEIST AMI* WESTERN 9IAKAGEP,
FACTOR! AXD SALESROOM

Nos. 429, 431, 433 North Broad St„

£

5-4

j| £p>*

a,rxd.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

5G IFxaiaJsliza.
CHICAGO.

Street,

Desips and Estimates Finished.

Hand-Book,

Hangers'

Bell

JUST ISSUED FROM THE PRESS.

BADT, SI. 00.

Dynamo Tenders'

Hanrl-Book,

BADT, SI.OO.

ELECTRIC

ELEMENTS of ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
ATKINSON, Si. 50.
All

one address,
order, 33. CO.

Books, to

three

6

CO..

LAKESIDE BUILDING. CHICAGO.

224

CO.

Carter St.. Philadelphia.

RAILWAY."

with

cash

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

ELECTRO-DYNAMIC

"THE

By FRED H. WHIPPLE.
A new and original book designed to
inform the practical business man with-

Dynamos, Motors,

Batteries,

out the use of mystifying technical terms

and formula?.
There is information in it of value to
the owner, the officer and the employe of
every street railway or user of power
any purpose.

Voltmeters

and Ammeters,

Switches,

-AUXTD

for

003XrTJE53\TTPJ3 r
Histories! Development of the Modern Method
of Producing Electricity.
How Electricity la Mechanically Produced.
Practical Thoughte upon the Lines of Force and
the Production or Motion.
Something about Primary and Secondary Bat-

Complete Electric Light

teries.

How Electricity le A pplled to Street Railways.
The Application of tne Motor to the Car.
Early Attempts at Electric Propulsion with the
Roade now In Operation,
Some of the no-called "Systems" of Electric
street Railways.
Application of Electricity to Elevated and Underground Railways.
Producing, Transmitting and Applying
I

Electricity tor (Street

end Power Plants.

STREET CARS EQUIPPED

Railway Purposes.

of Klectric Propulelon wlih other Method-.
Electric Motor for Stationary Power Purposes.

Bome Further CornparlBonn
The

WOODHOUSE&RAWSON,

<,\

<,

I

The Oldest and Most Experienced

ol Good Belte.
LboPoeelbliltlofl of Electric stroet
Propalfilon.

Tbo Parpoee and Cere
VI

LOHbON, £NG

(or/a St.,

SWITCHES

and

CUT-OUTS

l<

T

PRICE:

tor

Paper Cover, $1.00.

Bound

in

Flexible Russia.

Electric

Mo-

Car

I

r

FOR ELECTRIC PROPULSION.

Economical Steam Power to
the Electric
anenl
The Utilization of Water POWerB (or Electric

The Important

Company

in

the World.

$2.00.

One floDdred aDd Filly Illustrations.

MA'.M'.T
Aj» a***j

xx

dp*) British
oeot.

LhT
Lilv«

tfi*

t

<

<<1

TH.
age,

l/Kkr,

Fi«b*rl«,

Exhibitions, *fi«l all
alM IA/jcIj 00 the

lESUl1*tK>rv<;

A-

AerntM want.

'
1

m tnu

HO

H WHIPPLE,

Detroit,

Onll-

LIBS,
[

FRED.
I

rat

pap*r.
or

Chicago

Office:

502 Phenix

Building.

Mich.

name, hoolnew and nddrc
Whipple's NsUodju
la

I

Detroit Office:

30 Atwater

St.,

East.

May
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$1"

ELECTRIC LIGHT
FOR AImIm PURPOSES.

ALTERNATE

DISTRIBUTION BY

CURRENTS.

CENTRAL STATION OUTFITS,

ISOLATED OUTFITS.

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ARC LIGHTING.

MOTORS.

METERS.
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THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CO.
170 CENTRAL STATION PLANTS SOLD IN 30 MONTHS.

OFFICES

IN

ALL LEADING CITIES.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

WESTERN ELECTRIC

May

25, 1889

CO.

CHICAGO.

Send

for

Catalogues of the following lines in which we are the
leading Manufacturers and Dealers:

ANNUNCIATORS,
Batteries

BELLS AND PUSHES,

and Battery Supplies,

PATTERSON CABLES,

Electric Light Apparatus,
lUSTJI-iLTED "WIRE,
TELEGRAPH INSTRUMENTS AND LINE SUPPLIES,
TESTING SETS,

BUILDERS' AMD REPAIRERS' TOOLS,

AND OTHER MISCELLANEOUS APPARATUS.

We

are sole Western Agents for the sale of

A. G. DAY'S
Which,

KERITE INSULATED WIRE
we

consider the best wire
for the purposes for which it is intended.

after years of experience,

J

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO,

Vol. IV.

Gaiz & Co 's Alternate Current Motor
and New Dynamo.
The statement made a few months ago that
Ganz & Co. of Budapest, Austria, were perfecting an alternating current motor excited unusual
attention.
The demand for a machine of this
kind

so pronounced that

is

the limited descrip-

tions which were published proved extremely
The motor is now claimed to be
unsatisfactory.
The details of the
commercially successful.

machine the inventors are not yet ready to disbut a cut of the motor is herewith presented, which shows its general appearance.
An installation at Wiener-Neustadt is of
special interest, as at this place has been made
close,

application of the Zipernowski-BlathyDeri long distance system,
with transformers for the
distribution of electricity
the

first

MAY

No. 21

25, 1889.

trated and described in the present volume of
the Wk.stekn Electrician, the former in No. 3,
and the latter in No. 9. The cuts of the latest
form of the alternate current dynamo presented
herewith are reproduced from Industries of
London. In earlier forms of the machine, starshaped field magnets of non-laminated iron,
were employed, and revolved in a cylindrical
armature, the core of which was composed of
thin ring-shaped iron plates held in a frame.

The armature

coils

were

flat

bobbins laid

upon

the armature core side by
side.
The magnetic resistance of the interpolar
spaces was high, and to overcome this the later
machines have armature cores with a series of
internal Pacinotti projections which form the
the inner surface of

two ring-shaped castings held together by strong
bolts, and in addition, there are iron trave
to which the segments are bolted. The armature
plates are held together by ribbed bronze plates,
which also serve to hold the armature coil in its
place.
In larger armatures bronze plates are
also inserted at intermediate points, and they
serve for the attachment of the armature section

means of insulated bolts and
and 3 show a complete machine

to the tra\ersersby

nuts.

Figs. 2

intended for an output of 80 kilo-watts.

current of respectively 20 or 40 amperes.
The
speed of the machine is 360 revolutions per
minute, giving 5040 reversals, or a frequency of 42.
The total weight of the

A
light and power.
water power of So horse
power is used to drive the
primary generator, which is
the latest type made by
Ganz i\: Co. Its output is
25 amperes and 2,000 volts
at 500 revolutions per minute.
The current is utilized in supplying 200 incandescent lamps and three
alternating current motors

iron core, both in field

for

brewery

for the

in

mopower

the

tors are of 10 horse

and the other of 5 horse
power. The former make
830 revolutions

per

min-

and the smaller motor
makes 1250 revolutions per
ute,

minute.

The

distance besta-

figure

tion

and the distributing

creased

point

is

tween the generating

As the

practical

is

em-

ployment of
alternating
current motors, the installation has already attracted
great attention. The print
from which the accompanying wood cut was
made was sent to the West-

arranged in such a way
that it can be shifted longitudinally beyond the space
occupied by the field magnets, so as to expose the
whole of the internal sur-

ern Electrician by Ganz

&Co.
Ganz
made

&

Co. have recentseveral interesting
power transmission installations with their
continuous system. One of these is at Wattenser.
The water power of the Wattenser brook is
utilized by means of a turbine wheel which is
employed to operate the generator. The current at 500 volts' pressure is conducted to a
paper mill by means of overhead bare copper
wires, and operates an electric motor of 50 actual
horse power.
Another interesting installation is that at
Ober-Turtschek, near Kremnitz.
Fifty incandescent lamps, two arc lights and a motor in a
lumber mill receive their supply of current from
a continuous current dynamo which is operated
by water power. The motor which is stationary,
is of 3)4 actual horse power.
It is used to pull
small cars loaded with lumber up an inclined
plane to the railway station.
The incline is
about 1 ,000 feet in length. The cars are attached to a wire rope which runs over a drum.
The drum is attached to the motor by a worm
gear.
The Zipernowski-1 >eri alternate and continuous current systems have both been illusly

is
somewhat inwhen the machine

direct driven by a steam
engine.
In order to facilitate the cleaning of the
armature coils, the frame
of the armature has been

about 2,500 meters.
first

mag-

nets and armature, is 1 ton
7 cwt., and the total weight
of copper is 930 lbs.
The
resistance of the armature
is 1.03S ohms for a
2000
volt machine, giving a loss
of 2.08 per cent, by ohmic
resistance in the armature
circuit.
The resistance of
the field magnet circuit is
3.24 ohms, and a current
of 28.7 amperes is required
at full output, entailing a
loss of 3.33 per cent, for
excitation.
It
is
stated
that the total commercial
efficiency,
including the
power required to excite
the machine, is at full output S7 per cent.: and this

Wiener-

Two of

Neustadt.

In this

machine there are fourteen poles and fourteen
armature sections, which can be coupled to give
a pressure of either 2000 or 4000 volts with a

PIG

I.

THE GANZ NEW ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTOR.

To avoid the
cores of the armature bobbins.
heating of the pole pieces, the field magnets are
now built of ^/-shaped iron plates F, as shown
in Fig. 4.
These plates are laid upon each
other, and arranged round the spindle so as to
form a star, alternate layers being arranged to
break joint, as shown by the dotted lines. The
plates are fastened together by insulated bolts
B, and the existing coils are wound upon separate formers, slipped over the magnet cores, and
held in position by bobbin holders and screws
strong enough to resist the action of centrifugal
force.
The armature core, which formerly was
continuous, is in the new machines subdivided
into a number of 7-shaped sections, the central
stem of the 7' forming the Pacinotti projection.
A being very short, and of equal width and
length with the magnet.
These sections are so
arranged that each with its armature bobbin can
be removed without disturbing the rest of the
machine.
Fig. 4 shows the construction of the
armature sections, and the manner of supporting
them. The frame of the machine consists of

face, and make it easily accessible both for cleaning
and for the renewal of a coil, should it
have been damaged. In the new type of machine, the armature itself is, however, kept

and the magnet wheel is arranged to
which purpose one of the

fixed,

slide longitudinally, for

standards

is

fitted similarly to

the slide rest of a

shows the machine in working
condition with the magnet wheel in its place,
while Fig. 3 shows the machine with the magnet
wheel drawn out so as to expose the inner surFig.

lathe.

2

face of the armature.
In order to slide back
the magnets, the pulley must be removed, and
the standard on the opposite side can then be
drawn back by means of a ratchet bar. screw
and nut to its outermost position, as shown in
F'g. 3-

Chicago Electric Club.
The Chicago
ing in

May

its

15th.

Electric Club held its first meetin the
High building
The quarters are in every waxthe needs of the club.
The club

new quarters

adapted to
rooms comprise two

floors,

which are connected
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bv a private stairway. The assembly room,
reading room and ladies' parlors are on the
second floor of the building. On the third
floor are located the billiard room, general dining room, card rooms and private dining rooms.
The rooms havebeen handsomely decorated and
Everything has a look of substanfurnished.
One feature of the rooms is partial elegance.

May

Chicago City Electric Light Plant.
The work
plant

in

of extending the city

Chicago

Barrett,
completed his

Prof.

city

will

electric light

begin about June 1st.
of Chicago, has

electrician

council and
the intention
of the city electrician to establish a system that
In purwill eventually embrace the entire city.
plans, and the
mayor have approved them.

city

It is

25, li

capacity of this plant will be 1,000 lamps, and
$60,000 will be expended this year in erecting a
new power house and extending the plant. All
the streets in this district, however, will not be
lighted by electricity this year, but the plan: will
be so arranged that from time to time new streets
can be cut in until all are supplied with electric
lights.

The first district which will extend from the
river to Sixteenth street and the lake will receive a large slice of the appropriation.' Prof.
Barrett expects to put $60,000 into this district.

A new

power house

will

be

included

in

this

estimate.
The capacity of this plant will be
1,000 lights, but of course, that number will not

be put up immediately.
It has been decided to
build the power house for this district on the
south end of the Exposition company's lot

between Michigan avenue and the

lake.

The

eighth district will also be the scene of
ope ations this year. A plant will be established there for 700 lights.
This district will
extend from the river on the east to Ashland
avenue on the west, and from Kinzie street on
the south to
North avenue on the north.
During the present season $55,000 will be ex-

pended

The

in this district.

is west of the first, extending from the river to Ashland avenue, and from
Kinzie street to Sixteenth.
As this is an important part of the city, the plant installed there
will have a capacity of 1,000 lights, and $55,000

will

sixth district

be expended on

The
third,

last district

where

this year.

it

to

lights are

be invaded will be the
much needed. Neither

gas nor oil is now used in this district. The territory included is bounded on the east by the
south fork of the south branch, on the north and
west by the canal, and on the south by the city
Three hundred lights will be put in here
limits.
eventually.
In lighting business portions of
city electrician will not

the boundaries thus

members: The rooms
are brilliantly lighted by incandescent lamps,
and the effect is in striking contrast to the dim
appearance of the former quarters, which were
lighted by a poor quality of Chicago gas.
President S. A. Barton called the meeting to
order, and stated that the session was held in
order that the members might have an opportunity of seeing what the committees had done
toward decorating and furnishing the rooms.
After remarks by several members of the committee, President Barton said: "Your president
is decidedly pleased with the effect which the

ticularly gratifying to the

Hi.. 4.

THE

GAN7. AI.TP.RSA'11

I

DYNAMO.

removal to the new quarters has had. The
prediction which
made when the question of
r:ng new quarters was under discussion,
that the friends of the club would respond to
The voluntary
has been verified.
its needs,
contributions have been more than
The
pated, and they are still coming in.
amounts paid by the members on assessment
will probably go into the bank untouched."
,i
a banquet was discusI'
was decided to hold a
member will be enl
nd lady. All details were
left to the discretion of the committee on enter-

been divided
into eleven districts, and a power house will be
established in each of them at convenient points.
suance of

this plan the

city has

Barrett estimates that it will require
about three years to complete this task. This
year he expects to cover live new districts and enProf.

the town the
be governed entirely by

described, but a

number

of

prominent thoroughfares that pass through these
districts will be illuminated their entire length,

These streets include
or as far as practical.
Archer avenue, Blue Island avenue, Harrison
street,
street,

S^B^/*

Twelfth

street,

Randolph

Van Buren

street,

street,

Milwaukee

Madison
avenue.

9

I

'

tainment.

I

III

RANZ ALTERNATING CURRENT UVNAMo.

large the present plant
in fact, he has deemed it
advisable to prepare for the establishment of a
new- power house in the place of the present
station, and enlarge the capacity of the pre
nl
This will be known as the fourth displant.
It will iin hide all
trict.
the territory between
Division street on the north, the river on tinwest and south, and the lake on the east.
he
1

I

Clybourn avenue, Clark street on the north side
of the river, and Stale street oil the south side.
As soon as the lighting of the city by electricity
becomes general, these streets will be cut off
from the stations with which they
nected this year, and included in

will

be con-

their proper

territories.

The work mapped

mil for

this

year includes

May

25,
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the building of power houses in the districts
named, and the construction of 200 miles of conIn the matter of power
duit to carry the wires.
houses nothing will be spared to make them first-

every respect. The best machinery obtainable will be secured, and of course the most
approved types of dynamos, etc., will be intro-

class in

fident that he can successfully operate both systems, and he has no doubt that electric light
companies controlling both systems will be
ready to put in bids.
The work will be pushed as rapidly as possible, and should the weather permit, it is quite
probable the present plans will be enlarged. At

ausing great

los

-hip to the
working of the ores.
igineering talent of thi

I

work on tins vital proble
and new arrangements have Been
•

.

ly,

Miig the amount of water, but
vast powers not within reasonable range are still
running to waste, which the use of
1

alone

At

erve.
the stamp mill of the

Nevada

Mill

&

Min-

ing company, water power was obtained at
le of
of the mill from a reservoir
the mountain.
The mill contains sixty stamps,
with their complement of pans, settlers, agital
The water power readily
rock-breakers, etc.
available was entirely inadequate for the operation of the mill.

The problem was submitted

to the lirush
agents, the California Electric Light company of San Frani
A solution was speedily offered, and the plans
were accepted by the owners of the Nevada
The shaft of the latter
mill and Chollar mine.
It was proposed to
is clo-e to the stamp mill.
collect the waste water from the surface wheel
at the mill, convey it in pipes to the shaft of the
Chollar mine, and thence down the shaft until a
sufficient head should be obtained to produce
The scheme was novel,
the power required.
and presented many difficulties. However, experts pronounced the plan feasible, and work
was begun last winter.
At the 1,650-foot level of the Chollar mine a
subterranean chamber was excavated out of
solid porphyry, for the reception of the dynamoThis
electric generators and water wheels.
chamber is fifty feet in length by twenty-five in
width and twelve feet in height, clear of all timFrom the tank containing the waste surbers.
face water, two wrought iron pipes are led to
Electric

ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION AT VIRGINIA CITY,

Naturally a large item of expense will
duced.
be the construction of the conduits, but this will
not be proportional to the cost of the work done
last year, as the excavation will not cost as much
on the outskirts as in the center of the city.
More lights can therefore be secured for the same
amount of money than last year. The specifications for engines, conduits, lamp posts and power

any

rate,

will

be

in

NEW — THE BRUSH MOTOR.
expected that 700 or 1,000 lamps
operation before January 1st.

it is

at Virginia City, Nev.
"More power, economical power," has been

Electrical

now
the

Power Transmission

for several years the imperative demand of
owners of mining properties on the cele-

ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION

houses are about completed, and will be open for
inspection at the City hall.
It is Prof. Barrett's intention to introduce high
tension as well as low tension systems into the
city plant.
In the controversy with the electric
light men, who opposed burying wires, he was
confronted with the statement that he had no
high tension system operating, and now he desires to show that he can operate high as well
He is conas low tension lines in his conduits.

A

I

company, through

its

VIRGINIA CITY, NEV. -THE I'KLTON WHEEL.

brated Comstock lode at Virginia City, Nev.
The problem has been to work the enormous
Large
quantities of low-grade ore at a profit.
sums have been expended in carrying water
from streams in the neighboring Sierra Nevada
mountains for a distance of some thirty miles, to
be utilized at the mines and mills on the Com
stock.
But this supply of water is limited and
fickle, and by no means meets the demand.
Operations have frequently been suspended on

subterranean chamber, om: ten and one
tluAt the bottom oi the
eight inches in diameter.
shall a "Y" unites these two pipes into a single
one fourteen inches in diameter, out of which
six 6-inch pipes run to the nozzles of the waterwheels provided to drive the large Brush dynamo-electric generators.
The underground electrical station is of the
most interesting character, and is shown in the
The large lirush primary generatillustrations.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

27ors. of which there are six, are adapted to the
conditions by a few mechanical changes from
They are mounted on a
the standard' pattern.
heavy cast iron base, and are provided with an
extended shaft and outer bearing. On the
armature shaft and between two bearings, the
Pelton wheel is mounted and inclosed in a
The water wheel is attached
water-tight cover.
to the armature shaft at the place occupied by
this pulley, and a coupling is provided for detaching this entire end of the shaft carrying the
wheel, from the outer end carrying the arma-

ture.

The Brush

generators are each of 130-horse

power capacity, and are compound wound for
The electrical curve from
these machines is almost ideally perfect, and

constant current.

The curthey require no regulator whatever.
rent remains of constant strength under all conditions of load.
The head of water at the underground cham-

generated.

by

thirty-six

May

The chamber is brilliantly lighted
Swan incandescent lamps operated

multiple series from one of the Brush generand there are several of the same lamps in
Each generator circuit is provided
the incline.
with a dead-beat ammeter of the Brush pattern,
and a Brush voltmeter is also at hand which is
capable of measuring up to 3,000 volts. The
generator circuits are led to a switch-board in
the same dynamo room, where any generator
can be thrown on any one of the outgoing cirin

ators,

cuits.

In the Chollar shaft are the circuits of copper
one to each generator. At one point
these circuit wires pass through a shower bath
of spray, but the insulation is so perfect that no
leakage has yet developed. The wires issue
from the mine shaft and are carried above
ground to the electric motor room at the Nevada mill. The total length of each circuit is a
In the electric motor
little more than a mile.
wire,

25,

\Y

was anticipated in operating the moone shaft in the manner dewas encountered. The motors have not given a moment's trouble or
annoyance of any kind from the start.
Some idea of the economic value of this
electric power plant to the mine owners may
be got from a statement of the saving
effected by it.
The surface wheel alone redifficulty

tors together on
scribed, but none

quires 312 miner's inches of water to develop
power sufficient to drive forty of the sixty
stamps with which the mill is equipped.
Moreover, this amount of water is seldom available.
Two of the electric motors, working
in addition to the surface wheel, will perform
the same service with but seventy-two miner's
inches of water, thus effecting a saving of about
seventy -seven per cent.
The net commercial effciency of the plant,
taking into account all elements of loss, including that in the conducting wires, is about

ELECTRIC I'OWER TRANSMISSION AT VIRGINIA CITY. NEV.— UNDERGROUND I'OWEK STATION.

has never before been attempted to run a water wheel under such
enormous pressure. This was, indeed, one of
the most serious problems involved in the remarkable installation. The Pelton which was
selected is the outgrowth of the old hurdy-gurdy
form, and as will be seen from the illustration,
its buckets are provided with a very ingenious
wedge-shaped partition, by which the stream of
water is divided and sweeps out through the
curved sides in such a way as to produce a reBy
actionary effect in addition to the impact.
the peculiar construction of the buckets all the
and out of the way of
water is also thi
The six I'elton wheels are each
the wheel.
forty inches in diameter, are made of phosphor
bronze, and weigh 220 pounds. They drive the
generators at a -peed of 900 revolutions per
minute.
The
arrangement of
bined dynamo generator and water wheel makes
ible for the visitor to the underit alrr
ground chamber
;e the enormous amount
here at work.
The machines are
and the swiftly
placed in paral.'
that can be a
;<ower
motion as evidence of the 8

ber

is

1,680 feet.

It

1

.

II

room are six motors of the regular Brush constant current type, each of 80-horse power
capacity.
They are arranged in a single row
parallel with the main driven shaft, to which
they are all belted in the ordinary manner. The
surface water wheel is also connected to this
same shaft. It will be noted that there is here
a very novel and interesting feature.
This surface wheel uses the water in the first instance,
and furnishes part of the power to drive the
main shaft. The waste water, after this primary
use, is carried down the ('hollar shaft to the underground chamber, where it drives the dynamos whii li generate the electric current and
energize the electric motors above ground,
which in turn furnish additional power to the
main

shaft.

motor has its own independent
fed from on.' of the generators.
lit
The
well-known Brush centrifugal governor, with
which each motor is fitted, regulates the speed
sensitively, and all or any number of the motors
work perfectly in a battery together or with the
water wheel. In the motor room there is also an
ammeter for each motor. The motors run at a
Eai

!

li

electric

of

.S50

revolutions

per

minute.

Some

In other words, seventy per
of the
is dein the

seventy per cent.

power applied to the shafts
generators in the underground chamber
livered for work at the main line shaft

cent, of the

mill.

The waste water from
the Chollar mine

the

i-,65o-foot level of

piped into the Sutro tunnel.
It is now proposed to use this water a third time
at a lower level for other work, by means of a
similar application of electrical machinery.
It was expected at the outset that many difficulties would be met in an installation of such
is

The projectors,
the details of the installation, were very greatly pleased to find that
their forethought had eliminated the troubles
novel

and original character.

who assumed charge

of

anticipated and predicted in almost all respects.
Two purely technical difficulties were encountered when the plant was started experimentally,
which caused some delay and anxiety. They
were, first, the lack of any governing appliance
for the water wheels, and second, the damage
to the primary generators caused bytheextn me
heal and dampness in the underground station.

The Brush
plans

and

Electric

company,

specifications,

in

its

stipulated

original

that

the

May
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water wheels should be governed within reasonable limits, but this requirement was not met,
and the first generators and motors, started up
experimentally, showed the necessity of this
The Brush company was surprised
provision.
to receive by the telegraph the first intimation
that the makers of the water wheels had wholly
neglected such an important matter, but was
A
fortunately able to close the breach at once.
water wheel governor, invented and sketched
out by W. B. Devereux, the mining engineer, of
Aspen, Col., had been placed in the hands of
the company some time previously, and working
drawings of it had been made at Cleveland.
These were at once sent to California, the governors were quickly made, and this source of
F. E. Smith, the electrouble was overcome.
trical

engineer

made

several

after

watching

much

value,

in

charge of the

installation,

of the governor,
performance, which proved of

modifications
its

and

has

it

worked

perfectly in

practical service.

interest to

the
world.

—

moisture,

and began

to

show

leaks, while the

motors above ground were absolutely free from
any trouble.
The Brush company were at once notified of
this
unexpected source of difficulty, and Mr.
Brush speedily devised a method of insulation
which would certainly and completely resist the
Since
moisture of the sublimated atmosphere.
its application the generators have worked ad-

and the entire plait is now at work
performing its expected duty and
economizing the power available.
mirably,

regularly,

Brush Electric comconnection with this plant on the Coma very notable one, and of the greatesl

The achievement
pany
stock

in
is

1

ars on the

i

in

the

.

Producing, Transmitting and Applying
Electricity for Street Railway Purposes.'

.

1

KKU.

11.

WHIPPLE.

:;

In making any comparison of die costs of electric, cable
or horse railroads, there are so many points to consider that
at least a whole book of this size should be devoted to it to
The salient points of each system can only
cover the field.
To maintain as near as possible a
be touched upon here.
straightforward description, the subject may be divided as
follows:
Plant.

This includes

their location, size

and

all

lands and

buildings,

cost.

Second: Power.
This includes the steam plant; the
machinery; the horses, storage batteries

electric or cable

and motors.
Third: Permanent way, covering track, conduit or overhead work
Fourth: Rolling stock.
Under the first head the plant— the two greatest factors
The system necessitating a
are its location and its size.

—

MOTOR

What
spread eagle policy on the land question will cost.
could be a more perfect illustration than the horse railroad
system? The motive power of the New York Central railroad between New York and Albany could be comfortably
stowed in the barns of some of the New York City street
What a contrast! The real estate, buildings
railways.
and fixtures of the Third Avenue line are valued at $1,524,Cattle sheds in the metropolis
ooo, and what buildings!
Surely they did not cost a tithe of this great
of America.
but
something
must have, and that
from
it;
sum. Far
something is plainly the land. Thus it is in every large
city of the Union, the expenditure for land being one, if
not the greatest, of enormous sums necessary for the company to undergo. State reports usually sum up in this
fashion; Permanent way, equipment, land and buildings;
and it is to be observed that the third item holds its own,
and in many cases exceeds the other two. From the Massachusetts Railroad Commission's report for 18SS, it is
found that of the total assets and property of all the fortyfour street roads in the state, nearly 25 per cent, is in
From the Street Railway Journal
lands and buildings.
Park, North and East River
it is learned that the Central
Railroad company has built a new building, which is one
of the largest in the city of New York, being 200 feet front
by 475 feet deep, and four stories high— 95,000 square feet
This for about 1,300
of land, costing at least $1,000,000.
horses, or allowing ten horses to a car, a working force of

of the

1

11

Chapter from Mr, Whipple's forthcoming book on Electric Rail-

re

.

in

lectric

I

.

BY

First:

street

of <
p
1,300 horse
per car in the
uch a road. Would a stc
ir and one-third, or 1 26 660 square
rccovei

:

ELECTRIC POWER

The second difficulty was met with equal
promptness, and likewise entirely overcome.
The temperature of the subterranean power
chamber is about seventy-two degrees Fahrenheit.
The atmosphere is almost saturated with
moisture seventy-eight per cent. Any piece of
metal taken into it begins immediately to
"sweat."
The generators, when placed in this
chamber, were soon covered and saturated with

mining engineers. The plant
lectrical power plant

largest

far

7',

tbi

stations

light

horse power
a lot 7^ fee:
-;
.:.

by

IOO

his

feet,

1

in a

and

still

.

-mplete electric
ilant,
e

feet,

plant

more than the

occupying a I

as against

221

pace of
larc

feet

(or

:

sary for grain, hay. etc.
againsl

Taking land area we have

the ratio land area as i 12,-.
red for cars,
Naturally this
gain of 126,000 square feet.
area v.
the same in any instance, either horses,
If to this we add
[5.000 feet for the
cables 01
steam plant, for electric or cable, we have 141,50a
feet as the total area necessary for the whole plant; as
against 95,000 x 4
380,000 square feet necessary for
This shows a clear saving of
2.G.
horse plant.
Ratio 1
50 per cent, in real estate, assuming that the location of the
plants were the same.

The

:

tol

:

=

:

KOi'M.

Let us look a little further into this matter of ratio
between space for steam plant and that for horses. Krom
careful examination of many engine plants, considering
the ratio between a certain number of horses with their
necessary adjuncts, and a steam plant of numerically equal
That is, a steam
power, I rind it stands as one to thirty.
plant complete of 30 horse power capacity would need only
With larger powers this ratio
the floor space of one horse.
is still greater, and from one estimate it stood as 1 to 10S,
to have 10S times more
i. (., for horses one would have
floor space than for an equal number of mechanical horse
taking the engine alone.
maker,
power.
It was from one
I found that a rated 100 horse power engine, guaranteed in
every particular, would have ample room in the stall for one
Another instance showed that
horse in the average stable.
one could get a steam plant complete, engine, boiler, etc
of 50 horse power, in a space live by six feet, which is much
.

smaller than the average
From scores of electric plants and many cable plants it is
found that it is safe to allow twelve square feet of floor for
stall.

This
every horse power of energy going into the street.
figure will cover boilers, engines, dynamos or gears, pumps,
With very
heaters, condensers and a generous coal bin.
large plants it is true that a still less figure will answer for
With horses at least forty square feci are
the steam plant.
necessaty.
In regard to the storage and handling of cars in general
terms tin- floor space would be about equal in all three
It is.
however, to be noted that sim-e the running
time of the cars can be decreased, a less number is neces-

.
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sary with power than with horses, hence a saving is sure to
It may be argued that the cost
follow, due to this cause.
of a suitable building for a steam plant would far exceed
This
is no doubt true to a certain
that of one for horses.
extent, but I do not think that its increased cost could ever
balance the saving in real estate.

With

another advantage
Since hoisting power

alone, then, exists

electricity

which has not yet been mentioned.

hand, and" the cars can be as readily handled from an
overhead wire in a building as in the street, the driver of
each car can run it upon an elevator, and upon being
hoisted to any floor can store it wherever it is desired.
Thus far it has been assumed that the steam plant and the
car house be one and the same building. If, however, we sepais at

two the question of cost for land for the electric system becomes a very simple problem. With neither cable nor
horses is this true.
While it is advantageous to locate the
rate the

system as near the center of the
as possible, it is not imperative, but in the
cheap
land
the station can be built and
suburbs or off on
electric plant for the direct

track system

:

J41
IPs

-

-<

i

'

*

I

|

w

£
V'*-

1

4

i

i

;

1

and are so arranged that the batteries can
be charged while on them, and then readily rolled into a car,
whenever necessary.

A

fair approximation for laud and building would be, for
the direct system, $40,000; storage, $45,000; cable, $40,000; and horses, $35 000.

In estimating for the permanent way, the track, evidently, should be the same in all cases, and it has been accordingly estimated at $7,000 per mile of single track
The
electric conduit is

The overhead
mile, since

it

magnitude

it

-~i

-

s

electric

required.
For rolling stock, the car bodies are estimated at $700
The electric trucks are estimated at $3,000 apiece,
apiece.
and of fifteen horse power.
They include wheels, axles,
pedestals, two motors and all controlling devices
The
grips for the cable cars are figured at $150 each.
For the

1"
v.-

-

estimated at $30,000 per mile of single
at $65,000 per mile of single track.
system is estimated at $3,000 per
is taken for granted that for a road of such
must be in a city where iron poles would be

and the cable

track;

w

&

to

18*9

side of the cars,

arresters,

plant, about

proximate cost could be arrived at as follows:
If the cars
are run sixteen to eighteen hours out of the twenty-four, it
is certain that practically as large a steam plant is necessary to charge the batteries as is necessary to operate the
road by the direct system, for, if there were 130 cars out,
there must be in the car house 130 sets of batteries being
charged to take the place of the exhausted ones soon to
come in. In practice, it has been stated that one charge
will last from five to twelve hours, and propel a car thirty
to 100 miles, according to the battery used. As the regular
service of an electric car is about 100 miles a day, at least

25,

1

1

1

1

switches, etc., would cost for the electric
The cost
§50 per horse power, or $65,000.
of the gears, foundations, tension buggy, etc.,forthe cable
per
horse
power,
plant would be about §40
or $52,000.
A
total for the electric plant of $136,500, and for the cable of
For horses, I would estimate the 1 300 horses
$123,500.
Allowing$i2,ooo for harat $150 each, making $195,000.
ness and appurtenances, there would be a total of $207,000.
If the road was operated with storage batteries, an ap-

ning
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ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSi
its power transmitted over the wires, costing but a few hun-'
dred dollars per mile to string to the track.
It is nevertheless always advisable to locate a power
By this is meant,
plant as near the coal pile as possible.
locate it near the coal wharfs, if it be brought to the city in
or near the railroads, if by them.
Economical standpoint, it is very desirable to
locate, if possible, near an abundant supply of water, so as
lensers. which would result in a saving
to ma-In regard to coal, if it
in fuel of at least twenty percent.
has to be hauled, it will cost at least from fifty to sixty cents
r plant,
running eighteen hours
a ton.
oal per
out of twenty
ild burn 1,31
Dal a year.
horse :for haulage, or six per cent, interest on
the principal could clearly
'I bis am
.

1

,

or dividend
opcrty would no
ewhere.
On a

be credited to iiDpro
valuable near the

>n

cos

-

ready

.

.

(\

three charges will be necessary in some batteries.
It ordinarily takes as long to charge, if not longer, than it is allowable to discharge.
On small roads, a saving can be effected through the fact that, the cars not running more
than twelve or fourteen hours out of the twenty-four, the
engine plant can be reduced but run longer.
For a road
which has been under discussion, 1 would allow as the cost
of the steam and electric plant, $135500.
This is an
amount equal to that allowed for the direct system.
In regard to land areas, allowances can be mar'e as follows;
Electric, direct system, 15,000 square fuel; electric,
storage system, [8,000 square feet; cable, 15,000 square
In valuation, I have
feel
and horses, 95,000 square feel
estimated the land at thirty cents per foot, and I then have
for electric, direct system, $4,500; storage system. $5,400;
For buildings, I
$4,500; and for horses, $28,500,
have allowed, foi the direct system, $20,000; storage, $25,v.
$20,000; and horses, $150,000.
I
have not as yci con idercd the car house.
Ii
is plain
thai for all systems this will cost approximately the same.
arc, however, one or two points to be considered.
hop for the electric and cable systems would be
much larger than for horses, and in the case of the storage
room vould be needed to properly handle the
rominent firm has devised an ingenious
Upon which the batteries
arc placed.
Thi
ts
ir<
raised and lowered on either
;

<

vould amount to
nsidcrablcitcm.
of the engines, boiletc., setup complete and

to

.

same
and all

the

li^ht-

1

'

horse road the cars are placed at $900.
To obtain from all the foregoing an
cost, the figures

have been arranged

approximate

in tabular

total

form. There

may be

slight discrepancies, but, as near as I ha e been able
to gather, I would judge that the figures fairly represent
the ratios of cost as they exist to-day for fifteen mites of

and 130 cars: [See table on following page]
In discussing the operating expenses of a road of such
magnitude, first approximately estimate the cost of producing one horse power.
In any case ninety per cent, of the
engine energy would be delivered to the wires leading to
the motors on cars, to storage batteries, or from the gears
The estimated expenses
to the cable leading to the street.
per annum would be about as follows:
track

@

Coal
pounds per horse power hour
$4, on the average
.I
i.[
hour* daily ..
Superintendent and manager.
AHHuttani superintendent and electrician
Chiel engineer
Two assistant engineers
Four firemen
Our boy
Repairs and maintcna
nnd sundric
:

•

.

'

.'

1

1

.

1

Water
Depreciation
1

.1

-

'

Inlen

1

I

1

.

868,071

,

1
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Daft Electric Railway at Cincinnati

allowing eight-horse power per car the cost per day
be $1.95.
In the case of horses I have allowed ten for each
twenty-five cents per day for feed, making per car

Land.
Storage
Engines, Buildings

B.

Kerpcr
I'ark

1

1

...

Totals

cost of %
and

batteries

There are now left the further items of repairs, interest,
depreciation and supplies to add to the cost of power to
These havecomplete the total operating expenses per car.
been arranged for the various roads in tabular form:
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entirely automatic, requiring no attention from
either driver or conductor, and do nol leave the
wire in rounding curves, or when the car is n

ing at a higii speed.
The neat and ornamental
appearance of these trolleys and their strength
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are very favorably commented
upon, while their adaptability to all conditions of
the overhead line secures a permanent and re-

and lightness
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In this table no office salaries or labor account of drivers
and conductors has appeared. There being so little difIn estimatference, to avoid complication it was omitted.
ing depreciation. I am aware that some figures have had
to be taken for which I had no actual reliable data. There
are other considerations of which I have taken no account,
which would modify one or two of the figures to a slight

liable service.

equipped with motors of suffienable them to tow additional
They have frequently, in adars, if necessary.
dition to their own load, pushed the Avondale
cars up a 7'j per cent, grade when the tracks
For a short
were wet from street sprinkling.
distance electric cars run over the cable line
tracks, and one of them recently pushed a heavy
cable train of two cars, which had been derailed, back on the track.
The road has now more than 600 feet of
'I'

he cars are

cient

power

to

1

straightaway track.

There are

in a single

mile

grades as high as
7'_. per cent., continually wet from sprinkling
carts, and this in a narrow, crowded thoroughUnder these conditions the commercial
fare.
service of the Daft motor cars demonstrates that
the system in Cincinnati has scored a success,
and justified the confidence reposed in it by

six cross-overs, eight curves,

The construction
the street railway company.
and equipment of this line have been of the best
character, and the service is highly commended.
Although the line has just passed through the
test of a first trial, in which delays and breakdowns are naturally expected, none has occurred,
and the operation of the electrical and mechanfeatures of the road has given satisfaction,
not only to the general public, but to the manageical

ment

as well.

The Improved Phonograph.
Since the phonograph company begun manufacturing the improved machine recently completed by Mr. Edison, it has been taxing the
capacity of its factories, and now it is turning
The new instrument
out fifty machines a day.
as far superior to the old one,
is represented
showing a marked improvement in the reproduction of tones, the sound being louder and much
more distinct than in the old machine. The
Illinois is: Indiana Phonograph company of Chicago hopes to begin booming the instrument in
a few weeks.

Reduction

DAFT EI.ECTUIC RAILWAY AT CINCINNATI.
Per horse power for one year this is $53 as the total cost,
Take this figure
or per horse power hour about one cent.
as a fair average for all cases.
According to this, if we lose 10 per cent, of this amount
as energy in the overhead conductors, or in the conductors
in the electric conduit, and another 10 per cent, in the
motors, and 5 per cent, in the gears, we would have as the
cost per horse power per year delivered at the wheels of
the electric car, $6733
If the car takes on the average
eight horse power, we have as the cost for power per day,

It is true, also,

Again,

it

must not be thought that the same

would
and uni-

ratios

the receipts.
People infinitely
versally prefer mechanical power as their propelling agent.
It is therefore reasonable to believe that those which are
shown to be more expensive than horses could very successfully compete with them.
The limitations of a horse road
are self-evident.
It has so many inherent faidts that it is
needless to discuss them.
As, however, it has often been
advanced that electricity would never compete with the
cable system, a few of the comparative points between the

hold true with

$1.47.

case of the conduit system the cost of power
would be the same.
With the storage system a slight increase of cost is inevitable
Starting with the original cost at %'-$. there
would be a loss of 20 per cent, in the battei ies, 10 per
This
cent, in the motors, and 5 per cent, in the gearings.
places the cost per horse power pi r annum for power de
livered to the car wheels at $73.41.
Since the weight of
the batteries must be carried, and they form about 50 per
cent of the total weight of the car. so much more power
will be required, and I have allowed nine horse power per
car.
At this rate the cost of power per car per day is
$i.So.
In the case of the cable road the best engineers place the
loss at 70 per cent.
At this rate the cost per horse power
delivered at the wheel ptr annum would be $89. io, or

In

that I could have allowed all the
way through a less number of cars for the system operated
by mechanical power, since a higher rate of speed could
be maintained.
I, however, carried the estimate through
with an equal number to make as fair a showing for horses
The table must stand for just what it is inas possible.
tended, and, as in every estimate of this kind, is open to
amendment; but the ratios will stand the test of actual
practice.

extent.

the

two systems might be advantageously glanced

at.

in

Copper Wire.

stated on good authority that the combination controlling the price of copper wire has
ordered a reduction of 4'.- cents per pound.
This is understood to be due to the general
It is

decline in price of copper.

New York

Electric Club.

secretary of the New York Electric club, in a cir" The increased income of
cular to the members, writes:
the club, resulting from the change in the annual duos, will
permit several desired improvements to be made in the club
The course of lectures which was so successful in
house.
The members may expect this
ihe past will be continued.
feature of the club to be particularly valuable and in
year.
The club is continually growthe
present
ing during
ing in influence and membership, and starts on its fourth

The

year of existence with financial strength and growing popThe
ularity thai assures its success in the future.
as one of cwell established and may m
thanks to our pn
stantial institutions of tiie country
Members of the club visitgive electrical fraternity.
Paris Exposition will find the club headquarters open after
Ma; io, 1SS9. Ml mail sent care of the Electric Club will
be held until called for, and all visitors are requested to
register their names and their home and Paris add:.

—

A

May

dispatch from Peoria, III.,
The long
16th, says:
light in the city council over the question of substituting
electricity
this city

for

was

ordinance.

horses and mules on the street railways in
by the passage of the electric

settled tonight

1
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city

plant

is

a

success;

it is

the

most popular institution in the city of Chicago,
and the people are anxious to have it completed.
their expectations, and
It has more than met
their desire to increase it is ample proof of the
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introducing electric lights
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Ganz & Co. 's New Alternate Current Motor and New Alternate
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269,270
Chicago Electric Club
Chicago City Electric Light Plant
Electric Power Transmission at

270
Virginia City,

Nev.,
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Special courses in electrical engineering are
being made prominent features of American
educational institutions.
President Patton of
Princeton has announced that the new course in
electrical engineering which is to be instituted
at the beginning of the next collegiate year, will
Students who have
extend oyer two years.
passed through the junior year in the academic
course, including the elective work in mathematics, and the students who have completed the
junior year in the John C. Green School of
Science, will be admitted to the course.
Others
will be admitted on passing a satisfactory examination.

An

illustrated article descriptive of

the cele-

brated power transmission plant on the Cornstock lode in Nevada appears in this issue. The
problem which has been solved by the successful operation of the plant was one of the greatest magnitude, involving difficulties at every
step, both mechanical and electrical, yet each
one has been overcome.
The installation illus-

manner the advantages attending the electric distribution of power. The
plant has already attracted considerable attention in Europe, as well as the United States,
though a full description of the installation has
never appeared before.
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wonderful activity

the electrical field
forty-three
is again illustrated by the fact that
patents relating to electrical inventions were
During the first three weeks
issued last week.
of the present month 113 electrical patents have
in

been issued.

An

illustration of a

new

alternate

current

motor appears in this issue, and as so much has
been written about the machine the description
detailing the work which it is performing will be
read with interest. It is worth noticing that in all
the installations referred to in the article water
power is utilized to operate the primary generators.

In

this

week's

New

York

called to the experiments

letter attention

is

made in the
The test which

recently

proposed electrical mail service.
at Boston proved satisfactory, and
those who were present are confident that it will
prove successful when applied on an extensive
Practical difficulties may arise to prevent
scale.
who
its general adoption immediately, but all
have studied the problem are confident of the

was marie

ultimate

sue

ed system.

ess of thi

A -'.::.

/.here, the city electric

be extended considerProf, liarrett has completed his
arrangements, the council and mayor ha
light plan'
ably this year.

1

will

will

':

about Juni
ere.

plain'-

be commi
operation is exIt

will

entire
elect:

it

will

not,

of

city with

require time
con-

em, but the demands
tinue

The more

arter of

the

;.

of

it,

the

thi

better

they

preparation for the death stroke? Was it not
believed when the law was passed that the victim would die with the touch of a wire or knob,
and was not the absence of terror-giving paraphernalia and preparations one of the arguments
in favor of the new means of death?"

for street illumination.

trates in a striking

contents of this number.

25,

"William

Kemmlek

of Buffalo

may

claim

the

being the first
person
ever
sentenced to be executed by the application of
electricity.
The sentence was pronounced by
Judge Childs in these words: "The sentence of
the court is that for the crime of murder in the
first degree, whereof you stand convicted, within
the week commencing on Monday, the 24th day
distinction

of

of June, 1S89, and within the walls of Auburn
State prison, or within the yard or inclosure adjoining thereto, you suffer the punishment of

death, to be inflicted by the application of electricity as provided by the Code
of Criminal
Procedure of the State of New York, and that
in the meantime you be removed to and, until
the infliction of such punishment, be kept in
solitary confinement in said Auburn State prison."
The prisoner's counsel, as was expected, took
an exception on the ground that the sentence
was cruel and unusual, and against the spirit of
The exception is based on
the constitution.
this provision of the constitution:
"Excessive
bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines
imposed, nor cruel or unusual punishments be
It would be hard to prove that the
inflicted."
new method of inflicting the death penalty was
cruel, inasmuch as it was recommended as more
humane than hanging by a commission appointed to consider the question.
True it is
that execution by an application of electricity is
unusual in one sense, but it seems to be equally
certain that in the same way every new penalty
is unusual in so far as it has not been in
practice before.
The death warrant in the case is directed to
the warden of Auburn prison, and provides that
the sentence be executed "upon some day within
the week commencing Monday, the 24th day of
June, in the year of our Lord 1889, and within
the walls of Auburn state prison, or within the
yard or inclosure adjoining thereto, by then and
there causing to pass through the hotly of him,
the said William Kemmler, a current of elei
tricity of sufficient intensity to cause death, and
that the application of such current of electricity
be continued until said William Kemmler be

dead."

some fault found with the somewhat
plans for electric executions.
The
Nation puts the complaint into interrogatory
form, as follows: "Is it certain that the framers
of this law intended thai the victim should be
eated in a formidable looking chair, have his
feel
em ased in shoes which contain damp
sponges, have another sponge placed on his
and his head clamped down with metallic
bands all this to be gone through with as a
There

irate

is

The

effort

to

cause

electric

companies

in

Detroit to bury their wires has developed a
curious state of things.
A general ordinance
requiring all wires to be buried, is in force. At

passage six months was given to bury the
wires within half a mile and one year to bury all
within a mile of the city hall. These time allowances have expired. The police department
complied with the half-mile provision. It purchased a lot of poles and wire and was hanging
its patrol wires between the half-mile and mile
circles when ordered to stop by resolution of
the common council. The city counselor began
suits against several companies, charging them
with maintaining public nuisances in the form of
overhead wires. He, however, did not have the
heart to push the cases when the city itself persistently violated the ordinance.
The police
commissioners state that they have no money
fur ilef raying the expense of putting their wires
underground, so they are of necessity inactive.
It has been determined to put the city right in
the matter before adopting extreme measures
with the companies. In reading of the progress
of the agitation in Detroit, one is struck with
the fact that there seems to be a desire on the
part of both the authorities and the companies
to settle the matter harmoniously.
One of the
its

companies, for example, proposes to lay one of
its electric light circuits underground, in the
best conduit obtainable.
This is to be done
under the inspection of an expert to be employed by the city, if the council so elects. If a
year's trial proves the conduit a success, the
work will be extended until all the wires are underground.
It is likely
that the proposition
will be accepted.
If municipal authorities and
representatives of companies would work for a
compromise such as that proposed in Detroit, a
good deal of the clashing which now is so frequent might be avoided.

Electrical matters are receiving considerable attention in Japan.
Only a short time ago
attention was called to this fact by the publication in this paper of an interview with Lieutenant Kozo Yoshi of the Japanese navy who visited
Chicago in March. He had been commissioned
by the Mikado to study the application of electricity in the United States navy.
Additional
evidence is furnished by the visit of Shigenori
Katogi, who is commissioned to make a special
study of practical telephony.
Mr. Katogi has

He called at the
the Western Electrician last week,
and presented the following letter from Prof. R.
Shida, director of the Department of Engineering, Ministry of Communication, Tokio, Japan:
"The bearer, Mr. Shigenori Katogi of Tokio,
Japan, was for thirteen years connected with the
Imperial telegraph department, and latterly with
the electrical laboratory of the Department of
Communications. He leaves Japan in order to
prosecute his studies in telephony and electrical
work generally." Mr. Katogi said that experiments are now being conducted in Japan by the
government with a view of establishing an elecThus far the experiments have
trical railway.
been successful, and it is thought that an extensive system will soon be introduced.
Electric
lighting is now in general use, and the telephone
The great obstacle
is gaining popular approval.
is the
lack of central stations.
The switch
board is unknown in Japan, and Mr. Katogi will
make this feature a special study. The government has recently begun the manufacture of
Copper wire on an extensive scale. According
to Mr. Katogi, many of the brightest men in the
Mikado's domain are giving the study of electricity their special attention, and they are making
Another recent departure in
rapid progress.
Japan was the operation of machinery by electric
power.
Since the introduction of motors in the
empire, they are being used for every conceivable purpose.
The Japanese are enthusiastic
on the subject, and are eager to avail themselves

just arrived in this country.
office of

of

all

the latest developments in electrical science.
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The Topeka Rapid Transit Railway
electric railway at Topeka is the longest
line which has yet been built using one system,

The

and receiving
tion.

built

its

current from one central sta-

The roads which have heretofore been
by the Thomson-Houston company in the

west have been constructed in the best possible
manner, and are successful in every particular;
but the road in question is by far the longest,
and no pains have been spared to make it a
model road in every respect. The construction

work was begun about January
about the

1st

of

April.

1st,

When

it

and
is

finished
called to

mind that this road is fourteen miles in length
and has a total length of track of twenty miles,
and that the utmost care was exercised in its
construction, even to the smallest details, it will
be seen that good time was made.
The trial trip was announced for April 3d,
and was most successful in every way. The
directors of the road and about 100 invited
guests made the trip, and at its close expressed
highest possible terms of the
action of the motor cars, the ease with which
they could be operated, and the vast improve-

themselves

in the
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entire length of the building.
foundation consisting of
a concrete base, upon which are placed large
blocks of stone laid in cement to a thickne
The foundations are enti
about ten feet.
independent, -'1 that when the engines are run-

which

runs the

Each engine

ning then:

the

rests "ii a

is

er,

-

v

no appreciable jar communicated
the engines are run at eighty

exhaust heater, and the temperature is raised to
A peculiarity in this
212 degrees Fahrenheit.
exhaust heater is, that the water enters at the
top, and is received by a crescent-shaped pan.
From this pan the water runs over the edges,
following the bottom until it reaches the center

prominen

gem

to the building.

revolutions per minute.
The battery of live boilers, whil li supplies
the steam for these engines, is located between
them in a brick im losure, which entirely isolates
it
from the dynamo and engine rooms. These
boilers are built of the best quality ol steel, are
six feet in diameter, and are eai h sixteen feet
They are arranged so they can be run
long.
The feed water for
separately, or in series.
these boilers is taken from driven wells sixty-live
feet deep.
The water is first pumped into an

rcl

are

railway.

Western Telephone Combination.
11

Milwau

1

and retiri
which are offered to hit
irong fol•ate where he has
;\
a
salary of si 2,000 a year and a
which will put him at the head of
,

The

1-

lowing
:i

of the greatest enterprises
suit
Ins

the

in

Mr.

country.

where he will
with the corporation which «
services, and finally decide whether to

Payne

lefl

to

day

for Boston,

The
cept the liberal offers made or not.
corporation which wishes to put Mr. Payne at
the head of one of its latest and mo-enterprises is the Hell Telephone company, and
the position offered is that of president of the
western consolidated companies of the Bell
company, with headquarters in Chicago. The
enterprise marks a departure in telephoning.
and will consist of a long-distance system connecting Chicago, St. Louis, Cincinnati, Indianj

Kansas City. St. Paul. MinMilwaukee. The center of this
system will be Chicago, and through that station
New York, Philadelphia, Boston and Washington will be connected with all the other points.
The Bell companies embraced in this great con-

Omaha,

apolis,

neapolis and

solidation will be those of Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, Indiana, Minnesota, Ohio and Missouri.
Wisconsin alone will not be in the consolidation,
as the Hell company does not control it. Henry
C Payne is now the president of the Wisconsin

company."
Chicago telephone men know nothing about
the proposed combination, and appear to take
stock in the story; in fact, a representative
telephone man stated to a representative of the
Western Electrician that he discredited the
story because the western managers had not
been consulted, and he doubted very much if
such an important step would be taken without
a consultation.
little

Secondary

Batteries.'

By William Henry Preece.
TART

I.

Secondary batteries are often called accumulators and
storage batteries, and the general impression is that they
accumulate or store that which is called "electricity.'"
What is accumulated or stored is, however, energy in its
TOl'EKA

R,

Iilj

TRANSIT

ment which they were over horses and steam
motors.
It was quite a gala day for Topeka,
the public generally turning out to witness what
was to them a novel sight. It seemed to be the
general opinion that rapid transit, which the
electric railway would afford, was to be of the
utmost benefit to the city. The power station,
a very handsome brick building, is illustrated in
It is located at the
the accompanying cuts.
It has
corner of Jefferson and Second streets.
a front of 100 feet and a depth of eighty-five
One-half of the building is two stories in
feet.
height.
At the rear of it is a massive brick
chimney 125 feet high.
The foundations of the dynamos and engines
are of solid masonry resting on bed rock, thus
securing the utmost stability and firmness. The
engines are two in number, and are of the Corliss type.
They were built by E. P. Corliss &
Co. of Milwaukee, subject to a special order by
1,. H.
Mclntire, the mechanical engineer who
has designed and superintended the construcThe smaller engine is
tion of the entire plant.
capable of developing 300-horse power, and has
a fly-wheel twenty feet in diameter, weighing
The larger engine is of 60026,000 pounds.

horse power, and has a 20-foot fly-wheel weighing twenty tons.
The smaller engine, as will be
seen on reference to Fig. 2, is situated at one
end of the building, the larger one directly opposite, and both are belted to the main shaft,

5MSON-HOUSTON Mo

I

of the pan, when it drops into a similar shaped
pan, and so on into another pan, until it passes
By this arrangeinto sixteen different pans.
ment the exhaust steam strikes the water as it
drops from pan to pan sixteen different times,
and removes all the impurities that can be taken
out with the above mentioned temperature.
This water is then delivered by a special pump,
fitted for handling hot water, into a superheater
which is placed above the boilers. This heater
is twenty-six feet long, and contains twenty-four
pans like those used in the exhaust heater. Live
steam from the boiler is kept at full pressure
upon this superheater, which carries the temThe high temperaperature up to 320 degrees.
ture to which the feed water is subjected causes
the lime, iron, magnesia and other impurities to
collect in the bottom of these pans.
The floor of the boiler room is paved with
hard brick. A track for a coal car runs in fronl
of the furnace doors, enabling the firemen to
transport coal from without the building to the

furnace.

The electrical apparatus consists of five Sohorse power Thomson-Houston generators foi
These gen
supplying the necessary current.
erators are shunt series wound and connected
Then is also a large switch-board
in multiple.
with the necessary current indicators,
fitted
switches, etc. In building the line the overhead
method of construction has been employed, the
1

A secondary battery is really a battery pure
chemical form.
and simple, but it differs from a primary battery in this,
that the chemical character of the conductors or plates and
the electrolyte in which they are immersed has been excited
by an electric lurrent which has passed through them continuously for some time, while in a primary battery the
chemical affinities exist in the materials of which the cell is
composed. In the language of the distinguished American,
fudge Coxe, "A secondary battery is one which gives
electricity of itself, but is ac'ive only when rendered so by
a current from an independent source."
Secondary batteries have become an essential feature of
every properly equipped isolated electric light installation,
not only for the regulation of electric currents and the maintenance of uniform electromotive force, but to give a store
of energy to draw upon at night or when any accident or
They are also employed for the distribufailure occurs
They are
tion of electrical energy from central stations
use3 for ship and for train lighting, and they seem destined
to solve the important question of economical traction on
They are much used in telegraphy. They
our tramways.
have passed through a very severe ordeal of seven years'
practical development in tire face of determined opposition
and in spite of the prejudice resulting from disastrous com
mercial speculations and from the non-fulfillment of oversanguine hopes an,! hasty utilitarian anticipations
The father of lead secondary batteries, in a scientific
sense, is the eminent French electrician, Gaston
but the linal stroke ihat made the appar.iiusare.il pi
instrument was the discover) ol Faure, who showed that
aste or
the application of oxides of lead, in tt e
listened
cement on the surface of the lead suppi
batten.
ocess of formation of the plates that the
Sellon,
commercial and valuable instrument
made
I

-

.i

Volkmar, Swan. Julien, Parker, King, Drake and Gorham
have added so much 10 the mechanical details, and have
done so much
struction, that all we want now is
e.d language the teachings of experience.
1

tKc.nl before the

l

ondoo Society

,>i

Arcs,

T
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My house has been lighted by these batteries since
March, 1SS4, now five years ago. After two years of experiment I selected twenty-six cells of the 15L E. P. S.
Their
type, with which form of cells I am now working.
On March
value can be illustrated by the following fact:
I quite
forgot to give
30th my gas engine broke down.
notice to "the makers to send down men to repair it until
It took five more days to repair the
six days had elapsed.

May

them to do more than they were designed for, neglecting to
maintain the level of the liquid and its density that principally lead to deformation, disintegration, and also shortcircuiting from the paste falling out in plugs and resting
across the plates. i he plates are now fixed three- eighths of
an inch apart, a sufficient distance to allow any pellet that
may fall out to t.rop harmlessly to the bottom of the cell.
This distance can be increased with advantage.

—

25, 1889

though owing to its hydroscopic tendency it has been found
necessary in some cases to mount the cells on oil cups
plan that is always necessary with wood and metal boxes.
The electrical leakage from glass cells when the acid
spray is checked is very small, indeed.
They retain their
charge unimpaired for months
It is, however, a good
plan to paint the glass over with paraffin or vaseline occasionally.
It checks leakage and prevents
the acid from
creeping.
The form of cell supplied by Elwell-Parker differs in
several details from the E. P. S. pattern, though it is of the
same type. The plates are held together by side frames
of wood or vulcanite at the edges, so as to knit them
together very firmly and prevent buckling.
The whole
frame of the largest size can be lifted in and out by a crane
The negative plates are made in a way which
with ease
prevents blistering, a defect in the E. P. S. plates, and the
grids are burred in a way which prevents the pellets from
dropping out. This process, due to Messrs. Drake and
Gorham, is an important improvement.

—

The capacity of a cell is the amount of energy it will
accumulate and usefully restore
It is measured roughly
either in ampere-hours or in watt hours.
The latter is the
more accurate

if the fall of e. m. f is
carefully noted, but
the e m. f. is maintained fairly constant by not running
the cells too low, the former is equally practical and more
common. The average type of cell, such as the stationary
E. P. S. pattern, gives a useful capacity of 4 ampere-hours
per pound of plates complete.
I have had a
cell
(Fitzgerald's lithanode) which gave a return as high as 5.7 ampere hours per pound, while the Plante type rarely exceed
2 ampere-hours per pound.
The portable form used for
traction purposes gives 5 ampere-hours per pound, but this
is only because the plates are much lighter.
The efficiency of a cell is the ratio between the energy
if

TOPEKA RAPID TRANSIT RAILWAY— MOTOR HOUSE.
The pellets of paste are now made

engine, so that for eleven days I had not been able to recharge the cells; but during all these days the light never
failed, and we weie not in any way inconvenienced. The useful capacity of my cells is 330 ampere-hours, and my nightly
This was a
consumption is now about 30 ampere-hours.
very good test of the efficiency of the cells, for I obtained
from them nearly all the energy they could usefully give.
Only two cells were really exhausted during this time, but
as I had two spare cells to replace them, their exhaustion
The e. m. f fell to
did not cause me any inconvenience
i.S per cell, and the light in consequence was not so brilliant as usual. A good practical test of the efficiency of a battery like this is better than any isolated tests on single cells.

considerably smaller
than was the case at first, and this has been done to hasten
the period of formation, and to render the whole of the
pellet active, which was not always the case with the larger
pellet, for their centers were often
found unformed, and
therefore idle.

The illumination of this hall (Society of Arts) is reguby fifty eight E. P. S. cells, of 13L type, an obsolete
form, whi^h are used, when the hall is not open, to light
They have been at
the secretary's and the public offices.
work since January, 1SS5, and have given no trouble and
very gTeat satisfaction.
There are several kinds and types of cells in use at the
present day, hut the principal ones supplied in England
are bv the Electrical Power Storage company and by
Elwell Parker company.
The E P, S. cells are of ieveral
lated

patterns.

The

E. P. S. cell are divided into the
being
in each case a pure lead grid
cast for retaining the paste-oxide S o X <)}$
thick, and
weighing bvc pounds. The peiforaiions or openings of
the positive plate are filled with minium, while those of the
negative plates are filled with litharge.
The plaies so prepared are then subjected to powerful currents for several
ho rs, when the litharge (PbO) is reduced to spongy lead
Po). and the minium and icd-lead (Pb^O,) become lead
peroxide PbO.).
There is thus economy in educing the
lower oxide and in peroxidizing the higher one
Many
attempts ha\e been made to mai ufacture the grids of inoxi-

pos

;

plates of each

tive

and negative,

X^

l

(

(

1

TOPEKA RAPID TRANSIT RAILWAY

—

The

negative p'ates of each cell rest on toes or blocks,
and are maintained ij-jj inches clear of the b.iltom ot the
cell, and they suspend the positive platts by lead bars run
ning along each side of the negative section, on which
ebonite supports carry the pesitives. All the plates of each
kind of each cell are welded or burnt on lo a broad lead
strip, to which either a terminal is attached or which' is
burnt on to the strip of the next cell.

ANSVERSE SECTION OF MOTOR HOUSE.
taken out of it to the energy put into it, and the useful
is usually taki n
from the number of ampere
hours di.-charged when the e. m. f. falls 10 per cent in
magnitude.
This figure is a very variable quantity, for it
depends very much on the current density; that is. upon
the number of amperes per unit of suiface one square
centimtter of plate
The following experiment on a
efficiency

—

small

cell illu-trates this point:

Cunent

density.
.013
.048
.o<)

Ampere-hours.
44.6
36.5
30.2

The ordinary current density, which should not be exceeded in practice, is .01.
This means that the maximum
output should not exceed 4 amperes per positive plate
A cell will discharge many more amperedioii'S than are
given by this useful eliiciency, and if the discharge be
taken with a very small density the efficiency may reach a
very high figure.
Thus 95 and 9S per cent, have bten obtained from small cells slowly discharged
The efficiency
cell therefore varies with its rate of discharge.
If the
with an output of 5 amperes, be 90 per cent., it
be only 50 per cent, with a discharge of 40 amperes.
Batteries drop in e. m. f. if the rate of discharge is high or
the current density great.
They should, therefore, be discharged at a slow rate. The most general maximum rate
is found to be that which discharges a cell
ten tours.
in
Thus the discharge of 15L cells should not exceed 30 ampere?, nor that of 31 L cells 60 amperes.
It is sometimes thought that because
the e. m. f in
charging is 25 per cent, greater than in discharging, there
must be a loss of energy to that amount, but the fact is
this loss of e. m f. is compensated for by gain of current,

of a

efficiency,
will

owing to the reduction in the internal resistance of the cell.
Tr e internal resistance of a cell, which is normally about
.0003 ohm per positive plate, diminishes with the strength
of the current of discharge, and therefore it is possible to
get nearly all of the energy out of a cell that has been put
The efficiency of a secondary battery increases
into it
with the lightness of the load put upon it, and in this
respect it possesses a great advantage over that other transformer of electric energy, namely, the secondary generator
of Gaulard.
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It has been the practice lo place the plates in a cell very
much loo close to each other
This not only favors shortcircuiting but it prevents the free circulation of the electrolyte.
Recent experiments have also shown that efficiency has also been improved by increasing the distance
between the plates.
The character and the quality of the electrolyte used in
secondary cells has scarcely received the attention it de-

Hitherto scarcely anything but .1 solution of sulphuric acid has been employed. Experience seems to show
that the best solution to use before charging is one which
Such a solution in a 15I, cell,
has a density of 1.150,
when fullv charged, will acquire a density of from J. 210 to
is customary to maintain the density of
l ,220, and il
the
cells somewhat between 1. 170 and the higher figure.
One
serves,

—
May

25,
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that are imperthe formation of the white
sulphate of lead that is frequently seen upon both plates.
In fact, it is the root of nearly all the ills that these cells
There are many ways of petting rid of
are heir to.
The plan used by Mr. Savers, the engithis sulphating.
charge
of
the St. 1'ancras -Hotel installation, is dein
neer
scribed by him as follows:
"Our battery of 120 15L cells was rather badly covered
At first I simply charged them with
with sulphate of lead.
the ordinary maximum charging current, 30 amperes, when
each cell on becoming full would give about 2.5 volts.
1
then
The sulphate, however, did not apparently move
tried charging with 40 or 45 amperes for a few weeks, and
of the peroxide plate
the change in the look of the plates
was considerable. They began to exhibit patches
chiefly
of the well-known plum-colored peroxide, and nearly all
had the appearance of a peroxide plate covered with a lacework of sulphate of lead. This lace work, also, soon
nearly entirely disappeared, and the majority of the plates

of the great troubles with secondary cells
fectly

and improperly treated

is

Edison Electric Light Company's Station

.

at Philadelphia.

n

The accompanying cut illustrates the new
station of the Kdison Electric Light company
Reference to the cut will
at Philadelphia,.
show thai the engines have a firm founda-

.

to

.

1

-

lient
lit

for

firing.

The

dral

Sturtevant b

—

—

now looking very well. The e. m. f. of each cell, with
40 amperes charging current, is about 2.7 volts when the
1
have thought that this result was due
milky.
that sulphate of lead
if it is a fact
either to the fact
requires more than 2.5 volts to decompose it thoroughly
are

cell is

—

26

—

— or

that the large quantities of nascenl
hydrogen attack the sulphate and combine, making sulphuric acid and lead."
It occurred, however, in 1886, to Mr. Barber Starkey of
Aldenham park, near Bridgnorth, to see if carbonate of
soda in the presence of lead had any beneficial effect upon

say

volts

The result was very satisp'ates liable to sulphating.
He treated
factory; all traces of sulphating disappeared.
his own cells in this way, and the effect was so decidedly
advantageous to all appearances that I determined, after
careful inspection and inquiry, to make an exhaustive
periment that should determine the question, and at
Six new
same time settle the best proportion to use.

ex-

the

15L

cells of the Elwell-Parker make were taken, and they were
charged with solulions in the following manner:

No.

Sulphate of
sodium.

Sulphuric acid.

1.

5 pints.

2.

5

3-

5

4-

5

5-

5

6.

5

5

pints

"

Water.

15 pints.
"
16

"
"

4
3
2

17
IS

"
"

1

19

"

20

The sulphate of sodium solution was prepared by first
making a saturated solution of carbonate of soda (ordinary
washing soda^, and then adding thereto sulphuric acid until
The cells so prepared have been
effervescence ceased.
charged and discharged, and watched wiih great care from
May, 18S8, until the present day. We, therefore, have
exactly twelve months' experience of their behavior, and
The
there can be no doubt as to the beneficial result.
solution marked No. 5 is that which has given the best results,
and after about six months' experience of its behavior two
complete sets of 52 No. 23 L cells were charged, the one
with the ordinary sulphuric acid solution of 1.175 density
and the other with sulphate of sodium solution of 1.225
Six months' experience of these two sets has
density.
confirmed the result that immense benefit is to be derived
There has been no
from the sulphate of sodium solutionevidence of buckling; there has been little or no scaling.
The bottoms of the cells are nearly as clean as when they
were first discharged, while the bottoms of those charged
with the sulphuric acid solutions have the usual accumuTwo cells were also and at the
lation of oxides of lead.
same time charged, the one with the sulphuric acid and the
other with the sodium solution, and very careful tests of
these two cells show that the addition of soda does not
impair either the e. m. f. or the internal resistance, nor
have, thereI
does it diminish the output of the cells.
fore, come to the conclusion that the addition of soda has
a distinct beneficial result, and it is my intention to use it
The cells so provided remain in
invariably in future.
splendid condition.
They can be left for months without
developing any trace of sulphating or even of Iojs of
charge.
Carbonate of soda thrown into a badly-sulphated
the sulcell unquestionably leads to the rapid removal of
phate of lead, and this is supposed to be due to the fact
that a carbonate of lead is formed which is easily re
duced, and always produces beautiful deep puce-colored
peroxide of lead.

The electrolyte that I recommend for adoption is this:
a quart of saturated carbonate of soda solution add
slowly, during continuous agitation, 12 fluid ounces of
strong sulphuric acid; fill the cell with water, 19 parts;
strong sulphuric acid, 5 parts; soda solution. 1 part; total
The specific gravity of this electrolyte should
25 parts.

To

be

1. 210.
for
It is a mistake to use cells of too smali a capacity
stationary purposes.
This is usually done for economical
reasons, owing to the capital expenditure involved in purchasing cells.
Twenty-six 15L cells cost tyS, and the
same number of 23L cells cost £117, but I believe it to be
true economy to expend the additional £39.
Greater
efficiency is obtained out of the larger cells now that soda
has prevented injurious sulphating, for you aie not limited
to a minimum current as you au? with the sulphuric acid
solution.
Small charging and discharging currents mean
not only greater efficiency but greattr durability of the

plates.

Secondary batteries used

for telegraphy

show no

sign of disintegration
It is over-taxing cells thai destroys
the plates.
Mr Baiber-Starkey's cells at Aldenham Park
have now been in use for three years, and to all appearances they are quite as perfect now as when first set up.

An

electric light plant

ham. Tex.

is

under way

New

l'.irming-

BDISON KLECTRIC LIGHT STATION AT
tion on the ground floor, and are belted directly
Steam for
to the dynamos on the floor above.

the twenty 500-horse power engines will be
furnished by twenty-eight Root hoileisarran.mil
in four batteries of seven boilers each, and two
batteries on each floor located in the stories
above the dynamo room, The coal is received
hoists at the back of the building", where
at

which

is

Villi VDEl.t'tHA.

run by

a

two-cylinder engine attached

directly to the fan shaft.
'['he blowers deliver into the blasl boxes, from
which the air. controlled by suitable dampers
operated by levers in front oi the boilers, passes

and through the lire, the products
combustion finding their way through
sages to flues which extend along the side of
to the ash pits

of
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the building and deliver into two chimneys at
the rear corners. The ashes are delivered from
the grates through chutes, to iron cars upon
tracks below the "lower floor. The cut shows the
different floors ;n situ, and a general outline of
The cut herewith prethe whole arrangement.
number of
sented is taken from the May

Another subway explosion occurred in Union square
week, when the thoroughfare chanced to be deserted
by pedestrians
A section of the roadway about three
feet square at the corner of Fifteenth street and Broadway
this

was caused by illuminating gas escapInspector Roth of the Board of
the conduit.

was blown up.
ing into

ble

Edison General Electric Company.

It

the

for

and were not responsi-

in perfect condition,

He

explosion.

said that nearly

The

mains along Broadway are leaking.

lames B. Williams, president of the Edison General
Electric companv. recently organized under the laws of the
state of New York, with a capital of §12,000,000, for the
purchase of the Edison Electric Light company, announces
that agreements have been signed for the purchase by the
new company of the capital stock of the three manufacturing companies, payable partly in cash, and partly in the
The purchase price of the latstock of the new company.
ter is equal to a capital sum on which the net earnings of
the three manufacturing companies, as obtained from their
books, show a net income of nearly 15 per cent, during the
year ending November 1, iSS-i. It is proposed that for the
present, dividends shall be paid only on a part of the stockreceived by the shareholders of the Light company and the
manufacturing interests in payment for their shares in the
old companies; dividends on the remainder to be postponed
such future time as the board of trustees of the new
are of opinion that a dividend of at least S per
been earned. The shares of stock in the new
company on which the payment of dividends is to be postponed, will be deposited by the general company in trust
with the Farmers' Loan St Trust company of New Yorkuntil

company

cent, has

That company will issue trust certificates to reprecity.
sent the shares of stock thus deposited, and whenever the
board of trustees of the general company shall declare dividends on the entire capital, the trust company will on
notice to all parties in interest redeem the trust certificates
by distributing to the holders thereof the shares of stock
To provide cash for
of the general company held in ttust.
the immediate needs of the new company and for working
capital, a syndicate has been formed to subscribe for stock
in the new companv, and in addition to the funds received
therefrom, stock in the general company, to the amount of
§2,266,630, will remain unissued for the present, available
for use in the future, according to the requirements of that
company. The shareholders of the Edison Electric Light
company are invited to participate in this combination on
the following basis: For each share of gtoo of the capital
stock of the Edison Electric Light company, deposited
with Drexel, Morgan & Co., as hereinafter provided, the
depositor is to receive K'75 in the stock of the Edison
General Electric company, carrying full rights as to dividends, and ¥oi.6G-' :1 in trust certificates representing
stock of like amount in the general company, on which
Thus each depositor will receive
dividends are deferred.
a total of $266 66- [ in stock and stock trust certificates
of the general company for each share of Light company
stock deposited, making a total of §4,000,000 for the entire
si 500,000 capital stock of that company.
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value to the mercantile

respondents generally
value to the

Should the device work

continuous.

will

it

docs over a limited distance,

liked to do,

can.

not be

will

do now what

to

can do something, and

I

allowed

do the best

will

I

to

should have

I

I

do not know yet whether I shall appoint commisold acts or what I shall do,- but I have

I

Tom

no hope of anything from an extra session.
control of this legislature

the

loss

v

of

I

and

results,

progress

the

my

want

will

discouraged

I feel

W.

the people.

itself to

San Francisco,
San Francisco, May

for

of rapid

by some electrical engineer that

transit will be developed

commend

again

hoped that a complete system

is

it

— The

12.

T.

II.

electrical executions at

j

f

Auburn

of

Railway company a

Yam

franchise for an electric motor line from the foot of

This road

Hill street to the southern city limits.

will

be

extended to River View cemetery, and eventually to Oregon

'

prison

the

is

Willamette Bridge Railroad company has

The

Sprague company

tracts to the

an

for

electric

con-

let

the

mur ,;..-

•
1

struct either

h hanging,

the council for permission to con-

the

lie confessed

present

company intends to try on a section of the road the
Thomson- Houston or Sprague overhead system, which, if

The

kill off all

prospects of a substitution

passed an ordinance pur-

trustees of Berley have

chasing the Jenney plant which has been running therefor
the last year, for $24,000.

The

San Francisco

the

of

electrician

applied

has

throughout

A

a

for

franchise

Underground

& Telegraph company

Conduit, Electric Light, Telephone

conduits

constructing

for

this city.

committee representing the National Electric Tramof Victoria. B. C, has been visiting

Thomson- Houston system

and departed more ttan

place,

The Willamette
lias

and

at that

satisfied with its splendid

a preference for

facture

X.

A

is

Electric

S.

large

the

're

the falls at

at

now

high

the

Portland,

of

Oregon City

Oregon

just

City.

formed a company

to

manu-

his motors.

lighted by

moonlight' only.
the

city

When

bids

a

fight

contract,

between the Gas company and the Ball Electric Light comThe latter company
pany ensued, and it was not settled

victim

when

company

and substantial station has

Keith has

and introduce

Napa

the

in

Kails

started in stringing wires between

that place.

Prof.

only

turned

condemned

The

Id

off its light',

and awaited developments.
'

agent, Saml.

pitch.
all

of

at

Auburn, Cab.

and

new mo

road would be turned

this

The council, however, has granted tbe
management additional time to experiment. The

been completed

- hand, would
en

the

company

into a cable road.

requested for a renewal of

grea-

electric railroad.

purchase of the San Jose electric

This would indicate that

announcement

..fully

entail

its

off

that the Southern Pacific Railroad

negotiating for

road.

for a

and on for the
road bed for a cable

which has

an overhead or conduit

Rumors say
is

which held a franchise

road,

two years been constructing

executions as

trical

for

use

Sioux

in

lit

claimed 150 arc lights

will sup-

The

present

needed.

the light

The

nights in total darkness.
at a cost of

That would make the system

every night.

arc

lights

$5 each per month, and be
cost $9, coo

per year, but the amount includes every expense, such as

and

and operate

The chances

repairs.

the council will interest a

company

are

under a similar arrangement

it

the waterworks, the city taking the system

as soon

the

it

about

of next year.

first

as

as

able to assume the responsibility, which would be

is

that

of citizens to purchase

R.

if.

Taylor, has

!

fii

ompany, through
iusl

600 alternating

for

fi

The

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
The
crease

Florence,

Ala.,

Electric

'

al

\ isalia,

'

its

Pacific

closed a contract

incandescenl lamps,
!al.

harlcston" started

on

Light company

The Loredo, Tex Electric Light
doubled its capacity.
The

will in-

plant.

its

Thomson-Houston

enlarging

its

factories at

& Power company

Electric

company

company

an

again

is

Lynn, Mass.

Spring, Ark.,

will build

has

Water,

Light

and

electric light plant

install

an

& Motor

electric

rail-

road at an early day.

The electric light plant at doldsboro, N. C, will be
erected on the Enterprise Lumber company's property, and
receive its power from that company.
ville,

Evansville Gas & Electric Light company of Evanshas found it necessary to order additional Brush
meet the demand for lighting in its city.

Ind

,

arc lamps to

road across

the steel bridge at Portland, and will extend the road to

plant for

mmler, of Buffalo, by Judge

many

is

can be maintained

The

City, twelve miles below.

Seattle to inspect the

the

the city

It is
all

The Mammoth

city council of Portland,

working.
irehase

in operating a city

The university of Tennessee at Knoxville will
incandescent plant with a capacity for 150 lights.

Cal.

Ore., has granted the Metropolitan

umulations of

be made at an early

systems, and

three

them

save

will

light plant

electric

say that a plant suitable

ing the power house.

Piatt's

adminis-

expected to make in this

I

Before the matter can come up

legislation

way & Light company

Further experiments

mail matter will be at once apparent.

will aid

,

direction "

will

absolute.

is

judged by net

tration to be
at

its

be almost inestimable, and

Sioux City

sioners under the

newspapers and cor-

public,

They

plant.

the plant

But the subject

it.

Although not able

sleep.

the car reaches that center

forward, the whole being arranged

gathered information that

done under

of cable.

drawing a magnet

returned well satisfied that

tricity

money by purchasing and operating an
of its own.
They visited the works of

material, fuel, labor

done, will probably

coil

City, la.

Sioux City, May iS.— The aldermen who visited Chicago to examine into the method of street lighting by elec-

show the people that an honest railroad bill could be
drawn, an honest commission appointed, and honest work

to

the track are placed hollow coils of insulated wire, through

of each

Sioux

elec-

G. C.

beyond doubt or hope.

which a current of electricity is passed. The car itself is a
magnet, and the principle upon which it operates is the
tremendous power and rapidity which a wire coil exerls in

The power

W.

motors.

tric

system costs about $10,000 a year, and by lighting the
lamps only when the almanac shows there is no moonlight,

system, has petitioned

working of a package and freight delivery
Boston Thursday, before many prominent

Francisco Electrical so-

was started on the subject of

ciety a lively discussion

ply Sioux City with

The Transcontinental

of this city, ex-

meeting of the San

last

was not com-

plant

Mayor Grant seemed to feel discouraged and disapwhen the news from Albany was received
and the death of his rapid transit measure was assured

cable road in Portland, and

Notes.

—John Williams,

At the

electric light

of coal oil lamps were used.

pointed yesterday

last

York, May

number

City could be put in operation here for $35, coo, not count-

Albina immediately.

New

Tuesday, but as the

pleted, a large

holes to the roofs of buildings.

;

CORRESPONDENCE.

last

Electrical Control said that the four electric cables in the

subway were

am.

May

her

trial

trip

The Athens, O., Gas Light company has petitioned for
the right to enlarge its powers, and to change its corporate
title to that of the Athens Gas & Electric Light company.

The Hays City, Kan., council last week granted a
twenty five-year exclusive franchise to the Hays City Electric light company.
Lights are to be in operation within
six months.

A representative of the Brush Electric company has just
returned to Cleveland, bringing with him an order for a
600 light incandescent plant to be installed in the works of
the Louisville, Ky., woolen mills.
The streets of Winchester, Va., were lighted by elecfirst time this month.
The occasion was
celebrated by a great parade in which the local fire departtricity for the

ment and

militia

The Colby

company

Electrical

participated.

Manufacturing company has been

incorporated at Chicago, capital stock $100,000, to manufacture electrical and other goods; incorporators, E. J.
Colby, H. J. Hayes, and F. W. Parker.

The

Philadelphia representative of the Brush Electric
of Cleveland, Edward W. Tisdall, has secured
another order for a 65 light Brush arc dynamo with dial
and lamps. This outfit will be used for central station

company

lighting.

The Louisville Bagging Manufacturing company of
Louisville, Ky., has recently decided to introduce electric
and has placed an order with the
Brush Electric company of Cleveland for an incandescent
light into its factory,

plant complete.

Albert M. Benjamin, of Cincinnati, objects to the
erection in front of his premises of a pole on which to
string wires for conducting the current for electric lights,
lie filed suit last week in the Common Pleas court against
llau-s and the Brush Electric company, to enjoin the
erection of the pole.
Judge Outcalt issued a temporary
restraining order.

The Washington, I>. C, Electric Lighting company has
been ordered by the district commissioners to pay the sum
of $3,379.74 to contractor II. L. Cranford, in full settlement of his claim for work done by him in relaying the
pavements over the company's subway. The company
held that Cranford should have obtained this sum from the
district

commissioners.

The Hawkeye
tin-

crators

to

dynamos

Electric

company

of

Davenport,

la.,

Two 50-horsc power genfollowing sales;
Central railroad al
>avenport
these
are to be used in supplying incandescenl lights

reports

the

I

railroad companv
his class of work;

;

having arranged a
two 25O' light incandescent dynamos to the city of Nickcrson, Kan.; one 75lighi incandescent outfit, one 2,000-candlc power lighl

and

power,

special

1

in nil

the

foi

t

May

=S,
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excursion steamer White Eagle, of the Hawkincandescent machine
eye Steamboat company; 150 light
10 horse power motor to
to the Moline Wagon company;
2-horse
Egbert. Fuller & Chambers of Omaha, Neb
L Patton & Co. of Denver, Col.
power motor to
for the

;

W

A

The experiment

Detroit paper says:

of

lighting

rail-

way carriages by electricity is making satisfactory progress
Two passenger coaches now
on' the Michigan Central.
run regularly between this city and Chicago which are

Woodward storage batteries for electric lightOne charge suffices for the round trip, and the light
secured is much more brilliant than that of ordinary lamps.
The element of safetv is one of the greatest inducements
with

fitted

ing.

lamps, as it is quite imposthem, while the oil lamp is

for the introduction of electric
sible for any fire to catch from

a constant source of danger.
Danville,

III.,

was before the dynamos were put in motion, and was
The reporter ran around to th electric
incomprehensible.
engine room and found the authorities at fault about the
He told them
strange action of their machinery the e.
about the globe of lire phenomenon, and when they went
two
and fallen to
burned
in
found
wire
was
spot
the
the
to
This was soon spliced and the engines
the ground
lightning
in the rain
no
There was
started all right.
It

was ow ng

there

but

passing,

just

cloud
affiir

is

little

question but the

to electric CO editions in the

atmosphere "

The Cincinnati, O. Commercial Gazette recently scored
the city authorities for failing to introduce electric light lor
In the course of an interesting edi
street illumination.
torial that paper says: "In these days of electrical wonders,
when electricity is used for so many purposes, one of w hich
,

is light, it is

amazing that the

city

Cincinnati

of

should

stand where it did almost half a century ago in regard to
Electricity is used in
the method of lighting the streets
hotels and in public houses, but, with the exception of a
few lamps maintained by private parties, the streets are
dependent upon the gas lamps, and these give forth what
might more
It
might be called a dim religious light.
properly be said they are the thieves' delight, and a terror
to policemen who desire to do their duty; for there is no
It is to day, we supbetter police protection than light.
pose, the worst lighted city of its size, or any size, in the
United States. The system, too, while many times better
In the matter of
than gas, is far more economical.
economy, therefore, Cincinnati is far behind. In the matter
have the experience
of light it is still farther behind.
The Board of Public Affairs
of other places to guide us

We

other cities to examine improvements in the line of street building. Why not take up this
It
is
It is surely a very important one
light question?
important ot only to the comfort of the citizens, but also
"
The fact
to their safety, and likewise to their pockets
that the Commercial Gazette has always been frii ndly to the
is

in the habit of visiting

i

gas companies lends additional weight to
change.

its

demand

for a

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
At a recent meeting of the Cleveland city council, a
resolution was adopted requesting the East Cleveland
Railrcad company to extend its electric system to the heart
of the city at once.

An Omaha
rails

Dr

paper says:

along Twenty- fourth

Mercer

is

stringing

A

mote

to

N

by August

street

iron

motor railway and

street for his

rumor, as unconfirmed as the Sibylline oracles, has
the motor will

it

that

1st.

Omaha. Neb., under date of May 17th.
The Omaha Street Railway company to day let the

dispatch from

says:

contract for the equipment of the lines in this city with the

overhead electric
days.
the track.
ninety

to be in operation within
plant is to cost $250,000, exclusive of

motor system,

The

city

t

stated that if the council
Ite
system 01 his road.
would grant him the right to operate the system on
ornamental poles
Si. Charles avenue, he would put up
invited the

by a light
committee to

all

way

the

to Carrollton.

He

Chattanooga, and examine

visit

the system.

copper mine

is

responsible

for

the

following:

experience

Railway company of Spokane
new line.
Falls, Wash Tcr., has adopted electricity on its
The 'Thomson-Houston company of Chicago has been
awarded the contract for equipping the road. Two 80horsc power generators will be introduced, and six motor

The Ross Park

Street

be four miles in
The power house
will be double tracked.
will be one
will be a model of convenience, and the plant
of the most complete in the country.
operated

The

line

will

making a specialty of
powerful generators and motors for power transmission
orders for them, not
large
taking
and distribution, and is

The Brush

at

Electric

will be 11
plant goes to the

The

louble-trac-:'

According to a dispatch from

1 the

Indianapolis, "Charles

electrician of that city, has invented a motoi f<
The idea has
propelling vehicles and street conveyances.
been experimented upon in Europe at different times, but
has never resulted successfully, for two reasons the insuf-

inner

Tbrc

throughout.

1

—

derangement consequent lo the rigorous shaking which Iravel gives it. These
two faults Reitz is confident that he has overcome. The
idea is to furnish a vehicle with electiic motive power
ficiency of the battery

power and

its

twenty four hours without recharging,
it that its speed may be graduated to a
The battery will be placed under
less or greater degree.
the seat, and will comprise six large cells."
sufficient to

and

nd en

Calumet. Mich.

Reitz, an

run

to so arrange

In an editorial advocating the use of electric motors, the
Cleveland Leader says: "The city needs rapid transit, and
must have it in the near future if our present growth is to
That much is certain, and upon
continue uninterrupted
As to the best means of securing
that point all agree
The cable system presents
it, opinions are sure to differ.

many advantages, but from an economic

company

is

The
only in this country but also for foreign shipments.
Calumet & Hecla
latest contract announced is one with the
generators
of
Brush
large
Mining company for five of the
130-horse power, and five of the So horse power Brush
A power station will in this case be built above
motors.

standpoint

is

highly objectionable from the fact that such a large per
power used is expended in lunning the cable,
and such a comparatively small part of it in running the
The capital required to put in a cable road is also a
cars.
large item, and these two facts make it tolerably certain
that the cable system, while successful beyond doubt as a
means of rapid transit, i not the one that will secure the
cheapest transit, nor make a considerable lowering of fare
"
a possibility in the near future
cent, of the

only a question of time before all the street car
be operated with electricity, since it
has proven such a success on the Riverside line, says a
The suburban line will in a few
paper.
Wichita, Kan.,
days be opera ed by a similar s\stem. The machinery will
arrive the early part of this week, and by next week the
traditional street car mule will be cons gned to a needed
This line
rest, and the electric system put in operation.
Main, and will
will start from the junction of First and
works
and
houses,
car
run to the stock yards, packing
Fairmount. A fifteen minutes' service will be adopted,
which will considerably facilitate the company's business,
and prove advantageous to the pa'rons of the line. When
this line is completed it will give Wichita the largest
number of miles of electric railway of any city in the
world, and it is but another sample of the indomnitable
enterprise with which it is blessed.
It is

lines in this city will

:

The Sprague Electiic Railway & Motor company have
closed contracts for the equipment of the following electric
railways: Collamer line East Cleveland, O., 8 cars and 3
miles of track; Key City railway. Dubuque, la , 4 cars
and 2 miles; Long Island & Newton, 2 cars and 3 miles;
Plattsmouth, Neb,, Electric railroad, 2 cars and 2 miles of
track; Union electric railway, Sterling, III, 7 cars and
6 miles of track; Binghamton, N. Y., 4 cars and 5 miles
of track; West Bay City, Mich., 8 cars a"d 5>2 miles of
track; Council Bluffs, la.. 2 cars and 5 miles of track; Eau
Work has been
Claire, Wis., 6 cars and 4 miles of track.
begun on the Stillwater, Minn., Electric road, which will be
Oper5 miles long, and on which 6 cars will be operated,
ations will be begun at Cincinnati next week, when six
miles of track will be constructed and 20 cars operated.
In Tacoma, Wash Ter., 12 cars will be operated over 7
The Sprague company will soon open a
miles of track.
small line in Buffalo, N. Y., where its system is being inFour cars will be operated over two and a half
troduced.
The Sprague company's road at Atlantic
miles of track.
City, N. J., is giving satisfaction, and so popular has it
become that 8 new cars have been ordered.

There is a prospect of a lively corporation war in AlleThe East Street
gheny soon, says a Pittsburgh paper
Plank Road company threaten to prevent the erection of
electric poles by the Pleasant Valley Street Car company.
The letter corporation has decided to operate its two routes
Wilh
Pleasant Valley and East street by electricity.

—

view they are placing jointed gas pipe at reg
ular internals along the line traversed by the street cars.
This woik has progressed satisfactorily thus far, the first
objection only being made at the corner of Liberty and
Seventh streets some days ago. No sooner has this blown
Almost
over than another row seems to be on the tap s.
the entire route is already planted with poles, the unpoled
is
of
which
st.eet,
the
outer
end
section being out East
owned bv the Plank Road company. The latter corporathis object in

I

the br:
wire run

I

Bluffs 40-]

tram

rail.

There

the rail except ihrouj
he regular far
(
cnts in both to
the bridge, where
Ever since the
charged foi each passenger.
lly p.itronized. the a*,
"-,.
over
ers per day.
and motor men are paid twenty cents per hour
time in servir
are run from
th

where
and m

i|

for

12:40

l'.
M., occupying forty minutes in rach trip, runni:..
minutes apart from 7 a. M to 7:30 \; M-, and iwenty min
utes apart during ihe rest of the day.
This W mpany also
owns the horse ear system in Council Bluff*. and in
time expects to run the entire system by means of electricity
supplied from their present station, for which
have ordered, in addition to their present plant, three 200
horse power engines, live c'o hose power dynamo,, twelve
motors.
Four mil-s of new track will also be cons;-

THE TELEPHONE.
The Border Telephone company

of Pleasanlon. Kan.,
with a capital stock of $10,
O. Fuller, George C. Wjnk op and !<. T.
Thorne of La Cygne; Robert Kinard, C F Simmons and
II. W. Underhid of Mound City; and
R Saunders. R.
W. Blue and A. P.laker of Pleasanton.

has lieen incorporated,
directors,

W

<

'<

A iirious case was developed in Wheeling. W. Ya , last
week.
At a session of tf"e City Boird of Heal h its president, Dr. J. A Campbell, filed charges and specifications
against Health Officer George I Garrison, alleging that
the health ( fficer, upon being called up by the president of
the board by telephone, broke out into a violent abuse of
his superior, in which he applied several epithtts of the
most opprobrious nature. He used the telephone, it was
asserted, because he was tOD cowardly to make the remarks
1

in the doctor's presence.

The Nebraska Telephone company

of

Omaha

controls

forty three toll offices, twenty seven exchanges and branch
exchanges, having over 4,000 paying subscribers, of which
1,423 are in Omaha, 320 in Council Bluffs, and 6co in
Lincoln.
The capital stock is $654,000, on which eight
per ctnt. dividends were paid up to June 30,1587, when the
December 31.
earnings were invested in improvements.
'Ihe net earn18SS, a dividend of six per cent was paid.
ings last year were over tine and one half per cent, on the
capital stock.
The outlook this year is even more favorThe rates charged are as follows >
able than last.
In other
per jear in Omaha, and ^54 in Council Bluffs.
The receipts from te 11 service
exchanges, £30 to $54.
amounted to ^44.85 per mile.

THE TELEGRAPH.
At Tunnel Hill, Gi., on the Western & Atlantic railroad,
can be found the youngest telegraph operator in the
His name is Willie Quinn, and he is but
Southern states.
ten years of age.

Mayor Hay, Fire Marshal Freeman, Chief of Police
Doncian and Alderman Frank, of Springfield, 111., visited
foliet recently to inspect the fire alarm and police telegraph

The capital city of Illinois
systems there.
police or fire telegraph system.
E. P. Barrett

commenced

a suit

in

is

without a

the Circuit court in

week against the Western Union Telegraph
company to recover $635.49 damages. He alleges that on
October 15, 1SS8, he bought cattle at Denison, Tex., and
drew on the First National Bank at Denison for the money,
and telegraphed Holt, Payne & Co. of the Union Stock
Yards, to have their bank notify the Denison bank to pay
the draft, but that the message was not delivered, and
hence the Denison bank refused to honor the draft, and he
Louis

St.

lost a

last

portion of the cattle he had purchased.

:

tion,

The New York Sun

George Rust, conductor of an electric street car at Wheeladjust the running
ing, W. Va., went on top of his car to
pulleys connecting it with the wire, and, slipping, grasped
He got a shock that laid him
the wire to steady himself.
out senseless, and was about to be taken down for dead
touched by the wire, and
accidentally
was
face
when his
he was brought to life again, little the worse for his

cars will be
length, and

and the motors

pumps under ground.

—

committee on street
car franchises of New Orleans, Joseph Hernandez of the
install the Sprague
permission
to
'arrollton road, asked for
At a recent meeting of the

surmounted

for the generators,

driving

'

reporter recently described a phenomenon which he says was "beautiful and grand." He says,
globe
of lire resting about midway on
"It was a brilliant
the electric wire leading to the tower on the public square.

A

ground

it is

said, objects

strenuously to the erection of the

ard some excitement is looked for when the
commenced. Colonel William A. Stone, attorney

electric poles,

work

is

for the street car line, when asked about the difficulty last
" We have not
(vening, anticipated no serious trouble.
asked the Tlank Road company for permission to erect the
"When we are ready to goto
electric poles," said he.
work we shall then ask for this permission, and I have no
Yes, we have alreason to doubt that it will be granted.
ways had pleasant relations with the Plank Road company."

One

of the most successful

electric

railroads

in

the

country is that of the Omaha & Council Bluffs Bridge &
Railroad company, which has now been in operation since
October 1st without a single break that has caused a proThe Thomson Houston system was
tracted delay.
The company is ofiicered as follows: President,
adopted.
John T. Stewart; vice-president, Guy C. Barton; second
vice-president, X. W. Wells; secretary, Geo. F. Wright;
treasurer, J. II. Millard; general superintendent, C. H.
The present equipment consists of thirty four
Reynolds.
twelve open or summer cars, and the others closed.
cars
The generators are of the Thomson- Houston type two So
horse power, and one 40 horse power driven by two comIn the power house is also
pound Westinghouse engines.
a 20 arc light machine, used in lighting the bridge and
approaches with lamps of 2,000 candle powjr. The

—

—

—

A

project has nearly matured for the construction of a
new telegraph line by the Postal Telegraph company from
Sioux City to Yankton and Sioux Falls, making a kop
which will include the three cities as its principal stations.
The Postal Telegraph company is now established at Sioux
City, its nearest business point to Yankton and Sioux
The company has a further design to construct a
Falls
Two or three Yankton
line from Yankton to Norfolk.
have
been interested in the project, and are ready to
men
demonstrate their faith by taking several thousand dollars'

worth of stock.

Miscellaneous Notes.
Dorsett of the National Subway company has
been trying to get a franchise from the city council for
through the streets of ( hnaha. Neb.
conduit
laying a

D.

II

Prof. Richardson, the District

Chemist of Washington

recently instructed to conduct an examination
the manholes and electrical conduits in that city, with a
lie
view of determining the danger from gas explosions.
reported no indication of the presence of gas in large quan-

D,

C, was

of

tities.

The electrical exhibition at Si. Johns, \. P.. will mark a
new era in electrical interests in Canada. It will be the first
Dominion on a large scale, and

electrical exhibition in the
will

be one of the greatest ever held in America, Even." large
company in America, as well as many Eun
will be represented, and the display will

electrical

companies,

the entire electrical field.
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Personal Paragraphs.
& Co.,

A. Bournonville of A. F. Moore
was in Chicago last week.

Of the fifty- four claims the 1st, 32d and 54th are
"1 The combination of a seclional working
given:
conductor, the end sections thereof being curved and
insuall the sections being arranged end to end, but
lated from eacli other to form a mechanically-continulike
a
ous but electrically-inter runted conductor
severed loop, switches at all the brakes but one to
rormally bridge from one section to the next and close
the breaks, an electric generator, and connecting conductors connecting the wcrking conductor sections on
each side of the unclosed break in the looped portion
with the two poles of the generator.
"32. In an electric railway, the combination of the
traveling vehicle, an electric motor carried thereon for
actuating it, a buffer aud lever mechanism actuated by

Philadelphia,

C. D. Shain of the Cincinnati office of the Westinghouse
Electric company, was in Chicago last week.

C. E. Stump of the Electrical World, New York,
a visitor at the Chicago Electric club rooms last week.

Kohbe, treasurer

F. P.

Lighting company of

the

of

New

was

United States Electric
last week.

York, was in Chicago

\Yillard L. Candee, treasurer of the Okonite company,
York, sailed May nth on the "La Gascogne" for
He will represent the Okonite company at the
Numerous friends and a number of ihe
Paris Exposition.

New

Havre

buffer to change the relative position of the
commutator sections with the brushes lo reverse the
motor, and a lock to retain said parts in their new

said

of the Brooklyn 23d regiment, in which Mr. Candee holds a captaincy, and a delegati' n from the New
York Electric club, were on hand to bid him bon voyage-.
Among the floral pieces sent on board the steamer was one
representing the Okonite trademark made up of carnations
on a bed of yellow roses.

members

relative position.
of two terminals of contogether, a pivoted switch
adapted to close or interrup the circuit between said
conductors, and a spring t<> resist the movement of
the switch on starting to shifc it, the sa d spring being
positively connected with the switch, and assist it
upon the last portion of its movement in being shifted."

brought

close

:

Battery company has established
112 Liberty street. New York city,
its headquarters
where it has increased facilities for supplying the rapidlyincreasing demand for its battery.

The Microphone Carbon
at

Means for the Electrical Propulsion of Boats.
Rudolph M. Hunter. Philadelphia, Pa.
Claim 2i reads: "The combination of a water-way,

403,193.

The Illinois Anglo-American Storage Battery company
has opened an office at 95 Deai born street, Chicago. This
company is operating under pattnts of the Anglo-American
Electric Li^ht Manufacturing company of New York city.
It claims for its battery high efficiency durability, economy
simplicity.

The Belding Motor company

has installed motors in the
Chicago recently: Keen &
De Lang, 232 La Salle street; J. J. Kenney, 22S State
street; Chicago Shirt company, 199 Fifth avenue; Einstein
& Co., Quincy and Franklin streets; J. \V. Hall, American Express building; Northwestern Masonic Aid association, Home Insurance building; Spalding & Co., jewelers.
State and Monroe; Sihaefer & Roach, billiard hall, Clark
and Quincy; Impe> ial restaurant, 256 Clark; Red path
billiard room, Monrop, near State; Parisian Suit company.
State and Monroe streets; C. L. Palmer, 170 Madisoa
street; Holstein & Co
173 Adams street; W. J. Johnson,
1S2 fackson street; Goebel & Co., 21 5 Madison street;
street place; Denis Ferguson,
&
Co.,
Jackson
Kohlsaat
State and Monroe; Ducat *Jc Lyon.
following establishments

The combination

"54.
ductors

Business Mention.

and

May

in

a line conductor, a traveling electrically propel'ed boat

Apparatus
Electric Energy.

Consumption

for Registering the

403,244.

Lucien

JBrillie,

P. Pratt,

of

Paris, France.

field.

Charles Colle. Lille, France.

Galvanic Battery.

4°3- 2 53-

,

Electrical Patents.
Issued Af<$>

14,

Connector for Electric
40^,092.
Plainheld. N. J.
Electric Alarm
403.100.
Brooklyn. N. Y.

1SS9

Railways.

Thomas

Clock.

Kansas

City.

t,

Grady,

II.

Yaeuum

Gail

B.

Time Switch

E. Duel I,

The

Secondary Batteries.

for

New Haven,

Dc M
The

claim

the combination of an
in
filing apparatus, an indicator float, elc \

to this a therm'-, tat may
additional electrical switch
;

;

an

means
or

fire,

;

whtreby either big
by a danger

signaled

flag

be

by

403

Combined Telephony and Telegraphy. James
Robertson, Rutherford, N J
claim reads:
"The combination, with an autographic telegraph, of a telephone, the secondary circuit of which is arranged in inductive proximily to the
receiver electro magnets of the autographic telegraph."

2<)i.

H

The

403,1.0s.

System of Electrical Distribution.

Thompson, Elizabeth, N.

delphia. Pa.

Edward

F.

J.

The

invention relates to the class of electric circuits
in which electric converters are employed for trans
forming currents of high potential into currents of a
potential suited to operate the various translating
devices connected therewith.
The object of the invention is to provide convenient means for introducing
tin- circuits into buildings and sub-stations and
transforming the currents at or near the points where they
are to be consumed; and it involves various improve
ments relating to the circuit connections and to the

apparatus employed.
l

Electrical
Measuring Instrument.
Edward
Weston, Newark, N. J.
The invention consists in combining with any form
of index or pointer two calrs in proximity to and indi-

r '3.3 r t-

cating the extent of movement of said body, tin: said
being similarly and uniformly divided, and eornding divisions on .aid scales being marked and
lit,;;
one scale a unit or number of units,
and '»n the other scale a certain fraction of said unit or
number of units.
*

.

1

j

Tangent
cwa
p
consist

Galvanometer.

t

Lamp.

Method of Protecting

403,418.

James
the

Stewart,

New

Lead Pipe of Tele-

graph Cables from Corrosion.
New York, N. Y.

Arthur

E.Colgate,

The

claim reads:
"The method of forming a coating of sulphide upen lead pipes, which consists in
forcing suiphureted hydrogen into the conduit co« taming the lead-iovered cables."

iam

for Elevator CarNickerson, Cambridge, Mass.

Electric Controlling Device

William

riages.

E

Electric Controlling Device for Elevators.

E

Will-

Nickerson, Cambridge, Mass.

William

Electrically Controlled Elevator.
403.441.
Nickerson, Cambridge, Mass.

Electric Controlling

Mechanism

for

E.

Elevators.

William E. Nickerson, Cambridge, Mass.

The invention consists in placing upon the walls of
an elevator well switch plates in circuits and in connecting to the carriage an index electrode to be operated by the attendant, and to be so made and arranged
that it can be set to cause a break in the circuit at any
desired floor, so that the attendant can control the
motion of the carriage by simply turning the index
electrode.

Electric

John A.

Battery.

Barrett,

Brooklyn,

Apparatus.
Multiple Switch Board Testing
Carty, New York,
Y.
invention relates to multiple switch-board apparatus of a telephone exchange, and more particularly
to the means of determining at one board whether a
line called for is in use or connected at any other of
the boards.
Claim
is:
"The combination, with telephone lines
connected each with a different switch on each of two
or more switch boards, of pairs of cords and plugs at
each of said switch-boards, the tips of each pair being
connected together, and the sleeves of each pair being
connected through a characteristic current-producing
device, whereby it may be determined at one board
whether any line wanted or called for is in use at any
other of the boards, the particular board at which the
connection is made being indicated by the characteristic tone."

403,45s.

John

-

N

J.

The

1

Printing Telegraphy.
Zeroy P. Hotchkiss, Oak
403,472.
Park, 111.
The invention is designed to print telegrams after
the manner of typewriters, and to do this immedithe
ately, that is, to receive and print a telegram at
same time, turning it out of the machine ready for
delivery.
The invention is covered by twenty-three
claims.

William II.
Insulating Tubular Iron Posts.
403.482.
O'Beirne, Elgin, 111.
The first claim is appended: "The insulator for
tubular posts, consisting of the insulator block having
intermediate
oppositely-turned ends
and
am ular
flange, and the cup-shaped rain guard."
Testing Apparatus for Multiple Switch-Boards.
403.483.
Toseph J. O'Connell, Chicago, III.
The invention consists in providing a branch circuit
to ground through a variable contact in connection
with each pair of cords and testing apparatus for each
operator at the different boards, consisting of aground
circuit, including a battery and a telephone or other
indicating apparatus, by means of which it may be
determined, on closing the battery to the test piece
of any switch upon one board, whether the line with
which said switch is connected is busy that is, connected with another line upon some other of the switchThe invention also consists in certain switchboards.
ing apparatus or loop-key devices, by means of which
the operator's telephone and the clearing-out annunciator are alternatively looped into the connecting cords.

—

Thermostatic
403. 4S4.
son, Chicago, 111.

Door

Closer.

1

ment
the damping chamber

embodied
and

in the instruarrangement of

for preventing

undue oscillations

the construction

William R. Patter-

Dynamo-Electric Machine.
Frairk A. Petret,
403,487.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
The second claim is given: "In a dynamo electric
machine, a field magnet built up in layers of thin
plates of sheet iron, each plate constituting in one
piece a pole piece, a core, and part of the yoke, and
pierced with bolt holes, in combination with bolts
passing through all the layers and holding them in
rigid relation together."
Insulating Device for Line Wires.
Smith, Brooklyn, N. V.

103,491.
.

res
in

Edward

'

The
ph IL Hunter, Phila-

York,

"

at

teli

New

"An

follows:

'

cithe-

hc adjacent

F. Garland,

Insulated Wire. Salomon Heimann,

plumbago

Charles

invent:-

Eben

Exchange System for Telegraphs. James H.
403,291.
Robertson, Rutherford, N. J
The first claim is:
In autographic telegraphy, the
combination, with a number of conductors of different
resistances extending from the subscribers' instruments to and terminating in a central office, of switching means for electrically connecting any two of said
conductors, and equalizing resistances, wheieby the
combined resistance of any two conductors that may
be connected with each other is made approximately
"
the same

"The

given:

is

for Electric Cables-.

insulating covering
for electric wires, compo ed of soluble glass and
glycerine and a coating of pulverized purjjice stone and

1

combination, with
a charging circuit of secondary batteries and a switch
necting said circuit to said secondary batteries,
of a branch of said charging circuit leading around
vorking circuit having connection
to said batteries through independent switch mechanism."
Apparatus.
cctrical Flo;.
John K.
first

Incandescei
403 397York, N. Y.

403,451.

N. Y.

:

403,177.

Covering

The second claim

Dynamo Electric Machine. Henry E. Walters,
403.150.
Schenectady. N. Y.
To avoid shifting the brushes and to maintain a
constant non sparking point is the object of the invention, whuh cons sts. mainly, in providing an extra
regulating magnet or magnets acting on the end or
ends of the armature outside the main field magnet
pole pieces.
The last claim reads as follows: *'C. In a dynamoelectric machine, the combination of the armature, the
series
field magnet, an extra magnet having coils in
with the armature, and saturated so as to prevent
sclf-indudion in the armature coils, and an extra coil
on the field magnet in scries with the armature."

Henry

Lynn, Mass.

III.

Mtthod of Electric Welding and Shaping of
403. '57Elihu Thomson, Lynn. Mass.
Metals.
The invention consists in setting up 01 establishing
a counter electromotive force or counter electromotive
force tendency in tho'e parts of the work which form
a shunt to the part or p irts to be operated upon, or in
which it is desirable or necessary to check the How of
current in order to use the current in the best or most
economic il manner, thereby concentrating or eonfin
ing the current to particular paths, and in some cases,
where a positive counter electromotive force is produced, even assisting the original or prime heating
current

Dynamo Speeder for Gas Engines. Newton
Rogers and James A. Wharry, Terre Haute, Ind.

403,376.

N. Y.

403,267.

Pan.

Johnson and Milbank Johnson. Elgin,

Ores.

Metallic

Vibratory Telegraphy. Stephen D. Field, Stock403,25s.
bridge, Mass.
The object of the invention is to provide means
whereby a single transmitting key in the main line
may be so controlled by subsidiary keys in branch or
home circuits that its movements may be so timed as
to produce on the main line resultant vibrations, which
at a distant station in turn will produce results which
shall correspond to the various keys which rnay^have
been closed at the transmitting station.
403,262.

Mo.

Electrically-Heated

403,110.

II.

f

Device for Collecting
Eames, Baltimore, Md.

403,256.

Adin A. Hatch,

Electrical Signaling Apparatus.

403.104.

Leo Da

Electric Riveting Apparatus.
Ellas E. Ries,
403,374.
Baltimore, Md.
The invention comprises an anvil and a heating tool
constituting the terminals of an electric circuit, which
are bridged by the rivet itself during the operatkn.

403.442.

Method of Reducing and Separating Magnetic
403,250
Ores
John D. Cheever, New York, N. Y.
The invention consists in first heating the ore;
second, crushing or disintegrating it while hot, and
third, separating the magnetic from the non-magnetic
partie'es by passing both together through a magnetic

J,

The invention consists of a two-part coupling for
urderground electric wire conduits, made in the form
of a collar or sleeve for holding the ends of perforated
conduit sections from displacement and so that the
perforations will register with each other.

403.440.

Harry

Samuel

Telephones.

John L Gish, Jackson, Mich.
403.345Coupling for Underground Conduits. Wilmot
403.352.
Lake, Washington, D. C.
Rheostat.

the boat at or close to

rear or stern part."

Device for Holding
Detroit, Mich.

Adams,

403.439.

its

in the form of the ring magnet
combination with the index mirror and stand-

its

403,316.

having a propeller acting upon the water and driven
by an electric motor, and a current collecting device
between the line conductor and boat, and connected to

403 211. Magnetic Shield for Watches
Chicago, HI.

magnet needle;

of the

and
ard.

Electro-Medical Apparatus.
[03,492,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Thomas

Thomas

J.

[.Smith,

"

May
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A DEPARTURE IN
INCANDESCENT SWITCHES

FOR SALE CHEAP.
With

7-20 Light Sperry
"
"
1_12

Dynamos,

150 Sperry Lamps,
Complete.

I

"

f

good condition and as valuable as Sperry Apparatus can possibly

In

ELECTRIC LIGHT

BALI*

lty

be.

THE "CL ARK

dirt,

Send for

a entirely*

be heated b)
oael
lnati

l*fl
1

PAI3TE,

H. T.

CHICAGO.

120G Chestnut

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

St.,

ASZ2TCIXS

:

KXII.ISIl
NEW KSGIAVI)Bleclni

WIRE.

"

ma

not entering Id)

may

it

or

CO.

CH1H. W. KA1 WOSID, Auent,

3D Dearborn Street,

Insulation

ma
handle,
latter
'.1

B:
j>an7,

r:nt'lanil
B4 .John btreet, Brli

CITY:
HEW VOKK
T. Y. Ilnnter & Co.,
CIIICAGO,

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

B

I

'-rtrlcal

l.l-

'.','

Cbarcb

:

Supply Company,

171 Ran-Jolp

BEFORE YOU PURCHASE
Lighting Apparatus

Electric Gas

SESD FOR

BOGAHT'S

.A. I*.
NEW ILtUSTRATEO CATALOGUE AND PRICE

letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters* Union, under date of March
Thoroughly Kelhible and Desirable Wire In Every Respect.
hcaaye:
The rubber used In Insulating our wires and cables la specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or
by one or more braldB and the
and not affected by heat. The Insulation Is protected from mechanical Injury
which
la water, oil, acid and, toa very great extent, lire proof.
Compound,
Patent
with
Clark's
slicked
whole
We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
Our Insulation will prove durable when all others fail.
Cables made
gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocK.

In

ft

"A

29. 1886,

paiatas.

THE BEST GOODS, THE GREATEST VARIETY.
REDUCED

electric cable company,

""eastern
A.

CLARK,

HERBERT

General Manager.

INCREASED DISCOUNTS.

W.

S.

BUSINESS CARD.)

NEW YORK

22 UNION SQUARE,

H. EUSTIS. Electrician.

H.WARD LEONARD.

PRICES.

(Catalogue Forwarded on Receipt of

61 and 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.
HENKT

LIST

Containing everything necessary for flttine np private or P-jbli*Bnlldln^x, Theaters, Churches, Etc, with Gas Lighting Ap-

ANDREWS.

E.

CITY.

M. IZARD.

CONSULTING AND CONTRACTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
Electric
Systems of Electric Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants,
Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.
Plans and Specifications for all Kinds of Electrical Construction Work.
A foil line of Commercial Supplies carried at all Hme B for Plants described above.

For any or

all

THE ROOKERY, Room

Branch

Offices

•

425, Telephone 694,

The Lumber Exchange, Booms 5 and 6, Minneapolis, Minn.

4-0

ILL.
115,

Telephone

1254,

Milwaukee, Wis-

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

fe

Electric Light,

Telephone and Telegraph,

Maiiufnoturocl for Aorlal,

THE OKONITE COMPANY,Omaha,
Chicag o,

Boston,

Philadelphia,

Submarine and Underground

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF
OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,
BRANCHES-

CHICAGO,

North western Mntnal Life Insurance Block. Room

;

-

-

Minneapolis,

-

13 Park

Ci ncinnati,

Louisville,

TJ»o

MANSON PROTECTING

NEW YORK.

Row,

Kansas

City,

TAPE.

and

San Francisco,

PECKHAM'S PATENT INTERCHANGEABLE

ELASTIC STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS

THE ONLY INTERCHANGEABLE STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS THE ONLY ELASTIC STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS THE ONLY NOISELESS STREET CAR WHEEL.

Can be Renewed

IN

at

any Car Stable by any Ordinary Laborer, and without Removing Motors from Axles.

USE ON THE FOLLOWINC ROADS:

Brooklyn City Railroad. Brooklyn, N. Y.
New Williamsburg & Elaibtish Railroad, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Houston, West Street and Pavoula Ferry Railroad, Now York.
Nnrth Hudson county Railroad, i>- '
N. J.
'

Uincinnaii Street Railway Co., Cincinnati, oiiio.
West End Electric Railroad, Boston, Mass.
Port Hur.-n Electric Co.. port Huron. Mich.
riiihn.il, mi Railroad, Cblhuabua, Mexico.

Busbwlck Railroad. Brooklyn. N. Y.
Broadway Railroad, New York.
Tlilrd Avenue Railroad, "
Jersey City

k

Omaha Cab!'-

Bergen, Railroad, Jersey City, N. J

Railroad Co Omaha, Nebraska.
Scranton Electric Co., Scrantoo, Pa.
Citizens Railway Co,, Elkhart, ind.
,

Descriptive Circular and Price List Furnished upon Application to

THE PECKHAM STREET CAB WHEEL

& AXLE

CO..

239 Broadway, N. Y.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
^'MANUFACTURERS OFH

Automatic Electric Motors,
IN

ALL SIZES FROM

C

>;£-HALF H.

P.

UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,

Remarkable

Dynamo

Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Electric FFJachines,

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

The Eddy

Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.

—
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WE PATENT AKD EXPLOIT

CHICAGO,

Block.

FRANCIS W. PACKER,

Removes

SOLICITOR Of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF U. S.
ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING CO.,
7007 Opera House

SCALE

1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

ILL.

pnlirifor

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO,

DAYTON, OHIO.
SPEAKING TUBES

New York Carbon Works,
|8 Cortlandt

Purifier.

in Steam
Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Frice-List.

25, jS

Impurities.

all

prevents

Entirely

CARBON PLATES,
send for

Steam-Feed Water

Stilwell's Patent Live

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

In Foreign Countries first- da^s Electrical Inventions which are new and ooeiativ", an1 have hi- en
Lllu trated by mu els and drawings, bat not published in Ihii country before being 1 atented
abroad. No expense lo ihe inventor; ca lor write.
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St.,

Oral.

GEORGE CUTTER,
80
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Mechanical
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New
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SIMPLEX WIRES,
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ANDREWS

PETTINGELL,

Highest Insulation and Lowes* Inductive Capacity
of any Cable in the Market.

Boston, Mass.

&, CO,,
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Office,
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WILL LAST A LIFE TIME.
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ELECTRICAL EXPERT
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NO SOAKING REQUIRED.

ALWAYS WORKS

CLEAN, DURABLE.

CO.

Akoiii Electrical

ETC,

HATIHUH CARBOH COHHECTIOH.

LUMBER
OV

Bxclualve SniiUuf Agent: Q. A.

roR Catalogue.
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GAS LIGHTING,

Rtreet

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poles,
Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross ArmB
Lumber kept In slock. Orders Filled Promptly.

BOILERS, ETC.
SsMt,

Chicago

meeting of the

The H.M. LOUD & SONS

Complete Power Plant3 Furnished
and Erected.
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BLBCTBICA1 GOODS OK HVWiV DESCRIPTION.
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G&LV&HIC BUTTERY
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M
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.
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ATI

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Tomple

Court,

CO.

Elprin

0.

NEW YORK.

226

DEARBORN STREET.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Telephone and Electrical Supply
I

lliiliUl int., Elgin,

II.

H.

A.

Co.,
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WATER WHEEL

VICTOR TURBINE

The

0MPAN1ES
BRATED WATER U II i:i:i^
as
reiiiurhabl
attention

of

E]

I

is

called

to

(his

CELE-

particular.

on account

and

of

y steady motion,

its

;jr<*:it

doiiMe

liiirh

Efficiency, and lar^c Capacity*

is

Speed

diameter,

PoM'Cr

It i^ used by a
the
irn<: diameter.
of m<
number of the leading electric compai
.lion.
In the e
ical use of water it is without an an equal, producing the highest p-T tent, ol use-

being

ful effect

i^iiar;»nt<M'«l.

SEND FOB CATALOGUE AM) IMItTKILAIts.

C*ur Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gea.; are required,
and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of r2-ineh
arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-Iron Flu t\
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular.
are now prepared to furnish ;Viclor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.

VICTOR

TI R HI ACS

We

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO.,

-

DAYTON, OHIO.

Sc HJLYTDElSrS,
BOOTH
HOLMES,FACTORIES:
WATEKBURY, CONN.
MASTUFACTCBEBS OK

BARE AND INSULATEDWIRE.
Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible
Worsted Cords for Incandescent Lighting- Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

Underwriters' Copper

PATENT
»^™™
ra™rara=™
For

Electric

Light,

BARCLAY,

CO.,

..

............

CARBONS FOR ARC LICHTINC.

THOS.

Selling Agent,

L.

ILL.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,

uON/^
TBADE

..................

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Electric Railways,

THE ROOKERY, CHICACO,

Cotton and

WIRE
LINE
——

K.
111 K.
Hal

ACENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON
J. L.

Silk,

310 N.

THIRD

ST.,

SAINT LOUIS, MO.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS AT BOTTOM FICURES.
Man son and Okonite

Okonite Wires, Cables, and Tubing, Weatherproof Line Wires,

MARKJ

IT

PAYS TO

O-ET

THE

BMST.

TRY

Tapes.

US.

THE MOST DURABLE, SIMPLEST AND BEST
OVERHEAD WIRE SYSTEM.
-

Knight Electric Railway

25 * 27 Tenth Ave.,

NEW YORK

Co.,

CITY.

The ONLY Conduit System.
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WE ARE OFFERING

A

FIRST GLASS IRON BOX BELL 2 1-2 OR 3

ORNHM6NT6D

HIGHLY

And

Good

Ringer, on
in lots of 25, or

a

42 La

I

4

or

60c
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IN.

cells of battery, at 55c.

one dozen.

in lots of

Central Electric

Co.,

Salle St.,

CHICAGO.

-

•

-

FISHERRAE ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM
For Street and Suburban
Embraces new and valuable improvements which are
operation,

and high

Traffic.
requisite to economical

The

efficiency.

ONLY SUCCESSFUL SYSTEM DSDK UNDERGROUND CONDUCTORS.
8

MILES OF CONDUIT IN ONE ROAD AT SAN JOSE, CAL.

Overhead Conductors.
IMPROVED TROLLEY AND TROLLEY SUPPORT
Avoids "flashing"

sign.

wheel or

at

line of neatest de-

line contact.

Fisher-Bae Electric Railway System

Tlie

Contains

new

commend

features that will

Railway Managers looking for

it

to the careful attention of Street

reliable, easily operated

and

efficient electrical

POINTS OF SUPERIORITY.
A SINGLE MOTOR GEARED TO BOTH AXLES WITH
IMPROVED NOISELESS CEAR.
FLEXIBILITY BETWEEN MOTOR AND CAR AXLES,
INSURING CLOSE MESH AND PREVENTING
BREAKING FROM SUDDEN STRAINS.

apparatus, designed to stand the test of work.

The Fisher-Rae System
Can be placed upon
and upon cars

The use where desirable of a separate motor truck, making a six wheel car, secur
ing greater comfort to passengers motor trucks easily and quickly detachable, enabling change of motors from closed to open cars.
solicited, estimates furnished, and references given
;

existing roads without alteration of track or road-bed,

in use, without interruption to traffic of road.

CORRESPONDENCE

to important roads

now

in successful operation.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
Woodbridge

7th and

FOK THE
Western

DB/TROIT, MIGH,

Streets,

THE FIRST REAL IMPROVEMENT
ina

Electrician

SI. 00.

POROUS GUP BATTERIES

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

Since the Invention of the Lcclanchc.

CHICAGO,
ASD nn:

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,
NEW YORK.
A ymr'n

«tn

r..r

H

1

«

1

h«' rlptlon to l.otli .lournnl*
Bead roar orders to the

»voo.
1

1:

\

BLKCTBICIAH,

6 Lakeside

Buitdin'/.

CHICAGO.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both

Advertiser

mentioning

the

TRICIAN when

and

Publisher

WESTERN

Send

by

writing to advertisers.

for Circular of tho

Axo Battery

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY

ELEC-

Axo

Battery Complete

149 Wost 18th

St.,

Now

York.

CO.,

Porous Oup Alone.

!
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GEORGE

BARTON,

P.

LAW

EXPERIME NT

OFFICE,

LET THOSE SPECULATE MHO CAN AFFORD TO:
AVOID CHARLATANISM LN BATTERIES!

225 Dearborn Street,

CHICAGO,

SPE CULATION

STICK TO THE LEGITIMATE!

!

ILL.

The Patented Improved Porous Cup Battery
O

IS

THE BEST FORtt OF

The HICHEST TYPE OF SAL

Patent and Trademark Cases.

O

AMMONIAC BATTERY KNOWN.

ilta of the Bind
'Hi.' improvement* wrought in tbla Battery are
llrat introduced and has continued the manufacture of the Leclancbe Batteries In this
[el
taaraotee of the result.
yearB of close and constant obseivation up to thlr ti
*.:.

Elect'ic

Gen'ral Machine

Light Repairing.

•

Price per Complete Cell, SI.OO.

Job-Work, Pat ern Maying, Etc., Itc.

FOnEE
Electrical -

and

-

BAIX,

THE

-

-

ft

MARKET

ST..

CHICAGO,

GREELEY & CO.,

MANL'F.UTL'RERB AND niFORTKRS OF

Mechanical- Engineer,

AND DEALER-

IN

TELECRAPH, TELEPHONE, ELECTRIC LIGHT, ELECTRIC BELL, BURCLAR
ALARM AND CENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPL IES,

DESIGNER, MANUFACTURER.
OllW and Works.

£. S.

Trade prices and descriptive circular upon applieai

Nos. 3 and T Doy Street,

-

-

-

-

UE'W -g-QZFtEl.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC
MANCHESTER,

Chicago Office,
N. Y. Office

35 Broadway.

I

CO..

CJOTSHN".

Metropolitan Block.

I

Boston, 105

Summer

Cincinnati, Carlisle Bldg.

St.

THE MATHER INCANDESCENT SYSTEM
Superior to

all

others

in efficiency

and

reliability of

Lamps and Dynamos.

From one-half horse-power upward, for constant potential circuits, perfectly selfregulating without special mechanism. Motors also for constant current circuits. Motors
wound for any desired potential.

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC

CO.,

nSKf

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION

OmCES;

1

Ready June

CO.,

"

8

B "* 1 *"--*
Storage Batteries,

20 Broadway, 2Te-w "Z'oxl^.

15—A

New

Book.

INCANDESCENT WIRING INSTRUCTIONS
Pocket
1

size;

2x1 8 inches.

cloth

These

binding;

twenty-two cuts and

tables give, at

once and without

wire required in each case for any percentage of loss.

on

file

now.

five

A

tables, three of

any

which are

calculation, the size of

timely book.

Get your order

Price, postpaid, $1.00, including tables, or the tables can

be had

separately at 25 cents each.

Electrician Publishing Company,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO, ILL,
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Established in 1861.

EDWARDS

* CO.,

Electricians,
Manufacturing
PATENT ELECTRIC BELLS,
AUTOMATIC BURGLAR ALARMS,
DOOR OPENERS,
•

:-

ELECTRIC ANNUNCIATORS.

THERMOSTATS. GAS LIGHTING APPARATUS,
Office

and Factory:

4th Ave.

& 144th

ETC., ETC.

St..

New

York.

Branch, 6 and 7 Dey St.

E.

B7XGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

IN

ELECTROLIERS,

.-A*

w^ro

COMBINATION

THE LUNGEN BELL. GAS AKD ELECTRIC
(PATENTED.!

EMTIREIiY

NEW IN CONSTRUCTION.

*«

# ^'
r

^»||

FIXTURES.

The Base and Cover

are stamped, and having ribbed
Ev<ry piece is ined?ee are atrong, li»ht and compact.
terchangeable, special machinery being used in its manufacture.

The Armature, Hammer and

ELECTRIC and GAS GLOBES,

Rod and Adjusting
they cannot work loose.
its

Springs are combined bo tout
The Adjusting Screw is held firmly by spring nut, and ;ilways remains as eet. The baee and metal partB are Nickel
Plated. The Cover is made to spring on and requires no
fastening. The hammer rod passes through the side of
base, thereby filling opening, making it L>ust and Insect
Proof.

SHADES,

Etc., Etc.,

Madison Street and Fifth Avenue,

CHICAGO.
-1II1ANCII

675 DEGREES
"

VALVE-OLEINE:
MASTER MECHANICS,
."jcostly

Purchasing Agents, Engineers and Practical Builders of
be pleased t«i know that a Lubricant is now produced of such
as K» make it proof against the great heat to which it is
therefore a PERFECT lubricator where products of lower gTade and
at once, leaving the parts subject to wear, or greatly increasing the

steam plants

/extraordinary bi^b
subjected, and is
fire tests pass off

consumption of

'Talve-Oleine"

I

I

will

tire test

|
f
I
I

oil.

the greatest viscosity, is entirely free from all acids and ab-olutely non-corrosive, and without doubt the finest and most thoroughly reliable Cylinder Lubricant now on the market and will naturally lubricate 2Cni to 300 per cent.
most
economical
lubricant.
not
only
the
best
but
the
products
lower
test
^"Is
more than
of
Manufacture and sale controlled exclusively by RELIANCE OIL & GREASE CO.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Samples of one to ten barrels shipped on request. Correspondence invited. Resident agents wanted.

a product in the highest state of

Is

STORE-

2134 Michigan Avenue,

~if=?e:

Sioux City A Corliss Engine
SO

filtration, Is of

to

SOO H.

X».

BUILT BY THB

I

Sioux City

ENGINE WORKS
Sioux City, Iowa.
.F.

AXXETT,

Prest.

S. F.

FENTON,

-•

II

i

Hotel and House Annunciators.
Electric Gas Lighting.

^ypfe^"i

;

,_.

Ifi

AjU

Electric Co.

Electrical

Apparatus and Supplies,

and

Batteries.

Send for Circular

LARCEST ENCINE WORKS
Wt>st

SALT LAKE

CITY,

-

UTAH. GENT WESTERN

BERaiKIJLITIT

F.

State Business.

of the Mississippi.

Telegraph Instruments.

Wire and

Outfits

Elevators

A SPECIALTY.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,
Electric Lighting.

Steam Power

for Lighting Stations

The United

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

BOILERS
—AND—

CHAS. SIDNEY SMITH, 6eo*y

Vlce-Preet. and Treas.

Klim^BBim.
DUPLEX
)

MILLEK

<3c

I

STBAM PUMP. J

CIRl
CIRCULARS

mttHH.

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIAICES FOR THE EDISOH ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

1

B,

&

|

NEW YORK

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms
I

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CO., 227 State Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES IN THE NORTHWEST.
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The Pioneer

in

the Development of the Incandescent Electric

Light System?

FACTS OF THE PRESENT CONTROVERSY.

THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC MANUF'G CO.
HOLD©

THE, KELY TO

THE SITUATION

BEWARE OF IMPOSTORS.

<f^* T T T T T*7r
,

r

r

r

r

^TTT/^TTTT"

TO USERS OF ELECTRIC LIGHT APPARATVS.
The Edison and Sawyer-Man Electric Light Companies
have recently deluged the country with circular letters and
bombastic advertisements, setting forth that they have patents,
which cover the fundamental principles of electric lighting;
and that their patents have been sustained in the Supreme
Court giving the exclusive right to manufacture and operate
Nothing could be more misleading than
incandescent lamps.
such statements.
Since the combination of the Westinghouse, SawyerMan, and the United States Electric Lighting Companies,
and the Supreme Court decision in the Bates Refrigerator
case (which the Edison Company endeavors to make capital
of), these concerns have endeavored to completely submerge
their competitors, by flooding the country with literature of
such character as to mislead the public.
In order that prospective purchasers may become better
acquainted with the true inwardness of this electric light controversy, and the history of the invention, we deem it no
more than reasonable that we present a few facts, viz.:
Thomas A. Edison has not, nor ever had, the re1.
motest possible claim to the priority of invention of the incandescent lamp, and his position is simply a pretense.
Walter K. Freeman was the original inventor, and
2.
made and sent to Thomas A. Edison the first incandescent
lamp, with a high resistance carbon filament, that he (Edison)
ever saw.
Edison never had a patent covering broadly the lamp;
3.
therefore, no such patent could be sustained in the courts.
The United States Electric Light Company has no
4.
claim for a- patent; the only claim it ever had was based upon
a contract with Walter K. Freeman, dated June 21, 18S0, and
which is now in litigation. The patents they quote are not
essential or necessary for the successful manufacture or operation of incandescent lamps.

GET THE BEST.

{

The Sawyer-Man patent, number 317,676, was not a
discovery, nor does it cover features necessary to the
manufacture of an incandescent lamp.
All of the claims which these concerns make for patents,
covering broadly the incandescent lamp inventions, are senseless and false, because the incandescent lamp did not originate
with either of these companies, nor with any person or
persons connected with them; they, therefore, have no rights
in the premises.
very pertinent fact regarding the successful operation
of the present incandescent electric light system, viz.: The in
candescent lamp itself, and the converter system of electric
lighting, are the results of a series of experiments conducted
by Walter K. Freeman, at Racine, Wis., where he had in
operation, and continued to operate for more than twelve
years the inventions that were then made, covering this
method of lighting, thereby preserving the validity of his
claims to such benefits as may be derived from his researches.
His applications in the Patent Office, for patents covering
broadly the idea of the alternating system, and the incandescent lamp, must be disposed of before any company can sustain its patents, or collect damages of any user of electric
light apparatus.
This company takes the position: First, to defend the
users of its apparatus against loss accruing from its use;
second, to vigorously and determinedly prosecute Walter K.
Freeman's claims for patents covering these inventions.
Our apparatus is of the highest efficiency mechanically
are prepared to guarantee its operation
and electrically.
5.

new

A

and defend our customers.

We

are in this business on a business basis, for a manuhaving all modern facilities for the production
solicit the patronage of electric
of first class apparatus.
light users, believing we can furnish the best.

facturer's profit;

We

Representatives ivanted
ted in
Tnion.
every State in the TJni

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG.

—

We

CO.,

}

GET THE CHEAPEST.

)

Eau

Claire, Wis., U. S. A.
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HUMPHREY,

TREASURER.
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S. A.

PLUMMER.
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ELECTRICAL CO

BOARD

GEN. R. A. ALGER.
G. H. GALE.

G. H. GALE, President.
S. A. PLUMMER, VICE-PRESIDENT.

May

E. C.

T.

I>IKK< TOK».

«SF

BR' IWN.

WILLIAMSON.

F. B.

TROUT.

WARREN.
THOMPSON.
H.HUMPHkEY.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON. Secretary.
FRANK B. TROUT, SUPERINTENDENT.

C. A.
C. H.

H.

I

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT STORAGE BATTERY.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

in

has

construction,

now been found
to many

PECULIARLY ADAPTED

SPECIiiLI

to

be

uses in

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE
which other types of

batteries

and
have

DURABLE,

^JID^.T>T^21D

Steadying Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,
Burglar Alarms,
Propelling Boats,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station .Lighting,
Street Cars,

and

Is,

owing

to Its design,

failed.

TO

Isolated Lighting,
Auxiliary Central Station

Work,

Medical Purposes,

Running of Small Motors.

SECTION OF BATTERY PLATE.

BATTERY.

353 Detroit

Storage Battery,

MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS CRANTED TO C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
BEEN DULY ASSICNED TO THIS COMPANY,
Is positively the only Secondary Battery which ivill not Buckle, or which will
withstand uninjured the Highest Bates of Discharge.

THE ONLY

STJCCESSPUL STOKAaE BiiTTEIBT
IS

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE

The Woodward

Electrical Co.
FACTORY:

OFFICES:
69 Griswold

St.,

BYI

Campau

Building

F.

B.

DETROIT, MICH.

TROUT,

Corner 13th and

General Manager,

Howard

Streets.
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The Thomson-Houston
Electric Railway System.

Twenty-six Roads in Daily Operation, and Sixteen Now in Process
of Construction Under the Thomson-Houston Patents.
ALL MATERIAL 18 NOW MANUFACTURED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MABB., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.
The current is controlled, the car xeversed, and the
The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others
brakes applied from either platform.
railway work.
Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
Only one pair of brushes for each motor.
above the floor.
Brushes self-feeding.
Direct gearing is used.
Bearings self-oiling.
The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the
No change of brushes for change of load or change in Thomson-Houston patents.
Contact with overhead conductor is had by means ot
direction of rotation of the armature.
trolley pressing against the wire from below.
The carB run in either direction with equal facility.

for

MOTORS i ELECTRICAL E QDIPMEHTS

FORMED

FOR MIMING « OTHER SPECIAL WORK.

For Full Information and Estimates Address the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.
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sure you
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is

Turk

such
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We
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through
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sheer
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Y

Commencing business with Enterprise, Good Goods, Fair Prices, and continuing wilh
Honesty, Business Methods and a cordial welcome to all, we have won the crowning glory of
business effort PUBLIC CONFIDENCE.

The ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
171

CO

RANDOLPH STREET,

C-H-I-C-A-Gr-O.
FACTORIES:
Ansonia, Conn.

KANSAS CITY OFFICE:
505 Delaware

St.

I
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"C.

& C." ELECTRIC MOTOR

402-4 Greenwich

St.,

CO,
NEW YORK.

Efficient Electric Motors
MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMAT/CALL/ REGULATED.
NEW ENGLAND

OFFICE: 32 Oliver St,, B03T0N.
PHILADELPHIA. OFFICE: 301 Arch Street.

WESTERN

OFFICE: Phenix

SOUTHERN OFFICE:

Building,

CHICAGO.

NEW OELEANS

25 Carondelet Street,

JOHN STEPHENSON CO.,
NEW YORK,
m{oM
STREET CARS
L_ir^ri-rE:rD,

WEST END

I

ST." "RA1

LWA.Y

I—I—

1

j

-FOR-

ELECT RIC

MO TORS

CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

The jrush glectricQompany

EMPIRE CITY ELECTRIC CO.

The

-OF-

1

5

Dey

Street,

New York.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
-Electrical Supplies

MANUFACTURERS OF
'&-*-"

BRUSH ARC

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Iiuitoufu'

5

Ik

^

-AND-

•

<\

1

tt ECTRICCOMPAN'';

Electric

Lpi

'!

,

Send for

NEW CATALOGUE.

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

m&
ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR ARC LAMPS,

CHICAGO OFFICE,
Ho. ISO Wa-hlnston Street.

ALEIAIDICR KIBPT,
PMISI Aj.nl.

ETC.

KANSAS CITY OFFICE,
M: SOI

Journal Building,
O. O. HTKKI.K.

Special Ag.nt.

^T^fc
J5^19,J|^CUNTONSt
CHICAGO.
Q^
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FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC
Fort

May

LlfiHT

w ayno, Indiana.

25, 18

COMPANY,

Manufacturers of the

SLATTERY

INDUCTION

SYSTEM

out

The Most Carefully "Workedand Complete Alternating

OF

System of

HtCaHDESCENT LIGHTING,

Existence.

AND THE

Electric Lighting in

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

OF

Lamps

ARC LIGHTING.

and

Converter*

12—16 Candle Power

to the Mechanical Horse

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK
I

15

OFFICE:

BROADWAY,
Boreel Bldg.

SLATTERY DYNAMO,

LAP

AND CONVERTER.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS.

FORT WAYNE,

IND.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,
907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.
OFFICE, 217 Sansome St.

SAN FRANCISCO

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.
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THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC
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CO.,

umk™ m

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

CHICAGO, JUNE

Vol. IV.

I,

O cents per Copy.

I

No.

1889.

22.

1

Ireson's
I

Pa td. Nov.

Leather-Link

Self-Adjusting

18, '86.

Belting.
Send for Ireson'e
on

Illus-

trated Treaties

Eeoeclally adapted for
all Electric purpose* and
other ulgh-Bpeed machin-

"8

Adjusting Leather Link
iJ2 Belting, furnished gra-

ery.

tuitously.

Every Belt guaranteed.

Tlie Holtzer-Cal)ot Electric Co.
MANTFACTI

Self-

Id.

CHARLES

MESON.

L.

97 High

Boston. Mass-

St..

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

111

a.™

ROOT'S

WATER TUBE

ELECTRIC
Adopted by the

panies

"ew YorIl
RRANPH
OFFIPFS"
UCJ.
W " Urr
i

<i

^

BOILER,
Columbus

;

,ABENDR0TH & ROOT MFG. CO,

r

PITTSBURGH, PA.

-

-

and Cincinnati
also the Brush Electric Light Co., of
f^H Louisville, and others.
:

-

PLANT

-

S

RdlHon Electric Light Com-

at Philadelphia, Detroit, St. Paul,

^\

Standard Underground Cable Co., Mfrs,
AVE.,

8a
BOILER, Vno

AN EXCELLENT

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES AND CABLES.
PENN

BOSTOW, MASS.

Arch Street,

THE WARING

General Offices, 708

IN

EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL.
FOR
FA«K CATALOtIK,
r4E\l>

Manf'd by

AND DEAIEBS

US OF

28 Oliff Street,

New

York.

ROOT SECTIONAL SAFETY BOILER.

18 Cortlandt St., G. Ii. Wiley, M'gV.
ci, lcae0f i39E.Madi»onSt.,r.E.De g enhardt.M'e'r.

BRANCHES: CHIOCO, BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA & NEW ORLEANS.

>

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back
Noiseless

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Iiooomotlve Safety Valve,
Tlie Aslitoii Locli Safety
The acknowledged Standard for durable and high
Insulation.
Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.
and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,
Railway and all other
Branches ol Signaling.

Aerial Use,

Electric Light

E.

B.

All
,

rf

Sizes

Subterranean Use,

Enratarl nirai,
Wires
ciH-uaau

SuDmarine Use

McCLEES, General Manager,

concealed Wiring

16 Dey

St.,

in all Locations.

NEW YORK.

^7"**XT7'«.

THE ASHTON YALYES ^i^i
THEIR SAFETY YALVES 3&5l£^^£W%Ji^
THEIR WATER RELIEF VALYES i!LZ^?d!£LSZSi&
eKV

m^^-.\Vit^^cu^^^.
ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,

AshtonTalTe

271 FranMin

Co.,

St.

Boston,

1

COWLES' PATENTED

Sole Manufacturers of

and Weather ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

Fire -Proof

B

C

DYNAMOS.
Schieren

OAK

46

&

;

Co.,

(Mfrs.)

AKI MANXTFACTTJEEES AND TANNEES pE
TANNED LEATHER BELTING AND LACE LEATHER.

SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICACO,

ILL.
D.

CUT SHOWING STYLE, OF INSULATION.

—

B.

B.—Two

Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation.

Whather-Pkoof

.

J 9 and 21 Cliff St.,
-j
6 4 v" a8tinnton st
'

C— Braided

Samples furnished upon application.

New

Owners

of

all

iho Patents and Inventions of Charlea D. Jenney

—

Brainarp Rorisox, Ml
»r
Amos K. Bollowul, Treain.

Electrician.

(known

as the

Put*

FACTORIES:
ANSONIA. COW*.

York.
Chicago. Ills.

Jenney Electric Company,
Bole

A

Composition.

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters.
Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description,

waRFonnms.
wftKtKuums.

Jknnev,

B

Proof

m&mspim'm^

&$m&$$<<^^

A, Copper Wire.
aaturated with a Black,
trie

Chables

Daniel W. Makmon, President.
Addisos H. Nobdykk, Vice-President.

!i0iemoeiveTlKXal

now in the market.
in construction, Aatomatic In action, Perfectly Controlling the Pressure of the hose at whatever speed the engine or pump is working.

GUARANTEED FOR

Chas.

aanas

Simple

ELECTRIC PERFORATED BELTING!!!
Prevents Air Cushions.

Va.l-ce,
w ater^ Relief
^

Tlie Asliton

Jenney System) and Sole Owners and Manufacturers of his

Improved Qynamo, [amp

$

Electric Motor.
desirable features of Aro and Incandescent Lighting
Simple, duraSto, «-c<*nnmlcA!.
the Jenney Sjstem leads.
In these o^emlals ttchalsteady, brilliant and penetrating.
In

nil

com pari you

leuges

Estimates Promptly Furnished tor Erectinq Electric Lighting
Plants lor Cities. Companies or Individuals.

Prices Furnished for the Jenney Arc or Incan.
descent Systems, or for both comcineo.
Incandcawt '' namoi are letf^ecnlatlng,
Che Jenney
and permit the tnmtuK on and oft of one or all of the Lamp*
at will.
Tr>(s

Company

rnwunc MiUs

gft*s tpftfai

%

Shop*, Ph

tr

SEII IBB rllfHlET IlllSTNTtlE 111 lESEIIMt TIE STSTEI.

orncK \\n

Cor.

-*i

vroRKff:

Kentucky Ave, ami Morris
INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

St.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

June

The Thomson-Houston

i,

1889

Electric Go.
WESTERN OFFICE:

EASTERN OFFICE:

620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM
-OF*s&V?r

"'

Electric ire-fighting
IIT

THE WORLD.

SERIES LAMPS
FOB

Hrc-Circuits.
These Lamps have repeatedly
shown their superiority under
test.
First Medal

:

First Prize

:

Clnclr.il

This

a
-.1

Best Arc-Llgbt, Lonlflville, 1883,
Beet System of Arc-LIghtlngv

Industrial Exposition, 1883.

Company was

given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions
at London,

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

August

1

1,

1885,

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
dynamos

are automatic in their regulation
durable.

and

will

Exhibition,

FOR ARC-LIGHTING.
FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

LIGHTING.

No other Incandescent
maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit.
are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

Lamp

is

so perfect an<

Our Incandescent systems
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SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
•Jl

Power. Plans and estlmatea for
and Inoandescent Lighting and Power Planta.

sizes for the transmission of

all

kinds of Aro

°

r
n

a o

0)

June

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

i,

THE MITCHELL VANCE
(8D<-CfNitor« to

CO.,

niTCHELt, V1XCKACO.)

DESIGNERS AND MAKER8 OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.
Having no Special Agent
in

»

Architects' and Decora-

Chicago for our

Goods,

we

tors'

Solicit Cor-

Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

respondence from

with Fidelity

Buyers, which
to the

we

given Motive.

Promptly Answer.

Insulating Joints,

Combination Fixtures,

Electroliers,

and

Brackets.

All Fittings for

Incandescent Lighting.

Pendants, Reflectors,

INDORSED
BT—

Tbomas

Elihu Thomson,

A. Edison,

Edwin

H. S. Possons,

Houston,

J.

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELERS.
Send

Pamphlet "ARE YOD POSTED?" to

for

CO.,

24and25thSt. and

10th Ave.,

836-38 Broadway and 13th

NEW YORK

177-179 Broadwav, H. Y.

iii-ran

SALESROOM,

MANUFACTORY,

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH

St.,

CITY.

DA

i imi-ruu ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.

I1TSULATI1TG C0MPA1TY,
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

INSULATED WIRESand CABLES

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS,
STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.
Guaranteed to Give Satisfactory Service:: Underground and Overhead,

Adapted

for Mines,

Prices and

Specially

Chemioal Works, Eto.

Samples on Application

at

Central Stations for Power Distribution.
No. IR9

%

It.

FRONT STREET,

.UBIR5M,

NEW YORK

F.C.S., London, Chemical Engineer,

CITY.

General Manager,

STATIONARY MOTORS.
TOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
Wc

have supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

Electric Light, Telegraph

and Telephone Companies,

to

STORAGE BATTERIES

United States Vessels,

Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other services

wherever a First-class Electrical Installment

is

Materials and Workmanship are Guaranteed

and correspondence
articles.

is

Required.

Our

the Very Best,

Executive Offices:

II

5

BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

solicited from companies and architects requiring our

Factory:

JERSEY CITY, N.J.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

June

i,

iS

THE NATIONALi
CleTrela-rtd., Oliio.
MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENGINEERING CO.

JARYIS

61

OLIVER STREET,

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
IARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coal and Coke

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

lOSTOlT.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO,
THE STANDARD CARBON
manufacturers of
ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.

THE HAWKEYE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING

CO.,

CELEBRATED THONE SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT AUTOMATIC APPARATUS.
Electric Motors,

Generators for Mechanical Motor

Circuits.

Automatic

Dynamos

for

Lighting Plants.

Contractors for Complete Electric T^lsmts.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING &M'PG CO.
ROOMS, 200 and 202

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST. LOUIS.
UNIFORM

IN QUALITY,

LONG LIFE AND GOOD LIGHT

18
Automatic High Speed
ideal)

ENGINE
MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

BALL DYNAMOS

THE BEST FOR

LECTRIC LIGHTING
Send
W.

S.

TUESEB.

J.

LE9TEB W00DBETD9B.

WOODBRIDGE
AND
TURNER,

for

our

New

Catalogue.

ELECTRICAL ENCINEERS
AND CONTRACTORS.

LAMPS

FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
This system is mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a steady
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required

and the cost of repairs.
For descriptive circulars or

testimonials, address

CHARLES W. RAYMOND,

Western Agt.

Light and Power Stations-

ELECTRIC
74 Cortland

39 Dearborn Street, Tremont House,

Railway ConstructionLight Wiring.

St-,

CHICAGO,

New York.

E lectrical
The Knapp a.NTTPACTUHBH8
o:e*

avt

Mapeto

*5!

Bells, Annunciators,

-

-

-

II-H.-

Works

.

Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries, Push Buttons, Etc,

SS^UERS

ITtf

ELECTRICAL.
EVERYTHING
AGBNTS
I-On

Till

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A Full Line of their Celebrated Wires,

Buy your Goods

Cables and Tapes

of the

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

-

-

-

CHICAGO.

June

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

if

i,

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AN D MOTOR COMPANY.
The New Sprague Motor is Superior to any other Machine which was ever devised for the same work.
LIST OF STREET RAILWAYS IN OPERATION OR UNDER CONTRACT MAY 16th, 1889.
East Side Street R. R,, liraikton, Mass.
Eau Claire Streel R. [<.. Eau Claire, Wis.
Federal St. & Pleasant Valley R. R., I'ittsburg, Pa.
Hartford & Wttherslield R. R., Hartford, Conn.
Inclined Plane R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Key City Electric Railroad, Dubuque, la.
Lafayette Electric R. R„, Lafayette, Ind.
Laredo City R. R., Laredo, Texas.
Lindell Ave. R. R., St. Louis, Mo.
Lindell Avenue Street Railway, St. Ixmis, Mo.
Long Island City and Newton R. R., Long Island City, N. Y.
Loop Extension Wilkesbarre & Suburban R. R.
Wilkesbarre, Pa.
Main Street Line Ext'n U. P. Railway, St. Joseph, Mo.
Marlborough Street R. R., Marlborough, Mass.

Akron Electric R. R., Akron, Ohio.
Ssheville Electric R. R., Asheville, N. C.
Atlantic City Extension, Atlantic City, N. T.
Bay City R. R., Bay :ity, Mich.
Bay City Street Railway, Bay City, Mich.
Bay Ridge Elec'ric R. R., Bay Ridge, Md.
Buffalo Street R. R., Buffalo, N. Y.
Carbondale «te Jermyn R. R,, Carbondale-, Pa.
Centra! R. R., Davenport, la.
Chattanooga Electric R. R., Chattanooga, Tcnn
Erie, Pa.
Citv Passenger R. R
<

,

City R. R-, Wilmington, Del.
1.
City R. R-. Ext'n, Wilmington,
Collamer Line, East Cleveland, O.
East Cleveland Street R. R„ Cleveland, O.
Easl Reading R, R., Reading, Pa.
East Reading R. R. Exi'n, Reading, Pa.

D

Each One

of

A. ItlNNtV-

R. R.. Omaha, Neb.
Pacific Avenue St. R. R„ Tacoma, W. T.
Passenger R. R., East Harrisljurg, Pa.
Passenger R. R. Intension, Harrisbtirg, Pa.
Pennsylvania R. R. System, Atlantic City, N. J.
People's R. R., St. Joseph, Mo.
People's R. R., Scranton, 1'a.
Plattsmouth Electric R. R., I'lattsmouth, Neb.
Salt Lake City R. R., Salt Lake City, Utah.
Steubenville Electric R. R., Steubenville, Pa.

A.

II-

/K>\h)t

ST

1

THE

barrc, Pa.
Wilkesb.irr-r

&

WestSidc

R. :'.. V.
Willimantic Bridge R. R., Portland,
Wyatt Park R. R., St. Joseph

''.

i

Oregon.

MANUFACTURE TUE

OMAHA, NEBRASKA

Street,

Commutator
FOR KbL
and give length

Gould Steam and Water Packing
The Original Ring Packing.

ot

•?•

Brushgs

SYST©7-*YS.
brash, ana if we have

them

n't

in stock,

op.

The

Electrical
175 Randolph

Mgr.,

ALBION CHIPMAN, Treasurer.
All similar Packings are imitations andcalculated to deceive*

GleVerly Electrical WorKs
loisChestnut
-hill MPlCDV
St. Philadelphia

-

III.

1880.

Beware of Infringements and Imitations.

H A-Cleverly -Manager

Chicago.

St.,

Pat. June 1,

Superior to any Packing in the market for Steam, Water
or Ammonia. Self-Lubricating, does not corrode the rod,
never growa hard If directions are followed. Sent on thirty
None gennine without
days' trial. Satisfactory or no pay.
[his trade mark and date of patent Btamped on wrapper.

1

^•IwCtrlCfl* ^j| " f r

¥&

Construction Co.

HARTER,

(

3G Cambridge Street,

Dealers in Wire, Bells, Push Bultons, Motors, Incandescent and
Arc Light Material, Poles, Cross-arms, Electroliers and Combination
Fixtures, Burglar Alarm Matting.

C. A.

lass.

& Suburban

R. R., Wilki
Wilkesbarre and We:.! Side Railway,
arre

EAST CAMBRIDGE. - MASS.,

AND

VA

N. Y.

Wichita and Suburban R. R.

The GOULD PACKING COMPANY,

WINC'S DISC VENTILATING FANS.

in

.

ISrEArtT

,,

PITMPELLY STORAGE BATTERIES

t

I

Omaha Horse

Western Agency:

8en«l as -.tub
will urn lie in

c^'jnger R. R., Richmond,
•tn^'-.r R.
igcr R. K., St. |o

Cnion Pas

Mo.

a Separate Bona Fide Contract for Electric Railway Equipment.
FOR CIRCULARS AND FULL INFORMATION, ADDRESS

1521 Farnam

we

lino.

These N ames Represents

16 -£L3XnD 18 ROA
NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.,
If.

Manchester and Richmond R. R,
Va.
Minneapolis Street R. R.. Minneapolis, Minn.
Naumkeag St. R. R., Salem,
Northern Division Wyatt Park R'v., St. Joseph,

Western Agent,

G. A.

Philadelphia Department**

BAXTER ELECTRIC

MFG& MOTOR

CO.

Harmount, 315 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

III.

FOREST CITY PACKING COMPANY,
CLEVELAND, OHIO,

U. 8. A.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Patent High Speed Packing,
MADE ESPECIALLY FOR ELECTRIC LICHT ENGINES.
Diygrgj Free

B. D.

on

60

Days' Trial,

Satisfaction

Rnaranteed,

or

no

Pay,

BRAIDED WIRE.
THE POPULAR WIRE FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

Safe and Reliable.
NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE
1

W.

1

B.

DOWSE,
Gen'l Supt.

CO,,

649 4G5I Broadway

Central St., Boston, Mass.

GALLAHER, Secy.
J. W. GODFREY, Gen'l Mgr.
R. E.

Also Rawhide Lace

Clutch Works,

CLEVELAND, O.
EASTERN OFFICE:
18

Cortlanut Street, -

CUICAUO:

NEW TORE.

MINNEAPOLIS:

2J6U Canal St.

30S Kasota Building

KANSAS CITY:
1221

and

122.1

Union Avenue.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
Doiignod, Krorltd

md

Furnuktd,

Send for new Catalogue, Power
rmnBmlpelou Machinery.

COPYIUOUTED BY

H. W. HILL.

IN

I

MATHER ELECTRIC
00 ™ «»
CHICAGO OFFICE:'" rii^nll
I

SILL

sx^quismo:
— AGENTS ALL CITIESl

Ua™fj<*#^

I-

Metropolitan Block. J#
mni Randolph St8. SJ

„

<

CO.,

BF|| , Manaser

.

THE BEST SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

—
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

June

SOLE BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

improve d Corliss Engine

RELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
of all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

&

ALUS

P.

Is

IT IS

1889

i,

CO.,

MILWAUKEE.

WIS.

Manufacturers of and DealerB In

Pulleys, Cears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

UKEQUAiED FOB ECONOMY OF FUEL, REGULARITY OF
MOTION, AND DURABILITY IN USE.

Write

CHICAGO BRANCH,

for our Cataloguer*

FRANKLIN

CARTER.

S.

CM/IS.

41 ail 43

M W1LKINS.

ESTABLISHED

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.

SOUTH JEFFERSON

WARD

E

ST,

WILKINS

1S67.

PARTR1CK & CARTER,
.

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS

IN

bVERY DESCRIPTION OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
FOR

ARC-LIGHT CIRCUITS.

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS,

SIMPLE RELIABLE. DURABLE.
.

The only

safe socket for series lamps,

socket having insulating material
parts.

Send

620

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF
BELLS, D1SQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LIGHTING APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF

and the only

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.

for the outside

for Illustrated Catalogue.

We

BOSTON,

-

16 Sizes, 5 to 500 H. P.

TT

CONDENSING OR

3,000

in use in all

JUNIOR.
AN

of

Engine

6 Sizes

13 Sizes

in

Stock, 5 to 50 H.
THAN A SLIDE VALVE.

Building,

|

Church, Kerr
Westinghouse Building,
&Co.
156, 15N Lake Street,
608 Chestnut St.. M. E. Muckle, Jr. & Co.
Washington
ST. LOUIS,
Ave.
303, 804
^„.„.
,.„
Fairbanks
KANSAS CITY,
318 Union Avenue.
I
* LO
1330 Seventeenth Street, )
DENVER,
OMAHA,
1619 Capitol Avenue, F. C. Aver.
PINE BLUFFS, Ark
Geo. M. Uuley & Sons.
SALT LAKE CITY, 259 S. Main St.
Utah & Montana
BUTTE, MONT.
E. Granite St.
Machinery Co.
f
SAN FRANCISCO, 21 ami 23 Fremont St., Parke* Lacy Co.
PORTLAND, OR. 83, 85 N. Front St. l'arke S Lacy Men. Co.
I-

1

Stock.

in

Hathaway

-

k

P.

I

.

Well Built.

Economical.

Reliable.

All the above built strictly to

Hepaixs

any address upon

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BOSTON,
PITTSBURGH,
CHICAGO,
PHILADELPHIA,

for

5 to 250 H. P.
parts of the Civilized World.

AUTOltATIC ENGINE CHEAPEB

to

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
NEW YORK,
17 Cortlandt Street,
Westinghouse,

HIGH FUEL DUTY AND SIMPLICITY.

STANDARD.

our Manufactures, mid will forward

114 South Second Street.

NON-CONDENSING.

Not yet equaled by any form

all

N.B, —When applying for Catalogues, please st;< to whether "Electric Bell" or " General
Supply" Catalogue is wanted, and if in the trade inclose bii'shiess card for discouuls.

MASS.

COMPOUND.

publish Catalogues of

application.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,
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m

Stock.
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sold the first year.

Gauge with Interchangeable Parts.
Send for Illustrated Catalogues.
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His Patents Sustained

by the United States
Supreme Court.

THE EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
Takes pleasure in announcing to its patrons and the general public that the decision of the
Supreme Court of the United States, filed on the 21st ult.,in the case of the
Bate Refrigerator Company, is in fact a decision

SUSTAINING THE EDISON PATENTS
In the many suits brought by the Edison Company, in the lower courts, against infringers of the Edison patents, the
defendants have evaded the merits of the controversy, thus tacitly admitting the fact of infringement, and have interposed a plea alleging that our patents have been voided by the expiration of patents previously granted in foreign
countries.

Hence the delay in establishing our rights. In the meantime, other electrical companies have been indiscriminately
copying our devices and methods, not even assuming that they themselves were the original inventors, but simply relying upon the construction of a statute by the lower courts invalidating our fundamental patent. In pursuance of our
expressed determination to secure a decision upon the point of law involved, we have had the Bate Refrigerator case
(covering the identical question) argued before the TJ. S. Supreme Court, with the result announced above, thus

Completely Deprivingthe Defendants of their Main Defense.
We have now only to

prove the fact of infringement in order to secure prompt injuncand damages from, those who have been so long using tvith impunity that
HIGHEST A UTHORITY now concedes to have been ours, exclusively, from

tions against,
ivhich the
the beginning.

This is simply to establish

A QUESTION OF FACT.
Was,

or

Was

Not, Edison tho Original Inventor

?

This question has been decided in his favor a great many times, primarily by the U. S.
Patent Office, which granted to him Patents bearing earliest dates; tlien by the various
courts of Europe, through the crucial examination of which the question has many times
passed.

Thus

the

QUESTION OF LAW having now been settled by the Supreme Court of the
and the QUESTION OF FACT by tliehighest expertsof the world, this com-

United States,

pany now notifies the Public of its intention
trespass and abuse of its rights in

to call

a halt and demand a reckoning for the

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
44 Wall Street,

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
By EDWARD H. JOHNSON,
New York.

President.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

ST.,

SAINT LOUIS, MO.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS AT BOTTOM FIGURES.
Man son and Okonite
QEiT TECH BBST. T3=L"X" T7S.
3P-A.YS
Okonite Wires, Cables, and Tubing, "Weatherproof Line Wires,

TO
SOLAR CARBON

IT
B.

THIRD

310 N,

MASKS'
J.

i, iS

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,

*&"&
TRADE

June

YOUNG, President and

B. K.

Treas.

* MFC.

Tapes.

JAMISON, Vice-President.

COMPANY,

69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Process Patented.
Well Selected and Good CARBONS made from Natural Gas.
BATTERY CARBONS OF All SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTY.
Office, No.

Western

Office,

\

75 Randolph

ENGINEERING CC
707 and 709 Market

POND

Louis.

St., St.

-

427 'The

Rookery,'

Building,

City.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED

FOR

SPECIALTIES :-The Armiiigton & Stars Engine, Steal Boilers, Ireaon Link Belt, Standard Rocking and Sheffield Grates, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pomp, Kortlng Injector, eto.

THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR

The Perkins Electric Lamp

Co.,

Incandescent Circuits

W.

WOU BCD FOB AS IT CTRRENT.
PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

Highly

W. HORNE, Manager

G.

HALM,

VICE-PRESIDENT AND WESTERN

and Economical.

Efficient

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS

F.

FOR.

SEND FOR LITEST CATALOGUES.

MOTORS
s

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

Omaha.

EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC CO.
Arc

,,

Erected Ready for Service.

Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

319 Ramge

Special Discounts on Large Orders.

Street, Chicago.

5*4 an.d.

1IA\AI.|:K

55 E^zstrLlslln.
CHICAGO.

Street,

WESTERN AND SOUTHERN STATES.
1

1

I.

EAST ADAMS STREET,

W.COLBURN &CO.,
1

74 Main

CHICAGO.

JUST ISSUED FROM THE PRESS.

FITCHBURG, MASS.

St.,

STORED ELECTRICITY.

"THE
Electrical

ELECTRIC

RAILWAY."

Accumulators or

Storage Batteries,

By FRED H. WHIPPLE.

A new

Machines for Arc and Incandescent
Electii. Lighting, Electro-Plating

and lixperlmental Use.

Send for large Hlostrated Catalogae, also Handbook of Ready Reference, vest-pocket edition.
Westtten-Beasch

NEW HATEN CLOCK CO,,

So. 315 Wabash Avenae.

CHICAGO, ILL.

and original book designed to
inform the practical business man without the use of mystifying technical terms
and formula.
There is information in it of value to
the owner, the officer and the employe of
every street railway or user of power for
any purpose.
Historical Development of the
of Producing Electricity.

How Electricity

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO

STREET CAR PROPULSION.

Modern Method

Station

Mechanically Produced.
Practical Thoughts upon the Lines of Force and
the Production or Motion.
Something about Primary and Secondary Batie

teries.

How

Electricity

la

Applied to Street Railways.

I

The Application of tne Motor to the Car.
Early Attempts at Electric Propuleion with the
Roadn now in Operation.
Some of the Bo-called "Systems
of Electric
1

The H.M. LOUD & SONS

LUMBER

CO.

AjnnucnnoEBj or
Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poles,
Posit and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kepi In stock. Orders Filled Promptly.

omrc And

will at Oscoda, Mich.

k. Bisvotnrr, wwtern
Aga&t Electrical Department New Haven Clock Co.,

Exc!i»i?» Betting Agent: o.

21A Wat/ash ATtrooe, CbJcSgO.

Lighting,

LigMiig,

'

Railroad

Street Railways.
Application of Electricity to Elevated and Undergronnd Railways.
Coat of Producing, Transmitting and Applying
Electricity for Street Railway Purposes.
Some Further Oomparlnonn of Electric Propulsion with other Method*.
The Electric Motor for Stationary Power Par*

Car

Lighting,

Long Distance Lighting.

poses.
of Economical Steam Power to
the Electric Current.
Utilization of Water Powers for Electric.

The Importance
The

Transmission.

THE ONLY SYSTEM WHICH COMPLETELY DISPLACES

GAS,

The purpose and Care of Good Belte.
3omeof tfao Possibilities of Electric Street Car
Propulsion.

PRICE"
ricswE

\

.
|

Paper Cover. $1.00.
ountj

jn

Flexible Russia,

$2.00.

THE ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATOR COMP'Y,

Doe HnDdrerj and Filty IllDstrattons.

FRED. H. WHIPPLE,
Detroit,
Sendyonr asms
ed*f repOTfod
tric*] Dire* u»

-'*•

in

Mich.
ftnd

address, and bo
Elec-

Whipple's Nsilonal

44 Broadway, New
CHICAGO OFFICE,
502 Phenix Building.

York.

DETROIT OFFICE,
30 Atwater

St.,

East.
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ELECTRIC LIGHT
DISTRIBUTION BY ALTERNATIN6 CURRENTS.
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THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CO.
170 CENTRAL STATION PLANTS SOLD IN 30 MONTHS.

OFFICES

IN

ALL LEADING CITIES.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

WESTERN ELECTRIC
Send

for
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CO.

Catalogues of the following lines in which we are the
leading Manufacturers and Dealers:

ANNUNCIATORS,
Batteries

BELLS AND PUSHES,

and Battery Supplies,

PATTERSON CABLES,

Electric Light Apparatus,
TELEGRAPH INSTRUMENTS AND LINE SUPPLIES,
TESTING SETS,

BUILDERS' AHD REPAIRERS' TOOLS,

AND OTHER MISCELLANEOUS APPARATUS.

We

are sole Western Agents for the sale of

A. G. DAY'S
Which,

KERITE INSULATED WIRE,

after years of experience,

we

consider the best wire
for the purposes for which it is intended.

.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO, JUNE
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Enos M. Barton.
A

portrait of

Enos M. Barton,

of

Chicago,

is

Mr. Barton is president of
Western Electric company, and is recognized as one of the ablest executive officers in
presented herewith.

the

the

electrical

field.

To

efforts in a large

his

measure is due the prosperity of the organization of which he is the head.
It is a fact which
that many of the
the electrical world
to-day first entered the field by the telegraph
office.
It was so in the case of Mr. Barton.
He
was born in Jefferson county, N. Y., December
At the age of twelve he became tele2, 1842.
graph messenger in Watertown, N. Y. While
there he thoroughly learned the work of an
operator.
His knowledge served him in good
stead.
In 1S59 he entered the University of
He supRochester, joining the class of 1863.
ported himself by night service in the
local telegraph office.
His duties were
not always arduous, as his principal
task, during a portion of the time at
least, was, to use his words, "to report
myself awake every fifteen minutes."
Mr. Barton went to New York in 1S62,
and worked as a telegraph operator for
.a short time.
In his twenty-second year Mr. Barton
resumed his work as a telegraph operator in Rochester.
Salaries became reduced in the profession, and Mr. Barton entered into a partnership with
is

frequently

commented upon,

most successful workers

George Shawk

in

in

electrical

I,

1889.

No. 22

producing all of these wonderful effects without
any visible cause. The keys were operated
before the eves of the spectators, but no hand
touched the key board.
Many wondered if it
was a manifestation of spirits musically inclined,
others conjectured it was a new trick by Hermann, or sonic- equally skillful prestidigitateur,
while the expression on the faces of some of the

above the key board. The end of this :
paper is attached to another roller, and when
the unviii is turned on the papi
from one roll to the other.
By some ingen
arrangement the keys arc operated by mea
this device.
How this is done, however, can
only be conjectured, as the details of the
machinery will not be explained until the pal

older auditors indicated their belief that the
instrument had become possessed of an evil
spirit.
But all misgivings vanished when the
announcement was made that the instrument
whose wonderful operations had excited so much
astonishment, was an electrical piano.
This
explanation did not suffice, however.

are issued.

"

What has

do

with music?" was
a query that suggested itself at once.
This the
gentleman in charge of the piano declined to
say, as the patents on many portions of the
electricity to

^pWPiSpL
•'.--'

:;-S?

&*?&

Tplffif.,

1

Mr. Bailey says the company
turning out its instruments until

of the contemplated improvements, and satisfied
the experts that the instruments are practically
perfect.

The solution of this problem, in addition to
the interest it possesses from a scientific standpoint, will have a wonderful effect upon
the
musical world.
It has been
asserted that it
would be impossible to secure expression in playing difficult pieces, but musicians sav
the slight defects noticeable in the first
pianos can easily be remedied.
Much
has already been overcome, and now
the only difficulty is to insure artistic
work in preparing the rolls of music.
There are many advantages, of course,
to be derived from the operation of the
system by this means. In the first place
a firmer stroke can be given the kevs.
and again, any combination of notes is

possible.

The piano

has been exhibited only
Chicago.
Lyon &
Healy will soon have one of the improved instruments at their store.

New York and

in

manufac-

turing at Cleveland, O.
Elisha Gray,
of telephone and telautograph fame,

purchased Mr. Shawk's interest, and
1870 Gray & Barton removed their
business to Chicago.
The firm formed
the nucleus of the Western Electric
Manufacturing company, which was organized in 1872.
In the spring of that
year the business of Gray & Barton was
consolidated with that of the shop of
the Western Union Telegraph company at Ottawa, 111., and both were
merged into the Western Electric Manufacturing
company.
Anson
Gen.
Stager was president, Mr. Barton was
secretary, and Mr. Gray was the superintendent of the shop.
The Western
Electric company succeeded to the business in i88i,with a capital stock of $1,000,000.
The history of the company since that time is

Westingho use- Edison
The hearing

•in

too well known to require a summary in this
connection.
After the death of Gen. Stager in
1SS5, William S. Smoot was elected president
of the corporation, and in the following year,
after the hitter's death, Mr. Barton was elected
to fill the vacancy.
Mr. Barton is a man of marked business talent
and judgment. He has an excellent knowledge
of human nature, which has enabled him to
select to fill the many responsible positions in
the company, men of marked business sagacity.
Mr. Barton's personal characteristics are such
that he is extremely popular among his associates and acquaintances throughout the country.

Electrical Piano.

A curious throng

of musicians gathered about
an upright piano at Lyon & Healy's Chicago
establishment one day last week watching the
instrument intently as it produced popular airs
and operatic selections in an artistic and almost
faultless manner.
The curiosity of the audience
was awakened by the fact that the piano was

not begin
has teste

will
it

in

the

the Westinghouse

of

Litigation.

interesting

suit

company against

the Edison company, involving the
patent for an incandescent electric lamp
with textile or some other vegetable
carbonated filament inclosed in a vacu-

^fe.
j=5^
IBtgi
KjUlps:-

urn,

was commenced May

21st at

l'itts-

burg.
The date of trial had been fixed
for the 20th, but was postponed to the
following day.
The case opened with
Associate Justice Bradley of United
States Supreme court, and Judge Mc
Eennan of the United States Circuit
court, on the bench.
The Westinghouse company was represented by
John Dalzell, T. I'.. Kerr. George 11. Christy and
George Shiras of Pittsburg: Edmund Wetmore,
Hugh R. Garden, Amos Broadnax, Leonard F.
Curtis and Prank L. P
Vork, and I.
Edgar Bull of Boston. The Edison int.

|fp.

ENCS M. BARTON.

instrument have not yet been issued.
F. W. Bailey, who is in charge of
the

piano,
stated to a representative of the Western Electrician that the company controlling the piano,
the .Eolian Organ & Music company of New

York, would begin manufacturing instruments
as soon as a few minor improvements were completed.

The

instrument

Pain, an

is

the invention of Robert

employe of the company.

It differs in

\\

ap-

pearance from an ordinary upright piano only in
the fact that it is a little deeper. This is necessary
from the fact that the electrical apparatus must
be concealed within the instrument.
Each key
is supplied with an electro-magnet.
The presence of these magnets does not interfere with the
operation of the key board the same as an
ordinary piano.
The current to operate the piano was secured
from four cells of Julien storage batteries, which
are charged from the circuit of the Chicago Arc
Light & Power company.
A C. & C. motor was

About

used.

!

.horse

power

is

required

to

operate the instrument.

A

roll of

holes,

is

paper,

plai

ed

in

which

are cut numerous
an aperture in the piano just
in

\

were looked after bj Major L. P.. Eaton, B. P
l.owcrv. K. M. Dyer, W. k. Griffin, P. K.
and 'P. P. Blodgett of New Vork; P. P. Thurston
of Providence, R. P. anil .Magnus Pilaum of
I

,

Pittsburg.
Mr. Dalzell opened the case lor the plaintiffs.
that
Westinghouse owned
lie claimed
the
Sawyer-Man patent, and that Edison was inAs is usual in patent cases, a great
fringing.
deal of technical matter, uninteresting to the

Mr. Dalzell
at
least, was introduced.
claimed that until the Sawyei Man lamp was
devised there was no successful in.
lamp, and that as the Sawyer-Man and Edison
lamps were essentially the same, the question at
issue was one of priority of invention.
Pile
Sawyer-Man, he claimed, ante-dated the Edison
lamp by several months.
mi
opening for
..iter
Mr.
« ery,
stating that the sum and substance of all the
nts were that the
el. inns
outsider

1

I

1

I

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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principles involved were all known and older
than the lamp, and that there was a time in the
development of the lamp when Edison was

ahead of them

ail.

he

June

After an exhibition of a variety of incandescent lamps each side submitted papers, and the
judges took the case.

became personal

finally

regard to an insinuation of Mr. Dalzell tothe
had visited the SawyerMan shop, and on returning had communicated

New

Electric Motor.

A

standard set of electric motors has been
designed by the C. & C. Electric Motor com-

i?

and of a width equal to the axial length
of iron in the armature.
When bolted to the
section,

and

base

round

in

effect that the speaker

1,

the

pole pieces they completely sur^
armature, forming an
iron-clad

machine.
The armature is of the drum type, and its general proportions are those of a Gramme ring in
which the radial depth is increased until the
annular ring reaches the shaft, forming a drum
armature of large diameter.
The general form
of the machines require very little wire, and the
air space resistance between the pole piece and
the iron in the armature is reduced to a mini-

mum.
The windings were

calculated by dealing
with the magnetic circuit as if it were an ordinary electric circuit, following Ohm's
law,

magnetic potential corresponding to volts, lines
of force to current and the resistance of the iron
when below saturation to the flow of lines of
force, the

same as the

resistance of a wire to the
The circular form of
machine gives the shortest possible length tothe
magnetic circuit, while the number of turns of
wire necessary to develop a certain number of
volts at a certain speed was determined by
knowing the number of lines of force an amperefoot of field wire would force through a magnetic circuit of a certain resistance.
Fig. 3 is the characteristic curve taken from
a 3-horse power
volt motor, the ordinates
representing the volts generated in the armature,
the abscissae the
amperes in field
containing a certain number of feet of wire.

passage

of

current.

no

FIG.

C

I.

&

C THREE HORSE POWER

Mr. Wetmore, one
Mr. Edison.
of Westinghouse's attorneys, arose to explain,
and a little discussion ensued, but the matter
was smoothed over, and Mr. Lowery continued.
When court opened on the 23d Mr. Edison was
Mr. Lowery continued his arguin attendance.
ment, which was largely based upon the dates
when the lamp was brought to more successful
He also gave a
stages of its manufacture.
history of the various experiments of Mr.
Edison bearing upon the lamp, and stated that
Edison discovered that there must be a perfect

their ideas

to

pany of

The dotted ordinate is drawn- at that point
where the current flowing through the field
produces the calculated number of ampereMOTOR.

New York

feet necessary

ranging

capacity from
Until the
'S-horse power to 25-horse power.
company moved into its new quarters its work
was more particularly devoted to smaller motors,
but recently it has manufactured larger machines
The general
as standard commercial motors.
in

the

armature.

develop the

to

The machine

no

volts

in

comes out

re-

markably close to the calculations, the actual
number of volts developed being 109 against

no

calculated.

These machines are constructed with great
care to eliminate Foucault currents and undue

vacuum in the lamp to produce a perfect" light.
Mr. Lowery was followed for the defense by
R. M. Dyer in a technical argument, in which
he claimed that the character of the burner was
not that which was to make the electric light a
success, and if Sawyer and Man had discovered
such a feature why was it kept secret.
The arguments in the case were finished on
Amos Broadnax, on opening for
the 23d.
Westinghouse, claimed that the Sawyer-Man
patents covered the one new thing in all the
His whole
lamps, viz., the fibrous conductor.

argument was to establish the priority of
cr-Man claim for the adoption of

the
this

fibrous conductor in incandescent lamps.
A
of dates were quoted to substantiate his

number

The Sawyer letters, he stated, were conclaims.
tradicted under oath in Mr. Sawyer's testimony.
Mr. Edison's testimony was quoted to show
that the latter did not use the fibrous conMr. Wetmore, in closing
1079.
the Westinghouse argument, dealt more particularly with the personal character of the
inventor^ of the Sawyer- Man lamp, stating that
while a great deal had been said about Mr.
j invented the
entire incandescent
m, Ik- intended to show
that Edison was not entitled to all the praise
which had heretofore been given him. FurtherEdison
more,
bamboo liber to be
ductor before

:

for their

.

tuted no reason for
thing that

lamp filaments, that

Hundreds
lid,

ton, in closing

of

i

be the

to

hi

1

out with filamenl

''.'

had been made am
- material.
Mr. Thurs-

f

1

the history
1111 l.KN

that

thi

)

I

that from the

only

of thou-

f

,

ir,

and

shown

and
the

having a

iim. I'.r .in"
I

•

table

i

Fig,

2

not

fibrous
I

1

ing

was

struction.

'I

he

illusl

1.

(lis

in

iIm

accompanyhorse power

the
;

a 15-horse power motor.
peculiarities of
a few
field

ighi

magnel

cores

iron, circular in
haft,

oblong

The
con-

are drop
shape and
in

cross

HOUSE I'OWKH MOTOR,
Tin: friction load of a 15-horsr power
motor recently tested, running free,
was only 440 walls, while tin- total energy consumed was 704 walls. As yet the company
has been unable to make any accurate efficiency lesls under full load, but it is thought
healing.

no

volt

the efficiency will

In-

high,

(line

t.
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Ellsworth Acoustic Telephone.

Ohm

transmission of sound over considerable
distances by means of tense cords or wires, and
by rods of wood, is a phenomenon with which
the scientific world lias long been acquainted;
and long before the day of the telephone, a
striking and always greatly applauded scientific
experiment in the lecture hall was the telephonic
concert, in which the sounds of a musical instrument played at a distance were transmitted by
rods of deal, and made audible to an audience.
The simple string telephone has long been

Bv

The

known and used
These

as an interesting scientific toy.
experiments, though suggestive of pos-

sible practical applications, were not thoroughly
studied by inventors interested in the subject of
transmitting articulate sound, until quite recently, the electric telephone having probably
overshadowed them. Of late, however, the subject of acoustic telephones has been intelligently
taken up. Among the recent acoustic telephones
which are thoroughly practical for a distance of
two miles, is that of Messrs. Knudson and Ellsworth of New York. The cut shows the appearance of their telephone. The transmitting
and receiving apparatus are identical. The essential feature of the system resides in the construction of the diaphragm, which consists of a
disk made of thin interwoven strips of thoroughly
seasoned wood, highly resonant, and which have
been treated with an impervious varnish to protect them from the action of the moisture of the
air.
Connecting with this is the wire, which
communicates with the other terminal of the
station.
This is formed of a twisted cable of
special construction, which is claimed to have
An
special merits for its intended purpose.
electric callbell for calling the attention of the
parties at the station, completes the parapherWith this simple combination, articulate
nalia.
speech is transmitted without difficulty around
angies and turns.
The foregoing description is taken from the
May number of the Manufacturer ami Builder.
The instruments are put on the market by the
Ellsworth Telephone company of New York.

Ellis Oil Filter.

The Ellis oil cup, which the Electrical Supply company of Chicago has put on the market,
is

herewith illustrated.

It is

designed specially
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and His Law.
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has been even thought of it has been by only a
few technical experts, whose studies have reof George
It is thai
called it to their minds.
Simon Ohm, the discoverer of one of the most
important of the laws which govern electrical
science.

The

exact date of his birth

is in

doubt.

The

l\

became

This is ih.' agi of centennial celebrations, and
our country has just passed through a
bration of the highesl importance of this charbut there is one centennial which has
acter.
been passed by without a celebration, and if it
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of the current.
The writer of the article in the Encyclopedia
Britannica says:
"The merit of
consists
in having satisfactorily analyzed a great group
of phenomena which had up to his time baffled

Ohm
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By a long series of experiments
determined that the electromotive force,
divided by the resistance, is equal to the strength
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In
1841
of London conferred on him

had been very vaguely indi'
by the words "intensity" and "quantity." but
these words indicated nothing definite.
By
Ohm's law, however, it for the first time became
possible, accurately, to define and measure electromotive force, strength of the current, and
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Ohm's law completely changed the met
of measuring electric force.
Before Ins discovery the quantitative circumstances of the
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all those who had attempted the
task.
Howgreat his service was is easily seen when we
remark the progress of those who adopted his
ideas with those who for a time hesitated to do
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day and month are not disputed, all authorities
agreeing upon March 16. But the year varies
widely.
The Encyclopedia Britannica [Art.
Ohm] gives it as 17S1; Meyer's ^Conversations
Lexicon puts it as T7S5; Appleton's Cyclopedia
and Brockhaus' ^Conversations Lexicon give it
as 17S7, while current newspapers have given

Ohm was guided in his mathematical work
by analogy with the problem of the flux of heat,
so.

and introduced

for the first time into the theory
of the pile the equivalent of the modern word
'potential.'

Ohm's word was
and he showed

force' or 'tension,'

'electroscopic
that the fall

the year as 17S9.
In the case of a man so
famous as
it
seems strange that there
should be such a discrepancy.
As to the date of his death there is not so

Ohm

much variation. The Encyclopedia Britannica
gives it July 6, 1854, and all the other authorities
July 7, 1854.
Ohm was the son of a locksmith in Erlangen,
Bavaria, and in his boyhood, following the
custom prevailing in European states, he worked
in his father's shop.
But very early in his life
he turned his attention to physical science, and
having been educated in the university at
Erlangen and becoming an accomplished mathematician, he was in 1S08 appointed professor of
physics in the gymnasium in Cologne.
In 1817
he became professor of mathematics in the
Jesuits' college in Cologne, and in tSiS
published his first work, on the "Elements of

Geometry."
After a few years in Cologne he resigned his
professorship and went to Berlin.
He had
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The filtration of oil
of the regular processes of elecIt is claimed
for this
tric light station work.
device that it contains all the requisites for perfectly restoring oils to their original color and
for electric light stations.

has

become one

grade after passing through the journal bearIt
is
further
ings of high-speed machinery.
claimed that this fdter will require little attention, and the expense attached to operating it is
but slight.
Mr. Edison is quoted by a Pittsburg paper as saying to
a reporter in that city:
"Electricity will be used on all the
railroads some day, but the point is to get an economical
engine.
My theory is to have immense dynamos located
all along the line of the road, and have the electricity conveyed from these stationary engines to the locomotives by
wires through the rails.
For example. I would put two
big engines between New York and Philadelphia, and
enough power could be furnished to whisk the limited at
the rate of 100 miles per hour."

become deeply interested in the phenomena of
galvanic electricity.
Galvani had discovered
in 1790 that the contact of metals produced a
current of electricity which developed muscular
contraction in the frog, and in 1800 Yolta had
invented the Voltaic pile. Pushing his researches
in these directions, by the aid of
his mathematical attainments. Ohm became convinced
that the flow of the electric current was governed
by fixed laws, and he bent his energies to the
discovery of those laws.
The result of his
studies was embodied in bis famous work published in 1827 and entitled "Die Galvanische
Kette mathematisch bearbeitet (the galvanic
circuit mathematically determined)." This work
was only a pamphlet, but iis importance was
far-reaching, for here is found what has ever
since been known as "Ohm's Law." and the
mathematical determination which he then gave
has been the basis of the mathematical calculations of electric force ever since. Shortly aftei
Ohm became the director of the Polytechnic
School at Nuremberg, where he remained from

ELLSWORTH ACOUSTIC TELEPHONE.
of the potential is uniform along a homogeneous
linear conductor.
He considered that the

was analagous to the temperature, and
the flow of electricity to the flow of heat, so that
the former just as much as the latter obeys the
law of continuity."
potential

Ohm continued a long course of experiments
with the thermo-electric pile, and when he had
become thoroughly satisfied as to the correctness of lus theory he published his book.
Like
almost all other discoverers he was ahead of his
time, and it was a long time before his theory
was accepted.
In every branch of art and
science there arc and always have been progressives and conservatives.
In the early years
of the present century electrical science was in
its infancy, and the wonderful developments
the last twenty or more years were undreamed
oi.
The galvanic current and the voltaic pile
were then just invented, but the application of

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
deity to mechanical purposes was still far
Many of the electrical workers
the future.
of that day did net accept (Hun's law, but as
time passed on more and more came to recog111J value.
in

many and

Ohm's

..re

were the devices employed

to

various
the

determine

Some
electrii force in the current.
of these devices were the wire of Jacobi; the
mercury column of Siemens, a metre long with
section of a square millimetre, which at given
.1
temperatures, furnished units of resistance; the
Daniell cell, which furnished the unit of electroamount of

motive force; the hemical unit of current intenBut none of these was satissitv. and others.
factory, for, being purely arbitrary and founded
1

The Wings Disk

June

Secondary

Fan.

general application of the electric motor
of
to the operation of fans has had the effei
bringing many ingenious devices before the public.
In the accompanying cuts the Wing disk
represents a fan operfan is illustrated.
Fig.
ated by an electric motor ingeniously arranged,
while Fig. 2 represents the fan operated by
steam.
It is claimed for this type that it is peculiarly
adapted to use in chemical works, drying rooms,
mines and railroads as well as the ordinary uses,
such as -the ventilation of churches, schools,
It
requires very little
laundries, mills, etc.
power, and it is so light that it may be put on
the end of a pipe in a wall, and can be run hor-

The

i,
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Batteries.

By William Henry Pkekce.

1

1

PART

II.

The

chief secret of the successful working of a set of
secondary cells is careful and regular attention to their
behavior, and the immediate remedy of any defect that
may develop. They require daily testing and inspection.
battery is tested every morning for e m. f. by means
of a Cardew's voltmeter.
If the total number of volts

My

divided by the number of cells is not over 2 per cent., each
cell is tested separately by a portable Walsall voltmeter,
graduated to tenths of a volt, until the defective cell is
found.
This has very rarely happened in fact, only once
during the past twelve months, when a plugging fell out
rested between the two plates, and short-circuited the cell!
Six cells are also tested every morning for density by a
hydrometer, which is recorded in a book. The six cells
are changed every month, so that each cell of the batterv
passes through this ordeal three times a year.
The regu
larrise aDd fall of the specific gravity of a cell is the very
best criterion one can have of its good working.
The normal density when the cells are charged should
be 1.220.
They fall 1 for every 5 ampere-hours taken
out, and when they reach 1. 150 they are exhausted.
The
density is thus a record of the energy that has been taken

—

and of

out.

that

Occasionally

which remains in
them for internal

I test

resistance, both
In the latter case the
discharge current into the house is regulated by lamps to
give 10 amperes when the e. m. f. (E,) at the terminals is
read.
Thee m. f., when the ends are free (E2), is a'so

when charging and discharging

Then

read.

E, - E,

internal resistance.

make

the current 10, for the internal resistance varies
with the current, and by always using the same current I
have an accurate comparison. The internal resistance of
my 15L cells is usually .0012 ohm per cell when discharging, and .005 when being charged.
When a cell becomes defective by short-circuiting or any
other cause, the plates are taken out, their faces scraped
and straightened, the solution cleared, and the cell thoroughly cleaned. The cell is always benefited by such a
process, for the cleaned cell is always the first to come up
to the charge by as rruch as ij hours.
In charging cells there are three distinct indications that
the cell is fully charged:
I

1.

THE WINGS DISK KAN.

2.

upon no law, they could not be accurately deOhm's law
pended upon for nice experiments.
provided a perfect system of unitation founded
upon the fundamental units of time, mass and
Subsequent experimenters who conlength.
tinued investigations on the basis of Ohm's law
were Kirchhoft in 1S49, Weber in 1851, the committee of the British Association for the Advancement of Science in 1863, Kohlrausch in
1S70,

and Lorenza

in

1873.

The

result of

all

these investigations was to confirm in its fullest
extent the discovery by Ohm in 1827, and in
1S64 the British association gave the stamp of
its approval by introducing a system of nomen-

by which Ohm's name was perpetuated

clature,

by being given as the name of a multiple of the
This example was
absolute unit of resistance.
followed by the Paris Congress of Physicists in
1881, and now all electrical measurements are
reckoned in ohms, amperes, volts and farads,
after Ohm, Ampere, Yolta and Faraday, the
shining lights of electricity.
What electrical science may accomplish in
The present is
the future, no man can foresee.
rich in electricians, who are continually enlarging the field of usefulness in this mysterious
Franklin drew down the lightning
agency.
from the clouds, but modern inventors and disrers have subjugated it to such an extent
that it furnishes us with light, heat and power.
The mysteries of nature are manifold, but the
ingenuity of man has already penetrated many
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in

the

arts,

for drying, these fans have made a great change.
By a small outlay in original cost and trifling
expense of running the fans, the usual drying

rooms can be made to do double the amount
drying, and in many classes of goods, such
woolen,

they come out much
and with less loss
For removing steam, vapors,

moroccos,

silk,

and

of
as

etc.,

in finer condition,

from shrinkage.
smoke, heat, gases, dust, acids, ammonia, etc.,
from rooms or buildings, they do excellent work.
The fans which are made by the Simonds Manufacturing company of New York, are put on
the market in the west by W. H. Wissing,
general manager, Chicago.

A New
A new

type of bell

ing cuts.

Reference

Electric Bell
is

shown

to

the

in the accompanyworking parts will

of gas that lloat in the disturbed solution during their
gradual ascent to the surface and escape into the air.
The rise of bubbles of gas to the surface and their bursting scattered a considerable amount of acid spray about in
the battery room, which was injurious to metals and apparatus; but F. Higgins showed how to prevent this by
covering the cell with a line net or calico.
Glass plates
are now much used instead of calico, but I have adopted
Henry Edmunds' plan of pou ing upon the surface of the
solution melted paraffin, which solidifies and coats the surface with a uniform thin layer of what looks like ice.
It is necessary to be cautious in approaching cells with
naked lights when they are being charged.
There
are several instances of explosion and injury to person in
consequence
The chief defect of the negative plate is that the plugging scales and falls off in thin Hakes.
This, in the recent
types, falls harmlessly to the bottom, but it should not
happen at all, and it is due either to imperfect material or
The negative plate should certainly
to hasty formation.
last for ten years.

The

positive

plates also

disintegrate,

and to a much greater extent. The disintegration of the
lead peroxide seems to be a necessary consequence of the
action of the cell
It varies with the rate of discharge.
If
the cells be worked heavily it occurs rapidly, but if the
maximum rate of the output of about 4 amperes per plate
be adhered to. the duration of the plate may be taken to be
three years.
The decay of the positive plate seems to
occur almost entirely in the lower half of the plate, and
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NEW ELECTRIC
construction.
The
bell is substantial, and the working parts are
Fig. 1 shows the outside ol thi
fully protected.
The bell
and Fig. 2 gives a sectional view.
I'artrick & Carter of
is put on the market by

show that

of the past,

and

the futur

natur

are

fans.

natural
explained to us many
inexplicable to
our
solved many prob-

and elc

A'hich

when

force, which,
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and more expensive than

flues is not as reliable,

by the use of these

softer
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perpendicularly as circumstances

or

require.
It is claimed by the manufacturer
that for general ventilation, the old method of
ventilating by the natural currents or heated

mysteries.
theorists hold the opinion that all of
of nature are but varying manitle

fathers,

izontally

may

The e. m. f suddenly rises up to 2.5 volts per cell.
The hydrometer indicates 1.220.
The electrolyte becomes milky by the fine bubbles
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Tlie secondary battery lends itself admirably under cercircumstances to the economical distribution of elecIt is possible to
currents from central stations.
lay
down a long main circuit of small dimensions, conveying
tain
tric

e. m. f. which at different
points
can charge a secondary battery of a small number of cells,
so as to "transform" the dangerously high e m. f. into one
of a low and harmless character in the building to be illuminated; in fact, this is now being done in Chelsea by two
different companies.
The one company distributes its
currents to the houses from sub-stations, where the batteries are kept and maintain a continuous supply of electric

a direct current of high

The London

states-

electricity.

in

Philadelphia.

United States
as running
lighlcdby

novel

June

i,
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Each sub station, of which there are three, supenergyplies current for 2,000 30-watt 10 candle power lamps.
There are 265 31 L cells, divided in two sets of groups of
Each set is charged separately and alternately
fifty-three.
While one
in series from the central generating station.
set is being charged the other is supplying currents to the
The main charging current of 60 amperes has
consumer.
an e.
f. of 500 volts per distributing
station, or 1,500
volts for the present circuit; and the secondary discharging
supply into the houses has a pressure of 100 volts.
This
system of distributing currents from batteries has many
advantages. The currents being direct are available at
The curonce for motor purposes, as well as for lighting
rents being so steady and uniform add to the durability
and life of the lamps. The supply being continuous day
and night, it is always available, just as is the light from
The distributed currents being of low e. m f abso
gas.
The
lute safety to person is secured in such a system.
engines at the central station, being always worked at full
economical conloads, can be worked under their most
ditions, and as they can be worked continuously throughout the twenty-four hours, a minimum capital expenditure
It has already been pointed
in engine plant is necessary.
out that the efficiency of the battery is not much affected
by variations of its own load, and that whether one lamp
or 100 lamps be used, it is of not much consequence to the
cell; in fact, the efficiency of the lighter load is the lightest.
On the other hand, it must be pointed out that there is a
considerable capital outlay required in batteries.
The
depreciation of the cells is very considerable, and there is
an appreciable loss of energy at each transforming point.
Tne maximum efficiency of batteries in practice rarely
reaches 70 per cent., while less than 15 per cent, for depreciation can scarcely be allowed with prudence.
The
batteries for 1,000 lamps cost £1,325, or 27s. per lamp.
The reliability, constancy and permanance of the light
.

m

by means of a belt marked </", in Fig. r. w
runs upon the wheels marked a " in Fig. 3.
The machine is stopped by a tripping device
attached to any pole which breaks the cii
and applies brakes at the same time.
weight of the whole machine will be about 35

Annual Meeting of the American

I

\

The wheels that bear the cai
without flanges, with tan
spokes and ball bearings. Every part will be
constructed with the same view to lightness and

1
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ALLEN TRANSMITTING DEVICE.
the road will be from S500
It is thought
to $800 per mile, it is estimated.
by the inventor that the car can be operated at a
speed of two to two and one-half miles a minute,
and carry a load from thirty to fifty pounds; and
that two or more cars can be attached.
It may be necessary to extend the cable three
or four feet below the track at one or more
FIG

Alexander

S.

Br<

I.

The cost of

strength.

from batteries compensates for many another evil. The
company in Chelsea places the batteries in the houses,
P. S 3tL cells over a circuit of nine

other

miles.

four groups.
Three groups are jointed in series, and supply energy to the house, while the fourth group is in the
main being charged. These groups constantly and continuously change places every three minutes by means of
third of the battery is, therefore,
an automatic switch.
always being charged, and this means that only one-third
engine power is needed at the central station, and only
Mr.
one-third of the e. m. f. on the changing main.

.

lerzog, II.

and charges 1,000 E,

,

Wcton, Newai

vard
1

,

There is a central station in Detroit, in the U. S. A.,
also distributing by batteries, giving great satisfaction.
The Kensington court central station, established by
Messrs. Crompton & Co and that at Whitehall court, also
use secondary batteries, but the batteries are in the stations
and not in the houses. They are used more for regulation
and for reserve force purposes than for distribution.
There is also a large central station at Vienna, and one
at Darmstadt, of the same character.
An extremely ingenious mode of distribution has been
proposed by Henry Edmunds.
The battery is divided into

Institute

of Electrical Engineers.

,

The

favor of the incandelight for railway passenger trains are so well understood by
the members of the institute, from their c
knowledge of the subject, as well as from pape-presented, that it is unnecessary for me to allude to
mitted superiority over either gas, oil or candles,
now four years since the Pennsylvania railroad, appreciating the advantages of electric lighting for this pur]
began a series of experiments with the secondary batten-.
for the illumination of parlor cars.
I am unable to give the cost of lighting by any of the
batteries referred to, as the expense appears to have been a
secondary consideration compared with the necessity of
securing the best system of illumination
The first experiments made by the company wer>
the Faure accumulator, which was brought to this countrv
from France in the spring or early in the summer ol
n

ALLEN TRANSMITTING DEVICE.
the poles to make a truss
support for the track, and if the poles are from
thirty to fifty feet apart, the track can be made
The track
practically straight by this method.
leave it unless
is so shaped that the car cannot
the frame work or the small wheels that run beneath and on the sides of the track are broken.
Many arguments have been made against the
FIG.

points

2

midway between

A

Edmunds' automatic

distributer

is

an ex'remely ingenious

apparatus, but it has not yet received the test of
trial, though the sooner it does so the better.

practical

Mr. Preece concluded his paper with a few remarks upon
the application of secondary batteries to electric traciion,
portable lamps and telegraphy.

The

Allen Transmitting Device.

ALLEN TRANSMITTING DEVICE.

FIG. 3

Henry

E. Allen of

Chicago has recently

in-

vented an electrical transmitting device for
rapidly conveying small packages, such as mail
Mr. Allen's
matter, from one place to another.
apparatus is simple, and consists of two ellip-

shaped metallic boxes, six feet long,
The diameter of these boxes
placed parallel.
the long way of the ellipse is eight inches and
To each end of each
the short way five inches.
box is fastened a pair of metallic arms, the latter being suspended from the axes of two wheels
about two feet in diameter. The machine is
saddled upon an angular track, as shown in Fig,
tically

B

a box being suspended from each side.
indicates the metallic boxes; a the arms supporting the boxes;
the wheels, and C the ani,

A

gular track.
The track rests on iron gudgeons fastened on
the top of high poles similar to telegraph poles,
The poles
placed a little over 100 feet apart.
in the cut.
are marked
and the gudgeons
A wire cable runs in the hollow part of the rail,
just beneath the upper surface, upon which the
wheels run. It rests on the tops of the iron gudThe
geons, the latter being carefully insulated.
cable is marked
in the cut. The wire marked
completes the
is for the return current, and
circuit.
In one end of one of the metallic boxes
is a small electric motor.
Fig. 2 gives a view of the machine looking
directly from above.
The small wheel c runs
along the side of the rail, and carries the current by means of the wire b to the motor.
The
circuit is completed by a trail wheel, D, which
runs on the return wire.
This wheel is connected with the motor by a wire, which passes
through the box. The motive power thus .generated is conveyed to the large forward wheel

E

P

W

C

practicability of a road for rapid transit of this
kind, but with a single overhead rail and a light

car carrying only a few pounds' weight. Mr.
Allen maintains that the strength of material
and other difficulties can be more easily overcome and a higher rate of speed attained than is
possible with roads which are intended for the
conveyance of weights of several hundred

pounds.

New
A new
just

Electric Switch.

switch for street railway work has
brought out by the Sprague Electric RailMotor company, which will simplify and make
electric

been

way &
more compact

the
method of controlling
electric
motors on street cars
The hand movement
required to operate this switch is extremely limits d,
so that in case of emergency the motor can be stopped
and reversed in an exceedingly short space of time,
reducing all possibility of collision with another car, or with
any possible obsDuction on the track, to a minimum. The
new switch is entirely fire and moisture proof, is only
about half the si/e of the present railway switch, and is
arranged so that it can be carried between the wheels,
underneath the flooring, where it is entirely out of the way,
and where it occupies no valuable room on the platform.
The control is by a vertical rod, passing up from the
switch- box to the platform, and looking exactly like a
brake-rod.
A movement forward of this handle for the
space of a quarter of a circle means ahead at full speed;
a reverse movement of the same amount means backing at
full speed, and there are all the combinations between, so
that it is possible to regulate the speed of the car to any
Tin's improved switch does away with all
degree desired.
through wiring in the car, all possible sparking inside of
In case of any obstruction upon the track, the
the switch.
advantages of the improved switch over old methods of
controlling the motors is evident.
The natural tendency,
in case of an expecicd collision, is for the driver to jump
back from his dashboard. By this movement he will carry
his lever-handle with him. instantly reversing his machine
without giving it a thought, and avoiding all trouble.
This switch will be introdu;ed upon all the Sprague electric railways which are now in course of construction.

than

ever

NDARY HATTFRIES

iHTING.
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and put on passenger coach Xo. y)~ in August of
year.
The car was run for a few days only, but enough
was learned in that time to show that the lighting ol
by ^eondary b.uteries was perfectly practicable, when a
modified form of the battery could \>t obtained.
During the summer of 1SS4, experiments with the
storage batteries were commenced at the Ai 0011.1 s
the Pennsylvania railroad, and continued through the fall
and winter of that year. These experiments were made
by Dr. Pudiey. and proved so successful that eight
cars which were being constructed at that time
equipped for incandescent lighting, and put
service on the 1st of April, 1SS5,
The Brush cells used consisted of three plates each, two
negative and one positive, the amount of surface
i

'.;.

;

ii

positive plate being equal to that of both thi
These plates diticred from those now us
paste in their composition,
The ni
\

form of construction, and

amount
material.

of

Thi

surface
ilate

from th<
measured Sxgxi inches

the negative Sxox 1 .. in<
These batteries were rated at seventy ampere-hours
the hard usage they received soon reduced their cap
and at the end of a year's time the p almost entire
tn fact, 1 have taken
out of the cells which
in them fall]
in

diamcttr, while

th

would be from an inch to an inch and a half
The plates also had a decided tendency

in

depth.
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grow, and in a number of cases it was a very difficult
matter to remove the plates without injury to the cell; you
will understand, of course, that I allude more particularly

The weak points in the Brush batten' were the small number of ampere-hours per pound of
There was a tendency to
material about two, I believe.
buckle and sulphate, and the arrangement for connecting
there
was
oxidation at the junc
that
was
such
the plates
to the positive plate.

—

tion, causing; the

plates

to

break

when

subject

to

the

This last feature was a source of endand as is usually the case, was sure to
less
happen at a time or place where it was impossible to repair
While using the Brush battery the cars were
the break.
wired with the battery boxes, one on each side of the car,
coupled together in series, each box holding three trays,
and each trav containing four cells, this giving a total of

motion of the

car.

trouble to us,

F:g.

twenty-four

!.

cells to a car, or a current of forty eight

volts.

The lamps used originally were of the Brush Swan type,
with small platinum loops projecting from the base, these
hooking into a socket and held in place by a spiral spring,
this socket fitting into another one, to which the connections to the wires were made.
After using this style for some time an improved pattern
of Brush-Swan lamp was substituted; but the great drawback to this lamp was its frailty, the breakage per day
often averaging four per cent, of the total number of lamps
in use on all the cars.
These lamps required about fortyfive volts and one ampere of current, and each car contained ten lamps, seven in the body, one in the smoking
room and one in each vestibu'e, thus using about ten
amperes of current; and as the batteries were rated at
seventy ampere-hours, we should have obtained from six
and one half to seven hours' good light, but it was very
seldom, after the batteries had been used for a short time,
that we could get over five and one half hours'.
As will
readily be seen, this could hardly be called econ:mical, for
to obtain five or six hours' light we were obliged to charge
from fifteen to twenty hours with a Brush arc light dynamo
giving a current of about ten amperes.
Then taking the
weight into consideration, each time the car needed charging, the trays, six in number and weighing 1,200 pounds,
had to be loaded on the truck, pulled over to one side of
the car, and the discharged trays taken out and the freshly
charged ones put in their place.
The remaining three
were then taken around to the other side of the car and
changed in the same manner. As the cars invariably
stood on a doub'e track, it was necessary to carry half the
trays for some distance, over tracks, etc.
Then again, the
tracks were usually full of cars, and if there was not
sufficient time for them to be parted the batteries had
either to be carried under the car or over the platform.
Under the present system this has been done away with to
a great extent, as will be explained subsequently. During
the month of December, 1S86, we commenced using one
batten.- of the
type, manufactured by the Electrical
Accumulator company. Th's battery was a decided improvement over those previously used, giving as it did
nearly double the number of ampere-hours for the same
weight of material. After using this battery for about a
year the positive plates began to give way, and new ones
were substituted, the negatives, however, being regained,
as they had not deteriorated. In fact, we are still using the
negative plates of our original 7 B battey.
This battery
proved to be so satisfactory that in June, 1887, we added
two more of the same type and two manufactured by the
Julien Electric company. The latter batteries were similar
in size and shape to the 7 B type of the Accumulator
company, but did not seem to stand the hard usage so well,
as they would crack instead of buckling and allow a large
quantity of the paste to become loosened and fall out.
It
is proper to state, however, that these plates were made
especially for us, to fit the cells we were using, and were
not of the regular Julien type.
This, no doubt, will ac-
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supply the current for the railroad telegraph as well as for
lighting the passenger station.
After the change in batteries had been made, it was
thought best to change the system of wiring the cars, so
that instead of its being necessary to put batteries on each
side of the car, we need only put them on one side and get
This was done by connecting
the same amount of light.
the two boxes under the car in parallel, and substituting
23-volt Edison lamps for our 45-volt Brush-Swan lamps.
After doing this we fcund that we were able to get as
many hours' light from twelve cells as we formerly did
from twenty four. Of course this change reduced the
expense of lighting the cars considerably, for where we
formerly had a change of battery for each car or fortyeight cells, we now needed only twenty-four cells per car,
with a few extra ones to be used in case the twelve cells
would be unable to supply sufficient light for a long trip.
This system of lighting proved so successful that it was
decided to substitute it for gas in the remaining seven
parlor cars
The wiring of these cars was commenced at
the Meadow shops, near Jersey City, last September, and
has just been completed.
These cars are arranged for the
23 C type of the Accumulator company's battery and 19 B
type of the Julien battery.
The battery boxes under the
cars are larger than the old style, and contain four trays or
sixteen cells, the lamps we used taking twenty-three volts
of current.
Changes were a so made the first of the year
in the system of charging, and the batteries are now
charged from an incandescent dynamo instead of an arc,
thus enabling the batteries to be charged with any amount
of current desired.
In connect on with this description of
the four years' work of the Pennsylvania railroad, I would
like to add something in regard to the electric lighting of
;

Chicago linvted express.
In 1SS7 the Pullman Palace Car company commenced
using the electric light on one of three trains of the New
York and Chicago limited express, and the charging of the
batteries at Jersey City was given into the hands of the
Pennsylvania Railroad company. The batteries used were
the 7 B type of the Electrical Accumulator company, thirty
cells to a car, and usually there are six cars in the train.
These batteries would furnish enough light for one trip,
and each time the train arrived at either terminus it was
necessary to replace them with freshly charged cells. This
was not objectionable at Chicago, for the train arrived
there in the morning, so that they could be charged during
the day; but in Jersey City, where the train did not arrive
the

work was very

until evening, the

difficult on account of the
use for other purposes.
After this one
train had been running a short time, anothtr one was fitted
up, 19 B type of Julien battery being used.
It
was
thought that this would give us a chance to see which was
the better of the two batteries, but they both worked very
well, considering the treatment they received.
After Mr.
Bauer became connected with the Pullman company he did
away with charging the batteries at the ends of the line,
and introduced a Brotherhood engine and Eickemcyer
dynamo in the baggage car of each train, in order that the

dynamo being

batteries

in

might be charged

of Julien b

ftcr the

and not

.

it

in

their

place,

we decided to
how Julien
would work
and wc

ce

excepting the
1

and by the end

in

When

transit.

the train

leaves Jersey City the baggage car is on the rear, and consequently no charging is done until it leaves Philadelphia,
uhere the train is reversed, bringing the baggage car next
to the locomotive.
The bat'eries are charged continuously
until the train reaches Chicago, and the ame practice is
continued on the rt-turn trip.
The steam for driving the
Brotherhood engine is taken from the locomotive boiler,
and the exhiust is used for heating the train
So far as the Pennsylvania railroad is concerned, the
electric lighting of passenger trains may be considered an
assured success, and leading as it does to the abolition of
kerosene lamps, and incidentally encouraging the adoption
of steam heating, the safety and comfort of the passengers
:

are certainly increased.
in its Ri
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which medium has been theorized upon at great length,
with the result of leaving it very much where it was before,
a mysterious necessity

Faraday says, speaking of magnetism:
"Such an action may be a function of the ether, for it
not at all unlikely that T there be an ether it should
have other uses than simply the conveyance of radiations."
Vol. III., Exp. Res.
3,075.
"It may be a vibration of the hypothetical ether, or a
is

state of tension of that ether equivalent to either a dynamic or
a static condition, etc."
Vol. III., Exp. Res.
3,263.
Faraday again says, speaking of the magnetic power of

a vacuum:

"What

that surrounding

magnetic medium deprived of
tell, perhaps the

material substances may be I cannot
ether "
Vol IIP, Exp Res
3.277.
all

Fin.

4.C

Modern views would seem to point that through a study
magnetic phenomenon we may take a feeble hold upon
the universal ether.
Magnetism is an action or condition
of that medium, and it may be that electrical actions are
of

the expression of molecular disturbances brought about by
ether s'rains or interferences
The close relations which
are shown to exist between magnetism and light tend to
strengthen such views.
Indeed it would not be too much
to expect that if the mechanics of the ether are ever worked
out we should find the relation between sensible heat and
electric currents to be as close as that of light to magnetism, perhaps find ultimately the forms of matter, the elements and compounds to be the more complex manifestations of the universal medium; aggregations in stable
equilibrium.
It is a difficult conception, I confess, and a
most shadowy and imperfect one, y( t facts and inferences
which favor such views are not wanting.
Our science of electricity seems almost to be in the same
condition that chemistry was before the work of Lavoisier

had shed

theory in order to emphasize the fact that in the present paper no unraveling of the mystery is to be attempted,
but rather the presentation of some few considerations upon
a subject of absorbing interest.
The conception of Faraday in regard to the existence of
lines of magnetic force representing directions of magnetic
strain or tension in a medium has not only lost nothing of
its usefulness up to the present time, but has continually
been of great service in the understanding of magnetic
trical

Fry. 3.

There

keep up to the
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its light on chemical theory.
Our store of facts
daily increasing, and apparently disconnected phenomena
are being brought into harmonious relation.
Perhaps the
edifice of complete theory will not be more than begun in
our time, perhaps the building process will be a very gradual one. but I cannot refrain from the conviction that the
intelligence of man will, if it has time, continue its advance
until such a structure exists.
I have been led to make these general allusions to elec-

a

Forcf.

failure to

i,

is

Magnetism

r

June

is

i

their paths

The peculiar and mysterious nature of media such as
is to permit an extraordinary crowding of lines on account of slight resistance to their passage through it.
We
need not, in addition, do more than refer to the other wellknown facts of an electric current developing magnetic
lines encircling the conductor, as being the general type,
which includes all forms of magnetic field, or electro magiron

ELIl-IU

THOMSON.

perhaps no subject which at the present time

Hen

Lve

opened a

fertile

region

for investigation,
[

ily will

closed circuits, polarized so that the direction "of the lines
cannot be reversed without reversal of the actions.
Nor
need we take time to show that in any medium the lines
are mutually repellant laterally if of the same direction of
polarization.
Opposing this tendency to separation or lateral diffusion of magnetic force is the strong apparent
tendency of the lines to shorten themselves in any medium.
These actions are disturbed by the presentat on of a
better medium, as iron instead of space or air.
Lines
of force will move into the better medium, having apparently the constant tendency to diminish the resistance in

ion ro Induced Electromotive
and Current.

can have a greater interest to the physicist, the electrician
and the electrical engineer than the one which heads this
paper.
The advances which have been made in the study
from its purely theoretical or scientific side, and the great
technical progress in the utilization of the known facts and
principles concerning magnetic inductions, can but deepen
and strengthen that interest.
On the side of pure theory we find the eager collection
of experimental data to be submitted to the scrutiny of the
ablest and brightest minds, to be examined and reasoned
upon with the hope of finding some clue to satisfying explanations, and, on the side of practice, wc find the search
for new facts and relations no less diligent, though often
stimulated by practical problems presi
ollition.
Indeed, the urgency for results is often the greater on the
in wait, practice cannot, at least
in the United
We must lo>k for continued triumphs in both direct ions,
imc of all will be the framing of a theory
or explanation which will enable us to interpret magnetic
and electric phenomena. The recent beautiful experiments
'••

phenomena. We need spend no time in showing, as Faraday and others have done, that these lines are always

-...

ti

"1

and

ether ol

1

pac<

.

Fly. E.

by currents, and the fact of a development
magnetic lines or circuits and material masses are in

nets, sustained

when

relative movement of electromotive forces transversely to
the direction of the lines of magnetism and also trans
versely to the direction of relative movement, as in the case
of electric conductors traversing or cutting through a field,
or ol a field traversing or being moved across a conductor.
must not forget that even insulators, us well as conductors, cutting lines of force, have the electromotive force
The action simply develops potential
di
loped in them
difference, and this generates the current where a circuit
exists,
While we are in the habit of saying that a conductor moved across a field of lines,"!' vict versa, generelectric current, I think the statement incomplete.
The movement only sets up a potential difference and the
power expended in effecting (he movement generates
The current i'. energy less the potential, or the
C /
energy expended gives the two effects of potential or press-

We

'

t

June

r,
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Consequently an
and current or rate of movement.
an open-circuited conductor, traversing a field,
potential
difference
only being proconsumes no energy,
Nevertheless, as will be shown, the magnetic cir
duced.
cuits or lines themselves may furnish ihe energy for their
own movement across a conductor, and so develop current
This occurs in the effort of lines to
as well as potential
ure,

insulator, or

shorten their paths, to lessen their density, to pass to betIndeed, a c'ose examination will show that
ter media.
wherever power is expended in developing current in a
circuit, cutting lines of force, the energy expended is first
employed in stretching the lines, which thus receive the
energy required to permit them, in shortening, to cut the
conductor and set up currents in the electric circuit in accordance with the potential difference developed in that

and its resistance.
think we may also say, though

circuit
I

I

do not remember

have seen the statement so put, that when.ver

electric

to

po-

up inductively, as in self induction, mutual
induction, induction from one circuit to another, and induction from magnets or magnetic field, it is set up by the
movement of lines of force laterally across tic body, mass
tential is set

be stretched or extended under certain conditions :.
application of energy
which energy is returned by the
This is doubtless but a
col apse of the extended circuits?
crude expression of the real condition of things, for the
lines are only symbols for a condition of strain
in a medium which cannot be represented in thought, as we know
There is one point in thi
nothing ol its real maun-.
The strained lines
nectioo which I must emphasize.
and the
1, are indications of stored entrgy in the ether,
lines cannot disappear without giving out that en
makes its appearance as the extraOrdinarily, it
current, aid adds itself so as to prolong the current which
extended the lines when an attempt is made to cut off such
current.
Were it conceivable that the current cculd be
cut off and the wire put on open circuit while the lines still
remained open or strained, the energy must still escape
when the field disappears. It would then produce such a
high potential as to be able to discharge from the ends of
the conductor, and if the conductor were of some section,
part of the energy would be expended in setting up local
currents in it
The field could not disappear without an
But we cannot cut off
outlet for the energy it represents.
a current in a wire so as to leave the wire on open circuit
with the lines of the magnetic circuit remaining around it
without iron or sleel or the like in the magnetic circuit.
can approach that condition, however, by breaking the
circuit very quickly with a condenser of limited capacity
around the break. This is done in the Ruhmkorff coil
primary; the condenser forms a sort of blind alley for the
extra current on its beginning to flow out of the primary
coil.
But the condenser charges and backs up and stops
the discharge from the primary, even giving a reverse current.
The lines of magnetic force collapse, however, and
have their effect in the enormous potential set up in the
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Fig. G.

or conductor in which the potential is developed, and that
whenever current is set up in a wire or an existing current
prolonged, or an xisting current checked by induction,
self-induction, or induction from magnets, the action is a
transfer of energy, represented by strained lines of force
shortening or lessening their resistance, or lengthening and
The magnetic
increasing the resistance in their paths
field is like an elastic spring it can in one condition repre
sent stored energy it can be strained and will store en1

—

—

ergy it can be made to relieve its strain and impart
energy.
Let us examine some known phenomena in this light.
Take the case of a simple wire conveying current say in a
line

away from

observer.

Fig.

magnetism
from the wire and which
field of circular

1.

There

exis s a

free

shading off away
represented by concentric

(so-called),
is

The superior intensity or
strength of the lines near the wire may also be represented
thickness.
This
is
by their
often shown also by crowding
the lines near the wire, though I am disposed to regard
Fig. 1 as more neirly expressing the condition, unless we
are to regard the lines as simply indicating a sort of atmosphere of magnetic effect whose density becomes less as
we proceed outward from the wire, in which case either
form of symbol suffices. The direction of polarization of
the lines may be indicated by an arrow head pointing in a
direction of right-handed rotation in the path of the lines.
This is the typical figure or expression for all forms of
simple magnetic circuit the form of the lines, their length,
position, density, will depend on the shape of the conductor or conductors (when more than one) and the materials
surrounding or in proximity to the wire or wires.
circles of increased diameter.

—

Fig. 7.

If the current traversing the conductor is constant the
field around it is stable and static, unless other

magnetic

influences come in to modify it.
The cutting off of the
current is followed by instability of the field whereby it
I say must becan and must produce dynamic effects.
cause the field represents stored energy and in disappearing must give out that energy.
To throw light on this
part of the subject is one of the objects of the present
Cutting off the current supply in the case assumed
paperleaves the developed magnetic lines or strains unsupported,
they at once shorten their paths or circuits, collapsing
upon the conductor as it were, and continuing this action,
cut the section of the conductor, and apparently disappear
in magnetic closed circuits of infinitesimal diameter but of
great strength of polarization.
It appears to me that we
must either be prepared to give up the idea of lines of
force or take the position that the magnetic circuits precip
ita'e themselves in shortening their circuits and disappearing upon and cut the conductor.
It was Hughes who put
forward the idea that an iron bar in losing its apparent
magnetism really short circuits the lines in itself as innumerable strongly magnetized closed
circuits among the
molecules.
In becoming magnetic once more these short
circuits are opened or extended into the air by some source
of energy applied to strain the lines, such as a current in a
conductor around the bar.
May not this idea be extended, then, to include the magnetic medium, the ether itself?
Does it contain intensely
polarized closed circuits of magnetism which are ready to

secondary

coil.

Take away the secondary coil so as to stop that outlet,
the energy expends itself on the iron core and the primary
Take away the iron core and the energy of magnetcoil.
ization of the air or ether core expends itself on the wire of
primary
and, possibly, also on the dielectric of the
the
condenser to some extent. The extra current becomes in
this instance an oscillatory discharge of very high period
back and forth through the primary coil from the conden2
R. This
ser, until the energy is lost in the heat of C
conversion is doubtless rendered all the more rapid by uncurrent
even distribution of current and eddy
set up in the
wire of the coil.
Ihe considerations just given concern the loss of field or
the shortening and apparent disappearance of the magnetic
lines or circuits, as giving rise to the self induction or inWhere the energizing curcreased potential on breaking.
rent is slowly cut off or diminished the energy is gradually
transferred to the wire in producing e'evation of potencollapse and cutting of
tial during the decrease; and the
the wire by the collapsing circuits or lines is then only

X

more gradual
Let the current be returned to the wire after disappearance of ira^netism and the lines again seem to emanate
from the wire and at the same time cut it and produce a
counter potential in it, which is the index of the abstraction of energy from the circuit, and its storicg up in the
form of elastically strained lines of magnetism around the
conductor.
The effect is that of self-induction on making
or upon increase of current, the measure of the amount
being the energy stored in the magnetic circuits which
have been extended or opened up by the current. The
greater the current and the shorter the path for the lines
developed around the axis of the conductor the greater the
Hence, a circular section conductor
energy stored up.
has the highest self-induction, a tube of the same section
less as its diameter increases, a flat strip has less as its
width increases and thickness diminishes, a divided conductor much less than a single conductor of same shape
and section. Separating the strands of a divided conductor increases the length of magnetic paths around it and so
A striking instance of this
diminishes the self induction.
latter fact was developed in conveying very heavy alternating currents of very low potential a distance of about three
feet by copper conductors, the current being used in electric welding operations.
The c-nductors were built up of flat thin strips of copper
When the strips were allowed to lie closely
for flexibility.
together the short conductor showed an enormous selfinduction which cut down the effective potential at its ends
near 'he work. By spreading apart the strips so as to
lengthen a line around the conductor, the self-induction
could be easily made less than 35 per cent, of what it has
been before. The interweaving of the outgoing and return conductor strands as one compound conductor, gets
rid almost entirely of the self-inductive effects, because
neither conductor has any free space in which to develop
strong magnetic forces, but is opposed in effect everywhere by the opposite current in its neighbor.
Where a number ol conductors are parallel and have the
same direction of current, as in a coil or in a strand, it is
evident that statically the conductor may be considered as
replaceable by a single conductor with the same external
dimensions and same total current in the area occupied, the magnetic forces or lines surrounding them being
But with changing current strength the
of same intensity.
distribution of current in the conductor has also a powerful effect on the energy absorbed or given out in accordance with the magnetism produced.
Hence the self-induetidn of a strand, coil or conductor of the same section
varies with the rapidity of current changes, owing to the
conduction being uneven.
The uneven distribution of current, or its tendency to
tlow on the outer parts of a conductor when the rate of
variation or alternation is made great, is in itself a consequence of the fact that less energy is transferred into magnetism in these cases, than when the current flows uniformly
over the section or is concentrated at the center.
In other
words, when a uniform current traverses a conductor of the
same section the circular magnetism or surrounding magnetic lines are to be found not only outside the conductor,
but also beneath its exterior.
Since in forming these lines

Fig. 8.

In this case the resistance of the interior magnetic cir3.
cuits would be increased, as there would be several breaks
in the continuity around the center of the conductor.
The
total magnetism which could be set up by a current would
be lessened, and the self-induction, therefore, lessened.
The moment we begin the bringing of iron into proximity with an electric conductor conveying current, we provide a better medium for the flow or development of magnetic lines or circuits.
In other words, the lines may then
be longer, yet equally intense, or more lines may be
crowded into a given section of this metal than in air or
space
Figs. 4a. 4b, 4c, show the effect brought about by
bringing iron of different forms near to the conductor.
development of the ordiIt shows, in other words, the
nary electro-magnet of the horseshoe form, and the concentration of the lines in the better medium.
The lines
also tend to shorten and diminish the resistance to their
passage, so that attraction cf the iron to the conductor
takes place, and if there is more than one piece of iron,
they tend to string themselves around the conductor in
magnetic contact with one another.
When copper bars of 1 inch diameter are traversed by
currents of 4o,oco to 60,000 amperes, as in welding them,
the magnetic forces just referred to become so enormous
that very heavy masses of iron brought up to the bar are
firmly held, even though the current be of an alternating
character, changing direction many times a second.
When a conductor is surrounded by a cast iron ring, as
in Fig. 5, the current in such conductor has an excellent
large amount of enmagnetic medium surrounding it.
ergy is then abstracted on the first impulse of current,
which gees to develop strong and dense magnetic lines
through the iron ring and across the gap in it. On taking
off the current the energy is returned as extra current, and
.

A

Fig. 9

.

its force is many times what would be found with air alone
We have then greatly inthe conductor.
creased the self-induction, the storing of energy and opposition to current flow at the beginning, the giving back of
energy and assistance to the current flow on attemp:
remove or stop the current. Let us now complete the ring
by making it of iron, endless, Fig. 6, with the condu
the middle.
now find that on passing current through ii.
ductor it meets with a very strong opposnu
The evolution of magnetic lines or the
counter potential.
opening out of magnetic circuits goes on at a very rap:
Each line or magnet:
!ved and cutt:
ductor, flies at once outward and locates itself in the
tinThis ring cm carry innumerable lines, and they do
rowd one another. It permits the lines ev<
lengthen in reaching it. and yet, on account of its low resistance to their passage, the lengthening is equivalent to
We will suppose
their having shortened in other media.
the current not sufficient to exhaust this peculiar cap
for lines which the iron has.
Equilibrium is reached

surrounding

We

conductor lias opened up innumerable
caused them to exist in the ring still closed, but in iron,
not space or ether merely.
The current passing has
tinned its action and storage of energy until, to emit another line in view of the resistance now found in the
.

crowded iron ring, is impossible.
Now, let us cut off the current.
{Continti
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Millionaire Haogin, owner of the Anaconda mine, made an interesting statement while
in Paris endeavoring to reach an agreemeut with
the French capitalists.
He said: "It costs me
nothing to mine my copper," and "I can put it
on the market in bars at an expense of less than
three cents per pound."
He added that the
Calumet and Hecla copper was superior to his,
but that could be put on the market for five
cents per pound at the outside.
"The Calumet
and Hecla mine and my mine, the Anaconda,
produce at the present time 60,000 tons annually,
but neither of them works full capacity. If that
concern and the Anaconda work full capacity,

thankfully

be

the following conin the Paris exposition: That electricity constitutes an absorbing
problem of mechanical invention and physical
discoverv, is shown by the prominent position its
Throughout Machinery
apparatus occupies.
Hall and in various other parts of the exhibition
The
there are 500 exhibitors in this branch.
universality of the study devoted to it is shown
in the range of the countries represented by apparatus.
These countries include France, Germanv. Great Britain, America, Belgium, SwitzHungary, Chili,
Austria,
erland,
Algeria,
Denmark, Spain, Italy, Japan, Norway, Portugal,
Russia and Finland.

cables

cerning the electrical exhibit

rcceived and cheerfully acknowledged

advertising.— The Westers Electrician— the only elecpublished in t/le West— thoroughly covers a terriTni< ts a claim which can be made by
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noother Electrical Journal in the United States. Elec-

trical merchants and manufacturers ctesirina Western trade will
appreciate the vneqcaled value of this journal as an advertising
medium in its special field. Advertising rates are moderate, and
will be promptly furnished on application.
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Prof. Brackett concludes a popular article
on "Electricity in the Service of Man," in the
June Scribner, in the following words: It would
be impossible to forecast the future, even for a
single decade, with reference to the applications
of electricity, even though the discovery were
ended. The mere expansion of industries al-

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.

ready in some degree established will give them
an importance which we cannot now estimate.
But the discovery is not ended, and it is more
than probable that results not yet reached, which,
although they cannot be at variance with the
general doctrine of energy, as now understood,
may to some extent revolutionize our methods
with corresponding advantages.

The residents of the North Side, Chicago,
have thus far been unable to obtain incandesEarly in
cent lights, except in a few instances.
the spring permission was extended by the city
council to the owner of a large apartment
house in which an incandescent plant was located to lay underground near the curb line, a
pipe containing cables leading to a house in the
neighborhood, so that it too might be illuminaThe light was
ted by current from the plant.
popular naturally enough, and wealthy residents
the vicinity sent to the council petitions asking for permission to connect their residences
The requests were
similarly with the plant.
granted, but it has just been found that the pein

were more numerous than had been realby the city. The work of putting in cables
would involve tearing up several streets. Citizens objected, and now it is proposed to revoke
the grants.
The incident simply goes to show
titions

ized

The

meeting of the American Institute
Engineers was a notable one. A
number of able papers were presented, several
The balance will
of which appear in this issue.
last

of Electrical

Western

be published in the next number of the
TRICIAN.
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secure juries in capital cases than before the new law, providing for
executions by the application of electricity, went
It is a singular fact that this state
into effect.
of affairs should exist, as the new penalty was
adopted because it was assumed that enlightened
public opinion demanded the abolishment of
A quotation from the article in queshanging.
tion gives one explanation: "Unquestionably a
strong prejudice exists among the generality of
jurors against the infliction of death by elecIt is not so much the fear that the
tricity.
new method is nol suffii iently humane or the
belief that the presenl method ought to be ail
hered to, as a grave, uncertain doubt which
to lill the minds of many, that perhaps the
ectricity as a means of destroying life
will not meel the expet tationsof those who have
titution lor the former method.

A

difficult to

large humanity, whii h

able,

is

not

erage

>

fast in-

inhabit
either the wide
its

the

secure the better illuminant, and the want must
in some way be supplied.

An interesting account of the work which is to
be done for the lighting of the city of St. Louis,
appears in the letter from that city in the correspondence column. It will be noticed that sevthe municipal officers recently visited
Chicago, and they speak in complimentary terms
Resiof the electric light system in the city.
iis are
usually rather chary in
their praise of Chicago institutions, but in this
it any rate, the official rose above local

impaneled in the criminal courts display
a salutary reluctance to be the mere mechanical
rei orders of a verdict which a prosecuting officer

smallest possible loss of time."

A correspondent

.

Business Manager.

•
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lawns and abundant foliage, the gardens and
roomy dwellings standing at a respectful distance from their neighbors, must be given up, or
rapid transit in all directions must be provided.
'Flats' and blocks of narrow houses will always
crowd in unless ample means are furnished for
reaching the outlying districts, three, four and
five miles from the center of the city, with the
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io pass

at all discredit-
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judgment on
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tin- fate

however fearful his rune, and to
whatever extent a' ompanied by incidents
deprive tie- perpetrator of sympathy. New Vork
of a prisoner,
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may demand,

or a presiding judge suggest.

They

to be filled, where the life of a human being is at stake, with a solemn sense of the responsibilities of the oath they have taken."

seem

they can supply the world with nearly threefourths of its annual consumption of copper."

The owners of copper mines in America displayed their ingratitude, to put it mildly, when
they entered this conspiracy with French
capitalists, by which the American people were
robbed of four or five rents per pound on all
the copper consumed here.

A bill of great interest to Illinois street car
companies, and to corporations engaged in electric railway work, passed the Illinois legislature
last Saturday.
The measure referred to, the
Dean-Wells bill, provides that any company
operating a horse or dummy railway may change
its motive power by the adoption of an
electrical or cable system. Hereafter common councils
will have nothing to say about the change of
motive power. The substitution of one kind of
service is to be done under the supervision of
the proper municipal authorities, and the general character of the work must meet with -their
approval.
It seems to be generally conceded
that no cable lines will be built in Illinois outside of Chicago, so that the law will probably
affect only those corporations which will substitute electric motors for existing systems.
Companies will still be obliged, however, to obtain permissons from local authorities before
they will be able to erect overhead circuits, as
the law states the company which desires a
change may make all needful and convenient
trenches, excavations, and sewer connections in
such streets or alleys, and may place all needful
and convenient cables and machinery on any
streets or alleys upon which its railways have
been or shall be authorized to be constructed;
provided, however, that such cables and machinery shall be underground, and constructed
in a substantial and workmanlike
manner, of
most approved method and convenience, so as
not to interfere with public travel, and the aperture opening, if any, into said trenches shall not
exceed five-eighths of an inch in width. The
advocates of the bill give these arguments in
favor of the measure: It enables the companies
and best improvements in street
car locomotive power without waiting upon a
city council, the members of which may be influenced and controlled by local interests and
prejudice, instead of looking at the interests of
the great traveling public.
They consider that
the highest legislative power in the state has a
right to legislate upon this question, and should
not delegate the power to others.
They regard
the use of improved motive power for street
cars in cities one of the vital questions of the
hour.
The suburbs must be brought nearer the
heart of the city, in time of transit, and any
legislation that will encourage the companies
to solve this question speedily is to the interest
of the public.
The bill in effect shows that the
legislature considers that animal power should
be discarded, and at the same time it stamps
with approval the electric railway system.
Asa
practical measure the bill may not be of great
as
usually
importance,
throughout Illinois city
councillors arc intelligent enough to see the
gnat benefits to be derived from the substitution of an electric system for horse car service,
and as a consequence they are as a rule not tlisini lined to give their permission for a change.
to use the latest
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very
weak
extra
current,
of
absence
self- induction
breakon
giving
out
of
energy
in
no wise compaing, or at least a
Let us put on the current as it
rable to that on making.
Another curious result.
But little self inwas before.
duction now on making, energy not absorbed.
Now cut off the current again. Same effect as before.
At
Now let us put on the current reversed in direction.
once we find a very strong counter potential or opposing

to
prised
a practical

find

a

induction developed.
The ring had been polarized, or retained its magnetic
energy, and we are now taking out one set of lines and putThis done, we
ting in reversely polarized lines of force.
break the reversed current without much effect of self inThe ring remains polarized and inert until an
duction.
Iron is then a
opposite flow of current be sent through.
different medium from the ether.
The ring once magnetized must in losing its magnetism
This involves
permit a closing of the lines by shortening.
their passage from the iron across the space in the center of
the ring, notwithstanding its great resistance to the lines of
As passage from iron to air is equivalent to lengthforce.
ening, of the lines it is readily seen that such lengthening
may oppose more effect than a slight shortening due to
leaving iron, for air or space may give in provoking a
Looked at from
c'osure and disappearance of the lines.
another standpoint, the lines on the iron may actually reto
dislodge them
amount
of
initial
energy
small
quire a
therefrom, so that after being dislodged they may collapse
and yield whatever energy they represent.
I must reserve for the future further consideration of the
iron ring, but in thinking upon this matter I am led to
think that the production of a magnetic line in an iron ring
around a conductor may represent a sort of wave of energy,
an absorption of energy on the evolution of the line from
the conductor and a slight giving out of energy on the line
reaching that position of proximity to the iron ring that its
passage thereto may be said to be a shortening process or
a lessening of its resistance.
The magnetism in air, gases and non-magnetic bodies,
being assumed to be that of the ether, this medium shows
It does Dot
no such effects as those we get with the ring.
become permanently polar zed, as does even soft iron under
The iron possesses coerthe condition of a closed ring.
cive force, or magnetic rigidity, and a steel riDg would
The molecules of the iron or steel take
show more of it
If we were to cut the soft iron ring or separate it in
a set
any way, this introduction of resistance of air for ether in
the magnetic circuit would cause the lines to collapse and
The energy of the ring
set up a current in the conductor.
would have been restored to the latter. The curious thing
is that physically the polarized ring does not present any
different appearance or ordinary properties different from
those cf a plain ring, and will not deflect a compass needle.
Its condition is discoverable, however, by the test of selfAs a practical
induction to currents of different direction.
consideration, we may mention in this connection that a
self inductive coil for currents of one direction must be constructed differently from one to be used with alternating
The former must have in its magnetic circuit a
currents.
section of air or the like, or be an imperfectly-closed cirThe latter should have as perfectly closed
cuit, as it were.
see here also the
a magnetic circuit as can be made.
futility of constructing a Ruhmkorff core coil on the closed
iron magnetic circuit plan, because the currents in the
primary are intenupted, not reversed.
The considerations just put forward in relation to the
closed iron ring, and its passive character under the condition of becoming polarized, are more important than at
It has been found that the secondary curfirst appears.
rent wave of a closed iron circuit induction coil or transformer, whose primary circuit receives alternating currents,
is lagged from its theoretical position of cjo degrees behind
the primary wave an additional go degrees, so that the
phases of the two currents are directly opposed; or the
secondary currenc, working lamps only in its circuit, is
one half a wave length behind the primary, instead of only
a quarter wave length, as might have been expected.
But when it is understood that the iron core polarized in
one direction by the primary impulse does not begin to lose
its magnetism when that impulse simply weakens, but waits
until an actual reverse of current has taken place, it will be
seen that the secondary current, which can only be produced when magnetic lines are leaving the core and cutting
the secondary coil, or when the lines are being evolved and
passing into the core from the primary coil, will have a beginning at the moment the primary reverses, will continue
during the flow of that impulse, and will end at substantially the same time with the primary impulse, provided the
work of the secondary current is not expended in overcoming self-induction, which would introduce a further lag.
Moreover the direction of the secondary current will be
opposite to that of the primary, because the magnetic circuits which are opened up by the primary current in magnetizing the core, or which are closed or collapsed by it in
demagnetizing the core, will always cut the secondary coil
in the direction proper for this result.
Transformers of
the straight core type with very soft iron in the cores and
not too high rates of alternation should approximate more
nearly the theoretical relation of primary and secondary
waves, because the magnetic changes in the core are capable of taking place almost simultaneously with the
changes of strength of the primary current.
This fact
also has other important practical and theoretical bearings.
self

We

Let us assume a plain iron core, Fig. 7, magnetized as
its poles
S complete their magnetic
circuits by what is called free field or lines in space around
it.
Let a coil of wire be wound thereon as indicated.
Now assume that the magnetism is to be lost or cease;
either suddenly or slowly.
An electric potential will be
set up in the coil, and if it has a circuit, work or energy
will be produced or given out in that circuit, and in any
other inductively related to it.
Hence the magnetic field
represents work or potential energy.
Hut to develop
indicated, so that

N

f

)\

This
potential in the wire the lines must cut the wire.
The
they can do by collapsing or closing on themselves.
bar seems, therefore, to lose its magnetism by gaining it

and in doing so all the external lines of force moving
inward cut the wire.
The magnetic circuits shorten and
short circuit themselves in the bar, perhaps as innumerable
molecular magnetic circuits interior to the iron medium.
To remagneti/c the bar, we may pass an electric current
all,

coil.
The small closed circuits are again distended, the free field appears, and the lines moving outward cut across the wire coil opposite to the former direction, and produce a counter potential in the wire, and consequent absorption of the energy represented in the free
field produced.
As before studied, the magnetism cannot
disappear without giving out the energy it represents, even
though the wire coil be on open circuit, and therefore unable to discharge that energy.
The coil open circuited is
static, not dynamic.
In such assumed case the lines in
closing cut the core and heat it.
Let us, however, laminate the core or subdivide it as far as possible, and we appear to have cut off this escape for the energy. This is not
really so .however.
have simply increased the possible
rate of speed of closure, or movement of the lines, and so
have increased for the divided core the intensity of the actions of magnetic friction and local currents in the core,
the latter still receiving the energy of the magnetic circuit.
This reasoning is based on the possibility in this case of
cutting off the current in the magnetizing coil and retaining
the magnetic field.
This is of itself probably impossible
with soft iron.
That the core receives the energy when
the coil cannot is shown in the well-known fact that in
some dynamos with armatures of bobbins on iron cores,
the running of the armature coils on open circuit gives rise
to dangerous heating of the cores, and that under normal
work the heating is less.
In the former case the core accumulates the energy represented in the magnetic change=.
In the latter the external circuit of the machine and its
wire coils take the larger part of the energy which is expended in doing the work in the circuit. In this case, also,
the current in the coils causes a retardation of the speed of
change and extent of change of magnetism in the iron cores,
which keeps down the intensity of the magnetic reaction. In
fact, this retardation or lag and reduction of range of magnetic change may in some machines be made so great by
closing the circuit of the armature coils themselves or short
circuiting them that the total heat developed in the cores is
much less than under normal load
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through the
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wish now,

moving

in closing, to refer briefly to

lines of force,

and to the

effects of

phenomena

of

speed of move-

ment. In order to generate a given potential in a length
of conductor we have choice of certain conditions.
can vary the strength of field and we can vary the velocity.
can use a strong field and slow movement of conductor,
or we can use a weak field and rapid movement of the conductor.
But we find also that where the conductor has
large section it is liable to heat from eddy currents caused
by one part of its section being in a stronger field than
another at the same time. One part cuts the lines where
they are dense and the other where they are not dense,
with the result of difference of potential and local currents
which waste energy in heat.
cannot make the conductor move in a field of uniform density, because it must pass
into and out of the field. 1'he conditions just stated are present in dynamos for heavy current work, where the speed of
cutting of lines is low and the armature conductor large in

irmature cooduci
the depth of

We

section.

But we find that in a transformer secondary we can use
very large section of conductor, even (as in welding machines) 12 to 15 square inches solid copper, without meeting appreciable difficulty from eddy currents in it. The
magnetic lines certainly cut the heavy conductor and generate the heavy current and potential needed. What difference, if any, exists? In the transformer the currents are
generated by magnectic field of very low density, in which
the lines are moving across the conductor with extreme
rapidity
The velocity of emanation of lines around the
primary coil is probably near that of light, and each line
passes across the section secondary conductor in a practically inappreciable time.
There is no cause then for differences of potential at different parts of the section heavy
secondary.
Then to avoid eddy currents in large conductors and generate useful currents in them, we may cause
the conductor to be either moved into and out of a low
density field with very great speed, or better, we must
cause the lines of a very low or diffused field to traverse or
cut across the conductor with very high velocity.
It is a known fact that in dynamos with large section
armature conductors there are less eddy currents produced
in the conductors when they are provided with iron cores
or wound upon iron cores, then when the conductors are

made into flat bobbins moved in front of field poles Pro
jections existing on the armature between which the conductors are placed have a like effect, and enable us to enip'oy heavy bars or bundles of wire without

much

difficulty

from local currents.
The reason is simple. In the arma
tures with coils without iron in them or without projections
extending between the turns the conductor moves into and
out of a very dense field at comparatively low velocity, so
that any differences of potential developed in the parts of
the section of conductor have full effect and abundant time
to act in setting up harmful local currents.
In the cases
in which iron projects through the coil or conductor the
real action is that the lines of the magnetic circuits move
at high speeds across the conductor, and the conductor is
at all times in a field of very low density.
Figs. 8 and 9
will make this plain.
In Fig. S we have shown a smooth
armature surface having a heavy conductor laid thereon,
and which is at a, just entering a dense field at the edge of
the pole A" and at /' leaving such field.
It will be seen th.it
when in such position the conductor, if wide, is subjected
to varying field strength, and moves at a low speed for the
generation of the working potential as it passes through
the field, thus giving rise to eddy currents in the conductor.
In I'ig. 9 the conductors are set down between projections, in which case both armature and field poles are lamAs each projection leaves the edge
inated or subdivided.
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through whi<
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n is so good f:
consider that any lines cross the hole fr<
/>' move:
--re is a continual SB
lines from the right forward side of hole to the left or
ward side, cutting the conductor as they flj
developing
romotive force in it.
I havedesci
this action more in detail because we have in it wl
distinction in the manner of cutting the lines of the
to be found between wire on smooth armatures and 01
jection armatures and modifications thereof; and a)
tween flat, open coils passing through a field and bobbins
with cores of iron.
The considerations advanced also
bring out the relation which exists between closed iron circuit transformers and closed iron circuit (projection
mos, as we may call them.
I had intended at the outset of this paper to deal to some
extent with the propagation of lines of magnetism undergoing retardation in reference to alternating current motor
devices, transformers wi h limited secondary current, or
constant average current, an alternating motor woiking
with what I may term a translation lag, etc., but it was
soon found that these matters must remain over for a continuation of this paper at some future time.
endeavor
has been in the present paper to deal with the lines of
force theory as though it were a symbol of the reality, but
I confess that it is done with many misgivings that I mayhave carried it too far. Yet if we are to use the idea at
all, it has seemed
but right to apply it wherever it may
throw any light on the subject or assist in our understanding of phenomena.
I
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Spiral Voltameter,
j. ryan.

by harris

During the present year
Cornell

University,

somewhat extensively

at the physical laboratory' of
the copper voltameter has been used
in laboratory practice by students for

calibrating Thomson graded galvanometers, tangent galvanometers, and other electrical measuring instruments
where a single determination suffices as a calibration
For
practical instruction students are made to check their results on a Thomson gravity balance, and by means of the
large galvanometer at the Magnetic Observatory.
The plate form of copper voltameter has been thoroughly
and admirably investigated by Thomas Gray, of the Physical Laboratory of the University of Glasgow.
We are indebted to Mr. A. W. Meickle- and to Lieutenant Anderson^ for clear descriptions, based upon the results of Mr.
Gray for the use of this form of voltameter, whereby determinations may be made so accordant that one can scarcely
think of more to be desired.
With all this, however, it has been our experience that
1

students are slow to obtain accordant results when making
their first attempts to follow Mr. Gray's methods. It seemed
desirable to make use of a form of voltameter that required
the least consistent time and care to construct and prepare
for operation.
Again, there should be a wide allowable
range of current density, through which deposits would be
as firm and adherent as possible.
It was with a view of
realizing this that we finally adopted and made use of the
spiral coil form herein described.
A wire coil as a cathode seemed to present many advanWire of high conductivity, good for this purpose,
tages.
wire can be
is generally available in any desired size.
cleaned properly with great ease and readiness by fastening
one end in a vise, holding the free part in one hand and
sandpapering it with the other.
By beginning at the vise
to clean it is not necessary to touch the cleaned wiie with
the hands throughout the complete operation of polis
and coiling into a spiral on a cylinder of the proper diameter, about which has been rolled clean paper.
In this
manner gain and loss coils are constructed.
Figs. 1 and 2 show the final form of voltameter ad
The coils are hungvertical. The cathode is made of asmaller
diameter and is arranged inside and concentric with the
The diameter of the anode is made about 3 cm.
anode.
The loss coils
to 4
larger than that of the cathode.
prepared as above are ready for use, since for well-known
reasons their changes of weight are never accordant.
The
surface of the gain coil must not be touched by the
It is easy to handle it by the extending terminal, by
After polishing
of which it is suspended in the voltameter.
it is washed
by plunging into a jar of water c

A

cm

little I!

1

It is then rolled on tiller or blotting paper to remove all
The cot] is then dipped in
hut a mere film of the water
95 per cent alcohol, removed, and the txcess of alcohol allowed to drip into the jar of the same
By Tolling the coil
on clean filter or blotting paper again, nothing but a mere
film of alcohol remains, and that
y evaporated
in a few moments, leaving the coil entirely dry.

ed can
CoiIj that have been laid away and bci
be readily cleaned, as is well known nnd directed, by plungand HO,
ing them into a mixture of strong
hundred parts of the former to one of the latter, rem
1
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them quickly to a distance, such that the vapors of the acid
shall not reach the coil during the rest of the preparation.
This consists in washing first thoroughly in water, and then

Finally the writer has found that if we take the values
for the chemical equivalents (o- silver and copper asquoted
by Wurrz and those given by Meyer that the calculated val-

described by plunging in the aciduAfter weighing, the coils are

ues for this ratio are 3.40] and 3.399 to 3.401.
Tterefore since we know with great assurance the value
of the electrochemical equivalent of silver, we have an
equal assurance that with a urrent density of one ampere
for every 50 square centimetres exposed the amount of copper deposited will be C0032S 7 grammes per coulomb
Again, we see that in a range of current density from
50 centimetres to 300 centimeters per .ampere this line indicates a change in the amount of copper deposited from
It is to be remembered that these
.00032^7 to 0003270.
results were obtained by the use of a solution almost satReturning to Mr Gray's work
urated and without acid.
we find that for the same range of current density the
amount of copper deposit changes from 00032S7 to .0003272 for a temperature at which Mr. Shaw pYobably worked.
It is well known that the copper goes into solution under
the action of the current from the cathode at a much
greater rate without acid than with, and especially at a
greater rate when the solution is dense than when working
under the proper conditions for measuring current A comparison of Mr. Gray's and Mr. Shaw's results brought us
to the belief that less copper should be dissolved from
cathodes of the spiral coil form than those of the plate
form.
To determine this four cells were arranged by Mr. Gun-

proceed

first

g

lated water, alcohol, etc.
ready for the voltameter.

It has been customary with us to use a coil made of two
and one half meters cf No. 16 wire, having the surface
area of one hundred square centimeters.
For great strength of current a number of these are ar-

ranged in

parallel.

At the
For every four amperes one wire is recessary.
end of the deposit the gain coils are immediately removed,,
and plunged first into clean water and then into the acidulated, from which they are dried by means of alcohol in the
When dried they aieatonce
manner above described.
ready to weigh.
The copper sulphate, water and acid, need not necessaThe density of' the voltameter sorily be chemically pure.
lution should be not less than i.io and not more than 1.1S.
The question now comes to us as to what degree of accuracy and precision of results we may depend upon from the
above form of voltameter.
The successful use of the copper voltameter has come
from an appreciation and an understanding of the fact that
when copper is immersed in an acidulated solution it passes
Mr. Gray has
slowly into solution in an irregular way.
done much work in this particular, and has shown that the
cathode
on
the
is curiously
going into solution of copper
From the extensive work done
assisted by the current.
with the plate form of voltameter at Glasgow results have
been gained with regard to the amount of copper that goes
into solution for a certain current density and a certain

1

temperature, that it is a comparatively easy thing to make
determinations with assured absolute accuracy to within a
This is remarktenth or even a twentieth of one per cent
able, though nevertheless true.
A Thomson deca-ampere balance was calibrated by means
of the copper voltameter under Mr. Gray's directions at

curved surface, is used as a cathode, that the copper from
it goes into solution in a more regular way,
and that probAgain, by
ably in all cases to a considerably less degree.
the use of the spiral coil in a voltameter we find an advantage in the fact that the plane of each turn of wire is disposed horizontally, so that by convexion the solution is not
allowed to become weak near the cathode, nor dense near
the anode.
This fact was first pointed out by Mr. Shaw, who speaks
of the very accordant manner in which platinum wires dis
posed horizontally are found to act as cathodes in copper
electrolysis.

In a valuable paper by Mr. Shaw' on

"The

Verification of

to

be 1.1S2.

And we know

that

fortheabove

current density it should be 1.1S3.
The galvanometer at
the observatory is subject to a fluctuation in its indications
by an amr unt that almost covers the above, due to variations of horizontal intensity throughout the succession of

day and night.

The writer and F. G. Merritt, Fellow in Physics,
Cornell University, hope to make a thorough investigation
of the "Spiral Coil Voltameter" in its use with silver and
copper shortly.

From the ease with which those inexperienced in the use
of the copper vol lameter obtain consistent results, it was
thought well to recommend its use in the meantime to
others

The Efficiency of the Arc Lamp.
by hatsune nakano.

Preliminary Note.

The

interesting results recently obtained by Mr. Merritt
in the application of the method of Melloni to the investigation of the efficiency of the incandescent lamp have made
it seem desirable to extend that method to the study of the
arc lamp also.
Existing data concerning the efficiency of this source of
light are exceedingly imperfect, being based chiefly upon
measurements witbjthe Bunsen photometer. Ordinary photometric determinations of the light giving value of sources
of illumination differing widely in temperature from the
standard candle, are necessarily at fault; and I have endeavored in a recent paper 1 to call attention anew to the
character of the errors involved in the comparison of the
light of the electric arc with that of other sources of artificial illumination.
The efficiency of the arc lamp has been expressed hitherto in terms of the candle power of light produced per
unit of energy expended.
The estimate has been based in
a few instances upon the mean spherical candle-power, as
actually determined
more frequently upon the candlepower emanating from the lamp in a single, especially se
lected direction, and in too many instances upon the "nominal candle power."
Such estimates of the efficiency of the
arc are of small value.
They afford us widely varying results which cannot be definitely compared, and even when
they are based upon the most complete and cartful determinations of candle-power and energy, they do not indicate
the ratio of light-giving radiation to the total energy expended within the lamp.
It seemed, therefore, to be of
some importance to obtain measurements of the ratio of
luminous to total radiation in the case of the arc lamp by a
method the results of which would be directly comparable
with those already obtained for the incandescent lamp.
The investigation was undertaken, at my suggestion, by
Mr. Hatsune Nakano, M. £., of the Imperial University
;

Glasgow.

When the same was received and set up at Ithaca in the
physical laboratory of the University, it was compared with
the large standard tangent galvanometer at the Magnetic
Observatory, and found to agree with the same to within
one-tenth per cent.
Surely this same or even a greater degree of absolute accuracy cculd be obtained with less trouble and experience
Mr. Gray
by one making use of the spiral coil cathodes.
has shown that if copper went into solution, unaided by the
current, we could in almost all cases neglect this correction.
He has shown us how much it is when a plate is
used as a cathode. There are strong reasons, however, for
believing that when a wire, which presents a regularly

computed

is

i,

Fig. 2.

Two of these
ning a student in the Sciences at Cornell.
had cathodes and ancdes of the plate form, and the other
two those of the "spiral coif form. The large plate and
had areas of ico centiAbout half an
ampere was passed through them for a time, amounting to
two and one half hours
Every half-hour they were taken out, dried and weighed,
the solutions all intermixed, and the deposits continued for
coil

and the small p'ate and

metres and

10 centimetres

coil

respectively.

another half hour, etc.
The solution has a density 1.1, and an addition of
An examination of the intermediate reper cent acid.
sults gives the same result that one gets by looking at the
Mr.
tolal gain of the coils and plates taken separately.

^

Gunning's

results

were as follows:
Temperature, 20 degrees
Plates

Coils.

100 c m.
1.8182

1.8220

Ftfl.

1.

Law of

Electrolysis with Reference to Silver and
Copper," the very great range of current densities for the
deposition of copper on platinum wires of 8 centimeters to

Faraday's

800 centimeters per ampere has been brought to bear on
the ratio of silver and copper deposits when the currents are
From data taken from this paper, the writer has
the same.
plotted curves that show the relation of current de shy to
deposit throughout Mr. Shaw's work at the Cavenand Emmanuel College.
The work extended over a year, and was done with much
es art shown in Fig. 3.
The ordinate*
represent the amount of silver deposited by the same curosits unit weight of copper in a given time,
ng to current densities, as represented in
As is seen,
centimetres per ampere on the abscissae axis.
curves arc in remarkable acwith
>t two, the
than 1-34 per cent.
With
.

10 c m.
i.Siqo

lowing table:
(

of the silver

irain in

No.

Coil

r]

"

T

..

11

r

;

"

"
"

11

"

'
iO

1.

No.

Coil

1

2,

.7699

7704

1060

1. 1055
-137'-;

179

1

2.3630

.

"

"

i

1

.

ll

1

way would account

i

17C,

as a fair avthis line will derive some
_

arc ccnti-

:i

''73

:-"75"

used no acid in the
for irrcgulari-

-'.20iz

1

"

3

A-

;

1

Hi

"

7<"
S
f,.Wj

76

,

r

'

either

3-.1437

176

,

r.165*

3-7815

Fortenbaugh and West, also students in the laboratory,
oi a watch belonging to the former, known to
the writer to have been keeping correct time, and otherwise
v the same apparatus that Mr,
Gunning used) obtained the following result:

mean

•

1

1

found.

i.o,{6
2

From

*

this (he

I

number

of

.'/;-,

1

I

V

grammes per ampere

m

I

question enables us to find the ratio of the light-giving
radiation to that of the total radiat'on of the lamp
In his first experiments Mr. Merrill measured the heat
given out by a lamp, which was immersed in the water
Ii is evident that this method,
ontained in a calorimeter.
though very ingenious, cannot be employed conveniently in
*

.11
1

'"
1

f

per hour

coils.

P.

Efficiency ol Method* of Artificial Illumination. Transection?.
Institute ol Elci ric lI Engineer*, Vol. 6.

Tin

American

id.•"i.

from
11

ok the Arc Lamp.

1,

Area,
'',.

in

The following experiments were made in the Physical
Laboratory of Cornell University during the winter of
-1
the object in view being to determine the efficiency
of the .no lamp.
It is a well known fact that the comparison of
the candle-power of differently colored lights, such as the candle
and the electric arc, is only a rough approximation. By
means of one of the methods recently described by Mr.
Merritt,- however, wc can determine the efficiency of the
an independently of its candle-power.
The method in
1

>

whose measurements are given
E. L. Nichols.

The Efficiency

1.176
1.177

i.i?q
11

of Japan, the results of
the following pages.

hour.

3977

1.4364
1.7686

'

Grammes

grammes.

•3<j8 5

.

"

'

below the rest,
can hardly he attributed to

100 c, m.
1 8138

The result shows that in going from a density of 20
centimetres to 200 centimetres per ampere, the amount of
copper per coulomb changed from .00032S9 to .00032S3 for
the coils, and for the plates .00032S5 to 0003275.
The result with the plates does not differ materially from
that found by Mr. Gray for a similar range.
Mr. Gunning also made a number of comparisons of the
spiral coil voltameter at different current densities, and at
a mean temperature of 23 degrees centigrade, with the
standard tangent galvanometer at the Magnetic ObservThey were made with great care in every particular
atory.
This was
but one, and that was in the matter of time.
taken from his own watch, that had not been compared
with our standard chronometer. Again, to make and break
the circuit, a large switch capable of carrying 250 amperes
was operaied, which added incidental errors, since the duration of each depesit was only 1,800 secom s; the results
are interesting, because of their accordance and the manner in which they were obtained, and are given in the fol-

i

:':

Large

Small

Large.

Small
loc. rn.

1

1

(.7.

1

Mcrrittj
Borne Determinations of the energy ol the Lighl
American Journal ej Science, Vol. 17,
ncundc&ccni Lamps

in-

1

June

i,
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His second method is, however,
the case of the arc lampapplicable to arc lamps as well as to incandescent lamps.
This method and the arrangement of the apparatus
fully described by Mr Merritt in his paper, read before

tin-

American Association for the Advancement of Science at
It was also described by
their meeting in Cleveland.
Prof. Nichols in his paper read before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, March 12, 1S89.
The application of the method to the arc

follows:

The

rays of the lamp were

allowed

luminous, in this plane was found to be exceedingly
varying from about 5 per cent, to a little less than
cent., the ratio increasing a> the diameter of the cai
used decreased,
This relation between the efl
the diameter
rs, which is shown graphics
means of Ire curve in Fig r, cca ed
1

when

the point was teacl ed at which the whole leng
carbons was rendered hot by the currenl p
through them.
After this point was reached the efiii
fell off again
Table I gives the resuhs of these measurements. In the
first column the diameters of the carbons (inthousandl
an inch} are given.
Tre second column shows the "mean

the

lamp was as
to lall upon

.

.

:

horizontal efficiency;' that is to say, the ratio of the deflection produced by the total radi -tion of the lamp to that due
to the light-giving radiation alone, after the proper corrections for absorption and diathermancy have been applied.
Each value is the mean of a series of observations.
The
third column gives the potential difference between the terminals of the lamp.

^::\Vs \
\\\\

:

.

....
H
J

\

"---..

rl B .

1,

the face of a delicate thermopile which was in circuit with
The deflection of the galvanoa sensitive galvanometer.
meter was taken as a measure of the energy of the total
radiation which fell upon the face of the pile. 3
After the
deflection due to the total radiation had been measured, a

glass vessel of rectangular shape one decimeter thick, containing a strong solution of alum, was placed between the
lamp and the thermopile, and the reduced deflection of the
galvanometer observed.
The use of the alum cell was to
cut off the "dark heat," and allow only the rays of the visible spectrum lo reach the face of the thermopile.
But a
certain small percentage of the longer wave-lengths passed
through, and a considtrably larger percentage of luminous
rays were cut off by the cell.
To determine the correction
for the former source of error, a cell containing an opaque
solution of metallic iodine in bisulphide of carbon was

\

""---..

\

\

/

-V
\
^^—^^
F'S

Fig. 6.

1.

The
TABLE

I.

(In inches.)
.S32
.730
,605

Horizontal efficiency.
.

014*4

.02162
.02527
.03125

563
500

observations with the mirror were followed by four

made with one e\e bandaged. It
was found that although more fatiguing, these monocular
settings were made with a feeling of certainty on the part
of the observer which had not accompanied the settings
sets of direct readings

Diameter of Carbons.

D.

(Volts.)

42
45

43
3S
3S
3S
2S

.432

03S93
05014

3/0

.O5S61

305
.250

07338
OS13

31

.185

045S

25

.124

.O5I4

30

made with both

eyes.
In the latter case, indeed, a conbetween tendencies to set the disc in two distinct posihad been very apparent, the observer unconsciously
choosing now one, now the other, as the true positions.
flict

tions

The

set of readings,

given in

full in

table 4, will serve

to

56

The curve CD, given in Fig 1, shows the relation between the efficiency, measured in the horizontal plane,
and the diameters of the carbons. Theordinates represent
efficiencies, and abscissa the diameters.
It will be noticed
that the points A and B, corresponding to 2-16 and 3-16
inch carbons, are far below the curve, showing that the
relation is modified as soon as the carbons become too small
r
t' e current without heating.
In the electric arc, as Prof. Nichols has shown in the
paper already referred to, "The entire light giving area is
included between the line surrounding the positive carbon,
which is at red heat, and the corresponding line upon the
negative carbon.
Now the surface of total radiation is
much larger than that from which the light giving rays
emanate.
It includes in addition to the incandt scent surfaces near the arc, all those portions of the carbons which
are heated, either by conduction or by the current.
Were
the distribution of total radiation in the vertical plane identical with that of the light-giving rajs, the measurement of
their ratio with the axis of the thermopile in any plane
which passes through the arc would give us the efficiency
of the lamp, but the curve of distribution of total intensity

to carry

placed between the lamp and the alum cell. Any deflection
now obtained was due to the dark rays passing through the
alum cell, for the iodine cut off the luminous rays entirely,
but allowed the dark rays to pass through.
It was found
that the dark rays which passed through the alum cell were
exceedingly weak almost imperceptible in most cases.
The correction for the second source of error, viz., the
absorption of the luminous rays by the alum cell, was determined photometrically.
The average of some thirty
measurements gave 26 per cent, for the value of the cor-

—

Fig.

7.

tendency.
The instances in
which the observer seems thus to have temporarily changed
in his judgment of the true setting, are printed in heavyillustrate the result of this

type.

TABLE
No.

4.

Reading

2

>.°«l

3

•

.1.048
1.C53

"...

1-033

1

1.021

7
S

j

rection.

In my first measurements, the lamp (the center of the arc)
and the thermopile were placed in the same horizontal

This tendency

to vacillation

when only one eye was

used.

disappeared almost entirely
readings obtained with

The

Fig. 5.

not the same as that of candle-power, and the ratio in
question is a function of the angle which the axis of the
It becomes necessary, therepile makes with the horizon
fore, to make an exploration of the entire zone through
which the lamp sends out rays, determining the ratio of
luminous to total radiation for each angle and then to integrate the lesults."
Wiih such an object in view the piece of apparatus
is

Flp. 3.

plane.
The lamp used was a "rack feed" arc lamp requiring 45 volts and 9 amperes for its normal operation.
Experiments were made with a dozen or more of different
sizes of carbons, ranging from 2-16 up to about 13-16 inch
in diameter.

The efficiency or the ratio of the energy of the luminous
radiation to that of the total radiation, luminous and non-

was devised.
The lamp was
hung from a horizontal beam (a), supported by two upright
pieces (/>/>) which could be kept always vertical by means of
a parallel motion" arrangement
The alum bath l-h and
the thermopile {P) were also cairied upon a board, pivoted
at (cc), so that it could be turned to any desired angle
All necessary changes of angle could be made withe tit alterwhich

is

shown

in Fig.

2

'

:,

John Ericsson

1S76, says

in his "Contributions to the Centennial Exhibition,"
that the calorific energy imparted to a thermopile is nut

proportional to the arcs through wheh the needle of the galvanometer sweeps, as stated by Melloni, but that for deflections dOI exceeding 15 degrees, the calorific energy imparted to the pile by radiant
heat is very nearly as the square root of the versed sine of the angle
of deflection; the deflection of the needle at the termination of the
first degree exceeding die energy transmitted, in the ratio of loo to
89, and beyond go minutes the energy he- umim; greater than the deflection in a constantly increasing ratio
Ericsson does not Stale,
however, what kind of galvanometer he used in his investigations.
The one used by me was a low resistance reflecting galvanometer of
Sir William Thomson's pattern. It had been tested by Mr. Merritt,
who found that the deflections were Droportional to the energy imparted to the pile.
In my experiments this proportionality was
assumed to bs true.

ing the direct settings, I continued to use my eyes independently, viewing the image of one side of the disc with
the ri>ht eye, the other with the left
There resulted a set
of readings, such as I had expected to obtain from all the
observers, the mean of which lay as far from the center of
the photometer bar as the mean of the direct readings, but
upon the other side. (Compare sets "B," Tables 2 an
The results obtained with the mirror are given in the
following table:

much better among themselves than those made under like conditions using both
eyes, but the result obtained with the left eye were
a single eye not only agreed

i

with the right eye. and both
be entirely free from the systematic personal
error that had been found to vitiate readings made in the
cal

with those obtained

seemed
usual

to

way

The

results of such a set of

Snow and

by Mi

monocular read!

other conditions remaining
the same as in previous trials, arc given in Table =.
It will be seen that the probable error of ea
smaller than in the sets of observations made with
both eyes; also that the readings of two observers, whose
mean results from similar sets with both eyes had differed
hi percent, (see sets "A" and
IV Table -\ are in
myself,

all

'

';./'\
.

.

be noted that the results of these four
monocular series differ from the accepted value of tr.e
van amcunt
ratio of intensities of the two lam;
in the probable error of each set.
Finally,

it

will
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quickly observed Howard, rising to his

5.

Personal

E
B

W
w

E L
E

Racio.

Eyi

Observer.

error.

5

iRight)

.O028j^ OCHQ

-

(Left

-OOOI

.OOIQ

.0031

0001

.0017

.0031

)

X.

1

L N.

.0031"'"

(Left

.

OOOI

he added, with

triumphant and defiant look. "I could show

a

The

necessary."

001S

"the machine

feet,

could have been seen long ago," and then

June

now

it

if

case will be continued next week.

The Cumberland

company has completed

Valley

mov-

a

able electric light station of wonderful illuminating power.

an interesting novelty in railroading, and

It is

intended

is

The main car is
The floor is iron, and

to furnish light for wrecking purposes.

33 feet long, 9 wide and 13
in

one end

high.

'2

a 40 horse power vertical

is

matic engine, while in the other end of

The

car

the

amounting

lights

A

car

of

this

Germany some time very

description has been operated in
is

two

also equipped with all

is

the conveniences for operating the plant.

successfully, but this

auto-

the car are

dynamos, which furnish the current for
to 4,000 candle power.

and

boiler

one of the

first

kind

the

in

United S'ates.

The

trip of

engineers

the electrical

England

to

The

France promises to be an interesting tour.

and

City

of

and the City of New York will
carry those that cannot be accommodated on the first boat.

Richmond was

It is

at

chartered,

expected that both steamships will arrive at Liverpool

On

about the same time.

It

had been my intention

scribed in this paper to a

mayor of Liverpool, and then they

extend the experiments delarger number of ob-

to

the evening of

much

servers.

The evidence

assemble again

will

about

London, where a reception

correction.

exposition will attract and entertain the

better plan, however, would be to so modifv the
itself as to insure the use of both eyes in
the inspection of each side of the illuminated disc. Several
forms of photometer, already described, partially fulfill the

Any device which would bring
necessary requirement.
the images of the opposite faces of the disc into a vertical
line in the field of view would doubtless serve to eliminate
Observations with such a photothe error in question.
meter would correspond in character to the "monocular"

visit

desire.

June

at

be tendered by the Institu-

will

of June the party will

A much

may

middle of

the

obtained, however, seemed quite sufficient
to establish the existence of the personal error in photometry, and to show that it was in general very far from
Frequent repetitions showed,
being a negligible quantity.
that in my own case at least, the error was very nearly
constant, and I think that it would be quite possible to
establish a personal equation, and to apply the proper

photometer car

separate, to

will

whatever part of the United Kingdom each

They

by the

Engineers of Great Britain.
The lord mayor
London has tendered the use of the Gu'ld Hall, and
Windsor Palace will be thrown open for the inspection ofthe visitors during their stay at London.
The latter part

The shock he received rendered him
almost insensible, but he had presence of mind enough left
to hold to the cross pie;e on which he was sitting, with his
with a broken wire.

hand, until assistance arrived.

left

when he was taken

called,

Thomson-Houston

famous

the

members

institution of engineers of world-wide

The New England
a

France, and

good deal

Paris

of

this

reputation.

Mo. an increase to the Troost park arc
Kansas City Cable company, making the

sas City,

company

capacity of the park

Mo.,

Edward
company,

Lasell of

all

the advance

equip

will

has been

that

the

surface

Providence with cars built bv the John

street car roads in

Postal Telegraph

company

from a lively
which flew from a
operating room, the other day. About

blaze, caused

from an

switch board

in their

suffered

electric spark

employed, but

These few got quickly

morning.
the city

fire

were

there

early

work with

at

tinguishers at hand, but the flames spread so

department had to be called to

only
the

in

ex-

their

rapidly

that

their assistance.

About a dozen telegraphic instruments, tables and chairs,
floor and roof of the south side of the building,
The damage will reach over $1,000. The
were burned.
resources of the company are so large that no delay in the
service was caused by the fire.
W. H. T.
and the

Kansas

Mo.

City.

Kansas City, May 25.— To

a

E. P. Brink; secretary, Alexander

A

an

schemes are

when consummated,

well nigh

An
of

City,

Kan

ity.

is

trial of

the alleged

charged with defrauding the Electric

company

out of $6,500.

Sugar

electric

I

Davis, in his

the jury, reviewed in detail

the

ning company, which

igar,

this

sugar

indicted

sugar swindle were

Attorney

of the

Refining

The women who were

for complicity in the alleged

openir..

electric

Thursday in the court of
Ex-Rev. William E Howard

The

history

had been

eratean alleged
which had been disalleged

eighty

known by

his

process

raw

a

ton,

cents

It

seems

cable, electric or

that will be the final result."

p.

Louis, Mo.
St. Louis, May 25.
Work on the new electric conduit
system was begun May 10th, and will be continued day

—

and night until finished, D, H. Dorsett, vice-president
and manager of the National Subway company, and Geo.
W. Le Yin, the company's chief engineer, are in the city.

The

plans call for a line of conduits about six or seven

miles in length extending north

and south along Broadway, Fourth, Seventh and Twelfth streets, and east and

west along Chestnut and Olive

Mr. Le Vin recently

avenue.

be the

will

finest

Rosedale

line will

the

undertakings.

The
the St.

machin

has virtually bought

horse car line although

ire

for stock,

movement

however.

IC

has

deal

llv:

Independence avenue
not been closed.

deal

with

A

of the leaders of the enterprise, said

do

on! i

the

bl

whatever about the mat-

waiting for a few small subscriptions

which are really already assumed.

"The

the Metropolitan

ntcntion

I

by

definite

at present,

Blue Valley company, which will build very soon on
John avenue route, is just completing its arrange
It

line

any

is

Colonel

line.

Then we

will

company, and begin
operate the whole

to

we

Besides,

give St. Louis the benefit

will

conduit will

not possessed in other places.
Each
be separated into two divisions, one for hi°-h

and

tension

the other for low tension wires.

be

nine

ducts

The

make them

rented

to

About one

one

practically

Space

We

mile.
will

The

such a manner as

Manholes

piece.

the

in

conduits

electric

half

the space has been rented already.

company which

light

it

be

desires

it.

The

be about $36,000 a

will

finished about

We

December.

night and day, and

force, probably,

be

will

will

any

expect to have

work a

In each

cables.

conduits, which are four

feet in length, are fastened together in

to

the

for

be

will

out the conduits and ducts in our factory
faster than they can be put down here.
We can manage

able

turn

to

work

our

is

Our

begun.

consist of less than 150

The
up

to St. Louis,

One

besides.

and closed up

at a time,

another

day

elsewhere

the

workmen

force of

be

will

excavations on
will

at

no time

men."

of the

line

square

befoie

now being

put

conduits, by the

fire

longest telephone wire in the city

over

and keep up with

new water

alarm and telephone linemen

is

employ of

in the

the city.

It

will be ten miles long.

The Board

of Public

Improvements considers

not progressing rapidly enough

Sutter

is

fulfill

his

contract

that Chas.

prepaiing to

in

for the city lighting in January, iSyo.

The Laclede company and the Missouri Electric Light &
Power company have both begun preparations for the work
of lighting the city

by

electricity in

and the

officers stale that

they

will

at

is

occasioned,

it

in this

be ready to

contract even before the specified time.

Sutler

and the

1890,

company has made considerable progress

The

latter

direction,
fulfill

e'elay of

their

Mr.

appears, by his inability lo arrive

an agreement with the Other electric light contractors

regard lo ihe poles to be erected,

demands

of

seven-eighths

of

the

the

the

other

companies,

number

d

in

lie refuses lo submit to

p-.l.-s

tliai

he

furnish

required and the

other companies will listen 10 no other agreement, so thai

clcctr'n

Willi;

"The system here
The conditions under

improvements

of

be the next to be operated by electric

Morse pasitively denies that there
by his company,

for

reply.

probable that

highly

is

in that direction

cross-

machine

It

power, as there are no heavy grades on that

I

;s

the world.

in

and Washington

streets,

said:

which we are to lay the conduits are more expensive than
any by which we have been governed heretofore in similar

to substitute

is

should the Armourdale electric line prove successful, the

..

Prof.

electricity in

steam power for mule power, and perhaps

me

"Did

by

the general public

opinion that the policy of the railway people

wherea

exam;:

line

be

to

street rail-

St.

worked

expect to operate the Armourdale

council

-city

extend from North Seventh street to
In the absence of Mr. Hilliker, the matter

motive power of either the Broadway or the Rosedale
the early part of June.

its

offices

line is to

to ship four carloads a

We

and

asking a franchise for the construc-

,

Morse, president of the Metropolitan Street Railway comis no movement on foot to change the
line.

improvements, the

tion of a double track elevated cable or electric

road.

S.

The

Bossart.

ordinance was to be introduced at the

Kansas

cost of establishing the system

pany, said: "There

2;.—The

for the plant

the rapid transit system of Kansas City; but
beyond a doubt, no matter how quickly these schemes materialize, the Kansas City of that time, be it only a few
months hence, will demand their further attention.
To the Western Electrician correspondent, Colonel

perfect

W,

the erection of a building of

is

placed at every corner.

liable to occur.

is

careful investigation reveals the fact that

fluttering into life thit will,

To

taking a nap.

is

occasional guesser, almost anything

;

Simpson; treasurer,

P. Griffith; general superintendent, Paul

insulation will be thorough.

careless observer, street

railway enterprise in Kansas City

Supply

trip.

The Inter-state Electric Light company has reorganized,
and new officers have been elected as follows: President,

division there will

sugar swindlers was begun

Southwestern Electrical

the

making an ex'ended eastern

is

was deferred

company of Providence shows
made. The Julien company

lights at St. Joseph,

;

the city limits.

Union Railway

tonal

400 incandescent plant

arcs; a

within one month.

all

electric

about six present, as the accident occurred

Notes.

now 50

Mo. an addition of 100 arc

at Tarkio,

making

railway cars, and their contract with the

light

;

plant of the

is

a hundred operators are

New York

be constructed.

line

;

of progress with the Julien system of

Julien Electric

wagon was

It will

Charles Rusling has sold a 30 arc and 200 incandescent
plant to J Guiney of Pierce City, Mo. a 50 incandescent
light plant to the Western Sash & Door company of Kan-

most important of which
own, in central location,

for

patrol

be several
days before he recovers the use of his arm
The Vine street matter is yet undecided. It is thought,
however, that the negotiations will end successfully, and a

company proposes many changes and

The

CORRESPONDENCE.

The

home.

to his

of

leave

electric

completely paralyzed

tion of Civil

Stevenson company.

readings given in Table 5.
Not only would they be free
from the systematic error to which the ordinary form of
Bunsen photometer is subject, but the accidental errors
would be much smaller, and the degree of uncertainty
which attends the determination of candle-power by our
present methods, would be in great measure diminished.

company, met with a severe

his right arm and shoulder.
He was at work runnirg wire
on the south side of Twelfth street, between Main and
Walnut streets, when his head accidentally came in contact

the arrival of

be formally received

the party the engineers will
Fig. 9.

City Electric Light

shock, one evening last week, which

iS

i,

1

in

the

employ of

the

Kansa

he

cannot

proceed.

The Board

of Public

Improvements

1

.

June
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i,

has offered to act as a board of arbitration in the matter,

and

to this

end has requested each company

prepare a

to

will be used by it
from which statement the board will

lighting the city,

make

out the proportionate

number of

poles to be furnished

by each company. As yet, however, none of the
panies have seemed to consider the plan favorably,
Mr. Mai lock

be appointed

will

supervisor

com

of electric

There

is

its

ness in East St. Louis,

Main

be erected on North
is

exception

the

Chicago

last

week

conduit systems

in

near

street,

which

doing busi

and

office

one building, soon

office in

their

praises

all

whom

of

visited

purpose of inspecting the various

coming home
to

returned

directly,

Minneapolis.

They

of Chicago's hospitality,

was enjoyable

their stay

Flad,

company

lias

home.

the party

left

unanimous

are

and staled that

in every respect.

<

1

;

>

is

something remarkable.

"If St. Louis can be as

successful in the enterpiise as Chicago has been," said one
of the commissioners,

"why, by

all

means

let

us have un-

derground conduits as soon as possible, provided a suitable
system can be secured."

The advantage

was opportunely demonstrated during the

fire

St.

of having the wires buried in

Louis party

in

cases of

stay of the

Chicago.

C.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
The Edison

Electric Light company of St. Taul gave a
public exhibition of its fuel oil plant May 2ist.

The Baltimore, Md., city council recently decided to
reopen the controversy over the contract for electric lighting in the city.

Marion Electric Light

& Power company,

has placed an order with the
for

Marion, O.,

Schuyler Electric

Among

the recent sales of the Western Electric company
of Chicago are the following:
Milwaukee Electric Light
dynamos;
company, 2 600 -light
Bijou
incandescent
Opera Hou^e, Milwaukee, Wis., 548 incandescent light
plant complete; Sonnenfeld Millinery company, St. Louis,
Mo 35- tight high tension arc dynamo; K. R. Woods.
McCook, 1 20 light arc dynamo; C. Jevne & Co Chicago,
75 Ugh', incandescent outfit complete; Grand Pacific Hotel,
40 light high tension dynamo; Bradshaw & Waters, Chicago, 50-light incandescent outfit, with wiring, steam
power, etc., complete, for the boat, Mabel Bradshaw.
The company will also wire the residence of C. P. Thomas,
Oak Park, for incandescent lights.

A Pittsburg paper of May 23 says: "The stockholders
of the Allegheny county Light company and the Pittsburg
Light company met yesterday in their offices, in the Westinghouse building, to vote on a proposition to accept the
provisions of the new act of assembly for the incorpora
tion and regulation of corporations to supply light, heat
and power by electricity. This action was explained as
being taken for this reason: The two companies were incorporated under the act of 1S74, which authorized companies to furnish light, heat and power, but no provision
was made for electric light, because electricity was not then
in use.
But the amendment, which passed May gth, makes
provision for electricity, and the companies will have to return their charters to llarrisburg to be legalized under the

new

act."

The Spanish- American Light & Power company of
Havana, Cuba, has completed its new plant, which is now
Westinghouse machines are used.

William II. Bryan, for many years connected with the
Pond Engineering company, and whose specialty was the
department of steam plants for electrical service, has identified himself with the Heisler Electric
Light company of

The Schuyler Electric company has just
dynamo with lull complement of lamps in the

St. Louis,

ville,

a
of
Potts

Pa.

alternating system

is

in-

Mo.

station

The Englewood, 111., Electric Light company has added
a 1,500-light dynamo to its installation, making the caThe Westinghouse
pacity of the plant 2,250 lights.
in use.

The Omaha Motor company is extending its lines. The
proposed new lines extend over twenty-four blocks.
The
company has already begun experiencing trouble in the
way of injunctions, but it hopes to succeed in these as in
former

its

prospectus of the Union Electric company of AusThe company has a capital
has just been issued.
stock of £1, 000 000, and was formed to succeed the Electric
Light & Power Supply company, limited, of Australia,

and the Southern Electric company of Melbourne.

electric roads.

The Westinghouse company

reports the following recent
contracts for alternating current, central station outfits:
Middleboro, Mass, 750 lights and a 35 arc light outfit;
Port Jervis, N. Y., 750 lights; Englewood, 111., 1.500
lights; Birmingham, Ala., 500 lights; St. Helena, Cal.,
500 lights and a 20-light arc outfit.

A Vienna note says: "The attention of the electrical
world here is directed to the constitution of the International Electric company, limited, the capital of which is
It is to erect central stations at Vienna, Buda,£100,000.
Mr. Deri, one of the inventors of
pest and elsewhere.
the Ganz transformer system, is named as manager of the
large Vienna establishment which is to be built.'
The Thomson-Houston company of Chicago reports the
New local companies Alexandria,
following recent sales:
Mich 300 incandescent light plant; Pi rce City, Mo., 30
arc and 200 incandescent light outfit; Plattsmoulh, Neb.,
Gales35 arc and 600 incandescent light plant; increase
burg, 111
Martin
35 arc; Janesville, 111 45 arc; isolated
Kyeison building, Chicago, }0 arc; Fairbanks Canning
company, Chicago, 70 arc and 1,000 incandescent; Che
boygan, Mich., Lumber company, 5 arc; Illinois Steel
company, Joliet, 200 incandescent; Minneapolis Exposition building, 150 arc and 1,200 incandescent.

—

,

,

,

—
—

The Sprague Electric Railway & Motor company
recently closed a contract for electric railway apparatus at
for twenty-five cars, with complete station
Pittsburgh, Pa
equipment and overhead line system, to be operated by the
Federal Street & Pleasant Valley Railroad company.
The
road will run through the most important streets of the
city, and the overhead work will be of the lightest descrip
tion.
Iron poles will be used and every improvement wi
,

1

be utilized on this

The
length,

A

Minneapolis paper says:

The Edison

Electric Light St
be assigned space twentyfour inches wide, twenty inches deep, and next to the curb
in the trench which the council has ordered for the underground wires. The city engineer has not granted the
permit yet, but will in a day or two, just as soon as he is
determined how deep in the trench the company must lay
their pipes.
When this is determined the company will go
to work in earnest, and in ten days will have down all the
It will not lake
wires needed for their system at present.
them long to get things in running order when once they
are started.
In fact, their system is already running in
one block of the city, the one where their building is located.
The building is but partially completed, and yet
to

line.

railway has been
be about four miles in
a valuable addition to the electric
thought that it will not be operated

line for the Seattle electric

surveyed.

and

This
will

line,
fo.

if

m

It is
railway system.
by the Seattle Electric

street

built, will

Railway & Power company. The
Railway & Power company has arranged
power of its plant
At present it has in
operation in its power house a 100 horse power engine,
which furnishes power for operating an So horse powtr
dynamo Two engines of 100 horse power are to be
'1 hese are
added, and also two So horse power dynamos.
to be used to operate additional cars, and also in furnishFour new cars recently ordered
ing power in the city.
will soon arrive, and will be placed on the road as soon as
Seattle Electric
for trebling the

the

new machinery

The

Power company have asked

II.

1

of

ago

the
visitoi

Howard has been

appoint'

H. Lippincott, of the North Amei
graph company, and M is
Eli
eth
daughter of the late Prof. I. I. Richardson, •
in New Vork city May 27th.
I

John Young of [he Western Electric COmpari
on the it v of New Vork for Europe on
Iv.
Mr. Young will be absent about two month*
is taken for pleasure only.
Mr. Young will visit the
exposition, and will go to Berlin, Antwerp and
sailed

'

<

I

before his return.

Business Mention.
W. M.

Talcott, of Chicago, has been appointed agent
for Chicago and surrounding territory for the sale of
motors manufactured by the Oueen City Electric company
of Cincinnati.

The Hollzer-Cabot

is

in opera' ion.

following circular has been issued by the Davenport
Central Railway company and the Stillwater Street Railway
company: "It is time that the electric railway companies
It
form an association for mutual benefit and protection.
is the experience of all lines that the charges made by electric manufacturers for supplies are exceedingly high, if not
Moreover, the repairs on motors and ear
exorbitant.
equipments form a most serious question, and we alt need the
experience of the engineers of the different roads throughout the country in consultation in order to bring about such
changes as may reduce these excessive charges for repairs
and renewals. In order to obtain your views, we earnestly
invite you and any other members of your company to be
present at a meeting of electric railway men, to be held in
Davenport, la., June 20th and 21st."

company

Electric

of

in Arch

street,

Boston, has just completed an installation of G50 Edison
at the Boston museum. The iniroduction of electric
lights was made necessary to avoid the heat in summer

lamps

months.

A Kinny and A. H. Zenner. who recently formed
Nebraska Telephone company of Omaha, have one of
most attractive electrical establishments in the west.
They have an excellent line of supplies, and report an exII

.

the
the

cellent business.

The Pond Engineering company h s begun work on the
engine foundation for the Union railway, St. loseph. Mo.
The boiler and pump for Madison, Neb., is now being set
The Pond company makes

The

and

large sewerage

Electrical

a specialty of

pumping

pumps.

Supply company of Chicago has

just is

sued a new catalogue descriptive of electrical house good
supplies
It is a book of over tco pages, fully illustrated,
carefully prepared, and tastefully arranged. Besides showing a complete line of batteries, belts, buzzers, annunciators, there are shown in the catalogue full lines of electric
gas lighting apparatus, tools designed especially for elec
tricians, and a complete set of wiring diagrams for wotk in
The catalogue contains information of value to
houses.
those interested in this class of work.

Electrical Patents.
Issued

Cleveland Railroad company's ordinance was
brought up in the council at its last meeting and an attempt
was made by the old companies to prevent the motor company from extending its road to the center of the city. It
failed, however, as it was apparent the people wanted

The

Majoi George

hi'.

litigation.

The East

tralia

hall

the Bru

outfits

The Cream City car line of Milwaukee contemplates
troducing the storage battery system on ils road

installed

-.ident
1

up

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

& Power company,

M

I

1

of Pittsburg, furnished the
engine used in the electric lighting of the great Tarzuela at
Madrid, the largest theater in Spain.

the Anthracite Electric Light

and a

,

company

in successful operation.

Edward

c

,

an immediate increase.

The Westinghouse company

1

Personal Paragraphs.

I

,

According to the commissioners, the success Chicago lias
had in securing the general adoption of the underground
system

of

divided the

;

Board of Public Improvements,
Col.

of

Electric

country into districts, appointing in each an agent, who is
given charge of the selling business throughout his district,
William
he representatives in their several districts are:
A. Carey, 620 Atlantic avenue. Boston, Mass. Henry
Tompkins,
Mine, 120 Broadway, New York; l». A.
Char
lotte, N
'.; I. H.Gates, Marshall, Texas; W.C.Clark,
San Francisco, Cal
Guido Pantaleoni, St. Louis, Mo
iconic
Fairbanks, the Rookery building, Chicago, III.;
A. T. Moore h
IL W. Goode, agent for
Denver, Col.
the Norlhwesi, has not yet established an office, but will
doubtless be located at St. Paul or Minneapolis.

May

..'

;

to

avenue.

Division

use in that city, have

Chicago and went

in

the

for the

Col. Flad, instead of
at

afoct

offices

a central location in the city.

Mayor Noonan and
with

5

the Bell Telephone

111.,

Western Union Telegraph
This

The Westinghouse

an important business movement
object the location of expre

Pa,,

:

I

1

lighting.

has for

THE TELECRAPH.

the basement is partly equipped with engines and dyna
They have three engines in already, and three more are
ready.
This will give a 1,200 horse power. The
building is constructed to accommodate engines and dynamos for j, 500 horse power. The buildings now supplied
with light and powci are the Lumber Exchange, the Ro
lei block and the National Bank of
Commerce. The new
building when omplcted will be quite a curiosity. Though
.vill be
needed in every one of its twelve floor ;,
there will be no belting or shafting whatever
'

statement of the amount of wire which
in

:

May

2f, 1SS0,

A. Csscy, New York.
invention relates to the class of railroad signals
number of cars passing
over a certain section or block of the read, and simultaneously produce a visual signal indicating the passage of said cars into and out of said block of road.
"The first claim reads: "In combination wilh the
normally-closed circuit, circuit breaker, electro-mag-

Railway Signal.

403 515.

Thomas

The

which

electrically register the

netic registering instrument and signal in said circuit,
and said registering instrument actuated by electric
impulses produced by intermittent closing of the circuit: a shunt normally open and forming then a more
direct connection of the signal with the circuit and
closed by the first break of the circuit and before the
registering mechanism is actuated."

Electrc-Magnet and Armature.
Frederick \Y.
403,517.
Cole, Newton, M*ass.
The first claim reads as follows: "The ccmbination, with an electro-magnet having a pole piece
with converging surfaces, of an armature con;

two portions, one of which is arranged and moves
substantially parallel with one of the surfaces of the
pole piece, and the other of which portions approaclu>
and recedes from the other surface of said pole pi<
Electrical

403,541-

Hermann Limp, Lyrn,

Converter.

Mass.

The
and

1

object of the invention

fTective

is

provide a

to

simple

form of convirui especially adapted

lor

obtaining currents of low potential but Urge volume,
suitable (or use in electric welding and other metal
working operations. The invent ton consists, cssenii
ally, in the combination, with
iron
of circular, cylindrical, or erd!ess form, upon which
one set of the Coils is wound; of a map in
piece ol iron connecting the opposite sidr
core, and wound with the other ;u
con-

1

,

veitei

Claim

follows:

t

"4.

A

variable current induction

having a primary circuit formed
comniu ator'and coils constructed after the
Gramme armature, in oombiration with

or converter

coil

through

manner

.1

of a

netting opposite sides ol the iron core (or the primary."

a sei

Means
tricity.

The

for Operating Draw-Bridgi
John M. Orford, Bridgeport, Conn.

fust claim

is

given:

"The

combination, in an

2
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apparatus for electrically actuating draw-bridge spans,
with a cable containing the circuit wires and extended
beneath the channel, of a pair of brushes connected to
said cable and rigidly secured upon the abutment, a
pair of continuous copper conductors secured upon
and movable with the draw span and engaged by said
brushes, a motor connected lo said conductors and
geared to the driving pinion, and suitable mechanism,
as a rheostat and switches, interposed between the
conductors on the span and the motor, whereby the
speed and direction of rotation of the motor may be
governed."

Machine

403.575.

Conkling, Glens Falls. N. V.
403.576.
"

Falls.

Gurdon Conkling, Glens

Magnetic Separator.
N. V.

The

invention consists in the combination, with a
conveyor for supporting the mass to be treated, of a
magnet, a disk revolving independent of the conveyor
and magnet at a point between said conveyor and
magnet, and means for revolving the disk.
40",,

Augustus Tamieson, Eliza-

Secondary Battery.
beth. N. J.

;<:>•;.

We give the first claim. "The method of generat
ing electric currents, which consists in forming a coating of sulphate of lead upon the surface of lead electrodes by immersion in sulphuric acid, converting the
sulphate on one half the electrodes into sulphide of
lead by immersion in a reducing agent
such as sulphide of sodium converting the sulphate on the other
half of the electrodes into plumbic peroxide by immersion in an oxidizing agent
such as hypochlorite of
soda replacing the electrodes in pairs in the sulphuric
acid to form a battery, and connecting them up in an

—

—

—

—

electric circuit."

Switch Instrument for Railroad Signals. George
403,619.
C. Steenbergh, Syracuse, N. Y.
The invention is designed to operate automatically
electric circuit making and breaking apparatus by the
shifting of switch rails, and to be used in railway
signaling devices.
Claim 1: "The combination, with a block of railway main track and siding connected with said block,
two electric circuits, circuit breakers at each end of
the block connected with said circuits and actuated
separately by the cars passing over the block of road,
registering mechanism in the circuits actuated in opposite directions, respectively, by the circuit breakers
at opposite ends of the block, and signals actuated
by the registering mechanism, of two circuit breakers
separate and independent of the circuit breakers at
the ends of the block and connected, respectively, with
the two circuits and actuated separately, one by the
movement of the switch rod in opening the switch of
the siding and the other by the movement of the
switch rod in closing said switch."

Magnetic Ore Separator.
Caiasauqua, Fa.

403,624.

William R. Thomas,

The last claim reads: "4. An ore separator consisting of a vertical endless belt, a magnet having its
field located behind the vertically descending portion
of the endless belt, a receiving chute opening onto the
endless belt above its upper roller, a directing chute
with closed top open at its lower portion opposite the
endless belt and its upper roller, a chute having its
upper end located opposite to the endless belt below
the field of the magnet, with a passage way between
the belt and chute and an air-exhaust tube, and
mechanism connected with the upper end of the
"
directing
chute

Telegraph
Hudson, Mich.

403,626.

Frank

Sounder.

L.

Van Epps,

Dynamo Electric Machine. Thomas L. Willson. Brooklyn, X. V.
The invention relates to dynamos of the general
class known as "open coil" machines, or those in
which the armature conductors are cut out of the
external circuit as soon as they pass out of the effective
magnetic field of force and are left with open terminals
during their period of inactivity.
Claims 2, 6 and 9 are appended:
"2.
A dynamo
armature consisting of a cylindrical iron core mounted
on a revolving shaft, and a layer of independent and
normally open cirruited conducting bars insulated
from each other extending longitudinally over the
cylindrical core and fastened thereto, so as to rotate
therewith.
"6. The combination, with a field magnet formed
with converging poles- of alternately contrary polarities
fai ing a i..nirai axis, of an armature consisting of a
cylindrical iron core mounrcd to rotate on said axis,
of longitudinal conducting bars
insulated from each other, fastened lo said core, and
ends beyond the ends of the poles
n commutating surfaces, and two series of comcs arranged at each end to

403.63-).

mutating surface, and each series
eld poles and arranged coinci-

iy with ihc successive

field

of force.

ion of a field

magnet having con-

'ely-contrary
1

ylindrical
ntetl

poles,

number

to tbc field

10

ol lectin

arranged

poles,

polarities,

layer

of

an

longi-

revolve

within
equal in
to bear against
fields oi
force,

egmcntal
at

their

and adapted
fween them."
I

.

lough to

:nded:
rollers,

face in contact with the edge of carbon
whereby the surface speed of the carbon disks
will always be the same until the disks are burned out."
Electrical Switch for Elevators.
William E.
403,691.
Nickerson, Cambridge, Mass
The invention relates to an electric switch device
located within an elevator carriage, by means ot which

peripheral
disks,

the attendant can cause the circuit in the eleclrodes to
be closed or opened at will, and also to set the switch
in such a manner that the carriage will stop automatically at any floor, either in going up or down.

The second claim

from Ores. Gurdon

for Separating Iron

mounted with

their

June

"In an

is:

electric switch device for

elevator carriages,

the combination of the electrodes, arranged in offsets,
with a brush-holding arc upon the elevator carriage
having brushes and contact devices adapted to move
laterally, and also in and out of contact with the electrodes."

Process of Electric Soldering, Brazing and WeldElihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

403,707.
ing.

Claims

1

and 3

are

appended:

"1. The herein-described method of electric welding,
brazing or soldering, consisting in passing through one
or both of the parts or pieces to be operated upon a

heavy

general direction of the
plane of the joint and of a volume sufficient to
bring the piece or pieces to the requisite temperature.
"3.
The herein described proce-s of forming longitudinal seams or joints in or between elongated
metal pieces, consisting in passing a heavy electric
current through the piece or pieces longitudinally and
of a volume sufficient to heat the same to the desired
welding or brazing temperature."
electric current in the

line or

Method of Electric Welding and Brazing Elihu
Thomson, Lynn, Mass.
The invention relates to methods or processes of

403 70S

forming welded or brazed joints between two metal
pieces or portions of a metal object; and it consists,
essentially,
in passing a heating
electric current
through the material from one side to the other of the
joint, and then, when the material is properly heated,
subjecting the joint itself to compression by suitable
tools forced upon the joint in a lateral or transverse
direction
that is to say, in a direction transverse to
the general common line or plane in which the joint and
the object or portions of object adjacent to the joint
and on either side thereof, He.

—

Filed April

J.

Jacob C. Berrang, Asbury Park, N.

Insulator.

403,727.

2,

iScig.

Method of Operating Electric Furnaces.
403. 75 2
C. Hobbs, Lockport, N. Y.
-

John

Electric Railway.
Rudolph M. Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa.
Two of the several objects of the invention are,
first, to arrange the rails
of a straight railway on
different levels and place the conduit containing the
working conductors next to the highest rail, so that
the water and slush shall run away from the conduit
and also be out of the line of travel of the horses;
second, to provide the car with an approved device for
taking the electric current from the working conducClaims 1 and 9 are given:
tors within the conduit.
"1.
road-bed for an electric railway in which
one rail is higher than the other, and the roadway between the rails is inclined in combination with an electric conductor arranged at or near the higher rail.
"9. The combination of a slotted conduit, working
conductors contained therein, a frame projecting down
through the slot of the conduit and provided with two
guide rollers to run in the slot and guide the frame,
brushes carried by said frame to form electrical contacts with said working conductors, depending conductor guards arranged between and close to said
rollers and projecting through the slot, and insulating
conductors passing through said guards and having
electrical contacts with the working conductors."

403.754'

A

403,776.

Individual Call and Switch,

Edwin Pope, Que-

Canada.

bec, Quebec,

The second

"The

combination, with the
bell magnet and armature in an ordinary telephone
box, and with the telephone, of a short circuit around
the telephone controlled by the position of the armature, a rod or pin attached to the armature normally
held by a notched wheel, so as to close the short circuit, and an electro-magnetic escapement in the main
line operatively connected with the wheel,"
claim

is:

Electric Railway.
403,786.
Francisco, Cal.

The

first

claim

is

Francis

M.

Speed,

San

given:

"In an electric railway conduit, the combination
which consists of a conductor having an inverted Ushaped cross-section, its open side down, a strip of insulating material parallel -.vith and in the interior of
said conductor, insulated and supporled from the conduit walls, and insulators interposed between said conductor and said strip."
403, -Soo.

Slotted Conduit for Electric Conductors.

les J.

Van Depocle, Chicago,

Char-

111

The

invention comprises a specialty constructed
!m1- or conduit, wilhin which the main supply conductor is carried along the line of the railway, and

conductor from its support
conduit lube, and for establishing and
maintaining a continuous contact therewith.
The invention further includes devices for clearing
the tube from extraneous matter, such as would ordifor insulating said

within

the

its way thereinto.
and third claims read:
metallic conduit for electric conductors, having a continuous intcrioi lining •,[ insulating material
and a conductor and independent supports therefor

narily find

The

"1.

firsl

A

within the CO]
"3. A metallic conduit for electric conductors, hav-

i,

iS?9

ing a continuous interior lining of insulating material,
provided with outlets at suitable distances, and connections between said outlets, aad a continuous drain
independent of the conduit structure, and extending
along the line of the conduit-"
403, Sor.

Electric Railway.

Van

Charles J

Depoele,

Lynn, Mass.

The invention relates to new and improved means
for constructing and operating electric railways, and it
consists in the mode of applying the power of the electric motor to the driving wheels of the cars, as also the
mode of conveying the electric currect from the generator to the motor.
Claims 6 and 9 are:
"6. In a system of electric railroading where a large
number of vehicles are electrically propelled at one
time and from the same source, a means for regulating
the current by an additional resistance in circuit with
each motor at the time of starting, preventing the
short circuiting of the current by placing such resistance in each motor circuit independent of the o'her
and corresponding to the electro-motive force of the
current employed, and means for gradually withdrawing said resistance as the motor attains a certain
speed.
1

'9. In an electric railway system, the combination of
poles or supports placed on each side of the line of way,
supporting wires extending across the line of way
and secured to opposite pairs of poles or supports, a
conductor or conductors arranged below the crosswires and above the line of way, ears or bails permanently secured to the upper side of the conductor or
conductor s, and insulating dev ces connected with
the ears or bails, and the cross wires for sustaining the
conductor or conductors, and an upward pressing contact wheel engaging the under side of the conductor."
:

Galvanic Batterv.
Joseph C. Vetter, New
York, N. Y.
The first claim is given:
"A battery cell having a partition extending from
side to side of porous material, said partition being
sealed in at the bottom with paraffin or other wax."

403,802.

Underground Conduit

403,525.

for

Electrical

Conduc-

Charles B. Cole, Detroit, Mich.

tors.

4.
Mechanical Musical Instrument. Willard H.
Oilman, Boston, Ma^s.
Claim 3 is given:
"3. As a new article of manufacture, the combination, with the casing, having a receptacle for the battery, of the battery located therein, a series of bells,
mounted upon the casing in a suitable manner, electro
magnetic means for actuating severally said bells an
electric circuit extending from said battery to said
electro magnetic means, a series of spring circuit controllers severally connected in said electric circuit and
normally resting upon the face of the metal cylinder,
a metallic cylinder also included in said electric circuit, a sheet of flexible material provided with perforations arranged to pass between said spring circuit

403, S3

controllers

and said cylinder and mechanism

for feed-

ing said perforated sheet between the circuit controllers and cylinder, the whole being mounted upon a
suitable casing, in the

Dynamo

403,836.

vier, Paris,

Claims
"1.

manner shown."
Machine
Alphonse

Electric

I

Gra-

France.

and

sixth read as follows:
In combination with the rotary armature of a
first,

fourth

dynamo

electrical machine, field magnets provided on
each side of said armature with two electro- magnetic
cores of unequal magnetism and additional polar portions of less magnetism than either of said cores arranged after them in the direction of the armature's
rotation, the cores of higher magnetism being in advance of the other cores, and the said additional polar
portions being magnetically connected with the magnetic frame of the machine intermediate the said cores
of less magnetism of one pole and the bases of the
more highly-magne'ized cores of the succeeding pole.
"4. In combination with the rotatory armature of a
dynamo-electric machine, field magnets provided with

cores of like polarity differing in cross section and arranged with smaller cores in advance of the larger core
or cores of the same polarity.
"6. In combination with the rotatory armature of a
dynamo electrical machine, field magnets having cores
with their axes of winding transverse to the armature
axis and their polar ends turned toward the armature
and provided with a prolongation extending from one
side of a core of each pole, and fastened at its outer
end to the base or bases of the core or cores of the op
posite pole, the prolongations lying on opposite sides
of the armature and forming a magnetic yoke or frame
of the machine, as well as polar portions for distributing field magnetism to the armalure."

Galvanic

403, S68.

Battery

Don

|.

Arnold,

Omaha,

Neb.

The

first

and third claims read:

"1. A galvanic battery composed of a receiving and
retaining jar and a solid filling consisting of litharge,
chloride of zinc, muiiatc of ammonia, oxide of mer
cury, and a cement, as plaster-of Paris or hydraulic
cement, a carbon or carbons, contact posts, and a
scaling cap of asphallum or mineral pilch.
"3. A galvanic battery consisting of a jar, a plural
ity of round carbons contained therein, a clamp inclosing and binding said carbons together, contact
posts connected, respectively, to said carbon clampand
|.u

,

a solid lilling

surrounding said carbons and

filling

the spaces between the same and the jar, and a scaling
Cap or cover, whereby the battery is rendered incapable of being affected by atmospheric influences and
can be readily Iransporled from place lo place without
injury to or displacement of the current-exciting filling."
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St.,

MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
NEW ENGLAND

OFFICE: 32 Oliver St,, BOSTON.
PHILADELPHIA. OFFICE: 301 Arch Street.

WESTEEN

OFFICE: Phenix

SOUTHEKN OFFICE:

Building,

CHICAGO.

25 Carondelet Street,

JOHN STEPHENSON
NEW YORK.

NEW OELEANS

CO.,

l_imit:e:iz>,

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

The

EMPIRE CITY ELECTRIC CO.
1

5

Dey

Street,

New York.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
809 to 817 S. 7th St., St. Louis, Mo.
Manufacturers and Patentees of

The Long Distance

Electrical Supplies

INCANDESCENT

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Electric Light

Send for

SYSTEM.

NEW CATALOGUE.

Patented in

all Civilized

Countries.

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished.
Electric Light Repairing,

General Machine JoD*work.

The
suited

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, BaWSSyurer.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICACO.

only

INCANDES-

CENT SYSTEM

Pattern Making, Etc., Etc.

for

especially

Central

Station

work, combining the SUCCESSFUL ILLUMINATION of
the STREETS with the universal supply of light for all COMMERCIAL and DOMESTIC requirements.

The most ECONOMICAL SYSTEM in every respect.
Noted for the BRILLIANCY avid BEAUTY of the light.
Having the simplest mode of wiring, the greatest production of
C. F. to the H. P., and a number of other important advantages.
Its practical

and

financial success has been

demonstrated by

CENTRAL STATIONS which have adopted the
HEISLER SYSTEM within the last Utree years.
Our system is the only PERFECT AUTOMATIC, adjusting

numerous

its

load correspondingly with the

We

furnish lamps from 10

number

up

to

of lights.

100 C. P. to any desired

distance from the Central Station on a single wire.

No. 8

American gauge.

We guarantee the

lamps not

brilliancy superior to

all

to

blacken and to maintain their

other systems.

Over 5.000 of our incandescent lamps of various candle
powers have been placed for illuminating the streets and boulevards, connected by more than 1,500 miles ol line wire circuits.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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Forest City Electric Works,
Manufacturers

oi

iS

BHGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES,

Quick Make and Break Uncontrolled

i,

Established in 1861.

E.

CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

June

IN

ELECTROLIERS,

by the Handle.

COMBINATION

GAS AHD ELECTRIC
Correspondence
Solicited

Electric

FIXTURES.

with

Lleht

ELECTRIC and GAS GLOBES,

Companies.

SHADES,
W.

B.

CLEVELAND,

Proprietor,

183

Etc., Etc.,

a

SENECA STREET, CLEVELAND,

Madison Street and Fifth AYenne,

CHICAGO.

675 DECREES

VALVE-OLEINE:

-BRANCH STORE-

1UASTER MECHANICS, Purchasing Agents, Engineers and Practical Builders of
steam plants will be pleased to know that a Lubricant is now produced of such
/extraordinary high fire test as to make it proof against the great heat to which it Is
.)costly

I

I

subjected, and is therefore a PERFECT lubricator where products of lower grade and
fire tests pass off at once, leaving the parts subject to wear, or greatly increasing the
consumption of oil.
'Valve-Oleine" Is a product in the highest state of filtration. Is of the greatest viscosity, is entirely free from all acids and absolutely non-corrosive, and without doubt the finest and most thoroughly reliable Cylinder Lubricant now on the market and will naturally lubricate 200 to 300 per cent,
more than products of lower test. ^"Is not only the best but the most economical lubricant.
Manufacture and sale controlled exclusively by RELIANCE OIL & GREASE CO.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Samples of one to ten barrels shipped on request. Correspondence invited. Resident agents wanted.

I

2134 Michigan Avenue,

I

1
|
|

i

j

I

SEND FOR

NEW PAMPHLET
C. F.

AN^ETT,

Prest.

S.

F.

FENTON,

CHAS.

Vlce-Prest. and Tress.

SLWEY

SMITH, Beo'y

RECORDING

Hotel and House Annunciators.
Electric Gas Lighting.

The United

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electric Go.

Pressure Gauges.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,
Electric Lighting.

Electrical

Apparatus and Supplies,

Jwvis

Telegraph Instruments.
"Wire

and Batteries.

SALT LAKE

UTAH.

CITY,

OF

B. EDsoft,

145 Broadway, N. Y.

BERGMMiLlSntf

&

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIAICES FOR THE EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

j

B,

&

j

«*w

-ivr-ci-wr

CO.,

v/voxr
XUXLIL

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

j

Street,

65

Fi f t h

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.

June

i,
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1889

The Pioneer

in

the Development

of

Light System?

the Incandescent Electric

FACTS OF THE PRESENT CONTROVERSY.

THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC MANUF'G CO.
HOLDS

THE! KE1Y TO

THE SITUATION

BEWARE OF IMPOSTORS.

Hie^TTTTTlTT

/NTTTr\TT^»

TO USERS OF ELECTRIC LIGHT APPARATUS.
The Edison and Sawyer-Man Electric Light Companies
have recently deluged the country with circular letters and
bombastic advertisements, setting forth that they have patents,
which cover the fundamental principles of electric lighting;
and that their patents have been sustained in the Supreme
Court giving the exclusive right to manufacture and operate
Nothing could be more misleading than
incandescent lamps.
such statements.
Since the combination of the Westinghouse, SawyerMan, and the United States Electric Lighting Companies,
and the Supreme Court decision in the Bates Refrigerator
case (which the Edison Company endeavors to make capital
of), these concerns have endeavored to completely submerge
their competitors, by flooding the country with literature of
such character as to mislead the public.
In order that prospective purchasers may become better
acquainted with the true inwardness of this electric light controversy, and the history of the invention, we deem it no
more than reasonable that we present a few facts, viz.:
1.
Thomas A. Edison has not, nor ever had, the remotest possible claim to the priority of invention of the incandescent lamp, and his position is simply a pretense.
2.
Walter K. Freeman was the original inventor, and
made and sent to Thomas A. Edison the first incandescent
lamp, with a high resistance carbon filament, that he (Edison)
ever saw.
Edison never had a patent covering broadly the lamp;
3.
therefore, no such patent could be sustained in the courts.
The United States Electric Light Company has no
4.
claim for a patent; the only claim it ever had was based upon
a contract with Walter K. Freeman, dated June 21, 1880, and
which is now in litigation. The patents they quote are not
essential or necessary for the successful manufacture or operation of incandescent lamps.

GET THE BEST.

The Sawyer-Man patent, number 317,676, was not a
discovery, nor does it cover features necessary to the
manufacture of an incandescent lamp.
All of the claims which these concerns make for patents,
covering broadly the incandescent lamp inventions, are senseless and false, because the incandescent lamp did not originate
with either of these companies, nor with any person or
persons connected with them; they, therefore, have no rights
in the premises.
very pertinent fact regarding the successful operation
of the present incandescent electric light system, viz.: The incandescent lamp itself, and the converter system of electric
lighting, are the results of a series of experiments conducted
by Walter K. Freeman, at Racine, Wis., where he had in
operation, and continued to operate for more than twelve
years the inventions that were then made, covering this
method of lighting, thereby preserving the validity of his
claims to such benefits as may be derived from his researches.
His applications in the Patent Office, for patents covering
broadly the idea of the alternating system, and the incandescent lamp, must be disposed of before any company can sustain its patents, or collect damages of any user of electric
5.

new

A

light apparatus.

This company takes the position: First, to defend the
users of its apparatus against loss accruing from its use;
second, to vigorously and determinedly prosecute Walter K.
Freeman's claims for patents covering these inventions.
Our apparatus is of the highest efficiency mechanically
and electrically.
are prepared to guarantee its operation
and defend our customers.
are in this business on a business basis, for a manu-

We

facturer's profit; having all
of first class apparatus.

modern

the production
the patronage of electric
can furnish the best.

We

light users, believing

Representatives wanted in
every State in the Union

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG.

—

We

CO.,

Eau

we

facilities for

solicit

GET THE CHEAPEST,

Claire, Wis., U. S. A,
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WOODWARD
G.

GEN. R. A. ALGER.
G. H. GALE.

H. GALE, President.

S. A.

H. H.

PLUMMER. \'ICE-PRESIDENT.
HUMPHREY. Treasurer.

{ S. A.

PLUMMER.

June

i,

1889

ELECTRICAL CO

OK DIRECTORS.
BROWN.
C. A. WARREN
T.WILLIAMSON.
«N.
C. H. THOMPSON
H.H.HUMPHREY,
<EY.
F. B. TROUT.

HIIAUII

)

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, SECRETARY.
FRANK B. TROUT, SUPERINTENDENT.

E. C.

\

J

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT STORAGE BATTERY.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

in

construction,

has

now been found
to many

PECULIARLY ADAPTED

to

be

uses in

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE
which other types of

batteries

Steadying Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,
Propelling Boats,
Burglar Alarms,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station Lighting,
Street Cars,

and
have

DURABLE,

and

is,

owing

to its design,

failed.

Isolated Lighting,
Auxiliary Central Station

Work,

Medical Purposes,

Running of Small Motors.

SUCTION OK BATTERY PLATE.

BATTERY.

Detroit Storage Battery,
C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
BEEN DULY ASSICNED TO THIS COMPANY,
Is positively the only Secondary Battery which will not Buckle, or tvhich will
withstand uninjured the Highest Bates of Discharge.

MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS GRANTED TO

THE

"oTFZy"

SUCCESSPUL STOKAO-E BATTEL?
IS

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE

The Woodward

Electrical Co.
FACTORY:

OFFICES:
69 Griswold

St.,

BYI

Campau

Building.

F.

B.

DETROIT, MICH.

TROUT,

Corner 13th and

General Manager.

Howard

Streets.

June

i,
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The Thomson-Houston
Electric Railway System.

Twenty-six Roads in Daily Operation, and Sixteen Now in Process
of Construction Under the Thomson-Houston Patents.
ALL MATERIAL IS NOW MANUFACTURED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.
The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior

to all others

work.
Only one pair of brushes for each motor.
Brushes self-feeding.

for railway

The current is controlled, the car i a versed, and the
brakes applied from either platform.
Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
above the floor.
Direct gearing is used.
The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the

Bearings self-oiling.
No change of brushes for change of load or change in Thomson-Houston patents.
direction of rotation of the armature.
Contact with overhead conductor is had by means ot
trolley pressing against the wire from below.
The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

MOTORS a ELECTRICAL E QUIPMENTS FURNISHED FOR MINING a OTHER SPECIAL WORK.
For Full Information and Estimates

.A-ddress the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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A NEW GAME
t+aA *%*\f+m

a-

THE

E. S.

I

*

CO. IN PUBLIC CONFIDENCE

WHO CAN TAKE

THEIR PLACE?

STILL ON

A

A
Our new

We

House

trated

want

your orders;

illus-

that

is

what we

Goods Cata-

are here for. It

logue No. 647

is

the most

is

generally

supposed

complete of

we

any

fun,

Electrical

are here for

but we

Catalogue
ever
o

earnestly

issued.

sure you

It is

to

the house electrician

Koran
the

is

guiding

such

have our

to

nose on the

—a

grindstone

is

Turk

as-

not the case.

We

what the

that

through sheer

star.

necessity only.

Y

Y

Commencing business with Enterprise, Good Goods, Fair Prices, and continuing with
Honesty, Business Methods and a cardial welcome to all, we have won the crowning glory of
business effort PUBLIC CONFIDENCE.

The ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
171

CO

RANDOLPH STREET,

o-H-i-e-A-o-o.
FACTORIES:
Ansonia, Conn.

KANSAS CITY OFFICE:
505 Delaware

St.

June

i,
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BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY
OF-

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

BRUSH ARC
INCANDESCENCE
Electric Lighting Apparatus.

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CHRBONS FOR HRC LHMPS.
V.

CHICAGO

OFFICES:

No. 217 Dearborn

St.,

ALEXANDER KEMPT, Special Agent.

ETC.

A
PACIFIC COAST AGENTS:
THE CALIFORNIA ELECTRIC LIGHT

CO.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

June
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ORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
Fort '^TVst.yjXGm Indiana.

Manufacturers of the

SLATTERY

INDUCTION

The Most Carefully Workedout and Complete Alternating

SYSTEM

OF

System of Electric Lighting

AND THE

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

OF

Lamps

ARC LIGHTING.

in

Existence.

IflMDESCEHT LIGHTING,

- --^^-_

—--a^ajfflHBicg^

and

Converter!

12—16 Candle Power

to the Mechanical

Horse

Power Guaranteed.

fijJl

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK
115

OFFICE:

BROADWAY,
Boreel Bldg.

SLITTER! DYNAMO, LAMP AND CONVERTER.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS,

FORT WAYNE,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

IND.

907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

CHICACO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome

St.

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.
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THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

CD

3D
CD

5T
5'

MIDDLETOWN,

CO.,

0O3ST3XT.

,

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

CHICAGO, JUNE

Vol. IV.

8,

1

O cents per Copy.
No.

1889.

23.

SCHAEFER ELECTRIC MFC. CO.
Electric Co.

t
Lamps from 10

Incandescent

100 Candle-Power.

to

MANUPACTLBKRS OF AND
\'D DEALERS

COMPLETE INSTALIiATIOX OF INCANDESCENT PLANTS.
P, 0.

FACTORY AT CAMBRIDGEPORT.

BOX 3068, BOSTON, MASS.

ELECTRICAL.
EVERYTHING
PA6K CATALOGUE,
BEND FOB
850

111

Estimates Furnished on Application.

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

THE WARING

IN
ID

BOSTOM. MASS.

Arch Street,

BELTING AND PACKING
NEW YORK
PARK ROW.
CHEEVER,
JOHN
H.

CO.

N. Y.

Treas., 15

Oldest and Largest Manufacturers

In the United States of

VULCANIZED RUBBER FABRICS
For Mechanical Purposes.

ELEGTRIG LIGHT WIRES AND GABLES.

MMMACHINE
BELIE FAD

Standard Underground Cable Co., Mf'rs,
General Offices, 708

RR
ANPH Urr
OFFIlUtO
P FS
Dnnnun

*

<!

.

^

PENN

AVE.,

-

With Smooth Metallic Robber surface for use on
Dynamos and swift running machines.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

-

& BOSS

BEI.TIXG

New York 1S Cortlandt St., G. L. Wiley, M'g'r.
Chioae0) 139 E Madl«on St.,F. E. Degenhardt. Mgr.
'

.

VULCANITE EMERY WHEELS, RUBBER
MATS, MArTlNG AND STAIR TREADS.
BRANCHES:

Boston, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Detroit, Chicaao, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Minneapolis, Denver,
San Francisco.

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back
Noiseless

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. IiooomotlTe Safety ~\7~a,\-\r&,
Tlie Ashton Locli Safety Valve,
Th.e Asliton "\7C"«.toir Xlellef Valfr*.
Standard for durable and high
The acknowledged

Insulation. Its merits proved
quarter of a century. Adapted to
and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone.
Railway and all other

All Sizes

LB

concealed Wiring

McGLEES, General Manager,

16 Dey

St.,

THE ASHTON TALYES

SE? ;Jf

repntation

in all Location!.

now in the market.
in construction, Automatic In action, Perfectly Controlling the Pressure of the hose at whatever speed the engine or pump is working.

Simple

NEW YORK.
Ashton Yalve

Prevents Air Cushions.

271 FranMlii

Co.,

Boston,

St.

I

m$^*:\%*tts?sFgi#%>*K

COWLES' PATENTED

Sole Manufacturers of

and Weather - Proof

Fire -Proof

ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

GUARANTEED FOR

B

C

DYNAMOS.
Schieren

&

Co., (Mfrs.)

AND MANUFACTURERS AND TANNERS OF

OAK TANNED LEATHER BELTING AND LACE LEATHER.

46

SOUTH CANAL STREET. CHICAGO.

ILL.

CUT SHOWING STYLE Of INSULATION.

—

A. Copper Wire.
saturated with a Black,
trie

B. 5.— Two Braids, saturated with
Whather-Proof Composition.

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters.
Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

WAREROOMS-

B

\

A

ss^m$0&*w*<*&

'4uU(&{MtfUyw&//yyM

Chables D. Oenket,

ion. President.
Daniel W. M.
Addison H. n jbdyke, Vice-President.

C—Braided

Fire-Proof Insulation,

Samples furnished upon application.

and 2,Cnff st - New Yo!*Chicago, ins.
S3 & 135 Walrasli Ayr

'?.

ANSONIA. CON*.

.

Brainabjd Rorison, secretary.

Electrician.

Amos

Owners of

all

Para

FACTORIES

K.

Hollo will, Thmjotst

Jenney Electric Company,
Sole

.

ANSONIA BRASS & GOFFER COMPANY,

ELECTRIC PERFORATED BELTING!!!

Chas.

M belB,!,be mMt ^Itect "

THEIR SAFETY TALYES SZS&S&SSSSX^^^gr
THEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES I&^M&.i.'S.iS.

Subterranean Use,

j r_«_, a j W,rB . Submarine Use
="«*«"» -ires.

i

Branches ol Signaling.

B.

of over
electrical purposes.

Aerial Use,

Electric Light

E.

by a record
all

the Patents and Invent iuna of Charles D. Jenney (known as the Jenney System) and Sole Owners and Manufacturers of his

Improved flynamo, [amp

$

Electric (l]otor.
In all deslrnltle features of Arc and Incandescent Lighting
simple, durable, economical,
the Jenney System leads,
In these caac&Uali It chalsteady, brilliant and penetrating.
lenges comparison

Estimates Promplly Furnished lor Erecting Electric Lighting
Plants for Cities. Companies or Individuals.

Prices Furnished for the Jcnney Arc or Incandescent Systems, or for both combined.
Inoandeaoent Dynamo* nro seif-rcfruiatlng,
penult the tunilug OD ami off ot one or all of the Lamps

The Jenney

This Company gtoet apodal aUontton to furntoktoff MlUt,
Shops, Fitctorlrs, etc, ictih ItHtv.

or

uil

(IB PIHF1UT IlllSTIITIIE 111 IE5EIIIIIE TIE

STSUI.

-«

omen »SD WORKS:
Cor. Eentaokj Ave. and Morris St.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

The Thomson-Houston

June

8, 18

Electric Bo.

WESTERN OFFICE:
48 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

EASTERN OFFICE:

620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON.

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM
-OF-

Electric Hrc-[ighting
IX*

THE

WORI-ID.

SERIES LAMPS
FOE

]|rc-Gircuits.
These Lamps have repeatedly
their superiority under

Shown
test.

First Medal : Beat Arc-Light, Louisville, 1883,
First Prize : Beet System of Arc-Lighting,
Cincinnati Industrial Exposition, 1883.

This

Company was

given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions
at

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

London, August

1

1,

1885,

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
These dynamos are automatic

in their regulation

durable.

and

will

Exhibition,

FOR ARC-LIGHTING.
FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

LIGHTING.

No other Incandescent
maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit.
are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

Our Incandescent systems

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
II sizes for the transmission of Power. Plans and estimates for
and Inoandesoent Lighting and Power Plant*.

all

kinds of Aro

Lamp

is

so perfect and

June

3,
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1889

QUEEN CITY ELECTRIC
MANUF.V

CO.,

IF

i

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
TWO

FIRST PRIZE COLD MEDALS 1888.
MOST EFFICIENT.

MOST EFFICIENT.

DYNAMO
25 to 500

Wl

OTOR

1-8 to

50

LIGHTS'

INDORSED

CAPACITY.
—AND—

Thomas

A. Edison,

Eliho.

Thomson,

ECONOMICAL.
Edwin

ISOLATED PLANTS and C ENTRAL STA TIONS FULLY ERECTED.

FOE SALE BY ALL JEWELEES.
for

Pamphlet "ARE YOU POSTED?"

Motors for Running
ELEVATORS,

We give

FANS, PUMPS AND

GENERAL MACHINERY.

an Absolute Guarantee regarding Materials,

A\

orkmanship

to

and

NON MAGNETIC WATCH
177-179 Broadway,

READY.

Houston,

J.

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

Send

Power.

EVEB

BT—

H. S. Possons,

Horse

II -

OFFICE, FACTORY AJVD SALESROOM,

CO.
58

Y.

Efficiency.

& 60 Lonewarth St.,

CINCINNATI, 0.

DA

1

I

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.

irrsuLATina company,
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

INSULATED WIRES and CABLES

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.
Guaranteed to Give Satisfactory Services Underground and Overhead.

Adapted

(or Mines,

Specially

Ohemloal Works, Eto.

Prices and Samples on Application at

Central Stations for Power Distribution,
No. 159
W,

If.

FRONT STREET, NEW YORK

HABIRSM,

F.C.S., London, Chemical Engineer,

CITY.

General Manager.

STATIONARY MOTORS.
FOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We have

supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

STORAGE BATTERIES,

Telegraph and Telephone Companies, to United States Vessels,
Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other servElectric Light,

ices

wherever a First-class Electrical Installment
Materials and Workmanship are

and correspondence
articles.

is

solicited from

is

Guaranteed

Required.

Our

the Very Best,

Executive Offices:

115 BROADWAY,

companies and architects requiring our

Factory:

JERSEY CITY, N.J.

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

iv

June

8,

THE NATIONAL CARBO
Cle^7-ela,rLd., Oloio.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENCINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENGINEERING CO.

JARTIS

ELECTRIC LIGHT

OLIVER STREET,

61

& POWtR

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coal anil Coke

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

BOSTON.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO,
THE STANDARD CARBON
Manufacturers of
ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.

MANUFACTURING
THE HAWKEYE ELECTRIC
idavenpout,
iotti^-a..
rvlAI>IT_ri^AC3TT_!I=?E;F?S CDF" THE:-

CO.,

CELEBRATED THONE SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT AUTOMATIC APPARATUS.
Electric Motors,

Generators for Mechanical Motor

Automatic

Circuits.

Dynamos

for

Lifltim

Plants.

Contractors for Complete Electric 3Pl£tnts_
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

& MT'G

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING

ROOMS, UOO and

GO.

liOU

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST. IiO"UTS.

tSB^
ILEAL

or

uniform

in quality,

long life and good

light.

A Specialty, comprising
ECLIPSE CORLISS ENGINES,

Plain Tubular or Water

BOILEES.

Tube

I2ZKI223

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

UNION

PATENT FURNACES
Worthington Pumps, Injectors and
Fe ed Water Heaters, Hill Friction Clutch
Pulleys, Dodge Patent Wood Split Pulleys,
Shafting
Belting-, Pipe, Fittings and Valves.
-

,

W.

S.

TCESEE.

J.

LESTER TFOODBIUDGE.

WOODBRIDGE
AND
TURNER,

ELECTRICAL ENCINEERS
AND CONTRACTORS.

ELECTRIC
74 Cortland

Light and Power Stations.
Railway Construction.

BALL DYNAMOS

This system Is mechanically and electrically perfect, anil produces a steady
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required

and the cost of repairs.
For descriptive circulars or

testimonials, address

CHARLES W. RAYMOND,
39 Dearborn

CHICAaO,

New York.

a.NUFAOTUH.Brrl.8

Bells, Annunciators,

0!E»

Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries,

UEAI.EH8

Western Agt.

Street, Tre.nont House,

The Knapp M E lectrical
Magneto

LAMPS

FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

Light Wiring.

St.,

JLD

A

-

-

-

ILL.

Works

.

Push Buttons, Etc

I3\T

EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL,
the
A.*3rxnsrT& :F*on

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A Full Line of their Celebrated Wires,

Buy your Goods

Cables and Tapes

of the

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

-

-

-

CHICAGO.

June S

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AN D MOTOR COMPANY.
The New Sprague Motor is Superior to any other Machine which was ever devised for the same work.
LIST OF STREET RAILWAYS IN OPERATION OR UNDER CONTRACT MAY 16th, 1889.
Akron Electric R, K'., Akron, Ohio.
Asheville Electric K. R., Aslmviile, \. C.
Atlantic City Extension, Atlantic Ciiy, N.

I

[Cast

Bay i'.y i<. K., Bay !ity, Midi.
Bay 'ity Street Railway, Bay City, Mich.
Bay Ridge LSId ri< R. K.. Bay Ridge, Md.
Buffalo Street R. R., Buffalo, N. Y.
Carbondalc *v: [ermyn R. R., Curbondale, Pa.
Central R. R., Davenporl, la.
Chattanooga lileetiie R. R., Chattanooga, Tenn
«

1

1

Pawengur R. R

Pa.
City R. X., Wilmington, Del.
City R. R., lixi'n, Wilmington, l>
(

'iiv

lint*,

,

of

i.iin-

'

Street R. !:., Eau
Pass'r R. k.

Wilmington

'

[Marlborough Street R. k.. Marlborough, Mass.
Manchester and Richmond R. k., Man
Va.
Metropolitan R. R., Portland,
Minneapolis Street R. I-:., Minne:
Naumkeag St. R. R.. Salem,
Northern Division Wyatl Part

d\ ral St. 8, Pleasant Valley R. K., Pittsburg, Pa.
Hartford & Wethersfield R. R„ Hartford, Conn.
Inclined Plane R. R„ Cincinnati, Ohio.

i.'\

'

I

Electric Railroad, Dubuque, la.
Lafayette Electric R. R., Lafayette, Ind.
Lai'udo City R. k Laredo,
e>
Lindell Ave. k. R., St. Louis. Mo.
Lindell Avenue Street Railway, St. Louis, Mo.
City

I

,

1

New ton

Island Ciiy and
land Ciiy, N. Y.

I.

Haire, Wis.
Wilmington, Del.

\

Long

Gollamer Lint*; liasi Cleveland, O.
IC.isf Cleveland Street
R. R., Cleveland, O.
East Reading R. k., Reading, Pa.
East Reading U. R. ICxi'n, Reading, P

Each One

East Side Street R. K., Brockton, Mass.

Eau
|.

Long

R. R.. Omaha, Neb.
Avenue St. !:. R., Tacoma, W, T.
Passenger R, !'., East Harrisburg, Pa.
sengcr '. R.
xlension,
larrisburg, Pa.
rania R. R. System, Atlantii
Penn

Is

I

'.1

St.

Plattsmouth Electric k.

fos«

Mo.

Salt

A.

Lake City R. R„

II.

ZK>.\Kit.

tlticmc Liynl

Lake

Western Agency:

I

Dealers

in

Wire,

Bells,

lienorai Mctcnine

A

WINC'S DISC VENTILATINC FANS.
Arc

nxriEATV

f-i,_,n,-,|.

Push Buttons, Motors, Incandescent and
and Combination

ELECTRICBox IvIUNTUO,
DENVER. COLO.
Postoffice

The

if

we have

n't

them

in stock.

rngggmfffi
VIC FIU»* <J

Electrical

m

'-.*>

l

,

ii

H-A'Cleverly Manager

Construction Co.
Mgr.,

175 Randolph St., Chicago.

2382.

ilsveily Electrical works

TTLjL

and

suitable for developlne Elec-

TWO

Over
HUNDRED HORSEfrom FIVE to FIFTY H. P. within a
Address for particulars.

district.

units varying

radius of one mile from generating station.

Commutator
Brushss
SYST©7UTS.
FOR
ot brush,

fattern Making, Etc.. Etc.

FRANCHISE,

mining

tricity. Is offered for sale In a rich

POWER can be sold at once in

l.'ght Material, Poles. Cross-arms, Electroliers
FiX'Ures, Burglar Alarm Malting.

Send ns wtub mid ;xive length
w"l nmk<> iIm'iii nn.

juu*nu

A Chance
f or Ele ctric Power
VALUABLE WATER-POWER

AND

HARTER,

Wyatt Park P.

I

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, ^S^ture*.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICACO.

PUMPELLT STORAGE BATTERTES

6. A.

Wi
rre.Pa.

Plattsmoulh Neb
City, Hah.

k.,

Salt

P..

We

OMAHA, NEBRASKA

1521 Farnam Street,

>7S'

Suburban R.
barre, Pa.

a Separate Bona Fide Contract for Electr ic Railway Equipment.
FOR CIRCULARS AND FULL INFORMATION, ADDRESS

General Electrical Supplies and Construction,

>'

R„ Boslon.

These Names Represents

A. KINNJBT.

r

R.

Wilkesbarre and

1

People's k. R., St. |oseph, Mo.
People's R. R., Scranton, Pa.

16 jZLisriy is
O-A-ID ST.,
NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.,

IV* 1

N. Y.
1

Wtchiut and Suburban R, R.

I

1

l

.

Wilkesbarrc, Pa.
Street Line Ext'n U. P. Railway,

eph,

I

Mo.
Pacific

Loop Extension Wilkesbarre & suburban R. R.

Mam

nion Passenger R.

Omaha Horse

.

k. k.,

r
1

III.

Western Agent,

^*^-

Makers

-

Philadelphia Department*
**T*
n»UTrn ri p«Tnm urn n uht«b mm

BAXTER ELECTRIC MFG&MOTOR CD.

Harmount, 315 Wabash Ave., Chicago,

G. A.

III

UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS.
DR. GASSNER'S DRY RATTERY
Experts acknowledge it to be the best open circuit battery in the market, most durable and conTelephone, Railroad and Fire and Police Signal Companies use them largely.
Bell
hangers say it kills their trade, as they cannot charge for renewals. Physicians love them. High-

venient.

est testimonials.

For Sale by

vri u.is

ii

e

11 7ic<:ic.

Kauiager.

Write

for Circulars.

THE WESTERN ELECTRIC

CO.,

CHICAGO,

And CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS, San

THE JULIE N ELECTRIC

ILL.

Francisco, Cal

Ill

A. SCHOVERLIIMG.
Chambers St.,
NEW YORK.

g

stora

CO.,

ll a

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION
OFFICES;

1

ry
ry

JClT

and

B

CO.,

SSSOA

20 Bzoa.d.TKra.sr, 2Te-w "STorls.

C. H.Jackson, ProBt.

EdwardS. Perot,

Vice-Prest.

Jas. P.

McQcaide, Sec'y and Treas.

THE NATIONAL CONDUIT MFG. COMPANY'S

WROUGHT IRON CEMENT-LINED PIPE
For Electrical Subways.
In use

by the Metropolitan Telephone & Telegraph Company of New York;
by the Bell Telephone Company of Buffalo; by the Police and Fire
Departments of New York and Chicago, Etc.

THIS SYSTEM IS PARTICULARLY ADAPTED FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT TRUNK AND DISTRIBUTION.

Address the Company,

TELEPHONE BUILDING, NEW YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

June

SOLE BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine
Is

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

CO.,

MILWAUKEE.

WIS.

Manufacturers of and tiealerB In

Rubber
and

Pulleys, Cears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather,
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill

Engine Supplies

FOR ECONOMY OF FUEL, REGULARITY OF
AND DURABILITY IN USE.

IT IS TrNEO.UAI.EX>

&

ALUS

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.

of

8, i?

MOTION.

rite for

\\

FRANKLIN

of Every Description.

CHICAGO BRANCH,

our I'atatognen.
S.

CARTER.

(HAS.

M

WARD

E

W1I.KINS.

ESTABLISHED

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.

M 43 SODTH JEFFERSON

41

ST.

WILKIN!

1S67.

PARTRICK & GARTER,
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

IN

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

—

FOR.

ELECTMGAL

ARC-LIGHT CIRCUITS.

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS.

SIMPLE RELIABLE. DURABLE.
.

The only

safe socket for series lamps,

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF
BELLS, DISQUE LECLANCHE BATTERIES, GAS-LIGHTING APPARATUS
AND A FULL LINE OF

and the only

SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL WORK.

socket having insulating material for the outside
parts.

Send

620

for Illustrated Catalogue.

We

-

16 Sizes, 5 to 500 1. P.

N.

is

Engine

3,000

in nse

i

n all parts of the

JUNIOR.

6 sizes

Civilized

in st ock.

5

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
YORK,
17 Cortlandt Street,
Westinghouse,
BOSTON,
Hathaway Building,
Church, Kerr
PITTSBURGH,
Westinghouse Building.
&Co.
CHICAGO,
156, 158 Lake Street,
PHILADELPHIA, 60S Chestnut St., M, E. Muckle, Jr. & Co.
I

1-

for

»

50

..>;

.,_-.

NEW

ST. LOUIS,
KANSAS CITY,

DENVER,

OMAHA,

World.

to

l"

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

114 South Second Street.

HIGH FUEL DUTY AND SIMPLICITY.

STANDARD. VtK

..v

„.

Catalogues, please state whether ""Electric Bell" or " General
wanted, -and" if in the trade inclpserbusihess card for discounts.

CONDENSING OR
of

"
,

NON-CONDENSING.

Sot yet equalei by any form

our Manufactures, and will forward to any address upon

all

'-'

B.— When applying for

Supply" Catalogue

MASS,

COMPOUND.

publish Catalogues of

Application.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

BOSTOX,

SUPPLIE:

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

PINE BLUFFS.

302, 304

Alt AUTOMATIC E1TGINE CHEAPEB THAN A SLIDE VALVE.
Well Built.
Economical.
Reliable.
Over 300 sold the first year.

All the above built strictly to Gangs with Interchangeable Parts.
Repairs Carried in Stock. Send for Illustrated Catalogues.

Avenue.

'.'.',0

S.

Main

St.

i

SARGENT,

Utah & Montana

E. GraniteSt.
Machinery Co.
i
and 23 Fremont St., Parke Lacy Co.
33. 35 N. Front St., Parke* Lacy Men. Co.

&

J£g°S!' KD.A.Tom pkinsCo.

E

H.

CUTLER,

and Plymouth

Sts.,

& Mch
James &

Keating Imp.
C. E.

FRANK

Treas. and Mgr.

THE ELEKTRON MFC.
Cor. Jay

-

Sons.

ARLOTTE, N.C
LANTA, GA.

JN0. A. BARRETT, V Pres. and Cons. Elec.

Pres.

uo

&

21

ATTANOOGA, TENN.

D.

x

N FRANCISCO,
RTLAND, OR.

LLAS. TEX.

W.

,„
c„.„.
Fairbanks

J

J-

1330 Seventeenth Street, )
1619 Capitol Avenue, F. C Aver.
Ark.
Geo. M. Dilley

SALT LAKE CITY,
"ITTE, MONT.

H. P.

Washington Ave.

S3 Union

A-

Co.
Co.

PERRET,

EleC.

CO.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS and DYNAMOS
Small Sizes a Specialty (1-8 to 2
The

Laminated Field Magnets, Low ArmaSparking under Changes of Load, Excellent Work-

Distinctive Features ate

ture Resistance,

No

HP.)

:

manship.

In

EFFICIENCY, REGULATION, SIMPLICITY and

DURABILITY
Our Fan

OUR MACHINES SHOW GREiT SUPERIORITY.

Outfits are very

handsome and run very

still

CAREFUL INVESTIGATION INVITED.

—
«
a
Catalogues Furnished on Application.
.

,

•

,

j,

For

El

TUBINC ALL'

,

l Purposes

i

_i

i

j.«

_^„,
higher

ctl)

M

„_ v , ,*„,„»

?mmmwW$MM%

c°

OOOOooo

Pure Sheet Fu66er

Etc.

<s

Sarnpl^s and prices upon application.
*»are>* jHE
B.r.C00DfflCH Co.
AKRON RUBBER WORK*

AKRON. OHIO.

., which

-lency la obtained than la

pojubie otherwis?.

MMMzi
.(Specialties of all kinds to order
'"
"- Send
for "Catalogue.

June

8,
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His Patents Sustained

Supreme

by the United States
Court.

THE EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
Takes pleasure in announcing to its patrons and the general public that the decision of the
Supreme Court of the United States, filed on the 21st ult., in the case of the
Bate Refrigerator Company, is in fact a decision

SUSTAINING THE EDISON PATENTS
In the many suits brought by the Edison Company, in the lower courts, against infringers of the Edison patents, the
defendants have evaded the merits of the controversy, thus tacitly admitting the fact of infringement, and have interposed a plea alleging that our patents have been voided by the expiration of patents previously granted in foreign
countries.

Hence the delay in establishing our rights. In the meantime, other electrical companies have been indiscriminately
copying our devices and methods, not even assuming that they themselves were the original inventors, but simply relying upon the construction of a statute by the lower courts invalidating our fundamental patent. In pursuance of our
expressed determination to secure a decision upon the point of law involved, we have had the Bate Refrigerator case
(covering the identical question) argued before the U. S. Supreme Court, with the result announced above, thus

Completely Deprivingthe Defendants of their Main Defense.
We have now only

to prove the fact of infringement in order to secure prompt injuncand damages fro m, those who have been so long using ivith impunity that
HIGHEST AUTHORITY now concedes to Imve been ours, exclusively, from

tions against,
ivhich the
the beginning.

This

is

simply

to establish

A QUESTION OF FACT.
Was,

or

Was

Sot, Edison the Original Inventor !

This question has been decided in his favor a great many times, primarily by the U. S.
Patent Office, which granted to him Patents bearing earliest dates; then btj the various
courts of Europe, through the crucial examination of which tJie question has many times
passed.

Thus

the

QUESTION OF LAW having now been settled by tlie Supreme Court of the
and the QUESTION OF FACT by tlie highest experts of the world, this com-

United States,

pany now notifies the Public of its intention to call a halt and demand a reckoning for the
trespass and abuse of its rights in

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
44 Wall Street,

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
By EDWABD H. JOHNSON,
New York.

President-

'

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

18&9

8,

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,

m$%
TRADE

June

THIRD

310 N.

ST.,

SAINT LOUIS, MO.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS AT BOTTOM FICURES.
Man son and Okonite
THE1 IQTOST. Tim.Y TJS.

Okonite Wires, Cables, and Tubing, "Weatherproof Line Wires,

MARK.

jrp

FAYS* TO GET

SYNOVIAL
Dynamo and Cylinder Oils.

CARBON PLATES,

Second

to none.
machinery.

FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
ENGINEERING
707 and 709 Market

POND

427

St., St.

Tapes.

8.

Free from

By

gum

or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
Adopted by the largest
can be used continually.
Electric Plants of the West.

refiltering

TAUSSIC, Agent,

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

CO.,

CHICACO.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.

Louis.

Erected Ready for Service.

'The Rookery," Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas
319 Ramge Building, Omaha.

SPF.CIAI.TIEIS :-The Aimineton &

C'ty.

ard Rocklugand Sheffield Grates,

HF.KD

EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC CO.

Sims Engine, Steel Boilers, IreBon Link

Belt. S'and-

Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pump, KortinglDJector, etc

FOB

I,4.TES1T

CATALBGUK8.

THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR

MOTORS
FOR

Arc

i

The Perkins Electric Lamp

Incandescent Circuits

W.

HOTII) FOR AJY CIHBK5T.
PERFECT AU TOMATIC REGULATION.

Highly

tll'K

and Economical.

Efficient

5-^

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

F.

a-rxd.

The H.M. LOUD & SONS

LUMBER

HALM,

\\l> lll.fiTHIIJ 3IAHTAGEH,

5© lETrstnlslIn.
CHICAGO.

Street,

STATES.

CHICAGO.

EAST ADAMS STREET,

1

rilKmilKM

Manager
W. HORNE,
SOUTHERN
WESTERN AND

1

G.

Co.,

JUST ISSUED FROM THE PRESS.

CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF
Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms, Cedar Poles.
Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled Promptly.
Office and 31 111 at Oscoda, 3Ilch.
Exclusive Selling Agent: Q. A. Habmodnt. Western
Agent Electrical Department New Haven Clock Co.,
315 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

I.

W.COLBURN &
174 Main

St.,

ELECTRO-DYNAMIC

"THE
ELECTRIC

224

By FRED H. WHIPPLE

A new and original book designed to
inform the practical business man without the use of mystifying technical terms

Dynamos, Motors,

and formula?.
There is information in it of value to
the owner, the officer and the employe of
every street railway or user of power for
any purpose.

oortfTJQ jstts

and

»

I [lerlmcninl l'*e.

Catalogue, also HandS*nd
book of Head* Reference, WBt-oockPtPdltion.
for largi> Illustrated

vranxa
Ho 315 Wabash

'.

EN clock CO.,
CHICAGO. ILL

Carter St.. Philadelphia.

RAILWAY."

CO.,

FITCHBURG, MASS.

.Machine* for Arc and lncanrteHcent
Flectri* IJfihilne. Klectro-I'latint;

CO.

Voltmeters

and

Batteries,
Ammeters,

Switches,

A.3NTI3-

=

Historic 1 Development of the Modern Method
of Producing Electricity.
How Electricity Tb Mechanically Produced.
Practical Thoughts anon the Lines of Force and
the Production or Motion.
Something about Primary and Secondary Bat-

Complete Electric Light

_ „
Electricity Is Applied to Street RallwajB.

teries.

How

and Power

The Application of the Motor to the Car.
Early Attempts at Electric Propulsion with the
KoadH now in Operation.
Some of the so-called ' Systems" of Electric
street Railways.
Amplication of Electricity to Elevated and Under-

ground Kail ways.

,

,

„

obi of Producing, Transmitting and Applying
Blei i.ricity for btreot Hallway Purposes.
Some Farther Comparisons of Electric Propul-

|

STREET CARS EQUIPPED

sion with other Methods.
The Electric Motor for Stationary Power Purposes.
.

[mpOTtancs

Economical Steam Power

<>t

the Eli

The DUlbtatlon

ol

Wattr Powers

Poi

Ibl

ol

111

FOR ELECTRIC PROPULSION.

to

lor Electric

Transmission.
The Purpose and Care ol Good Belts

Electric Street Car

The Oldest and Most Experienced

Ion.

1

I

Paper Cover, $1.00.

|

Bound

PRICE:

in Flexible

Plants.

tor

Company

in

Electric

Mo-

the World.

Russia. $2.00.

One Hundred and Filty Illustrations.

FRED.

H WHIPPLE,

Detroit,
Hf-ndyor DSD
rted

trical Dlr<

Chicago

Office:

502 Phenix

i

in

Building.

Mich.

Wnfpple*a National Elec-

Detroit Office:

30 Atwater

St.,

East.

June

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

8, iS

&

4*

ELECTRIC LIGHT
FOR ALL PURPOSES.
DISTRIBUTION BY ALTERNATING CURRENTS.
CENTRAL STATION OUTFITS,

ISOLATED OUTFITS.

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ARC LIGHTING.

MOTORS.

METERS.
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THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CO.
170 CENTRAL STATION PLANTS SOLD IN 30 MONTHS,

OFFICES

IN

ALL LEADING CITIES.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

WESTERN ELECTRIC
Send

for

June

8,

1889

CO.

Catalogues of the following lines in which we are the
leading Manufacturers and Dealers:

ANNUNCIATORS,
Batteries

BELLS AND PUSHES,

and Battery Supplies,

PATTERSON CABLES,

Electric Light Apparatus,

INSULATED

'WIRE,

TELEGRAPH INSTRUMENTS AND LINE SUPPLIES,
TESTING SETS,

BUILDERS' AND REPAIRERS' TOOLS,

AND OTHER MISCELLANEOUS APPARATUS.

We

are sole Western Agents for the sale of

A. G. DAY'S
Which,

KERITE INSULATED WIRE,

after years of experience,

we

consider the best wire
for the purposes for which it is intended.
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Toll

Chicago Telephone
Exchange.
telephony has developed many inter-

System

at the

Practical
esting features during the last few years, and
has become one of the most
complicated
branches of applied electricity. The establish
merit of long lines, connecting important ex-

changes, neighboring cities, suburban towns,
etc., it may be readily seen, was not unattended

by

These have been overcome, and

difficulties.

the suburban service is one of the features of
the Chicago exchange.
This system not only
embraces towns in the immediate vicinity of the
city, but the entire district.
For instance, the
Milwaukee line is well patronized; so are the
lines connecting many of the larger points in
When the toll system was introduced
Illinois.
it soon became evident that it would
be necessary to place restrictions of some kind upon the
service.
h e company found great difficulty in collecting pay-

8,

IS

No. 23

a subscriber is entitled to toll service or not.
There are in this chart as many squares as thereare hundreds in the numbers of telephones.
For instance, if a telephone were numbered
12,600, and although there are not 12,000 telephones, there would be a square for 12,000, and
it

would be numbered

120.

one of those squares, is
about the size of each
one of the blocks in this chart. It will be noticed
that the number in the left-hand upper corner
In Fig. 2 a block, or

The

illustrated.

of the block

cut

is

12, indicating that all telephones
To
1,300 are represented here.
illustrate the operation of this system, suppose
that telephone 1,241 had made a contract for

from 1,200

is

to

toll service.
As soon as the contract is signed
a brass pin with a large flat head is inserted in
the second row from the left
marked 1 in
the units
and in the fifth from the top

—

—

—

T

ment

for toll messages,

and

was

accordingly
obliged for a time to
suffer

heavy losses.

large

and

call

Soon

it

became

apparent that a special
contract for toll service would be necessary, and those of the
subscribers who
desired this privilege entered into a contract
with the company,

agreeing

arose.

company
service

was the

to restrict the

to

only those
these

who had signed

contracts?
Every day
applications are made
for toll service, and the
number is constantly increasing. It would be
almost impossible to keep a correct printed list of
the names and numbers of the subscribers who
were thus entitled as distinguished from those
who did not, for obvious reasons, want toll service.
It was, therefore, incumbent upon the telephone
company to devise some means for keeping an
accurate list of subscribers who had made contracts, and for protecting at the same time
its
own interests. In this predicament a combination switch-board and record was devised,
which is unique in its way, and is an excellent
illlustration of the
ingenuity of those who

designed

it.

The accompanying

cuts illustrate the device.
In Fig. 1 is given a view of one side of the .toll
switch-board.
It will be noticed
that on the
table in front of the switch board
is
a chart
marked off into squares, in which, at irregular
intervals, are dots.
This chart, as it may be
called, is an index, in which every telephone in
the Chicago exchange is represented, and which
at a glance enables the operator to say whether

though there is no reason why he
However, the toll serv
growing in favor, and is becoming one of the
most important branches of the business.
for the service,

should not pay.

St. Louis Electric Lignt Plant.
Probably few electric light plants in this
country have attracted
more general attention
than that new under
process of installation

the city of
is

the city

desire

St.
it

fire

to

use

The magnitude

all toll

difficulties

How

to talk with friends in other cities or towns, the
subscriber of course pays the bill, as he does not
wish to offend his customer by asking him to pay

Louis.

one of

alarm

and telegraph departments, and other corporations which may
them.
of the

work, and the short
time given for its com-

messages over its line.
But here one of the

greatest

large mercantile hoi
ii
in their

of

become

to

responsible for

many

obliged tobudd in certain portions of the
city
a complete subway system for the
purpose of
carrying
their own wires as well
as those of the companies providing the
incandescent light, and
for the accommodation

sented to the proprietor of the house, he
would object to paying
it.

In

where important customers take

the largest installations
ever made, but the contractors, in addition to
putting up a complete
electric light plant, are

In

up outside stations,
and when the bill for
this service was pre-

for

the instrument.

Not only

often

would

strangers,

1

in

establishments

clerks,

can proi un
vice if thi
without additional cha
sent from their office
n.
Many
subs, ribers do not want toll service foi
m that they do not want to assume the responsibility for all messages sent out
where their clerks and customers ha\

will
pletion,
tax the
energies and the facilities of the contractors
to the utmost.
the opening of the bids
in the latter part of the
month of February the
I.
TOLL HOARD AT THE CHICAGO TELEPHONE EXCHANGE
contract for the 'arc
repmarked 4 in the tens. Thus the number of a
lighting was awarded to Chas. Sutter,
system.
resenting the
Indianapolis Jenney
telephone is represented
the figures in
the
upper left-hand corner representing the hunThe contract for lighting the public builddreds, the figure in the line at the left and opings and alleys with incandescent lamps was
posite the pin standing for the tens, and the
divided between the Missouri Electric Light
figure above in the row marked units
& Power company, and C. A. Brown, repfor the
In the simplicity of this arrangement lies
resenting the Western Electric company's syslast.
its chief merit.
A small boy, after five minutes' tem. Mr. Brown's contract was afterward
training, can operate one of these boards withassumed by the Faelede Gas company. Since
Moreover, no time is lost. Supout trouble.
the award of the contracts much feeling has
been aroused between the competing compose, for instance, a subscriber who has not
made a contract for toll service calls up the cen- panies, as il had been assumed that the contral office and asks to speak with Elgin.
The tracts would not be divided, but the company
operator at the toll table glances at his chart,
which secured the arc lighting would also get
and finding the subscriber is not entitled to toll
However, the
the incandescent lighting as well.
Hoard of Public Works saw lit to divide
service, notifies him immediately.
In case he is
Mr. Sutter at once commenced
entitled, of course, that fact is evident, and the
the contracts.
service is given immediately.
The Chicago ex- operations for installing the arc plant, but
change is now operating its toll system on this
has met with so many obstacles and delays to
plan, and is giving much better service under it
his progress that until within a few days very
As
than before its introduction.
been made.
little substantial progress had
The position of the company in this matter all financial arrangements have been completed,
should not be misconstrued.
the syndicate which now controls the contract
All subscribers
I

—

—
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push the installation to completion as rapidly

will

Contracts have been made with the
as possible.
Simplex Electrical company of Boston for the
Cables forthe conentire supply of aerial wire.
Ground
duits have not yet been decided on.
has been secured near the Union depot for the
central station, and considerable grading has
been done preparatory to putting in the founda-

The

tion.

location of the central station is most
the
it is on the line of one of

advantageous, as

principal railways, and an arrangement will be
made so that the coal can be unloaded from the
cars into chutes to convey it without handling to

the boilers.
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TOLL BOARD AT THE CHICAGO TELEPHONE
EXCHANGE.

This saving

in the

handling of fuel

will effect

in the cost of the light and
contractors to furnish light and
power at much less expense than has heretofore
been possible by any of the companies now on
The entire capacity of the plant
the ground.
will be 4,000 arc lights of 2,000 candle power
each.
The present contract with the city calls
In the construcfor between 2,200 and 2,300.
tion of the lines over 3,000 miles of wire will be
used of which twenty miles will be in conduits
and the remainder overhead. The Indianapolis
Jenney company will supply the dynamos
and lamps and all other portions of the elecContracts for the boiler and entrical outfit.
gines have been let and they will be put in position as soon as the building is ready for them.
Work has already been begun on the conduit
system which is to extend north and south along
Broadway, Fourth, Seventh and Twelfth streets
east and west along Chestnut, Olive and Washington avenue, and the work will be pushed day
and night until finished. The contractors are
expected to complete their work some time

an immense saving
enable

and the other companies regarding the furnishing of poles but this matter will be adjusted
by the Board of Public Improvements and the
work will be -pushed forward as rapidly as poster

sible.
It is

the intention of the

new company

to sup-

ply both light and power to private consumers
and they claim that their great facilities will
enable them to furnish light at a much lower
cost to the consumer than has ever before been
The comattempted in the city of St. Louis.
pany will also run power circuits and gain a
very large revenue from the sale of power by
Considerable feeling exists between
this means.
rival companies which has in some cases grown
to the extent of threatening injunctions and
serving notices upon the Board of Public Works
but it is believed that this method of warfare
will subside and that as soon as the new com-

8,

Alternating Current Dynamo.
The accompanying cuts illustrate the latest type
of alternating current dynamo, made by the
Elwell-Parker company of
Wolverhampton,
England. It is interesting to note that the type
machine which is here illustrated is now
claimed by Ganz & Co. of Budapest, whose
latest form of alternating dynamo was shown
of

in the Western Electrician of
The following description of the
Elwell-Parker dynamo is taken from the Lon-

and described

May
don

25th.

Electrical Review: Fig. 1 is the complete
Figs. 2 and 3 are two armatures, both

machine.

pany progresses far enough in its operations to
warrant a completion of the contract at the time
specified, that all these minor matters will be
In
adjusted to the satisfaction of all parties.
the meantime the Laclede Gas company which
controls the gas and electric light interest of the
entire city of St. Louis with an immense capitalization and a large surplus of money on hand,
will not be idle and the citizens can no doubt
look forward to some sharp competition in electric light matters all of which will no doubt result in cheaper and better light than they had
hoped for. In this regard St. Louis will be the
object of envy on the part of other cities, a proof
in more ways than one of a shining example of
progress and enterprise.

©
©

r^

2.
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©
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FIG.

8

7

June

the

Alternating

Dynamo

at the Station of a

FIG. 2.

Chicago Company.
One of the latest additions to the already
extensive plant of the Chicago Arc Light &
Power company is a 1,000-light ThomsonHouston alternating incandescent machine. The
demand on the West Side for incandescent lamps
had become so great that the company was compelled to take steps toward furnishing the desired
light, otherwise certain of the larger consumers
would have installed their own private lighting
stations.

The

installation

is

worthy of note, for several

probably the first alternating
dynamo in the city proper installed for comThe fact that the service
mercial station work.
plant to
is entirely underground will cause the
be watched with interest. The potential of
Current is conveyed
the machine is 1,000 volts.
to the converters located in the establishments
to be lighted,- about one mile from the station
on Market street, by two cables for the positive
lead and two for the negative. The copper core
of each cable is of a carrying capacity equal to
a No. 6 wire. In order to test the different kinds
of cable, and determine what is best suited for
such work, various lengths of each make are
The cables
spliced together and used as one.
are laid in the same manner, and in the same
conduits as those for arc service.
All converters have thus far been located
within doors, and securely boxed out of reach
The lamps used are
of any possible meddler.
The lamps are rented on
52 volt 1.04 ampere.
the contract system, and consequently no meters
It may be mentioned that no
are in service.
ground wire from the converters is used. In
many cases the grounding at the converters is a
precautionary measure; the Arc Light & Power
run its system
ci mp iny, however, prefers to
entirely insulated from the earth.
reasons.

It

is

ELWELL-PARKER ALTERNATING CURRENT
DYNAMO.

with iron cores; in one case the whole, and in
the other only half of the surface of armature is
covered by the conductors. The diameter of
the armature is 16 inches, and the length 12
inches.
The ends of the wire are brought out
together, so that they can be connected in series,
parallel, or series parallel as required for experFig. 4 shows the magnets
imental purposes.
which are the revolving portion of the machine,
the number of poles being 32, and the speed
1,000 revolutions per minute, thus giving 32,000
alternations.
In the present form of the machines the section of iron in the armature core
has been increased, and the method of insulatThe
ing and holding the conductors improved.
conductors are, in the first place, insulated from
the laminated core, and this is again insulated
from the frame of the machine.

Chicago City

Plant.

Electrician Barrett of
Chicago has
finished his specifications for the extension of
The bids for matethe city electric light plant.

City

Storage Battery Contract.
The

largest contracts in
closed on the 21st of

PHI

FtRENT

ALTE1

iber in plenty of time

dnriii.

for

1:

the

ti

building by the
ract will be<
llation

I

ome

the
ents
of its ap-

Harris has charge

storage

batteries

ever

made

May between ihe North Ameriwere
can Phonograph company and the American Electric
Motor company of New York on the one hand, and the
I'umpelly Storage I'.attery and Electric Motor company of
The contracts will call for
Chicago on the other hand
the delivery by the I'umpelly company of over ion, 000
cells within a year.
The business of the American Electric
iv
in hand will
for the delivery
call
within that time of not less than so, 000 motors, with a
large proportion of which number storage cells are required,
contracts were negotiated by Frank Buttcrworth and
William li. Eaton of
hii ago, who have had the matter in
The i'umpelly cell
incc the 20th of February last.
n put through a very severe course "( tests by the
:ih
results.
companic
satisfatory
The
purchasing
highly
'

,

Just at
ment between Mr. Sutoutside.

exclusive
contra'e the 1
ly company the
ness of the phonograph and motor companies

busi-

EI.WEM. I'ARKBR ALTERNATING CURRENT

DYNAMO.

now in the
the city electrician, and bids for
rial

for conduits are

possession of
cable will be
work of exca-

The
received until June 17II1.
vating for conduits will be commenced immediSites lor the
ately, and will be pushed rapidly.
erection of powerhouses have been selected,
and the work 011 this part of the system will be
commenced at an early day.

,

June

8
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Motor Wh9el and Axle.
The Peckham wheel and
this

on
the
the
the

Cooling

axle illustrated

in

connection are especially designed for use
The construction of
electric motor cars.
wheels is such th at metal contact between
wheel-web and the axle is prevented and
entire weight of the axle and its burden rest

Dynamos by

Air Blast.

Dynamos, in
herewith.
some instances, have to be located and run in
rooms where even the best efforts at ventilation
will not prevent the temperature, during the hot
tendent,

cessive degree.
ordinarily run

rising, at times, to

In such cases

perfectly

an

cool

often

become

1

FIG. 4.

ELWELI.-l'ARKER ALTERNATING

CI

ll'irsl

DYNAMO.

which is inserted in the eye of the wheel between the web and the hub. In supporting in
this way the entire weight of the load the rubber
cushion relieves the axle and motors resting
upon them of jars and concussions and crystallization is prevented, less noise produced, and
a car rides

more

and around the body of the machines

<>i

to

ive.

The Book Table
Electrical Rules, Tables and Formulae. By Andrew
Published by
Jamitson, C. E. F R. S. E. 64 pp.
the Industrial Publication Company, New York.
7?c.

This

is

1.

No.

22.

detracts

It

ler to

from

I

meel

Kre

in

translate

them

readily.

a

handy

little

by

The

K

Published by

C. Brown.

volume which contains

I'rOjj

\

This
iug a

the

compi
American gas companii

a carefully

is

list

of

name

all

of

eat h
tlld

cool them. A Sturtevant pressure blower delivers
to
the
air at a pressure of about four ounces
square inch to an overhead main supply pipe.
Branches from the main pipe run to each dynamo, and a constant blast of comparatively
cool, fresh air is thus kept upon the machines.
This system of cooling dynamos has been applied at the station of the Chicago Arc Light \
Power company, and is, it is stated, very effect-

easily.

made

ex-

machines which

dangerously heated throughout.
The tit shows a method of forcing a blast

upon and are supported by the rubber cushion

1

illustrated

is

summer months, from

air in

Gcrmai

the

With whatever care and pains an electric light
plant ni.iv have been installed .11 the si. ui, even
put
if the best machinery has been adopted and
always some
in place by skilled men, there is
difficulty, some trouble, which time and circumA bold and novel method
stances will develop.
of overcoming one of those innumerable small
difficulties which beset the electric light superin-

company

are given the
other information cone. -ruing

the company.
Appended is a list of
companies operating electric light plai

New York Board
The

1.

tie

of Electrical Control

business brought he'ore tin:
Control at the meeting of the 23th ult. was a report of the
electrical expert, according to which 1682 poles and
1110
miles of wires have been removed from the streets of the
city since Jan. 1st. The expert suggested that the wins of
the East Kiv.r Electric Uight company on the double line
of poles in Thnd avenue, the Bowery and Park Row, be
placed on poles on one side only of those streets
The
Western Union company was ordered to have the wires on
alarge number of streets where there are two lines of poles,
placed on a single line.
Commissioner Gibbens said that
the Western Union
company had not shown proper
diligence in taking down its wires.
It had certainly taken
down a few wires along the line of the elevated radroad.
wires on
the
city
had
done
the
rest.
Its
Tenth
but
avenue were in many cases dead wires
Mr Ilennstone.
superintendent of the Western Union company, questioned
lirst

and
forced by hydraulic pressure upon the axle where
until the axle is broken or worn out.
it remains
The web portion of the wheel is made of best
charcoal iron, and secuied upon the wheel-hub
by bolts which can be easily removed when the
web is worn out and a new one placed upon the
hub at any car stable, and by an ordinary work-

The hub

of the

wheel

is

of

steel,

man.

The wheel-hub is slightly tapered to correspond with the taper of the rubber cushion
which fits snugly into the web, and is secured
in place between the web and the hub by malAll parts of the wheel
leable iron front-plates.
made to templets so that they are strictly
interchangeable.
The axle shown in connection with the wheel
It is
is also especially designed for motors.
constructed with an enlarged bearing for the
split-gears in general use on motor cars so that
the key-seat for the key used to prevent the
split-gear from turning upon the axle, is. cut
into the enlarged bearing instead of in the axle
proper; and while giving an increased bearing
for the gear bearing also affords a shoulder for
The
the motor bearing to keep it in place.
axle is also provided at the opposite end with a
screw-threaded adjustable collar which can be
moved at will and the motor bearings kept in
their proper place and all lost motion properly
adjusted.
The Peckham Street Car Wheel & Axle
are

COOLING DYNAM11S

compact form a large number of working
The work contains practables and formula?.
tical directions for all the calculations and tests,
and all the apparatus which is described is fully
in

illustrated.
After treating of electrical measurements, the author devotes considerable space to
conductors, insulation, submarine cables, land
lines, and electric lighting and transmission of
power.
Electricity in Facial Blemishes. By P S. Hayes,
M. D
uS pp. Published by W, T. Keener, Chicago.
In this work Dr. Hayes describes somewhat
minutely the methods he has adopted to remove

WHEEL

company,

231; Broadway, N. V., is the
facturer of these wheels and axles.

manu-

Chicago Telephone Company.
The Chicago Telephone company
week owing to the rain. The force

suffered last
of repairers

and inspectors was kept at work night and day,
and thus the cause for complaint on the part of
subscribers was materially lessened.

ANIi AXI

E.

superfluous hair by electrolytic action. The book
is written clearly and the directions are minute,
so that any physician may readily follow the

The book
author's plan.
for the use of physicians.

is,

of course, intended

the Transformer.
By V. Uppenborn.
Published by E. a V. V
German
Co pp. Soc.
Spoil, London and New York.
This little book when it was first published in

History

oi

;

Translated from the

I1V

A1K

1:1.

AST.

He said the line of wires on Tenth avenue
by the Pennsylvania Railroad company,
Central and Erie railroads, and also connected wdth the sixteen offices of the company on the west
He thought it unfair for the board to ask
side of the city.
the company to cut these connections, s-nd then make them
wait until permission had been given to make the connections again.
On Mr. Cutler, vice-president of the Metropolitan Telegraph
Telephone company, saying ihat his
company would carry the wares of other companies on its
poles where they were strong enough, Mr. Idennstone expressed his willingness to adopt that arrangement, wherever possible.
Mayor Grant said he should try to remove
all the difficulties he could in order to assist the companies
to operate their lines, but what he insisted on was that they
must go into the subways where there are subways. Eventually the matter was laid over *o that a formal proposition
to remove their pole line in Ninth avenue and for the transference of their wdres to the structure of the elevated road,
shall be presented to the board by the Western Union eoniA number of permits were granted for telephone
p iny,
connections, many persons having changed their places of
It was decided to request the cor
business or residence
pora'ion counsel to act as counsel for the board.
The
meeting then adj urned to 11 o'clock on the following
when a large number of applications was presented from
electiie light companies for permission to string wins in
parts of the city where there are no subways
The mayor
said the board should not be loo rc.uiv to grant these, as
now
doubt
whatever
that
all
the
he had
no
companies had
violated the law. Mr lackscn, the president of the United
States Illuminating company, said he would like to makca
statement. The offence that his company was charged with,
that of putting up new lights without permission, had been
committed without any intention to break the law
The
lamps were market lamps which had been put on old circuits, and it was not supposed that a new permit would be
required
The mayor was not dis|
live any contemplated action i-.iinst the company, but after talkingihe
matter over with the commissioners, he finally decided to
do so, principally on the ground that he did not want to
incommode the public, and apparently owing to the strong
stand made l>y the commissioners in Fai
mpany.
Several permits were men granted to the Unite-:
[Humiliating, the Manhattan, the Bast River, the Brush, the
North New Vol k. the Mount Morris, and othercoinpa:
place arc lights, to the numbcrof about
There appears to be some uncertain!)
of the city.
the rates of the Subway construction company, as it has
not presented its bills to the companies who arc using the
this statement

was
the

in actual use

New York

&
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subway, but Mr Jackson said he understood the charges
were such that the subway would be paid for in five years.
The mayor said he had beard no definite complaint on the
subject but he was quite ready to listen to any one who
had any remarks to make. Commissioner Hess said the
law gave the board power to regulate the charges of the
construction company, and any attempt on the part of the
latter to over charge would have the immediate attention of
the board.

Tubing Machine.
The Clark tubing machine is shown

June

New York

the
accompanying cut. It is employed especially
in covering telephone and electrical wires generally with rubber or with any insulating compound. All sizes of wire smaller than number
10 B. & S. gauge are covered two at a time.
in

The mayor said the United States company had increased
the price frr electric lights where the wires were in the subMr Foster, of the
way, but Mr. Jackson denied this
Mount Morris company, stated that if the proposed adjustcompany's charges
construction
the
ment by the board of
were made, his company wou'd reduce its rates in the subway district to the same standard as charged in other patts
of the city
A vote was passed thanking the

Mountain Electric Railway.
of the most interesting achievements in modern engineering is the electric mountain railway recently opened
The rails describe one
at the Burgenstock, near Lucerne.
grand curve formed upon an angle of 112 degrees, and the
system is such that the journey is made as fteadily and

One

The
smoothly as upon any of the straight furnicular lines
llurgenstock is almost perpendicular from the shore of
Lake Lucerne to the Burgenstock is 1,330 feet, and it is
The total length of
2,860 feet above the level of the sea
the line is 93S metres, and it commences with a gradient of
32 per cent, which is increased to 5S per cent, after the
this being retained for the rest of the
first 400 metres,
journey.
A single pair of rails is used throughout, and
the motive power, electricity, is generated by two dynamos,
each of twenty- five-horse power, which are worked by a
water wheel of nominally 125. horse power, erected upon
the River Aar at its mouth at Buochs, three miles away,
the tlectric current being conducted by means of insulated
copper wires. The loss in transmission is estimated at 25

—

Rail.

The White double
shown
is

in

girder street railway rail is
the accompanying cuts.
The general

shown

in Fig.

1.

'

'

cess."

Xew York

.

form

The

rail

per cent.

made by

is

Electric Lighting in Canada.

rolling integral with the top or tread of

the rail
two pendent sides or girders, thus giving greater
strength to the rail where most needed than the
ordinary girder rails having a central vertical
rib.
The top or wearing part of this rail maybe
made as shown by full or dotted lines, but by
making it as shown by full lines more wearing
surface can be obtained on the head of the rail
before the flange of the wheel touches the bottom of the groove, and carriages can easily pass
over or out of this rail, and the groove cannot
become clogged as the flange of the wheels acts
as a wedge as it passes along and forces any
stones or dirt out of the way.
Fig. 2 shows the
rail secured on a chair by a bolt passing through
the pendent sides of the rail and through
the upper ends of the chair.
The chairs are
placed at suitable intervals along the rails between
the joints, and a similar chair of sufficient length
is used at the joints of the rails for connecting
them together, thus making a substantial and
practical joint.
These are secured to wooden
sleepers by lag screws, as shown, but the wooden
sleepers may be dispensed with by enlarging the
base of the chairs sufficient to give them a solid

At a recent meeting of the city council of Three Rivers,
Canada, A- T- Corriveau of the Royal Electric company,
and Geo. McDougall, on behalf of a local syndicate,
offered to supply the city with electric power to operate
waterworks, to furnish motive power for factories or other
purposes, and also to supply electric lights, the necessary
arc lights for street lighting and all the incandescent lights
needed for the private lighting of stores, residences, etc
magnificent
2,000 to 3,000 lights or more if wanted.
water power, of the capacity of 10,000 to 15,000 horse
power, situated on the St. Maurice River, 17 miles from
The alternat
the city, would be utilized for that purpose.

—
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the ground, or they
.
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The
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to
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would be
rail is

The Phonograph.
CLARK TUBING MACHINE

The

length of cylinder and size of bore are
to secure a perfectly even working and
The
heating of stock before it reaches the dies.
heads are the same size of bore, and cores are
fitted to them.
When one size is changed for
another or when the machine is cleaned the unscrewing of the one bolt head removes everything
without trouble or delay. All the heads have
nipples that will interchange, varying in size by
of an inch so that the thickness of the walls

such as

1

I

,;

to

—

lit;. 2.

%

fourths.

Speaking of his work on the phonograph, Thomas A
Edison said the other day: "At the present time the
phonograph is occupying my time. I have been improving
In speaking
it, and it is more peifect to-day than ever.
into the phonograph it was soon found that the sibilants
were not recorded. For instance, if I were to say 'species'
Well, I have about solved
the 'sp' sound would be lost.
the problem now, and the sound of 's' is inscribed with
I run the phonograph or graphophone
the other letters.
with a treadle, a battery, or from the ordiin three ways
Business people can have
nary incandescent circuit.
shouldn't want to be bothered with a
I
their choice.
use the
best
plan is to
treadle, and I think the

GIRDER KAIL.

of the tube can be made as heavy or light as desired; the heads have cores from
inch to
inch diameter, varying by sixteenths;
the nip-

from

T. White of Bo

A

ing system will be used

HOrHI

hearing when tamped

Electric Club.

addressed the New York Electric club
last week on the folly of contention and constant litigation.
He advised a combination of interests. "I went into a
bank the other day to get a little money," said Mr.
Wiman, ''and was asked for my securities. I offered
They are no
electrical securities, and they were refused.
The patents are all wrong,
good,' said the president.
and there is such strong competition, and moreover you
never can tell when another new mayor is coming along
Competition has
with an axe to cut down your poles
been described as the life of trade, but it is the death of
stronger
competition
profit, and in no business is there
If the companies were properly
than in the electrical.
consolidated these electrical securities would be the best
Competitive telegraphy is not a suckind of investments.

Wiman

Erastus

for allowing the fire

Double Girder

1889

'

Central and
department to string wires in the Fourth avenue tunnel.
The opinion of the corporation counsel was solicited as
to whether or not the board can exercise any control over
Corporaelectric lighting in the parks and public places.
tion Counsel Beekman stated that the laws relating to parks
were passed before the subway laws were passed, and the
latter are not intended to repeal the park laws. The boa>d
held a different view, and so referred the matter to Corporation Counsel Clark for his opinion
The Brush Electric Light company wrote to Mayor
Grant, as president of the board, as follows: "Your board
having accepted our new cables, we are now prepared to
light Madison Square, a good part of Broadway, and posThe board adjoun ed subject
sibly lower Fifth avenue "
to the call of the chair

Hudson River Railroad company

8,

one

inch, varying

j

by

sixty-

wires are now so comsince
circuit,
The battery is made to last for
monly distributed.
a month, three months, or six months without being reI am making the
newed.
Let every man take his choice.
electric

light

three kinds."

The

cylinder has three separate steam
run entirely around the cylinder,
thus giving an
The
al
at all points.
machi
on the market by E. W. ('lark,
<
1 1 art ford,
onu.
ii

The-

line

at

Stillwater.

1

and
-•

time.

the

whole

i<

"The new elecCincinnati piper of May 30th says;
railway beginning at the top of the Main street
The cars
its
first
yesterday.
ran
car
incline successfully
will be running regularly within ten days."

A

tric street

—
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Charging Accumulators by Primary

ELECTRICIAN.

primary battery may, SO to speak, be "stored up"
and applied in a greater quantity just when

Batteries.
Doubtless there are at the present time, hidden away in some of the more obscure simps
and laboratories, many curious and novel electrical devices which, if brought to light and
properly applied, would prove most useful.
Not long since the writer had occasion to visit a
small electrical repair shop in Chicago, and while

1

wire from

sired.

Louisville,

Electric

Tramway

Ky

,

Electric Railway.

at Factories.
entire

-

A

need of better facilities for the handling
of supplies and products in large manufacturing
establishments has led to the adoption of the
electric motor as shown in the accompanying

There are
in this

the

ni

cil

agreed, and

pro

much

altenlioi

ontrolling

inter

Railway compan
Passenger Railway company yest
of the new engines and dynames for the
way.
his road, which runs from Fiftci
Highland and Baxter avenues, is now nearly
'

-

.-

test

<

I

complete.

All of the line east of Preston street is entirely con
and another week will see the remainder finished.
machinery yesterday was entirely satisfactory. The:,
are all ready for the start, and it will require but a fewThe
days to have the line working smoothly.
can not. under the city ordinances, run faster than
miles an hour through the central part of the city, but in
The
the outskirts much greater speed will be attained
Green street road will serve to test the adaptability of the
Looi
electric power to the street railway system of
and if successful it is almost certain to be put in operation
on all of the other lines. This system is regarded as in
every way better than any other, not excepting the cable,
In point of
for a city of such easy grades as Louisville.
safety the electric cars are vastly superior to any others.
The suburban lines will eventually be included, and this
will solve the residence problem that is now becoming a
serious one."
:
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Electrical
CHARGING ACCUMULATORS

through the courtesy of E. E. Flora, the
was shown the latter's arrangement for furnishing current to a small
motor from storage batteries which were kept
charged by the current from primary batteries.
While this idea of charging accumulators by
means of the primary battery may, perhaps, not
be entirely novel, it is so rarely put into practice
that a description of such a plant may prove in-

there,

electrician in charge,

T1Y

PRIMARY BATTERIES.

As a great number

the large
lighting
systems, this equipment becomes an easy matter,
and it is safe to predict that before long the
electric tramway will come to be considered a
illustration.

mills are

now

supplied

with

of

electric

necessary feature of a mill plant.

The Thom-

son-Houston Electric company has equipped
several tramways of this kind, and has contracted for others, which will soon be put in

Course at Princeton.

Candidates for the degree of electrical engineer from
Princeton will be required to take a two years' course after
passing a satisfactory examination in the following subjects:
Mathematics, including trigonometry, analytical geometry,
differential

and integral calculus; physics, equivalent to the

Anthony & Bracken's text-book.)
Ability to read French and German is desirable. Students who have pursued the course
in the academic department of the college, through the
junior years, and have taken the elective course in mathematics, and also students who have completed the junior
year in the John C. Green School of Science will be admitThe course will be full and fully ill usted to this course.
course at this college (see

Elements of Chemistry.

teresting.

Reference to the accompanying cut will enable the reader to understand readily the whole
arrangement. Twelve more would be better
ordinary gravity or sulphate of copper batteries
are arranged in series, so as to give sufficient
These bate. m. f. for charging, say, ten volts.
teries are connected to the series of four accu-

—

mulators,

m. f.
shown,
e.

which when charged, have a total
eight volts, in such a manner as

of, say,

i.
e., the
4- terminal of the series of
gravity cells connects with the positive plates of
terminal with the
the accumulators, and the
The number of cells of batnegative plates.
tery to be used in any particular case depends,
.In any
of course, upon the work to be done.
event, however, the arrangement should be such
that the e. m. f. at the terminals of the primaryseries should always be in excess of that at the
binding posts of the set of accumulators. This
is necessary not only to charge but to prevent
the storage cells from discharging through the
gravity batteries.
A doible-pole switch, H, is
provided, so that it is but the work of a moment
to disconnect the accumulators, and apply them

—

to their work.

understood, is now
Dr. Whitfield's office in
Evanston, III, and furnishes current to a motor
on his dental engine, and also to other electrical
instruments used, from time to time, in his

Such a plant as

in

daily

service

this, it is

at

practice.

Where work is intermittent and light, as in
the case of dentists, etc., there seems to be no
reason why such a scheme as this should not be
perfectly practicable, and prove in many cases
most useful. The cells might be kept out of
the way, so as to avoid inconvenience from any
possible dirt or fumes which might arise from
their presence in the room, and the wires be led to
a small and neat switch-board where, when the
current was required, the simple movement of a
button would be all that was necessary.
The gravity battery, from the fact of its working best when on a "closed circuit," or in other
words, when kept constantly at work, is well
suited for this work, and consequently may be
kept at work through the day and night whenIn
ever the accumulators are not in service.
this way the comparatively feeble current of the

ELECTRIC

operation.

The tramway
Lynn is used

TRAMWAY AT FACTORIES

car at the company's

heavy
to different parts of the factory, and
with
its use permits the handling of apparatus
much greater case, in less time, and with less
labor than could possibly be accomplished by
The car is equipped with
any other method.
two 3-horse power motors, and easily carries up
of live tons,
a grade of 1,3 per rent, a load
while from eight to ten tons can be carried on
The motor receives its current through
a level.

works in
machinery

for

carrying

tratcd both as respects electrical theory and the applications
of electricity in the industries, such .is electrical lighting,
transfer of energy, electro-chemistry, electro metallurgy,
Examinations for admissions will be held June 20th
etc
and -1st in Princeton and at other points where examinations are usually held.

The California hotel and theater of San Franc:supplied with two of the Root boilers oi 225 horse
capacity, which will furnish power for the electric lights
with which the edifice will be lighted through
They will also be used for
as for running the elevators.
heating purposes.

—

.
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to electricians in general
to

keep abreast

all

who endeavor
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of an electric

description

car,

used

transferring heavy machinery from one part
of a factory to another, is given in another
column. The installation is of great interest to
owners of factories generally, as the ease with
which it is operated is so manifest. Large mills
are as a rule lighted by electric light, and with
a supply of current at hand there is no apparent
reason why electric null tramways should not

become a necessary

part of a mill equipment.

has been an unusually large number of
accidents caused by lightning during the
The New York Sun has called special
spring.
attention to the matter, and says that electricians
should bestow on the question of protection
from lightning a much greater degree of attenIt
tion than they are at present according to it.

There

true, as the Sun hints, that American
electricians of this country are so busily engaged

may be

in solving

many problems connected

the

with

and transmission of power, that
in-

sufficient attention.

When

the city electric light plant was estabit was argued that the underground system would receive its test during the
The spring has
rainy season in the spring.
come, with the attending showers showers of
three days' duration, when it appeared as if the
heaven had opened, and the
floodgates of
underground system withstood it all. City Electrician Barrett was naturally in high glee. "That's
a test, and a good one," he said, "and there is
The lights are all
not a complaint to be made.
running, everything is working like clock work,
and I couldn't have a more satisfactory test from
lished in Chicago,

—

standpoint

if

I

had arranged everything

for

Last week we had drenching rains of
myself.
long duration, and there is not a particle of
trouble."
Another feature of the underground
system was found aptly illustrated in this storm.
Chicago was the center of a terrible windstorm
which lasted two nights and a day. The wires
of course were not affected.

.309,310

..

A description

alternating equipment
lately installed for incandescent service in the
largest electric light station in Chicago is given
The installation is a most interin this issue.
esting one, as it is probably the first plant of its
kind for central station work in the city. In addition to this, the fact that the service is underground serves to make the installation one
of an

will attract

unusual attention.

Varied are the uses of an electric motor car.
In an Ohio city recently a heavy wagon on which
was a block of granite intended for a memorial
monument came to a standstill on the car track.
unable to budge

it.

Mow
The

izzle.

1.

ly

solved,

hi

\

<;,
il

n electric

and the wagon was

monument.

the

Aldermen
tion,

on a junket

in

form a curious party.
from Sioux City,

important in
ago much atti
nt, which is now

ire

i

•

is

thus far
bed ;tt
•

•iony.

but

of

to all

inti

search of informaA case in point
la.

Committeemen,

representing the

council of that city, visited
Chicago recently, ostensibly for the purpose of
examining the several systems of electric lighting in operation, with a view of securing information which would guide them ir. selecting a

system

recommend

to

to

their

aldermanic

brethren.
On the return of the party to Sioux
City it is evident the aldermen were closely
questioned by their constituents, for a local
paper publishes a detailed account of their visit
to the metropolis of the West, and the objects
that attracted their attention.
The mornings
were to a great extent devoted to rest. In the
afternoon, tin- aldermen frankly admit, they
attended ball games, dro.e on the boulevard
and indulged in lake excursions, and in the
evening they visited the theaters.
Where did
they secure information on electric lighting?
That came in incidentally at such odd moments
as could be spared.
Nearly every week delegations from ity OUni Ms of enterprising West
ern towns, and also many important
Eastern
ago na' information about electric lighting and underground
wires.
Hut the
10. in Sioux
'ity was an ex, eption to
h, tead •>! endeavoring, when
tin: rule,
they
rea< bed home, 0, impress their consl ituents with
the idea tha
labored unremittingly in
their behalf (luring the trip, they honestly
1

t-of-town service

announced

that they had seen the sights and
enjoyed the pleasure of atrip to a big city
that they had a good time, and enjoyed it.
Their frankness entitles them to respect and
distinction.

The bill passed by the Illinois legislature permitting companies operating dummy or horse
car roads to substitute cable or electric systems
for existing
methods of propulsion has been
widely commented upon. The measure has not
received favorable criticism at the hands of the
The objection
daily press for the most part.
which is most strenuously urged is that it gives
the companies too much latitude; that it makes
them too independent. As it was stated last
week, the bill will probably amount to little, and
the objection to it seems to be of little importance.
As a matter of fact, the people are not
consulted when a company desires to change its
motive power; the city council is usually asked
Common councils, realto grant the privilege.
izing the benefits which accrue to a city from
rapid transit, are usually not slow to grant a
Practically,
permission to make the change.
therefore, the new measure signifies very little
beyond the implied indorsement of electric railways as opposed to dummy or horse car roads.
Ix the preliminary examination of jurors in a
trial, which is in progress in Brooklyn,
the question arose whether a decided objection
to the execution of a capital sentence by the application of electricity constituted a valid ground
for disqualification.
The presiding judge deThe subject is precided in the affirmative.
sented in the New York letter this week, and
prominent lawyers are
several comments of
quoted.
The question involves a very nice distinction.
It is usually stated by a presiding
judge at the outset of a capital case that the jury
is not to be influenced by the consequences
which may result from its finding, except to
bring to bear upon the case a more careful
scrutiny than would naturally be given to a less
If such an instruction were
serious proceeding.
given, and if the juror expressed no conscientious scruple against the principle of inflicting
the death penalty, it would be hard to see how
disqualification would follow even if execution
by electricity was not approved. On the other
hand, if the opposition to the execution of the
death penalty was so strong that the juror would
hesitate to recommend it, even if he thought the
prisoner guilty of murder in the first degree, it
can readily be seen that practically the juror
would be incompetent to serve. It is a nice
question, and one which the lawyers will enjoy.

murder

The residents of Cleveland are anxious to
have a number of new electric railways. Last
week the citizens held several mass meetings
furtherance of their project for the extension
motor roads. It is interesting to note the
enthusiasm which is manifested, inasmuch as
the electric system has already been given a
fair trial in the city.
One of the leading business men in a public address declared that he
considered the talk about the wires disfiguring
When he
the street to be the veriest nonsense.
thought of the hundreds of wires that were
stretched over the streets for the accommodation of the few people who used telephones, and
heard the hue and cry raised at the suggestion
of putting up two more wires for the benefit of
the thousands who rode on the cars, he was disgusted.
The press of the city is zealous in the
cause of the advocates of electric railways, and
the columns of the papers are filled with short
items, of which the following are fair samples:
"The Chicago State street cable road runs at a
speed of ten and one-half miles per hour from
the loop to Twenty-second street; twelve miles
per hour from Twenty-second to Thirty-ninth
street, and above Thirty-ninth street at fourteen
An electric car can be run at
miles per hour.
the same speed, and with much less danger."
"Tin- people of East Cleveland believe 'that the
public convenience "i the city of Cleveland

in
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fatal

comes

the
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and
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Electrical Patents

which

lamps

in

my

Illus-

303, 304, 30;

trated..

A

incandescent

the subject of lightning strokes has received

299

299

Louisville, k>\, Electric

nightly to 2,000,000
250,000 arc lamps.

29S

Peckham Motor Wheel and Axle, Illustrated
Chicago Telephone Company
Cooling Dynamos by Air Blast, Illustrated
TheEook Table
New York Board of Elect -ical Control

Electric

the power of which is transformed into electrical
energy; and that, apart from transmission of
power, this energy is used to supply current

electric lighting

=98

299,

in

298

Chicago City Plant

Double Girder Rail, Illustrated
Tubin ^ Machine, Illustrated
New York Electric Club
Mountain Electric Railway
Electric Lighting in Canada
The Phonograph
Charging Accumulators by Primary

been placed over the
the machinery hall in the
Paris exposition which, though brief, is full of
United Stairs
states that the
interest.
It
possesses steam engines of 450,000-horse power,
lias

inscription

American section

8,

I

1

<

of

requires and demands that the electric motor
system be extended to the public square.' " The
case is mentioned simply to illustrate the success which electric railways have already attained, and the feeling with which business men
regard hem.
1
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Annual Meeting of the American Institute

motor regulation.! tabular statement of them

of Electrical Engineers.

Taiili
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l

Among

the papers read at the last meeting of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers were the following:

I

I

\.\>

BY FRANCIS
Although

this subject

is

It.

one of great

scientific

LAI l"N.
11.

sually employed
Automatic regulation.
Usually employed
cted by

1

for varying the speed
to

maintain

coi

and

I,

12.

Centrifugal governors

and prac-

has not been very frequently or very fully
treated up to the present time
Of course, motor regula
tion is very similar to dynamo regulation, but it is by no
means identical with it, and it deserves and requires sepatical interest,

i

[land regulation.

i.

2

'

'

given

10,

MOTOR RKGI

I

Electric Motor Regulation.

is

l

lynamometrie governors

I

/'

it

3.

Shunt winding.
Fig.
Differential winding
Fig 2.
Varying external resistance
Armature.

4.

Field.

1.

I

Fig.

in series

with

1.

11.

Both armature and field
Varying internal resistance of
Armature.
Field by cutting out coils in scries.
Field by cutting out coils in multiple arc.
Fig 4.
Field by grouping coils in series or multip'c arc.
Both armature and field. Fig. 5.
Varying s* unt in multiple arc with
Armature.

12

Field.

13.

Both armature and

5.

6.
7.

I

S
9.

10.

field.

Fig. 6.

I

1

Fig.

METHODS OF MOTOK REGULATION.

I'KINCII'Al
2.

j§^

C

Electro- magnetic devices

i.— Shunt Motor with

Varia-

Fig.

ble Resistance in Field Circuit.

5.

— Motor

will

Throwing Armature

aotf

Field

in

.in*
rate treatment.

I

do not think

it

is

much exaggeration

to

say that at the present time there is no subject more generally important to electrical engineers than motor regula-

Considering

this fact,

'

/'

14.

certainly remarkable that
the literature of the subject is so limited.
find stray
electrical
periodicals,
rarely
articles in
more than a description of one particular invention, and in electrical books,
regulation is referred to incidentally in connection with detion.

C

it is

We

scriptions of the various mo'ors.

There

is

also, to

Fig.

Now

3.

— Series M' tor with Switch

for Cutting

Out Coils

C S

16.

1'

C S

Mot'r with con.
load
without speed gov. on

Varying current in separately excited field.
Shunting field magnetism. Fig. 7
Short-circuiting field magnetism.
Fig. 8.
Varying commutation by
17. Shifting brushes.
Fig. 9
icJ. Shifting commutator.
19. Shifting magnetic resultant.
20. Moving pole pieces away from armature.
Fig.
2t. Moving armature away from pole pieces.
Fig.
14.

16.

LIST

P
C
S

L

=
=
=
=

10.
11.

Difference of potential in

volts

at

terminals of

motor

amperes supplied to motor.
Speed of armature in revolutions per minute.
Load or torque in lbs. at one foot radius.
in

Any

of these four quantities may be either constant or
variable, making the following combinations:

Case

Constant.

Example.

Variable.
4

,

/

1

/'

C L

S

-]

(

[

PL

C S

-j
'

P SL

i

P C

S L

-.

Series wound motor with
variable load on const.

load,

and

resist,

on con pot.

var.

Xot

practical.

Not

likely to occur.

cir.

We

strains the armature and ruins the machine.
require
some special and very effective device to accomplish the,

extent.

this

which are

very different in almost every respect, give a general
idea of what we have to deal with in motor regulation.
In order to fix and hold the rather numerous quantities
in

connection with

Method 2 is different winding. Fig. 2, which is a re
fir.cment of the first, by which an almost absolutely con
stint speed.
... within
I
or 2 percent., may be practiThis consists in winding a series coil of
cally maintained.

-Shunt Motor with Switch
Cutting cut Field Coils in Mul-

1

for

j.

1

;'.

tiple Arc.
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PC

}
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and conditions that present themselves

on Variable

which consists in exciting the field magnet with a circuit of
comparatively high resistance in multiple arc with the armature. Fig 1. This maintains a motor at constant
with varying load on a constant potential circuit, and does
this all by itself, as it were, without any trouble, as already
pointed out.
The reason for this is that the field, being
led with a const. nt potential, is therefore of censtant
strength, and a slight variation in speed of the armature,
about 5 per cent., will vary the current in it fiom .xro up
to its full capacity, and therefore vary its power to an equal

constant speed with variable load.
The ordinary serieswound motor, which is the natural and common form for
the constant current motor, will race away when the load
is taken off, and increase in speed until it tears apart or

yet

cur.

field

burden of both.
Neither a shunt-wound
nor a series-wound nor a compound-wound motor can be
used practically on a constant current circuit to maintain a

monest and most important which occur, and

and

pot. cir.

to bear the

constant current case, and it seems to
happen that almost every device that has been thought of
has serious difficulties and complications.
The ordinary,
and what would seem to be the best solution of this problem is to vary the magnetic effect of the field upon the armature directly in proportion to variations in the load.
This
is effected by cutting out the
field coils, and by other
methods which will be described later.
Hut there are difficulties with almost all these plans.
These two cases, which, as already stated, are the com-

cir of var. pot.

In Table I, motor regulation is divided into hand regulation, which, it happens, is almost always used for varying the speed of a motor, by a hand switch Fig. 1, for example, and automatic regulation, which is almost alwa)s
used to maintain a constant spted, and which is usually accomplished in one of the three following ways: First, by a
centrifugal governor similar to that of the steam engine,
operating a switch or other device. Fig. 3; secondly, by a
dynamometric governor, /. c, a mechanism through which
the load or torque of the motor is transmitted, which may
also operate a switch and var} the power of the field by the
direct effect of changes in the load; thirdly, by an electromagnetic device, such as a solenoid, through which the
current or a portion of it is passed, which causes the core
of the solenoid to move and operate a switch in accordance
with variations in the current. Fig. 9.
The table next gives the principal methods used to reguThese consist of different arrargements and
late motors.
combinations of parts to produce different effects or chan«es
in the working of the motor, and tfcey constitute the means
which we have to employ to accomplish a certain object in
Method 1 is simple shunt winding.
motor regulation

Series Mo'.or

regulation in

cur.

Shunt or comp. wound
motor with
variable
load on con. pot cir.
Shunt motor with con.

Fig. 2.— Differential Motor. SelfRegulating.

had

and

-

Table II.
OK POSSIBLE CASES WITH DIRECT CURRENTS.

Current

of var. pot

Mot'r with var.
load
without speed gov on

L
(

in Series.

15.

no

A

/'

cir.

be sure,

usually one short chap'er devoted to this subject, but it is
apt to be either very general, merely mentioning a few regulating devices, or else it is confined to the mathematical
analysis of some one particular method.
Motor regulation is a subject which is somewhat confusing, and requires therefore accurate definition of the quantities and conditions which enter into it.
One case is. at
first sight, very similar to another, and yet, more careful
consideration will show, very likely, that it is exactly opposite.
Take for example the two commonest and most
important cases, viz., the constant po'ential and the conThe conditions of the two cases are
stant current motors.
precisely opposite, and the solution of the problem is, naturally, entirely different
To maintain a motor at a constant
speed with a variable load, on a constant potential circuit,
which is the case of the ordinary shunt motor on the regular
volt incandescent circuit, is a very easy problem
in fact, it solves itself.
simple shunt-wound motor will
run at a practically constant speed on a constant potential
circuit, even if the load varies from zero up to the full ca
pacity of the motor.
this form of motor is exactly
what we would use, even if we did not care to have it reg'
ulate.
It is customary, to be sure, where very close regulation is required, to wind constant potential motors differentially, i. e
with series as well as shunt coils, but this
is not essential for ordinary work.
The case of the constant current motor, on the other
hand, is as difficult as the first is easy.
It seems as if it

15

Motor with comt. load
and spec
of var. pot. and cur.

(

Nol

practical.

Not

practical.

Shunt

motor with con-

j

Stant load on constant
potential circuit

Shunt
/'

s

/.

comparatively tew turns upon the field magnets, in
tion to the shunt winding in the previous case, the
coil being wound in the opposite direction and opposed
The em
lically to the shunt coil.
slightly weaken the field magnetism ;is the load on the arits current.
mature, .is)..
This
tends to increase the speed of the armal
•
sl i\v down with increas
its ten.', nc)
eliminating even the small
ntc^t cnl re
the
ordinary shunt
d which occurs in
The paradoxal fact that a sh;int
motor.

motor with
load on constant
rent circuit.

var,

cur

\

j
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weakening
of
the
the
with
known, being due to the lowerand
consequent
ing of the counter electromotive force,
increase of current in the armature as the field magnetism
increases

field

is

reduced

speed

its

m2gnet

is

well

in intensity.

In the next three methods the external resistance in
series with the armature or held, or both, is varied.
.Method 3 would be very wasteful, and is hardly allowable
main
is simply destroying the
it
in good practi
Method
current to put resistance in the armature circuit.
Varying the resistance in the field circuit is very much
less objectionable, and is very convenient and common,
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which a great variation in the total internal resistance of
the machine is obtained.
The next method, No. n, is open to the same objection
as Xo. 6, because when the armature is shunted the main
Shunting is, however,
current of the machine is affected.
most
less objectionable than dead resistance, because in
cases it is better to divert the current than to destroy it.
Method 12, like methods 4 and 7, is a useful and common one, because in shunting the field we are merely
handling a' very small fraction of the total current.
Method 1.?, varying a shunt in multiple arc with both
It was, howarmature and field, is wasteful like No. 11.
ever, the plan bv which the first arc motors were regulated,
a variable shunt being placed in the main circuit and the
motor connected to the terminals of the shunt.
The variations in the shunt, of course, throw more or
less current through the motor, thereby varying its power
as required.
Method 14, varving the current in a separately excited
field, is merely historical, as this class of motors has gone
out of use.
The plan, however, is a very effective one,
because, of course, it is very easy to control the field current when it is produced by a separate source.
Method 15 is shown in Fig. 7, and consists in shunting
the field magnetism, i. c, diverting the lines of force from
In the arrangethe armature through some other path.
ment shown in Fig. 7 there is a simple series wound motor
with consequent pole field magnet, and if the coils exciting
one magnetic circuit are short-circuited it is evident that
the magnetism produced in the other magnetic circuit will
be short-circuited or shunted by the former.
The shortcircuiting of the coils is effected by the variable shunt, as
indicated.
Method 16 is very similar to the preceding, and consists
in short-circuiting the field magnetism and
diverting it
from the armature by a keeper, which may be moved
toward or away from the pole-pieces by means of a screw
or other contrivance.
now come to methods 17, iS and 19, in which the
line of commutation is varied.
The first is the well-known
plan of shifting the brushes.
This is very effective and
easily carried out, and has, therefore, been used quite
extensively, but it has the very serious and almost prohibitory objection that when the brushes are moved from the
neutral point they spark very badly. This may be remedied
to a slight extent bv some hero c plan like blowing cut the
spark produced
But, as sparking is one of the worst
drawbacks of a mctor, it haidly seems as if this method
of regulation would be permanent.
Methods of regulation which are all right for dynamos
may not be allowed in the case of motors, because the
former is usually in the hands of skilled men devoted to its

ble

7.

— Series Motor with Varia-

Magnetic Shunt.

:

This mode can be adopted with a very small loss
Fig. 3.
of current, because the field current is only a small part of
the total current used in the motor, and the loss of a portion
Method
of this small fraction is practically insignificant.
=
Putting external resistance in series with both the armature and field is open to same objection as Case 3, since it
throttles and destroys part of the main current.
The next five modes of regulation, 6, 7, S. 9 and 10, are
theoretically more economical than the preceding, because
we van the internal or useful resistance instead of adding
Method 6, in which the interexternal or dead resistance.
nal resistance of the armature is varied, is very difficult to
simply
because
it is hard
to get at
cam' out in practice,
and change the connections of the armature while it is
One of the few ways devised to accomplish
revolving.
this is to wind the armature with two or more circuits connected to a corresponding number of commutators, whereby
one or more of these circuits may be used, thus varying
This is clumsy, and
the internal resistance and torque.
practically little better than using two or more separate

—

-

motors.

—

Method 7 Cutting out the field coils in series is a very
It is the ordinary way of regusimple and common plan.
lating constant current or other series-wound motors. This
method, or some modification of it, is one according to
which the constant current or "arc" motors of the Baxter
and Excelsior companies are constructed.
C.
Method 5, of cutting out field coils in multiple arc, is shown
in Fig 4. and is especially applicable to shunt-wound
motors. The different layers, for example, may be respectively connected to the contact points of a switch and

—

Series Motor with AutoFig. 9.
matic Device for Shifting Brushes.

by ignorant and careless

care, while motors are ofttn run

persons.

Method

iS, shifting the

commutator,

is

simply another

way of doing the same thing as shifting the brushes.
Method 19, shifting the magnetic resultant or direction
of lines of force in the armature, may be accomplished by
two sets of pole
which is varied.

pieces, tbc relative magnetic strength of
This is also open to the same objection

i8fcn.

ordinarily used in practical as well as scientific work.
We
find that there are in all sixteen different cases, in the first
four of which the potential is constant; in the second four
the potential and current are both constant; in the third
four the current only is constant, and in the fourth four
neither the current nor the potential is constant.
Case 1, in which the potential alone is constant, is the
case of a series-wound motor, for example, with variable
load on a constant potential circuit.
Such a motor would
rise in speed when the load was reduced, and vice versa.
It would not be at all self-regulating; in fact, it would
tend to run at a very high speed with light load, and a
very low speed with a heavy load.
It is possible to give

various other examples, but one is sufficient in most cases.
In this case, however, I may say that the ordinary street
car motor, fed from a constant potential motor, is also an
example of Case 1, the current being controlled by varying

We

Fig.

8,

Fig.

10.

vice for

— Scries

Mctor with De-

Moving Pole Pieces Apart.

the externa! or internal resistance, according to one of the
methods given in the first table.
Case 2 is that of the ordinary shunt or differential motor,
with a variable load on a constant potential circuit.
This
self-regulating and maintains its constant speed, as
is
already stated, and is the commonest case of motor regulation met with.
The current varies directly with the load.
Case 3 is that of the ordinary shunt motor with constant
load, having a variable resistance in the field magnet.
This case is shown in Fig. 1. Increasing resistance of
field circuit would weaken fi-eld magnetism, and the motor
would run faster and take more current; i. e., current
would vary directly with speed.
'Case 4 is not a practical one, because, if potential, speed
and load are constant, the current cannot be varied without
wasting it; that is, any excess of current would be simply
destroyed, which, of course, is not permissible.
Case 5 is not likely to occur, because potential and current would not be constant with a variable load and speed,
but if it did occur it would require that the speed and load
should vary inversely.
Cases 6 and 7 are not practical for the same reason as
given in Case 4, because if potential, current and speed
were constant the load could not be reduced without
wasting electrical energy, and in Case 7 the speed could
not be varied without wasting energy.
Case S is that in which all four factors are constant, and
is best illustrated by a shunt motor with constant load on a
constant potential circuit, in which case the current and
speed would also be constant.
Case 9 may
be
illustrated
by a shunt motor
with
cirvariable
current
load
on
a
constant
cuit.
The speed would run up as the load reduced. A more common example is a series motor on constant current circuit, with switch for cutting out field coils,
or, in short, a constant current motor with variable speed

and load.
Case 10 is that of the regular constant current or arc
motor with governor, such, for example, as the Baxter or
C. & C. motor.
The ordinary form of this motor is a
series governor with a centrifugal governor which operates

as shifting the brushes.

Method 20, shown in Fig. 10, consisting in moving or
separating the pole pieces from the armature, has been
used in the Diehl and other motors, but it is lather difficult to carry out mechanically, and introduces a hinge or
joint in the magnetic circuit, which is, of tours- very un,

desirable.

Method

21,

moving

very
and has a great
is

,

much
many

||':flJEHE2C

the armature away from the pole
easier to accomplish mechanically,
advantages as a means of regulation.

S S. Wheeler and myself have been working for some
lime en motors in which this method ol regulation is
employed, and the results we have obtained have been
very satisfactory; in fact, we have found it to be extremely
simple, effective and reliable.
The second table gives a li^t of the possible cases of motor
regulation which may occur with direct or continuous currents.
There are four supremely important quantities or
us iu connection with electric motor regulation
potential, current, speed rind load, and it is with reference

«

l

with Variarcuit.

c

ini

or

ilt.

ries

more of these

all motors are de
Mi tors are always dis-

that practically

or multiple

I

Like

them, it
which

ircuits

and in trade, as constant
potential or constant current motor.; constant or variable
.triable load motors; hence
cd upon the constancy or
variable

g

ery
m cnicnt, and at
'- or d tabic
'.
'I'll-:
the four arc quantities rep1

1

pon tiii plan,
ctl
by their
1

.
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.carrying

it

.Hid in

it
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P,

C,

S and L, expressed

volutions per minute and
radius, these being the units
1

•t

I'm;, ri.— Series or Shunt Motor with
Regulator for Moving Armature Out <>f
I

leld

switch to cut in and out the field roils, as shown in Fig.
This is. next lo the shunt and differentially wound
3.
m:tors, the most common and important case of motor
a

regulation,
11 is that of a constant current motor with constant
with switch for varying field strength. The potential
would rise directly with speed, but this case is no! likely to
occur.
2
not practical, for the same reason as cate 4.
The last foUl casi
those in which both potential and
1

.1

<

load

1

1

i

They are hardly practical cases, because
currenl vary.
electrical distribution is almost always either constant current or constant potential
U is. however, of course, pos-
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have cases where both may vary, and examples of
each case are given.
Case 13 is one which does occur to a certain extent in
practice, for example, if a so called constant current circuit
varies slightly, as they always do in practice, say from 9 to
10 amperes, then the current as well as the potential arevariable, and this must be taken account of in the regular

siblc to

percent, in speed, with a variation froth
power.
The lule for winding differential motors is that the
turns
ber of
in the shunt divided by the number of turns
in the si
re equal to the resistance ol
divided by the sum of the resistance of the armature and
df

11

<

14 horse

the scries coil,

side of

mi this

1

the Atlantic

I

I

much

circuits is a

called constant current

greater percent

age than the variation in potential of so called constant
to
ampere.
potential circuits, and amounts to from
Having generally described the different cases of motor
regulation, let us take up the mathematical relation of po
tential current, speed and load, which may be expressed
'

.\

i

quite simply.

Using the symbols
have

P X C

/',

S and

C,

motor in watts or

PC in

/„ as defined above,

we

energy supplied

to

electrical

as the total

horse power.

commer-

Calling

\

power devel-

the actual mechanical horse

I

frequently obtain

ne
In the early

perfect insulation.
or differentially-wound machines may be
varied in speed by putting resistance in the field circuit, as
shown in Fig. !.
This may, of course, be done automatically, or by hand, usually the latter.
The next important type of machine is the constant cur-

vera

wn by

others

this is merely a seriescutting in and out the
the latter being operated by an automatic centrifugal governor, as indicated'in Fig, 3, or by hand.
Various modifications of this type have been made; for example, a reversed coil having a variable resistance in circuit with it, may be used in multiple arc with regular series
field winding.
If this resistance is very high, the reversed
coil has little or no effect; if this resistance is made very
low, it will rob the main coil of its current and also neutralize its effect, thereby greatly reducing the strength of the

lO

(

>.

The

K.

10,

is

-

'

expressed

in electrical terms.

The
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equivalent expression

S

2 ~

.

mechanical terms

in

is

/

-

Since the point at which load L is measured is one foot
- feet per revolution, or
from center of shaft and travels 2
2 - S feet per minute, this, multiplied by the load ami
developed by motor.
power
horse
gives
divided by 33,000,

Thus we have:
a P C _ 2jr_S

/

horse power of motor.
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PC= S

For convenience we may write

n4
/

X

a

with

an error

of about one-half of 1 per cent.
If the efficiency a, of motor is S5.2 percent., the denomi-

nator 7 04a becomes 6 exactly, and we have

and

if

the efficiency

The former
narily

is

is

75. S per cent

,

PC—-

we have

3
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G

P C=

is
as low as is ordiwork, therefore these are the

as high and the latter

met with

in

practical

field

The

equation

themselves
In conclusion,

PC
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I
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— or one of the three-simplified
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forms just given, may be advantageously used for solving
If we know any four of
problems in motor regulation.
the quantities we may, of course, find the fifth by simply
It is also evident
solving the equation with respect to it.
that if any three of the quantities are constant then the
inversely
with each other,
or
directly
vary
will
two
other
depending upon their position in the equation. This is the
Usually
ordinary case we have to deal with in regulation.
speed is required to be constant, either potential or current
is maintained constant, and efficiency should be practically
constant down to very small loads; thus we have either curThe
rent or potential or load varying directly with "load.
efficiency is rather a confusing element in motor regulation.
For this reason it was not introduced as a fifth quantity in
the second table, as it would have complicated it and made
The efficiency should
a great many more possible cases.
be high (close to 100 per cent.), and as nearly as possible
constant; therefore it would not affect the figures much.
If the load or speed is zero, or very low, the potential or
current should be correspondingly reduced and the efficiency would remain constant. This is the condition for
Practically it always takes some curperfect regulation.
rent to overcome friction, etc., even when load is zero, in
which case efficiency is zero, but this current should be very
small.

The equation

P

C=

S L

applied

to

the

cases

7.04^

marked "not

practical" in

second table, shows

P

in

case 4

for example, that if
C and L are constant, efficiency a
This is not
decreases directly with reduction in speed.
allowable.
The same is true of the other cases that it is

P

C or L simply at the expense of effinot proper to vary
ciency, or in other words, waste current to obtain regulation.

Having now given
motor regulation, we

points of the subject of
will proceed to consider the forms of
motors which are now being used.
First, and most important, we have the regular shunt
motor for constant potential circuit, which has already
Thousands of this type ol
been referred to several times.
motor are in use, and give very satisfactory results. A
properly designed motor of this kind will regulate within
for most purposes.
5 per cent., which is near enough
It has no regulating mechanism or complicated circuits
to get out of order, and it may be called the idtal self-regulating machine.
The next important form is the differentially wound motor, which is even more perfect in closeTheoretically, and it might he made
ness of regulation.
almost absolutely constant in speed, practically the speed
varies about 2 per cent.
These are the figures given mc by the company who
manufacture these machines in the largest quantity and of
Silvanus Thompson gives
the most excellent workmanship
an example of one of these machines, which only varied
the general

given in

variation is
motive force of the cell.
of

per

TABLE NO.

1.

magnet.

Constant current machines with regulator are now in
great demand for arc circuits, in fact, it is not practical or
safe to use a motor on an arc circuit without a regulator.
The differential winding of constant current motors to
The solution
maintain constant speed is not practicable.
of it requires, either that the efficiency shouid be very low,
or that storage batteries be used in combination with the
winding, to maintain a constant difference of potential.
Any such plan as this is of course very objectionable.
The three types just given are really about the only continuous current motors used to any extent in practice, and
it seems that there is at present no
demand for any other
type
Nothing has been said of the regulation of alternating
current motors, because it is a radically different subject,
and moreover alternating current motors tend to run synchronously, maintaining a constant speed and regulating

limiting values.
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Table No.
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The shunt

As already stated,
wound machine, with switch for

j

hand, an

at

more

rent motor.
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cial efficiency a,

1

thi

"Sprague's law of winding;" on the other si-It"Ayrton and Perry's rule for winding." The slight variation in speed which does occur is due to the healing
The shunt coil varies
coils and other slight disturbances
slightly in resistance by heat, therefore the series coil
requires.
The heating
is than the rule
of the shunt coil weakens the current in it, and consequently
the field magnetism, thus increasing the speed of the machine: therefore the motor runs faster after it has been running for some time.
The proper way is, of cou
sidcr the true spued to be that which the motor hi
steady running.
At first, some trouble was cxpcrieni
this type of machine on account of short-circuiting between
the series and shunt coils, but this has been overcome by
\\

have ahead) ref< rred to, Mr.
In the experiments which
have built a motor of the constant current
Wheeler and
variations in current as well
wide
for
govern
will
type which
This motor, for example, will not fall in speed,
as in load.
even though the current be reduced from 10 to 5 amperes,
which is a great variation for this type of motor, as the
series, the torque varies as the
field and armature being in
This variation in current in the sosquare of the current.

I

ject taken

up by

attention which
yet received.

would

say, that I hope to see this subleaders in electrical science, and given the
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think

deserves,
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Efficiency of Incandescent Electric Lamps,
by WM.

11.

PEIRI

E.

At the present day there is very little reliable published
information relative to the \arialion with age ot the econHowomy and light giving power of incandescent lamps
ever well this law of variation may be known to lamp exbelieves
himself
to
be
justified
in
saying
perts, the author
that the majority of electrical engineers are entirely unThe most complete data, and the
acquainted with it.
latest, at least in this country, is that given in a leport in
1SS5 to the Franklin Institute by a committee appointed
At that time the successful
to test lamps and dynamos.
commercial lamp was but two or three years old, and since
then the development of lighting by incandescence has
been so remarkable as to cause this lamp test now to be
When considering the possibilities
almost ancient history.
of incandescent lighting in depots, offices and shops the
fact of the absence of trustworthy records of late date induced the following investigation to be made by the author
in the interest of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Raiload company.
There were in all 94 lamps studied, embracing four of
the most prominent makes of lamps now on the market.
Fifty-nine of these were purchased
15 of 3 kinds and 14
Care was exercised to obtain the
of one type of lamp.
After
the
preliminary
measurements
commercial lamp.
had been made upon these 59 lamps, the local agents for
them were invited to make examination of the test room
and of the methods pursued. As an outcome of their visits
the remaining 35 lamps were upon their solicitation,
These lamps were in every case sent direct from
tested.
heir respective factories especially for this test, which fact
am rather prone to construe as a vote of confidence by
the various lamp companies in our system of measure

O. K
O. K
O, K
O. k

O.
0.
0.
O.

ments.
voltmeter was used for determining the
measurements, and the following is a brief deThe pressure to be measured
scription of its principle:
is
caused to' drop through the resistance -' D, Fig. 1,
ohms, and a Daniel! cell B is so arequal
ranged that when the key A" is closed the electromotive
force between C D is opposed by that of the battery, and
hence no current passes through the galvanometer C,
when the electromotive force between C and D is equal to
In practice the rider C is moved along
that of the cell
the resistance until no current Hows through the galvanometer, and the electromotive force between ./ D is than
determined from the formula:

The Howell

volts in all
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broken
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In this table it is shown that on December 27th and
January 8th, all four cells were apparently correct that is,
they check with one another. That on January 15th, three
cells out of four; Januaiy 26th, February nth, February

—

2/tb, five of six cells; March 14th three of eight cells;
April 1st, two of seven cells, and April 25th, four of the
K. And further, that the maximum
nine cells were
variation at any time between any two cells was
per
It is thus seen that we are reasonably assured that
cent.
our electromotive force was practically constant.
The cells were mounted on a switch board, so that any
two or all of them could be connected in multiple
series by inserting plugs and they were compared with
each other by rapidly substituting first one and then
another of the cells in the voltmeter while measuring the
The last
electromotive force of the test room circuit.
two or three cells received were always used when mak-

\%

ing determinations on lamps
The ammeter was of the Bergman solenoid type having
a range of from .2 to 1.0 ampere. The readings of the
instrument were calibrated at the beginning of the test by
copper voltameters, the CuSC£ solution of which had a
specific gravity approximating 1.16, and the area of the
cathode was 4 square inches per ampere measured. The
The
coulomb equivalent was taken as .OC032S5 gr.
arrangement for calibration was as sketched in Ftg. 2,
where .-1 is the ammeter, L a lamp to consume the electrical energy, P a voltmeter, and A* an adjustable resistance for keeping the pressure uniform at the lamp terminals, as inaicated by the voltmeter, and hence to insure
The circuit through the voltameters
constancy of current.
was kept closed for fifteen minutes as timed by a stop
Extreme care was exercised in preparing the
watch
plates and the preventing of oxidation between weighings.

The following table shows the current indicated by the
ammeter and that obtained by the voltameters in the last
made calibration by copper voltameters,

TABLE NO.
Readings of

Read ops of
voltameters.
.^07
•347

2.

Readings of

Readii

ammeter

:.4::>ctcrs.

.700
75"

...
.:•'!

.400
.450

45'

.900

,500
-

S

1. 000

|

This table shows that the ammeter was calibrated at
every .05 of an ampere from ; to 1.0 ampere, and that
the maximum variation between the voltameter and amimpcrc, and that generally
meter
the two reading-- checked to within .005 ampere.
After these determinations the -c.de was changi
such an extent as was estimated would
of the ammeter.
'The photometer was .1 1- Mnch bar, Letheby-Bunscn, in
The
combination with the Methven
Methven standard was accompanied by a certi
that a two candle power
[ohn Methven, statin;
by
was emitted through the slit, when the quality
sed was such as to give from 15 to 20 candies with a
In order
inches high.
tlame
-land. ltd win
with Suggs' Standard sperm can
at a time, and
different candles wci
..nee with the mlcsof th<
tions were mac
Table N
that the Methven
-referees.
1

1

.;

.

I

1

f

D.

O

k.

k O.
Low

0.

k
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1

K,

k O.
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S
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varied less

ird

per cent, from the power of
this conclusion being based

I

two standard sperm cand'es;

upon loo observations.

C
-

.
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checked up by the reference lamps whenever observations
on the test lamps were about to be made. Table No 4
It will be seen that
exhibits the readings of these lamps.
the candle power determinations vary from about 4 per
cent, below to 4 per cent, above the first readings made on
the lamps, and hence this table proves conclusively that
the conditions of the test were essentially the same at all
In addition it may be said that for
times of its duration
the determination of the candle power of these lamps the
mean of five observations at the same point was always

1889

8,

watts of electrical energy consumed were determined, and
from these were deduced the watts per candle, and the
candles per electrical horse po.i er

taken.

TABI E NO

TABLE XO.

1

3.

READlNi

OF METHVEN STANDARD r\VO-CANDLE SLIT
''' CANDLES.
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Curves of Lamps with
Ecouomy Greater than 3.:' WATTS

In this paper the candle power of a lamp is taken to be
the mean of twelve points 30 degrees apart in the horizontal plane of the lamp.
The observed candle power is
the power of the lamp at a point in the horizontal plane
at right angles to the plane of the base of the filament.
The reduction factor is the ratio of the mean horizontal
to the observed candle power.
In the preliminary measurements three readings were
made at the point where the observed candle power readings
were to be made, and the lamp was marked so that this
point could always in the future be determined.
The
lamp was then revolved upon its principal axis, and two
observations were made every 30 degrees, the starting
point, when again reached, also having two more readings
made. The five readings made at the starting point were
averaged, and the result called ihe observed cardle-power.
The observed candle power and the readings at the other
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eleven points were
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averaged, and
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mean horizontal candle power,
The wire connections to the lamp in the photometer
were the same as shown in Fig, 2, excepting that no voltaIhe

meters were

A

in circuit.

curtain was hung from the two photometer
oards, and an opening was maintained only sufficiently wide to pcrmil III-' leading of ihe disk.
Two
ic glass were so placet!
as to shield the
making the candle power determinations from all
sliding

ecn

1

of the lights,
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The author made
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regulated the height of the gas flame, always looking at
the flame through deep blue glass, and an assistanl placed
the lamps in position, adjusted the voltage, made ampere
readings, and recorded all observations.
The candle power readings were always the mean of at
differed from
least two observations, and if these two
each other more than 4 per cent
of
as the cormean
all
observations
taken
made, and a
rect reading
A small room, 13 by to ftet, in which to conduct the
test was partitioned oil about 40 feet from the dynamos.
d other instruIn this room were located the phi
Curvet of tarn pi wllh

n 4,1 and 1.7

Economj

Initial

C

Avernjc

B

"

WATTS

T

and the

failure- ol

I

duration test was started January 2 iSSrj
continued until April 29,
1889, thus permitl
The
lamps first entered to bum about S20 hours
contributed by the various companies did not burn this
long, because when Ihcy were received the test on the
purchased lamps was about 200 hours un
It was aimed to make carldle-power and efficiency mcassurements of the lamps after they had lived 55, in
rid 850 hours.
300, i"
In the accompanying curves each make ol lamp is
./",,
/»',. :",. and
referdesignated by a letter.
lt have
(',. />.,
indicate those
ence to the purchased lamps; I
In cither
tested at the request of the lamp companies.
case similar letters refer to like make of lamps
Three series of curves have been constructed. In the
first of these,
'late I, is shown the variation with age in
Each
the economy and candle power of all the lamps.
curve represents a batch of fiom 10 to 15 lamps, thus the
'"1
curves
lines relate to the 15 lamps purchased, and the
indicate the influence of life upon the lamps contributed
by the C lamp company.
The upper set of curves illustrate the economy of the
Thus the
several lamps at their different periods of life.
curve indicates that these 15 A lamps when new consumed 3. 54 watts per mean horizontal candle, that after
900 hours 6.1 watts of electrical energy were necessary to
produce one candle power of light, and further that during
900 hours the mean economy of the lamps was 5.25 watts
1
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The lower diagrams indicate the effect of age upon the
Thus the //, curve
power of the lamps
.-/
lamps after 900 hours gave but

light giving
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constantly obliged to

United States Illuminaiing company
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The
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from S. S Wheeler, electrical expert of the Board of Elec-

May

Control, dated
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23,

1

B89, relating to the erection

informed by Commissioner Gibbens that no permit was
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continues, and from

still

month
terill

examination of President Cot-

company was ended

of the defunct

that the

bound boxes, so as to prevent the exposure of the
The boxes were made
in case of any accident.
and laden at night by Friend and Howard. One of the
boxes which was particularly large and valuab e was named
Jumbo. The defence laughingly asked, "Then you saw
the elephant?" and the recorder interrupted. "No, he only
saw his skin." In general the trial is growing more and
more dull, and the recorder seems to be getting anxious as
machinery

it

is

spinning out to such a length.

An

interesting legal point in selecting a jury in the trial

new form

of murderers since the

Excepting when ptiotometric measurements were
being made, the lamps burned whenever the dynamos ran,
which was generally 9 hours per diem, 4J4 hours in the
morning and 4^4 hours in the afternoon, with one hour
intervening.
In the mains leading to the test room was
interposed a variable resistance coil by which the pressure
at the lamps could be adjusted independently of that of
Two pressure indicators were conthe house circuit.
nected with the test lamps, one Howell governing the

of execution

Initinl

WATTS per
PLATE IX

ishment by

electricity,

juror in

murder

a

he

-^

a good deal of discussion

of the initial candle power, and that the
intensity of light during 900 hours was 67 per cent,

per cent,
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groups according to their initial economy.
Thus ./, 2 and
5; B, 43, 46, 49, 50; C, 66, 71, 72, and D, 121 and 126
are all lamps consuming when new from 3.5 to 3.S watts
We
per candle, and have been used to const' uct Plate V.
have 7 sets of comparative curves, the various lamps in
each set having approximately the same initial economy.
In the third series, Plate IX, we have a summation of
all previous diagrams and tables.
These curves show the
relation between the initial and average efficiency of the
incandescent electric lamps studied.
These curves are
plotted with the initial economy of the lamps as abscissa,*,
and the corresponding averages deduced from the preced-

The figures at the plotted points
ing curves as ord'males.
have reference to the number of lamps used in determining each point.
From these curves we learn that the varying of the initial
economy between the limits of 3 and 5 watts per candle
does not greatly affect the average economy, but it does
have a very marked effect upon the average candle power
derived from the lamp.
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engineer, and one of,the United States E« L. Co.'s palIn
tern in the office of the superintendent of telegraph.
the latter place was a push button with which to ring a bell
and thus call the attention of the engineer if the voltage
varried immoderately.
As a milter of fact, the pressure
was generally within one volt of the normal as shown by

York, June
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ground that there is
Whether a man

has

change of policy toward the electric companies of this
city, and at the two meetings of the Board of Electrical
Control last week showed a different spirit toward the com-

Me

says he has agreed to the issuance of

to string wires, because

this

mode
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of punishment, or whether his being

the discretion of the

the opinion of

only
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electricity
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opinions against hanging he would be equally incompetent to serve. The juror necessarily has in his mind

man had

the methods by which the prisoner
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to

be

punished

if

declared guilty."
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II.

— "I think
Caldwell
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that

in
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defendant guilty,
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crime charged be punishable with death the entertaining Of such opinions as would preclude the findin

Notes.
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as

statute disqualifying a juror for bias.

reads in reference to the dis

CORRESPONDENCE.

5

serve

disqualified to

is

The decision has caused
among the lawyers since the couit

Candle

of the new lamps
In the construction of the second series of curves, Plates
II to VIII inclusive, the lamps have been divided into
DJj, LamjiB

electricity

trial.

ruled the disqualification, on the
1

mean

I.

by

was adopted, has been discussed and decided by the Court
of Sessions in Brooklyn in obtaining the jury for the trial
It is declared by the court that,
of James H. Graham.
because a man is opposed to the new form of capital pun-
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Friend said

machinery when finished would have to be put into

iron

ice.

4.7

his

Some

promised by the defense.

the machinery for the refining of the sugar.

turned off and on the lamps during the first 550 hours in a
gradual manner, such as was due to the starting and
stopping of the dynamo, but after this time arrangements
were made to also have the lamps switched off and on
once or twice daily, so that the filaments would receive
the shock of sudden heating and cooling as in usual pract-

Curves or Damps TVith

and

yesterday,

up next Monday when sen-

very amusing testimony was given by Cotterill in regard to

no

Economy Between

the

of

violation

in

the present outlook wili last a

direct

sational developments are

Suitable resistance was introduced into those
volts, the
a less pressure than
normal pressure of the house circuits. No lamps were
permitted nearer to each other than 12 inches, for fear of
possible harm occurring to one from the heat of the others.
The temperature of the air when all lamps were burning
was about 104 degrees Fahrenheit, as indicated by a thermometer near the center of the room. The current was

which required

The

longer.

cross examination will be taken

the lamps.

Initial

The mayor

of electric lamps at different places in this city.

The mayor desires that you take such action in the
premises as may be proper."
The trial of the alleged electric sugar refining swindlers

The door leading to this
ments, and all test lamps.
apartment was kept locked, no one being allowed to enter
engineer in charge of the
except
the
during my absence
The
plant, who twice a day inspected for broken lamps.
photograph of a portion of the room shows the method of
of
10
and
wired
in
groups
were
hanging the lamps. They
Lamps of similar marked volts were placed together.
15.
The volts labeled on the lamps by the manufacturers
was taken as being the correct pressure at which to run
circuits
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the indicators, which instruments were from time to
adjusted of any variations found between thou an
voltmeter in the lest room,
A written statement was
sent in by the engineer as to tlie exact hours of bu
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shall neither
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1

a juror.

ing the methods of punishment
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and when hanging was the
cution in this state every juror
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every
exe-

defend*

by the rope. He
under the present law the pre-

ant guilty his sentence would be death
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be permitted
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a
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oE a
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man by

knows that

elect™

be executed

will

found guilty

if

why then

way,

in that

has' such

he

conscientious scruples as would prevent him from finding
the accused guilty, and ca-ino; be permitted nor compelled
to serve under the present statute."

O'Byrne— "I

Colonel John

think

I do
opinions should not be allowed to serve.
however, thev are disqualified by the statute.

who

disqualifies a juror

opposed

is

such

holding

jurors

to capital

not

think.

The

statute

punishment."

was observed in the metal exchange Thursday, as a keen and sustained rise in copper
on the London market had taken place. On the local exchange there seemed to be a good deal of a puzzle to the

More than usual

men

copper

interest

as to the advance in

London

the

market, as

they had received no advice from their London correspondents. There is but one explanation so far, which

comes from a member of a jobbing house, who
The shorts
is simply a twist of the market.

make

starting in to

is

"It

says:

London

in

by June 10th, and
a strong market."

to attend to

have got heavy coverings
the long interest

A deserved swindle was worked upon the proprietor of
a hotel in the vicinity of Madison Square, who wanted
house

his

fitted

with improved electric

He

bells.

man

bid,

and accordingly engaged the

He

that he picked up.

objected

work

services of a

money

furnished the

for

when the push

necessary material and fixtures, and

all

Upon examination
and

plaster behind each button,

into

the

that all the wires that ap-

assumption they resented

chopping the poles down as

Woodward

at

Hell (late, which in

times past illuminated the entire northern part of the city,
bat which has ceased to shed its electric rays to the pilots

been made

to pull

it

moved.

be

in that vicinity, will

over by means of wire cables, but they

proposed to blow off
would fall over from
It
permission was not forthcoming

are unable to stand the strain.

It

the legs with dynamite, and then
its
is

own

have

attempts

Several

weight, but a

decided to at last take

down

is

it

the tower in section.

W.

San Francisco, May

25

II.

T.

Woodward

The

chines used for telegraphic purposes will be considered by
San Francisco Electrical society at its next meeting.
California

Electric

company has placed
company for a 1, coo-light

Light

the Brush Electric

orders with

alternating plant.

The Willamette Falls Electric company
Ore., has completed its circuits from Oregon
place,

and expects to be

The company

is

in active

Portland,

of

City to that

from Thomson-

lights

and compete with the public

Postal

ject

state prison directors

lighting

of

These

the

600

Cal., for a

San 'Juinten and Folsom prisons.

institutions will probably require about 1,200 incan-

road run-

its

W.

G. C.

and wires can be erected throughout the

Nashville, June

— Nashville

1.

M.

Thomson-Houston

C.

Electric

soon have a new-

will

Wheaton, representative of the
company, which transferred

bids for furnishing electric

lights

the

to

city

the

to

Capital Electric company, says operations will

be begun

The foundations

to

immediately.

nearly completed, the poles for

building

the

for

are

north circuit, No.

the

Thomson-Houston company will supply the plant.
The Thomson-Houston company will install an electric
light plant for the lighting of the pumping station.
The Edison phonographs and the Bell graphophones
will soon be introduced into the state, as a company is to
be formed immediately.
operation on

in

the Vanderbilt

week.

injunction suit

of

company agrees

The

Railway

Street

supply the Telephone company with

to

return

metallic

the latter from

restrain

to

been compromised.

has

operation

Telephone company against

the

company

the Electric Railway

circuits

the operation of

if

fered with the telephone service.

road inter-

its

Accordingly, the Street

Railway company ordered the copper wires for the return
circuit which the Telephone company now claims is neces-

and they

sary,

be placed forthwith.

will

Last week a swinging sign pressed a guard wire against
the electric railway wire, and the guard

swung down

It

several blocks

An
The

ground

for a distance of

on a man and woman.

falling

alarm of

the

to

wire was burned

Both were

prevent companies from

putting in

for

150

street

by the city ownership

this

Light

my

company was

will

incor-

among

the

cause of the blaze was the

telephone hands
wire

electric

last

of

week.

the street

company coming

in contact with a telephone wire on
Three hundred wires were burned out.
The Knoxville Cumberland Gap lV Louisville Railroad

car

Broad

street.

company

immediately construct a telegraph

will

the line

Middleborough

may soon become

a

part

It is

line con-

thought that

the postal telegraph

of

system between Knoxville and Louisville.

St.
St. Joseph, June

M.

Joseph, Mo.
1.

— The

city

engineer has prepared

plans for the electric power house of the

The house

city,

and

days

will advertise for bids.

the

noith side of Olive street, near Fifth street.

will

in a

few

be located on

Aside-

ei

with iron

Pacific

undci

roof

and

girders.

It

will

lie

The smoke- stack

supplied

adjoining

high and will cost about $2,000.
The
ompleled during July.
At the last meeting of the it) coum il the ordinance for
the proposed South Park electric railway was discussed,
will

Monday

building will be eighty-five feet long, forty-

deep, and eighteen feet high.

six feet

.any.

The

The

of coal

purchase the Hall
enlral

light-

The Columbia, Tenn.,

C,

Elizabeth City, N.
plant soon.
A local

The

Light

Electric

Thomson-Houston plant

introduce a

company

will

in that city.

have an arc and incandescent

will

company

will

Hill City Electric Light

operate the plant.

company

of Vicksburg will

probably introduce an incandescent light plant soon.

The Sawyer-Man

May
and

27

still

company

Electric

The Alabama

Fuel, Light

& Supply company

has been reorganized under the
tric

of Nesv York, on
incandescent lamps,

received orders lor 14,750
is a dull season.

this

Light

title

of the

of

Alabama

Mobile
Elec-

& Power company.

The Butte Electric Light company of Butte City, Mont.,
has increased its capital stock, and will add to its plant a
750 light incandescent machine.
It is stated that a new electric light company is to be
organized in Lexington, Ky., for lighting the streets and
furnishing lights for individuals.

The Westinghouse

Electric

company

will erect

Eufaula, Ala., and the Thomson-Houston
contemplating a similar movement.
at

a station

company

is

Guthrie, the principal town in Oklahoma, will soon have
is organ-

an electric light and power plant, as a company
izing to introduce it in the land of the boomers.

The Doggett Dry Goods company of Kansas City will
illuminate its new building by electricity.
The plant will
consist of a 300 light incandescent dynamo and two 30 arc

be

(00
'.

feel

be

ill

The Chicago Arc Light & Power company has purchased the plant of the King Electric Light company, 13S
and 140 State street, Chicago. The plant was of the
Schuyler system with a capacity of 85 arc lights. The sale
was made on May 22d.

The Commercial Electric company of Detroit is making
arrangements to put a $3,000 electric light plant in the
northern part of the city.
It is designed to furnish incandescent lights, which the company claim they can do at a
cost not to exceed that of gas.
The Empire City Electric company are the sole selling
agents for the United States and Canada of the genuine
soft cord Vienna carbon points manufactured by the celebrated Hardtmuth & Co.
A large consignment is expected the latter part of June.
The Royal Electric Light company of Montreal, Canada, is filling the followiug orders:
Quebec, 1,000 light
plant; Moncton, N. B., 600 light plant; Winnipeg, two 500
light plants; Peache's Island, for residence, 200 light alternating plant; Winnipeg, 40 arc light plant.

A Washington, D. C, dispatch says: The treasury department has ordered the inspector of electric lights to go
to Minneapolis and investigate the needs of the new building there in the matter of wires and lights.
Possibly a
contract will be

made

for wiring the building.

A

contract with the city of Alexandria, Va., for sixty
double arc lamps, 120 series incandescents with necessary
station equipment, steam plant, etc., has just been closed
by the Schuyler Electric company of Middletown, Conn u
The city will be illuminated for the first time July 4 th.

The Lakeside, Minn., Light & Power company has been
formed with a capital of $50,000, to furnish electricity, gas
and water to the village of Lakeside. The incorporators
are:
D. G. Cash, Edgar Brown, J. L. Fuller, W. Van
Brunt, J. E. Marvin, W. E. Perry and E. E. Sherwin.
The city attorney of Jackson, Mich recently forwarded
the proposed amendment to the city
charter authorizing the establishment and operation of an
electric light plant by the city.
In addition to furnishing
light for streets, the act provides for furnishing light and
power for private uses.
,

from the top of the telephone building

track from the Rock Ishnd road will facilitate the handling

The

for

ing the streets of Griffin, Ga,, by electricity.

to the legislature

tire

1

bids

LIGHT.

the contract

1,

The

and the wires and cables are on hand.

are nearly up,

be

Whiteside streets

erected at the corner of Front and

and for an additional expenditure every year of about
the city can be lighted throughout by arc lights.
a
urchase by the city of dynamos, but as their charter prohibits contracting for mote
"ing. he fears that the provision would

1889

8,

lamp dynamos.

necting Knoxville and

:!man at Oakland, Cal., thinks that for about
-

were

Nashville, Tenn.

descent and thirty arc lights each.

ning at

The Brush company has secured

streets with-

made, but

been

light alternating plant.

caused a stampede

have been agitating the sub-

The Sprague company contemplates havirg
Taccma inside of ninety days.

system, and

The Thomson-Houston Electric company, through its
Samuel H. Taylor, has closed a contract at Ukiah,

additional

wires between Portland and Seattle.

The

mis

agent,

severely shocked.

The

by

in the courts.

pleted.

stringing

arrest of

retaliated

new system would interfere
system.
The matter is now

denied on the ground that a

in two.

is

He

claims his right under the constitution.

Applications had

out a franchise.

Houston, Brush, and United States dynamo?, and in a
will have its Westinghouse installation com-

short time

Telegraph company

The

fast as set up.

owns and operates an electric light
denies the power of private parties to use the

operation in two weeks.

now operating

manner, by

city

The
of writing ma-

the

The

This

charging the superintendent of streets with malicious

line last

Cal.

— The subject

poles

misdemeanor followed.

for

Electric cars were put

San Francisco,

to erect

very practical

in a

electric

city fathers.

three

feet in length.

tower

claimed the right

latter

and wires without the permission of the

its

electric light

The

light agent.

"Woodward, an

J. J,

but-

peared in the house were but short bits of less than

The immense

Cruz and

electric light plant.

stuck

the

to

is

authorities of Santa

chief.

THE ELECTRIC

street

electric

addition

The Seattle hlectric Railway & Power
making extensive preparations for trebling its
roo-horse
It is now operating a
present power plant.
power engine and So-horse power generator, and to this
plant will be added two engines and generators of the same
These will be used to operate more cars, and to
capacity.
Four new cars will
furnish power throughout the city.
arrive shortly from the Thomson- Houston company.
Last Tuesday there was a conflict between the city
company

was discovered

it

had been

that only about a foot of wire

Seattle

four-mile

valuable

a

present system

tons were put up and the wires run in at the office, money
was given the workman to purchase an annunciator, but

he failed to return.

being surveyed for the

line fs

railway, forming

who had made

to the price asked by a reputable bell-hanger

him a

A

current.

gainst the execution

If a juror has conscientio:;

June

The residents of Winchester, Va celebrated the introduction of the Schuyler Electric company's plant in that
place with a big parade and fireworks.
The streets were
lighted by electricity for the first time, and the people
were pleased with the new lights. The capacity of the
plant will soon be increased.
,

At a recent meeting of the board of directors of the Chicago Arc Light & Power company, A. F. Bennett, the
secretary and treasurer of the company, resigned to take a
position with Crane Bros.
C. II. Wilmerding, the present
superintendent, was elected to fill the vacancy, and will, at
the

same

time, continue to act as superintendent.

The

Brush Electric Light company of Detroit recently
offered to string all its wires within a radius of one mile
from the City Hall, in the alleys, if the city will give the
right of way.
The council committee will think it over,
It is not at all probable, it
is stated, that
it
will agree to
There is an ordinance requirthis proposition, however.
the
wires
to
he
The
city
counselor
buried.
has proceeding
in-', under way to loin: their burial, and the council has
instructed him to proceed against some of the electrical
companies as public nuisances, because of their overhead

1

wires.

1

.

rcditablc

The engineer
arc installing a (lamcwcll
rna,
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propert;

by
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bul

us

finally
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not

a

ask-

majority

continued

until

N

& l/ard of Chicago, have ju.it secured an
installing 5, moo i(, candle power lamps in the
the Elgin Watch company.
This is said lo lie
the largi 51
olated plant in the world in a factory building,
and with the exception of the Chicago Auditorium plan',
Leonard

Order for
work--, of

1

also installed by Leonard & Lard, is the largest isolated
Leonard & Lard bid upon
pi mi of any land in the world.
:<
first-Class plant to give certain results under Strong
guarantees, not confining themselves lo any particular

June
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On

of apparatus

make

account of the large amount of

territory covered, the three- wire system effects quite a saving in this case, and unless other companies will indemnify

the purchaser in the use of the three-wire system, the Edison company will probably furnish the apparatus.

Some idea of what enormous amounts of power an* now
being applied in electrical industries may be obtained by
an inspection of a belt which the maker, the Charles
Munson Belting company of Chicago, claims will be. when
running, the largest leather belt in service in the Ci.iicd
This belt, now almost finished and ready for
Slates.
shipment from the factory in Chicago, is to be used in the
Tower
station of the Minnesota Brush Electric Light .\
company of Minneapolis. It is 5 feet S inches wide by
from 130 to 140 feet in length, and is made up of selections
together without
hides
cemented
rivets.
from 300
When in place the belt will be endless.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
The Bird street line of the
introducing electricity.

A

nfo'or circuit

It is
,

being put

in

iV

Boston

railroad

at

Hartford,

cars, 7^2 miles.

has been passed by the Connecticut legislature
providing that "no electric, cable or horse railroad shall
hereafter be constructed across the track of a steam railroad
at grade; nor shall any steam railroad cross any such elecaptric, cable or horse railroad at grade, except with the
This act shall not
proval of the railroad commissioners "
bill

any railroad now chartered.

According to reports from Pittsburg the offices in the
Westinghouse building are now kept cool by electricity.
Nicola Tesla, the inventor of the alternating current
motor, has completed an adaptation of his motor to a fan,
or to the revolving shaft of fans, for the production of
The motors range from one eighth to one-fourth
cool air.
horse power, and are of the simplest construction.

The Street Railway Journal of New York, remarking
on the wonderful advancement made in electric railway
"All the indications point to a very large
systems, says:
number of railways which will be running by electricity
before the end of the season, and the success of those railways in operation upon the electric system last winter, in
spite of snow, increases the general feeling of confidence
among the railways' managers, in electrical equipment."

A

"The general use of elecCleveland paper savs:
on street railways should reduce the value of horses,
but owners of large stables say they ruve noticed no change
in the market as yet. With the whole street radway system
of Boston about to adopt electricity, and the tendency in
that direction everywhere, it would seem that a surplus of
good animals should drift into other channels. In any
event the days of horses on street cars will soon have
tricity

passed."

The Pittsburgh Dispatch quotes one of the directors of
the Pittsburgh, Allegheny & Manchester Street Railway
company as follows, in reference to an electric system
which has been adopted for the road: The idea is to propel
each car independently, without a cable, without a slot rail,
or any overhead wires, or even a central station and power
The system is simply this: We have a combination
house.
car, of which the one part is occupied by the passengers
and the other by the motive power. The latter consists, as
the prime mover, of a gas engine, tanks filled with con'1 he electric
motor, however,
densed gas, and a dynamo.
Now, as to the
will be placed under the second part.
working of the system: The tanks are filled with a sufficient amount of condensed gas to keep the engine supplied
This will assure us a continuous runfor 15 or iS hours.
You can
ning of the car without any delay or stoppage.
therefore readily understand that the entire system is very
The little gas engine in the front part of the car
simple.
is connected with the dynamo, and the dynamo with the
motor; so we have everything just exactly where it is
Each car will be tilted up in the same manner,
wanted.
and run independently. All that is required is a filling of
the tank in the morning before the cars start out, and then
they will run for the whole day without interruption."

THE TELEGRAPH.
C. R. Hosmer, manager of the Canadian Pacific Teletrip over the line, giving
He says wonderful progress has
it a careful inspection.
been made in the last two years, and that the outlook for
the coming year is excellent, owing to the general prosper-

graph company, recently made a

noted on

The

when

I

the

all sides.

action of the Inter-state Telegraph

the Baltimore

& Ohio

company against

Telegraph company for $50,000

is

'

Baltimoi

THE TELEPHONE.
The American

Bell Telephone company began an action
Chicago last week to restrain Joseph French \ Co from
<ellirg or making telephones which, it is alleged, infringe
on the Bell patents.

The Massachusetts legislature has passed the bill enabling the Bell Telephone company to increase its capital
stock to $10,000,000, and the governor, it is said, will immediately sign the bill
This will enable the Bell company
to engage in its long-distance telephone Scheme.

When the janitor of the Western Insurance company's
building closed up the office last evening, he locked in two
young girls, who work on the upper floor, but had not left
The girls disat the usual time, says a Pittsburgh paper
covered their predicament some time later, and became
badly frightened at the prospect of spending the night in
the building.
After a few hours had been wasted screamin ; at the top of their voices to attract the attention of
passers-by, one of the young ladies thought of the telephone
She called up the police department, and
in the building.
an officer released them.

Bus'ness Mention.
company of Chicago has issued a
neatiy printed catalogue, calling attention to the many
excellent qualities of the Cobb vulcanite wire and cable
It also presents testimonials
which this company handles
from prominent electricians showing their estimate of the

The

Cobb

Electrical Supply

wire.

C. S Colton, formerly city salesman

in

Chicago

for the

Baxter Motor company, is now working the territory in and
about Chicago for the Thomson-Houston company and
Excelsior Electric company. Mr. Colton, besides installing
quite a large number of motors in the city, reports the out
look for an increasing motor business as most encouraging.

The Tohn Stephenson company, limited, of New York,
report themselves as well equipped for the supply of cars
adapted to all the electric motor systems, as also for cable
The large stock of carefully selected, well seasoned
roads.
and skillfully prepared lumber, gives them unusual facility
for prompt delivery, while maintaining the superiority of
every phase of their work.
Eclipse Wind Engine company of Beloit, Wis., has
completed an outfit of its frictional clutch pulleys for
the Duluth Electric Light company, and two car loads of
frictional clutch hangers, 1,500 feet shafting to the MinThe Western Electric
nesota company's works at LJuIuth.
compary of Chicago and the Chicago Arc Light & Poaer
company are using this company's pulleys and couplingsThe Eclipse company's Chicago office is at 60 South Canal

The

Harrisburg Passenger Railway company,
which has been in operation upon the Sprague system for
eight or nine months, and which has already once ordered
an additional number of cars, has reiently sent in a second
No. fladditional order to the Sprague company for cars
more conclusively show the success which
ing can
electrical railways are meeting throughout the country, and
the confidence with which railway presidents regard their
equipments than the additional orders which the supply
companies are announcing.

The East

ity

alleges that

in

,

affect

company

Telegraph company transferred its lines to the We
em Union it failed to nrake proper provision for the Interstate company, and perform the conditions of the agreement,
h is alleged that this failure on the part of the
Baltimore & Ohio Telegraph company rendered the lines of
the Interstate company, which cost =£40.000, practically

I

>hio

is

The Thomson- Houston company recently closed the
following contracts: The Citizens' Electric Street railway, Decatur, HI 4 cars, 5 miles; Redbank & Seabright Railway com
pany, Redbank, N. J., 3 cars, 5 miles; Richmond Street
Railway company, Richmond, Ind., bears, 4 miles; Ross
Park Street Railway company, Spokane Kails, W. T., G

A

Inter stat.1

button.
:

I

just

ndary
[eighi

Dearborn street, and inspect
worthy of attention.

its

plant

which

is

certainly

Battery.

Joh

1

I

5,

reference to the arranges
the plates in the cell, whereby they arc sup:
from the bottom of the cell in a manner which
tates the removal of one element wil
''-'ng
the other
The first claim reads: "In a secondary
the combination of two elements or ele
and
inclosing cell therefor, an
the
means for supporting both electrode
boards
strips
or
of
bottom of the cell, consisting of
insulating material having one
forations. perforated projections fro:
of one element located in said perfor;
able rod for locking said protections
and a
.'.

'

upon the COmpl<
supported by said board or strip."
series of projections

\.

Arc Lamp.

I.

Trolley for Electric Railways.

Richmond,

The

William

;:ient

!

Thomas

-

\ a.

object of the invention

is

to insure proper con-

and conductivity while the car is in motion, to
prevent the "jumping" of the trolley off of the over
head conductor, and to facilitate the "turning out" as
with single tracks, or the "switching" from one track
to another, and consists in the combination with the
trolley of revoivable guard arms, and
in me-ar locking said arms against rotation in one direction.
tact

Apparatus for Automatically Regulating Tem403,972.
Thomas L.
perature of Steam Generating Tubes
Sturtevant, Eramingham. Mass.
"1.
follows:
The first claim is as
In steam generators having a forced circulation, the combination,
with a generator of such class and a suitable heating
agency, of water-forcing apparatus, a thermostat controlled by the steam temperature within said generator, and electro magnetic apparatus connected with
and operated by said thermostat to regulate the steam
delivered to the fluid-forcing apparatus, wherebv the
supply of water delivered serves to control the temperature of the tubes composing the generator."
Electrical Switch for Elevators.
404,015
Nickerson. Cambridge, Mass.

William

E.

Claim 1 is as follows: "I. In an electric device
for controlling the motion of an elevator carriage, the
combination of a series of cam pieces on the walls of
the elevator well disposed with reference to the various
landings and adapted to act upon a circuit-breaking
device within the carriage and cause the carriage to
automatically stop at said landings and so remain
until the circuit has been manually re established, with
electrical circuits having terminals within the carriage
connected to said circuit-breaking device, and an electric device adapted to actuate the controlling mechanism of the hoisting engine."

street.

The Illinois Anglo-American Storage Battery company,
operating under patents of the Anglo- American Electric
Light Manufacturing company, has opened otVices at 95
Dearborn street, Chicago, and is read)' for business. The
offices of the company are lighted by incandescent lamps,
the current for which is supplied by the batteries of the
company, which are charged from the Edison circuit. The
lights are bright and steady, and speak well for the effiAlthough this type of accumulator
ciency of the battery.
has not heretofore been introduced to western trade, it is
claimed it has for three years been used in New York and
Philadelphia, where such excellent results were attained
that the company felt warranted in placing it on the market.
Experiments have been made not only in lighting but in
furnishing power for street cars, etc., and good results were
The Illinois company desires those who are inobtained.
terested in storage batteries to call at its offices, at 0,5

I

the solutions in the baMt
path of the electric current thr
thus
^crease the
to increase the output of current.

I

by the Fort Worth, Tex,,

expected the electric street railroad
will be in operation within a month.

aoy

(

worthless.

company.

Electric Light

Conn

is

Lynn

one of the results <,f the con'olidation of the Baltimoi
Ohio and the Western Union. It appears that the Baltimore .V Hiio compiny, in 1885, entered into an agreement
with
company that if the latter would
a line from Detroit, Mich., to Avilla, Ind., and Fostoria,
Interstate comIII., it would exchange business with the
pany, each company to give to the other all business coming to its office lor points on the line of the other not
reached by its own lines.
The Baltimore & Ohio Teli
graph company agreed that in case it should at any time
company it would
sell or transfer its lines to any other
make proper provision for the Inter state company. The

404,033.

Push Button.

404,067.

Electric Motor.

Herbert L. Currier, Lynn. Mass.

Warren

S.

Belding, Chicago

111.

"6.

Claims 6 and S are appended:
In an electric
motor, a plurality of armature sections connected with
the plates of the commutator, and a commutator hav
ing an annular recess, and wires, and an insulating
material in siid lecess. said wires connecting the com
mutator sections into groups, whereby each armature
section is brought into communication with each brush
more than once during each rotation of the commutator.

"S. In an electric motor, a plurality of armature
sections connected in parallel, a commutator having a
recess wires, and an insulating material in said ret
said wires coi necting the commutator plates into
groups, and two brushes held in contact with
mutator plates whose connections lead to armature
poles of opposite polarity.''

Dynamo. Warren S. Belding. Chicago. III.
The invention relates to armauires for dynan
trie machines and electric motors, which armatures are
composed of segmental sections interlocked at their
meeting ends, and built up of blanks cut from sheets

404,06s.

Electrical Patents.
Issued J/.M 2', 1S89.

of material,

Commutator.
Harry H. Blades, Detroit, Mich.
The segments consist of wires. The invention is
follows:
"A
commutator consisting of the
as
claimed
head, of non-conducting material, and rods, the head
having the integral shoulder through which the rods
are passed, said head and rods turned down ) expose
segment faces, and in connection therewith the band
of insulating material, embracing the head and segments, and dressed flush with the faces."

403,905.

t

Automatic Cut-< Hit for Electric
ward R. Knowles, Brooklyn, N. Y.

403,1(4

•

,

The

I

.amps.

Ed-

invention relates to a novel automatic cut-out
for electric lamps, the object being to provide means

and also to the manner of mounting

armature upon its shaft.
Claim M is appended.:
an armature composed of

The

the

com',

two or more il
ing sections, said sections being
of sheet
blanks, each of whii
rele and
divided into bobbin spaces and poles which
arc
tively equal in dimensions and equidistan
each other and located unsymmcti
so that there is a lv>bhin space at one end
blank and a \\Ac at [he other end, 01 spiders
to the sides of said armature, and a shaft extending
gh tli.- center or axis of said armature
spiders."
..

"

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Clamp

404,069.

Chicago.

for Electric

Motors.

Warren

Belding,

S.

III.

Automatic Circu't Interrupter for Electric CirAlbert L. Reinmmn and Philip Lange, Pitts

401,112
cuits

burg. Pa.
Trie-invention is designed to provide a circuit-controlling device which shall insure that the circuit leading to the filaments shall be interrupted and the treatment thereof terminated when the resistance of the
filament has decreased to a certain predetermined
point.
404.,

404.

Albert Schmid, Alle
Electric Converter Box.
14.
gheny. Pa.
Claim 3 reads: "The combination, with an electric
converter having a core composed of thin plates of
soft iron surrounding the coils of the converter and
having tongues which extend through such coils, of
convener box
e> d plates applied to the core, and a
having lugs upon its inner surface between which said
end plates are held by pressure."
1

Apparatus for Treating Filaments. Frank S.
Smith, Pittsburg, Pa
The invention relates to an organization of appar
atus for treating and preparing filaments for incanSuch filaments, after they
descent electric lamps.
have been carbonized and before they :.re placed in
the lamp bulbs, are usually heated by electric currtnts
while sunounded by an atmosphere of hydro-carbon
The resistance of the filament is graduilly
gas.
reduced during this process, and when it has been
decreased to a predetermined point it is desirable that
removed from the electric
it shalf be automatically

nS.

circuit.

"7. The combinafollowing claim is given:
tion, with a treating apparatus for the filaments of
incanJescent electric lamps, consisting of a source of
alternating electric currents, a circuit derived therefrom in which said filaments may be connected, and a
reactive coil connected in said circuit, of apparatus
for cementing or otherwise treating the filaments, also
receiving cu-rents from the said source.

The

Current
Self-Exciting Alternate
William Stanley, jr
Great
Electric Generators.
Barrington, Mass.
The object of the invention is to provide means for
causing an alternate current electric generator to be
excited by currents derived from its own armature,
and to cause the field magnet strength to be varied in
accordance with the variations in the current consumed in the working circuit, so that approximately
constant difference of potential may be maintained
between the terminals of the generator.
Claims 1 and 3 are appended: "1. The combi-

Regulating

404, 1 20.

,

nations, with an electric generator supplying alternate
currents, of a converter having its primary coil connected across the terminals of the armature of the
generator, a rectifying commutator through which the
currents from the secondary coil of the converter are
delivered to the field magnet coils of the generator,
and a differential inductive resistance, one coil being
included in series with the primary coil of the converter and the o her coil in series with the work cir-

Claim 4 foltelegraphs and analagous instruments.
lows:
"4 The combination, with a main ci cuit including
an electro- magnet, of an auxiliary circuit having
branches which include working magnets, a circuit
closer operated through the action of the magnet in the
main circuit to close the auxiliary circuit, a switch mechanism for directing the current over the auxiliary
circuit through different working magnets, and switch
magnets also included in auxiliary circuits which are
closed and broken through the action of the magnet
in the main circuit, a catch mechanism for holding the
switch mechanism in its shifted position, and a releasing magnet, for operating said catch mechanism
to release the switch mechanism."

Henry F. De B. Cameron
Secondary Battery.
Detroit, Mich.
The combination, with the elements,
Claim 3 reads:
of one or more supports, of non-conducting material,
said support at its upper end projecting between the
elements and constituting a washer, and in connection
therewith a supporting bolt of none nducting material
passed through the plates and washer, whereby the
whole are bound together and to said washer."

404,16s.

and Thomas Harris,
'

Electrical Signaling

404,170.

"3. The combination, with an alternate current elecgenerator, of an inductive resistance wound with

tric

coils, one coil
being connected in series
with the work circuit of the generator, and the other
in multiple arc with the work circuit, a converter having its primary coil in series with the last named coif,
a rectifying commutator connected with the terminals
of the secondary coil of the converter, conductors connecting the rectifying commutator with the field magnet coils of the generator, and means for varying the
relative lengths of the coils of the inductive resistance."

opposing

System of
Westingbouse, jr

404,139.

.

George

Electrical
Distribution.
Pittsburg, Pa.

The object of the invenlion is to provide means for
electric railways continuous currents
derived from alternating electric currents generated at
more or It ss remote points and transmitted as alternating currents to points nt or near where hey are to
ered to the local motor.
"1. The combination,
Claims 1 and 4 are given:
I

.

of an alternate current electric generator, a converter
having primary and secondary circuits, the primary

connected with the generator, an electric motor, an electric railway, and a rectifying commutator driven by said motor, through which currents
from said secondary circuit are supplied to said rail-

circuit being

The combination,

substan' ; illy as hereinb fore
of an alternate current electric generator, a
converter supplied with currents therefrom, a rectify
lightening the currents from said
rler, an electric railway supplied with huch rectiby curttery charged
fied currents, and a
rents from said rectifying commutator."
irth,

for

Electrical

Railways,

I

>avid

A,

Bel field, Pitts-

The

invention relates to an improvement in that class
a main line of

The

tighth claim is appended:
"S. In a signaling apparatus for railways wherein
there are a primary signal and two or more secondary
signals, each provided with an electro magnet which
controls it, the combination, with the said electro-magnets and their circuits, of railway switches, circuitcontrolling mechanisms (such as circuit closers) operated
by motion of the railway switches and controlling the
circuits of the magnets of the secondary signals the
circuit of the electro-magnet of the primary signal
being connected with each of the circuits of the electromagnets of he secondary signals whereby the magnet
of the primary signal is operated simultaneously with
the operation of the magnets of each of the secondary
signals."
1

Method of Rendering Nickel and Nickel Alloys
404 220.
Non-Magnetic.
Heinrich Ostermann and Charles
Lacroix, Geneva, Switzerland.
Electrical Switch for Elevators.
William E.
404 221
Nickerson, Cambridge, Mass.

The invention consists in placing in the well room of
the elevator, vertical metallic strips or wires, some continuous and others severed at each floor, which act as
electrodes, and in placing in the elevator carriage a
switch block and push buttons adapted to act as
switches for connecting the electrodes
Fire and Police Signaling
404,226.
C. Robbins, Brooklyn, N. V.

c

.

ihe

means

ape to the earth from
tern, and, having
-rmaily

traversing

the

Arthur

Ky.

ville,

La Motte

Arc Lamp.

404.244.

C.

Atwood,

St. Louis,

Mo
first

claim

is:

"In an

electric

the com
with a brake

light,

bination of an electric motor provided
mechanis.Ti, carbons, screws supporting the carbons,
shunt coil and wire, armature operated by the shunt
bars and levers
coil, and connection consisting of
between the armature and the brak. of the motor."
Electric Arc Lamp.
La Motte C. Atwood, St.
404.245.
Louis, Mo.
The invention relab s to certain improvements in
electric arc lamps for use in locomotive head lights.

Process of
Baltimore, Md.

404,306

Electric

The

first,

"1.

The method

Riveting

Elias E. Ries,

and last claims read:
or process of riveting, which coninterposing insulating ma'erial between
the rivet and the articles to be riveted, then inserting
the rivet into the rivet hole or holes then heating the
iivet by the passage through the same of an elee'ric
current of comparatively great quanti'y and low tension, and then heading the rivet.'
"3. The method or process of riveting, which consists in first interposing insulating material between
the rivet and articles to be riveted, then inserting the
rivet into the rivet hole or holes, then passing an electric current of comparatively great quantity and low
tension through the tivet until the latter is heated to
the desired degree of incandescence, then heading the
rivet and at the same time maintaining the incandescence of the same by the continued flow of current,
and finally gradually reducing and cutting off the cur
rent while the heading is completed,
"7. 1 he method or process of riveting, which con
sists in interposing between the rivet and the articles to
be riveted a coating of insulating material, then pass
ing an electric current of the requisite volume through
said rivet to raise it to the required temperature, and
then heading or upsetting the rivet."
third

York, N.
..,-.
whi<

Robert

Meter.

Electric

P.

Sellon,

Lambeth,

County of Surrey. England.
as follows:
"In an electric meter,
tlifj combination of a moving body, such as a pendulum,
nting median sm, a pawl for actuating the same,
a link for transmitting the motion of said pendulum or
first

claim

is

body

to said pawl, adjusting mechanism, as specified,
varying the point of connection between said link
aid pendulum or body, an" thereby varying the
laid pawl and a solenoid in the circuit whose
ore ol said solenoid
current
lo
the
being connected with and actuating said adjusting
for

the ca

by the lightning.

Sew

Apparatus.

Udolpho Snead, Louis-

Pole for Electric Wires

404,232.

The

burg. Pa.
wfaereb

P. Cole-

of railway signals used for controlling
track and a number of branch lines

404,110,
jinald

John

sists in first

supplying to

'4.

Apparatus.

man, Swissvale, Pa.

The

cuit.

June

V

f

i

ii

•

1

."
!

1

rescuing machines, printing

poclc, Lynn,

M

1

Motor.

Charles

J.

Van

l

><

The
ject

is

power

8,

1889

invention relates to electric motors and its oblo provide means for regulating the speed and
of the motor and at the same time to so control

the flow of

current therethrough that it will be commensurate with the results accomplish, d, that lf, with
ihe torque exerted by the field magnets upon the armature, and, further, that the magnetizing effict of
the field magnet will be su h as to produce in the ar
mature, even at low speed, such a counter electromotive force as will operale to prevent too great a flow of
the current therethrough.
Claims 1, 2 and 7 read:
"1. In an electric motor, the combination, with the
armature thereof, of a long field magnet coil in series
therewith, an adjustable resistance, and means for
placing any desired portion of the n sistance either in
series or in shunt relation to the coils of the field magnet

"J In an electric motor, the combination with the
armature thereof, of a long series field magnet coil, an
adju^tHble resistance adapted to be connected in series
therewith at starting, and means for placing said resistance or any desired portion thereof in derivation
from the field magnet coils.

"7 In an elee'ric motor, the combination, whh the
armature, of a field magnet coil in series therewith, an
adjustable resistance, a switch, connections between
the coils of the field magnet and of the jesistance and
the switch, and a switch-lever adapted to be moved
into engagement wiih the several parts of the switch
and in one rotation to tonnect the resistance
series
with the field magnet coils, then to gradually cut it
out, then lo connect the entire resistance in derivation
from he said field magnet coils, and cut it out altogether."

m

1

Closed Slotted Conduit
Charles J. Van DeLynn, Mass.
This invention has reference to improvements in
conduits for electric railways of the ty|_e in which the
supply conductor is contained within a small sub-surface chamber communicating with the surface by a
continuous opening or slot, which slot is normally kept
closed by flexible strips or packing, which, being in
terposed between the conductor sustaining parts and
the exterior casing of the conduit, serves the double
purpose of excluding dirt and water, and insulating

404,325.

pofcle

the said parts.

The

ninth claim

is

appended:

"A

conduit for electric conductors, comprising a
slotted exterior casing, a conductor or conductors and

supports theiefor within the casing, flexible or yielding
insulating strips between the conductor support and
the casing, hollow elastic cushions interposed between
the upper edges of the strips and ihe casing for normally holding the said strips in close contact to close
the slot and means for supplying compressed air to the
interior of the hollow cushions for increasing their
pressure upon the slot closing strips, as desired."
Process of Separating Ores by Magnetism.
404,332.
Clinton M. Ball, Troy, and Sheldon Norton, West
Troy, N. V.

Magnetic Ore Separator. Clinton M.
and Sheldon Nor on, West Troy, N. Y.
The last two claims are:

4 4.333

An

"4.

Ball,

Troy,

ore separator comprising, in combination, a

group of magnets of alternating polarity, a traveling
diamagnetic screen adapted to move across the poles of
said magnets, means for delivering the ore to the outer
side of said screen, and means for forcing a current of
air thrcugh the sp-ce traversed by the ore as it passes
the magnet poles.

An

"5.

ore sfparator comprising, in combination, a

group of magnets of alternating polarity, a traveling
diamagnetic screen adapted to move across the poles
of said magnets, and an apron adapted to confine the
ore within inductive range of said magnets, and deliver

it

in close

proximity to said screen

"

Process of Separating Ores.
Clinton M. Ball
and Sheldon Norton, West Troy, N. Y.
A current of air is pr duced in a direction contrary
to the direction of motion of the crushed ore.

404,334.

404,351.
Ind.

Electric

Arc Lamp, fohn R. Fox, Fott Wayne,

One of the objects of the invention is to produce a
lamp which is comparatively light, weighing only
about io 4 lbs.
The first and third claims read:
"1. In an arc lamp, the combination, with a central
frame, of regulating solenoids detachably secured
thereto, hollow cores controlled by the solenoids a
positive carbon rod extending through the cores, and a
clutch controlled by the cores, said clutch engaging the
carbon rod.
"3. In an arc lamp, the combination, with the regulating coils, of a vertically movable frame controlled
thereby, a clutch, a positive carbon engaged thereby,
one end of the clutch being sealed loos«.lj in the frame
lo permit slight vertical and lateral movement, and a
tripping device for engaging the other end of theclutch
when it reaches a predetermined limit of depression."
:J

Electrical Apparatus for Controlling Elevators.
Konald F. McFeely, Pittsburgh, Pa

404,361.

The first claim follows: "1. The combination, with
the main motor, its controlling valve, and the valve rod
or stem, of independent secondary
motors having
pistons which move the said valve rod or stem to effect
motion of the main motor in contrary directions, mechanism for disconnecting the respective pistons of the
secondary molois from the said valve rod or stem at a
middle point of the travel of the latter, valves controlling the secondary motors and electro magnets controlling said valves, and an electric circuit and switch
mechanism by which the magnets may be caused lo
operate cither of said secondary motor valves, substantially as and for the purposes described,"
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ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT

— BIDS

A DEPARTURE IN
INCANDESCENT SWITCHES

WANTED.

Bids for furnishing the Michigan Soldiers' Home, at Grand Rapids, Michigan, with an Klectilc
Light Plant of 600 lb-CHndle power lampa, or tliat tijuivalent in lamps of a greater or lean candle
power, and with dynamo capacity of 4til) lampa of ni-candle power, Including the wiring
Another bi'l
boiler, and al! Ihe incidental ai»paratus m-ceenary for a full and complete installation.
le wanted to furnish everything specified above, with the exception ot the boiler, and the connections
between the ingine and boiler. The blda will he received bv the underelgned und opened at tlie next
B ddere must a) bo include tt,'' eervicea of an expert to
me-'ting of the Board, June :j()th, next.
Operate the plant for 30 daye after starting, tie- Htutp to lurniah all ma'eiial for bucIi a trial; at the
end of which lime the plant will bd accepted antl p:ti<l for if satisfactory. Hide must also Include a
secomlary storage battery system capable of auettdning 100 IB-candle power lamps for 8 hours. Tin'
right to r-ject any or all itida leBerved. Plana of building on exhibition at the Home.
(Signed)
J. A. CKOZER,
Bids should be mai ed care of i'ommanjiant, at

An

:-.: not ntrrlnzlnlo

j"-

1

xnKy

ii It

h-

\>f,

'
en

for

l

I

I

A.T. BLISS,
Soldiers' Home.

20S Chestnut

toi

.'

la

PAISTE,

H. T.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

St.,

K.1KMM) BXCXI'HIVF.:
NEW New
BlectD
NKW YORK
CITY:
Co.,
Chnreh
T.
Hunter

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insulation

inatantancjonn ma':'
tbe handle, tin.-

Enj'larj'l

F.

K

V

A;

C1IICAGO,

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

I I.I.

;'*Dy,

8tl

:

Supply Company, Kl Rai

eclrlcal

BEFORE YOU PURCHASE
Electric Gas

Lighting Apparatus
SESD

In a letterfrom the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, tinder date of March
Thoroughly Iieliable and Desirable Wire in Kvery Itespect."
he says :

"A

29, 1886,

in Insulating our wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, arid Is (juaranteeA
waterproof, und will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible lu extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation Is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more brnlda and the
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which Is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent, tire proof.
Our insulation will prove durable when (ill others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires <>t all
gaagea and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lignts from stocK. Cables made

Containing everything neceBeary Tor fUline up pri. hi ^ or Pjhlio
tinildings, Theaters, Churches, Etc, wllb tiu Lighting Ap-

The rubber used

to be

paratus.

THE BEST COODS, THE CREATE
REDUCED

to order.

^ASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,

HENRY

A.

HERBERT

W.

iT VARIETY.
INCREASED DISCOUNTS.

S.

BUSINESS CARD.)

NEW YORK

22 UNION SQUARE,

H. EDSTCS. Elertrldan.

WARD LEONARD.

H.

PRICES.

(Catalogue Forwarded on Recflpt o[

01 aud 03 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.
CLARK. General Manjwr.

F01:

BOGART'S

Xj.
NEW ILIUSTRATE3 CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST
-A..

ANDREWS.

E.

CITY.

M. IZARD.

CONSULTING AND CONTRACTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
Systems of Electric Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Electric
Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.
PlanH and Specifications for all Kinds of Electrical Construction Work.
Afulllineof Commercial Supplies carried at all times for Plants described above.
For any or

Branch

all

Offices:

Room 425, Telephone 694, CHICAGO, ILL.
THE ROOKERY,
Minneapolis, Minn.; Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Block, Room
Rooms

The Lumber Exchange,

and

115,

6,

1256,

Milwankee. Wis

Electric Light,

Telephone and Telegraph,

aiftinitaotlirocl for Aortal, Sulimarlno and TJildorsrouucl Uso
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF
CANDEE AERIAL WIRES, 0K0NITE WATER-PROOF TAPE, MANSON PROTECTING TAPE.

MARK.

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
BRANCHES:

Telephone

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

iQN/^
TRADE

5

Chicago,

Boston,

Philadelphia,

PECKHAIYI'S

Omaha,

...
Minneapolis,

13 Park

Ci ncinnati,

Louisviile,

NEW YORK.

Row,

Kansas

City,

and

San Francisco.

PATENT INTERCHANGEABLE

ELASTIC STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS

THE ONLY INTERCHANGEABLE STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS THE ONLY ELASTIC STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS THE ONLY NOISELESS STREET CAR WHEEL.

Can be Renewed

IN

at

rny Car Stable by any Ordinary Laborer, and without Removing Motors from Axles.

USE ON THE FOLLOWING ROADS:

Bue-hwlck Railroad, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Bmadway ltallrond, New York.
New wnilunisl-urk' & 1'laibuHh Kullroad, Bronklyn, N. T.
Houston. West Strtet and Pavonla Eerr> Rallmad, New York. Third Avenue Railroad. "
North Hudson tummy Railroad, hulioken, N. J.
Jersey City & Bergen Railroad, Jersey City. N. J
Cincinnati Sirect Hallway Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Omaha Ca1>l<- Railroad Co Omaha, Nebraska.
Scranton Electric Co.. Scranton. Pa.
West End Electilc Railroad, Bohk.ii, Mass.
Pon Bur n Elect! 1c Co., Port Huron. Mich.
Clilzens Rnllway Co., Elkhart. Ind.
Chihuahua Kallrcad, Chihuahua. Mexico.

Brooklyn City Rallrrari. Brooklyn N. Y.

,

DescriptiTe Circular and Price List Furnished upon Application to

THE PECKHAM STREET CAB WHEEL & AXLE

CO..

239 Broadway, N. Y.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
^MANUFACTURERS OFH

Automatic Electric
IN

ALL SIZES FROM <V\£-HALF H.

P.

Jjjotors,
UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,

Remarkable

Dynamo

Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

b

Electric Headlines,

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

The Eddy

Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.

—
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T ELEPHONE S

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

For Private

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF V S.
ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

Tune 8

Stilwell's Patent

Live

Steam-Feed Water
Removes

I,incs.

The only Mechanical Telephone which haB stood
the teste and held out and given satisfactory

Purifier.

Impurities.

all

SCALE

prevents

Entirely

Be r vice for the past eight years.

i?

i"
Steam
Catalogue ou application.

Boilers.

1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

WE PATENT and

Send

EXPLOIT

In Foreign Countries 5ret class Electrical Inventions which are new and ooertitive, and have been
Ilia trated by mo elB and drawings, but not pubUahed in this country before being ratented
abroad. No expense to the inventor ca 1 or write.

Illustrated

for

and

Catalogue

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

Prices

DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTRICAL GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

SPEAKING TUBES

;

Elgin Telephone and Electrical Supply

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING CO.,

Co.,

Oral.

Electric.

WHISTLES,

and

Pneumatic, and

Mechanical

CO.,

H

CHICAGO, ILL

1007 Opera House Block,

FRANCIS W. PARKER.

Room

Solicitor.

7,

Hubbard Bit,

Elgin.

III.,

8.

TJ.

A.

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS
^CrXjIi I/I1TE .A.LW.A.-Z'S I1T

GEORGE CUTTER,

W.
2

Adams

80

New

for

23 and 25 Ann

,

CATALOGUE, out August

STOCK.

CO.,

New

St.
DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

York.

1st.

(American j^leciriGal Wop^s,
PROVIDENCE,

Chicago,

St-,

OSTRANDER &

Factory, 1461 and 1463

£*P~ Send

Consulting Electrician,

I

R.

R.

I.,
EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTUHEKS OF THE

WESTERN AGENT

Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Light

HILL'S SWITCHES,
PEUINGELL, ANDREWS

&

CO.,

BUS

— FOE

SIMPLEX WIRES,

Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity
of any Cable in tne Market.

Boston, Mass.

New York

18 Cortlandt Street.
ACKEKMAN. Agent.

Ofliee,

P. C.

R.
\f\V

1

v

*,

Office and Factory

2134

to

Mannfactnrers

of

2140 DeKalb

/F/

T.WHITE,

PEARL STREET, Room
BOSTOS, MASS.

6,

ST, LOUIS, MO.

-

St.,

2

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS awl CARBON SPECIALTIES,

Improved Patented Material

for

Rolled any weight desired

OUR

Lons Life,
Uniform

Size,

Street

Patent Allowed.

Railway Roadbed.

BLICKDI&MOHD"
Sample Chairs and Sections of Rail sent on

POINTS

SUPfflORWAllTY.

OUTSHINE

Guaranteed Second

THEM

Application.

THOMAS

Correspondence Solicited.

Prices on Application.

AWHKHIt\K,K.

WVstern Agent.

Send for Circulars.

RAWBAB

LEONARD PAGET.

C1IA11LKS

J.

Ammeters and Voltmeters

CARFEIiTIKB.

II

\KT.1I

Gahauonieters, Bridges ami Rheostats by

and

and

Experts

Electrical

-

:Bro«.ci*TO-«.y,

Engineers.

Electrical

DOMESTIC AND FOREICN PATENTS.

XVHTXT

of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRINC.

KINTNElt,

PAGET & KIItfTMER,
Wo. 45

MO

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES

Chemical

<'1T1,

to None.

ALL.

w

.

IN".

CO.,

Queen cfc Co.

924 Chestnut

SCHENECTADY,

A

the Prominent Makers.

CALL AM> iaahim:.

James

TOHK.

AW

all

St.,

Philadelphia.

Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Insulated Wires,

Flexible

JAMES
O.

IX..

F.

Cords and Cables

KELLY. Cenerai Sales Agent, 19 Dey

STOIIK,

Contractor ana JEIectrlc
Light InHpec'tor.

&

F.lertrirlan,

s l'a<-in> Ave..
e
-.-

-

;h|

-:•:

...

Work
.-

a

'.-'

-

Chirapn

III
Existing

«p<-ctalty.

Russell

jbivfiv-rhanli.il.

-

BHTTERY

long experience and unimpeachable references, ia open for an emm^ement. AddrneH D.,
Care of Wkstbiin Electrician.
of

ALL

MICA

|(

I^Be

BOILERS, ETC.

s

<

I

DEALER

ASTLV,

WILL LAST A LIFE TIME.
CLEAN. DURABLE.

THE NATIONAL
GALVANIC BATTERY
'tCINNATI
Oflirdt

St..

MEW

H.

BLISS,

218 'Wator Stroot,

WHO

IN

Electrical Securities.

It

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple

Inventions.

Court,

CO.
0.

YORK.

225

DEARBORN STREET.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

will

pay?

Now

&.

CO.

York.

HAS MONEY TO INVEST

in n diHtrlcit telegraph plant

ELECTRICAL EXPERT

I-.

QUIRED,

ALWA-

QUALITIES

EUGENE MUNSELL

LIGHTING, ETC,

GEO.

SIZES

AND

For Electrical Purposes.

Sbwo for Catalogue.

',

18

MANAGER

Co.

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.

BELLS.TELEPHONES,

POKOI

York.

A TELEPHONE AND FIRE ALARM

Automatic Engines

-iGAS

Mew

Telegraph

BUILDERS OF

UNEQUALED FOR

r~

Street,

MASSILLON, OHIO,

THE NATIONAL

Ml

for Telephone,

55.,

lit

n llvu town, wlerfl

Wbbtbiwj

ISl.BOTntOIAK,

wmaf

June

8,
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The

me

attention of El

iti:i>

on account

of

..'.II-

is

i:i,i:-

<

ca

n'ATEie w m:i:i>
remarkably si«-a<lv motion,
,-,.

liiirli

its

and creat

Efficiency, and lar^-4 apixiiv.
Pom er

foi

•'

Kpeetl
ft«»eler,

being <loiil»l<- the

m panics

number

of tl
ical use of water
ful effect

it

is

it

can be belted

.

withoul an an equal, producing ihe bigl

cruaranteed,
NK\1) FOB CATAIiOf«VR

Our Horizontal
and

with

"Victor"

is

directly to

highly

A\D PAKTICtTARM.

recommended, as

r.

dynamo.

The accompanying engraving
I'l

IOIE

represents a pair of 12-inch Vl<
arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon

ICIH>i;s

Tubes, End

a substantial east-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is
strictly first-class in every particular.
We are now prepared
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and
admits of their use. we recommend them.

STILWELL & B1ERCE MFG.

CO.,

-

•

and
Victor
lation

DAYTON, OHIO.

Sc
FACTORIES: WATERBURY, CONN
JIASIKAOTIKERS OF

BARS AND INSULATED WIRE.
Underwriters* Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible
Worsted Cords for. Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire-

PATENT
For

Electric

Light,

a

K K"

Electric Railways,

BARCLAY,

THE ROOKERY, CHICACO,

CO.,

LINE WIRE

CIRBONS FOR ARC LICHTINC.

THOS.

Selling Agent,

Cotton and

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON
J. L.

Silk,

L.

SCOV1LL, New York Agent,
25

ILL.

PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

GLQBE SSBSSSSSt&g&m

THE MOST DURABLE, SIMPLEST AND BEST
OVERHEAD WIRE SYSTEM.
Bentley - Knight Electric Railway
25

fc

27 Tenth Ave.,

NEW YORK

Co.,

CITY.

The ONLY Conduit System.

"

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

June

WE ARE OFFERING

ORNAM6NT6D

And a Good

1889

A

FIRST CLASS IRON BOX BELL 2 1-2 OR 3

HIGHLY

8,

IN.

Ringer, on
or 4 cells of battery, at 55c.
in lots of 25, or 60c in lots of one dozen.

42 La

I

Central Electric

Co.,

Salle St.,

CHICAGO.

FISHER RAE ELECTRIC RAILWAY
For Street and Suburban

Traffic.

Embraces new and valuable imjirovements which are
operation,

and high

ONLY SUCCESSFUL SYSTEM
8

wheel or

at

line of neatest de-

line contact.

The Fisher-Rae Electric Railway System
new

Contains

CONDUCTOBS.

MILES OF CONDUIT IN ONE ROAD AT SAN JOSE, CAL.

IMPROVED TROLLEY AND TROLLEY SUPPORT
Avoids "flashing"

requisite to economical

The

DIE 1DEBG11

Overhead Conductors.
sign.

efficiency.

SYSTEM

features that will

Railway Managers looking for

commend

it

to the careful attention of Street

reliable, easily operated

and

efficient electrical

apparatus, designed to stand the test of work.

The Fisher-Rae System
Can be placed upon existing roads without alteration of
and upon cars in use, without interruption to traffic of road.

track or road-bed,

POINTS OF SUPERIORITY.
A SINCLE MOTOR CEARED TO BOTH AXLES WITH
IMPROVED NOISELESS CEAR.
FLEXIBILITY BETWEEN MOTOR AND CAR AXLES,
INSURING CLOSE MESH AND PREVENTING
BREAKING FROM SUDDEN STRAINS.
The use where desirable of a separate motor truck, making a six wheel car, securing greater comfort to passengers ; motor trucks easily and quickly detachable, enabling change of motors from closed to open cars.
solicited, estimates furnished, and references given

CORRESPONDENCE

to important roads

now

in successful operation.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
Woodbridge

7th and

DETROIT, MIGH.

Streets,

THE STODDARD PATENT
Combined Rosette and Cut-Out.

THE FIRST REAL IMPROVEMENT

For Flexible Pendent Electric Lights.
--7
patented Sept.

U

iia

POROUS GUP BATTERIES
Since the Invention of the Leclanche.
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MARKLE ENGINEERING
For Sale br

Send

1

&*&-'

CO.. Detroit. Mich.
Electrical Supply Companiei

for Circular of

the Axo Battory

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY
Axo

Battery Complete

149 W«»t 18th

St.,

New

York.

CO.,

Porous Cup Alone

fune

8,
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"M

MOTOR

C," ELECTRIC

CO,
YORK.

NEW
Efficient Electric Motors
402-4 Greenwich

St.,

MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
NEW ENGLAND

OFFICE: 32 Oliver St,, BOSTON.
PHILADELPHIA. OFFICE: 301 Arch Street.

WESTERN OFFICE: Phenix Building, CHICAGO.
SOUTHERN OFFICE: 25 Carondelet Street, NEW ORLEANS.

JOHN STEPHENSON
^uBa
NEW YORK
qj—, ND

j

ST.

RAILWAY

CO.,

I

!_...

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC
Chicago Office,
N. Y. Office 35

Broadway.

I

I

CO.,

Metropolitan Block.

Boston, 105

Summer

Cincinnati, Carlisle Bldg.

St.

THE MATHER INCANDESCENT SYSTEM.
Superior to

all

others

in efficiency

and

reliability of

Lamps and Dynamos.

From one-half horse-power upward, for constant potential circuits, perfectly selfregulating without special mechanism. Motors also for constant current circuits. Motors
wound for any desired potential.

Tk EMPIRE CITY ELECTRIC
1

5

Dey

Street,

CO.

New York.

Electrical Supplies
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Send for

NEW CATALOGUE.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
B.

EDWAKD3.

LCNGEN.

A.

Established in 1861.

8,

1889

@M

BAGGOT, J^bS^^®^

& CO., E.

EDWARDS

June

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

Manufacturing

IN

ELECTROLIERS,

Electricians.
Patent Electric Bells.
Automatic Burglar Alarms.

COMBINATION

Door Openers
Electric Annunciators.

Thermostats

Gas Lighting Apparatus,
Office and Factory, 4th Ave. and

NEW
ESTABLISHED

144th

etc.

St.,

YORK.
BRANCH,

1872.

5

FIXTURES.

&7 DEE ST.

We reepect'ully call attention to our

ELECTRIC and GAS GLOBES,

Patent Electric Door Opener.
It ii

GAS ANE ILECTRIC

Simple, Strong, Compact, and Positive

in operation.
It will stand hard usage.
Heavy pressure
applied to the door does not interfere with its

SHADES,

Etc, Etc.,

perfect working.
It

has been thoroughly tested and

is

giving

satisfaction.

Madison Street and Fifth Avenue,

i£atlmateB and prices promptly furnished

CHICAGO.

I^HH9BH^HMH

R

BRANCH 8TORB-

675 DECREES

VALVE-OLEINE:

Builders of
N MASTEK MECHANICS, Purchasing Agents, Engineers and Practical
!^.ictjsu.v steam plants will ln> pleased t<» kimw tbat a Lubricant Is now produced of such
jJV extraordinary tilfih lire test as to make it proof against tne great heat to unich it Is
subjected, and is therefore a PERFECT lubricator wbere products of lower grade and
fire tests

pass

off at

I
I
I

once, leaving the parts subject to wear, or greatly increasing the
|

consumption of
I

I

oil.

the greatest viscosity, is entirety free from all acids and ah-olutely non-corrosive, and without doubt the finest and most thoroughly reliable Cylinder Lubricant now on the- market and will naturally lubricate 200 to 300 percent.
more than products of lower test. t»~Is not only the l»e»t but the most «*c onomica l lubricant.

'•Talve-Oleiiie"

is

a product in the highest state or

2134 Michigan Avenue,

I

filtration, Is of

Sioux City Engine Works,
—BUILDERS OF THE—

BIDDINGS'

Manufacture and sale controlled exclusively by RELIANCE OIL & GREASE CO.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Samples of one to ten barrels shipped on request. Correspondence invited. Resident agents wanted.

SINGLE VALVE

AUTOMATIC ENGINES,
V. F.

ANN'ETT,

Presc.

S.

F.

FENTON,

CHAS. SHTNEY SMITH, 860*7

Vlce-Prest. and Treas.

Well known East as the "BusboH."
Especially adapted to

Hotel and House Annunciators.
Electric Gas Lighting.

ELECTRIC LICHTINC,

The United

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electric Go.

Electro-Medical Apparatus
Eiectrlc Lighting.

Electrical

Apparatus and Supplies,

GEN'L

Telegraph Instruments.

Wire and Batteries.

Milling, Manufacturing, Etc.

for Lighting Stations

Steam Power Outfits

SALT LAKE

CITY.

UTAH.

-

WESTERN

Specialty.

AG'TS.IHMf^H™ ™, -wk}

LA\v£Fo7tl'F,-NlfilJiSw? RKS

BE,TI&JML2LN1X

and Elevators a

C.

<&

M. GIDDINGS. Gen'l Manager, Sioux City, Iowa.

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
^.nxriD

ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIANCES FOR THE EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

j

B,

&

\

-™^W

-ivr-pTir

CO.,

vrYDTZ"
JC<J±tJi.
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AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

1

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO, ILL

THE NORTHWEST.

Tune

S,

WHO IS
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1S89

The Pioneer

in

the

Development

of

the Incandescent Electric

Light

System?

FACTS OF THE PRESENT CONTROVERSY.

THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC MANUF'G CO.
HOLDS THE

KE1Y

TO THE SITUATION

BEWARE OF IMPOSTORS.
99

£t

TO USERS OF ELECTRIC LIGHT APPARATUS:
The Edison and Sawyer-Man Electric Light Companies
have recently deluged the country with circular letters and
bombastic advertisements, setting forth that they have patents,
which cover the fundamental principles of electric lighting;
and that their patents have been sustained in the Supreme
Court giving the exclusive right to manufacture and operate
Nothing could be more misleading than
incandescent lamps.
such statements.
Since the combination of the Westinghouse, SawyerMan, and the United States Electric Lighting Companies,
and the Supreme Court decision in the Bates Refrigerator
case (which the Edison Company endeavors to make capital
of), these concerns have endeavored to completely submerge
their competitors, by flooding the country with literature of
such character as to mislead the public.
In order that prospective purchasers may become better
acquainted with the true inwardness of this electric light controversy, and the history of the invention, we deem it no
more than reasonable that we present a few facts, viz.:
Thomas A. Edison has not, nor ever had, the re1.
motest possible claim to the priority of invention of the incandescent lamp, and his position is simply a pretense.
2.
Walter K. Freeman was the original inventor, and
made and sent to Thomas A. Edison the first incandescent
lamp, with a high resistance carbon filament, that he (Edison)
ever saw.
3.

Edison never had a patent covering broadly the lamp;

therefore, no such patent could be sustained in the courts.
The United States Electric Light Company has no
4.

claim for a patent; the only claim it ever had was based upon
a contract with Walter K. Freeman, dated June 21, 1880, and
which is now in litigation. The patents they quote are not
essential or necessary for the successful manufacture or operation of incandescent lamps.

GET THE BEST.

{

The Sawyer-Man patent, number 317,676, was not a
discovery, nor does it cover features necessary to the
manufacture of an incandescent lamp.
All of the claims which these concerns make for patents,
covering broadly the incandescent lamp inventions, are senseless and false, because the incandescent lamp did not originate
with either of these companies, nor with any person or
5.

new

persons connected with them; they, therefore, have no rights
the premises.
very pertinent fact regarding the successful operation
of the present incandescent electric light system, viz.: The incandescent lamp itself, and the converter system of electric
lighting, are the results of a series of experiments conducted
by Walter K. Freeman, at Racine, Wis., where he had in
operation, and continued to operate for more than twelve
years the inventions that were then made, covering this
method of lighting, thereby preserving the validity of his
claims to such benefits as may be derived from his researches.
His applications in the Patent Office, for patents covering
broadly the idea of the alternating system, and the incandescent lamp, must be disposed of before any company can sustain its patents, or collect damages of any user of electric
light apparatus.
This company takes the position: First, to defend the
users of its apparatus against loss accruing from its use;
second, to vigorously and determinedly prosecute Walter K.
Freeman's claims for patents covering these inventions.
Our apparatus is of the highest efficiency mechanically
and electrically.
are prepared to guarantee its operation
and defend our customers.
are in this business on a business basis, for a manufacturer's profit; having all modern facilities for the production
of first class apparatus.
solicit the patronage of electric
light users, believing we can furnish the best.
in

A

We

We

Representatives wanted
every State In the Un:„:::}

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG.

—

We

CO.,

get the cheapest.

Eau Claire, Wis.,

U. S.

A

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

WOODWARD
G. H. GALE, President.
S. A. PLUMMER, Vice-President.

H. H.

HUMPHREY,

TREASURER.

f

GEN. R. A. ALGER.

i

G. H.

IS. A.

GALE.

PLUMMER.

i

ELECTRICAL CO

BUAUII OF IIIIIKITUI1H.
E. C. BROWN.
C. A. WARREN.
C. H. THOMPSON.
T. WILLIAMSON.
F. B. TROUT.
H.H.HUMPHREY.

:'.

9

J

THOMAS WILLIAMSON. SECRETARY.
FRANK B. TROUT, SUPERINTENDENT.

)
}

J

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT STORAGE RATTERY.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

in

construction,

has

now been found
to many

PECULIARLY ADAPTED

SPECIiiLl

to

be

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE

and

DURABLE,

and

is,

owing

to Its design,

uses in which other types of batteries have failed.

-A-ID-AJTEID

Steadying Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,
Burglar Alarms,
Propelling Boats,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station Lighting,
Street Cars,

TO

Isolated Lighting,

Auxiliary Central Station Work,
Medical Purposes,
Running of Small Motors.

m

Odi jq*- .jOC

I
DIVIDE R.

™ Detroit Storage Battery,
BATTKKV

SECTION OF BATTKKV

I'LATE.

MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS CRANTED TO C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
BEEN DULY ASSICNED TO THIS COMPANY,
Is positively the only Secondary Battery which will not Buckle, or which will
withstand uninjured the Highest Rates of Discharge.

THE ONLY

STTCCESSITTXL
IS

STOEAaE BATTEET

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE

The Woodward
St.,

Electrical Co.
FACTORY:

OFFICES:
69 G'^.wold

BY)

Campau

Building.

F.

B.

DETROIT, MICH.
"TROUT, General Manager.

Corner 13th and

Howard

Streets.

June

8,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

i?

The Thomson-Houston
Electric Railway System.

^
Twenty-six Roads in Daily Operation, and Sixteen Now in Process
of Construction Under the Thomson-Houston Patents.
^^/C "~J7_

-'.

ALL MATERIAL

NOW MANUFACTURED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

18

The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior

to all others

work.
Only one pair of brushes for each motor.
Brushes self-feeding.

for railway

The current is controlled, the car laversed, and the
brakes applied from either platform.
Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
above the floor.
Direct gearing Is used.
The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the

Bearings self-oiling.
No change of brushes for change of load or change in ThomsonTHouston patents.
Contact with overhead conductor is had by means of
direction of rotation of the armature.
trolley pressing against the wire from below.
The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

MOTORS I ELECTRICAL E QUIPMENTS PORNISHED FOR MINING & OTHER SPECIAL WORK.
For Full Information and Estimates A_ddress the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

June

3,

1889

s
/

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
ANSONLA., CONN.
WESTERN BRANCH:

RANDOLPH STREET, CHICAGO.

171

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS

ELECTRIC LlfiRT ELECTRIC LIGHT
SUPPLIES,

IN

ELECTRICAL

SUPPLIES,
XKTCX/CTDXaTa-

HOUSE GOODS,

22.

Incandescent Switches,

41.

Diamond Carbon

Black Weather-proof

23.

Automatic Ground Switches.

42.

"O.

3.

Underwriters'

24.

P.

43.

"Popular" Iron Frame

Bell.

4.

Magnet

25.

Auto. Pole

6.

Office

26.

Electric Light Switch Boards.

44.

"Dust Proof" Iron Box

Bell.

6.

Cobb Vulcanite

27.

Construction Tools,

45.

Annunciators.

7.

Kerite

28.

Standard Testing

46.

Okonite

29.

A.

Burglar Alarms.

8.
9.

Incandescent Conductor Cords.

30.

Munson's Dynamo Belting.

47.

Burglar Alarm Springs.

48.

Electric Bell Pushes.

49.

Electric

50.

Electric Bell Outfits.

1.

P. &. B. Moisture-proof

2.

Wire.

and Annunciator

Lightning Arrester.

all kinds.

& P. Ammeters &

Voltmeters.

Copper for Commutator Brushes.

31.

Ellis Oil Filter.

Electric Light Poles.

32.

12.

Cross Arms.

33

13.

Wood

34

14.

High Insulation Brackets.

35

15.

Glass and Porcelain Insulators.

36

Armature Protector.
Low Temperature Fuse Wire.
Ind. Support Arc Lamp Hanger.
White Light Carbons.
McCreary Shades.

16.

Fletcher's

37.

Fowlers'

17.

Are Lamp Hangers.
Fletcher's Sleet Proof Pulleys.

18.

Gem Wire

38.

Weather-proof Rope.

19.

Insulating Tape.

39.

20.

P.

Siwyer-Man Incandescent Lamps
Herrings' Wire Joints.

21.

Arc Switches.

See

& B.

Electrical

Illustrated

Compounds.

Catalogue

NO. 550 B.

Inst.

Dynamo

Speed

In-

dicator.

40.

Wood Box Bell.

Sets.

10.

Cleats.

U."

Lightning Arrester.

1 1.

Pins and Brackets.

&

Battery.

See

Illustrated

Catalogue

NO. 550 B.

61.

Gas Lighting Apparatus.

Electric Floor Matting.

52.

Sure Call Electric Alarm.

53.

Medical Induction

64.

Learners' Telegraph Sets.

66.

House

Coils.

Electricians' Tools.

See Illustrated

Catalogue

WO. 647.

June

8,
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BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY
-OF-

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

BRUSH ARC
INCANDESCENCE
Electric Lighting Apparatus.
v.

j

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CHRBONS FOR HRC

LHffiPS, ETC.

_/

CHICAGO OFFICE:
No. 217 Dearborn

St.,

ALEXANDER KEMPT, Special Agent.

A
PACIFIC COAST AGENTS:
THE CALIFORNIA ELECTRIC LIGHT

CO.,

8AN FRANCISCO, CAL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

June

8,

1889

FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
Fort Wayne, Indiana.

Manufacturers of the

SLATTERY

INDUCTION

The Most Carefully Workedout and Complete Alternating

SYSTEM

OF

System of Electric Lighting

in

Existence.

IKCaHDESCENT LIGHTING,

AND THE

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

OF

and

Converter!

12—16 Candle Power

Lamps to the Mechanical Horse
Power Guaranteed.

ARC LIGHTING.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK
115

OFFICE:

BROADWAY,
Boreel Bldg.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS,

FORT WAYNE,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

IND.

907 Filbert Street,
G. A. "WILBUR, Manager.

CHICACO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome

St.

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.

SCHUYLER ARC LIGHTING SYSTEM
CD
55'

as

a.
CO

co
as

O
O

CD

CO

S 3

03

OJ

=
3
=3
EU
°
E5"

U

00

m
X

CO

GO

1 KO
CD
CO

CO
CO
CO

THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

so
as
00

CO.,

3

""Z™-

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

CHICAGO, JUNE

Vol. IV.

Self-Adjusting

Ireson's

Leather-Link

15,

No. 24

1889.

Belting.
Send for Ireson'e

Illus-

Tie

Iota-Mot

Adjusting LeaUn-r Link
furnished gra-

Belting,

ta itou sly.

ELECTRICAL.
EVERYTHING
PAGK
FOB
BK1VI>

L

IRESON, 97 High

Boston. Mass.

St..

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

1 11

CATALOGl'E,

ir,0

BOSTON, MASS.
WATER-TUBE BOILER.

Arch Street,

ROOT'S

Economical
Durable

AN EXCELLENT

WARING

TBI!

Electric Co.

FACTURERS OF AXD DEALERS IN

I

trated Treaties on Self-

Manfd by CHARLES

O cents per Copy.

I

PENN

AVE.,

-

;

& ROOT

fcJABENDROTH

PITTSBURGH, PA.

-

Now Yort lS Cortlandt St., G. L. 'Wiley, M'gT.
BRANCHES: CHICACO,
RRANPH Ur
flFFIPFSDHMnOn
r U CO
Chicae<>) 139 E- Mftai, 011 St.,F. E. Deeenhardt.M'e'r.

m

.DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledged Standard
Insulation.
Its merits proved
quarter of a century. Adapted to

all

E.

B.

and high

for durable

by a record of over
all

electrical purposes.

NEW ORLEANS-

Noiseless
Ijoooua.ot±-v© Safety ~\7~a.l-VG,

Tlie Aeliton LocJi Safety Vftlve,
Th.6 Aalitoii \/v ater Relief Valve.
Iepabi ioa&she ^' h '"nMtveTlecXo1
THE ASHTON YALYES
ti A UPTV VAT VPS5 GlTe Perfect eecnrlty asainst boUer exploelom,
TTTT'TTf
AJXJ2;XXi OAIIlll T AJJ Xii3 whether Steamboat, Locomotive or stationary.
THEIR WATER RELIEF VALYES S&ZVS&ZS&ZS&Sl
now in tee

^^t

'

»

Aerial Use,

and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,
Branches

&.

York.

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back

-j

Electric Light

Raima, and

BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA

'

'

.

MFG, CO,

New

28 Cliff 8treet,

ROOT SECTIONAL SAFETY BOILER.

I

BOILER,

panies at Philadelphia, Detroit, St. Pan I, Columbaa
and Cincinnati also the Brash Electric Light Co., *f
pS Louisville, and othere.
i.

Standard Underground Cable Co.. Mf'rs,
General Offices, 708

-

Kdlson Electric Light Com-

Adopted by the

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES AND CABLES.

PLANT

-

ELECTRIC

All

other

of Signaling.

McCLEES,

L

rf

Sizes

Subterranean Use,

Encasgd Wlrgs

General Manager,

Submarine Use
Concealed Wiring

16 Dey

in

all

Location*.

new york.

St.,

market.
Simple in construction. Automatic in action, Perfectly Controlling the Pressure of the hose at wiu**
ever speed the eng-ne or pump is working.

BRANCH
Ashton YalYe

Co.,

271 Franldin

218

I

OFFICES

St. -Boston.

:

1 5-2

Lake

St..

Liberty

CHICAGO.
NEW YORK.

St.,

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers of

'«•"«

»«

*>

COWLES" PATENTED

and Weather - Proof

Fire -Proof

ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE.

PUSH-BUTTON

B

C

B

A

SHELLS.
CUT SHOWING M'VLK Of INSULATION.
A. Copper Wire.
B, B. Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation.
C.
Braided
Mturated with a Black, Wkather-Proof Composition.
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Samples furnished upon application. Pun
trie Copper Wire, hare and covered, of every description,

—

T0RRINGT0N, CONN.,
95 CHAMBERS STREET,
UxNIHL, w. Mabmon, iJ rL'sident.
Addibos H. Kobdyke, Vice-President.

NEW

uhabl.es

YORK.
ii.

19

WARER00MS

jenkey,

—

—

\

and 21

Cliff St..

New

York.
FACTORIES:
ANSONIA.
Ave., Chicago, III

133 and 135 Wabash

Jenney Electric Company,
Patents and Inventions of

C'harl

L).

Jonney (.knowu

aa the

CONN.

BRaIXaRD UORISON. St
Amos K. IIollowxix, Trcutu^r

Electrician.

Jenney System] and Sole Owners

ami.

Manufacturers of his

%

Improved Dynamo, [amp
Electric fHotor.

In ail desirable features of ire and Incandcioeat LInlulnR
durablo, eoonomloalt
the Jonncj 5j
In those e«temtaiaK chalsteady, brilliant and penetrating.
lenges comparison

Estimates Promptly Furnished lor Erecting Electric Lighting
Plants for Cities. Companies or Individuals.

Prices Furnished for thc Jcnncy Arc or Incandescent Systems, or for both comcincd.
The Jenney
milt

local

tlic

turning on aud

1

off

of one or

seU-recnlaUoit,
all

of

itie

Lamps

rnUMng

Mills,

.

or

s»i

iii

nunuT immune

m mtiimc nt smti.

-«

Omci
Cor. Kentucky Ave. ;m<l Morrfa St,

INDIANAPOLIS. INO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

The Thomson-Houston

June

15, 1!

Electric Bo.

WESTERN OFFICE:
48 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

EASTERN OFFICE:

620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON.

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM
-OFassapr

Electric Urc-Qighting
I3ST

THE

"OTORI-ID.

SERIES LAMPS
FOB

Hrc-Circuits.
These Lamps have repeatedly
their superiority under

Shown
test.

Ftrst Medal : Beet Arc-Light, Louisville, 1883,
First Prize : Beat System of Arc-Lighting,
Ctncfnnaii Industrial Exposition, 1883.

This

Company was

given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions
at London,

alSO MANUFACTURERS OF

August

1

1,

1885,

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
Tbese dynamos are automatic

in their regulation

durable.

and

will

FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

LIGHTING.

No other Incandescent
maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit.
are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

Our Incandescent systems

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all

Plans and estimates for
and Incandescent Lighting and Power Plants.

sizes .for the transmission of Power.

Exhibition,

FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

all

kinds of Arc

Lamp

is

so perfect and

June

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

15, it

VANCE CO,
THE MITCHELL TAICIA
(Mncr<-«or» to

HITCflEU.,

CO.)

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS AND COMBINATION FIXTURES
Having no Special Agent
in

Architects' and Decora-

*

Chicago for our

Goods,

we

tors'

Solicit Cor-

Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

respondence from
with Fidelity

Buyers, which

we

to the

given Motive.

Promptly Answer.

Combination Fixtures,

Electroliers,

Insulating Joints,

and All Fittings

Brackets.

for

Incandescent Lighting,

Pendants, Reflectors

INDORSED
BT

Thomas

Elihu Thomson,

A. Edison,

H.

S.

Edwin

Possons,

J.

Houston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELEES.
Send

for

Pamphlet "ARE YOU POSTED?" to

MANUFACTORY,

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH

CO.

24 and 25th

St.

and

I

SALESROOM,

Oth Ave.,

836-38 Broadway and 13th

NEW YORK

177-179 Broadway, N. Y.

i-p

1

St..

CITY.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.

INSULATING COMPAITY,
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

INSULATED WIRES and CABLES

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

Guaranteed to Give Satisfactory Services Underground and Overhead.

Adapted

for Minos,

Prices and

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS,

Specially

Chemloal Works, Eto.

Samples on Application

at

Central Stations for Power Distribution.
No. 159
W. M,

FRONT STREET,

HABOAW,

F.C.S., London,

NEW YORK

CITY.

Chemical Engineer, General Manager.

STATIONARY MOTORS.
TOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We have

supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

Electric Li^lit,

STORAGE BATTERIES.

Telegraph and Telephone Companies, to United Stales Vessels,

Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other services

wherever a First-class Electrical Installment

is

Materials and Workmanship are Guaranteed

and correspondence
articles.

is

solicited from

Required.

Our

the Very Best,

Executive Offices:

115 BROADWAY.

companies and architects requiring our

Factory:

JERSEY CITY,

N. J.

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

June

15, li

THE NATIONAIj CA
Cle^rela-rLd., Olxlo.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENCINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENGINEERING

JARTIS

61

CO,,
OLIVER STREET,
IOSTON.

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coal and Coke

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

SEND FOR NEW CATALOCUE.

THE HAWKEYE ELECTRIC
iowa.
davewpout, MANUFACTURING

CO.,

the:-

:MArs[T_rF^.A.cr:TT_rj=?E:i=J!= <of~

CELEBRATED THONE SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT AUTOMATIC APPARATUS.
Electric Motors, Generators for Mechanical Motor

Circuits.

Automatic

Contractors for Complete

Dynamos

for

LiiMini

Plants.

ESleotrio Plants.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

&JTG CO.

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING
ROOMS, 200 and 202

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST. XjOTJIS.
UNIFORM

IN QUALITY,

it

LONG LIFE AND GOOD LIGHT

mmm

Automatic High Speed
ideal!

^^

18

I

f

ENGINE

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

BALL DYNAMOS *E LAMPS

THE BEST FOR

:IC
Send
W.

S.

TUBNER.

J.

LESTER wooDBBiDez.

WOODBRIDGE
AND

for

our

FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

LIGHTING

New

and the cost of repairs.
For descriptive circulars or

Catalo«ue.

ELECTRICAL ENCINEERS
AND CONTRACTORS.

ELECTRIC

TURNER,

74 Cortland

This system is mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a steady
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required

CHARLES W. RAYMOND,
39 Dearborn

Light and Power Stations.
Railway Construction.

CLEVELAND, OHIO,

Tremont House,
-

New York.

30 Cambridge Street,

FOREST CITY PACKING COMPANY,

THE

Street,

Western Agt.

XLLCH1CAC3-0,
The GOULD PACKING COMPANY,

Light Wiring.

St.,

testimonials, address

EAST CAMBRIDGE. MANUFACTURE

U. S. A.

MASS.,

TIIE

Gould Steam and Water Packing

MANtTFACTUREIta OF THE

The Original Ring Packing,

Patent High Speed Packing,

Pat. June 1,

1880.

Superior to any Packing in the market for Steam, Water
Ammonia, Self-Lubricitting, does not corrode the rod,
never growB hard If directions are followed. Sent on thirty
None genuine without
days* trial. Satisfactory or no pay.
[hie trade mark and date of patent stamped on wrapper.
or

MADE ESPECIALLY FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT ENCINES.

Beware of Infringements and Imitations.

ALBION CHIPMAN, Treasurer.
1

Delivered

Free on 60

Days
;.

Satisfaction

Trial,

B.YOUNG.

Guarantee! or

110

All Bimilar Packings are imitations andcalculated to deceive-

Pay.

President and Treas.

B. K.

SOLAR CARBON

fc

JAMISON, Vice-President.

COMPANY,

MFC.

69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Process Patented.
Well Selected and Good CARBONS made from Natural Gas.
BATTERY CARBONS OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTY.
Office, No.

Western

Office,

i

75 Randolph

Street, Chicago.

Special Discounts on Large Orders.

THE STANDARD CARBON COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO,
IVX«,xiti.jr£*.ot-ui.r*«>x-«i

oT

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL

.

June

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

15, 18

SPRAGUE ELECT RIC RAILWAY AND MOTOR CO.
The adoption

For

their

of the

Improved Sprague Electric Truck by the

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD COMPANY,
NEW

system of street railways

at

ATLANTIC CITY,

BOSTON, MASS.
ST. JOSEPH, MO.

SCRANTON,

JERSEY,

WILMINCTON, DEL.
WILKESBARRE, PA.

PA.
Shows

N. C.

received for street railway

CLEVELAND,

PITTSBURC, PA.
RICHMOND, VA.

ASHEVILLE,

we have

as well as the large orders which
railway companies in

apparatus

O.

CINCINNATI, O.

HARRISBURC, PA.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.

the confidence which Street Railway Managers feel in the Sprague Electric System.

FOR CIRCULARS AND FULL INFORMATION ADDRESS

&

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY
H. A.

A.

I4I>>"K"K'.

II.

MOTOR CO,

General Electrical Supplies and Construction,

Western Agency:
AND

3

C. A.

and

if

we have

n't

I

Mgr.,

linn in stock,

loioChestnut St. Philadelphia

kkljl MflrfDFr.

^•IBGtrlCHl 2j\*T*
H'A'Cleverly -Manager
St.,

Chicago.

Manager.

>

Cleverly Electrical works

Electrical
175 Randolph

CO.,

THE BEST SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

Construction Co.

HARTER,

Pattern Making, Etc., Etc

MATHER ELECTRIC

theni up.

The

YORK.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, manufacturer.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICACO.

Commutator
Brushbs
FOR HLL SYST9MS.
ot bruwh,

General Machine Job-work,

Electric Light Repairing,

I

Dealers in Wire. Bells, Push Buttons, Motors, Incandescent and
Material, Poles, Cross-arms, Electroliers and Combination
Fixtures, Burglar Alarm Malting.

make

NEW

.

Arc Light

Send as stab and give length

BROAD ST,

00 "* «• Metropolitan Block.) j H BEID,
CHICAGO OFFICE:* 1*LaMalle
ana Kandolph Mts.

WINC'S DISC VENTILATINC FANS.

will

18

OMAHA, NEBRASKA

Street.

PUMPELLY STORAGE BATTERIES

we

&

16

/.KXXKK.

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.,
1521 Farnam

-

III.

Western Agent,

G. A.

Philadelphia Department^

BAKTER ELECTRIC MFG &M0TQR CO

Harmount. 315 Wabash Ave., Chicago,

III

WORKS
THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL
WE MANUFACTURE THE
AOENTS

NEW YORK

E'on.

the

INSOLATED WIRE CO,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Grimshaw White Core
inSTSTJL^TEID

CABLES,

AND TAPES
We

Carry a Full Line of these
Goods at Factory Prices
Write for Quotations.

WE CLAIM FOR THESE MOTORS:
SIMPLICITY, REGULARITY,
HIGH EFFICIENCY, AND

UNSURPASSED WORKMANSHIP.
MANUFACTURED FOR

EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL.

54 and 56

Frank/in Street,

Arc and Incandescent

Circuits.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

June

SOLE BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine
Is

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled,

IT 13 TTNEQUAI.ED

&

ALUS

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.

of

15, 18

CO.,

MILWAUKEE,

WIS,

Manufactnrere of and Dealers in

Pulleys, Cears, Shafting, HangerB, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

FOR ECONOMY OF FUEL, REGULARITY OF
AND DURABILITY IN USE.

MOTION,

CHICAGO BRANCH,

write for our Catalogues

41 and 43

SOUTH JEFFERSON

THE HORN, BRANNEN & FORSYTHE MFG.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO

ST.

CO.

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

Artistic

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

Dips

Brass ana

in

WioiM

Iron

ELECTROLIERS,

FOR
Gas

and

Combination

Fixtures.

ARC-LIGHT CIRCUITS.
FACTORY INDSALESROOaiS:

SIMPLE RELIABLE. DURABLE.
.

429, 431, 433 North Broad St„

los.

The only

safe socket for series lamps,

socket having insulating material for the outside
parts.

Send for

620

jf

|

§%^sgyijl3j

and the only

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Illustrated Catalogue.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

BOSTON,

MASS,

-

COMPOIIlUn
uumriiunu,
16 Sires, 5 to 500 E. P.

Desios and Estimates Furnished

SELLING DEPARTMENT

CONDENSING OR
non-condensing.

Hot yet equaled by any form

of

Engine

STANDARD. VtK ^
in use in all parts of the Civilized

JUNIOR.
AIT AtTCOltASIC
Well Built.

e Sizes

in

50

Economical.

Over 300

Reliable.

i

H. P.

sold the first year.

l^^S

1

,r_.

.

-

•

j

i

I

EHSIHJ CZEAPEB THAI! A SLIDE VALVE.

All the above built.strictly to Gauge with Interchangeable Parts.
Hepairs Carried in Stock. Send for Illustrated Catalogues.

Hathaway i^ldioi,

J

l'
World.

Stock. 5 to

IT Cortlandt Street,

BOSTON,
PITTSBURGH,
CHICAGO,
PHILADELPHIA

Westinghouse Building, f
*" U)
156, 158Lake Street,
J
608 Chestnut St., M. R. Muckle, Jr. & Co.
ST. LOUIS.
302, 304 Washington Ave.
T7,
u
.
Fairbanks
KANSAS CITY,
812 Union Avenue.
I
" °°DENVER,
1330 Seventeenth Street,
1619 Capitol Avenue, F. C Ayer.
OMAHA,
PINE BLUFFS, Ark
Geo. M. Dilley & Sons.
SALT LAKE CITY. 259 S. Main St.
Utah & Montana
BUTTE, MONT.
E.Granite St. (
Machinery Co.

for

HIGH FUEL DUTY AND SIMPLICITY".

3,000

THE UNITED STATES.

IN

NEW YORK,

TheWestinghouselkhineCo.
PITTSBURGH, PA. U.S. A.
W.

D.

SARGENT,

SAN FRANCISCO, 21 and33 Fremont St., Parke & Lacy Co.
PORTLAND. OR. 33. 35 N. Front St.. Parked Lacy Men. Co.
CHARLOTTE. N. C. 30 College St., I_IneD.
.
h D A. TonlnWmr
toinpkinsCo.
ATLANTA, GA.
J5 S. Prior St.
f
DALLAS. TEX
Keating Imp. & Mch- Co.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN
C. E. James & Co.
.

JN0. A. BARRETT, V Pres. and Cons. Elec.

Pres.

FRANK

E H CUTLER, Treas. ana Mgr.

THE ELEKTRON MFG.
Cor.

Jay and Plymouth

Sts.,

A

PERRET.

Elec.

CO.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS and DYNAMOS
Small Sizes a Specialty (1-8 to 2
The

HP.)

Laminated Field Magnets, Low ArmaSparking under Changes of Load, Excellent Work-

Distinctive Features are:

ture Resistance,

No

manship.

InEFFICIENCY, REGULATION, SIMPLICITY and

DURABILITY
Our Fan

OUR MACHINES SHOW GREiT SUPERIORITY.

Outfits are very

handsome and run very

still.

CAREFUL INVESTIGATION INVITED.

«
_
•
-ii on Application.
a
Catalogues Furnished
,

°"i

r

tiJmiiIEDFn!t] MiaSB ,

y

l n 6 „ee
higher elllclency ie obtained than
possible otherwise.

j_«

.

o^mcS
Ih

4^&00DRIT£HAHD-MBBrX C°.
El

Foit
TUBINC ALL'

,,.l

Purposes

O0000OO0*9.. —

Pure Sheet Tfubber
.

Etc.

«,

<a

Sarnple^ and prices upon application.
tiire** j„c
B.F.GOODRICH Co.
AKRON RUBBER WORKS

AKRON. OHIO.

i
\

'I

''/ffm'nmwiY'''^Wi$k>'.

'" N

"" ""
"i

^

Specialties of all kinds. to order
0£7VD FOR "\£TALOeUE. .^g—^

'..

June

15.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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His Patents Sustained

by the United

Supreme

States

Court.

THE EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
Takes pleasure in announcing to its patrons and the general public that the decision of the
Supreme Court of the United States, filed on the 21st ult., in the case of the
Bate Eefrigerator Company, is in fact a decision

SUSTAINING THE EDISON PATENTS
In the many suits brought by the Edison Company, in the lower courts, against infringers of the Edison patents, the
defendants have evaded the merits of the controversy, thus tacitly admitting the fact of infringement, and have interposed a plea alleging that our patents have been voided by the expiration of patents previously granted in foreign
countries.

Hence the delay in establishing our rights. In the meantime, other electrical companies have been indiscriminately
copying our devices and methods, not even assuming that they themselves were the original inventors, but simply relying upon the construction of a statute by the lower courts invalidating our fundamental patent. In pursuance of our
expressed determination to secure a decision upon the point of law involved, we have had the Bate Refrigerator case
(covering the identical question) argued before the U. S. Supreme Court, with the result announced above, thus

Completely Deprivingthe Defendants of their Main Defense.
We have now only to

prove the fact of infringement in order to secure prompt injuncand damages from, those who have been so long using with impunity that
HIGHEST AUTHORITY now concedes to Jmve been ours, exclusively from

tions against,
tvhich the
the beginning.

,

This is simply to establish

A QUESTION OF FACT.
Was,

or

Was

Not, Edison the Original Inventor !

This question has been decided in his favor a great many times, primarily by the U. S.
Patent Office, which granted to him Patents bearing earliest dates; tJten by the various
courts of Europe, through the crucial examination of which the question has many tunes
passed.

Thus the

QUESTION OF LAW having now been settled by tlte Supreme Court of the
and the QUESTION OF FACT by the highest expertsof the world, this com-

United States,

pany now notifies the Public of its intention
trespass and abuse of its rights in

to call

a halt and demand areckoning for the

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
44 Wall Street,

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
By EDWARD H. JOHNSON,
New York.

President.

—

:

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,

^0N/>

THIRD

310 N.

ST.,

SAINT LOUIS, MO.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS AT BOTTOM FIGURES.
Okonite Wires, Cables, and Tubing, Weatherproof Line Wires, Manson and Okonite Tapes.

MASK

THADE

IT

I»-A."X"a

TO OUT TUB BBST.

ENGINEERING CO,
707 and 709 Market

POND

427

St., St.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED

Louis.

Erected Ready for Service.
SPECIALTIES :-The Armingtcm & Sims Engine, Steel Boilers, Ireson

''The Rookery," Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas C

319 Ramge

Building,

;

TH.Y TO.

ty.

ard Rocking and Sheffield Grates,

Link

FOR.

Belt. Stand-

Lowe Heater, liyatt Filter, Blake Pump, Korting Injector, etc

SEND FOB L4TKHT CATALOGUES.

Omaha.

CARBON PLATES, DynamoSYNOVIAL
and Cylinder Oils.
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

New York Carbon Works,
send for

prfce-List.

8 Cortlandt

1

St.,

Telephone Building, N. Y.

Second to none. Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
Adopted by the largest
machinery.
By refiltering can be used continually.
Electric Plants of the West.

S.

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

TAUSSIC, Agent,

CHICACO.

EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC CO.

MOTORS

THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR

Arcs incandescent circuits
WOOD FOB A?iY t'IKREST.

The Perkins
W.

PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

Highly

Efficient

and Economical.

1

1

I.

EAST ADAMS STREET,
W.COLBURN &CO.,
174 M ain

St..

FITCHBURG, MASS.

ft
-

y

w
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Sj£ g
Machines for Arc and Incandescent
Elect rie Lighting, Electro-Plating
and fixperimental I'se.
Send for large Illustrated Catalogue, also Handbook of Ready Reference, ves t-po cket edition.
WESTERN BHAM7H NEW HATEN CLOCK CO..
CHICAGO. ILL.
No. 315 Wabaah Avenue.

56 ZE^ra-riLlrlim.
CHICAGO.

Electrical

RAILWAY."
By FRED

etna.

Street,

STORED ELECTRICITY.

ELECTRIC

*~^l

-^sn^M

HALM,

CHICAGO.

-

"THE

n i r1

STATES.

JUST ISSUED FROM THE PRESS.

F^^
w*

5*3:

W. HORNE, Manager
WESTERN AND SOUTHERN

G.

Co.,

VICE-PRESIDENT AND WE8TEKST 1IAXAI.P.K

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

F.

Lamp

Electric

H.

Accumulators or

Storage Batteries.

WHIPPLE.

A

new and original book designed to
inform the practical business man withthe
use of mystifying technical terms
out
and formula*.
There is information in it of value to
the owner, the officer and the employe of
every street railway or user of power for

any purpose.

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO

STREET CAR PROPULSION.

OOTXTTZEnXTTGI
Historical Development of the Modern Method
of Producing Electricity.
How Electricity is Mechanically Produced.
Practical Thoughts npon the Lines of Force and
the Production of Motion.
Something about Primary and Secondary Bat-

Central

Station

lighting,

teries.

How

Electricity is Applied to Street Railways.
to the Car.
Early Attempts at Electric Propulsion with the
Roads now in Operation.
Some of the so-called "Systems" of Electric
Street Railways.
Application of Efectrlcltyto Elevated and Underground Railways.
Cost of Producing, Transmitting and Applying
Electricity for Street Hallway Purposes.
Some Further Comparisons of Electric Propulsion with other Mctii' d
The Electric Motor for Stationary Power Pur-

Isolated

The Application of tne Motor

Lighting,

Railroad

Car

Lighting,

Long Distance Lighting.

poses.

The Importance of Economical Steam Power

to

the Electric Current.
t.nizatlofi of Water Powers for Electric
'

Tranpi'j,

W00DH0USE& RAWSON.

The Parposesnd Care

St.,

SWITCHES

.r.r.*

and

MACWSTI4

LONDON. ENG

-

-

<

IT

PRICE

J
:<j

or

CUT-OUTS
<>t

lMtAiiMiAM:

-

LIU,
".

1*1

\e

.\«enU wantfd.

r,

Bound

in

Fickle

Detroit,

GodU'
.

LOT

tf.U

lift

pap*T,

GAS,

Paper Cover, $1.00.
Russia. $2.00.

FRED. H. WHIPPLE,

TH,

THE ONLY SYSTEM WHICH COMPLETELY DISPLACES

Belts,

One HDDdred and Fifty Illustrations.

Ulfl pTlf*.

ctcoi fertusn

Good

Propulsion!

'LIMITED,

71 Queen Victoria

of

Borneo! the Possibilities of Electric Street Car

fly

Mich.

or dado, business sod addn
reported In Whipple's National Elec-

trical .Directory.

THE ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATOR COMP'Y,

44 Broadway, New
CHICAGO OFFICE,
502 Phtnix Building.

York.

DETROIT OFFICE,
30 Atwater

St.,

East.

June

15,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

FRANKLIN

EICKEMEYER DYNAMOS

S.

CARTER

CHARLES M. WILKINS.

PARTRICK & CARTER,

-AND-

MAN UFA

ELECT RIC

MOTORS.

(United States Patents, Feb. 22, 1887; Feb.

"

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
Sole Proprietors of the Patent Needle Annnnciator.

14, 1888.)

I

14

SOUTH SECOND STREET.

established 1867.

JFJL

WARD WILKINS.

E.

TRADING A8

PHILADELPHIA. June

15, 1889.

SO*"

TO

THE ELECTRICAL TRADE:
Our new 1889 Catalogue

is

being printed, and will be

ready for distribution in a few days.

This Catalogue and

who

Price List should be in the hands of every one

templates purchasing Electrical Goods.

"Will

is

fully

and priced, and many novelties are

listed.

be mailed to any address upon application.

If in

illustrated

machine Complete.

The book

con-

Combine the simplest Construction and Highest Efficiency the "trade" and discount sheets are wanted, send busiyet obtained in Dynamo-Electrical Apparatus.
ness card.

PERFECT ELECTRICAL

Balance

in

ARMATURE

COILS.

NO RADIATION OF FIELD MAGNETISM.

PARTRICK & C1RTER.

There being no magnetism apparent at any exposed surface of the machine, all the
lines of force are concentrated within the machine, and pass through the armature.

NO SPARKING AT THE COMMUTATOR.

BRAIDED WIRE.

B. D.

THE POPULAR WIRE FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

Safe and Reliable.
JEW
I

W.

I

B.

YORK INSULATED WIRE CO,
649 & 651

Central St., Boston, Mass.

DOWSE,
Gen'l Supt.

Broadwa>.

GALLAHER, Secy.
W. GODFREY, Genl Mgr.

R. E.
J.

American
!F*or

Electrical Directory
Price, SS.OO.
1889.

The best and most permanent medium for advertisers in the electrical field. This
work reaches every Electric Light and Power company in the country, besides Telegraph and Telephone companies.
This year's issue enlarged and improved.
Lists and reports of Electric Light and Power companies, reports of Xational
Electric Light association, useful tables, etc., etc.
Send orders for copies of books, and for advertising space to

STAB. XROXT TOWER OOMFJLXT'7,
Publishers

of

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL DIRECTORY,

Machine with one Bide and hall the Held coila removed, showing the Inside arrangement of armature
and coils.

These machines,

in

all sizes,

and of any required capacity, are for general

sale

Wayne.

Ind.

HILL.

on

to the Trade, to Contracting Engineers, to Electric Light, Power, and Storage Battery Companies, and to

their merits

Clutch Works,

the public, without restrictions or royalties as to territory or patents.

Low Prices.

Fort

CLEVELAND, O.

Compact Machines.
EASTERN OFFICE:
IS

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET.

J.

CHICAGO:

*
CO.,
AGENTS,

106-108

LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.

Minneapolis:

2S60 Canal SI.

305 Kaiota Building.

KANSAS CITT:

H. BUNNELL
SOLE

Cortlandt Street, -

1021

and

122.1

Union Avenue.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
PfsifatJ,

ErffUj

ud

fnroiskid.

Send for new Catalogue, Poorer

N. T.

rranimleelon Machinery.

COPYRIGHTED BY

H. W. LULL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Also Rawhide
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ST.LOUIS.MO;

\jusms&W

H

AGENTS

IN

ALL CITIES^

THE CURTIS

POWELL'S PATENT "SIGNAL''

Dynamo
THE BEST

IN

PATENT RETURN STEAM TRAP.

Oilers,

T

no'iseiess, positive, rapid, will return all condensation back into the
boiler, and works equally well in connection with reduced pressure rir
exhaust steam, also when the return is below the water line of the boiler.

THE MARKET.

is

THE CURTIS REGULATOR COMPANY,

Sight Chamber Is fitted with square window
panes, which are secured by brass end plates, and
can be removed for inspection, cleaning or repairs
at any time, without stopping the oil feed, while
the machine is running.

Beverly

NEW

YORK, 109 Liberty st.
PHILADELPHIA, 2035 N. Front
MINNEAPOLIS, 210 S. Third St.

2IANUFACTUBED by

THE WM. POWELL

CO.,

PLUM STREET.

NOS. 50, 52 AND 54

CINCINNATI,

St.,

Boston, Mass.

general agencies.

The

H.M.L0UD&S0NS LUMBER

GEORGE

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poles,
Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept In stock. Orders Filled Promptly.

LAW

Ofllco and Mill at Onroda, Mich.
Hakmocnt. Western
Agent Electrical Department New Haven Clock (Jo.,

Exclusive Selling Agent: G. 4.
315

YOU WILL OBLIGE
TRICIAN when

and

NEW ORLEANS,

21

St.

Union

BARTON,

P.

OFFICE,

225 Dearborn Street,

Wabash Avenue. Chicago

Both Advertiser
mentioning the

Lake st.
ST. LOUIS, 707 Market

CO.

MANUFACTURERS OP

O.

Please send for Prices and Discounts

CHICAGO, 218
St.

Publisher

WESTERN

CHICAGO, ILL.

by

ELECPatent and Trademark Cases.

writing to advertisers.

FRICTION CLUTCH PULLEYS

1

CUT 0FF C0

NGS

HJL

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.,
"ACKNOWLEDGED THE BEST FACTORY BUILDING IN THE CITY
OF NEW YORK, IF NOT IN THE UNITED STATES,"
The New Building of

Is equipped with these

ECLIPSE

BELOIT. WIS.

the

SPECIALTIES made by the

WIND ENGINE COMPANY,

Ready June

-

BELOIT, WIS.

25-A New

Book.

INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK
Pocket
1

size;

2xi 8 inches.

cloth

These

binding;

thirty-five

tables give, at

cuts

file

now.

five

once and without

wire required in each case for any percentage of

on

and

loss.

A

tables, three of

any

which are

calculation, the size of

timely book.

Get your order

Price, postpaid, $1.00, including tables, or the tables can

be had

separately at 25 cents each.

Electrician Publishing Company,
6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.

it,

June

Western electrician

is, if

ELECTRIC LIGHT
FOR AImIm PURPOSES.
DISTRIBUTION BY ALTERNATING CURRENTS.
CENTRAL STATION OUTFITS.

ISOLATED OUTFITS.

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ARC LIGHTING.

MOTORS.

METERS.
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THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CO.
170 CENTRAL STATION PLANTS SOLD IN 30 MONTHS.

OFFICES

IN

ALL LEADING CITIES.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

June
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WESTERN ELECTRIC CO
CHICAGrO.

Send

for

Catalogues of the following lines in which we are the
leading Manufacturers and Dealers:

ANNUNCIATORS,
Batteries

BELLS AND PUSHES,

and Battery Supplies,

PATTERSON CABLES,

Electric Light Apparatus,
HTSXJLJLTED "WIRE,
TELEGRAPH INSTRUMENTS AND LINE SUPPLIES,
TESTING SETS,

BUILDERS' AHD REPAIRERS' TOOLS,

AND OTHER MISCELLANEOUS APPARATUS.

We

A. G.

are sole Western Agents for the sale of

DAY'S KERITE INSULATED WIRE,

Which,

after years of experience,

we

consider the best wire
for the purposes for which it is intended.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO, JUNE

Vol. IV.

Cars
cago Tunnel.

Electric Light in Cable

in

a Chi-

through the tunnel under the Chicago river. As
new
is the case in most of the applications of
ideas and methods, numerous small difficulties,
which only appear after practical tests, had to
be overcome. The scheme, while novel and
ingenious, is quite simple. A 100-light, no-volt

Thomson-Houston dynamo,

located in the power

house of the cable road, about a block from the
tunnel's mouth, furnishes current to trolley wires
which are suspended one over each of the two
tracks, and extend the entire length of the tunnel.

Each car to be lighted is wired for two or
three 20-candle power- incandescent lamps, the

HIESTERM tircTRiciaS

the car enters

the

tunnel

the

unhooked from a horizontal position on
By the
the roof of the car, and is left free.

arm

One of the latest novelties in the way of car
lighting by electricity is a system which has
been applied in Chicago to the cars of the North
The cars are illumiSide cable street railway.
nated by incandescent lamps as they pass

When

ley arm.

No. 24

1889.

15,

is

brought into

conWhen the car leaves the
tact with the wire.
tunnel the arm is forced back and hooked again
The changes
in its normal horizontal position.
of position are effected by so bending the chute,

ai

tion of the spring, E,

it

is

B, and main trolley wire, C, that
hinged trolley arm is first pressed
down from the inverted L-shaped hook which
The arm is then
holds it in place on the roof.
carried from under the hook and the trolley left
free to bear against the main trolley wire.
The illustration shows only the general
A, guide

rail,

the flexibly

mouth of the tunnel as the
construction at the other end
There the trolley arm
is practically the same.
is guided in under the hook instead of away from
it.
In this simple manner the cars are lighted as
they enter, and the lamps automatically ex-

arrangement
car enters.

at the

The

ators.
this

Ordinarily

we employ

about

one-half

number."

At the I'ostal Telegraph company's office in
Pittsburg information of the same eharactei
this company:
S, ml the foreman of
secured.
"Our regular commercial business had been very
slack, but the extra business brought by the
Johnstown disaster has far more than made up
The pres
for the loss in commercial lines.
business since the flood has forced us to quadruple our force. On the night force from twentyfive to thirty men are now kept busy, whereas
get
we were able a week or ten da\ We have managed to
along with a half dozen.
get our wires into good shape, and are equal to
all demands, notwithstanding the great increase
the past few days."

Night Manager Henderson of the telephone
stated that on Sunday the force was

company
doubled.

The amount

of business

done

for four

days was 100 per cent, above ordinary times.

He

crtv.

ELECTRIC LIGHT IN CABLE CARS
of lights depending on the size of the
On the car roof is fitted or hinged a short
car.
arm carrying a deep-grooved trolley to make the
connection with the overhead wire, and furnish

number

The two trolley wires are
drawn copper, and take the cur-

current to the lamps.
of No. a hard

rent from two "feeders" tapped on to each wire,
one at a point about a quarter and the other at
three-quarters from the entrance to the tunnel.

This method of distribution, which is the same
as that used on several electric railways, keeps
the potential along the wire practically constant.

return current,
connection being made with it at the car through
the grip mechanism. This plan was found more
satisfactory, and gave better results than was
the case when return was made through the
wheels to the rails. The rails in the tunnel
being dry and sandy, a poor contact was the

The ground

is

used for the

and this gave more or less trouble.
The accompanying cut shows a car entering

resuit,

the tunnel.
The' trolley on the roof is guided
by a tapering chute or inverted trough into contact with the guide rail, whence it runs to the
main trolley wire. The most novel feature of
the installation is that which relates to the trol-

tinguished as the car emerges at the other end.
The arrangement was designed and put in
operation by Leonard & Izard, Chicago.

Telegraph Operators at Johnstown.
terrible disaster at Johnstown tested the
capacities of the telegraph offices at Pittsburg.
Manager Williams of the Western Union office
"I do not rememin Pittsburg said last week:
ber the time when business in our line was so
lively. In Centennial times, and when the strike

The

was on, there was great activity in telegraph
matters, but there were far fewer wires in oper-

We did not realize the
ation then than now.
extent of the Conemangh disaster for many
hours after the fust news came. ( )ur offices and
operators at Johnstown went down in the flood.
Since Friday night we have sent fifteen operators to that ill-fated city, with all the appliances needed for telegraphing.

The

operators

Many
accommodations.
aresleeping in barns, and hunting rations wherWe sent up three
ever they are to be found.
send
additional operators to-day, and will
another to-morrow. There are now in the employ of the Pittsburg office about ninety operdo not

find the best of

"Pittsburg has been the center of inquiry
from all points for information concerning Johnstown sufferers. We have no line to Johnstown,
but have an exchange there. Our operator there,
a young lady, was saved, but lost everything.
and had scarcely a sufficiency of clothing to
A gentleman's
protect her from the elements.
coat was a part of her covering when rescued
from the flood. The lady operators of our office
have forwarded to her a full line of wearing apshe will, no doubt,
parel, and both they and
derive much satisfaction from this timely gilt."
The whole corps of Western Union telegraph
The followoperators were lost at Johnstown.
said:

related of the heroism of the chief operAs additional particulars of the great
flood arc learned the story of the un.U disaster
will undoubtedly be glorified by numerous in-

ing

is

ator:

stances of heroism and self-sacrifice, but first
upon the roll of honor will be inscribed the
name of Mrs. II. M. Ogle, the brave telegraph
operator who stood loyally at her post until she
was literally swept away to her death, lor
twenty-five years she had been stationed at
Johnstown, and was well known as a skillful
operator and an estimable woman.
of the impending peril, indeed, with the rush of
I

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
water already ringing in her ears, she refused to
make even an effort to escape, but, sitting calmly
by her instrument, sent words of warning flying
When
to those in danger in the valley below.
every station in the path of the terrible torrent
had been warned, she knew that her work was
done, and, with the water invading her room,
wired her companion at South Fork, 'This is my
last message."
The
It was indeed her last message on earth.

Wheatstone Bridge
The accompanying

cut

June

stone bridge set which had its origin in the suggestions of C. E. Birdsall of New York, formerly
electrician of the Edison company, who devised
the particular means of suspending and releasThe delicacy of action secured
ing the needle.
through the fiber suspension in this instance is
so great as to obtain a strong deflection through
1.1 megohm with five cells of Leclanche battery.

if

A =

in

Greeley company,

In

WHEATSTONE BRIDGE

supreme act of self-devotion, and won for herself a fame which should be as undying as the
history of the awful calamity with which it is
connected.

Thanks to the messages of this heroic woman,
hundreds of people were enabled to escape to
places of safety, and what better inscription
can be placed on the tablet which should be
"Others she
erected to her memory than this:

1889

100 and B = 10, it is necessary
the thousands, o in the hundreds, 7
in the tens and 2 in the units row; the
resistance measured is equal to 507.2, a method that
can hardly be surpassed in readiness and simplicity.
The revolving galvanometer can at any
time be so turned as to bring the needle to the
zero line without altering the position of the
case.
The set is manufactured by the E. S.

example,
to plug 5

Set.

illustrates a "Wheat-

New

Electric Signaling

waters rose above her, and a brave life was
ended, but not before she had accomplished the

15,

some

York.

Device for Elevators.

of the

larger office buildings in
which two passenger elevators are in constant
service, running side by side, an observer will
notice the efforts on the part of the conductors
to make their trips as regularly as possible
One tries to start his car from the top at the
moment that the other commences an upward
trip, both endeavoring to reach their destinations, at the top or bottom of the shafts at the
same time.
The accompanying cut represents a novel device now in use in a large office building in Chicago which might be aptly described as an
"elevator dispatcher."
By its action the men
in charge of the elevators receive, at proper intervals, signals which enable them both to start
at the same time on upward
and downward
journeys. The design is that of W. F. O'Brien.
The dispatcher is located in the engine room
of the building and is attached to, and driven
by a cord from the main shaft of a high speed
engine which runs constantly during the day.
The mechanism is substantially as shown in
cut.
grooved pulley of suitable size, fastened
on the end of the main shaft of the engine,
drives a worm gearing located just above the
engine.
On the same shaft with the gear is
This
fixed an arm with a beveled end.
arm, once in every revolution, actuates a push
turn
closes
the circuit
button which in
through two electric bells located in the elevator shafts
one at the top of a shaft, the other
Through this little machine
at
the bottom.
the men receive signals every forty-five seconds,

SET.

A

The apparatus can be used without removal
from the case when it is not essential to level it,
and when it is necessary to level it, it can be
readily lifted out, as shown in the illustration,
and leveled up with the screws provided for that
A revolving galvanometer and a varipurpose.
able and removable dampening and directing
magnet conduces to the rapidity and the ease
with which work is done with the set.
The act

of closing the case

automatically

releases

—

the

saved; herself she could not save."

Lake Steamers

Electric Lighting on

Detroit and Cleveland Steam Navigation
company, which has established a line between
Chicago and St. Joseph, Mich., this season, has
introduced electric lighting on rather an extenIn the steamer City of Detroit,
sive scale.
which operates between the points named, there
capacity, although but
is a plant of 325 lights'
2S0 are now operated. Two incandescent dynamos, driven by two 40 horse power Ball engines, constitute the power plant. The machines
are of the latest Brush pattern, with wide armaIt
tures, open coils, and are compound wound.
is claimed that in this new type the internal resistance is decreased, thereby increasing the
One machine is rated
capacity of the machines.
at 100 lights, though it has carried 125 without
The other is a 225 light machine.
flickering.
As the boat was constructed some time before
the plant was introduced, and no provision had
been made for wiring, considerable difficulty was
experienced in this part of the work. For instance, it was necessary to bore through the iron
The wiring in
girders, which was no easy task.
the cabin, staterooms, etc., reflected great credit
The moulding system
impany.
on thi
was employed, and was admirably executed,
are used to illuminate the abin,
and when the lights are turned on. the effect is
on with the dim
Ea< h stateroom is supUs and the effect in the
in is brilliant when the lights are turned
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fiber

from

all

tension,

and thus avoids much of
transportation, and guards

the risk of rupture in
againsl neglecl to make the release intentionally.
The resistance coils are calibrated accurately,
and arranged in four rows of ten coils eai ii.
under the designation of units, lens, hundreds
and thousands.
There are 10 one hundred
and one thousand "Inn coils on each arm of the
bridge, thus giving an extreme range mcasurc-

000 ohms. The .irsuch that six plugs
only a
111 the set, one in
each arm of
the bridge and om: in each row of the
making the reading the simplest possible.
'01
1
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FOR ELEVATORS.

and are thus enabled

to

make

their trips with

great regularity.

Libby Prison Plant.
The

old Libby Prison, ol Richmond, which,
a short time ago, was pun based by a syndicate
'lie ago's citizens, is
now being rebuilt for
Ol
I

exhibition purposes on Wabash avenue, and will
be lighted by electricity.
Both the arc and incandescent systems arc: to be used.
Grace
Protestant Episcopal Church situated cm an adjoining lot will, in all probability, be wired for
incandescent lights, and lake: the current from
the Libby Prison plant.

1

.
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Electric Train Lighting.

Montezuma

lighting of the

electricity

generated

from

special

train

an Eickemeyer

dynamo and Brotherhood engine shows the advancement that is being made in this special
department of electric lighting. The initial trip
of this train,

which carried President Diaz and

members of his cabinet, was made in the
month of February. The officials expressed

the

great interest in the novel electric lighting appliances. The dynamo and engine are the latest
perfected appliances of the Eickmeyer dynamo
and Brotherhood engine. In both Japan and
China there are expected to be made installations in trains for the inspection of the officials.
The plant herewith illustrated is specially

adapted to this class of work, as it is compact,
durable, efficient, and is not affected by the
The engine cylinjarring motion of the train.
ders are four inches by three inches, and the
entire bed plate occupies but very little space.
The dynamo is rated at 80 amperes and 80 volts.
Similar plants are in use on the Pennsylvania
road, the Santa Fe, the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul; all the Pullman cars are now wired for
lighting by this system, and the general traveling public have come to look upon electricity
In connection
for train lighting as a necessity.
with the Eickemeyer dynamo and Brotherhood
These are
engine the storage battery is used.
generally arranged under the cars in boxes

batteries,

ing the subject of storage
into a prophetic vein.

3

'

3

n

d

ventured

Influence of the Density of the Acidu-

barged during the day and

some

night, either to assist or, in

used at
cases, to take

the place of the dynamo.
"Potter I'.dmer, for instance, has in his
palatial residence in Chicago a plant where the
accumulator plays a most important part, in that
it offers means for running all the machinery of
No
his lighting plant in the daytime only.
attendant is required to be on hand to look after
a machine which may not be called upon to

between midnight and
morning. It has always been a matter of wonder to me why more incandescent stations have
or at least made some effort to
not adopted
adopt accumulators to fill the same office as
does the huge gas-holder which plays so important a part in the modern gas works.
"In comparing the cost of producing the incandescent light with that of gas, see what an
advantage the gas men have in being able to run
their works and make gas during the day as
Is it not worthy of the most
well as the night.
this question of combincareful consideration

furnish a single light

—

as those

ful

and

"The accumulator," he said, ''while yet in its
infancy and more or less crude, lias found a
Quite a number
place in certain lines of work.
of Stations might be named where these bat1

1
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Future of the Accumulator.
A prominent electrical man, who was disi

teries arc

4

1

—

—

Water

lated

an Accumulator.

in

LEONARD PAGET,

I'.V

That the density

of

PH.

D.

the

an

in

has considerable indue:
known for some
electric capacity has been
time, but authorities have differed as to the
density which corresponds to maximum cailator

pacity.
hi the earlier days of the storage battery, M.
Plante used and recommended a solution
per cent, sulphuric acid; in present use then
frequently as high as 15 to 25 per cent. used.
Reckenzaun advocates a density of 1.2 as that
which gives maximum capacity.
Prof. Heim, of the Electro-Technical Institute at Hanover, has set this question at rest by
a series of exhaustive measurements on two
types of accumulator, the Tudor and the Electric

Power Storage company's

under tech-

cells,

The Tudor

nically equivalent conditions.

ac-

with 2.73 cubic decimeters
of 15 per cent, acid solution (by weight), the E.
P. S. accumulator with
2.3 cubic decimeters.
The capacity was 53.7 ampere-hours for the
former, and 50.8 ampere-hours for the latter.
There appears therefore, a proportion of 50.S
cubic centimeters of liquid per ampere-hour in
the first case, and 45.3 cubic centimeters in the
second.
These figures correspond closely
enough with theoretical data.
In order to judge of the influence of the
density of the acid solution, this was increased
by steps of 5 per cent, each from 10 to 35 per
cent., a series of charges and discharges being
taken with each increment, with an average in-

cumulator was

filled

15 to iS hours between charge and
discharge.
The current was kept constant by a
The charging was carried
resistance in circuit.
on until the disengagement of gas was abundant.
The discharge was stopped at a 10 per
cent, fall or "drop" of the electromotive force
from its initial value.
The appended tables give the results expressed as averages of several experiments that
were concordant within one-half per cent, for
the voltage and within 3 per cent, for capacity.
The figures are concordant for both accumuterval of

nicrnfr Cff..r<jo.

lators.

TUDOR ACCUMULATOR.

ELECTRIC TRAI N LIGHTING.
specially prepared for them, and are
from the dynamo in the baggage car.

On
to

charged

addition
voltmeter,

the "Pennsylvania Limited," in

an Ayrton

&

Perry ammeter and

there is connected directly to the dynamo
spindle a tachometer or speed measurer, made by
Schaeffer & Budenberg, Buckan, Magdeburg.

Auditorium Electric Plant.
Work on the Chicago Auditorium

electric

and power installation is progressing. The
portion of the building devoted to offices is now
The wiring in the
being lighted temporarily.
hotel is finished, and that in the Auditorium
proper is nearly completed. The entire building
In testing
will be illuminated by 10,000 lights.
the 166 circuits in the office building only six
proved defective, and these measured quite high
as compared with the standard of 200,000 ohms
The motors are on the
insulation resistance.
light

ground and are being

installed.

The Johnstown Sufferers.
In view of the recent terrible disaster at Johnstown, Pa., and in accordance with a resolution
adopted at a mass meeting of Chicago citizens,
a committee was formed on June 4th to represent the electrical industries of Chicago in soThe
for the sufferers.
liciting subscriptions
following named gentlemen were organized into
a committee and authorized to receive funds:
Geo. A. McKinlock, Chas. I. Page, B. E. Sunny,
C. A. Brown, H. Ward Leonard, and J. M.
Jackson. The committee's efforts were highly
successful, and nearly §1,500 have already been

subscribed.

The Columbia, Tenn.,

Electric Light

incorporated, is erecting its plant for
power arc and 600 incandescent lights.

company, recently
fifty

2,ooo-candlc

ing the accumulator system with that of direct
incandescent lighting from dynamos?
"We may talk also about our electrical
other side of the water, how
progress they make in
little
electrical work, as compared with that made in
these
same
Nevertheless,
States, etc.
the
people are getting ahead of us on the storage
Not to mention those eminent scienquestion.
tists of the Old World, who have done the
great bulk of the work in this line, look at the
efforts being made to adapt the accumulator to
Here are we, in this great city,
road vehicles.
with electric light stations all about us, and
streets as level as a billiard table. Why does not
some enterprising genius take this problem in
friends on
slow, and

the

how

hand?
"Such a dog cart as was built a short time ago
would not this be a
for the sultan of Turkey
practical machine for just such a city as this?
A oneThe whole affair was quite simple.
horse motor was geared directly to the carriage
wheel, with the batteries snugly stowed away
under the seats. It was claimed that a speed of
10 miles an hour was developed and could be
maintained for 5 hours. Imagine 'storing stations' located all through the residence portion

—

the city as well as in the business portion,
citizens, instead of owning a horse and
What would
carriage, using electrical vehicles.
of

and our

be prettier than telephoning for your electric
cart and having it brought, already charged, for
a run of 5 hours?
"It may be claimed that all this will be too
All this, however,
expensive to be practicable.
was just what was said concerning the el<
Look at these to-day. It
light ami the motor.
may seem visionary, but I'll risk making the
prophecy that you and I, if we live another
twenty years, will see electric dog carts and tri-
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The curves that can be produced by plotting
these figures show that the difference of potential increases in proportion to the density of the
while
It is noticeable that
acidulated water.
the curve of the difference of potential indicates
nothing remarkable, the specific resistance of
another proof that the
the liquid varies greatly
internal resistance of an accumulator depends
for the most part on the surface of the plates
and very little upon the liquid. The figures obtained also show that the capacity rapidly increases, a> the strength of the acid is increased,
from 10 to 14 per cent., attaining a maximum
between 15 and 16 per cent., and subsequently
decreasing as the strength of the acid exceeds

—
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The maximum electrical energy
these values.
occurs at a little above 16 per cent.
With 25 per cent of acid the appearance of
the plates, the positives especially, was not as
good as with liquid of lower density, and above
20 per cent, the capacity had noticeably diminWishing to ascertain the cause of this
ished.
diminution, Professor Heim made the following
The E. P. S. accumulator, after
experiments:
three charges and successive discharges with
water acidulated to 30 per cent., at which the
capacity had been 28.5 ampere-hours, was reBut as the
filled with liquid of 13.5 per cent.
plates were still impregnated with the liquid of
the preceding experiment, the density was raised
thereby to 1.114, corresponding to 16 per cent.
The first two trials gave a capacity of 30. S ampere hours instead of 50 ampere-hours, previ-

FIG.

2.

found

vention.

"The patent

suit

in

limited

is

to solenoids

and cores mechanically opposed, and

it does not
include the common or electro-magnet, and
thus construed the patent sued on is not infringed by the defendants."

Electric Lights for Train

The Wisconsin

RHODES MOTOR.

Electricity

House.

Central

The Rhodes Motor

Finally Professor Heim makes a very importAn accumulator filled with acid of
ant remark.
j.064 sp. gr. ) before charging
9.6 per cent. (
had a capacity of 51.S ampere-hours, an increase
of 7.9 ampere-hours or 15.3 per cent, for a difference of acid strength of 6.4 per cent.
The writer, who has abstracted these points
from Professor Heim's very much more elaborate paper, has confirmed the deductions for
several other types of "pasted-plate" battery;
but from a series of experiments with a wellformed Plante cell the writer has arrived at the
conclusion that the strength of solution recommended by M. Plante should not be discarded.
In fact, he finds that above 13 per cent, of acid
the capacity can be said to diminish in the case
of a plain lead Plante cell, and that about or
between 9 to 10 per cent, gives the maximum
There is, however, the difficulty in
capacity.
these trials of obtaining a fully formed cell.
But returning to a higher percentage of acid
appears, in
after using a 10 per cent, solution
the case of a plain lead Plante cell, to noticeably
reduce the capacity.

cuts show the two forms
motor designed by Charles M. Rhodes of

The accompanying

The smaller size is represented
Philadelphia.
circular exhaust fan.
The
1 driving a
little machine is quite compact, and so cased in
This pattern is
as to be practically dust tight.
well adapted to driving sewing machines, small
in Fig.

and such

fans,

at its original value.

The
of

light

machinery.

larger form, Fig.

2, is

built with a

being applied to heavier work.

its

As
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Produced by Wind Power.

In the course of an article on producing electricity by
wind power, the London Electrical Review speaks of an
installation in France at the extremity of the Cap de la
Heve, which is about two miles distant from Havre. Elec-

Railroad company's
immense train house now in course of construction between Harrison and Polk streets and
west of Fifth avenue, will have one of the most
elaborate electric light plants in use in railroad
ing.
The train house itself is 560 feet long, 120
feet wide, and 90 feet high.
East of this train
house, along Fifth avenue, will be the offices,
waiting rooms, baggage rooms, etc., and this
building will also be lighted by electricity. The
plant will be placed under the main building.
The system to be used has not yet been decided
upon.
Both arc and incandescent lights will be
used.
At present it is intended to arrange a
row of incandescent lamps around the building
just beneath the roof with a strong reflector
behind them.
In the center of the train house
arc lamps will be suspended.
In the waiting

of a

15.

he awarded the contract for 75,000 feet of 2inch wrought iron pipe, dipped in asphaltum to
Sam I. Pope & Co., Chicago, whose bid was
The Riverside Iron Works
9.48 cents per foot.
of Wheeling, W. Va., were awarded the contract for 50,000 feet of 2-inch steel pipe at 9. 48
cents per foot.

dedicated to the public by acquiescence in the
ruling of the examiner, and cannot be claimed
in a subsequent patent against others who meantime entered the field and used the rejected in-

rooms and baggage moms, and at the entrances,
arc lamps will be used, and incandescent lamps
utilized in the offices throughout the building.

ously obtained.
The cells were then charged
for a long time with about 210 ampere-hours,
and after two charges and discharges the capacity returned to its previous value.
Similar trials
with the Tudor accumulator gave like results.
Professor Heim explains these facts by the concentrated acid giving rise to a large quantity of
sulphate of lead, which diminished the capacity.
After a long charge, and with a liquid weaker in
acid, all this sulphate is reduced, and the capacity is

June

view
be

will

seen by the cut, the peculiarity of this larger
size lies in the fact that it has but one field
The four-poled armature revolves
magnet.
between vertically-set pole pieces, these pole
pieces being united to, and conveying the lines

employed as the lighthouse illuminant, and at the
time of the putting up of the installation it was resolved to
endeavor to utilize the motive power of the wind for driving
dynamos- Accordingly, a windmill or "wind motor" as it
is termed, of the modified Haliaday type, was erected, and
it develops about 18 horse power when the wind is blowing
at the rate of 33 feet per second.
The wind motor, which
is mounted upon a wooden framework fixed upon blocks of
masonry, imparts motion, by means of a vertical shaft and
conical gearing, to a horizontal shaft placed at a suitable
distance from the ground.
On the horizontal shaft are
mounted two pulleys which, by means of belting, drive two
dynamos of different sizes which are connected to a series
of accumulators.
The speed of the wind-motor is automatically regulated by an apparatus which opens or closes
the sails according to the velocity of the wind.
The intensity of the current of the smaller dynamo is S amperes
when the latter is running at 100 revolutions per minute,
and 40 amperes when the speed is 260 revolutions; whilst
the larger dynamo gives a current of from 40 to 100 amperes for a speed of from 250 to 650 revolutions.
The
mechanical efficiency is 4 horse power for the small and
from 4 horse power to 6 horse power for the large dynamo.
The dynamos are run alternately, according to the quantity
of energy stored in the accumulators.
It wilt be seen from the foregoing that this installation is
certainly unique in character.
It was put up some time
ago as an experiment, and has answered the expectations of
those concerned.
That this should be the case is not surprising, when we consider the fact that the installation is on
a small scale, but what would happen if a proportionate
success could be obtained in central stations, say, of the
size of that at the Grosvenor Gallery, or that in course of
construction at Deptford? Would not the directors of our
tricity is

electric lighting companies rub their hands and dance for
joy at this El Dorado
at being able to dispense with sttam
engines and boilers, which decrease in initial cost would
enable them to supply light probably at the same price or
even cheaper than gas?
It is to be regretted that such a fanciful dream cannot be
realized, for the simple reason that there are three serious
objections to the use of windmills for driving dynamos. In
the first place there are the periods of calm, during which
no movement of wind appears to take place; in the second
place, the irregular velocity of the wind; and in the third
place, the imperfect construction of the receivers or windIt is quite manifest that the lirst objection is insurmills
mountable. The second has partly been overcome in the

—

Electric Light Litigation.
Fort Wayne Jenney Electric Light company has begun an action at Indianapolis against
the Evansville Gas and Electric Light company
charging infringement of patent. The defendsystem and
ant is operating the West
ally against the
the action is there!'
It is claimed that this is but
parent company.
the initial step in a long legal fight.
rresham in the
The recent dei
ust Owen Pixley
in which he held there was no ground
for action, and dismissed the complaint,
'J
the Fort Wayne company confidence.
fendant operate
plant and the complaint claimed the system was an infringi

The

<

RHODES MOTOR.
of force from, the two poles of the one horizonto complete the
tal field in such manner as
magnetic circuit through the armature.
By this arrangement both poles of the one
While grooved pulleys are
field arc utilized.
shown in the illustration-,, the machine is fitted
also with Rat-faced pulleys.
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Harrett, city electrician
of Chicago,
started on a tour of inspection last week with a
view of ascertaining the advantages of several

2

-

the pat-

ric

12,183 the

were
n,

tor.

ribed,
the

invention

-

was

and

iter,

V

\

other

I

'

..

recently introduced in
or this purpose he will visit
irv.-land, o., Detroit, Mich,,

points.

Prof. Barrett

intends

improvements in machinery
the city plant and his object in visiting the
named is to see these devices where they
ive the

in

machines

lighting.

and many

and

in

pate;

Chicago City Electric Light Plant.
Prof.

.-'-sham's 0|

.own

the employment of an automatic apparatus which opens or closes the sails according
to the velocity of the wind; but how far such an arrangement could be used on a large scale we will not venture to
The last objection is, doubtless, one which might
predict.
be surmounted; but the impossibility of overcoming the
indelinitencss of the second, are
lirst objection and the
sufficient proofs to show that the wind will never be utilized
on an extensive scale for motive power purposes, and
especially as regards electric lighting.

instance described above, by

latest

1

1

I'--

fore leaving CI

1

It is astounding to note how completely we are passing
under the power and becoming dependent on the applicaAll
tions of electricity, remarks the Furniture Gazette,
cities of size are lighted by electric contrivances, and electric motors do a vast amount of work that steam was used
for until within ten years
Within a very short time we

have all our villages, and even country houses,
and warmed by electric applications, and- it is to be
hoped that a motor will be devised applicable to country
The latest application of electricity
carts and carriages.
10 the piano, securing complex results understood by
shall surely

lighted

i-.

musicians, 1ml never before attainable.
And yet wc scarcely
know what electricity is, or have any full idea of its versatile nature.

—
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Electrical Dental Engine.

The accompanying

cut represents the interior
of a dental office, furnished with the electrical
dental appliances, manufactured by the Klec
The
trical Construction company of Chicago.
dental engine is the invention of Dr. George
W. Whitefield. The device consists of an
1

trie motor operated by primary batteries, storage
batteries, or dynamic currents, and an appliance
for breaking the current which will stop instantaneously a machine making 2,000 revolutions
This device consists of a soft iron
per minute.
wheel revolving in front of the poles of an electro-magnet and a switch operated by the foot.
It is scarcely necessary to dwell on the many
advantages to be derived from the operation of
dental machines by electricity, as their superiority over the old style of machines is acknowledged by the members of the profession. The
desirability of high speed in this work is also
conceded, and this can only be obtained by the
Moreover, the speed is
use of electrical energy.
uniform, and therefore the operation less painThe speed can be regulated
ful to the patient.
by a rheostat operated by a portable treadle.

method of supply is that of using always the sir,
plant that will do the work, and increasing or decre
the number of generating units in operation, according to
To do this most conthe fluctuations of the demand.
veniently, the alternators should be worked parallel, and
ought lo be capable of being put in and out of circuit
easily, and without causing even a momentary flicker or
interruption of the light.
The use of a large machine and
e for the small day supply is especially to be avoided
In almost all cases it is desirable to have a comparatively
small set of plant for this work, even where large machines are used for the heavy evening work.
Another argument in favor of parallel workii
against the use of very large machines, is that it reduces
Thus, if a station is provided
the cost of the spare plant.
with one or two machines and engines for the full load,
the spare plant is equal in cost to the working plant, or,
If, however, smaller genperhaps, to one-half as much.
erating units are employed, one set in four may be considered a safe allowance.
The history of parallel working of alternators may be
briefly sketched.
In 1S68 Wilde described parallel working and synchronous action of generators, and so nearly obtained synchron-

staff of

ous motor action that it is extraordinary he should have
missed it.
In 1882-3 Dr. Ilopkinson, not knowing of Wilde's
work, arrived theoretically at the conclusion that it was

running

possible to

work alternators

parallel, but not in series,

and

subsequently demonstrated the fact that by trials made, in
conjunction with I'rof. Adams, on the De Meritens ma-

tit

for parallel

serious'.

from

glected.

the foregoing,

it

.'

the only

working

is

a sensible
If the

ture circuit.
quality in a

irroa-

armat

;

self-induction must be inserted
in
machine.
The results here arrived at, by a me
cal investigation, are entirelv borne out in
well known that alternators having no iron in their armatures cannot be run in parallel, except by the
I

some such expedient as choking

that

parallel

is feasible with those alternators which have ironcored armatures, and then with different
Now this is a very serious state of affairs, for it really
means, if true, that the only machines sui
-ntral
station supply are those tha:. on account of their high
self-induction and resistance, are bad regulators, that will
not bear any considerable change of load without varying
a good deal in electromotive force, and that are wasteful on

open

circuit.

For my part, I have seen enough of the use of iron in
armatures to wish to do without it if I can, and I have repeatedly po'nted out that, if iron is really necessary, the
armature is the very worst place to put it. For the purpose
of increasing the self-induction, it can be much better used
outside of the machine, and put in some place where it is
not subject to all the losses, restrictions, and disadvantages
that

necessarily

accompany

its

employment

in the core of

an armature. If it is not in the armature, it can be entirely
removed when not required for the purpose for which it is
thought to be necessary that is, when only one machine
is in use.
To put iron into an armature merely to increase
self-induction, appears to show a want of common ingenuity and an absence of the sense of proportion.
In the first place it will be found that the use of iron
armatures is not in all cases to be relied on to give successful parallel working.

—
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A little elucidation, perhaps, is necessary here "Many
of us have tried them, and they will on trial, work together,
no doubt, but they do not work together till they have run
for three or four minutes.
They will in that time jump,
and that jumping will take months of life out of the 40,000
lamps. That alone is rather a serious difficulty in coupling
machines together, and I think we may take it in practice
I am not speaking about the laboratory or experiments
that we do not couple machines."
The Zipernowski alternator will, however, work parallel,
To get it to do so, the peribut apparently not very well.
odicity has had to be reduced to 42, as we now know.
Further, I have recently seen a communication from the
highly experienced makers of a well-known alternator in
wnich iron is used, stating that, if it is desired to run parallel, the machines, engines, and arrangements must be in
every way identical, the impression conveyed being that
with this machine the greatest care is necessary.
Then, again, the large experience of the Westinghouse
company in the United States has shown that their ironcored alternators will work, in parallel under some con-

We are told that, with these machines. parallel
coupling always succeeds when they are loaded to about
half their maximum output or over, but that machines
working under a less load cannot with certainty be so
coupled."
But the other day Professor Forbes described successful
parallel working with the iron cored Lowrie-Parker alternators at West L'rompton, even with very light loads,
Thus it will be seen that we have evidence ranging from
complete failure to complete success with iron-cored maditions.

*

Jj

ELECTRICAL DENTAL ENGINE.

The machine

illustrated was exhibited at a
recent meeting of the Illinois Dental association,

and was commended by

all

who

witnessed

its

operation.

Alternate Current Working.'
Part

I.

BY W. M. MORDEY.
wish to state at the commencement that this paper is
not intended as a contribution to the comparison of the
relative merits of alternating current working, and of any
system of direct current supply. The discussion of this
question has already taken place, and those who took the
alternating current side have no reason to be dissatisfied
•vith the result.
It may, however, be pointed out that
I

exclusive advocacy of any
ing, as being the best for

one particular method of work-

not a position
that is likely to be taken by any electrical engineer who
has any extensive acquaintance with the various requirements and conditions that are met with in practice.
all

purposes,

is

WORKING ALTERNATORS PARALLEL, AND BEST PRINCIPLES
OK CONSTRUCT]*

in

FOR ALTERNATORS.

a matter of very great scientific interest, and of
It is not too much to
still greater practical importance.
say that the complete success of the transformer system of
supply depends to a great extent upon whether alter
nators can be quite easily and successfully worked parallel.
This has been strongly insisted upon, especially by
The importance attached
the opponents of that system.

This

to
'

it

is

arises partly

from the fact that the most economical

Read before the London Institute of Electrical Gngineci

chines at the South Foreland Lighthouse, which were run
This was all laid before this soparallel and as motors.
ciety at the time, and was very fully discussed.
In the course of this discussion in 1SS4, Mr. Alexander
Siemens described some experiments snowing that the
Siemens alternate current machine ran as a motor. This
is interesting as being, so far as I know, the only recorded
instance of an alternator without iron in the armature
It will be remembered that the
being run as a motor.

Wilde and De Meritens machines had iron cores. These
experiments of Mr. Siemens were not very successful,
the motor frequently stopping suddenly, even when doing
very little work; but they were of value for comparative
purposes.

Passing over the next few years, we tind that the use of
alternators had become of great importance on account of
the growth and development of the transformer method of
distribution, and that there was and is a certain amount of
It is recogdoubt and hesitation about working parallel.
nized that it has been and can be accomplished, but that
not one to be thoroughly and completely
And there is sullicient justievery case
The present opinion may
fication for this doubtfulness.
Alternators may be successbe fairly stated as follows:
have
if
they
a good deal of self-inducparallel
run
in
fully
tion, and to secure this it is better that they should have

the arrangement

depended upon

is

in

iron-cored armatures.
In his recent paper on "Alternate Current Machinery,"
before the Institute of Civil F.ngineers. Mr. Kapp dealt at
considerable length with this part of the subject, and his
views,
need not say. may be accepted ;is quite ennceilv
representing the current state of knowledge and opinion
Referring to alternators that have self-induction, negligible,
Mi Kapp says "Machines of this lypi can only be run
in parallel if the strength ol their field is adjusted with
I

chines.
It is proved, then, that the presence of iron is not alone
sufficient to insure success, for the use of iron is associated

equally with failure and with success
That the success attained is complete only as regards
the fact of synchronism, is shown by the following extract
from Prof Forbes' remarks in the discussion on Mr.
Kapp's paper.
The passage is: "The question of parallel workingwas
one which had been very much discussed as to whether it
i[ was always
was desirable or possible. * * *
ble. as Mr. Kapp said, with machines which had a very
machines in which the armature had a
high self induction
At the same time the introducgreal mass of iron in it.
tion of that self-induction into a machine reduced what
Mr. Kapp called the plant- efficiency of the dynamo machine: and if they could work out, as he believed engineers

would work out, some better means of making machines
work in parallel, it would he very desirable
"Another reason win die heavy self -induct ion was injurious, was that it required such continued attention on
the part of those in the si at ion to see that the pressure was
constant
The electl leal pressure varied so
quantity of current being developed was
and constant attention was required to
ly affected,
keep such a machine regulated lo the right pr< whereas a machine which had no self-induction, or very
gave oft the same electric pressure, or neai
little,
whatever the current might be. so long as the i
As to the possibility of working
maintained constant
with those machines, lie raigl
convenient!)
npletely against
that the
was there I. sin. that it w. s possible to work in
It
it.
parallel, but that il enormously increased the amount of
skilled attention required in a central slai

maintained

much

thai the

,

.
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The

Railroad Gazette says a fair statement of
various systems of car lighting now in use
would place electricity first in the list in point
of safety.

The terrible conflagration which destroyed
property to the value of $7,000,000 in Seattle
caused the destruction of the electric light
plant, the electric railway power house, and the
general telegraph office.
I)i-.
Leonard Paget's article on the "Influence of the Density of the Acidulated Water

an Accumulator," which appears in this issue,
be read with interest by those on< erned in
Its from
storage batteries.
The writer concludes that Plante's solution,
which contained 10 percei
gives the
best results.
With more than 13 per cent, of

blow

at

1

I,

acid the capacity of the

cell

diminishes.

electrical

at intervals

con-

taining predictions that the time will soon

come

Electrical inventions have
commonplace affairs that the

become

such
extraordinary

part which they play even in a great crisis
scarcely attracts attention.
The appalling calamity at Johnstown was made less terrible than
it would have been had not the telegraph operators, though urged to fly to the hills, remained
at their posts of duty and continued to send by
wire warnings of impending danger to those who
lived in the valley below.
The entire telegraph
force was drowned.
When every station had
been warned the operator in charge of the office
wired. "This is my last message."
A moment

she was borne away by the flood. The
of the operators who made known to the
world the needs of the stricken inhabitants was in
later

work

number of instances scarcely less heroic. When
came upon the ruined city, after the search
for bodies had commenced, it was an electrical
engineer who mounted a dynamo upon a car,
a

night

organized a temporary plant, and was thus able
to provide a considerable portion of the city
with light which served a double purpose.
The
illumination made more hazardous the robbing
of the bodies of the dead by ghouls, and made it
possible to continue the search for the missing.

The bill passed by the Illinois legislature
giving to horse car and dummy railway companies the right to substitute an electric motor
or cable system for the existing mode of propulsion, has been vetoed by Governor Fifer. The
governor yielded to the pressure brought to bear
upon him by municipal authorities, who protested that they should be consulted when a
street railway company desired to make a change
of motive power.
Had no mention been made
in the bill of
the cable system, the measure
would have had a better chance of securing
public approval.
Unquestionably a strong public sentiment exists against a multiplication of
cable systems.
The failure of the cable road
on the North side in Chicago is to a great extent responsible for the opposition to the system.
The governor holds in his veto that if it is wise
to require street railway companies to procure
the consent of the property owners and of local
municipal bodies before constructing their roads
in the first instance, it is wise also to
require
such consent to change the particular kind of
motive power to be employed. There is no
sound reason, he thinks, for distinction. The
city and property owners might consider cars
moved by horse power safe and no damage to
property, while cars moved by cable, steam or
electric motors might be unsafe, and might impair property values.
At least, the people and
the local authorities have a right to pass on the
question. In elaborating this argument he adds:
"The nearer such questions can be brought to
the sound judgment of those who are locally
most concerned, the better, in my judgment,
the law is; and the fact that an appeal is thought
necessary from local authorities to a distant
legislative body to grant this sweeping general
power to street railway corporations is itself the
strongest evidence that the bill ought never to
have passed. In my judgment the principle of
the bill is vicious, as taking an important power
from the people and investing it in corporations."
During the last few weeks the question of
crossing the Atlantic in five days or less has
been discussed at considerable length in the
daily papers.
The topic invariably comes to
the front whenever the record is broken by a
er.
itj
he
of Paris' feat of making the trip in five days, twenty-three hours and
n minutes has made its chiel
engineer, Errearing, a hero in shipping cin les,
te
has written a communication which has apin the
daily papers on the diffii ulty of
further reduc tion of the time.
He refers to thi
I

The
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batteries

to
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can steamers.
Vague articles
usually written by persons entirely innocent of
for

or

i?

The

in

will

is,

the

bills were designed
to
telephone interests, and
Had they
especially at the Chicago company.
passed the companies would have been unable
to continue business.
It is not surprising, then,
that the bills which caused so much bitter feeling in the legislature failed to pass.

tion of the term.

strike a

6 Lakeside Building.

Tune

knowledge appear

when

electrical energy will be utilized for the
propulsion of ocean steamers.
How the application is to be made neither they nor their readers have the faintest conceptions.
The most
sanguine electrical engineer will probably have
no greater confidence than Mr. Gearing in the
immediate solution of the problem. He says:
"I do not think that electricity will ever form
the motive power for fast vessels.
On a fiveday boat you want propelling power first hand.
That being the case, what would be the sense
in first producing steam to operate a dynamo,
and in turn operating the dynamo to secure the
propelling power? It would be a roundabout
way of gathering power. Still the day may not
be far distant when electricity will be applied
with success to an ocean craft.
If the experiment is ever made, the electric power will have
to be stored in batteries below decks, some-

where about the hull, to be drawn and used
when really needed. I do not know what electric power would be required to drive a 10,000ton vessel at the rate of twenty-four or more
miles an hour, nor can I say what space this
strength would occupy when stored below
decks.
I never saw any estimate touching this
subject, and I do not think anybody has yet figured as to whether a 10,000-ton ship would be
able to carry sufficient stored electricity to drive
her at the high rate of speed which a five-day
trip across the Atlantic would demand."

It is now stated that the execution of Kemmler,
the Buffalo murderer, sentenced to suffer death
by the application of electricity, will be considerably delayed. When sentence was pronounced the
prisoner's counsel took an exception on the
ground that the new death penalty violated the
constitution, which provides that no criminal
shall suffer cruel or unusual punishment.
The
objection was overruled, but it is sufficient for
an appeal, and even if that results unfavorably
it will delay the
experiment of electric capital
punishment for several months. After the appeal has been filed staying the execution an application will be made to the Supreme Court at
Auburn for a habeas corpus and an order providing for the investigation of the punishment
to which Kemmler has been condemned.
It is
stated that a number of lawyers, who represent
persons charged with murder,

will

combine

their

efforts to test the constitutionality of the law.

Dr. Van Der Weyde has been retained as an
expert on behalf of Kemmler.
He is quoted as
saying:
"I consent to act for Kemmler without
any desire to make money, but merely because
of my interest in the subject, and my belief that
the law is unconstitutional.
I
consider it
greatly to the interest of justice and the legal
profession that the question be settled at the
outset before any illegal judicial murder has
been committed under the new law. I wish it
also distinctly understood that this case is not
being pushed in the interest of any other criminals, and that, contrary to the impression of some
people, a decision by the Court of Appeals declaring the law unconstitutional would not result
in allowing any murderer to go free.
I wrote
the district attorney of Buffalo county yesterday
offering to co-operate with him in bringing the
question to a speedy issue, and securing a decision by the Court of
possible."

Appeals at

this

term

if

The legislature of Massachusetts has under
consideration a change in the mode of inflicting
the death penalty.
A bill amending the present
law has been introduced, which reads as follows: "The punishment of death shall in every
case be inflicted either by hanging the convict
by the neck until he is dead, or by causing to
pass through his body a current of electricity of
sufficient intensity to cause death, and the application of such currenl must be continued until
the convicl is dead.
Such punishment of death
shall be inflicted in the manner in which the
judges of the courl at which the conviction takes
place shall determine, agreeably to the provisions of this section; anil the sentence shall, at
the lime directed by the warrant, be executed
within the walls of a prison of the county in
which tin' conviction was had, or wilhin flic inclosed yard of the prison.
1 '
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Among the papers read at the last meeting of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers were the following:
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The Inherent Defect

shown, and there

>';

Lead Secondary Bat-

teries

of
result of the discharge is a formation of sulphat.
If we test the
lead on both positive and negative plates.
specific gravity of the solution at different times we will
say 1. 200
find that the solution has a maximum strength
when fully charged, with a minimum on discharge— say
1,150— the sulpha ting of the lead decreasing the strength

1

1

—

—

:<:ur

must,

n

in heat or in

I

The number of ampere-hours obtained on
than the number put in by an amount
depending on the construction of the cell and the conThere is a further
ditions of charge and discharge.
apparent loss of energy in the fact that the electromotive
force on discharge is less than that during charge.
lur first experiment was made to determine, if possible.
whether part of this difference of e. m. f. was not due to
the fact that the strength of the solution in the p/ttp
varied, it being stronger during charge than during dis
charge.
>uring discharge the sulphuric acid in the plugs
has its strength decreased by the sulphating of the lead or
peroxide.
This weakening continues until the diffusion of
the stronger acid in the cell produces a condition of equiliIt is known that the electromotive force of a cell
brium.
varies with the strength of the solution, being higher as
Gladstone and Tribe have found
the strergth increases.
that when the acid is very weak the chemical action^ is
changed, the result on a positive plate of sheet lead being
the formation of streaks of a mixture of yellow and pucecolorcd oxides, while on other parts a white substance is
formed, which is easily detached, falling in clouds into the
This white substance is probably a basic sulphate
liquid.
When this action takes place the corrosion of the
of lead.
So if the diffusion in the plug
plate is more than doubled.
is slow, it may very well happen that there will be a great
•'ifferenceof density during charge and discharge, causing
a difference in electromotive force and a formation on discharge of chemical compounds which are not afterward
reduced.
A rapid discharge rate would tend to greatly
weaken the acid, and therefore to decrease the efficiency
and hasten corrosion of the positive plate.
To find the rate of diffusion we soaked the plates or
single plugs to be experimented on in acid of a specific
gravity of 1.175, and then placed them in vessels of distilled water, letting them remain for different intervals of
time, and determining the amount of acid diffused out into
the water.
To give some idea of the magnitude of the
result, I select the following figures from a number of ex
periments
The plates used weighed about a pound and

of the solution.

By Dr. Louis Duncan and II. Wiegand.
Since the year 1SS1, when the inventions of Faure gave
such an impetus to the industrial development of lead
secondary batteries, their commercial history has been
marked by numerous and disastrous failures, while at the
same time there has been a steady improvement in their
construction and performance, until at present they have
reached a stage which makes them for some purposes a
commercial success. At the same lime there remain in the
best batteries a number of defects which prevent their

1

V

1

Time

in

Fig.

.

! <J

Minutes
t.

taking the place in the practical development of electricity
which rightfully belongs to them. The action of the secIn the Faure
ODdary battery is quite well understood.
type a support plate, usually made of lead or an alloy of
lead, has mechanically applied to it some salt of lead
(mir.ium or litharge). A number of such plates are placed
in dilute sulphuric acid, the alternate plates being conpoles of some source
nected respectively to the -t- and
The
of electricity, and a current is sent between them.
result is a reduction on the positive plates (the plates
through which the current enters) to Pb. O.,, on the negaAfter this "formation" the
tive plate to spongy lead.
action, roughly speaking, consists in a reduction of both
peroxide and spongy lead to sulphate of lead on discharge,
while on charging they are reduced again to their original
find that in the process of charge and
composition.
discharge there is a loss of energy varying from 15 to 40
If
per cent, within the practical limits of discharge rate.
we calculate the theoretical storage capacity of a given
weight of lead and peroxide, we will find that the plates of
even the best modern batteries weigh for the same capacity
ten times as much as would those of a theoretically perfect
will find, too, that there is a constant deprecicell.
ation especially of the peroxide plates, the rate of depreciation increasing with the rate of discharge, and in general
depending partly on the way in which the cell is treated,

discharge

'

1

a half (.7 kilos.), and were of the grid type:

—

on its construction. The principal defects of the
modern lead secondary battery are (1) the comparatively

partly

small storage capacity, (2) the loss of energy, (3) the depreciation, (4) the low discharge rate necessitated by considerations of efficiency and depreciation.
It was especially the question of the loss of energy in
Tht re are
the battery that we wished first to investigate.
two factors which determine the extent of this loss. In the
obtained
on the
of
ampere-hours
first place, the number
discharge of the cell is less than the number put in; and in
the second place, the r. D. at the terminals is greater dur
This loss of energy
ing charge than during diccharge.
exhibits itself in two ways— in a generation of heat, and in
It
chemical actions which are not reversed on discharge.
in use for some
is well known that after a cell has been
time, especially if it be submitted to rapid charge and dis
charge, there will be found in the bottom of the containing
vessel a white, powdery depesi:, a sulphate of lead which
has been formed from the active material of the plates, and
which has not been afterward reversed. Again, when the
the
cell is charged we find bubbles of gas escaping from
plates during almost the whole of the charge, the escape
becoming quite violent toward the last. The escape is at
first principally from the positive plate, but afterward it is
from both plates. This escape represents, of course, a

energy due to the electrolysis of the dilute acid in
the cell, the products being free hydrogen and oxygen.
Let us consider what takes place during the charge and
discharge of a cell.
Supposing the cell to have been dis
charged until its r. d has dropped to 1.8 volts, on beginning to charge the p. d. increases until it reaches a value
at a normal charge rate— then increasof about 2.1 volts
ing very slowly during a considerable portion of the charge,
then increasing faster until it reaches a value of from 2,4
The chemical
to 2.5 volts, when the cell is "boiling."
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The curve shown in Fig;. 1 gives the diffusion
charged positive plate.
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In this case the discharge was carried lar beyond the
limit of economical discbarge.
It will be seen that the loss
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greater as the discharge

continues, increasing slowly
begins to drop, when it rises very rapidly.
After this discharge the cell was charged at a rate of 10
amperes.
RATE OF RISE.
Ampere-hours.
Degrees.
Total rise.
C2 K.

m.

f.

40
60
So

04
.05

.OS
.166

100

4-;
S.o
11.

The cell thus charged was discharged at a rate of about
20 amperes. The rate of rise of temperature was very
as in the case of the discharge at 15 amperes
The
total rise, with the P. D. down to 1.7
volts, 60 amperes
having been taken out, was 1.1
on further discharge
down to .7 vol s, taking about 20 ampere-hours more from
This again shows that the oss
the cell, the rise was 4.1°.
;

increases as the

P.

D. falls.

next charge was at 20 amperes
The rate of riseof
temperature is given by the curve, Fig 4.
The total rise
was 30.7*. The rise for ico ampere-hours was 11. 5
The corresponding values of C- K. were 34 watts and 20

The

.

watts.

The effect of a rest is shown on the portion of the curve
between 105 and 120 amperes, where a 16-hour rest gives a
considerable reduction in the rate of temperature increase.
The maximum rate is about .3 degree per ampere-hour.
The cell thus charged was discharged at a rate of 30
amperes.
The discharge was divided into periods of 20
minutes, with periods of equal h ngth between, the object
being to determine, if possible, whether there is a local
action in the mass of the plug due to the different chemiical conditions of the different parts
of the plug, which
would especially be the case if the charge or discharge were
rapid.
As in the previous case of discharge, the rise of
temperature was slow, there being a gain of but 1.3 for a
discharge of 40 ampere-hours, the heating effect of the
current in that time being 12 watts, equivalent to almost
For the first three periods there was little, if any. rise
4
during tr-e time of repose; for the fourth period there was
a rise of about .1 .or .3 watt-hours.
During the fifth
period the e. m. f. began to fall, and during repose after it
the temperature rose .15 .
The sixth discharge period
was with the same current, but at a greatly reduced p. D.
and resistance. It lasted twelve minutes; after it the temperature rose 5
corresponding to 1.5 watt-hours.
The
output of this discharge was -14 ampere-hours at a normal
p d. 11 at a low r. d.
The total rise of temperature was
the value of C a K was 16 watts.
3 ?
The cell was then charged with 70 ampere-hours at 30
amperes, the same periods of repose being allowed. There
was a definite rise amounting on the average to about .2
after the first period the lise was but i
the other slightly
over 2
The details of the charge were;
Ampere-hours,
Rise in temp.
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of acid in the charged positive plates
so it will be seen
75) about 5 grms
that the rate of diffusion of the acid in the interior of the
plugs is slow, for after thirty minutes, when half of the
acid remains in the plug, the rate of diffusion has decreased
from about .7 gramme for the first minute, to abcut .025
gramme per minute. While this is hardly the condition
of affairs in actual practice where the rate at which the
acid is beiDg added or abstracted varies in different parts
of the plug, yet it gives us some idea of the magnitude of
It should be noted that the rate of diffusion
the quantity.

was

the
imatcly 3.2 watt hou'

hargc ate:

Amp. hours

Acid diffused.
.317 grms.
700

I

"

.04

loss of

action results principally in the reduction of the sulphate
of lead on the two plates to peroxide and spongy lead,
respectively.
The greater the charge rate the higher will
be the P. i> and the sooner will the cell begin to boil, and
the greater will be the loss.
On discharge the p. )>. drops to from 2 to 1.95 volts for
normal discharge rate, where it remains during the greater
part of the discharge, there being a gradual fall during the
latter part to 1.8 volts, when the discharge should cease.
If a high discharge rate be employed there is a decrease in
the capacity and efficiency, and a more rapid depreciation.
If the discharge be continued after the P D. has dropped
below i.S volts, there will be a formation of whitesulphate
pn the plates, there will be a loss of energy, as will be

1

DISCHARGED.
diffused.

3

The
;ed at = am per
ampere-hours had been pul
plates were boiling freely.
The discharge wai
about 15 amperes.
Some of the parti<

negative tlate.

CHARGED.

We

We

in water.

1

This gives a n:al
energy lost

until the e.

DISCHARGED.
Acid diffused.

lb.,

1

" solution

is

positive plate.

CHARGED.

Time

-

les

is less

Flfl.

2.

for a charged plate.
Keeping these fads in mind,
pass to the phenomena of charge and discharge.

let

us

;

.

To

investigate the loss of energy from her-ting, we
placed the cell to be experimented on in a wooden box
lined with a layer of felt about an inch thick.
There was
a top for the box, also lined with felt, and through it
passed the rod of a stiiring paddle and the stem of a ther-

Experiment showed that the loss of temper
ature in this arrangement was for a
Difference between
Degrees loss per degree
air and box.
dilT. per hour.

l
S
40

The

mometer.

l

Ampere-hours.

Rise,

10
.6a
1.02

-5

to

The

keep

correc-

.n

first

11

5

1

Kale.
.014

C

R.

.0.,

62

2.62
?4
16.5
rise during the periods of rest for this discharf
small, but afterward something over .3
]•.

.95

we tried as nearly as possible
same temperature, and the

.'--

details ol the dischargi

35

42

4.5

-

4-4

45
In the experiments
the air and cell at the

.

r>.

fell.

.

—

r82
1
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The next charge was at a rate of 40 amperes
lowing are the figures:
Rate.
Rise of tern.
Ampere-hours.
-o75
20
1.5
1-

fol-

C- R.
S.

9
S.o
13.2
IS 6=
3

63
So

97

-3°
36-75
21.35
The rise during periods of repose was .1" (or the first
r
period. .7 for the second, and decreased as the charge
increased until it reached a value of about .2
The discharge corresponding to this charge was also at
40 amperes, and was divided into periods as before.
C- R.
Rate.
Temp
Ampere-hours.
5-°33
'4
14
n.
1.16
.05
2i
17.
2.24
.077^
42
Whether the rise in temperature during the periods of
rest is due to the heat of the plates being diffused into the
liquid, or is due to a local action in the plugs, is difficult
If it were due to local action we would exto determine.
pect a greater rise during the first periods of the charging
.

'

it were due
experiments, and this is what we find.
simply to diffusion of heat, w-e should have approximately
the same effect at corresponding periods of charge and
discharge, the rates being the same, but we see that it is
greater during some of the charge than during corresponding discharge periods, and it is not uniform even during
charge and discharge, it being sometimes greater when
Some of the rise is unthe resistance of the cell is less.
doubtedlv due to the diffusion of heat from the plates,
but it seems certain that a part of the effect is due to the

If

local action

experiments were with negative and positive
in different conditions of charge and
discharge.
At first a cell was made up of fully charged
negative plates, with positives from which 45 ampere-hours

Our

when the value had reached a few hundredths, the circuit
was broken. In five hours the value was 1.65, and the
With some plates made by
next day it was 2.02 volts.
depositing thin layers of spongy lead and peroxide on
lead support plates, the effect was still more marked.
Here the P. D. of a negative plate fell from a value of 1.8
to .05 in ten seconds; while with the positive the fall was

next

plates which were

The Personal Error
i!v prof. edward

Now let us see what our experiments,, as far as we have
In the first place the loss that
carried them out, show.
exhibits itself in heating increases as the charge or discharge goes on. not being very great in the latter opera
The loss is greater
tion until the r. D. has begun to fall,
during charge than during discharge. For instance take a
discharge at 15 amperes, the P. D, begins to fall when
Go ampere-hours have been taken out. The total rise in
temperature is 2.03 degrees, while the rise due to the heatIn other
ing of the current alone (C- R)shouidbe 3.4*.
words, theie has been an absolute lowering of the temperature by all the other actions outside of the joule effect.
Taking a charge at 10 amperes, the rise for -a charge of 100
ampere-hours, was S,o,° with a loss due to the joule effect
The difference
corresponding to 3 a difference of 5.9'"'.
,

—

"1i
J!
C

:i

t2G Ai per S

~P~
10

v

—

a

is strengthened on charge, weakened on discharge
In changing from a specific gravity of 1.14 to 1 iS the
evolution of heat is such as to raise the temperalure of
the solution about 3. 2°; there will be a corresponding
cooling effect on dischaige.

above charge, a
10 amperes there was a dis20 amperes, which gave a total of S4 amperewhich 60 were at normal V. D.; the rise for
C 2 R=I2.I
normal r. n. was 2°; the total use was 4 7
watt-hours for the Go ampere-hours at normal P. i> coneponding to 3, 8°; the total value of C J R for the 84 amThe total
pere-hours was 15. 1, corresponding to 4.7
heat loss in process of charge and discharge was II. 5 +
obtained
-i",
The
loss
total
or about 51 watts.
4. 7=16.
from taking the difference between charge and discharge
energies, calculated from the ampere-hours and potential
difference, was 9S watts, more than half of which appeared
Of the 51 watts which appeared as heat, 27
as heat.
were due to the joule effect, 34 to other causes. We beis due to
a very small part
lieve that part of this loss
local action between the positive material and the support
Another part is due to local currents in the plugs
plate.
When the plate is charging or discharging,
themselves
the distribution of current in the plug is not uniform, but
1

.

at

hours, of

.

tions

,

were made under precisely similar and uncommonly

20 A) -W SO

60.

70

SO

DO 100 110 120 130 140 ISO 160 170

Ampere Hoars
F.

had been taken, and

8- 4.

was discharged

it

in

the

calorimeter

at ro amperes.

Ampere

C J R.

42

.05

Rate.
.012

17.5

.2u

.011

i.S

-45
.S5

«>9

26

Rise.

hours.

5

Rest
55. S
49.1

6u.i

1*.

[1.

fell.

40

.03
.13
fully charged positives

6.0
negatives

3.05

and
Next a cell with
from which 47.5 ampere hours had been taken, was discharged at a rate of 5 amperes.
Rate
Rise.
C 2 R.
Ampere-hours
10.

—.1

20.5

— 20

-.01
-

2

29.

34.
3941-

ot

1.00

.00
.CO

1.

/D

•

— .01

1

1

--05

5

I.rj

-KoS

2.05

+-28
47-5
50
49.5 r. u. fell
Cell short-circuited,
for very small current.
-So
1 hour.
6 hours.
-r 3.00
11 hours.
5.2
-Mi.
22 hours.
-J- II.
23 hours-

+

^.04

2

+ .11

-'55

+

the I*. D. fell at once on closing the discharge circuit, but after about 16 ampere hours had been
put in a discharge of five amperes for eight minutes was
The temperature, which had been rising quite
obtained.
•igan to rise slowly at this point, the ratgiven by the curve.
cell boiled with a charge of 117 ampere-hours,
temperature was 96 C- R
7
3 charge of 160 ampere-hours the rise

=

L

,

-Aatts.

had

which

58

:.

Ampere

'

l

2.5
2.7
I

the negative

plate

am]
-

50

60

70

SO

(B.

w.

Readir RS-

and support.

Currents caused by local action in plugs.
Heat losses corresponding to electrolysis of solution
into free oxygen and hydrogen.
The last three probably account for the remaining 34
(3)
(4)

.'

But there are 47 watts left unaccounted for, which must
The most imbe due to chemical changes not reversed
portant of these, as /at (7.i toss oj energy is concerned^ is
doubtless the formation of free hydrogen and oxygen,

Another component of the 17 watts is due to the local
Hut we believe
action between the plugs and support
the most important, as far as deterioration is concerned, is
in the formation of irreversible compounds caused by the
have found that
weakening of the acid in the plugs.
the rate oi diffusion in the plug is comparatively slow, so
that during a rapid discharge there must be weak acid in
Where the outer layer of active material is re
the plug
indcd by weak acid, causing
thee in. f and corrosion, as described by
ol
onsidcrable local action belayi rs.
01 lei and innt
As the rate of dilltr ion
>.ith a partly disi hargee] than
with a charged plate,
marked effect with a
HI, as expericm
has
th a fresh
pniily
1

.

It

1

m
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1
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ontrary,
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ontrai lion of
ruble,
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parallel sets of ten readings

upon the candle power

(0

C. P.
12.12
12.32
12.16
12.16
12.28
12, 40

12.28
12. OS

12.12
12.40

S. observin ?).

the

Differe aces.
P. c.
C. P.
.112
•91
.0S8
72
.072
59
.072
•59

=
—
=
=

.04 s

39

.168
.048
.152
.112

I.3B

12 60

39

12.56
12.40
12.32
12 56

•

1.30
.92
1.24

.

Differences.

C. P.
.044
.084
.156
.044
.124
,048
.044
,llC
.196

P.

12.56
12,60
12.36
12.56
12.64

—
=
=
=
=
168 =

N. observir ?)

(E. L.

Readings

C

—
—
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

=
,oSo =

•0-14

AVERAGES.

.104=

P. c

35
.67

1,25

35
•

99

.67

35
93
1-35
•35

S52 J 12.516
7. 17
be seen from the above table that while the appaerror of a single observation is only about onetenth of a candle, and the probable error of each set only
022 candle, the two averages themselves differ by .2S4
12.232

It will

rent

.1

100 !1U 120130140150 1C0 170

an incandecent lamp.

of

)

terial

ilO

TABLE

Two

we would

.

Wi
run down

10

Fig, 5.

We

20

,oig

m

favorable conditions.
The two lamps in question wtre of
the same type, and being the only lamps in circuit with a
large storage battery, they could be maintained at an almost absolutely constant voltage. These two sets of readings are not presented here as an example of what may be
done with the Bunsen photometer in the comparison of
constant sources of light. They are indeed of no great accuracy, and contain larger accidental errors than some observations to which I shall have occasion to call attention presThey exhibit, however, very clearly the existence
ently.
of the personal errors of observation which are to form the
subject of this paper.

expect.
As this action {shown by the
evolution of gas from the plates) continues through the
whole of charge and part of the discharge (doubtless due
to local action in the latter case); we will always have some
corresponding rise of temperature,, although it will not
reach its full value until the cell is boiling.
The rise of temperature then, is due to.
The joule effect, 27 out of 51 in this case.
f
(2) Currents caused by local action between active mawatt, as

1

After this exhaustive discharge the cell was charged at
five amperes, attempts at discharge being made at inter

cell

JO

Ampere Hears

expect of the energy of 2.5 watt hours, corresponding
to a charge of 1 ampere-hour, 1 watt-hour to appear as
heat.
If we look at the tables, we will see that the rate of
rise of temperature for overcharge is in the neighborhood
.3°
per hour per ampere, and this corresponds to about
of

+

,

10

After
denser at the surface than in the interior.
it is
awhile the plug is not uniform in its chemical composition,
and there are doubtless eddy currents in such a way as to
tend to bring the plug to uniformity of chemical condition.
These will be more important as the current rate increai.£3.
The last part of the charge of the cell consists largely in
the electrolysis of the dilute acid with a liberation of
oxygen and hydrogen. It is known that heat is generated
in this process, the amount depending on the density of
M. Gramme in
the acid and the nature of the electrodes.
some experiments on the electrolysis of water, only utilized
50 percent, of the energy expended in producing electrolyIn our own case, when the
sis, the remainder being lost.
charge has reached such a point that the reduction of the
plates is complete, and the principal action is the electrolysis of the solution into free hydrogen and oxygen; if the

1

kI /

\

•

may

45

J.

j-lj-

\\

i'

Rest

i

_

\

d. is 25 volts, and if the energy of combination of
total
oxygen and hydrogen corresponds to about 1.5 volts, we

14
1.65

+ .008

/"

1

—

—

=1

nichols.

The introduction of the storage battery and the adoption
the incandescent lamp, supplied from the constant
source thus afforded, as a secondary standard, has, however, entirely removed the large accidental errors resulting
from uncontrollable fluctuations in our standard of illumination, and the personal errors just alluded to accordingly
stand out in their true importance.
I have very recently
had occasion to make some experiments upon this subject,
the results of which may be of some interest to those who
have occasion to work with the Bunsen photometer.
The character of the errors with which one meets continually, whenever the reading of two or more observers
are brought into direct comparison, may be very well shown
by means of two sets of readings made by B. W. Snow
and myself upon the same pair of lamps. These observa-

'.

cW

Photometry.

l.

of

acid

the

in

servers.

C

We

To

1889

Whenever, in the course of photometric work, different
observers have occasion to compare the same pair of lamps,
it will be found that the
result of their readings with the
Bunsen photometer differ by an amount very much larger
than the apparent mean error of a single observation.
Ordinarily, these differences are cloaked by the accidental
errors due to the fluctuations of the lights under observation, and they have, consequently, not received the attention which they merit.
There has been, indeed, so far as I
know, no systematic attempt to determine the precise
nature and importance of this personal error, the existence
of which has doubtless been recognized by very many ob-

neglecting
R
in the losses for charge and discharge
is about 5.3",
For a charge of 120 ampere-hours, the rise
was 11. 15 .
will find the same results in all of the other records,
there being sometimes an absolute fall of temperature on
This is without doubt due to the fact that the
discharge

charge

15,

losses are less with plane plates, coated with thin layers of
active material, than with plates made of the grid form.
Under any circumstances, an increase of surface for a
given current rate is to be desired, as it lengthens the time
of charge before the violent boiling occurs
A plane plate
gives a uniform distribution of current, and therefore,
very little local action.

gradual.

34-

Rest
106

1

June

mean

candle.

The following experiments were made for the purpose of
determining the nature of this personal error;
Three incandescent lamps ol the same type and voltage
were selected, care being taken to choose specimens, the
carbons of which were as straight as possible. These lamps
They were connected in
gave 16 candles at no volts
multiple to the terminals of a storage battery giving a po.
120 volts.
Adjustable resistances of
lei tial difference of
German silver wire were p'aeed in the line leading to each
lamp and in one of the mains leading from the battery.
The lamps, together with the above mentioned resistances, were set up in a photometer room which contained
The connecting wires were of
two Bunsen photometers
such length thai the lamps could be moved from one photometer bar to the other without breaking connections
in of the lamps was set up as a comparison
standard at
Each of the oilier lamps was
the end of the shorter bar,
(

1

then compared with this standard, the resistances being adjusted until these lamps were found 10 bear the same relan other words, they
tion as to brightness to he standard
were brought to the same intensity by a method which
eliminated Ihc lyslcmatii personal errors which it was my
tit ly.
pin pose i"
The two lamps were then placed al the ends of the longer
vs.
photomclci bar, the length of which was 400 ccntii
It was divided into
00 equal parts. The lamps had hern
measured with the planes oi the filament at right angles
I

til

;

.

I

3
'1

'

June

15,

.
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with he photometer bar, and care was taken in setting
them up in their new position, to place them at the same
angle and presenting the same face to the bar as
l

before.
closed circuit voltmeter between the terminals of the
battery enabled the observer at the beginning of a set of
readings to bring the lamps to the proper potential.
In
order to insure greater constancy in the degree of Incandescence throughout the series of tests, the lamps wenmaintained at a potential considerably below the normal,
their candle power being about 12 instead of 16 candles.
number of observers, all of whom were accustomed to

1
1

I

)

1

...

.,,

A

(5)

I

1

.

TABLE

10

I

hand lamps respectively.

2ii

30
40

6.8
16
1

/'

220

.01S2

265

.025''*

1-

300

0547

42
I"
40

-7-3

P.

1
1

.O7S0

39°
330
300

3520.
1

.250

1

;

.0827
.0677
.0432

125

:

TAIiLI

arbons.

.500

D
'

5

a:<:

h:

inch.

27,

60
63

and

II.

Carbon (unplatcd), diam.
*

the

|llal

;

42.

.

results of these measurements are given in Tabic
2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.
In the following tables /'is the deflection for total radiation, (/that for light-giving radiation (corrected),

A

Table

....

ncoatcd carbons
.per plated caibons

The

photometric measurements, and some of whom had had
extended experience, were asked to make a set of ten readings each upon the two lamps.
The results of these two
readings are given in Table 2,

Ratio of two incandescent lamps, previously adjusted t"
equal brightness. The measurements are made in the usual
manner by means of the IJunscn photometer.
audi are the intensities of the right hand and left

diameter

'ncoatcd carbons....
....
loppcr plated

'

.;

be interesting to compare this
periments.
He ::.
power with the liffen
and found the same relation to h
from the following table:
It

spherical candle

TABLE

39

SCHREIH

M.

/

A

I.0590 + .0040

1!

0.9701 +

0021 + .0022

.0189

1.

1)

1.0191 + .0072

E

1.0 S2 + .0039

F

1.0902

G

1

II

1.0293

I

J

•

of positive
carbon.

d.

Spherical

m.m.

c. p.

40

7.12

— .0S70
— .0701

.3.6
16.1

254
1S9

3.402
3.04?

254

1S.0

161

2.9C.5

M

densitv.

c. p.

-

11.

95

X

d.

4'7

194

1.34

-

.0733 + .0053

S'SITY.

Diameter

m.m.

— OI 59
— .0150

.0057

1

IG

— .055S
0331

C

1

Cross section

error.

0044

IX.

\

Personal

Ratio—/.

Observer.

with

.vill

0.047
0.032
0.25

^ehreihage states that this relation

satisfied in the case of

mean

the

is not completely
horizontal candle power,

—

.0261

when the carbons are very- small or very large.
We have seen that this statement applies also to the experiments upon the horizontal efficiency described in the first

1.0297 + .0050

-

.0263

part of this paper.

I.0220

— .OlSS

+•

4

.0042

.0027

especially

CORRESPONDENCE.

',-

The

true

value of the

ratio,

j

,

determined previously

New York

/

New

by comparing each lamp separately with the standard, was
1.0032 -K0015, which value was used in computing the
"personal" error.
It will be seen from inspection of the table that none of
the averages fall at the middle of the bar, nor are Undistributed around it in such a manner that the most probable value of the entire series, calculated by least squares
under the assumption that only fortuitous errors exist, approximates to unity as it should do, were the lamps of equal
brightness, and were there no systematic errors to vitiate
On the other hand the readings lie, with a sinthe result.
gle exception, on one side, namely, to the left hand of the
center of the photometer bar.
It will be seen, moreover,
that the probable error calculated for each set separately,
without taking cognizance of any systematic error, is very
small in comparison with the differences between the mean
results of the various sets, and especially in comparison
with the variations of those averages from unity.
The Bunsen disk, with which these observations were

made, was mounted in the usual manner, the two sides of
the disk being viewed simultaneously by means of two
plane mirrors set at the proper angle behind the former.
it was noted that the almost universal habit in reading was
to use the two eyes independeDtly, one eye fixed upon each
side of the disk.
It seemed probable, therefore, that the
personal error arose from the unequal sensitiveness of the
observer's eyes, in that he would unconsciously set the
disk at too great a distance from the lamp which illuminated
the side of the disk which was being observed by his more
appears, if we accept this explanation,
was the more sensitive in all the cases
under observation excepting one, that of the writer (see
Table 2, B), whose readings would indicate the opposite
sensitive eye
It
that the right eye

last

S.

Notes.

— The silencing

of the stock tickers

Saturday by a refusal of the governors of the Stock

Exchange to renew the contracts with the Gold and Stock
Telegraph company and the Commercial Telegram company seems to have brought only confusion and a paraly-

=Cl

one of the greatest financial markets of the world,
and goes to show how no amount of tact and business insis to

TABLE
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Carbon (unplated), diam.

telligence can supply the place of the

563 inch.

J
Angle

4°
5°
60"

D

</

6.S
IO.S

165
'95

22.9
32.S
39-2
2S.4

215
264
274
252
12S

ro.S

TABLE

I)
.0412
•0554

P

/>. (Volts).

41
42

0956

43

.1242
.1441
.1137
.0625

39
12

41

40

IV.

Carbon (copper-plated), diam

.5 inch.

J

D

D

140

.0491
.0S72

J
5-4

172

.1250

29 7

190

1563

33-S

50"

195
155

60

93

1733
.1310
.0441

30
40°

TABLE
Carbon (copper

P.

(Volts).

I<

-I?

4?
45
45
45
45

•

45

current

last

few days there has been nothing but a scrambling for

members and

prices, disgusted

sure

became so great

The

crazy clients.

the officers

that

of

have been obliged to adopt a speedy return to the

Out

a number of

of

members

pres-

the exchange
tickers.

meetings between the governors,

of the exchange and the

Western Union

Telegraph and the Commercial Telegram companies,

inch

5

little electric

whose energy has perhaps been overlooked and under
valued by the bulls and the bears until now.
The exchange has been fighting for the last two years to get rid
of the Commercial company because it furnishes quotations to the public which includes bucket shops and the
Consolidated Stock and Petroleum Exchange.
The
courts hold that as long as the Stock Exchange sells its
quotations, all competitors for distribution of the same
must be served alike and at last both the competitors were
silenced.
This announcement to the exchange created
wild enthusiasm, but
the more thoughtful members
were able to see the outcome of this step.
During the

certain

V.

plated), diam.

seems that an agreement has been made so that the

peculiarity.

In order to reverse the relation of the observer to the
photometer bar, without altering any of the other conditions
of measurement, a large mirror was set up opposite the
The
photometer at a distance of about 40 centimeters
observer, by sitting with his back to the bar, could then
see the images of the Bunsen disk in the mirror, and his
right and left eyes were reversed with reference to the
lamps.
Sets of ten readings were made in this manner by
some of the same observers as before, the object being to
test the hypothesis just stated.
The results thus obtained
were, however, complicated by the unforeseen circumstance that the method of using the eyes in observation was
not the same when the image of the disk was seen in the
mirror as when it was viewed directly.
The observer,
whenusingthemirror.no longer used his eyes independently, but scanned the image as a whole, so that both eyes
had a share in determining the brightness of each side of
the diskThe result was to produce a change in his settings, not by introducing a systematic error, equal and opposite to that occurring in the first series of observations, as
had been expected, but by eliminating the error in question.
In a word, the settings with the mirror were in better
agreement than those made by direct observation, and they
gave results much more nearly in accordance with the
known equality of the lamps.
In my own case, however, an exception to the above
statement must be noted, very possibly as the result of an
effort to repeat with the mirror the precise method of observation followed in making the distance between the are
and the thermopile, or the relation of the alum cell to
either of them.
By means of tins apparatus measurements
10", 20
'»'
were made at angles of o
and
50
i<>
below the horizontal planes. The following carbons
were used:
t

,

<i.-,

York, June

,

;

.

,

.

D

,/

10.S

'97

20.3
29 7

242

30

39-

260

40_

41..

60
63

27.3
12.2
5-4

255
1S0
1

10

D
•
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054S

(Volts).

45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45

.0901
.122S
.1506
• 1552
.1059

0676
.0492

of the tickers will be heard again.

"The outcome
episode," says the
authorities

30
40
50
00
63

33 s

200
217
230
240
205

10.6

l'5

24.4
3'-S

392
42.

Carbon
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I"

50°

60

the field.

1474
1G96
'750
1659
S6g

40
42
42

41.0
20.7

TABLE Ml.
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ppcr-plaled).

I

'

225
-55

230
ISO
7;

With

the Gold

and the Western Union

/>

742
.1S00
.

3S

:;

0S44

'

(Volts).

notwithstanding the fact that there

.i:;,S

19

n

practically

It

42

185

15

p.

.'..•'

words, upon Mr. Gould.

40

160

30

street

"It has been discovered at last that the Stock Exchange
dependent upon the ticker," says the M.
in other

0555

3.5

2c

exchange

.07S9

•

22.0

1

10

D

/>

Angle

the

Wall

Sun, "has proved that the
had no well defined plan

their contracts with the quotation
companies, and that better counsels than their own and
good luck have brought them nearly back to the spot from

inch.

D
1 So
190

New York

when they terminated

is

14.11

of

most remarkable

of this

which they started."

TABLE VI.
Carbon (unplated), diam.
Angle

it

hum

inch.

/•.

n. (Volts)

1

'

.1-.'.:

38

.1980

39
38

.05

1

a rival

company

in

and Stock Telegraph company

at

his

The //",. 7 adds:
Gould's companv will absorb
the ticker.

is

—

belongs to him,

command, he can control
"It is believed now that

the Commercial company.
and thus secure the monopoly which has beer, -

sought for in the courts."

The suit brought by the United States Illuminating
company against the members of the Hoard of Electrical
Control has been discontinued on motion o( the company.
The suit involved $250,000 damages claimed by the company because of the board compelling the company to
It is
Siid that the company
place its wires underground.
under its present Westinghouse management
act in harmony with the Board of Electrical Contr
should any differences come between the company ami the

'
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board

be with the commissioners as

will

it

The Grand Jury

not as individuals.

officials and
June has been

for

and the charges preferred by Electrical Expert
against the United States, East River and
Mount Morris Electric Light companies and their employes for putting up wires and lights without permits and
sworn

in

Wheeler

a neglect to

period, will

remove wires and poles within the prescribed
be heard from the many supporting wit-

nesses.

now pending,

In the great phonographic suit

and Tomlinson have sent

Gilliland

Messrs.

a formal notice of

in

appearance through their lawyers, Coudert Brothers, and
they will demur to the complaint. It will be remembered
that

Edison brought the

United States Court

the

suit in

and his claims involve an accounting
of phonograph stock.

An

The

minutes and went out about

light

was

few

visible only a

The

3 o'clock.

cause was a

bursting of the steam pipe which connects the boiler with

The

that "Liberty" will

pipe

being repaired so

is

continue to en-lighten the world.

still

The question of the hour seems to be
tions

and

interesting the

is

it

electrical

execu-

medical and humani-

legal,

minds of the day. The notice of an appeal has been
served upon District Attorney Quimby in the case of William Kemmler sentenced to be executed by electricity and
tarian

Attorney Cockran, of

habeas corpus on which to

The appeal

the case.

apply for a writ of

city, will

this

power of the State

test the

delay the execution for

likely

will

in

chain

endless

entire cubes into plates at one

saw the

to

out of the plates, which

now soaked

salt is

gang-saws, which

to the

then go up to the terminal room where the terminals are

From

burned on.

room

terminal

the

where ioo

the paste room,

the plates go into

employed

girls are

putting in

in

The plates are now ready to go into
by hand
the jars
This makes the battery complete and it goes to
the forming room, where it is kept 120 hours before being
the paste

shipped out.

The

npw

factory

has a capacity of 200

place

have a capacity of 500

will

it

The middle room on
This room

is

the

day, and

cells a

gang-saws can be put

as soon as more furnaces and

first

floor

dynamo room,

the

is

obtained the current for forming the batteries.

being equipped with six dynamos, three of

is

An article was read
from a "Medico-Legal" standpoint
on "Electricity and the Death Penalty" by Clark Bell.

"A

In a paper entitled

Distribution," Harold

Medico- Legal View of Electrical

Brown

P.

pictured a rosy outlook

towa when electricity shall have been put to all the
uses of which it is capable. Although it is generally conceded
tiat an electrical execution should not be used as an ad-

Tor

this

Brown could not

vertising dodge, Mr.

temptation

resist the

an onslaught on

to utilize the discussion of this topic for

which he opposes in the commercial world.
"Legislative Control of Dangerous Electrical Currents"

a system

was the

Lawyer John Murray

of a paper by

title

who

of this city,

"It

said:

not in

is

may be

my province
human

Mitchell,
to

day

to

life,

but

rather to maintain that such currents as have been or

may

discuss what currents

fa'al to

hi proved to be dangerous even where the

best insulation

in any place
I
where they can cause death or injury to the individual
would divide electrical currents into two classes, viz.

has been employed, should not be tolerated

harmless and deadly.

For

commercial purposes, cur-

all

rents of such low intensity can be used

no one, not

that

The
even the most sickly babe, could be injured thereby.
Shall we allow a
question therefore resolves into this:
dangerous

electrical current to

can do the same work?"

Mr. Mitchell read a

said he proposed to introduce
lutely forbidding

be used when a safe one
into

bill

which he

Assembly,

the

abso-

use of currents of deadly electro-

the

supply businsss as well as contract

and engineering work.
agency for several important electrical manufactures, prominent among which is the Slattery
induction apparatus.
Messrs. Fisher and Fitzgerald are
young men of energy and business experience, bent upon

They have secured

succeeding

The

Detroit

in

creasing beyond

expectations

On

Mich.. June

i.

is

time, only a few years ago,
tion in Detroit for the

iSSg.

— Detroit

manufacture and sale of

apparatus was the Detroit Electrical

two or three
Electrical

years,

getting to

is

however,

Works.

electrical

In the last

not only have the Detroit

Works been extended and added many new

de-

given up to

The

the red lead room.

third door front

used for store

is

a^d installing are
Works, however, continue

selling
trical

are also in this room.

confines

may be

It

know

interesting to

steam

that

kept up to

is

The

Detroit Motor

engaged

troit

II.

Gale

inthemani:f

nuke

the

is

>f

well-known

and F. B. Trout
engaged exclusively

president,

company

is

They

storage batteries.

"Detroit" battery, which has been

Electrician.

These

::cellent
:;ts

The "

company

which has been
needs,

The

the

at

building

ics

is

built

At night the

time.

batteries being

pany

but will soon

keep up with the demand, as the factory
ultimate capacity of 1,000 cells a day.
the

demand

storage

for

As

the last few days are noted.

ness in a commercial sense

towns as well as the

made
run

orders

capable of an
give an idea of

is

the furnace

melted

in

iron

largest

for only

come from
and

cities,

a single

it

in-

is

the smallest

while in other

railroad equipment,

two or three days:
Carthage, Mo., 100 cells; Estey Organ company, Brattleboro, Vt., 4 cells; San Francisco, Cal
29 cells; Millast

,

waukee, Wis, 60

New

ern Electric company,

New

Railroad,

Hart Emory

&

Leonard
troit.

62

Ludington, Mich., 60

cells,

York,

16

Wheel Works,

I/.ard,

Ledyard's private car, 22

ment

cd into mould*.
bes

the cxa<

city of the necessary

throughout by

light the city

Light company,

the Brush

have

place,

lo

agitating the

Elec-

consolidated.

run-

subject of

ning electric lights, but eventually concluded to take
local

company's

The

Works

California Electrical

facturing automatic shocking

the

of this city

machines of

The apparatus

nickel-in-the-slot" class.

and dry battery.
J. W. Hayes,

tie

plant.

"drop

The machines have become

a-

a coil

consists of

popular.

and manager of

assistant superintendent

Western Union Telegraph company

manu-

are

the

at Portland, Ore.,

has tendered his resignation, to take effect June

when

1st,

he will accept the position of district superintendent of the
Postal Pacific

company

for

Oregon and Washington.

cells;

& Yotey Organ

Farrand

con

poles

e'.ectricity.

of that

The gas company has been

and

lines

The San Jose Gas Light company and
tric

appoint-

the

to investigate the subject of the

W.

G. C.

32 cells;

Michigan Phonograph com-

Ithaca, N. Y.
Ithaca, N. Y., June

S.

— The

Engineering

Electrical

association of Cornell University held a meeting

May

24th

D

expected that the different local phonograph com-

The de-

thermopile and the pyromagnetic generator, giving the ef-

cells;

School of Mines,

New

at

York, 6

cells.

from orgaa factories

for the batteries

is

also increas-

The bulk of the orders for storage batteries, howcome from the railroad companies for train lighting
and signaling purposes, and from owners of private electric
It

rapid development

evident that

is

ward company

we

the storage battery

in

seen in the electric light and

which George

On June 5th L. B. Marks presented a
"Arc Light Carbons" in which he stated that
series of experiments it was found that the moulded

ficiency of both.

power

to have as

are

field as

we have

The Wood-

fields.

carbon gave a greater efficiency

rent.

diameter and inversely as

its

Dr. R.

department into the best possible shape so as to take advantage of the growing demands in this field.

where he

The

is

getting

&

Parrish Bros.

Third

its

Peck Electrical company

Detroit.

street,

and

is

located

This company devotes

its

supply of signaling apparatus for
it

has built up a large business in

when used

with high ten-

and the forced carbon with low tension curThe life of the carbon was found to vary directly as

sion current

business in the manufacturing

at 35

by the

has authorized

city council

committee

of a

struction

for President

panies will become large buyers of batteries.

mand

machines running.

The Oakland

Yoigt's Brewery. De-

cells;

cells;

Detroit, 50 celts;

five arc

Shepardson read a paper on "The
Generation of Electricity from Heat." It was very interesting and instructive.
He took up both methods, the

pany, 9
It is

Can., 23

Mich.,

Detroit,

Chicago, 13

Pennsylvania

cells;

Ottawa,

Michigan Central Railroad,

cells;

company,

York, 5S

cells;

West-

cells;

Cal.

—

some cases

in

cell,

Following are orders

thousands.

into

shipped within the

University,

the

sailed

will

resistance.

He

is

also

29th,

was one of
prizes at the

a representative of

United States organization of the
of Scientists

He

award the

as jurors to

Exposition.

May

France, Wednesday,

for

remain uutil September.

number chosen

Paris

its

Thurston, director of Sibley College, Cornell

II

International

the

Congress

and Engineers.

P.

General Manager Chadwick informs your

this direction.

correspondent that their business
that the railroad

is growing rapidly, and
companies are beginning to realize that

the only successful
freight trains, is

Such

way

to

1

handle

their

trains,

especially

by the use of a satisfactory signal system.

company

a system the Parrish

has,

and

it

has demon-

this fact to several of the large railroads, the result

being large orders

for the

avenuc.

Its

principal

engineering

is

work

located at 133 Jcf-

is

The company

steam,

also

gas and

manufactures

patent cut-out, and it is the proprietor of
"clcdroicum" machinery and cylinder oils.
It handles a
'.

electrical

line

of

electric light

hou

fohn

from:
inv, is

president

and
K.

Omaha, Neb.

—

Omaha, June 2. In the amended articles
ration of the Omaha Motor Railway company
put at $120,000, one-half of which
half payable

The

apparatus.

The Marklc Engineering company

and

kettles

K

said to enjoy a nice trade in this line.

It is

San Francisco,

few places where

storage battery busi-

the

cases, as in the case of a large street

the

is

comparatively new,

is

teresting to note the fact that orders

is

shape to

company's make have been shipped within

batteries of this

requisition

in

To
a

batteries,

be

the Stoddard

divided into three

De-

San Francisco, June 6 The California Electric Light
company has taken possession of its new station, and has

The com-

United States.

tti3

overrun with orders,

is

electrical

high,

is

in

manufacture and sale of motors. It
however, mainly to the smalt sizes of ma-

formed are simply con-

nected with batteries already charged,

corner of
is u

company

another concern

is

in the

itself,

chines

company

generate current for the forming room only during the day-

reputation and give satElectrical

The
to the

manufacture the ap-

to

paratus for the National Electric Traction

railroad companies,

This,

motor business

room purposes, and here, too, is a laboratory 25 by 75 feet.
The middle room of the third floor is the assembling room,
and the rear room is the forming room. The acid tanks

companies have come into existence.
Prominent among
these latter companies is the Woodward Electrical comG.

hands full in
and President

company, which has now the
Rae motor apparatus as far as
concerned. The Detroit Elec-

National Electric Traction

energies mainly to the

general manager.

turned over

entire control of the Fisher

partments to their business, but a half-dozen other electrical

pany, of which

finally

show room. The middle room
shipping purposes and the rear apartment is

a very large

light installations

The writer can remember the
when the only electrical institu-

his

large business,

the secand floor front are the executive offices of the

company and

after a

electrical city.

finds

its

paper on

,

not con-

is

general throughout the

is

at the factory also.

ever,

be quite an

business in-

their

find

This increase

Manager Fisher

different lines.

ing.

Detroit. Mich.

all

mention of which has

this article,

any one department, but

fined to

and the

\V. II. T.

Works,

Electrical

been made before

motive force, except for executions, scientific experiments,
like.

the

company has

a store room.

first floor is

storage battery factories in

electric current,

The Commercial Electric company is the latest venture
This company is composed of two young men
well known in the electricil business, Messrs. Fitzgerald
& Fisher. They are planning to do a general electrical
in Detroit.

Jackson can generally be found

the

duriDg the week of papers pettaining to the

the Congress of Medical

introduction before

to note the

and N.

the secretary

room on

Jurisprudence which has been in session at Steinway hall

also interesting

is

it

is

looking after the company's

and the forming
process is thus contiauei without the use of the dynamos.
The above is a brief descriptioi of one of the largest

In this connection

several months.

S. L. Beales

F. Stoddard the superintendent.

in

a day.

cells

gineering company.

i=

them being of 300 amperes' capacity each, one of 50 amperes,
The front
one of 75 amperes and one of 150 amperes

immense dynamos which furnish the

the engines for the

current for the great light.

The

sawing.

from which

accident to the electric light of the Statue of Liberty

occurred Tuesday night.

enough

are large

$250,000 worth

for

These cubes are

the battery plates, with the salt in place

transferred by an

June

power supplies, and

Markle, so well

known

ivith the Edison Electric Light
and treasurer of the Mark!.
n
I

paid

in,

line

incorpois

and the other

on demand.

erection of poles for the Consolidated

way company's motor
town

is

of

the stock

from

lines

dimming

has extended
street to

i

to

Street

the

lanscom park.

Rail-

acioss-

The

company's contract with the Sprague Motor company calls
for twenty motor cars, and a number of "trailers" or
coaches yet to be ordered.
Probably two 250'horse power
engines will be bought, and the power house will

some point on the Bell Line spur north
Three months will elapse before the system
tion.

be at

of Izard street.
i^

put in operaL.

—

June
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15,

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Campbellford, Ont.,
Port

Hope, Ont.,

installing

is

an

will introduce public lighting this year.

C,

13.

has guaranteed

5

III

,

has been

per cent on £40,000 to

build an electric railway.

The "Whitney
installed

an

Works company

Iron

of

New

Orleans has

electric light plant in its establishment.

The Rankin Electric Light company of Tarkio, Mo., is
Thomson Houston incandescent system in that

installing a
city.

The

lighting system of London, Ont
will be
extended so as to include the streets on the outskirts of the
electric

,

town.

company of Bryan, O has adopted
the Schuyler system, and until it can complete its station
has made a temporary installation.

The Bryan

Electric

.

A

50 horse power engine has lately been installed in the
Ball plant in the Bowman building, Chicago, and 50 ad
ditional arc lights are to be added within 30 days.

The Westinghouse
among central

Electric company has put out its new
station companies to the extent verv
nearly of 100,000 16 candle power lamp capacity.
The
meter, it is reported, is giving satisfaction.

meters

The

electric

plant which

light

best

Van Depoele

Electric

Manufacturing company, of Chicago,

III.

The Sycamore

Light company, of Sycamore,
with the VanDepoele Electric
Manufacturing company, of Chicago, 111., for a 60 arc
light plant and 500 incandescent lights for furnishing illumination for the citizens of that town.
Electric

has just contracted

111.,

The Van Depoele Electric Manufacturing company, of
Chicago, III., is placing electric light plants upon the following excursion steamers of Chicago:
Steamer Chief
Justice Waite, 10 arc lights; John A. Dix, 150 incandescent lights; steamer Gordon, 100 incandescent lights.

The contract for lighting Manitowoc, Wis., has been
awarded, after sharp competition, to Leonard & Izard, of
Chicago.
The territory to be covered is of an area of
Residences, as well as the streets and
3x1)^ miles.
The system to be installed is the
stores, will be lighted.
"Edison 3 wire," and the plant will be started with a
capacity of 2.000 lights.
The Thomson-Houston company

of Chicago reports the
Mitchell, Dak., 600 alter-

following recent installations:
nating and 30 arc lamps; Wabash, Mo., 50 arc; Escana
600 incandescent; Neenah, Wis., 600 incanba, Mich
descent; Schlitz Brewing company, Milwaukee, 500 incandescent; Santa Cruz, Cal 300 incandescent.
In addition
to these new installations the following additions have
been made to the old plants: Cadillac, Mich., 30 arc;
Denver, Col., 70 arc, and i,3oo incandescent; Helena,
Mont., 1,000 alternating.
,

electric light stations in

America.

The

St. Paul /'i,>>tc.-> Press says in the course of an aron the underground system in that city: "Some
osity has been expressed as to the source from which the
business of the Dorsett conduit, now under construction,
will be drawn.
The Edison company holds a franchise
from (lie city giving it the right to put down its own con
duit and to use it whatever style of conduit may be placed
in the streets.
The Northwestern Telephone company is
endeavoring to secure a franchise for a conduit of its own
adoption, and as the council has not yet made it mandatory
for these companies to put down any conduit or to go under
ground in the Dorsett conduit when it is constructed, it
would seem that the latter would have little business to
depend upon." All of the electric companies oppose the
Dorsett system.
"The Northwestern Telephone company
would like to use its iron pipe, but the council thus far has

not seen

fit

to coincide with

its

views,

and there are symp-

toms that so soon as the Dorsett conduit is laid a sufficient
distance to demonstrate its merits, the council will, upon
being satisfied that it is what Mr. Dorsett claims, give all
the overhead wire corporations notice that they must go
underground, giving them a proper length of time in which
To go underground would
to prepare for the change.
necessitate a new plant of wires for the Edison company
and the gas companv and Western Electric Lighting company."

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

illuminates the city of

been started
The plant consists
dynamo and lamps manufactured by the

equipped

ticle

Titusville, Pa., has just

of a 60 arc light

THE TELEGRAPH.

is now operating in its new station near the Santa Y>'
depot, and claim to have one of the most complete and

electric light plant

The Ball Electric Light plant at Virginia,
increased by fifty lights.
Victoria,

.

A

company has been formed

at Berkeley,

Va

.

to build

an

electric railway.

The Kanawha
electric railway at

Electricity had
time of the flood.

Electric Light company
Charlestown, W. Va.

will

New

Orleans Picayune.

Horses will be used but a comparatively short period
longer by the Gloucester, Mass, Street Railroad company,
as arrangements have been made for the introduction of an
overhead electric system.

The Newstead Avenue Elevated Electric Railway company of St. Louis filed its bond with the city register on the
last day of grace, thus securing its franchise, but it is probable that there will be no work done for several months.
There is some talk of an electric railway across the Eads
bridge, St. Louis, to replace the omnibus line that is running at present. If a franchise can be obtained from the
city of East St. Louis, 111., so that the cars can be lun from
the east appoach to the center of town, it is quite probable
it

will

state

'1

against

cleg

was

Among

the orders for alternating current central station

,

central stations

up

to 178.

Oakland, Cal., by reason of a provision in its charter,
illuminate the
is now a prey to the gas companies which
This provision prohibits the making of a contract
streets.
lighting
for
more
than one year. Accordingly
for public
the electric light companies would not feel justified in
establishing an extensive and costly plant only to have it
thrown back on its hands at the end of the year. It is
therefore suggested by a member of the city council that
the city purchase and operate its own plant and light the
city by electricity after the manner of Chicago.

The New York Sun. quotes an

old sailor on the removal
the complaints against the

and
"The men who complained of
and tugboat men. The reason
was put there all sailing vessels
going through Hell Gate at night had to get a boat to tow
them through. After the light was put in Hell Gate was
so light that sailing vessels could go through without the
Of course this was money out of the
aid of a tugboat.
pockets of the tugboat men and pilots."

of the tower at Hell Gate,

electric lights in the tower:

the light were the pilots
was that before the light

The Bdton,

Tex., station, using the Heisler system,
Heisler plants at Fort Arthur and
has just been started.

London, Ont
week.

,

and

Montrose,

Colo

,

were

started

The

installation of the Heisler plant
30-candle power lights at the Paris exposition is

completed.
Mr, Heisler expects to leave for
few days to give this exhibit his personal

last

1.000
now being
Paris in a
of

attention.

Among

contracts recently received is one for lighting the
department of the St. Louis exposition, the lighting of
this department by the Heisler company last fall having
proved satisfactory.
art

The Van Depoele

Electric

Manufacturing company, of

Chicago, III has just contracted with the People's Electric Light company, of Streator, 111., for a 200-light Mayo
long distance incandescent series electric light plant to
light the outskirts of that city, displacing the gasoline
lamps.
This makes the plant at Streator consist of 60
arc lights, 1,000 direct system Mayo incandescent lights
and 200 long distance incandescent lights. The company
,

I

tried at Baltimore

Since the

I

went into

force in the Dominion ol
Norl.hw
lished a one cent delivery system on a pa)
'

1

George Burrcll, a telegraph operator
T., was killed by robbers June 41b.
if
followed by a posse- and shot as they refi
Burrell's
Montana
in the
Central rai
and the burglars were under the impression
amount of bullioi
there.
.

1

A

was handed down by Judge TuJ
in Chicago which vitally interests 2, o*xj stockholders
defunct Great Western Te'cgraph company, who are
decision

scattered about in nearly all of the western states.
In
effect it gives them an opportunity to show themsel.'
liable for indebtedness of the company, by enjoioing
Receiver Bowen from collecting an assessment of 3? per
cent, on stock subscriptions of nearly $3,000.00.
Among
the stockholders winning the victory are Senator LarweU
and other prominent business men of Chicago.

Miscellaneous Notes.
The Shaefer

Supply company of Toledo, O..

Electric

was incorporated

last

week with a

capital stock of *-

Mechanical Zr Milling .Yews of Toronto.
Ont., is the new form of a prominent trade paper of the
Dominion- In the future the electrical department will be
Electrical,

a special feature.

The Chicago Electric Holder company has been incorporated to manufacture and sell electric holders; capital
stock. $5,000; incorporators, A. H. Bacon, F. C. Hovt
and E. W. Eanister.
Prof. M. O'Day, of the electrical department of the
University of Notre Dame, coLtributed an interesting
article to the last number of the Nolle Dame Scholastic,
descriptive of the Edison laboratory at Orange. N. f

The directors of the St. Louis exposition announce their
belief that the exhibition in September will be the most important in the history of the city.
The electrical display
will surpass everything in its line that has heretofore been
anticipated, if the directors' expectations are fulfilled.

be built

Business Mention.

,

apparatus recently received by the Westinghouse Electric
company are the following outfits: Sioux City, la., increase, 750 lights; Clinton, 111., increase,
750 lights;
Yankton, South Dakota, 750 lights; Guthrie, Ind. Ter.,
750 lights, and 35 Waterhouse arc lights; Birmingham,
Ala 1,000 lights; Jersey City, N. J., 750 lights; Seattle,
Wash. Ter., 750 lights; Montesano, Wash. Ter., 500
lights.
These orders bring the number of Westinghouse

the

Tcleg-

The

The cars for the electric street railway at Stillwater are
now in the po*ver house, and the motors and wires are
being put in place. The road will be in operation soon.

that

.

umberland Gap and

1

build an

made made but little headway at the
What Noah most needed and could

not get was an arc motor.

ambcrland Gap

Thi

The Sprague

Electric Street railway at Atlantic City is
giving satisfaction, and with the large influx of summer
visitors, the passenger
traffic is increasing enormously.
Each of the motor cars draws one additional car, though
a great many of the motor cars are only equipped with a
single 15-horse power motor.

The Thomson-Houston company of Chicago has been
awarded the contract foi the Ottawa, 111., Electric Railway company's new plant. Five miles of track will be
The latter will
laid, and twelve new cars put on the line.
be constructed by the Pullman company and fitted up with
the latest improvements in the Thomson-Houston company's system.

An electric railroad has just been completed in Scotland
between Carstairs House and the Caledonian railway in
connection with the lines at the former place.
The source
of power is a waterfall three miles distant.
It is said in the
report of the trial trip that a speed of

thirty-five miles

was

easily attained and might have been surpassed.
Probably
The motion was smooth, and
this is a slight exaggeration.

everything about the new road was satisfactory.

THE TELEPHONE.
The Connecticut house has passed a

imposing a tax
of fifty cents a mile on telegraph companies having more
wire
and
than two lines of
25 cents a mile on all other
telegraph companies; also irrposing a tax of 70 cents on
each telephone transmitter, and a further tax of Jo cents on
each mile of wire.

A

bill

Pittsburg telephone inspector recently told the following to a reporter:
"A telephone is like a human being in
some respects
There are some of them that are always
out of order and costing the company money, and some of
them do not need attention once a year. Now and then a
telephone needs repairing so much that the company actually loses money on it.
I've known a telephone to get out
of order mysteriously and defy all attempts to locate the
trouble for a few days, and then in an equally pu/zling
way it would come out all right.
don't know half as
much about electricity as we will after awhile, and there
arc many things about the telephone that we don't understand, but one or two simple lessons about it should be
learned by everv one.
For instance, every user of a telephone should know that when he is listening and the voice
at the other end of the line becomes now fainter and now
more distinct, that induction from other wires is causing
the interruption, and that the trouble will be only temporary.
Hang up the audiphone, take it down in a minute,
and everything will work all right. But when there is a
rattling in the telephone, disturbing the sound, and sometimes cutting it off altogether, there is something wrong
that needs the attention of an inspector."

We

The

Eelding Motor company has secured new
quarters at 144 Adams St., Rookery Building, Chicago.
Illinois

Partrick

&

Carter announce that the r catalogue is in the
and will be issued soon. The delav was
;

printer's hands,

unavoidable.

The Peckham Street Car Wheel ..V Axle companv is
equipping new shops at Kingston, N. V., with the
machinery and tools for manufacturing wheels for the motor
I

trade.

The Empire

City Electric

company

of

New

York

city

has a large assortment and complete outfit in electric light
lamps, shades, switches and every form of device used in
electric lighting.

The New England business of the Sprague Electric
Railway & Motor company of New York, will hereafter be
conducted by the New England Electric company, with
offices at 55 Oliver street,

The Nebraska

Boston.

of Omaha reports an exand a promising outlook. Among its recent sales is a storage battery plant and construction
material for 400 lights at Tarkio, Mo.
Electric

company

cellent business

The Cleverly

Electrical

works of Philadelphia are making

a specialty of small sizes of Perret motors and microphone
The merits of these specialties are too
carbon batteries.
well known to require special mention.

Eugene Munsell & Co.
cially of

mica

commended by
with

of

New York

for electrical purposes.

ularly desirable for

commutator

those

city

who have had

make a

This mica

insulation,

is

spe-

partic-

and

practical

is highly
experience

it.

The Heisler company's catalogue, illustrating and describing the advantages of its system of electric lighting,
It contains numerous
has just been issued.
letters
experts and extracts from scientific journals commending
the system highly.
The Pond Engineering companv. through its Omaha
representative, has lately sold to R. K. Woods of McCook, Neb., an So horse powei steam plant, consistii
boiler. Armington & Sims' engine, boiler feed pump, and
heater to run an electric light station.

The Consolidated Temperature Controlling company of
Minneapolis. Minn., has assumed control of the business
Heat Regulating company
has the Bradford. But

of the Guion Automatic
Klmira. N. Y., and now
and Sternberg patents in

.

it-

1

.

The Globe Carbon companv of Cleveland, Ohio, has
increased its capacity to 50,000 c.r
hopes
by next fall to make an additional increase.
The
pany is rushed with orders and the outlook for bus
The company is now maknext winter is very nattering.
'

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
It
ing an excellent carbon for the low tension currents.
has made an improved carbon for Brush and Thomsonpower,
10
candle
6,
S,
ampere
cursystems
1,200
Houston
rent; also one for 2,000 candle power 9 to 10 ampere curThe
rent, both of which are giving excellent satisfaction.
company is having a large demand for its Ball carbons for
4 ampere current Soo candle power.

The Electrical Supply company of Chicago has issued a
circular calling attention to its arc lamp hanger with adThis device has betn deWESTERN ELECTRICIAN. An
apparatus
is that
it
is not supimportant feature of the
ported by the circuit wires.
justable independent support
d and illustrated in the

F. T- Baker, western agent of the Daft company, has
opened his new offices in the Citizens' bank building, 119
Recent sales of the
and lit La Salle street, Chicago
company are reported as follows; Chicago Photo-Engravpower
F.
Ternendt, 1 'i-horse
motor;
ing company, 3-horse
power motor; Gorham Manufacturing company, i^-horse
1
power; G. D. Simonds, o-horse power motor.

Tames W. Queen .V Co. of Philadelphia have issued a
circular letter informing their patrons that they have instructed their representatives in Paris to personally attend
the direction of the former, who may desire to purchase
It is often inconvenient for
apparatus of any description.
Americans, especially those who are not thoroughly conversant with the French language, to attend to the details

Telephone

404,471.

Camb

idge,

Edwin

Transmitter.

June
Drake,

S.

Mass.

The

invention deals exclusively with that part of the
construction of a transmitter which relates to conducting the sound impulses to and from the outward face
of the diaphragm.

Dynamo-Electric Machine.

404,454.

William Hochhau-

N

sen, Brooklyn,
Y,
The principal feature of the invention consists in
providing the armature core with shallow grooves, in
which the armature conductors are partially embedded.

404,507.

New

Ebenezer

Telegraph Apparatus.
York, N. Y.
Fire

404,518.

Shafer,

B.

Alarm Telegraph. Sidney A. Chase, Evart,

Mich.

Motor and Regulator.

Electric

4°4.533-

Electrical Patents.

404,551).

Newark, N.

Issued June

1SS9

Andrew

404 426. Unison
York, N. V.

George

Device.

Dutton,

L.

New

Oehmen,

F.

The invention consists primarily in having at the
receiving stations a slot or notch at zero; that is to
unison point on the escapement
wheel,
adapted to receive an elongated pin secured to the
say, the

escapement

lever.

Non-Interfering Fire Alarm Signal Box
Ruddick, Richmond, Ind.

John

404,43s.
J.

Motive Mechanism for Railway Cars. Henry
404,441.
F Shaw, Boston, and George F. Shaw, Dedham,

Mass

The

to convert in a simple
manner, and with little friction, the high speed of the
motor shaft into comparatively low speed for the car

object of this invention

is

axle.

Railway
404.457.
delphia, Pa.

Turner

The

filament

is

Phila-

Incandescent Electric Lamps.
York, N. Y.
composed in whole or in part of a

Filament for
D Bottom.

404,463

A. Jackson Wisner,

Signal.

New

molybdenum compound of a
compound preferred being

refractory character, the
the disulphide, which, as
called molybdenite.
The first and last claims are given:
"I. The process of manufacturing filaments, consisting of formiog a deposit of molybdenum compound
in or upon a suitable filamentary body.
"6. The process of manufacturing filaments, consisting in incorporating a suitable filamentary body
with oxide of molybdenum and then electrically heating the same in the vapor of a compound of sulphur

found in

its

natural state,

is

The

J.

claim is:
"2. In a motor, the combination, with a series of
magnets having broad end plates with wires wound
between, of another series of like construction, movable between the first, the plates of one series being
presented to those of the other."
last

Track-Moistening Apparatus for Electric RailEdward D. Priest, Lynn, Mass.
invention consists in moistening the track
sufficiently to insure good electrical connection between
it and the wheels of the vehicle.

404,465.

Electric Motor.

Charles S. Bradley, Yonkers,

N. Y.

The

inventor states that he has discovered that the
Foucault currents "may serve a useful purpose in the
motor or machine, and may be so concentrated and
directed as to form the sole energising currents of the
field magnets, and such discovery forms the basis of
his present invention, which, briefly, consists in an
electric motor for dynamo-electric machine) having its
field magnets energized by currents induced
in the
icl itself as distinguished
from the
Ism produced in the field magnet by a current
rents circulating in insulated conductors wound
upon the magnet."
•'.mating

"1.

Current Electric
K. V.

Motor.

404.567. System of Generators for Alternating Electric
Currents.
Oliver B. Shallenberger, Rochester, Pa.
The fourth claim reads:
"The combination, with two alternating current
electric generators delivering two currents differing in
the time of their phases, of translating devices deriving
currents from the respective generators and other
translating devices deriving currents due to the superposition of the two currents of the said generators."

Determining the Temper of Iron or Steel. Carl
404,600.
A. Caspersson, Forsbacka, Marzretchill, Sweden.
The claim is as follows:
"A method of determining the temper of iron or
steel, consisting in
conducting an electric current
through a sample or test-piece of the iron or steel, the
temper of which is to be determined, melting it off,
and comparing the intensity of the current requisite
with the strength of the current required to melt off
pieces of normal steel of the same minimum crosssection as the sample, and of known temper, either
directly by placing the above-mentioned normal pieces
in the same electric circuit, or indirectly by the aid of

an amperemeter."
Regulator for Dynamo-Electric Machines.
Ernest P. Clark, New York, N. Y.
invention
The
relates to the automatic regulation of
dynamo electric machines. It is designed for the regulation of the constant current shunt wound machine,
and St consists of a small electro motor having its field

In an alternating current electric

.

Charles

magnets

motor having
therewith of

adapted to close said field circuit
its normal speed.
rent electric motor having

nature at

led with
OH 'herewith of a
means f'-r automatically
lot operation upon the

in the

main

circuit

of the

dynamo, and

its

armature

in the shunt circuit, which also includes the
field coils of the dynamo.
The counter electromotive
force of this motor is the regulating power.

Induction Coil.
John F. Kelly, Hoboken, N.J
first and last claims are appended:
The combination, with a sectional longitudinally grooved core and primary and secondary coils
WvUnd thereon, of a sectional casing or armature sur-

404,630.

The
"1.

rounding and

iiH losing the core and coils
induction coil or transformer of alternating
electric currents, consisting of a sectional iron core
provided with grooves or channels, primary and secondary conductors, and an outer sheathing, the primary
and secondary conductors being wound in the samegrooves or channels, and being equally close to both
the core and the sheathing."

"4.

ii

an an-

Method of Distribution by Alternating Electric
404.566.
Currents.
Oliver B. Shallenberger, Rochester, I 'a.
The first claim follows:
"The method of electrical distribution which consists in the generation of an alternating current by the
superposition of two alternating currents differing in
phase and the derivation of currents therefrom, some
dependent upon the component currents and some
upon the resultant currents formed by their combined
action."

404,602.

and hydrogen."

404,680.

Telephone Support.
Canada.

W. Brown, Mon-

Charles

treal, (Juebec,

The

claim

is

as follows:

"A telephone transmitter carried in a cup formed
on a casting to which the mouth piece is attached, said
casting having an extension terminating in a sleeve sliding on a vertical rod secured to box containing induction
coil, or to any other suitable base, and means for
securing sleeve at desired height."

Apparatus for Purifying and Aging Liquors.
Samuel G. Cabell, Washington, D. C.

404, 6S7.

Railroad.
claim reads:

Electric

The

first

"In an

Leo Daft,

Plainfield,

N.

J.

railway, the combination, with the
insulated plate, of the vise-grips secured thereto and
supporting the trolley conductors, posts arranged along
each side of the track supporting the main current conductors, wire-connectors between the posts and plate
serving to support the plate and conduct the main current to the trolley conductors, and electric connections
between the connectors and the main current con
electric

duetors."

Portable Electric Lantern
Philadelphia, Pa.

40-),6<)S

The

4,

ber tubes having enlarged portions and passed over the
said cores, the enlarged portions being at the ends of
the said tubes and located upon the said cores at those
ends opposite the ends of the cores containing the said
holes."

Alfred Gartner,

ways.

Submarine Search Light.
404,390.
Racine. Wis.

18S9

404,652.

Sidney A. Chase,
Duplex Fire Telegraph.
404,510.
Evart, Mich.
Claim 2 reads as follows:
"A signal transmitter for use in a duplex system of
three disks,
fire or analogous signals, consisting of
two of which have a definite signal on the same side
of their periphery, the third having constant metallic
contact with an earth circuit, while the others are connected by individual contact springs and normallyopen main line circuits running by diverse routes to a
receiving station, said main lines including receiving
instruments."

of shipping, etc.
On this point the company says: "We
shall be pleased to relieve purchasers entirely of all this
care, so that they need have nothing to do but select
Our agents will then attend to the packing,
the apparatus.
shipping, passing through custom house, etc., in the same
manner as if the order had been placed with us here in
Philadelphia."

15,

An

r.
Safety Attachment for Electric Motors.
Wil
liam S. I'aca, Baltimore, Md.
The invention consists in means whereby the break
ing of the driving belt or its slipping off closes a short
circuit around the motor, and stops the machine.

[04,6c

William Frishmuth,

Galvanic Battery.
^Villiam Frishmuth, Phila404, 6qg
delphia, Pa.
The last claim is given:
"4. In combination with the electrodes of a galvanic
cell, a mass of pumice stone in comminuted form interposed between said electrodes, containing in its
pores a depolarizing substance, and saturated with an
eltctrolytic solvent of said substance."
404.712. Detachable Brush Holder for Dynamos.
Jesse
F. Kester, Terre Haute, Ind.
Claim 4 reads as follows:
"An armature shaft bearing, in combination with a
collar loosely embracing the same, a brush holder support partially embracing the collar, and removably
secured to the same, and a handle to adjustably clamp
the parts in position."

Armature Core for Dynamos. Jesse F. Kester,
Terre Haute, Ind.
The first claim is appended:
"As an article of manufacture, a removable interchangeable armature for dynamo-electric machines or
motors, comprising a cylinder open at the ends, a

404.713.

embracing and clamped together upon
the periphery of the cylinder, and end pieces provided
with aligned central openings to removably receive the
armature shaft, and with radial arms engaging the ends
of the cylinder."
series of rings

Regulator for Dynamo Electric Machines or
Motors.
Jesse F. Kester, Terre Haute, Ind.
The seventh and last claims are given:
"7. A dynamo or motor regulator comprising a
normally-open short circuit, including one or more
armature coils, and a circuit-controller and speed-governor to close the circuit when a predetermined speed
is reached.
"13. A dynamo or motor regulator comprising a
normally-open regulating circuit, a circuit controller
included within the same, and a resistance coil located
within the armature, and also included within the circuit, to reduce sparking and equalise the abrupt effect
when the circuit is closed."

404. 714.

Brush Spring for Dynamos. Jesse F. Kester.
Terre Haute, Ind.
Claim 3 is:
"In a dynamo or motor, the combination of a brush
holder support provided with spindles extending parallel with the periphery of the commutator, brush

404,7(5.

holders loosely mounted upon said spindles and provided with transverse sockets, brushes secured in said
sockets, to bear upon the commutator and swing to or
away from the same in planes transverse to its axis,
and a retractive spring connecting the holders to yieldingly hold the brushes engaging the commutator."

Method of Filling Teeth. .Elbert
404,745.
Ilumansville, Mo.
404,783.

Regulator for Electric Motors.

Newark, N.
404 Shi

Taylor,

Alfred Gartner,

J.

Electric

duke M. M.
Claims 3,

C.

Meter

for Alternate Currents.

Slattery, Fort
5

and

Wayne,

Marma-

Ind.

7 are:

"3. The combination, for use in an alternating cura copper cylinder and soft- iron disks
placed normal to its axis rotating in the inductive field.
"5. In an alternating current meter, a secondary
coil or closed conductor consisting of copper circuits
of low resistance, all in electrical multiple connection
with each other.
'7. In an alternating current meter, a secondary
coil made from a continuous shell of conducting material sawed into ribs and enveloping that member of
lie mechanism to which
motion is communicated by
induction."
rent meter, of

1

Cleveland,

icll,

Electric

{04,661,

Motor.

Henry

I;.

Detroit,

Slater,

Mich,

N.

ield,

the cor<

ing '

which
cam-

a

pointer

"

'

'

iniform
in

and

of

pporting
.

fiel'l

of

accordance with
.

ially

1

J.

.

'.hecoil

"

for similar light

designed

The

work,

404,813.
for

dentists'

invention

use

relates to

const r
,.

Fireman's

Woodhi

.

1

Wire Cutter.
and Thoma
[

,

Daniel
1

\

.

F01

A.
tcr,

Brooklyn, N. V.
The last claim is given:
"3. Insulated handles consisting of wooden cores pro
vided with holes in the cods, in combination with rub-

Electric

combe,

Cable Terminal.

Chicago, 111.
object of the invention
connection lor such cables of

Robert

II.

Widdi-

<

The

to provide a terminal
such construction that
from the paralline or other
is

may be kept away
the end of the cable, while the conductor is
covered so a:, to avoid the liability of accident in
handling, and at the same time ready means afforded
for connecting a kcritc, gutta-percha or other insulated
conductor therewith.
moisture
filling at

E
June

15,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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A DEPARTURE IN
INCANDESCENT SWITCHES

BIDS WANTED.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT

Bids for furnishing the Michigan Boldlcra' Home, at Grand Rapide, Michigan, with an Electric
Light Plant of tiOO lb-candle power lamps, e»r thai equivalent in lamps of a greater or lean candle
power, and with dynumo capacity of 45u lamps of iG-candl" power, Including the wiring, engine.
Another hid
holler, und all Hie incidental Jipparatue nfCcPHiiry for a full and cumplcte iiiHtalluMon.
ie wanted to furnish everything specified above, with tbo exception or the holler, and the connections
between the engine and boiler. The lildfl will ho received by the undersigoi'd and opened at the next
Udders mnet aim> Include tto services of an expert to
meeting of the board, June 80th, next.
operatu the plant for :J0 days after ritartlng, tin- atate to ruruieh nil material for eiicli a trial; at the
end of wblcn time the plant will be accepted and paid for if satisfactory. Hide mu-a also Include a
secondary storage battery Bystein capable of sustaining 101) 10-candlo power lamps for 8 hours. The
right to reject any or all hide reserved. Plane of building on exhibition at the Home.
J. A.

(Signed)

An

l

int.

uncon-

though It may he heated hy
corrosion or dirt, Ps oeol
thereby. Send for l.laelr&ted clri alar and prl
fori!,

206 Chestnut

hftVcted

-

PAISTE,

H. T.
I

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

St.,

,

'

K.vr;i.ANI> EXCM'HIVF,:
HEW New
England B1&

Bids should he mailed care of Commandant, at Soldibbh' Hqmk.

THE "CLARK" TOTRE.
Insulation

make

band
not entering InU

latter

CROZBR, f^OMMllTBR.
CovmTTUi

A. T. BLISS,

infitantaneone

trolled by tbe

trl

KKW YORK

PA .John

CITV:
&

T. P. Hauler

Chicago,

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

[-any,

Mreet, Bridgeport.

Co.,

rr?

Chnrch

str«/t.

iiiii.s

Company,

Electrical Bnpply

1~1

Ran'Jolp

BEFORE YOU PURCHASE
Electric Gas

Lighting Apparatus
SEND FOB

.A..
In a letter from the Tnspkdtor of the
29, 1886, he says

:

"A

Thoroughly

Boston Fire Underwriters* Union, under date of March
and I>esira.hle Wire In Every Respect."

in Infuriating our wires and cables is specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidise or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold weather
and not affected hy heat. The Insulation la protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which Is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent. lire proof.
Our Insulation will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
gauges and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocK. Cables made

The rubber used

paratos.

REDUCED

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,

BENRY

A.

CLARK.

(J3

Hampshire

General Manager.

Street, Boston, Mass.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS.

W.

PBICES.

INCREASED DISCOUNTS.

(Catalogue Forwarded on Receipt of

S.

BUSINESS CARD.)

NEW YORK

22 UNION SQUARE,

Electrician.

WARD LEONARD.

H.

LIST

THE BEST COODS, THE CREATE8T VARIETY.

to order.

and

BO&ART'S

Containing everything neceeeary for fitttne up private or
Buildings, Theatere, Churches, Etc., with Gaa Lightln

to be

<>1

L.

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICE

Kellnltle

ANDREWS.

E.

CITY.

M. IZARD.

CONSULTING AND CONTRACTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
Systems of Electric Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Electric
Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.
Plans and Nperiflcationg for all Kinds of Electrical Constrnction Work.
A full line of Commercial Supplies carried at all times for Plants described above.

For any or

Branch

all

Offices*

Room 425, Telephone 694, CHICAGO, ILL.
THE ROOKERY,
MinncapotiN, Minn. Northwestern liutual Life Insurance Bfoek, Room
Rooms

The Lumber Exchange,

s

and

115,

;

6,

Telephone

1256,

Jliiwaukee.

Wis

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES;
lilfi

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF
0K0NITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,

MARK;

TRADE

Electric Light, Telephone and Telegraph,
KEanufaotured for Aorlal, Sul>uinrliio aurt Underground

XJeio.

MANSON PROTECTING

TAPE.

13 Park Row, NEW YORK.
THE OKOIMITE COMPANY,Omaha,
K
BRANCHES:
^>ECKH AJVPS PAT EIMT INTERCHANCEAB L
-

Chicago,

Boston,

-

Minneapolis,

Philadelphia,

-

Cincinnati ,

Louisvi lle,

ansas C ity

,

and

San Francisco.

ELASTIC STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS

THE ONLY INTERCHANGEABLE STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS THE ONLY ELASTIC STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS THE ONLY NOISELESS STREET CAR WHEEL.

Can be Renewed

IN

at

my

Car Stable by any Ordinary Laborer, and without Removing Motors from Axles.

USE ON THE FOLLOWING ROADS:

BuBhwIck Railroad, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Brooklyn City Railroad. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Broadway Railroad, Now York.
New Williamsburg & l-'laibii.Hh Railroad, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Houston, West Street and Pavonla Ferry Railroad, New York. Third Avenue Railroad, "
i;oimiy
Jersey City & Bergen Railroad, Jersey ('Ity, N. J
North Hudson
Railroad, Uoboken, n. j.
Omaha Cable Railroad Co., Omaha, Nebraska.
Cincinnati Street Railway Co., Cincinnati, Oblo.
Scranton Electric Co.. Scranton, Pa.
West End Electric Railroad, Huston, Mass.
Port Hiir. .n KlfCtilc (H»., Port Huron. Mich.
Citizens Railway Co., Elkhart, Ind.
Chihuahua Railroad, Chihuahua. Mexico.

Descriptive Cirentar and Price --**

Famished upon Appffcatlon

to

THE PECKHAM STREET CAB WHEEL & AXLE

CO.,

239 Broadway, N.

Y.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
^MANUFACTURERS OFS

Automatic Electric Motors,
IN

ALL SIZES FROM ONE-HALF

H.

P.

UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,
Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Dynamo

Electric FFjachines,

For Electroplating, E le ctrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

The Eddy

Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
A

and

Telephone

Alarm

Fire

WE PATENT AKD

ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE,
ENGINEERING.
SCHOOL OF

I'lM.'ii-n-- sh,-p-

ina.

WHO

en.

,

E:

Mendei

HAS MONEY TO INVEST

will

Z.,

pay?

Western

Entirely

Purifier.

Impurities.

all

SCALE

prevents

Steam

in

Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

EXPLOIT

1007 Opera House Block,

CHICAGO,

FRANCIS W. PARKER.

Electrician.

,

SPEAKING TUBES
Oral.

Consulting Electrician,

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS,
LI1TE Ji.3L,-W7-Ji.-yS XN STOCK.
W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,

New

1

PROVIDENCE,

R.

I.,
EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

.

FARADAY CABLE
— FOE—

Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Light.

HILL'S SWITCHES.
CO.,

York.

(Jmerican f^lectnieal Worlds,

SIMPLEX WIRES,
ANDREWS &

New

St.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Catalogue, out August 1st.

WESTERN AGENT

PETTINGELL,

Ann

21, 23 and 25
for

Chicago,

,

WHISTLES,

r-CT3L.ll,

$gT~ Send

Adams St

and

Pneumatic, and Mechanical

Electric.

ILL.

Solicitor.

GEORGE CUTTER,
80

CO.,

DAYTON OHIO.

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING CO.,

In a district telegraph plant In a live town, where
it

Removes

In Foreign Countries firBt-tlaae Electrical Inventions which are new and operative, and have been
Ilia- trated by mo els and drawings, but not published in thie country before being ratented
abroad. No expense to the Inventor ; ca'l or write.

•'

.

E>,- ;1 \\

Steam-Feed Water

1881)

15

1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

"D." Care Western

Well endowed, well equipped
hiuiioil iiiid Civil Engineering

Live

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF TJ. B.
ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

With 25 years' Experience in Electrical Pursuits,
and with unimpeachable references, is open for
;m engagement. Address

TERRE HAUTE, IND.-A

Stilwell's Patent

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

MANAGER

June

Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity
ol any Cable in the Market.

Boston, Mass.

New York

18 Coitlamlt Street.
ACKEItMAN, Agent.

Office,

P. C.

T.WHITE,

R.
1

Y\V

Office and Factory

2134

2140 DeKalb

to

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS

Manufacturers of

anil

CARBON SPECIALTIES.
Lorm Life,
Uniform

Improved Patented Material

Size,

SUPERIOR QUALITY.
Guaranteed Second
to

ALL.

THOMAS

Correspondence

Prices on Application.

CHARLES

AMIIltl

It

Western Agent.

It

\

I

K A \h \h CITY, MO.

-

None.

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,

J.

and

Experts

Electrical

Engineers,

-

NEW

anil

w

CALL

James

DOMESTIC AND FOREICN PATENTS,

IBr oftdwray,

MtKTHAW

CARPENTIUR.
Galvanometers, Bridges

Electrical

of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRINC.

KINTNER.

PAGET & KINTNER,
and

on

Send for Circulars.

Ammeters and Voltmeters
Leonard Paget.

of Rail eent

Application.
Solicited.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES

43

Roadbed

Street Railway

Patent Allowed.

Sample Chairs and Sections

ODTBHHE

KTo.

for

AND

POINTS

Chemical

6.

Rolled any weight desired.

OUR
BUCKDMOND'

THEM

J

ST. LOUIS, MO,

-

St.,

*»/|

PEARL STREET, Room
BOSTON, MASS.

2

Rheostats by
\

N.

A

CO.,

the Prominent Makers.

M> KXAM1NE.

.

Queen cto Co.

924 Chestnut

THE EDISON MACHINE
SCHENECTADY,

all

Philadelphia.

WORKS,
St.,

Y.,

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

Insulated Wires,
JAMES
O-

i

Avf

I'arlllr

;hl
i-

-

-

-

-

.

....

Work

-

F.

Cords and Cables

KELLY, general Sales Agent, 19 Pey

STCIIE,

Z/L.

KleetrlelABi Contractor and Electric
i.l^i>
InHpcctor.

S

Flexible

,r

a

4 hicopo
111.
specially.
Existing
*r hauled. .

._:,.

,

&

Russell

..I

for Telephone,
Street,

New

York,

T ELEPHONE S

Co.

l-'or

MASSILLON, OHIO,

THE NATIONAL

Telegraph

Private Lines.

The only Mechanical Telephone which

BUILDERS OF

the

lias

stood

held out and trlvon nuilefactory
service for the puutelcht years.

tetttn unci

Automatic Engines
GiL?n|llC BATTERY
UNEOUALED FOR
BELLS.TELEPHONES,

GAS LIGHTING.

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.
I.iHi

poroi

:i

...

s

<

Catalogue

and

Prices

£l^in Telephone and Electrical Supply Co.»

H.

BLISS,

Kimiiii

7,

IJuhlmnl

Itllt.,

Elgin,

ELECTRICAL EXPERT

r.

HE">UIRED.

DEALER

ISTANTLY,

'ABIE.

Illustrated

BLECTKICAL GOODS OP EVERY DESCRIPTION.

ETC.

Will. LAST A LIFE TIME.

for

for Catalogue.

GEO.
I MO SOAKING
I «U'

Sond

BOILERS, ETC.

IN

Electrical Securities

D. 8. A.

ALL

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical

III.,

Inventions.

MICA

SIZES

AND
QUALITIES

For Electrical Purposes.

THE NATIONAL
GALVANIC htTTEP.r CO

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple

Court,

EUGENE MUNSELL &
225

DEARBORN STREET.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

218

Water

Stroet,

Now

CO.,

York.

June

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

15,

VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The

attention of

BRATEI)
on account of

an<l

CELE*

ELECTS

\VIIi;i;i, as
WATER
remarkably **u*a«lv

parti

its

great Efficiency, and
double the Power

motion,
l;ir^«* Capacity,

hiirli Speed
Us diameter,

iccls of samcdian
'.
leading electric companies with great
use of water it is without an an equal, producing the highest p*r cent.

being

number of the
ical

ful effect

guaranteed.

nk\i>

fob catalogue am> particclara.

Our Horizontal "Victor"
and

it

is

recommended, as no gcai* arc

highly

r>

can be belted directly to dynamo.

YM"I'OIt

The accompanying

'-ngraving represents a pair of 12-inch
ICItI>l>S arranged on a horizontal sh ait, with Cast-iron Flui
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, ail tnour;
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very com;
strictly first-class in every particular.
are now prepared to furnish ;Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. wc recommend them.

XI

Wc

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO.,

-

DAYTON, OHIO.

HAYDENS,
&
BOOTH
HOLMES,FACTORIES:
WATERBURY, CONN.
MAM I'ACTIKEBS

OF

BARS AND INSULATEDWIRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT
For

Electric

Light,

a

K. K." LINE

Electric Railways,

WIRE

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.
CO., CARBONS FOR ARC LICHTINC.

ACENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON
J. L.

BARCLAY,

THOS.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

ILL.

/M /M3E* /^ADRON

L.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

CO., 'MAKERS •"HIGH -GRADE-

THE MOST DURABLE, SIMPLEST AND BEST
OVERHEAD WIRE SYSTEM.
Bentley - Knight Electric Railway
25 * 27 Tenth Ave.,

NEW YORK

Co.,

CITY.

The ONLY Conduit System.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

June

15,

1889

OUR SKELETON BELLS
WITH 4,

AND

5

INCH GONG ARE WITHOUT DOUBT THE

6

FINEST AND BEST BELLS IN THE MARKET.
It lias

Heel Adjustment Cast Gong, Hard Rubber Cover Magnets, Turned Brass, Nickel Plated BindiDg Pests and
Japanned Frame, highly polished.
ounte ^a.s ^a.
Loiir. sseistid

poh

fhices

CENTRAL ELECTRIC

^0 */„

trxau.

42 LA
CO,
General Western Agents:

SALLE ST, CHICAGO,

ILL.

THE OKONITE CO.

FISHERRAE ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM
For Street and Suburban

Traffic.

Embraces new and valuable improvements which are requisite
operation, and high efficiency. The

to

OILY SUCCESSFUL SYSTEM USING UNDERGROUND

Overhead Conductors.
IMPROVED TROLLEY AND TROLLEY SUPPORT
Avoids "flashing"

wheel or

at

line of neatest de-

line contact.

Fisher-Bae Electric Railway System

TJie

Contains

new

features that will

Railway Managers looking for

commend

it

POINTS OF SUPERIORITY.
A SINGLE MOTOR GEARED TO BOTH AXLES WITH
IMPROVED NOISELESS CEAR.
BETWEEN MOTOR AND CAR AXLES,
INSURING CLOSE MESH AND PREVENTING
BREAKING FROM SUDDEN STRAINS.

FLEXIBILITY

to the careful attention of Street

reliable, easily

operated and efficient electrical

apparatus, designed to stand the test of work.

The use where desirable of a separate motor truck, making a six wheel car, securing greater comfort to passengers ; motor trucks easily and quickly detachable, enabling change of motors from closed to open cars.

The Fisher-Rae System
Can be placed upon
and upon cars

CHUCK.

MILES OF CONDUIT IN ONE ROAD AT SAN JOSE, CAL.

8

sign.

economical

CORRESPONDENCE solicited,

existing roads without alteration of track or road-bed,

in use, without interruption to traffic of road.

to

important roads

now

estimates furnished, and references given

in successful operation.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
Woodbridge

7th and

DETROIT, MIGH.

Streets,

THE STODDARD PATENT
Combined Rosette and Cut-Out.

The Standard Open

For Flexible Pendent Electric Lights,

Circuit Batteries of the

World

TRADE

Bt

v

->.

kmI

wtrfie ottKTi

a neat

ma?

cost

GONDA

ippnr

anfl artistic

i'- .•,

retrain mora
about three to

'tif-i

Id practice

ordinary

Mag* «»•
:»j

ftach

'.:.

MARK.

v;or*man
Midi

trr<
'

tot

m*.

--xnex.
xr'-

neraJIy

;;

waL*. repair*
.*n*kr rip an »g>
•:

v.

MARKIE

'-•.-.

wm*

price."

CO.. Detroit. Mich.
For Stis by *M Electrical Supply Companlet.
E'.

Gonda "

Battery.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,
49 West 18th St., New York.
I

7
" Gonda Poroue

Cup "

Battery

June

15,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

18S9

"M

C." ELECTRIC

MOTOR

CO.
YORK.

NEW
Efficient Electric Motors
402-4 Greenwich

St.,

MANUFACTURED FOR ARC AND
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED.
I

NEW ENGLAND

OFFICE; 32

Oliver St.,

BOSTON.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE:

301 Arch Street.
WESTERN OFFICE: Phenix Building, CHICAGO.
SOUTHERN OFFICE: 25 Carondelet Street,

JOHN STEPHENSON
NEW YORK,

NEW ORLEANS.

CO.,
-*-./--.

HHHIT

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

£*

#

.<&

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
809 to 817 S. 7th St., St. Louis, Mo.
Manufacturers and Patentees of

The Long Distance

INCANDESCENT

Electric Light

SYSTEM.
Patented In

all Civilized

Countries.

The

4S>

only

INCANDES-

CENT SYSTEM
suited

for

especially

Central

Station

work, combining the SUCCESSFUL ILLUMINATION of
the STREETS with the universal supply of light for all COMMERCIAL and DOMESTIC requirements.

The most ECONOMICAL SYSTEM in every respect.
Noted for the BRILLIANCY ajd BEAUTY of the light.
Having the simplest mode of wiring, the greatest production of
C. P. to the H. P., and a uumber of other important advantages.
Its practical

and

financial success has been

demonstrated by

CENTRAL STATIONS which have adopted the
HEISLER SYSTEM within the last three years.
Our system Is the only PERFECT AUTOMATIC, adjusting
numerous

load correspondingly with the

Its

We

furnish lamps from 10

number

up

to

of lights.

100 C. P. to any desired

from the Central Station on a single wire. No. S
American gauge.

distance

We guarantee the

lamps not

brilliancy superior to

all

to

blacken and to maintain their

other systems.

Over 5,000 of our Incandescent lamps of various candle
powers have been placed for illuminating the streets and boulevards, connected by more than 1,500 miles ol line wire circuits.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Forest City Electric Works,
Manuiacturers

oi

CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

June

Established in 1861.

-?<&£>

BAGGOT, ^S^Wi^M

E.

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES.

^iii\-

15, iS

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

IN

Quick Make and Break Uncontrolled

ELECTROLIERS,

by the Handle.

COMBINATION

GAS AHD ELECTRIC S^OHS*

Correspondence
Solicited

Electric

FIXTURES.

with
Light

ELECTRIC and QAS GLOBES,

Companies.

SHADES,
W.

B.

CLEVELAND,

Proprietor,

183

Etc., Etc.,

a

SENECA STREET, CLEVELAND,

Madison Street and Fifth Avenue,

Rs.

I

I
I

I

CHICAGO.

675 DECREES

VALVE-OLEINE:

BRANCH STORE

MASTER aTEOHANICS, Purchasing Agents, Engineers and Practical Builders of
W-jcostly steam plauts will be pleased to know that a Lubricant is now produced of such
iy extraordinary high fire test as to make it proof against the great heat to which it Is
subjected, and is therefore a PERFECT lubricator where products of lower grade and
fire tests pass off at once, leaving the parts subject to wear, or gTeatly increasing the
consumption of oil.
^Valve-Olclne*' is a product in the highest state of nitration, is of the greatest viscosity. Is entirely free from all acids and absolutely non-corrosive, and without doubt the finest and most thoroughly reliable Cylinder Lubricant now on the market and will naturally lubricate 200 to 300 per cent.
more than products of lower test. ^~ls not only the best but the most economical lubricant.
Manufacture and sale controlled exclusively by RELIANCE OIL & GREASE CO.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Samples of one to ten barrels shipped on request. Correspondence invited. Resident agents wanted.

2134 Michigan Avenue,

|

I
I
I

14

YEARS.

|

SEND FOR

NEW PAMPHLET
C. F.

AKXETT,

Prest.

S.

F.

FENTON,

CHAS. SIDNEY SMITH, Seo'y

Yice-Prest. and Treas.

OF

RECORDING

Hotel and House Annunciators.
Electric Gas Lighting.

The United Electric Go.

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Pressure Gauges.

Electro-Medical Apparatna,
Electric Lighting.

Electrical

Apparatus and Supplies,

Telegraph Instruments.

Wire and Batteries.

SALT LAKE

UTAH.

CITY,

Jwvis

B. Eosofl,

NO EXPERIMENT
146 Broadway, N. Y.

BERG-EIiLlSri*

<&

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIANCES FOR THE EDISOM ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

I

B,

&

-W*-W vadtt
JCUKJi.
tvtxi-wt-

j

CO.,

227 State

ACENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

j

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.

[une

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

15, ic

The Pioneer

in

the Development of the Incandescent Electric

Light

System?

FACTS OF THE PRESENT CONTROVERSY.

THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC MANUF'G CO,
HOLDS THE KEY TO THE SITUATION
BEWARE OF IMPOSTORS.

"STJTJM CXJIQXJE"
TO USERS OF ELECTRIC LIGHT APPARATUS:
The Edison and Sawyer-Man Electric Light Companies
have recently deluged the country with circular letters and
bombastic advertisements, setting forth that they have patents,
which cover the fundamental principles of electric lighting;
and that their patents have been sustained in the Supreme
Court giving the exclusive right to manufacture and operate
Nothing could be more misleading than
incandescent lamps.
such statements.
Since the combination of the Westinghouse, SawyerMan, and the United States Electric Lighting Companies,
and the Supreme Court decision in the Bates Refrigerator
case (which the Edison Company endeavors to make capital
of), these concerns have endeavored to completely submerge
their competitors, by flooding the country with literature of
such character as to mislead the public.
In order that prospective purchasers may become better
acquainted with the true inwardness of this electric light controversy, and the history of the invention, we deem it no
more than reasonable that we present a few facts, viz.:
1.
Thomas A. Edison has not, nor ever had, the remotest possible claim to the priority of invention of the incandescent lamp, and his position is simply a pretense.
Walter K. Freeman was the original inventor, and
2.
made and sent to Thomas A. Edison the first incandescent
lamp, with a high resistance carbon filament, that he (Edison)
ever saw.
Edison never had a patent covering broadly the lamp;
3.
therefore, no such patent could be sustained in the courts.
The United States Electric Light Company has no
4.
claim for a patent; the only claim it ever had was based upon
a contract with Walter K. Freeman, dated June 21, 1880, and
which is now in litigation. The patents they quote are not
essential or necessary for the successful manufacture or operation of incandescent lamps.

GET THE BEST.

The Sawyer-Man patent, number 317,676, was not a
discovery, nor does it cover features necessary to the
manufacture of an incandescent lamp.
All of the claims which these concerns make for patents,
covering broadly the incandescent lamp inventions, are senseless and false, because the incandescent lamp did not originate
with either of these companies, nor with any person or
persons connected with them; they, therefore, have no rights
in the premises.
very pertinent fact regarding the successful operation
of the present incandescent electric light system, viz.: The incandescent lamp itself, and the converter system of electric
lighting, are the results of a series of experiments conducted
by Walter K. Freeman, at Racine, Wis., where he had in
operation, and continued to operate for more than twelve
years the inventions that were then made, covering this
method of lighting, thereby preserving the validity of his
claims to such benefits as may be derived from his researches.
His applications in the Patent Office, for patents covering
broadly the idea of the alternating system, and the incandescent lamp, must be disposed of before any company can sustain its patents, or collect damages of any user of electric
light apparatus.
This company takes the position: First, to defend the
users of its apparatus against loss accruing from its use;
second, to vigorously and determinedly prosecute Walter K.
Freeman's claims for patents covering these inventions.
Our apparatus is of the highest efficiency mechanically
are prepared to guarantee its operation
and electrically.
5.

new

A

and defend our customers.

We

are in this business on a business basis, for a manuhaving all modern facilities for the production
solicit the patronage of electric
of first class apparatus.
lieht users, believing- we can furnish the best.

facturer's profit;

We

£

Representatives wanted
every State in the Un

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG.

—

We

CO.,

(

Eau

GET THE CHEAPEST.

Claire, Wis., U. S. A.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

WOODWARD
G. H. GALE, President.
S. A. PLUMMER, VICE-PRESIDENT.
H. H. HUMPHREY, TREASURER.

f

GEN. R. A. ALGER.

G. H.
(S. A.

i

GALE.

PLUMMER.

June

15, 18

ELECTRICAL CO.
OF DIRECTORS.

BOAttl)

E. C. BROWN.
T. WILLIAMSON.
F. B.

TROUT.

C. A.
C.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, SECRETARY.
FRANK B. TROUT. SUPERINTENDENT.

WARREN,

H.THOMPSON
)N.

H.H.HUMPHREY.
Y.
•

J

1
J

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT STORAGE RATTERY.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

in

construction,

has

now been found
to many

PECULIARLY ADAPTED

to

be

uses in

SPECIiiLLT

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE
which other types of

batteries

and
have

DURABLE,

ADAPTED

Steadying Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,
Burglar Alarms,
Propelling Boats,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station Lighting,
Street Cars,

and

is,

owing

to its design,

failed.

TO

!

Isolated Lighting,
Auxiliary Central Station

Work,

Medical Purposes,

Running of Small Motors.

HATTKKY

SECTION OF BATTERY PLATE.

3= Detroit Storage Battery,
MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS CRANTED TO C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
BEEN DULY ASSICNED TO THIS COMPANY,
Is positively the only Secondary Battery which will not Buckle, or which will
withstand uninjured the Highest Bates of Discharge.

the only

STJCCESSPTJL
IS

STOPAGE BATTEPT

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE

The Woodward
St.,

Electrical Co.
FACTORY:

OFFICES:
69 G r '"twold

BYI

Campau

Building.

F.

B.

DETROIT, MICH.
"TROUT, General Manager.

Corner 13th and

Howard

Streets.

"

June

15, iS

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

The Thomson-Houston
Electric Railway System.

Twenty-six Roads in Daily Operation, and Sixteen Now in Process
of Construction Under the Thomson-Houston Patents.
ALL MATERIAL 18 NOW MANUFACTURED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.
The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the
The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others
brakes applied from either platform.
railway work.
Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
Only one pair of brushes for each motor.
above the floor.
Brushes self-feeding.
Direct gearing is used.
Bearings self-oiling.
The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the
No change of brushes for change of load or change in ThomsonTHbuston patents.
direction of rotation of the armature.
Contact with overhead conductor is had by means ol
trolley pressing against the wire from below.
The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

for

MOTORS 1 ELECTRICAL E QUIPMENTS FORNISHED FOR MINING £ OTHER SPECIAL WORK.
For Full Information and Estimates

.A-ddress the

Thomson -Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
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WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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/

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
ANSONIA, CONN.
WESTERN BRANCH:

RANDOLPH STREET, CHICAGO.

171

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN

ELECTRIC LI6HT ELECTRIC LIGHT
SUPPLIES,

SUPPLIES,

I3sTCX/0"DXlTQ-

xiiTcXd-criDx:£Ta-

HOUSE GOODS,

Incandescent Switches,

41.

Diamond Carbon

23.

Automatic Ground Switches.

42.

"O.

Underwriters'

24.

P. Lightning Arrester.

43.

"Popular" Iron Frame

Bell.

Magnet

25.

Auto. Pole

26.

Electric Light Switch Boards.

44.

"Dust Proof" Iron Box

Bell.

Cobb Vulcanite

27.

Construction Tools,

45.

Annunciators.

7.

Kerite

28.

Standard Testing Sets.
46.

Okonite

Burglar Alarms.

8.

29.

A.

9.

Incandescent Conductor Cords.

30.

Munson's Dynamo Belting.

47.

Burglar Alarm Springs.

0.

Copper

48.

Electric Bell Pushes.

49.

Electric

60.

Electric Bell Outfits.

51.

Electric Floor Matting.

52.

Sure Call Electric Alarm.

53.

Medical Induction

64.

Learners' Telegraph Sets.

56.

House

& B.

Moisture-proof Wire.

1.

P.

2.

Black Weather-proof

3.

4.
5.

Office

6.

and Annunciator

for

Commutator Brushes.

22.

all kinds.

& P. Ammeters &

31.

Electric Light Poles.

32.

Inst.

12.

Cross Arms.

33.

13.

Wood

34.

14.

High Insulation Brackets.

35.

15.

Glass and Porcelain Insulators.

36.

Armature Protector.
Low Temperature Fuse Wire
Ind. Support Arc Lamp Hanger.
White Light Carbons.
McCreary Shades.

1 6.

Fletcher's

37.

Fowlers'

1

7.

Arc Lamp Hangers.

Fletcher's Sleet Proof Pulleys.

18.

Gem Wire

1 9.

Insulating Tape.

20.

P.

21.

Arc Switches.

See

& B.

Cleats.

Electrical

Illustrated

Compounds.

Catalogue

NO. 550 B.

Dynamo

Speed

In-

dicator.
38.

Weather-proof Rope.

39.

Svwyer-Man Incandescent Lamps
Herrings' Wire Joints.

40.

See

U."

Wood Box Bell.

Voltmeters.

1 1.

Pins and Brackets.

&

Battery.

Lightning Arrester.

Ellis Oil Filter.

1

ELECTRICAL

Illustrated

NO. 550

Catalogue

B.

See

Gas Lighting Apparatus.

Coils.

Electricians' Tools.

Illustrated

Catalogue

WO. 647.

June

15,
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BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY
•op-

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

BRUSH ARC
INCANDESCENCE
Electric Lighting Apparatus.

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CHRBONS FOR HRC LHMPS.
V.

CHICAGO

OFFICE!:

No. 217 Dearborn

St.,

ALEXANDER KEMPT, Special Agent.

ETC.

A
PACIFIC COAST AGENTS:
THE CALIFORNIA ELECTRIC LIGHT

CO.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

June

15, ij

FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
Fort Wayno, Indiana.

Manufacturers

SL&TTERY

of the

INDUCTION

SYSTEM

out

The Most Carefully Workedand Complete Alternating

System of Electric Lighting in

OF

Existence.

INCaNDESCENT LIGHTING,

AND THE

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

Lamps

OF

ARC LIGHTING.

and

Converter!

12—16 Candle Power

to the Mechanical Horse

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED,

NEW YORK
115

OFFICE:

BROADWAY,
Boreel Bldg.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS,

FORT WAYNE,

IND.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,
907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

CHICACO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.
OFFICE, 217 Sansome St.

SAN FRANCISCO

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.
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THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

—»

CO,,

m ™™*

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

CHICAGO, JUNE

Vol. IV.

1

O cents per Copy.
No. 25

22, 1889.

SCHAEFER ELECTRIC MFC. CO.
Incandescent Lamps from

100 Candle-Power.

10 to

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS

COMPLETE INSTALLATION OF INCANDESCENT PLANTS.
FACTORY AT CAMBRIDGEPORT.

BOX 3068, BOSTON, MASS.

P. 0.

ELECTRICAL
EVERYTHING
BEND FOR
PAKE CATALOGUE,
236

111

Estimates Furnished on Application.

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

THE WARING

IN

BOBTOM, MASS.

Arch Street,

BELTING AND PACKING
NEW YORK
CHEEVER,
JOHN
PARK ROW.

CO.

N. Y.

Treas., 15

H.

Oldest and Largest Manufacturers In the United States of

VULCANIZED RUBBER FABRICS
For Mechanical Purposes.

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER BELTING,

Standard Underground Cable Co., Mf'rs,
General Offices, 708

PENN

AVE.,

NewTorb, 18

-

With Smooth Metallic Robber surface for use on
Dynamos and swift running machines.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

•

Cortlandt St, G. L. Wiley, M'gV-

RRANP14 Urr
(IFFIPF^IOCS. ^ CUrago> i 39 E.MauU.onSt.,F.E.DegeiiliiiLrat,M'B'r.
BUMNOn
i

FAB & ROSE

21ACHIXK BELTING
VULCANITE EMERY WHEELS, RUBBER
MATS, MATTING AND STAIR TREADS.
BRANCHES:

Boston, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Detroit, Chicaqo, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Minneapolis, Denver,
San Francisco.

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back
Noiseless

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
for durable and high
merits proved by a record of over
Insulation.
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

The acknowledged Standard
Its

and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,
Railway and ail other

Aerial Use,

Electric Light

Branches

E.

B.

ot Signaling.

All Sizes

Subterranean Use,

d Encased Wires

L

McGLEES, General Manager,

Submarine Use
Concealed Wiring

16 Dey

St.,

in all Locations.

NEW YORK.

Iioooxaotlve Safety "\7 «.lT7 o,
Tile A-slitoii Looli Safety Valvo.
Tlie Ashton
ator Relief "Vjil-vo.
-

-

w

THE ASHTON VALVES

«*»*«<» as***
&I? »$*>

"»>

most perfects

Glve
eecmity
boUer
ViTVPS
TdJLlVJllO whether
Locomotive
THEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES !^¥Ri£E££!S.fiS
now

TTTTfTTS
Q A T?TfTV
IJDLXilll QAIflll

Perfect

aealnst

Steamboat,

exploelom,
or Stationanr.

in the market.
in construction, Automatic in action, Perfectly Controlling the Pressure of the hoee at whatever Bpeed the engine or pump is working.

Simple

BRANCH

21S Lake St., CHICAGO.
OFFICES:'! 92 Liberty St., NBW YORK.

Asliton Valve Co.. 271 FranKLiii St. Boston,

(

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY.

-THE

COWLES' PATENTED

Sole Manufacturers of

and Weather ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

Fire -Proof
PUSH-BUTTON

a

a

c

Proof
a

SHELLS.
CUT SHOWING STYLE OF INSULATION.

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

.4.— Copper Wire,
saturated with a Black,
trie

Dahikl W. Mabmon, President.
Addiboh H. nobdykk, Vice-President.

NEW

YORK.

Chables D. Jenmet,

5.— Two

!

£— Brsidtd

Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation.

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters.
Copper Wire, barn and covered, of every description.

WAREROOMS95 CHAMBERS STREET,

B.

Wkather-Proop Composition.

l9

and 2I

'Id
133 and

Cliff

St "
,

Samples furnished upon application.

York*
New York.

135 Wabash

FACTORIES:

Ave., Chicago,

ANSONIA, CONN.

III.

Brainarp Rorison. Secretary
Amos K. Holaowxu,. Trcasursc

Electrician.

Jenney Electric
Company,
INDIATVA.
IJiTI3IAJirAFOI.IS,

Sole

Owners

of

nil ilie

Peer*

Patents and Inventions of Churlua D. Jenney (known as the Jenney System) and Sole Owners and Manufacturers of his

Improved Dynamo, [amp

$

Electric Motor.
desirable features of Arc and Incandescent Lighting
the Jenney SyBtem lends.
Simple, durable, economical,
steady, brilliant and penetrating.
In these caacntlals It challenges comparison
In

all

Estimates Promptly Furnished for Erecting Electric Lighting
Plants lor Cities. Companies or Individuals.

Prices FuRNrsHEO for the Jennet Arc or Incandescent Systems, or for both comeincd.
Incandescent Dynamos aro-.elf-rvguiatlns;
The Jenney
and permit toe tornlni
>ne or all of the Lamps
:u

p IU,

ThitO

rnisfUHg JfUJs,
Plants.

tr

SEII

m

riUPILCT miSTElTlIC III lEStlllllC Tit STSTEi.

OTTICK AND

^a

W

Cor. Kentucky Ave. aud Morr's St.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.
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The Thomson-Houston
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Electric Bo.
WESTERN OFFICE:

EASTERN OFFICE:

620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON.
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ILL.

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

Electric Urc-Qighting
IX*

THE

WORI-ID.

SERIES LAMPS
FOE

]|rc-Circuits.
These Lamps have repeatedly
shown their superiority under
teat.
First Medal : Best Arc-Light, Louisville, 1888,
First Prize : Best System of Arc-Lighting,
Cincinnati Industrial Exposition, 1883.

This

Company was

given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions
at London, August
1, 1885, FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

Exhibition,

1

atBO MANUFACTURERS OF

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
dynamos

are automatic in their regulation
durable.

and

will

LIGHTING.

No other Incandescent
maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit.
are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

Our Incandescent systems

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all

FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

Power. Plans and estimates for
and Incandescent Lighting and Power Plants.

size* for the transmission of

all

kinds of Arc

Lamp

is

so perfect and

—
June

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

22, i?

QUEEN CITY ELECTRIC

CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OP

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
TWO

FIRST PRIZE COLD MEDALS 1888.

ONE F^OI=?

MOST EFFICIENT.

!

MOST EFFICIENT.

DYNAMO
25 to 500

M OTOR
1-8 to

50

LIGHTS'

INDORSED
Thomas

Elihn Thomson,

A. Edison,

H.

S.

Edwin

Possons,

CAPACITY.
— AKD
ECONOMICAL.

ISOLATED PLANTS and C ENTRAL STA TIONS FOLLY ERECTED.

Motors for Running
ELEVATORS,

We give

Pamphlet "ARE YOU POSTED?" to

and

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH
177-179 Broadway, U.

READY.

Houston,

J.

FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELEES.
for

Power.

KVF.lt

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

Send

Horse

58

GENERAL MACHINERY.

Efficiency.

OFFICE,

CO.,

Y.

FANS, PUMPS AND

an Absolute Guarantee regarding Materials, Workmanship

FACTORY AND SALESROOM,

& 60 Longworth

St.,

CINCINNATI, 0.

IDJL
iii-iicn ii

tim-mau ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.

IHSULATIM COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF ALE KINDS OF

INSULATED WIRES and CABLES

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.
Guaranteed to Give Satisfactory Services Underground and Overhead.

Adapted

for Minos,

Prices and

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

Specially

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

Chemical Works. Eto.

Samples on Application

at

Central Stations for Power Distribution,
No. 159
W, M,

FRONT STREET,

HASIHSM,

NEW YORK

F.C.S., London, Chemical Engineer,

CITY.

General Manager.

STATIONARY MOTORS.
FOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We

have supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

Electric Light,

Telegraph and Telephone Companies, to United States Vessels,

STORAGE BATTERIES.

Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other services

wherever a First-class Electrical Installment
Materials and Workmanship are

and correspondence
articles.

is

solicited from

is

Guaranteed

Required.
the Very

Our
Best,

Executive Offices:

115 BROADWAY,

companies and architects requiring our

Factory:

JERSEY CITY, N.J.

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

CleT7-ela-n.d-, Oliio.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENCINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENGINEERING CO.

JARTIS

61

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER STATIONS.

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
IARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

OLIVER STREET,
IOSTON.

Anthracite Coal

SEND FOR NEW CATALOCUE.

THE HAWKEYE ELECTRIC
lO'WT'A.
DAVENPORT, MANUFACTURING
IFREFRS

and Coke

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

CO.,

OF THE-

CELEBRATED THONE SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT AUTOMATIC APPARATUS.
Electric Motors, Generators for Mechanical

Motor

Circuits.

Automatic

Dynamos

for

Iihtini

Plants.

Contractors for Complete Electric Plants,
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING &NPFG CO.
ROOMS, 200 and 202

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST. XjOTTIS.
UNIFORM

IN QUALITY,

LONG LIFE AND GOOD LIGHT

$+:+<>-**** Si

:E=0^7^E]:B2 PLANTS
COMPLETE
A
Specialty, comprising

ECLIPSE CORLISS ENGINES,
Tubular or Water Tube

IDEAL
Plain

or

BOILERS.

IZZKIZZ3

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

UNION

BALL DYNAMOS !E LAMPS

PATENT FURNACES
Worth! ngton Pumps, Injectors and
Feed Water Heaters, Hill Friction Clutch
Pulleys, Dodge Patent Wood Split Pulleys,
Shafting,

Belting,

Pipe,

Fittings

FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

and Valves.
This system Is mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a steady
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required

W.

S.

TCBNER.

.

LESTEB W00DBRED9E.

WOODBRIDGE
AND
TURNER,

ELECTRICAL ENCINEERS
AND CONTRACTORS.
Light and Power Stations.

ELECTRIC
74 Cortland

and the cost of repairs.
For descriptive circulars or testimonials, address

CHARLES W. RAYMOND,
39 Dearborn

Light Wiring.

St.,

Street,

CmC-^GhO,

New York.

E lectrical
The Knapp ANTTPACTURBIIS
OS'

3VE

Magneto

Bells, Annunciators,

Western Agt.

Railway Construction.

Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries,

DEAIiERS

Tremont House,

ILL.

Works
-

-

-

.

Push Buttons, Etc.

Xr<J°

ELECTRICAL.
EVERYTHING
AGHNT8
THE
^"On.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A Full Line of their Celebrated Wires,

Buy your Goods

Cables and Tapes

of the

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

-

-

-

CHICAGO.

COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO,
THE STANDARD CARBON
IVIaiiuracturora of
ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.

June

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

22, iS

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND MOTOR

CO.

Out of six thousand four hundred and sixty-four trips
made by the Sprague Electric Cars at Atlantic City,
N. J., since that road was started, not a single trip
has been lost from any canse whatsoever.
This road uses the Sprague Improved Motors.

16

AND
II.

A.

18

BROAD STREET,
Electric Light

KIMBT.

A.

II.

1521 Fur nam

Keyring.

^'OMJEJ

TIATKT,
es

ELECTRIC HEAT REGULATORS

Western Agency:

Automatic,

PUMPELLY STOBAGE BATTERIES

Simple and Dnrable.

We prssess all

Beware
paten's on Automatic Ileat Regulator?.
If your dealer canof Imitators and attempted Infringements.
not supply you with our regulator write us, and we will reduce
your coal bill. I >!f.penee with doctor's bills. Thousands In use,

AND

WING'S DISC VENTILATING FANS.
Dealers in Wire, Bells, Push Buttons, Motors, Incandescent and
Arc Light Material, Poles, Cross-arms, Electroliers and Combination
Fixtures, Burglar Alarm Matting.

no expeiimenls.

Address,

CONSOLIDATED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING CO.
G4S Temple Court,

Commutator
Brushgs
FQR RLL SYST67^S.
Mend ns tub and -rlvc length
we will niake them up.
ft

The
>7A
C. A.

ot brush,

and

if

we have

n"t

them

Mgr.,

Minn.

Cleverly Electrical works

M6G

Electrical

t Tl G 8'

*.h{ll

^U

H'A'Cleverly -Manager

175 Randolph St., Chicago.

311 nne a poll*.

loi&Chestnut St. Philadelphia

in fttoek,

Construction Co.

HARTER,

n

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, R a J8 f IcTurer.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.

OMAHA, NEBRASKA

Street,

Pattern Making. Etc.. Etc.

General Macnine juu-mrork.

ZJBXHJgn.

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.,

NEW YORK.

-

IT

f

MfllCDl*

Philadelphia Department'*

BAXTER ELECTRIC MFG&MQTOR CO.

ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES TO CONTRACT.

Ill

UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS.
DR. GASSNER'S

DRY RATTERY

Experts acknowledge it to be the best open circuit battery in the market, most durable and convenient.
Telephone, Railroad and Fire and Police Signal Companies use them largely.
Bell
hangers say it kills their trade, as they cannot charge for renewals. Physicians love them. Highest testimonials.

For Sale by THE

Write

for Circulars.

WESTERN ELECTRIC

CO..

CHICAGO,

And CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS, San

11,1,.

111

Francisco, Cal

Edward

C. H. Jackson, Presi.

8.

A. SCHOVERLINC,
Chambers St., - NEW YORK.
JA9. P. MoQuaide, Sec'y snd Tress.

Perot, Vice-Prest.

THE NATIONAL CONDUIT MFG. COMPANY'S

WROUGHT IRON CEMENT-LINED PIPE
For Electrical Subways.
j

&

Telegraph Company of New
In use by the Metropolitan Telephone
by the Bell Telephone Company of Buffalo; by the Police and Fire
Departments of New York and Chicago, Etc.

York;

THIS SYSTEM IS PARTICULARLY ADAPTED FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT TRUNK AND DISTRIBUTION.

Address the Company,

THE JUUE N ELECTRIC

CO.,

TELEPHONE BUILDINC, NEW YORK.

^"fcStt

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION
OPPICES;

1

SO

IBr©a,cl-<^re,3r,

CO.,

ITe^xr

*

1

KwlS!

'

™"

*** 1 **".*
Storage Batteries.

"^Tornr.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

June
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SOLE BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine
especially adapted for electric plants
of all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.
Is

&

ALUS

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.

IT IS

22,

CO.,

MILWAUKEE, WIS,

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Pulleys, Cears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

UTTEQUALED FOR ECONOMY OF FUEL, REGULARITY OP
MOTION. AND DURABELITY IN USE.

rile for

*v

CHICAGO BRANCH,

our Catalogues

41 and 43

SODTH JEFFERSON

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO. EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC

ST.

CO.

MOTORS
INCANDESCENT LAMPS

FOR

Arc

I

KI1HT.

1

PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

SIMPLE RELIABLE. DURABLE.

Highly

.

and Economical.

Efficient

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.
safe socket for series lamps,

and the only

socket having insulating material for the outside
parts.

Incandescent Circuits

WOmD FOR AM'

ARC-LI6HT° CIRCUITS.

The only

%

Send

F.

for Illustrated Catalogue.

W. HORNE, Manager
WESTERN AND SOUTHERN

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

630

BOSTON,

-

MASS.

COMPOUND.
16 Sizes, 5 to 500 H. P.

CONDENSING OR

EAST ADAMS STREET,

1

1

TT

of

Eaeiae

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
YORK,
17 Cortlandi Street,
] to-mm—i...
BOSTON,
Hathaway HuUding,
Ttarcn
LLu c Kerr
PITTSBURGH,
Westinghouse Buiiaing, f
£ L0
*
CHICAGO,
156, 158 Lake Street.
J
PHILADELPHIA
608 Chestnut St., M. E. Muckle, Jr. & Co.

for

?,'

HIGH FUEL DUTY AND SIMPLICITY.

in use in all parts of the Civilized

JUNIOR.
-tsa sswts
Well Built.

Economical.

6 Sizes

in

KANSAS

50

Reliable.

Over 300

I

H. P.

sold the first year.

,,„vi,„„ u .
Fairbanks

I

I

1330 Seventeenth Street, I
* uo
1619 Capitol Avenue, F. C Ayer.
PINE BLUFFS, Ark
Geo. M. Dilley & Sons.
SALT LAKE CITY, 259 S. Main St.
Utah & Montana
BUTTE, MONT.
E. Granite St.
Machinery Co.
f
SAN FRANCISCO, 21 and 23 Fremont St., Parke £ Lacy Co.
PORTLAND, OR. 33, 35N. Front St., Parke & Lacy Mch. Co.
CHARLOTTE. N. C. 36 College St., l™,
.
„
,
,,,„„
TheaT
Co.
D. A. Tompkins „„
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OMAHA,

i

I

ceeapee thai? a slue valve.

All the above built strictly to Gauge with Interchangeable Parts.
Kepairs Carried in Stock. Send for Illustrated Catalogues.

CITV,

Washington Ave.
312 Union Avenue.
SOS, 304

DENVER,

World.

Stock, 5 to

kS
-

ST. LOUIS,

STANDARD. ViMI' ^
3.000

CHICAGO.

-

NEW

NON-CONDENSING.

Hot yet equaled by any form

STATES.

-

TheWestinehouseMachineCo
PITTSBURGH, PA. U.S.A.
W.

D.

SARG ENT,

ATLANTA, GA.
DALLAS. TEX.

1N0. A. BARRETT. V Pres. and Cons. Elec.

Pres.

St.

S.

f

Keating Imp.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

C. E.

E H CUTLER, Treas. and Mgr.

Jay and Plymouth

Sts.,

Men. Co.

&

Co.

FRANK A PERRET,

THE ELEKTRON MFG.
Cor.

&

James

Elec

CO.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

HANUFAt'TIIRKKS OF TUfi

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS and DYNAMOS
Small Sizes a Specialty (1-8 to 2
The

Laminated Field Magnets, Low ArmaSparking under Changes of Load, Excellent Work-

Distinctive Features are

ture Resistance,

No

HP.)

:

manship.

n

EFFICIENCY, REGULATION, SIMPLICITY and

DURABILITY
Our Fan

OUR MACHINES SHOW GREtT SUPERIORITY.

Outfits are very

handsome and run very

still.

CAREFUL INVESTIGATION INVITED.
_

.

^^Sg^

LlulK

»
a
Catalogues Furnished on Application.
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TUBINC ALL'

Pure Sheet
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His Patents Sustained by the United
Supreme Court.

States

THE EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
Takes pleasure in announcing to its patrons and the general public that the decision of the
Supreme Court of the United States, filed on the 21st ult.,in the case of the
Bate Refrigerator Company, is in fact a decision

SUSTAINING THE EDISON PATENTS
In the many suits brought by the Edison Company, in the lower courts, against infringers of the Edison patents, the
defendants have evaded the merits of the controversy, thus tacitly admitting the fact of infringement, and have interposed a plea alleging that our patents have been voided by the expiration of patents previously granted in foreign
countries.

Hence the delay in establishing our rights. In the meantime, other electrical companies have been indiscriminately
copying our devices and methods, not even assuming that they themselves were the original inventors, but simply relying upon the construction of a statute by the lower courts invalidating our fundamental patent. In pursuance of our
expressed determination to secure a decision upon the point of law involved, we have had the Bate Refrigerator case
(covering the identical question) argued before the U. S. Supreme Court, with the result announced above, thus

Completely Deprivingthe Defendants of their Main Defense.
We have now only to

prove the fact of infringement in order to secure prompt injuncand damages from, those who have been so long using tvith impunity that
HIGHEST A UTHOBITY now concedes to have been ours, exclusively, from

tions against,
which the
the beginning.

This is simply to establish

A QUESTION OF FACT.
Was,

or

Was

lot, Edison the Original Inventor ?

This question has been decided in his favor a great many times, primarily by the U. S.
Patent Office, which granted to him Patents bearing earliest dates ; then by the various
courts of Europe, through the crucial examination of which the question has many times
passed.

Thus

the

QUESTION OF LAW having now been settled by the Supreme Court of the
and the QUESTION OF FACT by tJiehigJiest expertsof the world, this com-

United States,

pany now notifies the Public of its intention
trespass and abuse of its rights in

to call

a halt and demand a reckoning for tlie

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
44

Wall

Street,

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
By EDWARD H. JOHNS OH,
New York.

President.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,

^0%,
~

June

THIRD

310 N.

ST.,

SAINT LOUIS, MO.

^i

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS AT BOTTOM FICURES.
Okonite Wires, Cables, and Tubing, Weatherproof Line Wires, Manson and Okonite Tapes.

MARKJ

TRADE

fays to

ire

t hei bbst.

a-Eq?

ENGINEERING CO.,
707 and 709 Market

POND

427 "The

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.

Louis.

St., St.

Erected Ready for Service.

Rookery," Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

319 Ramge

Building,

Tifsr tjs.

H I" RC I A

I.T I K.N :-The Armlngton & Sims Engine, Steel Boilers, Ireaon Link Belt. Standard Rocking and Sheffield Urates, Lowe Ueater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pump, Korting Injector, etc.

City.

SEND FOB liVTKMT CATALOGUES.

Omaha.

SYJSTO^IAL

Oynamo and
Second

to none.

machinery.

8.

George
LAW

Free from

By

Cylinder Oils.

gum

or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
refiltering can be used continually.
Adopted by the largest
Electric Plants of the West.

TAUSSIG, Agent,

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

P. Barton,
OFFICE,

CHICAGO.

THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR

CHIOACaO, ILL.
225 Dearborn Street
PATENT AND TRADE MARK CASES.

The Perkins Electric Lamp

THE CURTIS

W.

PATENT RETURN STEAM TRAP.

IT

is

noiseless,

condensation back
n connection with reduced pi

rapid, w

positive,

return

II

'
boiler, and works equally well
exhaust steam, also when the retu

ure or
ater line of the boiler.

n is belov

5-4

a,rxd-

THE CURTIS REGULATOR COMPANY,
Beverly

boston, Mass.

St.,

general agencies.

NEW

YORK, 109 Liberty St.
PHILADELPHIA, 2035 N. Front
MINNEAPOLIS, 210 S. Third St.

I.

W.

CHICAGO, 218

Lake

NEW ORLEANS,

21

5© ^ra-rxlsllrx
CHICAGO.

Street,

St.

ST. LOUIS, 707 Market

St.

HALM,

G.

VICE-PRESIDENT AND U'EMTEKN lllMI.KB
the

to

all

Co.,

St.

Union

COLBURN & CO.,

174 Main

FITCHBURG, MASS.

St..

JUST ISSUED FROM THE PRESS.

ELECTRO-DYNAMIC

"THE
ELECTRIC

224

CO.

Carter St., Philadelphia.

RAILWAY."
By FRED H. WHIPPLE.
Machines for Arc and lnoaDd*»8cent
Electri* Ughtlng, Kleotro-IMatinc
A
new
and original book designed to
and Experimental Vse.
inform the practical business man -withSend for large Illustrated Catalogue, also HandNEW HAVEN CLOCK CO.,

Westbbw BRANCH

Wabash Avenue.

Batteries,

out the use of mystifying technical terms

book of Ready Refere nce, veat-pockPt edition.
No. 315

Dynamos, Motors,

and formulae.
There is information in it of value to
the owner, the officer and the employe of

CHICAGO. ILL

Voltmeters

every street railway or user of power for

and

Ammeters,
t

any purpose.
Historical Development of the Modern Method
of Producing Electricity.
How Electricity IB Mechanically Produced.
Practical Thoughts upon the Lines of Force and
the Production of Motion.
Something about Primary and Secondary Bat-

Switches,

KTD-

Complete Electric Lien.

teries,

How

Electricity is Applied to Street Rullwaye,

and Power Plants.

The Application of the Motor to the Car.
Earlv Attempts at Electric Propulsion with the
Roads now in Operation.

Some
i

of the so-called "Wyfltems" of Electric
Street Railways.
Application of Electricity to Elevated and Underground Railways.
Cost Of Producing, Transmitting and Applying
Electricity fur Street

Hallway ParpOBCfl,

STREET CARS EQUIPPED

Borne [farther Comparisons of EJectrlc Propulsion Hriih other Methods,
The Electric Motor for Stationary Power Pur-

FOR ELECTRIC PROPULSION.

poses.
I

.•

Importance

Economical Steam Power to

r,f

the Electric Current.
Mli/allon Of Water Powerfl for Electric
I

Transmission,

WO0DHOUSE&-RAWSON,
LIMITED.

11 Q

•

St.,

L0IW0N, EN0

-

and

CUT-OUTS
-

AClffKXK
AA oMri

m

«

I

TIM

'type.

PRICE:

I

»-

KMt^d.

Flexible Russia.

M

no

paper.

Mo-

Company

in

the World.

$2.00.

One Hundred and Filly Illustrations.

JWirljoor
LOB,

\«mu

in

Detroit,

l**t

tor

Paper Cover, $1.00.

Bound

Electric

Car

FRED. H. WHIPPLE,

TH.

'J

rtv*l IMlfctb lrxt*:.m?*#:

t*frc

a

of Good Belts.
Possibilities of Electric Street

i

Propulsion.

i

SWITCHES

The Oldest and Most Experienced

The Purpose and Cere

D.rri'-,

btWlMM ud lul'lrew, »n<l No
WbippWa N.UobaI KLftc-

111

Irk.l Inr«y;U>Ty.

Chicago

Office:

502 Phenix

Building.

Mich.
Detroit Office:

30 Atwater

St.,

East.
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PROF.

H.

ARON'S

FRANKLIN

S.

CARTER.

CHARLES

WILKINS.

IK.

E.

WARD WILKINS.

TRADING AS

PARTRICK & CARTER,

Electric Current Counter

MAN UFA

D

I

DEALER*

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

PATENTED.
Gold Medal Awarded at Melbourne Exhibition, 1888-1889

Sole Proprietors of toe Patent Needle Annunciator.

1

Thorn*- at reliable Electric Mete'l
Qver invented.

Guaranteed direct

for

email and

Iniye currents.

Built

fur direct two-wire,

I

14

SOUTH SECOND STREET.

established 1867.

PHILADELPHIA, June

1889.

15'

tbree-

wlrc and alternating system, in Blzee
from 15 up to any number of
amperes.

ADOPTED BY

SIEMENS & HALSKE,

TO THE ELECTRICAL TRADE:
Our new 1889 Catalogue

is

being printed, and will be

Beilln, Germany.

EDISON COMPANY, ready
Berlin,

for distribution in a

few days.

Tbis Catalogue and

Germany.

Price List should be in the hands of every one
Municipal Electric
Berlin,

who

con-

Lighting Works

Germany.

templates purchasing Electrical Goods.

The book

fully

is

and many novelties are

listed.

Unquestioned superiority.
ImespenBable for Centra: Station
work.

Will be mailed to any address upon application.

If in

Amount of current consumed may
be ascertained at a glance, the dials
being constructed on the same

the "trade" and discount eheets are wanted, send busi-

In use by European Central Stameasuring 60 million watte.

illustrated

and

priced,

tions

principal aa the gas Meter dials.

for prices and

"W.

paiticulare, address

HACHENTHAL,

ness card.

SOLE MANCFACTUBEB ANI» 1MPOBTEB.

25

BEEKMAN STREET,

-

PARTRICK & CARTER.

NEW YORK.
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Book.

INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK
and five tables, three of which are
These tables give, at once and without any calculation, the size of
1 2x1 8 inches.
timely book. Get your order
wire required in each case for any percentage of loss.
Price, postpaid, $1.00, including tables, or the tables can be had
on file now.
Pocket

cloth

size;

binding;

thirty-five

cuts

A

separately at 25 cents each.

NOTE THIS TABLR OR CONTENTS.
Wire Gauges.

Introductory.

Explanatory.
Table No. 1.
Table No. 2.

The Multiple Arc System.
The 3-Wire System.

Methods

of

— Gauges Circular
— Electric Light Conductors.

Running Wires.

b.

Mils.

General Electrical Data.
Coulomb.
Ampere.

Work.
Molding Work.
Concealed Work.
Cleat

a.

in

Volt.

Wlien the Building is being Constructed.
In a Completed Building.

Ohm.
Conductors and Insulators.
Ohm's Law.

Location of Safety Devices and Switches.

Conductivity.

Divided Circuits.

The Tree System.
The Closet System.

Calculating Sizes of Wires.
Drop of Potential and Percentage of Loss of
Energy.
Carrying Capacity.
Explanation of Tables Nos. 3, 4 and 5.
Table No. 3.
55 Volt Lamps.
Table No. 4.— 75 Volt Lamps.
Table No. 5.— 110 Volt Lamps.

Safety Devices.
Switches.

Splices.

—

Abstracts of Safety Rules.
Insulation and Testing for Faults.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HflND-BOOK.
By

F. B.

BADT.

Hundred copies exhausted. Second Thousand
copies of Second Edition now ready, making Forty-Five Hundred books printed
up to date, containing additional pages and Moonlight Schedule for 1889.
First

Edition

of

70

Twenty-Five

illustrations;

flexible

cloth

binding; size

of type

page, 6x3 inches.

for
Dynamo Tenders and Linemen, Stationary and Marine EnDesigned
the book for men who wish to learn how to operate and care for
The only book of the kind in the English language.
ic light installations.
SENT, POSTACE FREE, ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.
1

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

-

-

6 Lakeside Building, Chicago,

June

22,
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ELECTRIC LIGHT
DISTRIBUTION BY ALTERNATING CURRENTS,
CENTRAL STATION OUTFITS.

ISOLATED OUTFITS.

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ARC LIGHTING.

MOTORS.

METERS.
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THE WESTIN6HQUSE ELECTRIC CO.
170 CENTRAL STATION PLANTS SOLD IN 30 MONTHS.

OFFICES

IN

ALL LEADING CITIES.
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WESTERN ELECTRIC CO I
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Send

for

Catalogues of the following lines in which we are the
leading Manufacturers and Dealers:

ANNUNCIATORS,
Batteries

BELLS AND PUSHES,

and Battery Supplies,

PATTERSON GABLES,

Electric Light Apparatus,

INSULATED

^STIRE,

TELEGRAPH INSTRUMENTS AND LINE SUPPLIES,
TESTING SETS,

BUILDERS' AND REPAIRERS' TOOLS,

AND OTHER MISCELLANEOUS APPARATUS.

We

are sole Western Agents for the sale of

A. G. DAY'S
Which,

KERITE INSULATED WIRE,

after years of experience,

we

consider the best wire
for the purposes for which it is intended.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO, JUNE

Vol. IV.

Laboratory at Purdue Univer-

Electrical

sity.

A prospective view of the new electrical laboratory, which is building at La Fayette, Ind.,
for Purdue University, is shown in the accompanying illustration. The diagrams show the
floor plans of the institution.
Purdue University is chiefly a school of mechanical and civil
The institution possesses a wellengineering.
equipped mechanical laboratory and a physical
laboratory, well adapted to the needs of the
school.
The Indiana legislature at its last session made an appropriation for the purpose of
establishing a school of electrical engineering.
The laboratory when furnished and equipped
will be one of the finest in the country devoted
The first story will be
to this especial purpose.
It will be
of cut stone and the second of brick.
heated by the hot blast system, and the temperature will be governed by the Johnson regulator.
The building will be equipped
with a large number of galvanometers, electrometers, voltmeters, resistance coils, bridges, ammeters,
ampere balances, dynamometers,

22,

No. 25

1889.

and from March to June, [888,
Texas, and after a brief stay in
Cleveland, following his return in June, he went
to Santa Fe, N. M.
He returned from Santa
Fe five weeks ago, after having received assurances from the doctors there that his lungs were
arrival in
all right, but it was found upon his
Cleveland that he was in the last stages of consumption.
Mr. Swift was married to Miss Flora
M. Chichester in Cleveland in 1879, and is survived by Mrs. Swift and three children.
The
funeral took place on the 14th inst.

became
he was

in

When
Shocks of

Electricity

is

a Nuisance.

frictional electricity

taken

in

the

class room or laboratory from Leyden jars, etc.,
When, howare interesting, and often amusing.
ever, a whole dynamo room is turned into a huge

Leyden

Electrical Storms.

affected,

jar,

and the mere act of touching

the

General electric storms swept over the country June 15th. and considerable
property was
destroyed.
At New York a church was struck
by lightning, and damaged to the extent of
At Jersey City an oil tank was fired, and
§500.
the damage to surrounding property will exceed
A manufacturing building in an
$25,000.
part of the town was also destroyed, and the loss
is estimated at $12,000.
At Plainfield, X. J., a
new church was struck $2,000 will scarcely
repair the damage.
The telephone exchange
was burned out. At this point there were three
distinct electric storms within twenty-four hours,
and residents of the town were filled with terror.
At Newark there was a magnificent illumination,
and many buildings were struck. Newark was
visited before during the week, and it appears
to be a favorite playground
for
lightning.

—

Throughout New England considerable damage was done. The Hartford, Conn., opera house was struck
while the theater was crowded, and
although

the
lights were
extinguished, no personal injury was sustained.
Nearly every town in the

Connecticut was visited by
and in many considerable damage was done.
Over
100 telephones were burned out at
Pittsfield, Mass.
Telegrams from
Frederick, Md., announce considerable loss of life in that state.
At
Long Island city several persons
were prostrated. St. Louis seems to
have been the center of the storm
in
the West.
Lightning played
havoc with telephone wires, but

dynamometers, etc. Nearly
typical forms of dynamos
and motors will be placed in the dynamo room.
These will include a

state of

electro
all

an

the

I

Gramme

incandescent, a Thomsonarc, a Jenney incandescent, an Edison incandescent, a
Brush arc, a compound wound incandescent, and an alternating dynamo, together with a number of
typical motors.
These will be run
by a "Straight Line" engine manufactured by the M. C. Bullock company of LaFayette, Ind.
The course of instruction in this
school will be thorough, requiring
besides the special instruction in
electrical engineering, a large amount
of shop practice and a thorough
training in mechanical engineer-

Houston

IT

Hisi

]I#*'S»

^.irEEliiBl^CiT

In

tric

a

of Cleveland,* O., died at his

home

He

had been ill for
a few weeks ago it was

June nth.

several months, but until
hoped with confidence that

he

would

recover.

Mr. Smith was born in Ravenna, March 7, 1S52.
In 1867 he removed with his parents to Ashtabula, and soon afterward began his newspaper
experience by acting as correspondent of the
Cleveland Herald. His excellent work received
proper recognition in 1872, when he was given
a place on the local staff of that paper. He was
in a short time made city editor, and soon afterward resigned to accept a situation with the
Chicago Inter-Ocean.
Six months' experience
in Chicago was followed by his return to Cleveland,

when he became

Post.

He resumed

J It-raid a short time

city editor of the

Sunday

the

city editorship

after.

In 18S0 he

city editor of the Leader,

and

less

of the

became

than a year

he accepted a position with the Brush Eleccompany. He first traveled in the South

and in Mexico establishing electric light plants,
and upon his return to Cleveland was elected
lie spent the winter
secretary of the company.
of 1887-88 in

New

York, establishing an eastern

company, and at that time he suffered severely from throat trouble.
His lungs

office of the

Power

at

Kearney,

Kearney, Neb.,

is

found an

manufacturing interests.
Although Kearney is a young city it
to

PURDUE UNIVERSITY.

later

F. Swift.

William F. Swift, secretary of the Brush Elec-

company

damage was done.

excellent illustration of the benefits
of electricity in a new town adapted
F.LECTRICAL LABORATORY OF

in that city

other

Neb.

metal portions of the machines and fixtures
furnishes a forcible illustration of the meaning
of "difference in potential" most persons will
admit that electricity might, sometimes, be
Soon after the incandescent
called a nuisance.
plant in the Rookery building in Chicago was
started it was discovered that the dynamos and
other metal fixtures became so highly charged
with frictional electricity from the large belts
that the attendants were liable to receive severe
shocks whenever they touched them. Besides
this, the corrugated iron ceiling, just above and
close to the running belts, would be coated with
a black soot or dust, which seemed to be deposited by the electrical discharges from the
With a view of preventing this annoybelts.
ance, the chief engineer of the plant, W. C. D.
Gillespie, devised a scheme which, although
old in principle, may be considered mosl
tive in this particular case.
Hanging from the
ceiling, just over each belt, is a metal fixture
Dangling from the
shaped like an inverted T,
horizontal portion of the T, and fringing it. are

tric

little

Electric

ing.

Death of William

electric storm,

number of small copper wires. This copper
wire fringe over each belt is thoroughly insulated, and is electrically connected
with the
feed-water pipe of the boilers.
By this arrangement as fast as the electricity is generated it is
discharged into tin- fringe, through the conductor, and out to the ground.

has surprised

many of

its

more conservative

rivals

by its dash and enterprise. Since Januarv 1st it has
probably made more advancement comparatively
than any other town in the state.
It is admirably located on the Platte river, and has many
advantages not shared by its neighbors.
Its
water power is immense. New England experts
going so far as to claim that 20,000 horse power
can be readily utilized at any time. The Kearnev
Electric company is furnishing electric light anil
power.
The Thomson-Houston arc and Edison
incandescent systems of lighting are employed.
At present 30 arc lights are running, but the
present plant will be enlarged so as to furnish
double that number in a month.
Already
there is a demand fur more are lamps than the
company can furnish, even when it has its new
dynamo installed. A new water wheel will also
be put in. The incandescent plan; hasa
of 4,500 lights. It was only recently installed anil
tin-

company

lias

not yet

tilled its

The

orders.

Sprague Motor company has introduced a
number of its motors in this town and they are
highly commended.
Three printing offices are
operated by these machines. A 75-horse power

motor furnishes the power at the Kearney B
works and the paper and woolen mills
operated in the same manner.
\
facttory has .lis., adopted electricity and a packing
house here recently introduced the same power
_

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

3^4
Eai h

establishments has a 20-horse
A wholesale grocery
using a jo horse power motor for grindthese

of

Sprague motor.

power

firm is
ing coffees, spices, etc.
The "Western Engineering company which
recently removed from Lincoln to Kearney has
done much to keep alive the enthusiasm in
This company is constructelectrical matters.
ing an electric road at St. Joseph, and is ex-

This screw has two sized threads cut on
top for a distance of 12 inches has 8
threads to the inch, and the bottom for a distance
of 6 inches has 16 threads to the inch; as
these screws have right and left hand threads,
that they may be made to travel
it is obvious
toward each other by turning the screw in one
On the lower end of the screw
direction only.
there is fastened a ratchet wheel four inches in
diameter, having 400 teeth cut in its periphery.
On top of this ratchet wheel, pivoted at its center on the screw spindle, is a centrally balanced
ratchet lever, to one end of which is fastened a
This, at each operation
small ratchet or pawl.
or forward movement of the lever, engages with
As
a tooth in the wheel pushing it forward.
turns.
it;

the

x 30'

MAIN LA30RAT0RY

ELECTRICAL TESTIN3
iS'x 30'

Plan of First Floor

ELECTRICAL LABORATORY OF PURDUE UNIVERSITY.
in that city.
The Salt
Electric railway, Omaha's new electric railroad and the Plattsmouth Electric road
An
will also be constructed by this company.
electric railway will be built at Kearney this
summer. It will be 10 miles long, and an overhead system will undoubtedly be secured. The
contract has not vet been awarded.

tending the present line

As the ratchet
feeding almost continuously.
perfectly ballever or armature is almost
anced horizontally and the carbons are secured
to a solid screw vertically, the heaviest shocks
have little or no effect on the feed of the carbons and no amount of jolting can possibly jar
the carbons together, so that a perfectly steady
The small
light can be obtained at all times.
magnets which perform the feeding are in derived circuit around the arc, and consume only
>4 of 1 per cent, of the current used in the arc
so that there is no oxidation at the platinum
During the time
points in the circuit breaker.
it
has been in operation it has been entirely
satisfactory.
Mr. Silvey has devoted a great
deal of time to perfecting this apparatus extending over a period of over four years until to-day
the apparatus works admirably.

Lake City

Inspection of Electrical Apparatus.
In conversation with a representative

Western Electrician an

of

the

engineer
recently gave expression to decided views on
the subject of inspecting electric light wires and
While he was unwilling that his
apparatus.
name should be used, he did not object to the
electrical

1889

systems to distribute current constitute a most
substantial proof that the 'deadly current' has
come to stay. Naturally enough, the low tension
men, in the early days of electric lighting,
endeavored to retard the advance of such systems.
It was a matter of business with them,
but it did not stop their progress. The high
tension systems have as distinct a place to fill as
have the low tension incandescent systems.

LECTURE ROOM

soon as the forward motion has been completed
the current is broken in the small electro magnet
which performs this operation and the
lever is at once drawn back by a spring engaging with another tooth, in this way establishing
At each stroke
the arc or feeding the carbons.
of the ratchet and armature bar, the screw advances the carbons toward each other four onethousandths of an inch, so that the carbons are

RECITATION ROOM)
25

June

-.1

APPARATUS
|
« 15

'

,

[

DRAWING ROOM

30x44'

Plan of Second Floor

ELECTRICAL LABORATORY OF PURDUE UNIVERSITY.

"Suppose a few men have been killed by high
tension currents, does this warrant legislatures
in determining the maximum point of pressure?
They may make it safe to handle bare wires,
but they will at the same time destroy that particular feature which makes it possible to disWhat is
tribute over large areas at little loss.
needed is not legislation to exclude high tension
Such action would be absurd. They
systems.

Electric Locomotive Headlight.
The accompanying cut illustrates an electric
locomotive headlight, invented by W. L. Silvey of
Lima, O. The object sought is to make a lamp that
can not be jarred out of adjustment by the heaviest shocks of a locomotive. The lamp in question is operated by twenty-four cells of storage
battery located on the engine.
These cells are
charged with energy enough to operate the
lamp to its full capacity, 3,000 candle-power,
At the end of each division a 50
for 12 hours.
volt dynamo is located which serves the purpose
of lighting the round house and shops, charging
the cells for both the vestibule and passenger
coaches and those for the headlights. The cells
They will not buckle under
are of a new type.
a sudden change of output nor short-circuit in
The cells can
case the filling should drop out.
be taken off the engine and replaced by freshly
charged cells in about ten minutes. While an
engine is waiting or making a short stop a renewal of cells can be effected, and the lamp is
ready for further service.
Attempts have been to supply electric head
dynamo,
lights with current from a small
coupled direct to a small engine '>f three cylinbut, the rapidly revolving machinery
was not thoroughly understood by railway
mechanics, and this, together with the necessary
complication and the liability of the dynamo or
engine to get out of repair, caused this method
The storage system, howI.

e

defects as there

arc-

no moving parts; the only thing necessary is to
cells are properly charged and
properly sealed to prevent slopping over and
eady for action.
the electrical app
The novel feature of the entire equipment is
ally of a

the lamp.
;t

column

on

which

two

tubes
cast

them,
anot':.

-.t

for carrying
-.r

a nut

in

which

a

slid'-.

upon

1

LOi

OMOTIVE HEADLIGHT.

publication of the main points in the interview.
His views will probably not meet the approval
of all electric light nun, bul as tin- subject is one
which is exciting considerable intere 1, they are
He said:
worthy of attention.
ber of electrii
"'I In- large and in< reasing n
light and power !.ii
sing the high tension

We need, in my
are too useful for that.
ion, laws for regulation, not exclusion.

opinIl

is

not difficult to so insulate and proteel high tension wires and apparatus as to make accidents
Somealmost impossible, except to experts.
limes experts grow careless, and for thai reason
liul
they are liable to injury.
experts under-

June
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take their work with a full understanding of its
dangerous character, and hence must take their
chances, if they fail to exercise proper precaution.
See what other forms of apparatus there are
which we take little notice of, but which, in their
way, might be considered just as dangerous as
arc lighting machinery.
Why is it that we hear,
comparatively speaking, of so few accidents
from falling elevators, bursting boilers, falling
buildings, etc.
For the simple reason that the
law in most cases provides us with competent

space occupied by an electric motor is quite a
desideratum.
The tendency among the leading electric supply companies, seems to be
gradually Inward electric motor combinations
with other machines, like the above, and ex-

inspectors, whose duty it is to periodically inspect and enforce certain standards of safety.
"It is a strange fact," continued the speaker,
"and one with a direct bearing on this subject,
that all through the country incandescent wires
carrying currents, say, of only 220 volts' pressure are, as a rule, run into buildings with greater
care, and receive more attention from the companies whose current they distribute, than do the
more dangerous arc light wires. A tour of inspection with a well posted lineman will satisfy
any who doubt the above assertion.
"We rarely hear of an elevator falling. Why?
In all of our passenger elevators we see hung a
certificate of inspection. This means that a competent, practical man has carefully inspected the
machinery, and has pronounced it safe to cany
a certain load.
The fact that an inspection is to
be made of itself makes men more careful in

the

most

critical

and

honest inspection, so that a certain safe standard of insulation and protection should
be
rigidly enforced.
Some of our larger cities are,
I believe, now following such a plan."

War

Electric Shell Hoist for

A view

Vessels

one of the electric hoists built by
the Sprague Electric Railway & Motor company, of New York, for the new United States
cruiser Atlanta, is given in the accompanying
cut.
This hoist is the first of its kind built for
this work by the use of electric power on shipboard and promises to extend rapidly. The advantages of electric power for the manifold uses
on board vessels over transmission by steam,
are many, and the general adoption of incandescent lighting on shipboard enables such motors to be operated without additional dynamo

The

shown in the cut is of 3-horse
using the regular Sprague graphite
brushes, and can be run forward or backward
with the greatest facility, by the simple movehoist

1

,

groun

and also making it stand firmer
mid otherwise be the case.

Britain,

The

Conn.

A Motor Salesman's
Not long

KENEIIAN MAST ARM

perience shows that such combinations create a
demand as their advantages become recognized.

Renehan Mast Arm.
accompanying cut is illustrated the
Renehan mast arm for suspending electric lights
free from the foliage of shade trees that generally line the residences, streets and boulevards
in large cities.
It is made of wrought iron pipe
In the

power,

side.

:ablc

to bend,

New

of

installation.

the

tached to this arm being damaged Dy the lever
or crank, slipping from the grasp of the lineman.
This arm is operated by an endless wi re rope. To
this the lamp is attached. There is no groove or
iron rod for the lamp to travel on therefore, the
shelf will not interfere with the arm. When it is
desired to gain access to the lamp for trimming,
or other purposes, the lineman mounts the pole
in the usual manner, turns the crank, and the
lamp is drawn to the pole. After adjustment
the crank is given a rotation in the opposite direction, and the lamp is returned to the end of
the arm, where it is firmly held in place.
The
device is manufactured by James J. Renehan of

"The city fathers then should not attempt to
exclude high tension systems, but should control their introduction by having all wiring subto

of

the in

the swaying of the arm under strong winds, as
the point where they pass through the eye at the
rear of the arm is much narrower than where
they are fastened, by means of coach screws, to
the sides of the pole.
At the end of the arm is
a pulley and another somewhat larger is attached to the pole from which the arm extends.
To this pulley shaft a crank is attached for
operating.
There is no danger of the lamp at-

their work.

jected, periodically,

much

by removing

Explanation.

when

arc motors were first
introduced into a certain large city, where, as
the circuits had just been put underground, the
service was not of the best, an enterprising
motor salesman was hailed one morning bv an
irate
coffee dealer.
The latter's motor, on
account of a "grounded" circuit, had refused to
operate a coffee grinder.
In forcible terms, the
salesman was asked to explain why the machine
With a bland smile the
stopped every day.
young salesman proceeded to explain that "the
men at the station, just about that particular
time, shoveled the ashes out of their voltmeters," and that if a little patience was exercised all would be well.
It is needless to say
the explanation was satisfactory.
since,

A San

Francisco Station.

M. W. Slater, who has charge of the electrical
work for the Southern Pacific company, in San
Francisco, was in Chicago last week.
.Mr.
Slater has traveled throughout the east inspecting electric light stations to see the latest im-

provements which have been made.
ern

Pacific

company proposes

The Southa new

to erect

light station, and if Mr. Slater's ideas
are carried out power will be distributed from
the same station to all the repair shops of the

electric

company.
Electric

One

of

Motor for Elevator Work.

the latest of

the installations of

the

Sprague Motor company in Chicago is that in
the establishment of Lyon 8: Mealy, 162 State
street.
The plant consists of a Sprague motor
driving a Deane duplex pump, which
water from a tank on the ground floor to a reser1

The water thus si
voir in the top story.
supplies two hydraulic elevators
one passenger
and one freight and besides, is used throughout
the building lor various other purposes.
The
motor, 220 volt 10 horse power capacity, is
on
the lowei Boor, in a little
snugly arranged
It is lighted bv an
room, built especially for it.
incandescent lamp. The motor room can be
kept under lock and key. if desired. The motor
belt passes "lit through slits in the wall to a
counter shaft, which in turn belts to the large
driving pulley of the pump.
The capacity of

—

SPRAGUE ELKCTRIC SHELL HOIST FOR WAR VESSELS.

ment

in

switch.

one direction or the other of an

By

means

of

this

electric

same switch the

speed can be varied to any degree desired.
Although built for the special purpose of
hoisting shells, this combination promises to
meet a large demand for small hoists in manufacturing and other

industries,

where the small

and castings held in position by means of set
screws. Iron bracings are used. From the pole,
extending part way out the arm, a double pipe is
used, as most of the strain plays on this point.
The weight of the lamp and the long end of tin
arm are counteracted by the double rods and
.ire transferred to a point down the pole: there-

—
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the pump is 200 gallons, but has been most of
The reserthe time supplying 240 per minute.
voir at the top consists of two connected circular tanks, each of a capacity of 2,500 gallons.
The plant throughout is most complete and its
A
performance has been most satisfactory.
lighting plant of a capacity of 25 arc and 350
incandescent lights is shortly to be installed by
the

same

firm.

Clark Arc Lighting System.
The accompanying illustrations show the new
arc light apparatus

pany

of

Figs.

1

New

and

2.

of

V'ork.
it

will

the

Clark Electric com-

The dynamo shown

be seen, has

in

unusually

an

FIG.

The

operation.

shaft is
made of cast steel and runs in gun metal bearings.
The armature cores are made of iron wire,
insulated with cotton and wound into the proper
form.
better division of the iron is thus obtained, the manufacturers claim, than by making
the cores of sheet iron rings with insulating material between them, but as the core in this
method of construction is laminated in both directions instead of only in one, its magnetic resistance is somewhat increased, which is a serious
objection to such cores in most machines.
In
these machines, however, the pole pieces of the
field magnets are presented not only to the out
side of the armature, but to its inner surface as
well, and by this means an enormous increase "I
the polar surface is secured, which is claimed to
render the wire cores of these machines more
effective than a sheet iron core.
The machines
are shunt wound, and it is claimed are the only
high tension arc light machines so constructed.
It is stated that after a long run
no portion of
is in

ture is wound with a large number of turns of
small wire; as the current passing through it is
very small
in the arc machines never exceeding
4-10 of an ampere.
The armature revolves in
the field as shown, and when the current passes,
it becomes
a motor, and of course sets up a
counter electromotive force; the amount of
which will depend upon the velocity of revolution of the armature, and the strength of the
The speed of the
field
in which it revolves.
armature is limited to a certain number of revo-

—

A
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ing in strength, the counter e. m. f. of its armature diminishing, and the current through it and
the field magnets of the dyr.amo increasing, thus
restoring the strength of the main current.
There is another piece of apparatus included in
the regulator, and shown at the back of the cut.
It consists of a solenoid, located in the main
cin nit, whose armature is attached to a lever.
The other end of this lever carries a sliding contact piece, which slides over a number of sections or contacts of copper.
A number of small
spiral coils of German silver wire are connected to
these contacts, and arranged so as to form an
adjustable shunt for the field coil of the regulator, whose resistance in the 30 light machine is
only 15-100 of an ohm.
By means of this arrangement, when the main current falls slightly,
the resistance of the shunt is diminished, and
a greater portion of the main current passes
through the German silver coils instead of
through the field magnet coils. This, of course,
causes a further reduction of the magnetism of
the regulator field magnets, the reverse action
taking place when the current rises.
It will be
seen by this description that the regulating
power depends upon' the disturbance which is to
be corrected, and the greater the disturbance the
greater is the regulating power, and as it is not
necessary that anything should move, the regulating influence can be exercised to a great extent instantaneously, while the entire power of
the regulator can be exerted in the fraction of a
second that is required for the lever of the soleIt is stated that the
noid armature to move.
30 light regulator exerts a counter e. m. f. under
extreme variations of the main current, ranging
from 3 or 4 volts to 700 volts, which is enough
to control the dynamo under the most violent
changes of load, and as there is no train of gears
nor ratchet movements to be put in motion, the
regulation is accomplished in much less time
than with any other device in use.

The s.mple form of ammeter, used in connection with the Clark system, is shown in Fig. 6.

CLARK ARC LIGHT SYSTEM

I.

long and deep commutator, provided with two
independent brushes on each side, either one
of which is well able to carry the current. The
brushes, therefore, may be changed or turned over
while the machine

counter electromotive force. This is
accomplished as follows: The small Siemenswound armature shown in the cut is included
by means of its brushes and commutator in the
The armafield magnet circuit of the dynamo.
justable

June

lutions per minute, by means of a small belt running from the pulley on the armature shaft to
another one on the dynamo, or a line shaft or

Incandescent Wiring Table
supplement accompanying

'

number

some other revolving shaft, whose speed is constant.
As the speed of the armature cannot

of the

change, its counter e. m. f. can only change by
reason of a change in the magnetic strength of
its field magnets.
The main current on its way
to the line passes through the coils of the regulator field magnets, and thus supplies the field
in which the regulator armature revolves.
If

wiring table for 110 volt lamps, which it is
thought will be examined with interest by every
reader engaged in practical electrical work.
The table is taken from F. B. Badt's "Incandessent Wiring Hand-Book" which is now on the
press.
The little book is published to meet the

In the

Western Electrician

is

this

presented a

the machine is ever found uncomfortably warm.
The arc lamps shown in Figs. 3 ami 4 arcstorm proof, and do not require hoods or other
t them.
The binding posts are
and will nol be
on the urn:
come short-circuited by sleel or snow. The
switch is also on the under side of the case
.

where

iperating

1

it.

'. the worst

storm;
and although at times
completely covered with
snow, they
never failed to start when the current waslimed to
portion, thi

bi

parts are heavy in pro
g rod weighing alone

regulator,

which was pate
ciples

he prin-

I

litis

works

ation.

'I

require

will
I

id,

tabli
field

mac!

magi.-

tat

in

and
the

the usual practice with

company
of

an ad-

CLARK ARC LIGHT SYSTEM.— INTERIOR FIELD.

from any cause the main current should im rease
increase in
in strength, it will at once cause an
the power of the field of the regulator, and an
increase in the countei e. m. f, of its armature,
losed to the

exi
ing currenl of
luces that current at once,
and with it the strength of the magnetic field of
This ai oni e reduces the generatthe dynamo.
ing power of the dynamo, and brings the cur10 its standard strength.
rent bai
th ol the main current should de
If tie-

the

dynamo

ii

field, re.

the opposite action will
alor field magnel dei n a
,

requirements of incandescent wiremen, but it
be found to contain a large amount of information of value to everyone interested ill incandescent electric lighting.
It
explains ill
simple
form all the problems which are
likely to be met in the wiring of buildings, and
will

abounds

in practical

trical

data

for

all

Three large
book similar in size

suggestions.

tables are presented in the
to that in the supplement.

They

contain elec-

lamps of standard

voltage,
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An

explanation of the mode of using the 10
which is given in the supplement is
found in the following extract from the book:
i

volt table

We

find in the horizontal

numbers which correspond

columns at the top and bottom
to
lamp feet."
(Lamp feet
'

is a brief expression used to denote the product obtained
by multiplying the number of lamps by the distance in
At the left of the table we find three vertical col
feet.)
ninns filled with figures representing circular mils and also

underlined figures giving the number of the Brown a
Sharpe gauge.
Each horizontal column corrusp nds to a

column. The radial linesstartlngnear the left lower
corner represent percentages of loss.
Each small space
in the inside columns represents 2 000, in the middle col
umn 500, and in the outside columns 125; that is to say, in
the horizontal columns the numbers represent lamp-feet; in
the vertical columns the numbers represent circular mils,
except where underscored, when they represent the number of the wire according to the Brown iV Sharpe gauge.
Although the difference would be very slight in any case it
is necessary to state for those who may desire absolute
accuracy in determining circular mils that the short heavy
lines below the Brown & Sharpe gauge figures in the
vertical columns are the correct gauge lines and may be
understood as extending the full width of the table.
The
figures given in the columns represent thousands.
l'"or
instance loodenotes 100,000, 4.25=4,250, 2 5
2,500, etc.
Example: Find the size of wire for 100 no volt lamps
at 1.000 feet distance at 10 £ loss.
Demonstration: 100X1,000= 100,000 lamp feet.
find 100 in the inside horizontal column; we follow the
vertical 101 line until it intersects the 10% line.
We take
a ruler and lay it horizontally through this point and find
strikes about SS in the inside vertical column.
it
The
proper size of wire has a sectional area of SS,ooo circular
mils.
If we wish to wire at 5 % loss we follow the vertical
100 line until it intersects with the 5% line and obtain by
laying a horizontal line through this point, about 186,000
vertical

find the

l'.\wrrii

ELECTRICIAN.
of

si/.e

wire for r.ooo

(10

volt

lamps [,OO0 feet distance at I0# loss.
,<><)<>
lamp
Demons/} adon:
r, 000, 000
[,000 /
feet
Divide by i" :IOO.COO lamp feet. Size of wire for
I"
mils
10 1,000 la up
- 3, 00
eel
circular
F01

nalecl

\<>

extend across the top of the
rating a

rack

1

000

•

>

1

[OO.OOO

[,000.00a

lamp- feet

=

10

X

tral rod.

rod an

<

bar on
opposil

in

the upper

ends of a

pair

of

downwardly diverging spring CO

88,000

circular mils.

made

preferably
beai .!.!

Incorporated Ex -jcutioners.

ide ;of th<

'..<

'

1

.

din ting win

Stephen Lawson, M. K. Clear and Jacob A.
K [ffcrt have organized the American Execul

ing

1

the binding p .ms, and enable the
up or down. The conducting wire of
I

ai

be

moved

company

of Chicago, capital stock $25,000.
the intention of the company to hire professional executioners for the purpose of conducting hangings and electrical executions. The
fact that sheriffs do not like to officiate upon
these occasions has given the opportunity to
It is

form

this

company.

The members

claim

that

A

=

ELECTRIC CURRENT REGULATOR.

the electric light system

is connected
to the
binding posts, completing the circuit through
the spring conducting arms and the solution in
which they are immersed. A shunt circuit connects the wires of the system, this circuit having
a resistance coil made to balance the lamps used
on the circuit, and the coil having a switch,

in the small figure, to cut off communication between the coil and the shunt circuit.

shown

We

The

through a coarse perforated tin diaphragm, and
thence down a tube, as shown. From that point
it works its way through
charcoal.
On top of
the charcoal is packed a layer of sponge, held in
place by a spider. After leaving the sponge the

circular mils.

From

this

eral rule for

Rule
in

13.

demonstration we deduct the

following gen-

computing from wire tables.
Find the number of lamp-feet (lamps

one of the horizontal columns, follow the

X

feet)

EI

vertical line

A

desired percentage line.
horizontal line laid through this point will show in the corresponding vertical column the cross section of the wire in
circular mils.
In consulting the table always use corresponding columns. If the lamp-feet are found in the
middle column the circular mils must.be read from the
middle column; if the lamp feet are found in the outside
column, the circular mils must be read from the outside
until

it

column,

intersects

the

Ellis Oil Filter.

The accompanying cut shows the internal
arrangement of the new Ellis oil filter. The
oil, when
first
poured in at the top, passes

etc.

Find the size of wire for 20 no volt lamps
goo feet distance at $% loss.
Demolish ation: 2a X 900 = 18,000.
We find iS in the middle horizontal column; we follow
the vertical iS line until it intersects with the 5;,' line and
following the horizontal line we find in the middle column
ahout 33.500 circular mils.
Example; Find the size of wire for 50 no volt lamps

Example:

at

at

—

100 feet distance at

5fr'

loss.

i.

FIG.

3-

4

CLARK ARC LIGHT SYSTEM.
they have secured encouragement, and that they
"hope to make a good thing of it."

Electric Current Regulator

A cheap instrument

for

regulating

electric-

IV '

lights has
FIG. 6.

CI.

ARK ARC LIGHT SYSTEM

— AMMETER,

Demonstration: 50X100=5,000 lamp- feet. We find 5
in the middle lower column and aglanceshowsustli.it the
wire is over 9,300 circular mils, or a little larger than No.
n Brown & Sharpe gauge. We can find the same resull
by taking 5,000 in the outside horizontal column.
RULE 14 The number of lamp-feet within moderate
numbers can always be found in one of the three horizontal
columns
Select the one which will intersect with the desired percentage line farthest from the left lower corner.
If the number of lamp feet is
too great and cannot be
found in the table divide it by 10, and find the circular
mils for ,',, the number of
the result by to.

lamp

feet first

and then multiply

and

is

been patented by Frank

J.

A

herewith, says the Scientific
vessel is employed containing a

saline or other chemical solution.

In connection

are diverging conducting arms connected in circuit with the main line and insulated, a central

arm being adapted

to be lowered into the soluany desired depth, the brilliancy of the
light being decreased or increased as the central
rod is raised or lowered.
Binding posts are
secured to the cover of the vessel and insulated
therefrom, ami a transverse shaft, with a central
pinion and a thumbscrew at one end, is jour-

.

ELLIS

illustrated

American.

tion to

.

Crouch,

oil.

FILTER.

overflows into another strainer with very fine
meshes, anil thence is carried by another tube
down to the bottom of the water vessel. The
oil being lighter than the water, it then rises to
the top, ami is discharged into the main reservoir, ready for use.
The different vessels containing the filtering material, water, etc., are so
arranged as to be easily removed for packing,
cleaning, etc.
This filter was designed by P.
R. Ellis, ami is put on the market by the
trie Supply company. Chicago.
oil

i
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who

found in the St. Louis daily papers,
published cuts illustrating the scene of
The suspended poles are among
wreck
most prominent objects in the pictures.

to be
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inspection of electric light plants.
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has a wife and children, and his inability to
support them suggested the desperate means of
providing them with the comforts he could not

This sounds like one of the familiar
which are told of Chinese paupers who
for a modest recompense agree to substitute for
criminals sentenced to death.

secure.
stories

reviewing briefly the life of Gaston
in Paris last month, appears
elsewhere in this issue. His work in connection
with storage batteries will always make his name
prominent in the history of modern electrical
inventions.
Plante gave his discoveries to the
world, and others have reaped the benefits of
his labors.
It is stated, however, that his failure to apply for patents was not the result of a
lack of appreciation of the importance of his
discovery.
He apparently thought it was the
duty of a true scientist to publish his discoverarticle

who died

Not many

ies for the benefit of the world.

sons will share with Plante this belief, still one
cannot fail to admire a man who believes and
Plante lived
acts on this generous principle.
almost in retirement, and was much more at
home in his laboratory than elsewhere, He approached, it has been said, quite nearly to the
type of the ideal man of science.

334

of the last

the Indianapolis

A laboring man of Philadelphia has offered
to submit himself as a subject for a test of the
efficiency of electricity for inflicting capital
punishment for §5,000. He explains that he

333

meeting of the American Train Dispatchers' association will be found
in

incorporation of the American Executing
at Chicago, to execute criminals sentenced to death by the application of electricity
The incoror by the rope, is noted elsewhere.
poration is by no menns a huge joke of the
Mulhatton type, as several papers asserted, but
The forthe company is regularly organized.
mation of the company will probably be cited by
some of our foreign friends as a grim illustration of American ability to turn everything to
business advantage.
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Patents

A report

The

company

Ax

letter.

per-

The news comes

from London that there has
Library at
found in the Communal
gna a hitherto unknown treatise on elecNo authority is given for
tricity by Galvani.
the statement, and as the Italian electrical
papers do not speak of the discovery, there is a
been

disposition to discredit the report.

The example

set in
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of

adopting

with companies maintaining
luing it; have its inoverhead circuil
In Cheboyfluence throughout the country.
iiy council has adopted a resogan, Mich., the
lution directing the removal of poles in the main
'I he
order was ai companied
street of the ity.
by a threat that if its terms were not complied
with the city authorities would organize a pole
ping brigade.
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vail of a build'

The new method of inflicting capital punishin New York has had the effect of showing

ment

how

little

practical

knowledge of

electricity

is

The last evipossessed by the general public.
dence on this point appealed in a New York
paper last week, when it printed an article from
its Boston correspondent purporting to
be an
superaci oiint of an accident which befell the
tendent of a boston electric light company in
It is evidenl the object of the writer was
1885.
to show thai the elei trie current was not "reliable" as a death dealing agent, and the incident
referred to was certainly singular.
Ii
may be
owi er, that the article will not be conered valuable from a scientific standpoint,
although it was extensively copied and discussed
by the leading daily papers of the country.
Singular enough, the papers that discussed the
fell into the same error as the correspondent.
He claimed thai the superintendent reai harge ol ell tricity from a dynamo furnishing "50,000 andlc power." While the physiendeavoi
to n tore him he was
I

I

1

ower portion

of

ii

J the dynamo room nni il
led that he be removed
to
•

an

left in
if

of this statement is

atti

the yard and plai ed on the

was

discharged gradually, the victim suffering the
greatest agony as the current passed slowly from
Ins body into the ground.
This is certainly a
revelation to all who have watched the development of electrical industries. Heretofore it has
been the accepted belief that a current of electricity would pass instantly through the
body,
but now it appears that it has acquired the habit
of loitering, that a human body can be utilized
as a secondary battery, and, this conceded, an
entirely new field is opened.
It is
to be regretted, however, that the learned Bostonian
and his contemporaries of the daily press cannot be accepted as authority on this point.
has recently communithe form of an interview, an answer to
the question: "Can railroad travel ever be made
entirely safe?"
He answers the query in the
negative, for the reasoirthat a perfect system

cated

Plantc,

889

Chauncey M. Depew

_
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A St. Louis paper is growing enthusiastic
over the possibilities of electrical propulsion. It
says:
"Are we to be entirely rid of the cost of
Probably not yet, but ere
laying rails for cars'
long.
A system of electric carriages, selfguided as well as self-propelled, is sure of comThen we shall have aerial
ing soon into use.
navigation, and between the two rapid transit
The expense of travel will, at the
is solved.
same time, be reduced to a small fraction of its
present cost."

i

correspondent explains that the victim, while
lying on the floor, was insulated, and that his
body "contained" the enormous charge of electricity received from the dynamo.
It is alleged
that the man, when placed on the ground, began

the
the

In an interview in another column, an electrical
engineer presents his views on the subject of the

PUSLICATIOK offices:

22,

damp

ground,

'I

he

in

Dangers can be
than at present, in his opinion.
He is inclined to believe that in the future cars
will be heated as well as lighted by electricity.
He says: "The tendency at present is to employ steam heating.
But besides this system
are others which promise even better things.
Electric storage batteries, electric stoves, chemical stoves and compression engines are among
these novelties.
One scientist has a plan whereby electricity is used as a fuel, so to speak, and
is gathered up by the moving train just as the
New York Central engines take up water when
at full speed.
The electricity is taken from a
wire or other conductor alongside of the rails, is
stored in accumulators on the train, and is converted into heat by a mysterious apparatus on
board of each car."

cannot be designed by man.

made much

less

Frank G. Carpenter, in a letter from India,
thus speaks of the telegraph equipment in that
country:
The telegraph poles on many of the
lines are hollow tubes of galvanized iron, about
as b g around as the average man's calf, so made
that they fit into one another and form a pole
about ten feet high. To these poles the lines
were strung, and many of the roads use such
poles throughout their entire length.
On other
lines the telegraph poles are T iron rails, the
same as those on which the car travels. Two of
these rails are fastened together by bars about a
foot wide, and then this iron lattice work is set
dee]) in the ground and the wire strung upon it.
About some of the stations the fences are made
of such iron rails, and through hundreds of miles
long one of the rajah's railroads in western India
I
found fences of barbed wire with sandstone
[iosts.
These posts were a foot wide and four
inches thick, and they stood about three feet
above the ground. The wires ran through holes
in them, and the railroad men tell me that they
are much cheaper than wood.
Sir William Thomson recently read an interesting paper on "The security against disturbances
of
ships' compasses by
electric
lighting appliances."
The necessity of employing precautionary methods is obvious, and the
present discussion will have the effect of attracting more than ordinary attention to the subject,
and securing thorough consideration of the sysSir William Thomson
tems now employed.
advocates the abandonment of the single wire
system with ship return except in alternating
On the other hand, Alexander Siesystems.

mens

states that in

all

his

experience

in

single

wire work, only one Complaint had been made,
and that was in a ease where the location of the
compass had not been determined when the
As a proof thai Ihe single
wiring was done.
wire system could be made satisfactory, he mentioned that his firm makes inquiries on all vessels
fitted by them every time they come into port,
in order to ascertain whether any inconvenience
arises from the electric lighting apparatus; but
with the exception noted, no Complaint had been
The discussion will undoubtedly tend to
made.

improve the

i

harai

ii-r

of

the installations.
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Gaston Plante.

died suddenly at l'aris no May 24th. No article
on the storage battery is complete without a
statement to the effect that the principal work

was

investigation into the
of Plante's
voltmeter, the practical res. It of which was
the invention of the storage cell witli lead plates.
life

Ins

Plants experimented upon all conceivable metals
and combinations of metals to be used for
of
electrodes in voltmeters, and the result
his numerous tests was to show that lead is,
things considered, the

best

active

material

from a practical point of view, though the amount
of energy which he found possible to store per
unit of weight was greater in the case of some
other metals. Plante was born in 1834 at Orthez.
His scientific studies were pursued at the ConHe
servatoire des Arts et Metiers, in Paris.
took a position as a laboratory assistant, and
soon began an investigation into the nature of
electro-polarization, which led to the discovery
of the accumulator.
The immediate cause which prompted him to
undertake his first long series of investigations
was not the desire to find a storage battery, because in those days the application of dynamos
to electric lighting was still unknown; it was the
desire to study the effects of electric discharges

of great quantity, which were not attainable with

The disfrictional machines and Leyden jars.
covery of the lead accumulator was, so to speak,
a by-product of his investigation.
Plante continued for many years to add to
the number of cells in his possession; he studied
their progressive formation with keen interest,
and as he had to rely chiefly upon the Bilnsen
battery for his charging current, the process was
Many of his experiboth tedious and costly.
ments on the discharge were of the most brilHis eyesight
liant and even daring character.
almost failed him for a considerable time before
his death, and the cause was ascribed to too
close application to experimental work. He was
by no means blind to the possibilities of the
of the lead battery, and
other suggestions for its use he referred
at an early date to the electric light, although in
an era before Swan and Edison were known,
and when the dynamo was scarcely as yet a
commercial machine. He was unable to foresee
the full importance of the suggestion.
He also invented what he called the "machine
rheostatique," being essentially a commutator
which, on being turned by a crank, rapidly
changed the grouping of the secondary cells
from parallel to series. Of late years Plante
devoted himself almost exclusively to the reproduction of meteorological phenomena in the laboratory by electrical effects, and he has succeeded in thus imitating hail, globular lightning,
etc.
His latest publication was a small book on
this subject, printed a little over a year ago, and
he has also contributed to the Exhibition at
Paris some very interesting apparatus and specimens in connection with this work.
In 1S81 M. Plante received the Diplome
d'Honneur at the Paris Exhibition, and he was
also made a Chevalier of the Lfigion d'Honneur.
A little later the Academie des Sciences conferred upon him the "Prix Lucaze," and he also
received the Medaille d' Ampere from the Societe
de Encouragement pour l'lndustrie Nationale.
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In current electrical literature one ol the most
familiar names is that of Gaston Plante, who
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Chicago Electric Club.
of managers of the Chicago
club recently adopted a resolution thanking
Norman Williams of the Chicago Telephone
company for placing a free telephone in the lub
A new house committee was appointed,
rooms.
consisting of F. 13. Badt, C. C. Haskins and (i.
i>
It was decided that the attendants of
Bailey.
the club should hereafter wear a club livery.

The board

Electric Lighting in a

Electrical Control.

Board of

Chicago Theater.

incandescent and iC arc lamps.

The Thomson-

tnd often ihc
h are ever the

I>oes the inventor meet wil
and become, after victoriously fighting h
crowd of human wolvc
him of his hard earned prize, the public
especially after death has
-

having

before the cum
In the one inname becomes a by word and a jest.
stance he is written a crank orak:.
the world calls him a
The way of the inventor is as hard as that of the
celebrity, the traditional transgressor, and while there are
ever in sight these cranks and knaves and fools, there are
now and again inventive cranks who have given to the
world valuable, almost priceless, mechanisms knaves
whose honesty of purpose has enriched the world: and fools
his

meeting of the

last

as ihoug

failure.

fail or,

New York

Board of Electrical

Control, the Manhattan Electric Light company presented
a letter in which it was set forth that the want of subways
was seriously interfering with the development of its business, and it asked that subways be constructed in Fortyninth and Fifty-seventh streets from First avenue to Broadway, in Fifth avenue, from Forty-second street to Fifty
eighth, and in several other thorough fares up town. Itstated
that a large number of subways had been ordered by the
board which had not been co»structed. Engineer Kearney
then read a report showing proportion of work done to
woik ordered, and the board authorized the construction
of conduits for telegraph and telephone wires on Fifty-

eighth street. Tenth street, Dey street, Fourteenth street,
Mayor Grant called attention to the
and Sixteenth street
appropriation that has been made for repaving the streets
urged that whatever tearing up
of the city, and
He said that the
was necessary should be done at once

whose mental triumphs have been deemed worthy of commemoration in sculptured busts, erected by generations
which have succeeded them.

The story of the telegraph, as we know it to-day,
story of a slow progress through many centuries.

is

a

The

warring savages from time immemorial communicated intelligence by rude telegraphic signals through blazing piles
upon the peaks of mountain ranges. It is reasonably certain that to a limited extent a variety of information was
communicated by this means, depending on the number
or relative positions of these blazing signals
The semaphore, which wildly swings its arms like some
ghostly monitor, has a still farther capability and capacity
for communication, and by a code may be made to cover
Again the flag signal
a very considerable vocabulary.
system still farther elaborates this species of communication
But in telegspecific
purpose.
and is very complete for its
raphy, what the world required, what the inventor sought,

"*>*

r/

'%
'.ASTON PLANTF..

subways should be constructed when the old pavements
were torn up, and fully completed before the new pavements were laid down The commissioner of public works,
Mr Gilroy, had been summoned by the mayor, and he
named some of the streets to be repaved. The arrangement of the work of repaving and the construction of the
new subways was referred to Commissioner Gilroy and
Engineer Kearney, so that both operations might proceed
In connection with ihe laying of a subway
harmoniously
for electric light wires in the Bowery and Third avenue,
from Chatham street to the Harlem River, the mayor insisted ihat it must be effected before the Bowery is repaved,
He thought that the Subway
whi h is to be done shortly
company would have no difficulty in digging trenches and
completing their work within a week, so that the regrading
The commisand repaving could be completed.
sioner of public works informed the board that the ap
propriation for removing poles and wires would be exhausted by July 10, and without additional fuDds the work
must stop. The matter is to be reported to the board of
estimate

The United States Illuminating company applied for a
permit to erect twenty-nine poles on East Sixty-ninth
street to connect with Jones' Wood, but the mayor strongly
opposed the application,

vhich was denied.

The Western Union company asked

for

permission

to

on the elevated railroad structure on Greenwich street and upper Eighth and Ninth avenues, and
after Mr. Humstone's explanation that it would make 400
of the company's poles available for removal, the permit
was given.
A resolution was offered by Commissioner Gibbt ns to
provide for replacing bad or dangerous poles with new ones
The mayor was of the
at the discretion of their owners.
opinion that it would give too much latitude to the companies.
The engineer was ordered to make an examination of damaged poles and to report to the board.
string wires

The Academy

of Music on Halsted street,
Chicago, will be lighted next season by a Thomson-Houston system, both arc and incandescent
lamps being used. H. R. Jacobs, proprietor of
the theater, during a recent visit to Chicago,
awarded the contract for the plant to the Thomson-Houston company. It will consist of 400

-veil

1

among

Plante during the latter portion of his career did
not induce him in any way to modify the quiet
and retired life which he had led for so many
years.
Nearly his whole time was passed in his
laboratory in the Rue des Tournelles, where,
however, a kindly welcome was assured to every
visitor, more especially to such as happened to
take an interest in the pursuits in which his attention was absorbed.

the perf-;

1

practical application

The honors which were showered upon M.

in

trie

At the

of the Electric Telegraph.

also

was a method of communicating thought without hindrance
or complication, which required no dictionary, no transla
tion, and which should be universal in its application,
available to all
The ideas which led up to this through the channels of
electricity and magnetism are interesting and curious- One
In that year Strada
of these dates as far back as 1617.
mentioned in a Romish publication that there was a possibility of two parlies conversing by means of loadstones and
needles suspended over lettered dials.
Half a century afterward this ic'ea is again recorded,
and Sir Thomas Browne said of it that "the belief in it was
widespread throughout the world; and that while the credulous and the vulgar readily accepted it better minds did
not altogether reject it." "The conceit," said he, "is excellent, and if the effect would follow, somewhat divine; it
is pretended that from the sympathy of two needles touched
with the same loadstone, and placed in the center of two
rings, with letters described round about them, one friend
keeping one and another keeping the other, and agreeing
upon the hour when they will communicate, at what distance of place soever, when one needle shall be removed
unto another letter, the other, by wonderful sympathy, will
move unto the same,"
Sir Thomas was so impressed with the possibility of
success that he actually made the experiment and of
course failed. Strada's idea found firm footing on the Continent, and is noticed in Schwentner's Mathematical Recreations, published in i6<:o, where, after fully txplaining
how to make and use it, the writer says; "This is a pretty
invention, but I do not beiieve a
could be found in the world,"

magnet of such power

Dr Tohnson, with Addison, two of the most brilliant
minds of the iSth century, ridiculed the idea of intelligence
being communicated by means of a magnetic needle moving over the face of a lettered dial. The idea, imp
as it then seemed, was a living germ, which, rejected by
the gardener, had fallen by the wayside, until it grew and
blossomed and bore fruit in the dial telegraph during
the next century.
But the magnet idea was not the only one suggested as
No sooner was it
a possible means of communication.
shown that considerable electric force could be collected
by means of a sulphur ball upon which, while beii
volved. a second party pressed his hands, than the
using this force for telegraphic purposes seized the minds
Otto Guerieke. who was also the inof the philosophers.
ventor of the air-pump, produced the lirst electrical machine as above, and it was not until sometime afterward
that Hawksbee an English philos
globc for the sulphur ball, although the leather rubber did
not replace the hands until Ramsdm's glass plate was subi

stituted for

Hawksbee's globe

Abbe N

published in 1767, is a comical
A huge wheel
cut, representing this machine, at labor.
with a cross belt whirls the axle of a globe, on which a
Close at the si
gentleman is pressing his two hands.
this latter a syphon is emptying the conU
a shallow dish, held by a female who stands apparency upon a block of insulating material, while with her other hand
m the prime conductor
she is discharging th<
In

—

Work

at the power house of the electric street railway
Watei
Stillwater, Minn
is progressing rapidly.
was put in the new boilers last week, the motors are being
is
engine.
dynamo
is
ready
and
so
the
cars,
the
on
the
put
car was taken along the tracks last week to see that all
line at

,

A

switches worked right.

The

track

length, and soon cars propelled by
ning through the city.

is

completed

electricity

will

;

ls

whole

the ceiling by silk cords, .uid commuElecnicating with the generator by means of a chain.
tricians in those days wore different raiment, and inhabited
we
find
in
which
apartments
from
these
a different style of
lay, if we m,r,
the majority oi the electro
.

by the engraving.

be run
IRcad bciorc the Chicago Ekctric Club, June
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WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
dressed in the
contributes the
friction has kaee breeches, buckle? in his shoes, an embroidered waistcoat reaching far below his thighs, and a
A graceful
long box coat with hip pockets and lapels
white cravat swathes his neck, which is devoid of even Galway whiskers, he wears a bag wig, a ruffled shirt, and a
gentleman's sword, hanging gracefully at his side, completes
the costume.
The electrician to-day has an engine to do the circular
work for him, his hands are not used for commutator brushes,
the sword as a means of attack or defense has been sup
planted by the tongue.
In 1727 Sephen Gray, a pensioner of the Charter house,
first undertook to transmit signals over a wire by electricity.
His line was 700 feet in length, to one end of which he atBy rubbing this latter a sufficient
tached a glass tube.
electrification of the whole was accomplished to attract light
Gray also felt that
bodies to the distant end of the wire
this electrical energy was the same as that seen in the heavLemonnier
were
Winkler
of
Leipsic,
Following
Gray
ens.
of Paris, Bishop Watson in London, Franklin at Philadelphia, and De Luc at Lake Geneva, Switzerland
Watson's most remarkable experiment, of which there
were many consisted in the successful discharge of a Ltyden jar through 10,600 feet of wire suspended between

The manipulator

height

of

of the monster wheel

fashion

is

The gentleman who

wooden poles.
An enterprising inventor in 1753, signed his communi
cation C. M.. told how to arrange what he denominated
"An expeditious method of conveying intelligence," in
these words: "Let a set of wires equal in number to the
letters of the alphabet be extended horizontally between
two given places; at the end of these wires let balls be suspended against a glass sheet, and the wires striking the
glass, these balls would drop upon an alphabet arranged
upon the table, and thus by a spelling method, communication could be made of words."
M. Lomond, according to Mr. Arthur Young, had in
He says:
17S7 made a remarkable discovery in electricity.
"You write two or three words on a paper; he takes it with
him into a room and turns a machine inclosed in a cylindrical case, at the top of which is an electrometer, a small line
pith ball; a wire connects with a similar cylinder, and elec
trometer in a distant apartment, and his wife by remarking
the corresponding notations of the ball, writes down the
words they indicate; from which it appears that he has
formed an alphabet of motions. As the length of the wire
makes no difference in the effect, a correspondence might
Whatever the use may be,
be carried on at any distance.
the invention is beautiful."
Simple as it now appears to us, almost
childish as it would now be called, if we will consider the
times aad the scanty knowledge the philosophers of those
days possessed of the force they were experimenting with,
It

was

beautiful.

the resuhs here depicted are not

only

beautiful,

but truly

M, Lomond, was

alternately charged
and discharged from a frictional machine and the number
of mod ms of the pith ball at the receiving end of the line
in combination with the rests or spaces between letters and
words, formed an alphabet, not so remarkably unlike that

single wire of

of Morse.

Le Sage had been endeavoring to telegraph by means of
twenty-fcur wires, one for each letter a method which
have crazed such accomplished wire pullers as
the best mayor and council Chicago ever knew.
Fortunately Mr. Lomond was enabled to shelve Mr Le Sage,
and put his wires underground, but think you who have
been compelled at some unfortunate era of your life to receive from a poor sender, what a ham roast would have
been yours had you worked a Lomond instead of a Morse,
or a Wheatstone line!
Another idea connected with frictional electricity was
proposed.
Keisser, B<uckman and Salva suggested and
labored to utilize the sparks, successively grouped into
combinations to represent letters. The apparatus of Salva
of Madrid was more or less successful, but impractical, as.
were also the attempts in the same line of Cavallo.
Francis Ronalds of Hammersmith, England, eiec'ed in
his garden a wire eight miles in length, and labored with
unremitting
ardor
for
seven
years,
to
solve
the idea- of an
He used a
electrical
telegraph.
dial containing letters and figures, and the movements of
a pith ball, due to static charge and discbarge, to correspond with the desired character. This was in the second
decade of the present century
He offered to the government the system he had devised, but received for answer
that "iclegraphs of any kind are now wholly useless, and
no other than the one now in use will be adopted."
enthusiastic was Ronalds, that nothing daunted,
describing a perfect system of
2
telegraph, and express:d the hope that he would see the
day when the monarch would be enabled to converse from
Ilisboldth his ministers in London.

—

would

»rned, and his book
.h little encouragement.
Not until half a century
had clips*d, when the various fornix of electric and magnetic tel graph had
in everyday busilal
life, was
public recognition of 1'
effort, offered,
hi 1-74 Mr. Glad
iferrcd the
;

i

graph and the Wheatstone

bi

The new generator of electricity described by Volta was
readily constructed, and it was soon discovered that by
means of a current generated by a pile water might be
hydrogen and oxygen,
resolved into the two gases
Taking this as a lead, Soemmering, in iSi.S, devised a
method of telegraphing by generating bubbles in water.
Thirty five glass tubes, closed at one end, were tilled with
water, and inverted over a similar number of gilded strips,
immersed also in a glass trough. Each tube was the rep-

—

resentative of a letter or a numeral, and was connected
through the water to the proper wire coming from the sending station.
Now, when the two* poles of the pile at the
sending station were brought in contact with two termi
nals, bubbles would be displayed at the receiving end.
Thus two letters might be sent at once, the hydrogen
bubbles taking precedence over the oxygen. The amount
of gas disengaged from the -water being greater at the hydrogen pole, this was easily distinguished from the other.
When only one letter or figure was to be sent, the connection was made over one wire only.
The inventor proposed the use of gas thus HI erated to the
discharge of some species of alarm at the receiving station,
as an office call.
While Europe was laboring in this direction, Dr T. R Coxe of Philadelphia was calling the attenli n of scientists and practical workers on this side
of the
ocean to an almost identical method of communication,
and he also suggested the use of electrical energy for decomposing metallic salts in solution
This was subsequently pretty thoroughly worked up by
Bain, in his tleetro-chemical telegraph, which was used on
the O'Reilly lines in opposition to the Morse lines in the
early days.
In the Bain process every office had its own
main battery, and this was grounded at the negative end.
When an intermediate office desired to call another, the
operator first switched off all the line in the opposite direction.
W'hen the called office was ready to answer— ^ enerally during the same day— he cut off the rest of the line,
so that the wire for the time being was often divided into
one from the
three sections of greater or less dimensions
terminal to one of the stations engaged, one from this to
the second engaged party, and one from this party to the
other terminal.
The sending party, by closing his key,
At the receivsent current to line from the positive pole.
ing station the current went direct to an iron wire pen resting upon a disk covered with many sheets of wet chemical
paper, which revolved horizontally.
guide at the inner
end of the pen ltver, resting in a he ical or worm track,
worked the pen outward, so that the line of reading was in
a spiral form.
From this the current went to ground
The solution was made of a salt of potash and nitric
The
acid with wa'er, and the paper was a dark green.
electrical action decomposed the iron point and left a deposit of Prussian blue (iron prusiate) upon the paper.
It was my fortune to play the part of operator and manager on one of Bain's lines.
1 he handling of the paper
was a filthy job, and after some experimenting I finally
succeeded in getting a yellow and afterward a white paper,
very much to the astonishment of Mr. Bain, who came to
America to be astonished by a native, hardly old enough
I mention the fact, not through egotism, but
to vote.
simply to show how an inventor will often overlook some
simple matter of detail, which may be of much more importance than some intricate will o'- the wisp he is follow-

—

A

remarkable.

The

Pans and attended a meeting of the Institute, at which the
discoverer exhibited the battery and fully explained his theory
His reward was a gold medal, voted by the
of its action
Academy, at the suggestion of the emperor, who also made
him a present of a considerable sum of money. The following year, 1S02, Yolta was elected a member of the
Academy, and in the same year, in the family of a music
J
ealer in Gloucester, there was born a child whose name is
familiar to all of us, as the inven'or of the needle tele-

f

.

n

him.

in

recognition of his efforts;

an hor

01 d

died

.

kntg'r

shortly

upon

after being

ihe world of
i'lore for telc.

;..

irtures in

I

Ijoth

The discovery of Oersted of Copenhagen, in 1S20, that
magnetism could be made manifest in an iron bar properly
surrounded by a wire through which a current of electr.city
was circulated set the savants again at work with new de
vices.
Here was a power capable of showing an effi ct at a
distance, which had more positiveness in its action than anything heretofore used.
Frictional electricity had been discarded by all exper menters, the use of many wires had
In
proven too cumbersome, too expensive and loo delicate.
this last great discovery there was the germ, and it only
needed the proper method of cultivation to bring it to maturity, to make the mysterious power transform itself, and do
mechanical labor at the bidding of man
Ampere, the French philosopher and scientist, whose
name will probably be known to every elecrical worker
of the future, until long after II ^ owner has been forgotthe problem,
and before the French
ten, grasped
academy explained the action of a current surrounding a
magnetic needle placed in the magnetic meridian.
Others followed in the wake of Ampere, audi he galvanometer became, in its simple form, a fixed fact, known
to all electrical philosophers, yet it progressed no farther
than tie laboratory, until
S32, when llaron Schilling, of
telegraph
lie died
Cronstadt, exhibited a model ncedl
without having accomplished a perfect working exemplisystem,
fication of his
but liis methods, which included
first a
five- needle, and subsequently a singl
needle sys
tern, were more fully elaborated in the following year by
uid Weber, of Gottingen, by leading two wires from
1

1

distance of nearly two miles, to the
signals were made by small dended horizontally within a coil
Attached to the magnet was a minute mirror.

It

>-irk
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The
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to

lake

To

hin.

savants of thi
experimenting
:..

a

d Cabinet.

chemistry

was

persuaded Prof. Sleinhe'l, of Munii h,
up the subject and pursue it with rarnestness.
the advancement of telegraphy were
orth than those of nearly all other workers in
C both varied and valuable.
v:ientists

cry ol

the lacl tha: the ground
a metallic cir

away with

form, thai

alphabet in which
lination, produi ed a

L'grapli

f ro
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very complete, and at the same time simple code of letters.
In one of his systems two needles were made to deflect,
one by a positive the other by a negative current, but alwa s
in the 'nine direction
These needles in another form of

instruments were made to strike upon bells, and sometimes to produce dots, by means of capillary tubes
charged with ink, thus leaving a permanent record on a
strip of paper
tape.
Prof. Morse
averred that he
made the discovery which has rendered lis name famous
for all time, in 1S32, while on board the brig Sully, homeward bound, in mid ocean.
The juvenile days of the telegraph were now nearly
over
The experimenters, who had labored earnestly,
who had borne patiently the taunts and sneers of the
world, had been called fools and knavts and cranks, for
an hundred years, in their endeavor to discover some
feasible method of transmitting thought by electricity,
were now on the eve of success. Obloquy and disappointment had been their reward, their encouragement, which,
as a legacy, they had left to their successors.
Scientific investigation means revolution, and revolutions
never go backward.
Success ultimately crowns properly
diiected effort, and the world had now arrived at a period
when telegraphy became a practical art. Three system?,
each differing from the other in manv respects, were very
shortly established in as many widely separated countries.
Suinheil's at Munich, Wheatstone and Cook's in England,

and Morse's in America.
Yet neither one of these three systems can be called a
pure invention- each was rather a growth, an adaptation
of discoveries made by others
Everything previous to
Oersted's discovery of theelectro magnet, while unavailable
in practice, had tended to spur on the one idea of electrical communication, and when the fact was promulgated
Ampere, by a natural application of the discovery, invented
the galvanometer.

Frcm

this, as

a starting point, Schill-

Gauss and Weber, and Steinheil, using the induction
up in a permanent magnet, by raising and lowering a

ing,
set

surrounding it as a transmitter, while the deflections
of a suspended needle with a reflector served as a receiver,
were but a step in the rear of Thomson, and the reflecting
coil

galvanometer
Steinheil's transmitter consisted of seventeen horse-shoe
magnets, weighing about two and one-half pounds each, or
a total of sixty pounds, and the two iaduction coils, with
their 15,000 turns of silk insulated copper wire, revolved
upon an ax s in such a way as to alternately present these
before the poles of the magnet, and thus generate an
induced current, which, if the crank was turned in one
;

direction, sent electricity of one polarity to the line, while
a reversal of the motion reversed the current.
tubu-

Two

lar needles,

charged with ink, at the receiving end of

the

were actuated by these two currents, and two lines of
one above the other, were recorded on the moving
tape
As neither needle was actuated by the current
which moved the other, because of the polarity of the
magnet to which it was attached, combinations of dots
readily made up an alphabet.
Cook & Wheatstone 's first patent was taken out in
their joint names in 1S37.
This telegraph system had five
wires and five needles.
The principle of action is found
in the fact that a current of electricity passing along a wire
will detlect a magnet or magnetic needle
Imagine a diamond-shaped frame, crossed by lines
parallel to its edges, and at the points where these lints
line,

signals,

cross the various letters of the alphabet.
Along the transverse diameter of the diamond are five magnetic needles,
each pertaining to a wire of its own, and a sixth wire
answering for a general return wire of the metallic circuit.

Now, suppose
lines,

and

a negative current be sent into one of these
a positive into another, the needles will be de-

A

line drawn through these
at a letter, and that letter is the one
Six wires for one message!
To-day more than
that number of messages to a wire, aid more than one
hundred times the distance in the bargain!
Wheatslone's first line was laid on the Northwestern
railway in July, iS37,and was one and one-half miles long.
The inventor, with high beating pulse, yet cheerful with
hope, and a firm confidence in success, was stationed in a
dingy room in Euston square, where the only light was
that shed by a single candle.
At the far away station of
Camden Town, less than the distance from State street to
flected in opposite directions.

will

always terminate

intended.

ing.

the observatory,

./'.

June

two ch

1

in

Western avenue, sat Cook, Mr Fox and Mr. Stevenson,
amid as gloomy surroundings as the inventor. The first
words were read by the three gentlemen, and replied to by
Mi Cook. The telegraph was pronounced a success by
all present, and the trio were
jubilant
Yet the public
treated the invention with indifference, and the directors

company ordered it away. One of these
denounced the telegraph as a new fangled thing.
This system, subsequently modified and improved, became
a two-needle system, and afterward a one-needle system,
and long held its own as the telegraph system of Great
of the railroad
officials

Britain.

In America Morse had no better success in escaping the
cranks to which the general people
had consigned him, nor from the piratical claims of those
who would wrest the prize from his grasp so soon as his
untiring labors and victory over the multifarious annoyances had proven it prospectively valuable
Public opinion had applied lo him the joint epithet of
knave and fool, as well as crank.
Five \ears elapsed after
his first invention on the Sully, during which time frequent
The
attempts were made to rob him of his invention.
first caveat was filed in 1837, and six months afterward
a
patent was applied fin, which he obtained in
S.)o — eight
fate of all that class of

l

conception
)ne fourth of the patent
was finally assigned 10 Mr. Alfred Vail, to enable the ininfant
ventor to bring the new born
properly before the
v<

ars after his

first

1

public.
I

he h
ory,

si really good instrument was made at the
Vail
Moiristown, N. [.. in 1838, and worked a line of

wire three miles
tory.

York.

A

in

length, installed in a

room

in

the

fac-

few days afterward it was exhibited in New
Its fame had now reached ihe Franklin Institute,

—

s

June

22,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

iS

and its committee on sciences and arts inand very interesting report was made to
From that report make the following ex-

The New York

of Philadelphia,

spected it.
A
the institute.

full

I

tracts, descriptive of the apparatus:

"Near

the battery, at one of the stations, there is an in
tcrruption in the circuit, the ends of the separated wire
entering into two cups near to each oilier containing mercury.
Now if a small piece of bent wire be introduced, with
an end in each cup, the circuit will be completed, the electromagnet at the other station will be set in action, the
keeper will be drawn against it, and the pen will make a
mark upon the levolving paper," etc. Again:
"The successive connections and interruptions of the
circuit are executed by means of an ingenious contrivance
for depressing the arch of copper wire into the cups of
mercury, and raising it out of them." The use of a
second electro-magnet to give warning by the ringing of a
bell, and to set the apparatus in
motion, when a call is
made, was one among other distinctive features which the

committee mentioned.
The apparatus was exhibited to members of congress, to
scientific and practical men, to the heads of the depart
ments of the national government, and to the president
The house committee on commerce recommended an appropriation of $30,000 to test the working of the system.
Hut before this time, rS3^, the London Mechanic'
Magazine and Si Hi man s Journal had published full
descriptions of the invention, and the attorney-general of
In
England decided that no patent should issue there.
France, while a patent was granted it was necessary that
the telegraph should be put in operation within two years,
which was found to be impossible.
The session of 1S41, as well as that of 1842, passt d without relief to the poor inventor. Finally, in 1S43, Representa
tive Kennedy of Maryland, moved that the committee recommend the passage of the bill authorizing ihe paymaster
general to expend $30 000 in testing the merits of Morse's
electro-magnetic telegraph.
One member moved that half
the amount be devoted to the investigation of mesmerism,
and a second wanted millerism investigated, while a still
more disparaging suggestion was made that a portionof the
mcey be appropriated for telegraphing to the moon
Congress, despite these various attempts to descry the invention, passed the bill by a vote of So, to 83, and the
American system of telegraphy was a breathing entity,
with a patronizing government for its godfather.
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the
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for light-

ing the streets were rejected, as the commissioners thought
the increase in
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of poles
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that the
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alleged combine

the taking

were received.
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It

claimed

is

has been strengthened

Hoard of Electrical Control

in

by the

unwillingness to grant

its

and wires, and in order to make
competition keen between the several companies it will be
necessary to let the new companies put up poles and wires
for the present in streets where thev are needed.
The complaint of the Board of Electrical Control against
the electric light companies has been dismissed by the presany permits

for
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and asked
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District Attorney
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grand
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to Jamaica.
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now running from Brooklyn

railway

in
will

connection
provide

with the Kings

rapid

transit
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Fulton Ferry to Jamaica, and will undoubtedly advance
the price of land in the vici-iity of the latter place.

The

factory of the Callendcr Insulating

company

N.

& Waterproofing

was struck by lightning and
burned to the ground Tuesday afternoon. All the machinery and material in the factory was totally destroyed,
and the loss at the lowest estimate is $f>o,ooo. Since the
failure of the company and the appointment of a receiver
at Harrison,

J.,

about the only hopes for the creditors to
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all

in the factory,

contents,

its

it

and now that

appears the

last

realize
is

anything

destroyed with
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for

hope has
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theaters,
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very soon be effected.
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be a greater induce-

amusements during the
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intense heat caused by the gas light.
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purchase from the Metropolitan Street Railway company
the Independence avenue horse car line, and to construct
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Grand avenue,
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to Agnes avenue, to St. John avenue, and out St. John
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Motor Railway company has let the
work of changing the road from a
steam dummy line to an electric motor power line. The
Western Electrical Construction company will do the work,
and the Thomson-Houston Electrical companv will furnish
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The work
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cost
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be run. Should

be extended south

about a mile.

be a meeting of the stockholders of the Kan-

sas City Electric Light

company on Thursday, July nth,
upon the proposition of issuing

for the purpose of voting

bonds to the amount of $150,000, payable
and bearing interest at 6 per cent.
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The revelations during the trial of William E Howard,
who is charged with fraudulent practices in connection with

New
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some time ago.
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"I believe the law to be un-

tion of electricity, said recently:

Gove of East Boston; James A. Weston of Manchester,
N. H.; II. A. Whiting of Wilton, N. II.; and W. J. McI.

American
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the appeal of Kemmler, sentenced to death by the applica-

name of the East Side Electrical
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Hshing of the rate at $60 for

be
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Boston also declare a dividend of S3 a
share as the regular quarterly dividend, and $6 a share as an
extra dividend.
Both are payable July 16th.
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per cent, semi-annually on

5

rental

mill

electric

presented to the

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of tie Erie
Telegraph & Telephone company, the following directors

A

The

any increase

tate

the

the yards, as they will interfere

in

tunnel will be effected.

The West End
dend of

jury.

were re-elected: Levi Sprague, Charles

passenger

under an assumed name, had the heads

a meeting of

six electric light

need 1,400

strung with incandescent lights, and the much-needed im-

presented witnesses

Notes.

It will

offices,

After passing the yards the

Hancy.

ingc,
h additional quarter of

elc

tin-

other lights by

with the signaling of

clo

an

in

station
all

refined sugar in large quantities

New

put

to

train building with light.

be used

lights will not

supply

to

rooms and the long

tion in

CORRESPONDENCE.

company

Grand Central

lamps

incandescent

company has

Central Railroad

contract with the Edison

have

Waldo Park

promised

to

line

build

it.

Many Kansas
fim

>ng the

route where they can get large tracks of land at a reasonable
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The road

price.

The

to be double track

is

poles will be of

A

top of each pole.

having an

iron,

the entire length.

Polk,

Water Valley, Miss

light at the

John

Reilly,

electric

heavier motor will be used than on

Kansas City, and cars
will be run at a rate of about ten miles an hour.
The Consolidated Electric Light company of Kansas
any other proposed

electric line

in

Kan., has filed suit against the Metropolitan Street
Railway company to restrain the latter company from erecting wires along Osage avenue for its proposed electric sys-

in

The

company claims

electric light

which the wires

will interfere

for the railway

with

its

rights

manner

that the

lighting the streets.

in

The convention took up

year.

miners

a collection for destitute

at Brazil, Ind.

no interference whatP.

this

M.

vice to the smaller towrs.

— General

weeks.

—

opened September

Harris

Exhibiiion, has sent

and

4,

J.

plans for the exhito continue

for

six

has been decided that no charges shall be made

It

power or space when occupied by exhibitors whose applications shall have been received and accepted before
for

light

Since that date 310 gas lamps have been discon-

$50,20,8,

tinued on streets where electric lamps are

The

located.

committee recommend cutting off, in addition, 2 16 gas and
125 vapor lights, which will leave the annual cost for light-

The

ing $40,285.

company

annum.

at the rate of sSi per

There

consid-

is

already on

The Train

Dispatchers' association of America met here,

the smaller hall.

A.

meeting continuing

the

hall,

There were 125 delegates present, representing
This is
all the States, Territories, Canada and Mexico.
the second meeting, the association having been reorganthree days.

A.

A

W. H. Coppage

Zion of Indianapolis, president;

Chattanooga, Tenn.,

officers are:

E

vice-president;

Peabody

J.

of

The

of

W. H.
Pa.;
St

Graves, Winona, Minn.;

W.W.

Mo,

Joseph,

tion

Water

Polk,
all

was welcomed

whom

of

to the city

Bradford,

C- L. Pasho,

Miss

Valley,

H. H. Libbe,

;

The conven-

were present.

by Mayor Denny.

that the organization

with 97 members.

started

There are now 654 members in good standing. Mr. Zion
closed bv recommending several changes in the constitution

The

which had been found advisable.

treasurer's report

shows receipts have fallen a little below expenses, but this
He urged upon
will be overcome during the present year.
the members the advantages of the mutual benefit branch
of the association. Several amendments were made to the
constitution.

was proposed to reduce the salary of the secretary
to ^24 per month, but to this there was considerable objection, and $49 was agreed upon as a compromise.
The executive committee found the affairs of the mutual
benefit association in a good condition and well minaged.
Thursday's session was opened by an address from Rev.
It

from ^100

Oscar C. McCulloch of this city.
St Louis. Mo was decided upon a place
ing.

June

2,

President Zion

1890.

meet-

for next

.

proposed to surpass

in

electrical

all

appointed following

of

for

alternating

machine operated by

other attractions, a type-

machinery

electricity, as well as

other kinds.

all

Peper, president

the

of

Louis

St.

Railroad

company, said, in speaking of the electric motor experiments on the south end of the Broadway line: "The experiments have proved to my satisfaction that the system is
an excellent one.

now experienced can

mechanical

Certain

directors

week to
review the experiments, and consider what they will do in
company will
I cannot say now whether the
the matter.
hold a meeting Thursday or Friday of

go ahead and adopt the system for

some action

The

in the matter."

the lines for which

all

The

has electric franchises or not.

next

may

directors

franchises to operate

south of

The

—

E. A. Smith. Boston;
topics for next convention
¥.; C.
II. S Miller, Ithaca.

Mo.:

X

Elm

MobCTly,

C.

—

Nomination of officers R. B Woolsey, Terre
Mich.
Haute; G. B. Fairbanks. Mojave, Cal.; W. R. Mailler,
F.
Laramie. U'vo. T.; John Rcilly. Ottawa. Ont.; J
utions
II. O Pond. CoAnderson, Little Rock; Keith Lackey,
lumbus, O.; IL
E.
).
E i:. Zeigler, Louisville, Ky.;
On general time convention
Cummings, Rockford. 111.

—

I

[

Louis company has

St.

north

its lines

and

Cass avenue

of

recent burning out of the telephone

mlcs

i:n

movement

for the

Bureau.

<.:.

res,

min, Nashville. Tenn.;

Ill

'

;

this

in

was the severest blow dealt the Bell Telephone company at one time for years. An attempt was made in the
headquarters to keep a record of the complaints

poured

telephones, by

through uninjured

in

who keeps

boys and mail, until the operator

on

pelled to enter

as

messenger

was com-

tally

"June Sth

his daily report,

they

— complaints

too numerous to mention. Terrific electrical storm raging."

Such a day has never been experienced since the telephone
was put into service in this city. As soon as the service
linemen, fifteen

became crippled the regular corps of
all,

were sent out to every part of the

mated

city

repair

to

II-

that over three

is

hundred telephones were affected by
and electric light wires. Every-

in order at present,

1

in

LOUIS, June 17.

St

as

position

manager

however.

paper on interests of the

which he strongly urged

mutual benefit annex.

In

the afternoon
I:

support the

to

all

following

the

"What

are the

on and

best

P.

Harris has resigned his

J

the

and

Exposition,

Electrical

Whipple of Detroit.
The Lindell Street Railroad company has placed an
order v> ith the Sprague Electric Railway company for ten
double motor cars,
will

be

fully

II.

The overhead system

equipped.

owned by
will

"The

future

mode

commu-

of rapid

I,

resident,

— 150

f

lona,

Minn

.

cxecu\V.

W.

The

The Urownell-W right
'

it

Avenuedistance

entire

The com-

and winter, and

fall

will

run

will

Chonleau

the

equip

its

if

entire line

and 4.0 miles of track.
Car company of this city has

cars

for ten cars

the

for

just

road

electric

at

'.

Missouri

Lighl & Power company Iris
power Buckeye engine, together with

Electric

leased the 25ohorse

though

at the

line

doing a

good business, and several
prominent South siders got together and discussed the ad
it

is

They

through to the city

of trying to get

visability

de-

cided that the best and shortest route to the city would be

from the junction

Pearl street and Scranton avenue at

of

Riverside cemetery, through

Scranton td Willey

Willey to Jennings, Jennings to

street,

viaduct and

the Central

from there over the route followed by the present South

The consent

own

of property

along the proposed route was secured, a company was
immediately formed with $200 000 capital, and a charter
Curtiss, Alfred Kellogg,

Hartzell,

J. S.

Frank E.

H. M. Farnsworth, A. B. Williams and C. B
As soon as the proprietors of the enterprise
the system to be

adopted, the work will

Ilufniston.

decide upon

be pushed to a

speedy conclusion

O. B.

San Francisco,
San Francisco,

lighting

Cal.

— Chico,

June 10

Cal.,

vertising for bids for
is

the

by

city

and

stalled a plant there,
will capture

the

it is

Cal.,

The
up its new

It

company

presumed that the

contract.

ad

is

electricity.

only a short while since the Westinghouse

pany

M.

J.

D. E. McLean,

Bliss,

in-

com-

local

California Electric

running

five

remainder

No.

S

dynamos and

station

is

now

move

the

and

from the old

shortly

will

on

station

Stevenson

street,

using that building entirely for incandescent purpose s.
Chronicle of this

week

transmission of power by

the Willamette Falls Electric

and stated that

it

referred in an editorial to the

electricity

accomplished

as

company

by

Portland, Ore.

of

was expected the power of the American

River would be transmitted to this city before long

The

Wave Power company

at the

experimental station of the
Cliff

House was forgotten apparently.

man and

Superintendent

Pierson,

Light company, have just

Electric

President

Stein-

Sacramento
returned from a tour
of

the

through the East and have concluded to adopt the Brush

system of alternating incandescent lighting.

THE ELECTRIC

W.

G. C.

LIGHT.

Electric light plants are being introduced extensively in
cotton mills in Mississippi.
The Tombigbee company
will light its extensive works at Columbus with incan-

descent lights.

The Baton Rouge Electric Light & Power company
and the Baton Rouge Gas company, after a short consolidation, have separatetl, and the former company will
add to its electric light plant machinery for incandescent
John N. Cleary. an employe of the
Lighting company, of New York, who
disabled by an electric shock has been
the Brooklyn Supreme court, in which
pany
II.

for

Municipal Electric
was last February
granted $6,757 by
he sued the com-

$50,000 damages.

0. Woodruff of Des Moines, Iowa, reports thcsaleof

W

Ralhvon, Denver,
a 600 light "Hawkeje" dynamo to
Colo., one 120 light dynamo to the Mollie Gibson Mill and
Mine, Aspen, Colo and one 75 light machine to the Des
,

Moines Water Works company.

The plans of the city engineer of Oakland, Cal., provides for the erection of 33S electric lights for illuminating
to divide the lights into 130
the streets.
It is proposed
single lamps and 52 towers, each of the latter containing
Poles for single lamps will be 50 feet high
four lamps.
while the towers will be 100 feet high.
Kankakee will have a new electric light plant consisting
of a 750 light Westinghouse machine, two 45 light arc dy-

namos

for

commercial lighting,

and one dynamo, same

The machinery for the plant will
be new, boilers, engines and dynamos, and is now being made in Buffalo, N. Y., and will be ready when the
building is.
The cost of the new plant will be about $35,-

style, for street lighting.
all

ery of boilers, of the

ompany has
will

po

1

its

installed

a

tion

station

directors

ary.

Two

of
will

,
I

it

power

be placed
1

Au-

dynamo, which

3,'KX) light

irsc

until

be completed.

will

be used to furnish current where

engines have arrived, and

.

of

same company

complete] an order

after the

Zion, IndianapI

the

gust 15th, by which time

Dowd.

on mcl and adjourned

double tracked, and

the experiment proves successful

Train
J, J.

is

run this road through the

with electricity

The

member
id;

This road

ised.

opirated by electricity will be about four miles.

Tiffin,

cnlargi

about the route of the present South side

lighting.

— D.

of

succeeded by Fred

will be

pany

ion,

tion

time,

the

the electrical disturbances

l

F.

Egglcston, Louisville,

and over one bridge, would be no earthly
There was much dissatisfac-

hills

use to any one, they argued.

in

damage. Linemen were called into service from the
Western Union and other companies until forty men were
In the evening it was estirepairing Bell telephone wires.

line,

Winona. Minn.;

M

W.

road with Vega avenue as the terminus and running up

city

as an extension to Forest Park

of tra

A

two steep

The

wires

*

;

"plug up" Scranton avenue to pre-

vent the building of an opposition road to the South side.

Light company has started

by the overhead wire system.

street

J,

A

M. Coomcr, East Saginaw,

prominent residents of Scranton avenue and
on the South side thought that this

real estate

it

take

committees:

On

Tom L. Johnson asked leave of the
Board of Improvements to extend his narrow gauge line
on Scranton avenue straight up to Vega avenue. At that
been progressing.

difficulties

The

be overcome.

easily

be one of

Storage batteries will

practicable or if not the overhead system will be
For some time preliminary arrangements have

secured, the incorporators being:

among

intended to have,

It is

connecting

will

ers

company has engaged space

Missouri Electric

system.

thing

M. Host, Columbus. O.;

if

in.

side line to Public square

Presi-

dent Zion in his addiess gave the history of the association,

showing

It is

the

in

phonograph

an attractive exhibition of the Westinghouse

will

Chicago, secretary and treasurer; the executive committee,

The music

exhibitions held in this country since 1S76.

in itself

The

ized at Louisville, Ky., one year ago.

feet

Gilmore's band has been engaged to

large hall will be reproduced by an Edison

Christian

week, at V. M. C.

this

75,000 square

electrical exhibits

furnish music for the entire six weeks.

setting

electric light.

For

file

have been reserved.

erable call for more light in outside parts of the city, for

which the committee recommends

Applications for sixty-five different exhibitsare

July 15th.

contract with the Brush Electric Light

gives the city the right to call for additional elec-

lamps

tric

be used

enterprises of this season.

request was only to

Manager David

of the St. Louis Universal Electrical

bition, to be

15,
The aldermanic committee on
It
shows that on
made its report Monday night.
March I the city was using and paying for 2,65s gas
lamps at $15 per annum; 246 vapor lights at $iS per
annum; 100 arc lights at ^60 per annum, making a total of

new

the

time several

Louis, Mo.

St.
St. Lot'is, Tune 14.

and down town

the South Side, Brooklyn

owners of

to exhibitors a statement of the general

Indianapolis, Ind.

Cleveland, June

put
the

county for the privilege of erecting
poles along] the highways with a view to extending its ser-

commissioners of

It is

ever.

IXDIANAPOLIS, June

But

The Central Union Telephone company have asked

also claimed that the wires can be erected at an additional
cost of Si.ooo, so that there will be

homes.

their

for

left

being erected

are

line

After an excursion around

one member of the association has died during the past

22, i£

Cleveland, Ohio.
15. — An electric railway

G. B. Fairbanks, Tulare, Cal.;

;

Ont

Falls,

the Belt railway the delegates

City,

tem.

Smith

June

in

.- 11 ii

is

absolutely

Westinghouse
positional

aboul

n

'

1;.

04KJ.

The Commercial Llcctik: company of Detroit, Mich., has
closed a contract for .1 complete electrical and steam plant
for the new (healer and Wonderland now being built at
The plant will consist of two Mayo incanBuffalo, N. V.
dc icenl dynamos of 200 light capacity each, and 40-horse
pOWCI high Speed automatic Taylor engine, and boiler of

—
June

22,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

The engine and dynamos arc to be lothe same make.
cated on the second lloor of the building in Exhibition
Hall.

A

from Milwaukee says: The work of fitting
the steamer Manhattan of the Inter-Ocean Transportation
Line with one of the most complete electric light plants
finished
There
is
on the lakes has just been
not a particle of space in the large vessel, from stem
to stern, that cannot instantly be made as light as
day, and she is also provided with signal lights, submarine lights, and a 500 candle power search light. The
latter is supplemented with powerful reflectors, and can
produce a glare that will pierce the thickest fog for a conIt will be exceedingly useful on many
siderable distance.
dispatch

occasions, particularly when the vessel is entering a difficult harbor or finding her way to her dock on a muggy
night.

One of the most recent of the isolated plants installed
by the United States company is that started a few weeks
ago in the basement of the Mcintosh Hats, corner FortyThe dynamo is
third street and Bowen avenue, Chicago

A Payne
of 125 light capacity and wound for rro volts.
automatic 15-horse power engine furnishes power for the
machine and takes steam from boilers located underneath
These boilers also supply the steam ele
the pavement.
Three groups of 10 lights
vators and heating apparatus.
each are hung outside the building, one over the main entrance on Forty-third street, another on the corner and
The remainder of the lights
the third on Bowen avenue.
are distributed through the halls and passages of the
The effect of the three outside groups is quite
"flats."
striking.

A

severe test of the insulation

of

the

IIouse-to-House

company's mains was made in an accident at West BrompThe West Middlesex Water
ton, England, recently.
Works company's main pipe, five inches in diameter, in
which the water is at a pressure of 125 pounds, burst in
Barkstone gardens.

The

quantity of

vvater

that

escaped

was so great that it inundated the road, and caused the
ground to sink considerably. The water pipe was laid
three feet, six inches below the road level, and the Houseto- House company's electric light mains were about two
inches above this pipe.
One of their road boxes
was exactly over the spot where the pipe burst, and as a
large quantity of soil was washed away, this box was
lowered some eighteen inches.
The pipes followed the
box, yielding only at the cork joints, and without a single
breakage of the wires, they filled with water, which traveled
along and trickled into the basements of one of the houses
the company is lighting; but, nevertheless, the cable continued to run the lights satisfactorily.
This may be considered as a very severe test for any underground system
of electric lighting to withstand.
Indeed, the gas fared
worse than electric light, for a lamp post ten yards distant
fell down with a crash under the exceptional sinking of the
Twelve cartloads of gravel had to be put on in
road.
order to bring the road to its proper level.
The electric
mains were raised to their proper position, without the
slightest interruption to the working, within twenty-four
hours of hearing of the accident that had occurred. The
copper mains of the House-to-House company's system are
very highly insulated, and this fact stood them in good
Such an accident is, of course, exceptional.
stead.
feet, six

An

interesting patent suit

is

in progress

in

Berlin, Ger-

many. About eight years ago the German Edison company instituted an action for infringement of patent rights
against the Swan company, and later also against the
Khotinsky company. This suit was taken over by their
successors, the Allegemeine Elektricitatsgesellschaft,
Although the Edison patents have been curtailed in some of
their claims during the suit, the result was, on the whole,
favorable to the company, but has not yet been confirmed
by the Leipsic tribunal, which is the highest court for
patent cases. This long and intricate lawsuit has recently
been still further complicated by the addition of an action
against the Seel company, and by a combination of the
Allegemeine Elektricitatsgesellschaft and
Siemens &
Halske, who are joint plaintiffs in this action.
The latter
firm had, in 1SS7, when the Seel patents were applied for,
lodged an opposition to them, but ineffectually.
It has
now been found that the Seel company does not manufacture exactly in accordance with its own patents, and on
the basis of this discovery the two firms above mentioned
have brought an action against the Seel company, fixing
the damages at £15,000.
Great interest is felt in electrical circles in the forthcoming trial, which will begin on
July 2d- The suit in Germany will be fought upon somewhat different lines from those which guided the English
suit, the reason mainly being that there
is
no German
patent for flashing lamps, whereas in the English suit this
patent was one of the strongest points of the Edison company.
As regards financial resources, the opponents are
unequal, since the combined firms represent jointly a
capital of £2,500,000, whereas the Seel company only
represents about £50,020.

THE TELEPHONE.
The

Boston last week
and declared a 3 per cent, quarterly dividend and a "regular extra"
per cent, dividend, both payable July 15th to
stock of June 29th.
They also commended the issue
of $2,500,000 new stock, one-half in October and onehalf in April, and called a special meeting of shareholders
for September 12th to accept the act of authorizing the
same. This is a somewhat smaller amount than it was
expected would be issued.
Bell

Telephone directors met

at

A correspondent, writing to an English paper from Fast
Kent, says:
It has been discovered that a large number
of messages are sent over the wires fraudulently.
Persons, too penurious to have instruments of their own, are
in the habit of going to their neighbors or customers, who,
ignorant of the risk they run of an action, allow their tele-

phones to Ik- used; "but," adds the district manager,
operators arc quickly learning to distinguish thi
these pirates when the exchanges are rung up, with
result that they are immediately disconnected."

'
'
.

1

drawn

the

This,

and an impro

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
Leonard

&

I/ard of Chicago, have just secured the conroad at
tract for construction for the Sprague electric
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Their contract is for $iS,ooo.

The Thomson-Houston company of Boston reports the
The
sale of -'» motors varying from 1 to Jo horse power.
uses to which these motors are put are multiplying.
The Helena Steam Power & Lighting company, of Helena, 1> T., has decided to increase its capital stork from
£50.0110 to $200,000. The company is also considering the
advisability of installing a numberof electric motors for running elevators, printing presses, etc.

The Des Moines

indirectly affected by
the Pennsylvania flood.
The improved curves that this
road is putting in were manufactured by the iron works deelectric

road

is

The company had
stroyed in the Johnstown catastrophe.
a number of unfilled orders, and these will have to be
placed elsewhere.
The Sprague company announces

that since the opening

road at Atlantic City, 6,464 trips have been
made, and adds: "During this time, and in spite of the
fact that the motors used upon this road were of the new
Sprague type, which had hitherto not been tried upon any
road, not a single trip was lost by the electric cars."
of

its electric

A citizen of a neighboring county came to town yesterday and was seen standing on Broad street studying the
electric cars.
He looked at them for awhile thoughtfully
and didn't seem very enthusiastic. He appeared to be in a
sort of reverie.
At last I stepped up to him and asked:
'Well, what do think of it?" My new friend looked at me
"I was just thinking how
for a minute and replied slowly:
the Yankees came down here and freed our niggers.
Now
the same blamed fellows have come down and freed our
mules." Nashville American.
The Hawkeye

Electric Manufacturing company have recently sold through their representative, H. O. Woodruff of
Des Moines, a 6 horse power motor to George A. Miller of
that city, and the following in Denver, Colo.
Denver
Lithograph company, 15 horse power; W. J. Ivinsey Im-

'
'

feet the spec

than twenty-one miles per hour.
10.04
trial

was

to

mile;

have been over a half

bul the belting of the dynan
the trial. The thirty-inch screw

goo revolutions a minute.

The

on the
trial

'

sati

Stratcd thai the desired increase of speed
made without interfering with the

Another

trial will

be made.

THE TELEGRAPH.
Work on
'reck,

&

!

1

Pacific

the construction of a telegraph line from
to King Fisher by the Chicago. Rock

.,

Railway company

The

line will

'

progressing rapi
and nine miles of '.'.ire strung.

is

fifteen miles of poles are set,

be completed this month.

A

dispatch from San Francisco says: J. F. Waterhouse,
a capitalist of Honolulu, arrived to-day on the steamship
Umatilla.
The object of his visit is supposed to be the
formation of a company to construct a cable between San
Francisco and Honolulu at an estimated cost of si
oooThe Hawaiian government is willing to furnish
from $300,000 to $500,000, the remainder to be raised in
the United States by stock subscription.
.

A

fire was started in the basement of the Board of Trade
Building, Chicago, last week, through imperfect insulation
of WesternUnion telegraph wires leading underground into
the building.
The rubber and a few boards of the boxing
were burned. The on'y damage was to the wires, some of
which were melted, while others were cut, so that the Board
of Trade was temporarily cut olT from outside communica-

tion.

Miscellaneous Notes.
Chas. D. Shain, general district agent of the Westinghouse Electric company, with headquarters at Cincinnati,
Ohio, was in Chicago the first of this week
He reports
business flourishing in his territory.

:

plement company elevator, S horse power; Zalinger Printing
company, 5 horsepower; Novelty Manufacturing company,
4 horse power; Yon Shultz & Son, 3 horse power; W. H.
Kistler & company, 3 horsepower; Wm. L Patten & company, 2 horse power; John App, 1 horse power.

At Cincinnati, the new line of electric cars, recently inby the Daft company, runs for a short distance
over the Gilbert avenue cable line.
Just in front of
the power house, the cable, which is in two divisions,
ends; and for a short distance, the trains of two cars passstalled

ing this point have to release their grip from one cable
and travel by momentum alone until they take hold upon
the other.
As it frequently happens that the momentum
of the train is not sufficient to carry it across, a winding
drum with a cable attached, has been placed at the point
of division and is used to bridge the gap.
Recently, a
car was sent put with a new grip, which was a little too
large, and npon arriving at the point referred to, the
grip jammed in the slot.
The winding cable was attached and the drum started, but the car did not move.
While preparing for another trial, one of the electric cars
came along, and with no very apparent effort pushed the
cable car in front of it until it could take hold of the
cable.
This was done on a slippery track, and is a very
clear demonstration of the ease with which the electric
motor encounters difficulties and the large reserve force,
so useful in emergencies, which it possesses.

A

delegation from Detroit, Mich, consisting of Frank
Higgins, Joseph H. Clixby, Frederick C Blatches, Alexander E Riopelle, Conrad Clippert, Louis Smith, Christ
Reamer, Wm. Ford and L. D. Haggerty, visited Cleveland
last week for the purpose of inspecting the electric railways
in operation there
The Free Press says of the movement
for electric cars:
'The Detroit City Railway company has
been repeatedly appealed to to use electricity as a motive
power for its cars.
Accordingly as the new Mack road
line, which branches from the Gratiot avenue line, near Mt
Elliot avenue, was nearly ready to run cars, it was determined to try electricity.
Erection of poles to carry the
wires was commenced, but opposition was met with from a
number of citizens along the line who did not wish to have
the street encumbered.
Acting under advice of City
Counselor McGrath a posse of property owners attacked
the poles with axes Monday night and one of the party,
Lewis Filzwalls, was arrested and locked up. He was yesterday discharged by Justice Miner, who thought that the
legal proposition involved was of too large a caliber for his
court.
The City Railway company says that it intends to
experiment with electric cars on the Mack road, and if it is
found to work successfully a thoroughly equipped electric
line will be made of it."

A trial test of the newly improved Sims Edison electric
torpedo was made at Willet's Point, on Long Island
Sound, last week. This torpedo is similar in construction
to the Sims Edison torpedo adopted by the government
some years ago. It is thirty-one feet long and twenty-four
inches in diameter.
It weighs 3,000 pounds.
has a
It
cylindrical hull with conical ends made in four sections
united by means of lock joints.
The hull, which is submerged, is supported by an indestructible float, which is
attached to the hull by upright stanchions.
The electric
current is carried through a small insulated cable, and its
force is directed from the shore.
A new 1,200-voll Edison
municipal dynamo, put in by the government at Willet's
Point, furnished the power.
G. \V. Sims, the inventor,

The Cook County Conduit company, of Chicago has
been incorporated to construct conduits for all kinds of
wires, cables
rators:

David

or small

pipes; capital, $25,000.
IncorpoSullivan, J. B. Heffernan and Edward B.

Healy.

The employes of the Western Electric company of Chicago, enjoyed a picnic at Willow Springs June 15.
Seven
cars were chartered for the exclusive use of the picnickers.
During the day games of base ball, foot ball, racing and
other amusements were indulged in, dancing was enjoyed
in the evening.
The occasion was thoroughly enjoyable.
The city council of St. Paul, Minn., has declared "it is
neither wise nor necessary, and the public interests do not
require, that any more franchises be given to put conduits
and electrical subways in the streets of St. Paul, until the
conduit of the National Subway company, now in process
of construction, shall be completed and found to be defective, abusive or inefficient."

Business Mention.
Charles L. Ireson of Boston, reports that the sales of
self adjusting leather link belting are unusually large.

A. L. Bogart, 22 Union Square, New York, has just
completed a new 300-drop annunciator for the Lake Placid
hotel.

The catalogue of the Plibbard Electric Manufacturing &
Supply company of Montreal is a complete and creditable
pamphlet, and will prove an excellent guide for those
engaged in construction, as well as the supply companies.
The Woodhouse & Rawson Electrical Supply company
London held its general meeting May 17th.

(limited) of

A

dividend of 6 per cent, was declared for the last half
making a 12 per cent, annual dividend, besides carrying over €13,440.

year,

The Empire City Electric company, 15 Dey street. New
York, is manufacturing an improved push button, which
affords an absolute rubbing contact, and also obviates all
necessity for bending springs or loosening screws in attaching the button.
The spring contact will not corrode or
weaken.

W. Ilackenthal of 2t Beekman street. New York, is introducing the Avon electric counter, which is used extensively in European countries. This meter is constructed
so that the amount of current consumed can be seen at a
glance, the dials being arranged alter the same manner as
in a gas meter.
An English paper says: "It is interest
e
small electric motor work is not standing still.
We
stand that Messrs. Shippey Bros, have sold over 1,H
\ C. motors in Great Britain and France during
six months lor driving ventilating fans. sewing
and other similar purposes."

that

A. M. McCrccry of iS Cortlandt street. New York, will
soon have ready for distribution a handsome cab
taining cuts of his new specialties
Among these specialties is a new half reflector shade for incandescent lights.
The shades will be made in any color desired, the silvered
and the opal being favorite styles. Mr. MeCrecry als
a secured patent for a reflector and guard combined in one
piece.

The Chics
Packing company. \V, D. Allen

1

&

'.lie

New

\ 01

Co.. have

\i

Be

I

just iss
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new and

attractive

catalogue, containing; description of a

rubber goods, including belting,
a pamphlet of 40 pages, profusely
illustrated, displaying great care and much labor in its prepIts possession cannot fail to be
aration and production.
of benefit to those interested in Allen &Co.'s line of goods.
This firm also handles the IToyt leather belting, at Chicago.
full

line of vulcanized

packing and hose

It is

The Sioux City Engine Works of Sioux City, la., reports that the season has been an unusually busy one. The
first of the month the Des Moines Electric Street Railway
their make,
started up a 200-horse power Corliss of
which is giving admirable satisfaction. They also secured
a large contract, including a 150-horse power Corliss
engine, two large boilers and intermediates, for the extension to the Wyatt Park Street railway of St. Joe, Mo.
This popular demand for the Sioux City Corliss engine for
electric lighting and street railways is accounted for by the
fact of recent improvements they have embodied in their
valve gear governor, which enables them to guarantee
inside of a 2 percent, regulation between the greatest extremes of load. They are receiving a large number of
orders for the well-known Giddings single-valve automatic
engines.
Among recent sales of the Sioux City Engine
Works are the following: One 54x14 boiler for Northey

& Duncan, Woonsocket, Dak.: one 42x6 6" vertical to
Chesterman & Co city; combined engine and vertical
,

W. W. Burgess, Pearson, la.; one 15-horse power
engine and boiler to J. C. O'Donnell, Sheldon, la.; one
10x16 automatic for Whitewood, Dak.; one 75 horse power
Giddings automatic, Xew Steel Car Works, St. Joe, Mo.,
also an So horse power boiler and intermediates for the
same; one 10x16 engine and boiler, J. M. Starbuck,
Cherokee, la one 14x36 Corliss to St Paul & Pacific Coal

Electric Signal for Engine Shafts.
404,366.
Ricketson, Milwaukee, Wis-

Electric Indicator for Engine
404,867.
C. Ricketson, Milwaukee, Wis.

June

and the body of the machine, and an arm carrying the

James

405,126.
Automatic Gas Lighting and Extinguishing Apparatus.
Nathaniel II. Shaw, Somerville, Mass.

plate adjustable in said support."

Sidney H. Short, Denver,

Railway.

Electric

The object of the invention is to provide an electric
railway in which the cars can be run in multiple arc,
and to provide also in such a railway a system of conductors insulated throughout their entire length, except at intervals, by means of insulating material,
such as that used for underground cables and for
electric light and telegraph wires.
Underground Conductor.

404. S77.

George E. Tailleur,

Schenectady, N. V.

]ames E. Byrne,

Elevating Machine.

404,893.

Engine.

404, S94.

Electrically Controlled
Byrne, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Claim

James

James E. Byrne,

"The combination,

3 follows:

E.

in an elevat-

ing machine of a reversible electric motor and a brake
connected through a train of mechanism, a switch in
the elevator car, contact points, and a battery, the
switch, motor, contact points, and battery having suitable electric connections."

;

company, West Superior; one 75-horse power Corliss
engine and boiler to Nebraska Planing Mill company,
Lincoln, >Teb.; one 100-horse power engine to S. J. Burns
& Co St. Joe, Mo.; one 75-horse power stationary boiler
to Tyler & Co., Marion Junction, Dak.; one 75-horse
power Giddings automatic, Geo. A. Galloway, Dell
Rapids, Dak one 150-horse power Corliss and two Sohorse power boilers to W. J. Hobson, St. Joe, Mo
two
40-horse power boilers for steam heating, city.
The company have been obliged to put on a night force of mechanics in order to run their machinery both night and

404902.

Edison, Menlo

The second
"2

,

;

;

day, this being found necessary- in order to fill contracts
promptly.
The Sioux City Engine Works have recently
sold their present plant, and are now constructing a
new
works
Leeds.
large
in the manufacturing town of
The new works will give them excellent shipping facilities,
and a great increase of floor space and facilities in general.
In these new works will be placed overhead cranes of the
latest improved designs for handling materials, and will
give them over double the present capacity in both shop
room and tools. This will put them in shape for turning
out from 125 to 150 engines per year of an average 100horse power size each. Plans for the new works now being
completed will have an ultimate capacity of about 400
engines per year, and all work and buildings now put
up are in accordance with the original plant, which will
make these works, when completed, one of the best designed, most conveniently arranged and finest works in the
west. The appreciation of the western trade for automatic engines has surpassed the most sanguine expectations of the management.

Electrical

Thomas A.

System.

In an underground

box having pipe openings

system of electrical diswith a street intersection

two or more
of conductors, each pair forming the two sides

pairs

in its sides, of

of a circuit, pipes for the separate conductors entering
the box, connections within the box of conductors of
the same polarity, and a line of conductors forming a
feeding circuit entering the box and connected to the
intersecting conductors."

Alarm Clock.

Electric

404,906.

William E.

Hadlock,

Wenham, Mass.
Henry W.

Insulated Electrical Wire.
Jr., New York, N. Y.

404,913.

The invention

Johns,

consists in

material, preferably a vulcanizable substance, and the
strips of asbestos material are also preferably composed of a vulcanizable asbestos compound, so that

the entire covering may be vulcanized when completed,
thus securing fire-proof and water proof qualities.

Stop Mechanism for Web Printing Machines.
Luther C. Crowell, Brooklyn, N. Y.

404.959.

lyn,

Stop Mechanism.
N. Y.

Method

Batteries.

Luther C. Crowell, Brook-

W.

by Secondary

Griscom, Haverford College,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Issued June
.
'

.

New

The

is

Alarm Signal for Cable and Electric Railway
404,981.
Louis Pfingst, Boston, and Sumner A, Bemis,
Cars.

a

carbon filament within the lamp.

Induction Coil.

22.

Fred

II.

in

Reproducing ArGeorge W. Little-

of

be esthere is a

shall

pecially favorable for circuits in which
limited current for the working thereof. The essential
feature of the invention is the provision of an independent or auxiliary spiral support axially disposed
for securing the

consists

Brown, Fort Worth,

Backstrom,

provision

the

lamp which

electric

of distribution

generating electricity at or near a convenient source of
power, conveying it to the point of consumption
through the medium of a current of low intensity,
storing it in the form of chemical potential, as in a
secondary battery, and then simultaneously directing
the current from both primary generator and storage
system into a working circuit containing translating
devices
such as lamps by which means the generating plant is or may be continuously operated, and the
number or character of the translating devices as re
gards the consumption of energy, thereby may be

Charles A.

object of the invention

form of incandescent

The improved method

II, 1S89.

Incandescent Lamp.
York. N. V.

Tex.

—

—

greatly increased.

Method
ticulate

of Recording and
Speech or Other Sounds.

hales. Pottsville, Pa.

Springfield, Mass.

Regulation of Alternating Electric Current GenGustav Pfannkuche, Cleveland, Ohio.
erators.

Speed Indicator. Charles Spratt,
404,992.
Gate, County of Kent, England.

Claim i: "In a system of electrical distribution,
the combination of one or more alternating current
dynamos and a separate exciting dynamo having two
field magnet coils, one set
being included in
circuit with the field coils of the alternating current
included
in the secondary
generator, and the other set
circuit of an inductorium, the primary of which is in a
:.
of the main line."
multip

405,002.

).

paratus for Indicating the Strength of the
Current in an Electric Circuit. Gustav Pfannkuche,
-

ombination with any

or other indicating apparatus of
liable thermal battery or thermc
in a circuit of the current

Brush Holder
Conn.

for

Dynamos.

New

Walter

Cross

S. Bishop,

New Haven,

Electrically Controlled
Byrne, Brooklyn, N. Y.

405,010.

Engine.

James

E.

Magnetic Machine for Removing Mineral Sub405,045.
iraiu.
Martin L. Mowrer, I )ayton,
stances from
'

1

F.

"The mode of heating ihe carbonized conductors for
incandescent lamps, which consists in subjecting them
presence of a hydrocarbon or equivalent vapor
to the action of an electric current until by the decomposition of said vapor their illuminating power is
brought to the same intensity as that of a standard
lamp included in the same circuit or in a branch therein the

of."

Regulation of Alternating Electrical Current
405,174.
Generators.
Gustav Pfannkuche, Cleveland, Ohio.

Claim 4 follows:
"In a system of electrical distribution, the combination, with an alternating current dynamo and a

dynamo provided with separate sets
of field magnet coils, of inductoriums constructed to
transform and reduce the tension of the current of the
alternating current dynamo and connections for utilizing such secondary currents for energizing separate
sets of field

magnet

coils of the exciting

dynamo."

Electrode for Electro Therapeutic
Harry P. Pratt, Chicago, 111.

405,176

Electric Drilling Machine.

405,187.

Chicago,

Bodywear.

Elmer A. Sperry,

111.

Elmer A. Sperry,

The third claim follows:
"3.
In a mining machine, the combination of a
suitable supporting frame with a drill, a driving spring
for said drill, an electric motor to energize said spring.
and an intermittently and irregularly operating catch
consisting in part of a slotted pitman attached to and
moving with the drill or drill-rod, said catch adapted
to intermittently connect the spring and motors, so
that their re-engagement is dependent upon the length
or duration of the effective stroke of the drill."

Electro-Magnetic Transmitter.
405,194.
iams, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

Galvanic Battery.

John T. Will-

Tohn A, Barrett, Brooklyn

N. Y.
Electric
405,206.
Louis, Mo.

Alarm Clock.

Benjamin Dubinski,

Quadruples Telegraphy.
405,211.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

St.

Charles D. Haskins,

In the working of quadruples systems of telegraphy
a false signal has been caused at the neutral relay
when the polarity of its current is changed by the
double current transmitter at the distant end during
the time that the armature of said neutral relay should
be held up by the operation of the single current
transmitter.

The

invention relates to devices for preventing such
and >t consists in providing an extra
electro-magnetic device to the neutral relay in circuit
with an extra helix provided on the neutral relay magnets.
The current induced in the extra coil or helix
serves to energize the extra electro-magnet, so that the
armature lever of the neutral relay, instead of falling
away or kicking, as it has done heretofore, is held in
position by the extra electro-magnet and armature.
false signals,

of Distributing Electricity

William

Lucien

Manufacture of Filaments for Electric Lamps.
Hiram S. Maxim, Brooklyn, N. Y.
The second claim is appended:

405,170.

405,196.

applying to the exterior
of the wire a practically fire-proof covering of insulating material, composed essentially of strips of asbestos fabric, the meeting edges whereof are united and
cemented to each other by interposed cementing

404.960.

Regulator.

405,18s.
Electric Mining Machine.
Chicago, 111.

claim follows:

tribution, the combination,

404,96s.

Electrical Patents.

Distribution
Park, N. J.,

Electric Temperature
405,151.
Easton, La Crosse, Wis.

separate exciting

Electric Elevating Machine.
404,895.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

boiler,

Brook-

N. Y.

lyn,

iS

James C.

Shafts.

The invention has special reference to devices for
indicating at any point distant from the shaft of a
marine engine the direction in which said shaft is revolving, as well as its rate of speed.
404. S73.
Col.

22,

>hio.

The

invention consists in the construction and arrangement of asericsof magnetic wheels in a grain spout
or chute for removing particles of iron, steel, or other
mineral substances from the grain during its passage
through said spout.

Secondary
Mich.

405,213.
troit,

Battery.

Thomas H.

Hicks.

De-

The second

claim is appended:
storage battery consisting of two dissimilar
bodies, one consisting of a perforate and an imperforate lead plate inclosing a body of spongy lead between them, and the other consisting of carbon or its
described equivalents."

"A

405,21s.
Dynamo Electric Machine.
Somerville, Mass.

Osborn P. Loomis,

Testing Apparatus for Switch Boards.
405,221.
E. McKivitt, St. Paul, Minn.

William

The

objects of the invention are, first, to enable
either of two connected subscribers to connect with
the operator's telephone automatically by throwing
down the clearing-out shutter; second, to arrange the
circuits in such a manner that the plug of either cord
of a pair may be used to test whether a spring jack
has a line connected to it or not; third, to provide a
clearing-out shutter whereby the test circuit is closed
when the shutter is thrown down to announce a clearing out signal, and, fourth, to provide apparatus
whereby the operator may at will connect with the
pair of cords while cither of two subscribers connected
through the conductor or strand of said cords may
automatically make connection with the operator's
telephone.

:r

;

-'If

Winding Clock.

James

II.

Gerry,

The

lized

ing the

f

thermal battery
a current, which is

the

iterate

or
in-

invention belongs to the class of clocks which
wind themselves through the action of an electro-magnet, and arc known as "stcp-by-Stcp" winders.

405,124
the Strength of
lav

erl

r!

Pfannkuche,

The

Discharge Device for
Schmid, Allegheny, Pa.

Electrical

Machines.

invention relates to the construction of a devil c
ence "f injurious disruptive

for prevent! II-

method of indicating
current by convi

of

the

thcs'.r

into

them,act -..;

and utilizing
apparatus.

the

latter

a
to

Electric Motor Starting and
Pcrrcl, Brooklyn, N. Y.

405,223

Stopping

Device.

Frank A

Brooklyn, N. V.

.

an armature

;m electrical mat hinc and the -."h iron core.
The fourth claim
"A discharge device for belt wheels, consisting of a stationary support, a
plate placed between the belt wheel
i

Municipal Signal Apparatus.
lioston, Mass.

John C. Wilson,

405,235

Apparatus

405,239

for Incandescent
lyn, N. Y.

for

the

Lamps.

Manufacture

Hiram

S.

of

Filaments
Urook-

Maxim,

The third claim is given:
"
he combination of an electric circuit, a carbon
holder, a receiver for inclosing such holder and arranged to be provided with an atmosphere of hydroI

carbon or equivalent gas for building up the carbon
and changing its resistance, a standard light and a
photometer."

.
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PAI8TE,
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HEW Now
Ent'land Electric Supply Company,
John Street,
NEW VOBK
CITY:
T, K. Hnnter
Co., 37 Church Street.

Care Westkun Electrician.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.

84

Br!-;

A.

CHICAGO,

11,1/ :
Electrical Supply

Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

Insulation Guaranteed

an

dirt, i'e eeeloineee
Send for lllnati

H. T.

"CARBONS,"

ELEOTiuotAN.

make

corrosion or

Address

telegraph plant lu a live town, where

pay?

Com-

agent on

Instantaneous

trolled by the b&cdlo, ]
braes), too latter not ei
fore, though It may be

mission for an old established Carbon

"D." Care Western Electrician.

In a

An

A party acquainted with ELECTRIC
LIGHTING INTERESTS in Chicago

With 2c; years' Experience in lilectrical Pursuits,
and with unimpeachable references, is open for
an engagement. Address

WHO

A DEPARTURE IN
INCANDESCENT SWITCHES

WAN-TED.

Alarm

Fire

Company,

171

Randolph Street.

BEFORE YOU PURCHASE
Lighting Apparatus

Electric Gas

— SEND

FOR

Xj.
NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST
-A..

Tti

Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March
Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect."

a letter from the

29, 1886,

he says:

"A

our wires and cables ta specially chemically prepared, and it guaranteed
cold weather
to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidise or crack, and will remain tlcxlbie In extreme
and not affected by heat. The Insulation la protected frurn mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which is water, oil, add and, to a very great extent., lire proof.
Our insulation Will prove durable when all others fall. We are prepared to furniBh Single Wires of all
gaugeB and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocn. Cables made

The rubber used

(51
A.

CLARK.

paratus.

THE BEST GOODS, THE GREATEST VARIETY.
REDUCED

electric cable company,

"eastern
BENRY

Containing everything neceBBary for fittine up private or Public
Buildings, Theaters, Churches, Etc., with Gas Lighting Ap-

in Insulating

and 03 Hampshire
General Manager.

Street, Boston, Mass.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS.

PBICES.

INCREASED DISCOUNTS.

(Catalogue Forwarded on Itecelpt of

FRICTION CLUTCH PULLEYS

BUSINESS CARD.)

NEW YORK

22 UNION SQUARE,

Electrician.

CITY.

CUT-OFF COUPLINGS,

2

the WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.,
ACKNOWLEDGED THE BEST FACTORY BUILDING IN THE CITY

The New Building of

OF NEW YORK,

ECLIPSE

BELOIT. WIS.

NOT IN THE UNITED STATES,"
SPECIALTIES made by the

IF

Is equipped with these

WIND ENGINE COMPANY,

-

BELOIT, WIS.
j

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

#Nig

Electric Light, Telephone and Telegraph,
Mauulaotured for Aerial, Subuiarlno and Underground Use.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

TRADE

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES, 0K0NITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

MARKi

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
BRANCHES:

Chicago,

Boston,

Philadelphia,

-

Omaha,

Minneapolis,

-

13 Park

Cincinnati,

Louisville,

MANSON PROTECTING

NEW YORK.

Row,

Kansas

City,

TAPE.

and

San Francisco.

PECKHAIYTS PATENT INTERCHANGEABLE

ELASTIC STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS

THE ONLY INTERCHANGEABLE STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS THE ONLY ELASTIC STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS THE ONLY NOISELESS STREET CAR WHEEL.

Can be Renewed

IN

at £.ny

Car Stable by any Ordinary Laborer, and without Removing Motors from Axles.

USE ON THE FOLLOWING ROADS:

Brooklyn City Railroad. Iim.klyn, N. Y.
Boshwick Railroad, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Now Williamsburg & riatbnsh Railroad, Brooklyn, N. y.
Broadway Railroad, New York.
Houston, West street and Pavonla Ferry Railroad, Now York. Third Avenue Railroad, "
North Hudson County Railroad, Hobokon, N. J.
Jersey City & Bergen Railroad, Jersey City, N. J
Cincinnati Street Railway Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Omaha cable Railroad Go,, Omaha, Nebraska.
West End Electric Railroad, Boston, Mass.
Scranton Electric Co., Scranton, Pa.
Port Huron Electric fjo., Port Huron, Mich.
CltlzenB Railway Co., Elkhart, lud.
Chihuahua Railroad, Chihuahua, Mexico.

Descriptive Circular and Price

I^ist

Furnished upon Application to

THE PECKHAM STREET CAB WHEEL &, AXLE

CO..

239 Broadway, N. Y.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
^MANUFACTURERS OFH

Automatic
IN

E lectric

ALL SIZES FROM O.^E-HALF

H.

P.

Motors,
UPWARDS.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of Management,

Remarkable

Dynamo

Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Electric FTJachines,

For Electroplating, E lectrotyping Copper Refining, Etc.
.

The Eddy

Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.

—

.
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Stilwell's Patent Live

qmll/

Steam-Feed Water
Removes

*Cut off* tliwn
ENGINE

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF TJ S.
ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

M ADE ONLY

Purifier.

Impurities.

all

SCALE

in Steam
Catalogue on application.

prevents

Entirely

22, i?

Boilers.

1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

WE PATENT AJVD EXPLOIT
In Foreign Countries firBt -class Electrical Inventions which are new and operative, and have been
Uln;trated by nio' els and drawings, but not published in this country before being patented
abroad. No expense to the inventor ca'I or write;

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING

CO.,

CHICAGO,

1007 Opera House Block,

FRANCIS W. PARKEE.

ILL.

Solicitor.

The H.M. LOUD

& SONS LUMBER CO.

JLANUFACTUltERS OF
Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poles,
Posts and Ties. Large Supply ol Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled Promptly.
Oflire and 71111 at Oscoda, 31 Icli.
Exclusive Selling Agent: G. A.. Habmodnt. Western
Agent Electrical Department New Haven Clock Co.,
315 Wabash Avenue. Chicago.

SPEAKING TUBES
Oral.

FVLL

Adams

Mechanical

W.
2
for

New

ALWAYS X£T STOCZ.

X.I1TE

1

OSTRANDER &

R.
,

23 and 25 Ann

Factory, 1461 and 1463

55?" Send

80

WHISTLES,

and

Pneumatic, and

Electric.

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS,

GEORGE CUTTER,
Consulting Electrician,

CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

Catalogue, out August

CO.,

New

St.
DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

1st.

Wop^s,

^leB^picai

liJmerican

PROVIDENCE,

St Chicago,

York.

R.

I.,
EXOLDSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

,

WESTERN AGENT

FARADAY CABLE

SIMPLEX WIRES,
Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Light.

HILL'S SWITCHES,
ANDREWS &

PETTINGELL,

Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity
of any Cable in the Market.

Boston, Mass.

CO.,

New York

18 Cortlandt Street.
ACKEKMAN, Agent.

Office,

P. C.

T.WHITE,

R.
1

^\V"^

Office and Factory

2134

2140 DeKalb

to

Manufacturers of

PEARL STREET, Room
BOSTON, MASS.

6,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

-

St.,

~llf

2

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS

aM CARBON

Improved Patented Material

SPECIALTIES,

for

Rolled any weight desired.

OUR

Lone Life,
Uniform

•BLACK DIAMOND"

Street Railway

Patent Allowed.

Size,

RoadM.

Sample Chairs and Sections of Rail sent on

POINTS

—
THEM

SUPER

Application.

Correspondence

onsflUE

Guaranteed Second

ALL.

THOMAS

Solicited.

Prices on Application.

Send for Circulars.

KAMSAS

Western Agent,

ANI1KI ICMit,

FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES

"WRITE

BIO.

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,
Ammeters and Voltmeters

LEONARD PAGET.

C1IAKLES

J.

CABFESTIKB, IIAKTJIAW A
Galvanometers, Bridges and Rheostats by

and

Experts

Electrical

and

No. 43 Broadway,

-

Engineers,

Electrical

DOMESTIC AND FOREICN PATENTS.
Ifl"E"\7*7"

of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.

KINTNEE.

PAGET «£ KIItfTNER,
Chemical

CITY,

to None.

James

TOMS:.
1ST.

CO.,

the Prominent Makers.

CALL AM) EXAMINE.

Queen cfc Co.

"V\7".

924 Chestnut

SCHENECTADY,

all

St.,

Philadelphia.

Y.,

MAOTTFACTUKERS OF

Insulated Wires,
JAMES
O. IA.

F.

KELLY. Cenerai Sales Agent, 19 Dey

STOIIE,

Klcctriclan, Contractor and Electric
Light In«|,f i-tor.
Chicago ill.
s Pacific Ave..
Exlallnitrie Lh'ht Work a specialty.

....

Russell

BUMP

&

y
1 GAS LIGHTING,

m
poroi
'.G

<

Send

GEO.

SIMPLE, CLEAN, DURABLE.

DEALER

H.

IN

Electrical Securities.

Catalogue

and

Prices

ELECTRICAL GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

BLISS,

Boom

7,

Hubbard

Ilik.,

Elgin,

Electrical

111.,

U.

8.

ALL

EXPLOITER OF

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple

THE NATIONAL
GALVANIC BATTERY CO

Inventions.

MICA

A.

SIZES

AND
QUALITIES

For Electrical Purposes.
Court,

EUGENE MUNSELL &

MATI.O,
/ORK.

Illustrated

ELECTRICAL EXPERT

r.

WILL LAST A LIFE TIME.

for

El^in Telephone and Electrical Supply Co.,

VITLY,

h

the testa and held out and given riatisfactory
service for the pant olyht yeara

FOR CaTALOGUK.

REQUIRED.

ALWAr

For Private Lines.

ETC,

i

York.

The only Mechanical Telephone which has stood

Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.
SSKI

Telegraph

T ELEPHONE S

Co.

BOILERS, ETC.

CONNECTION.

s

New

E ngine s

Automatic

BELLS-TELEPHONES,

Street,

BUILDERS OF

BATTERY

UNEOUALED FOR

for Telephone,

MASSILLON, OHIO,

THE NATIONAL

„^

Cords jnd Cables

Flexible

226

DEARBORN STREET.

CHICAGO,

ILL-

218

Water

Street,

Now

CO.,

York.

June
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The

and creat
being

this

attention

BRATED WATER WHEEL, as
on account of

its

double

particularly

Iiiirli

Speed

diameter,

Efficiency, and largre Capacity,
the

CELE-

adapu

remarkably steady motion,

Power of most wheels of same dial

In the
of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction.
use of water
an an equal, producing the highest r*r cent, of use-

number
ical

;

ful effect

gruaranteed.
Hfc\D FOB CATALOG t*K

Our Horizontal
and

it

can be belted

"Victor"

is

directly to

AM>

IVVHTtt

I

l,\IW.

recommended, as no gca>: arc

highly

dynamo.

r

YM

The accompanying engraving

TOIt

represents a pair of r2-inch
arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-Iron Flu:.
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very com;
are now prepared to furnish .Victor
strictly first-class in every particular.
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.

TMCItlM-,S

We

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO.,

-

DAYTON, OHIO.

Sc
FACTORIES: WATERBURY, CONN.
MAJil'KACTl'BEKS OF

BARE AND INSULATEDWIRE.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible
Worsted Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT
For

Electric

Light,

"If

Cotton and

LINE WIRE

K.

Electric Railways,

Silk,

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.
CO., CARBONS FOR ARC LICHTINC.

ACENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON
J. L.

BARCLAY,

THOS.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICACO,

/M AI5r

4* A

L.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25

ILL.

PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

DDON CO'**: MAKERS;*? HIGH -GRADE

THE MOST DURABLE, SIMPLEST AND BEST
OVERHEAD WIRE SYSTEM.
-Knight Electric Railway
25 * 27 Tenth Ave.,

NEW YORK

Co.,

CITY.

The ONLY Conduit System.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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OUR SKELETON BELLS
WITH 4,

AND

5

INCH GONG ARE WITHOUT DOUBT THE

6

FINEST AND BEST BELLS IN THIE MARKET.
It

has Heel Adjustment Cast Gong, Hard Rubber Cover Magnets, Turned Brass, Nickel Plated Binding Posts and
Japanned Frame, highly polished.
S133NTI3 FOX1. OKTE -A.S jSL

FRICHS IiOW.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC
tx^ii^es.

THIAL.

ca-bles

42 LA SALLE

-

CO.,

FISHER RAE ELECTRIC RAILWAY
For Street and Suburban
Embraces new and valuable improvements which are
operation,

and high

I

IMPROVED TROLLEY AND TROLLEY SUPPORT
Avoids

wheel or

'flashing" at

line of neatest de-

line contact.

The Fisher-Rae Electric Railway System
Contains

new

SYSTEM

requisite to economical

The

B

MILES OF CONDUIT IN ONE ROAD AT SAN JOSE, CAL.

Overhead Conductors.
'

ILL.

Traffic.

D
8

sign.

efficiency.

CHICAGO,

ST.,

THE OKONITE CO.

General Western Agents:
t.a.ie'e a.:£TX3 "tttbhto.

features that will

Railway Managers looking for

commend

it

to the careful attention of Street

reliable, easily

operated and efficient electrical

apparatus, designed to stand the test of work.

POINTS OF SUPERIORITY.
A SINGLE MOTOR GEARED TO BOTH AXLES WITH
IMPROVED NOISELESS CEAR.
FLEXIBILITY BETWEEN MOTOR AND CAR AXLES,
INSURING CLOSE MESH AND PREVENTING
BREAKING FROM SUDDEN STRAINS.
The use where

The Fisher-Mae System

desirable of a separate motor truck,

motor trucks
bling change of motors from closed to open cars.

ing greater comfort to passengers

Can be placed upon existing roads without alteration of track or road-bed,
and upon cars in use, without interruption to traffic of road.

;

CORRESPONDENCE solicited,
to important roads

now

making a

easily

six wheel car, securand quickly detachable, ena-

estimates furnished, and references given

in successful operation.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
Woodbridge

7th and

DETROIT, MIGH.

Streets,

THE STODDARD PATENT
Combined Rosette and Cut-Out.

THE FIRST REAL IMPROVEMENT

For Flexible Pendent Electric Lights,
Patented Sept, 13, 1881

I pa

POROUS GUP BATTERIES
Since the Invention of the Leclanche.

These

CnKvr

It ar><J arttatlc appear'

ance, and nolle other* ma? cm
lime to Install., it la fonnd In practice about tbroe to
9m ntrUe a K'lfKman place* twenty ordinary
Cut-ontA be ran place J iity of Ebeee, tbQM making a sav
; repre>
-

.

;ir».

:

f at

oae. Mr<fti!m*a

r <r

vital

day on

pr

<]%j.

cacti

'Ullage '' harlnte allty
'.'it t7S'-ot7 ere ready

im [<''•:'

am
A fy

'

-

r

attnetr price, wasrair.n an 7 Mh»r
ar

MARKLE ENGINEERING

generally

rTV-waU. fplr
goto matt* op an ?kOf

'Ward

For Sale by all

--

This ad

Send

7717.

CO.. Detroit, Mich.
Electrical Supply Companies.

tor Circular of

tho Axo Battery.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY

f;Tjt-ouL>.

at kes price."

Axo

Battery Complete.

149 Wont 18th

St.,

Now

York.

CO.,

PoTOUS~Oup Alone.

June
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"C. <& C."

MOTOR
ELECTRIC
NEW YORK.
GREENWICH

CO.,

STREET,

402 4

EFFICIENT
ELECTRIC

AUTOMATICALLY

MOTORS.

REGULATED.

Manufactured for Arc and Incandescent Circuits.

NEW ENGLAND

OFFICE: 32

Oliver Street, Boston.
Phenix Building, Chicago.

WESTERN OFFICE

PBILADELPHIA OFFICE 301 Arch St.
SOUTHERN OFFICE 2r, Caronrtelet

JOHN STEPHENSON
NEW YORK.
i_iivin-E:iD T

Street,

New

Orleans.

CO.,

-uaani

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC
MANCHESTER, OONX.

Chicago Office,
N. Y. Office,

35 Broadway.

I

I

CO.,

Metropolitan Block.

Boston, 105

Summer

St.

Cincinnati, Carlisle Bldg.

THE MATHER INCANDESCENT SYSTEM.
Superior to

all

others

in efficiency

and

reliability of

Lamps and Dynamos.

From one-half horse-power upward, for constant potential circuits, perfectly selfregulating without special mechanism. Motors also for constant current circuits. Motors
wound for any desired potential.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
R-

Edwards.

June

22, i?

Established in 1861.

EDWARDS

* CO.,

Manufacturing - ;- Electricians,
PATENT ELECTRIC BELLS,
AUTOMATIC BURGLAR ALARMS.
DOOR OPENERS,

E.

ELECTRIC AHNTJNCIATORS,
and Factory: 4th Ave.
Branch, 6 and 7 Dey St.

& 144th

St.,

New

York.

THE LUNGEN BELL.
NEW

facture.

w

COMBINATION

%!^
^
QAS AHD ELECTRIC

FIXTURES.

IN CONSTRUCTION.

The Base and Cover are stamped, and having ribbed
Evtry piece Ib Inedaes are strong, liyht and compact.
terchangeable, special machinery being need in Its manu-

IN

ELECTROLIERS,

(PATENTED.)

EUTTIBELY

3® •

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

THERMOSTATS, GAS USHTINO APPARATUS, ETC., ETC.
Office

BRGGOT, ens

ELECTRIC and GAS GLOBES,

The Armature, Hammer and ita Rod and Adjusting
Springs are combined bo that they cannot work loose.
The Adjusting Screw is held firmly by spring nut, and always remains as set. The base and metal parts are Nickt 1
Plated. The Cover iB made to spring on and leqnires no
fastening. The hammer rod passes through the side of
base, thereby filling opening, making it Dust and Insect

SHADES,

Etc., Etc.,

Madison Street and Fifth Avenue,

Proof.

CHICAGOBRANCH STORE

675 DEGREES

Rk VALVE-OLEINE
MASTER MECHANICS,

Purchasing Agents, Engineers and Practical Builders of
will be pleased to know that a Lubricant is now produced of such
extraordinary high fire test as to make It proof against the great heat to which it is
lubricator where products of lower grade and
subjected, and Is therefore a
fire tests pass off at once, leaving the parts subject to wear, or greatly increasing the
consumption of oil.
is a product in the highest state of filtration, is of the greatest viscosity, is enttrely tree from all acids and ab olutely non-corrosive, and without doubt the finest and most thoroughly reliable Cylinder Lubricant now on the market and will naturally lubricate '2<Ki to 300 pes cent.
lubricant.
more than products of lower test ^~Is not only the best but the most
Bf] costly

steam plants

£/

PERFECT

'

"Valve-OIeine"

2134 Michigan Avenue,
I

1
|

Sioux City Engine Works,

I

—BUILDERS

OF

THE—

economical

Manufacture and sale control'ed exclusively by RELIANCE OIL & GREASE CO.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Samples of one to ten barrels shipped on request. Correspondence invited. Besldent agents wanted.

SINGLE VALVE

AUTOMATIC ENGINES,
V. F.

ANNETT,

Prest.

S. F.

FESTON,

Electric

Gas Lighting.

Steam Power
Electrical Apparatus and Supplies,

Telegraph Instruments,

Wire and

Batteries.

Milling, Manufacturing, Etc.

Electric Go.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,
Electric Lighting.

"Russoll."

Especially adapted to

ELECTRIC LIGHTINC,

The United

Fire and Burglar Alarms,

known Enst as the

"Well

CHAS. SIDNEY SMITH, 060*7

Vlce-Prest. and Treas.

Hotel and House Annunciators.

SALT LAKE

UTAH.

CITY,

™

and Elevators a Specialty.

Outfits for Lishtins Stations

GENI WESTERN AG'T8.}^I#SE

ffe^.

LA^RCEST ENCIJ!E.WPRKS

Gen'l Manager, Sioux City, Iowa.

BERGEIiSJSri*

c

M

GIDDIN0S

CI
1

CO.,

<&

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIANCES FOR THE EDISOU ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

i

B,

&

)

w

tltxittt-

«*«

CO.,

vrvDir
XU.KJ^
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AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Show Rooms

\

Street,

65

Fifth

Solicited.

'

Avenue.

CHICAGO, ILL

THE NORTHWEST.

June
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II. II.

MAVI>I.\. President.

FITCH GILBERT,

WAl.TKIt K.

Vice-President.

(iJcncral

I'ltKKfl AX.

Manager.

ST. Secretary.

K. E.

It

E.

PITXA1I. Treasurer.

It.

I

BAU GLAIRE, WIS.
'/

A c

*

XXXXXXXXX-z

TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
OIF

1

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING

Our Apparatus

is

of the

Highest Efficiency— Mechanically and

WE GUARANTEE

GET THE BEST!

ITS OPERATION,

Electrically,

AND

GET THE CHEAPEST!

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

WOODWARD
GALE, President.

G. H.
S. A.

H. H.

f

PLUMMER, VICE-PRESIDENT.
HUMPHREY. TREASURER.

i

GEN. R. A. ALGER.
G. H.
A.

|.S.

GALE.

PLUMMER.

June

22, i{

ELECTRICAL CO.

BIIAKD «>F DIKIITORS.
E. C. BROWN.
C. A. WARREN
C. H. THOMPSON
T. WILLIAMSON.
H. H.HUMPHREY :}
F. B. TROUT.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, SECRETARY.
FRANK B. TROUT, SUPERINTENDENT.

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT STORAGE DATTERY.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

in

has

construction,

now been found
to many

PECULIARLY ADAPTED

THOROUGHLY

RELIABLE and DURABLE, and
to be
uses in which other types of batteries have failed.

SFECX-A-X-iXj-Z"

to Its design,

Isolated Lighting,

Auxiliary Central Station Work,
Medical Purposes,
Running of Small Motors.

BATTKKY

Is

owing

-A-CA-FTEC TO

Steadying Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,
Burglar Alarms,
Propelling Boats,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station Lighting,
Street Cars,

NHI'TiOJi

the Detroit

is,

OF BATTERY

PIiATE.

Storage Battery,

MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS CRANTED TO C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
BEEN DULY ASSICNED TO THIS COMPANY,
Secondary
Battery which will not Buckle, or which will
only
positively the
uninjured
the Highest Rates of Discharge.
withstand

THE ONLY

SUCCESSFUL STOBAaE BATTLE?
IS

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE

The Woodward

BYI

Electrical Co.

OFFICES:
69 Brtwold

St.,

Campau

Building.

F.

B.

Ut

I

Hill

TROUT,

I

I

Itllulll

Corner 13th and

General Manager.

Howard Greets.

June

22, iS

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

The Thomson-Houston
Electric Railway System.

Twenty-six Roads in Daily Operation, and Sixteen Now in Process
of Construction Under the Thomson-Houston Patents.
ALL MATERIAL 18 NOW MANUFACTURED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MA88., THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.
The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the
The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior to all others
brakes applied from either platform.
railway work.
Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
Only one pair of brushes for each motor.
above the floor.
Brushes self-feeding.
Direct gearing is used.
Bearings self-oiling.
The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the
No change of brushes for change of load or change in Thomson-Bouston patents.
Contact with overhead conductor is had by means o(
direction of rotation of the armature.
trolley pressing against the wire from below.
The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

for

MOTORS l ELECTRICAL E QUIPMENTS FURNISHED FOR MINING & OTHER SPECIAL WORK.
For Full Information and Estimates

.A-ddress the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.

WKSTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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/"

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
ANSONIA, CONN.
WESTERN BRANCH:

RANDOLPH STREET, CHICAGO.

171

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN

ELECTRIC LI6HT ELECTRIC LIGHT
SUPPLIES,

SUPPLIES,

xxrcrr-iTTDxasra-

xaiTcx/crxsxicTa-

1.

P.

<Sr.

B. Moisture-proof

Wire.

22.

HOUSE GOODS,

Incandescent Switches,

41.

Diamond Carbon

42.

"O.

43.

"Popular" Iron Frame

Bell.
Bell.

Battery.

Black Weather-proof

"

23.

Automatic Ground Switches.

3.

Underwriters'

"

24.

P.

4.

Magnet

"

25.

Auto. Pole

Office

26.

Electric Light Switch Boards.

44.

5.

"Dust Proof" Iron Box

27.

Construction Tools,

all kinds.

45.

Annunciators.

28.

Standard Testing

46.

Burglar Alarms.

29.

A.

30.

Munson's Dynamo Belting.

47.

Burglar Alarm Springs.

48.

Electric Bell Pushes.

49.

Electric

50.

Electric Bell Outfits.

6 1.

Electric Floor Matting.

52.

Sure Call Electric Alarm.

53.

Medical Induction

54.

Learners' Telegraph Sets.

55.

House

2.

and Annunciator

"

6.

Cobb Vulcanite

"

7.

Kerite

"

8.

Okonite

"

9.

Incandescent Conductor Cords.

0.

Copper

Commutator Brushes.

Lightning Arrester.

& P. Ammeters &

Voltmeters.

31.

Electric Light Poles.

32.

12

Cross Arms.

33.

13

Wood

34.

14

High Insulation Brackets.

35.

15

Glass and Porcelain Insulators.

36.

Armature Protector.
Low Temperature Fuse Wire
Ind. Support Arc Lamp Hanger.
White Light Carbons.
McCreary Shades.

16

Fletcher's

37.

Fowlers'

17

Arc Lamp Hangers.
Fletcher's Sleet Proof Pulleys.

18

Gem Wire

19

Insulating Tape.

20.

P.

21.

Arc Switches.

See

&

Pins and Brackets.

Cleats.

B. Electrical

Illustrated

Compounds.

Catalogue

NO. 550 B.

Wood Box

Bell.

Inst.

Dynamo

Speed

In-

dicator.
38.

Weather-proof Rope.

39

Sawyer-Man Incandescent Lamps
Herrings' Wire Joints.

40.

U."

Sets.

1 1.

for

&

Lightning Arrester.

Ellis Oil Filter.

1

ELECTRICAL

See

Illustrated

Catalogue

NO. 550 B.

Gas Lighting Apparatus.

Coils.

Electricians' TooIb.

See Illustrated

Catalogue

NO. 647.

June
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BRUSH ElfCTRIC COMPANY
OP-

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
-MANUFACTURERS

OF-

BRUSH ARC
INCANDESCENCE
Electric Lighting Apparatus.

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CHRBONS FOR HRC LHWPS.
V

CHICAGO

OFFICES:

No. 217 Dearborn

St.,

ALEXANDER KEMPT, Special Agent.

ETC.

^S

A
PACIFIC COAST AGENTS:
THE CALIFORNIA ELECTRIC LIGHT

CO.,

8AN FRANCISCO, CAL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC
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COMPANY,

LlfiRT

Fort "Wayne, Indiana.

Manufacturers of the

SYSTEM

INDUCTION

SLATTERY

out

The Most Carefully Workedand Complete Alternate

System of Electric Lighting is

OF

Existence.

INCflUDESCENT LIGHTISG,

AND THE

and

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

Lamps

OP

ARC LIGHTING.

Converter!

12—16 Candle Power

to the Mechanical

Horse

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK OFFICE:

BROADWAY,

115

Boreel Bldg.
JENNEY ARC DYNAMO AND LAMPS.

SLATTERY DYNAMO, LAMP AND CONVERTER.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS,

FORT WAYNE,

IND.

907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.
OFFICE, 217 Sansome St.

J.

SAN FRANCISCO

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.

lE^eOHXILTE^TT ^Xd^-D^TTS
THE HOST
BY
WIRED AND

SOH^E OP

INSTALLED

8l IZARD,
LEONARD
Contracting Electrical Engineers,

Consulting and

FROM LiLFRIIv 1st, 1SS7, TO UL£^ 1st, 1889.
ISOXjATJE3I> PLANTS.

OFFICE BUILDINGS.
The Rookery, La

Salle

Chicago,
Chicago,
Chicago.
Chicago,

Sts

Auditorium EaUding
Phoenix Building....
C. B. & 0. Office Building
Paxtoa Block
United States Express Building
"Herald" Publishing BiHdlng
First National

Illinois

Iowa Agricultural College
Iowa State Penitentiary

111.

Public Library

Omaha, Neb.
Chicago,

111.

Omaha, Neb.
Omaha, Neb.

Bank Building

Chicago.

Montauk Block

III.

Omaha, Neb.

Shelly Building

Chicago.
Chicago,

Shepard Brooke BuIIdlm,Sheldon Bulldlne

Milwaukee. Wie.

Hathawav Bulldine
Chicago 'Telephone Building
Bryant Block
P. RailwayCo.'a

Chicago. HI.
Chicago, HI.
\V.

Milwaukee

Omaha, Neb.
Murray Hotel
Chicago, 111.
Grand Pacific Hotel
H. M. Kinsley's Restaurant, addit'l... Chicago, 111.
Planklnton House
Milwaukee, Wis.
Knhn'e Horel
Chicago, 111.
Woodruff Hotel

RAILROAD

Office

Chicago, 111.
Ineuraoce Bldg
Milwaukee Evening Wisconsin
Milwaukee, Wis.
Bo) 1, N. W. Mutual I-lfe Insurance
Milwaukee. Wl
Bnlldin?.Mlnri<:ai>uliB, Minn.
Kr har^ge
i
..

PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Hionx Falla, Dak.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Faribault, Minn.
...
Faribault, Minn.
-\-.Yankton, Dak.
..

jffcUor

Dakota P-oll*nilary
Laytor, Art OaUery
Bhalt'.
krjr'e

Mall
>.,

-:/.,..

P. By....

M

1 1

v.

-aukee Depot

C, M. &

Notre Dame, tad.
cego, in.
Mllwaoke'-. wie.
.

Chicago,

111.

Chicago,

111.

St.

St. P.

Ry. Co

Milwaukee, WIb.

FACTORIES.
MuBcatlne,
Mupc.'tlnB Oatmeal Co....
Anglo-American Prov. Co., Packing

Houses

Chicago,

Mlnln/Co
pli

Steven*,

i

la.

aid Omaha,

111.,

Sioux Falls, Dak.
Mill

Cbii ago, in.
Ohli a
111

Shoddy Mill

I

Ch

in

STATIONS.

Welle St. Depot C. A: N. W. Ry
Klnzle St. Freight Depot C..M.&

.

LtOl

111.

Mlnneapolla, Minn.
Peopled Theatre
Opera House (H. Nunnemacber). Milwaukee, W1b.
Chicago, 111.
Auditorium

Building.
0*1 Lif<>

Chicago,

THEATRES.

111.
111.

111.

Ames, Iowa.
Fort Madison, Iowa.
Minneapolis, Minn.

HOTELS.

111.
III.'

Anna,

Southern Insane Hospital

111.

and AdamB

Sards... Chicago,

111.

Chli ago,

lil,

*Co. racklngllou^'P
Cram Elevator
Den Hainei '•'

.Chicago,

Bwifl

i,

Lockport,
Clinton,

.

til.

Ju.

on32srrra.^a.x.
Winona, Minn.

Edg.-wulT

LI.

1' 1

••'"

I

'<'. I".
a,

Udlu
.

U.fdi

HI.

,

I

Eoom

D. T.

'

-

llnmlrjn.Ji.i'

425,
j

Hupplj

CHICAGO,

ili'gewiscb,

mi w wood &, Co.'s Packing Houses. Chicago,
Denime & Dierke's Furniture Factory
I

i

'
,

Lamb A Sunn'

111.

Chlcago.Ill.
Clinton. In.

Saff Mill

Menashe, Wie.
Menaeha (76odenware Co
'I.m Rivera Manufacturing^. .Two Klvere, Wis.

stations.
w
MB

jiu wiii
Wanwatosa, wis.
Blectric Co
Burlington, win.
Bui Ington Btei in. Co
A. .. lliiwli-y
Lqcliport, 211.
lo. .Carroll, la.
Carroll Eloi u [I U((hl and Powi
I'll y ..I llii..|i vlllKindirlllH, lnd.
.i
i.i... hi.
Light and

;

)

1

in

B.W.

ill

Rockford, ill.
Light and Power Co.. ..Boone, ia.

11

ltl.lt

Tl

McVeagh

& Co

"The Pair," General Store
Marshall Pleld

111.

&

Co.,

Chicago,

111

Wholesale Ilouse,

Chicago, 111.
Marshall Field & Co., Retail Store.. Chicago, I1L
Chicago, 111.
La Salle Street Tnnnel
Chicago, III.
Fraoklln McVeagh'e Residence
Chicago, 111.
N, B. Reams' Residence
Omaha, Neb.
Union Club
Chicago, 111.
Union League Club
Chicago, 111.
Standard Club
Steamer "Puritan" for the Graham & Morton
Transportation Co
Chicago, 111.
P. W. Pecli'n Residence
Wyatt Park Electric Street Ry.. .SI. Joseph. Mo.
Alliance Electric Street Railway.. Alliance, Ohio.
Milwaukee,
Wie.
Norman Pints
Lighting Noitb r ide Cable Care while
Chicago, 111.
going through Tunnel
C, M. ,fc St. P. Rv. Co., "Patented System
of Train Lighting"
Oshkoak, Wis
W. Galea' Residence
G. M. Pullman's Summer Residence,
Alexandria Bay, N. Y.
Atlantic City Electric St., Ry.. Atlantic City, N..I
Chicago, II
Minirtel Bros.' Dry Gooda Store
.IV. Farwell atOo.'a Wholesale
Chicago,
Uoime
Chicago, .11
C, II. Slick's Retail Grocery
Topeka Rapid Triioslt Electric Sf.n.i'I.
Topeka, Kan,
Railway
il.

Osknliiosn, I:'
OskalOOBIJ Kdl "" Light (,'ii
Ottumwa.Ia.
oiiiinniii El.Ttrlc Light Co
NeiMiiih und MenashB (lustind Electric

Co

Ni'oiiuli,

Blootrh and Walor supply '.'<•
.'I
Kli.rlrh: Light Co
II. A. Taylor

BnyLNCZZ OPPICB:
O.MI.incupollM.
.1

anil

HKIIlAMK BLOCK,
TELPHONE

1250.

N< ilnxll lo,
llrc.iidheail,

....

Ilroa

EXOUA1GE, Koouih

tli 1,1 Ki;

Chicago,

MISCELLANEOUS.

I

ill: l.l

Telephone 694.
)

Prank

i

•

'

at

ILL.

111.

Co

Milwaukee, Wle.
Aehland, Wle.
Milwaukee, Wie.
S. J. Murphy &Son, Lumber Mill, Green Bay, Wis.
Chicago, 111.
N. K. Pairbank & Co

Pflster& Voeel Leather
Superior Lumber Co
Vulcan Iron Works

I

Powei Co
i>:

—

'

Antll"

Town

THE ROOKERY.

l

in.

Pel

-•.H«, D. T.
I

.!.

Wtln

Llfbt and

rl.. III

Ry. Co., Locomotive
Milwaukee, Wis.
Chicago, 111.
Kearney, Neb.
Aurora, 111.
C.,B. & Q. Ry. Co., Aurora Shops
Chicago, 111.
Thompson & Taylor Spice Co
Sioux City. a.
Sioux City Oatmeal Co
Kaukanna, WIe.
Patten Paper Co.'s Mill
Blue Island, 111.
Chicago Copper Refining Co
Chicago, 111.
Hey wood & Morreli Rattan Co
Chicago, 111.
Wakem & McLaughlin
Chicago, 111.
Union Horse N ail Co
P.C. HanfordOii Co., Warehouse. Englewood, III.
Chicago-Ill.
A. F. Bullen & Co.'s Malt House
Marinette, wis.
Marinette Iron Works Co
Qulncy, 111.
Dick Bros,' Milling Co
Chicago, III.
Chicago Rubber Works
Lockport, III.
Baker Wire Co
Bad River, Wis.
Penokee Lumber Co
-Escanaba, Mich.
Escanaba Ore Docks
Pullman Palace Car Co.'b Shops. ...Pullman, Jll.
Chicago, 111.
Maxwell Bros.' Planing Mill. ,.
WUcont-ln Central Ky. Shops.... Waukesha, Wis.
Geneva, III.
Geouvu Grape Sngur Co
Wilmington, III.
WUmintrtnn r-aper Co
Qulncy, 111.
Taylor Bros/ Flour Mill
Mill
Paper
Jfcicaford,
III.
A. W. Keennuy'o
Chicago, 111.
Schutllet & Holt/,, Wagon Mfrs
Wright & Lawtber Oil and Lead
Mf^Co
Chicago, 111.
Chicago, 111.
C. T. Reynolds & Co., Oils
U. S. Roiling Stock Co., Car Shops
St. P.

Shops
Schwab & Co
Kearney Milling Co
Selz,

111

igo, ill

:

C, M. &

II

lludeon,

Inn.

lloom 115, Milwaukee,

X

W

Is.

w|k.

Wl«

W

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

CHICAGO, JUNE

Vol. IV.

Self-Adjusting

Ireson's

Leather-Link

Patd. Hot. 16, '86.

No.

tuitously.

Every Belt guaranteed-

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS

L.

1RES0N. 97 High

Boston. Mass-

St..

IN

ELECTRICAL.
EVERYTHING
CATALOGUE,
FOB
256 PAO.K

gJBND

CHARLES

26.

Belting.

Adjusting Leather Link
Belting, furnished gra-

ery.

O cents per Copy.

29, 1889.

Send for IreBOn'e Illustrated Treaties on Self-

Especially adapted for
all Electric purposes and
otner high-speed machin-

Manf'd by

1

BOSTOItf, MASS.
ROOT'S WATER-TUBE BOILER. Economical,
Durable
111

Arch Street,

sare.

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

AN EXCELLENT

THE WARING

Adopted by the

ELECTING LIGHT WIRES AND CABLES.

=35.
=i

General Offices,

AVE.,

-

28

The acknowledged Standard

for durable

The Asb.tou Water Relief Valve.

and high

THE ASHTON VALVES

All

McGLEES,

L

Sizes

the

m °"

P«*<* <*

Simple

Concealed Wiring

16 Dey

bemg

in tne
in construction, Automatic in action, Perfectly Controlling the Pressure of the hose at whatever speed the eng ne or pump is working.

SulmuwU.,

General Manager,

reputation as

Glve Perfect eecoritv acalnst boiler exploeioa,
whether Steamboat, Locomotive or Stationary.

THEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES ££%£*££. ZXSiSl
now
market.

Subterranean Use,

d £ncased WlrgSm

^ea^de

TTTFTP
1 FF.TY VAT"VF*i
M.MS.MJX1X S
^Allill
T AJJ1 IjO

Aerial Use,

Electric Light

B.

& NEW ORLEANS-

Noiseless
Xiooom.o*i-co Safety "\7"«.X^7-o,
Tlie Aaliton Ijo clx Safety Valvo,

Insulation.
Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

E.

Street, Hew. York.

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.

ot Signaling.

Cliff

BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA

'

|

Branches

;

ROOT SECTIONAL SAFETY BOILER.

Ncw York 1S Cortlandt St., G. I» Wiley, M'g'r.
BRANCHES: CHICACO,
RRANPM
DimNUn nFFIPF<\Urr IL.CO. i ChIca 0> i39 E .Madison St., F.E .Degenhardt,M'gV.
g

and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,
Railwa, and all other

BOILER,

panles at Philadelphia, Detroit, St. Paul, Columbus
and Cincinnati also the Brush Electric Light Co., *f
Louisville, and others.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

-

•

Edison Electric Light Com*

gABENDROTH & ROOT MFG. CO,

Standard Underground Cable Co., Mf'rs,
708 PENN

PLANT

-

ELECTRIC

St.,

in all Locations.

new york.

Ashtim TalTfi Co. 271 FranMin

St.

Boston,

^f%**:\%*tiS^V§£#%*K

I

ANSONIA BRASS & GOFFER COMPANY,

-THE

Sola Manufacturers of

COWLES' PATENTED

and Weather ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

Fire -Proof

UNION HARDWARE CI,
PUSH-BUTTON

B

C

Proof

B

A

SHELLS.
CUT SHOWING STVLE OP INSULATION.

—

A. Copper Wire.
Maturated with a Blacky

T0RRINGT0N, CONN.,

trie

B. B.

Composition.

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters.
Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

Daniel W. Marmon, President.
Addison H. Nordyke, Vice-President.

WARER00MS '«

NEW YORK.

Charles D. Jenney,

33 and

1

35

Samples furnished opon application.

Pot«U»

New York*

FACTORIES:
Wabash Ave., Chicago, III. J ANSONI A.JCONN

2I Cliff St "
* l9 and

95 CHAMBERS STREET,

C— BrtddMi Com

— Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation

Wrathek-Proof

BRA1NARTJ RORJSON,

Electriciar

AMOS

Secretary.

Hollowell,

K.

Treasurer.

ELECTRIC COMPANY,
JENNEY
HVOIAIVAPOLjIS,
11*713.,

Sole

Owners

of all the Patents and Inventions of Charles D.

the Jenney System), and Sole

Jenney (known as

Owners and Manufacturers

ot his

IMPROVED DYNAMO,
Lamp and

Electric Motor.

desirable features of Arc and Incimleeamt Unhtlnnthe
simple, durable, economical, steady, brilliant aw\ uenetri
In tlioao essential s It challenge comparison.

In

all

.TKNNKY SYSTEM LEADS.

Estimates Promptly Furnished for Erecting Electric Lighting Plants for
Companies or Individuals. Prices Furnished for the Jenney Arc
or Incandtscent Systems, or for both combined.
Tii-'

-

OFFICE

AND WOEKS:

•

"

'

—

<>f

Jenney Incandescent Dvnam

on.' or nil or the l.'impt. at will
etc., with

.

and permit the taTnbUE on
teniton

i

to

Cities,

an.l oft

fur Die bin:;

INDIVIDI ALPl ISTB.
Send for Pamphlet Illustrating and Describing the System.

MUle.MiopB, Factories,

Corner Kentucky Avenue and Morris Street,

-

-

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

June

29,

e Thomson-Houston Electric Bo
WESTERN OFFICE:

EASTERN OFFICE:

620 ATLANTIC AVE. BOSTON.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM
-OF^t-WF*?-'

Electric
rc-fighting
IH THE "OTORI-ID.

SERIES LAMPS
FOB

Jrc-Circuits.
These Lamps have repeatedly
their superiority under

•hown
test.

Medal

:

First Prize

:

First

Best Arc-Light, Louisville, 1883,
Best System of Arc-Lighting,

Cincinnati Industrial Exposition, 1883.

This

Company was

given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions
at London,

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

August

1

1,

1885,

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
dynamos are automatic

in their regulation

durable.

and

will

FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

LIGHTING.

No other Incandescent
maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit.
are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

Our Incandescent systems

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all

sizes for the transmission of Power.

and Incandescent

Plans and estimates for

LltfhtlnK

Exhibition,

FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

and Power Plant*.

all

kinds of Arc

Lamp

is

so perfect and

June

2i),

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

THE MITCHELL VAMKACO.)
VANCE

CO.,

MITCH KI,I„
DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

(Harr#-dnorPi to

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.
Having no Special Agent
in

Architects' and Decora-

Chicago for our

Goods,

we

tors'

Solicit Cor-

Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

respondence from
with Fidelity

Buyers, which

we

to the

given Motive.

Promptly Answer.

Insulating Joints,

Combination Fixtures,

Electroliers,

and

Brackets.

All Fittings for

Incandescent Lighting.

Pendants, Reflectors,

INDORSED
BT

Thomas

Elihu Thomson,

A. Edison,

B.

S.

Edwin

Possons,

J.

Houston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELERS.
Send

for

Pamphlet "ARE YOU POSTED?" to

MANUFACTORY,

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH

CO.,

24 and 25th

St.

and

I

SALESROOM,

Oth Ave.,

836-38 Broadway and 13th

NEW YORK

177-179 Broadway, N. Y.

St.,

CITY.

IDJLKX
I-

1

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.

IHSULATESra COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

INSULATED WIRES and CABLES

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.
Guaranteed to Give Satisfactory Services Underground and Overhead.

Adapted

No. 159
W,

If,

Samples on Application

FRONT STREET,

HABIRSM,

Specially

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

Ohemioal Works, Eto.

for Mines,

Prices and

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

F.C.S., London,

at

NEW YORK

Central Stations for Power Distribution,
CITY.

Chemical Engineer, General Manager.

STATIONARY MOTORS.
FOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
Wc

have supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal
Electric Light, Telegraph and Telephone Companies, to United States Vessels,

STORAGE BATTERIES,

Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other services wherever a First-class Electrical Installment is Required.
Our
Materials and Workmanship

and correspondence
articles,

is

solicited from

are

Guaranteed

the

Very Best,

Executive Offices:

115 BROADWAY,

companies and architects requiring our

Factory:

JERSEY CITY, N.J.

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

June

2';.

i

889

E KATI
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTINC
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENGINEER 4G CO.

JARTIS

61

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER STATIONS.

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

OLIVER STREET,

Anthracite Coal

IOSTON.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

THE HAWKEYE ELECTRIC
DAVENPORT, MANUFACTURING
IOWA.
rviANT_iF^AcrTT_ii=?:E;iF?s

and Coke

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

CO.,

of- -the:-

CELEBRATED THONE SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT AUTOMATIC APPARATUS.
Motor

Electric Motors, Generators for Mechanical

Circuits.

Automatic

Dynamos

for

Lighting Plants.

Contractors for Complete Electric Plants.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING &M'P6 CO.
ROOMS, 200 and 202

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

<: ":

ST. XiOTTIS.
UNIFORM

IN QUALITY,

Itald^Mfa

LONG LIFE AND GOOD LIGHT

N^<»*#

IS
Automatic High Speed

ENGINE

ideal]

\ll\1\ll

2

)

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

THE BEST FOR

LIGHTING

IC
Send
wa.

e.

for

our

TURNER

WOODBRIDGE

Electrical Engineers

New Catalogue
LE;*TBIl

<£

TURNER,

lor Electric Light

74

and Power.

DewigriH

and Estimate., v

This system is mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a steady
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required

and the cost of repairs.
For descriptive circulars or

testimonials, address

39 Dearborn

S.

Street,

Agt.

Tremont House,

Arc and Incandescent Lights Insta'led.

iiml

coaxc-A-CrO,

The Knapp 4.NUPACTUREH8
E lectrical
Of
TVL

Bells,

LAMPS

FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

Cortlaiidlt Street, 'N&-W Yorb..

Magneto

*«!

and Contractors. CHARLES W. RAYMOND, Western

COMPLETE EQUIPMENT OF ELECTRIC K1IMVA1
Steam Plants

WOODHIUDliE.

BALL DYNAMOS

Works

-

-

-

xi-iXu.

.

Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries, Push Buttons, Etc.

rjEA-usns in

ELECTRICAL.
EVERYTHING
AGBNTS
TUX
I»On

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A Full Line of their Celebrated Wires,

Buy your Goods

Cables and Tapes

of the

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

-

-

-

CHICAGO.

CLEVELAND, OHIO,
THE STANDARD CARBON COMPANY,
of
IVIttH'u.ro.otti.jror-iBi

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL

.

'

June

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

29, if

THE RECORD AT ATLANTIC
Since the Sprague Electric Railway at Atlantic City, N.

SIX

MY, NEW
J.,

this

time

NOT A SINGLE TRIP HAS BEEN LOST
There have been no reserve

there have been in constant use.

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY

& MOTOR

A.

A. KISJiKV.

II.

by the Electric Cars, although

CO., 16 and 18 Broad St.,

/.mjlER.

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.,

trips.
all

the cars

New

York.

cars.

Electric Light Rehiring,

II.

have made

has been in operation, the car-

THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED AND SIXTY FOUR, (6464)
During

JERSEY.

Pattern Making. Etc.. Etc

General Machine Jou-rtork,

FOtfRP-

3B./\ T3XT,

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, B^Sfacturer.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICACO.

Electrical Supplies and Construction,

1521

Km nam

OMAHA, NEBRASKA

Street,

ELECTRIC HEAT REGULATORS

Western Agency:

Automatic,

PUMPELLT STORAGE BATTERIES
AND

WINC'S DISC VENTILATINC FANS.
Dealers in Wire, Bells, Push Buttons, Motors, Incandescent and
Arc Light Material, Poles, Cross-arms, Electroliers and Combination
Fixtures, Burglar Alarm Malting.

•?
Brushgs
Commutator
FOR HLL SYSTSTUtS.
Send as Htab and give length
will make them np.
rut-* ^
aW
'<,f

The

w

C- A-

of brush,

and

if

we have

n't

them

li 1 sm-i-rviii *hs* 1

Electrical

^#

Mgr.,

175 Randolph

Chicago,

St.,

BRAIDED WIRE.

B. D.

Cleverly Electrical works

o is

Chestnut StiPhiladelphia

l

"t iBCtTlCl*

rn jiTif

M 3 Rp Y

t\

aQ B f ¥, Philadelphia Department**
BAXTER ELECTRIC MFG &M0TOR CO

H'A-Cleverly .-rfanager
III,

mnneapolU. Sinn.

Temple Court,

•

V

wj%'

Construction Co.

HARTER,

in stock,

all

CONSOLIDATED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING CO.
<»15

we

Simple and Durable.

Beware
paten's on Automatic Heat Regulators.
If your dealer canof Imitators and attempted Infringements.
not supply you with our regulator write us, and we will reduce
your coal bill. Dispense with doctor's bills. Thousands in use.
no experiments. Address,

We possess

ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES TO CONTRACT.

MATHER ELECTRIC
H

11 Metropolitan Block,) j
,,,,,,„„
oWKirii'-l
* IU5 \ lloom
« 11 1 < A ..<( O*
La 8aI|e and Kando lp h S t8. (
-

.

,

CO.,
,,,

tl

ji anae<T.

THE POPULAR WIRE FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

Safe and Reliable.
NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE
1

W.

1

B.

649 & 651

Central St., Boston, Mass.

DOWSE,

R. E.

Gen'l Supt.

CO,

J.

THE BEST SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

COMPANY.
The GOULD PACKING
3G Cambridge
Street,

EAST CAMBRIDGE. - MASS.,

Broadway.

GALLAHER, Secy.

W. GODFREY,

MANUFACTURE TUE

Gen'l Mgr.

Gould Steam and Water Packing
The Original Ring Packing.

FOREST CITY PACKING COMPANY,

THE

CLEVELAND, OHIO,

U. S. A.

JLiNUTACTTJItBRB of the

ALBION CHIPMAN, Treasurer.

HILL.

MADE ESPECIALLY FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT ENCINES.
on

60

Days' Trial,

Satisfaction

1880.

All similar Packings are Imitations and calculated to deceive-

Patent High Speed Packing,
Delivered Free

Pat. June 1,

Superior to any Packing in the market for Steam, Water
or Ammonia. Self-Lubrfcatinc doe8 not corrode the rod,
never grows hard if directions are followed. Sent on thirty
days' trial. Satisfactory or no pay. None c;ennine without
his trade mark and date of patent stamped on wrapper.
t
Beware of Infringements and Imitations.

Gnaranteeil,

or

no

Clutch Works,

Pay,

;

CLEVELAND, O.

American Electrical Directory
Por 1889.
Price, $0,00.

EASTERN OFFICE:
IS Cortlandt Street, -

CHICAGO;

and most permanent medium for advertisers in the electrical field. This
work reaches every Electric Light and Power company in the country, besides Tele
graph and Telephone companies.
This year's issue enlarged and improved.
Lists and reports of Electric Light and Power companies, reports of National

The

best

2SM) Canal St-

STAB. IRON TOWER COMFJLXTY,
of

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL DIRECTORY,

Fort

Wayne,

Dfltigind,

Ind.

Kaaou

Building

>'ITY:

and 1241 Union Avenue.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Electric Light association, useful tables, etc , etc.
Send orders for copies of books, and for advertising space to

Publishers

30S

KANSAS
1221

NEW YORK.

MINNEAPOLIS:

Kredfd iaJ Fnmi?h«i.

Send for new CaUlogn*, Power
rrantmlgslon Machinery.

COPYRIGHTED BY W.

H. HILL.

D

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

June

SOLE BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

proved Corliss

EDW.

Engine

RELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
of all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

&

ALUS

P.

Is

CO.,

MILWAUKEE.

WIS.

Manufacturers of and Dealers la

Pulleys, Cears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

H

TmEOUALED FOR ECONOMY OF FUEL, BEQDXARITT OF
MOTION. AND DPR ABILITY IN USE.

IT IB

1889

29,

CHICAGO BRANCH,

W rite for our Catalogues.

41 ani 43

SOOTH JEFFERSON

ST.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO. XCELSIOR ELECTRIC CO.

MOTORS
FOR

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
FOR

Arc

a

Incandescent Circuits

WOCND OK A»Y
I

ARC-LIGHT CIRCUITS.

I'lHBKNT.

PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

Highly

SIMPLE RELIABLE. DURABLE.

and Economical.

Ejflrient

.

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.
The only

safe socket for series lamps,

and the only

socket having insulating material for the outside
parts.

Send

F.

for Illustrated Catalogue.

WESTERN AND SOUTHERN

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

620

BOSTON,

-

MASS,

pnMDnnun
wureiruunu^
16Sisss,5t

iOO H. P.

W. HORNE, Manager

1

1

EAST ADAMS STREET,

Engiae

of

1

BOSTON,
PITTSBURGH.
CHICAGO.
PHILADELPHIA,

for

HICH FUEL DUTY AND SIMPLICITY.

STANDARD.
3,000

Vt^o"

S t0 k
H

Economical.

156, 158

Lake

.

'

churc £. Kerr

j.

WestinghousQ Building,

&Co.

street,

&

608 Chestnut St.. M. R. Muckle, Jr.
Co.
302, 304 Washington Ave.
F „ irl ,„ nts
*«jr"aaKs
312 Union Avenue.
V
<-°"
1330 Seventeenth Street, \
DENVER,
1619 Capitol Avenue, F. C Aver.
OMAHA.
Geo. M. Dllley & Sons.
PINE BLUFFS, Ark
Utah & Montana
SALT LAKE CITY, 259 S. Main St.
" TTE, MONT.
Machinery Co.
E. Granite St.
(
N FRANCISCO, 21 and 23 Fremont St., Parke & Lacy Co.
RTLAND, OR. 33, 35 N. Front St., Parke & Lacy Meh. Co.

KANSAS

-

£

World.

I

CITY,

I

6 Sizes in stock

5

to

50 H p
-

-

AUTOMATIC EHSIITE CHEAPEE THAH A SLIDE YALVE.

Well Built

Hathaway Building

ST. LOUIS.

in use in all parts of the Civilized

JUNIOR.
AH

CHICAGO.

-

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
17 Cortlandt Street,
NEW YORK,
Westto(;houa,

condensing or
non-condensing.

Wot yet eqaalei by any form

STATES.

-

Reliable,

Over 300

ARLOTTE, N.C.
S°Pr1or
TheWestinghQuseMachineCo.fi LANTA,
GA.
LLAS. TEX.
ATTANOOGA, TENN.
PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.A.

sold the first year.

45

All the above built strictly to
Bepairs Carried in Stock.

ft.'

Gangs with Interchangeable Parts. I
Send for Illustrated Catalogues.

W.

D.

SARGENT,

JN0.

Pres.

A.

BARRETT, V

Pres. and Cons. Elec.

E

CUTlER,

H.

The
,

Jay and Plymouth

Sts.,

A

^P ** Co
1

'

Treas. and Mgr.

&

'

Mcta. Co.
Co.
O. E. James

FRANK

THE ELEKTRON MFC.
Cor.

-

Keating Imp.

A.

&

PERRET, Elec

CO.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS and DYNAMOS
Small Sizes a Specialty (1-8 to 2
The

Laminated Field Magnets, Low ArmaSparking under Changes of Load, Excellent Work-

Distinctive Features are

ture Resistance,

No

H, P.)

:

manship.

InEFFICIENCY, RECULATION, SIMPLICITY and

DURABILITY
Our Fan

OUR MACHIHES SHOW GREtT superiority.

Outfits are very

handsome and run very

still.

CAREFUL INVESTIGATION INVITED.

¥ iEM> Magnet, by the tiee of which
higher efficiency 1b obtained than In

Laminated

Furnished on Application.
Catalogues
Catalog

SB
;Ori, Ohio.

Purposes
Pure

Pure Sheet Rubber
Sarriples and
4rjdre5*

Jfan "J a carers of

f

Ru

prices

Etc.

«s

upon application.

jhe B.F.CoODfflCH Co.

Specialties of all kinds to order
Send fop Gtalogue. "
'

June

29,
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1889

His Patents Sustained by the United
Supreme Court.

States

THE EDISON ELECTRIC LICHT CO.
Takes pleasure in announcing to its patrons and the general public that the decision of the
Supreme Court of the United States, filed on the 21st ult.,in the case of the
Bate Refrigerator Company, is in fact a decision

SUSTAINING THE EDISON PATENTS
In the many suits brought by the Edison Company, in the lower courts, against infringers of the Edison patents, the
defendants have evaded the merits of the controversy, thus tacitly admitting the fact of infringement, and have interposed a plea alleging that our patents have been voided by the expiration of patents previously granted in foreign
countries.

Hence the delay in establishing our rights. In the meantime, other electrical companies have been indiscriminately
copying our devices and methods, not even assuming that they themselves were the original inventors, but simply relying upon the construction of a statute by the lower courts invalidating our fundamental patent. In pursuance of our
expressed determination to secure a decision upon the point of law involved, we have had the Bate Refrigerator case
(covering the identical question) argued before the U. S. Supreme Court, with the result announced above, thus

Completely Deprivingthe Defendants of their Main Defense.
We have now only to prove the fact of infringement in order to secure prompt injunctions against, and damages from, those who have been so long using tvitJi impunity that
which the HIGHEST AUTHORITY now concedes to have been ours, exclusively, from
the beginning. This is simph/ to establish

A QUESTION OF FACT.
Was,

or

Was

lot, Edison the Original Inventor ?

This question has been decided in his favor a great many times, primarily by the U. S.
Patent Office, which granted to him Patents bearing earliest dates; then by the various
courts of Europe, through the crucial examination of which the question has many times
passed.

Q UESTION OF LA W having now been settled by tlie Supreme Court of the
Q UESTION OF FACT by tJie highest experts of the world, this company now notifies the Public of its intention to call a halt and demand a reckoning for the
trespass and abuse of its rights in
Thus

the

United States, and the

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
44 Wall Street,

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
By EDWARD H. JOHNSON,
New York.

Frosident.

:

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,

'4.W&
TRAD E

THIRD

310 N.

ST.,

SAINT LOUIS, MO.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS AT BOTTOM FICURES.
Man son and Okonite
CHIT
IBIDST.
I».A.YJ3
XJS.
Okonite Wires, Cables, and Tubing, Weatherproof Line Wires,

MAR tG

THB
THY
ENGINES,
ENGINEERING CO
TO

IT

BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

»i

707 and 709 Market

POND

427 'The

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.

Louis.

St., St.

Erected Ready for Service.

Rookery.'' Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building. Kansas

319 Ramge

Building,

Tapes.

SPECI A I.TI F.N :-The Armington & Sinn Engine,

City.

ard Rocking and Sheffield UrateB,

Steel Boilera, IreBon

Link

Belt. Stand-

Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pump, Korting Injector, etc.
KN.

NKXB FOB LiTKHT CATAMIIil

Omaha.

SYNOVIAL
Dynamo and Cylinder Oils.
to none.
Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
machinery.
By refiltering can be used continually.
Adopted by the largest
Electric Plants of the West.

Second

to

THE HORN, BRANNEN & FORSYTHE MFG.

TAUSSIG, Agent,

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

CHICAGO.

CO.,

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OP

Dosips

Artistic

in

Brass

WioiM

anfl

THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR
Iron

ELECTROLIERS,
Gas

Combination

and

The Perkins Electric Lamp

^

Fixtures.

dfom'-:

W.

/ \ #^s^f^ A/^'f

Nos. 429, 431, 433 North Broad St„

74 Main

54

and.

56 DFraaa-lslin.
CHICAGO.

Street,

Estimates Furnished.

W.COLBURN &CO.,
1

\W

T^2

73 WSER.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

and.

HALM,

TICEPKEHIDENT AND WESTERN 9IANA«EH,

FACTOR! AM) SALESROOMS

Desios

G.

Co.,

St..

STORED ELECTRICITY.

JUST ISSUED FROM THE PRESS.

FITCHBURG, MASS.

"THE
Electrical

ELECTRIC

RAILWAY."
By FRED

A new
Haeblne* for Arc and Incandescent
Electric Light Ihl'. Kleotro- Plating
and Experimental -11

Send for large Illustrated Catalogue, also Handbook of Ready Reference, vest-pocket edition.
WKsTKEf Bea^ch NEW HAVEN CXOCK CO.,
No. 315 Wabaah Arena©.
CHICAGO, ILL.

T ELEPHONE S
For Private

I.

in- -.

Th«9 only Mechanical Telephone which baa stood
the teet* and held out and (riven Katlafactory
service for the p&al eight yearn.

H.

inform the practical business man without the use of mystifying technical terms
and formula.
There is information in it of value to
the owner, the officer and the employe of
every street railway or user of power for
any purpose.

OOPJTB3NTTS

Historical Development of the
of Producing Electricity.
ie

Storage Batteries,

WHIPPLE.

and original book designed to

How Electricity

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO

STREET GAR PROPULSION.

:

Modern Method

Central

Mechanically Produced.

for

Illustrated

klictkh

a

soon

Catalogue

and

Prices

o? cteri dsscbiftioh.

Slr>. T;.;:;.c:.6 ir.i SisitriciiSupplyCoi,

Rmb

7,

Hibfcri Bit. Bgn,

teriea.
Electricity 1b

How

Isolated

Applied to Street Railways.

The Application of the Motor to the Car.
Early Attempts at Electric Propulsion with the
Roads now In Operation.
of Electric
Some of the so-called "Systems

Lighting,

Lighting,

Railroad

Street Railways.
Application of Electricity to Elevated and Underground Railways.
Cost of Producing, Transmitting and Applying
Electricity for tftreet Hallway FarpoacB.
Some Further Comparisons of Kiectrlc Propulsion with other Methods.
The Electric Motor for Stationary Powei Par-

Car

Lighting,

Long Distance Lighting.

•

The Importance of Economical Steam Power
the Electric Current.
The Utilization of Water

Hi., D. S. A.

Station

Practical Thoughts upon the Lines of Force and
the Production of Motion.
Something about Primary and Secondary Bat-

1*

Send

Accumulators or

Powers

for

to

Electric

THE ONLY SYSTEM WHICH COMPLETELY DISPLACES

GAS,

Trsneml
The PurpoMand Cere of Good Belts.
'

MICA

ALL SIZES
AND
QUALITIES

218

Water

Street,

Now

PR,CE

Ion.

)

Paper Cover, $1.00.

j

Bound

:

in Flexible

Russia. $2.00.

CO.,

York.

THE ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATOR COMP'Y,

One Hundred and Flit? illuslralioDS.

FRED. H. WHIPPLE,

lor Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL L

the PoselblllUee of Electric Street Car

Prop all

Detroit,

Mich.

Sendyoor name baslnesn and ftddreM, end be
tly reported In Whipple's Nation^
tricai Director/'

44 Broadway, New
CHICAGO OFFICE,
502 Phcnix Building.

York.

DETROIT OFFICE,
30 Atwater

St.,

East.

June

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

29, iJ

PROF.

H.

ARON'S

FRANKLIN

CARTER

S.

CHARLES M. WILKINS.

E.

WARD WILKINS

TRADING AS

PARTRICK & CARTER,

Electric Current Counter

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

PATEHTED.
Gold Medal Awarded at Melbourne Exhibition, 1888-1889.
The

Sole Proprietors of

iiKHt reliable Electric Meter
I

ever invented.

Guaranteed direct
Jurtce

for

small and

currents.

Built

14

tlie

Patent Needle Annunciator.

SOUTH SECOND STREET.

established 1867.

PHILADELPHIA. dune 29, 1889.

for direct two-wire, three-

wire and alternating eystetn. In sizes

from

any

up lo

15

number

of

amperee.

TO THE ELECTRICAL TRADE:

ADOPTED BY

SIEMENS & HALSKE,

Our new 1889 Catalogue

Berlin, Germany.

EDISON COMPANY, ready

for distribution in a

is

being printed, and will be

few days.

Tbis Catalogue and

Berlin, Germany.

Price List should be in the hands of every one
Municipal Electric
Berlin,

In n^e by

who

con-

Lighting Works,

templates purchasing Electrical Goods.

Germany.

European Central

Sta-

measuring 60 million watts.
UnqueBt'oned superiority.
In ispeneable for Central Station
work.

The book

is

fully

and priced, and many novelties are

listed.

Will be mailed to any address upon application.

If in

illustrated

tions

Amount

of current consumed

may

be ascertained at a glance, the dials
the Bame
being constructed on
principal as the gas Meter dials,

For prices and particulars, address

the "trade'' and discount sheets are wanted, send busi-

ness card.

SOLE MANUFACTURER ANI> IMPORTER.

25

PARTRICK & CARTER.

NEW YORK.

BEEKMAN STREET,
POWELL'S PATENT "SIGNAL"

Dynamo
THE BEST

IN

Oilers,

THE MARKET.

Sight Chamber Is fitted with square window
panes, which are secured by brass end plates, and
can he removed for Inspection, cleaning or repairs
at any time, without stopping the oil feed, while
the machine is running.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE WM. POWELL
NOS. 50, 52 AND 54

CO.,

PLUM STREET.

CINCINNATI,

O.

Please send for Prices and Discounts

George
LAW
225 Dearborn Street

P.

Barton,

Alsd Rawhide Lace

Leather?^

— AGENTS
I

IN

ALL CITIESr

OFFICE,

CHICAGO,

PATENT AND TRADE MARK CASES.

ILL,

Electric Light Plant.

Bids are
Soldiers'

wanted

for furnishing the

Michigan

Home at Grand Rapids, with an ElecLight Plant of 600 sixteen-candle power
lamps, or that equivalent in lamps of a greater or
less candle power, and with dynamo capacity
of 450 lamps of sixteen-candle power; also for
wiring, lamps, engine, boiler, and all the incidental apparatus necessary for a full and complete plant in running order, together with a
storage battery system capable of running 100
sixteen-candle power lamps eight hours.
Bid No. 2. Another bid is asked same
tric

—

dynamos, one with
with two
sixteen-candle
power
lamp
capacity
the other for 150, without the storage

above

as

300

and

battery.

wiring

will

m., July 1st, lor the purpose of opening the bids.
which must include the services of an expert for
days for a trial ot the plant— the
other expenses to be paid by the State; at the
end of which time the plant will be accepted and

at least thirty

—

paid for by the State,

satisfa
bids reserve.!.

if

right

any and all
Plans of
building may lie seen at the Home, or will be
furnished on application to (he chairman of ihc
t

committee.

—

Bid No. 3. The above bids without
and without either engine or boiler.

Open

and concealed wiring in the two smaller ones
now being erected. All bids must state the size
and kind of engine and boiler intended to be
used also the size and style of wire.
The Hoard of Managers will meet at the Morton House, in the city of Grand Rapids, at 7 p.

be used

in the

Signed.

boiler,

Bids should be addressed care

Commandant

I.

A.

CROZER,

A.T.B1

large building

ISS

Committee.
Soldiers'

Home,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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June

MOTOR
& C." ELECTRIC
NEW YORK.
GREENWICH

C.

2'j,

li

CO.,

STREET,

402 4

EFFICIENT
ELECTRIC

AUTOMATICALLY

MOTORS.

RECULATED.

Manufactured for Arc and Incandescent Circuits.

NEW ENGLAND

OFFICE: 32

Oliver Street, Boston.
Phenix Building, Chicago.

WESTERN OFFICE:

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE: 301 Arch St.
SOUTHERN OFFICE: 25 Carondelet

JOHN STEPHENSON
NEW YORK.

Street,

Neic Orleans.

CO.,

l_imi-te:i3,

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

^>

.<&

HE1SLER ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
809 to 81 7 S. 7th St., St. Louis, Mo.
Manufacturers ami Patentees of

<^

The Long Distance

INCANDESCENT

* '&»*

Electric Light

SYSTEM.
Patented In

J* ^

nil Civilized

Countries.

# ##

The

only

INCANDES-

CENT SYSTEM
suited

for

especially

Central

Station

work, combining the SUCCESSFUL ILLUMINATION of
the STREETS with the universal supply of light for all COM-

MERCIAL

DOMESTIC requirements.
ECONOMICAL SYSTEM in every respect.
the BRILLIANCY and BEAUTY of the light.
and

The most

Noted for
Having the simplest mode of w.rlng, the greatest production of
C. P. to the II. P., and a number of other Important advantages.
Its practical

and financial success has been demonstrated by

CENTRAL STATIONS which have adopted the
IIEISLER SYSTEM within the last three years.
Our system is the only PERFECT AUTOMATIC, adjusting

numerous

load correspondingly with the

its

Wc

furnish

number

lamps from 10 up

to

of lights.

100 0. P. to any desired

dlslancc from the Central Station on

a single wire, No. 8

American gauge.

Wc

guarantee the lamps not to blacken and to maintain their
all other systems.

brilliancy superior to

Over 6,000 of our Incandescent lamps of various candle
powers have been placed for Illuminating the streets and boulevards, connected by more than 1,500 miles ol line wire circuits.

June

29,

WESTERN ELECT KICIAW.

1SS9

*

fc

ELECTRIC LIGHT
FOR ALL PURPOSES.
DISTRIBUTI OH BY ALT ERNATING
CENTRAL STATI ON OUTFITS.

ISOLATE!) OUTFITS
ARC

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

MOTOFts.

|

h

CIURRENTS.

LI CHTINC.

ME1fERS.

I C

GO.
YORK.

LAMPS.

CO.,
LIGHTING

Street,

STATES

Lighting.
FOR

NEW

AND

LIGHTING

23d

DEPARTMENT:

INCANDESCENT.

YORK.

SAWYER-MAN

UNITED
SUPPLIES

NEW
BROADWAY,

ARC

ELECTRIC

W.
INCANDESCENT

SALES

THE

ISOLATED

510

ELECTRIC

120

fc

\

Electric

\

THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CO.
170 CENTRAL STATION PLANTS SOLD IN 30 MONTHS.

OFFICES

IN

ALL LEADING CITIES.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

WESTERN ELECTRIC
2NTE!^7V

Send

for

June

29, i?

CO.

YORK..

Catalogues of the following lines in which we are the
leading Manufacturers and Dealers:

ANNUNCIATORS,
Batteries

BELLS AND PUSHES,

and Battery Supplies,

PATTERSON CABLES,

Electric Light Apparatus,
TELEGRAPH INSTRUMENTS AND LINE SUPPLIES,
TESTING SETS,

BUILDERS' AID REPAIRERS' TOOLS,

AND OTHER MISCELLANEOUS APPARATUS.

We

are sole Western Agents for the sale of

A. G. DAY'S
Which,

KERITE INSULATED WIRE

after years of experience, we consider the best
for the purposes for which it is intended.

wire

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO, JUNE

Vol. IV.
Electric Light Plant in the Indianapolis

Union Depot.
The

electric light plant in the Union depot in
illustrated in the accompanying
is

Indianapolis

The plant consists of three incandescent
dynamos of a capacity of 300 amperes each at

cuts.

100 volts, and two arc dynamos, of a capacity of
35 2,000 candle power lamps each, the normal
current being 22 amperes; also one new type
Jenney shunt wound dynamo of 200 ampere capacity for all day use, operated by an independent engine. The power plant consists of two
right and left hand double valve Buckeye
engines with cylinders 15x18 inches, running at
245 revolutions per minute, either of which is capaThe apparatus
ble of driving the whole load.
throughout is of the Jenney system, and was
manufactured and installed by the Indianapolis

The three incandescent dynamos used for
night service are plain shunt wound machines.
The armatures are of the Gramme type, wound
with one layer of No. 5 wire; two wires in parThe arc dynamos are of
allel to each section.
the standard Jenney type, series wound and
provided with Mr. Jenney 's automatic regulators, which make possible switching off all the
lights, running the machines on dead short circuit, maintaining the normal current at all times,
regardless of varying load or speed.
The dynamos are placed upon neat brick
foundations.
The wires leading to the switchboard are of okonite, and are placed under
The main building, east and
floor.
the
west baggage buildings and tunnel, are wired
throughout with okonite wire. The plant has
now been in operation nine months, and the in-

:.

The

carrying the driving pulleys is 4^ inches in diameter by 37 feet,
long, and is of steel. Strictly speaking, two pieces
of shafting are used, each 18 feet 6 inches long,
arranged for connection in the center by friction
Each engine is arranged to
clutch couplings.
connect directly to each end of the shaft by
This arrangement makes
a clutch coupling.
possible to operate the entire shaft, including
it
Both engines
all the dynamos, by either engine.
may be coupled to the shaft and used together,
or the shaft can be divided in the center and oneThis arhalf of the load driven by each engine.
rangement proves in practice to be very convenient.
All the driving pulleys on the shaft are
provided with friction clutches, so that any dynamos can be stopped at any time. Transferring the load from one engine to the other while
the plant is in operation can be effected without
causing the least waver in the lights. One dynamo can be thrown out of circuit, shut down
and started, and again thrown into use without
affecting in the least the steadiness of the lights.

Jenney company.

shaft

No. 26

29, 1889.

fuse.
Independent feeders are run from these
distributing points directly to the main switchThe chandeliers in the dining room,
board.
lunch room and ladies' waiting room are wired

with two circuits with two switches conveniently
located in each room, by turning one of which
one-half of the lights can be switched off in each
room. The circuits in the chandeliers are so
arranged that each alternate group is turned off,
thus leaving those that remain burning evenly
distributed.

four large electroliers in the main waiting
in Fig. 3 are wired similarly, except
that the circuits are double and independent.
Two positive mains run directly from the main
switch-board to a point near the center of the
attic.
From these, two wires are run to each
electrolier, and thence to a small switch-board

The

room shown

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT IN THE INDIANAPOLIS UNION DEPOT.

something over one megohm.
1,200 in number, are
distributed throughout the main building, east
and west baggage buildings and tunnel. The
arc lights, 64 in number, are in the train sheds
and around the main building.
The lights, both the arc and incandescent,
were located according to the specifications of
Thomas Rodd of PittsDurg, the architect and designer of the building, and to the judicious

sulation resistance

The incandescent

is

lights,'

placing of the lights is due, in a great measure,
The arrangement
the brilliant effect produced.
of the circuits is admirable. Six sub-distributing
points are arranged and located on each lloor on
both sides of the main waiting room, and rum
these points all the chandeliers and brackets,
except the four main electroliers in main waiting
I

room, are wired with independent circuits. Here
also are placed double-pole safety fuses for each
chandelier and bracket in addition to a doublepole safety fuse at the base of each chandelier
and bracket, thus sub-dividing the safely fuses,
so that nut

more than

six

lights are

cm a single

located in the station master's office on the first
From this point one main carries the curfloor.
rent from all the electroliers back to the switchOn this little switch-board are arranged
board.
By this
eight switches, two for each electrolier.
arrangement any number of lights from one-half
the lights on all the
on or oil. as occasion
may require. The four large electroliers are
arranged by wire cable and counterpoise to be
lowered to the lloor a distance of 30 feet while
the current is on, thus greatly facilitating the
of one electrolier to
troliers

all

Each

electro-

35 feet long, weighs 050 pounds,

and has

replacing of burned-out
lier is

60

1

can be switched

lamps.

lights.

Each baggage building as

well as the tunnel

running independently
The
and directly from the main switch-board.
main switch-board is tin- remarkable feature of
the dynamo
It is located in
the whole plant.
inch sawed red oak with
room and is made of
has a

separate

circuit

'.,

hard

oil finish.

It

is

of cabinet form. 16 feel long.

9 feel high, and 3 feet deep.

It

is

accessible

in
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the rear by large folding doors, so the entire interior is exposed for inspection.
Incandescent lamps are arranged with flexible
Upon the board
cables for minute inspection.
are arranged in a very neat and symmetrical
manner all the indicating instruments and reguThey consist of a hand rheolating devices.
stat, voltmeter and ammeter for the day machine
and hand rheostat, voltmeter and ammeter for
each of the three night machines, also an am-

manufacture of

June

the electrical apparatus conThe work of placing the

all

stituting the plant.

wires and connecting up, etc., was in charge of
the company's expert, T. A. Wynne.
It has been stated that a new type of Jenney
incandescent dynamo is in operation in the
A view
plant, and is used on the day circuit.
It is widely
of the machine is shown in Fig. 4.
different from those in general use.
The armature, field magnet, and the shape of the pole

turned.

On

29,

iJ

the farther end of the pole pieces

perpendicular slots extend from the core, and
by means of bolts they are firmly clamped to the
core, thus securing a most perfect magnetic
union between the respective parts.

The armature, although of the drum type, is
quite different from anything heretofore made.
The core is built up of thin iron disks, all of
which are securely fastened to the shaft. Xo
wires are wound over the ends of the core, but
special heads are provided which complete the
connections at the ends. These heads are so constructed and insulated that
short-circuiting
between their parts is almost impossible. One
special feature claimed for this armature is, that
any wire can be removed without interfering
with any of the remaining ones.
There is but
one layer of wire on the armature, and but one
turn to each section; the resistance, therefore, is
low.
In addition to the insulation on the wire,
there is an airspace provided between each wire,
affording thorough ventilation.
On account of
the great strength of field, but very little wire is
required to produce the desired electromotive
force.

As the length of wire on the armature is reduced, and the strength of the field increased,
the current that circulates through the armature
coils has but little de-magnetizing effect, and
the variation in the "lead" of the brushes, from
nothing to full load, is slight. It may also be
added that these machines run without sparking.

FIG.

2.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT IN THE INDIANAPOLIS UNION DEPOT.

meter of 1,000 ampere capacity, through which
the current from all the machines passes and is

A

double-pole safety fuse and switch
indicated.
are here located in every main circuit in the
main building, baggage buildings and tunnel.
By this means all the lights in the entire plant
are controlled from this point, and they can all
be switched on or off in less than a quarter of a
minute. There is also an automatic regulator
arranged for the three night machines, when
run in parallel, which will correct any slight variation of potential due to change of load or variation of speed.
In the center of the board is a
projecting portion forming a small cabinet provided with a glass door in which are arranged
the electro-magnetic "directors" or relays for
governing the two arc and the incandescent
automatic regulators. Mounted at the top of the
cabinet is a small motor that furnishes power for
shifting the lever which carries the trailing
finger over the face of the automatic regulator.

the characteristic

pieces, are

features

of

this

machine.
It has been the aim of the inventor, Charles
D. Jenney, to produce a magnetic field of enormous strength, which will at the same time be
economical to maintain. By studying the direction of the magnetic lines of force about a
straight bar magnet the inventor was led to design the form of magnet shown.
The natural

At the ends of the armature insulating disks
are provided that prevent dirt or copper dust
from getting into it, and as they are larger in
diameter than any other part, they serve as
guides to prevent injury to the bands and wire
on the armature, when it is being taken out, or
put in place.

These machines are shunt-wound, but with
constant speed they govern very closely, under
changes from nothing to full load. The normal
rating of the machine illustrated is 200 amperes
120 volts. The field magnet
cur1 per cent, of the total
rent.
It is claimed that the electrical efficiency
of this machine is 97 per cent.
Machines of

at a pressure of

requires only about

5F^

Large double-pole fuses are placed in the
mains leading from each dynamo, just before they
are connected to the bus wires in the switch-

m

The supply of current for the fields of
each dynamo is taken directly from the main
bus wires at the switch-board, thus connecting
all the fields as well as the mains together in
The circuits and bus wires are so armultiple.
ranged that all or any one of the machines can
be separated or run independently.
Each dynamo is provided with a break-down
The voltmeter for each
h in main circuit.
machine takes current from the brushes directly.
board.

w
t'-^B

The day machine is connected directly to the
main bus wires at the switch-board, and usually
about 150 lights, the remainder being switched off. As evening apme night machine and then the
proaThe day
other is thrown in on the bus wire.
machine is shut down as soon as the first of tinnight

dynamos can carry

The

load.

aid

a

to

be

country.

3.

ELECTRIC

I
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IN

direction and curvature of the lines of force, as
they pass through the air from one pole to the
Iii this
other in a bar
e well known.
ma' lime tin- pol< pieces were made to correspond to the natural curvature of the lines of

— ELECTROLIERS

this type are built

IN

THE WAITING

throughout

with

a

lloOM.

view

to

great strength and durability.

i!

and
this plant

Man
an

and

installation

of

personal supervision
superintendent, A. \V,
iuding the
arrangement of the main
ed by him
perintending the
-

ofthi
Morrcll.

-t

RIG.

the most
detail of any isolated plant in the

plant as

plcte in

the

•>5

the

e,

thereby reducing the length
circuit

and

The magnet

its

core

and
me diameter

wrought

iron,

re
is

1

i

of

the

mag-

a minimum
the softest
of

'an' e, to

made

of

turned back from each end
to which the pole pieces are

Electric storms continue to prevail throughout the counOn June 21st there was a general storm and two lives

try.

were lost, one at Vanilalia, III., and another at Scranton,
'a.
Many persons were prostrated and several sustained
severe shocks, hut it is hoped all will recover.
At >ccalnr, III., the city electric litd'1 plant was destroyed, and
the city left in darkness.
A large amount of property wa s
dci li oyed.
I

I

June
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The Schoop Storage

Battery.

Among

the defects to which the ordinary
storage cell with pasted plates is subject are
two of a mechanical nature, viz., buckling of
the plates, and the falling out of the active
material, says Industries.
While buckling may,
perhaps, be prevented by a proper method of
constructing the grids and supporting them, the
disintegration of the active material must be

of a solid

or semi-solid

electrolyte, which,

al-

docs not prevent the disintegration of
the active material from taking place, prevents

though

it

at least its falling out.

The

construction of the

Schoop storage cell will be understood from the
accompanying sketch. The grids arc made of
an unoxidi/.able alloy and with triangular holes,
which are filled with active material. The precise composition of this material, as well as that

equalize as far as possible
all over the surface.
This is done by
the charging current to tin- positive pi;
four corners and leading it oil' from

r

I

,

s ty
i

brii

I

live plates in the center, as

The

shown

the

in

illus-

by any path is.
^proximately constant over the whole
of the surface, and every part is equally ai
upon by the current. All the negative grids are
onnei ted with the central stem, forming a prolongation of the electrode, and this stem p:
through central holes of larger diameter in the
positive grills, which are separated from it by
insulating washers.
The smallest size of cell
made contains eleven plates, 5 inches square
tration.

resistano

1

.1 inch thick.
The plates and connei
weigh 10 pounds, the electrolyte 4
pounds,
and the ebonite box 1.1 pounds.

and

'

Fort
it

Wayne

In the Western
was stated that

vs.

Westinghouse.

Electrician
the

_•

of

June 15th

Ion Wayne

Electric

Light company had begun an action against the
Evansville Gas & Electric Light company,
which uses the Westinghouse company's system,
for alleged infringement of patents.
The contest will be made over the claims of M. M. M.
Slattery, in patent No. 385,936, issued to him
July 31, 1888, for a system of electrical distribution.
The specifications were filed April 5,
1888.
Mr. Slattery claims that these specifications cover all forms of the present alternating
current systems for electric lighting.
He has
assigned the patent to the Fort Wayne company, and it proposes to test the validity of the
claims.
This is another step in the litigation
which was begun by the Westinghouse company's suit against the Sun company and Mr.
Slattery.

FIG. 4.

ELECTRIC LIGHT I'LANT IN THE INDIANA! OL1S UNION DEPOT

regarded as a necessary evil; and a glance at a
battery which has been in use for some time
will show, by the black deposit on the bottom of
nearly every cell, that a process of gradual
deterioration fs going on.
The two defects
mentioned, although apparently of a purely mechanical character, are in reality due to the
chemical changes which take place when the
battery is charged and discharged.
The life of
the positive plates is more especially shortened

— NEW TYPE OF

of the solid electrolyte,

is

JENNEV DYNAMO.

as yet kept secret; but

the amount of litharge contained in a given
volume of his paste is only two-thirds of the
amount ordinarily employed. If the plates thus
formed be allowed to "sulphate," through being
completely discharged and left standing, the
plate containing the larger amount of litharge
will

The Fort Wayne company undertook

the defense of this former suit, and was successThe outcome of the present suit will be
ful.
awaited with interest.

buckle, while the other will remain straight.

Atlantic City Electric Railway.

The accompanying engraving

gives a view of
one of the Sprague electric cars in operation at
Atlantic City, N. J., drawing one ordinary car.
The line has been in operation for about six
weeks, and during this time the cars have made
6,464 trips without the loss of a singe

trip, al-

SCHOOr STORAGE BATTERY

by quick charge or discharge, by complete discharge, and by the employment of a too concentrated electrolyte.
Several plans have been proposed to prolong the life of plates by retarding
the process of disintegration, but it cannot be
entirely prevented; and when it is attempted to
mechanically protect

active

material, the
interior, and the free

the

free access of acid to

its

escape

rendered

of

gas, are

These considerations have

more

difficult.

Dr. P. Schoop of
Zurich to turn his attention to the employment
led

The buckling and

disintegration are often

pro-

moted by unequal current density over the

sur-

face of the plates.
When the current is distributed from the top of the plate the upper
portions of the surface must necessarily ha\e a
larger current density than the lower portions,

and become more quickly charged.
arranges the connections

in

Dr.

Schoop

such a manner as to

though there has been no reserve cars to supThe original order of the
plement those in use.
Pennsylvania company, which controls the system of street railways at Atlantic City, was for
six cars, each to be equipped with two 15-I
power Sprague motors, and each to be capable
Since the
of drawing an ordinary street car.
demonstration of its successful operation at At-
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lantic City this order has been increased to sixteen electric cars, each capable of drawing an
The poles are of iron throughLional car.
out the entire length of the line, and are placed
between two tracks, using the double bracket

Belcling Motors.

The accompanying

for the trolley wire.

These

which were put up by the Pennsylvania
Railroad company, show how unobjectionable a
system using overhead wires may be when
poles,

this

portion

of

the

Fig.

show two

cuts
the factory of

of the de-

the Belding Motor
in
Manufacturing company, Chicago. Also a few
applications of the motors in practical work.

partments

IG.

method of support

I.

This

WINDING ROOM

IN

Prof, r

acter.

illustrates

1

the

factory.

all

machinery

is

winding

the

The room
driven

is

by

29,

iS

room

in

well lighted and
a Belding incan-

descent motor.
Fig.

2

gives

a

view of Mr. Belding's

test

THE BELDING MOTOR FACTORY.

company was organized

in

December,

showing the dynamometer on which
motors
are
tested, and
other instruments for the necessary experimental work.
Current is furnished for testing and to operate

room

1S87, to manufacture under the patents of Warren S. Belding. In May, 1SS8, work was started
in the present factory corner Van Buren and

the

Clinton streets, and since that time the company has gradually increased its working force
until at the present time il employs from \o
only small motors
to 50 hands.
At thi
made, but
tic
company is now in

the winding room motor and another in the
mi' [line shop, from two Edison 120 light 110
Iiy the employment of two mavolt machines.
chines a potential of cither 110 or 220 volts
may be obtained when desired.
1'ig. 4 shows a 2-horse power
Belding motor
I,.
in the shirt factory of (i.
Morganthau &
Co., Chicago, running along line shaft thirty or

!

I^etcrrr.
ect was folly illustrated by
apparatus and experiments of an original acd novel char-

June

a position to manufacture machines of io-hor.se
and expects shortly to bring out still

larger sizes.

June

29,

WESTERN
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forty sewing

machines and ironing and plaiting

machinery.
Fig. 3 shows an application of the larger size
incandescent motor to direcl elevator work.
Fig. 5 represents a section of a large building
in which a 7^ horse power incandescent motor
owned by C. L. Palmer, printer, is supplying
power to a number of printing offices on the

other floors of the building.
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grams.
Stati
attorney Longenecker, Foreman Clough, Mr. Bell, and Lawyer Charles I.
Holt, representing the Western
Union Telegraph company, immediately repaired to
Shepard's court room.
I

"Your Honor," began

the

state's attorney,

"last Friday a subpoena duces tecum was issued
on Superintendent Tubbs of the Western Union
Telegraph company, directing him to bring

At!

telegraph company
intend to retard the work
indeed, we will do all in oui
-ward
their actions.
Put we are the
>f
our
patrons for the and we have promised not to dil
tents of matters
in the
transmission of their
more right to give up these mi
lan
a
postmaster would have to give up the mail
When these
ing through his hands.
are properly identified and
protest, and to save our employ:
jail, we will produce such telegrams."
<

1

1

'

Holt added that
n
Union
were perfectly willing to have the grand
jurors or the foreman go to the office and examine
the messages there.
"That wont do," said the
state's attorney, "and I ask that Pell be directed
by the court to answer and produce these messages, or be committed for contempt."

Mr.

l

officials

"Very

1IELDING

MOTOR FOR ELEVATOR WORK.

The Belding company expects shortly to put
on the market a new arc motor which, it
claims, will govern perfectly and will be constructed on a new principle.
Hand regulating
arc motors up to
horse power are now being

%

made.

Telegrams in the Cronin Case.
The investigation by the grand jury of
murder of Dr.

P.

the

H. Cronin of Chicago served

before the grand

interest

to

telegraph

com-

William E. Pell, chief clerk at the
Western Union Telegraph company's office, had
been summoned to furnish the grand jury with
a number of telegrams sent or received by persons charged with complicity in the tragedy.
Mr. Bell was representing
Superintendent
Tubbs, and he refused to produce the telepanies.

copies

of

all

telegrams

the name of Daniel Coughlin, Dan Coughlin,
D. Coughlin, or any name by which Coughlin
might be known. Also such messages as were
sent by John J. Maroney, W. G. Melville, W. A.
Melville, or any assumed name of Maroney. To

4.

to raise a point of

jury

and cablegrams addressed to or signed by Alexander Sullivan, Alex. Sullivan, A. Sullivan, A.
S., or any other name by which Alexander Sullivan might be known.
Also such messages in

OPERATING SEWING MACHINES

in'

my

client

will

go

to

jail,

for

we

Chicago Manual Training School.
The term just closed at the Chicago Manual

BELDING MOTOR

subpoena A. I'. Wheeler, the company's attorney, made answer that it would take several
days to look over the 80,000 odd messages daily
handled in the office, and asked until to-day in
which to do the work. This was granted. Now
Mr. Tubbs, through Mr. Bell, refuses to obey
the summons, and will not produce the inesthis

well,

refuse to furnish the messages," said Mr. Holt.
The order was drawn and served upon Mr.
Bell, whereupon he delivered the messages to
the state's attorney under protest. "We did not
want to obstruct the grand jury in any way,"
said Lawyer Holt, "but we wanted the messages
produced, not voluntarily on our part, but upon
an order from the court. It was not to antagonize the grand jury, but rather as a protection on
the part of the company to the public, and to
the company's patrons."
It should be added that
in all cases when
messages are demanded telegraph companies
require an order from court, as the utmost secrecy is required to protect the interests of their
patrons.
Moreover, it is a criminal offense for
a telegraph company or an employe to make
public a dispatch without su;h an order, punishable by a fine of $5000.

Training School was marked by the introduction of a practical electric course on an extensive

.-rale.

The

pupils

who entered

this

de-

partment did so voluntarily, and their progress
was the best evidence of the interest which they
last week they displayed
took in their work,
the results of their efforts in the mechanical
department, and the showing was certainly
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During the last few months
highly creditable.
have given much attention to the construc-

June

work they succee ded in, constructing machines
They are now on exhibition
xittern

after this

29,

Bentley-Knight Electric Railway System.
The accompanying cut shows one of the
double motor cars now in use upon the ObserPassenger railway of Allegheny
This road is one of the oldest electric railways in the country. The cars have been
in continuous service,
since December, 1887.
The equipment was furnished by the BentleyKnight Electric Railway company, and consists
of six double motor cars.
The work has constantly been of the heaviest description, the
grade climbed being 295 feet in 4,900 feet, while
the steepest pitch is 12 J4 per cent. rise. The road
is remarkable from the fact that over two-thirds
of its entire length of four miles is on a curve.
For one mile the current is conveyed by means
of an underground conduit, the remaining three
miles by elevated conductors; and each car
carries at all times the necessary connections
for both underground and overhead conductors.
Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate
the double motor
trucks supplied to the West End Street Railway
company of Boston, by the Bentley-Knight Electric Railway company.
Eight trucks are now in
use upon the Chestnut Hill, Boylston & Beacon
Street route of that railway. The cars equipped
with these trucks have been in operation for the
past five months, making a regular speed of
twelve miles an
hour, and have attained a
maximum speed in regular service of 19 miles
per hour.
On Sundays and holidays each of
these cars tows two others, and the speed is not
sensibly diminished.
Each car is equipped for
use with under-contact and elevated conductors.
For summer use the West End road is now putting on a number of open cars, each equipped
with single 20 horse power Bentley-Knight machines; and for excursion work and heavy
service has just received from the BentleyKnight company a 40 horse power machine,
which, it is expected, will be upon the road
within the coming week.
Twelve thousand passengers moved in one day from five tons of coal,
and an average cost for fuel of 1 %. cents per car
mile, is the record made by the Bentley-Knight
cars in Boston to date.
vatory

Hill

City, Pa.

Railroad Telegraphers'

The

Convention.

third annual convention of the

Railway Telegraphers was held

at

Order of

Cleveland,

The delegates were called to
O., last week.
order Wednesday morning, June 19th, by Grand
Chief Telegrapher A. D. Thurston. The order
has now about 18,000 members, and is com posed
One of the objects
of railroad operators only.
of the association is to avoid strikes wherever
possible,

and as the railroad

officials

have confi-

organization, little trouble is experienced in adjusting whatever difficulties may
arise without recourse to harsh methods.
Each
local division has charge of its own funds, reg-

BELDING MOTOR OPERATING PRINTING PRESSES.
tion of

dence

in

ulates

its

the

own

affairs,

makes

its

own

by-laws,

dynamos and motors, and the machines

which they turned out proved practical and
They were skillfully constructed and would do credit to older
and more experienced mechanics. All kinds of
electrical devices were constructed by members
of the class, primary batteries, electro-magnets,
Telegraph
induction coils, galvanometers, etc.
lines were established, electric bells were put
up, electric gas lighters of different styles
many other devices
were introduced, and
correct in mechanical detail.

handled.
valuable experiments were made in the
the term, but everything was done
with a view of gaining practical knowledge of
Next year it is
the application of electricity.
quite probable greater attention will be given
rnent than heretofore as it has pi

Many

e

pupils.

An

ar<

1

1

The
the institution.
dynamo arc now in preparation and will probably be completed before the
next term.
beginlight plant

will

be put

in

•.

of

the

m<

in

of th

ith

the

in-

department was one
the whole field of
eager to work
of them had mas|uite proud
time ago a dethe institution, and to
"factory made."

at
fell in

their

hands and

al

lerablc hard

all

appeal

ini

-

an

regulates

the

amount

weekly sick benefits, and

monthly dues

of
is

responsible

and
to the

June

29,
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grand division only for a per capita tax of 50
cents each year on all members in good standing, and an initiatory tax of 50 cents on all members coming into a division after it is organized.
It is also the object of the order to promote

J4>

1,408 members; the second year 2,706 memDuring
bers; the third year 2,847 members.
the same period the enrollment by divisions lias
The first year thirty-four
been as follows:
divisions with 896 members; second year, fifty-

rapher and

him

into

sion,

>

the grand sentinel duly
the membership of Forest City Divi-

[nteri

when

their

'red in the third day
amendments were CO

dment providing that the grand division
should not bear the expense of the attend
of life members on any session was ado
but the proposal to change the month of n
ing from June to May was rejected, as was also
the

amendment

calling

for the

if

the

grand chief telegrapher once every tl
and advancing his salary to $2,000 per annum.
He will as heretofore, be elected annually and
his salary will be §1,200.
Similar action was taken in reference to the
position of grand secretary and treasurer.
The
financial year was made to close in March instead of May, and the changes in the times of
paying dues were made to conform to this
amendment. The proposed change in the
The amendand regalia were not adopted.

ment

to increase the initiation

fee in the insur-

ance department was defeated, and in general
the convention showed itself a decidedly conservative body.
The auditing committee reported that it had examined the reports of the
officers, and found them correct.
The following officers were elected for the ensuing year:
Grand chief telegrapher, A. D. Thurston, of
Vinton, la.: assistant grand chief telegrapher,
H. S. Lambdin, of Columbus, O. grand secretary and treasurer, S. O. Fox, of Vinton. la.:
grand senior telegrapher, A. J. Hall, of Cleveland; grand junior telegrapher, James FMsman,
of Baltimore, Md.; grand inside sentinel, J. N.
Bissell, Galveston, Tex.; grand outside sentinel,
W. R. Ford, of Chattanooga, Tenn.; grand
executive committee, J. T. Conners, of Albany,
N. Y., for three years; T. E. Smith, of Xew
Brunswick, Ont., for three years; F. H. Collins, of Boston, Mass., for two years: grand insurance committee, A. D. Thurston, Vinton,
la.; W. F. Doran, of Cedar Rapids, la.
and J.
J. McElrath, of Cedar Rapids, la.
The fourth and last day of the convention
was occupied in the installation of officers and
the selection of
a place of meeting for
the next annual convention.
Past grand chief
telegrapher,
P. W. McAllister, of Minneapolis assisted by N. H. Kirch,
of Lexington,
conducted the installation.
It was
finally
agreed to hold the next convention in New
;

BENTLEY-KNIGHT DOUULE MOTOR TRUCK.

temperance among
operators to

members, and educate all
a sense of the importance of their
its

calling.

The work of the first session was purely of a
routine order, committees were appointed, credentials presented, and the business of the conIn the evening public exvention mapped out.
The exercises
ercises were held in Music Hall.
began with music by the Silver quartet of Cleveland.
Judge George B. Solders, who was once
an operator himself, represented the mayor of
He
the city, who was obliged to be absent.
proceeded to give a hearty and appropriate adHe briefly reviewed the hisdress of welcome.
tory of the telegraph, warmly praised the order
and its aims, and gave a chapter from his own
experience on telegraph operators' strikes.
P.
W. McAllister, the past grand chief telegrapher,
gave an address of welcome to the members.

He

urged them

to stand

by each

other,

and

The work has been prosecuted both
by organizers and by the formation of local di-

reports.

The

first

York city in the third week of June. A number of enterprising Western cities agreed to pay
the expenses of the convention and the hotel
bills of the delegates for the advantage of having the convention in their towns, but it was
deemed advisable to meet in the East, as all of

to

enter earnestly up'on the very important duties
of the convention, which must decide much
about the future of the order. The closing address was given by A. D. Thurston, the grand
chief telegrapher, who thanked the city and the
In the
resident members for their hospitality.
"I hope to seethe
course of his address he said:
day when the fact that a man's a member of a
labor organization shall be a sign that his moral
character is all that could be desired."
The second day's session was equally interesting, and the attendance was recruited by
Grand
many additions from distant points.
Chief Telegrapher A. I). Thurston submitted
his report in the morning, and S. O. Fox, grand
secretary and treasurer, occupied the attention
of the convention during the afternoon with his

visions.

four divisions, with 2,510 members; third year,
sixty-one divisions with 2,645 members.
The
total membership of the society is now, by
the official returns, 12,884.
These reports were
placed in the hands of the finance committee

year the organizers enrolled

HEM
and the committee on

officers'

I.I--.V

KNh.ll

reports.

I

D0UBLS MOTORTRUCK.

An

interesting incident of the eyening meeting was
the initiation of Henry Stager, son ol General
Anson Stager, late of the Western Union

Telegraph company.

The grand

chief

teleg-

the conventions have thus
West.

The

erection of an electric

Lonoke, Ark.

far

light

been held

plant

is

talked

in

of

the

at

—
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The object of a technical educaconclusion.
tion is to inculcate in the mind of the beginner
the principles underlying his trade, and furnish
him therefore the theories which, when put in
him to work
and economically.

practice, will enable
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representative and correspondent of the

Western Electrician

at the Paris Exposition

Francis VV. Parker, box 100, Section Produits

Divers,

Com. Des.

Champ de

.Mars,

E. U. Exposition Generate,
Paris,

and Grand

France,

Hotel, Paris.
\. K. Foote, chairman of the Committee on
Municipal and State Legislation of the National
Electric Light association, calls attention once
more to the importance of the work of this committee, and requests members who have been
nted to notify him whether they will serve
The importance of the work makes it
or not.
an immediate reply, that a
thorough organization may be perfected.

The

annual

Trail
in thi

exi

the Chicago Manual
calls attention to the
ation. That the pupils
beni (it from
1

.'-examined

their train

In the electrical
1

The

cable.

nen have
to enter

re-

a

they

will
It

that

•

number twelve

treat of electrical

Among the subjects are such as "Test
Storage Battery," "Arc Light Carbons,"
"Third Brush Regulation," "Electrical Welding,"
"Study of the Alternating Current Converter."
a

A number

of

the theses

sum up

the

results of

original work.

In a recent official report it was stated that
1,300 buildings in Philadelphia were supplied
with electricity for light or power, and in not
one of these had there been any loss by fire for
two years. This is an interesting statement,
A
which ought to appeal to underwriters.
"This
Philadelphia inspector comments thus:
is fairly plain evidence that the electric current,
when properly handled, carries no risk with it.
that electric lighting
It was eight years ago
became a commercial success. Ever since that
time the insurance men of the city have had a
system of inspection in force to secure care in
laying the wires and the necessary safeguards
against accident.
The rules for the government
of the electric light companies are not nearly as
numerous here as in some cities. It is, of course,
impossible to draw up a set of regulations that
Elecshall hold good for any number of years.
tricity is too progressive a science for that, and
constant modifications and adjustments have to
be made."
Probably

givi

-

11

is

ation

a distaste
jDJecl

bill similar to that vetoed by Gov. Fifer of
granting street car companies the right to
substitute electricity or cable systems for horses
was passed by the New York legislature recently
and has been approved by Gov. Hill. This bill
amends the street surface railroad act of 1^84
by giving to any street railway company the
Illinois,

its motive
power to any power
locomotive steam power, provided
such change be approved by the state board of
railroad commissioners and the consent of the
owners of one-half in value of the property
bounded on the railroad be obtained. In case
such consent is not obtained, then commissioners appointed by the General Term shall report
in favor of such motive power, and the commissioners' report shall be confirmed by the Gen-

other than

eral
bill

Term. Some objection was made to this
on the ground that the consent of the mu-

nicipal authorities should be required.
It is
generally conceded that the objection is not
sound as it is for the interest of the public that
the best motive power should be used by street
It is unquestionably true that
car companies.
property owners would prefer if only for sanitary reasons, to seethe substitution of electric

power

;

whatever.
erroneous

for horses.

Tun items of news of especial interest to the
telegraph fraternity appear in this issue.
One
outgrowth of the investigation into the
celebrated Cronin tragedy.
The grand jury
ed the chief clerk of the Chicago office of
;raph company to produce messages sent
and re ei ed bj pi
pei ted
ol
omplicity in the murder.
Repre entatives ol the om
pany refused at first to furnish the telegrams
demanded on tic- ground that they bail no
righi to revi
affairs of those who
This position, as subsepatronized the lini
.

:

1

.

1

nol be re'.icraft

change

right to

'

developmi

iled,
-

light

if

th'

1889

The company wished it to appear that
acted under the hardest compulsion.
An
order for the commitment of one of the company's employes issued and the latter was temporarily taken into custody.
Then the messages were forthcoming and the legal proceedIt
ings against the company came to an end.
is stated, however, that the greatly prized dispatches amounted to little after they had been
Incidentally in
secured with so much strife.
the arguments the enormous amount of business transacted by the company's Chicago office
order.
it

was referred

to.

Eighty thousand messages

are daily handled.

The second item alluded

to is found in the
telegraph operator
instituted a suit to obtain $25,000 from a company because, as he asserts, he was blacklisted
by the corporation for joining a telegrapher's
protective association.
The plaintiff alleged he
was unable to secure employment on account of
The presiding judge non-suited the
the ban.
case, holding that the notices sent from one
superintentent to another which constituted the
black-list, were privileged communications.

from Kansas

letter

City.

A

Several writers have recently prophesied with
enthusiasm that the electric motor will work a

The fact
the industrial world.
in small amounts
so economically will make it possible to operate
on a paying basis little factories in which the
heads of families and their children would be
That such a condition
the principal employes.
would be more desirable than to crowd men,
women and children into factories built without
regard to sanitary regulations, goes without
One of the greatest obstacles to the
saying.
establishment of small workshops has been
unquestionably inability to secure power at
slight expense.
A recent writer in the daily
press speaks of the subject in this way:
"An expert examination of German industries
shows that the small shop is there holding its
revolution

that

in

power can be distributed

gaining upon its more impressive
If it can achieve
competitor [factory system.]
equal economy in production, it will drive it

own and even

not the intention of the inspector to ascribe the absence of fire to the small
number of rules which are in effect, though that
conclusion might not unreasonably be drawn
from his remark.
it is

A

315, 34&

The Electric Light
The Electric Motor
The Telephone
The Telegraph

is

this

344, 345

Correspondence

The

Of

in advance,

relating to electricity, or any of its practical applications, is cordially invited, and the cooperation of ail
Clear, conelectrical thinkers and workers earnestly desired.
cise, well written articles are especially welcome; and communications, views, news items, local newspaper clippings, or any information likely to interest electricians, will be thankfully
received and cheerfully acknowledged.

The

is

study.
of

COPTHIGHT— >"t only the title, but the entire contents of
each number of tin- Westers Electrician are copyrighted.
This paper is entered al the Chicago Postoftice as mail matter of
the second class.

Belding Motors,

Cornell Unidevoting an immense amount of attention to electrical engineering is shown by the
last number of the Crank, the official organ of
In this little magazine appear
the institution.
twenty-one short abstracts of theses prepared
by those who have completed their course of
fact that Sibley College of

topics.
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intelligently,
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was assumed for

ompany
,

mile,
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in

a

good

by a court

That result is now
altogether from the field.
being promoted by the practical applications of
It has been noted
electricity as a motive power.
recently as a part of the ordinary news of the
day that power hitherto running to waste in the
shape of waterfalls is everywhere being conIt
is
verted into a merchantable product.
stated that the factories where dynamos are
manufactured are overwhelmed with orders,
and that these odds and ends of unused power
are being gathered up and transmitted many
miles, to points where they can be utilized
This subdivision annuls the necesprofitably.
sity of concentrating labor about a given point.
With the steam engine the only converter and
distributor, all must be done within reach of the
With the dynamo at
shafting which it moves.
work, and power easily transferred anywhere
within reasonable reach, thousands of factory
operatives will be able to work just as effectively
and more economically away from the central
area, in smaller workshops, in the suburbs of
or in villages, frequently in their own
This, a few years ago the dream of
lovers of Utopia, is rapidly becoming the commonplace fact. Within the next generation we
may expect to see a large return to the older
Industries which, by reason of the
system.
imperative necessity of subdivision, or of labor,

cities

homes.

or by reason of the manipulation of immense
masses of matter requiring the combined work
of numbers at the same moment of time, will
Hut
remain concentrated about a fixed center.
industries where the laborer works in any degree of independence will be scattered, and
carried on in many small instead of one large
The industrial gain is
factory or workshop.
liul
the moral and physical gain, in
obvious,
assisting lo abolish the fatal conditions against

which the reformers of great cities are forever
waging an unequal struggle, will bt: incalculable."
It is generally conceded that the tendency to
concentrate labor is being constantly strengthened, but if the writer's assumption is correct

that a real lion has set in, flic elei trie motor may
be
he means of accomplishing an immense
amount of practical good lot the laboring class.
1
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Mining Coal by the Use of
There are so many reasons why

Electricity.
electricity

is

a

superior agent for conveying power into a coal
mine, there to be used in the operations incident
to mining coal, that most of the larger mine
operators have been looking forward to the
time when electric apparatus could be constructed that would withstand the rough usage
to which it must necessarily be subjected.
The fact that power can be transmitted by
this means is not sufficient.
The apparatus
must be practical in the extreme sense of the
word, for there is no other place on the fare of
the earth, or under it for that matter, where an

.543

the details do not show in the engraving.
At present the inventor is not ready
The motor requires 220 volts
to describe them.
and a current of 60 amperes when working at
its maximum capacity, and develops 15 mei han
ical horse power.
The machine has been in practical operation
every day at the mines of the Shawnee & Iron
Point Coal company, Shawnee, i)., since the first
of May.
It only requires three and one-quarter
minutes to make a cut of five and one-half feet
deep and three feet face. The cuts are made
and the cutter bar is withdrawn within four
minutes, and the machine is moved ready for

acteristies of

shown
ius

in

action

at

:.

lifting

combinati'
"descenl by regulator" and the --right an-!
systems
M my raveling ranes
motor- and one general maated
chine making company utilize
<

1

1

I

bition

including

and

ice

a

complete

making

distilling,

of

sugar h

plant, including

mechanical niter and
evaporating chamber, vacuum pan,
with motor,

filter
1
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M1NING COAl. UY THE USE OF ELECTRICITY
electric motor receives such hard treatment, and
where so much is demanded of it.
It must remain unaffected by condensation, caused by
drafts and changes of temperature; water which
constantly drips from the roof of most mines
must not injure it; it must be expected tons of
falling slate and chunks of coal will fall in and
upon it without producing harm; it will be
covered with mud and coal dust the first day it
is in
it

use, so that its beautiful red coils will

know

no more.

The Jeffrey Manufacturing company of Columbus, O., has been for a number of years manufacturing the Legg coal mining machine, which
heretofore has been operated by compressed
air.
The company has been untiring in its
efforts for the past two years to substitute elec-

another cut in less than ten minutes. It requires
no effort on the part of the attendant while the
machine is at work. At this rate 6 cuts per hour
or 60 cuts per day of 10 hours can be easily
made, and the machine will undercut 200 tons
of coal. This is the capacity of the first machine
which is now in operation. It is the opinion of

machine, combined mixar and elevator, loaf
sugar breaker, and air compressor. There are
over 600 exhibitors in the electrical department.
The lighting of the boulevard between the
Place de l'Opera and the Place de la Concorde
lias been undertaken by the Thomson-Houston
company, 50 2,000 candle power arc lamps being

those able to judge, that under favorable conditions, 300 tons of coal can be undercut per da}7
Mr. Bain has also installed in this mine an electric hauling plant of his construction.
The
gathering motor is only 8 horse power, and hauls
from 6 to 7 loaded cars of 2J4 tons. The mining machine takes current from the same circuit, as do also quite a number of incandescent
lamps.
Mr. Bain is now constructing three additional mining machine motors and a 20 horse

used.
The Thomson-Houston International
Electric company is running an So-horse power

.

dynamo by which a
be run

in

45 horse power motor will
the American Section of the Agricult-

Annex to supply light and power. This
company will also light the American Section,
ural

will run a 35 arc lamp machine, a 500 light
alternating transformer machine, and 300 light
alternating compensating system.
Further interest will center on the two svs-

and

MINING COM. BY THE USE OF ELECTRICITY.

and has been assisted by several of the
most able electrical and mechanical experts in
this country.
Several of the larger motor companies have made efforts in this direction.
A
great deal of money was expended in experitricity,

Finally, the company secured the valuable services of Foree Bain of Chicago.
Mr.

ments.

Bain went into the mines ami for a time became
a practical miner in order to study the conditions to be met, and the difficulties to be over-

come.

The

illustration

shows the

mining
The motor

electrical

machine, as perfected by Mr. Bain.
occupies a space about 20 inches square; it is
very solidly and substantially built.
The char-

power locomotive for the Jeffrey Manufacturingcompany, to be used in this mine.

The

Paris Exhibition.

The electrical display at the Paris exhibition
surpasses by tar the anticipations of the most
sanguine, and even those who are most interested in its development are astonished at-the
progress which it has made in every country as
evidenced by the representation at the ExposiParis never before saw such a display of
tion.
electric lights.
Since May :9th the electric
light plant at Machinery hall has been in operation.
The central stand is now practically complete.
It is surmounted by a
lighthouse lamp

terns

of electric 10 ton cranes, now working.
to their mechanical and electrical ar-

both as

The first to be set to work is
rangements.
operated by a Gramme motor and dynamo, the
latter being run by a Westinghouse engine in a
shed some distance from the crane.

Opening of the New York Telegraph
The new rooms
Church
of June

of the

Club.
New York

street, near Fulton,

iSth, the occas

Telegraph club at }S
were thronged on the e>
the formal opening of the

quarters which have been elegantly decorated and furnished.
Although it hasbci
but a few months.
the club has already shown its usefulness in providing a
suitable, pleasant and convenient resort for its members, in
:
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[he vicinity of the great telegraph offices of the metropolis,

where most of them are employed. Several of the old-time
telegraphers had expressed their good wishes by contributing portraits and bric-a-brac for the adornment of the
rooms.
A library of scientific and light literature, a piano
and billiard table offer facilities for amusement, instrucThe ladies of "195 Broadway"
tion and recreation.

Cuyahoga

river, which is 2,840 feet long and
102 feet high, and has a 237 foot draw. In constructing this line wooden poles were used for
three miles, and iron poles for one and onefourth miles.
Those on the viaduct are said to
be the best yet used in electric railway work.

June

29, i{

are a tight disk and a loose drum, and to the latter is attached a chain.
The operating device
on the platform consists of a lever, by which the
tight disk is brought into contact with the loose
drum, forcing it to rotate, and thus winding up
the chain which applies the brake to either one
or two cars, as desired.
The car and inspection house is provided
with pits, so that the cars can be cleaned and
inspected without necessitating the loss of a
trip.
The power house is situated near the
track, and is equipped with two 150 horse power
boilers, built by the Variety Iron Works of
Cleveland, and two 125-horse
power Ball
engines.
The electrical plant consists of two
So-horse power Thomson - Houston
railway
generators, and a switch-board with necessary
appliances.
For eight days' working with ten
motor cars, each towing one, and sometimes two
cars, and carrying on an average 10,000 pas-

sengers daily, utilizing one boiler, two engines,
and both generators part of the time, the coal
consumption has been 500 pounds of slack coal
per hour, at a cost of $1.20 per ton.
This line
is giving perfect satisfaction to the
public, and
the railroad company intends to equip the entire
line with this system as soon as possible, a purpose which indicates that it is perfectly satisfied
with what has already been done.

Convention of Rapid Transit Street Car
Men.
Some time ago Dr. W. I,. Allen, president of

CLEVELAND ELECTRIC RAILWAY.
showed

their approval of the organization

by sending as a

and goblets. The exercises of the
evening opened with an overture on the piano by Master
Harry Phillips, followed by the presentation of the keys of
the rooms by the chairman of the governing committee to
President George E. Holbrook, who accepted them with
appropriate remarks. An address was delivered byjas. D.
Reid in his most happy vein. Miss Bulger followed with a
song, and Ed Delaney with a recitation, after which D. W.
McAneeny sang a solo. W. J. Dealy, manager of the
Western Union office, made an exceedingly appropriate
address.
An intemrssion was then announced, during
which the ladies, who formed a good third of the audience,
were permitted to monopolize the billiard and card rooms,
where refresehments were served under the direction of
Martin Dunn, head waiter of the Western Union restaurant.
After the gentlemen had taken their turn at the
good things, Miss Susie Stephenson sang a soprano solo.
gift a silver ice pitcher

The twenty cars were built by the John Stephenson company. Ten are equipped with two 15horse power Thomson-Houston motors, and the
remainder are tow cars.
All are finished in the
best possible

To

manner.

each motor car

is

attached the T. L. Tohn-

the Davenport Central Electric Railway company, called a meeting of the officers and managers of all the seventy-live or eighty electric
street railways in the United States.
From the
replies received urging pressing business he was
inclined to believe that he would succeed in
getting together perhaps a sufficient number to
act as president and secretary of the meeting.
On June 20th, however, he found that a very
respectable assemblage of gentlemen was on the
ground. The following gentlemen were present:
T. J. Evans, president of the Omaha
Council Bluffs Electric Railway & Bridge company; H. E. Teachout, president of the Des
Moines Electric Railway company; O. J. Chapman, superintendent of the Des Moines Electric

&

made a ringing address. After a second solo
by Mr. McAneeny, Conrad Myer, second vice-president,
made the closing remarks of the exercises, which were of
the most interesting character throughout.
The membership of the club has reached 200, and the organization
gives promise of a career of usefulness.
\V. L. Ives

Brooklyn Street Railway, Cleveland, O.
The Brooklyn Street railway at Cleveland, O.,
using the Thomson-Houston system, has been
in operation about a month
long enough, the
representatives of the railway state, to prove
that the system has all the excellent points its
makers claim for it. This line is one of the
most complicated and difficult undertakings in
in the country, combining, as it does, heavy grades, and twentyhe installation presented many
trical engineering, but they were
probli
all solved satisfactorily to the railway company.
-,: was commenced, and on
On April 11

—

1

I

1st there had been completed one and onemiles of double track, the engines and
the generators were in position,
and
re in practical operation.
19th the en
of the lini
opened, with ten mol
ai h
towing two

half

'

I.

1

half miles,

remainder of

and

ir.

.rtiori

of thl

I to be
intry.

girder

The

rail is

1

The

road
miles of double
Irooklyn to the public

thi

The

one of
Johnson

used.
le

Central viaduct over the

CLEVELAND ELECTRIC RAILWAY,
son patented >r.i
whii h enables the motorman to control at once a three-car strain with
jar or
e without any disagreeable
1

I:

<

,

of a shaft that is constantly kept in motion by a sprocket chain from
one of the axles of the car. On this shaft there
I

Railway company;
for the

J.

I,.

Barclay, Western agent

Sprague Electric Railway

pany; (has.

II.

(

lone,

agent

of

iV

the

Motor comElectrical

Supply company of Kansas City, Mo.; Messrs.
Watson & Ward, who are operating a road in
Sterling, 111.; F. T. Blunck of the Seattle, Wash.
Ter., electric

railway; C.

R.

GiddingB, general

June
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of the Sioux City Corliss Engine company; Walter Chambers of the Davenport Central railway; John \V. Howard, superintendent
of the Davenport Central railway; Win. Bowen,

manager

general manager of the lawkeye Electric Manufacturing company; Dr. W. I,. Allen, president
of the Davenport Central Electric Railway company.
A temporary organization was effected at the
parlors of the Business Men's Association. Mr.
1

out sixteen commutators with entire outfit on our
These cars have been making
four regular ears.
four miles a day over the main line where ..<
curves and 1,700 feel of 7 'V grade in a run of 11,000 feet
In addition we have used up .coo copper brushes, which
This is nearly one brush per car
cost us forty cents each.
Moreover, we have been obliged to lay by one
per diem

worn

I

•

r

and over again commit

perjury.

week in order to have commutator turned down,
and have kept one engineer's lime fully occupied til
ing down motor brushes, so that each day a newly-filed
brush might be adjusted. As regards gear, we find that it
becomes worn and is then noisy, and we hope that fiber or
etc

.'

mc

satisfies

1

car each

1

Y01 11
tl

nee of the c
labor in the Stat
*'
Sing for nine years and eight months

hard

The

.

the district between Fifty ninth
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went out Tuesday night
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switch-board.
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some time
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electric

its

rejected as being

all

Art

of

At a pre
":,

and now again the three bids which
were opened during the week have been laid over for further consideration on the ground that they are loo high.
The United States Electric Lighting company's bid was
$45,000. the Edison Electric Light compan
and the Electric Accumulator company*
The Gas commission decided at its last meeting to not
only receive bids from the electric light companies which
the appropriation,

have plants within the
all

be lighted, but also from

districts to

New York

others located in any part of

The new bids will be opened July 26
The following are the newly-elected

or vicinity.

directors of

the

Geo. Westinghoufe,

United States Illuminating company:

W.
W.

Caleb H. Jackson, Paul D. Crovath, George
Hebard, James Stokes, Duncan D. Parmly, Joseph

Jr.,

extensive shops of the Hawkeye Electric ManuThe gentlemen dined at
facturing company.
the Piute club.
On June 21st the inside session
was resumed. As this was the first convention
of this sort ever held, it took some little time to
organize the work. The discussion was very
largely informal, but the following assignments
of topics were made and accepted by the gentle-

Teachout, Ward
and Geyer; "Track," Evans and Moore; "Car
Equipment," Chapman and Barclay; "Station
Equipment." Chambers and Barclay; "Line
Equipment," Barclay and Howard; "Reduced
Rates for the Encouragement of Patronage,"
Howard and Chapman; "Free Transportation
to City Officials and Others," Evans and Watson; "Comparison of the Expense of Operating
by the Three Kinds of Power, Viz.: Steam,
Animal and Electric," Allen and Chapman.
At half-past 4 o'clock the convention adjourned for the day, and the members became
the guests of the Hawkeye Electric Manufacting company. A drive about the city was thoroughly enjoyed.
The assemblage before adjournment was organized into a permanent organization, with T.

men named:

''Legislation,"

Evans of Omaha president for the coming
year, and Dr. W. L. Allen of Davenport secretary.
It was decided to hold the next meeting in September at Minneapolis. The mem-

rawhide may help overcome that; at present we must expect to renew our gear every ten 01 twelve months; we
have broken two outside gear, four intermediate and six
pinions; in other words, with four cars running we have
broken less than half our gear in ten months, but the whole
ought to be replaced on account of noise."

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York
New

convention its birth.
Following is an abstract of a paper read
Dr. Allen of the Davenport Central Street

by
rail-

Notes.

—The controversy

of the apparatus for

on the contrary,

it

the interest of electrical

ended by the selection

execution of murderers in this

the

seems

have served to increase

to

experts and

vocates of both systems are engaged

The

alternating current

men say

represented by the continuous

upon

its

shocks not only without

experiencing

injurious

for discussion.

posing of an

in

who

enlarge

fact

that

without

the

con-

questioned keeps the subject open

Harold P. Brown, who succeeded

outfit to

mis-

sustained

results, but

The

is

support of their

men who have

fatal

effect
is

the ad-

war of words.

current people,

death-dealing qualities, and

stitutionality of the law

a

that their system

statements present affidavits from
severe

present

at
in

the state,

is

the subject of

complimentary remarks on account of

in

dis-

many un-

his part in the deal.

Prominent electricians throughout the country take issue
with him

A

prominent

electrical

engineer

is

quoted as saying:

personal character, to say the least, and at present there
a

prove highly interesting during

"During the past year the advance of electricity as
motive power for street railways has been so rapid that we
can scarcely keep track of it. As late as February, iSSS,
they were experimenting with trolley wheels of the crudest
form.
Copper commutators were used which, with the
brushes then in use, scarcely lasted a week in some instances.
It was thought doubtful if a car could
be run
without a conductor who could at least be employed in replacing the trolley.
Our road here has perhaps experienced as much of the experimental changes as any road in
the West.
Of all changes made in the past year by far the
most important to us has been the abandonment of copper or other hard metal brushes, and the substitution
therefor of carbon or graphite.
In ten months we have-

mer months.
The

latest

the suit which will

be.

— The case of E.

receiver of the Electric Sugar

R

year,

at

plied for

A

Cedir Rapids.
of absence

leave

number

to attend

were refused, the railroads

the

for

ap-

meeting,

but

an order

issuing

no
At

that

ten days

for

Randall was elected assistant grand chief.

the convention

A

of operators
the

operator be granted a leave of absence

few days after

he was discharged from the employ-

this

company, it is alleged his name was sent as a
discharged employe to all other telegraph offices in the counThis was done, it is claimed, by placing his name on
try.

ment

of the

the circular issued by

ported."

The

in

year ago
city,

but

said,

is

it

any telegraph

names have been re
name had been placed on this

following

fact that his

circular debarred him,

ment

of the various

the superintendents

"The

roads, head siaaply,

from obtaining employa

he obtained work at the Union depot in this

when

it

was discovered that he was

opening adcVess to the

stances of the case, and

name from

the blacklist

jury, detai

blacklisted

Col.

ed

WorTord

the circum-

all

declared that in consequence of

company

the refusal of the railroad

thereby,

About

country.

in the

office

Rsndall says he was promptly discharged.

and

to

remove

inability

his

to

Randall's
get

work

he had been reduced to absolute poverty,

his

name had been

family had suffered actual privation, his

heralded broadcast over the country as a discharged and

unworthy employe, he had been classed with thieves and
drunkards, and the £:_=;. 000 asked for was none tco much
to compensate for the injuries he had suffered
At

this point

the

done

injury

and even

In

action.
it

to character,

they

if

their

did

action, as

and

injure

for

if

they claimed, was for

so the words were libelous.

him, he had

opinion the petition

was not brought as a

the case

to the introduction

defense objected

of evidence, because the

that

usually dull sum-

Burnham

is

Moffat, the

Refining company, against

the swindlers for a cancellation of

The convention

libel.

not a right of

was defective

The

in

defense argued

about three hours, and then Col. WofTord
He argued that this was not a suit

presented his views.
the

the electric sugar swindle

brought by

&

formation of the society was called for June gth, of that

committed a wrong and

If the railroad

the plaintiff, the law gives
in

L. Randall, a

Chicago, Rock Island

the

company to obtain s^s.ooo damages for
Edward L.
alleged blacklisting came to trial last week.
Randall, the petitioner, is an expert operator, and until
July, 1SS6, had been employed by the Rock Island road
at Davenport, la.
In June, i3S6, he became identified
with a movement among railroad telegraph operators to

for libel.

developments

22.

Pacific Railroad

is

promising outlook for a racy exchange of opinions, which

will

Kansas Citv, June

T.

Mo.

City,

telegraph operator against

in his

"I have been unable to find an electrician of standing who
does not boldly assert that Mr. Brown's alleged tests were
unfair, or who considers him competent to advise the state
on this subject or to conduct an execution.
Mr. Brown
said one of his dogs measured 200,000 ohms resistance, and
although he tried both the continuous and alternating currents on it for a total of ninety five seconds, it was unhurt.
He killed only one dog instantly, and that was with a continuous current; yet he recommends an alternating current
as the surest means to an instantaneous and painless
death.
When thise and other minor facts are considered,
the danger of intrusting the execution of Kemm'er to Mr.
Brown's supervision is apparent.
Human beings will
probably range as high as to resistance as dogs, and Mr.
Brown has not made any recommendation as to what shall
be done with Kemmler should his resistance measure 200,000 ohms." The controversy has assumed a decidedly

way:

Kansas

organize a protective society.

over the rela-

and continuous currents

as death dealing agents has not been

J.

bers adjourned, feeling that the organization
would be a benefit, not only to each individual,
but would become a force to prevent unfavorable legislation.
It
is safe to say that the
association thus formed will
few
be, in a
years, a strong organization, and will have
representatives from all the States and Canada.
All members in leaving expressed themselves as
highly pleased with courtesies shown them by
the people of Davenport, and they accord to
Davenport enterprise the honor of giving the

York, June 22

tive effectiveness of the alternating

state;

W. H.

Hartley.

CLEVELAND ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

Evans presiding, Dr. Allen acting as secretary.
The day was passed in inspecting the plant of
the Central Electric road, and inspecting the

the stock held by them,
and for the recovery of money obtained by them from the
corporation, or expended by it upon their Fraudulent mis
representations
The conviction of Howard ended a most
interesting trial.
The "Parson," as he is called, was thus
dispatched by Recorder Smyth e:
"A more outrageous
fraud has never been brought to my notice than the fraud,
or series of frauds, which was perpetrated by you and your

him a remedy, but he can not

be turned out of court because he did not technically name
The railroad by its inlluence and power, prehis action.
vented him from selling his labor so that he could procure

The

bread to cat.

circular

containe

carried a secret import, alleging

person to employ,

anil thus the case

and not of slander.
rileged
If

is

was

foi

01

b*

that

not a proper

one oi

communication of

must be asked

cov.~\-

this nature to

given

as a duty.

done no wrong there certainly is no duty
upon his employers to lie about him, Randall

a servant has

that calls

A

Qt

:

that he

Western electrician.
belong

to

to the society,

was

it

a lawful and

Wofford

Col.

id

in closing.

"If he has no remedy at law, it is a disgrace to the courts,
tarnish on the escutcheon of justice."
i

Ige Gibson overruled the demurrer to the petition in
which the railroad claimed that the words were not libeliheir face, and consequently were not actionable.
:,

e

Gibson held that the position taken by Col. WofRandall had been wronged and that he had

that

without

the right to an action

naming

specifically

was

it,

Edward Randall,

was

the plaintiff,

He

placed on the stand.

the

of

John R. Mulvane, president
mercial Club that the

practically unsuited

He

any other vocation.

for

told of

movement among operators in iS36 to organize a protective fraternity, and of the violent antipathy the railroad
had to any one connected with the movement. He swore
positively that he was discharged simply because of his
the

and detailed how he had enobtain employment, but had failed to get

connection with the

deavored to

what he was

society

search of because

in

name was on

his

the

reason

company announced

the

were

company

be the fact.

believed such to

residence telephones

and $64

outside that

for those

and

limit,

for

yet inside

the city limits.

The

P.

Col. Wofford took Randall off

the superintendent of the

The witness

formed

organization

telegraph

by

he

superintendents

various

the

Rock

the

was formed

organization

mutual protection against bad and incompetent
The circulars were sent over the country at stated
vals,

fin-

in reference to the

testified

The

through the country.

of

lines

and gave information

in

men

reference to

for

The

able to

is

it

are in

most excellent shape, and it is now proposed to greatly
enlarge and improve the plant.
With this object in view,

company has purchased ground between Jackson and

the

Leavenworth

300

streets with a frontage of over

Fifth street, on

which

proposes

it

on

feet

and

a large

erect

to

power house, in which will be placed the latimproved machinery.
is
proposed to expend
It
£150, 000, which, with the amount already expended, will
make an investment of ^225,000. The company intends

inter-

discharged,

send to

to

officers

furnish

to

and

incandescent

the telegraph

of

service,

whose province it was to supervise the employment
operators and pass upon their fitness.

of

and the

has decided to employ

motive power on one branch of the system

electricity, as a

electric light line will

present a cable.

This change

by the

satisfaction

West Ninth street, who have always com
plained of the noise and smoke of the dummy engine.
residents of

The determination

to build

has been brought

this line

about by the unsatisfactory working

The company

cable line.

dummy

Riverview

the

of

street railway

ment

Kansas

city council of

The

City, Kan.,

to allow

to

it

property o.vners along the

short time ago the proprietors of an

of transportation

and

made a

company has

extension of their lines unless the ordi-

to stop all

pay the original cost of paving

to

streets upon which they run, and
same as good as new, is repealed.

on

also

to

replace the

The decision affects all the proposed lines for which the
companies have taken out permits, including those to
South Omaha. While the agreement virtually has this
effect, it has not yet assumed definite shape.
The com-

may
may simply

consolidate their business altogether or

some time

Dr. Mercer, of the motor company, said:
line extension is

streets.

it

years to

The

repealed.

is

it

the city to pay for paving alone.

place the paving

"Street car
ten

for

extend our lines to the

cost us &40, oor> to

poles and stringing of wires

will

will

we

If

south part of
simply

could

would only cost us $10,000."

ment

exposition next

and wait

The

in

it

running

meantime the cable will be abandoned on
The dethe Riverview line and dummies will be used.
termination of the "L" road people to make the Union
ranch and the Riverview cable line one, indicates
In the

that they intend to

make

a continuous line of the Chelsea

^erton branch and the South Fifth street line, con-

necting with Armourdale, which will

be constructed

soon as the Union Pacific viaduct

built.

is

It

is

as
also

endeavor to secure the ri^ht to
build a connecting link between the s:»uth end of the
il

Fifth street

they will

line

and the southern lerminus of the Ken-

railway, whi'i

them a dummy belt line
City. Kan.
commissioners of Wyandotte
:rs
of the Kansas
[ivc

for

a

i
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thai

new
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It is

street rail-

with Armour-

tion

in

St.

fall,

Louis.

and

permanent

a

it

Speaking more

institu-

correctly, this

iSgo

will

exhi-

not be con-

mere display. Medals will be awarded to
ventors, and probably to exhibitors, and the bestowal

The board

men.

will

be composed

partly

of

the difference

make

rise to a

considerable

amount

unfavorable comment, notice was hied

week

last

the

in

Recorder of the incorporation of the MuniElectric Lighting & Power company with a capital

office of the

cipal

stock of $750,000 paid

was

A meeting

in.

held, at which the

following

of the

new company
were

officers

we

will put in

residences

the

probably be on the basis of one cent per hour

In reference to the stringing of the wires and the laying
of the conduit of the Dorsett Conduit company, Mr. Sutter

would be strung in the outlying districts
George Le Yin, engineer of the Chicago system, is
now in the city consulting with President Flad of the
Board of Public Improvements, and a permit to go ahead
said the wires
first.

with the work
is

expected in a few days.

is

the. conduit

If

not completed by that time, then the wires will be strung

on poles down town

C.

Joseph, Mo.

St.

St. Joseph:, June 22.

— The

make

to

possible dispatch.

It

has just

Park company
improvements with

Wyact

extensive
let

the contract for

power house. The addition
on the north side of the power house, and
dition to the

new machinery

necessary for the

new

is
all

an ad-

will

be erected

will

contain the

The company

lines.

new 1SX36 Corliss engines, with a
They are now being manuSioux City Engine works. Three new dy-

has contracted for two

capacity of 150 horse power.
factured by the

be placed in position

will

The

completed.

is

work has already been

and,

let,

A

of August.

first

contract

stipulated,

is

it

for

must

road will

line of

be built at once to run from the power house to

the

Steel

The contracts have already been let, and
work will be commenced at once and pushed to completion
with all possible speed. The line will be a little over a
Car Works.

quarter of a mile in length, and will be double- tracked and
ballasted to withstand the

enormous

expected during

traffic

The company

coming exposition

the

will

not waste any

time in getting the additions made, and calculate to

be

R,

ready for business at the proper time.

Louisville, Ky.

treasurer,

and

John M.

secretary.

assistant

Julius

S.

Sellers,

Sellers; secretary,

Walsh, Chas.

M.

F.

L.

The

directors

things

that

now

are

position to push the work to a speedy conclusion.

sume," he
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will
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put an end to the repeated

upon
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our preliminary

ready to go to work with
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city,
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number,
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filed a

Louisville Electric Light
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Mr.

machine

third
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1
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litizens' Electric

rporatcd

it

depart-

company has

installed

two

750-Iiglit capacity

is

operat-

for

telegraph lines.

lo introduce

Light

A

com-

il.

& Power company has been

with an

authorized capital of

The

incorporators arc J, 1). Varrington, Louis
Straus, J. E. Keller and G. A. DeL.mg, of Lexington;
Dr, Norwood of Fayette county; J. I). Simpson ami

if

100,000.

Smith

cinnati.

quality

of

and day and night

bcsl

fire

lo be installed.

Lexington,

of

bond compelling

is

on a relay apparatus

"i

on

is

fohn E. Watson of Louisville, has invented and secured

pany has been organized

1

is

ing an electric street railway in Cincinnati.

are

orlii

the

superintendent of the city railway,

a patent

in the

to place

Westinghouse alternating machines of

company

delivery to us
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wire y,

Arrangements are being made

We

power
'

Ohio Valley Telephone company
and the telephone service, it

street,

ment's wires underground.

The

600 horse

of the

on Green

claimed, has been impaired by the electric railway circuits.

have ordered

tli'-

for $25,000 to

The exchange
situated

be

will

earnest.

and newspaper men, and the route

lined with spectators for the extent of five miles.

each.

"I pre

and we hold from them
a

was

new com-

arrangements, and

We

a

in

attacks which

opponents

our

that

the

city officials, capitalists

are:

Ben Von Phul, John M.
L.
Hill,
and Urainard

Wm.

Taylor,

Mr. Sutter states

Mortimer F. Taylor;

P.iock

Sutter,

Louisviu.k, June 22. — Last week the initial run was
made on the Green street electric railway, which has since
been operating successfully. The first cars were filled with

elected:

President, Julius S. Walsh; vice-president, Charles Sutter;

iplcx
will
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and

of sharp criticism

th

and the
'ics was

will
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smaller
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After a vexatious delay of considerable duration, which
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at
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and partly of Europeans.
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these tokens of approval will rest with a board of scientific
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2,260.

lamps," said

lamps burning from
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meters, while

be completed by the

one of the features of the

make
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bition will be held every year, but in
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take

will

private

for

namos have been purchased, and

proposed to perpetuate the

of F. II. Whipple, will be
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carded

re-
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St. Louis,
St. Louis, June 22.

people

be

contracts

city

Our incandescent

a m.

I

working

in

a rate to give cheaper light than can be had from §1

this

system

soon be commenced,

be nearly a year before the road

dark to

as soon as the addition

"L"

Although work on the erection of

it.

start, the

will

be

to

the 6,000 lights, with which the

now making contracts
Mr. Sutter, "at^ioper month,

they

would not pay to build new
Under the ordinance it would

such that

is

on paved

Omaha

in

oppressive ordinance

that

burden imposed
lines

about over

universal electrical exhibition, which, under

the future.

in

Of

1st.

are

now preparing

electrical

proposition to the

"We

enter into articles of agreement to build no

further.

diJ not

the proposition under consideration and will

doubtless accept

way

have practically entered into an agree-

lines

make the

line

offered to equip the road with their apparatus

for the remuneration until

will

consolidated

the

has thought seriously of using

view the project with favor and so matters stood.

A

and

engines, and at one time intended to petition the

change

company

charge

Motor company

Electric

come unless

be hailed with

will

the arc light plant is completed, both

order by January

per light."

The

be from the Union dep:>t to

Riverview Station and then to the enj of the Riverview
line, at

machinery for 9,000 horse

in

also

It will

wire several large build-

lo

ings.

panies

The Elevated Railway company

twenty-four hours a day,

lights

already making contract

is

nance compelling them

Judge Gibson, of the Circuit court, on the following
day non-suited the plaintiff on the ground that the dis
charged list was a privileged communication, which it had
the right

for

dimensions to put

accommodate the machinery necessary
incandescent lighting, which will be added as soon as

power.

company

of the

affairs

ex-

it is

commercial

furnishing

The plant to be erected will have a
The building, however, will be of

1st.

horse power of 6,000.
sufficient

men.

for their removal.

and the reasons

by October

begin

est

and the defense called A. R. Swift,

ished his testimony,

Island railway.

the stand before

lights

—

The Omaha Thomson Houston
June 22,
company, after a brave struggle, has at

reached that satisfactory stage where

last

time to carry out the terms of the con-

in

contracts do not begin until January 1st, and

Electric Light

declare a dividend.

week.

The approximate expenditure

pected the company will

Omaha, Neb.
Omaha,

a

miles

fifty

will be between
There will hz in addition to the
capital stock of §750,000, a bond issue of probably $500,ooo, to bear 6 per cent, interest.
The amount has not yet
been definitely determined, though Mr. Sutter said enough
had already been placed in the East to carry out the work.

three-quarters of a mile

the

inside

$60

to

of

rate

1889

$600,000 and $650,000.

under-

It is

changed

stood that the company's rates will be

to us at the

il

working order

fuil

tract."

was because

with the Commercial club's recommendations
the

in

accordance

in

to forward

29,

Rohan Hros of this city are already at work upon the
boilers, and the dynamos are being made in Indianapolis.
You may say that the plant will be dully installed and in

the

of

substantial

blacklist.

it

company
Com-

the telephone

of

the rates ;^iven

that

rate circular

its

had devoted the
and that he was

that business,

his life to

decided upon, but

lully

ii'.-t

has explained to the telephone committee

detailed his early experience in

learning telegraphy, and claimed that he
best years

witness

first

is

under serious consideration.

is

limit

correct.

change

Sucli a

electricity.

June

I'.

Kerr of

Winchester, and

J.

II.

The Thomson-IIouston system
circuits will be

ing light .old power.

Meade

will

of Cin-

be installed,

established for furnish-

A.

June

29,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1S89.

THE ELECTRIC
Benton Harbor and

St.

LIGHT.

Joseph, Mich.,

idend on the necessary amount to construct it, viz s~
It is the intention to have the road in operation by the
,

be lighted by

will

34/

1st

.

of September next.

electricity at once.
.

The

The Thomson-Houstim
an

Electric company will
incandescent plant at Nashville, Tenn.

introduce

The dynamos used in the tower al Hell (late have been
purchased by the Calais, Me., Electric Light company,
and

will

be transferred to

its

power

station.

Galdsboro, N. C, Electric Light & Power company
Foster, C. A. Hallow and
has been incorporated by O.
II. S. Jennan.
The plant is now in course of construction.

The

H

The

council has concluded to
and to continue
remaining
streets. The electric light comgas lights on the
pany will supply fourteen lights at .^72 each per annum.

Greeneastle, Ind., city

light the principal streets with arc lights,

the Western Electrician, the
bids for the electric light plant for the Michigan Soldiers'
Home were advertised to be opened on ihe 30th instead of
the 20th of June.
It has therefore been thought best to
issue a new advertisement, which will be found in the advertising columns.

By a misprint

in

The Hotel Harrington

Mo

at Carthage,

.

has introduced

incandescent electric lights, 126 i6-cand!e power lamps
being distributed through the house. The Carthage Electric Light company introduced the Detroit Storage
batteries of the Woodward Electrical company, and they are
giving satisfaction.

Bloomington,
entire system of street railways of
has been deeded in trust to the Guarantee Safe Deposit company of Philadelphia to guarantee the issue of
¥400,000 in bonds, pa able in twenty years at G per cent.
With these bonds the company will pay o IT its indebtedness
of $200,000, and will equip the system with electric motive
power instead of horses, the work of equipment to begin
immediately.

At a meeting of the Cincinnati Board of Public Allans
Street Railway
last week the request of the Cincinnati
company for permission to erect poles on Harrison avenue
and Bogen street for the purpose of conveying electric w ires
from the power house to the line of the new electric road was
referred to the engineer, with the request that lie notify
the company to submit samples of the wire to Prof. French,
the city electrician

The Cleveland Board of Improvements has granted the
Cleveland Electrical Time company permission to put up
a wire connecting its main office with two hundred clocks
about the city.
The ordinance granting the Broadway .S;
Newburg Street Railroad company the right to operate its
line by electricity, and extending the company's franchise
to a period of twenty- five years from the passage of the
ordinance, was recommended.

An

ordinance has been introduced at the city council of

Winona, Minn at the instance of the Winona City Railway company, which, when passed, will greatly enlarge the
company's usefulness in Winona, and extend its operations
,

The Keystone

company

Pittsburg, Pa
through E E. Keller, manager Chicago office, has sold a
1,000 light Westinghouse plant in Sterling. Ill
The plant

Construction

of

,

will be run by water and steam.
Two hundred 25 candle
power lamps will ba used for street lighting, and will be
hung over the middle of the street from a special fixture
designed by the Keystone company.

The

Denison, Tex., has gran'ed a franPower
chise to the Thomson-Houston Electric Light &
company to operate an arc and incandescent and electric
power plant in that city The ordinance granting the franchise provides that the work shall be begun by the company within sixty days, and that the plant shall be in operation within six months.
The franchise was granted for a
city council of

period of thirty years.
Several English railroad companies are experimenting
with electric lighting of trains.
Substantially the same
system as has for some time been in use in this country will
Each coach is provided with a secondary
be introduced.
battery, all the batteries being charged from a dynamo
carried on the train.
By thus subdividing the battery a
train may be broken, or portions of it sent on branch lines,
without interfering with the lighting power in each individual coach.
The »vhole of the train is arranged on the
parallel system, the connections between the main cables
being male by special couplings, which enable each vehicle
to be attached in either direction without interfering with
the continuity of the circuit.

upon "The

In a most interesting book

Railways of
England," by W. M. Acwonh, it is mentioned in a fo it
note that the engineer of the Paris, Lyons, & Mediterranen railway has stated that he has economized £4,000 a
>ear by connecting ihe taps of the gas jets with the night
cxps of the ca riage lamps so that when the cap is drawn
over the glass the gas is lurne down to a mere glimmer.
This is a large sum, and it is hardly likely that so much
would be saved by turniug down the electric light (it should
not be turned quite out), but means for doirjg so on the
night trains should not be omitted, both on this score and
on that of comfort to the eyes of sleepers, says an English
In the same book it is meniioned that the compaper
parative cost of oil, gas. and electricity is as 1
1^ ij£.
I

:

:

The Thomson-Houston

Electric
Kingston, N. V.,

company

reports

the
incandescent;
incandescent;

following sales:
1,300
Austin, Me., 30 arc; Santa Cruz, Cal., 300
Reedsburg, Wis., 300 incandescent; Andover, Mass
50
arc, 600 incandescent; Fremont, O., 600 incandescent;
Chelsea, Mass 600 incandescent; Hoosick Falls, X. V.,
600 incandescent; Kansas City, Mo
400 incandescent;
St. Paul, Minn., 100 arc, 300 incandescent; Mitchell, Dak
30 arc; T. Norcross, Janesville, Wis
45 arc; Hunter
Electric company, Belle Plaine, la., 12 arc and Goo incandescent; A
C. Houston, Chicago, 25 arc; Excelsior
Springs, Mo., Electric company, 300 incandescent; Northwestern Cold Storage & Ice company, Portland, Ore., So
incandescent; George E. L Keith, Campello, Mass
650
incandescent; Ottawa House, Portland, Me., 3S0 incandescent; International Telephone, District and Construe
tion company, Baltimore, Md., 1 300 incandescent.
,

,

,

,

,

,

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
The company

fcr

constructing

the

electric

The Sprague

New

York has

Electric

Railway

railway

& Motor company

of

a certificate at Albany, N. V., for an
increase of its capital slock from §1,000,000 to §1,600,000,
which
of
§400,000 is to be preferred.
filed

The common council of Muncie, Ind., has allowed the
request of the constructors of the new electric street rail
road to use a "T" rail.
A franchise was granted with the
amendment, and work has begun. The parlies interested
are from Vermont and Cincinnati. The road will be slightly
over eight miles in length.
The

city council of

Richhill,

Mo., has passed an

quite extensively throughout the city
The street railway
company has lately been reorganized, and the scheme of the
directors, as outlined in the ordinance introduced, is to put
in ?n extensive electric plant to run the street cars by electricity, furnish power for manufactories, elevators, etc and
for lighting purposes.
The compa'ny proposes, if the ordi
nance passes, and there is every probability that it will pa s,
to commence at once on the erection of its poles and plant.
By the terms of the ordinance the company is required to
commence work inside of six months, and to have everything in running order inside of a year.
The plant to be
erected is to have ample power to run all the minor factories of the city, besides furnishing the best electric light
and running all the cars the city's travel will require for
years.

ordi-

nance granting a 20 year franchise to the Richhill Electric
Railway & Light company. The company agrees to construct and operate an electric railroad from the city to the
mines, a distance of five m'les, and also furnish the city
with electric light.
The city guarantees a 5 per cent, div-

M M. M

as for

they arc righteously savage
taken wi'.h their names."

>

al

THE TELEGRAPH.
A San

Krancifco di<
ays that $1.1
subscribed for the proposed cable

San Franchco, and that the work
be commenced within eighteen months.
At Raleigh, X. C, June 3th. a test
Raleigh & Gaston railroad, in the presence of a
prominent railroad men, of a new system for
The current is maintained by
to and from moving trains.
means of a drag which is attached to the car, and
slides along a set of wires laid along the track.
Mes
were received from the offices at Raleigh
Greer
while the train was running at the rate of thirty miles an
1

,.:

hour.

The sale of the Bahimore & Ohio Telegraph company to
the Western Union Telegraph company was consummated
at Baltimore, June i"th, and a deed was recorded, whereby the Baltimore & Ohio conveys to the Western Union all
its right, title and interest in and to all its telegraph lines
and property of every nature and description.
The consideration is Si and the entire discharge of the Baltimore
& >hio Telegraph company from the obligation to itsue
the §6, coo, 000 in bonds provided for in its contrau'_
the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad company.
<

,

A

Cleveland paper says:

eral local business

men

Steps are being taken by sev-

to organize

a

new

street

railroad

company. The enterprise, if undertaken, will be backed
by New York capital, and the road will be operated with
storage battery electric motors.
Two meetings have been
held by the promoters, and if the consent of property owners along the proposed line can be obtained, the company
will soon be incorporated,
ft is intended to run cars from
Water street over the Superior street or East Cleveland
If the former route is taken, the new
rails to Erie street.
line \ roper will start from the corner of Superior and Erie
streets, and run to Euclid avenue.
It will go up Euclid to
Perry street, and thence to Sibley street, the Cedar avenue
used
line tracks being
for a short distance under the ordinance that permits a railway to use 1.000 feet of a rival
company's rails. It wdl run out Sibley to Wilson avenue,
thence to East Prospect street and along that thoroughfare
to Bolton avenue. The route will be down Bolton to Wade
Park avenue, and ea tward on that street to Wade Park.

Miscellaneous Notes.
corner stone of the Williams Engine Works
The structure will
Beloit, Wis., was laid June 2 tst.

The

SSX145

feet.

Electrical Construction

corporated at

St.

of the St. Charles

W. Smallev,
"The British

George

the

Car Works.

The Northwest Electric Construction Supply company
of St. Paul will make an elaborate electrical display at the
Minneapolis Industrial exposition, which will be held
Minneapolis from August 21st to September 28th.

in

Personal Paragraphs.
A.

Patterson, general

II.

New

company,
John

York, was

manager

in

Chicago

of

the Fhcenix

<

Mass

week.

this

Finney, of the Fide ity Carbon Manufacturing
of St. Louis, was in Chicago last week.

II

company
James

P.

McQuaide, secretary aod

treasurer of

the

National Conduit Manufacturing company. New York,
was a visitor at the Chicago Electric Club last week.
Francis W. Parker, the well known patent solicitor of
Chicago, sails for Europe on the Aurania to-day.
He
will stop briefly at Manchester and London on his way to
the Paris exposition where he will remain till the close of the
great event looking after the interests of his clients.

Business Mention,

Erie Telephone company of Fort Worth, Tex., has
filed with the district clerk an injunction restraining
the
city of Fort Worth from levying on its property for taxes.
The ground is that the city assesses the franchise for
$15,000, which the telephone company says it has no right
to do.

writes:

at

be

company will soon be inLouis with a capital stock of Sto.ooo.
has
contract
The company now
a
to reconstruct the plant

The

THE TELEPHONE.
The

famous London correspondent,
and the telephone com-

postoffice

panies are engaged in an interesting controversy, the first
effect of which is to remind the public that the postoffice
has from the beginning thrown obstacles in the way of
telephoning, claimed and established the legal right to extend its telegraph monopoly to telephones, compelled the
companies to work under a postoffice license, exacts 10 per
cent, of their profit, and holds over them the power of
suspending the license. The telephone companies now

propose to amalgamate, and the postoffice steps forward to
Amalgamation may or may not, be in the
prevent it.
public interest, but for the postoffice to resist because it
would create a monopoly is comic, the postoffice itself
being the largest monopolist in the kingdom and straining
its powers to prevent a competition by which the
public

would benefit."

between Denison and Sherman, Tex., has been organized
with a capital stock of $200 000.

I

III.,

The London Globe says: "On or about April 1st many
Continental newspapers contained long accounts of an alleged new and startling invention, which was called a theatrophone
It was described as a device for utilizing the
advantages of the telephone in conjunction with those of
In coffee houses and other
the automatic delivery system.
places of general resort were to be placed certain iron
was
to
which
be
boxes, each of
connected, by means of
telephone wires, with all the thtalcrs of the town.
hi a
plate was to be the inscription:
'Put a penny in the slot,
1

pull out the delivering funnel, move the index hand to the
lien, it was
name of the desired theater, and listen.'
asserted, you might shut your eyes and imagine that you
Got
or Bernhardt, or in a stall at
were in the presence of
the opera.
For three blissful minutes you would enjoy
the luxury, and then, unless you previously contributed
another penny to ihe machine, the connection would be
automatically interrupted.
Arrangements, it was stated,
were in progress for supplying theatrophones upon easy
terms to private houses; and the machine would, it was
declared, be on show at the Paris exhibition.
There were

The
Mich.,

is

company of Detroit,
specialty of electrical apparatus.

and Machinery

Electrical

making a

Dr. C. H. Holmes has opened an office for general
Commercial building, St. Louis,
and reports an excellent business.
electrical supplies at the

A. C. Kendall, formerly general manager of the

M

.

Storage Battery company, has been appointed special
agent of the Daft Electric Light company for New Jersev.

W. Hackenthal of 21 Beekman street. New York, has
issued a circular descriptive of Prof. Aron's "electricity
The instrument
counter," which he is manufacturing.
highly commended, and is having a ready sate.

The Pond Engineering company of St. Louis has
devoted to pumping machinery

issued a catalogue

which
numerous devices which

is

just

for

and
dust rates the
it manufactures for this particular
The catalogue contains much inlere^tirg and

waterworks, in

it

describes

i

branch.
valuable information.

The New York Insulated Wire company repoits
It is wiring some of the new and elegant buildbusiness
ings now under construction in New York among whi<
the 12-story building of C. 15. Rauss on Broadway. The
company has wired all the theaters in the city complete
with the exception of the Broadway which was partially

done by

this

company.

& Bierce Manufacturing company oi Daymade a shipment of 1 1 car loa
machinery to the Kimberly A Clarke
other
turbines and
company of Neenah, Wis., for tie large new pulp and
paper mill at the Cedars, and five car loads are > et
low.
This is believed to be the largest shipment of water
The

Stilwcll

ton, O., has just

:

wheels

evet

made

.1;

one

tin

.em.

ThcElectric.d Supply company of C
circular descriptive of a new ball and socket inIt is .1
sulating joint which it has put on the market.
simple device and it is claimed lias g
test.
has
This company
under a severe
also issued a
gue of John K. Fletcher's electrical specialties which
u carries.
These specialties include all k:
•-ulating lamp hangers, in
ton lift and tackle, sleet proof pullejs.
t

5
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while providing that each station shall, when using
the line for telephonic conversation, have a clear line
unencumbered by interposed electro magnets, that
each station shall be enabled to ascertain when the
by another, and that
circuit is already being used
while any one station is using the line none of the
others shall be able to disturb the conversation by
sending a call signal.

Electrical Patents,
I

.

u<

i

-,

i$3g.

A. Cbilds, Engle-

llliam

V\

N.J

.

invention consists, essentially, in forming the
batterv element or the plate or rod constituting a continuation of the same with a taper at the po'nt where
the perforation in the battery cover,
it passes through

The

ectric Switch.

1

object of the invention is to provide means for
controlling the movements of the cables by electricity.
invention
cmsists^in the combination, with a
The
track and a car carrying a grip, of a motor for actuating a cable, a permanently charged electric conductor located along the line of railway, and means for
admitting power to the motor controlled by an electric
circuit, which may be established or broken at pleas
ure.
The invention further consists in a grip, which,
in conjunction with a cable motor, a permanently
charged electric conductor, and an auxiliary conductor,
will in gripping the cable effect admission of power to
the cable motor, and in its releasing of the cable will
effect the shutting off of the power from the said motor.

Olof Dahl, Brooklyn, X. V.

N

in a suitable

Compound Wound Alternating Current Dynamo.
Herman Lemp, Lynn, Mass.
The invention consists in passing an exciting cur;.

same held magnet coil, both from the
coil of the machine or that which supplies
the work and from a separate exciting

rent through the

main

circuit

current to
source, which latter is preferably for the sake of simplicity, on the same armature or in the same field with
the woik circuit armature coil, although
entirely separate machine.
j

-4.

Dynamo-Electric Machine.

Apparatus for Generating Electricity.
Gleeson, Brooklyn, X. Y.

405471.

The invention may be described as an armature
consisting of a core and longitudinally-wound coils of
copper wire encompissing the same, the core consisting
of annular heads or end pieces with longitudinal bars
connecting said heads, but electrically insulated from
one of them, and circumferential windings or wrappings of iron.
Henry E.

Generator.

Waite,

New

Charles L. Coffin,
Process of Electric Welding.
Detroit, Mich.
The invention consists in supplying molten metal to
the joint in addition to that supplied by the articles
under treatment, for the purpose of reinforcing the

405 345.

Key.

Head

Rods for Threading
George H. Warde, New

It has been found that if the wall between two conduits has become ruptured or broken down from any
cause, the pilot or head of the advancing rod is liable
to pass from the conduit along which it is advanced
through the opening into the adjoining conduit, and
thus emerge at the next manhole from a conduit other
than that which it original y entered.
The invention
is designed to prevent such an occurrence, and locate
the faults or breaks in the conduits.

The invention relates to telephone switches, and is
especially designed to be used at a subscriber's station
to enable the operator to automatically bring the telephone into circuit and close the local battery and
transmitter circuit on taking down the telephone, while
on hanging up the telephone the bell is brought into
the circuit of the telephone line, while at the same
time the telephone is removed from said circuit and
the local circuit opened.

Electric Appliance for Railway Switches.
405 519.
ris Wuerpel, St. Louis, Mo.

Rudolf Diehl, New York, N
Electric Meter.
and Philip Diehl, Elizabeth, N. J.
Claim 5 reads: "5. The combination of an electromagnetic device operated upon by the current to be
measured, an intermittently-operated friction clutch,
and a registering apparatus driven by said frictionclutch at a rate deermined by the position or condi-

405.

405 ,399.
.

tion of said electro-magnetic device."

Attachment

for

Hermann Kon-

Telephones.

igslow, Cleveland, O.

Sheath for
Lamps. William

,427.

Regulating Light from Electric
II Melaney, Pittsburg, Pa.

Electro Medical
Columbia, Tex.

,436.

Belt.

William

J.

Shelton,

Lamp. Elmer A. Sperry, Chicago, III.
eighteen claims the fouith and last are given:
In an arc lamp, the combination of a moving
frame with a main circuit electro- magnet or solenoid
supported on such frame, a carbon rod clamp actuated
thereby, and a lever pivoted at one end and attached
toward its other end to an armature of the derived
circuit electro-magnet or solenoid, and connected with
such frame, so that the movement of the latter is af>y the derived ci cuit electro magnet or sole-jctric

I

"4

lamp for arc lamps, the comv>ed carbon clamping pic
lever, an arm on which both
are pivoted, one at its angle, and means for simully moving the pivoted end of said arm and
swinging the angular piece on such pivot to cause the
In

a carbon

binatior,

.

like

a bell crank

"he carbon."
Tier

A.

III.,

projecting
thereto by a

boll

arms

the-

ired

tier

arm,

*

Switch for Suspended Electric
Charles J. Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.

405.627.

Claim 9 follows:

Closed Slotted Conduit for Electric Railways.
405.628.
Charles J. Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.
Of the eighteen claims the fourth is given:
"A closed conduit comprising a slotted metallic
casing extending along the line of way, a slotted in
sulated lining within said chamber, amain supply conductor supported by said insulating lining, flexible insulating strips arranged on the under side of each
side of the slot between the metallic caring and the interior insulation, the adjacent edges of said strips being normally in contact to close the same, and a traveling contact device engaging the conductor, and a thin
plate or ex ension connected to the contact and extending upward between the edges of the slot-closing

,

Rudolph M. Hunter,

Electric Motor or Dynamo- Electric Machine.
Rudolph M. Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa.

It has been found that an electric motor may be ad
vantageously made with an armature composed of two
sets of coils, each set of which is connected with separate commutators, because by this construction the
motor may be more thoroughly regulated by varying
the internal resistance of the armature and the number
of coils in circuit.
The invention consists in an electrically-propelled car, a motor geared to the axle and
having field magnets and a rotating armature core, in
combination with two sets of coils of insulated wire
wrapped about said core and substantially uniformly
distributed and independently insulated, a commutator
at each end of the armature, each having its contact
segments connected to alternate coils, two pairs of
brushes, one pair for each commutator, a source of
electric supply and connecting circuits between its
field magnets, commutator brushes and source of electric supply whereby the field magnets are permanently
in series with the armature and source of electric

supply.

405,572.
I'.

I

LoomiS,

The

Somen

ill--,

The

Ma

described as an automatic
ircuitS, consisting in the
line, of a detector line
normally grounded and connecting the respective sides
<ir<j of
magncli ; metal about
which
and returned -n itself
u armature
to form
for sai
or signaling device
siting
invcntii

ground

detci
nation,

ti

with

be

trie

1

the main

.1

1

governed by said an
a<

1

tii.: magncl
m
on the main line-.

ion in

1;;

1

[ohn

do

this

\>

C.

I

1

vti'

h,

1

Washing

N

Circuit.

Frank

A.

J.

claim reads:
"5. In a telephone exchange system, the combination of two lines, each extending from a central station
through the sub-station of the other to a normal earth
terminal at its own sub station, a normal]) open branch
circuit at each sub-station, including the telephones of
the said stir-station, the said branch being in permaneni connection at one end with the line of the ether
sub station, as described and automatically operated
means al eai h station for disconnecting the earth icrminals of both lines, and for connecting the disconnected terminals of its own line with the noimally
open end of the telephone branch, whereby a metallic
circuit including the telephone is established."

Osbom

for Klcclric Circuits.

Combination

Pickcrnell. East Orange,

Phila-

>.

Ground Detector

Telephone

405,677.

Telephone Attachment. Otto Konigslow, Cleve-

405,566.

L. Zalinski,
Smith, Pompton,

N.J.

405,546.

Electric Railway
405,556.
delphia, 'a

J.

405,66s.

Mil h

Insulator.
Robert P. Frist, Wilmington, Del.
The object of the invention is to construct from
chemically treated fiber, or like non-conducting material, a retaining and insulating device for electrical
conductors.

Edmund

Primer.

United States Army, and Henry

E

Contact Device for Electric Railways. Frank

Delay- Action

405.647.

by the movements of said relay."

trolled

405,544.

Electrical Primer.
Edmund L. Zalinski, United
405.646.
States Army, and Henry J. Smith Pompton, N. J.

1

tain the l»cnefits
d to rc-

Conductors.

"A switch for suspended electric conductors, comprising a rib or member for each conductor, each
member being formed with an opening to receive the
extremity of the conductor, and with a rib or part extending from the said openings, forming continuations
of the conductor to carry the contact device to the
point of divergence.

I

Henry L Bnrbank,

Wis.

s'rips."

Autographic Telegraphy.
Mark W. Dewey,
405,539.
Syracuse, N. Y.
The first and last claims are appended:
"1. In combination with the manipulative instrument
and a rod carrying said instrument, a rotary variable
resistance operated by the said rod and consisting of a
wheel and a path of semi-conducting material extended
spirally around said wheel, and an electric contact
riding on said semi-cor.ducting material.
"29. In a receiving instrument of an autographic
telegraph, having a pen adapted to be moved in all direc ions, electro-magnets in a line circuit for controling the movements of said pen in a plane parallel with
the writing sheet and corresponding to the movements
of the transmitting pen, a pole changer operated by
the movements of the handle of the transmitting pen
at right angles to the plane of the writing sheet, a relay in the line circuit adapted to respond to the
changes in the polarity of the current, and a pen-lifter
for moving said pen at right angles to the plane of the
writing sheet operated by magnets in local circuit con-

land,

combi

hine, the

e,

Slotted Conduit for Electrical Conductors.
405.626.
Charles J. Yan Depoele, Chicago, 111.
A traveling comae: device is provided extending
downwaid through the slot and into contact with both
the conductors, and said device is supported upon a
prir of metallic wheels or shoes resting and traveling
upon exposed portions of the conduit.

I

Chicago,

Sperry,

I

the

Charles A. Braun, Chicago,

Tsylor, Jaresvil

111

lrishcr, Detroit,

noid-

shaped

Electric Bell Pull.

2 5-

Mor-

James Serson, Boston, Mass.

W.

invention consists in the combination, with a
telegraph instrument, of a vibrating lever mounted
therein, a sliding plate having a longitudital slot carried on the lever, a weight suspended from the sliding
plate and provided with a longitudinal slot and a stt
screw adapted to pass through the slot in the sliding
plate and into the lever to letain said plate tt any desired adjustment.

for Sectional

Underground Conduits.
York, N. Y.

Alfred Stromberg, Chicago,

Telephone Switch.

Pilot or

5 '5-

Clarence

The

other.

405.

111.

from

Galvanic Battery.

Dynamo-Electric Machine. William D. SandHill, County of Surrey, England.
1 he invention consists in employing two armatures
in combination with one set of field magnets, so tbat
afttr one armature is heated it can be replaced by the

Automatic Wiping Device for Wire Galvanizing.
405 377
Herbert Smith, Worcester, Mass.

405 ,420.

405,609.

405,621.

Heme

wtll,

Alexander L. Lineff, West-

Electric Railway.
minster, England.

V

'

405, 5°7-

joint.

405 365.

405 382.

mature made up of coils of copper strips surrounding
a core of iron wire, the said wire be ng weund under
tension and bending the copper strips toward the
shaft and against the surface of the sleeve, whereby
the armature is prevented from slipping off the sleeve,
Production of Copper by Electrolysis.
405,604.
Alberto
Rovello, Turin. Italy.

Timothy

The invention is claimed as a process of manufacturing dense homogenous, resilient and ha r like
carbon lilamens for glow lamps, which process consists in causing a gaseous caibon compound (capable
of yielding carl on when decomposed by heat) to un
dergo decomposition in a heated retort, the gases
while undergoing the decomposition having such mo
tions impressed upon them that vertical or gyrating
currents of gas are set up through the atmosphere of
the retort, from which currents the ca'rbon resulting
from the decomposition segregates directly in the form
of filaments.

conduit for elec-

Dynamo Electric Machine or Motcr. Conrad
405,602.
L. Rosenquist, Yonkers, N. Y.
The claim is:
"The combination, with the main sha't, of a sleeve
of insulating material therton, said sleeve being reduced in diameter between its extremities, and an ar-

R. Chambers, South Kensington, County of Middle-

Frank Thone, Os-

il

of an inclosing case or tube having a gutter
to carry off moisture, a series of superimposed sec
ttons built up within said case and having each a cen
tral vertical rib and longitudinal ducts or passages on
either side of said rib."

sex, England.

kalcosa, la

Friction
405 334.
York, N. V.

The second claim reads as follows:
"The combination, in a terra cotta

2<j,

tric wires,

Manufacture of Carban Filaments. Theophi405,4*30.
lus Y. Hughes, Holywell, North Wales, and Charles

may be an

it

Louis,

St.

Mo.
The

heating conductor through which the
heat passes proportionately with the number of translating devices using current, combined with loading
devices, and apparatus for registering the revolutions of the motor.
The fitst claim is given:

ed

Henry Flad,

Street Cable Railway.

405,46s.

V.
Olof Dahl, Brooklyn,
Electric Meter.
lenerally speaking, the meter consists of a thermostic motor driven by the aid of the heat generat-

405,249.

June

fifth

Semaphore
405,682,
burg, Pa.
r

Electric

1.

1

N.

J.,

Signal.

Primer.

and Edmund

I..

Jens

I

ferny

(

I.

1.

Schreudcr,

Smith,

Pills-

Pompton,
Army.

Zalinski, United States

June

29,
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A gentleman with several Eloctrical arnl Mechanical Inventions would like to meet pan y willCan <:ive the bent of refering to promote same.
ences as well aa bonds as an evidence of good
faith.
Address It., care Western Electrician.

An

Instantaneous make and break movement, nnoonby the hoodie, made entire
latter not enUtrlni.' Into deconstruct;
though It may be heated by poor contact censed by
corrosion or dirt, l'e DBeftjinesa will no , be affected
thereby. Send for Illustrated circular and price list.

A party acquainted with ELECTRIC
LIGHTING INTERESTS in Chicago

t rolled

fore,

and vicinity to act as agent on Commission for an old established Carbon
Company. Address

WANTED-SHOP.
Party with some capital desires to ront or buy
a final! shop suitable for building and repairing
Electrical Apparatus.
Address
T., care Western Electrician.

1

THE "CL ARK

NEW

Care West-run Electiucian.

"

PAISTE,

H. T.
1206 Chestnut

"CARBONS,"

W.

Insulation Guaranteed

A DEPARTURE IN
INCANDESCENT SWITCHES

WANTED.

WAN TED- CAPITAL.

^WIRE.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

St.,

t:.«,i,.nn EXCLUSIVE:
New England Electric Supply Company,
John

84

Street, Bridgeport,

NEW YOBK
CITY:
T. F. Hunter & Co.,
CHICAGO,

Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

37

Chnrch

Conn.

Street.

III.:

Electrical Supply

Company,

171

Randolph Street

BEFORE YOU PURCHASE
Lighting Apparatus

Gas

Electric

SEND FOE

.a.,
Tn a letter from the Inspkotor of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March
Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Kespect."
he Biiya
The rubber used In Insulating our wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or cracky and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation Is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
Whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which la water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent, lire proof.
Our Insulation will prom durable when all others fail. Wc are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
gauges and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocK. Cables made
29, 1886,

:

61 and G3 Hampshire
A.

CLARK,

Street, Boston, Mass.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS.

Genera! Manager.
J. B.

YOUNG, President and

LIST

paratus.

THE BEST GOODS, THE GREATEST VARIETY.
INCREASED DISCOUNTS.

B.EDTJCED PRICES.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,

BEN"RV

:ooo-a.n.T's

Containing everything necessary for 0ttine up private or Public
Buildings, Theaters, Churches, Etc., with Gas Lighting Ap-

to order.

.

ii.

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICE

"A

(Catalogue Forwarded on Receipt of

B- K.

Treas.

BUSINESS CARD.)

NEW YORK

22 UNION SQUARE,

Electrician*

CITY.

JAMISON, Vice-President.

SOLAR CARBON * MFC. COMPANY,
69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Process Patented.
CARBONS made from Natural Gas.
BATTERY CARBONS OF <*LL SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTY.

Office, No.

Well Selected and Good
Western

Office,

±mm

i

75 Randolph

Special Discounts on Large Orders.

Street, Chicago.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
Electric Light, Telephone and Telegraph,
Manulaotured for Aerial, Buliuiarlno and Underground Use,
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

...

MANSON PROTECTING

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES, 0K0NITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
BRANCHES:

Chicago,

Boston,

Philadelphia,

Omaha,

Minneapolis,

13 Park

Cin cinnati,

Louisville,

Row,

Kansas

City,

TAPE.

NEW YORK.
and

San Francisco,

PEGKHAMS INTERCHANGEABLE ELASTIC
MOTOR WHEEL.
EVPBKSSIY
DESIGNED

FOB ELECTRIC CARS.

Approved by

all of

the Leading; Electric Companies.

Prevents Noise and Crystalization of Motors and Axles
Can be renewed

at

any Car Stable without removing Motors from Axles.

LIST OF ROADS USING OUR NTERCH4NGEABLE ELASTIC WHEEL.
West End Electric R, R Boston, Mass.
Jamaica & Brooklyn Elec. R .R., Brooklyn, N.T.
Port Huron Elec. R.E., Port Huron, Mich.
Scranton Suburban Electric R.R. Scranton, Pa.
Citizen's Electric R. R., Elkhart, Ind.
N. Ft. Worth Land St. Ry. Co Fort Worth,Tex.
The Fort Worth City Co. Fort Worth, Te*.
Akron Electric R. R Co., Akron, Ohio.
Broadway and Tth Ave. R R New York.
Third Ave. R. R., New York.
Second Ave. R. R., New York.
Houston, West St. & Pavonia Perry R. R., N. Y.
Brooklyn City R. R., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Btiahwick R. R., Brooklyn, N. Y.
N'hw Williamsburg &, Flatbush R. R.,
Essex Passenger R. R Newark, N. J.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
North Hudson County R. R., Hobok-?n. N.J.
Chihuahua St. Ry. Co., Chihuahua, Mexico
Cable Tramway R. R. Co., Cincinnati. Ohio.
I

,

,

,

,

South Covington & Cincinnati R. R. Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Jersey City & Bergen R.R., Jersey City, N.J.
Lowell *te Dracut St. Ry. Co., Lowell, Mass.
Union Depot Ry. Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Troy and Lansingbnrgh R. R., Troy, N. Y.
Union Railroad Co., Providence. R. I.
Watervliet Turnpike & R. R. Co.. Albany, N.T,
Albany Ry Co., Albany. N. Y.
Cincinnati Street Railway Co., Cincinnati, 0.

Descriptive Circular and Price List Furnished

THE PECKHAM STREET CAR WHEEL AND AXLE

CO,,

upon application

to

239 Broadway, New

York.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MANUF'G COMPANY,
-MANUFACTURERS OF

Automatic Electric Motors
In all Sizes

from One-half H.

P.

Upward.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of
Management, Remarkable Simplicity,

Etc., Etc.

DYNAMO ELECTRIC MACHINES
•

*

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Kefiniug, Etc.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., WINDSOR, CONN.

—

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

FOR SALE.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

American

1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO,

A City of 50,a00~lnhabitants.

BIG OPPORTUNITY

;

FOREIGN PATENT EXPLOITING CO.,
A. D. T.,

Solicitor.

SPEAKING TUBES

Right Party.

Oral.

Western Electrician.

Adams

W.
New

for

Catalogue, out August

American

OSTRANDER &

Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Light.
Highest Insulation and Lowes* Inductive Capacity
of any Cable in the Market.

Boston, Mass.

New York

18 Cortlandt Street.

Office,

2140 DeKalb

Manufacturers

of

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS

Ag<Mit.

PEARL STREET, Room
BOSTON, MASS.

6,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

-

St.,

~'lf

2

ACKERMAN.

T.WHITE,

R.
1

to

R.

— FOB

P. C.

2134

^or^s,

FARADAY CABLE

HILL'S SWITCHES.

Office and Factory

York.

1st.

I.,
EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

SIMPLEX WIRES,

V\V*^

CO.,

New

Ann St.
DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PROVIDENCE,

,

CO.,

Mechanical

j^leGfaucal

St Chicago,

ANDREWS &

R.

21, 23 and 25

WESTERN AGENT

PETTINGELL,

WHISTLES,

anil

Pneumatic, and

Electric.

Factory, 1461 and 1463

85P" Send

80

CO.,

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS,

GEORGE CUTTER,
Consulting Electrician,

Steam

DAYTON, OHIO.

ALlDBESS

CHICAGO, ILL

FRANCIS W. PARKER.

for

in

Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCEMFG.

600 Boxes; 30 Miles of Wire.
Time Clock System. Fire Protection.
Watcli and Police Service.

Inven-

Purifier.

SCALE

prevents

i?

Impurities.

all

Telegraph System

Dist.

Boilers.

tions which are new and operative, and have been
Illustrated by mo els and drawings, but not pubUahed in this country before being patented
abroad. No expense to the inventor ca lor write.

7007 Opera House Block,

Steam-Feed Water
Entirely

EXPLOIT

flrBt-class Electrical

In Foreign Countries

Stilwell's Patent Live

Removes

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF U. S.
ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

WE PATENT AND

June 29

anil

Improved. Patented. Material for

CARBON SPECIALTIES.

OUR

Lone

Life,

Roadbed

Street Railway

Uniform Size,

BLACK DIAMOND'

Sample Chairs and Sections of Rail sent on

POINTS

supmoSmTY,

OLTSHBE

Guaranteed Second

Application.

Correspondence

THEM

ALL.

to

THOMAS

AMBBKI

'

It

LEONARD PAGET.

CHARLES

Send for Circulars.

KAPHAS

Western Agent,

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,

J.

Ammeters and Voltmeters

CaRFEltTIKB,

II

AKTJl

Galvanometers, Bridges and Rheostats by

and

Experts

Electrical

and

Engineers,

Electrical

James

DOMESTIC AND FOREICN PATENTS.

No. 45 Broadway,

-

EI

TaE"\7*7"

of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.

KINTNBR,

PAGET & KINTNER,
Chemical

CITY, MO.

None.

FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES

"WRITE

Prices on Application.

Solicited.

SMC,

"SrOMSL..

w

AW

all

&

CO.,

the Prominent Makers.

CALL AM> K\.tnni',
.

Queen cfc Co.

924 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

SCHENECTADY,

N". Y.,

MANTTFACTUKEES OF

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords _and Cables for Telephone, Telegraph
JAMES
A

and

Telephone

Alarm

Fire

MANAGER
With 2:
and with unimpeachable
an engagement.
D:'

WHO
Id
it

will

references,

is

open

Care Western Electrician.

a live town, when;
WZftTKBJf ¥.\.v.<'\

rapfa plaiit In

pay?

'/,.,

&

19 Dey Street,

New

Co.

Light

]

Automatic Engines

be a meeting of the

UNEQUALED FOR
BELLSJELEPHONES,

GAS LIGHTING,

-

Club,

1

o'clock,

at

GEO.

Chicago
July

evening,

H.

BLISS,

PERFORATED BODY.
Tlio only real
Of i,

The H.M.

LOUD & SONS LUMBER

m

CO.

<>r

IN

Electrical Securities.

NO SOAKING REQUIRED,
ALWAYS WORKS ii<STANTLY,

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical

Inventions.

-

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple

i,

t

ffMton

EfisMoni

'

tctrta Derparumat Haw
i

Hmo

Dkaea

)

•

SIMPLE, CLEAN, DURABLE.

226

DEARBORN STREET.

CHICAGO,

clrcum™*

prices.

THE NATIONAL
GALVANIC BATTERY

Court,

ftmr* nnd Mill At Owed*, Mich*
.-

WILL LAST A LITE TIME.
Wrllefor

Telegraph and Telephone Croti Armt. Cedar Pole*.
"1 Tiet. Largt Supply ol Dry Crot* Arm»
Lumber kept In stock. Orders Filled Promptly.

Improvement
S 411*.

POROI

03 Adam.-, street.

DEALER

ETC.

PLATINUM CARBON CONNECTION.

ELECTRICAL EXPERT

rooms at the

the

JClcctrlc

GHLTIini BUTTERY

BOILERS, ETC.
Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.

Chicago Electric Club.
will

and

.-.

THE NATIONAL

BUILDERS OF

SSKD FOR CaTALOCUB.

There

STONE,
IiiH|tector.

Chlcaso III.
I'aclllc Ave..
Eiletinz
Electric Light Work s specially.
>lanln extended or llioroiiL'bly nverhanleri.

H

i

Electric Club Monday

York.
O. ML.

Electrician, Contractor

MASSILLON, OHIO,

for

Address

KELLY, general Sales Agent,

Russell

'rical Pursuits,

HAS MONEY TO INVEST

**::

F.

I

LL.

245 Main

St.,

18 Cortlandt

CO.

CINCINNATI,
St.,

NEW

0.

YORK.

June
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The

ELECTRIC

attention of

MPAKIES

C<
BRATED WATGK U lli:i:i,

on account

of

and great
being

double

is

called to this

remarkably steady motion,

its

Efficiency, and larg-e Capacity,
the I*<>\* cr of most wheels oi

number of the leading
Seal

use of water

ful effect

it

is

CELESpeed

liiirli
for its diameter,

electric companies with great satisfaction.
without an an equal, producing (he hi

In the
'•

oi use-

"11:1 run te<>d.

KKXI>

FOB CATALOGUE AXD PAKTK

| r.AItS.
is highly recommended, as no geaiC are required.
can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch VI< I
XI'ICIM.AILS arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-Iron Flun
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular.
are now prepared to furnisl
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.

Our Horizontal"Victor"

and

it

OK

We

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO.,

-

DAYTON, OHIO.

FACTORIES: WATERBURY, CONN
MAMFACTIKEBS OF

BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible
Worsted Cords for, Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire-

PATENT
For

Electric

Light,

"|(

K"

Electric Railways,

BARCLAY,

CO.,

ILL.

LINE Wire

CARBONS FOR ARC LICHTINC.

THOS.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICACO,

Cotton and

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

ACENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON
J. L.

Silk,

L.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

MAKERS

of

HIGH -GRADE

OfilEJESffl^K^
THE MOST DURABLE, SIMPLEST AND BEST
OVERHEAD WIRE SYSTEM.
-Knight Electric Railway
25

ft

27 Tenth Ave.,

NEW YORK

Co.,

CITY.

The ONLY Conduit System.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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OUR SKELETON BELLS
WITH 4,

AND

5

6

INCH GONG ARE WITHOUT DOUBT THE

FINEST AND BEST BELLSJN^THE MARKET.
It

has Heel Adjustment Cast Gong, Hard Rubber Cover Magnets, Turned Brass, Nickel Plated Binding Pests and
Japanned Frame, highly polished.
OPffE _<a.S A. TH.I A Ti .

raXOES UOW. SEICD FOH

42 LA
CO.
General Western Agents:

CENTRAL ELECTRIC

SALLE

CHICAGO,

ST.,

ILL.

THE OKONITE CO.

FISHERRAE ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM
For Street and Suburban
Embraces new and valuable improvements which are
operation, and high

ILT

efficiency.

Traffic.
requisite to economical

The

SUCCESSFUL SYSTEM USING UNDERGRQU
8

MILES OF CONDUIT IN ONE ROAD AT SAN JOSE, CAL.

Overhead Conductors.
IMPROVED TROLLEY AND TROLLEY SUPPORT
Avoids "flashing"

sign.

at

wheel or

line of neatest de-

line contact.

The Flsher-Bae Electric Railway System,
Contains

new

features that will

Railway Managers looking for

commend

it

to the careful attention of Street

reliable, easily

operated and efficient electrical

The Fisher-Rae System
existing roads without alteration of track or road-bed,
without interruption to traffic of road.

Can be placed upon
in use,

IMPROVED NOISELESS CEAR.
BETWEEN MOTOR AND CAR AXLES,
INSURING CLOSE MESH AND PREVENTING
BREAKING FROM SUDDEN STRAINS.

FLEXIBILITY

apparatus, designed to stand the test of work.

and upon cars

POINTS OF SUPERIORITY.
A SINCLE MOTOR GEARED TO BOTH AXLES WITH

The use where desirable of a separate motor truck, making a six wheel car, securing greater comfort to passengers ; motor trucks easily and quickly detachable, enabling change of motors from closed to open cars.
solicited, estimates furnished, and references given

CORRESPONDENCE

to important roads

now

in successful operation.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
Woodbridge

7th and

DETROIT, MIGH.

Streets,

THE STODDARD PATENT
Combined Rosette and Cut-Out.

The Standard Open

Circuit Batteries of the World.

For Flexible Pendent Electric Lights,
Patented Sept. 1.'!, ib-^i.

TRADE

GONDA

Tb*s» Cot^oU present » neat ano artmio appear^-.-l while other* rnazort le«, th^rT
:.'11

whitman place twenty 'iroinary
he or< flaw *mr of th*^e, Un» making a nav-

•-„
rtfl

*

*riii<>

ro tin

1

r

This ad<

7"3 a; three dollars p*t Oaj.
l

:

MARK.

rente

two dollars per day on eacn workman
',:

for

'v

m

:.

-oau for

',f

[be a/l»ariU«eof harlru: ftlxtjr
toe tin-.- t,nt twrntr are ready
Lkl Irr.t-'.Ttance.

-

prwaU, T-yt'.i

makfi
1

ft

MARKLE ENGINEERING
For Sal* b?

all

7

»p an

1

%«

-1
vnti-Marr] out-oatA
em price."
TTtE

CO., Detroit. Mich.
Electrical Supply Companies.

lands'

Ba1

1 r-

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.
49 West 18th St., New York.
I

'

Goncln Porous

Cup"

Battery

June

29,
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cE;ME^

FRICTION CLUTCH PULLEYS

0rnC "" DrAC '°l<V

l-

£
<

—

CUT-OFF COUPLINGS,

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO
BUILDINC IN THE CITY
FACTORY
^si^SMWS "ACKNOWLEDGED THE BEST
OF NEW YORK, IF NOT IN THE UNITED STATES,"
Is equipped with these SPECIALTIES made by the
The New Building of

"$

fcS$
•«T«*fS
BELOIT. WIS.

ECLIPSE

WIND ENGINE COMPANY,

6-A

Ready J uly

V

(he

BELOIT, WIS.

/

rV

Vjjjl

N ew Book.

INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK
IBy
Pocket size; cloth binding;
These tables give,
12x18 inches.
wire required in each case for any
Price, postpaid,
on file now.

IF\ IB.
and five tables, three of which are
at once and without any calculation, the size of
timely book.
Get your order
percentage of loss.
$1.00, including tables, or the tables can be had
thirty-five

cuts

A

separately at 25 cents each.

NOTE THIS TABLE OK CONTENTS.
Wire Gauges.

Introductory.

Explanatory.
Table No. 1.
Table No. 2.

The Multiple Arc System.
The 3- Wire System.

Methods

of

— Gauges Circular
— Electric Light Conductors.

Running Wires.

b.

Mils.

General Electrical Data.
Coulomb.
Ampere.

Work.
Molding Work.
Concealed Work.
Cleat

a.

in

Volt.

When

the Building is being Constructed.
In a Completed Building.

Ohm.
Conductors and Insulators.

Ohm's Law.
Location of Safety Devices and Switches.

Conductivity.

Divided Circuits.

The Tree System.
The Closet System.

Calculating Sizes of Wires.
Drop of Potential and Percentage of Loss of
Energy.
Carrying Capacity.
Explanation of Tables Nos. 3, 4 and 5.
Table No. 3.— 55 Volt Lamps.
Table No. 4
75 Volt Lamps.
Table No. 5.— 110 Volt Lamps.

Safety Devices.
Switches.

Splices.

Abstracts of Safety Rules.

—

Insulation and Testing for Faults.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK
Price, Postage Prepaid to

any address

in the United States or

ADDRESS

Canada, $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 Laltosieio Buildlns, Chicago.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Forest City Electric Works,
Manufacturers

oi

Established in 1861.

CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,
!.

GANG SWITCHES, FROM

^r-r^tvfe

IN

^My

Quick Make and Break Uncontrolled

ELECTROLIERS,

by the Handle.

29, i?

E37XGGOT, &&-&v ^®jsdB&
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

TO 40 AMPERES.

5

June

COMBINATION

GAS AUD ELECTRIC

Correspondence
Solicited

Electric

FIXTURES.

with
Light

ELECTRIC and GAS GLOBES,

Companies.

SHADES,
W.

B.

CLEVELAND,

Proprietor,

183

Etc., Etc.,

a

SENECA STREET. CLEVELAND,

Madison Street and Fifth Avenue,

MECHANICS, Purchasing

CHICAGO.

675 DECREES

VALVE-OLEINE:
MASTER

-BRANCH STORE-

Agents, Engineers and Practical Builders of

know that a Lubricant is now produced of such
.]costly steam
/extraordinary high fire test as to make it proof against the great heat to which it is
'\ subjected, and Is therefore a PERFECT lubricator where products of lower grade and
plants will

nre tests P ass

*v3>*Tr^Zy
\^J~~*^

consumption of

^Valve-oieine"

o QCe leaving the parts subject to wear, or greatly Increasing the

I
[

>

|

oil.

a product in the highest state of

is

2134 Michigan Avenue,

I

filtration, is of

the greatest viscosity,

Is

en-

aud ah olutely non-corrosive, and without doubt the finest and most thoroughly reliable Cylinder Lubricaut now on the market aud will naturally lubricate ZOO toSOOPBB cent,
more than products of lower test |»~Is not only the best but the most economical lubricant.
Manufacture and sale controlled exclusively by RELIANCE OIL & GREASE CO.. Cleveland. Ohio.
Samples of one to ten barrels shipped on request. Correspondence invited. Resilient agents wanted.
tirely free

!

°ff at

be pleased to

from

all acids

SEND FOR

NEW PAMPHLET
»J.

F.

ANNETT.

Prest.

S.

F.

PESTON,

Vlce-Prest. and Treaa,

RECORDING

Electric Go.

Pressure Gauges.

Hotel and House Annunciators.
Electric

Gas Lighting.

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

The United

OF

CHAS. SIDNEY SMITH, Beo'y

Electro-Medical Apparatus,
Electric Lighting.

Electrical

Apparatus and Supplies,

JWris B.

Telegraph Instruments.

Wire and Batteries.

SALT LAKE

CITY,

Eosofl,

145 Broadway, N. Y.

UTAH.

BERGrKtAlSTTSr

&

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIAICES FOR THE EDISOH ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

TVTT7TOB,

&

JNJbiW

CO.,

X7WDTT
YUKJk
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AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

ShOW ROOmS,

1

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.

June

29,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

\V Al.TI-'.lt K.

II. II. II

AVIHA.

II r<

GILItrR*, Vicc-PreHidcnt.

11

PreMident.

PRKEMAN,

General Manager.

Secretary.

It.

K.

It

K.

ft.

I'l'IWll. Treanurer.

I

'.NT.

BAU GLAIRE, WIS

TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
OIF

1

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING

Our Apparatus

is

of

the

Highest Efficiency— Mechanically and

WE GUARANTEE

GET THE BEST!

ITS OPERATION,

Electrically.

AND

GET THE CHEAPEST!

CORRESPONDEKCE SOLICITED.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG.

CO,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

WOODWARD
H. GALE, President.
S A PLL'MMER. VICE-PRESIDENT.
H. H. HUMPHREY, TREASURER.

f

'j.

i

(S. A.

ELECTRICAL CO

BOARD OF

GEN. R. A. ALGER.
G. H. GALE.

PLUMMER.

June 29 1889

IMKKf'TOKN.

BROWN.
WILLIAMSON.

E. C.

T.

F. B.

TROUT.

WARREN.
THOMPSON.
H.HUMPHREY. }

H.

f

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, SECRETARY.
FRANK B. TROUT, SUPERINTENDENT.

C. A.
C. H.

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT STORAGE BATTERY.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

in

has

construction,

now been found
to many

PECULIARLY ADAPTED

GPEOLA.LI

to be
uses In

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE
which other types of

batteries

DURABLE,

and
have

and

Is,

owing

to Its design,

failed.

iiDiiPTED TO

Steadying Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,
Propelling Boats,
Burglar Alarms,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station Lighting,
Street Cars,

Isolated Lighting,

Auxiliary Central Station Work,
Medical Purposes,
Running of Small Motors.

SECTION OF BATTERY PLATE.

HATTEBY.

533 Detroit

Storage Battery,

MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS CRANTED TO C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
BEEN DULY ASSICNED TO THIS COMPANY,
Is positively the only Secondary Battery which will not Buckle, or which will
withstand uninjured the Highest Rates of Discharge.

THE ONLY

ST7CCESSPT7L
IS

STOBAaE

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE

The Woodward
OFFICES:
69 G"'"*wold St., Campau

BAJXTEITSr

BYI

Electrical Co.
FACTORY:

Building.

F.

B.

and
DETROIT, MICH.
"TROUT, General Manager.
Corner 13th

Howard

Streets,

.

June

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

29, iS

The Thomson-Houston
Electric Railway System.

Twenty-six Roads in Daily Operation, and Sixteen Now in Process
of Construction Under the Thomson-Houston Patents.
ALL MATERIAL 18 NOW MANUFACTURED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MASS., THE LARGES1
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.
to all others
The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the
brakes applied from either platform
work.
Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
Only one pair of brushes for each motor.
above the floor.
Brushes self-feeding.
Direct gearing is used.
Bearings self-oiling.
The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the
No change of brushes for change of load or change in Thomson-Houston patents.
Contact with overhead conductor is had by means ot
direction of rotation of the armature.
pressing against the wire from below.
trolley
facility.
equal
with
direction
in
either
The cars run

The Thomson-Houston Motors are superior

for railway

MOTORS i ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENTS FURNISHED FOR MINING £ OTHER SPECIAL WORK.
For Full Information and Estimates

_A_ddress the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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29,

1?

_y

/

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
ANSONIA, CONN.
WESTERN BRANCH:

RANDOLPH STREET, CHICAGO.

171

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS

ELECTRIC LIGHT ELECTRIC LI6HT
SUPPLIES,
SUPPLIES,
iibTcx-rcrEaiifcTa-

IN

ELECTRICAL
HOUSE GOODS,

IliTCXdXrEiIXT©41.

Diamond Carbon

42.

"O.

43.

"Popular" Iron Frame

Bell.

44.

"Dust Proof" Iron Box

Bell.

45.

Annunciators.

46.

Burglar Alarms.

Munson's Dynamo Belting.

47.

Burglar Alarm Springs.

31.

Ellis Oil Filter.

48.

Electric Bell Pushes.

Electric Light Poles.

32.

Inst.

Electric

Cross Arms.

49.

12.

33.

13.

Wood

34.

50.

Electric Bell Outfits.

14.

High Insulation Brackets.

35.

Electric Floor Matting.

36.

White Light Carbons.
McCreary Shades.

61.

15.

Glass and Porcelain Insulators.

16.

Fletcher's

37.

Fowlers'

52.

Sure Call Electric Alarm.

17.

Fletcher's Sleet Proof Pulleys.

53.

Medical Induction

54.

Learners' Telegraph Sets.

55.

House

& B. Moisture-proof Wire.

22.

Incandescent Switches,

1.

P.

2.

Black "Weather-proof

23.

Automatic Ground Switches.

3.

Underwriters'

24.

P. Lightning Arrester.

4.

Magnet

25.

Auto. Pole

6.

Office

26.

Electric Light Switch Boards.

6.

Cobb Vulcanite

27.

Construction Tools,

7.

Kerite

28.

Standard Testing

8.

Okonite

29.

A.

30.

10.

Incandescent Conductor Cords.
Copper for Commutator Brushes.

1 1.

9.

and Annunciator

Pins and Brackets.

Arc Lamp Hangers.

18.

Gem Wire

19.

Insulating Tape.

20.

P.

21.

Arc Switches.

& B.

Cleats.

Electrical

39.

Compounds.

40.

U."

Wood Box Bell.

Lightning Arrester.
all kinds.

Sets.

& P. Ammeters &

Voltmeters.

Armature Protector.
Low Temperature Fuse Wire
Ind. Support Arc Lamp Hanger.

Dynamo

Speed

In-

dicator.
38.

&

Battery.

Weather-proof Rope.

Sawyer-Man Incandescent Lamps
Herrings' Wire Joints.

Gas Lighting Apparatus.

Coils.

Electricians' Tools.

1

See

Illustrated

Catalogue

NO. 550 B.

See

Illustrated

Catalogue

NO. 550 B.

See

Illustrated

Catalc^

NO. 647.

June
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BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY
op-

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

BRUSH ARC
INCANDESCENCE
Electric Lighting Apparatus.
y

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CHRBONS FOR HRC LHWPS.
V_

S
CHICAGO OFFICE
No. 225 Dearborn

St.,

ALEXANDER KEMPT, Special Agent.

ETC.

^/

N

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS:
THE CALIFORNIA ELECTRIC LIGHT

CO.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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29,

1889

FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
Fort Wayne, Indiana.

"V"

Manufacturers

SLATTERY

INDUCT;*.*

M-TEM

out

OF

The Most Carefully Workedand Complete Alternating

System of Electric Lighting in
Existence.

IKCaNDESCENT lmtihg,

AND THB

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

OF

Lamps

ARC LIGHTING.

and

Converter!

12-16 Candle Power

to the Mechanical

Horse

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK
115

OFFICE:

BROADWAY,
Boreel Bldg.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS,

FORT WAYNE,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

IND.

907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome

St.

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.

SCHUYLER ARC LIGHTING SYSTEM
CO
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